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'*They shouldn*t have
touched my Dosplus*

"I only left my keyboard for a few minutes

. , .when I returned, I found Stamitz from
accounting and Miss Sashshay from the

secretarial pool fondling my DOSPLUS 3,4.

Now if I've told them once. I've told them
a hundred times , , . use my coffee cup.

Borrow my key to the employee lounge.

Bend my paper clips but, leave my
DOSPLUS alone!! Did they listen? Nooooo!
Well, I guess I lost my head. Both Stamitz

and Sashshay are doing fine. They should

be released from the hospital any day
now. For me, it's an entirely different story"

Signed,
0076697

Why DOSPLUS creates such fanatically

touchy users is not so hard to understand,

DOSPLUS 3.4 turns the TRS-80 into some-
thing altogether better.

DOSPLUS 3,4 lets your TRS-80 work a lot

faster — 5-12 times faster with more
accuracy efficiency and dependability

DOSPLUS 3.4 also has a lot of features that

users such as 0076697 find positively

endearing. For instance, the ability to

read 40 track disks in 80 track drives, and
an easy to read operating guide that

makes using DOSPLUS as easy as . ,
.
well,

bending a paper clip.

So to increase productivity to increase the

speed and accuracy of your TRS-80.

DOSPLUS 3,4 Only S149.95! Still the best

DOS for the cost!

PS, "Get your own DOSPLUS"
0076697

DQSPUJS
DOSPLUS Jlrst in quality! First in the industry!

Call Toll Free 1-800-327-8724 ext. 207

^*^ IMICRO SYSTEMS SOFTWARE, INC.
specializing in the Tandy Line

5846 Fuaston Street. Hollywood, FL 33023

Outside ol Florida phone loll free 1-800-327-8724 ext. 207
ForVisa/MasterCard/C.CD. Orders

Toll tree lines will accept orders only!

For applications and technical information, call (305)

983-3390 or drop us a card. Dealers inquiries invited, ^ 384



Your Model III is a fine computer.
So why settle for less than
a fine disk storage system?

A fast, reliable disk storage system — no other

device is so vital to the satisfactory performance of

your computer. At Percom we build quality, high-

performance disk drive systems. From gold-plated

connector contacts to goldcad metal chassis
structures. From proven design through 100%
reliability testing. Percom disk systems are the

standard by which others are judged — the industry's

"gold standard," in a sense. And since Percom is the

largest independent manufacturer of disk systems
for microcomputers, you get Percom quality

at very competitive prices. Add-on drives for

TRS-80' computers start as low as $399.
Complete first-drive systems for the Model HI

start at only $599. Put a quality Percom mini-disk

storage system in your fvlodel III. And save.

#1 For Your Model III

Percom TFD drives for your TRS-80* Model III computer are available in

40- and 80-track versions with single or dual heads. Single-head 40-track
drives store 180 Kbytes; dual-head 40-track drives store 360 Kbytes.
Eighty-track drives store slightly over twice these amounts. Of course
these are formatted capacities. The Percom Model III controller handles
up to four drives so it's possible to access almost three million bytes of

on-line program and data files. You get Percom's OS-80/ili Basic
language DOS with each first-drive system, and your first drive may be
either internal (add-in) or external (add-on). Percom TFD drives work with

Model III TRSDOS and other Model III disk-operating systems. First-drive

systems are pre-assembled. Installation is accomplished with simple tools.

#1 For Your Model I, Too
Percom TFD add-on drives for the TRS-80* Mode! I computer are
available with the same features and the same quality control measures
as TFD Model III drives. As for Model III drives, all Percom Model I drives

are double-density rated. Install Percom's popular DOUBLER II in your
Model I Expansion Interface and upgrade your Model I to provide the

same storage capacity as the Model III.

-Watch for Announcement of Percom's Low-Cost
Hard Disk System for the Model III!

To order, or for the name of your authorized Percom retailer,

call toll free 1-800-527-1222.

r
Yes ...Id like to know more about
the best for my TRS-80 computer
Send me free literature about
quality Percom products.

n MODEL I

[" MODEL 111

I

I

PERCOIUI OATA COA/IPAIMY, INC
1 1 220 Pagemill Road • Dallas, Texas 75243

(214) 340-7081

The Drive People
You get more out of
Percom disk systems.

Expect it!

Send to

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, iNC. Dept 8-M
1 1 220 Pagemill Road, Dallas, TX, 75243

I
PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

'TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Radio Shack Corporation which has no relationship to

Percom Data Company, Inc.

PERCOM, DOUBLER II and OS-80 Nl are trademarks of Percom Data Company. Inc. V

I

I

I

I
PHONE NUMBER m

STATE



88. Word Processing

—

An In-Depth Look
After months of testing every word
processor fie could find for the Mod-
els I and III, reviewer Robinson has

put together an opus on word
crunching. But before you get into

the nitty gritty of Robinson's re-

search, read his opening thoughts

on the subject.

Dan Robinson

92. Model I/HI

Word Processing—CP/M
Robinson begins his word process-

ing discussion with the esteemed

Wordstar. But before you can use it,

you've got to take a trip to (he hard-

ware store.

so Micro (ISSN .Dr41.78BS) is puDlishaO 12 times s yes< by

1OO10OI Inc., BD Pine SI., Pelerborougn, NH 03458. Phone:

603-924-S471. Second class postage paiO al PelerDoroush, NH,

and addlllonal mailing olMces. SuDscrlptlnn laTes In U-S- are

%25 'or one year and 153 for mree years. In Canada,

*27.97— one year only, U.S. funds. Canadian distributor: Mioro

Distributing. 4D9 OuBen St West, Toronto, Ontario. Canada
V5V 2A&, BC Canadian dislribulor: (araymar Dala Services.

Ltd., «4 2SB E. tst Ave.. Vancouver. BC V5T 1A6. Foreign 3ub,

scnirliDns (surtace mail). ^4.97—one year only, U.S. lunds

drav^n on a U.S. ban|.L. Foreign subscriplions (air mail), plaase

inquire. In Soutli Atrica conlacl SO M:cra. P.O. 8o> 7B2B15.

Sandlon, Soulb Africa 2146. All U.S. and Canadian subscription

correspondence should be addressed lo 60 Micro. Subscription

Dapartmant, P.O. Ban 9B1, Farminfldala, NY 11737. Please in.

elude your address label wilh any correspondence. Postmas.

tar: Sand lorm -3579 lo SO Micro, SuDscriotion Services, P.O.

Boi 981, Farminfldaie, HI 11737.

btanuscripts are walcomu ^t SiJ Miao- "flu Mill consider publica^

lion of any TRS^ orlenlad malarial. Guidelines lor budcJing au.

Ihora are avBlla[>lfl, Please send a salt.addreased envelope and

aei( for "How Eo Wrile for 00 Vicfo" 30 Micro is published month,

ly by 1iX)1001 Inc., a ubsidlary of Wayne Green Inc, Entire con.

tents copyright 19BZ Wayne Green Inc, No pan of this publication

may be reprinted, or reproduced by any mesne, viltliout prior Ari|.

ten permission from the publisher. All programs arc Publish erJ lor

personal use only. All rights resenred.

Cover by William Glese

•TRS-80, Scripsit and TRSDOS are trade-

marks ot Tandy Corp,

96. Model I/IH Word
Processing—Deluxe Versions

Next, our peripatetic reviewer ex-

plains what thrills await you when
you buy a word processor with all the

frills-

112. Model I/III Word
Processing—Under $50 Versions

Word processing is even for those of

us still waiting for Michael Anthony

—the millionaire's messenger— to

appear on our doorstep- And Robin-

son shows us the way with a guide to

the low-end WP market.

116. Model I/III Word
Processing—Spelling Ciieckers

In this final Robinson installment,

Dan takes a look at the software re-

placing what he's found to be the

most reliable spelling-checker to

date: WIFE/CMD.

152. The Colorful Computer—Part U
Learn graphics technique by putting

a Playboy bunny on your CRT-

Franklyn D. Miller

164. Three Model II Word Processors

Since good word processors pro-

duce comparable results, they must
be compared in the highly subjective

arena of interaction and user friend-

liness,

Paul Grupp

168. Printer Color Art

[^3 Take a deep breath, then prepare to

have it taken away once you learn

how to bring out the Rembrandt in

you with an Epson MX-80 and a col-

ored ribbon kluge.

Francis Kalinowsl^i

ART PRINTOUT

124. Sling Some Hash
Store and retrieve items in an unsort-

ed list.

Ken Knecht

126. Printing Perfection

Customize Superscript for your Ep-

son MX-80.

John T. Phitlipp

139. Moby Dick Touch-Typing Tutor

lu^l If you don't type fast enough, Ish-
ILO*P*0| ' '

~ 3 1

mael's Nantucket sleighride ends

abruptly in the belly of the Great

White Whale-

Michael Brown

140. Basic Word Processing

With a little manipulation, you will

find your Color Computer has a word

processor built into its ROfvl.

Louis J. Cutrona, Jr.

186. Cheaper Upgrade
Save more than $75 by installing Ex-

tended Color Basic yourself.

Richard Tucl^er

190. Graftrax 80

How to install it and some tricks for

your bag once it's installed,

Thomas McNamee
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198. Pascal Goes Color

Computerware and Dynasoft com-
bine to bring this language to the 16K

Coior Computer.

Scoff L Norman

204. Screenplay

L--^
|

Use POKE to write and draw on your
""'"°

CRT.

Warren Merkey

222. Inside Scripsit—Part I

Rooting around in Assembly can be

very difficult if you don't know the

territory first.

Craig Lmdiey

2.10. Jnystick Paintbrush

How to draw with your Color Com-
puter.

Gerald Sprouse

234. Compiler Comparison
Radio Shack vs Microsoft Basic,

which compiler is for you?

Ken Knecht

238. Conversion

Bob Boothe's Level II graphics for

the Color Computer.

Frank Osborne

242. Homebrew Data Base

Management—Part II

Add subroutines for purging, select-

ing and restoring files.

Karl Townsend

252. LDOS 5.1

More DOS for your money.

Charles P. Knight

256. RECOVER
All is not lost when your 80 exits

Scripsit without your permission.

David Gobel

260. Technological Destiny—Part IV

This author shows you don't have to

be a Girl Scout to be a smart cookie.

Gary Dilllio

268. Bit Smitten—Part II

After reading Part I of this series—

For the Novice— the title no longer

suits you. So we changed it. In this

installment, learn about data degra-

dation.

Jay Chidsey

270.

276.

282.

Order Form
Author Wright found existing order

forms just didn't tit the bill his needs
demanded, so now he has his 80

make the forms.

Albert J. Wright

The Game of Sim
Sometimes, even triangles outside

Bermuda should be avoided.

Stephen Radin

PCLEAR
Maximize memory by reserving zero

pages for graphics in Extended Color

Basic.

John Heusinkveld

286. Screen Veil

pn-
j
Cure reading-over-the-shoulder syn-

drome with a cloak, not a dagger.

ivlike Keller

288. Juicing Pin 18

A Black Box mod for an Epson and

Model I.

Barry N. Gorodetzer

290. JKL Minus Blanks

Get rid of an annoying habit when
screen dumping with NEWDOS.
Richard 1^. Straw

292. Only Macro-Mon Knows
They call it The Shadow. It has al-

most every feature a machine-lan-

guage programmer would want.

Richard C. McGaryey

Deoartments

8. Remarks
While the Japanese are attracting

teenagers to technical careers

through ham and computer clubs,

our kids are spending their time on

drugs, disco and driving. It's putting

us at a terrible disadvantage.

Wayne Green

16. Proof Notes

All is not well with Tandy's flagship

micro, the Model 16.

20. Input

Acall forCommanderColorgraphics
in Basic and more articles for the

novice, some advice for horse bet-

tors and a cry to take the smut out of

80 Micro.

30. Debug
How to connect the plotter in "Digi-

tal Doodles" and a correction for

"Video Snow Shovel."

34. Aid

Readers looking for Model II pro-

grams, an IBM-Color Computer inter-

face and POKE conversions for

Tanktics.

40. 80 Accountant
Trade-offs between dedicated and

non-dedicated word processors;

comments on the Model 16; the Mod-

el !l and GP/M; and a new oil and gas

accounting system.

Michael Tannenbaum

44. Soft Bits

Offset pointers in a string array by a

fixed amount.
Roger Fuller

48. Kitchen Table Software

Our intrepid KTI observer reviews the

toast of Sri Lanka's new line of ge-

neric software.

David Buscii

50. Commander 80

The trademark nonsense seems to

be everywhere you look in the soft-

ware business. We'll soon see more
documentation devoted to credits

than to the operation of the software.

Jake Commander

56. Calendar

58. Reviews

Super Color Writer, machine-lan-

guage modules for the novice. Radio

Shack's Color Computer disk sys-

tem, Penetrator, Color Berserk,

EPS-80 word processor, Snapp
Spooler, andSFINKS3.0.

80 Micro, September1982 • 5
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PUBLISHER/EDITOR
Wayne Green

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Sherry Smylhc

ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT
Mall Smith
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Debra Wetherbee
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Roger Murphy
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Gihhie Boudrleau

ADVERTISING, 603-924-7138

Dayld Schissler, Advertising Manager;
Susan Martin, Piergiorgio Salutt: Sales;

Penny BrooKs: Ad Coordinator.

New England Advertising Representative:

John A. Gartand, Garland Associates, Inc.,

Box 3U SHS, Du^^bury, MA 02332

617-934-6464
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The left bracket, [, replaces the up arrow

used by Radio Shack to indicate exponen-
tiation on our printouts. When entering

programs published in 80 Micro, you
should make this change.

80 formats its program listings to run

64-characters wide, the way they look on
your video screen. This accounts for the

occasional wrap-around you will notice in

our program listings. Don't let it throw

you, particularly when entering assembly
listings.

Article submissions from our readers

are welcomed and encouraged. Inquiries

should be addressed to: Submissions
Editor, 80 Pine Street, Peterborough, NH
03458. Include an BASE for a copy of our

writers' guidelines. Payment for accepted
articles is made at a rate of approximately
$50 per printed page; all rights are pur-

chased. Authors of reviews should con-

tact the Review Editor, 80 Pine Street,

Peterborough, NH 03458.

300. News
Whither DOS for the Model 16? New
computer crime insurance. Motorola

68000 seminar. Wait ahead for

TRS-80 wanters of TKlSolver. Com-
puter lingo. Video games mean cash

at U. W. Va.

339. Index to Advertisers

342. Copemiea Mathematiea

[.
T.

-.j Differential equations.

Bruce Douglass

352. Notes from Beneath the Keyboard

More on competitive tree searches.

Paul Wiener

325. Feedback Loop
Satisfying the IRS, proportional

spacing, digitizers, joining computer

clubs, LPRINT problem, and ma-

chine-language manuals for the Col-

or Computer.

Terry Kepner

330. Fun House
r^ A new column for kids and the child

in us all.

Richard Ramella

364. MONEY DOS
IZI^ Are there any takers to J.M.'s $50,000

bet his commodities system will not

fail?

J.M. Keynes

376. Medical Opinion

A look at some patient billing pro-

grams.

Phillip R. Mills, M.D.

381. Reload 80

POKEing machine-language subrou-

tines into memory.
Art Huston

384. New Products

PMC's Electric Typing Fingers,

KWIKIT cassette storage system,

green phosphor CRT, ARMdisk/525

Winchester, Surge Protector, Screen

Kleen, chemical dealers software,

VisiGraph, church donations pro-

gram. Color Forth, Supertax, Regi-

lean Bloodworm, and the King

James Bible on disk.
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THE
SWITCH
SWITCH T05'%"D0UBLE DENSITY

IXDmiblerS/s
FEATURES

5- and 8-inch* disk drives

Single- & double-density

Any size and density in any mix

Read Model I, II* and III disks

5- or 8-inch* system disk

Single & double sided disk drives

DOS+ 3.3.9 included, with Disk

BASIC.

6 month warranty

Up to 3.75 megabytes online

Easy installation - plug-in & run

Analog phase lock loop data

separation

Precision write precompensation

Regulated power supply

Guaranteed operation at 4MHz
All contacts gold plated

Solder masked & silk screened

Runs under DOS+ 3.3.9, TRSDOS
2.3, NEWDOS 2.1, NEWDOS/80
1.0, LDOS, NEWDOS/80 2.0,

and ULTRADOS

Reads 40- and 35-track disks on

80-track drives

FD1791 controller + your FD1771

Fits Model I expansion interfaces

Fits LNW expansion interfaces

Track configurations to 80-tracks

5 inch disk storage increased to:

161,280 bytes - 35-track SS/DD

322,560 bytes - 35-track DS/DD
184,320 bytes - 40-track SS/DD

368,640 bytes - 40-track DS/DD
368,640 bytes - 80-track SS/DD

737,280 bytes - 80-track DS/DD
8 inch disk storage increased to:

591,360 bytes - 77-track SS/DD
1,182,720 bytes - 77-track DS/DD

SS: single-sided DS: double-sided

SD: single-density DD: double-density

COMPLETE - The LNDoubler 5/8,

switches your Model I or LNW-80
into the most versatile computer you

can own. The LNDoubler's switch

allows you to boot from 5- or 8-inch

system disks, and it's accessible from

outside the interface. The LNDoubler

5/8 comes with a double-density disk

operating system (DOS-(- 3.3.9),

complete with BASIC and utility

programs . . . ready to run your

software NOW!

VERSATILE - Whether you want

single-sided, double-sided, single- or

double-density, 5- or 8-inch operation,

complete versatility is here today!

Any combination of 5- and 8-inch disk

storage is possible with the

LNDoubler 5/8. Each of your present

40-track, single-sided 5-inch drives

will store up to 184,320 bytes

(formatted storage) - that's an 80 St

increase in storage capacity for only

half the cost of just one disk drive.

With three 8-inch double-density,

double-sided drives your Model I will

have 3.75 Megabytes of online storage

~ that's more storage than a Model II

or Model III!

ADVANCED - The LNDoubler 5/8

is the most technically advanced,

tested and reliable double-density

board you can buy. The LNDoubler

5/8 has more features, more options

and more software support than any

other product of its kind.

EASY TO INSTALL - The

LNDoubler 5/8 is easy to install.

There are no traces to cut, no wiring

to do, just a screwdriver and a few

minutes of your time is all that is

required. The instructions are fully

illustrated for all interfaces. In

minutes you will be 'up-and-running',

and enjoying your computer as never

before.

COMPARE - Compare features,

compare quality, compare value, and

make the SWITCH today!

Immediate delivery from stock - at

your dealer NOW for only

219.95
DEALERS - You too can

make The Switch.

JJSlf^RESEARCH CORPORA TION
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680 (714)544-5744 (714)641-8850

'S- dnw u),eraLi.>n reqiures spedal rable. 8" doLible-cl^nsily requires 2.?<mii-L Cl^U speed-up ,Yu,dincali,)n ,.r LNW -811 -mill c^mpui.r. THS-MU is a trademark of Tandy C.rpor.tian.



by Wayne Green

"The Japanese have proven their

superiority in engineering by crushing

most of our electronic industries."

Japan

Having attended the entry exercises of

several nev^ microcomputer systems
in recent weeks, I've been trying to get a

grip on wtiat ai! this means in terms of tfie

long run for tfie industry.

Thie current run started just a couple

v/eeks ago v^tien I listened to extravagant

oratory as DEC unveiled four nevi/ micro-

computers. My first thougtit was, "How
can a businessman make an intelligent

decision between the four systems?" I

saw no clear answer. Next came the Sony
entry with its outstanding color graphics

capability; Sony specializes in it and thus

has a decided edge. This was followed by

the Victor and ttien two from Wang.
Other recent entries are a new system

from Casio, pictured in a Time magazine

article, one from Sanyo, one from Pana-

sonic and so on. The Japanese entries

seem to have one thing in common: the

ability to run CP/M programs. Come to

think of it, most of the others cite that as a

benefit too.

CP/M has been around for a while, but it

didn't get a lot of recognition until IBM de-

cided to use it to get around having to

spend money for programs. It had been

used on several of the lesser-known mi-

crocomputer systems, particularly some
of the S-100 bus systems. Perhaps the

best known of the CPM user systems was
the Northstar-until IBM. Suddenly CP/M
was not just legitimate, but The Standard.

This isjust what the Japanese had been

waiting for. Until a standard came along,

the Japanese were at a terrible disadvan-

tage. Looking back over the development

of microcomputer marketing, we see that

each new system brought on the market

was made incompatible with all others.

One could translate programs from a

Commodore system to an Apple or a

Radio Shack, but it wasn't easy. Thus, pro-

gram publishers had to identify every pro-

gram being sold as to the system it would

work with.

Each version of Basic was different

enough as to result in gibberish when
moved from one system to another. Some
of the conversions between systems were

relatively simple; others, such as the con-

version of programs from the Model I or III

Radio Shack systems to run on their

Model II, were almost beyond human ca-

pability. And that was just between sys-

tems of the same manufacturer!

No two systems seemed to be even re-

motely similar in their graphics generation,

making the conversion of programs that

use graphics, such as business charting

programs, expensive to convert. It was this

bewildering software mess that kept the

Japanese at bay. With all of the computer

languages being in English, the Japanese
had an almost impossible problem. Their

programmers first had to learn English,

then how to program. Little of significance

came through this fine filter, keeping the

Japanese from being able to really tackle

our market.

IBM, rather than forcing software firms

to go back to the drawing board and
custom write or convert programs for their

system, made it so it would run programs

designed to work with CP/M. It was a

shortcut that sped the IBM entry into the

market. If was also a break in the dike, so

to speak, for the Japanese. The software

barrier had finally been broken.

Once that impenetrable barrier was
gone, the Japanese felt that, like in almost

all other electronic industries, it would on-

ly be a matter of time before they pre-

vailed. After all, for some 20 years they've

been generating and training far more
technicians and engineers than the U.S.

They've proven their superiority in

engineering by crushing most of our radio,

television, CB, high fidelity, tape and
video recording, and other electronic in-

dustries.

The increasingly innovative electronic

products, backed up by production facili-

ties in nearby Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong,

and Singapore, where they have both low

labor costs and a high degree of automa-

tion, have destroyed one American in-

dustry after another. Is there anything we
can see which will keep this from happen-

ing to the microcomputer industry?

I've been visiting the Asian electronic

shows for the last three years and have

watched the Japanese microcomputers

start from way behind us (80 percent of

the microcomputer sales in Japan two

years ago were American systems) and

quickly leap ahead. Sales of American

systems in Japan today are under 20 per-

cent and dropping fast. And that despite

a good deal of cultural pressure in Japan
to buy American products. It didn't take

long for the Japanese to not just catch up

with us technically, but to go right on past

us. By 1980 I was seeing microcomputers

that were substantially ahead of our de-

signs. You'll see what I mean when you

look over new entries from Panasonic,

Sony, and so on.

Unless we here in America make a ma-

jor effort to interest and train computer
technicians and engineers, I see no
reason why we will not quickly lose

another industry to Japan. The one last

barrier to the Japanese computers has

been broken, courtesy of IBM, and there is

little we can do about it.

Is there any way to patch up the soft-

ware dike? No— once IBM broke it the way

was open and nothing will ever shut it

again. Worse, the growing number of

systems, all working on the same sort of

software, will tend to kill the development

on non-CP/M software, thus in the long run

finishing off computer systems not able

to use CP/M.

Another problem this brings to a head is

this: With ali of the new systems running

on essentially the same body of software,

it will be small technical innovations that

may determine computer sales rather

than the total package, as heretofore

—

again playing into Japanese hands. The
Japanese system of attracting teenagers

to technical careers through ham and

computer clubs in their high school years,

where most of our kids are spending their

time on drugs, disco, and driving, puts us

at a terrible disadvantage.

One more thing to think about, as if you

needed the aggravation. If the reports in

Fortune magazine are right, the Japanese

have a 10-point IQ lead over us as a group,

so on the average they are going to be

able to outsmart us in business as well as

technology. It may be about time for us to

take a good look at intelligence and make
amajoreffort to use the brains we do have

for a change. It may be time for us to make

8 • 80 Micro, September 1982



META JES
26111 Brush Avenue, Euclid Ohio 44132

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-321 -3552 TO ORDER
IN OHIO, call (216) 289-7500 (COLLECT)

WE'RE NOT JOKING WHEN WE TELL YOU
THESE ARE GREAT "ONE-LINERS". .

.

Let's get down to the bottom line. Sure, we could tell you that we have
scores of thousands of satisfied customers. Or t fiat we're in our fifth year
of serving the microcomputer industry. We could invite you to call your
local Better Business Bureau and check us out (we're a member organiza-
tion). But we think that one look at these prices will convince you there is

more to MTC than great service. . . we also have a great sense of humor.

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT(acoustic coupled) $ 139.95
NOVATION D-CAT(directconnect) $ 159.95
NOVATIONAUTO-CAT(autoanswer) $ 209.95

PRINTERS
OKIDATAML80(80co!.,80cps) $ 349.95
OKIDATAML82A(80coL,120cps) $ 469.95
OKIDATA ML83A (132 col. ,1 20 cps, tract.) $ 719.95
OKlDATAML84(132col.,200cps,1200bd) $ 999.95
OKIDATAML84S(132 col. ,200cps, 9600 bd) $1119.95

MODEL I/Ill SOFTWARE
APPARAT'SNEWDOS/80-V2 + FLOPPY DOC + QUE CARD $ 129.95

EAGLESOFTWARE'SMGNEYDECISIONS'^i + lOdiskettes. . . .$ 199.95

MODEL II CP/M SOFTWARE
MICRO PRO'S WORDSTAR™ $ 299.95
MICROPRO'sMAILMERGETM(needsWORDSTAR) $ 99.95
MICRO PRO'sSPELLSTAR™(needs WORDSTAR) $ 189.95
MICRO PRO'S DATASTAR™ $ 229.95
MICRO PRO'sSUPERSORT™ $ 189.95
MICRO PRO'S CALCSTAR™ $ 229.95

ACCESSORIES
PRACTICALPERIPHERALSMICROBUFFER"^f^ $ 149.95

EPS0NSERIALINTERFACE,2Kbuffer $ 99.95
EPS0NSERIALINTERFACE,2Kbuffer,X0N/X0FF $ 109.95

WHILE QUANTITIES LAST!
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

m

(•>:

M

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME III

by Dennis Kitsz

More than 300 pages ot practical hardware and
f'q software modifications and projects. Discover

f-| the mysteries of "THE CUSTOM TRS-80Tf^-'!

THE CUSTOM TRS-80TM S28 O'-i

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME IV

BASIC FASTER
AND BETTER

Time-tested and proven techniques and
routines that can be used in hunijreds of ways

.to make your programs smaller, taster and

better.

BASIC FASTER & BETTER $26.95

BFBLIB subroutines diskette $19,95

BFBDEM demonstration diskette $19.95

I

I

'TRS-80^" DISK AND
OTHER MYSTERIES"

by Harvard C. Pennington
132 pages written in PLAIN ENGLISH packed
with HOW TO inJormation with details, examples
and in-depth explanations. Recover lost tiles and
directories, remove file protection, make BASIC
programs unlistable. How to use SUPERZAP,
recover from DOS errors and MORE'

TRS-80TMDISK S19.95

"OTHER MYSTERIES"
VOLUME II

by James Farvour

MICROSOFTTM basic decoded & OTHER
MYSTERIES for the TRS-SO''"'^" is a primer for

the internal workings of cassette and disk

BASIC, More than 300 pages of explanations,

examples and comments about the Level II

ROM.

Microsoft™ basic decoded $26.95

TRS 80 IS a trademark ot the

Radio Shack Division o( Tandy
Corporation DATALIFE is a

trademark ol VERBATIM PLAIN
JANE, PARAGON MAGNETICS.

are trademarks of MTC

© 1982 by Meta Technologies
Corporation

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY

24 Hr, Bulletin Board
(216)289-8689

PRICES IN EFFECT
THRU

September 30, 1982
Prices, Specifications,

and Offerings subject to

change without notice

8209

^^-^- magnetics

DISKETTES

MTC's
premium Single-Sided, Soft-Sectored
DOUBLE-DENSITY, 5'/a-inch diskettes with
reinforcing HUB-RINGS. Individually 100%
ERROR-FREE certified. Invest in GOLD!

PARAGON MAGNETICSGOLD $23,95

Soft-Sectored Diskettes
5-1M"1S/SDen (744-0) $28.95

5-1/4"1S/DD6n(744D-0) $31.95
5-1/4" 2SmDen (745-0) $39.95
8" 1S/SDen (740-0) $29.95
8" IS/DDen (741-0) $37.95
8" 2S/D Den (743-0) S49,95

Hard-Sectored Diskettes
5-1/4" 1S/DDen10-sector(744-10) S28.95

5-1/4"1S/DDen10-sector{744D-10) 532,95

5-1/4'"2S/DDen10-sector(745-10) S39,95
5-1/4" 1S/SDen16-sector(744-16) . . $28,95
5-1/4" 1S/DDen16-sector(744D. 16)

.

. $32.95

5-1/4"2S/DDen16-sector(745-16) .
... S39.95

8" 1S/SDen32-sec1or(740-32) 533,95
8" 1S/DDen32-sector(741-32) $39,95
8" 2S/DOen32-sector(743-32) , . . . . S49,95

Supplies
5-1/4" Head cleaning kit S29.95
8" Headcleaningkit S29.95

Aiittiorized Distributor '^StLH
Information Processing Products wIVI

Soft-Sectored Diskettes
5-1/4"1S/DDen(MD525-01) $26.95
5-1/4"2S/DDen(MD550-01) $39.95
5-1/4"2S/4Den(MD557-01) $51.50
8" 1S/DDen(FD34-8000) $43.95

Hard-Sectored Diskettes
5-1/4"1S/DDen10-sector(MD525-10) $26.95
5-1/4"2S/DDen10-sector(MD550-10) $39.95
5-1/4"2S/4Den10-sector(MD557-10) , , , $51.50

'RINGS' & THINGS
HUB RING KIT for 5%" disks $10,95
HUB RING KIT for 8" disks $12,95
REFILLS(50 Hub Rings) 5 5,95

CLEANING KIT for S'/." drives 524.95

5V4-inch diskette case $3,50
8-inch diskette case $3,95

5'/i-inch File Box for

50 diskettes $24.95

8-inch File Box for

SOdiskettes $29.95

WE ACCEPT
• VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
•CHECKS
• MONEY ORDERS
•C.O.D.

Add $3.00 for shipping

& handling.

'$2.00 EXTRA for U.S.

Mail delivery.

' $3.00 EXTRA for CO.D.
• Ohio residents add 6.5%
sales tax.



some major changes in our educational

process.

It isn't that we don't have a good supply
of brains; it is more that we put little stock
in 'em and do little to take advantage of

the few high IQ people we do have. Most
of our large corporations, our government,

and our military are set up to prevent

anyone with high intelligence from getting

ahead. The high IQ person, generally, is an

innovative thinker—a trouble maker, if

you will. Large corporations, the military,

and government organizations are not set

up to cope vtfith anything but routine, so
the promotions go to those people who
cause the least trouble. What comes out

on top? Generals, admirals and presi-

dents of corporations who have never had
any ideas or made waves. The intelligent

people, for the most part, have not been

successful.

One of the most startling aspects of the

Mensa society, a group of the high tQ peo-

ple (top 2 percent in intelligence), is the

lack of successful people. If you read

much about how to be successful you'll

find that intelligence is not a significant

factor in success. I don't think it is going
to be a factor until the need for having

intelligent people is recognized and some-
thing done to take advantage of their

abilities.

Now that we seem to be up against a

race of substantially more intelligent peo-

ple, perhaps we will be able to face this

situation and cope with it. If we do, it will

probably be the first time we, as a country,

have reacted intelligently to a problem.

No, the odds are that we will do as we
always have, refused to face the problem
and set up barriers against even discuss-

ing it.

Logic says that the Japanese are going
to be able to take over our microcomputer
field as they have so many others. How
long will it be before IBM computers are

designed in Japan and built in the Philip-

pines? This is the routethat virtually every

American electronics firm has taken.

Where are G.E. radios made? Westing-

house? and so on...!

With the emphasis off of the software

support, the marketing and promotion of

hardware can ignore the differences be-

tween systems and concentrate on emo-
tional approaches.

It is difficult for me, after seeing my
country being the world leader in technol-

ogy for so many years, to come to grips

with the emergence of Japan—and their

passing us. We've come a long way in the

last 200 years, but the changes our coun-

try has seen are small compared to the

changes Japan has experienced in the

same time. This speeding up of change
seems to be carrying them on past us,

leaving us behind.

In the past, we have done exceptionally

well with what we've had to work with. We
got a good start because the people who
came to America at first were the adven-

turers—the pioneers. They brought along

the Protestant work ethic. But then, about
100 years ago, Europe found that America
was a great place to dump all of its losers,

who came over here by the millions. They
prospered when exposed to the almost
unlimited opportunities here. Some came
because they were persecuted in Europe,

some because they just couldn't make it

there. Here, with everything growing

rapidly, it was difficult to fail.

Today the pioneering spirits seem to

have been smothered. We have suc-

cumbed to big business, big government,

and big military. Our whole educational

system is geared to provide the fodder for

this massive destroyer of intellect. We are

forced to watch helplessly while big busi-

ness, with the blessing of big government,

takes over every successful entrepreneur.

Our whole tax system is designed to dis-

courage and punish success, while pro-

tecting our giant corporations.

I didn't mean to get into a pontification

on the problems of America, though I can

see them destroying our American micro-

computer industry. There are close to 100

makers of microcomputer systems in

America today. But how many of them do

you know? You, like I, tend to think about

and recognize the giants and forget the

small firms. When we see ISM, Tandy and
Apple advertised on tv, do we think in

terms of perhaps buying a system where

we don't have to ante up for those com-
mercials? Or do we, sheeplike, think IBM,

Tandy, and Apple?

How long before the Sanyo girt (an

American) will be singing to get people to

buy Sanyo computers? Next week, I'll bet.

You know, IBM, which made all of this

possible, may have opened a Pandora's

Box this time that can destroy even them!

The Japanese have one additional ad-

vantage over most American firms. The
Japanese, lacking a large domestic mar-

ket for most of their products, tend to

think in terms of export far more than do
American firms. Yet if we look at the world

markets we see that Japan, which is al-

most closed to us now for computers, has
110 million people. The U.S. has about 220
million. Europe has 320 million, roughly.

Remembering that each increase in pro-

duction volume lowers the unit cost, it is

immediately obvious that a firm selling to

a population of 660 million is going to be

able to underprice one selling to 220 mil-

lion. This is why Europe is such an impor-

tant key to the survival of microcomputer

firms.

Most of the Japanese firms are already

in Europe, giving them a decided advan-

tage over our firms. True, the European
market is still a year or so behind ours, but

this merely means that entry is far less ex-

pensive. A couple years ago a new U.S.

firm could start up in microcomputers for

a couple million dollars and expect to be

successful. Today, in the U.S., it might

take 100 times that to break in. Europe can

still be bought for perhaps a $10 million

entry fee this year. Next year it is going to

beSIOOM and the year after perhaps $1B.

There is nothing simple about coming
out on top these days.

Sony Enters

Awell-kept secret in the industry is the

intention of Sony to bring out a micro-

computer. An innocuous invitation to see

a new Sony product in New York resulted

in my introduction to their SMC-70.
Being a Sony Typecorder devotee, I

thought that the new Sony microcom-
puter was a natural development of that

instrument. Indeed, the keyboard of the

new Sony microcomputer is remarkably

like the Typecorder— light, functional,

and complete.

The computer, which I'm sure you'll be

reading about in great depth, is Z80 based
and thus ready to run most of the Basic

and machine-language Z80 programs with

a few minor changes. But mindful of the

IBM, Sony has designed their bus so an

8086 CPU can be plugged into a slot in the

back for 16-bit processing.

Sony seems to have done their home-
work well. I was surprised to find them
leaving little out of the package that one

might want. I was even more surprised at

the reasonable price tag. The SMC-70 with

dualdisks(520K)issmallerthan the Apple
11 and sells for around $2,600. It uses the

new Sony 3V2-inch disks.

They fired it up and amazed me with

their color graphics. Show me the busi-

nessman who is going to be able to stop

himself from getting one of these! Color

for office computer systems is unstoppa-

ble. There are just too many applications

where color is an important dimension. In

an inventory program color can show in-

stantly what items are back-ordered,

which are in short supply, and which are in

oversupply. Without color to bring this

dimension, you would have to look

through all of the items or resort to flash-

ing signals, foreground-background dis-

plays, and so on. Color is far better.

Or how about accounts receivable with
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CALL TOLL FREE 1 -800-321 -3552 TO ORD
IN OHIO, call (216) 289-7500 (COLLECT)

services
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ivirCAIDS-lll
TM

MODELS I & til . . .$69.95 MODEL II . . .$99.95
Introducing the latest addition to MTC's family of data management systems, AIDS-MI. NO
PROGRAMMING, easy to use COMPLETE PACKAGE including demonstration application,

documentation and MAPS-MI (see belowl,
• Up to 20 USER-DEFINED FIELDS of either numeric- or cfiaracter-type.

• CHARACTER-type fields may be any length (total: up to 254 ctiaracters).

• NUMERIC-type tields feature automatic formatting, rounding, decimal alignment and
validation.

• Full feature EDITING when adding or changing records:
- ENTER FIELD (can't type-in more characters than specified).

BACKSPACE (delete last character typed). - RIGHT-JUSTIFY FIELD contents.

-DELETE FIELD contents, - SKIP FIELD (lo next or previous field).

RESTORE FIELD contents. SKIP RECORD (to next or previous record}.

• SORTING of records is MACHINE CODE assisted.

200 RFCORDS (40 characters) in about 5 SECONDS
- ANY COMBINATION of fields uncludmg numerics) with each field in ascending or

descending order

• SELECTION of records for Loading, Updating, Deleting. Printing and Saving is

MACHINE CODE assisted

Specify up to 4 CRITERIA, each using one of 6 RELATIONAL COMPARISONS.
- LOAD or SAVE selected records using MULTIPLE FILES.
- Example: Select records representing those people who live in the state ot Col-

orado, but not in the city of Denver, whose last names begin with "F"
and whose incomes exceed $9000.00,

Example: Select records representing those sales made to XYZ COMPANY that

exceed S?5 00, between the dates 03/15 and 04/10.

MAPS-III (MTC AIDS PRINT SUBSYSTEM), included at no charge, has ttie following features;

• Full AIDS-IM SELECTION capabilities.

• Prints user-specified fields DOWN THE PAGE
' Prints user-specified fields m titled, columnar REPORT FORMAT, automatically

generating column headings, paging and (optionally) indentation.

Can create a single report from MULTIPLE FILES.
• Prints user-defined formats for CUSTOM LABELS, custom forms, etc.

BELOW ARE TESTIMONIALS from owners of AIDS systems. These are absolutely authentic

statements and are typical of the comments we receive.

"This program will do more for my business than all the other programs I

have, combined."
Davtd Wareham. Vice President (EDP), National Hospital and Health Care Services Inc.

"We have 32 different Data Base Management packages for the TRS-80. AIDS-III is easily

the best. It also makes it easier for us to step up to our Model II since the package is

available for both computers."
,

,

„.,.
, n . . ^^ ... . oJack Bihnski, President, 80 Microcomputer Services

"Your AIDS program is far and away the finest information management system that I've

ever seen. I am currently using it to maintain a clear picture of the demographic data on all

the kids in our residential treatment program and it is working for me superbly."
Frank Boehm Director Front Door Residential Treatment Program

MTCCALCS-lir
Models I & III $24.95

Modem $39.95

MTC's most popular AIDS subsystem. Use
for report generation involving basic

manipulation of numeric data. Features are:

• Columnar Headings
• Optional Indentation

• User specified Columnar Totals

• Columnar values computed using con-

stants and/or column values

Balance forward calculations

Use for accounting, inventory, financial

and other numeric-based systems.

I

AIDS OWNERS!
WE HAVE WHAT
YOU'VE BEEN
WAITING IV. . .

MTC CALCS-IV™, that is.

• More Computations
• Save Report Formats on Disk

• Faster, and more!

MTC CALCS-IVTM $39.95

ForModelsl&lll $39.95

For Modem $59.95

THE COMPLETE
MTC AIDS-III™

PACKAGE

SAVE $$$$

Includes MTC AlDS-lir

CALCS-lll™ and MERGE-IN™

A comprehensive system

at a competitive price!

MODELI&III $99.95

MODELII $149.95

Add $25 for CALCS-IVTM

MTC AIDS MERGE-lil™
-This subsystem will combine up to 14 AIDS-

! created data files into a single, large file. An op-

,

jtional purge capability removes duplicate entries

;
while performing the merge operation (can even

;?:; be used to eliminate duplicates in a single file).

Machine-code assisted for high-speed perfor-

mance, rwiERGE-IIITM properly handles files sorted

by any combination of fields, including numerics,

;{ 'with each field in ascending or descending order.

;MTC AIDS MERGE-IN™ $19.95

iFor Models I & III $19.95

; f For Model II $29,95

Let your TRS-80™ Test Itself With

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR &
MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC-

by David Stambaugh |
A complete checkup for your MODEL I or '.

MODEL III. THE FLOPPY DOCTOR-Version 3

completely checks every sector of single or

double density 35 , 40-. 77-, or SOtrack disk

drives. Tests motor speed, head positioning,
i

controller tunctions. status bits and provides

complete error logging. THE MEMORY '

DIAGNOSTIC checks for proper write/read, :

relresh, executability and exclusivity of all ad- i

dress locations. Includes both diagnostics and
complete instruction manual.

TRS-80 IS a trademark ot the

Radio Sliack Division of Tandy
Corporation. DATALIFE is a

trademark of VERBATIM PLAIN
JANE, AIDS-I, AIDS-III, CALCS-lll,

CALCS-IV, MERGE-III are

trademarks of MTC.
1982 by Mela Tectinologies

Corporation
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SYSTEM DIAGNOSTICS
ForMODELIII

S24.95
S29.95

I

WE ACCEPT
•VISA
• MASTER CHARGE
•CHECKS
•MONEY ORDERS
•C.O.D. I

Add $3.00 for shipping

& handling.

$2.00 EXTRA for U.S.

Mail delivery.

$3.00 EXTRA for C.O.D.
Ohio residents add 6.5%
sales tax.



INTELLIGENT
PRINTER

INTERFACE
Free Your Computer from the

Mundane Task of Printing

Imagine being able to use youi

compuier seconds after beginning an

extensive printout.

Visualize your printout with page

breaks, page numbering and titles,

margins of your choice, indented

carryover hnes, on any size paper'

Appreciate the time and morte> you
will save by rot waiting for your

printer.

SooperSpooler, a buffered printer

interface, maintains control over your

printer whik you go on using your

computer lor more productive

activities. Eliminate waiting while your

printer pecks through a long

document. SooperSpooler accepts

information from your computer at up
to 3000 characters per second and
feeds it to your printer as fast as it can

handle it—without using any of your

computer's memory or time!

SooperSpooler features include:

• 16K. Memory {62K optional)

• Buffer Status Readout
• Space Compression

• Pagination

• Single Sheets

• Headers and Page Numbering
• Indentation on Carryover Lines

• Self Test Routine
• Features also Software ControllabJe
• Plugs into Model I, II, 111 systems

• I6K Parallell/0 Umt S349.00I

• Serial I/O Option - $95.00

• 46K Memory Option—$159.00

TM
SooperSpooler by Compulink—
The missing link that gives your

microcomputer mainframe printing.

COMPULINK
CORPORATION .275

1S40 InduBiriai Circle

Longmonl, CO 80501 (303) 651-2014

Send for brochure

Dealer inquirie*) welcome

Call for information: 800-525-6705

color to show prepayments, over 30 day
accounts, over 90 days, and so on. The in-

formation jumps rigtit out at you. The
same goes for accounts payable. Overdue
accounts can be shown easily, as can
those in dispute, overpayments, and so on.

When it comes to graphing sales you of-

ten want to see several sales curves at

one time to get a perspective on them.

Without color you have a problem. I love to

show the rise in advertising for the com-

bination of Microcomputing and 80 Micro,

showing our continued strength. Graphs
without color are a dying breed.

For the TRS-80 owner this means even-

tually getting a color graphics board. Or

one could go the Color Computer route, if

users will get busy and develop ways to

get more use from this powerful system.

How long before we will have some col-

or available for the Model 16? I'd say that

this is a nice niche for a new firm. There is

going to be a big need for that in about a

year, so now is the time to get going with

the development and marketing. Black

and white computers (or green) are going

to be as popular as B&W television sets in

a couple of years.

With over 80 microcomputers being ad-

vertised in the recent magazines I thought

that perhaps we had enough systems

available. But this doesn't seem to stem

the tide, despite the cost of getting into

the market these days as compared to

four or five years ago.

Today, for any real hope of success, a

computer firm is going to have to invest

several million dollars in the marketing. A
key item is service, as we owners of

TRS-SOs are all too well aware. New firms

have to come up with some workable sys-

tem for providing fast service. Then there

is software support, without which a com-

puter just doesn't compute. This is still

one of the weakest links in the chain of

most systems.

A Sony Magazine?

When the IBM came out there was a

lot of speculation about the need

for a magazine to support the product.

There still is a lot of discussion. The suc-

cess of this magazine in supporting the

TRS-80, helping about a thousand small

firms to grow up with the computer, has

been one of the strongest aspects of the

Radio Shack computer. Just look at the

Apple, with several small magazines in-

stead of one largeone— no comparison to

the after-market for the TRS-80. Apple

could do far better, I think, if there was one
substantial magazine supporting their

associate industry.

But, as Radio Sfiack has discovered, a

supporting magazine can be both a fan-

tastic blessing and a pain. Sure, 80 Micro

has helped increase the sales of TRS-80

systems substantially. But it has also

been a lever to force Radio Shack to be

more responsive to the market and not be

quite as dictatoriai as they had been.

Billion dollar corporations, for the most

part, seem often to hold the customers in

contempt. They can be very difficult to

deal with. But a magazine read by a sub-

stantial part of the firm's customer base is

something that has to be reckoned with.

Our most recent survey shows 260,000

TRS-80 owners reading 80 Micro\

Thus it's a question of whether the bot-

tom line of sales is more important than

corporate secrecy and politics. Tough
choice at times. Apple has kept their sup-

porting magazines small (or perhaps it

was the magazines which did this); the

result has been far from the independent

press that 80 Micro has been for Tandy.

Today, with the microcomputer market

as large as it is, it takes a good deal of in-

vestment to get a new magazine started.

It's a lot different from back in 1975 when I

started Byte or in 1976 when I started

Microcomputing. It's not as difficult as try-

ing to field a new computer, but darned near.

I think it's clear that for a system to real-

ly have strength and outside vender sup-

port there has to be a strong independent

magazine for it. Will such develop for

IBM? For Sony? For DEC?

Tandy Secrets

I've
been getting to quite a few com-

puter shows. It's a way for me to see

what is going on, talk with readers, meet

the smalt businessmen in the field (few of

the major firms come to most of these

shows), and rap with my fellow editors.

With all due respect to Radio Shack's

Mr. Jon Shirley and his heated blast at

Wayne Green in the April issue of his

Microcomputer News, I found that the

other editors in our field have had the

same experience as we have. They were

telling me of time after time when they

had tried to get confirmation or denial of

rumors from Radio Shack, only to be met
with lies or evasions.

Just days before Tandy announced

they were replacing the Model III for the

Model I, questions about the continued

production of the Model I were met with

assurances that there were no plans for

discontinuing it. No, if Radio Shack would

be honest with the press they would get

fair treatment. But as long as they feet ft

necessary to deceive the press, they are

going to have to live with the results.

It was somewhat comforting to find

that everyone else in the field seems to be

having the same problem we do.B
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michael shrayer's

word L ^cessinq svsiem

Easy to Learn - Like lightning you will be up andkrurWiing with a comprehensive and sophisticated word
processor. Our manual says you can be an expert in onerour^our users tell us it takes less than 30 minutes.

The manual's 1 28 pages are packed with figures, illdptraSip^s and examples for the beginner and"old pro".

Easy to Use - With the ELECTRIC PENCIL yojubrocess words, not commands. ELECTRIC PENCIL'S

menus and simple two keystroke commands keepsfyotir mind onyour worK NOT on your manual. ELECTRIC
PENCILissoeasytouseyoursecretary will WANT to us^N. sosophisticatedyou'llbegladshedid. David Ahl,

the editor of Creative Computing says, "ELECTR^ffiNl'SiL 2.0 is the most user friendly word processing

package available." a^H« \
Features- ELECTRIC PENCIL has afll^Bext buffer (48 kwsk system), supports disk, tape and Stringy

Floppy files (disk version)* and has every^H^eature you want in\ word processor. It is "bullet proof"- Data

recovery is a built-in feature. The exclusive D!CT-A-MATIC*feature^yes your office the flexibility of dictation-

word processing without fancy equipment. Your dictation playback'^qontrolledfrom the computer keyboard.

• Flexible - It is the only word processing system that is designed \ke an operating system. You can add

new programs and features to ELECTRIC PENCIL, such as RED and okUE PENCIL dictionary/correction

-

with a 50,000 word dictiori'ary {sold separately) - without patche§ afiduipgrades. Simply press one of the

control key combinations and new additions to your system are instantly cT^ailable. Add automatic proofing,

spelling correction, dynamic print formatting, proportional printing, communications, graphics and typesetting

and many other add-on features when you need them. \
• Versatile - ELECTRIC PENCIL runs on TRS-80 model I and model III compyiers under all versions of

TRSDOS, and NEWDOS without modification or patching (Patches required for otfter operating systems). It

also supports parallel and serial printers as well as single and double density dis^ systems.

ELECTRIC PENCIL is the choice of thousands- make it yours for only $3,B-95 (clisll>^rsion) or $79.95 (tape

and Stringy Floppy versions), fvlanual only $24.95.

ELECTRIC PENCIL is available at computer stores, selected B. Dalton
Booksellers and selected independent book dealers. If your dealer is outjof

stock, order direct (specify disk tape or Stringy Floppy version). Inclufae ^

$4.00 for shipping and handling. Foreign residents add $1 1 .00 plus purchase
price, in U.S. funds. V

*Tape and Stringy Floppy versions support tape and stringy tiles only /

stringy Floppy trademafk EXATRON Corp.
NEWDOS irademarh APPARAT, Inc.

TRS80, TRSDOS trademarK TANDY Corp. j"V .l^demark IJG. Inc.



CXir prices
have reached
a new lew!

Check 'em out.
^11

PRINTERS
ANAOEX DP 9500

ANADEX OP 9501

C-IIQH F-10 ID CPS PARALLEL

C-ITOH 45CPS PARALLEL

C-ITOH 40 CPS SERIAL

C-ITOH 8510 PROWRITEH PARALLEL

C-ITOH 8510 PROWRITER SERIAL

EPSON MX-80W/GRAFTHAX PLUS

EPSON MX-8D F/T W/GRAFTRAX PLUS

EPSON m 1O0 W/GBAFTHAX PLUS

IDS PRISM 80 W/0 COLOR

IDS PRISM 80 W/COLOR
IDS PRISM 132 W/COLOB

NEC 8023A

NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P RO

NECSPINWRITEH 7710 S RO

NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P RO

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM
0KIDATAMICROLINE3O
0KIDATAMICR0LINEB2A
0KIDATAMICRDLINE83A

0KIDATAMICH0LINE84
OKIGRAPH 8?

OKIGRAPH 83

EPSON ACCESSORIES
MICflOBUFFER MBS-8K
MICROSUFFER MBP-16K

GRAFTRAX PLUS

MX-80 RIBBONS

MX-80 PRINTHEAD

MX-100 RIBBONS

MX-100 PRINTHEAD

EPSON SERVICE MANUAL

16K RAM SPECIAL
Sel of 8 NEC 1116 200ns Guaranieei) one lull year

MODEL I, III SOFTWARE
LAZV WRITER MOO I ...
LAZY WHITER MOO III
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1295.00

1S95 00

1545 00

1770 00

1295 00

549 00

695,00

SCALL

SCALL

SCALL

1099 00

1599 00

1799 00

4B5 00

1995 00

2595 00

2595 00

2295 00

389 00

480 00

. 720 00

1199 00

33 95

33 95

159 00

159 00

60.00

13.00

40 00

7A 00

49 00

3D 00

13.95

169.00

169,00

MICRQPHOOF SPELLING CHECK 84 95

PROSOFT NEW3CRIPT MOD I, III 99 00

PROSOFT MAILING LABELS WOO I, III. 29 95

PROSOFT NEWSCRiPT/LABELS MOD I, III 115 00

SPECIAL DELIVEHV MOD I. Ill 119.00

X-THA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOD I, III 179 00

TRAKCESS MOD I 24 95

DMNITERM SMART TERMINAL MOD I III 89 95

MAXI-MANAGERMODI, III 89 95

DOS PLUS 3 4 MOD I .89 00

DOS PLUS 3 4 MOD III 89 OO

LDOS 5 1 MOD
I

111 119 00

MICROSOFT EDITOR ASSEMBLER •- MODUDISK) 44 95

MICROSOFT FORTRAN MOO I 165 DO

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS -21.95

Single sided, certilied DouDle Oensily 40 TtacKs. willi Hub-Ring

Box ol 10 Gjaranieed one f jll year

VERBATIM
MD 525-01. 1Q. 16 .26 50

MD 550-01. 10, 16 44 50

MD 557-01. 10, 16 45 60

FD 32 or 34-9000 36.00

FD 32 or 34-8000 45 6D

FO 34-4001 48 60

DYSAN
5'/., SS/DD, BOX OF 10 45 00

DISKETTE STORAGE
5V." PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE Z.50

8" PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 3.50

PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER WITH INSERTS 9 95

PROTECTOR 5V«" 21 95

PROTECTORS" -- 24 95

TRS-80 MOD I HARDWARE
PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR 27 00

PERCOM DOUBLER II 159.00

TANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE 429.00

TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE 269.00

LNW DOUBLER WITH DOSPLUS 3 3

LNW DOUBLER 5/8 WITH DOSPLUS 3 4

ISOLATORS
ISO-1 3-SOCKET

ISO-2 6-SOCKET ,

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC

NOVATION D-CAT DIRECT CONNECT
NOVATION AUTO-CAT AUTO ANSWER
UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT
UDS 103 JLP AUTO ANSWER
D C HAYES STACK SMART MODEM
LEXICON LEX-11

138,00

171,00

49.95

49.95

1 35. DO

156.00

219 00

175 00

209 00

227.00

109 00

CP/M® SOFTWARE FOR MOD II

MICROSOFT
MICROSOFT BASIC-aO 285 00

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER 315 00

MICROSOFT FORTRAN-BO 345,00

COBOL 80 568 00

MICRO PRO
WORDSTAR- ... 285 00

MAILMERGE (REQUIRES WORDSTAR)" 103.00

SPELLSTAR (REQUIRES WORDSTAR)' 155.00

SUPERSORT' 168 00

DATASTAR" 235.00

CALCSTAR* 199.00

OTHER CP/M® SOFTWARE
SPELLGUARD 209 00

SUPERCALC 229 00

COMMX TERMINAL SOFTWARE 82.00

dBASE II .599.00

PSTCP/M* MQOIITRS-80 175.00

C BASIC2 115.00

PASCAL Z. . 349.00

PASCAL MT -I- 439 00

PASCAL/M ... 29500
SYSTEMS PLUS ~

G/L. A/fi, A/P. P/R 1799 00

CONDOR I 579.00

CONDOR II 849.00



SUPPLIES
AVERY TABULABLES
1,000 3'/! « 15/16 B.49

3,000 3'/! n 15/16. 14 95

5,000 aVi X 15/15. 19 95

FAN FOLD PAPER (Prices FOB . S.P,)

gfejcll 181t) WHITE 3,000 cl 29.00

147/8x11 laiB WHITE 3,000 cl 39 00

CORVUS
TRS-80 MOD 1, II, III

Coritrollet, Case/P S.. OpatailriQ System, AST

5 MEGABYTES 3245.00

10 MEGABVTES 4645.00

20 MEGABYTES 5545.00

MIRROR BACK-UP 725.00

SPECIALS
SPECIAL NO. 1

TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES, BOX OF VERBATIM

DISKS, PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 44,50

SPECIAL NO. 3
NEWOOS/eO 2 0. BOX OF VERBATIM DISKS. PLASTIC LIBRARY

CASE 149 00

SPECIAL NO. 4

MICROSOFT BASIC COMPILER, BOX OF VERBATIM DISKS,

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 179.00

SPECIAL NO. 5
MICROSOFT BASIC DECODED AND OTHEfi MYSTERIES, BOX OF

VERBATIM DISKS, PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 49 95

DOUBLE DENSITY SPECIAL
PEHCOM DDUBLER II. NEWDOS/BO. BOX OF VERBATIM DISKS,

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 279 00

COMMUNICATION SPECIAL MOD I & Ml

NOVATION MODEM, OMNITERM TERMINAL SOFTWARE

ACOUSTIC SPECIAL ICAT) 219.00

DIRECT CONNECT SPECIAL (D-CAT) 239. OD

SERIAL CABLE 25.00

DISK LIBRARY SPECIAL
RACET DISKCAT CATALOGING PROGRAM, FLIP SORT (50 DISK

CAPACITY), 50 STICK-ON DISK LABELS 59 95

TWO NEW 'OTHER MYSTERIES'
BOOKS
THE CUSTOM TRS-BO 24.95

MICROSOFT BASIC FASTER AND BETTER 24 95

TRS-80 GAMES
All games are disk versions Cassetle versions may nol be

available

TEMPLE OF APSHAI 34 95

HELLFIRE WARRIOR 34 95

STAR WARRIOR 34 95

RESCUE AT RIGEL 24 95

CRUSH, CRUMBLE* CHOMP 24.95

INVADERS FROM SPACE 17.95

PINBALL 17 95

STAR TREK 3 5 17 95

MISSILE ATTACK 18.95

STAR FIGHTER 24 95

Z-CHESSIll 24 95

ADVENTURE NO 1, 2,&3 34,95

ADVENTURE NO. 4, 5, 8.5 34.95

ADVENTURE NO. 7, 8, &9 34.95

DUEL-N-DROIDS .17 95

STARFLEET ORION . 21.95

INVASION ORION . 21,95

OLYMPIC DECATHLON. .
24.95

MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY 31 95

SARGON II
31.95

BLACKJACK MASTER 27 95

ROBOT ATTACK 17 95

GALAXY INVASION 17 95

SUPER NOVA .17.95

TUESDAY MORNING QUARTERBACK 26.95

LUNAR LANDER 18.95

THE MEAN CHECKER MACHINE . 21,95

SPACE ROCKS 1895

PIGSKIN
.

17.95

ZOSSED IN SPACE 18.95

AHCAD£-eO 21.95

COMBAT 18.95

SPACE INTRUDERS 17.95

SILVER FLASH 17,95

MORTON'S FORK 26,95

PROJECT OMEGA 21.95

SCARFMAN 17 95

Now you can use your Epson printer

without wasting computer time.

Alpha Byte is

proud to introduce

the Microbuffer;

Improve efficiency by adding a

Microbuffer to your Epson printer.

Your computer is capable of

sending data mucin faster than

your Epson is capable of printing

it. Because of this you and your

computer spend a lot of time just

waiting for the Epson to finish

printing one line before the next

can be sent.

You can recover this v^/asted

time by installing the Microbuffer

buffered Centronics-compatible

parallel interface, from Practical

Peripherals, inc. It will allow you to

print and process simultaneously

by storing computer output in an

external RAM buffer until the

printer Is ready for it. You regain

control of the computer and may
continue processing while the

Epson is still printing.

MBP-16K PARALLEL
INTERFACE • 16,394 BYTE
BUFFER 159.00

The MBP-16K Centronics-com-

patible parallel interface features a

16,394 byte buffer for data storage

and is compatible with standard

Epson cables. The MBP-16K sup-

ports all Epson printer commands
and GRAFTRAX-80.

MBS-8K RS-232C SERIAL
INTERFACE 8,192 BYTE
BUFFERING 159.00

The MBS-8K is an RS-232 serial in-

terface with an 8,192 byte buffer.

The MBS-8K supports seven baud
rates {300 to 19,200), hardware and

X-On/X-Off handshaking, and user

selectable UART settings. The MBS-

8K supports all Epson printer com-

mands and GRAFTRAX-80.

Both the Microbuffer MBP-16K and

Microbuffer MBS-8K are easy to

Install, they simply plug into the

existing auxiliary interface connec-

tor inside the Epson MX-80, MX-80

F/T, and MX-100 printers. It re-

quires no special user software for

control.

We guarantee everything tor 30 days, it

anything is wrong, return ttie item and we'll make

it right. And we'll pay ttie shipping charges.

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders;

COO orders, up to $300.00.

Add $2.00 for standard UPS shipping and

tiandling on orders under 50 IPs. delivered in con-

tinental U.S. Call tor shipping charges over 50

lbs. Foreign, FPO and APO orders, add 15% for

shipping. Calilornians add 6% sales lax.

Prices quoted are for stock on hand and are

subject to change without notice.

To order or for information call

PROniJfTC (213)706-0333
r n^^^/W^^ IW Modem order line: (213)883-8976

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362

*^ii

CP/M IS a registered trademafk ol Digital fleseatcfi. "fleg. irademark ol Micro Pro imernalional Corp.
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Why is a Model 16 like a bowling ball?"

"Because you can get the same
amount of software for each!"

So goes the Joke making the rounds at 1

Tandy Center in Ft. Worth these days. It

points out, in a black-humor sort of way,

that all is not well with the Model 16.

Six months ago. Radio Shack appeared

to take the lead in the 16-bit computer derby

by announcing its Model 16. Today, that

early lead has been squandered. The Model
16 is now seemingly out of the running

against the likes of IBM, NEC, Victor,

North Star, Corvus, and the other 16-bit

computers who'vejumped aboard the CP/M
bandwagon.

How did Tandy lose this lead? Why is

there still no Model 16 software? Is it true

that the Model 16 doesn't have an operating

system (see news story on page 300)? Is

Tandy in some kind of trouble?

These are questions that need to be

pondered. Tandy stock has declined re-

cently and many Radio Shack shareholders

are worried. They greeted the announce-
ment of the Model 16 with enthusiasm, and
they had a right to. But where is that en-

thusiasm today?

Low Morale

Like any major corporation, Tandy has its

problems. Until 1378, the company was run

by the charismatic Charles Tandy, who was
a genius at marketing. Tandy, who was 82
when he died, was of another generation of

Americans, and his management style re-

flected his values. He espoused a philoso-

phy of hard work, long hours, and customer
loyalty, and followed the social and political

beliefs of bis native Texas. Even today Tan-

dy's management includes few women and
minorities.

Former employees of Radio Shack claim

that the company pays below industry aver-

age salaries for programmers and engi-

neers. Many Tandy employees often work a

45 + hour work week, including Saturdays,

because the company understaffs most of

its departments. One current employee
calls the company a "white collar sweat
shop." A former Customer Service
representative claims that her only training

for a difficult job consisted of being handed
a Level li Manual and told to read it.

These reports, while founded in reality,

are no doubt exaggerated, especially when
passed on to outsiders, Americans, after

all, love to gripe about their jobs. Still, when
added together, these reports begin to paint

a picture of a Radio Shack management
style that would seem to be anachronistic

in the 1980s workplace and to engender low

employee morale. This iow morale is ag-

gravated in a number of ways.

There has been in-house rivalry between
the systems software and the applications

software groups. When the hard-disk oper-

ating system was being developed, the sys-

tems group kept the applications group in

the dark to the point that the hard disk ver-

sion of Scripsit had to be revised several

times, because it used areas of memory
needed by the hard disk OS. The rivalry be-

tween these two groups was apparently ex-

acerbated by the location of the systems
group on the 10th floor of the Tandy office

building while the applications group was
on the ninth. The two groups have recently

been moved onto the same floor in an effort

to improve cooperation and efficiency.

Rivalry or not, software support has

never been a Radio Shack strong point. Ed
Ellickson of Gower-Ellickson & Associates

of Atlanta, GA, has characterized Radio

Shack hardware as "brilliant." But he has

never been impressed with the company's
software. According to Ellickson, "Tandy

just doesn't have the support people to

make their machines do what they were

built to do."

For example, Ellickson has examined the

Model 16 thoroughly and feels that the

hardware has been designed to accommo-
date as many as eight terminals, although

Radio Shack has advertised the system as

accepting only two additional terminals.

The Model 16's Future

So where does this leave the Model 16? It

would appear that Tandy has no significant

plans to produce applications software for

the Model 16. Once a multi-user operating

system is available, the company will prob-
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ably wait for outside software developers to

write ttie applications programs and submit

them to Radio Shack for publication. In

other words, the company will allow the

Model 16 software base to develop in much

the same way as the other computers in its

line— by waiting for the machine's users to

write the software.

As far as a multi-user operating system is

concerned, it is a sate bet that it will be de-

veloped outside the company. A Radio

Shack spol^esman, when asked recently if

the company was negotiating with Micro-

soft for a Model 16 version of the Xenix

operating system, replied "No comment."

Similar "no comments" were offered in

response to questions about negotiations

with Ryan-MacFarland and Digital Re-

search. This would seem to indicate that

negotiations are in fact under way.

Steve Williams, a former Tandy program-

mer now working on CP/M68000 tor Digital

Research, thinks that Charles River Data

System's UNOS is the leading candidate.

UNOS is a Unix-like operating system devel-

oped by CRDS for their own MC68000 based

systems.

Chris Larsen of Microsoft also declined

to comment about any possible negotia-

tions with Tandy about the Model 16, but

did state, "I have high confidence that there

will be a Model 16 version of Xenix, if not

through Tandy, then as an independent

productof ours." The 68000 version of Xenix

has already been written and Larsen says it

takes "three to six months to adapt it to a

specific hardware system."

Mike Blaisdell at Phase 1 Systems re-

ports that Oasts-16 is also under develop-

ment and should be ready by next spring.

So a number of good operating systems

will be available for the Model 16, just as

several good operating systems are avail-

able for the Models !, !!, and III.

Once this happens, wiil it be too late for

Tandy's new machine to get back into the

16-bit computer fray? Will the name "Radio

Shack" be able to sustain market confi-

dence while applications programs are

feverishly being written in living rooms and

basements across America? Can Tandy

survive if it aims its marketing at middle

America and ignores the Fortune 1000

companies?

The current situation will make it difficult

for a buyer to select the Model 16 as his new

computer system. Any useful applications

software would be at least a year from the

marketplace. Many good 16-bit computers,

with software, are available today, and

more good software will be written for those

machines in coming months.

The powers that be at Radio Shack seem

to feel that they have hit upon the formula

tor success in the American computer mar-

ket. The formula worked once in the boom
period of 1979-1981, when there was much
less competition and the market was a

hobbyist rather than a business market.

Tandy's strength, however, is marketing.

The Model 16 will test that strength as it has

never been tested before.

"logic seeking lieads"

lived in the hippie district.

Until he became an

Orange Micro Printer Expert.

Ptinters Can Be C()nfus-

ing. Sometimes, even tlie

informed personal eom-

putcr owner is caught siiort

by the mound of t;:ciinica!

differences in printers. Alter

one visit to ( )range Micro,

1'kii.ch le.iu'iied a lo<:^ic-

seeking print head skijis

over blank spaces and

seeks the fastest path

to the next print.able

chtiracter— for

guick stock record

printouts.

We Educate

First, With somanydifl unt

printers out there with as many

different features, we teel a jxinter

educahon is in order. We take what you already

know about computers and exphun printers in

ilic same terms. Our current customers .seem

,
in lila that hec:-mse of the friends they refer,

(Nearly 50% of our business is referral.)

'

It'.s Easy lb Be An Expert. ( )range Micro

printer specialists are thereto make you feel

comfortable with your newfound printer

knowledf^e, .And when you i.lccide on the

printer right for you, you1l know exacUy why

you picitt'd it from all the rest. With over i>

popular models to clu u isi

from, and a coniplete selec

lion of cables, ophons and

iiiterface accessories, we

have everytbiiu^ yiiu ut'ed ti i

i^et your new jtrinter up ai nl

operatinj^ in minutes

We iVdve The Right

Printer For You. Biipk

along your lougliest pnntci

(juestjons. Our salespei '-

pie will answer them

honestly and practi-

cally. In less time than

you'd imagine possi-

ble, vou'll be a printer

expiTttnn' Alti'rall, jmnlersar. our

nnly bu^iues, .sn we alivays dua bet-

ter ji ih at 1 mdii ig il (^ right i n le f( ir y m.

Orange Micro Printer Sinres

,il,7ili.l.ar:'lm,',Suil>d

Ai,,ihii[ii,C'Aii2;-<ohi7rtH>;.ii,;t;jL'
__

l'ii04\; ntLiiaHiiul. Mid
^Ueimaiin,ik-. i' \'>^ V,!'; Cl.li fin!-,, iS(i__

;.dfiScnll i-iuulcv.ild

Sjnl,. I, Ilia C.-\ '.6h">l )
IrlSi 'JW Y2^A

lll'U.in W-ss

S„]ir!jii> isin,CA,Mi"i()'-((4iriO,,,Mil7il

Ijmiti'd Iniiichise Opporluiillie.s \owl\*aiIal>le. Call (714) 630-3620



IS THE ALPHA JOYSTICK
SUCH A SUCCESS ?

DEFENSE
COi
Big Five has done it again! Now the most popular

arcade game o1 all time has a fascinating new twist.

The Invaders are back! You are aione, valiantly

defending the all important nuclear fuel cannlster

stoci<pile from a convoy of thieving aliens who

repeatedly breai< off and attack m precision forma-

tions. An alien passes your guard, swiftly snatching

up a cannlsler and flying straight off. Quick' you

have one last chance to blast hini out of the si<y.

Great action and sound!

SCARF
now runs yourTHE LATEST ARCADE CRAZE

TRS-80.

It's eat or be eaten. You control Scarfman around

the maze, gobbing up everytfiing in your path. You

attempt to eat It all before ttie monsters devour you.

Difficulty increases as game progresses. Excellent

high speed machine language action game. From
The Cornsott Group. With sound,

CAUTION: Played witti the Alpha Joystick, Scarfman

may become addictive.

SUPER NOVA
Asleroids lloat ominously arounfl Itie

screen. Vou must destroy the asteroids

before they destrby yoj! (Big asteroids

break into little ones.) Vour ship will

respond to thrust, rotate, hyperspace

and tire Watch out for that saucer with

the ias8f! As reviewed in May 1981 Byte

Magazine.

LUNAR LANDER
As a vast panorama moonscape scrolls

by, select one of many landing sights.

The more perilous the spot, the more

points scored —if you can land safely.

You control LEful main engines and side

thrus'lers. Absolutely the best use of

TRS-80 graphics we have ever seen!

From Adventure International. With

sound.

AHACK FORC^
As your stiip appears on the ^)ottom of

the maze, eight alien ships appear on the

top, all traveling directly at you! You

move toward them and fire missiles. But

the more aliens you destroy, the faster

the femainirig ones become. If you get

too good you must endure ttie Flag-

ship"... With sound effects!

Vouf stiip comes out of nyperspace

under a convoy ol aliens. You destroy

every one. Bui another set appears.

These seem more intelligent. You
eliminate them, too. Your fuel supply is

diminishing. You must destroy two more

sets before you can dock. The space

station is now on your scanner... With

sound!

i MISSION ir

As you look aown on your view,

astronauts cry out for rescrje. You must

maneuver ihrougli Itie aslercids &
meteors, (Can you gel tiack to Ifte space

station?) Fire lasers to destroy the

asteroids, but watch out, there could be

an alien FLAGSHIP lurking. Includes

sound etiects!

INCREDIBLE! This amazing game actually TALKS

without a speech synthesizer, through the cassette

AUXplug

You are armed with just a hand held laser In a

remote section of the space station you encounter

armed robots, some march towards you, some wait

around corners Watch out. the walls are electrified

Zap as many robots as you dare before escaping

into a new section where more robots await you.

The struggle contmues With Joystici< action and

VOICE OUTPUT, this game will amaze you

JT!

ATTACK

Products
79-04 Jamaica Ave. Woodhaven NY 11421 ^v (212)296-5916

GAME PRICES
16K Level 2, iviod 1 + tvlod 3 Cassette $15,95
32K Level 2, Mod 1 + iviod 3 Diskette $19,95
All games on Ihis page are "Alpha Joystick
Compatible." Tliey may be played with or

without joystickjusing arrow keys).

Ton e
Ordei , lue

(800)
221-0916

A0DS2,00PEROBOER FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING,
WE ACCEPT VISA, IVlASTERCARD, CHECKS, M.O.
C,0,D. ADD $3.00 EXTRA.
NYRESIDENTSADDSALESTAX. ^HpH T
OVERSEAS FPO, APO:ADD10%. WW

1

1'"

DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE.

i.. -X ^ >
I - * C' '
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version

shown)

Joystick +

1

MODEL I Ofl 111, SPECIFY WHEN ORDER-
ING PRICE INCLUDES ATARIJOYSTICK +

ALPHA INTERFACE + INSTRUCTIONS +

DEMO PROGRAM LISTING

Deduct $ 6.00
$12.00
$14.00

The Alpha Joystick gives you

real arcade action. Game pro-

ducers know that it makes
great games better. That's why
each month more games from

more producers are "Alpha

Joystick Compatible."

There has never been a

better time to get your Alpha

Joystick. With so many
excellentaction games to

choose from it's time to step

up to joystick power.

You will find the Alpha Joy-

stick simple to use. Just plug it

in. No modification, wiring or

batteries are required, and it's

fully compatible with any other

TRS-80 accessories. The
instructions are clear and com-

plete, we even show you how
easy it Is to experiment in

BASIC (A = INP{0) reads stick)

and to convert BASIC pro-

grams for joystick control.

MODEL I
- Plugs Into any Level

li keyboard (40 pin card edge in

the back) or expansion inter-

face (left side, next to printer

port). Our latest design has a

"mode" switch for compatibil-

ity with the many different

producers of joystick com-
patible games.

MODEL III — Works with any

Model III BASICsystem.lt
plugs into the 50 pin I/O bus
(largest edge connector under-

neath, centered toward the

rear). It will work with "Joystick

Compatible" Model III games
from any producer.

"If you purchase Alpha's Joy-

stick you get the exquisite

pleasure of enjoying (action

games) to the limit of arcade-

style realism."

-80 Microcomputing
80 Reviews. Jan '82

M^ALPHA Products
79-04 Jamaica Ave., Woodhaven. NY 11421 ^m (212)296-5916

14 DAY MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE: If you are not
delighted, return it within 14

days for a prompt and
courteous refund.

Toll Free
Order Line

ORDERS ONLY. HOURS: 9 AM - 5 30 PM. E.S T

POP INFO CALL- (212) 296-5916

800-221'0916
ADD $2.00 PER ORDER FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING.

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, CHECKS, M O
C.O.D ADD $3.00 EXTRA.

NY RESIDENTS ADD SALES TAX.

OVERSEAS, FPO, APO: ADD 10%
DEALER DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE.



"It's a shame that the TRS-80 microcomputing

publication staff members feel they have

to resort to sex to sell their merchandise."

Give Us Basic

80 Micro is outstanding. Your March

issue with your editor's choice column in-

cluding graphics by Gesamte and Com-

mander was the best I've read, especially

the Commander program (in Basic) which

allows the user flexibility.

Based on your promise to provide more

and expanded graphics by Commander in

the May issue I waited impatiently for the

arrival of the magazine.

When the magazine arrived I im-

mediately looked for the promised Com-
mander article. The advanced graphics

were beautiful and the theory lecture was

outstanding, but there was no program—
I have to wail for it in the June issue. But

the real blow is that the program will be in

machine language because in Basic it

lacks speed. It's unfair to ask a segment

of your readership to spend $89.95 for an

SDS-80C in order to enjoy the genius of

Jake Commander.
I'm in no hurry; let the Color Computer

take its time. Please use Basic in the pro-

gram in the June article, or at least give

those of us, who are already draining the

family finances for peripherals, some part

of the advanced graphics Commander
program in Basic.

Also please give us more graphic/

business programs and articles for the

Color Computer,

Jim St. Croix

Orlando, FL

Glad you enjoyed the article. Your com-

ments are appreciated and I hereby take

note. I'll get to worl< on a pure Basic ver-

sion but some of those patterns may take

three or four hours to draw.—J.C.

present, 1 have discovered a disappointing

trend. It seems that you are slipping away

from the novice and hobbyist and moving

toward the businessman and profession-

al. The early issues are packed full of use-

ful, interesting, informative and enjoyable

programs and utilities. What has hap-

pened to them? Where have they gone?

You have expanded the general articles,

but at what expense?

Robert C. Foran

Well it's certainly difficult to please all

of the people all of the time, isn't it? We

please the professional audience and dis-

appoint the hackers. We have no intention

whatsoever of abandoning the novice but

do anticipate in our third year of existence

that our total audience will be a notch or

two higher than a year ago.

In the meantime we're trying to cater to

everyone from neophyte to pro.—J.C.

bet at all. Put money in cookie jar." Fol-

lowing this advice I manage to win some

new software once in a while.

I did enjoy Mr. Bobo's program and

compliment him. Well done.

Paul Henry

Yorba Linda, CA

Novices Left Behind

I have been a faithful and avid reader of

80 fJlicro for more than a year. A good

friend introduced me to your magazine

and I've been in love ever since. I back-

ordered every issue and I've been going

through them In my spare time. When

comparing the earlier issues with the

Don't Bet on It!

Just when I thought computer people

had devised every possible way to reduce
^ my bank balance, along comes Ronald

Bobo with his slick program, "Computer

Racing Form" [80 Micro, May 1982), to fur-

ther deplete my funds.

As always, 1 try to improve all programs

to make them easier, faster and equally ef-

ficient. I managed to do this with Mr.

Bobo's program. I noted that the Daily

Racing Form has three professional han-

dicappers who daily suggest three possi-

ble winners in each race. I wrote a very

short program in which all 18 suggestions

are entered, a RND(18} statement is

looped three times and three most likely

winners are printed. I found that this pro-

gram was shorter to write (only eight

lines), easier to use and equally accurate.

On several controlled tests, both pro-

grams managed to lose all the money

equally fast. The thing that surprised me

was the consistency. Both programs lost

all the money every time.

I did build in a neat feature in my pro-

gram. After all betting recommendations

have been made, my TRS-80 says "Don't

Pornography?

The April 1982 issue of 80 Micro is a very

offensive publication.

it's a shame that the TRS-80 microcom-

puting publication staff members feel

they have to resort to sex to sell their mer-

chandise. Our family, including my 11-

year-old boy, literally pores over the maga-

zine for games, new products, and so on.

Your publication is a fine one and can

stand on its own merit without appealing

to the base human sexual instincts of its

readers.

If your publication continues to adver-

tise pornography we will have to terminate

our subscription.

Please have your publication appeal to

the goodness in man. Thank you for your

cooperation in this matter.

Mrs. Charles J. Crowell

Oxnard, CA

We've carefully examined the illustra-

tions In question, and our base human

sexual instincts remain untitillated.

Perhaps we deviate from the norm, but it

takes more than a cartoon of a partially

clad woman to get us worked up.— Eds.

Z80 Microprocessor Bugs

I am writing to advise readers of a prob-

lem I have found with the Z80 micropro-

cessor while using CP/M's DDT.

Figure 1 shows two areas of memory

and the registers initialized to a known

state. I set the stack area pointed to by the

SP (stack pointer) to 88H and set the

SP to 4445H.

After the program is run, an instruction

to load the HL registers from locations

6663H and 6664H is executed and the

20 • 80 Micro. September 1982
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Now Model III users can take advantage of the ALPHA I/O system too* Our new
MOD III/I BUS CONVERTER allows most port based Model I accessories <such as

our ANALOG-80, INTERFACER 2 and INTERFACER-80) to connect to the Model III

bus* MOD III/I BUS CONVERTER, complete with all connectors, only t39.^. :,,;

2 Printers?

PflWTSWITCH

Hdve 2 printers on line at all limes and ss ec ?r iler

2 by means ol a conveniently located switcti. End tfie problem

of constantly plugging and unplugging printer cables. PRINT-

SWITCH is a compact module ttiat plugs onto the pareHel printer

port of your TRS-80 and provides an edge connector for eaT
of your two printers. It works witti any two types ot prmters

dot matrix, daisy wheel, plotters, TRS-BO converted seiectnc

etc Assembled, tested, ready to jso with connector and n

strjctions. For Model I or III (please specify]. ONLY $59 r

SUPERIOR QUALITY flEPLACEMENT & EXTENSION CABLES

Highest quality cable and higii iorce, go.d plated i:untacls

ensure the utmost in connection reliability.

O KEYSOARDTO EXPANSION INTERFACE $21,

© DISK DRIVE CABLE FOR 1 OR 2 DRIVES $32,

& DISK DRIVE CABLE FOR 3 OR 4 DRIVES $45.

O DISK DRIVE CABLE EXTENDER .... $22.

© PRINTER CABLE EXTENDER $24.

©40 PIN BUS EXTENDER -2 ft.. .$22 4 ft. ,.$24.

Custom cabie configurations are also available Call us

you ASKED FOR IT: "EXPANDABUS " XI, Xa, X3 AND X4,

COWNECT ALL YOUR TRS-8D DEVICES SIMULTAfI£3USLV
on the 40 pin TRS-eo bus. Any device that normally plugs
into the Iteyboard edge connector will also plug into the

EXPANDABUS", Tile X4" Is shown with protective

covers linctuOed), The TRS-80 Iteyboard contains the bus
drivers (74LS367) lor up 1o 20 devices, more than you will

ever need. Using the E/l, it plugs either between KB and E/i

or in the Screen Printer port. Professional quality, gold

plated contacts. Computer grade 40 conductor ribbon cable

X2, .$29 X3. .$44, X4 .$59, X5 ^'^

Custom configurations are also available, call us.

GREEN SCREEN

.'«>(q;c53 ^EJ

ew 1 u

ANALOG-BO B WORLD OF NEW APPLICATIONS POSSIBLE

8 DIGITAL MULTIMETEHS PLUGGED INTO YOUR TRS 80'

Measure Temperature, Voltage, Current. Light, Pressure, etc

Very easy to use- lor example, let's read input channel »4 10

OUT 0,4 'Selects input #4 and also siaris the conversion 20
A = INP(O) 'Puts Ibe result In variable "A" Voila'

Speciticalions Input range, 0-5V to 0-50OV Eacb channel

can be set to a different scale.

Resolution: 20mV (on 5V, rangel Accuracy 8 bits 1 5%). Port

Address- jumper selectable Plugs jnlo keyboard bus or £/l

(screen printer port). Assembled and tested 90 day warranty

t^omoiete with power supply, connector, manual $139,

iC5^

SPFCIAL THIS MONTHIi

Et

i$Q95

DISK DRIVE EXTENDER CABLE, FREE YOUR MINI-DRIVES.

End the daisy-cliain mess once and for b} Fits all mini-

drives: Percom, Aerocomp, Shugart, Mlcropolis, MTI, Vista,

Pertec, Siemens, BASF. East to install: just remove the drive

cover, plug in tfie EXTENDER CABLE and replace the cover.

Now you can cfiange and move your drives without dis-

assembly. Keep the cover on and the dust out. IHigh reliability

gold plated contacts, computer grade 34 conductor cable.

Tested and guaranteed.

Get one for each drive. , , .ONLY $8.95

44-

^^«o

T ftlEDATE 30 REAL-TIME CLOCK/CALENDAfI MODULE
Keeps quartz accurate time for 3 years on 2 replaceable

AAA batteries (not included). Gives MO/DATE/YR. DAY ol

WEEK HR MtN;SEC and AWiJPWi Features INTELLIGENT
CALEf>iDAR and even provides for Leap Year This compaci
module simply plugs into rear of Keyboard or side ol

Expansion Inlerface (may be slipped inside E/ll, Includes

cassette software lor selting clocl( and patching to any DOS
(including NEWDOS 80 2 01 Optional "Y" connector allows

for lurtber expansion For. Model I. Fully assembled and

lesied. Complete with instructions and cassette ONLY
$95 00, Y 'ophon addI12 00

power relays ui

1 inpull "

« , • 'si

your

INTERFACER -80: the most powerful Sense/Conlrol module,

• S industrial grade relays, single pole double throw isolated

contacts:2Amp @125Volls TTL latched outputs are also

accessible (o drive external solid state relays,

• 8convenlen(LEDsconslantlydisplay the relay states.

Simple "OUT" commands lin basic) control the 8 relays

• 8 op I leal I y- Isolated inputs tor easy direct inierlacing to

external switches photocells, keypads, sensors, etc

Simple "INP" commands read the status ot the 8 inputs.

Selectable port address. Clean, compact enclosed design

Assembled, tested, 90 days warranty. Price includes power
supply, cable connector, superb user's manual. . Si 59

s^iJ : / 'A> "^^^

iBtil and all the "biggies" are using green screen monitors

Its advantages are now widely advertised We feel that every
IRS 80 user should enjoy the benefits it provides But
WARNING; all Green Screens are not created equal. Here is

what we lound:

•Several are just a flat piece ot standard colored Lucite. The

green tint was not made for this purpose and is judged by
many to be too dark. Increasing the brightness control will

rnsult in a fuzzy display,

*oome are simply a piece of Ihin plasiic film taped onto a

cardboard frame. The color is satisfaciory but the wobbly film

gives it a poor appearance.

•One "optical li iter
'

is in fad plain acrylic sheeting

•False claim: A few pretend to "reduce glare". In lacl, their

flat and shiny surfaces (both film and Lucite type) ADD their

own reflections to the screen,

•A tew laughs. One ad claims to "reduce screen contrast"

Sorry gentleman but it's just the opposite One ot the Green

Screen's ma|or benefits js to increase the contrast between

the text and the background.

•Drawbacks; Most are using adhesive strips to lasien ibeir

screen lo the monitor. This method makes it awkward 10

remove for necessary periodical cleaning. All (except oursi

are flat. Light pens will not work reliably because ot the big

gap between the screen and the tube.

Many companies have been manufacturing video fillers tor

years We are not the first (some think they are), but we have

done our homewor(< and we think we manufacture the best

Green Screen. Here is why
•It tits right onto the picture tube like a skin because it is the

only CURVED screen MOLDED exactly to the picture tube

curvature It is Cut precisely to cover the exposed area of the

picture lube The fit is such that the static electricity is

sufficient to keep It in place! We also include some invisible

reusable tape for a more secure fastening

•The filter material that we use Is just right, not loo dark nor

too light The result is a really eye pleasing display.

We are so sure that you will never lake your Green screen oft

that we offer an unconditional money-back guaranty try our

Green Screen for 14 days. If for any reason you are not

delighted with it, return It for a prompt relund,

A last word We think that companies, like ours, who are

selling mainly by mail shoulO:^llst their street address^have a

phone number (for Questions and orders)«accep! CODs, not

every one likes to send checks to a PO bowoffer the

convenience of charging their purchase to major credit cards.

How come we are the only green screen people doing it'

Order your ALPHA ISREEN SCREEN today.. $t2 50

ADD S2 SO PER ORDER FOB SHIPPING AND HANDLING
ALL OHOEfiS .SHIPPEO FIRST CLASS tHAlL,

WE ACCEPT VISA. MASIEH CHARGE, CHECKS. M,0
CHD. ADD S2.0Q EXTRA,

OUAfJTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE
N.Y. RESIDENTS ADD SflLfS TOV

I

''A
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so INPUT

stack area is modified as shown in the last

line of the printout.

It appears that the equivalent of a PUSH
PSW, POP PSW sequence has been exe-

cuted. However, the executed instruction,

which is a legal Z80 instruction, should

not modify the stack area.

Normally, this does not cause difficulty

in a program. If the staci< is given plenty of

room, and is accessed via PUSHes and

POPs, the two bytes below the SP do not

contain valid data. 1 found this problem

because I was using the memory area im-

mediately beiow the stacl^ and conse-

quently zapped the valid data.

I repeated the test using different

values and in different memory areas. It

also worlds (fails?) with the LHLD and

SPHL instructions. I tried the same tests

on a TRS-80 Model I, a Northstar and an

S-100 system.

Gavin Brickell

Auckland, New Zealand

No, Gavin, you haven't discovered

some long dormant bug in the Z80 micro-

processor. What you have discovered is

thai your monitor, in fact most monitors,

enables you to establish breakpoints in a

program by inserting a Call to the monitor

at the physical location of the breakpoint.

Then, when the call is encountered, the

program counter is pushed onto thestacl<

so that the monitor will know where the

breakpoint occurred. This program count-

er value is the value you've encountered in

your tests on the stack in the three

systems you've examined.—80 Micro

Tech Staff

Disable ROMPAK Autostart

There are various ways to disable the

ROMPAK autostart on the Color Com-
puter, but most involve hardware mods,

such as trace cutting, taping, or special

(expensive) cables. A much simpler way is

to execute a POKE in Basic which

prevents an autostart until you do another

POKE or an EXEC.
A ROMPAK maizes its presence l^nown

to Basic when its insertion shorts the O
clock signal to the cartridge interrupt pin,

forcing an interrupt. This Basic interrupt

routine jumps to the starting address of

the cartridge, $C000 (49152 decimal). It

can be turned off by clearing bit of $FF23

(65315 decimal).

X
PRE-RUN REGISTERS

COZOHOEOIO A=AA B=BBCC D=DDEE H=0000 3^4445 P=0100 LXI B,0FBC

-D6660.666F

666a 11 22 33 44 55 66 77 99 00 AA BB CC EE

TO H,_

-D4440,444F

FF 11 . "3DUfw. ..

STOCK fiREft PRE-RUN

444H '6'6 88 88 86 36 86 86 86 88 88 88 88 88

~A51i0i) SP

88 88 88 ...

5 00 NOP

5001 LHLD GeG3

5H04 NOP

5005

-G50B0 ,50H4 EXECUTE

*5004

-X
POST-RUN REGISTERS CORRECT

COZOMOEOIO A=AA B=BBCC D=DDEE H=5544 S=4445 P=5004 NOP

-D6660,666F

6660 n 22 33 44 55 66 77 99 00 AA BB CC DD I'.!^ fF 11 . "BDUfw. ..

-D4440 ,444F

4440 88 88 88 i)2 AA 86 88 88 G8 88 88 88 88 88 38 88 ...

CHiNGED 5P

Figure 1

PEEKIng $FF23 when you turn on the

computer gives a result of $37 <55

decimal). The binary equivalent of this

number is 001 10111. The result of clearing

bit of this number gives 001 101 10, or $36

(54 decimal). So, POKEing $FF23 with $36

should do the trick. Do a POKE 65315,54.

Then plug in a cartridge. Basic will con-

tinue normally. The contents of the ROM-
PAK are now part of memory from $0000
to $FEFF (65297 decimal). You can PEEK
this area, disassemble it, and generally do
anything with It that you can do with the

Basic ROM.
It is very easy to restart the cartridge:

press reset; or EXEC 49152; or POKE
65315,55; or turn the computer off and

on again.

Alexander Benenson

New York. NY

Chip Replacement Policy

Our repair people point out that in my
reply to Richard Bates' letter ("80 Input,"

May 1982), I said we will "replace defec-

tive chips (non-Radio Shack) as required."

Poorly stated! I should have said "We
won't change non-Radio Shack RAM
chips just because they're not ours. How-

ever, if any are defective, we will change

either the entire set or none, at the cus-

tomer's option. We do this because we
don't feel mixing types or brands of chips

is good service practice."

Ed Juge, Director

Computer Merchandising

Tandy/Radio Shack

Fort Worth, TX

Storybook Update

We appreciate very much the publication

of a review of our first storybook. Space

Waste Race, in your May 1982 issue (p. 42).

Mary Gasiorowski's review takes us to task

for several "bad points" in the program,

among them: vocabulary, TRS-80 graphics,

"interesting but trivial" games, and

the "age-appropriate" nature of the story

content.

Regarding vocabulary, Ms. Gasiorowski

says in the review, "The instructions sug-

gest the program is designed for non-

readers but the nine-line story includes

such vocabulary as 'collecting,' 'jealous,'

and 'imagine.'" We don't believe "non-

readers" can read. We're sorry you

thought our instructions were meant to

have them read it! It's a storybook!

Storybooks have always been read to

22 • 80 Micro, September1982



SIMPLY
AMAZING!

Mow else can you describe the Exatron Stringy Floppy system? You could

say that it's an under $300, compact, reliable, robust, high-speed,

computer-controlled, easy-to-use, well-supported alternative to disK

drives, for a Model I or 11! TRS-80—stmp/i/ amazing/

Amazing Technology
Based on a special endless-loop tape cartridge, called a Wafer, the

ESr system was designed specifically for computer data storage.

The direct-drive transport mechanism has only one moving part,

and data is transferred to and from the tape at a rate of 7200 baud.

Amazing System
Thousands of ESF buyers have been amazed by 16K programs loading

in less than 20 seconds; automatic verification of saved programs; up
to 701S bytes, and 99 files, on a single Wafer; a ROM operating system
(RAM based in Model 111); no need for an expansion interface; and 1-year

parts and labor v^jarranty.

Amazing Support
With an ESF system you don't just get a piece of hardware, you get total

support with hundredsofuserworkshops;dozensof high-quality, reasona-

bly priced programs (such as Electrical Pencil 2.0, Electric Spreadsheet,

File Management System and Technical Word Processor); access to

hundreds of FREE public-domain programs; an @nEWSuser
column in 80-US; @LOAD program magazine; and a

toll-free information line.

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corpor
Stringy Floppy is a trademark of Exatrori.C"

Amaze Yourself
To see for yourself how amazing the E5F sys-

tem is. or for more detailed information, call

us toll-free at 800-538-8559 (inside Cali-

fornia 408-737-7111) and take advantage
of our 30-day money-back return policy.

Copies of the 80-page manual are available

for $4.95 (which you can credit towards an
ESF), and while you're on the line ask about
ourequally amazing 64K RAM/ROM board
for the Model 1.

excellence in electronics

exatron
'93

181 Commercial Street,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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'The major weakness
with Space Waste Race

i$ the instructions/'

younger children by others. We were even

hoping for a renaissance of this fine tradi-

tion among modern age, computer-using

families! Where she concludes that "it

will not replace parents reading to their

children," wecanonly say hurrah! But she

misses the point; Space Waste Race was
not intended to replace such activity; it

was intended to encourage it!

Our stories use vocabulary that fits. It's

a writer's job to bring off an idea in exactly

the right language. That's true whether a

word goes spinning off over a reader's

head or pokes him right in the bellybutton.

What's wrong with getting kids to deal

with words they've never seen or heard or

used? How else can they learn them?
Storybooks of the Future wants to expose

kids to more exacting, visually-supported

language no matter whose level of

vocabulary it's on! Part of the fascination

for language comes from hearing and see-

ing words you can't understand. Children

will learn them especially if they come in a

storybook where all the action can be

seen and heard to help with understand-

ing! They can't learn words they've never

seen or heard!

What's wrong with TRS-80 graphics as

cartoons? TRS-80 computer art may not

be television, but using low-resolution

graphics for cartoon-like animation isn't

like doing true-life photography, either. If

Ms. Gasiorowski wants high resolution,

she'll have to wait for our Atari version!

But give the TRS-80 a break. Even its

graphics can be used to advantage, if

used well. Another critic called Space
Waste Race's graphics superb on the

Model HI and "very good" on the Model 1. If

she doesn't think ours are very good, well,

we can live with her opinion—especially if

she's never done graphics!

Ms. Gasiorowski said "The games are

interesting but trivial; they could be more
developed." How trivial is a little kid's

mind? At the same time Ms. Gasiorowski

wants to limit children's vocabulary be-

cause of their age, she also wants to lift

their mental powers to an adult's level. I

suggest she try it with some pre-schoolers

or early elementary children before letting

her adult impressions get carried away.

We take full responsibility for mislead-

ing Ms. Gasiorowski by calling them
"games." In our newly released Better

View a Zoo, we separate the learning ac-

tivities from true games. In it, Around the

Zoo is a true arcade-style game designed

especially for little kids! There are four ac-

tivities and two games. The activities in

Space Waste Race came about from ac-

tual use with children in homes and

schools.

As for Ms. Gasforowski's criticism of

the "age-appropriateness" of the story

content, she may be right. Perhaps some
people don't like their children dealing

with stories about a "garbage moon"
making our real moon jealous. But weren't

we humans considering sending our gar-

bage out to space not long ago? It may
not be "age-appropriate" in Ms. Gasiorow-

ski's eyes, but many little ones think it's

hilarious! Our second storybook, Better

View a Zoo, is about a little boy and a little

girl in a jungle, with panthers, tigers and

snakes. What if letters hid in jungles?

What if snakes could teach directions?

What if tigers hid in "alphabet grass?" I

think even Ms. Gasiorowski will believe

it's age-appropriate.

Space Waste Race is intentionally

"very interactive." Storybooks of the Fu-

ture is trying to get younger kids in-

terested in using computers, in order

to give them an early start in computer

literacy. We believe it's not only a novel

idea but a whole new direction, totally op-

posite that of computer-assisted instruc-

tion! We call it "in-context" learning,

education that uses stories to teach con-

cepts and encourages active participation

in the process.

We do appreciate Ms. Gasiorowski's

pointing out some flaws in the design of

one of the games. However, she may have

reviewed a pre-publication version, not the

released version.

Many of her criticisms have already

been changed in the version that purchas-

ers have. If this is the case it's unfortunate

that many readers will look at the review

and dismiss Storybooks of the Future as

"trivial." It's even more unfortunate to

think that parents who read her criticism

will deny their children some exciting

learning experiences.

Jotin D. Perron, Ph.D.

Publisher

Storybool<:s of the Future

Santa Clara, CA

purpose of the instructions is to spell It

out! If you want parents to be actively in-

volved In the program with their children,

then say so.

Since Mr. Perron now lets out the secret

that parents are supposed to be involved, I

see less problem with the vocabulary.

With an adult present to pronounce and
explain difficult or new words, a child can

greatly expand his vocabulary.

The TRS-80's low-resolution graphics

are limited. At a time when children are be-

coming increasingly computer-sophisti-

cated, many will be quickly bored with

block pictures. I know— / have done
graphics.

I'm glad to hear the games will Instead,

and more appropriately, be called learning

activities. The adult's presence may also

enhance the use and development of

those activities.

The publisher's comments shed a little

more light on the program; after reading

them, t feel the major weakness with

Space Waste Race is the instructions. Mr.

Perron, rewrite the instructions to include

many of the things you've said here, es-

pecially the parental participation, and
you do have a worthwhile program. I look

forward to seeing more and improved

Storybooks of the Future.

Mary Gasiorowski

Nashua, NH

Reviewer Replies

Do not assume that consumers will

know the best use of your product—the

A Pat on the Back
for Radio Shack

80 Micro's readers (and editors) have

not always been generous with their

praise of Tandy's service and software.

Here are a fevi/ letters giving Tandy a hand-

shake and a thank you.-— Eds.

Ever since receiving my first issue of 60

Micro I have read in the Input column a

very large number of letters that criticize,

demean, and insult Radio Shack and its

parent company Tandy Corp. It's time that

someone gives them a well-deserved pat

on the back.

I own a TRS-80 Model I that I purchased

in mid-1978 from my local Radio Shack.

From the day of the sale I have received

nothing but good, courteous service from

both the sales and service departments of

the company. Although there were some
bugs in my original hardware (cassette

volume, buffered cable, and so on) my

local Radio Shack store provided the

modification and upgrades quickly and

with no hassle.

Admittedly, some Radio Shack soft-
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ware is bug-ridden, but I have never had

any problems with returning or upgrading

any Radio Shack program. Every large

company, regardless of the business it's

in, has problems and drawbacks, but I

believe thai Tandy Corp. has done an ex-

cellent job in bringing us the world's best

personal computers.

Jon VonTobel

Las Vegas, NV

Stop the Crusade

I have subscribed to 80 Micro from the

first issue and am extremely pleased with

the magazine's quality and content. How-

ever, after receiving the May issue, I felt

compelled to write about what seems to

be a crusade on the part of Wayne Green,

some of his staff and many of my fellow

subscribers. I am referring to the con-

tinual, unrelenting attacks 80 Micro

mounts against Radio Shack's marketing

and service policies.

Whether Wayne likes it or not, Radio

Shackwon't carry his magazines. If Tandy
does not wish to accept the help Mr.

Green believes outside suppliers of soft-

ware and hardware can offer in increasing

the market for their products, then so be it.

They are a very successful firm and are

well aware that any computer user has ac-

cess, through many magazines and com-

puter stores, to all types of non-Radio

Shack equipment. I don't know if they are

right or wrong in their marketing policies

but ! am bored by your continual tirades

on this issue.

I also am sick and tired of reading let-

ters like the one from Dorothy Mooney
("80 Input," May 1982). She can't under-

stand why Radio Shack is less than helpful

in solving her problems or why her hodge-

podge of various manufacturers' parts

doesn't work correctly. She even blames
Tandy for its failure to support the system.

How can Radio Shack be responsible for

servicing a machine with home-brew
mods, foreign operating systems, modi-

fied boards and all the other "improve-

ments" that several hundred thousand

owners make?
I have always been more than satisfied

with the help and service I have received

from Tandy personnel. I bought my
machine from them in 1978 and have

never had a problem they weren't willing

to solve. They have always been
courteous, efficient and reasonable. This

includes the local store in Santa Monica,

the Beverly Hills Computer Center and

their Texas telephone staff. I don't buy

"foreign" hardware, even if it's a bit

cheaper because I realize that if a com-

puter contains parts from two vendors it Is

very difficult to determine which of them

is responsible for problems. For my
money, I'll go with Radio Shack.

Steven Gross

Los Angeles, CA

Flawed Marketing

Techniques

I would like to congratulate Mr, Green

on his fine editorial ("80 Remarks," May
1982) chastising Radio Shack for their ir-

rational refusal to acknowledge the exis-

tence of any other software, hardware or

for that matter any product designed to

enhance the use of their computers. I have

written to Mr. Jon Shirley to express my
support for Mr. Green's suggestion that

they review their marketing techniques

and perhaps include some non-Tandy

material in their inventory.

In defense of Tandy's policies I must

point out that any product sold in com-

pany stores has to be backed by that firm

or there will certainly be dissatisfied

customers. This consideration has led to

Radio Shack's policies toward the pro-

grams and accessories made by others.

I find it disturbing that because of a

massive advertising campaign Apple

computers have taken the lead over the

TRS-80S. TRS-80S are superior in many,

many aspects, most notably value per

ORCC #$50 ^DISABLE INTERRUPTS
LDX #$8000 ; POINT TO EXTENDED BASIC

LOOP LDD /X ;GET DATA FROM ROM
STA SFFDF ; SELECT ALL-RAM MAP TYPE
STD ,X-H-I- ;PUT DATA IN RAM
STA $FFDE ; SELECT ROM MAP TYPE
CMPX #SD800 ;END OF ROMS? {SC000 IF NON-DISK)
BLO LOOP ;N0, KEEP GOING
STA $FFDF ;YESr SELECT RAM MAP
ANDCC #SAF ; ENABLE INTERRUPTS
RTS ;AND RETURN TO BASIC

Program Listing 1

dollar. If you are interested in doing the

things that motivated men to create

"thinking machines" then I feel the

TRS-80 Model III is unquestionably the

best value.

Clifford I. Knight

Manomet, MA

Color Computer
Enhancements

Mr. Gilleo's letter in the April issue con-

veyed the impression that reliable opera-

tion of the Color Computer in the address-

dependent rate mode could be assured by

replacing the MC6821 PIAs with

MC68A21S. Not so! Even with MC68B21S
various sorts of failures (e.g. thermal prob-

lems) can still occur. The problem seems
to have to do with timing complications

caused by capacitors on the E and Q clock

lines. I don't know why the capacitors

(073 and C75) were included in the Color

Computer design, but removing them has

led to reliable operation at high speed in

every CC I've tried (about six to date). Ad-

ditionally, removing C85 allows operation

of the Radio Shack disk system at high

speed. (However, performing actual disk

I/O at high speed isn't recommended).

Also, it is possible to enhance the 64K

modification (see "Ram Wars," 80 Micro,

March 1982) to make the upper 32K acces-

sible to the user. Here are the necessary

steps:

• Bend up pins 11, 12 and 13 of U29

• Bend up pin 5 of U11

• Connect U29 pin 1 1 to TP1

• Connect U29 pin 12 to U29 pin 8

• Connect U29 pin 13 to U11 pin 5

This mod fixes a quirk in the SAM which

causes ROM selection on write when in

the all RAM map type. Normal computer

operation will be unaffected. The ma-

chine-language program (Program Listing

1) puts Basic into RAM, selects the all

RAM map type, and returns to Basic. Once
this program is executed, Basic may be

modified, and machine-language pro-

grams may be placed in high RAM (above

$D7FF for disk systems, or above $BFFF
for non-disk systems).

This program may be placed anywhere

in free RAM ($1000-$7FFF). Keep in mind

that pressing reset returns to the ROM
map type, and any changes or additions

you may have made to ROM areas or high

RAM will be lost,

Robert Broolfs

St. Louis, MO
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Support the Color Computer

The following is an open letter to Jon

Shirley of Radio Shack.

In the April TRS-80 l\^icrocomputer News
you severely castigated Wayne Green for

his January 1982 80 Remarks column. You

chas+ised him for not calling and say that,

had he called, he would have received

".
. .a denial so strong that he might not

have published such rubbish .
..." Did you

ever stop to think that your attitudes as

well as Wayne's need examining?

Frankly, Mr. Shirley, I wish we Color

Computer owners could vote on who was
to hold the position you now occupy. Given

my choice, I would much rather have

Wayne Green as vice president of mer-

chandising. I'll bet that if he were. Radio

Shack's sales would not have been passed

by Apple's. Have you noticed Apple's atti-

tudes are much like Mr. Green's? Instead of

acting like they are afraid of losing a $40

ROM pack sale, they are pleased to give

out any information. Instead of losing a few

dollars they have gained an even stronger

foothold in the market.

Now, about your six-figure Color Com-
puter advertisements: I have never seen

anything featured in these ads except a

$400 game computer and miscellaneous

Atari-arcade-type ROM packs. I have noth-

ing against playing computer games, but

when are you and Radio Shack's other ex-

ecutives going to realize that we are not all

stupid dolts who dream of nothing but play-

ing Dino Wars and Project Nebula?

I know several programmers and engi-

neers who work for Sperry and Motorola. I

got very tired of explaining that my comput-

er was not a "Trash-80" and that it used a

68G9E microprocessor. This revelation

alone amazed them; they had no idea such

a sophisticated chip was being used al-

ready. If only you had included 6809 in the

name of the computer instead of relegat-

ing it to the ultra fine print at the bottom

of the page!

I was about to buy either an Apple II or an

Atari 800 until my brother gave me a dem-

onstration of his 16K Extended Color Com-
puter. After his demonstration I never gave

the other computers another thought. If on-

ly Radio Shack had told me what he did, it

wouldn't have taken me so long to make a

decision.

Unfortunately, after I bought the com-

puter I found that:

• Radio Shack feels it can single-hand-

edly supply all software needs, hence all

company stores are not allowed to carry

anyone else's software.

• RadioShack wants to be the only one

to give out (or not give out) information on

the computer; therefore, company stores

"All known micro-

circuits are subject

to error.

"

are not allowed to carry outside publica-

tions.

• Even when Radio Shack gives out in-

formation on the computer it Is often in-

complete. The Color Computer Technical

Reference Manual Is a case in point. I

eagerly looked at the memory map only to

discover that while all the upper addresses

were given in very good detail, all the impor-

tant lower addresses were represented by

a single vertical arrow. Do me a favor and

look at 80 Micro, June 1 981
,
page 210, Table

7. That's a memory map!

Now, would you do me, yourself, and all

Color Computer owners a favor? Look at

the Color Computer (try a 16K Extended;

the 4K game computer is not your only

model); ask questions about it; use it; com-

pare it to the competition; then, see that it

is advertised accordingly. If you had done

that in the first place, Apple would have

more than one bite out of its logo.

In all fairness I must compliment you on

your April 1982 Micro News; at last, you

gave us a line feed program, an answer to

machine-language backups, and a method

for merging Basic programs. This is much
better than the Space Alert programs I'm

used to seeing.

Douglas Leany

Henderson, NV

Computers Make Mistakes

Contrary to the published opinion of

author Gary Dilllio ("Technological Des-

tiny—Part 2," 80 Micro, May 1982), com-

puters make mistakes. My job is to travel

across this country and pick up the pieces

after a certain brand of computer has

made a mistake. Anyone who has a Modet

I Radio Shack disk system has by now
experienced the phantom re-boot and the

loss of a key item in a disk file, or worse.

Even if the hardware is perfect, there is

the cosmic-ray effect. Cosmic rays can go

through almost any shielding, but will

sometimes stop for almost nothing. When
a cosmic ray does stop, its motion is con-

verted to other forms of energy and its

electrical charge is imparted at the site of

impact. If a microchip junction is in the

process of making a decision at that exact

Instant, the charge from the ray can alter

the level In the chip at one junction. This

results in a false output from the device.

This does not happen often, but it does

happen.

For this reason, all known microctrcuits

are subject to an occasional error. As the

cycle times get shorter, the junctions get

smaller, and the amount of power used is

reduced, the devices become more open

to cosmic-ray error. At present, the

cosmic-ray effect is a guarantee that no

computer will be entirely free of error.

Heat, static and parts failure add to the

ways in which a computer can give errors.

The design of the hardware and software

can change the odds of these errors caus-

ing problems. Parity and checksum are

two weli-known methods of checking for

some of these errors.

In all fairness I must agree with Diillio

that the computer gets too much blame

for the errors of humans. A well-run com-

puter operation keeps the needed backup

copies and input documents on hand to

survive the computer errors as well as the

human errors. We should be just as skep-

tical of "the computer made a mistake" as

we would be if someone said "the Devi!

made me do It," Let us not fight the "com-

puter error" lie with another lie.

Hal D. Story

Bolingbrook, IL

Gary Dilllio Replies

In my article I did state that "computers

do not make mistakes." Unfortunately,

Mr. Story took my comments too literally.

The point I was attempting to make was

the vast majority of mistakes attributed to

computers are, in fact, human errors.

Perhaps Mr. Story misunderstood me
because of our differing perspectives—
his, I assume from his letter, being hard-

ware oriented, mine being software ori-

ented. I do not call a re-boot a mistake but,

rather, a malfunction; nor would I fault my
computer for static electricity error that

may have occurred when I failed to prop-

erly ground my equipment.

I hope my VISA billing clerk doesn't

read Mr. Story's letter. I would cringe to

hear him blame that erroneous charge on

cosmic rays.

Mr. Story's letter has validity and per-

haps I should not have used absolute

language in the series. I hope readers

understand that a six-part introduction to

data processing does not allow me the

luxury to explore subjects in detail and

thus some statements may not contain

enough explanatory comments. For this I

apologize in advance.—Gary J. Dilllio
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Convert to CP/M
and Save.

Unprecedented Sale for the First 200 Customers. Call for Details.

The Trouble with TRS-DOS.

Although TRS-DOS is an excellent operating system, it

has one major disadvantage. When compared with CP/M,
TRS-DOS locks you into a limited and possibly dead-end
course. When you are ready to upgrade to a new computer,

it is likely that none of your present software will run on

the new machine. All of the time and money you have

invested in TRS-DOS software will be lost.

CP/M Acquires Unprecedented Support.

Over the past year, a number of powerful competitors
have introduced new microcomputers. Most people will

instantly recognize the names of Xerox. IBM, Hewlett-

Packard. Digital Equipment and Zenith. The Japanese
companies, Sony. NEC, Sanyo, Toshiba and Sharp, are

equally well-known. Together, these companies have com-
mitted over a billion dollars to compete effectively in the

micro market. TRS-80 owners should be aware that every

one of these companies has chosen CP/M for their stan-

dard operating system. Over the next few years, these

companies will sell millions of CP/M computers. Consid-

ering these facts, it is clear that CP/M is the operating

system of the future.

Apple and Commodore Offer CP/M.
In a recent press conference, the Apple Computer
Company stated. "The largest installed base CP/M system

in the world today is the Apple II with the Z80 card from
Microsoft'.' In a recent full page ad in the Wall Street

Journal, Apple announced CP/M for the Apple III.

Commodore, refusing to be left behind, has recently

announced their "Emulator" series of computers that sup-

port CP/M. There are even rumors that the new Tandy 16

will support a version of CP/M.

CP/M for the TRS-80.

Converting to CP/M offers the TRS-80 owner many advan-

tages. The TRS-80 immediately becomes capable of run-

ning twice the software of any other computer on the

market. Perhaps more importantly, CP/M permits soft-

ware portability. Unlike TRS-DOS programs, CP/M pro-

frams can be directly transferred to your next cornputer

'he savings in time and software costs can be quite sig-

nificant. CP/M conversion can easily pay for itself with the

money saved on one or two software purchases. The sooner

you convert to CP/M, the more you stand to save.

Plan Ahead.
The Omikron "Mapper" offers the ideal step to upgrading
to a newer, more powerful computer. With the "Mapper,

'

vour TRS-80 can run both CP/M programs and TRS-DOS.
With CP/M, you can build a software library that's fully

compatible with the newest CP/M business computers.
All of the time and money you spend on selecting, pur-

chasing, and learning CP/M software can be considered
an investment in the future. In addition, your old TRS-80
can gain a new lease on life as a fully compatible back-up
unit. Consider all these points carefully. The Omikron
"Works" package offers the best solution for protecting

your investment in the TRS-80. By choosing the "Worksl'

you can purchase a "Mapper" and also receive over $1,000
worth of top-quality CP/M software. Value, Utility, per-

formance — Omikron offers you more than ever before.

COUGAR . . . Omikron's Users Group.

CP/M has always been the standard for business and pro-

fessional use. This market has always demanded high

quality and high performance. The high prices for CP/M
programs reflect the additional effort required to develop

top-quality software products. To help our customers afford

CP/M software, Omikron has formed Cougar, our official

users group. Through Cougar, Omikron can purchase
software products in large volume. This allows us to offer

our customers some of the best CP/M software in the

industry at greatly reduced prices.

Omikron Puts it At! Ibgether.

Omikron has sold more CP/M conversions than all of our

competitors combined. Omikron was the first in the mar-

ket with a CP/M conversion. Omikron has continued to

lead the market for one simple reason — our total commit-

ment to our customers. Only Omikron offers a "Works"

type introductory package. Only Omikron has a "Cougar"

type users group for long-term savings. Our hardware has

always been designed with reliability first. Our software

is well designed, complete, and bug free. Our technical

hot line assists those with problems. Finally,, our exchange

policy has enabled our customers to upgrade to our new
designs for much less than the cost to new customers.

When you buy from Omikron, you buy from a company
with a proven record of dedication and success.

OMIKRON Products that set Precedents

1127 Hearst Street, Berkeley, CA 94702 (415) 845-8013

TRS-80™ Radio Shack/Tondy Corporation 50 Wordstar™ Micro Pro CBASICII, CP/M™ Digital Research



The Plot Thickens

I have received many phone calls and

letters in response to my article "Digital

Doodles" {80 Micro, January 1982) all ask-

ing the same question: "How do I connect

the plotter to the computer?" After reread-

ing the article I found I never mentioned

that problem. Let me answer the question

now/-

You must connect the plotter to the out-

put of an eight-bit output port. The input to

this port should connect to the main bus

of the TRS-80. Figure 1 shows a schematic

of the port I use with my plotter. Although

it has two output and 1 V2 input bytes, the

plotter nfeeds only one output byte. This

SriKE-SFIKEKS"'
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Helps proven! software "ghlches", unexplained

memory loss, and equipment daninge
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lifihl.
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^ other equip, power cords.
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MINI-I
Transient fibyorber only
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MINMI
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$44.95
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$59.95 Order Factory Direct
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Out of State Order Toll Free
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"Connect the plotter to the

output of an 8-bit output port.
"

port requires a -»-5V dc power supply. I

recommend you build a separate power

supply for the port.

Alan Sehmer
150A Lorr^tta Drive NW

Corrales, NM 87048

Out of the Pit

There is an error in my article, "Video

Snow Shovel" {80 Micro, March 1982). All

references in the article to Z75 and Z75A

shouid read Z74 and Z74A, respectively.

Fortunately, the error affects only the op-

tional buffer circuit. The circuit itself is

correct; the only error is in which chip the

74LS125 should be piggy-backed on.

Brian Smith

6770 Haiifax St.

Burnaby, British Columbia

TRS INTERFACE
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STRIKE FORCE iS the ultimate challenge in arcade

action - bent on destroying your concepts about
gamesoftwarei

You'll need iron resolve and nerves of =teel to go forth

and defend a world of vulnerable cities under relentless

alien attack You are the mighty wan lor-saviour of the'ip

cities' Armed with rapid-fire missiles long lange ladai

and incendiary star shells you II need breathless spe^d
tocombatall the bombeis escorts fighters and nibsi'es

Your force field may give you temporary retit^f but
watch outi

Skill cunning lightning fast response and a keefi sen^e
of strategy are not just important - they re imperative to

your life and the lives of mrllioiib of aty dwellers' STRIKE

I tf ( r ' 111 pkt r ta :>:; le Jn e ^r id-- ^i t s

iLd-FFNETP^'OR ce'Pv e/, til S' (. kn t> a')'

rt ' n ran ced * 1 Ji J-- ioi t 'til i

;-' er t-iquine wlmmcd

tl n I <• ni'jF i idf-^f t'dt 01 1

.-250

Melbourne House Software inc. 6917 valjean Avenue, van Nuys, ca 9iao6



The program listing accompanying Randolph Fontenot's article "Computer

Repeat" ('80 Micro, April 1982) was misprinted. The complete listing

follows.—Eds.

*************************************************10 I **

20 **

30 1 **

40 I **

50 **

60 **

70 ' **

COMPUTER-REPEAT FOR LEVEL 2 TRS-t
BY RANDOLPH FONTENOT JAN 19 81
734 CHOCTAW DRIVE
OPELOUSAS, LA 70570

»*
**
**

**

YOU

QQ I *************************************************
90 CLEAR150:INPUT"DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS, Y/N'';AS
100 IF A$<>"Y"THEN190
110 CLS:PRINT@16," INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPUTER-REPEAT" : PRINT
120 PRINT" COMPUTER-REPEAT IS A GAME OF SKILL AND MEMORY.
WILL BE"
130 PRINT"SHOWN A SEQUENCE OF RANDOM LETTERS AT THE CENTER OF TH
E SCREEN."
140 PRINT"WHEN THE QUESTION HARK APPEARS, CAREFULLY REPEAT THE S
EQUENCE"
150 PRINT"OF LETTERS."
160 PRINT" IT IS A REAL CHALLENGE TO WIN AT SKILL LEVEL 51 GO
OD LUCKI":PRINT
170 INPUT"ARE YOU READY TO ACCEPT THE CHALLENGE OF COMPUTER-REPE
AT, Y/N";AS:IF A$="Y"THENl90
180 INPUT "PRESS <ENTER> WHEN READY";A$
190 INPUT'ENTER SKILL LEVEL, 1-5" ; SL ; HYS="

"

200 IF SL-1,N=4 ELSEIF SL=2,N=8 ELSEIF SL-=3,N-16 ELSEIF SL=4,N=3
2 ELSEIF SL=5,N=64 ELSE GOTO190
210 CLS : PRINTCHR$ ( 23 ) : PRINT516 , "COMPUTER-REPEAT" : PRINT@470 , "==>

220 F0RI=1T0N
23 L=RND(25)+6 5:MY$=MY$+CHR$(L)

FOR 2=1T0 LEN(HY$)
PRINT@47 8,MID$(MYS,Z,1)
FORX=1TO50 : NEXTX
PRINT@478," "

FORX=1TO50:NEXTX
NEXTZ
PRINT@478,"?"!Y0URS=""
F0RX=1T0 LEN(My$)
Y$=INKEY$:IFYS = ''"THEN320
Y0URS=Y0UR5+YS

NEXTX
350 IF MY$=YOUR$ THEN NEXTI ELSE CLS : PRINTCHRS [ 23 ) : PRINT' 44 8

, "YO
U LOSE AT SKILL LEVEL " ; SL : I=N:GOTO370
360 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23) :PRINT@448,"YOU WIN AT SKILL LEVEL ";SL:PRI
NT'CONGRATULATIONS 111"
370 INPUT"PLAY AGAIN, Y/N";A$:IF A$="Y" THENGOTO190ELSE CLS:END

240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340

The program "Kings and Catapults" from page 326 of the February 1982 issue

contains errors. The last few bytes of line 9020 were listed incorrectly. Lines 9205,

9225, 9230 and 10000 contain PRINT® statements which will not work with the

older Model I ROMs. Program Listing 1 corrects these errors.— Eds.

9015 POKE16108,172:POKE16082,140:FORX=16240TO16 42S:POKEX,191:NEX
T:POKE16186,191:POKE1617 5,191:POKE16107,140
9020 PRINT@896,U$;:POKE16301,131:POKE16302,131:POKE16271,131:POK
E16272,131:IFH=1THEN9060ELSEIFH-2THEN9080ELSEIFH=3THEN9090ELSEIF
H=4THEN9120ELSEIFH=6THEN10000
9225 PRINT@A,"*"; : PRINT@A-65 ,

"**"
; : PRINT @A-1 29 ,"***"

; :PRINT(3A-19
2,"**"; :FORX=1TO10:NEXT:PRINT@A," "; ; PRINT@A-65 ,

" " ; :PRINT@A-12

9 ,
" " ; : PRINT@A-192 ,

" " ; : RETURN
923 LLS=CHRS(17 6) : A=763 : FORX^lTOll : A-A-66 : PRINT@A,LLS ; :F0RU=1T0
20:PRINT@A+66," " ; : NEXTU ,X : F0RX=1T013 : A=A+62 . 5 : PRINT@A,LLS

;

9235 FORU=lTO20:PRINT@A-6 2.5," "
; :NEXTU,X:PRINT(aA, "*"

; :PRINT[aA-6
5,"**"

; :PRINTiaA-126 ,"*"; : F0RX=1T09 : PRINT@A, " "; ; PRINTiaA-65 ,
" ";

: PRINT@A-126 ,
" " ; : PRINT@53 8

, "MISSED" : RETURN
10000 LL$=CHR$(176) : A=706 : F0RX=lTOll : A=A-62 : PRINT@A,LLS ; : FORU=lT
020 : PRINT@A+62, " " ; :NEXTU:NEXTX : F0RX=1T013 : A=A+67 : PRINT@A,LL$;
10010 FORU=lTO20:PRINTiaA-67," "

; :NEXTU ,X : PRINT@A, " *"
; : PRINTiaA-65

,"**"; :FORX=1TO10 : PRINT @A," "
; : PRINT@A-65 ,

" "; : FRINTia53 8 , "MISSE

D": RETURN

Program Listing 1

Percotn Disk Storage

Quality Percom products are available from

the following authorized Percom retailers.

If a retailer is not listed for your area, call

Percom toll free at 1-800-527-1222 for the

i^ddress of a nearby relailrr, or to ordt^r directly

from Percom.

ARKANSAS
MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS, IMC Hoi Spnngs (501 ) 623 52(W

ARIZONA
SIMUTEK Tucson 16021 323-9391

CALIFORNIA
ALPHA BYTE STORES Calabasas (2131883.«M4

BERKELEY MICRO COMPUTERS Beiitdev CllfS) 848 7122

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
SanLuisRev iV14) 757-4849

HOBBYWORLD Nonhndge (213; HR6 921M)

RAY'S AND DON'S COMPUTERS Wliittier (213] 695-3248

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
THE PROGRAM STORE Washington (2021337 4691

FLORIDA
fNTRON. INC Largo (8131586-5012

GEORGIA
COMMLRCIAI DAIAPKOUUCTS Atlanta (404)325-7800

HAWAII
COMPUTER CENTER Honolulu (»0S14«8 2171

IDAHO
( OFFICE MAGIC COMPUTERS Boisf :20«) 37b 4613

IDAHO MICROCOMPUTER Buhl 1208) 543-6292

KANSAS
BESCO ELECTRONICS Shawnee (9131268 7633

SALESDATA Huichmson <3I6) 665-3611

DATASERVICES, INC. Wichita (316)838-9021

MASSACHUSETTS
OMNITEK Tewksbuw (6171 851 45H()

MAKVIJ\ND
DAMASCUSCB Damascus (301125:* 2101

MICHIGAN
ALTERNATE SOURCE Lansing (."i 171 487 335H

MINNESOTA
THE CODE ROOM Eden Prair^ (612)934 1826

MISSOURI
[.EMBERGERCO Vienna (314)422 335.3

NEBRASKA
CURTRONICS Lincoln (402)423 7771

NEW HAMPSHIRE
THINK TANK Portsmouth (603) 431-1077

TSE HARDSIDE Milford (603) 673-5144

NEW JERSEY
CHANNEL 1 RADIO SHACK Medlord

DA & D SALES Bloomfield

NEW YORK
H&ECOMPUTRONICS Spring Valley (914) 42S 1535

MICRO 80 SYSTEMS Brooklyn (2 12) 748 3236

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED Jericho 18001 645-6038

STONY CLOVE New York Cihj (212) 575-1046

DATASCAN COMFIHEB SYSTEMS, INC
.p^.^i.g^,,, ,5,^, ^.^^^

NORTH CAROLINA
GitcnsboTO (919)274-6346

OHIO
FELDMAN ENTERPRISES A;.ion (216) 724-5583

OKLAHOMA
ONLINECOMPUTER CENTER Oklahoina City (405)751-2796

OREGON
PIONEER ELECTRONICS Sandy (503) 668-8666

PENNSYLVANIA
COMPUTER ANALYSTS New Bnghton 1412) M46 9323

SUNRISE ELfXTRONICS Chambersburg (7171264-8214

TEXAS

PERCOM COMPUTER CENTER Richardson (214) 690-11207

COMPUTERTOGO Austin (512)472-8926

bREEZE QSD INC Dallas (214) 484 ?976

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS Arlington (817)274-5625

UTAH
MICRO MNEMONICS Sunset (8011825-9317

VIRGINIA

BURCO DISTRIBUTORS Richmond 1804) 222-1481

WASHINGTON
COMPUTER SERVICES Kennewick (.'ilW) 582 97fi9

NORTHWEST COMPUTER SERVICE
Bellvue (2061454-4979

WEST ViK&ENIA
BlIHCnUISIKIBUTORb Hui-nnqf.in (304)453-6387

WISCONSIN
BYTE SHOP MKWAUKEE Greenhcld (414)28! 71M)4

FOREIGN DEALERS

AUSTRALIA
DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS P.O. Box 321 North Ryde NSW2n3

CANADA
ALPHA ONE Edmonton (403) 454-8409

VALERIOTE AND ASSOC .GuelphOniano (4161624 4899

DRVCOMPUTERS, LTD. SiineyB.C. (6041 576-8535

COTS MICROSYSTEMS. LTD Ottawa (6131 741-7937

MICRO COMP ENTF.RPRISES. INC Pickenng (4161839-4561

MICRO MART Montreal (S14) 731 94K6

MEXICO
C0MPUTAI>ORAS Y ASESORAMIENTO

RioPanvcol4 MemcoSDF
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

RADIO SHAt K Santo Domingo (809)565 9121

(609) bhU 7454

(201)751-8444

H(JLLI1)AV MHj
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Percom DOUBLER II

Percom's DOUBLER 11 tolerates wide variations in media, drives
GARLAND, TEXAS — May 22, 1981 —
Harold Mauch, president i)f Percom Dara
Company, announced here coday that an im-

proved version of the Company's innovative

[X)UBLER" adapter, a double-density plug-in

module for TRS-80* Model I computers, is

now available.

Reflecting design refinements based on both
theoretical analyses and field testing, the

DOUBLER II
" so named, pcnnits even great-

er tolerance in variations among media and
drives than the previous design.

Like the original DOUBLER, the DOU-
BLER II plugs into the drive controller iC
socket of a TRS-80 Model I Expansion Inter-

face and permits a user to run either single- or

double -density diskettes on a Model I.

With a DOUBLER II installed, over four

times more formatted data — as much as 364
Kbytes — can be stored on one side of a five-

inch diskette than can be stored using a stan-

dard Tandy Model I drive system.

Moreover, a DOUBLER II equips a Model 1

with the hardware required to run Model 111

diskettes.

[Ed. Note: See "OS-80": Bridging the TRS-
80' software compatibility gap" elsewhere on
this page.)

The critical clock-data separation circuitry

of the DOUBLER II is a proprietary design

called a ROM-programmed dif^llal phase-lock
loop (Jala separator.

According to Mauch, this design is more
tolerant of differences from diskette to diskette

and drive to drive, and also provides immunit}'

to performance degradation caused by circuit

component aging.

Mauch said "A DOUBLER II will operate

just as reliably two years after it is installed as it

will two days after installation,"

The digital phase-lock loop also eliminates

the need (or trimmer adjustments typical of
analog phase-lock loop circuits.

"You plug in a Percom DOUBLER il and
then forget it," he said.

The DOUBLER U also features a refined

Write Precompensation circuit that more
effectively minimizes the phenomena of bit-

and peak-shifting, a reliability- impairing char-

acteristic of magnetic data recording.

The DOUBLER II, which is fully software

compatible with the ptevious DOUBLER, is

supplied with DBLDOS®, a TRSDOS*-
compatible disk operating system.

The DOUBLER 11 sells for $2>©5, includ-

ing the DBLDOS diskettc^^ wtI^*^*^*

Circuit misapplication causes diskette read, format problems.

High resolution key to reliable data separation
GARLAND, TEXAS — The Percom
SEPARATOR™ does very well for the Radio
Shack TRS-80' Model I computer what the

Tandy disk controller does poorly at best: reli-

ahly separates clock and data signals during

disk-read operations.

Unreliable data-clock separation causes for-

mat verificatiiin taUures and repeated read

retries.

CRC ERROR-TRACKLOCKED OUT
The problem is most severe on high-number

(high-density) inner file tracks.

As reported earlier, the clock-data separa-

tion problem was traced by Percom to misap-

plication of the internal separator of the 1771

drive controller IC used in the Model 1.

The Percom Separator substitutes a high-

re%olution digital data sepatator circuit, one
which operates at 16 megahertz, for the low-

resolution one-megahertz circuit cif the Tandy
design.

Separator circuits that itperate at lower

frequencies — fot example, two- or four-

megaherts— were found by Percom to provide

only marginally improved performance over

the original Tandy circuit.

The Percom solution is a simple adapter that

plugs into the drive controller of the Expansion
Interface (EI).

Not a kit — some vendors supply an un-

tested separator kit of resistors, ICs and other

paraphernalia that may be installed by mod'
ifving the computer — the Percom
SEPARATOR is a fully assembled, fully tested

plug-in module.

Installation involves merely plugging the

SEPARATOR into the Model I EI disk" con-

troller chip socket, and plugging the controller

chip into a socket on the SEPARATOR.
The SEPARATOR, which sells for only

$29.95, maybe purchased from authorised Per-

com retailers or ordered directly from the fac-

tory. The factory tidl-free order number is

1-800-527-1222.

Ed. mile: Opening the TRS-80 Expansion In-

terface may void the Tandy limited 90-day
warranty, ^2

The Percom DOUBLER II is available from
authorized Percom retailers, or may be ordered

direct from the factory. The factory toll-free

ordernumberss l-800-,527-1222.

Ed. note; Opening the TRS-80 Expansion In-

terface may void the Tandy limited 90-day
warranty.

All that glitters is not gold

OS-80 Bridging Ihe TRS-80*
software compatibility gap

Compatibility between TRS-80* Model I disl<ettes

and the new Model III is about as genuine as a gold-

plaicd lead Krugcrrand.

True, Model 1 TRSDOS ^ diskettes can be read on
a Model III. But first they must be converted and re-

recorded for Model HI operation,

.^nd you cannot wnle to a Model 1 TRSDOS* dis-

kette. Not with a Model III. You cannot add a hie.

Delete a file. Or in any way modify a Mode) I

TRSDOS diskette with a Model III computer.

Furthermore, your converted TRSDOS diskettes

cannot be converted bucli for Model 1 operation.

TRSDOS is a one- way street. And there's no re-

treating. A point to consider before switching the

company's payroll to your new Model HI.

Real software compatibility should allow the di-

reel, immediate interehangeability of Model I and
Mode! in diskettes. No read-only limitations, no
con vers ion/rc- recording Steps and no chance to be

left high and dry with Model III diskettes that can't

be run on a Model I.

What's the answer? The answer is Percom's OS-
8[)0-* family of TRS-80 disk operating systems.

OS-80 programs allow din-ct. immediate inter-

changeability of Model I and Model III diskettes.

You can run Mode! I single-density diskettes on a

Model III; install Percom's plug-in DOUBLER®
adapter in your Model I, and you can run double-

density Model III diskettes on a Model I.

There's no conversion, no re-recording.

Slip an OS-80 diskette out oi" your Model I and in-

sert it directiy in a Model tit.

And vice-versa.

Just have the correct OS-80 disk operating sys-

tem — OS-SO, OS-80D or OS-80/in — in each com-
puter.

Moreover, with OS-80 systems, you can add, de-

lete, and update files. You can read and write disket-

tes regardless of the system of ormin.

OS-80 is the origiiial Percom TRS-80 DOS for

B.'XSIC programmers.
Hven 0S-8() utilities are written in B.^SIC.

OS-80 is the Percom system about which a user

wrote, in Creative Computing magazine, ".
. . the best

?30.00 you wiil ever spend. "t

Requiring only seven Kbytes of memory, OS-80
disk operating systems reside completely in RAM,
There's no need to dedicate a drive exclusively for a

system diskette.

And, unlike TRSDOS. you van work at the track

sector level, defining and controlling data formats —
in BASIC — to create simple or complex data struc-

tures that execute more quickly than TRSDOS files.

The Percom OS-80 DOS suppoils single-density

operation of the Model 1 computer — price is

S29.95; the OS-80t^ supports double-density opera-

tion of Model t computers equipped with a DOUB-
LER or DOUBLER It: and, OS-80/Iii — for the

Model til of course — supports both single- and

double-density operation, OS-80D and OS-80/III

each sell for $49.95.

PRICES ANDSPECIFlCATIONSSUBJECTTOCHANGEWrrHOUTNOTICE. PRICES DONOTINCLUDE HANDLING ANDSHlPPING.

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC. 11220 Pagemill Road Dallas. Texas 75243 (214) 340-7081
ark tif Percom DataCJimpany, liiL. 'TRS-SO and TRSDOS src tradcmarkiofTdiiJyCoiporarujn which lijs no reiationshii) to Percom Data C;ompany. 1 Creative Computing Maga:ine, June, 1^80, page 26.
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Model II Programs Wanted

I am compiling a book of programs for

the TRS-80 Model 11 and am seeking con-

tributions from anyone who has written or

modified programs for this machine. Any

type of program is welcome— Assembly
language SVC calls, games, graphics,

education, business or what have you.

I prefer programs written in Basic that

will operate on TRSDOS 1.2 or 2.0, al-

though I will also consider programs for

CP/M. I need a clean listing of the program

along with a description of what it is sup-

posed to do.

I will contact anyone who submitted a

program after it has been selected for

inclusion in the book. Any program not

selected will be returned to the owner.

Jesse W. Baker

P.O. Box 145

Fort Kent, ME 04743

AJ 841 Help

In his review of the Anderson-Jacobson
Selectronic 841 ("80 Reviews," April 1982]

Robert A. Batty correctly stated that "The

program does not automatically under-

line." The Lazy Writer word processing

program does underline and double

spaces; just set the line feed counter to 3.

I would like to hear from users who have

attached the AJ 841 to their system. I am
interested in sharing ideas on driver

routines.

Mark T. Grunau

259 N. Capitol #257

San Jose, CA 95127

Typewriter Interface

We have purchased a 32K Color Com-
puter and have on hand a new IBM Elec-

tronic Model 50 typewriter.

We are now putting out a little paper

and typing it on the typewriter. To justify it

we must type it twice. We are looking to

connect the computer to the typewriter

and use a word processing program to

''People in school media centers

have some unusual decisions to make
concerning computers in their work."

type the body of the paper.

Do you know of any available link for

proper operation of this type of setup, or

any information that might help us?

Barry Wind
7780 N.W. 41 St.

Hollywood, FL 33024

Disable Data and
Time Prompts

in response to Tony Nardo's question

printed in the February issue of this col-

umn, here is the way to disable the date

and time prompts in TRSDOS 1.3. Place

the TRSDOS disk you want to patch in

drive and type PATCH •0:0 (ADD-
4EA9, FIND=CA, CHG = C3) from TRS-

DOS Ready. If you need to apply the patch

to a number of disks make a build file out

of it. Change the *0:0 to '0:1. place the

disk to be patched in drive 1, and execute

the build file by typing DO PATCH or what-

ever you name the file. You can easily re-

verse the patch by switching the values in

the FIND and CHG parts of the patch.

Johri Ratzlaff

Mount Pisgah Academy
Chandler, NC 28715

Double Trouble

How can i resolve a conflict between

Omikron's Mapper II 8-inch disk controller

board and Percom's Doubler II double

density disk controller board? Both these

boards integrate the 1771 disk controller

chip on their board to achieve their func-

tion, ts there a way to plug these boards

into each other? I need the advantage of a

double density operating system (for the

data separator circuitry and expanded

disk space) but would like to retain the

Mapper II for an eventual addition of some
8-inch drives.

My problem came about when I pur-

chased a second Model I system and com-

bined the best features of the two sys-

tems which include the Mapper II and Per-

com Doubler boards. I am currently using

the system with the Mapper II board, but

that leaves approximately 30 percent of

my programs and files inaccessible be-

cause they are in the double density

mode. In addition, another 20 percent of

my program,s and files are inaccessible

because they are on drive 1 which has reli-

ability problems without the data separa-

tor circuitry embodied in the Doubler II.

How can I salvage my drive 1 and dou-

ble density files without throwing away

the 8-inch drive capability?

Al Peponis

435 Monaco Avenue
Union City, CA 94587

Media Center Management

1 just read Judith Dzedzy's letter con-

cerning the use of micros In school library

media centers ("80 Aid," April 1982). Our

company Is Involved exclusively in the de-

velopment and management of school

media centers; even though we are a com-

munications firm—not a software house

—we do sell some of our TRS-80 media

center utility software. We have discov-

ered that people in school media centers

have some unusual decisions to make
concerning computers in their

work—decisions even more basic than

software concerns. Since we have faced

this situation so many times we have writ-

ten a pamphlet to help make computer

decisions easier for media center man-

agers (or anyone else concerned with

computers In management). Normally we
sell the brochure for $1, but we will send

any of your readers a copy free if they

write to us and enclose a self-addressed

stamped envelope.

We are interested in corresponding

with professionals in this field and in de-

veloping management techniques, com-

puter applications and materials to help

them manage their media centers.

Zack T. Hinckley, President

Atlantis Creative Enterprises

P.O. Box 3727

Cocoa, FL 32922
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leSeS THE ULTiMATE COMPUTER CONFLICT
between the forces of the Colonists

and the Kryon Empire. Join an inter-

galactic shootout with up to eight star-

ship commanders transmitting orders

from the keyboard cockpits of their

craft anywhere in the U.S.A.

Attacking, evading, scanning, com-

municating. That's MegaWars. Easy

to learn but difficult to master. That's

why CompuServe will give one free

hour to every MegaWars player enter-

ing a game before Decembers!, 1982.

Call toil free

800-848-8990.

You'll receive the illustrated guide to

CompuServe, America's most compre-

hensive Videotex service, plus the

MegaWars Commanders Briefing.

CompuServe
5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

Columbus, Ohio 43220

800-848-8990 -235



Common Routines

I enjoy the challenge of machine lan-

guage programming, but hate to write

routines to perform a task the TRS-80 can

do itself. For example, I spent weeks
writing my own CLS routine until i stum-

bled upon CALL 01 C9H. Can anyone sup-

ply me with a list of these subroutines and
the requirements needed to call them? I

need a routine for SET, RESET and POINT.

Jon Seymour
2216 Northeast Seventh St.

Ocala, FL 32670

Try Harv Pennington's book Microsoft

Basic Decoded and Other Mysteries. This

lists and even expiains the ROM calls.

— Eds.

Manufacturer's

Identity Needed

I am trying to identify the manufacturer

(name and address) of the dot matrix

printer I am using so that I can write to

them for the manuals on this machine.

The name on the printer is MI2 Corpora-

tion (that's Ml squared). This printer has

only one other label on it; the serial number
plate bears the title "Binder Magnete."

The printer is capable of much higher

speeds than its current 300 baud setting

and it may also have a portfolio of various

type fonts-

Kenneth H. Bogert

2 Aian Lane

Mine Hill, NJ 07801

West German User Group

I wish to contact TRS-80 owners in the

Schweinfurt-Wuerzburg area in West Ger-

many, especially US soldiers, to establish a

user group. My system consists of a TRS-

80 Model I, Level II, 48K RAM, 40-track

floppy and an Epson MX-80.

Ludwig Clement

l-iermann-Ba rth els tr.5

8720 Schweinfurt

Optical Pen

My wife works in a small school library,

and recently she heard that someone has

come out with an optical pen which wili

read a library member's account number-

directly into an Apple computer.

Does anyone know the name of the man-

ufacturer or manufacturers of such a

device?

Since the school has some TRS-80 mi-

crocomputers, I am wondering if anyone

has such an optical pen that can be used

on them, and if so, on what model.

William Stroh, lit

9 Sinclair Terrace

Short Hills, NJ 07078

Opticai Reader interface

I am attempting to interface an IBM
1230 Optical Reader to aTRS-80 Model II, I

would appreciate hearing from anyone

who has or intends to do the same.

Louis M. Ferrari

3919 Octave Drive

Jacksonville, FL 32211

Nationai LNW User Group

Due to the great demand for the ex-

change of information on the LNW, the

LNW User Group of the SCCA is accepting

members on a national basis. We will pub-

lish a bi-monthly newsletter covering soft-

ware reviews, hardware mods, applications

of the LNW Mod I and Mod II and more.

Membership dues including subscription

to the newsletter are $25. Contact me at the

address below or call on the voice line (516)

924-5179, Of if you have a modem call the

BBS at (516) 924-8115.

James M. Edwardson, President

Suffolk County Computer Association

Rt. 1 Box 244 Mill Road
Yaphank, NY 11980

IHi-Speed iVIod Probiems

I have a Model I, Level II with the new
ROMs, the interface with additional 16K,

one MPI-51 disk drive and an Epson MX-80
printer. I use NEWDOS80 Versions 1.0

and 2.0.

I recently incorporated the Hi-speed mod
from the February 1980 issue of 80 Micro.

The computer selects HI or LO fine and the

speedup is approximately 65 percent. Now
the problem.

If I have booted in Ver. 1.0 and try to key

in Hi-speed, as soon as I hit enter I get a

spontaneous re-boot. \f I try to boot Ver. 1.0

while in Hi-speed, I get repeated re-booting

attempts, but no full re-boot. When I try to

run certain games (Defense Command,
from Big Five, and Invaders, from Level IV)

while using Ver. 2.0 with Hi-speed engaged
I get spontaneous re-boot.

How can I solve the problem?

Don Giroux

65 Friendly Lane

Shalimar, FL 32579

Empty Art Galiery

I have a TRS-80 Color Computer 16K Ex-

tended Basic ROM 1.1 and an Epson MX-80

with Graflrax and interface board #8150

with 2K buffer. I want to draw a picture on

the screen using a short program such as

Polygon or Joystick Draw and then print

the result. Also, I have the art gallery ROM-
PAK and i would like to draw or create a pic-

ture, then save to tape and load it back in

and print it. Is this possible? I have the cas-

sette screen print program and the 8-bit dri-

ver cassette that Radio Shack distributes

but they have not given the results I

wanted. Any help you can give me will be

appreciated.

Mike Davis

6166 Char Mar Drive

Westerville, OH 43081

Tanl^tics l-ielp

I have Avalon Hill's Tanklics game and

would like to convert the POKE statements

to their Basic or Assembly language equiv-

alent in order to understand the algorithm

of the game. Does anyone have any infor-

mation on how to do this?

I also have an Epson MX-80 with tractor-

feed onfy. I am interested in hearing of any

solutions to the problem of printing enve-

lopes without resorting to mailing labels (If

there is one).

Robert Bauer
. 4059-L Donald St.

Eugene, OR 97405

Versatile Help

I own a TRS-80 Model t, 48K with disk

drives. I installed the Percom Doubler some
time ago and it runs very well. But I am
disappointed because the Radio Shack
program Versafile does not run with

DBLDOS. When I write a record the

previous records of the file are killed and

disappear. Does anyone have a patch to

correct this problem?

Jacques Deschamps
14 Passage Duguesclin

75015 Paris

France
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lUSIMESSMEN AND
We offer you ongoing support by answering
your questions and providing reasonably
priced enhancements,

A FEW OF NEWSCHIPT'S STANDARD FEATURES:
*Forin Letters with merging of names and addresses
*Gives superb appearance to your linal documents
*Comprehensive manual with hundreds of examples
•Centering, lop/bottom titles, indents, pagination

*Underlining, boldface, double-width, italics"

*Sub-scripts, super-scripts, proportional pitch +

•Generates Table of Contents, sorted Index

•Allows block graphics, special symbols r

•Search and replace globally or within a range
•Block move, copy, delete, insert from other file

•AUTOSAVE, WHOOPS, DIRECTORY, KILL. REPEAT

•Based on IBM's 'EDGAR' and "SCRIPT" systems
•Supplied ready-to-run on "tiny" DOSPLUS
•Easily transferred to NEWDOS. NEWDOS/80. LDOS, TRSDOS
^Includes handy Quick Reference Card

NEWSCRIPT CONTROLS THESE PRINTERS:

•EPSON MX-80, MX-lOO; all 12 fonts, plus underlining
and block graphics; italics with GRAFTRAX
•Centronics 737, 739,- Radio Shack L.P. IV, L.P. VIII, Prowriter,

Daisy Wheel II, NEC PC-8023A, TEC 8500R, C.ITOH 8510:

Right-justiiied true proportional printing

"Good support lor: Diablo, Spinwriter Starwriter QUME, MicroliriG,

Anadex, modified Selectric, standard line printers

' SowAVAHABIE: right-justified true proportional support for

Diablo, Spinwriter, Starwriter, and Qume (DaisyWheel Option)**

TYPICAL USER AND REVIEWER COMMENTS
"Theie is anew word processor on the market that wil! change the way people think about the capabilities of the TRS-SO. Imagine a
powerful mainhame text editor running on aTRS-80, with virtual compatibility between the two versions. . .on-going support second to

none, ivifh superb documentation." (Jim Klaproth, 80-U.S. JOURNAL February, 1982)

the manual:

"It definitely rates the first '10' given to any documentation reviewed in this column." (A.A. Wicks, COMPUTRONICS, October. 19811

the software: "An excellent Word Processor" (D.H.); "Absolutely fantastic" IS. E.S.I; "You have features that 1 cannot duplicate

on my S14.000 system" (J.B.)

the support: "Your phone information system and the prompt and courteous staff that you provide to help your clients.. .are worth
the cost of the system." (V.H.H.)

REQUIRED CONFIGURATION: 48K TRS-80 with

one disk drive. Specify Model I or Model III.

tSome features work only il your prinlei hcs the rnucbanical capability

DaJ!=yWhcel ptoporlional la c-xiia-'jo^l lipritjii.

TO ORDER, CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE:

(800) 824-7888, Operator 422
CALIF: (800) 852-7777, Oper. 422
ALASKA/HAWAII: (800) 824-7919

FOR TECHNICAL INFORMATION CALL:
(213) 764-3131, or write to us.

Order from your Software dealer, or from:

^9^

MEWSCMPT 7,0:

nMUM'^ LABELS OPTION:
Special: NEWSCEIFT + LABELS:
Dabywheel Proportional Options

"PENCIL'7"SCRIPSiT" File

Manual Only (180 pii^mh
Belerence Catd Oiraly:

Zl^cttk^ Webster + Corre€t§oi

UiSkpM^^ Edit®? a:eid ProgrissiUttiaf

:

GEAP H B<^iwrll#ii (Mi-1^«». letters):

3.4:

$124.95
29.95
139.95
49.95

: 14.95

30.00
2.50

74.95
149.95

TfRMS Wy utctpl VISA. MuaKjrtatd, checks, Moucy Oidois,, C.O.D. and
even cash. We pay shipping via surface UPS inside U.S.A. Please add

DEPT. C, BOX 560 • NO. HOLLYWOOD. Gil 91603 f3^00J-JJ-LaJ-'.e%ta-n California, and 15% outside Nort^
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Doubl
• T
At last! A douDie density controller for Model I with higher prob^
DOUBLE DENSITY CONTROLLER ON THE MARKET TODAY! The "DDC" fi

blems that keep cropping up on existing products. AEROCOrvtP'5;
has a wider capture window than the digital types currently
ing. The finest resolution available with digital circuitry is

finately variable tuning. Attack and settling times are
The units presently on the market use a write precompe
tolerance is extremely wide in the order of +100 ns. T.

Thebottomline is state of the art reliability!

• Test Proven
Tests were conducted on AEROCOMP'S "DDC", Perco
a Radio Shack TRS80*** Model I, Level 2, 48 K with
(Siemens Model 82). Diskette was Memorex 3401.
mine performance under adverse conditions. Th
expansion interface.
The test consisted of formatting 40 tracks on t

pattern was chosen because it is recommended
attempt was then made to read each sector on the
1.0, with Double Zap, Version 2.0. Unreadable sectors wen
each double density controller and the data averaged. Test

• Features
TRS80 Model I owners who are ready for reliable double
density operation will get (1) 80% more storage per
diskette, (2) single and double density data separation
with far fewer disk I/O errors, (3) single densitV com-
patibility and (4) simple plug-in installation, compatible
with all existing double density software.

ir Value

$159.95for the BEST double density
controller on the market.

Si 79.95 for "DDC" complete with DOSPLUS 3.3D

>229.95 for "DDC" complete with LDOS

^do^'

jTY OF DATA RECOVERY THAN WITH ANY OTHER
comp. No need to worry about the pro-

esign phase lock loop data separator
Hows high resolution data center-

DC" analog circuit allows in-

Board to board

d LNW's "LNDoubier""" using
m TFDIOO' disk drive

ed piece of media to deter-
re installed sequentially in the

attern on all tracks. The 6DB6
urers of drives and diskettes. An
g system was Newdos/80, Version

i. The test was run ten times with
,1 the table.

TEST RESULTS •

MFR & PRODUCT SECTORS LOCKED OUTtAvo

AEROCOMP "DDC"

PERCOM "DOUBLER II" 18

PERCOM "DOUBLER A

'

250

LNW "LNDOUBLER" 202

Note: test results available upon written request. All tests conducted prior to 8-2M1

Aerocomps 14 day money Dack guarantee applies to hardware only

Specials will be prorated. Shipping S2.00 In Cont. us. See opposite page for details.

Separators
The advances that make the "DDC" great are incorporated In the new AEROCOMP Single Der
and Double Density Data Separator ("DDS").

Happy DDS customer wrftes .

• Has your original manufac-
turer left you holding the bag?
(f you already own a Percom "DouSler A ", "Doubler II' or lnw
LNDoubier , the AEROCOMP "DDS will make It right. Look at the test
results:

MFR. & PRODUCT

SECTORS LOCKED OUT

WITHOUT "DDS" WITH DDS"

PERCOM "DOUBLER II" 18 1

PERCOM "DOUBLER A" 250

LNW "LNDOUBLER" 202

Note; Same test procedures as ddC".
* Trademark of Percom Data Co." Trademark of LNW
'

" Trademark of Tandy corporation

• "DDS" $49.95
(Use 1791 chip from your DD Con-
troller)

"W iJU^ with disk controller

chip Included v ' ^-^5
• Dlsl< controller

chip $34.95
(Shipping S2.00 cont US - see opposite

page for details)

Plugs directly into your existing
le Density Controller.

I don't often write letters
such ae this, but I feel I should
In this case ... I am suprlsed
and pleased with your DDS. It Is

not often a product Is better
than one expects . . . This
(ttieaa) teat (s) used a Pereom
DouDler "A". (Test without DDS
installed showed many errors).
(With DDS) not one errorlll

AtXHr ten (10) tests of format-
ting and verMIng and zeroing
NOT OHB FAILURE OR LOCK
OUT. Oreatlll

Phil Gnadt
Kansas City, Kansas

See opposite
pageiMMi
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TRS 80*

NEW LOW PRICES
Thinks to you our s<alcs volume huh

allowed us to cut costs and we're pass-

ing the savings along. We offer the best

disk drive value in the market place.

Reliability, features and cost tough to

beat- We deliver,. .and we stand behind

our products, AEROCOMP is the only

manufacturer to offer FREE TRIALI Buy

Aerocomp drives today. You deserve the

best,

BEST FEATURES
* Fast 5 ms track-track access time,

* Operates single or double density,

* "FLIPPY" feature for lower media cost

[40-1 & 80-11.

Head load solenoid.

Disk ejector.

Easy entry door.

NEW EXTERNAL
CONNECTION
cover 10 hook up csCleJ

DRIVE CABLE
;no iQrigei r^tv' u-- .rrove iric

lL3s»-lt!^»»>**SS»*^'*5H^;

RINTERS

TRS80 Cable (I & (II) S9.95*

APPLE Cable & Interface, s 105.00

RS232 interface S69.95

Ribbon Cartridge. Black. .
. S9.95

Add S6.00 shipping (Cont. U.S.) does not

indude csble.

MX80 F/T
All the fesiures of MX80 plus Fnctfon

Feed. Shmninn F^ cables as ^bove.

.Viir- PuFLhine :j( Prruei

as

ORDER TODAY!
• 40-Track Drive S299.95

• 80-Track Drive S409.95

• 40-Track 'FLIPPY" Drive . . . $329.95

• 80-Track TLIPPY" Drive. . . . S419 95

• 40-Track Dual-Head Drive. . S419.95

• 80-Track Dual-Head Drive. . S569.95

All aaove drives are tomplele with iilver enclosure, power supply

dridexlernjl drive (etbleiionnectJon I 15 VAC, 50/60 H? 230 VAC.

50/60 Hz avitil^DlF on special orOer

• 40-Track Bare Drive S259.95

• 80-Track Bare Drive S359.95

• 4(>Track "FLIPPY" Bare DriveS279.95

• 80-Track "FLIPPY'' B^te DnveS369.95

• SPECIAL PACKAGES*
STARTER A S339 95

40-Tfack Drive, 2-drive cable, TRSDOS
2.3 Disk & Manual, Freight & Ins.

STARTER B S369.95

40-Track "FLIPPY" Drive.cable, TRSDOS
2.3 Disk & Manual, Freight & Ins.

COMBO C S465 00

40-Track "FLIPPY" Drive, 2-drive cable,

LDOS. Freights Ins.

COMBO D S559,00

80-Track 'TLIPPY" Drive, 2-drive cable.

LDOS' Frtfight & Ins.

COMBO E S709.00

Two 40-Track "FLIPPY" Drives, 4-Drive

cable, TRSDOS 2 3 Disk & Mannual,

Freight & Ins.

COMBO F S989.00

Two saTrack "FLIPPY" Drives. 4-drive

LDOS Ins

COMBO G S889.00

Two 40-Track Dual-Hedd Drives, cable,

TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual, Fieight &
Ins

COMBO H S1289.00
Two 80-Track DuaFHead Drives, cable,

LDOS ,
Freight & INS

DOSPLUS 3,3 or NEWDOS / 80.2

available with any package.

AddSS.OOpeidrjve for shipping 8 handlrng jConi. US|

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Order your AEROCOMP Disk Drive and
use it with your system for up to 14

days. If you are not satisfied for ANY
REASON (except fnisuse or improper

handling), return it, packed in the

original shipping container, for a full re-

fljnd. [Hsrcfw^^reonly Specwl packages will be prorated)

We have complete confidence In our pro-

ducts and we know you will be satisfiedl

ORDER TODAYIII

WARRANTY
We offer you a 120 day unconditional

warranty on parts and labor against any

defect in materials and workmanship. In

the event service, for any reason,

becomes nescessary, our service depart-

ment IS fast, friendly and cooperative.

100% TESTED
AEROCOMP Disk Dnves are completely

assembled at the factory and ready to

plug in when you receive them Each

drive Is 100% bench tested prior to ship-

ment. We even enclose a copy of the

test ctiecklist, signed by the test techni-

cian with every drive. AEROCOMP
MEANS RELIABILITY!!

ORDER NOWII
To order by mail, specify Model
Number[Sj of Drive, cable, etc. (above),

enclose check, money order, VISA or

MASTERCHARGE card number and ex-

piration date, or request C.O.D. shif>

ment. Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

Add S 5 .00 per drive for shipping & handl-

ing (Cont, US) Please allow 2 weeks for

personal checks to clear our bank. No
personal checks will be accepted on
C.O.D. shipments-cash, money orders or

certified checks only. You will receive a

card showing the exact C.O,D, amount
before your shipment arrives. Be sure to

include your name and stepping address.

You will be notified of the scheduled

shipping date. Your bank credit card will

NOT be charged until the day we ship,!!

DRIVE CABLES
?-DR(VE
4 [:k(VE

S24.95
S34.95

WRITE AEROCOMP TODAY
FOR MORE VALUES III

FOR VISA/MASTERCHARCE/C.O.O. ORDERS
California dial (800) 852-7777, Operator 24. Aloska
and Hawaii dial (800) 824 79)9, Operotof 24,

TOLL FREE LINES WILL ACCEPT ORDERS ONLYl
For Applications ond Technical informotion. coll

(214) 337-4346 or drop us a cord.

riaolers inqiries tnvitei

Redbird Airport, Bidg. 8

P.O. Box 24829
Dallas, TX 75224

v'See List of Advertisers on page 339 'Micro, September 1982 • 39



by Michael Tannenbaum C.P.A.

'Increasing numbers of software vendors

are aiming for a wider marl<et

than just Tandy hardware."

This year I presented a seminar on the

feasibility of integrating word and
data processing. The attendees were

equally divided between word processor

owners and would-be owners. The would-

be owners appeared quite confused. They

could not understand how a computer can
be both a word processor and a general-

purpose computer.

Any programmable computer can be-

come a word processor with appropriate

software. However, it may be precluded

from word processing applications be-

cause it lacks a letter-quality printer.

A computer intended for word process-

ing nnay, if programmable, be converted to

general data processing use. However, it

may not be suitable for data intensive ap-

plications because it lacks adequate disk

storage.

A computer intended for both functions

will often be more expensive and less effi-

cient than dedicated devices. For exam-
ple, if word processing is the only applica-

tion, a Model III can be used at a fraction

of the Model II cost. However, with just

over 300K of disk storage, it should not be

used for applications such as accounting

recordkeeping. For these accounting ap-

plications, a Model M equipped with a Line

Printer V has greater output than one with

a Daisy Wheel II.

In data processing there is no such
thing as a free lunch . , . yet. Advances in

printer and disk technology may change
this in the near future. Many new dot-

matrix printers already have excellent

quality, and each new generation brings

further improvements. Floppy disks have

greater capacities each year and prices of

small Winchester drives are coming
down. I suspect Tandy may soon in-

troduce small units the size of the Model

III with built-in 5-megabyte hard disks. The

market is certainly ready.

The Model 16

With respect to new devices, the Model
16 is starting to appear in computer
centers. The new unit is quiet—the Model

II is much noisier in comparison.

The Model 16 owes its comparative

quietness to the new thin-line drives.

Unlike the Model II drives, the thin-line

drives use dc motors which run quietly

and turn off automatically if not being

used. Unfortunately, the automatic turn-

off feature is causing problems. The

drives must be rotating at the proper

speed to record data accurately. Data

written on the disk while the drive is under

the proper speed will be lost. The software

has to detect when the disk is at the right

speed. This is not an easy task, but the

problem will be overcome in time.

Model 16 drives are much quicker than

Model il drives. The track-to-track access

rate is up to five times faster than the

Model II expansion interface drives. The

computer, also is faster in its Z80 mode
than a comparative Model II. Our bench-

mark tests ran seven percent faster on the

Model 16. It will be interesting to try the

benchmark test again when Basic is avail-

able for the 68000 processor.

Another advantage of the Model 16 is

its cool green screen. What a difference

that makes! I hope Model II owners will be

able to retrofit their computers with this

new tube.

I examined an early version of the

Model 16 and enhanced Model II operat-

ing system. Many of the commands and
features are similar to the hard disk oper-

ating system. However, the real shocker

was the elimination of a one-drive backup

routine. This will make ownership of a

one-drive Model 16 a difficult affair unless

a hard disk is purchased at the same time.

I suspect that one-drive Model 16s will be

as rare as 32K Mode! lis (ever see one?).

Model II and CP/M

The Model tl is far from obsolete. The
availability of the enhancement module
will keep the old Model II around for quite

awhile yet. In addition, the large popula-

tion of Model Its is starting to attract ven-

dors with new plug-in cards. One such
vendor is Veritas Technology Inc., 2375

Zanker Road, Suite 245, San Jose, CA
95131, who recently announced an 8086

card for the Model II. With this device, the

Model II will be able to run CP/M 86 and
provide support for the IBM Personal

Computer market.

The Model H's ability to operate

systems other than TRSDOS is one of its

most important attributes. Tandy is not

the only source for Model II software.

More than half of the Model II owners do

not use TRSDOS and Tandy software;

they use CP/M and CP/M-based software.

CP/M is attractive because much good
business software is only available for

use with this operating system.

If you have never explored the world of

CP/M software, you are in for a very pleas-

ant surprise. The variety is simply

astounding. Before you can use any of

this software you must purchase the

CP/M operating system. CP/M is available

from Lifeboat Associates in New York and

Pickles and Trout in California. Both

organizations offer CP/M systems tailored

for the Model II.

CP/M was designed for equipment

whose display is separate from the CPU.

In this configuration, the CPU com-
municates with the display via a high-

speed serial link. In the Models II and III

the video display is integrated with the

CPU and accesses memory directly. In the

Model III thevideo memory is mapped into

the normal memory space and can be ad-

dressed just like user memory. In the

Model M, the video memory is a separate

areathat is not user-accessible. Accessto

this area is only through the operating

system. This memory mapping has al-

lowed fast and complete control of the

video display. This control has been dif-

ficult to duplicate in remote displays.

Because of display limitations CP/M-

compatible systems do not, as a rule,

have fancy video presentations. A notable

exception is SuperCalc by SORCIM. Su-

perCalc is a visible calculator program

similar in concept and presentation to

VisiCalc. However, VisiCalc, designed for

memory-mapped displays, updates the

screen faster. SuperCalc, designed for a

CP/M environment, has to accommodate
many terminals and communicates with

the built-in display of the Model 11 in serial

fashion.

Snazzy displays are not the only criteria

for judging useful software products.

SuperCalc is a fine second-generation

calculator program that in several ways
surpasses the current version of VisiCalc.

The SuperCalc version available for the

Model II contains logical commands just

40 • 80 Micro, September 1982 Circle 20 on Header Service card.



LEASE ANSWER THESE 5 QUESTIONS
(r-.^^^H^^^^^^^^tflH^^k YES NO
'''^^^^^^^^^^^^

^ Q^ you have information that must be kept organized and ^
accessible?

I

—. ,—
2. Do you ever need to perform statistical analyses? •—

3. Would you like to have a tool that will allow you greater flexibility

in managing your own or your company's money?
4. Could you use a mail list program that will be easy to use,

maintain an unlimited number of names, allow you great sorting

flexibility, and even interact with a word processor?

5. Do you own or have access to a TRS-80 microcomputer?

(/ you answered yes" to any of these questions, we can be of assistance to

you. Our Maxi Series of appiications programs are designed to give you maximum
versatility with a minimum of hassle. These programs were created for business use.

but you'll find yourself using (hem for personal applications as well.

Thorough support — Of course, each program comes with In-depth, user-

oriented documentation, and is menu-driven to make it easy to use. When necessary,

the l^axi programs are compatible with each other, and, whenever pertinent, are
interactive with the major word processing and spreadsheet programs published by
other manufacturers. Also, we maintain a telephone support line to provide you with
any assistance you might require.

9ICMi ^^tmagmr ^yDa>eKut,er
f
THUJtl Cr€MI ^yDaleKub,er

Maxi Manager rs a remarkable data base manager, Its fast I

machine language sort complements its large data storage capacity |
(Check Register Accounting System)

The sophisticaijon ot its data entry, management, and printing capa- I ^axr Cras is a system that will computerize check writing,
b.lities makes Max, Manager a vefsat.le tool for rnany applications I ^ecordrng and analysis (or business and personal finance. The system

rescJ:LTo'n'^:^.:^es SVafe ^Tr:dalllZe^TeJJlZlS S '-— 223 income and expense accounts, each o, which wi. handie

misuse and lets you expand, add. or delete fields from an existing data ^n unltmited number o( transactions. Extensive register and report

base. Let the unmatched capabilities o( Maxi Manager handle your |
printing capabilities make Maxi CRAS an indispensible tool for

data management.' / managing money effectively.

Modrt I * Uod9l III. Minimum 1 disk driva required 012-0T96 S149-99 J Model t i Modal III. Minimum 2 drtvw wqutfd 012-0146 S99.e5

I 9fOif byDaleKubler
I 4^0X1 fifOff ^y ^^""^ WalonicH

Maxi Mail is a powerful mail list management system that. I
^w^w ^^v^v

I Is easy to use
| Maxi Stat is the most useful statistical analysis package en the

2. Has virtually unlimited storage capacity- I market today 11 was developed to allow maximum flexibility in

leuesa% ^th T^
1^^'°' '*°"^ processors lo generate form I designing customized analysis Maxi Stat handles the three main

-1. Pnnts mailing labels up to four-across in any format desired.
co";PO"e"tso' statistical analysis^

5. Has irirtually unlimited coding capabilities with thirteen fields of I
^ Complete menu-driven codebook creation and editing.

information tor each record I 2 Menu assisted data entry.

Maxi Mail rs the most sophisticated user-oriented mad list/ 3. User-created control files to describe the statistical analyses to
program available. I be performed and printed out on the variables of your choice
THfrJO Modi III only. 2 disk drives requirMJ 012-014a $99.95 / Model I & Model III. Minimum 2 drives required 0120153 $199.95

Send S1.00 lor our 16 page booklet

"Getting Ttie Most From Your

Micro" All 16 pages are packed with

Indepth explanations and printout

aamples from the Maxi Seriae ol ap-

plications programs.

THK BUSINKSa DIVISION
BOX 3435

LONGWOOD.FL 3Z750 ^20
(305) 830-8194
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now offered in the latest versions of

VisiCalc. Tfie new VisiCalc versions fiave

not been made availabie for the Model II.

Tandy has not released any new soft-

ware for the Model li soft or hard-disk

system in recent months. This lack of new
TRSDOS software is reflected in the pro-

grams that I have received for evaluation.

Most are CP/M-compatible. Although
TRSDOS is not obsolete, increasing

numbers of software vendors are aiming

for a wider market than just Tandy hard-

ware. Almost all popular computer
systems either are or can be made CP/M-

compatible. Only Tandy equipment is

TRSDOS-compatible.

Offbeat Accounting Applications

The latest CP/M additions to my library

include, in addition to SuperCalc, Word-
star, and Dbase tl, the CPAides tax

preparation system and an oil and gas ac-

counting system.

The oil and gas accounting system
(Well Accounting by Business Computer
Systems, 2709 Shannon, Bethany, OK
73008) is an interesting application. Oil

and gas producers often operate proper-

ties that have many owners. These
owners of fractional interests must
receive detailed reports of revenue and
operating expenses. To complicate mat-
ters, the owner of the fractional share can
have a working interest, a royaity interest

or both in the oil property.

The information supplied to the oil pro-

perty owners must have sufficient detail

so that they can meet Internal Revenue
Service recordkeeping requirements for

reporting oil and gas income. Each owner
is entitled to the details of oil and gas
sales, disbursements, windfall profits and
other tax payments and drilling expenses
incurred. Based on the amounts reported,

the owners could be entitled to depletion

allowances.

To maintain the complex records and
comply with these reporting require-

ments, a computerized recordkeeping

system is quite desirable. This system is

designed to run on a three-disk Model II

using the CP/M operating system and is

available for $2,300. Combinations of

wells and participants are limited to 5000

entries. With this structure, the system
can handle 100 wells with 50 participants

or 10 wells with 500 participants and any
combination in between.

The base system includes an Accounts
Payable module that can handle up to

1000 line items and 2000 invoices for the

current period. The account capacity was
not indicated. Since joint interests are

often billed, there is a link to a joint in-

terest billing and participant Accounts
Receivable module. This module has a

capacity of 2500 participant accounts
receivable records. If desired, the system
can be arranged to offset well expenses
against income when calculating income
distribution amounts. The system gene-

rates all required participant and owner
history reports.

This system is not a complete account-

ing system since the base system does
not include the general ledger and finan-

cial reports. These features are currently

under development and will be available

in the future for extra cost.

If you have clients that are oil and gas
producers this system bears investiga-

tion. Unfortunately, if your clients are

ownersthefeaturesof this system will not

be as appealing. The system is designed

to be driven by entry of actual data such
as sales of oil and gas and purchase of ex-

pense items. If information is entered in

this way, the system will maintain records

for each well owner almost as a by-pro-

duct of data entry. The system does have

a means to bypass the normal sales and
expense entry routines and post activity

directly to a participant's account.

However, if this method of data entry is

used, none of the automatic calculation

and editing features of the regular data

entry routines are available. This greatly

increases the chance for error. Business

Computer Systems is modifying the

system to accommodate well owner's

recordkeeping requirements. This new
system should be available soon.

Another example of the new wave of

software is specialized software for the

veterinarian. A company called VCC,
located at 24 Newbridge Road, East

Meadow, New York 11554, is offering a

series of programs designed to aid the vet

increase his income and manage his prac-

tice more effectively. These programs are

available in modules and cover client

data, vaccination reminders, vaccination

analysis and mailing management. An ad-

ditional subsidiary of VCC, VETSBUY of-

fers an automated central buying service

and electronic mail system for the vet. All

equipment used is available from Tandy.

In the past two years, I have written this

column for all TRS-80 business program
users. This has required enormous
amounts of time both to research the soft-

ware products discussed and to write an
understandable description of my find-

ings. Due to the pressure of my profes-

sional activities, I can no longer continue

to devote this time on a monthly basis. Ac-

cordingly, this is the last regular column
of the 80 Accountant. I have had a great

deal of fun with this column, and expect to

continue contributing accounting articles

and reviews in the future, fvlany thanks for

your interest and support.

MTI AUTHORIZED SALES
AND SERVICE CENTERS

Anchorage, AK .(907)333-8322
Fairbanks, AK (907)456-2281
Annlston, AL (205)236-6396
Rogers, AR (501)636-9168
Mesa, AZ (602)833-8949
Phoenix, AZ (602)241-1865
Tempe, AZ (602)831-5376
Anaheim, CA (714)773-0240
Burbank, CA (213)841-4210
Covlna, CA (213)332-4088
Goleta, CA (805)967-7628
Inglewood, CA {213)673-3295
Lancaster, CA (805)942-5747
Mission Vie)o, CA (714)495-3782
Montclair, CA (714)626-4813
Orange, CA (714)771-0880
Placervllie, CA (916) 622-4640
San Diego, CA (714)275-4243
San Jose, CA (408)946-1265
Santa Monica, CA .... . (213) 393-5785
Walnut, CA . (714)594-9760
Groten, CT (203)445-5166
Washington, DC (202)363-9797
Wilmington,DE .

Mary Esther, FL (904) 243-5793
Panama City, FL (904) 769-8093
Tampa, FL (813) 961-5269
WftsI Palm Beach, FL . (305)689-1200
Norcross, GA - (404) 449-6982
Tilton, GA (912) 386-8367
Honolulu, HI (808)521-7312
Bettendorf, lA (319)355-2641
Buckingham, lA (319)478-2826
Belleville, IL (618)277-2354
CoKlnsvllle, IL (618)345-5068
Decatur, IL (217)429-8510
Mundelein, IL (312)362-3440
Shreveport, LA (318)865-7189
West Monroe, LA (318)322-6479
Hopklnton, MA (617) 435-4457
Sprlnglield, MA (413)737-4562
Baltimore, MD (301)944-0200
Anoka, MN (612)427-5783
Minneapolis, MN (612)869-3245
Cameron, MO . (816)632-6528
Slater, MO (816)529-3144
Bozeman, MT (406)586-0511
Missoula, MT (406)549-9715
Raleigh, NO (919)755-1175
West Mllford, NJ (201) 728-8080
Las Vegas, NV (702) 870-4138
Jericho, NY (516)333-2266
Rome, NY (315)336-0266
Syracuse, NY (315) 474-1442
Troy, NY (518)273-8411
Utica, NY (315)446-1028
While Plains, NY (914)761-9283
Toledo, OH (419)535-5897
Tonkawa, OK (405)628-2693
Portland, OR (503)281-7640
Salem, OR . (503)581-8056
Longview, TX (214)236-7579
Missouri City, TX (713)499-5241
San Angelo, TX (915)658-3781
Falls Church, VA . (703) 536-5040
Reston, VA (703)471-0305
Anacortes, WA . (206) 293-5154
Cheyenne, WY (307)632-9132

FOREIGN COUNTRIES |

Buenos Aires, ARG . .

.

(54) 132-1858
Clayfleld Brisb, AUS .. 657-8023
Burnaby, BC (604)522-9877
Lubbbek, BELGIUM .. 1663-2452
Ottawa, CAN (613)741-7937
Helsinki, FIN 9064-4116
Courbevole, FRA (341)773-5493
Holm, GER 4103-7393
Tel Aviv, ISRAEL 325-8535
Florence, IT 45-4319
Capetown, S. AFRICA 2145-1047
Singapore 220-7182
Papeete, TAHITI 2-5447
Huamhak Bangkap, THA 314-1161

C'lX MICR
in 11 TECHr

OCOMPUTER
slOLOGY, INC.
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FREE SOFTWARE
Accounting Package:
Accounts Receivable, Accounts

Payable, General Ledger,

Inventory/Sales Analysis,

Payroll, Audio Self-Learning

Cassette, Games, Education

Software, DOS Plus 3.3.

Word Processing:
Discount certificate entitling the

purctiaser to NEW SCRIPT by

Pro Soft, complete word
processing software.

Introducing the M.T.l-- BUSINESS Com-
puter. We believe in offering you the best

in complete, low cost computing.

M.T.I MOD III PLUS B/140. We have taken

the basic MODEL HI, expanded the

memory to 48K and added our M.T.I,

double density, dual drive system. All

M.T.I. BUSINESS computefSinclude4
Mhz speed-up for remarkable fast pro-

cessing, a RS-232 Interface, Anti-Glare

screen and coolingi unit.

LOW PRICE. M,T.I. BUSINESS computers
are priced from $2495, As an added in-

centive, we v^iti give you a business soft-

ware package FREE with the purchase of

a MOD 111 PLUS BUSINESS computer.

The software package has a retail value

of $1588.00

All Of this for $2495.

Other Models Available:

MOD III PLUS 240-B. Same asthe MOD III-

B/140 but has double storage capacity

and dual headed 40 track drives.

MOD III PLUS 280-B. Has 1 .5 Megabytes
storage and 2 dual headed 80 track

double density disk drives.

MOD lll/WINCHESTER-B, Our largest busi-

ness computer system. 8,2 megabytes of

storage. Includes a 7.5 megabyte Win-

chester hard disk and 80-track dual head

disk head,

OPTIONS:
* LETTER QUALITY PRINTER
* WINCHESTER CP/M 2.2

WANT MORE? For more information call

any of our authorized sales centers.

• Immediate Availability

• 90 Day Warranty .4 ^

^fiine Year Extended Warranty

Available

• Local Dealer Service

IJ,S, PFIICESF.OvB.

CALIFO

MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY INC. ^2A7
>. 3304 W, MACARTHUR, SANTA ANA, CA 92704

(714) 979-9923 • TWX 910-595-1902 MTtSNA

Olgilal Research. Inc.

jrkol Tandy, Corp.

M MlcrocOTiE^uler TschnDlo<)y, Inc



by Roger Fuller

Last month I discussed a short routine

to swap string pointers in Basic. This

month I present a routine to offset by a

fixed amount the pointers in a string array.

Whenever a sort is done on a data base,

the program must know what key is to be

used. For example, if you need to know
the median score for a group of test

scores, ail scores must be sorted. The me-
dian can then be found by determining

which value has as many scores above it

as below it. The only information needed
are the actual values, or scores.

If the names associated with the scores

are important, the sort must move the

names that correspond to the scores to be
swapped. The routine I am about to show
you requires that string reorganization not

take place and that strings in the array not

be reassigned. Using the swap routine from

last month meets these requirements.

Whenever a good programmer begins

writing a program, he defines the input

and the output to his program. In effect

his code is the meat of an I/O sandwich.

This is why some programmers are called

hackers or butchers as the case may be.

Our input shall consist of these items:

• The address of the beginning of the

target array.

• The desired offset value of -128 to

+ 127 bytes.

• The number of elements to adjust.

in order to keep the code neat and tidy

put the first value in the USR argument
and the second two in the three bytes of

the string pointer for the zero element of

the array. We need to do this from Basic

before calling the offset routine.

Disk Basic has RSET, LSET, and MID$.

These commands insert strings into other

strings, provided the target string is not

within the Basic program text itself. Since
these statements are not available in

Level II, the offset demo uses another way
of assembling the data strings.

The CMD statement in Model III Disk

Basic, and some other operating systems,
is ideal for using this offset routine. The
CMD statement sorts a string array by
moving the pointers. Level ll-only systems
can substitute a Basic sort with the swap

routine or one of the common machine-

language sorts available.

Both those with and without disks can
use the string sort to sort numeric values.

The trick is to reverse the order of bytes in

a numeric value. The reverse string rou-

tine in one of my previous columns works
well for this job. Remember, negative

values always come last in such a sort

since they have the first bit set in a re-

versed string.

In the demo program I used the CHR$
function to illustrate this concept of sort-

ing numerics as strings. The use of a sin-

gle-byte numeric makes Level II compati-

bility a snap. The scores are stored as the

first character in a string. The person's

name will be the second and subsequent

characters in the string.

The proper procedure to use this rou-

tine would be to load the values needed,

call the USR routine, sort the array, and call

the USR routine to reset the pointers back

to their original values. Examine the Basic

demo program in the listing before read-

ing the following explanation.

Since the first element in the array con-

tains the three control bytes, we need to

call 0A7FH to obtain the address of these
values. An XOR A zeros the accumulator
without using a zero byte. This allows us
to embed the machine code in a Basic

string constant. A LD C,A zeros register C.

The LD A,(HL) gets the offset length.

Now we need to test for a positive or a

negative offset value. This is done by the

SUB 80H. If the result is negative the carry

flag is set. In other words a value of 128 to

255 clears the carry flag. Since A is zero an
ADC A,A would leave A equal to one if the

carry flag was set and zero if the carry flag

was not set. Therefore a positive offset

produces a value of one in the accumula-
tor and a negative offset leaves it a zero.

A DEC A makes A equal to OOH if the off-

set was positive or FFH if the offset was
negative. The LD B,A positive makes BC a

word value equal to the offset. For exam-
ple, a positive offset of five produces the
value of 0005H for BC while a negative off-

set of five produces a value of OFFFAH for

BC. Now adding BC to the value of the last

two bytes in a string pointer offsets the

beginning of the string the appropriate

value.

Since the string length will always be
equal to or greater than needed and the

strings will be in place, there is no need to

adjust the length byte.

All that is left to do is get the number of

elements in the array to offset. An INC HL
points to the LSB of the value and a LD
E,(HL)gets it. Another INC HL points HLto
the MSB of the value and a LD D,(HL) gets

it. Now the DE register pair contains the

number of elements to sort and the HL
register points to the byte just before the

first element's pointer. All of this is done
by the following code:

CALL 0A7FH
XOR A
LD C,A

LD A,(HL)

SUB 80H
LD A,C

ADC A.A

DEC A
LD B,A

LD C,(HL)

INC HL
LD E,(HL)

INC HL
LD D,(HL)

The next section of code is the actual

offset loop. One mistake inexperienced

programmers make is in not being careful

about zeros. The first thing this loop does
is to test for zero elements to offset. If

there are no more elements to sort, the

routine returns control to Basic. This exit

in the middle of the code is convenient but

violates a tenet of structured program-

ming: Exits must be the last statement in

a section of code.

Notice the use of the $ to represent the

address of the current instruction. Some
Assembly novices and even a few old

hands get tripped up by this convention.

In an assembler, the $ represents the ad-

dress of the instruction containing it, but

it is assembled using the address of the

following instruction for relative jumps.

Thus a JR $ -i- 5 assembles as 2003H, not

2005 H.

The first operation after the zero ele-

ments test is to save the count by a PUSH
DE. Next a pair of INC HLs move past to

the string-length byte and onto the LSB of

the address of the first byte in the actual
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The TRS-80 model n was created to help

you take care of yoiir business. DOSPLUS
n was created to help your TRS-80 help

you and your business even more.

DOSPLUS n replaces your O.E.M. dos

with an ultra-sophisticated operating

system that is 5 or more times faster, more
reliable and is totally compatible with all

standard business oriented software

designed for use with the model II. The
resiilt is a computer/operating system
that far exceeds manufacturer's specs

—

with more potential and more capacity to

be of service to you.

DOSPLUS n operating systems are

available for either your floppy or hard

disk drives. The hard drive operating

system is compatible with Radio Shack,

^w, HynamicDuo.

QuCeS, Ckjrvus Micro Mainframe, VR
Data and other popular hard drive

sub-systems.

DOSPLUS n . . . All the quality and
dependabihty you'd expect from
DOSPLUS.

For the dealer nearest you call

1-800-327-8724
Dealer inquiries invited.

t\>r product mionnaiioii (305) 983-3390

DQSPIUS DOSPLUS first in duality!

First in the indxistryl

iu ui^er caU toU free 1-800-337-8724

A Division of Breeze/QSD, Inc.

1 1500 Stenmions Fwy. , Dallas, Tbxas 75329

(214) 484-2976 Micronet 70130, 303
^ 61

-See iisJ of Advertisers on page 339

MICROSYSTEMS
SOFTWARE, INC.
4301-18 Oak Circle,

Boca Raton, FL 33431
^ 384
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string. Here an LD E,(HL) followed by an
INC HL and LD D,(HL) places the pointer

at the first byte into the DE register pair.

An EX DE.HL followed by an ADD HL,BC
adjusts the pointer to the desired number
of bytes. The HL register pair now con-

tains the value of the adjusted pointer.

Another EX DE,HL allows us to use the

original HL array pointer to load the MSB
of the new adjusted string pointer back
into its proper place with an LD (HL),D. A
DEC HL followed by an LD (HL),E updates
the LSB of the string pointer. Next HL is

moved back up by an INC HL to point to

the byte just before the next element's

length byte (the original condition of the

entry into the loop). A simple POP DE
restores the counter and a JR back to the

beginning of the loop wraps it all up:

LOOP LD

OR
JR

LD

on

PUSH
INC

INC

LD

A,D

A
NZ,$ + 5

A,E

A
Z

DE
HL
HL
E,(HL)

TRS-80*
Models
ISeIII

Discount
Prices!

Do you have these best sellers?/

Your Cost
Business Tape/Disk
Mail List (Precision Proto.) - ;71.90

Form Lettsr (Precision Proto.) - /31 .90

Maxi Manager & Util (Adv. Int.i -.119.90

Newscript7.0 (Prosoftl - /99.90

NewscriptS Labels (Prosofti -/111.90

Games
Defense Command (Big Five) 12.70/15.90

Stellar Escort (Big Five) 12.70/15,90

Galaxy Invasion (Big Five} 12.70/15,90

Cosmic Fighter (Big Five} 12.70/15.90

Robot Attack (Big Five) 12.70/15.90

Star Fighter (Adv. Int.} 19.90/23.90

Eliminator (Adv. Int.) 15.90/19.90

Dunzhin (Med Sys.) 23.90/23.90

Asylum II (Med Sys.) 15.90/18,30

Laser Defense [Med Sys.

1

11.90/14.30

Home / Education

Little Red Riding Hood (Adv. Int.) 11,90; -

Old McDonald's Farm (Adv, Int.] 11,90/ -

Money Master (Med Sys,) 1 1,90/14,30

The Playful Professor (Med Sys,) 11,90,'14,30

Personal Check Mgr, (Adv, Int.) - /19,90

Check reader service for our catalog.

RIMES COMPUTER PRODUCTS
262 Tracey, Dept, 9A

Grand Island, N,Y, 14072
(716)773-2519

Add $1 50 for shipping. Add $1 50 for COD
For fastest seivice send M,0. or cert, check,

Mastercard/Visa also accepted.
Allow 2 weeks for personal checks.
New York Residents add sales tax,

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

INC HL
LD D,|HLJ

EX DE.HL

ADD HL.BC

EX DE,HL

LD (HL),D

DEC HL
LD (HLJ.E

INC HL
POP DE

JR LOOP

There is a short section of the above
code that could be modified with a sav-

ings of four bytes. It is an exercise for

those who always want to make things

better.

Now for a change of pace, I want to

thank all those who have written with sug-

gestions. If you have something that you
would like explained that is not covered

well in most books, piease send it to me.

Scripy, a page-sized, cursor-oriented

text editor I wrote, has generated more
mail than expected. I would love to see
how some of you are using it.H

PUBLIC DOMAIN

I—____„_______._.

20 '

30 ' OFFSET ROUTINE FOR STRING ARRAYS
40 '

50
60
10
12
13
15

CLS : CLEAR 1001
FOR L% = 1 TO 1(

FOR L% = 1 TO 1(

GOSUB 65529 :K%

DIM NS(10) ,N% (10)
READ N${L%), N%(L%) : NEXT
N$(L%) = CHR$( N%(L%) ) + NS(L%) : NEXT

VARPTR(U5): L% = PEEK (K%+1) +256*PEEK (K%-f-2]

160 FOR K%=0 TO 40 : READ B : POKE L% + K% , B : NEXT
170 DEFUSRl = L% ' IF DISK BASIC
180 ' LEVEL II: POKE 16526, L% AND 255 : POKE 16527, L% / 256
190 PRINT-'RAW DRTA"TAB(21) "SORTED BY NAME"TAB( 42) "SORTED BY SCOR
E"
200 '*********************************************.**************

210 K% = 64 : GOSUB 4000 ' DISPLAY RAW DATA
290 PRINT@896,; : INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO SORT BY NAMES";A5
300 OFF = 1 : NE = 10 : GOSUB 2000 ' SORT BY NAMES
310 K% = 85 : GOSUB 4000 ' DISPLAY SORTED BY NAME
390 PRINT@896,; iINPUT "PRESS ENTER TO SORT BY SCORES";AS
400 OFF = : NE = 10 : GOSUB 2000 ' SORT BY SCORES
410 K% = 106 : GOSUB 4000 ' DISPLAY SORTED BY SCORES
500 GOTO 500
999 |**•k***********k****kk*^,^,*i,^,*i,i,^ri,*^,****^,^,^,^1,i,1,1,1,^,*^:^,1,^,^,^;^,^,

1000 DATA "SMITH, JOHN", 85
1010 DATA "JONES, MARTHA", 79
1020 DATA "GRAHAM, BILL", 99
1030 DATA "FERRIS, SAM", 90
1040 DATA "WILLIAMS, BRAD", 70
1050 DATA "OWENS, JILL", 58
1060 DATA "SCOTT, CHARLES", 32
1070 DATA "MANFRED, FREDA", 88
1080 DATA "WEBSTER, WAYNE", 80
1090 DATA "NEWTON, STEVE", 72
1100 '

1110 DATA 205,127, 10,175, 79,126,214,128,121,143
1120 DATA 61, 71, 78, 35, 94, 35, 86,122,183, 32
1130 DATA 3,123,183,200,213, 35, 35, 94, 35, 86
1140 DATA 235, 9,235,114, 43,115, 35,209, 27, 24,232
1999 r***************** OFFSET & SORT ARRAY
2000 GOSUB 3000 : N% = NE : CMD "0"

, N% , NS(1)
2010 OFF = 256 - OFF AND 255 : GOSUB 3000 : RETURN
2020 ' USE AN APPROPRIATE SORT IF CMD "0" IS NOT AVAILABLE
2999 I***************** SETUP OFFSET AND NUMBER OF ELEMENTS
3000 L% = VARPTR { N$(0)

)

3010 POKE L%, OFF
3020 POKE L%+1 , NE AND 255
3030 POKE L%+2 , NE /256
3040 L% = USRK VARPTR ( NS(0) ) )

OFFSET = 1

LSB OF ELEMENTS TO OFFSET
MSB OF ELEMENTS TO OFFSET
RETURN

DISPLAY SCORES/NAMES3999 I ****>•*****!******

4000 FOR L% = 1 TO 10
4010 PRINT @K%-fL%*64, ASC(N$(L%)); MID$ (N$ (L%) ,2 ,255) ;

4020 NEXT
4030 RETURN
65528 ' USR STRING
65529 U$="12345678901234567890123456789012345678901" : RETURN

Program Listing
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Computer That

ites Prograrris

,5 1For
What will they think of next..?

Your computer is fantastically fast. ..once it knows what

to do. You probably realize that a computer is really

the combination of hardware and software, working

together smoothly, to give you what you want. Either

one alone is useless. Software is really the key., .the

"mind" of a computer system, bvery project or task

you want to do requires a new specific software ap-

phcation to make it behave exactly the way you desire.

Of course, you may be able to "force-fit" an application

into some existing canned program you have, but to

really get results, you need a separate application

program to run on your computer.

Until now, that meant you were forced to pay money
for application software off the shelf, or if you could

afford it, have it custom written for you, or, if you are

qualified, do it yourself. ..spending endless hours

figuring it out and writing it. Now, your computer can
write individual application programs for you. These
programs are each separate, unique software programs

that run in standard Basic on your computer.

A company named FutureSoft has developed this ex-

citing and long awaited remarkable working tool for

you. There are two versions called Qui/cpro+P/us and
standard Quikpro. Both of them create unique separate

Basic programs for you. ..to do exactly, precisely, what
you want to do. And listen to this. ..you create a new
program in minutes instead of hours

You can quickly generate a new program when you
want it. You can generate thousands of different

unique programs, each one standing alone as a com-
plete program that runs in Basic, Best of all, you do not

have to be a programmer to do it. The Quikpro soft-

ware becomes your personal programmer, waiting to

do your work for you any time of day or night you
choose to use it.

The custom programs you generate from this software

provide for: Data Entry, Additions, Changes, Record
Locating & Searches, great variety of Computations,
and Report Printing (if you have a printer). It lets you
decide what data to manipulate and how to manipulate

it. It lets you decide the formats you want to appear on

your screen and/or to print out in a report. It lets you

use differing formats on the same data base. It lets' you
make calculations from data within records without

altering the data base. It lets you report results with or

without including the base data from which results

were calculated,

All this is included in the ability/power of the program

you create, You do it by simply answering questions

that appear on your screen. Instantly, the Quikpro soft-

ware instructs the computer to perform complex and

error free instructional sequences. You get the im-

mediate benefits of professionally written software for

your application.

The resulting custom program is truly a separate Basic

program. You can list it, you can modify it, you can ac-

tually see what makes it tick. You can even ask it to

print out its own of5erating instruction manual so others

can run it for you. Finally, you can really tap the speed

and power of your computer the way you really want.

You can create new programs for every use you have in

Business, Science, Education, and Hobby areas. And
you can start now.

The software is available immediately from the

creators. It comes in two versions. If you want to

generate separate Basic programs with all the data

handling plus Calculations and Report Printing

features, you want Quikpro+Plus. Specify to run on

TRS80 Model I and Model III at only $149; to run on

TRS80 Model II at $189.

If you do not need Calculation ability or Report Print-

ing in the separate Basic programs you will create from

this program generating software, then standard Quik-

pro will do the job for you. Standard Quikpro to run on

TRS80 Model I or Model ill is $89; to run on TRS80

Model II is $129. (Later on you can always trade up to

the Plus Versions for only the cost difference between

the two).

Both programs are available to run on many other

computers besides TRS80, Details are available by

calling or writing.

You can order right now by phone or mail. If you have

Visa/Mastercard, call toll-free from:

All States except CA-AL-HI 1-800-824-7888 OP# 441

From California call 1-800-852-7777 Op# 441

From Alaska/Hawaii call 1-800-824-7919 Op# 441

Operators on duty 24 hours daily. Operators can not

answer technical questions. If you need technical in-

formation or want to order from Canada or other

nations, call 1-904-269-1918 during office hours. Eastern

Time, Mon,-Fri,

Send mail orders with check, money order or credit

card information to: FutureSoft, P.O, Box 1446-D,

Orange Park , Florida 32073. FutureSoft gives you a

satisfaction or your money refunded guarantee for 10

days from delivery. You can run the software yourself

on your own computer and see with your own eyes

what it can do for you. Order now. ^ee
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by David Busch

''Cost-conscious software purchasers
will appreciate KTI's generic software/'

Cost-conscious software purchasers
will appreciate Kitchen Table Inc.'s

generic software. Ttiese programs— pack-

aged in plain white disk envelopes and un-

labelled cassettes—eschew costly extras

Wke documentation, menus, error traps

and debugging.

Generic Game is a graphics encounter
with aliens and space ships. As near as i

can determine, the object is to shoot the

space ships or capture the alien's king be-

fore losing all your pawns. Game counts
on the honor system for scoring and be-

cause its rules are generated through a
RND routine, each game is a little dif-

ferent.

Generic Utility performs many useful
functions, but I am not able to determine
what they are. However, in benchmark
testing, it operated faster than similar pro-

grams. The software will accept any com-
mand you can think of and respond by
starting up your disk drives, flashing hexa-

decimal numbers on the screen, and
changing the setting of your RS-232

board. Some commands cause the key-

board to become warm to the touch, while

others increase the CRT's brightness ten-

fold. While I'm not certain why this is

desirable, I was impressed with the

utility's complexity.

Input for the Generic Business Program
may include invoice numbers, quantity

shipped, check numbers, amount paid,

employee time card information, inven

tory data, and airline schedules. The infor-

mation is sorted, compiled, alphabetized,

and processed, then dumped onto ran-

dom-access disk files that can't be re-

trieved. Although the program Issues no
useful reports, KTI maintains no company
using the software has ever been success-

fully audited.

Generic Realtime Operating System
Software is DROSSDOS stripped of its

good parts. No utility programs are provid-

ed with GROSSDOS and a user must fur-

nish his own Disk Basic, File handling, di-

rectories, copying, formatting and cursor

display are not supported. Only one mod-
ule is supplied: BOOT/SYS. It allows the

user to boot-up the GROSSDOS banner.

This simple operating system is well

suited to the newcomer who gets con-

fused when the ready prompt asks for in-

put and he can't think of what to do next.

Generic Bulletin Board is possibly the

world's first manually operated BBS. The
sysop must sit at a computer at all times

to answer the phone, transmit the menu
and other choices to callers, and enter

messages into the system. This makes for

a remarkably friendly bulletin board. I

called recently and to my read-messages
command, I got: JUST A MINUTE WHILE I

FINISH THIS SANDWICH. The program
enables users without an auto answer mo-
dem, host terminal program, and other ex-

pensive extras to operate a bulletin board

system.

While we're on telecommunications, I

should mention Kitchen Table's new TLS-
8E Owner/Operator Technical Hotline

(TOOTH), which allows users to chat with

a qualified Kitchen Table technician or

engineer. I tried the number last week and
am reproducing the exchange below:
— Hello. This is my first time on the hot-

line.

—I see. What is your problem?
— My TLS-8E is acting funny.
— Could you be more specific?

—Well, my computer seems to be los-

ing data frequently.

— Do computers troutjieyou?

—Yes, that is why I turned to you for

help,

— We were discussing you, not me.

— No, I just wanted to see if I had a RAM
problem.

—Are you saying no just to be neg-

ative?

— t never dreamed that you would be
such little help.

—What does that dream suggest to

you?

—I am disgusted.

— Did you come to me because you are

disgusted?

I suspect I called during the tech-

nician's lunch hour or chatted with a file

clerk or other unqualified person.

Readers' Queries Answered

Questions continue to pour in about

KTI's fictitious products. As a result, I've

been forced to devote some valuable

space to answering them.

Q. I've been using KTI's 7.5 gigabyte

hard disk drive for six months. I find it

takes two hours to read the directory.

What can I do?
A. Hold on! Kitchen Table is introducing

the first-ever "Menu Oriented" directory

making it no longer necessary to read the

entire KTI-7500 directory, which averages

127 pages.

Q. Double density does not provide ade-

quate storage for me and I cannot afford a

KTI-7500. Suggestions?

A, Yes. Users of DOUBLOON II can
remove the 1791 chip and insert a second
double density converter in its place. The
result: quadruple density! You may also

purchase KTI's quadruple density board,

the QUADROON.
Q. What is the largest single data file

that has ever been compiled?

A. Using the KTI-7500, 1 have squeezed a

listing of all my creditors on a single hard

disk drive. The second largest file con-

sists of the text of all Wayne Green's

editorials.

Q. Why is a 4-bit microprocessor used
in the KTI Pockets Computer?

A. Because it costs 50 cents, a 50 per-

cent savings over a 6-bit microprocessor.

Q. I wish to backup my KTI-7500 data

files. I don't own a video recorder but my
neighbor does. Can you tell me how to do

this?
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A. The correct conimand is ROUTE
Hard Disk to Neighbor's VCR. You don't

have to connect the two devices. Set the

switch on the top of the KTI-7500 to chan-

nel 2 or 3 (whichever is not used in your

area) and orient your neighbor's antenna

toward your computer.

Q. I am a reviewer for a competing com-

puter magazine. Could you put me on your

mailing list to receive your new releases? I

would also like complimentary review

copies of all your software. Although my
reviews would be unbiased, I would ap-

preciate a monthly complimentary check

for $200 to partially subsidize the exten-

sive testing that I do. I also believe I would

do a much better job than that jerk who
writes those columns for 80 Micro.

A. Kitchen Table deeply appreciates

your interest and would like to return the

favor by pointing out a small error you

may have not noticed. You have supplied

different social security numbers to

several magazines you did work for in

1981. Don't bother to fix this oversight. We
have forwarded your name to the only

government agency which can be counted

on to get things done—the IRS,

—Signed, The Jerk.H

FINALLY D

Your cassette based TRS-80*
can handle data files!

RAMFILE is the answer. It

will allow you to write

BASIC programs that will

efficiently store data in the

Random Access Memory of

your computer. You will be

able to sort and selectively

retrieve, update and delete

the data and store it on tape

for future use, at a speed and

efficiency that you never

thought possible. RAMFILE
runs with 16K or larger Level

11 or Model III BASIC.

RAMFILE and demonstration

HASIC i)r()gram on cassette tape and

niunual. $59.95.

Postage paid in U.S.A. Foreign

orders include $2.50. III. Residents

include 5% sales lax.

Send orders to:

i»
INDIVIDUAL SYSTEMS INC.

P.O. BOX 343

Downers Grove, Illinois 60515

'Trademark of Tandy Corp.

ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN
Well match any advertised price on any

item that we carry. And if you find a lower

price on what you bought within 30 days of

buying it, just show us the ad and we'll

refund the difference.

It's that simple

DISK WITH
MANUAL J

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE"
Mf;',iicallPAS-3'

Dent3lLPAS-3j . ...S849/S40

ASYST DESIGN'/FHONTIEH
Prof Time Accounting. .S549/$40
General Subroutine . .S269/I40
Application Utilities. .

.
.S439/S40

COMPUTER PATHWAYS'^
PearMlevel 1) S 99/S25
Pearl (level 21 $299/S40
Pearl (level 3] $549/350

DIGITAL RESEARCH^
CP/M 2.2

NorthStar S149/S25
TRS-80 Model U
(P+T) S159/S35

Micropolis $169/$25
PL/1-80 $459/t35
BT-80 $179/$30
Mac $ 85/S15
Sid $ 65/S15
Z-Sid $ 90/S15
Tex S 90/$15
DeSpool S 50/S10
CB-80 S459/S35
CBasic-2 S 98/S20

FOX & GELLER
k^Quickscreen $136/Sna
k' Quickcode S265/$na
1^ dutil S 65/$na

GRAHAM-DORIAN »

Generpi Ledger $729/S40
Acct Receivable. . - .S729/S40
Acct Payable S739/$40
JobCosting $729/S40
Payroll II *729/S40
Inventory II t729/$40
Payrofl $493/(40
Inventory $493/$40
Cash Register $493/140
AparlmentMgl $493/340

MICRO-AP®
S-Basic $269/S25
SelectorlV $295/$35
Selector V S495/$50

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS*
MDBS.. $269/335
MDBS $795/$40
DRS or QRS or RTL . . . $269/$ 1

MDBSPKG $1295/$60

MICROPRO"
WordStar 3319/360
Customization Notes... 3429/3na
Mail-Merge 3109/325
WordStar/ Mail-Merge. $419/$85
DataStar 3249/360
WordMaster $119/340
SuperSortI 3199/340
Spell Star $17S/$40
CalcStar $259/$na

MICROSOFT*
Basic-80 3298
Basic Compiler 3329
Fortran-80 3349
Cobol-SO 3629
M-Sort $175
Macro-80 $144
Edil-80 $ 84
MuSimp/MuMatri. ...$234
MuLisp-80 $174
MultiPlan Call

Manager Series. ..... .Call

ORGANIC SOFTWARE*
TextWriterlll $111/$25
OateBookH $269/$25
Milestone $269/330

OSBORNE*
General Ledger i 59/$20
Acct Rec/Acct Pay $ 59/$20

Combine our price protection with the

availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have

the Ultimate Software Plan.

It's a convenient, uncomplicated, logical

way to get your software.

t^ (New items or new prices)
CP/M users
Specify disk systems and formats. Most lormals available

MANUAt
ONLY

Payroll w/Cosi 3 59/$ 20
All 3 3129/360
All 3 + CBASIC-2 3199/375
Enhanced Osborne.. .$269/$60

PEACHTREE*
General Ledger 3399/340
Acot Receivable 3399/340
Acct Payable 3399/340
Payroll 3399/340
Inventory 3399/340
Surveyor 3399/340
PropertyMgt $799/$40
CPACIientWrite-jp. .$799/$40
P5 Version Addl129
MagiCalc $269/$25

t' "Peach Pak" Series 4.311 95/tna
Other. . less 10%

STAR COMPUTER SYSTEMS
G/L,A/R,A/P. Pay 3 359
Ali4 31129
Legal Time & Billing. $ 849
Property Mngmt $ 849

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS^
Business Packages,
Call (or Price

SORCIM*
SuperCalc $269/ina
Trans 86 $115
Act $157

SUPERSOFT^
.^Ada $224/$na

Diagnostic 1 3 49/$20
Diagnostic II 3 84/$20
Disk Doctor 3 84/$20
Forth (8OB0 or Z80) . . . .$149/330
Fortran $219/$30
Fortran w/Ratfor $289/335
CCompiler $174/320
Star Edit $189/$30

,x Scratchpad $174/$ 15
.^Statsgraph $174/315
-Dataview $174/$20

Other less 10%

SYSTEMS PLUS
i^ 1 Module. i425/Sna
^ 4 Modules $1395/Sna
^ Alls $3400/3na

TCS"
GLorARorAPorPay..$ 79/$25
AII4 *269/$99
Compiled each $ 99/325
Inventory... $ 99/$25

UNICORN*
Mince $149/*25
Scribble $149/$2S
Both $249/350

WHITESMITHS*
"CCompiler 3600/330
Pascal [inci X") $850/$45

PASCAL"
Pascal/MT+ Pkg $429/$30
Compiler $315
SpProg $175
Pascal/Z $349/$30
Pascal/UCSD4.0 $670/$50
Pascal/M $355/$20

DATA BASE
FMS-80 $649/$45
dBASE II $595/$50
Condor II S899/$50

"WORD PROCESSING '

WordSearch $l79/$50
SpellGuard $229/$25
VTS/80 $259/*65
MagicWand $289/$45
Magic Spell $269/$25
Speli Binder $349/$45
Select 3495/$na

TheWord 3 65/$na
i^ The Word Plus 3145/3na
1^ Palantier-I (WP) . ...3385/3n3

"COMMUNICATIONS"
i^Ascom $149/315
i.'BSTAM $149/Sna
.^BSTMS $149/Sna
.^Crosstalk $139/$n3
^ Move-it $ 89/$na

"OTHER GOODIES"
Micro Plan $419/$na
Plan 80 3269/330
Target 3189/330
TinyX" 3 89/$50
Tiny C'Xompiler 3229/350
Nevada Cobol $179/$25
MicroStat $224/$25
Vedit *130/$15
MiniModel $449/$50
StatPak $449/340
Micro B+ $229/320
Raid $224/$35
String/80 3 84/$20
String/80 (source) 3279/Sna
ISIS CP/M Utility $199/$50
Lynx $199/$20
Supervyz $ 95/$na
CP/M Power $ 75/$na
Uathe Magic 3 95/Sna

^ CIS COBOL. $765/*na
^ZIP 3129/313

APPLE II®

INFO UNLIMITED"
EasyWriter (Prof) $159
Datadex $129
EasyMailer (Prof) 3129
Othyr less 15%

MICROSOFT*
SQfrcard(Z-80 CP/M).. 3298
Fortran $179
Cobol $499
Tasc 3139

MICROPRO*
Wordstar 3269
MailMerge $ 99
Wordstar/MailMerge . .3349
SuperSortI 3159
Spellstar $129

PERSONAL SOFTWARE/
VISICORP-
Visicalc: 3 3 $199
Desktop/ Plan II $199
Visiterm $ 90
Visidex 3199
Visiplot $180
Visitrend/Visiplot 3259
Visifile $169

.> Visischedule $259

PEACHTREE*
G/L.A/R,A/P, Payor

Inventory (each). . . .$224;$4i
j^ Peach Pack $795
>^ Systems Plus,

Accounting Plus II,

G/L,AR,ARor
Inventory(each). . .

S30&/in,

(Needs G/L to run)

"OTHER GOODIES
Micro Courier .

.3219
Super-Text II 3127
DalaFacloiy $134
DB Master S184

16-BIT SOFTWARE
8086 SOFTWARE

i' Supercalc
,-' Wordstar (ISMPC).

Call for others

S269
1289/S(ia

CALL TOLL FREE VISA* MASTERCHARGE
U.S.1-B0O-421-4O03 • CALIF. 1-800-252-4092 • LOS ANGELES 1-213-837-5141

Outside Continental U.S.— add $10 plus Air Parcel Post • Add $3.50 postage and handling per each item

California residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks, C.O.D. $3.00 extra • Prices subiect to change
without notice. All items subject to availability • ®-Mfgs. Trademark. Blue Label S3.00 additional per item.

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave Suite 309 • Los Angeles, Ca. 90028 (213) 837-5141

Int'l TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA • USA TELEX 194-634 (Attn 499-0446)
TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn 499-04461 ^101

'See List of Advertisers on page 339
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"The trademark nonsense seems to be
everywhere you look in the software business."

"^hat is all this craziness? Am I wit-

nessing an aspect of the microcom-
puter industry that resembles a Monty
Python* episode? And excuse me, BBC;
don't mind my mentioning that classic

without giving a trademark credit for it.

They probably won't mind; they're not so
dumb. But maybe I'd better, just in case.

The craziness I refer to is all the trade-

mark nonsense that seems to be every-

where you look in the software business.
A credit here, a credit there. Here a credit,

there a credit, everywhere a plug or credit.

It's getting so that when you read some
advertisements or software documenta-
tion you receive a half page or more of

stars, asterisks, double-asterisks, obeli,

daggers, squiggles and marginal fingers.

All attempt to give due credit to a
product's manufacturer, but are tinged

with self-interest. Authors must protect

themselves against possible action by the

mentioned manufacturer—action which
some companies threaten to take. I've yet

to see action taken against anybody,
though. So do they really mean it? Could
they get away with it? Should they be
allowed to?

My first contact with this problem hap-
pened a couple of years ago in England.
At that time I was selling TRS-80* soft-

ware via advertisements in a computer
magazine. All was going well. I had a good
working relationship with my local Tandy
store manager, and I was earning a repu-

tation as a consultant capable of support-

ing Tandy products.

After a few uncomplicated months of

advertising, my friendly store manager
told me diplomatically that Tandy was re-

quiring ail advertisers to give credit for

mention of the name TRS-80. There I am
supporting their product (and selling a few
into the bargain) and then they hang a
veiled threat over me. Thanks for nothing

guys— and they wonder why they're

called "Big Brother." (Big Bother was
probably more appropriate.) If they tried

that now that a couple of years have

Monty Python is a trademark of the BBC.

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

elapsed, I'd be tempted to advertise my
software for the "Trash-80," which, pre-

sumably, is not trademarked. Would that

have made them happier than omitting a
credit? I rather doubt it.

"Any really

successful product
aspires to one of the

greatest accolades
of all—to become a

household word."

Another Story

A well-known publisher (who shall re-

main nameless) had a successful maga-
zine for computerists. This magazine,
which shall remain nameless {saves on
credits, you know), had many articles

dealing with a well-known operating sys-

tem. This shall not remain nameless. It

was CP/M". Because CP/M is such a suc-

cess for its publisher, it happens to be
mentioned frequently in magazine articles

and this particular magazine was no
exception.

Most manufacturers would be happy
enough just to have their products men-
tioned, but not Digital Research. They felt

that since the product name of CP/M
belonged to them, they were entitled

to be credited for its use in any ar-

ticles which referred to it. (Because it

was their trademark, I presume it was in-

deed their privilege.)

The well-known publisher, however, had
other ideas. He was not about to be in-

formed what he could or couldn't publish.

(Because it was his magazine, I presume it

was indeed his privilege.) He had an inter-

esting solution. He replied that if the omis-
sion offended them, the name CP/M would
be dropped from all articles. What good
would that do, eh?

This brings up another point about
trademarks. Any really successful prod-

uct aspires to one of the greatest ac-
colades of all—to become a household
word. Names like Kleenex and Formica
are not only household words, they've

been absorbed into the vocabulary of the
USA. When was the last time you saw a
credit for Kleenex or Formica? In England,
the word "Hoover" is used by many peo-
ple as a synonym for "vacuum cleaner"

and it's common for someone to be
caught Hoovering a carpet.

My contention is that the screws being

put on the software industry by all its ven-

dors may prevent their product names
from becoming household words. Maybe
they don't care, but I think it would
behoove someone like VisiCorp to have
the word "VisiCalc"* in common parlance

rather than "electronic spreadsheet,"

which appears to be gaining ground.

Now, VisiCorp (formerly Personal Soft-

ware although it retains that trademark) is

' CP/M is a trademark at Digital Research.

VisiCalc is a trademark of VisiCorp.
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Slaying Monsters
Is No Game.
Role-playing games are a serious business. They take thought

and strategy, skill and luck. Your computer role-playing

games should help you, not slow you down. In this day

and age, there Is no excuse forgames written in BASIC. /Vo

reason to put up with endless delays for disk I/O. /Vo

tolerance for looking up data in books. That's wh' -^

Med Systems does role-playing right The Warriors

RAS games are tV^'"'" implemented in 48K, ^
with machine latf^a^eit'^speed and dunaeon- *%

master complexity. ffifBtt^ke yourgamA-
seriously, why settle for anything lesslV

The Warrior ofRAS triloay.hon'tjust V
play games. Master a umv "

Each volume of

the Warrior of

RAS trilogy is a

self<ontained

game. Characters

from one game
can be loaded into

all others. They

require 48K of

RAM on the TRS-

80 Model I or

Model III.

^^

Volumel: DUfHZHIN TapeorDisk $29.95

Volume II: KAIV Tape or Disk S29.95

Volume III: THE WYLDE Tape or Disk $29.95

\S SOFTWARE^ RO. Box 3558 • Chapel Hill. PiC 27514

To order Ml 1•800-334-5470

Please add $2.00 for first class postage, $4.00 for ooerseas orders. Mastercard and VISA accepted.



a typical case of extreme trademarking.

They went to the trouble of trademarking

the prefix "visi." So, tough luck to

anybody that has a visual program,

because "visi" is out of the vocabulary of

the human race. I do think it's fair that a

product name such as VisiCalc is afford-

ed protection from unfair usage by other

companies, but "visi'"? What if I write a

Basic line editor program which has some
particularly visual features. Now, let's

see. Basic Line Editor. Yes that's BLE but

that's a littleboring. What about the visual

aspect?. . .Can't use "visi." Or can i?

What about visi-BLE? Yes, I'll call my pro-

gram "Visible"! Now what's VisiCorp go-

ing to do? II appears that the human race

had first dibs there. Come on somebody!
Release a program called "Visible." I want
to watch the feathers fly.

If you think this is crazy, what about the

story that was circulating a couple of

years ago? Zilog was apparently very hap-

py with the success of their microproces-

sor, the Z80*. Naturally, Z80 is their

trademark and rightly so. Next they came
out vi'ith the 16-bi1 Z8000' microprocessor

and made sure that the name was pro-

Book the new ARMdisk/525 Winchester subsystem
with your personal or small business computer and
enjoy a performance no floppy can equal. Hard disk ~

capacity ofup to 30 megabytes keeps youpackln' them r^^^^^^,^,^^,..^ ^,.

in when most other systems are playing to a full house. ^S^^^^^^^^%4
And eight—count 'em— ' '^-^t'' -

eight heads team up to cut data accessing time by as
much as 80%.

Backstage, the ARMdisk/5S5 uses an Intelligent

controller to help ensure data integrity and an error
correction code that's stored on-disk to make data

loss practically impossible.

On the supporting bill are TRSDOS compatible operating systems to provide for
media back-up as well as intelligent file save-and-restore. With a MTBF of 8,000
hours and a multiplex feature that allows up to four hosts to share the same unit,
the ARMdisk/525 has the kind of star quality that legends are made of.

y^m^-

lii^iii mmk msat isun hmbi Hfih

You'll a.gplavLd the price / performance
of the Winchester disk from

^m ^m ^m ^mt stam mm ^m bh mm mm
Clip this coupon and
learn how you can nW^

addanARM(iisk/525 —
Address

to your cast.

I own a: rj TRS-80 Model IL

\J Model III n Apple II
n IBM PCD NEC
\- Other
Dealer inquiries invited.

city State Zip

For further information, please contact:
Automated Resource Management
3613 "West MacArthur Boulevard
Santa Ana, California 93704

^543 (714)850-9792

tected. According to my sources, Zilog

decided they'd go for it. They'd trademark
the letter Z! The ultimate! Just think,

another 25 letters and there'd be no more
to go around. Companies would have'fo

start using punctuation marks. Eventual-

ly, even the asterisk used to give credit

would be some daft company's trade-

mark. Reports are that Zilog vi/as thwarted

in its ridiculous attempt.

Trademark Mania

The event that led me to spout off on
this subject is another example of

trademark mania and a good chance for

me to get my boot in.

Imagine the staff of 80 Micro working
like idiots (I use the term advisedly)

towards a particularly popular issue— the

yearly games edition. The cover of the

magazine is artistic, flashy, topical and
reflects the contents. It was months in

preparation. Just prior to deadline, the
final version comes back from the artist

looking like a million dollars.

But oh-oh, what's that? We were too
topical. There, in the maze on the cover. Is

a PacMan' (fleeing the dots Instead of

eating themi). Grown men' and women"
(people) start running around in ever-de-

creasing circles. Doesn't the PacMan*
symbol belong to Bally-Midway? Our legal

department is asked. Better safe than sor-

ry, they say. Just before deadline the

whole thing goes back to the artist, and
we end up with a gnashing tadpole fleeing

the dots and looking for all the world like a

young, half-matured PacMan'. It's still ob-

vious which game is alluded to, but 80 Mi-

cro doesn't want to step on anyone's toes.

Surely it's silly that a bunch of profes-

sionals (artists, journalists, and technical

staff) could find themselves in such a ludi-

crous situation, all because of a yellow

circle with a pie-slice missing and a dot

added! How can anybody get away with

trademarking that?

Please, can we have some sanity? How
about not suing people who support your

product in their documentation and men-
tion it by name? Please? Then maybe we
can be rid of these half pages of stupid

credits that nobody reads or wants. If we
continue at the current rate, we'll soon

see more documentation devoted to cred-

its than to the operation of the software.

' Z80 IS 3 trademark of Zilog.

* Ditto 28000.

' PacMan will never catch on.

' Men and Women are trademarked by a higher authority

than any of the above.
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You've

( specializing In TRS80 & IBM)

COMPUTER HARDWARE & SOFTWARE
. CALL ROSE TODAY!

ive got
• DISK DRIVES

TA400 (40-T) S289

TA800 (80-T) S399

TA400 Flippy S319

TAaOO Flippy S409
TA400-2 Dual Head S409
TA800-2 Dual Head S549

complete with silver enclosure & power supply.

All TA Drives are mpi.

• CABLES
2-DrJve S25.95

4-Dnve S35-95

Extender Cable S14.95

•k BARE DRIVES
TA400B S249
TA800G SS49
TA400B Flippy S269
TA800B Flippy S359

• EPSON PRINTERS
MX80 $469.00

MX80 F/T S579.00

IVIX100 S769.00

Parallel Cables $9.95'^

MX 70-80 Ribbons S9.95
• OPERATING SYSTEMS

TRSDOS 2.3 Disk & Manual, , . . S19.95

LOOS $119.95

NEWDOS/80 $129.95

DOSPLUS 3.3,3.3D 589.95

• IRON
Disk Drive Power supply,

Single $37

Disk Drive Case (silvenand BaseSis

Diskettes (box of 10) $25

90 cl3v warr.incv on DRIVES. Add S5.00 freight per
drive in Cont us UP*5 COD charge Si. 50, There isalso

3 15 aav FREE TRIAL on TA drives. If not Completely
satisfied ill refund vour money (less shipping). I'll

take exception to improper use or mishanailng-

• RADIO SHACK COMPUTERS
26-1061 Mill, LI, 4K S595
26-1062 Mill, Lll, 16K $835
26-1065 Mill, 48K, 1 Drive S1695
26-1066 Mill, 48K-2 Dr-RS232. . S2099
26-3001 4K color Computer. . . S315
26-3002 16K W/ext. BasiC S485
26-3003 32K W/ext. BasiC S566
26-3501 Pocket computer. . . . S185
26-4002 WIN, 64K, 1-dr $3288

• PERIPHERALS - MOdel I, II, III

26-1140 OK Exp. interface S299
26-1140 With 16K Mem. Tstd/ $349
26-1140 With 32K Mem. Tstdy$375
26-1145 Ml RS232 w/cable $85
26-1148 Mill R$232 W/cable $89
26-6001 M16,128K,1DR $4399
26-6002 M16,128K,2DR $5099
26-1172 D.C. Modem I $135
26-1173 D.C. Modem II $199
26-1206 CTR-80 Recorder S51
26-3008 cc Joysticks, pr $21
26-3010 13" color Video S353
26-41 50 Mil 8.4MB Disk $3820
26-4151 Ml! Hard Disk N0.2. . . $2970
16K 200nsec Memory Guar lyr. S29

Trademark of PERCOM DATA CO., * 'Trademark ot lnw

tdWiMttM)(«MkW«aamttMMMH«BWaHHMHMa«H0HHI^^^

OTHER PRINTERS & ACCESSORIES
26-1158 Daisy Wheel li $1694
26-1455 Acoustic cover $339
26-1447 Tractor Assy S208
26-1448 Sheet Feeder Sim
26-1165 Line printer V S1581
26-1166 Line Printer VI S986
26-1167 Line printer vii $339
26-1168 Line Printer Vlll S679
26-1191 Flat Bed Plotter $1695
26-1195 Digitizer $379
ANADEX DP-9500, 9501 $1295
Starwrlter F10 Daisvwheel $1499
Daisy wheel Printer, 45cps. . . S1779
Tractor for above S237
Sheet Feeder for above $1250
26-1308 Printer Stand $88
26-4302 Printer Stand Si29
26-1401 or 4401 Printer cable. .S32

:S-CALL!!

ALL -HEW DISK DRIVES
FOR IBM PERSONAL

INTERNAL & EXTERNAL
ADD-ON DRIVES

"FLIPPY "* or STD. 40-track

• A&B INTERNAL DRIVES
(First & second)

Standard $249ea.
(List 569.99)
Flippy $269ea
(Not available from IBM)

Purchase your IBM PC without
drives but with the disk drive
controller/adapter & cable
and the Disk Operating
System (DOS) and SAVE A
BUNCHI

* C&D External Drives
(Third & fourth)
Standard $289ea
'Flippy" $31963
complete with matching
case & power supply

* 2 External Drive Cable $23.95

*"Flippy" allows flipping the
diskette over &
reading /writing to the bacl<

side. Cuts diskette cost in

half. NO special diskette

reouired

The complete line of Radio Shack products is

available through TA with standard RS limited

warranty, call me for price and delivery Just

cause you dont see it don't mean we ain't got it.

ROSE

ZENITH MONITORS
12

" screen * Green Phospher
This is the one you have been waiting

for. Well built, works great with the

model 1. Also has 40/80 column switch so

the Apple folks can use it. 90 day warran-

ty good Nationwide. Sell your old Model I

monitor and be the first on your btock to

have a "real "green screen.
12" zenith Green Phos. iwon S135
Cable for Model i S7

Why pay $344.99 for an IBM
monitor when you can buy this
one. Requires 21022 color /graphics card.

RADIO SHACK SOFTWARE
Ihave most all R/S software instock

and It can be yours at 15% off the

R/S retail price. Call me for the
latest availlbilitv.

Double
Disk ControlN
from Aerocoi
("DDC") $139.95
Make your Model 1 run in double
density. The "DDC" has the most
sophisticated data separation cir-

cuitry available. "DDC" is available

with DOSPLUS 3.3D for a mere
179.95- RUN FOR THE PHONE!

ORDER NOW!

800-527-3582
write or call ROSE toll free at

1-800-527-3582. Texas residents call

214-458-1966. Please use the toll

free lines for orders and literature

requests only. Technical help or ser-

vice use the Texas line. Prices are

mail order only. You pay by visa or

MASTERCARD, you can send check or

money order (allow a couple of

weeks for personal checks to clear)

or order COD (we ship COD'S cash,

certified check or money order on-

ly). Rose will take American
money in just about any form. Add
freight (UPS where possible) on all

orders.Texas residents cough up 5%
sales tax. Allow 2-4 weeks for

delivery. Order today -
1 need the

money!
Prices subject to change without notice.

TOTAL ACCESS.
P.O. BOX 5002
RICHAieOSON, TX 75080
214-458-1966 .ai

*with purchase of Epson Printer

TRS80 & Radio Shack are trademarks of Tandv Corp. Copyright 1981 TOTAL ACCESS
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A whole new generation of Epson MX printers

has just arrived. And while they share the family

traits that made Epson famous — like unequalled
reliability and ultra-fine prinhng — they've got a

lot n:iore of what it takes to be a legend.

For instance, they've got a few extra type styles.

Sixty-six, to be exact, including italics, a handy
subscript and superscript for scientihc notation,

and enough international symbols to print most
Western languages.

What's more, on the new-generation MX-80,
MX-80 F/T and MX-lOO, you get GRAFTRAX-
I^ius dot addressable graphics. Standard. So now
you can have precision to rival plotters in a reh-

able Epson printer. Not to mention true back-
space, software printer reset, and programmable
form length, horizontal tab and right margin.

All in all, they've got the features that make
them destined for stardom. But the best part is

that beneath this software bonanza beats the
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heart of an Epson. So you still get a bidirectional,

logical seeking, disposable print head, crisp,

clean, correspondence quality printing, and the

kind of reliability that has made Epson the best-

selling printers in the world.

All of which should come as no surprise, espe-

cially when you look at the family tree. After all,

Epson invented digital printers almost seventeen

years ago for the 1964 Tokyo Olympics. We were

the first to make printers as reliable as the family

stereo. And we introduced the computer world

to correspondence quality printing and dispos-

able print heads. And now we've given birth to

the finest printers for small computers on the

market.

What's next? Wait and

see. We're already

expecting.
^^/
EPSON
EPSON AMERICA, INC.

Optional — RS-Z32C current loop w/2K buffer

RS-232C x-on/x-off w/2K buffer

IEEE-488

3415 K^shiwa Street- Torrance,. CA 90505- (2L3) 539-9140

FEATURE
ORIGINAL
MX-80 GRAFTRAX-SO'

ORIGINAL
MX-lOO

MX-RO MX-80 F.T MX-lOO
with GRAFTRAX-Plus

Bidirectional printing X X X X X X

Logical seeking function X X X X X X

Disposable print head X X X X X X

Speed: 80 CPS X X X X X X

Matrix: 9x9 X X X X X X

Selectable paper feed X X X

PAPER HANDLING FUNCTIONS

Line spacing to n/216 X X X X

Programmable form length X X X X X X

Programmable horizontal tabs X X X X X X

Skip over perforation X X X X

PRINT MODES AND CHARACTER FONTS

96 ASCII characters X X X X X X

Italics character font X X X X

Special international symbols X X X

Normal, Emphasized, Double-Stnke

and Double/Emphasized print modes X X X X X X

Subscript/Superscript print mode X X

X

X

Underline mode X X

lOCPI X X X X X X

5CPI X X X X X X

17.16 CPI X X X X X X

8.58 CPI X X X X X X

DOT GRAPHICS MODE
Line drawing graphics X X X

Bitimage60D.EI. X X X X X

Bit image 120 D.P.L X X X X X

CONTROL FUNCTIONS

Software printer reset X X X X

Adjustable right margin X X X X

True back space X X X X

INTERFACES

Standard —Centronics-style 8-bit parallel X X X X X X

*Tkndy TRS-80 block graphics only available with GRAFTRAX 80.

ABC D E' Fa hi I J K L 1^1M ab c: d e -i' g h i j !-a mn /5 J!?C l! E F G H I J H L MNabc d t:- fg h i j k 1 m r> C6 \ 2 3A
f^BCDEFGHlJKl.t^N3ihcde-fghijklmnfiBCn£fGHIJf<LMNabcdefgh2jklmn012Z^

A8CD£FSHIJKLMNQPQRSTllVtJXdbcdgtqhi;klgiriopq>-5tuv>ixfigL5ff6/(' i\U't/(t(f'PSfi S7{ii/t(.^5tH:Jt^

o f:> c; r> k::: r-'o ^-^ t .1 1-^; 1.... r-im v« ir> i:-.: c.i<m-c i^jt-^ ± j ui tn i-i ^j^a r?£. Ff^H x Jf^ l. MN.m/::' >•:: cffr ,,j fi .t > a- j m r> (o ^. ::i 'rs j*

ABCDEFOHIJKLMNOPORSTUVMK 9t!i:<lr* ^hi jkl mnapqr tiiiVHv OBCOE F 9H I JKLHHOfOKS 7UVMX tbcd* fgti i j k 1 mno pqr i tui-wt #1234367
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September

5-9 The European Association for Mi-

croprocessing and Microprogram-

ming, Paris. Euromicro '82 Haifa,

Israel.

5 Central Pennsylvania Repeater As-

sociation Inc., Harrisburg, PA.

Nintfi Annual HamfesWComputer-

test Harrisburg Farm Show park-

ing lot.

7-10 Management Science America

Inc., Atlanta, GA. Interact I: A Con-

vention Users of Cash Manage-

ment Systems Atlanta Hyatt Re-

gency Hotel.

9-12 Personal Computer World, Lon-

don, UK. Fifth Personal Computer

World Show Barbican Center, Lon-

don, UK.

11-12 Kengore Corporation, Franklin

Park, NJ. New Jersey Microcom-

puter Show and Fleamarket Holi-

day Inn, North Passenger Termi-

nal, Newark International Airport.

13 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ. Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Motorola Head-

quarters. Schaumburg, IL

14 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ, Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Harley Hotel, In-

dependence, OH.

16 Motorola tnc. Phoenix, AZ. Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Preston Wood
Country Club, Dallas, TX.

17 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ. Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Fiesta Inn,

Tempe, AZ.

21-24 Integrated Computer Systems,

Santa Monica, CA. Computer
Graphics Course Washington, DC.

23 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ. Semi-

nar on 8-blt MRUs Hilton West-

chase, Houston, TX,

28 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ. Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Sheraton Inn,

Rochester, NY.

29 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ. Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Hilton Inn, North

Syracuse, NY,

30 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ, Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Howard John-

son's, Monroeville, PA.

October

1 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ. Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Holiday Inn East,

Wichita, KS,

1-3 Philadelphia Area Computer So-

ciety, Philadelphia, PA. Philadel-

phia Area Computer Show Phila-

delphia Center Hotel.

8-11 Northeast Expositions Inc, Chest-

nut Hill, MA. Electronica: Personal

Electronics and Home Entertain-

ment products Hynes Auditorium,

Boston, MA,

19 Motorola Inc, Phoenix, AZ, Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Holiday Inn, Ft.

Washington, PA,

20 Motorola Inc, Phoenix, AZ, Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Stratford Inn,

Stratford, CT.

21 Motorola inc. Phoenix, AZ, Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Sheraton Smith-

town Inn, Smithtown, NY,

22 Motorola Inc., Phoenix, AZ. Semi-

nar on 8-bit MRUs Sheraton-Lex-

ington Motor Inn, Lexington, MA.

24-26 Texas Association for Educational

Data Systems, Austin, TX, 18th An-

nual Convention Villa Capri Hotel,

Austin, TX.

25-27 Association for Computing Ma-

chinery, New York, NY, Annual

Convention Dallas Hilton Hotel.

30-2 The George Washington Universi-

ty, Office of Continuing Medical

Education, Washington, DC. Sym-

posium on Computer Applications

in Medical Care Sheraton Wash-

ington Hotel, Washington, DO.

November
9-10 Saginaw Valley Chapter of Data

Processing Management Associa-

tion, University Park, Ml, Ninth

Great Lakes Computer Expo '82

Civic Center, Saginaw, Ml.

7-9 New York State Association for

Educational Data Systems, Ards-

ley, NY. 17th Annual Conference of

the NYSAEDS Americana Hotel,

Albany, NY.
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Next Month
If ever there was a use for microcomput-

ers— business is it. Next month's issue is

filled with nuggets of information for the

small businessman.

Color Computer users will be interested

in what a little money. Radio Shack's Col-

or File, and a few program kernels can do

for a small inventory system.

80 staff member Kerry Leichtman's fea-

ture reveals a unique use for the Model II

and III—assembly line work. Writer Tim
Daniel gives some in-depth info on using

micros in your small business; just what

are they capable of?

Programs that tabulate market re-

search, quality control, return on invest-

ment, production and earning curves, ex-

pense accounts, and tax returns are also

waiting for you within our October issue.

Circle 306 on ReacterService card —



DAiSyyyRITER Daisy Wheel Printer

$97988 UPS DELIVERED

Parallel interface, 16.5 cps (minimum), bt-directional

: Optional 48K data buffer included at no extra cost

I Letter-quality print in 10, 12, & 15 pitch

I Proportional print standard

! IdVa' carriage with 13" printable tine

I Bi-directional, friction-fed paper path

I Universal model with parallel, RS-232C, IEEE488

and current loop interfacins — •1099"

MICROLINE 84

Parallel 1094"
RS-232C M224«

200 cps, bi-directional, logic-seeking

5, 8, 10, & 16.5 pitch fonts, all with a

proportional (corrcspondance) mode
B Dot addressable graphics (Owgraph)

Emphasized & enhanced print in all sizes

Program selectable pitch, weight, & size

Tractor & friction feed on 1 6' carriage

re

.... *3*

.... ^4^

. . . ,
*71

H

Dot Plot

. . . •9«

: above
1

*1«

NEC PC 8023A< •SCW"
NEC 3510/3530 Spiowritcr (Parallel or
RS-232C) 35cps •1904"
NEC 7710/7730 Spinwriter (Parallel or
RS-232C) 55cps •g559"

Diablo PrintefS

Diablo 620 *1349"
Diablo 630 •2264"
DiAao 630-KSR *2794"

Centronics Printers

CENfTRONics 122 (Parallel) •719"
Centronics 739 (Parallel) *559"
Centronics 739 (RS-232C) 679"

Okidata Printers

MICROLINE 80
MICROLINE 82A
MICROLINE 83A
Okigraph ROM

.
^349"

.
'449"

,
*719"

.. ^89"

IDS Printers

IDS Prism 80 w/Sprint Mode, Dot Plot
and Cut Sheet Guide "999"
IDS Prism 132 includes all the above plus

4-color sraphics *1699"

NEC Printers

C.ltoh Printers

C.lTOH Pro Wrtor (Parallel) •509"
C.lTOH Pro Wrtcr (RS-232C) *64"
C.lTOH Pro WRntR II (Parallel) *739««

C.lTOH Pro Writer II (RS-232C) .... »799"
C.lTOH F-10/40 StarWhter Daisy Wheel
(Parallel or RS-232C) 40cps . . .

^1494"
C.lTOH F-1 0/55 Star Writer Daisy Wheel
(Parallel or RS-232C) 55 cps ... 1799"

Smith-Corona
SMfTH Corona TP-1 Daisy Wheel
(Parallel or RS-232C) 10 or 12 cpl *6e9"

Cables and interfaces available

for the Apple, Atari, CBM/Pet, IBM PC,

Osbome-1 & TRS-80

Lynx TRS-80 Modem

DOSPLUS 3.4
DOSPIUS 3.4 Is the Disk Operating System for

serious Model I or 111 uscrc—people who never

compromise performance for price. Yet

DOSPLUS 3.4 costs no more than comparable

DOS's. And it's loaded with features like:

BASIC array sort— multt-ke/, multi-array

Tape/Disk-Disk/Tape utility (with relocator)

Input @ (controlled screen input)

Random access and ASCII modification

BASIC checks for active "DO"
Greatly improved & reliable Backup

Repeats last DOS command
Single file convert from Model III TRSDOS
Complete device routing supported

Reads 40 track disks in 80 track drives

DOSPUIS 3.4 is fas^ smooth, & easy to use. We
think that you'll find DOSPLUS 3.4 to be the only

DOS for your Model I or III. Specify Mod I or III,

single or double density, & 40 or 80 track drive

when ordering,

DOSPLUS 3.4 •119"

NEWSCRIPT 7.0
NEWSCRJPT Is the most versatile TRS-80 word

j«fA-.^^^^^v processing program, It supports "smart" printws

^l^l^j^BBr like the Cltoh 8510 & F-10, NEC 8023A &

^W^^IP^ Spinwrlters, Microline's 80, 82A, 83A, & the

Centronks 739.

NEWSCWPTfeaturcs include true right-justifted

proportional printina single and double-width

0«#ttf«aa ^P^ within text, subscripts, superscripts,9229BB UPSDaiVERED
undcriining, boldfaces, multiple character pitch,

M^H«i I B. HI ^,T,rv>tiKi= rT,^»,r, cwctom fulkscrecn editing, global search/ replace,

S^. HM/ ^ ^ ^ customized "form" letters, plain english

ZwnL^i^TmTZr.fy..r.r.f*^.r. commands, t>peahead/printahead buffers for

S WoS w o^'withou^RlsIsC ^-^ *
^' -^«^' P'- ' f'-^*^'^"-' ^"^' *

won<s wiin or witnout Kb-a^iit.
customer support from the author himself. All for

only *109" UPS delivered to your boor,

MODEMS NEWSCRIPT comes ready to run. You need a

Novation D-Cat •IT?^ ^^"®° ^°^^
'

°^ '" '°'' ^NW"^"' ^*^ ^^*^ ^^ ^
DC Haves Smartmodem' :::;::::;: •239- ««* °"^ ^^"^ ^''^^ ^^^ "'^ suggested).

Signalman Mark I •99" Ncwscript •109*'

Orders & Information: CALL (603)-673-8857
Orders Onty: CAU (800)-343-0726

^ . . „ . ^ ^. HIGH TECHNOLOGY AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

No Hidden Chaises ^^ —
No surcharge tor credit cards—No charge for ^Tbh ^M mm.^^m^^^M^^MmU^
UPS shipping-Stock shipments next day K ^P%^ I I ^#ITI
All equipment shipped factory fresh with I

k. A ^
manu^cturer's warrant/-We accept CODs ^^^^^i^ l_l Itf ^P
Open PO's not accepted—No foreign

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Hi11^ ^B

orders accepted Prices subject w change-caii to quotes ELM STREET, MILFORD NH 03055-0423



soREVIEWS
edited by Janet Fiderio

"The Strobe 100 drum plotter is easily

the most inexpensive on the market at $785,

but that shouldn't fool you. It is accurate to

.002 of an inch. . . or about 50 microns,"

The Strobe 100 Digital Plotter

Strobe Incorporated

B97 Independence Ave., BIdg. 5A
Mountain View, CA 94043

$765 Strobe 100 Plotter

$110 Model I Plotter Interlace

$350 Model III RS-232 Interface

$70 PASP Software

by Bruce Powel Douglass

Adigital plotter is a device that draws
pictures. It is specifically designed to

make plots rather than to print characters.

The Strobe 100 is a digital plotter that is

driven by computer; that is, it gets its in-

structions from the computer. It has inter-

faces available for a number of computers
including the Model I.

There are two types of digital plotters:

the flat bed and the drum. This refers to

how the paper is attached to the plotter. A
flat-bed plotter has a flat bed on which

you place the paper. The drawing pen then

moves around the paper according to the

commands it receives. The other type of

plotter is called a drum plotter, since the

paper is attached to a revolving drum. The
pen moves only laterally, while the drum
moves to position the pen vertically. There

is no intrinsic superiority of one type over

another.

The Strobe 100 drum plotter is easily

the most inexpensive on the market at

$785, but that shouldn't fool you. It is accu-

rate to .002 of an inch {1/500 of an inch or

about 50 microns). That means that the er-

ror made in drawings is considerably less

than the thickness of the pen line! It uses

a four-phase stepping motor to achieve

this high resolution. The drum can take

paper up to standard SVi by 11 inches,

and the plotter can use standard pens. It

does this by having a pen holder that

threads the plastic-shank pens, and
thereby holds them in place. Unlike some
plotters which require a specific brand of

plotter pen (usually expensive), you can
use a variety of pens with the Strobe 100.

Table 1 lists the plotter's technical

specifications.

With the plotter you get several differ-

ent colored pens and a special paper that

is well suited to plots. You can use normal

typing paper, but very porous paper has a

tendency for the ink to spread, and thus

diminishes the quality of the plots.

Connecting the Strobe 100 is easy if you

get the TRS-80 interface. You simply plug

the interface plug into your expansion in-

terface. It doesn't use the standard Cen-

tronics printer port or the RS-232 port, so

you may still have your printer(s) connect-

ed while running the Strobe 100. They

have developed a new RS-232 interface

($350) which will place the routines in a

PROM, and this can be used with the Mod-

el III. The Strobe 100 can directly interface

with the TRS-80 or the PMC-80 and

PMC-81 if you get the proper interface

($110).

The Strobe 100 can digitize data. That

means you can place a pre-drawn graph,

figure or photograph on the plotter drum
and get the coordinates of points on the

figure. To do this, you simply enter the dig-

itizing routine provided (or write your own)

and use the driver keys on the plotter to

position the pen over the appropriate

point on the graph. Then press enter on

the plotter. The software will store the co-

ordinates of the point. In this manner,

maps or pictures can be digitized and

stored in the computer as an array of (X.Y)

coordinate pairs.

The Hardware Manual

The Strobe 100 comes with a decent

manual. The manual is well produced and
fairly well written. It contains general in-

formation on specifications, connecting

the plotter, and setting it up. Another sec-

tion of the manual is devoted to machine-

language driver routines, and includes

flowcharts and listings for Z80, 8080 and

6502 CPUs. The last section is on the stan-

dard 90-day warranty, and hardware infor-

mation, such as replacement parts and

schematics.

The section on the machine-language

driver routines is particularly useful. It is

well done and easy to follow, particularly

if you've had some Assembly-language

programming experience. The driver list-

ings are documented with flowcharts and

commented lines and should be helpful in

designing custom drivers.

The Software

While I am quite enthusiastic about the

hardware, I am a bit more subdued about

their software package. It provides most

of the things you want your plotter to per-

form, but it does so at a basic level. It pro-
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P A IM I K
{BY WILLIAM DEMAS)

MACHINE LANGUAGE • ARCADE STYLE GAME
JOY STICK COMPATIBLE • SOUND
SUPER ENHANCED DISK VERSION* 10 HIGH SCORE SAVE

• HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

A ll Sound effects including voice are output through cassette aux plug.

The arcade game of the century. It has a little of all arcade games built in but it is its

own original game. If you like arcade games with a lot of action and excitement, this

one is a must.

(SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER) ^36

• • OR ORDER FROM • •
FANTASTIC SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 27734
Las Vegas, Nevada 891 26

(702) 362-1457
MASTER CHARGE VISA

PRICE**** 16K TAPE ($19.95)
32K DISK ($24.95)

MODEL I & III

TAPE VERSION WILL NOT TRANSFER TO DISK

>--See i./sf ol Advertisers an page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 59



BOREVIEWS

Paper sizer

Plotting area:

Pen velocity:

Minimum step size:

I/O requirements;

Physical dimensions:

Weight:

Power requirements:

SVi by 11 inches

B by 10y* inches

3 inches per second

0,002 inches along X and Y axis

parallei TTL

3V! inches high, le'/j inches wide, BVi inches deep

9'/j pounds

1 1 5 or 230 Vac, 50/60 Hz, 40 W

Table 1

Two Examples of Output

vides some commanijs that are available

from the machine-language driver, anid

these are available through USR routines.

These are well documented, and with just

a little work, they can be used in many cre-

ative ways. Basic programs accompany
the machine-language drivers, but they

are meant more to demonstrate the plot-

ter's capabilities than for actual use. They

can be used, but they may not be flexible or

powerful enough for many applications.

Non-programmers interested only in using

their computers will find the Strobe 100

plotting software difficult to use.

Three plotter drivers are supplied on

disk, one for each of the three possible

memory configurations on the TRS-80

Model I. There are also three versions of

the utility subroutine that may be merged

with your Basic programs, one for each

memory size. The other four programs are

also Basic programs, but are not saved in

ASCII format. These drivers are called by

USR routines. A much more utilitarian ap-

proach is to take over the syntax error rou-

tine and add the commands to regular Ba-

sic, as a number of other programs do.

The USR approach is serviceable, but a bit

more clumsy than necessary.

The driver supports a number of plotter

functions: plot vector, seek, and alphanu-

meric character draw. The first USR func-

tion plots the points. This can be done
with the pen down (draw the line) or pen up

(don't draw the line). The second is used in

digitizing the data, and the third draws
characters of virtually any size.

The plot routine requires three parame-

ters, two of which are the X and Y coordi-

nates. The third refers to pen state, and

allows you to execute a move rather than

a draw; that is, you can put the pen at a

new location on the paper with or without

drawing the line between the new point

and the previous one.

The seek routine must be called before

you can digitize data. The driver keys on

the plotter don't work unless you have en-

tered this routine. Once you have called

this routine, you may move the pen to any

position on the paper and enter that point

with the enter key located on the plotter It-

self. This routine is also used in setting up

the plotter initially for the graph.

The character plotting routine is the

most useful. You can set the size of the

character to be plotted and draw charac-

ters so small that you cannot read them

all the way up to a single letter so big that

it fills the paper. You may draw your char-

acters horizontally, as in normal writing,

or vertically. This is extremely useful in la-

beling graphs and plots. One thing that is

missing is a character-generator routine

for users to create their own characters

easily. The character-drawing routine

does not produce lowercase characters,

although it can produce some special

characters. It would be nice if you could

define your plotting characters easily and

store them in a disk file. Then you could

easily add Greek, Korean or Japanese

characters and mathematical symbols to

your plots.

The manual that accompanies the soft-

ware package is well written and pro-

duced. It describes the programs in detail,

including a description of the variables

and USR functions used. One minor flaw

is that when it runs you through the ex-

amples, it states you must position the

paper, but it doesn't tell you where to posi-

tion the paper. You should place the pen

at the bottom of the paper for the pro-

grams provided.

The most useful Basic program provid-

ed with the software package is

DRAW8/BAS, This subroutine plots a

number of cun/es on a comnnon graph for-

mat. Its use is described in detail and sam-

ple sessions are provided complete with

pictures of the resulting graphs. It allows

you to draw and label axes (labeling both

in the horizontal and in the vertical direc-

tions), draw a grid, use various special

symbols for graphing (as well as regular

uppercase alphanumeric characters) and

plot by connecting the symbols. You may
plot on linear, log-linear, or log-log plots,

with a reasonable amount of ease.

With DRAWS, you may choose the type

of line to be drawn: solid with no symbols,

symbols but no line, solid line and sym-

bols, and dashed line and symbols. You

may plot with default ranges and scales,

or you may interactively choose them.

DRAWS is quite useful, but not as flexible

as it might be. There is nothing to stop a

user from generating his own programs

using these subroutines, and in fact, it is

encouraged.

I am impressed with the plotter and

highly recommend it to anyone who needs

quality plots but has a limited budget.
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EXPENSIVE- The LNW
System Expansion II and buiit-in'-.;:"^-^

comes with a full 32K of 200ns KkM^'iiSr-

RS232c 20 MA current loop serial interface.

That's for starters. Next, consider our heavy gauge

steel case, pt)wer indicator lamp, gold-plated

connectors. FR-2 glass epuxy circuit board with

solder mask and silk screen legends. Then there is

the parallel printer pt)rt, screen printer [jort. real

time clock, and extra heavy duty onboard power

supply with over current protection, over voltage

protection and thermal .shutdown. If that's not

enough then there is the floppy disk controller,

guaranteed operation at a 4MHz CPU speed and

our 6 month warranty. Every one of these features

is STANDARD. This is true system expansion.

You get every 'expensive' feature without

spending more.

CHEAP - Our price is $399.95. Any way you

compare, features or price, LNWs System

Expansion II is the clear winner. The LNW
System has been field tested for over two years

with thousands of users. It works with any DOS, is

100S„ TRS-80 Model 1 compatible and it works

'right out of the box'. If there is any doubt in your

mind as to whether you should buy ours or the

'other guys', just ask an LNW owner!

WE ARE #1 - Number one in price, features,

reliability, performance and delivery. LNW is

committed to 'expensive' features and quality at

reasonable prices. LNW is committed to support,

thorough documentation, and reliability-

LNW Research Corp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680

(714) 641-8850 (714) 544-5744

made us the number one

manufacturer of system expansion units

and accessories for the Model I computer.

EXPANSION OPTION - 8-inch drive capability

is as easy as plugging in the LNDgubler 5/8

option*. Now you can have any combination of

single- or double-density, single- or double-sided,

8"* and/or 5" disks on-line! 8-inch disk storage

increased to 591,360 bytes - 77-track single-sided,

double-density or 1,182,720 bytes - 77-track

double-density, double-sided.

The LNDoubler's unique 5/8 switch allows jou

to boot from 5- or 8-inch system disks and it's

accessible from outside the interface. The $219.95

LNDoubler 5/8 comes with a double-density disk

operating system (DOS+ 3.3.9), complete with

BASIC and utility programs... ready to run your

software.

Each of your present 40-track, single-sided 5-inch

drives will store up to 184,320 bytes (formatted

storage) - that's an 80 'V. increase in storage

capacity for only half the cost of just one disk

drive. With three 8-inch double-density,

double-sided drives your Model I will have 3.75

Megabytes of online storage - that's more storage

than a Model II or Model III!

^32

"8" drive otieratiiin ret)uireh hiiei'ial iHble, H"
diiuhle-density requires H,.">."iMH? Cl'l' sp<-ed-ii|>

rnDdititalion nr LNW-80 4MH? unnipuier.



Super Color Writer 1.0

Nelson Software

P.O. Box 19096

Minneapolis, MN 55419

Color Computer
$99.95 disk, $74.95 ROM pack

$49.95 cassette

by John P. Mello Jr. and Jake Commander

80 Micro staff

Veteran hackers, who remember the

Genozoic Era of personal computer

word processing, must be scratching their

heads in wonder over how fast software for

the Color Computer has come of age. Noth-

ing illustrates that coming of age better

than this offering by Nelson Software.

Super Color Writer is a machine-ian-

guage program allowing you to edit text

anywhere on your screen. It contains

most editing functions found in high-pow-

ered word processors. You may—
• Insert text by the line or character;

• Delete text by character, line, or block;

• Locate, change or delete any string

of characters; and
• Copy, move or delete text blocks.

When you load Super Color Writer, a

multi-colored billboard is displayed on the

CRT, then the program enters the text

mode. There the screen is black with a

green command line across the top. You

enter the command mode by hitting clear

twice.

From that mode you can clear all text

from the buffer, or before or after the cur-

sor. You also activate the locate function

from this mode. A string may be located

exactly as you type it in or you may
"mask" the search so it will ignore upper-

lowercase distinctions. According to the

documentation, "wild card" characters

may also be inserted in a search string,

but this was unworkable in the copy of the

program we tested.

The only way to clear all the text in the

buffer is through the Clear command or

cutting the power to the computer. We re-

set our CC with text in the buffer and

Super Color Writer and the text were still

there after reboot. "This is a bomb-proof

word processor," Dan Nelson told us. "It's

made so you won't lose your text if a child

stuffs DIno Wars in the side while you're

word processing."

In the text mode, the cursor is moved

left, right, up and down by pressing the ap-

propriate arrow keys. Then there are nine

additional cursor movement functions ac-

tivated by pressing clear and a letter: bot-

tom or top of CRT, start or end of text,

start or end of line, back or ahead 15 lines,

and pre-set tabbing at 5, 8, 16, 20, and 24

spaces.

The documentation for commanding
the cursor to the top or end of the text was

transposed. Because the command struc-

ture of the software isvery logical— one of

the things that makes it very "friendly"—

this slip up was fairly obvious. Instead of

hitting clear, shift-up arrow, to go to the

endof the text, you should use clear, shift-

down arrow, and vice versa for going to

the start of the text.

Anyone using their CC with a black and

white monitor will have difficulty using

this program. It uses colored blocks to

identify functions and modes: white when

clear is hit, blue for character insert,

orange for a block marker, yellow for a

header, red for a footer and so forth. This

makes it very easy to pick out things when

scrolling text and In keeping track of what

mode you're in.

Most control functions take two key-

strokes. We found this Improved typing

speed over word processors where two

keys had to be held down simultaneously

to activate those functions. This should

also charm hunt and peck typists.

Once we began typing, we found the

major flaw in Super Color Writer: it has no

lowercase character set. Uppercase char-

acters are displayed as light capitals on a

black background and lowercase as dark

capitals on a light background.

Super Color Writer's chief competitor.

Telewriter (produced by Cognitec of Del

Mar, CA), addressed that problem by in-

corporating a software-generated lower-

case character set in its word processor.

Dan Nelson said his firm rejected that op-

tion so there would be more memory for

text. According to an 80 Micro review of

Telewriter (May 1982), there are only 2,200

characters (less than two pages of

double-spaced typed pages) available for

text after that program is loaded in a 16K

Color Computer. After loading Super Col-

or Writer in a 16K machine, we found 8,446

characters available for text. (The high

resolution screen used for Telewriter's

lowercase uses 6K.)

Another alternative to the upper-

lowercase problem is Word Processing

Lowerkit, designed by Dennis Kitsz and

manufactured by MSB Electronics in

Barre, VT. However, this hardware modifi-

cation is not entirely compatible with

Nelson's word processing software. We
found some characters generated under

the Kitsz mod were misinterpreted by

Super Color Writer.

While typing with Super Color Writer,

you can turn up the sound on your tv set

and hear a beep each time you strike a key.

If you make a mistake, you can back up

and type over it. Forget something? Press

clear, I, and insert a character; clear, O,

and the line opens up for larger insertions.

In addition to deletion by character, line

and block, you may also delete all of a line

before the cursor or after the cursor.

Super Color Writer, like Telewriter, al-

lows only one block of text to be manipu-

lated at a time. But its block commands
are simpler and more powerful than its

competitor's. When manipulating text

blocks with Telewriter, you first mark the

end of the block using one set of key-

strokes, then go to the block's beginning,

using one set of keystrokes for a delete

and another set for a move. With Super

Color Writer, the same keystrokes are

used for marking the start and end of a

block. Once marked you can delete, move,

or copy the block with pairs of keystrokes.

And unlike Telewriter or Model I or III

Scripsit, Super Color Writer contains a

true block move. When it moves a block, it

erases the original block automatically.

The word processor automatically

chains files in memory. If you have one file

there, you can load as many more as you

want until the memory is full. This wrinkle

proved very valuable in dealing with the

vagaries of CLOADing.

Color Computer files are stored in

blocks. As a file is loading, you will notice

in the upper left corner of the screen an F

alternates from black on green to green on

black. When the F is green on black, a

data block is being loaded. By counting

the blocks or paying close attention to

your tape counter, you can identify the

bad block in a tape load. When Super Col-

or Writer encounters a bad block, it stops

loading, but the good blocks are kept in

memory and displayed on the screen. You

can try to load the rest of the file— either

starting at the bad block or skipping it

—by reloading it, stopping it when its file

name appears above the command line,

and fast forwarding the tape to the spot

where the load erred the first time.

Another feature of this word processor

is it allows you to write Basic programs,

save them in ASCII format and run them

under Basic. This is handy because the

full screen editing commands of a word

processor are superior to the line-oriented

ones of Basic.

Super Color Writer also gives you a

function you can program. You can

choose to include in this function up to 28

commands, functions, keystrokes or

modes, and have them all executed up to

65,535 times automatically. This comes in

useful for cassette file linking, where you

tell thecomputer how many files you want

loaded and printed and it does it without

you touching the keyboard again.

Nelson Software's word processing

program has functions for headers, foot-
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ers, automatic centering, and including

printer codes for your printer's special

features. !f your printer has features like

underlining, expanded print fonts and ital-

ics, this word processor allows you to put

the control codes for tfiose features in the

text. In Scripsit, these codes must be in-

serted while the machine is In Basic,

which limits their use.

The printing section of the documenta-

tion Is sketchy. The authors, Dan Nelson

explained, assume users have intimate

knowledge of their printer before using

Super Color Writer.

The software has default values set for

perfectly centering text on an8y2-inch by

1 1-inch piece of paper. However, you may
set your values for margins, justification,

page numbering, page length, and header

and footer location. You can also pause

printing by hitting the space bar during a

print run.

Super Color Writer is designed to oper-

ate out of the serial port of the Color Com-
puter. It will not work with CPRINT, a par-

allel printer interface that plugs into the

ROM-pack port manufactured by Micro-

Labs Inc.

Version 2.0

As State of tfie art as Super Color Writer

1,0 is. Nelson Software has already re-

leased 2.0 which features:

• A window mode allowing you to see

your text exactly as it will be printed;

• Free format cassette file linking— as

each file is loaded and printed, the

computer automatically sets the page

numbers and does other formatting

chores;

• Disk file linking for the disk version;

• Automatic disk file verification each

time a file is saved;

• Headers and footers on odd or even

pages;

• Three programmable functions,

• A flush right margin;

• Memory used and memory left

display;

• No-print markers, allowing you to

mark blocks of text you don't want

printed in a document;

• Print pause markers, allowing you to

stop printing and change the print

thimble to another font like italic; and

• Six programmable tabs.

The new version also addresses a prob-

lem 1,0 had with the Okidata f^flicrolineSO,

making it no longer necessary to instruct

the system to send line feeds with car-

riage returns to the printer.

So Color Computer owners brace your-

self, a good word processing program is

going to get even better.B

%tj^ '^iHjtf lY-
-Automatic density recognition • Automatic track count recognition

-

- Automatic dos recognition • The Best Directory On The (Market! -

- By IVIark Feldman -

This will be the standard which all other Directories are judged. It will read any
normal type of diskette Mod 1 or III, Multi Dos, Ldos, Dos Plus, and Trs Dos. Double
Density, Single Density, 35, 40 or 80 track drives,

A machine language program that is easy to use. but at the same time has all the
features you will ever need. Display to screen oi to printer. Displays by program, or

disk, or subject. Super fast sort. Scrolling displays, ect.

You can even add a line to help tell what the program is about.

SUPER DIRECTORY $39.95
SPECIAL OFFER - with each Super Directory ordered at $39.95 you will

receive 10% discount on any disks ordered at the same time.

PRINTER STANDS
3/16 X 9.375 X 135 X 8 PLEXIGLAS

CLEAfl $27.50 COLOR $29.95

PRirilEBS
Epson MX-80 w/graphtrx 1430.00

C lloh 40 cps Daisy Wheel. $145000

C Itoh Pfownler Dot Malnk $499 00

1 20 cps - Graphic's - Tiaclor & friction feed

Z BASIC
The only coiiplilef wp « n rpronimenO
Disk and (ape List $99 9i CS PRICE $69 95
Disk only List 589 95 CS PRICE S79 9S
Tape Version I i?t STi^ge^ CS PfllCE S69 95

PRINT BUFFERS
Practical Penghetais Epson 16k Epson Bi,fo<

List $15900 .. . CS PRICE $149,00

Compulink SuperSpooler.

1 6k Parallel version List $349 00

CS PRICE $319.95

Serial Option List $9500
CS PRICE SB9 00

Addiiional 46k List$15900

CS PRICE $139.00

EP-SET-80
H youfiaweaEPSON Printer you needEPSei
A series of programs ttiat tielp you use all trie

features of the Epson printer One merges with

a basic program to help drive the printer. One is

a machine language suOroutine to give your

keyboarttaccess to the printer, (example: type

control ctoget the compressed mode Control

E to gel emphasized characters). Use EP-SET

to set the line spacing, character modes, strike

modes etc. Throw your manual away. Happiness

is here with EP-SET
Disk or Tape $18.95

DOWNLOAD & BULLETIN BOARD
A new host system that5 .ust supor .t s fdSter then

a bullet and more error free than a forum Write for

more details. List price S14995
CS PRtCE. . S99 95

n Eason

FAMILY TREE
t-*celiejit latr.ily genelogy pioyram works on

both the model I or model iii. Along with the

normal documentation we send a manual

with over 200 pages of instructions on how to

rftsearch your family tree You can gel three

diHerent printouts, a family tree or a (amily

report of each person, or a birthday printout.

Sorts on Birthdays. The Nebraska Stale Gene-

alogical Society tested our program and said

'Your program will help form a valuable data

source that may be accessed an used in

different ways. The printouts are excellent."

DtsK or Tape $29.00

Small Business Programs
CMECmHG ACCOUNT Mod 1 or II 48k disk S:i<i HO

Excellent Check vfnting program torsmall business

Printscheckson printer, sorts in1o32calagoriesfor

Dookeeper and IRS.

8IUIH6 STSTtM Mod I or III 4Sk disk £39.00

Excellent system tor the small business man It is

fast and easy to use Prints out invoice and monthly

bills. Adds interest etc

SPECIAL ANr TWO SMALL BUSINESS PflOGRAMS 565.00

INVOICE PROGHAKS

Prints out invoice vuith yourrarVie at the top on 8V; X

1 1 paper or on NEBS forms

ONLY . $24.95

SUPER UTILITY PLUS
List pnce $75 95 CS PRICE S44.95

POWERDRAW
._isl Pnce 53S CS PRICE $29.95

S^ (313)673-2224 Qrd^^ .,,.,,.^^,,.,..^

and VISA OK. Please add, S3 O0fp'rS>if^^)^J^||
ipet postage outside of U.-^. .- .Can'^^^'-^ f«'(^e^^.f/:|'^C;5'

-See LisI ol Advertisers on page 339 ivi,cro. September 1982



55 Color Computer Programs

for the Home, School & Office

Ron Clark

ARCsoft Publishers

Woodsboro, MD 21798

Softcover, 127 pp.

$9.95

by Scott L. Norman

Ron Clark's 55 Color Computer Pro-

grams for the Home, School and Of-

fice is one of the few much needed books

devoted exclusively to the Color Com-
puter. Unfortunately, few of the programs
It contains go beyond the level of the exer-

cises presented In the Color Basic and Ex-

tended Color Basic manuals.

The book Is divided into six major sec-

tions and includes an appendix v^/hich es-

sentially duplicates the operator's infor-

mation cards for the Color Computer. The
principal headings are Business Pro-

grams, Programs for Students, Programs
for Teachers, Music Programs, Programs

TOP QUALITY AT
A LOW PRICE OF ^ gg

*5V4" single side, single density In

quantity of 50+. Packaged 10/ctn.

Full line of 3M computer supplies,
stock paper and labels available from

MEDIA TECH (517) 6/6-4205
P.O. BOX 27271 • LANSING, Ml 48909

ORDER TOLL-FREE
1-800-248-0282

Orders may be charged
to Master Card & VISA -^ ^^^

for the Home, and Graphics Art.

The Business Programs section con-

tains 14 programs, plus a cutsie "Execu-

tive Go/No Go" which returns a yes or no

answer depending on the value of a ran-

dom number. The programs have a busi-

nesslike air to them but suffer from a

generally simplistic approach. They seem
to be intended for a 16K cassette system
(although many of them would probably

run in 4K); few people would choose such

a system for business purposes. There is

nothing hereabout file handling, although

even a cassette recorder gives you the

ability to work with sequential files. In-

stead, all information is meant to be

entered from the keyboard at run time.

The real value of this section is educa-

tional—students at the high school level

can get a feel for the elements of business

computer applications. They wilt learn on-

ly the elementary use of Extended Color

Basic. For example, the Profit Graph pro-

gram uses the Draw command to draw a

title and label the axes; however, Mr. Clark

does not use the most elegant or quickest

way to accomplish this. He spells out the

question Incorrectly, the computer re-

veals the answer to you; there is no stor-

age of missed questions for subsequent

review. Other student programs include

math flashcard drills and a graphing

routine.

Teachers fare a little better than stu-

dents. Two of the four programs for teach-

ers deal with examination score evalua-

tion and perform useful functions. Once
again everything must be entered from the

keyboard. The last two programs in this

section are an elementary bubble sort for

alphabetizing a list of names, and the

skeleton for one of those question-and-

answer drills from the student programs.

Roughly half the book is devoted to rec-

reational programs, namely those which

generate music, draw pictures, and per-

form miscellaneous domestic calcula-

tions. These are moderately amusing, but

offer the purchaser little of real value.

The fundamental problem I found when
evaluating this book was determining for

whom is it intended? The Color Computer
is becoming relatively sophisticated (ex-

tended memory and disk drives are readily

"The real value of this section is

educational—students at the high school

level can get a feel for the elements

of business computer applications."

commands for drawing the letter E four

times; he could have defined them once

as a string variable and then called them
with the Execute (X) subcommand.
Many of the student programs fare little

better. Four are devoted to simple quizzes

In which an Item and Its match are read

from a data statement. If you answer the

The Institute

by Jyym Pearson

Med Systems Software

P.O. Box 2674

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Model I or III

$21.95 disk

S19.95 cassette

by Mark E. Renne

The Institute is a very unique entry into

the game market from the company
that brought us 3-D adventures. It is not

3-D nor does it have any similarity with

Asylum, Labyrinth or Deathmaze. Graph-

available), and with this growth in sophis-

tication there is a need for literature which

will help owners make full use of this ma-

chine's capabilities. Unless a Color Com-
puter owner feels a need for additional

programs much like those in the manuals,

there is little to be learned from this par-

ticular collection.

ics are used in the game only for decora-

tion or to signify dramatic changes in the

plot. However, it's one of the finest adven-

ture games I've ever played.

The disk version is self-booting on

either Model t or III and is supplied on a

quality disk. There are 10 sections, zero

through nine, on which to save games in

progress and a lengthy comment to de-

scribe where you left off. Saving and load-

ing games is fast and easy.

The game features a hybrid screen, a

cross between the now famous split-

screen and a new concept. At the top are

visible items, if any, a description of the
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COiyiPUTER s

room or its contents is nexl. Your input is

entered at \he next level followed by an

area which displays the result of "talks,"

"listens" or special happenings. This last

area is where the most important informa-

tion is shown. "Tall<" and "listen" are

commands that most adventures do not

use; in this adventure they are probably

the most important. That's right, you talk

to characters (dwarves, counselors, mid-

gets) and they talk back. If you don't keep

your ears open, you'll never get anywhere.

Exits are usually not shown at all. Upon

arriving in a room, you normally look

about to receive more information. Some-
times a door or another exit shows up—
sometimes not. To examine an item, you

"look" at it and if you're lucky you will

find something interesting. There are

many exits that are not indicated in any

manner at all. These are found by trying all

directions from each room. Nobody said

this game was easy.

The input routine is very critical, de-

scriptions must match exactly or no ac-

tion occurs. For example, "get bottle' m\\

not pick up the red bottle. However "get

red bottle" works fine. The clues within

"The Input routine

is very criticai,

descriptions must
match exactly or

no action occurs."

the game and actions required are very

subtle. The syntax of the game is also dif-

ferent from other adventure games. In-

stead of "1 can't do that yet," the game
responds with "Not now." Multiple

"looks" are required for shelves with more

than one item, also.

The game has five different levels. The
first one is your starting point at The Insti-

tute. By use of a strange powder you phys-

ically enter your dreams to complete your

escape. Dreams include a giant forest on

another planet, a voyage on the Titanic, an

ancient temple, and a prehistoric forest.

It's much like five adventures in one.

Sometimes you must be killed to wake up

or pass into the next dream. Also, if you're

killed you keep whatever inventory you

had and you start over— nice feature!

This game is tough for even experienced

players. I enjoyed the changes in syntax,

screen design and vocabulary. The "talk"

and "listen" features add a whole new
spectrum to the game. The graphics are

well placed and serve a very worthwhile

purpose. A hint sheet is aiso available for

the weak of heart. For a 16K adventure,

The Institute is one of the best.B

iVlULTi DOS'
Quotes from 80 Micro, May '.982.

"MULT10OS'S""SuDer Basic is more (ealure packed tnan anyolherTRS-SO basic"... "It has

many praclical and Unique features' MULTIDOS ^s exceptionally tasi" ... "MULTIDOS is

OUTSTANDING" MULTIDOS'S Basic is unequaled'' . . . "These days the big buzz phrase

IS userinendly. That descnDiion is probably more applicable to MULTIDOS than to any other

DOS-

Why pay twice as much ol a operating system that's complicated and hard to use 11

is the DOS written lor the average TRS-80 user.

MULTI DOS $79,95

SPECIALS
MULTIDOSwKhAerocOfnpDoubier S209 95 MULTI DOS wiin Supe' Directory S99 95
MULTIDOSwitnSuoerDSDoubler S239 95 D05PLUS34 312995
L DOS Sim? AEROCOMP DOUBLER .. . . S139.95

PE COPY •
This tape will copy any tape machine language, basic or data liles on the color

COmpuler. Only . . . $15.95

COLOR SCARFMAN MASTER CONTROL
New 4K Color Scartman Tape $19. 50 ForColoiComputeronl-y $19. 95

COLOR BONANZA
50 Programs from SottSeclor ... $39.95

DOOBLE OENSin DISKS FOR ONLY $1.48 A SIDE
You lead light When you buy our Wabash Flippy disks on sale at two boxes tor ony $29.95 you

are actually getting your disks tor only $1.48 a side. These are special disks put out byWabash,

one oHhe largest manulactuiesot magnetic media in the United States.with two write protect

tabs and two read holes so you can insert them into your dnves and read both sides.

Order some Wabash disks today it you don t like them for any reason return them within 30

days and we willgiveyou a prompt lefund It you have any oroblems with them in the next two

years return the disk and we will send you a new one No other company can match that offer at

our LOW Prices.

Single Density 35/40 tracks . S25 95 (2 oi more $23.95)

Double Density 35/40 tracks .532 95 (2 or more $29,951

Double Oensity 77/80 tracks. $34 95 12 or more $31.95)

Density 80 tracks 2 sided . . ... S42 95 (2 or more $39.95)

Double Density 40 tracks Flipov S359S [2 or more S29 95)

DISK DOWNLOAD SYSTEM (DOS) / TAPE DOWNLOAD SYSTEM (TDS)

Abilitytodownloadariduploadmachinelanguage. basic and text hies with no conversion, and

save Ihem on tape or disk. Full parallel printer support. Full access to all BASIC and DISK

commands while in terminal mode at the touch of a key. Prompt mode transmission capability.

Support otauto-dial routines for current popular modems ('atunng auto dial capability (DOS

only). Write tor complete details

DDS(disk) S75 95 TDS (Tape'i S39 95 TRS-80 Mode! I or III

Direct File Transfer (DFT)

Direct File Transfer (DFTi is a modem piorgam which will handle the direct uploading and

downloading of machine language and basic programs directly from disk to disk DFT also has

a chat mode, antJ has software conlroiled half and/or full duplex Disk version $24.95 Tape

version E1 9 95 TRS-80 Model I or M A version foi the Radio Shack Color Computer is coming

soon

Hayes Smart Modem $239.95

mjm TERM
It can upload (send) ASCI files, basic programs, text files, or machine language programs direc-

tly from disk to disk. It can even send multiple programs to a unattended computeri tt will auto

dial any auto dial modem even Radio Shack's. II has a split screen so you can type out on the

bollomandiead what is comint in on the top. You can talk to Mainframes and it even includes a

Host program so if you have a computer at work and one at home you can send programs and

information back and forth (or the pnce of one program UT/TERM list price S79 00 special

iitroc'L"-tt>ry price oniy $59. CX*

t:oMPO¥Bir^
Information

1691 Eason • Pontiac, Michigan 48054

(313)673-2224 Ortier^^,.^..^: 1-800-392-8881

Mexico - Proper postage outside of U,S, Canada - Mexl

DEALERS: We are distributors for all items in this ad. Writ

^See List of Advertisers on page 339 tju Micro. aeptemiJer /L^i'^ 65



MICRO IMAGES
GIVES YOU GREAT PRICES AND

^fREE SHIPPING •
WrTHlN CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

RITER
Latest Version Model l/lil $159.95

DOSPLUS -3,4 $129.95
Specify 3.4S/3.4D/or3. 4111

LDOS -5.1 — Modlorlli$118.95

Modl/m LYNX $249.95
auto dial/answer, cables and software

UNITERM by Pelo Roberts MkI I III $74.95

MOREMAXrS
MAX! MANAGER Mod l/lll $79.95
MAXI UTILITY $44.95
MAX! CRAS Mod l/lll $84.95

MAXIMAILModiil $84.95
MAXI STAT Mod i/ii I

$1 79.95
Proofreader by Aspen Mod l-lll - 54.95

Proofedit by Aspen Mod l-lll - 28.50

Grammatik cy Asoen Mod l-lll - 54.95

SPECIAL . ALL 3 FOR ONLY $130.00

MICROSOFT Fortran 80 $89.95
ALDS - $89^5 — Basic Compiler $179.95

EDITOR ASSEMBLER PLUS
BY M.c-o&oit -Mdl 1 Tape $27.95 - Disl',$45.95

SUPER UTILITY PLUS 2.2 $46.95
Mdll/lllspecify40or80track

Ribbon Reloads
$3.50e«cii ~ $38.00 Dz.(Min. 5)

AvailableforMX70/80/100
MX80 REPLACEMENT CARTRIDGE-$9.95

LNWOoublerS/B
Includes Dosplus 3.4D $205.95

SUPER SPOOLER compuiink

16K Parallel I/O Unit .... $334.95

46K Memory Option. $89.95

Serial I/O Option $149.95

Complete Unit -aii Options. $549.95

GAM > TAPE DISK
Eliminator 18.45 22.45
Start ighter 22.45 27.95
Armored Patrol 18.45 22.95
Sky Warrior 13.95 19.45
Stoneof Sisyphus 27.95
Earthquakes. F. 1906 18.45 19.45

Crush Crumble Chomp 27.^5 27.95

Voyage of Valkyrie 32.95 35.95
Forbidden Planet 35.95

Forbidden City 35.95

Any Big 5 Program 14.95 18.45

Scarfman 14.95 18.45
Wo also carry tbo lull line ot ADVENTURE INT'L,
ACORN, BIG FIVE, BRODERBUND, AVALON HILL,
MICROSOFT MISOSYS, AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
and most other tmo sotlwar;; 3| liiscount prices

SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOG.
No credit cards at these low prices. Add S2.00 on all

cod orders. Certilied CkyMO/COD shipped immediately.
Please allow 2 weeks for personal checks. For extra
fast service phone in your COD order. Prices subject
lo change withou! notice. New York State residents
please add appropriate sales tax

We Oiler Greal Values & Prompt Dplivery — Try Us '

SOREVIEWS

146-03 25th Road ^-^^

Flushing, New York11354

,orr.[iM (212)445-7124, ^-
'inA.M.-5P.M.

The Basic Conversions Handbook for

Apple, TRS-80 and PET Users

David A. Brain et al.

Hayden Books
Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

Softcover, 79 pp.

$7.95

by Scott L. Norman

Here's a book which will be appre-

ciated by anyone who likes to pick

and choose from programs written for a

variety of micros. The idea is simple: pro-

vide a series of glossaries permitting the

owner of one of the three computers men-

tioned in the title to translate Basic pro-

grams written for either of the other two.

tn particular, the book is concerned with

the Apple'll and the TRS-80 Models I and

111. As a Color Computer owner, I still

found it very useful because of the

amount of information included.

The book comprises four chapters and

three appendices, crammed into 79

pages. The first chapter is a short in-

troduction to the ideas of translation. It is

the second chapter, however, that will get

the heaviest workout from TRS-80 owners.

It deals with the details of translating

Applesoft II and PET Basic programs into

TRS-80 dialect. A separate table for each

conversion is provided. The commands
"are listed alphabetically. Another inform-

ative table explains specific Apple PEEKs,

POKES and CALLs so you can decide how

(or whether) to approxirtiate them if they

come up in a translation. The great joy of

this chapter is that Apple commands are

explained in detail. I find this especially

useful because the Color Computer can

approximate some of these commands
better than the other TRS-80s, As a result,

the book effectively serves for direct

translation from Applesoft II into Ex-

tended Color Basic; there need be no in-

termediate Level II translation.

The remaining chapters follow the

same format, but in less detail: TRS-80

and PET into Apple li, and TRS-80 and

Apple into PET- Again, the authors have

done a thorough job, including just

enough detail to let the would-be

translator make intelligent decisions

about reworking published programs.

The book concludes with appendices

covering subroutines that allow a (non-

Color) TRS-80 to simulate specific Ap-

ple and PET commands. Also included

are examples of complete program con-

versions, and useful charts concerning

video screen coordinates and the PET

graphics set.

This is a good, non-flashy example of a

book which can add much to the enjoy-

ment of your computer. I've found its prin-

cipal value has been in the translation of

games and other graphics-oriented pro-

grams; others may find it useful in other

ways. I regret only that the limited market

has made it necessary for the publisher to

charge $7,95 for what amounts to a paper-

back dictionary.

Sooperspooler

Compuiink

1215 Ravenwood Rd.

Boulder, CO 80303

$349

by Ken Kneclit

Other than the cute name, I like every-

thing about Compulink's Model

SS-1000 Intelligent Printer Interface.

This handy box is a hardware spooler. It

quickly gobbles up printer data from the

computer and passes it on to the printer at

the printer's normal rate.

Until I started using this device 1 spent a

lotof time waiting for the printer to finish

an LLIST, Scripsit to finish a document, or

for a report to finish printing. Now I can

get on with my computing while the Soo-

perspooler feeds the printer. This handy

device has increased my productivity by

20 percent or more.

I am using the spooler with a TRS-80

Model III and a Radio Shack Line Printer

Vlll. The cable that came with the spooler

and the connectors on the spooler en-

abled a painless hook-up. (If you decideto

purchase one of these spoolers t suggest

contacting Compuiink to be sure you get

the right cables and connectors. The

"Other than the cute name,

I like everything about Compulink's

Model SS-1000 Intelligent Printer Interface."
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COIVIPUTER SHACK

gentleman I talked to was very knowledge-

able and friendly.)

The spoolernormally comes with 16K and

is set up for a parallel printer. Options in-

clude increasing the memory to 62K (which

I intend to do) and adding RS-232 I/O.

The spooler accepts data from the com-

puter at 3,000 characters per second. It

doesn't take long to swallow a long listing

and quickly return computer control back

to you.

Besides its spooling capacity the inter-

face lives up to its "intelligent" descrip-

tion. The front panel has three pushbut-

tons and a two-digit LED display. The

display tells you how much data is in the

buffer yet to be printed in K-bytes. A reset

pushbutton is provided which allows

canceling a printout. The other two but-

tons control space compression and pag-

ing. When pressed, the space compres-

sion button lights a tally LED and then

compresses consecutive spaces for

storage. It expands them again when
feeding the printer.

The paging button lights a tally LED and

limits the number of printed lines on a

page to 62, and then does four line feeds

before starting the next page. This neatly

skips over the perforations inyour fanfold

paper. If you press the paging and space

compression buttons at the same time,

the self-test mode is initiated which

Checks the ROM and RAM in the spooler

printing the test results.

Many more features are available that

can be initiated from software or set

before the program begins. These com-

mands begin with a 28-decimal character

followed by the appropriate data. These
spooler commands are not passed along

to the printer. The initial CHR$(28) can be

changed to any character from zero to 31

if necessary.

The spooler can number pages and will

put the heading of your choice on each.

You can set the number of lines per page

(default 66) and the number of printed

lines per page (default 62). You can set the

line width (default 80) by setting the width

of the left-margin and the right-margin col-

umn. Overflowed lines (longer than the

line width) such as the result of a program

LLIST can be indented (default 5),

The form-feed character (CHR$(12)) can

be changed to another character from 0-

31. In fact, the input character (from the

computer) and the output character (to

the printer) can be different.

You can change a hard form feed from

the computer to a soft form feed to the

printer. For example, a CHR$(12) received

from the computer can be converted to

the proper number of line feeds to simu-

late the form feed to the printer.

Baja
A great new game with fast action, exciting graphics and excellent sound. Race
your car in the Baja desert race. You must follow the twisting course and miss

trees, rocks, and other obstacles. Has ten different levels and keeps track of the

score for up to 6 drivers $1 5.95/ 19.95

ALL GAMES AT DISCOUNT

10%OFF ON TWOOR MORE GAMES
Youmust ask tor discount at the lime order

IS placed'

Dungeon Escape
A truly exciting game basedon Dungeon
and Dragons' it has real time action,

graphics, great sound and best of all it

has a totally random drawn dungeon so

the game is completely different every

time you play. Rated in the top ten for the

last tlnree montfis (This is Computer
Shacks best selling game!.

NEW LOWER PRICE only $15,95 for

tape and $1 9.95 for disk.

Alien Defense
Rated the #1 game three months in a row. Has

ihe best grapfiics and fastest keyboard input

of ahy game tor the TRS-80.

($i5.9s/$ig.g5)

Simon and Merfunkle
A new game by Kyle Hoyt,.. An ex-

cellent game for ktds from 6 to 60.

Easy to learn fun to play. Based on the

game Simon, Play music with flashing

graphics and you must repeat the

graphics or the music. Two different

games $1 5.95 / 19.95

Jon V Pontiac. Michigan 4""

ai^Qf9ia;tM3fJ/U!>:^:^,:.Kr.^J,i (313)673-2224 Orders '

.|

Master charge and VISA OK. Please add $3 00 for Shippmg in U^

l\flexico - Proper postage outside of U.S. - Canada • Mexico. '

DEALERS: We are distributors for all items in ttiis ad. Write for our catalog and price list.

^See List of Ac/verlisees on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 67
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The spooler passes along any charac-

ters between a CHR${27) (usual printer

escape character) and the following

CHR$(13) (carriage return) without check-

ing them for a CHR$(28) and a spooler

command.
. You can also use the spooler to print

Single pages, pausing after each one so

you can insert another sheet of paper. Fin-

ally, there is a software command to ig-

nore any preset hardware or software

commands and any subsequent software

commands storing and passing along all

data precisely as received. This is good
for printing graphics where some of the

graphics characters can be confused with

INTASM 2.0

Singutar Systems

810 Stratford

Sidney, OH 45365

Models I & III

$20

by Joel Benjamin

whydo more people program in Basic

than in Assembly language? Is It

Baalc Operating System
WOeOS I 19 a menu driven, ore^lruoluied progr.im in BASfC [h.ii

providfls access to over 30 ufilitv 'unclions during devoloDmenl or

actual use of a program. Us unique iayoul allows you to de^^'.^r

your programs wifhm a well organiz&d anviroriment rhal p<o. i

a vary strong foundation to build upon. You always nad to .

from scralcfi before hut now, aftsr loading WOBOS I, you'll s -i

'

wi[h over 11 K ot subroutines and system ulilitiea. Imagine whaf
this can do tor your pfoductiuilyi WOBOS I is not an accessory
to your program. If adually becomes YOUR pfogrami

* II will add muiiifrequency SOUND to your TRS-BO

* tl wpII stanfis'ti\!a /our writinr] and aave you many ho

of debugging and ruwntmg utilily lunclions

* It Will halp you atmclur* YOl^R OWK prograinfi.

"Once yoi^'v ad il. yotj-lf

MpdHi 11

aftsic MODEL III DISK I.EVEL II DISK

P-N CC10J1 CD 1031 CC1032 CD 1032

DEMO CC1041 CC1042

DEMO TAPE i10 FUUV REFUNDABLE

ON QUALITY CASSETTE A MANUAL

OHDER PHONE

C503) 649-4526 s35

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER OR NUMBER AND

EXPIRATION OKTE OF TOUR CREOfT CAM> TO'

6640 SW 173 AVENUE, BEAVERTOH, OREGON 97007

'/.,/„„// /' f<.,,/A-«rr .i.iici' 1.171,
'

because Basic is more powerful and flex-

ible, or because it is faster and takes less

memory? No—Assembly language has all

these advantages; the reason for Basic's

popularity is that it's so much easier to use.

Part of the difficulty of learning to pro-

gram in Assembly language is that such a

large first step must be taken. A program-

ming aspirant must first gain at least a

mild familiarity with Assembly mne-

monics from literature, then purchase, for

a hefty price, an assembler and learn its

operation and syntax.

It is remarkable how few products have

been designed to help Basic program-

mers clear these initial hurdles. Enter

Singular Systems, stage right with

INTASM, a mini-Assembly-language de-

velopment system. INTASM is composed

of two machine-language modules, ASM1
and ASM2.
ASMl is an Assembly-language inter-

preter which recognizes a limited subset

of Z80 Assembly-language source state-

ments. The Basic editor composes a pro-

gram consisting of a combination of

Basic statements, Z80 Assembly instruc-

tions, machine code, break points, and

single-stepping commands,
ASM2 is a mini-assembler which ac-

cepts the same source instructions as

ASMl and assembles them into memory
for subsequent execution,

1 K, 32K and 48K versions of these pro-

grams are supplied on tape in Level II

system format. They are disk compatible

and can bedumped to disk by using a utili-

ty such as TRSDOS' Tapedisk. The pro-

grams are run by loading one of them Into

your machine and entering Level it or Disk

Basic. Reserve memory so Basic doesn't

spooler commands. I use this feature to

print a logo using the graphics ability of

the Line Printer VIII. Pushing the hard

reset button on the rear of the spooler

escapes this mode.
I received my spooler six days after my

telephoned order and it worked perfectly

on arrival. 1 had it running about 10

minutes after I unpacked it. The documen-

tation iscomplete with plenty of technical

data and is easy to read. The spooler is a

handsome and useful addition to my
system,

stomp on the machine-code module
stored in high memory.

Another admirable feature of INTASM
is that it has no new editing commands to

learn—the same old Basic ones are used.

There are only 54 out of the ZBO's more

than 700 mnemonic codes to learn, but

you do have the option of executing other

instructions if you want to enter their

machine codes.

You are not limited to using only hex-

adecimal numbers— INTASM accepts

base 10 constants. You can reference in-

structions with line numbers, so instead

of jumping to or calling a memory loca-

tion, you jump to or call a line number.

This makes up, in part, for labels not being

supported. The break and shift @ keys op-

erate during the execution of ASMl just

like they do in Basic, making It a simple

matter to stop program execution. The

jump from the Basic to the Assembly por-

tion of the user's program is made with

an ordinary user call, and the return is

made by adding the command, Basic.

Once your program is written in ASMl, it

can be run by simply entering the Basic

command. Run.

ASMl has two instructions which help

locate bugs. You can use the Break in-

struction within the program to interrupt

the program flow. This causes the current

register contents to be displayed on the

screen. You now have the option of contin-

uing or returning to Basic. The Step-On in-

struction executes the program one step

at a time. Effectively, a Break is executed

from that point on until a Step-Off instruc-

tion is entered. You can use the single-

step option to follow each instruction's ef-

fect on the registers. This not only helps in

10 POKE 18526,0lPOKE 16527.96

30 X-USR(30):END

30 GALL 01C9H ;BEM ROUTINE TO CLEAR SCREEN
40 BASIC ;RETURN TO BASIC

Program Listing
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debugging, but it's also just about ttie

fastest and easiest way to gain familiarity

witti each Z80 instruction's function.

Once you tiave gained some experience

programming with ASM1, you can get the

feel of working witfi an assembler by us-

ing ASM2. You use the same mnemonics,

but ttiis time you are required to assemble

your program before running it.

A sample program which can be written

and run in the 16K version of ASM1 is

shown in the Program Listing. Line 10 tells

Basic where INTASM resides. Line 20

transfers execution from Basic to the As-

sembly-language routine located at line

30. The USR parameter is used to identify

the line number. Line 30 is the beginning

andendof our unambitious Assembly-lan-

guage subroutine, it clears the screen for

future bigger and better things. Line 40 is

essentially a return execution to Basic. It

is all very togical and consistent with

familiar Basic procedures.

There are two sides to every coin. With

''You can use the Break

instruction within the

program to interrupt

the program flow."

all the advantages INTASM has, there are

a number of drawbaci^s as well. It is defi-

nitely easy to use, but the very features

that make it simple also limit its power.

The most obvious of these features is the

limited number of mnemonic codes it ac-

cepts; 54 out of over 700 instructions is a

very small subset. There are many unsup-

ported Z80 instructions whose functions

must each be accomplished by twisted

contortions of I NTASM's bare commands.

For example, it recognizes LDIR but you

cannot use LD BC,NN or LD DE,NN to load

the BC or DE registers. Since LDlR's oper-

ation depends on the contents of these

registers, and there is no single instruc-

tion to load either of them, LDIR loses a lot

of its ordinary ease of operation. Although

it is very convenient for debugging pur-

poses to assemble to memory, INTASM
does not have the ability to assemble to

disk. This prevents you from using your

Assembly-language routines indepen-

dently from INTASM.

ASM2 limits the user to only 1900 bytes

of machine code and 80 bytes of stack

ItirlSAWlES AT DISCOUNT
10% off on two or more games

list ask. for jliscQunt at XM time order is OlMlMl^''

MODEM GAMES
Play CHESS. CHECKERS, and OTHELLO
over your modem with your friends! Each

game features full graphics, sound, and a

continuous chat mode permitting you to

send messages and sounds. Games are tor

two players and can be played on one

computer or over the modem on two com-

puters. All tliree games are on one program.

Now will play on a 232 board modem or a

connection type modem.

Disk or Tape . . S19,95

SEPTEMBER
TOP TEN

)l.) AlICK DEFENSE SDltieclor

2.) DEFEIdSE COMMAND Big Five

3.) CATERPILUfI Solt Sactor

4.1 SCflRfMAM Cornsotl

5.| ELIMINATOR AOvBtiture In

COSMIC COMMAND Big Five

anflCK FOHCE Big Five

DUNGEON ESCAPE Compulet Stiack

LASER DEFENSE Med systems

10,1 GREVMOON Comiiuler Shack

We have a panel of expert game players whc

will give a monthly rating of the best games on

the market. It will change monthly, so look

every month. If you would like to send in your

top ten games we would be glad to have it.

Perietrator
The great now game from Melbourne House

software.

($24.95/ S24.95)

CATERPILLAR
Tfie NewestgamebyLarryAshmun. A
real blockbuster equal to his outstand-

ing Ahen Defense. Based on the game
Centipeed. Sure to be a #1 ganne

«1 c; a--'

GKEYMOON

Warzone
An exciting game only the smart survive.

Graphics, great sound and you can play

against the computer or a human toe.

Tape - 15.95 Disk 19.95

GREYMOON
The newest and best version of the game that

lets you be ruler of a country. Has sound

routines Very well written game. It's been in

the top ten two of the last three months.

(S15,95/$19,95)

fDRTRESS (SottHClor) 15.B5/1B,a5

DEFENSE COMMAND (Big Five] .. . .)5.Q5/)g.a5

SCARFMAN ICorntott] 15.95/10.95

AnACK FORCE iSig FIvb) 15.95/19.95

COSMIC FIGHTER (Big Five) 15.95/10.95

LASER ATTACK (Mad System) 15.95/10.95

SPACE CASTLE (CorniDttj 15.95/19.95

FORBIDDEN CITY 39,95

FORBIDDEN PLANET 3B 95

HOPPY
Based on arcade game Frogger This is a

great new game by Dubois and McNamara.

It is all M/C language for fast graphics. It

hassoundandworkswith the joystick. Like

the acrade version you try to guide your

frog across a highwayfull of cars and trucks

then jump across a river on the top of logs

PUTER'SHACi^
:691 Eason • Pontiac. Michigan 48054 , V^"™

; (313) 673-2Z24 Orders 1-800-392-8881

'"MMl^i^i^e and VISA OK. Please add S3,00 for Shipping in U,S,A,-$5,00forCanadaor

Mexico Proper postage outside of U.S, - Canada Mexico. ''^'^' ''''

' We are distributors for aM •*•

'Iz^

^See List of Advertisers on page 339



VIEWS

space. Although there is quite a bit you

can do within these confines, it does

place an absolute limit on the size of your

programs, which is much smaller than

that allowed by ordinary assemblers.

Since INTASM seems to be designed

primarily as an aid for Basic programmers

to learn to write their first programs in As-

sembly language, these limitations are

not as severe as they might at first appear.

Once familiarity is gained with the subset

of mnemonics, their effects on the regis-

ters and flags, the operation of the ASM2
assembler, and the use of break points to

debug Assembly-language programs, the

user may set aside this beginner's aid and

purchase an assembler and an interpre-

tive monitor/disassembler such as

TASMON or MACRO-MON.
INTASM is an excellent programming

aid which definitely helps beginners tak-

ing their first few groping steps toward be-

coming the Assembly-language super-

stars of tomorrow. For $20, it is well worth

its price. Keep in mind, though, that it is

meant as only a temporary means to gain

familiarity with Assembly language.H

H-O-R-K-S

Edu-Ware East

P.O. Box 336

Maynard, MA 01754
$24.95 cassette

$29.95 disk

by Wynne Keller

I

-0-R-K-S, (Home Office Record Keep-

ing System) is a bookkeeping system
for those with complicated financial lives.

It doesn't balance the checkbook or rec-

oncile the bank statement, but it orga-

nizes financial records so you can find out

where the money goes as well as where it

comes from. The minimum system re-

quired is a Model I or 11! with 32K and one
disk drive; the Model I holds about 800

records, and a Model III about 2000.

Before you use the program, choose
credit and debit account names. You're

allowed a total of 33 credit and 33 debit ac-

counts; some credit accounts might be

salary, interest or dividends. Expenses in-

clude all the categories for itemized de-

ductions on an income tax return, as well

as standard household expenses. Name
these accounts the first time you run the

program, and you can change the names
later If necessary; however, any dollar

amounts in an account will remain after a

name change. For this reason, only

change names at the end of the year. Think

carefully about which expense/income

categories you need before beginning.

After the program is initialized with ac-

count names, transactions can be en-

tered. Each account name and its code

number is displayed on the screen for ref-

erence. Type the date of the transaction,

item, amount, tax and account code num-

ber. A transaction might correspond to a

check you've written, or it might be a cash

expense, or income. If you wrote a check

to a grocery store, but the total amount
wasn't all food, you might want to enter

Buying a GENulNb rRS-80 direct, literally, means buying from
the Tandy Warehouses in Fort Worth, For the end user this is not
possible. However, the closer a retailer is located to the source
the lower his cost per unit and the closer his buyer can come to

"almost" buying direct. WE ARE CLOSER so WE SELL LOWER.
It only takes a FREE phone call to verify this FACT.

WARRANTY :

ONLY A GENUINE TRS-80 purchased
from an Authorized-Outlet can have
the Radio Shack Warranty.

BUYER BEWARE OF IMITATIONS

i'1

* r#4

J&*

SAVE SALES TAX*
PLUS DISCOUNT

-TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD ONLY 4%

"WE ARE CLOSER"

ORTH COMPUTERS

TM; TRADE MARK OF THE TANDY CORPORATION

tN TEXAS CALL 817-573-4111
*

TOLL FREE ORDER NUI^BER: 1 - 8 00 4 33 -S-A-V-E

377 PLAZA GRANBURY • FORT WORTH • TEXAS 76048 *^ 214
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that check as two transactions, one for

food and one for household supplies. Af-

ter the entry is complete, you're allowed to

correct any errors, if an error is not cor-

rected at this point, it can only be cor-

rected later by using the audit function.

The audit feature records all changes

made in a file, storing the old and the new
information.

Several printouts are available. Those

most appreciated at income tax time are

summaries by account. For example, if

contributions were an expense category,

a list of all contributions, with a total, is

easily obtained. Transactions can be

printed by the month, or continuously for

the entire file. A profit/loss statement to-

tals expenses and subtracts them from in-

come, giving the balance. All printouts are

available on screen if there is no printer.

The program tallies the tax on any item

separately. This feature can be used to

prove sales tax paid throughout the year,

if you feel your sales tax expense exceeds

the IRS charts. If you derive part of your in-

come from sales of taxable goods, use the

tax feature to figure the amount you must

pay the state for your sales.

This is a useful program, but there are

some aggravations, which are apparent

when you use audit file. The more
changes you record in the audit file, the

fewer expenses/credits will fit on the disk,

so it is important to keep audit changes to

a minimum. Unfortunately it's easy to add

audit changes unintentionally from inade-

quate error trapping in the program.

For example, the date must be entered

as dual digits separated by a comma
(12, 31, 81). Since this is an unusual for-

mat, it's easy to forget and type 12/31/81.

There's no error trap for this, and the pro-

gram scrolls the screen and prints two

question marks, looking for the rest of the

date. If you compound the mistake by typ-

ing the whole date, you get an "extra

ignored" message and the date will be

garbage. You can fix this error at the end

of the transaction, but the screen is still

missing the top two lines, which show the

account names and code numbers. Press-

ing enter during transaction entry

duplicates the previous entry. Pressing

enter for the date duplicates the current

date, not the previous entry's date. This is

confusing until you get used to it; if you

make a date error and fail to notice it, the

audit function won't correct it later.

The only way to correct a date error is to

delete the transaction and retype it. Unfor-

tunately this is learned by trial and error,

and each trial is recorded by the audit

function. It'seasy totypein thetaxforone

item, and then press enter for the tax on

the next Item, forgetting this duplicates

the same tax for the second item, rather

than giving a zero tax.

Select printouts one at a time; you can-

not ask for printouts of all expense ac-

counts and then walk away. Paper must
be adjusted manually between each print-

out. There is no sort, so all entries are

printed in the order they were typed.

In a business environment, this pro-

gram would cause too many errors and is

too awkward to use. It is marketed for the

home office, and as such, is a good buy.

For the money, the program is very useful,

and could help organize a complicated

personal or sideline business/hobby

budget.

NEW PRINTERS ADDED! FIND YOUHS BELOW. RIBBON SALE EXACT REPUICEMENTS. LONG-UFE, HEAVY MCNG

Go*>,a
TK>B "o"^*'

RADIO SHACK-CENTRONICS-EPSON-ANADEX-^ASE 2- HEWLETT PACKARD~MAUBIHBM-NEC-CJT0H-1DS

PRINTER ^
MAKE. MODEL NUMBER \
(Contact us il yon prwrlot is

not isted. We can probabfy
RELOAD yoi« oW cartrkl9«sJ

RIBBON
SIZE

ANADEX 9000 Senes

BASE 2

CENTRONICS 7-meg
702/703/704/753

HP-MALIBU 2603-2631
RADIO SHACK
DAISY WHEEL II

Carbon Film (26-1419)

COLORS n^tr,
Lona-L.te Fabric (1449)

LP l-ll-IV 700 Zip-Pack
(1413) 730/737/7»»/779

LP lll-V (26-1414)

LP VI-VIII (26-1418)

LP VII (26-1424)

EPSON MXro-80 IBM

MX100

C.ITOH 8510 Sanes

,_,„ Paper 45O/460
I U b Tlgwr 500 Socias

DATA ROYAL sooo

NEC 8023 Series

S4>invnilor Fabric

WW

INSERTS
EZ-LOAD™

ml ^CAVY WtOK. Our hsIrucfiDnE :

DROP IN, NO WINDING!
S/* Cjt^MijK WOT hcIuObiL

$21/3 S78/12

SlS/3 SG6/I2

S25/6 S48/12 S270/72

$30/6 $58/12 $324/72

$24/3 $47/6 $90/12

S13/3

$18/3 $66/12

$18/3 $66/12

$78/12

$18/3 $66/12

$18/3 $66/12

S18/3 S66/12

$18/3

RELOADS
You SEND your used

CARTRIDGES to us. We
RELOAD them for you.

Sua/'

$10/1 $9/2 or mora

S9/1 $8/2 01 more

$11/1 5 10/2 or more

$20/1 $18/2 or more

S 15/3 or more

$ 1 8/3 or more

$ 9/1 $8/2 or more

$9/1 S8/2 or more

S 9/1 $8/2 or more

$9/1 S8/2 or more

$10/1 $9/2 or more

$9/1 S8/2 or more

$1 1/1 $10/2 or more

$9/1 $8/2 or more

58/2 or more

$7/2 or more

HUKHIKLl MUll r llHLlKHINi; HV MAIL''
sm»ll>>sl Hnrt Lflrt!es\ spi-ounl. You receiv

IMAl.E Pl.l^S-" fdlino »nd osrOon film. Ou
ipemor's products and

['Ian. WCvf Det^n in busii

some of llie tinesl nbboi
T5bons fi[ your printer e

.mazed AT vfha! we ger.

itable rnade ot

Id H?fin pleB-se T^e

lur own eicLusive

received i faOr

hail 10 unwind and dump out on tfie laDLe before yog eould

seru thai hsd no en.(-of-nt>Don srnsor' Of, '-meg oarlridges witd •:

Our only Bu.smpss is KIMHON manufaf luring and distribution. «s use

BQuipfnenl and are l>les.ied with a fine, dedicated slaff. Vie fullyigu

use il' he have. Or, garDon film in-

inly MALK enough ribbon at full retail?

Ihe latest slale-ot-Ihe-an produstion

ill our products Oecause we make
tJiem our^

in 2i hour

elves,Vou
4. nriir (o chu

pletely satisfied, period. Our ntjbons are made fresh daMy
nd newsletter "\HK SPOTS". Deal

.2^^
nd shipped "iilh-

NEW
CARTRIDGES

(fr«M tha various
manutactnrarB. Subject

lo avaiiabnity.* )

$/*

$30/2 $87/6 $168/12

$25/2 $72/6 $140/12

$18/3 $70/12 $408/72

$21/3 $82/12 $480/72

$20/2 $58/6 $1 12/12

$25/2 $75/6 $150/12

$22/2 $66/6 $132/12

•$16/2 $48/6 $96/12

S22/2 $60/6 $108/12

* $36/2 •

SILVER DOLLAR
WIND to LOAD
WHY DO WE SELL THESE?

This is Ihe type ribbon you get if you
order from our fellow adverlisers.We

Bell them for less since we make them

ourselves. Do you really like the mesa
and ineonvenienee of unwinding and

dumping this type ribtion into a waale-

basket or out on a newspaper and/or

minding it into your cartridge' We
don^t know why these are being sold.

Computers should simplify your hfe,

not make it more complen Jusl to save

a tew pennies, Vou are welcome to

order these if you cannot afford our

E/.-LOAD- INSEKTS, HELOi^DS, or

NEW CAHTRIOOES. But HEWAKh'
You now know how to avoid disap-

pointment. One more faulion: be sure

to check the length of any ribbon

BEFORE you buy it. For instance, an

MX-lOO ribbon should be 3D yards

long, not 20 as in the MX-80,

$12/3 $44/12 S252/72

$11/3 $40/12 $228/72

$12/3 $44/12 $252/72

$18/3 $86/12 $360/72

BJorhythms.Trap
Rip Cor*, Tacht Sea
Concerrtratton k 4 more

MODEL II
8' GAME DISCS

$25 each

Volume 2

Ugly, Bingo
Towars, Btack|ack

Farkie, Poay & 3 mor«

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER, or COD TO:

BCCOMPCO
800 SOUTH 17 BOX 246
SUMMERSVILLE MO 65571

417 932-4196 ^^ i52

WE PAY UPS SHIPPING ON PREPAID ORDERS. PLEASE
INCLUDE STREET ADDRESS FOR UPS DELIVERY. ADD $1.00

FOR POSTAL OR ALASKA, HAWAII, CANADA, HEXICO.
FOREIGN ADD 10%, US FUNDS. CALL FOR NET 30.

^See Lis! ot Advertisers on page 339 'Micro, September 1982 • 71



Don't

Rodney Zaks

Sybex

2344 6th St.

Berkeley, CA 94770

Softcover, 200 pp.

$11.95

by Tim Daniel

Is
your software unreliable? Does your

computer behave erratically? Perhaps

the problem is not in the program or the

hardware. Maybe the difficulty lies with

you, the user. Starting with the premise

that computers are reliable, Don't ex-

plores how the human element can con-

tribute to the successful operation of

a computer.

Author Rodney Zaks makes a very good

Color Computer Disk System
Tandy/Radio Shack
Fort Worth, TX
Cat. #26-3022

$599

by Jake Commander
80 Micro staff

Those Color Computer owners amongst
you that have been struggling with

tape systems need struggle no longer. I've

been trying out the Color Computer Disk

System for over two months and consider

it to be a reliable piece of equipment. Any-

one that's already gone the disk route

knows that it's more than a luxury; it's a
downright necessity. The increase in reli-

ability and the savings in time more than

justify the extra cost.

The advantages of disk versus tape are

well known by now, but for the newcom-
ers, here's a rundown of the main advan-

tages. The ability to perform loads and
saves at high speed is the main benefit to

any disk user. Since any program you de-

velop has to be stored somewhere while

the computer is not being used, this is the

most obvious advantage to owning a disk

unit. Compared to tape I/O, a disk can be

many limes faster; in a test I made of a

10K program, it took one minute, seven

point with his unusual choice of a title.

Much of the secret to reliable computer

operation can be expressed in the form of

don'ts. Luckily the book's 200 pages also

delve into some of the positive aspects of

computer housekeeping. However, in the

end, Don't isasobering tale, one that may
save you a iot of time and money if you

heed its lessons.

Much of Don't is devoted to computers

in business settings. Discussions about

hard disks, computer security and the

design of a computer room are not going

to appeal to a hacker. Hobbyists,

however, will find familiar advice in the

chapters on floppy disks and electrical

problems. As a further gesture, each

chapter includes a box that lists specific

tips for the home computer user.

DonYappeals to the thinking reader. In-

seconds to save on tape and nine seconds

to save on disk. Subsequent loading took

one minute, seven seconds from tape and

7.5 seconds from disk. The advantage in

speed is made obvious by these figures,

but there's another important gain with

disk— reliability.

The tape system used in the Color Com-
puter is fairly reliable (and faster than the

Model 1} but suffers from the inherent limi-

tations faced when recording any digital

information on an audio machine. Audio

recorders are made to do just that; record

audio information, usually in the form of

music and speech. In order to save digital

information, the data (consisting of a

stream of zeroes and ones) has to be con-

verted to audio tones; one tone for a zero

and another for a one. This is asking a lot

of a low-cost cassette recorder. Although

it's possible to achieve a satisfactory de-

gree of reliability, problems occur all too

often and always at the wrong time.

Disk systems, however, are designed to

record the binary information directly as

magnetic pulses without an Intermediate

conversion to audio tones. A stage left out

from the electronics is a stage that can't

go wrong, which in itself improves reliabil-

ity. Add to that the fact that disks are fine

tuned to record bits of data at high speed

and you're talking the difference between

".
. . the Radio Shack people have proven

their strategy to work. . . . buy the

approved product and remain in the fold,

or buy. . .cheaper. . . and risk being on your own."

stead of supplying you witfi a multitude of

checklists, Zaks wants his readers to

know why they shouldn't smoke neartheir

computer or leave a disk out of its jacket.

A knowledge of computer jargon is helpful

but not necessary. With the exception of a

few problems that are left unexplained or

unsolved Don't is easy reading. Cartoons

and photos help to break up the pessimis-

tic text.

If you are going to spend $10,000 or

$20,000 for a business system. Don't is re-

quired reading. Salesmen and manufac-

turer's literature will provide you with

plenty of assurances, but in the end It's

your computer and your problem. Hobby-

ists who are plagued with unexpjainable

failures just might find some answers in

Don't. In any case the $11 .95 cover price is

an inexpensive way to peace of mind.B

a kludge and the real thing.

Last but not least on the list of advan-

tages is the ability to perform random-ac-

cess I/O on a disk file (more correctly re-

ferred to as direct access in the manual).

This means that it's possible to create a

file consisting of a number of records and

then access any of those records at ran-

dom without having to step over unwant-

ed records. On a file of sequential records

(as on tape), a required record can only be

accessed after skipping all records in the

file that are in the way. The direct-access

feature allows for much more efficient ac-

cess—it's no longer necessary to read 99

records to get at the hundredth.

Tfie Color Computer Disk System
comes in a box containing a disk drive, a

connector cable, a blank floppy disk, an

owner's manual, and a cartridge which

fits in the slot at the right side of the key-

board. You won't be able to use any pe-

ripherals that use the cartridge slot as it is

commandeered by the disk I/O cartridge.

This is something that Radio Shack could

have engineered their way out of if they'd

wanted to. I'm puzzled as to why they

didn't continue the bus on from the back

of the cartridge to aliow further expansion

to take place.

The whole thing seems a little over-

priced in view of the current prices being

charged for disk drives, but the Radio

Shack people have proven their marketing

strategy to work. You either buy the ap-

proved product and remain in the fold, or

buy from a cheaper, alternative source

and take the risk of being on your own.

Hooking up the drive is simple. Turn the

computer off, insert the cartridge in the

slot, connect the drive cable between car-

tridge and drive, and plug in the drive and

72 • 80 Micro, September 1982



MAILING LIS
STEM $89.
^ (Tandy Trade Mark) Model I and 111

We jjiuuuiy present here what many consider to be the most

powerfu! and versatile mailing list system on the market today. It

is primarily written in BASIC. ..with embedded machine code for

the speed sensitive areas. This makes our system easy to modify,

yet extremely fast...Our system is specifically configured to run

on floppy disk drives. Some other major systems, run on floppies

but are really intended for use on hard disk drives. To get the real

benefit of such a system, one usually has to purchase expanded

track/density disk drives and even then a problem occurs when

atl the drives are filled with data. We have neatly solved this

problem by allowing all your data disks to be maintained in

continuous order even though, due to hmitations of your drives,

the list is too large to all be "on line" at one time. Thus our

system accomodates extremely large hsts using your existing

drives and yet avoides the "segmented" data problems of the

hard disk approach.

• Simple to use, ..even for the novice.

• Permits 2260 names on-line with 40 track dbl density

drives and almost 5000 names with 80 track drives, 35

track single density drives permit 1025 on-line entries.

• Super fast sort by alp. or zip order (8 sec. for 1000

entries)., both orders can exist simultaneously on disk.

• High speed recovery of entries from disk., speed of sort is

meaningless if retrieval from disk is slow. ..ours pulls in

over 11 per sec!

• Optionally supports a second address line.^

• Transfers old files over to our system. "^^^HHB LOOK!

• Zip order is "sub-alphabetized".

• Less than 5 digit zips have leading O's appended.

• Supports 9 digit zips, Canadian zips, and foreign abbrev.

• Backup data disks are easily updated as entries are

created, edited, or sorted. ..extremely useful!!

• Optional reversal of names about commas. This permits

disk storage in last-name-first order to facilitate mean-

ingful alph order while the printout will be In "natural"

order.

Permits telephone, account, and/or serial numbers, etc.

Prints on envelopes or on labels, 1. 2, 3, or 4 across.

Test label/envelope printing lets you make horizontal and

vertical adjustments with ease.

Master printout of your list in several formats (not just a

rehash of the labels)...extremely useful.

Selective printing by specific zips or by zip range.

Editing is simple and fast.. .automatic search. Batch

transfer of edited entries to backup disks.

Optionally provides for duplicate labels.

Deleted entries have "holes" on disk filled automatically

and alph. order is still maintained!

System adjusts to any DOS.
Automatic "repeat" feature for ease of entry.

Load and "scrolT'/edit through entries on disk.

All labels optionally support an "ATTN:" line with pro-

visions for multiple entries.

Plenty of user defined fields with various options for

simultaneously purging and selecting the printout,. .even

allows for inequalities. ..powerful and easy to use.

All 0's in address labels are replaced by easier to read O's.

Continuous display of numbers of labels/envelopes printed.

Each disk entry automatically "remembers" how many
mailings have been made for that particular entry, ..Can

be tied in with purge/select.

Extensive use of error traps (both operator and machine

induced),,,even recovers from a power failure during a

printout!. ..recycling on disk errors.

Extensive documention manual.

Hardware requirements; 32K, printer, and 1 or 2 drives.I

FORM LETTER ( ) $39.95
Use alone or with the

mail list system
Create letters and store on disk with provisions for later retrieval

and additions. Then print the letters using your mailing list,

• Same select and purge features as mailing list system,

• Select either continuous fanfold or "cut sheet" paper,

• Selectable tabing, test printing, and paging,

• Allows regular or legal size pages.

• Greetings are selectable by codes on mailing list. Options

include Mr,/Mrs,, First/Last Name, global, or user defined.

SIG N (Supplied on tape, can be transferred to disk) $
Produce large (reduced 50% here) attention getting signs.

sssssssss miTTTn mxooaxi piwpfw
S£ SS TmiTTTT 00 CO PP PP

SS 1

SSSSSSSSS 1

SSSSSSSS5 1

SS

SS SS

00 DO FP PP

00 00 PPPFPPPPP

9) cn FPPPPPPPP

00 X PP

00 00 Pf

(Moooooa) PP

oocoeac (ooooaoo

M 00 1»
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00 cc

00 00

00 00

00 00

00 »
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00 » KK

M my.

DO 133};

00 "I! tt
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LLLLLLLLL (COOOOOB [iHCOOOO I*

DCiii

SUPER CALENDAR (Supplied on tape only) $19.i*5
Prints out calendars of individual months of years ranging from

1583 to any time m the future. Standard banker's holidays are

noted... Additionally prints out large "graphics" type wall

calendars with memos under each day,,, Use as a planning

calendarwith optional disk storage. ..Requires 16K and a printer.

Football Scouting Report (Disk only) $89.95
Charge local high schools and colleges up to $1000 per season

for these sophisticated reports. Documentation manual avail-

able alone for $3.95 + $2.00 shipping and handling.

. . /Suppled on tape, can bek ^-- ^i.Loan Amortization [ transferred to disk J $29,95
Achieves pin point accuracy with a built in calendar.., This

sophisticated program produces an exceptionally professional

looking printout that includes yearly summaries as well as

"totals-to-date".,, Several options for calculating interest includ-

ing one that pushes the payment date ahead to the next business

day if the regular pay date falls on a weekend or holiday.

Hardware requirements: Model I or III, 16K, and a printer.

FAST SORT
and

ALPHABETIZER
(Disk only) $29.95

Interfaces to your own basic

programs.. .sort with the speed of

machine code but with the con-

venience of basic. Use your disk

to merge our short basic programs

with embedded machine code) with your own basic program.

Follow simple instructions to set up a sort of string, integer,

single, or double precision arrays (also ascending or descending

order). Also included is a ready to use basic program (already

merged with the ORDER program) Use it to obtain a printout of

alphabetized names.

Sample Sort Times

8 sec for 1000 dbl. prec, numbers .,50 sec. for 5000 integers.

Mailing Lilt Svitcm loan Antortitjition

Fast Sort A Alph

Supercalendar

football Satui-

Precision Prototypes '^^

410 E. Roca Refugio, TX. 78377 (512)526-4758

'See List ot ActverUSers on page 339
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me will meet or SQREVIEWS

rHi>-Bu«^ Moaei
by Radio Shack
Reg. $3499.00

*3019
64K Pure Radio

Shack Factory

Built and Tested

ATAiV, 4*00 Hoi
wMh 48K of RAM
Reg. $1097

1*779
Complete with

lOK ROM and

48K RAM All

ownpr manuals, BASIC Cartridge. and-RFl

, RS-ao® Model III

by Radio Shack

260-1066 48K
with RS-232
and 2-Disc

Drives, Offer

expires 9/30

the others, hut

Selection - ATARI • APPLE • TRS-80

• EPSON • OKIDATA • C. ITOH. etc.

Service — Most items in stock (or

immediate shipment.

Write or call for FREE Computer Catalog*

with pictures, specs, accessories and prices.

LLTOLL FREE:
-526-5313

TER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC.

shall Hill Road. West Milford Mall
IJIford. New Jersey 07480-2198

In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
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switch it on. Ail that remains is to switch

the computer on. You wiil be greeted by a

new message telling you that you're now
.running under Disk Extended Color Basic.

A whole series of new features now
awaits you.

For users of other microcomputers, the

first surprise on powering up is that the fa-

miliar sound of the disk loading a boot-

strap loader is missing. With the Color

Computer, the disk operating system is al-

ready in the ROM contained in the car-

tridge. This has a couple of advantages

such as not wasting disk space with the

operating system code and keeping the

DOS code inviolate against any reckless

POKES or errant machine-code programs.

The disadvantages are that the DOS is un-

changeable (being in ROM) and the memo-
ry used by the DOS is unavailable for any

other use. This is a typical computer
trade-off; the good part in this case is that

the DOS is always available, uncorrupted

and ready to go.

The drive unit itself is manufactured on
behalf of Radio Shack in Japan and no

labels on the outside give away the pro-

ducer. You take what you're offered as it's

not possible to buy the system without at

least one drive. However, the drive has a

good solid feel about it and I've had no
problems in the time I've used it. I also

have a second Shugart drive hooked up to

the computer and this has also performed

without error.

It's possible to have up to four double-

density, 35-track drives connected, al-

though the cable supplied is only config-

ured for two. A second drive is more of a

luxury on the Color Computer than it is on
the Models I and III because the same
amount of room is available on the first

drive as on the others; 35 tracks of 18 sec-

tors at 256 bytes per sector— that's a total

of 156K (excluding the directory track). Of

course, if you have large files, you may

need to spread them across two disks.

The convenience of backing up from one
drive to another without having to swap
disks is one undeniable advantage of hav-

ing more than one drive.

The documentation supplied comes in

the form of a standard 8.5 by 1 1-inch soft-

cover book. But why is this documenta-
tion a standard size when the other two

Color Computer manuals measure 11 by

8.5—the other way around! I now have a

hodge-podge of manuals on my shelf and
I'm hereby kicking up a fuss. Seriously, it

would have been so much tidier if all the

documentation came in the same format;

preferably 8.5 by 11-inch loose-leafed

manuals with holes for a three-ring binder.

Then the whole thing could go in one cover

and it wouldn't be necessary to have ump-
teen manuals spread all over the work area.

Now that the dust has settled from that

tirade let me say that the manual for the

disk system is extremely well written. It's

most definitely aimed at the novice and
patiently goes through the A to Z of using

disks in a most understandable manner.

The style is in keeping with the other man-
uals with plenty of use of cartoons to help

break up the monotony. This format

makes the manual a little difficult to use
as a reference as you may have to wade
through a few dozen smiling floppy disks

in an attempt to get what you're after. On
the other side of the coin, the manual is

well indexed and contains eight appen-

dices to make referencing easier. The
book contains a useful section on using

the disk from machine-language pro-

grams, which is written in the same easy

style and could be understood by relative

beginners.

The Color Computer Disk System is reli-

able, easy to use, a wee bit expensive but

the only way to go if you're serious about

getting the most out of your Color Com-
puter.

Penetrator

Melbourne House Software
6917 Valjean Ave.

Van Nuys,CA 91406

Models I &III

$24.95 disk or cassette

by Michael E. Nadeau
80 Micro staff

Penetrator is a state-of-the-art game
for the TRS-80 loosely based on the

arcade game Defender. You are the sole

survivor of a fighter squadron whose mis-

sion is to make it through four defense
rings and blow up an illegal cache of

neutron bombs. Along the way you face

anti-aircraft missiles, radar Installations

and paratroopers; it's enough to give Al

Haig goosebumps.
This is a game of skill; your craft always

moves forward with only momentary thrust

and braking at your disposal. Your wea-

pons are forward missiles and bombs, via

the right arrow and space bar respective-

ly. Timing is critical on the bomb drops;

they are used primarilyon the radar instal-

lations you must destroy to avoid detec-

tion. The bombs are also your only means
of destroying the neutron bombs.
The landscape is as treacherous as

your enemies. Certain spots require pre-

cise braking and maneuvering. In many



places there is no room for error, especial-

ly if you have to avoid missiles as weW.

But this is where the best feature of

Penetrator comes in: You may make cus-

tom landscapes to suit your ability. You

can remove difficult areas and add or sub-

tract missiles and radar bases. (The para-

troopers appear only in the last defense

ring in proportion to the number of other

defenses you leave there.) This landscape

editing tai<es a few minutes, but it is a

unique way of providing different difficul-

ty ratings in a computer game.

Another good feature is the training

mode. You may play continuously until

youget the hang of the game; it's as close

to immortality as you'll get.

While the action is fast, I have seen

faster. The game is still quite challenging,

though.

Sound, Graphics, and Documentation

The graphics in this game are very simi-

lar to Adventure International's Elimi-

nator, except for the display you get after

destroying the bomb cache (something

like Fourth of July fireworks). The graph-

"Vou may make custom landscapes to

suit your ability. . . . This landscape

editing takes a few minutes, but it is a

unique way of providing different difficulty ratings.

ics are about as good as is possible on the

TRS-80.

The sound is great; you get snappy littie

tunes at the beginning of each game and a

triumphant number after blowing up the

bomb cache. The only game program I

have seen that compares with this game's

sound is Voyage of the Valkyrie.

The documentation is better than it

probably has to be. Many similar games
use a one or two-page flyer-type instruc-

tion sheet. Penetrator's documentation is

in booklet form and can be read in a cou-

ple of minutes.

Advice for Improvement

Although I enjoyed this game, I have

one suggestion for improvement; I didn't

like having the thrust and fire control on

the same key (right arrow). This prevents

firing while thrusting and occasionally re-

sults in an unwanted thrust. Although I

didn't use a joystick, I don't see how the

fire/thrust method using one would be an

Improvement: To fire you jiggle the stick to

the right and hold it continuously for

thrust.

I would prefer using the enter or clear

key as well for firing, though I don't see

any easy way around this situation on the

joystick.

Penetrator is a very well done game pro-

gram and worth the asking price.*

WE TAPE NOW YOU WILL TOO!
WITH CASSETTE ENHANCEMENTS THAT W^mK

SPEED. RELIABILITY. VERSATILITY

KWICOS: (IVlod I) A programmer's program... for novice or expert.

Not just a simple speed-up (2x to 6x keyboard select) but an easy

to use operating system that fully supports your cassette recorder.

Features: save, load, verify, search, chain-load, catalog, and test-

read of both BASIC and machine code programs; passwords, long

titles, debounce, self 'backup' feature, and more $24

K0S3: (Mod 3) All 'kwicos' features at 2200 baud, plus KWI K set

of: clock and date, cassette high/low, I/O routing, etc $24

KWIKIT: (mini-system, BASIC programs only) EasyLoad double-

speed for Mod 1, 2200 baud for Mod 3. fi/lany 'kwicos' features

and upward compatible $9*50 (add $2 for debounce)

KWINK: 'SYSTEM' duplicator supreme. Makes stand-alone fast-

loading copy of any 'system' pgm (3 min tape in 44 sec!).. $12

KLOAD: Makes stand-alone fast-loading copy of BASIC programs.

Does for BASIC programs what 'kwink' does tor SYSTEMS... $12

KLOAN; (Model 3 only) Makes standard 500 or 1500 baud copy

of any standard 500/1500 baud SYSTEM program $|0

TAKE THE (Model 1) LOADS OFF YOUR MIND !

Plug in a LEMON-AID LOADER. ..in seconds.. .End SYSTEM
and CLOAD problems for good. PLUS flawlessly load Model 1

programs at 6x speeds using KWI K Software (see ad at left).

Model LL,.. Original

Great Little Loader.

$12.99

Model LLQ...Deluxe

with handy polarity

and bypass switch.

Plus volume control-

led speaker/earphone

jack for automatically

monitoring saves/loads.

jy SOFTWARE

816 E. Maupin Street

P.O. Box 328

Bolivar, Mo. 6&613
{417)326-7154

Mofitil LS3

Use Loader and Soft Switch

together or use either bg

itself.

NEW.. .Model LSS...Pushbutton and CPU controlled solid state

"soft" switch. Pre-position tape to start of program without

danger of "switch hits." Automatic motor-off delay at end of

programs moves program past pressure rollers eliminating frus-

trating "pinch hits!" Protects delicate CPU relay contacts too.

Use with all Radio Shack and most other recorders. $ 16.99

LEMONS TECH SERVICES
325 N. Highway 65 P.O. Box 0429

Buffalo, fWlO. 65622

(417) 345-7643

Call either number any day [until 10 pm) for orders or information. $1.00 credit on all phone orders. US mail orders postpaid.

Add S3.00 for COD or overseas orders. Missouri residents add 3.125% sales tax. Satisfaction guaranteed on all products !
,-'358
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Color Berserk

Mark Data Products

Mission Viejo, CA 92691

$24.95 cassette

$29.95 disk

Cave IHunter

Mark Data Products

Mission Viejo, CA 92691

$24.95 cassette

$29.95 disk

by Kerry Leichtman

80 Micro staff

Neither Color Berserk nor Cave Hunter

break any barriers in their use of the

Color Computer's sound capability, nor

do they startle you with graphic displays.

But they are entertaining. After all, there's

more to games than graphics and sound.

There's action.

Cave IHunter

Cave Hunter's playing screen is a blue

square maze (representing cave pas-

sages). You, the hunter, a flat four-legged

"Cave Hunter's strategy is twofold. The

first, . . use your power deposits judiciously.

Second. . . try to get the treasure as

oiose to the top as possible.

.

.

"

green crab-like creature, are positioned at

the top of the maze over an opening. At

the bottom of the maze are four gold trea-

sures. Your mission is to, one at a time,

retrieve the treasures and safely deposit

them outside the opening at the top.

Of course there's competition. Not for

the gold but for right-of-passage through

the maze. Your competitors are also flat

and crab-like. There are three of them,

green, purple and orange. The three nas-

ties vyork together to corner and snuff you
out. When they do get you, your gold

treasure is left at the scene of the snuff.

You have allies. There are four red

boxes, called power deposits, in the maze.

If you move your crab through one of

Scripsit/" Pencil;"
BASIC and source

code files.

ft Little Program Lets

ackTo Big Computers,
Handy menu
of commands.

User-defined sisn-on
and communications

settings.

Continuous
status display.

Transmits
special and control

cfiaracters.

User-friendly
operation.

easy way to talk with bource,™ eornpuserve,"" other

computeis and a variety of bulletin boara systems. COMMWHIZ :s so simple to

use, you'll wonder why it hasn't been done before. Yet it offers professional ter-

minal capabilities to Mod 1 and Mod III users who have 32K with one disk or more.

And at $79.95 post-paid, talk is cheap. Specify Mod 1 or III. VISA, M/C accepted.

(VA residents add 4% sales tax.) All popular DOSs/Cassette Vers. Avail./lncludes

free auto file xfer prosram. From Dr. Dobbs Journal review;"We reccommend
COMMWHIZ. . .both powerful and easy to learn. . .a fine and truly 'smart' terminal

program which we will continue to use. . .its creators are responsive, helpful

and available." Source -TCV527. Compusen/e- 70220, 235.

Fall Discount Combo: Hayes Smartmodem & COMMWHIZ — $299 plus shipping.

VblksMicro Computer Systems Inc.
202 Packets Court, Suite C, Williamsburs, Virginia 23185 804-220-0005

TRS-80 and Scripalt are TMs of the Tandy Corp.
Electric Pencil is the TM of Michael Shrayer Software Inc.

^549

them, you become Super Crab! Your hunt-

er turns from green to red. And whiie red

you get to stomp the bad guys.

That's what I did at first, but there's no

real advantage in doing that. Before you

know it you're green again and the bug-

gers are swarming all over you. It's a bet-

ter idea to use the red armor as an oppor-

tunity to safely scoff your gold treasures

to your lair at the top of the maze.

Cave Hunter's strategy is twofold. The
first is obvious; use the power deposits

judiciously. Second, if you're going to get

snuffed, try to get the treasure as close to

the top as possible so your next hunter

won't have to go too far to retrieve it.

Color Berserk

In Color Berserk, the part you play is

that of a human; a refreshing touch. You
walk from room to room, each configured

differently and with electrified walls, zap-

ping hostile humpbacks. The humpbacks
fire lasers at you. You return fire by point-

ing your joystick in the direction you want

to shoot and pressing the fire button. The
complication here is that pointing your

joystick at your target also propels you

toward it. The humpbacks dissolve slowly,

so if you're too close you have to do some
hasty backtracking while he goes "phifft."

Evil Orville follows you like a demented
balloon throughout the game. There's

nothing you can do about Orville; he's im-

pervious to attack. Evil Orville, graphically

speaking, is a floating smiley face. You
know the kind: the round yellow face with

the two black dot eyes and wide smile.

The same face that appeared on every

bumper sticker, every print and television

ad, on beach towels, clothing and "Have a

nice day" buttons. Just once I'd like the

opportunity to blast that manic face with

a laser. It would have been a nice touch to

allow me that pleasure.

The graphics in Color Berserk are better

than those in Cave Hunter. Although the

graphics are not all that special, both

games do have nicely done opening dis-

piays. The sound is not very exciting in

either. Both games require joysticks: one
for single play and two for doubles. They
are not play-once-and-shelf-games. High

scores take practice, and low scores are

not tolerable.
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NEWSCRIPT 7.0 is a high-quality word processing system for the TRS-80 Model I and III. It's based

on the editing and formatting programs developed by IBM for use on mainframe time-sharing sys-

tems, and takes advantage of the easy-to-use capabilities of the Mod I and III. NEWSCRIPT 7.0 is

intended for use by people with a wide variety of word processing requirements ranging from sim-

ple letters and form letters ot contracts, large books and dissertations. Although fairiy easy to use,

its many features ensure that, as your word processing expertise increases, NEWSCRIPT 7.0 will

continue to meet your requirements.

Some of the outstanding features of NEWSCRIPT 7.0 are:

• Form letters with merging of names and

addresses

• Comprehensive manual with hundreds of

examples

• Centering, top/bottom titles, indents, pagination

• Underlining, boldface, double-width, italics

• Sub-scripts, super-scripts, proportional pitch

• Generates Table of Contents, sorted Index

• Allows block graphics, special symbols

• Search or replace globally or within a range

• Block move, copy, delete, insert from other file

• AUTOSAVE, WtlOOPS, DIRECTORY, KILLS.

REPEAT
• Based on IBM's "EDGAR" and "SCRIPT" systems

• Supplied ready-to-run on "tiny" DOSPLUS
• Easily transferred to NEWD05, NEWDOS/80,
LDOS, TRSDOS

• Includes handy Quick Reference Card

• Available as an OPTION is right-justified true proportional support for Diablo, Spinwriter, Starwriter, and

Qume (DaisyWheel Option)

• Another OPTION is the "PENCIL7SCRIPSIT File Converter for upgrading to NEWSCRIPT 7.0

(Some features work only if your printer has the mechanical capability)

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: 48K TRS-80 with one disk drive.

Specify Model I or III.

\EWSCRIPT 7.0
Cat No. 4113-MI or 4113-MIII rcg. $124.95

* $114.95

Mailing Labels Option
Cat No. 4114-MI or 4114-MIII reg. $29.95

* $27.95

SPECIAL: NEWSCRIPT 7.0/ + Labels
Cat No. 4115-MI or 4115-MIII reg. $139.95

* $124.95

Daisywheel Proportional/Option
Cat No. 4116-MI or 4116-MIII rcg. $49.95

* $46.95

'FREE SHIPPING WITH ORDER

HOW TO ORDER
Write or phone. Pay by check, M/C,

VISA, or COD (add $1 .50 for COD).

(800)423-5387 (213)886-9200

Offer expires Aug. 31, 1982. Men-

tion this ad and we pay shipping

(UPS ground only).

DISK
PROTECTOR CASES
• Holds 50 diskettes

• Attractive yet durable

• Perfect for home or office

Cat No. 2956 (5 "A")

DISKETTE SALE
Take your choice between two top-quality

brands of SVa" soft-sector, single-side

diskettes

VERBATIM DATALIFE DYSAN
(#525-01-18158) (#104/1)

Cat No. 1147 Cat No. 3966

* $30.00 * $38.95

19511 Business Ctr. Dr.

Dept V8
Northridge. CA 91324

W^t^ IN SOLTHER\ CALIFORMA, VISIT OUR RETAIL STORES
9511 Business Center Dr.

Northridge, CA 91324
2301 Artcsia Blvd.

>iiiiiiiHiiiiiii«iiiiHwaaiiitti«iii

444 S. Indian

Palm Springs. CA 92262
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EPS-80 Word Processor

ETF-80 Electric Typing Fingers

Personal Micro Computers Inc.

475 Ehis St.

Mountain View, CA 94943

$999 (OEM) EPS-80

$495 (OEM) ETF-80

by John P. Mello Jr.

80 Micro staff

For people who do a lot of writing,

Personal Micro Computers is making

an offer that's difficult to ignore: a word

processor for under $1,000.

The EPS-80 is a work-alike version of

PMC's work-alike TRS-80 Model I, the

PMC-80. However, the EPS system has

20K of ROM— 12K containing Microsoft

Basic and 8K with Michael Shrayer's Elec-

tric Pencil— and 48K of RAM.
The EPS-80 also contains a built-in

high-speed cassette deck for tape saves

and loads at 4,000 baud, more than 10

times faster than the TRS-80 Model I rate.

An eye-saving feature of the EPS-80 is

its Zenith monitor with green phosphor

screen, which can display 32 or 64

characters per line.

For printouts, the EPS-80 is advertised

with either PMC's DMP-85 dot-matrix

printer (a work-alike C. Itoh 8510/NEC

8023) or the EFT-80 actuator, which works

with IBM-like typewriters. I tested only the

actuator with a Silver Reed 213C type-

writer.

Although tape-based word processors

are the most inexpensive in today's

market, they have major disadvantages.

Loading a word-processing program at

m mm
ITEB

Pilot your tpac* thutti* through myitarloui,

hoatll* wortdi. T*n iklll l«v*ls.

Blast out of a ptaima phson and dock with th«

mothor thip b*tor* It l> too lato.

Hofd*E of alien attack v«u«l> plot to dcttory

th« Earth.

A lorga auorimsnt of fully docum«ntod
machine cod* lubroutlnos and basic

programs. ____^_

Buy two or more and
get 20% off!

All progroms roquir* 16K Ext. Basic or largar.

UNIVERSAL SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 71S

asi muevm 1

iinirf

''However, there is a

disadvantage to a

resident word-

processing program:

If you don't lil<e it,

you're stuck with it."

300 baud is painfully slow. And before the

advent of Color Computer word-proces-

sing, most good programs required a

minimum of 32K of RAM. The EPS-80 ad-

dresses those disadvantages with its

high-speed cassette deck and resident

word-processing program.

I found the built-in fidelity audio

recorder as fast as touted by PMC and ex-

perienced no bad loads during the three

weeks I tested it. An attractive feature of

the recorder is a volume level meter. It

allows you to load tapes without hearing

them. The ear-splitting whine of a tape be-

ing loaded may be music to some enthusi-

asts, but it's strictly audio torture to me.

Having Electric Pencil in ROM beats

waiting three minutes for a 16K word-

processing program to load. When you

turn on the EPS-80, you get the message:

(B)ASIC OR (E)LECTRIC PENCIL? Hit E

and you're in Pencil.

However, there is a disadvantage to a

resident word-processing program: If you

don't like it, you're stuck with it. And since

word-processing programs are always be-

ing updated, even if you start with state-

of-the-art software, it won't be that way
long. In the case of the EPS-80, it contains

one version of Pencil, while a newer ver-

sion, 2.0, is already on the market.

I found several things disconcerting

about the version of Pencil in the PMC
word processor;

• The blinking cursor is a constant

source of aggravation.

• There are no centering and footer func-

tions.

• Characters repeat themselves if a key is

held down for more than half a second. In

the course of typing, this creates a quasi-

key-bounce effect.

• If you type too fast, you lose letters on

inserts and word wraps.

• Having the down arrow as the control

key for numerous functions is an awkward
arrangement.

• All tabs are set eight spaces apart and
cannot be altered.

On the hard output end of things, PMC's
electric typing fingers required some
patience to install. Two metal mounting

pieces with adhesive on their bottoms are

placed on either side of the space bar.

Two screws on the bottom of the actuator

fit into the mounting pieces; two screws

on the top rest on the metal ledge above

the top row of typewriter keys. You must

adjust the screws, so the plastic typing

fingers are between .02-.08 inch above the

typewriter keys.

After a certain amount of trial and error,

I got the actuator to work and work

faithfully, pumping out 12 characters per

second. This may seem slow for people

accustomed to fast dot-matrix printing,

but once you compare the quality, you

might find the wait worthwhile.

There are a few things to keep in mind

when using the typing fingers. Left and
right margins must beset manually. If you

set the right margin too short, you will lose

all the characters from the point the

margin is hit to the point where the com-

puter finds a carriage return or line feed.

Also, the Silver Reed, like the IBM, will

double space even when the single-space

command is chosen. This is easily rec-

tified by using SX instead of SI when for-

matting. The SX command supresses line

feeds following carriage returns. This can

also be accomplished by manipulating

switches on the ETF.

One of the biggest drawbacks of the

EPS-80 is the amount of radio frequency

interference it emits. To my surprise (and

my neighbor's chagrin), the word pro-

cessor completely blocked out channels

4, 5 and 7, and distorted the picture on

channel 2. It did not interfere with UHF
stations.

I tried to limit the RFI. I wrapped the

CPU in aluminum foil. I still got in-

terference. Then I bought six aluminum

deep roaster pans, formed a cocoon

around the CPU, sewed the pans together

with number 20 bailing wire, and grounded

the wire to a radiator. That allowed me to

get audio from the tv but the picture was
still unrecognizable. And the neighbors

still complained.

When I called PMC about this problem,

one of their technical people explained

that tv signals in my area may be weak. Alt

the stations I receive originate in Boston,

more than 60 miles away. So as a point of

comparison, t brought home a Model III

and Color Computer to see if I got RFI

from them. I did, but not to the extent I did

from the EPS-80.

Despite the drawbacks of the EPS-80,

PMC deserves kudos for releasing a

"serious" micro aimed at the low end of

the market— especially in light of recent

trends, which seem to demand a low-end

micro be a game machine first and com-

puter second. So if you intend to get into

bargain-basement word processing, the

EPS-80 deserves your attention.
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the only one with all these features for your TRS-80 Color

51 column x 24 line screen display Hi Sophisticated full-screen editor

Real lower case characters sk Powerful text formatter

Works with any printer ma SptuM Mk~m drtvt^r

Runs in 16K or 32K mt Disk & cassette i/0

requires absolutely no hardware modifications

TELEWRITER
Telewriter is the powerful word processor

designed specifically for the Color
Computer. It can handle almost any
serious writing job and it is extremely easy

to use. It has all the advanced features you
need to create, edit, store, format and
print any kind of text. With Telewriter you
can quickly produce perfect, finished copy
for letters, reports, term papers, articles,

technical documentation, stories, novels,

screenplays, newsletters. It is also a

flexible and efficient way to take notes or

organize ideas and plans.

51x24 DISPLAY
The Color Computer is an incredibly

powerful and versatile computer, but for

text editing it has some major drawbacks.
The small 32 character by 16 line screen

format shows you too little of the text and,

combined with its lack of lower case

letters, bears little resemblance to the way
text really looks on the page. Reverse
video in place of lower case just adds
confusion.

Telewriter eliminates these shortcomings

with no hardware modifications required.

By using software alone. Telewriter

creates a new character set that has real

lower case letters, and puts 24 lines of 51

characters on the screen. That's more
on-screen characters than Apple II, Atari

or TRS-80 Model HI. That's more than

double the Color Computer's standard
display.

FULL SCREEN EDITOR
The Telewriter editor is designed for

maximum ease of use. The commands are

single key (or single key plus control key),

fast, and easy to remember. There is no
need to switch between insert modes and
delete modes and cursor movement
modes. You simply type. What you type is

inserted into the text at the cursor, on the

screen. What you see on the screen is

always the current state of your text. You

can move quickly through the text with

one key cursor movement in all 4

directions, or press the shift key
simultaneously for fast, auto-repeat. You
canjumptothe topor bottom of the text,

the beginning or end of aline, move
forward or backward a page at a time, or

scroll quickly up or down. When you type

past the end of the line, the wordwrap
feature ;!:;.\i'\ w .; i !•. anK t;. f'se iv";*.

. . . one ofihe best programsfor the Color

Computer I have seen . . .

— Color Computer News, Jan. 1982

You cui; cup> , iiio\ c oi dtlcLL- any i^izc

block of text, search repeatedly for any

pattern of characters, then instantly delete

it or replace it with another. Telewriter

gives you.atab key, tells you how much
space you have left in memory, and warns
you when the buffer is full.

FORMAT FEATURES
When it comes time to print out the

finished manuscript. Telewriter lets you
specify: left, right, top, and bottom
margins; line spacing and lines per page.

These parameters can be set before

printing or they can be dynamically
modified during printing with simple
format codes in the text.

. . .truly a state of thetart word processor . . .

oidstandini! in everv respect.

The RAINBOW, Jan. 1982

iciewiiies I'.iil jH! .nnatically number
pages {if you want) and automatically

center lines. It can chain print any number
of text files from cassette or disk without

user intervention. You can tell it to start a

new page anywhere in the text, pause at

the bottom of the page, and set the Baud
rate to any value (so you can run your
printer at top speed)

.

You can print all or any part of the text

buffer, abort the printing at any point, and
there is a "Typewriter" feature which
allows you to type straight to your printer.

Because Telewriter lets you output

numeric control codes directly (either

from the menu or during printing), it works
with any printer. There's even a special

driver for the Epson MX-80 that lets you
simply select any of its 1 2 fonts and do
underlining with a single underline

character.

CASSETTE AND DISK I/O

Because Telewriter makes using cassette

almost painless, you can still have a

poweri'ul word processor without the

major additional cost of a disk. The
advanced cassette handler will search in

the forward direction till it finds the first

valid file, so there's no need to keep
retyping a load command when you are

lost in your tape. The Verify command
checks your cassette saves to make sure

they're good. You can save all or any part

of the text buffer to disk or cassette and

you can append pre-existing files from
either medium to what you have in the

buffer already.

AVAILABLE NOW
Telewriter turns your Color Computer into

the lowest cost hi-power word processor

in the worid today. It mns in I6K or 32K
(32K recommended) and is so simple you
can be writing with it almost immediately.

It comes with 63 pages of documentation

and is fully supported by Cognitec.

Telewriter costs $49.95 including shipping

(California residents add 6% tax). To
order, specify disk or cassette and send
check or money order to:

Cognitec

704 Nob Ave.

Del Mar, Ca. 92014

Or call (714) 755-1258 weekdays 7 AM-
4PM PST. We wQl gladly answer your
questions.

Appleinsatradema/kofAppleCompiiterJrlC,;Atariisalrademarkof Atari Jnc.; TRS-80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corp.; MX-80 js a trademark of Epson America, Inc .^ 121
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Access DEC with

ReformaTTer conversion software lets

you read and write DEC RT- 1 1 single

density diskettes on your Model II

under TRSDOS or CP/M.

ReformaTTer is ideal if you want:
• Access to large system data bases
• Distributed data processing
• Offline program development
• Database conversion

With ReformaTTer, you have:
• Automatic file conversion between

Model 11 and DEC RT-1 1 single

density diskettes.

• Complete DEC file reorganization

and maintenance facilities.

• Access to RSTS/E, RSXl 1-M and
VAX/VMS via DEC resident utilities

reading RT-1 1.

Customers like Memorex, CIpjohn,

Arthur Young & Co., the G.M., Stan-
ford G., and Sandia Labs enjoy the
benefits of ReformaTTer. So can you.
Specify the version of ReformaTTer for

your operating system:
TRSDOS *^ DEC
CP/M ** DEC

TRSDOS version runs on one drive.

CP/M version requires two.

Other Model 11 versions of Refor-

maTTer conversion software include:

TRSDOS " CP/M
TRSDOS ** IBM"^

CP/M ^ IBM
Order ReformaTTer today at $249

each version.

'Available exclusively

from Radio Shack,

Cat. "26-4714.

(^380

(415) 324-9114
TWX: 910-370-7457

467 hlami lion Ave., Suile2, Palo Alto, CA 94301

I
Please send complete information on the follow-

ing versions of ReformaTTer

I Please send ReformaTTer n TRSDOS«DEC
ja CP/M-DEC.

I
My check for S249 (plus S5 shipping. Cal res,

I add 6Vj% sales tax).

j L- Charge to my D Visa D MasterCard.

j
*

.. __exp. date

I Signature^ „_^^__„_
jname __

I
Company

Street .
t

I

jCity .

! State_ Zip.

I
Mali to MlcroTech Exports, Inc.

I 467 Hamilton Ave.. Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Snapp Spooler

Snapp Inc.

3719 Mantell Ave.

Cincinnati, OH 45236

Models I, II, III

$100

by Alan Meyer

Snapp Inc. calls this product "A Per-

formance Enhancement Software

Package." I thought that an excellent de-

scription of what a spooler is and does.

Spooler stands for simultaneous peripher-

al operations on-line, and in the case of

this printer spooler it means that the com-

puter and printer work at the same time.

Therefore system performance (and in

most cases, program speed) is enhanced

by mai<;mg the computer and printer more
efficient.

Whether you need a printer spooler de-

pends on the type of computer work you

do. If you're a hobbyist, a spooler Is an ex-

tra nicety. If your plans are business com-

puting with printouts a spooler is nearly

essential.

My wife and I use a production program

to generate weekly reports. With each pro-

gram run, the machine computes, prints,

computes, prints, and so on several times.

Using a printer spoooler we have gained

15-200 percent In execution time vi/lthout

making any program changes. Thisgain is

significant as our business Increases. We
estimate another 10 percent gain when
the program Is modified to take advantage

of using the spooler. (Of course, gains

with other programs will differ.)

Another program we use makes fre-

quent disk accesses with printing in-be-

tween, typical of any mailing-list program.

Using the spoooler with this program "as-

is," we noticed a 25-percent speed in-

crease due to the overflapping of printing

and disk accessing. We were impressed

SFINKS3.0
William Fink

Suite 24B
1105 N. Main St.

Gainesville, FL 32601

$39.95

by Joel Benjamin

The nice thing about microcomputer

chess programs Is they play when you

want them to. When you've had enough,

that's okay with them too, I've been

searching around forjust such an obliging

chess opponent to run on my Model 1

TRS-80,

Although I've played with a number of

with the speed Increase and pleased that

our programs run unmodified. Snapp
points out that programs that POKE data

directly to the printer address (37E8H) will

scramble the output and need to be

changed, since the spooler continually

uses the printer address.

The Snapp Spooler is available for the

Models I, II and III. The Model I version

comes with 42 different spooler versions.

Each version is geared to a specific mem-
ory size/buffer size and automatically in-

itializes itself and sets memory size. Some
versions allow high memory routines to re-

main unaffected. The biggest problem is

choosing which one to use. What buffer

size you choose depends upon how much
you use the printer and how much memo-
ry you can give up to the print buffer. With

our production program running on a 48K
machine, we started with a 4K print buffer.

As need for more variables memory in-

creased, we used a 2K buffer size with no

noticeable speed loss.

If you own a Line Printer III with the

motor on/off hardware installed, Snapp in-

cludes a program that patches all 42 ver-

sions of the spooler to operate this fea-

ture. Early versions of NEWDOS didn't

respect the top of memory pointers, so

Snapp Includes a patching program that

applies Apparat's recommended patched

to NEWDOS and corrects the problem.

The spooler Incorporates the Radio

Shack LPC driver, which is needed to run

with their printers. (This feature modifies

the system to Ignore LPRINT commands
without print data following it.)

We use a Line Printer VI and wanted to

use the graphics characters, but found

that the spooler filtered them out (associ-

ated withthe LPC feature). Bob Snapp
quickly provided a patch to correct the

problem and will provide it for other users

with similar needs. I've found this custom-

er support typical of Snapp Inc.. and re-

freshing in the software field.

micro-chess programs, most of them play

so poorly or inconsistently that I lost In-

terest pretty fast. Imagine playing 15

moves in a closely contested game only to

have the program give away its bishop for

no compensation. These frustrating ex-

periences helped me to appreciate

SFINKS3.0.
SFINKS 3.0, written by Bill Fink, comes

on a copy protected disk or cassette for

either the Model I or III TRS-80 with at

least 32K of memory.
The first thing you notice about the

game is the clear unambiguous graphics

portrayal of the pieces. The low-density

graphics display of the TRS-80 presents



grams. 10 to 15 noaes. Built-in models for transistors, op-amps,

transmission lines. Plots amplitude and phase. Available for

TRS-80 Disk BASIC 48K, CP/M and H-89 computer systems.

l.CAdjnear Circuit Analysis) St29.9S..,.. ,.. ... ...,fv;^ ^4;,.;

TCACrransieiu Circuit Analvsis) S129.9S ' ' ;, „ -2^:\1^K

T1X:A (Both ofthe above programs) _ S169,9S I
k-'^i^-rP :-

DataBase Management for the TRS-8Q^ 5 ?^^
DBM-I is designed to be sophisticated yet easy tt) use . ExtensiyeV-

screen prompts with cross reference to the documentation to?;^'
;;;

^

make this program one of the best documented on the market.

256 byte fields, 256 byte field names, machine language assisted -

sort, flexible report generator with field arithmetic and column
totals. Available for TRS-80 with 48K and one or more disk driveSv

I)BM-1 SW.95 J ;
'

DBM-I S199.00 Purchased with LD()Srl(Specif\lbr^)

MilmMmmi
package and machine language overlay loader. Create compile: :.

screen graphics with a few simple commands in BASIC or '

machine language. The overlay loader allows multiple machine

language programs to be called from the disk while in BASIC.

(iRASS S59-95 ..^%v'

Manuals availablefor any ofthe abovepackagesfor SI5. 0(K

To order call (505) 255-6451 weekdavsbetween noon and v

accepted. Dealer inquiriiesiflri^av;^f;Vi' ./,';; ^''"\.-_, '''', ''rti'V

'TEL ^

'ELECTRONIC 'W&
V ItmaW-COHPlTER SYSTEMS AND SIPPLIES ^; : l^-!;

V ;> '|i^HS*l8C0NSlN. NE • ALBIQIERQIE, NM 8-^108 >*|W^

I r\ ,-r*^

* * * * r^ U i ru^ t * * * *

PROGRESSn/c ELECTRONICS
is now authorized

SALES and SERVICE
for

MICRO DESIGN PRODUCTS

Board &

Manual

M 1 M - 3

Expansion Expansion

MDX2 MDX3
$74.95 $74.95

Pans Kii $205.00 $205.00

Assembled

& Tested $399.95 $324.95

phone
Modem

MDX4
$29.95

$40.00

$99.95

Aluminum Enclosures for the MDX2 ^45 00
Mill Inlernal Drive Installation Kit ^119.95
includes Power Suppy. Cables. Mounting Brackets

643 E CHESTNUT ST
LANCASTER OH 43130

614/687-1019 hrs9-9EST

-See Lisf of Advertisers on page 339

i^FTWARE CONCEKi 1

^f%..^.vOALLAS TEXAS m.--

• Pilot Flight Planning
• Financial Trip Information
• Flight Plan Revisions
• Determination of optimum altitude
• Area Navigation
• Course Reversal
• IFR Alternate
• Great Circle Courses
• Cost Projections
• Cash Flow
• Weight & Balance
• More

Aviation (Model III disk only) $99.00

• Maintain Inventory
• Sales Register
• Full Editing
• User Configured
• Track Backorders
• Tracks Re-order Time
• Prints Purchase Orders
• More

Retail Inventory (Mod l/lll Disk) $99.00
With Cash Register Module ...$148.00

THE 1>I
• Disassemble Command Files

• Generate EDAS Source Code
• Insert User Defined Labels
• Generate ORG's & EQUates

The Disassembler (MOD I/III Disk)

EDAS
$39.00
$75.00

ELECTRA SI
• Screen Graphics
• Mix Graphics & Text
• Dump Screen to MX-80
• Movie Display Mode
• Load Screens Fromom BASIC
• Instant Recall of Screens
• More

Electra Sketch (Mod i/lii Disk)

FINE i
• Graphics Drawing in COLOR!
• Movie Mode
• Save screens to Tape

Fine Line (Color 16K Tape)

$29.0(

.$34.C^

{Most TRS software available at similar discounts. CALL'"

SOFTWARE CONCEPTS
105 Preston Valley Shopping Centei

Dallas, Texas 75230

Our retail store is located at the SW corner of

Preston & LB]

(214) 458-0330
M?.5terC3rd Visa American E:Tr^f^''5 COD
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an almost insurmountable obstacle to

portraying chess pieces on the screen

without distorting their identity, color, or

the color of the square upon which they're

resting. Many strategies have been used
to solve this problem but SFINKS has the

least distortion of any TRS-80 chess
graphics I've seen.

If you are interested in a printout of the

moves in your upcoming game, put your

printer on line and the moves are printed

out as they are played. If you put your tape

recorder on record and plug in an ear-

phone, you'll hear some beeps every time

it's your turn to move. This is nice if you
want to read a book, write a poem, or de-

sign a cyclotron while you're waiting for

SFINKS to move.

You begin the chess game by choosing

your color and level you'd like SFINKS to

play. Each level corresponds to a maxi-

mum individual move time. There are nine

levels. Level 1 is speed chess with the pro-

gram taking only six seconds per move.
Level 7 gives SFINKS a maximum of two
minutes and 50 seconds for each move.
Level 9 is used for analysis and postal

chess. It analyzes continuously until you
tell it to make its move.

You indicate your move in standard
European algebraic notation. Columns
are labeled with the letters A through H
and rows with ttie digits i-8. White's

queen rook initially rests on the square
A1, and black's king rook is on H8. When
you move, indicate the square from which
and to which you're moving. For example,

the first move in a king's pawn opening
is E2-E4,

To help those who are used to the P-K4-

style notation, the edge squares have lit-

tle digits and letters embedded in them.
Another thoughtful touch is the program's

automatic supplying the dash in each of

our moves. Press E2 and voila, a dash ap-

pears, whereupon you enter the destina-

tion square and then press enter. If you

change your mind before pressing enter,

clear erases the entry leaving time to in-

put a more sensible move.

The chess board uses three quarters of

the screen. The left side of the screen dis-

plays the level of play, the last 12 moves,
the move currently considered best by

SFINKS, and the time being taken for the

current move. The time display gives you

some indication of how soon SFINKS will

make its move.

You can force SFINKS to immediately

make the move it has so far determined to

be the best by pressing the @ key. This

saves a lot of time and gives you a greater

measure of control over the course of the

game. The move that SFINKS makes
when you press the ® key is usually, but

not always, the move it is displaying. This

is a drawback because you don't know for

sure what its response will be. The reason

this happens is because the display

doesn't distinguish between a move al-

ready determined to be best and a move
being considered.

If you press S when it's your turn,

SFINKS recommends a move. If you want
to make the move it displays, press enter.

The move is made but, unfortunately, the

board display remains unchanged until

SFINKS nnakes its own move. This same
thing occurs any time your move has been
anticipated by SFINKS. It is a bit annoying

having to stare at a board that has not

been updated. If you'd rather make a move
other than the one SFINKS recommends,
press clear and enter your move. This is a

very helpful and instructive feature. You'd

be amazed at how many good moves you
overlook that SFINKS points out. When
your move is more or less forced, pressing

S saves you from having to press four

keys to enter your move.

SFINKS has a special edit mode that

allows you to take a move back, change

levels or colors, or set up any position.

You can start from the current position or

from a clear board if you wish. The editing

commands are easy and straightforward;

just enter the square and the piece that

will go there. For example, to place a white

queen on C3, enter C3-WQ. To remove

this queen from this square enter C3.

SFINKS plays the strongest game I've

encountered on a micro. I would estimate

its rating at 1,700 when it takes a maxi-

mum of about two minutes per move in

levels 5 through 7, One reason for this

strength beside the sophisticated move-

choosing algorithm is that it thinks on the

opponent's move. This enables it to exam-

ine many more moves than it would ordi-

narily be able to.

Although SFINKS is a remarkably good
micro-chess program, there are a number
of features I wish it had. I would like to be

able to decide to print out a game after it

has been played rather than having to print

out each move as it is played. It should be

possible to print out a position as well as a

list of moves. The display should be up-

dated every time a move is made whether

or not it has been anticipated.

Two moves should be displayed while

SFINKS is thinking—the move it is con-

sidering and the move it has determined is

best. The latter move would be definitely

made if the @ key is pressed. The chess
clock should keep track of the cumulative

game time as well as the time for each
move. It would be nice if all the moves
could be stored in memory so the course

of the game could be retraced and anal-

yzed. A save-to-disk option would enable a

game to be continued or analyzed at a

future date.

Regardless of my wish to see SFINKS
do more than it does already, what it does
now is quite remarkable. I highly recom-

mend it as a good chess opponent and a

learning tool to improve your game.H

Autobasic

Schneider Enterprises

1252 N. Brownslake Road
Burlington, W I 53105

$195

by Bruce Powel Douglass

Autobasic is a Basic program that

writes Basic programs. You would

think that for $195 the program would
solve ail your programming problems with

a minimum of effort. You would be wrong.

In spite of the manual's debilitating lim-

itations, the program has potential,

Autobasic comes on disk with three

programs, ABAS, ABRUN and SUBR and a

minimal DOSPLUS operating system. This

is nice for TRSDOS users, since TBASIC
allows almost 40K of useable RAM for

Basic.

ABAS is the main program, and to run it,

you load TBASIC (Tiny Basic) and run

ABAS. It presents you with a menu of sever-

al options, including: entering equations

from keyboard; loading program elements
from disk, saving program elements to

disk, correcting the elements, reordering

the elements, reordering the equations,

reordering the equations for a subroutine,

and entering a recursive conditional

structure.

The program accepts Basic equations

as keyboard input and writes the program

using these. Autobasic distinguishes be-

tween simple and array equations; the

former contain all simple variables and

the latter contain one or more arrays.

ABAS writes the file to disk and ABRUN
compiles it into Basic form, ABRUN
routes all output to the printer, screen or

to a disk file. Once this file is read in (from

PFILE), it is operated on and then written

to disk (in WFILE). Then, the created pro-

gram is loaded and executed.

The program puts in a Let statement for

assignment statements making it difficult

to use the finished program. For example,

if you are trying to insert a DEFFN state-

ment, you'll get a syntax error on "LET
DEF FN F(X)= ".

All array equations are placed inside a

loop like:
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At last! QWERTY 3.0 is available for the

DAISY WHEEL II! Finally, owners of the

Daisy Wheel II can make their phnters do
what they were desisned to do. Pro-

duce scores of special symbols and ac-

cents! Add footnotes and borders to

text! Bold print, double underline, even

underline spaces! Print superscripts and

subscripts, simultaneously! Print a single

page of text without resorting to copy-

markers! Stop prlntins to change wheels

or insert text!

Once you use DAISY, you'll wonder how
you worked without it. We guarantee you

will agree! If not, return DAIS/ within

fourteen days for a prompt refund. That's

how confident we are!

DAISY FEATURES

Easy transition between the three print

pitches. One command changes pitch

and resets formats for optimum appear-

ance in that pitch.

Over 1 00 new symbols, including foreign

language accents, Greek letters, and math-

ematical symbols, all using the standard

Courier wheel. Allows tildes, carats, and

overtiars to be placed over any character

Arr/ character can be used as a super-

script or subscript, singly or simultaneously

Extra high superscripts for integrals. Fine

space controls to make superscripts and

subscripts look perfect.

Underlining, double underlining, and bold

printing, with our without underlining of

spaces.

Special provision for printing ratios of

one long expression over another (as in

algebra).

Provision for putting FOOTNOTES on a

page m such a way that they remain on
that page despite later editing,

TABLE and MABLE commands enable exact

positioning of the print head anywhere
on the line. Invaluable in printing neat

data tables, columnar material, etc,

PRETTY command enables one to print

repetitions of a chosen character; com-
bined with TABLE or MABLE, it becomes
easy to produce attractive borders, even

in headers and footers,

PAGE END allows the user to discover

where pages will end, when they are

printed, without actually printing.

Special commands allow the printing of a

single page anywhere in the text, with

correct page number, footer, and head-

er, without the use of copy-markers. A
special command will reset the default

format parameters, to allow use of

copymarkers without having to insert a

format line to adjust for format changes.

FOLIO format enables one to produce

print-outs in two or three columns per

page, as for newsletters, indices, etc.

FOOTNOTES, footers, headers, and PAGE

END will work correctly

Access to disk directory and ability to kill

files from within DAISY, without losing any

text.

Special code in the text will stop printing

until user restarts it; use it to change print

wheels, One can insert up to 60 charac-

ters of text at this point, as for form

letters.

Special print-outs allow one to keep re-

cords of DAISY commands used to create

a certain effect.

Flaws in SCRIPTSIT's widow supress are

corrected, SCRIPSIT's problem with typ-

ing two spaces after a period is fixed,

SCRIPSIT's scrolling speed is doubled, with

instructions for user modification,

CAUTIOUS BUYERS; Wfe invite you to buy

the DAISYmanual. This is without a doubt

one of the clearest, most well-written

manuals ever produced for any piece of

software. Over 110 pages. Indexed. In a

custom 3-ring binder. We will credit the

full $10-00 price when you decide to

buy DAISY,

DAISY REQUIRES: A TRS-80 Model I or

Model III with 48K, at least one disk drive,

and a copy of Model I SCRIPSIT. Please

specify which machine and how man/

drives in your system.

QWERTY 3,0 Is also available for the

Centronics 737, 739, and Lineprinter IV.

DAISY complete paclage . $74.95

DAISY manual alone 10.00

QWERTY 3.0 complete package 74.95

QWERTY 3.0 manual alone 10.00

Please add $2,00 for shipping and han-

dling. Add $4.00 for first class postage or

UPS. Overseas orders add $4.00 for sur-

face mail, $12.00 forair mail.

P.O. BOX 3558 CHAPEL HILL, .

,

TQ ORDER, CALL 1 -800-334-5470®|^|

':^:'i''.:±j:
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1000 F0RX=1T0Z
1010 LET A(X) = B(X) + C
1020 NEXT

Which is most often not efficient.

There is no simple way to enter iterative

For. . . Next schemes for non-array equa-

tions within Autobasic or for grouping the

array equations within a single For, , .

Next loop.

The conditional format only allows

comparison of a variable to a constant.

The created programs are not written in a

time-efficient or memory-efficient manner
for iterative programs, and you cannot

use the program flexibly to create such

a structure.

The program lets you write subroutines

fairly easily, and asks you how many
times you want to run each subroutine?

The manual didn't mention this query at

all. The first time I read it I thought it was
asking if I wanted to iterate each time the

subroutine was called. Actually, it Is ask-

ing for the number of GOSUBs to put in

the program referencing this subroutine.

After this query, you are asked for the

equation numbers after which this sub-

routine call is to be made. There is no sim-

ple way to review the equations in their

current format, since if you enter an edit-

ing function, it forgets its previous state

of existence in terms of thB new ordering

of the equations or the subroutine calls.

This is a problem with the equations' re-

ordering. The program allows you to reor-

der these equations but not to reorder and
place in a subroutine. If you do, it forgets

its new order. If you enter the subroutine

first, when you reorder your program it

forgets that you have a subroutine.

Autobasic has some good features

that, if properly implemented, are a great

addition for a programmer to write error-

free code.

An example of a good routine is the

SUBR which lets you enter subroutines.

Since you will have trouble matching the

variables, this routine allows a global

editor to change all occurrences of the

variable to some other variable, and will

not make these changes inside of Basic

reserved words. You can, therefore,

change T to G without changing GOTO to

GOGO. As implemented, you can use a

full-screen editor better for Basic than Au-

tobasic {and much cheaper, too), but if Au-

tobasic is rewritten so that it is a useable

product, you will appreciate this feature.

You can keep a subroutine library on
disk in a sequential file and use it with

your main programs. The SUBR program

lets you list the names of these subrou-

tines and their statements. You can then

have ABAS merge them with the created

program for a finished product,

A Solid 1 iVianuai

On a scale from 1 to 10, the manual
rates a solid 1. It was totally unreferenced,

with no table of contents, no index, and no

page numbers. The manual is poorly writ-

ten and difficult to read.

The manual is about 45 pages long

(about 30 pages are dedicated to exam-

ples), all uppercase, and a poor xerox of

dot-matrix print. The lines can be read, but

they require effort.

The programs are menu driven, and the

manual prints a paragraph or two on each

menu option. Sometimes the information

is adequate to operate the menu option,

but more often it is not.

The 30 pages of examples are easy to

follow, but thai doesn't alleviate the prob-

lem of using options not mentioned in the

manual or using them in a different order

than the examples show.

The manual also neglects a sufficient

discussion of the DOS that accompanies
the ABAS program. For example, how do

you return to DOS? CMD"S", alaTRSDOS,
won't do it. This information is required

in such a manual, but in this one it is

omitted.

Limitations

Only single-dimensioned array vari-

ables are allowed. Autobasic does not

support DEF FN, and 1/0 is not supported

to disk or cassette. The program is also

not error-trapped; entering a routine out of

sequence (the manual doesn't mention
the correct sequence) often leads to redi-

mensioned array errors causing the pro-

gram to quit and exit to command mode,
and entering invalid data is not checked.

The program contains some logic er-

rors, such as: the reordering doesn't work
under some circumstances, and the pro-

gram incorrectly parses some statements

with parentheses, such as df ^ {d1 - d2)/h,

and thinks that this is an array equation.

The utility of such a program rests in

the ability of the user to produce useable

code, which requires that his questions be

answered quickly and completely by the

program documentation.

This was a frustrating product to review.

It was difficult to operate the program

GO vo RS COMPONENTS, HQ FOREiG
FULL WARRANTY

16K COLOR COMPUTER 449.00
32K COLOR COMPUTER 549.00
16KM0DELIII 815.00
48K MODEL III, 1 DR 1549.00
48K MODEL III, 2 DR. RS232 1889.00
64K MODEL II, 1 DR 2920.00
128K MODEL 16, 1 DR 4250.00
128K MODEL 16, 2 DR 4930.00

LINE PRINTER V 1499.00
LINE PRINTER VI 975.00
LINE PRINTER VII 299.00

LINE PRINTER VIII 599.00

DAISY WHEEL !l 1599.00
1 DR, EXPANSION MODEL II 919.00
8,4 MEG HARD DISK MODEL 11/16 3685.00
ALL RS SOFTWARE 20% OFF

ALL OTHER ITEMS CARRY SIMILAR DISCOUNT. CALL FOR PRICES.

CASHIERS CHECK OR MONEYORDER MUST ACCOMPANY ALL ORDERS.
SHIPPED FREIGHTCOLLECT

(214)271-2955
NOCONA ELECTRONICS DLR#F-731 • Box 2063 • Garland, TX 75041 ,^ 5^5
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adequately, mostly due to the quality of

the documentation. If a programmer like

myself has trouble following this pro-

gram, what problems will a novice have?

Learning to use Autobasic will not be

pleasant. I can write code faster with a

full-screen editor such as XBE (Computer

Applications Unlimited) or Edit (Allen

Gelder Software) than I can using Auto-

basic, particularly with its limitations.

The program has great potential if

these major problems are removed. The

approach taken by Mr. Schneider for Auto-

basic is fine and potentially useful; but the

limitations are so debilitating that I
can-

not recommend its purchase. It is not a

professional product and certainly not

worth $195 ($50 would be reasonable if the

manual was totally rewritten). I say that

because the user's logic-flow control is

limited, and most of the time, he will have

to edit the progams. I hope these sugges-

tions can be incorporated into an Auto-

basic revision. With some work, this could

be an excellent product.

DSMBLR
Misosys

5904 Edgehill Dr.

Alexandria, VA 22303

$20 disk

$15 cassette

by Tim Knight

The best thing about DSMBLR is its

wide variety of commands and flex-

ibility. Even the tape version came with

"The best thing about DSMBLR
is its wide variety of commands

and flexibility. Even the tape version

came with three programs. . .

"

three programs to suit the needs of dif-

ferent memory sizes.

I reviewed the tape version, and found

it to be worth much more than the mod-
est price.

The commands are broken into three

groups: control, output and special. The
controi commands include the following:

• B— Basic, returns you to the Basic

Ready prompt.

• C— Clear, completely clears the sym-

bol table of the disassembler.

• E— Equate, toggles the equate state-

ments (EQU) on and off— an unusual fea-

ture for a disassembler.

• 8— System, similar to Basic's

System command, S loads a system
(machine language) tape, finds the start

and end addresses, and readies the pro-

gram for disassembly.

• T— Test, similar to the S command,
except merely the start and end ad-

dresses are loaded into memory.

The output commands are even more
thorough, and include:

• S— Outputs the disassembled listing

to the screen. (The output on all of these

functions, inctuding S, outputs memory
address, contents of memory, line

number, symbolic table, disassembled in-

struction, and character output.)

• T—Tape output. This outputs the

source code to tape for later use and

possibly modification using an edi-

tor/assembler.

• P— Printer output. Outputs the disas-

sembled listing to a printer. The printer out-

put titles and formats pages very nicely!

The special commands are:

• Clear—The logical interrupt for any

prompt.

• Break— Interrupts command request

entries.

• Shift®-As in Basic, this stops a

continuous scroll (listing).

The only shortcoming ! see in this pro-

gram Is that the data elements and ASCII

strings are transformed into Z80 instruc-

tions. Data will be interpreted as

something else, making modification

necessary. This is not serious and will not

present a problem to most programmers.

The program and documentation were

made specifically for those with a knowl-

edge of machine language. If you have

this knowledge, are on a tight budget, and

have not been able to find a good disas-

sembler, this is the program for you.

DSMBLR is top quality for the Model 1

or Model III tape or disk user. ! recom-

mend it to any serious machine-language

programmer.H

PROFESSIONAL-GRADE SOFTWARE
TRS-80 MODEL I TRS-80 MODELS

CATALOG 48K, 1 Disk
indexes disks and files of any type or

system. Very fast, 2500 file capacity,
single and double density.

$69.50

EPGRAPHICS 48K, 1 Disk
Epson 80 with GRAFTRAX, or 100
becomes printer/plotter. 512 x 512 or 480
resolution fills page. Machine language
major software, call from short BASIC
program,

$79.50

TUMBLE 48K, 1 Disk
Control spin, speeds and tilts of moving
3-D geometric shapes. Real-time, fast

screen displays teach and entertain.

$39.50

GANTT-PACK 48K, 2 Disk
Projected, elapsed and over-run project
schedules charted on screen/132 column
printer. Random entry, automatic organi-

zation, fast update/edit, Piay "what if..."

$149.50

TRS-80 MODEL II

STAT-TO-PLOTTER 64K, 1 Disk
Program merges into R.S. Statistical

Analysis package. Puts statistical work
directly to R.S. plotter or other HI-PLOT
3-7. Publication quality charts, ^.qq ^-^

FILE CARD 64K, 1 Disk
Look up records by powerful database
and immediately see/print the text. In-

finitely long text area for any entry.

Replaces file card system. ^^^^ cr,
$(1^4.dU

64K, 2 DiskGANTT-PACK
Enhanced version, early and
expanded capacity.

LIBRA LABORATORIES
495 MAIN STREET
METUGHEN, NEW JERSEY 08840

(201) 494-2224 ^131

late entries,

$224.50

TRS-80 Trademark of Tandy Corporation

HI-PLOT Trademark of Houston Instruments
Epson Trademark of Shinshu Seiki Co,, Ltd.

Libra Laboratories' programs copyright 1981, 1982.

t-See Li^l of Advertisers on page 339
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Review Digest

Telematic Society: A ChaUenge for Tomorrow, James Martin,

Prenlice-Hall, 244 pp., $12.95;

The lr\forfr}ation Society as Post industrial Society, Yoneji Masuda,
World Futures Society, 171 pp., $12.50.

"When read together- . . Telematic Society and The Information

Society present an intriguing look into the future of telecommunica-

tions and computers from two slightly different perspectives. Martin

concentrates on the nuts, bolts, and hardware. . . Masuda describes

a plan for a new 'information society'. . .a'Computopia' or Comput-
er Utopia. Both authors say the primary barrier is not technical, but

political, social, economic, and lack of willingness to do it." Person-

al Computing, May, p. 143.

Colne Robotics Armdroid, Model I, Colne Robotics, 207 NE 33rd

St., Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334.

"The Armdroid is a low-cost manipulator with good dexterity and
maneuverability. . . . A machine-language cassette for the Model i.

Level II comes with the Armdroid. . .The kit form, besides being less

expensive, enables the person assembling the device to understand

the principles of the robot." Syfe, May, p. 286.

Copyart, Model I or III, Simutek Computer Products, 4897 East

Speedway Blvd., Tuscon, AZ 85712.

"Copyart is a word processor with some fancy graphic capabili-

ties. . .All of you who have had a love-hate relationship with Radio

Shack's Scripsit. . .should be delighted with Copyart, for it has all of

Scripsit's virtues with none of its faults or limitations." infoworld,

June 28, p. 72.

Snapp II: Machine Language Extensions, Snapp-Ware, 3719 Man-

tell Ave-, Cincinnati, OH 45326.

"If you regularly write programs using TRS-80 Model il Basic, you
will probably find one or more of Bob Snapp's utility packages use-

ful to you." infoworld. May 31, p. 37.

Basic BASIC— English Dictionary: For the Apple, PET, and
TRS-80, Larry Noonan, Dilithium Press, Beaverton, OR, 150 pp.,

$10.95.

"Tfie Basic BASIC-Engiisli Dictionary is a welcome reference

guide that defines the minor and major differences between the

BASICS used in. . .the Apple II, the PET, and the TRS-80 Models I

and li. it also explains how readers can easily modify programs ..."

Personal Computing, July, p, 150,

Stocks and Bonds, Model I & III, Avalon Hill, 4517 Harford Rd., Bal-

timore, MD 21214.

"Stocks and Bonds is a stock-market-simulation game that. . .

uses fictitious securities that are too superficially described to inter-

est an adult with actual market experience." /nfowor/c/, June 7, p, 44,

Special Delivery, Model I & III, Software Concepts, Dallas, TX
75230.

".
. .the merge process is the main reason that Special Delivery is

more than just an ordinary mailing-list program. . .It takes some
practice to become familiar with. . . but the results are worth it." Cre-

ative Computing, June, p. 84.

Jabbertalky, Models I & III, Automated Simulations Inc., P.O. Box
4247, Mountain View, CA 94040-

"Jabbertalky plunges you into an exploration of the syntactic and
semantic possibilities of the English language. . .grammar. It is one

of the most powerful educational-tool programs I have yet seen. . .

"

Classroom Computer News, May/June, p. 66.

Ribbit, Models I S Mi, Piccadilly Software.

"Piccadilly Software's Ribbit is the first of what I'm sure will bean
army of imitations of the popular Frogger arcade game . . . Unfortu-

nately Ribbit is a poor imitation (perhaps intentionally), whose
graphics and keyboard action leave much to be desired." Infoworld,

June 14, p. 25.

Using Programmable Calculators for Business, C. Louis Hohen-

stein, John Wiley and Sons Inc., 605 3rd Ave., NY, NY 10016, 296 pp.,

$10.95.

"As a microcomputer (TRS-80 Model I) and calculator (Hewlett-

Packard HP-38E) user, I found Using Programmable Calculators for

Business to be a refreshing and practical manual for saving time

and making money." Desktop Computing, July, p. 150.

Tawala's Last Redoubt, Model I & III, Broderbund Software, 1938

Fourth St., San Rafael, CA 94901.

"Tawala's Redoubt. . . is the fourth and most challenging adven-

ture so far in the Galactic Saga series. I highly recommend this

game for those with a daring and resourceful will, for those who are

able to see the forest because of the trees, and for those who can re-

main undaunted by an occasional defeat." Byte, June, p. 235.

The Mind's I, Edited by Douglas R. Hofstader and Daniel C. Den-

nett, Basic Books Inc., 501 pp., hardcover $15.50.

"The Mind's I is charming, thought provoking, fanciful, and some-

times frightening. . . .The book starts off slowly but gains momen-
tum as it progresses from defining what is meant by self, to discuss-

ing the concept of soul, to integrating the working of the mind with

computer software, and finally to arguing back and forth about the

notion of free will, . . .The combination of Hofstader, a mathemati-

cian and computer scientist, and Dennett, a philosopher, makes for

a truly unique dynamism." Popular Computing, May, p. 108.
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New NRI Home Study Course

Shows You How to Make Money
Servicing. Repairing, and
Programming Personal and
Small Business Computers

Seems like every time you turn around, somebody

comes along with a new computer for home or business

use. And what's made it all possible is the amazing

microprocessor, the tiny little chip that's a computer

in itself.

Using this new technology, the industry is offering

compact, affordable computers that handle things like

payrolls, billing, inventory, and other jobs for businesses

ofeverysize...perform household functions including

budgeting, environmental systems control, indexing

recipes. And thousands of hobbyists are already owners,

experimenting and developing their own programs.

Growing Demand for

Computer Technicians

This is only one of the growth factors influencing

the increasing opportunities for qualified computer

technicians. The U.S. Department of Labor projects over

a 100% increase in job openings for the decade through

1985. Most of them mm jobs created by the expanding

world of t!ie computer.

Learn at Home
in Your Spare Time

NRI can train you for this exciting, rewarding

field. Train you at home to service not only micro-

computers, but word processors and data terminals, too,

TVain you at your convenience, with clearly written

"bite-size" lessons that you do evenings or weekends,

without going to classes or quitting your present job.

Your training is built around the latest model of

the world's most popular computer. It's the amazing

TRS-80™ Model III, with capabilities and features to

perform a host of personal and business functions. No

other small computer has so much software available for

it, no other is used and relied on by so many people. And

it's yours to keep for personal or business use.

You get plenty of practical experience. Using the

NRI Discovery lab® that also comes as part of your

course, you build and study circuits ranging from the

simplest to the most advanced. You analyze and trouble-

shoot using the professional 4-function LCD digital

multimeter you keep to use later in your work. Then you

use the lab and meter to actually access the interior of

your computer, ,, build special circuits and write pro-

grams to contral them. You "see" your computer at

work and demonstrate its power.

(TRS-8(i is a irademark

of Ihe fiadin Shack

division of ISndy Corp.)

.stfTisa?^

Computer ,^

Assisted Instruction ^ ^^^
Your TK3-80 eren helps train }'ou. You

receive 4 special lesson tapes in BASIC computer

language. Using them in your microcomputer, you

"talk" to it as you progress. Errors are explained,

graphics and animation drive home key points. Within

a matter of minutes, you'll be Me, to write simple

programs yourself.

Become the

Complete Computer Person
In addition to training in BASIC and advanced

machine language, you gain hands-on experience in

the operation and application of computers to business

and personal jobs. You're trained to become the fully

rounded, new breed of technician who can interface

with the operational, pro- _ _^^ ___ _^
gramming and service facets

of today's computers. You're

ready to take your place in

the new electronic age.

Other
Opportunities

Nki has been givmg

ambitious people new elec-

tronic skills since 1914. lb-

day's offerings also include

TV/Audio/Video Systems

servicing with training on

our exclusive Heath/Zenith

computer-programmable

25" diagonal color TV. . .Industrial Electronics, Design

Tbchnology. . .and other state-of-the-art courses.

Rusti Coupon for Free Catalog...

No Salesman Will Call

Sendthe coupon for our 100-page catalog showing

all courses with equipment and complete lesson plans.

There's no oblig^ion other than to yourself. See how

NRI can help you grow with the most exciting and

important new field of the 80's. If coupon has been

removed, please write to NRI Schools, 3939 Wisconsin

Ave,, Washington, D.C. 20016.

NRI Schools

.McGraw Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Wa^ington, D.C. 20016

We'll give you tomorrow.

NO SAi^,S.M\N Will CAll.

I'le:ise check for one free cat;tJog only.

Computer Electronics including

Microcomputers

n Color TV, Audio, and Video System

Servicing

D Electronics Design Tbchnology

D Digital Electronics

n Communications Electronics • FCC
Licenses * Mobile CB • Aircraft • Marine

D Industrial Electronics

D Basic Electronics

n Small Engine Servicing

n ^liance Servicing

n Automotive Servicing

D Auto Air Conditioning

n Air Conditioning, Heating

Reft'iaeration, & Solar Tbchnology

n Building Construct] (jn

Name (Please Print)

Sireet

Ciiy/Slaie/ZIp

Accredited, by ihe Accrediting Commission of the Nalional Home Study Council

-See Lisl of Advertisers on page 339

179-092
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REVIEW

Who's got what and which one's for you.

rocessmg—
epth Look

Dan Robinson .

1625 Higgins Way
Pacifica, CA 94044

Dan Robinson has toiled for several

months compiling what we consider the

definitive article on word processing for

the TRS-80 l^odels i and III. Wehavedivided

the article into five sections: an introduc-

tion, CP/M-based programs, higher-priced

programs such as Scripsit and Newscript,

lower-priced programs, and spelling checlf-

ers. There are also a few related odds and

ends thrown in. We hope you find this piece

informative.—Eds.

Word processing is the drudge re-

mover of written communication.

Much of our correspondence, particularly in

business, is highly repetitive. (Dear Mr.

Smith. . .Thank you for your order of the

25th . . . Dear Ms. Jones . . . Our records indi-

cate that your payment is past due. . . .) A
vjord processor permits creation of a stan-

dard letter for these applications, changing

only the fev/ vi/ords applicable to the partic-

ular communication.

Furthermore, word processing makes

even the hunt-'n-peck typist fearless. Cor-

rections are painless— no more correction

tape, no more razor-blading the ditto master

or daubing fluid on the stencil, no more

erasing six smudged carbons with a metal

shield between them, and no more fear of

saying to your secretary, "Would you add

'the meeting is 9 a.m. Friday and retype

the letter?"

A word processor lets you delete any-
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thing from a character to a paragraph, or to

relocate or insert (try thai on a typewriter).

The text may be saved on disk or tape for

later use, or may be printed with a number

of options.

Some word processors, such as those

written in Basic, are limited to a specific

number of characters on each line and you

must edit line by line. Most programs are

character oriented, with a constant stream

of letters and symbols. Some of these are

presented on the screen in a formatted pre-

sentation exactly as they appear in the

printed text complete with right-justification.

Since one of the main purposes of word

processing is to conserve time in written

communication, most programs are written

for disk systems. Those written for tape aim

at limited-memory computers and accom-

modate fewer features.

A number of popular word processors

have spawned commercial patches to give

them added capabilities. Others already

have these features, and can send codes to

smart printers that change type fonts, pro-

vide subscript and superscript, provide

boldface headings, and so on. A few even

create an index or table of contents of

lengthy documents.

Such exotic capabilities are not for every-

one. Added features mean added cost, less

text memory available, more complex com-

mands to remember, and usually slower

operation. The word processor that is

capable of multi-chapter technical manuals

or a graduate school thesis is not neces-

sarily the best for someone who has a large

volume of one or two-page letters to pro-

duce. Others rnust tailor their choice to

meet their special requirements.

Still another factor in the selection is the

availability of support software. Some word

processing programs are compatible with

software that personalizes a form letter and

integrates it with a mailing list. Others com-

pensate for those who can't spell; the pro-

gram checks it for you.

CP/M Is the operating system of busi-

ness, and its word processing programs are

in a category by themselves. All others can

be divided into categories that include the

high-priced, full-function word processors;

medium-priced programs with the most

often needed capabilities; and the budget-

priced software for limited use. All of them

deserve a niche on the software shelf.

Which One for Me?

Choosing the best one for you is the hard

part. Word processing programs are com-

plex, and the cost of putting out a big pro-

gram is enough to keep weak ones off the

market. The choice is based on cost, fea-

tures, and personal preferences.



fMrniputer mivantage

Our QuCeS Hard Disk Systems
'''T''r^s;«_Qn®

S-100 Altos
Epson" "HeuLii;-i^

and Others.

anasonic

Muk thm QX.S

IS so mi
well oftei

10-day inoieiev'^^ck

guarani

doesn'

Now you can expand the capa-
bility ol your microcomputer with
cost-ellective mass storage from
QuCeS. Our integrated family of

6-, 12-, 24-, and 40-million-byte

systems lets you operate your micro
with the speed, convenience, and
proven reliability of systems costing

thousands of dollars more' And as

your needs grow, QuC«S mass
storage can grow too. You can start

with an entry-level 6-million-byt8

systen^ and expand 80 million bytes

... without scrapping your existing

programs or operating system.

The completely assembled
and tested system includes:

Switching power supply
Winchester drive

Host adapter card

Sealed case
Expansion (encloser, controller,

and power supply designed for

future backup hardware or

increased storage)

Software

Auto-attach CP/M
Hard disk utilities

Realtime clock
Formatting program (assigns

alternates tor any weak sectors

detected during formatting

—

assuring the lowest possible error

rate)

Warranty (a lull one-year
warranty on all parts and
workmanship)

Also available;
Attach program for TRSDOS
and OASIS
New CP/M dynamic generator:
configured software; mienu-drive

tor 6-, 12-, 24-, 40-. 80-megabyte
drives

Quantity discounts aie available.

The iollowing systems
software can be utilized:
TRS I, III—attached software for

DOS 4.0," LDOS"*
TRS II, XVI—CP/M Racet for

TRSDOS,"" TUrbo DOS, OASIS
TRS Models II and XVI use 6 Meg
for CP/M and 6 Meg lor TRSDOS,
Apple— CP/M and DOS 3,3

NEC—CP/M
S-100—CP/M
Heath/Zenith—CP/M
IBM—PC DOS, USCD, etc.

Available soon:
Optional 10-megabyte tape
back-up
We aie not lesponsible tor software

problems
" Available at an additional cost

566 Broad Street

Glen Rock, New Jersey 07452
201/444-2850 ^500
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Glossary of

Word Processing Terms

Overtyping: Most corrections are made
by moving the cursor to the desired

location and typing over the text to

be corrected.

Cursor Cursor movement to the area

to be worked on is generaiiy done with

the arrow keys. Some word processors

can also move the cursor forward or

backward by word, sentence or para-

graph or to the occurrence of a speci-

fied character or symbol.

Scrolling: Since the text is seldom

small enough to fit on the 16 lines

available on the TRS-80's monitor

screen, the word processor must con-

tain commands to scroll the text into

the viewing area, both forward and

backward. Some permit a quick jump

to the beginning or to the end of the

text, and some move an entire screen

at a time.

Wraparound: If a word is too long to fit

on the current line, wraparound places

the word on the next line of the

video screen.

The popularity of Wordstar is such that If

you were to hire an employee with word pro-

cessing experience on a micro, that experi-

ence would probably be with Wordstar. On
top of this is the mutual support that the

Micropro family provides: Spellstar, Mail-

merge, Datastar and others.

In standard TRS-80 programs, my choice

would be Electric Pencil 2 if the task is

routine letter writing, for no program is

easier to learn or simpler to use. Scripsit

fans will find that Flextext is probably the

best enhancement program available un-

less they need to create the footnotes and

scientific formulae that Qwerty provides.

For more ambitious word processing,

such as manuals and books, Lazy Writer

enhanced with LZ Patcher is a good choice,

although the automatic indexing of New-
script makes it a close contest. If graphics

are included in your word processing re-

quirements, nothing can touch Copyart.

In the low-price market, cassette Scripsit

would be my pick, although if the budget is

really tight you might consider Wordslinger.

One comment on customer support: Be-

ing a reviewer, I don't imagine that I was
always treated the same I would have been

as a customer. However, some gave out-

standing support and I'm certain by their at-

titudes that they treat their customers the

same. The list includes the producers of

Copyart, Newscript, Electric Webster, Hex-

spell 2, Lazy Writer, Electric Pencil 2, Gram-

matik and Xtra Special Delivery. With these

firms, you won't be forgotten the moment
your check has been cashed.
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Block Moves: Entire blocks of text may
be marked and moved to another loca-

tion, deleted or duplicated. Some word

processing programs can accommo-
date a number of blocks at one time,

allowing exchanges or a total reorder-

ing of the text.

Search: The global search function lo-

cates the place in the text of a speci-

fied string of characters. If a standard

letter has a string of "Name," each oc-

currence is found by the search func-

tion of the program. An expansion of

this capability is the search-and-

replace function that locates any given

number of (or all) occurrences of a

string of characters and replaces it

with another. Thus "Name" can be

changed to "Mr. Smith" throughout

the text with a single command.

Tabs: Tabs may be set to align co-

lumnar data in some word processing

programs.

Video Widtii: The width of the video

display, or window, may be changed so

the text is seen much as it appears in

the printed text. This is particularly

useful when data is presented in co-

lumnar form or when hyphens are used.

Hyphens: Some word processing pro-

grams support conditional, or soft,

hyphens; if the entire word will not fit

on the printed line, the word is broken

at the conditional hyphen location and

a hyphen printed. If the entire word will

fit on the line, the soft hyphen is

ignored.

Unbreakabie Spaces: If an unbreak-

able space, say, between a person's in-

itials and his nanne, is specified, the

entire name appears on the next

printed line if there is insufficient room

for it on the line above.

Margins: Left and right margins may
be specified, as well as the number of

blank lines left at the top and bottom of

each page.

Headers and Footers: A header ap-

pears at the top of each page of printed

text while a footer is at the bottom.

They are useful as titles and may con-

tain such information as the report

date or department issuing the docu-

ment. They often include chapter head-

ings and page numbers. Usually an

option exists to print them on odd,

even or on all pages much as they

might appear in a book. Formats can

usually be changed in conjunction

with headers or footers to adjust the

margins.

Indentation: If supported, a specified

number of blank lines appear between

paragraphs and the new text is in-

dented. The program may include re-

verse indentation which permits a title

or number with the adjacent block of

text aligned inward, as required in

an outline.

Comment Lines; Lines may be in-

cluded in the text as notes or instruc-

tions to the operator that are not

normally printed.

Control Codes: The program may sup-

port control codes to use such special

printer abilities as condensed printing,

italic or double-wide fonts, boldface

type or graphic characters.

Widow Lines: You don't want to end a

page with the first line of a new para-

graph or begin one with the last partial

line of a paragraph. Some word pro-

cessing programs let you specify how
many such lines are acceptable.

Justification: A program usually offers

right-justification, where additional

spacesareadded within the line to pro-

vide even margins on both sides. Some
also provide an even margin on the

right with a ragged left edge, as in

some poetry. Or the text may remain

unjustified. A few programs take on

the ambitious task of justifying pro-

portional font printing. Some center a

line or block of text horizontally, and

may center text vertically as well.

Chaining: A word processing program

may be able to chain files so a large

body of text, such as a technical

manual, may be printed without inter-

ruption of page numbers or without the

need to repeatedly specify headers,

footers or print formats.

Formats: The program must control

the appearance of the printed text, let-

ting you specify items such as the

number of lines to be printed on each

page, the width of text, and single or

multiple spacing.

File Handling: A word processing pro-

gram should be able to save and load a

file using cassette or disk. The ability

to read a disk's directory, determine its

free space, and kill old files to make
room for new is important-

Printing: The word processing program

always supports a parallel (Centronics)

printer. Some also operate through the

RS-232 port to operate serial printers

or function with the popular Small

Systems Software TRS-232 printer

driver through the cassette port.
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Computer experts

(the pros) usually have big

computer experience.
That's why when they shop
system software forZBO
micros, they look for

the big system features
they're used to. And that's

why they like Multi-User
OASIS. You will too.

DATA INTEGRITY: FILE &
AUTOMATIC RECORD LOCKING

The biggest challenge

for any multi-user system
is co-ordinating requests

from several use]

to change tb&.sal^kreB)rd
at the.

Without this control,

unauthorized users could
access your programs and
data and do what they like.

A frightening prospect
isn't it?

And multi-users

can multiply the problem.
But with the Lot

Password am

memory Is needed. Even
if you have more than 64K,
your pay-off is cost savh
and more efficient use'

of all the mer
availabi

sej

OASIS IS AVAILABLE FOR
SYSTEMS Alios, Compucorp.Cromer.co,
Delta Products; Digital Group: Digda
Microsystems; Dynabyte: Godboul;

'

Index; Intersystems;
I

SD Systems:
Graphic; Vorir

CONTROl
iorvus; Kc
belLTetel

J res

33i|c'!)W?rhs.

sample; normally

_ jserscan view a

particular record at the

same time. But, ifthat

record is being updated
by one user, automatic
record locking will deny all

other users access to the

record until the up-date is

completed. So records

are always accurate,

up-to-date and integrity

is assured.

Pros demand file &
automatic record locking.

OASIS has it.

ieep«,nwrory

iser nas been

, when and
mow long.

Pros insist on these
security features.

OASIS has them.

EFFICIENCY:

RE-ENTRANT BASIC

upports
an;^5 l^fe^inals
anMi in^iittleas

Dry. Or, with

nlTswitching, as much
s 784K.

Multi-Tasking lets each
user run more than one
|ob at the same time.

And there's our BASIC-
a compiler, interpreter and
debuggerall in one.

An OASIS exclusive.

Still more: Editor; Hard
& Floppy Disk Support;

Keyed (ISAM), Direct &
Sequential Files; Mail-Box;

SYSTEM SECURITY:

LOGON, PASSWORD
&USERACC0UNTIt«3

A multi-user system
is often not even practical

on computers limited

to 64K memory.
OASIS Re-entrant

BASIC makes It practical.

How?
Because all users use a

single run-time BASIC
module, to execute their

compiled programs, less

, Scheduler; Spooler;

I
all from OASIS.

I

Our documentation is

I
recognized as some of the

best, most extensive, in the

industry. And, of course,

there's plenty of

application software.

Put It all togetherand It's

easy to see why the real

pros like oasis. Join them.

Se.ndyourordertoday.

Controlling who gets on
your system and what they

do once they're on it is the

essence of system security.

OPERATING SYSTEM
I licludes:
CXEC Language;
^ile Management;
user Accounting;
Device Drivers;
Prim spooler;
Qeneral Text
EfliWr;

SINGLE-USER
MULTI-USER

BASIC COMPILER/
INTERPRETER/DEBUGGER

RE-ENTRANT BASIC
COMPILER/INTERPRETER/
DEBUGGER

DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
Macro Assembler;

Eallor;
L^etjugger]

TEXT EDITOR B
SCRIPT PROCESSOR

DIAGNOSTIC S
CONVERSION UTILITIES

llilemory Test;
Assembly Language;
Coriveiters: File

Recovery: Disk Test:
File Copy from
other OS; etc.]

COMMUNICATIONS
PACKAGE

:Tcrrr: Ta. tmulator:
"lie Kfr,d 8 Receive)

PACKAGE PRICE
(All ot Above)

SINGLE-USER
MULTI-USER

FILE SORT

COBOL-ANSI 74

S17.50
17,50

Order OASIS from:

Phase One Systems, Inc.

7700 Edgewater Drive, Suite 830
Oakland, CA 94621
Telephone (415) 562-8085
TWX 910-366-7139

NAME
STREET (NO BOX -)
C I TY _^

.ZIP.STATE

AMOUNT $
;Attacn sysleiii description;
add S3 for shipping:
California residents add sales lax)

n Check enclosed D VISA
n UPS C.O.D. n Mastercharge

Card Number
Expiration Date
Signature



REVIEW

For the businessman.

Model I/III Word
Processing—CP/M

CP/M is the operating system of busi-

ness because CP/M (Control Program

for Microprocessors) was written by Digital

Research and based on the 8080 centrai

processing chip. The 8080, like the 8008

before it, is an ancestor of the Z80, which is

the heart of many present-generation mi-

crocomputers, including the TRS-80. Since

the Z80 chip was designed to be upward

compatible with its predecessors— it ac-

cepts their older instructions as well as its

own newer ones—CP/M can handle yester-

year's software as well as tomorrow's.

CP/M instructions begin at address zero,

and to function on the Model 1 or Model III,

special hardware is needed to skip the first

16K of read-only memory where Basic

resides. Since the TRS-80 is memory
mapped, the device must also re-reference

the keyboard, video display and the disk

controller chip.

The device used to inspect Wordstar was

Omikron's Mapper I. The Mapper simply

plugs into the Z80 socket within the key-

board unit. After turning on your computer

or resetting, the user is provided with a

choice of CP/M or TRS-80 modes. In the

TRS-80 mode, the computer acts as before,

while in the CP/M mode the re-referencing

takes place so the CP/M programs function

up to the 48K limit of the computer.

The Omikron package is priced at $399,

which includes not only the Mapper ! but

also Wordstar, CBASIC, CP/M 2.2 and

MBASIC-80. The software package alone

totals$1,232 at retail prices, so the Omikron

package provides a bargain entry into CP/M.

Wordstar

Mlcropro International

1299 Fourth St.

San Rafael, CA 94901

Wordstar is written for business where
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time— literally— is money. To handle large

bodies of text, portions of documents are

read to or from a file during the text entry or

editing, and the size of a file is limited only

by the capacity of the disk. The printing is

normally accomplished from the disk;

spooling permits the computer to perform

other tasks while the printing is being

accomplished.

Wordstar permits a great deal of control

over the word processing function. For ex-

ample, 18 commands exist for cursor move-

ment: right or left one character or word, to

the top or bottom of the screen or to either

end of the file, up or down a line, to the

beginning or end of a marked block, to the

right or left end of a video line, to the begin-

ning of the last find/replace, to the position

prior to the previous command, or to one of

10 marked positions in the text file. Fre-

quently used commands take two key-

strokes, but most require three: holding the

down-arrow control key while pressing Q
and then E moves the cursor to the top of

the screen.

Learning so many commands would be a

major chore were it not for the on-screen

help menu. The menu details the major con-

trols and identifies other help menus that

may be called up when needed. The level of

help may be set so the experienced opera-

tor has a full screen for text, calling for

assistance only when needed.

The top of the display shows the current

page and line numberon which the operator

is working together with the cursor location

on the line. A ruler identifies margins and

tab stops, and a dashed line appears at

page breaks.

Editing commands include deletions of a

character right or left of the cursor, a word,

or an entire line. Deletions may also be

made from the cursor to the beginning or

end of the line. Overtyping makes correc-

tions, and an insert mode may be toggled.

The display is within the margins in a jus-

tified form much as it appears in print. If an

insert has expanded a line beyond the

screen edge or if a print format wider than

the screen is used, a plus sign indicates

that more text remains. When the para-

graph is reformed, the cursor stops at a

word that extends beyond the margins to

provide an opportunity to insert a homo-

graph or soft hyphen. If needed, the word is

broken and the hyphen displayed; other-

wise the unhyphenated word appears on

the printed line. If no hyphen is inserted, the

word drops to the next line.

Scrolling of the display is by line or

screen in either direction, and like most

commands may be set to repeat.

Blocks of text may be marked and then

moved, copied or deleted. Marked blocks

may also be read into a file to be included in

other text files, or such blocks may be reac

into the current file. Strings of characters

may be located, optionally independent of

whether they are upper or lowercase or

whether they are a partial or a whole word.
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The strings may be replaced under individ-

ual control. for a specified number of occur-

rences, or automatically throughout the file.

Formatting commands embedded within

the text can set the top and bottom mar-

gins. Lines may be centered, right-justified,

or may remain uneven. Tabs may be set and

Cleared, paragraph indentation specified,

and line spacing set from one to nine.

Wordstar permits conditional page

breaks to keep a body of text together on

one page. It supports sub and superscripts,

as well as boldface, double-strike, under-

lining, non-breakable spaces, and non-

printing comment lines.

The program permits displaying text with

strikeout should it be necessary to depict

revised data. An overstrike capability al-

lows printing one character on top of

another to create special symbols or

foreign-language accent marks.

Page numbers may be specified or

omitted on certain pages such as chapter

headings. Micro-justification is supported

for proportional-spaced daisy-wheel

printers, and four user commands may be

patched to call on special printer functions.

Number tabs that align decimal points in

a column may be set. Columnar block

moves are supported, providing a unique

capability to print two narrow columns of

text side by side such as in an index, tech-

nical manual or newsletter.

Wordstar includes commands to inte-

grate Spellstar, Mailmerge and Caicstar.

''Documentation

is hefty. .
."

Files may be chained for continuous print-

ing, and if desired, only a specified range of

pages may be printed.

Documentation is hefty and only fairly

readable, but a new Wordstar Training

Manual has been produced, and a quick-

reference card and extensive help files ease

the task of learning this comprehensive

word processing program. Wordstar is still

the standard for business word processing.

IVIailmerge and Supersort

MicroPro Internationai

Mailmerge is a companion program to

Wordstar, designed to integrate data into

form letters. It can be used for a direct-mail

advertising blitz with lists such as those

sold by Ma Bell, or with your own customer

roster, to ease the burden of repetitive

correspondence.

Mailmerge takes information from a data

file and inserts it into a text file while it is be-

ing printed. A customer's name or address

may be included in a standard letter any-

where it is required, the letter printed, and

then the next customer is processed. Mail-

merge's insertions automatically reformat

paragraphs so variable input data doesn't

alter margins, justification and the like. In-

sertions may be from disk or from the key-

board, and can range from a single word to

an entire file. Material may also be noted at

the beginning of the text for inclusion at

multiple locations during printing. User

prompts ask for keyboard input, and mul-

tiple copies of a document may be specified.

In printing form letters, the file might

begin something like this:

,DF ADDRESSI.DAT

,RV COMPANY, ADDR1,CITY,STATE,ZIP,NAME
AV DATE

SOATE&,

SCOMPANY&
&ADDRa
SCITYa,SSTATE&
SZIPS

Dear Mr. &NAME&,

As &STATE&'s leading ice cream dislribulor, . .

.

The .DP ADDRESSI.DAT specifies the

file from which variable data is taken to be

included in the form letter. The .RV COM-
PANY,ADDR,CITY,STATE,ZIP,NAME iOenti-

fies the variable names that are used in the

letter, and the .AV DATE prompts the opera-

tor to insert the date from the keyboard

before each letter is typed. The &NAME&

;;^>1V;^

m >'-'.'.
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P.O. BOX 5636 • STATION "A" • CALGARY ALBbRIA CANADA i/ti

ADIANS
All our software now available

at the lower American prices

Some Exomples

Scarfman 23.95
Defence Comm 19.95
Robot Attack 19.95
Space Costle 19.95
Meteoroids 19.95
NewDosSO 2.0 149.95
Mod III 16K-10% Off
5-1/4" Disks 34.95
3M8" Disks 49.95
Green Screens 37.95
Cables from 39.95
Rams-16K 24,95

Other Products At

Similar Savings

Cornsoft Group
Big Five

Apple Gaines

Atari Comp Games
Adventure Inter.

Instant Software

Med Systems

Spectral Assoc.

Sub Logic

Modem 80
Printers

MOST TRS-80 PROD.
AT 10% DISCOUNT

Enclose cheque or

Money order

with all orders.

Add 5% for Visa orders.

Sorry no C.O.D.s

No phone orders.

ADD1,50/ORDER
FOR SHIPR/HAND.
^/4 WEEKS DPI
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shows where data from a given field is in-

serted. The completed text might look

somethir>g like this:

August 1, 1982

Goopy Ice Cream Sales, Inc.

1234 Tasty Lane

Fargo, North Daf(ota

56789

Dear Mr Overshoe,

As North Dakota's leading ice cream distributor,

we are certain thai you would be interested in

sampling our new Texas Special: Jalopeno Ice

Cream Topping. . .

The file from which the data is taken

would have corresponding entries such as

"Goopy Ice Cream Sales, Inc., "1234 Tasty

Lane, Fargo, North Dakota,56789, Overshoe
for each record. The data file may be cre-

ated with Wordstar or Datastar, another of

the Micropro family.

In the foregoing example. If .SV DATE,
August 1, 1982 had been used instead of the

.AV DATE entry, the user would not have

been prompted and August 1, 1982 would

have appeared at all locations where
&DATE& was found.

With Mailmerge, an entire file may be in-

serted in the text to include standard or

boilerplate paragraphs. These may contain

specifications for variable data, just like the

rest of the text being processed. Up to eight

levels of nested files may be called. Files

may also be chained for printing with a

prompted halt, if necessary, to change disks.

Print-time formatting can be changed by

Mailmerge to alter margins, justification

and so on; Mailmerge can be set to print

labels or envelopes.

Supersort is another of the Micropro util-

ities designed to work with Wordstar. It can

sort Maiimerge and other data files. A spec-

ified range of data may be chosen (such as

zip codes in the 94000 to 94999 area) for

sorting. Up to 32 files may be merged into a

single unit even if they are in formats as dif-

ferent as binary and ASCII, have variable

length fields or even differing numbers of

fields in each fiie. Sorts within sorts may
be specified, such as alphabetically within

zip code, and up to 32 sort keys may be

specified.

It is the integration of Mailmerge into

Wordstar that gives the program its

strength. Combined with Supersort, the re-

sult is a powerful team that greatly extends

the capability of any office's word pro-

cessing capabilities.

(Microproof, Electric Webster and Proof-

reader function essentially the same under

CPiM as they do in the standard TRS-80

configuration. Their operation is discussed

in the spelling-checker section.)

Spellguard

Innovative Software Applications

P.O. Box 2797

Menio Park, CA 94025

$295 CP/M disk

Spellguard is the most popular CP/M dic-

tionary program on the market. It checks
and corrects the spelling in a text file using

a vocabulary of some 20,000 well chosen
words. The program presents a clear menu
that includes help tables to assist the

newcomer, and is supported by utilities to

create additional dictionary files for use

with Spellguard.

From the menu, the writer identifies the

text file that is to be processed and then

sits back to watch Spellguard work. The
program reads the file, eliminates dupli-

cates, checks the words against the dic-

tionary, and identifies the mismatches.
Spellguard isn't stymied by hyphens or

apostrophes, as it checks for the word both

with and without them before declaring the

word an error. All processing is performed

quickly, and progress is constantly dis-

played on the screen.

The next phase is the word review,

operated under a new menu with each un-

identified word shown on the bottom of the

screen. The options are to add the word to

the dictionary, ignore the word, or mark the

word for later correction. The user may also

backtrack to the previous word, call for a

help file, or exit to a special review.

If a word is spelled correctly and may be
used in the future, the normal choice is to

add it to the vocabulary. If it is a name or ad-

dress which will not be used again, it is bet-

ter to ignore the word rather than clutter the

dictionary. If the word is indeed an error,

marking it adds a symbol such as @ to the

error so the word processor's search func-

tion may find and correct it.

The help file can be called from any

menu, and can be set at the expert level to

give a gentle reminder or to the beginner

level for detailed assistance. At the higher

level, Spellguard operates with abbreviated

instructions and at a higher speed. As
Spellguard Is invoked from CP/M, the name
of the file to be processed may be passed to

the program.

The special word review is a quick means
to add, mark, ignore or list all remaining

unidentified words. This choice may be
desirable when building a new dictionary

file, to review the incorrect words in their

context, or to have a printout to take

to Webster's.

Spellguard has utilities to reorganize the

dictionary files, permitting words to be

deleted from the vocabulary, or to combine
two dictionaries. A new dictionary may also

be constructed of words that are unique by

subtracting one vocabulary from another.

The initial 20,000-word dictionary is com-
pressed into about half of a 40-track disk,

and the same compaction techniques are

applied to the user-created dictionary files

as well. All or a range of words from a dic-

tionary file may be sent to the screen or

printer for review.

Three sets of default tables may be main-

tained on the disk and chosen for differing

applications. These determine what dic-

tionary files to use, what marking symbol to

employ, and whether to write the marked
words to the original or to a back-up file.

Disk directories may be read from within

the program, and included is a maintenance
utility that can verify that no stray bits have

crept in to damage the program. It is aiso

used to install updates or zaps in continu-

ing program support.

The documentation has a professional

look, and is clear and direct. Its 114 indexed

pages serve as both a tutorial for the be-

ginner and a solid reference work for the ex-

perienced operator.

in a test against the list of the 100 most
frequently misspelled words, Spellguard

failed to recognize only jbene^/fed. In a list of

the next 550, the program tacked a total of

33. These included accompanies, dIsillU'

sioned and pamphlets.

Spellguard is fast and accurate, and an

important addition to any business' word
processing software.

Spellstar

Micropro International

Spelislar's major advantage is that it is

fully integrated into Wordstar, and may be

called up from within the word processor

with the text file set for proofing. It contains

an initial vocabulary of some 20,000 words
and permits checking of both alternate and

supplemental dictionaries.

The proofreading session begins by sort-

ing the words and eliminating duplicates.

The progress of the review is displayed on

the screen, showing the number of words in

the document, unique words, the size of the

main and supplemental vocabularies, tiie

number of words checked thus far, and the

total of misspelled words encountered. Soft

hyphens are ignored, and words separated

by a hard hyphen are treated as two dis-

tinct words.

in its second phase, Spellstar displays

each questionable word with a menu for-

mat. Program options include adding the

word to the dictionary, ignoring, bypassing

or marking words for correction. The last 20

words marked as "add" or "ignore" are re-

membered by Spellstar and are handled

automatically each time they are en-

countered In the text.

If the selection is to mark the words for

correction, then an @ prefixes the word.

When the document has been proofread,

control is passed to Wordstar.

In its correcting phase, Spellstar halts at

each marked word so Wordstar's editing

commands may be used to change it. By-

passed words may be seen and judged in

context. On completion, the corrected file is

given the original file name while the text

containing the errors becomes a back-up

file, and the text is ready for printing.

Words selected to be added to the vo-

cabulary may be sent to either the main or

supplemental dictionary. The program also

allows deleting or listing words in a vocabu-

lary file as a part of Spellstar's dictionary

maintenance routines, and special main

dictionaries may be purchased or created

for use instead of the main dictionary sup-

plied. All dictionary files used employ com-

paction techniques to conserve disk space.

For the dedicated Wordstar user, having

a fully integrated dictionary program makes
Spellstar an automatic first choice.
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REVIEW

For those with sophisticated needs.

Word Processing

uxe Versions

Michael Shrayer's Electric Pencil Is the

granddaddy of microcomputer word

processors. With the fauits of pioneer soft-

ware, it's stiil one of the most popular pro-

grams ever written. UG's Harv Pennington,

who is bringing out a new generation Elec-

tric Pencil, estimates that there are some
50,000 copies of the original Pencil out

there somewhere. Only about 10 percent

came across the counter; the rest were

bootlegged. "It's a tribute to their intelli-

gence," he says. "They only steal the best."

The key to its wide acceptance is the

ease with which Pencil may be learned and

used. This summer, my wife had the worries

over leaving our home vacant for a week

while we vacationed in Japan. So, I rented a

high-school student. He was to do word pro-

cessing for me at our home, and since he

was familiar with the TRS-80, I gave him all

of 10 minutes of instruction on using Pencil.

I adjourned to the next room to push papers

while he got an hour's practice, during

which he asked about three questions.

When we returned from vacation, not only

was our house secure, but he had added

many pages to my study of the Ottoman

Navy in World War i— something t just

didn't seem to have time to get to myself.

Electric Pencil has been the basis of a

number of word processing auxiliaries, in-

cluding several dictionary programs. Cor-

nucopia Software's Microproof includes a

patch option to call the program from within

Pencil. Other exotic programs like Xtra

Special Delivery from Software Concepts

use Pencil files to personalize form letters

from a mailing list and can even write entire

paragraphs from simple embedded codes

in the text. Exatron markets a patch to

operate Pencil with their Stringy Floppy.

The Electric Pencil Modification is per-

haps as famous as the program itself.

Pencil's brief documentation includes in-

structions that permit a $5 lowercase con-

version. This consists of adding the control

key and piggybacking a memory chip within
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the CPU. With this modification, the key-

board operates in Pencil like a standard

typewriter with no reversal. Without the

modification, Pencil uses the shift key for

control of uppercase-only text.

Unlike Scripsit with a half dozen patch

programs to cure its ills, only Pencil Plus is

available as an enhancement to Electric

Pencil. This is so because Pencil defends

itself from predators by making block

moves of its code all over the place, blanks

out potential patch areas, and takes com-

mand of the keyboard. No ROM routines are

used, and there are excessive jumps and

calls that are difficult to follow.

Still, for all its faults there is no program

on the market that is as easy to learn and

use as Pencil. If the word processing re-

quirement includes a large number of or-

dinary business letters, then the venerable

Pencil is hard to beat.

The ads that you've seen which proclaim,

"I Love my Electric Pencil" aren't far wrong.

Codes II

For Electric Pencil 1.0

Nelson Software Systems
P.O. Box 19096

Minneapolis, MM 55419

Model I

$19.95 cassette

$24.95 disk

Codes II is a simple but ingenious why-

didn't-l-think-of-that way to embed special

printer codes into Electric Pencil files. With

Codes, it is possible to shift Pencil printing

into double-width character fonts for those

printers capable of it. Condensed, empha-

sized, double-strike or Graftrax-supported

italics are possible on such printers as

the MX-80.

Codes II is a text file containing em-

bedded machine codes for many of the pop-

ular smart printers. The user simply deletes

the codes for all printers but his own and

makes a personalized Codes file. This may
then be loaded into Pencil prior to the file to

be printed. Using the block-move facility,

the particular code needed can be moved to

the location where the printing is to

be changed.

Since Pencil can't alter its margins from

within, use of wide or narrow fonts requires

a bit of judicial planning. Justified text

might be a bit askew using Codes, but it is a

small price to pay to be able to use the full

range of printer capabilities with a favorite

word processor.

Pencil Plus

For Electric Pencil 1.0

Dan Robinson

1625 Higgins Way
Pacifica, CA 94044

Model I

$40 disk

I'm partial to Pencil Pius because (blush) 1

wrote it. Perhaps it was jealousy of the half

dozen patches that made Scripsit do so

many wonderful things. Maybe it was pity

seeing old favorite but old-fashioned Pencil

lie there alone in ragged and skimpy old

clothes. Maybe it was disappointment in

seeing Electric Pencil 2.0 born as limited as

its father. In any event, having seen the fea-

tures of dozens of word processing pro-
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extension of the BASIC language designed "'

to assist the serious progfammer in the writing

and debugging of new computer programs. It

IS a set of toois that facilitate the development

of well-structured code whtch is easy to read

and maintatn,

Biocks of code are indicated by a unique
indentation convention, eliminating Che need for

extraneous statements [such as BEGIN, END]
and iine numbers,

basic' control statements are simple, but

powerful and complete, and include the usual

IF, ELSE and FOR. Added statements are REPEAT/

UNTiL, PROC/DO, and CASE. The UNTIL state-

ment IS veiy powerful since it can occur anywhere

in a REPEAT blocic— beginning, middle or end.

UNTIL can also appear in a FOR block. The

CASE statement can work with any expression—
string or numeric. ELSE can also be used with

CASE as an "ever/thing else" condition. PROC
and DO permit the defining and invoking of

named subroutines. The listing below graphically

Illustrates the difference between basic' and
BASIC,

BASIC S PASCAL

f A basic' program is logically simpler

than its BASIC counterpart. Its logic

IS easily apparent to anyone reading

It. Even large and complex programs

remain readable and maintainable.

PASCAL is a very good, if somewhat wordy
structured language. However, PASCAL'S great

disadvantage lies not in the language itself, but

in its microcomputer implementation. PASCAL is

compiled, and compilers are fine for producing

faster-running (although larger) programs.

Compilers are deficient, however, in the area

of program debugging. On [he other hand,

interpreters excel in debugging since they allow

the programmer to queiy the state of the program

after a bug has occurred. Professional program-
mers know that the bulk of software develop-

ment time is spent debugging code. Since time

can mean mone^^ an efficient debugging environ-

ment IS critical.

basic' uses the BASIC interpreter already

available on your own microcomputer for efficient

debugging. If faster execution is required, a basic'

program can later be compiled by an available

BASIC compiler^but only after it is debugged
and running.

! b a. s i o

A basic' program is written via editor', a full-

function text file editor optimized for program-

ming, and IS then processed, or translated into

a normal BASIC program.

editor' recognizes the basic' control state-

ments and automatically indents the text to the

appropriate level. The editor' display always

reflects the current state of the program text.

The listings produced by the processor [see below)

are exceptionally well-ordered. Comments are

automatically rightjustified for ease of reading,

block indentation reveals the flow of control,

procedures are separated by white spaces, and

an extensive cross-reference is provided. Once
the translation is produced, debugging can take

place using the existing BASIC interpreter When
bugs are detected, patches can be applied to

the translation. Ir is usually possible to correct

from 5 to 10 bugs in translations before having

to reprocess the basic' source program.

HOW CAN I GET IT?

basic' is now available for the APPLE, TRS/80

and IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER. Inquire at your

local computer dealer or order direct using the

handy order form below. You may also call

TOLL-FREE and charge to your VISA or MASTER-
CARD.

If you would like more information, basic'

documentation may be purchased separately for

SIO which will be credited against purchase price

PRINT "ASCII CMAHUCTER TABLES"
REPEAT

INPUT "FHOH.TO " .N .n

UNTIL N.O AND H-O
DO TABLE

END

DOUBLE ZEROES TO QUIT
I PRODUCE * T«BLE

PROC TABLE
PRINT "CODE", "CHAR"
FOR l-N TO H

UNTIL I ) 127

PRINT 1,

IF I < 32

CASE I

I 13

PRINT "<RTH)"
I n
PRINT "<ESC>"

ELSE
PRINT "<CTHL)";CHRl(tltn

ELSE

PRINT CHRt(I)

or ASCII CHARHCTERS FOP CODES M THROUGH H
I PRINT HEADINGS

UFPE LIMIT
! CODE

1 CONTROL CODE

' CARBiACE RETURN

ESCAPE

' »LL OTHERS

PB IN ''ABLE CHARACTERS

YES, pk^.H'ic RUSH me copyfs) of basic' @ SI29 ea.

(plus S3 postage & handling)

Check version D Apple D IBM D TRS/80

or.. copy(s] of documentation @ SIO ea.

(plus S2 postage & handling)

Please add SALES TAX: New Orleans Residents 8%
Louisiana State Residents 3%

NAME

FIRM_

ADDRESS

.

CITY STATE

.

ZIP.

Enclose cfieck and mail to: basic'

RO. BOX 15951

^501 NEW ORLEANS, \J\. 70 1 75

OR CALL TOLL-FREE: J-800 535-1814

and charge to VISA or MASTERCARD
80M 9/82

^

^See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 97



grams, I set about to cram the best of them

into Pencil Plus.

Pencil Pius modifies Electric Pencil to

embed printer codes in the text to permit

switching type fonts. Mix-'n-match within a

line, even with graphic characters, is sup-

ported. Headers can contain their own type

style. Wide font printing continues on the

MX-80, line after line, until turned off. The

left margins are evenly maintained no mat-

ter which font is in use.

Format parameters can be Included in

the text to set margins, line and page

lengths, line spacing or justification. Files

may be chained for printing with Pencil Plus

and comment lines are included. Input from

the keyboard during printing Is supported.

Pencil Plus does not erase the print

parameters when a new program Is loaded

or when the text buffer is cleared. With bad

loads (DOS Error 22 problem), it saves what

text it can. Programs protected In high

memory are respected.

All programs on a disk directory may be

read as can disk free space. Although /PCL

is still the default file extension, any may be

used during saves and loads.

The limits on format parameters have

been removed, and non-keyboard charac-

ters may be sent to the printer—even

graphics. Conditional hyphens are in-

cluded, and those without a special control

key may use the clear key instead. The hard

part was writing Pencil Plus to make the

changes internally without reducing the

text area by a single byte.

I'mrather proud of Pencil Plus, and by the

time this finds its way into print I expect to

have Pencil Plus 2.0 completed to provide

the same capabilities for Electric Pencil 2.0.

Electric Pencil 2.0

IJG Inc.

126CW8St Foothill Blvd.

Upland, CA 91786

Models I & III

$89.95 disk, cassette or wafer

Electric Pencil 2.0 Is bound to bring joy to

Pencil fans. The combined work of program

author Michael Shrayer and well known

computer entomologist Harvard Penning-

ton, Electric Pencil 2.0 cures most of the

deficiencies of its parent program. One only

wishes that more of the planned new fea-

tures were included in the present release.

The changes are more in the form of pol-

ish on an old favorite. Those without a

control key may now use clear, and conven-

tional DOS commands like Save and

CLOAD have replaced DS and R. The search

function now halts over the sought-for

string rather than at the beginning of the

line, and asearch-and-replacemaybemade

selectively as the text is viewed. Form feeds

and carriage returns can be included in

string searches.

One or two commands have moved on

the keyboard, and a hard space is now sup-

ported; It won't be touched during justifica-

tion. A concatenation feature is Included to
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"Electric Pencil 2.0

is bound to

bring joy to

pencil fans."

prevent data spread over more than one line

from being broken, as might be needed with

columnar data.

Print and system menus have been sepa-

rated and greatly expanded without appre-

ciably reducing text space by means of

overlays. The system menu now displays

the word and paragraph count without be-

ing asked, and free bytes in the buffer are

displayed. Cursor speed may be set and the

Model III tape baud selected. The print for-

mat used may be saved with the text file so

that margins do not have to be reset when it

is again loaded. When the file is cleared

from the buffer, the format parameters

are retained.

Although the /PCL extension is still the

default. Pencil 2 loads and saves files with

any extension, and entire directories may

be read from disk. A setup utility permits

saving custom default values with the Pen-

cil program, and user-written print drivers

may be Incorporated in the system.

Most of the Pencil 2 improvements are in

the form of escape hatches that the original

version lacked. ("Bullet proof," says Mr.

Pennington. "Bullet proof," agrees evalu-

ator Dennis Kitsz.) The bad loads that used

to produce DOS error messages but no text

are no longer fatal, for Pencil 2 does not

clear the buffer on a bad load; it saves what

it can. The break key enables users to bail

out from cassette operations or printer

hangups, and if one finds himself back in

DOS or Debug there is a reentry vehicle that

brings back Pencil and hopefully the text

file as well.

If an attempt is made to save a file with

the cursor at other than its beginning, a

warning leaps onto the screen. Even an

open drive door can't crash Pencil 2.0.

IJG's attitude is supportive, and they in-

tend to reveal the family secrets with publi-

cation of an Electric Pencil Handbook by

summer. It will include the complete and

commented source code of Electric Pencil

2.0 so programmers may customize the pro-

gram to suit their every whim.

A nice touch in Pencil 2 is the inclusion of

a command to turn the cassette player on

and off as you type so it may be used to

retrieve dictated text material.

Electric Pencil 2.0 boots up to a snappy

looking billboard presentation. The docu-

mentation is 123 pages of clear instruction

for the beginner or reference material for

the experienced Pencil pusher. It includes

pages of helpful hints and tips, and even

guides users through editing and printing of

Visicalc and Basic files.

One doesn't have to be a supersonic

typist to find the start of every line short a

character on the Model I with its slow clock

speed, but a zap to send the keyboard to a

type-ahead buffer is in the works to cure

the problem. The new features that have

recently appeared in other word processing

programs are still over the horizon, but

planned are support programs that will in-

tegrate a spelling checker; an RS-232 com-

munications package; a voice-synthesizer

version for the visually handicapped; a type-

setting utility; a program to load, edit and

print EDTASM and other file types; a

graphics-printing utility; and drivers for

most popular printers.

Another module is envisioned that will

allow Pencil to change format parameters

and send printer codes from commands
embedded within the text, integrate data

from other files, and chain-print docu-

ments. If this utility were incorporated in

the present version, it would be about all

that anyone could ask for. Still, at Pencil's

price one can add a handful of utilities and

still undercut such big-dollar programs as

Superscripsit.

The new features are still in the future.

For all of the old Pencil fans who have been

waiting, you'll have to be content with a

bug-free Pencil 2.0 and wait a little longer

for the next installment.

Scripslt

Radio Shack
Models i & III

$99.95 disic

$39.95 cassette

Scripslt is widely regarded as one of

Radio Shack's best software efforts. Like

other Tandy programs, Scripslt comes as a

training course with a trio of audio cas-

settes to lead the user through the lessons

provided on the disk or on other cassettes.

Scripslt boasts an attractive display, con-

sisting of 14 text lines above a solid bar.

Beneath the bar appear command prompts

called by the break key. If tabs have been

set, their location is noted as dots in the

command bar.

The cursor moves with the arrow keys.

With a shifted left or right arrow, the cursor

moves to the margin while a shifted up or

down arrow moves to either end of the text.

The @ key is used as a control key in con-

junction with others to perform various

functions such as insert, delete or ex-

change. Scripsit permits deletion of a

character, word, sentence, paragraph or a

marked block of text. Two insertion modes

exist: one for single, another for multiple

characters.

Control C identifies the beginning of a

paragraph, inserts the specified number of

blank lines, and indents the selected

number of spaces. Control V forces a form

feed and identifies a new page. Adjacent

words or paragraphs may be exchanged.

Blocks of text may be marked and named,

and then inserted, deleted or exchanged by

name. Text strings may be located, re-

Circle 47 on Reader Service card.—



Let's get personal
try out the in-stock selection of IHeath/

Zenith microcomputers, peripherals,

accessories and software.

Now available at your nearby Heathkit
Electronic Center, or through the Heathkit

mail order catalog.

You get more with a Heath/Zenith per-

sonal microcomputer system! We offer:

1. Proven high-performance hardware:
Thousands of our microcomputers prove
themselves daily, in the field.

2. Vast software library: Three operating

systems (including CP/M), languages, word
processors, an electronic spreadsheet, ver-

satile utilities and the 500-program Heath
Users' Group software library.

3. Self-instruction courses: Evaluation

and programming courses from Heathkit/

Zenith Educational Systems.

4. Service support: Before and after the

sale - consultation by phone, carry-in
service by trained technicians.

Test run one of our microcomputers
atany of the more than 60 convenient
Heathkit Electronic Centers in the U.S.

Heathkit ^
ELECTRONIC CENTERS* ^

See the white pages of your telephone book ---<r|
for store locations and telephone numbers. C

' Units of Veritechnology Electronics Corporation in the U.S.



"For an early generation

word processing program,

Scripsit's not bad at all.
"

placed or deleted.

Scripslt's video width may be set to

match that of the printer to aid in using tabs

and inserting hyphens. When the video

width is narrower than the text, window
commands are used to scroll the text from

side to side for viewing.

Format lines may be embedded within

the text to override the print defaults. Thus
it is possible to change the left, right, top or

bottom margins during the printout. Line

spacing may be altered, justification turned

on or off, text centered or printed flush

right. Printing may be set to begin or end at

a specified point, or to skip marked blocks

of text. Widow lines can be suppressed so

the first line of a newf paragrapti does not

appear as the last line on a page.

Scripsit prints text vertically centered on

a page, and comment and format lines can

be optionally printed. Both headers and

footers are supported and may be set to

S-100

Hllliiitinu;

TRS 80 Model 2

IBM I'ersonal Computer

Do you use your computer? Or does your computer "use" you? Face A. if you're using floppies, yourOme is being wasted.

Because a floppy is an inefficient random access storage device. Eacli time the processor wants to transfer data, it has to wait

an eternity for the disk to rotate and the head to move.
So what do you do? Get a SemiDisk, quick. It's a large capacity semiconductor memory board that is driven liy software to

operate iike a disk drive. Without all the waiting. Do everything you'd do on a floppy or hard disk, with no modificaUons toyour

software or hardware. Two board sizes are available: 512K and 1 Megabyte, (ttie highest density microcomputer memory
board in the world) And you can put up to 8 megabytes in a system by adding more storage boards.

What do you need to use it? Just an S-100 system with CP/M 2.2. Or a TRS-80 Model 2 system vnth

CP/M 2.2. Or an IBM Personal Computer. That's '± Mo fecial processors, DMA, VO. or disk controllers are required. Plug it in

and run the installation program, and you're%n your way. Fast! Even better, we supply full source code to the driver software, in

case you'd like to do your own interfacing.

Best of all, the SemiDisk's price won't warp your wallet Compare specs, cosl/megabyte, storage capiacity, and
compatibility with the competition. You'll see that the SemiDisk is a disk emulator truly worthy of the name. SemiDisk has

battery-backup capability, too.

Consider our limited warranty: A full year, covering all parts and labor. Consider our liberal 15 day return poMcy, Price?"

S 1 995 for 5 12K byte SemiDisk. S2995 for 1 Megabyte SemiDisk. Both from stock. S 1 0.00 for manual. VISA, Master<.ard , COD
orders accepted. Dealer and OEM inquiries welcomed. (Specify system type and disk format when ordering.)

Someday, you'll get a SemiDisk.

Until then, you'll just have to wait.

SemiDisk
SYSTEMS P.O. Box GG

Beaverton, OR 97075 (503)-642~3100

Call 15031-646-5510 for CBBS^/NW, a Semi- Disk-equipped ctrnpiRer bulletin board.

SfmlDisk [rademark of SemiDisk Systems^ TRS-80 Irademark of Radio Shack
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print on odd, even or all pages. Both parallel

and serial print drivers are included and
there are instructions tor creating cus-

tom drivers.

Scripsit permits appending files to the

resident text being processed, and Basic

ASCII files may be loaded and saved back

to disk. The program's major disadvantage

is the need to return to DOS to read a direc-

tory, determine free space or to kill a file

unless NEWDOS80 is used w^ith its MINI-

DOS function.

Radio Shack's Instruction manual, in

conjunction vi/ith the tapes, is a very

thorough training package. Without listen-

ing to six hours of lectures, however, the

manual does not quite stand alone. More-

over, once the training wheels have been re-

moved the manual isn't well suited for

reference. But there are a half dozen pages

of summarized instructions and a quick-

reference card comes with Scripsit. The
package also Includes keyboard labels to

identify the various command keys for

those of us who have trouble remembering

that S stands for insert, and that Z stands

for word.

Scripsit requires several keystrokes to

perform common functions. For instance,

to insert more than a single character re-

quires the sequence Control S, Control X,

(insert text), clear.

Scripsit can read other standard text

files, such as Electric Pencil, and is com-
patible with auxiliary word processing pro-

grams such as MIcroproof and Special

Delivery. A patch exists to operate Scripsit

with the Exatron Stringy Floppy.

Unlike Pencil, Scripsit can keep up with

the fastest typist and Scripsit's printing and
formatting commands are clearly superior.

For an early generation word processing

program, Scripsit's not bad at all.

Flextext/80

For Scripsit

Apparat

4401 So. Tamarac Parkway

Denver, CO 80237

Model I

$34.95 disk

Flextext/80 is a printing utility that oper-

ates with a self-patched copy of Scripsit to

offer a wide variety of printing capabilities.

The program comes in separate versions for

Microline 80 owners and for those with the

MX-80/G raftrax combination.

Flextext permits mixing of normal, com-

pressed, elongated and italic fonts In any

combination the printer can support. More-

over, the program maintains the margins in

the standard 10 characters-per-lnch setting,

regardless of the type font in use, to ensure

uniform left margins. Elongated characters,

which are reset in the MX-80 at the end of

each line, are reactivated until halted by a

user code. Emphasized and double-strike

modes are supported.

The program can send half line feeds,

and Is capable of producing sub and super-

scripts. Tabs may be set, and line spacing



may be changed from six lines per inch to

7/72 and eight lines.

If headers or footers change the type

style from that in the main body of text,

Flextext changes it bacl< again on resump-
tion of text printing. Ten additional charac-

ters can be sent to the printer that do not

appear on the TRS-80 keyboard, and graph-

ics can be printed.

It would be asking too much of such a
program to be able to justify lines of mixed
type fonts, such as compressed and elon-

gated, but lines of any single type font are

justified under Flextext and, surprisingly,

so are combinations of normal and elongat-

ed fonts.

The program permits users to exit to DOS
to perform any needed task and then return

to Scripsit with the text intact.

Flextext is an excellent patch program
for Scripsit, and it enables owners of the

Microline 80 and IVIX-80 and Graftrax to util-

ize the full capabilities of their printers.

Superscript

For Scripsit

Acorn Software

634 North Carolina Ave., SE
Washington, DC 20003

Models I & III

$50 disk

Superscript overcomes some of Scripsit's

shortcomings with a patch that permits

"Flextext is

an excellent

patch program
for Scripsit."

reading of the directory and killing of files

from within the program. It also features

key repeat and permits the operator to in-

sert text in unjustified lines during printout

(as in filling in the name and address in a let-

ter salutation).

If the printer supports forward and re-

verse half line feeds, sub and superscripts

may be printed. And if it recognizes the

backspace character then underlining,

boldface and slashed zeroes become possi-

ble with Superscript. The program also in-

troduces unbreakable spaces to Scripsit,

and permits sending special characters

that do not appear on the TRS-80 keyboard
such as braces and brackets.

For printers such as the MX-80, elongat-

ed and compressed fonts are supported as
Is emphasized printing in the normal font.

No special routines exist as they do in new-

generation word processing programs to

continue wide-font printing beyond the cur-

rent line or to mix different print fonts within

a single line.

Superscript includes a half dozen drivers

for popular printers, and information is pro-

vided for using custom drivers as well. A
new driver has been added for the MX-80
with Graftrax to add underlining, italics and
slashed zeroes. Superscript patches Model
I Scripsit for use on both the Model I and III.

Scriplus

For Scripsit

Quality Software Dist.

11500 Stemmons Expressway
Suite 104

Dallas, TX 75229

Models I & III

$24.95 cassette or disk

Scriplus is a modification to Scripsit that

permits the use of the entire range of a

smart printer's special capabilities. The
program embeds special codes in the text

that are sent to the printer to initiate elon-

gated, compressed or italic fonts or to

begin emphasized or double-strike printing.

If the printer can underline or print graphics,

Scriplus makes it possible. If the printer ac-

commodates reverse and forward half line

feeds, then sub and superscripts can be

printed.

When changing character width, care

must be exercised in setting margins. Justi-

fication with mixed type fonts is likely to

produce undesired results and is best ac-

complished manually.

Scriplusadds the ability to read an alpha-

5TILL LDRDIHG

5V5TEm THPE5

RT 501;

BRUD?

With our COPY program you read a

system tape into memory, then write

it back to tape at 500 or 1500 baud

Make as many copies as you need

Great for back-ups

model III tape, just 5.95
N) residents add K Sales hx

^if'/e fct cm fue ^nce &/

des SOFTWARE
86 Mansel Onve, Landing, N.I.,
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07850
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...and more over all other popular Daisy Wheel Pnn^^sm.

• 120 WORDS PER MINUTE • FRICTION FEED
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SFINKS

3.0
CHESS

PROGRAM

PRIZE wiNr«p
1981 Pa^>^
Worlds-

Microcomputer

Chess

Championship

•32 book openings

•chess clock

•primer output

•problem mode
•audio alerr

•thinking on
opponent's time

•infinite leveK

SFINKS
1.81
Plays Chess

Pre-Chessan4

•nine levels

•problem mode
•move suggestion

•move take back

•audio alert

•good

documentation

SFINKf
CHESS
TUTOR
Learn to

playi;he§s: -

•tutor

•3 level game
•problem mode
•audio alert

•printer output

•book openings

•superb graphics

the

finest

available!

See 80 U.S.

June 1982

Modell (E.I.)

or Model 3

tape or disk

only

PRIZEWINNER
1980 San Jose

U.S.

Microcomputer
Chess

Championship

;^ 32K
ttlodel 1 or 3

tape or disk

: only

$24.95

Step-by-Step

Programmed
Learning

for the

Newcomer

betized directory without exiting Scrlpsit,

and operates under all DOS programs with

the exception of NEWDOS80. The program
"patches" Scripsit/UC or Scripsit/LC for the

Model I and Scripsit/CMD for the Model III.

Script r

For Scripsit

Pioneer Software

1746 NW 55th Ave. #204

Lauderhill, FL 33313

Models I & III

$40 disk and cassette

Scriptr allows the writer to jump from the

word processorto DOS and back again. The

program permits output of special printer

codes to any parallel printer and includes

preprogrammed functions for the MX-80

and Microline 80.

Printers capable of wide or compressed

fonts, italics, emphasized or double-strike

can operate under the Scriptr patch, even

with justified text. The program may be run

with output to the printer suppressed to lo-

cate format errors and page breaks. Select-

ed pages can be printed from the text with

proper headers and page numbers
included.

Scriptr permits graphic printing, and in-

corporates a pause feature that allows in-

put from the keyboard during printout (such

as in form letters).

Limited editing is permitted during print-

out, and a macro facility allows printing

such things as graphic borders with the

text. Scriptr supports underlines, and al-

lows setting of a wide range of scrolling

speeds for screen display.

A half dozen sample programs are includ-

ed to tutor the writer while learning Scriptr.

Scripmod
For Scripsit

MG Products

P.O. Box 7544

Tulsa, OK 74105

Models I & III

$39.95 disk

Scripmod employs an unusual technique

to patch Scripsit so it sends smart printer

codes. Commands are inserted in the for-

mat lines that contain the code. Each time a

control code is to be sent, a control T (@T)

must be typed in the text at the location

where the change is to take place. This puts

a 60 hex character on the screen either as

an accent grave or British pound sign, de-

pending on the character generator.

This procedure requires using a table of

print values, but does permit the program to

send all possible codes. One difficulty en-

countered is that the @T is recognized as a

space with lower codes and plays havoc

with right-justification. Another problem is

the use of a backspace character for such

items as slashed zeroes. Margins and line

lengths require special attention when us-

ing differing width fonts, such as com-
pressed or expanded type.

The technique does permit Scripmod to

send graphic codes, forward and reverse

half line feeds for sub and superscripts,

boldface and underlining, italics, empha-
sized printing, and various width type fonts

for those printers with the capabilities.

Scripmod contains 32K and 48K versions,

and another for use with the Epson MX-80.

Scripmod permits reading the disk direc-

tory without exiting from Scripsit.

Qwerty 3.0

For Scripsit

Med Systems Software

P.O. Box 2674-T

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Models I & III

$74.95 disk

Qwerty is a special application patch to

Scripsit written for scientific printing on the

Line Printer IV (Centronics 737 and 739). It

features non-justified proportional print,

and by using super over subscripts can pro-

duce scientific formulae. By backspacing

and overprinting, Qwerty can present a fair

facsimile of symbols and Greek letters

used in mathematics, physics, chemistry,

engineering and the like. An extensive li-

brary of symbols is included in Qwerty with

commands to produce user-tailored sym-

bols as well.

Through its table function, the program

can create matrices and determinants. Its

folio routine uses normal or condensed
print and reverse line feeds to print either

two or three narrow columns such as a

newsletter or index might use.

Qwerty also has provision for including

up to 800 characters of footnotes per page.

The program can format a document and

shows the location of page beginnings

without actual printing to assist in the lay-

out of text. Qwerty works with condensed or

expanded print, and although designed for

proportional spacing it also works with nor-

mal fonts.

The documentation is thorough, but its

authors have coined new phrases that

make the manual tedious to follow. One
must learn that Quad means hit the shift

and enter keys at the same time. Yen is shift

and break together, and so on through Mod,

Und, Ress and Less.

Qwerty comes in single and dual-disk edi-

tions, and separate versions have been pre-

pared to support the Line Printer IV, Daisy

Wheel II and the Line Printer VIM.

With an appropriate printer, Qwerty per-

forms as advertised. If you require for-

mulae in word processing, footnotes, or

two-column text, Qwerty can accomplish

the task.

Lazy Writer

Soft Sector Marketing

6250 Middlebelt

Garden City, Ml 48135

Models I & III

$175

Lazy Writer is a full-function, second-gen-

eration word processing program. Author
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David Welsh of ABC Sales has packed every

feature he coutd think of into the program,

and the result is a highly sophisticated

piece of software in both Model I and Model
III versions.

My notes listing the commands and
their functions ran to six pages, but don't

let that scare you; you don't have to use

them all. For most purposes, only a handful

of instructions are required. The remainder

exist for the most exotic print formatting

control of any of the present vi/ord process-

ing programs.

To cram all of these features into the pro-

gram and still leave room for 5,400 Vi'ords of

text in a 48K computer required that Lazy

Writer be written in modules. One exists for

text entry and editing, another for disk file

manipulation, and a third for the printing

functions. Utilities are provided to rescue

lost text, to remove non-standard codes
from Scripsit files, and to set individualized

printer parameters. There are printer drivers

for parallel, serial and TRS-232 operation

and an RS-232 package for sending and re-

ceiving text by means of a modem.
Lazy Writer displays 14 lines of text on

the screen followed by the command bar,

vi/hich shows the present mode. Below, in

the text-entry mode, is the present number
of characters in the text file, the unused ca-

pacity, and the cursor location. In the edit

mode, the line is broken and shows the cur-

rent function being performed, while be-

neath the line is the cursor position and the

line length. The break key toggles back and
forth between text entry and edit modes.

Those without a lowercase modification

but with printers capable of lowercase can

generate both cases in text files to be

printed. Text appears as uppercase on the

screen until the semicolon is typed with the

clear control key. Then capital letters are

displayed as 's.

During printing, the print menu appears

at the top of the screen with the number of

bytes yet to be printed. The bottom half of

the screen scrolls the formatted lines as

they are sent to the printer.

A limited number of editing commands
are available in text entry that permit inser-

tions and deletions, change case, load and

save files, underline and call up the special

function keys.

The video width may be set to match the

printer's, using wraparound with the over-

flow on the following line by itself. Users

may see howtheircompleted copy will look,

and can insert conditional hyphens and

non-breakable spaces in the proper places.

In the edit mode is a full range of com-
mands to insert, delete, find or move text.

With deletions, for example, it is possibleto

delete a single character, a word, a sen-

tence, a paragraph, a marked block, a video

line or all text up to the occurrence of a

specified character. If an "oops" is discov-

ered before hitting enter, the text may be re-

covered a character at a time with the left

arrow, or the entire deletion may be aborted

with the break key. A deletion requires at

least three keystrokes.

A unique feature is the X-key command.

^See List of AOvertisers on page 339

With this, 10 keys can be programmed with

up to 20 keystrokes each to perform a mini-

chain series of commands. These preset

keys can be saved and reloaded as a file for

future use, as can user-specified defaults

for tabs, margins and so on.

Tabs may be set for neat columnar print-

outs, and the program can send codes that

the printer supports, but are not on the key-

board. A selection may be made to add a

line to the present page before a form feed

is sent, preventing a half line at the top of

the following page. Lazy Writer's headers

and footers can be set for odd or even

pages as they would appear in a book, and
can contain codes to adjust the margin with

each occurrence. In a bound report, for ex-

ample, the front of the page requires a wider

margin on the left, the back requires a wider

margin on the right.

Blocks of text may be marked for move-

ment or deletion. What 's more, these blocks

may be named so they can be rearranged by

including their name in the block-move

command. The cursor position may be

memorized and then returned to from any-

where in the file, greatly facilitating the

block moves.

A help file may be called up at any time.

The file may be added to or deleted from,

presenting only the information that the

user requires; the file shrinks as you gain fa-

miliarity with Lazy Writer.

Files may be displayed a screen at a time

from disk without destroying the resident

file, and may be loaded beginning at any

point in the new file. If thecursor wasat the

Start of the original text, then the text will be

overwritten. Otherwise, the new data is ap-

pended to the old, starting at the cursor

position.

One of the program's most impressive

capabilities is it permits smart printers to

respond to commands embedded within

the text. If the printer has the capability.

Lazy Writer text can include sub and super-

scripts, boldface, underlining, wide or con-

densed print fonts, italics or double-strike

printing as well as graphics.

Embedded commands are also used to

indent blocksof text, to center, or to change
line spacing. Reverse or hanging indents

are supported.

Separate files may be listed for chained

printing, and formatted files may be saved

to disk for spooling to the printer at a

later time.

Lazy Writer inverts the lower/uppercase

convention of other text files, such as Elec-

tric Pencil, and uses no terminating byte. It

has a command to change the case of the

entire file, but incompatibilities may still ex-

ist that will create difficulties when using

auxiliary programs with Lazy Writer. One
version of Cornucopia Software's Micro-

proof dictionary program will run with Lazy

Writer, and other vocabulary programs
such as Hexspell appear to work with its

files. Lazy Writer's inverted capitals run into

problems with one feature of Grammatik
unless saved with letter case changed.

The manual is well written and complete,

and a quick-reference card helps the user to

REMSOFT, INC.

Let YourTRS-80^
Teach You

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
Tired of buying book alle' oook on asserr^bly

language ptogtamming and still nol knowing your

POP from your PUSH?

REMsOFT proudly announces a more
etficieri way, using your own TRS-80' 10 learn

the fundamentals of assembly language
programming ... at YOUR pace and YOUR
convenience.

Our unique package, "INTRODUCTICN TO
TRS-eO' ASSEMBLY PROGRAMMING". v,i I

provide you with the tollowing:

• Ten 45-minuie lessons on audio casseues
• A driver program lo make your TRS-80' video

monitor serve as a blackboard tor the instructor,

• A display program tor each lesson to provide

:l uslralion and reinforcement for what you are

hejring,

• Slep-by-step dissection of complete and useful

routines to test memory and to gain direct

control over the keyboard, video monitor, and

printer,

• How to access and use powerful routines in

you- Level |i ROM

for Model 1

REMASSEM-I(tape) only $69.95

REMASSEM-I(disk) only $74.95

NOW AVAILABLE FOR MODEL 3

REMASSEM-3(tape) $74.95

REMASSEM-3(disM $79.95

LEARN TRS-80"
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE

DISK I/O

Your disK system and you can really Step out

With REMSOFT'S Educational Module.
REMDISK'l. a 'short course" revealing the details

of DISK 10 PROGRAMMING using assembly
language. Intended for the student with

experience m assembly language

COURSE INCLUDES:
• Two 45-minule lessons on audio cassette
• A driver program to make your TRS-80' video

monitor serve as a blackboard for the instructor.

• A display program tor each lesson to provide

(llustration and reinforcement tor what you are

hearing.

• A booklet of comprehensive, fully commented
program listings illustrating sequential file I O
random-access file 10. and track and sector I

• A diskette with machine-readable source codes
tor all programs discussed, in Doth Radio Shack
EDTASM and Macro formats.

• Routines to convert from one assembler format

to the other.

Presently available for model 1 only

REMDISK-1 only $29.95
Dealer inquiries Invited

These courses were oevelopec and recorded by

Joseph 6, Willis and are based on the successful

series of courses he has taught at Meta

Technologies Corporation, the Radio Shack
Computer Center, and other locations in Northern

Ohio. The minimum system required is a Level II

16K RAM

REMSOFT, INC.

571 E. 185 St.

Euclid. Ohio 44119
(216) 531-1338

SHIPPING CHARGES:
$2,50 WITHIN UNITED STATES '^^^

S5.00 CANADA AND MEXICO
OTHER FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 20'.
OHIO RESIDENTS ADD6';°r SALES TAX

'RS-80' IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP
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^ FOR TRS-80 MODEL I OR III ^
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

* MORE SPEED
10-20 limss lasler Ihen inierprelM BASIC

* MORE ROOM
Ve:y compaci compilsd code plus VIRTUAL MEMORY
makes yOur RAM acl larger Variable number ot block
butters 31 -ehaf,-unique woftJrames use only i bylea iri

header!

* MORE INSTRUCTIONS
Add YOUR commands lo Us 79-STANDARD-plu8 irslruc-
lion set'

Far more oomplete than most Forlhs smgle S double
precision, arrays, string.handling, clock, graptiics, (IBM
-low-fBs. gives 16-color or 200-lint display)

* MORE EASE
Excellent fullscreen Edilor, structured 8 modular
programming
Word SBarch utility

THE NOTEPAD letter venter

Opiimized lor your TRS-80 or IBM wifh Keyboard repeats,
upper.'lower case display driver, lull ASCII.

. MORE POWER
Forth operaimg syslem
Concurrent interpreter AND compiler
VtRTUAL I/O tor video and printer, disk and tape
ilO'MegaOyte hard disk available)
Fui' 8OS0 or B0B8 flssemPier aboard
(Z80 Assembler also available tor TRS.aOj
Intermii 35. to SO'track disk drives
IBM can read, write and run M.3 Disks
M.3 disks can 'eao, «rile and run M,1 disks

THE PROFESSIONAL FORTH SYSTEM
FOR TRS-aO A IBM PC

i;Thou5andE ot systems in use;

MMSFORTH Disk System (requires 1 disk drive, 32K RAMI
V2,0 Radio Shack TflS-80 Model

I
or III Il2fl,9S'

V2.1 IBM Personal Computer, 180-col. screen] S249.95'

AND MMS GIVES IT PflOFESSIONAL SUPPORT

Source code pioviaed

MMSFORTH Newsletter

Many demo programs aboard

MMSFORTH User Groups
Inexpensive upgrades to latest version

P'ogrammmg stall can provide advice, modilications and
i^rograms, to fit YOUR needs.

MMSFORTH UTILITIES DISKETTE: includes FLOATING POINT
MATH (BASIC ROM routines plus Complei numbers. Rectan

gular-Poiar coordinate conversions. Degrees mode, more)

(TRSaOl a full Forlh-style ZaO ASSEMBLER) plus a powerful

CROSS'REFERENCen to list Fortti words by block and ilr.e

plus all on one diskette (requires MMSFORTH V2 0, 1 drive S

32K RAMI t3B.96'

FORTHCOM: communications package provides RS-232

driver, dumb terminal mode, transfer ol FORTH blocks, and

host mode to operate a remote TRS-80 (requires MMSFORTH
V2.0, 1 drive * 32K RAM) S39,9S-

THE DATAHANDLER: a very sophisticated database manage-
ment syslem operable by non-programmers (requires

MMSFORTH V2,0, 1 Orive & 32K HAM) $5a,eS-

FORTHWRITE: fast, powerful Word Processor w/easy'

keystrokes. Help screens, manual & demo files. Full propor-

tional w/tabs, outdenting. Include other blocks, documents &
keyboard inputs— ideal for lorm letters (requires MMSFORTH
V2,0, 2 drives S *8K RAM) *175.(W

MMSFORTH GAMES DISKETTE: real-time graphics & board

games w/source code. Includes BREAKFORTH, CRASH
FORTH, CRYPTOQUOTE, FREEWAY (TRS-80), OTHELLO S

TICTACFORTH (requires MMSFORTH V?.0 1 drive S 32K RAM)

S39.95'

Other MMSFOnTH products under development

FORTH BOOKS AVAILABLE

MMSFORTH USERS MANUAL -w/O Appendices
.

. . S17.50'

STARTING FORTH best! S1S.9S*

THREADED INTERPRETIVE LANGUAGES -advancecf, analysis
of FORTH interals I1B,95*

PROGRAM DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION intfo, to structured
programming, good tor Forth J13.9S"

FORTH -79 STANDARD MANUAL - ollicial reference to

79-STANDARD word set, etc SI 3.95'

FOflTH SPECIAL ISSUE, BYTE Magazine (Aug. 1980) A toiiec

tor's Item for Forth users and beginners S4.0G'

• ORDERING INFORMATION: Software prices include
manuals and require sighing Ol a single computer license for

one-person support Describe your Hardware. Add I!.00 S'H
plus S3.00 per MMSFORTH and $1.00 per additional book.
Mass. orders add 5% lax. Foreign orders add 20% UPS COO,
VISA G M/C accepted: no unpaid purchase orders, please

SenO SASE hi Iree MMSfORlH inlormalion

Gooo dealers sought

Get MMSFORTH products from your
COTiputcr dealer or

MILLER MICROCOMPUTER ^ 137

SERVICES (M9)

61 Lake Shore Road, Nalick, MA 01760

L {6ir).653.6136 ^
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become familiar with tine program. Mr.

Weisii lias offered updates as bugs are cor-

rectetJ or new capabilities added, and tlie

second issue of tfie Lazy Writer Newsletter

is in print. Data sfieets to hieip customize

printer drivers are being prepared, with

those for the MX-80 and the Microiine 83

already completed.

The latest version of Lazy Writer has

taken on the difficuit task of justification

with proportional-spaced printing, and was
used in the preparation of a new manual- A
little polish has been added to several fea-

tures to accommodate users' requests,

such as aiiovi/lng data in headers and
footers to be spread apart to the two
margins.

Different uses of commands in the text

and edit modes are a little difficult to get

used to, particularly the arrow keys that so

many habits are based on. in the edit mode,
the arrows work normally except that

shifted right or left arrows accelerate the

cursor's speed, and a shifted up arrow

moves to the beginning of text. In the text

mode, however, a down arrow produces a

line feed, a right arrow is a tab when at the

end of the file, and an up arrow sends you to

the edit mode. Only in conjunction with the

clear key do the up and down arrows per-

form to move the cursor in the text-entry

mode-

Short, simple printing (such as a common
business letter) can be a little tedious

waiting for the overlay modules to load. For

complex printing tasks, however. Lazy

Writer is hard to beat. A technical manual,

graduate thesis, long raport or The Great

American Novel can be printed with Lazy

Writer.

LZ Patcher

For Lazy Writer

Imaginulty inc.

13423 Desert Hills NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111

Model I, disk

LZ Patcher modifies version 1-9 of Lazy

Writer in a manner that many users will find

pleasing. Those of us who could never re-

member if we were in text-entry or edit

mode when we hit an arrow key and found

ourselves sent to parts unknown will appre-

ciate the standard cursor movement. The
arrows are controlled in the same fashion

whether in text-entry or edit modes.

Unshifted, they move the cursor in the se-

lected direction. A shifted right or left arrow

moves the cursor to thie end or beginning of

the line, while a shifted down arrow goes lo

the end of the text file.

The old functions are still there, of

course; a combination of the clear and
enter keys causes the current character to

be overwritten with a line feed.

The ! key, which all of us treated with

trepidation, no longer erases to the end of

text (this is handled by clear, e}, but instead

invokes MINIDOS with NEWDOS80.
The thumb twiddling that took place dur-

ing loading of the various overlays

(edit/print/file) is substantially reduced, and

Lazy Writer is now much more suitable for

short files, such as a business letter.

All in all, L2 Patcher makes an excellent

word processing program even better.

Newscript

Prosoft

Box 839

North Hollywood, CA 91603

Models I & III

SI 24.95 disk

Newscript has about every feature any-

one could ask for in a word processor. It is a

machine-language program with a Basic

file manager, and is the first to support

proportional printers such as the Radio

Shack Daisy Wheel II and the Centronics

737 and 739.

The program comes complete with the

TDOS operating system, a mini-version of

DOSPLUS. It also operates with LDOS and
NEWDOS80, and most features also func-

tion under NEWDOS + and TRSDOS. New-

script can operate with a single disk drive,

and supports all of the special features vari-

ous smart printers are capable of such as

sub and superscripts, boldface, and so on.

Newscript comes with a pudgy 173-page

manual and a quick-reference card. The
Model I versioncomeson two disks, and the

Model Hi on one. Like other second-genera-

tion word processing programs, Newscript

is written in separate text-editing and print-

ing modules to provide a full range of

features while still leaving adequate space

for the text file.

The program permits chaining of files for

printing lengthy documents, and can out-

put printer characters that are not on the

TRS-80 keyboard. Two functions may be

specified with the X or Y commands to

speed editing,

Newscript requires that everything be

performed by a command typed into the

text. For example, the program won't ac-

cept an enter as the completion of a

paragraph and automatically begin the

following text on the next line; .PP must be

typed in on its own line to indicate that a

new paragraph is to begin.

Since part of the program is in Basic, it

can now and then run into the TRS-80's gar-

bage-collection delay while the string stor-

age space is adjusted, but in version 7.0 this

has been reduced to practically no time at

all. Printing is slowed somewhat since each

line is read from disk, interpreted and for-

matted before it can be sent to the printer,

but new releases incorporate an internal

print buffer to eliminate this delay. Reading

files or writing to disk takes a little longer

than with pure machine-language word pro-

cessors, but inputs from the keyboard go to

a type-ahead bufferto ensure that the typist

cannot outrace the program,

Newscript has two regions for instruc-

tions during text entry or editing. One of

these is the line manipulation area (LIMA)

that permits insertion, deletion or replica-



SIMUTEK
Word processing will never be the same.

CoESllrt'from SImutek is the first word/
graphics processor for TRS-80 Mod. I & III, or PMC-80
and 81 CopyArt gives you unmatched editing fiexibil-

ity. Change sizes and styies of type in a singie line,

Insertor delete characters, words and lines. Under-
line, bold face and moke block moves simply. Pagi-
nation, headers and footers ore a snap. You have
complete formal control, including justification,
centering and flush right copy positioning.

And that's just the beginning.

Lni^t^rf is also a graphics generator that con
make words and letters in any size, produce graphs,
charts, cartoons, logos, borders and illustrations. Busi-
ness graphs and charts can be intermixed with text to
produce reports of exceptional quality. CopyArt's
scrolling capability frees you from the bonds of a 64
column screen. CopyArt can simulate a page up to
255 characters wide.

Commands in CopyArt are as simple as I'for Insert, B'

for block move, etc. CopyArt even supports DOS
commands like DIRectory, FREE and KILL. A special
HELP command gives you instant access to an on-line
manual.

LUESflr* ' makes word processing more flexible
than ever before. It supports the full graphics charac-
ter sets of Epson and Okidata printers as well as the
proportionally spaced justification superscripting, and
subscripting capabilties of Centronics' 737 and 739
printer and Radio Shack's Line Printer IV. On non-
graphic printers [C-ltoh, Diablo, Radio Shack Daisy
Wheel, and others with the ability to turn off linefeeds)
CobyArt creates pseudogrophics by overstriking
standard characters. On every printer, especially dot
matrix printers, the double printing feature produces
unbelievably crisp copies.

(Headline and illustrations produced on CopyArt]

rvrvv
DDIIQailllBEIIiaBBl
DDDDflBDDBB EBB ES

^9B BDDDDDO OBB ^BH

.DBB

f* WORD/GRAPHICS PROCESSOR
FROM SIMUTEKCdb

Diskette and Instruction manual ,$149,95

Requires TRS-80 MOD I or III, 48K, 1 clisl<

10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
To order call TOLL FREE 800-528-1149 for VISA
MasterCard American Express COD orders only.

Or mail check or money order to

SIMUnK
Computer Products Inc.
4877 E. Speedway, Tucson, AZ 85712

Technical questions? Call (602) 323-9391 Dealer inquiries welcome,
TRS-80 is a TM of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corooration • CopyArt is a TM of Simutek Computer Products Inc.

r'See Lisi ol Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 105



tion of lines and is used to place markers for

block moves. The other is thie command line

at ttie top of the screen where instructions

may be entered to save or load files, read a

directory, or transfer to the print module.

Here, too, are commands to scroll, search

or ctiange strings and to adjust the video

width and viewing area.

Instructions embedded within the text

control margins as well as line and page
lengths. Indentation and hanging indents

are supported and tabs may be set. Odd or

even page headers and footers are provided

for as are widow lines and unbreakable

spaces. Comment lines may be included.

When the text is ready for printing, there

area number of options available to the op-

erator. Lines may be numbered in the mar-

gin (handy for such things as legal briefs

and contracts). Last-minute changes may
be made by a mini-edit mode, and line spac-

ing may be changed from that commanded
in the text. A good feature is the ability to

print only a range of pages or a single page

in the middle of the document that didn't

come out as the user had desired during the

first printing.

The program supports conditional hyph-

ens, and special control codes may be sent

to change printer fonts.

Newscript has several unusual capabili-

ties. One of these is the creation of an in-

dex. The normal, tedious method of index-

ing is to print the text, perform a word

search, compare the video location of the

word with the printed text to find the page

on which it ts printed, and write another file

using the manually collected data. With

Newscript, a word search may be perfomed
and a command issued each place it is

found to include it in the index. An alterna-

tive is to create the word list with Edit and

Call on Newscript's index-generator utility

to embed the indexing commands. A print-

ing utility for the index alphabetizes the list

and merges the page references in ascend-

ing order before printing. A similar ca-

pability exists for preparing a table of

contents.

Another unique feature of Newscript is

the ability to embed files. Frequently used

standard text can be included without re-

petitive typing, such as a logo complete

with printer codes or lengthy paragraphs

that begin with "Your payment is 30 days
past due. .

.."

Prosoft's program has yet another unus-

ual feature: It can interrupt printing to ac-

cept lines from the keyboard or from a disk

file to create personalized form letters. The

disk file entries may be coded so that only

those matching the specified code request-

ed in the text are called upon.

Newscript offers a $29.95 mailing-labels

option that selectively prints labels from

the same type of list as used in creation of

its form letters. Another option is a $50 utili-

ty for the Diablo and Qume proportional

daisy-wheel printers, and yet a third is a

patch to operate Microproof from within

Newscript. A new package integrates J.F.

Consulting's G.E.A.P, for inclusion of fancy

graphics in the text.
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Newscript is a very powerful word pro-

cessing program. The disadvantages of

Basic are not quite overcome by machine-

language routines, and one wishes for key-

board entries rather than embedded com-
mands for such items as paragraph termin-

ation. But some of Newscript's features are

found nowhere else. The ability to embed
files, to accept data from the keyboard dur-

ing printing, and to create an index are im-

portant functions which may fulfill a

word processing requirement that no other

program can.

. some of Newscript's

features are found

nowhere else."

Pensawrite 2

4441 West First Ave.

Vancouver, BC V6R 4H9
Canada
Models I & III

$79.95 disk

Pensawrite 2, unlike its little brother, is a

character-oriented machine-language word

processor. It is written in separate modules,

and passes the text file back and forth by

writing it to and reading it from disk.

It can operate with a single drive, and has

a capacity of 26,000 characters on a 48K

machine. It features a file-linking capability

to print lengthy documents and includes en-

hancement utilities to facilitate letter writ-

ing, report generating, mail list and finan-

cial report preparation.

The Pensawrite 2 display permits a dozen

lines of text bracketed between solid bars

at top and bottom. The top line displays

such information as the number of charac-

ters presently in the file and remaining

memory space. The bottom line shows the

present mode and provides space for file-

specs and error messages.

From this command mode, disk func-

tions may be performed to read directories,

determine free space, kill files, set date and
time, select configuration defaults, call up a

rudimentary help file, or proceed to one of

the enhancement utilities described above.

From the command mode, you can also pro-

ceed to the edit and print modules.

Within the edit module are commands to

read and write files as well as to perform

some of the disk functions available under

the command mode. The major section,

however, is the modify function (MOD).

MOD uses shifted letters to control the

various functions: A permits adding text,

and no characters seem to be lost even with

high speed typing. D deletes, the key re-

peats, and the deletion speed increases if

the shift key is also pressed. W and D to-

gether delete entire words, while S and D
delete sentences.

R replaces and G performs the global

search-and-reptace functions. 1 Inserts text.

Strangely, insertions appear to take place

at the position immediately beneath the

cursor, while deletions occur at the location

to its right.

S is the search command, and a question

mark added provides a count of the speci-

fied string. Single blocks may be marked
and moved with Pensawrite 2, and 20

keys may be coded with user-specified

commands.
Cursor control is performed with repeat-

ing arrow keys, and their speed is doubled if

the shift key is also depressed. Holding W
and a left or right-arrow key moves a word at

a time. Tabs may be set to facilitate colum-

nar reports.

In the print mode, defaults are used un-

less text parameter codes are encountered.

Pensawrite 2's embedded codes can set

margins, line and page lengths, control

justification, line spacing and page num-
bering. Two lines of headers and two of

footers may be used, and printer control

codes may be sent to make smart printers

jump through their hoops. Files may be

linked for printing long documents.

The utilities include one to edit and print

Basic ASCII files, one pre-formatted letter

file, a mail-list writing and sorting utility,

and a report-generation program with alter-

nating headers and footers. Last is a for-

matted financial report producer that pre-

sents numeric data in a manner similar to

the Print Using function of Basic.

Softtext and Softscreen

Aspen Software

P.O. Box 339-M

TIjeras, NM 87059

Model I $69 each disk

Model III 675 each disk

Softtext is a text-formatting program that

operates with the Softscreen text editor. As

a team, they accomplish what other word

processors do in overlay modules within a

single program.

Softtext requires command lines embed-

ded within the text to perform such func-

tions as beginning a new paragraph or un-

derlining. The program supports widow
lines, so a single line of a new paragraph

doesn't end a page. It also features non-

splittable spaces so that Mr. R. M. Nixon

won't have his name separated from his ini-

tials. There are hanging indents for out-

lines, and proportional spacing is sup-

ported.

It is the only word processing program

known to have provision for footnotes

(other than a Scripsit patch), so important

comments appear on the same page as

their reference.

Softtext's features include the capability

to output boldface, send printer control

codes, and to center lines of text. It adjusts

margins for printing on the front or back

pages alternatively, as they would appear in

a book. Headers and footers are fully sup-

ported, and Softtext has an index-produc-

ing capability.



OUR LOW PRICES
SATISFACTION

FREE SHIPPING
BY SIMUTEK

COMPUTERS
Complete MODEL Ml COMPUTER
Model III with 48K memory, 2 disk drives. 370K storage, and ready to run

with TRSDOS 13 and manuai, 120 day Simutel< warranty parts and labor.

Compalible with all Radio Shack software, S1899.99

Model 111 with 48K. 2 double sided 40 track disk drives with 750K slor-

age. Comes with NEWDOS 80 V.2 and manual. 120 day Simutek

warranty parts and labor Compotible with [?adio Shack software

Complete and ready to run. S2389.99

MODEL III FIVE MEGABYTE HARD DISK
Comes with modified DOSPLUS. No instaiiation reauired, just plug in 50

pin bus. Complete and ready lo run. S2499.99

MODEL III INTERNAL DISK DRIVE KITS
If you can use a philllps screwdriver, you con easily install Simutek's

Model III disk drives and controller in less then an hour. Absolutely NO
SOLDERING, TRACE CUTTING OR TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE REQUIRED!

The J & M controller is the best on the market today. We've tried others

and found J &M'stheflnestandeasiesttoinsla]l. We warranty the J &M
controller for 120 doys against defects In workmanship.

ONE 40 TRACK TANDON DISK DRIVE WITH 185K STORAGE, and J & M
controller. Radio Shack DOS. manual. No soldering or trace cutting

required. Ready to install with instructions. S619.99

TWO 40 TRACK TANDON DISK DRIVES 370K STORAGE, with J & M con-

troller Radio Shack DOS, manual. No soldering or trace cutting, Ready
to install and run. Instructions, 3839.99

TWO DOUBLE SIDED 40 TRACK DISK DRIVES with 750K storage and J &
M controller. NEWDOS 80 V.2. and manual and Model III DOS. No solder-

ing or trace cutting. Ready to install and run Full instructions. S1299.99

DISK DRIVES
MODEL I DISK DRIVES

ONE TEC DISK DRIVE 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE with 5ms track to track

access time, with power supply chassis, extender coble and shipping

for TRS-80. One year warranty on parts and labor. Ten day money back
guarantee.
Model! oriii S279.00

ONE TEAC 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE, 30 ms track to track, with P/S and
chassis, ready to run as drive 0-4, 10 day money guarantee. One year

warranty 5279,00

ONE TANDON 40 TRACK DISK DRIVE, 5 ms track to track, with P/S and
chassis, ready to run as drive 0-4 or Model III external, 10 day money
back warranty S279,00

ONE 2 DRIVE cable for Model I or III, (Specify) S25,00

ONE 4 DRIVE cable for Model I only S35.00

PRINTERS
Letter qualily Daisywheel

TEC C-itoh 40 CPS Parallel S1599 99
TEC C-itoh 40 GPS Serial S1649.99

TEC C^fho 45 CPS Parallel SI 799,99

TEC C-itoh 45 CPS Serial

TEC C-itoh tractor feed
SI 899.99

S269.00

High quality dot matrix

TEC C-itoh PROWRITER 8510 S539,99

Epson MX-80 S479.99

Epson MX-80 F/T S599,99

Epson MX-100 $799.99
Epson Graphtrax S89.99

Malibu 200 dual mode S2695.99

Okidcto microline 80 S369.99
Okidota microline 82A S599.99
(Free tractor feed)

Okidata microline 83A S799.99
(Free tractor feed)

Okidata microline 84 S1269.99

(Free tractor feed)

ACCESSDRIES/
SDFTWAREilG.

16K MEMORY SET SPECIAL
S17.89 with instructions for MOD
warranty 200 NS

MODEL I, III SOFTWARE
LDOS
NEWDOS 80 Ver 2

Color 4K, Apple, Exidy, one year

S17.89

S149.95

S139.00

DOSPLUS. ..NEW VERSION! S139.95

DISK HOLDER 5-1/4 S21,95 |BMk I

'"
"^

PERCOM'S DOUBLER II and Doub-
leDOS The best and easiest to install.

Double density mod for Model I.S 159.95 _^^^
BOOKS 521.95

MICROSOFT BASC DECODED AND OTHER MYSTERIES S2995

TRS-80 DISK ANDOTHER MYSTERIES S2Z50
BASIC FASTER AND BETTER,,^ S29,95

CUSTOM TRS-80 S29,95

fl^^p™—
-p;^!^^ SUPER MODEM

^ "^

""Z* ^ '^H ESI Lynx smart modem for MOD I or III.

f ^ - -. '-
jj^^^^l Does not require RS-232. Auto an-

swer/dial. Complete with terminal AND
host programs S279.95

-jju_;..u.,..^.—_-,j3MmMi ^*°P those headaches and eye strain!
imiBm'f~iMm:S^m^m

ZENITH GREEN SCREEN MONITOR and
TRS-80 CABLE S149,00

HAS BEEN SATISFYING CUSTOMERS
NATIONWIDE FOR THREE YEARS

IF NOT FULLY SATISFIED WITH ANY HARDWARE FOR ANY REASON,
RETURN WITHIN TEN DAYS FOR A FULL REFUND OR EXCHANGE. Sorry.

no refunds on software.

QUESTIONS? WE KNOW TRS-80S CALL OUR TECHNICAL HOTLINE FOR
QUICK AND PROFESSIONAL ANSWERS. [602] 323-9391

ORDERS RECEIVED TODAY ARE SHIPPED TOMORROW. IF AN ITEM IS

TEMPORARILY OUT OF STOCK YOU ARE NOT CHARGED UNTIL IT IS

SHIPPED,

USE OUR DIME TO ORDER TOLL FREE. (ORDERS ONLY]

(800) 528-1149
FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERSII

C.O.D.'S OVER S200 REQUIRE 10% DE-

POSIT ALL CO.D.'S WILL REQUIRE CASH
OR CERTIFIED CHECK FOR PAYMENT

WE ACCEPT AMERICAN EXPRESS, VISA

and MASTERCARD, NO SURCHARGE
FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS!

SORRY, PERSONAL CHECKS REQUIRE
4-5 WEEKS TO CLEAR.

SIMUTEK |i

inter Cablefor Expansion interface or Model III computer 529,96

4897 E. SPEEDWAT, mCbON, aKI£UNA 85712
(602) 323-9391 (800] 528-1149

TRS-80 IS A TM OF RADIO SHACK, A TANDY CORP

v'12



The program can merge lines from other

text files or accept information from the

keyboard during printing to produce per-

sonaiized form ietlers. if desired, oniy a

specified range of pages from within the

document may be printed.

Softscreen, the text editor program, is

line oriented. Newer versions permit an op-

tional wraparound display on the Models I

and III as the program does on the Model II;

lines longer than 64 characters are dis-

played on the video line below/.

The enter key must be pressed at least

once every 240 characters to terminate the

line. Cursor control does not use the arrow

keys in the normal sense; instead U (up), D
(down), L (left) and R (right) move the cursor.

Since the keys do not repeat under
TRSDOS, cursor movement is somewhat te-

dious, but key repeat functions under all

other DOSes. The up and down arrows also

move the cursor, and the right arrow moves
the cursor one word to thfe right. However,

the left arrow deletes the character to the

left of the cursor. A shift, left arrow moves
the cursor back one word, a period moves to

the right end of the line and a comma to the

left of the line. The cursor can also be

scrolled one half or a full video screen for-

ward or backward or to either end of the file.

Block moves require that each line to be
moved be marked, and the same is true of

block duplications. The program can delete

single characters and partial or full lines.

The last cursor position is placed in

memory and may be returned to after per-

forming such tasks as a string search.

The insertion mode doesn't seem to drop

any characters as Electric Pencil does, but

changes must normally be made via dele-

tions and insertions rather than by over-

typing.

Although Softtext includes utilities to

convert Pencil and Scripsit files for printing,

the process is rather tedious on a regular

basis. Softscreen is needed to make Soft-

text work.

Two text files come as tutorials with Soft-

screen, and a file exists on the Softtext disk

to set the options for the printer type.

Copyart

Slmutek Computer Products

4877 E. Speedway Blvd.

Tucson, AZ85712
Models I & III

$149.95 disk

Copyart is a word processor with a differ-

ence—its fantastic graphics capability,

which allows the creation of billboard char-

acters, boxes and computer-drawn artwork.

The program is patterned after Scripsit,

and uses the same text display above a

command bar. Format commands in the

text are typed in the same manner, and the

familiar @ is the control key. Copyart has
chosen more logical key combinations,

however, and the D key deletes, the I in-

serts, and so on. Lest one forget, a help file

is available.

Copyart supports proportional justifica-
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tion on the Centronics 737-739 Line Printer

IV-VIII. Disk file commands may be called

from within the program to read a directory,

determine free space, and to load, save or

kill a file.

Text files may be chained for printing,

and the program supports boldface type

and underlining.

Copyart employs an unusual device to

deter piracy; a coded key is supplied with

each copy of the program to be inserted in

the cassette port. Although the program
will not run without it, unlimited backups of

the software may be made.
The graphics capabilities of Copyart are

dazzling. (Even daisy-wheel printers achieve

psuedo-graphics by printing a # over a 0.)

There are two graphics modes employed
with Copyart. Both permit the creation of

graphics that are printed as integral parts

of the completed text.

Control Y prompts text to be typed below
the command bar. When it has been
entered, a query asks for the height, width,

direction (horizontal or vertical) and
whether the letters to be printed as positive

or negative characters. In a moment, the let-

ters commanded appear on the screen,

ready to be sent to the printer exactly as

they have been shown. (See Fig. 1.)

The screen width, or window, may be set

up to 255 characters to accommodate wider

graphics. These can even be set to print in a

dense condensed mode on printers like the

Epson MX-80 and the Okidata 82A.

The second graphics mode is very much
like Radio Shack's early Draw 1-2-3. In this

mode, the cursor may be moved with the ar-

row keys leaving a trail of graphics behind

it. It allows for movement without creating

graphics or for erasing mistakes. The utility

permits the user to create bar charts.

J|
' ..fc|?^|| h^T^bB

Figure 1
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NOTICEi Th» men's room at th«
Fsdaral Building will ba closed
-for painting during all o-f July
and August.
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BELIEVE IT OR NOT WEVE ADDED MORE
NEW FEATURES to the ONLY INTERACTIVE
BASIC COMPILER for the TRS-801

1. Speed increases of 10- 100 times are typical after compilation.

2. Compiled code can be RELOCATED to run anywhere in memory.

Code is even ROMablel

3. ZBASIC 2.2 NOW SUPPORTS BOTH RANDOM and

SEQUENTIAL DISK I/O,

4. ZBASIC 2.2 is now a super tool for business programmers:

RANDOM ACCESS FILES, and PRINT USING statements are

supported as well as a HIGH PRECISION MATH package (witfi

no rounding problems],

5. Special BUILT-IN MACHINE LANGUAGE COMMANDS to

increase program operation by as mucfi as 1000 timesi Special

commands are implemented for fast memory searcining (CPDR,

CPIR), block memory moves (LDIR, LDDR|, inputting and printing

HEX numbers, inserting MACHINE LANGUAGE into COMPILED

CODE, disabling and enabling interrupts, inverting memory, 16 bit

PEEKS and POKEs, and stack control, debug and mucfi more

6 ZBASIC 2.2 compiles the ENTIRE PROGRAM into to Z-80

machine language. (Not 8080 code or a combination of BASIC and

machine language like some other compilers.] Clumsy LINKING

LOADERS, and RUNTIME MODULES are not needed: ZBASIC 2,2

creates a ready to run MACHINE LANGUAGE program.

7. NO ROYALTIES imposed on registered ZBASIC owners,

8. Typical COMPILATION TIME is TWO SECONDS for a

4K program,

9. Use TRS-80 Basic to write ZBASIC programsl

10. Compile many existing programs witn only minor changes

(Some BASIC programming experience is required,]

I I . Fully compatible with both the Model I and the Model III. Mod I

compiled programs work on a MODEL III, and visa-versa. ZBASIC

works with NE\X/DOS-80, NEWDOS+, DOSPLUS, LDOS, MULTIDOS,

ULTRADOS, TRSDOS etc

1 2 BUILT-IN and much improved MUSIC and SOUND EFFECTS

commands.

13, Improved CHAINING for disk users,

14, TIMES now available on DISK version.

1 5, ZBASIC 2.2 now has an INPUT @ command (similar to PRINT @|,

?6, The TAB function will now tab 255 columns on a printer. (BASIC

cannot tab past column 64.)

I 7. NEWDOS 80 2.0 USERS can use the CMD dos command"

function I

18. NEW and EASIER to use USR COMMANDS,
1 9. New math functions to calculate XOR and INTEGER

REMAINDERS
~20. Logical STRING COMPARISONS are now supported.

21, The disk commands INSTR, MIDS ASSIGNMENT are now

supported on both DISK AND TAPE ZBASIC

22, DEFSTR Is now supported.

23, Eight disk files may be opened simultaneously; random,

sequential or mixed.

24, LINE INPUT#, is now supported

25, Invoke the compiler by simply hitting these two keys: " -"

26, NEW 100-*- PAGE MANUAL WITH DESCRIPTIONS AND
EXAMPLE,

27, ZBASIC 2.2 Comes with CMDFILE/CMD program from

MISOSYS, to allow appending or merging compiled programs and

machine language programs from tape or disk.

ZBASIC 2.2 DOES NOT SUIPI=»ORT THESE
BASIC COMMANDS:
I . ATN, EXP COS, SIN, LOG, TAN, and exponentiation. (However,

subroutines are included in the manual for these functions,)

2 ERROR, ON ERROR GOTO, ERL, ERR RESUME.

3. No direct commands like AUTO, EDIT, LIST, LLIST ETC, although

these commands may be used when writing programs.

4. Others NOT supported: CDBL, CINT, CSNG, DEFFN, FIX, FRE

5. Normal CASSETTE I/O (ZBASIC supports it's own SPECIAL

CASSETTE I/O statements.]

6. SOME BASIC COMMANDS MAY DIFFER IN ZBASIC. For

instance, ENDjumps to DOS READY, STOPjumps to BASIC

READY etc.

7. MEMORY REQUIREMENTS- to approximate the largest BASIC

program that can be compiled in your machine (atone time], enter

BASIC and type: PRINT (MEM-6SO0J/2. Remember, you can merge

compiled programs together to fill memory.

ZBASIC 2.2 SPEED COMPARISON DEMO
To help give you an idea how fast compiled programs are, we have

included this demo program:

ZBASIC 2.2 DEMO PROGRAM
Time to compile and run complete program ; MIN. 2 SEC-

BASIC Execution speed MOD I , LEVEL II : 7 MIN. 34 SEC.

ZBASIC Execution speed MOD I, LEVEL II :OMIN. 18 SEC.

BASIC Program size [WITHOUT VARIABLES] ; 895 BYTES

ZBASIC Program size (WITHOUT VARIABLES) : 2733 BYTES

(Remember that the ZBASIC program includes an 1879 byte sub-

routine package,) Program shown exactly as compiled and run in

BASIC and ZBASIC.

10 =.======== ZBOSIC 2-2 EXAMPLE PROGRfiM RND TIME TE5T-^======
£0 CLS:CLEOR1B0:DEFINT fi-X:DEFSTR ;:DIM Clfi(64, S't) , Z (30) : RflNDDM

30 fia=100:BB=-ia0B!CC=3:DD=-3;EE--9g99:ST«="STORT TIME "+TIME*
4a FOR I = 1T01275TEP2 : FOR J = 47TDlSTEP-3! XX-POINT (1 , J) :BET (I , J)

50 XX-(1-J>/CC*(7+I + J1 :XX-QBStINT;RND(I*J)-fifi)+7) : RESET (1, J)

60 XX = PEEKll-t-J> :POKE15360-t-I+J, J :0UT£55,J BND (3»J> ; XX=1N0 ( 1

)

70 ftB«=STR*(I+J) :BRt=LEFT*(OBI,EI :Ofl < I /2, J/2) =VOL(Bfi«) +0fl»3

B0 Bfl*=BO**RIGHTttBfi*, RND(3) > : XX = INSTR (1 , Bft«, "g"l : XX=-50R 1 1»J)

90 B0t=MlDJ(BO«,2, 2) : MIDS (B0», 1 , 1 ) =Z ; IF XX THEN 100 ELSE CLS

100 IF LEM(Bfi«)>3 DR SGN(XX) = 1 fiND 0SC(En*)-32 THEN PRlNT"-t-++"

;

110 !FPDS(0>>6e THEN TRON:TRDFF:PRINT ELSE XX=NOT ( RND (99) 1 H0a
1£0 fi*=lNKEy»:IF OS-''V" DR OS="y" OND I>120 THEN PRINT"TRUE. .

"

130 RESTORE : REODO, C, Z t J) , D: GOSUE17e:GDSUB170 :GOSUB170!GOTO£ia
140 NEXT :PRINT"»" ; :NEXT1 :[:LS:PRINTe512, ST», "STOP TIME "iTIME*
150 STOP' ============== END OF MfilN TEST LOOP ============--===

1S0 DOTfi 12345,-1, "TEST", -9399
170 DN RND(&> GOTO 130, 1 90, £180, 1 S0, 19(8, 288
180 RETURN
190 RETURN
£00 RETURN
210 ON RND(9) GOSUB 180, 190, £00, 180, 190, £00, 1S0, 190, 200
£20 GOTO 140

MOTICE ZBASIC 2.0 OWMERS. you can upgrade your ZBASIC 2 for no charge.

Just send us your original diskette/cassette and a S A S.E with your registered

serial number and copy of your invoice. We will send you ZBASIC 2,2 and

updates to your manual

VISA, MASTERCARD, AMERICAW EXPRESS, C.O.O. ORDERS ONLY,

aOO 528-1 149 order line

ZBASIC 2 2 DISK VERSION AND MANUAL 89 95

ZBASIC 2 2 TAPE VERSION AND MANUAL 79.95

ZBASIC 2.2 Disk & TAPE VERSION AND MANUAL 99.99

MANUAL ONLY ..(APR' !F= TO f iF?:-HACcy . 7S nQ

TELHmCJ\L QUESTIONS PLEASE CALL (602| 323-9391

4S9/ E, SPEEDWAY, TUCSON, ARIZONA85712 ^,2

TRS-80 is tm of Radio Shack, a Tandy Corp

See List of Advertisers on page 339

^AiaMi^imKjarMtaiiim
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surround a block of text with a box, or draw
detailed diagrams and illustrations. (See

Fig. 2.)

As a word processing program, Copyart

is good. As a word processing program with

integral graphics capabilities, Copyart is

fabulous.

Word IV and Word V
Micro Architect

96 Dothan Street

Arlington, MA 02124

Model I

Word V $79 disk, 48K
Word IV $49 disk, 32K

Word IV and Word V are Basic printing

programs operated under the Microsoft

Basic Compiler's BRUM module. Both use
text files created In Basic and saved on disk

with the ASCII option. Text entered under
Basic requires an apostrophe at the begin-

ning of each line to identify it as a remark.

They suffer the reversed-case storage
limitation: Uppercase letters are saved as

lowercase and vice versa, but can print both

cases even If a lowercase modification has
not been installed in the computer. Like

other Basic word processors, the programs
require that each line be terminated by enter.

Format lines in the Basic file are Iden-

tified with a period and tell the program to

set page and line lengths, margins and line

I^EP^
PROFESSIONAL

FEDERAL INCOME TAX
PROGRAMS

FORTRS-80 MODEL I, II OR III

Cuts manual production by 3S much as

75%.

Determines least tax quickly.

Saves input information on disk-auto-

matic transfer of essential information.

Batch processing possible.

Uses IRS prescribed computer generated

print outs.

Prohibits bypassing of mandatory entries.

Accuracy assured by triple check logic.

Enter only pertinent lines-faster than

line by line.

Single line correction with automatic

update of succeeding totals.

Professionally used -nationally advertised.

Overlays available for 1040 & 1040A.

Requires 2 disk drives 8 48K.

• BASIC PACKAGE$150.00 •

INCLUDES 1040, 1040A, AND
SCHEDULESA&B

EXTRASCHEDULES $35.00

MANUAL AVAILABLE FOR$5.00

MICRO-TAX
P.O. Box 4262, Mountain View, CA 94040

Call: (415) 964-2843 ^339
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spacing. Word IV and Word V can also

justify, center lines of text, and print page
numbers and titles. Special characters may
be output to control smart-printer functions

such as lines per inch and condensed or

wide character fonts.

Both programs require two disk drives.

Word IV operates with 32K, Word V with 48K.

Word V is very like Its brother, but does
not require the apostrophe at the beginning

of each line when using the optional editor.

It includes a file/merge option to produce
form letters from a mailing list for a per-

sonalized touch.

Special Delivery

Software Concepts

13534 Preston Road
Suite 142

Dallas, TX 75240

Models I & III

$125 disk

$199 with Xtra

Xtra Special Delivery gives mainframe
capabilities to form-letter processing on the

TRS-80. With it, businessmen can commu-
nicate through their mailing lists just like

the big boys with codes calling up entire

paragraphs suited to their customer.

Special Delivery includes two main pro-

grams: Mailform and Mallrite, both written

in machine language. Mailform creates a

mailing list in a clear, menu-driven format

with controls to manipulate and search rec-

ords, edit and sort them. Data fields include

name, company, address, city, state, zip

and two general data areas. Movement
from one field to another is easily per-

formed with the cursor keys, and errors may
be signaled by a buzzer attached to the

cassette port.

Mailrite combines a Mailform list with a

text file created by such programs as Elec-

tric Pencil or Scrlpsit to produce tailored

form ietters. Mailrite recognizes codes
embedded in the text file to insert data

wherever it is desired. The last name, first

name or full name may be taken from the

mailing list and inserted anywhere iden-

tified within the text, and so may be the

company name, address, city, state, zip or

information from the two data fields.

Mailrite also recognizes codes to change
marginsfrom within the text as well as send
special printer codes. The program sup-

ports underscore and boldface with printers

that do not send line feeds with each car-

riage return. It includes a homograph or

conditional hyphen—especially Important

where inserted data from a file is of variable

length and line lengths are unknown.

It is with the Xtra option that Special

Delivery enters the field of the mainframe
computers. Xtra uses a keyfile to interpret

Mailform codes during printout. The code
VP may be identified to print out "Vice

President," or 106 may represent an entire

paragraph that begins, "The item which

you ordered is not in stock at the pres-

ent time. ..."

The codes that Xtra uses can be located

in any of the fields. They are identified as
being offset from the field's beginning by a

stated amount, and the code length must
be specified. Thus a large number of codes
can be contained in any record and in-

cluded in the form letter at will.

Xtra also permits printing of only a por-

tion of a field, so additional data may be in-

cluded. A Mailform record might look

something like this:

Andrews, John S.. _VP_NAME
COMPANY 789WestefnWidgetWorks
ADDRESS 1234 Main street

CITY Buffalo Ctitp

STATE NB .. 2[P10017

DATA 1

DATA 2

(212) 123-4567

98765 high-quality widgets

Xtra could instruct Mailrite to ignore the

VP In the name field and later use the code
for a complete printout, the 789 in the com-
pany field could be skipped In the saluta-

tion and used to draw three separate

paragraphs for Insertion into the letter,

such as the firm's annual sales. The NB in

the state field could be expanded, the 98765
used for another five codes from Data 2,

and the remaining text in the field could be
printed. The result might look something
like this:

Mr. John S. Andrews
Vice President

Western Widgel Works
1234 Main Street

Buttalo Chip, Nebraska

10017

Dear John,

As a major manuiacturef of high-quaiily wid-

gets, with annual sales in excess of a miilion

doiiars, we feel that you wouid be interested in

our patent (or a non-slip spaghetti fork. . .

.

The remainder of the letter could consist

of standard text mixed with coded para-

graphs and sentences tailored to the sub-

ject as well as the individual addressee.

Each keyfile can contain as many as

8,000 characters of coded numbers, words,

sentences or paragraphs. It is no longer

necessary to maintain a large number of

separate form letters, or to spend great

amounts of time in typing individual letters

to meet the many circumstances that may
be encountered. Writing contracts or legal

briefs should be a snap with Xtra.

Xtra also includes a disk sort utility that

maintains the order of a previous sort

within, so names may be presented alpha-

betically within zip code, and so forth. There

is also a Mallabel program to print the

Mailform data on labels.

Xtra Special Delivery is a very impressive

package for anyone who must communi-
cate by means of a mailing list, and who
doesn't want his form letters to look like

form letters.

Auto-Wrlter

Software Options Inc.

P.O. Box 970

Bowling Green Station

New York, NY 10274



Models I & III

$72.83 disk.

Auto-Writer is a surprisingly simple pro-

gram to merge a mailing list wilti a form let-

ter. The beauty of the program lies in the

fact that the user's favorite word processor

can be employed to produce both the form

letter and the mailing list. Thus all of the

powerful editing and scrolling features,

together with the search and replace func-

lions, are available to help create the list

and the letter-

Auto-Writer allows 1,000 records with up

to 20 variable-length fields for each record,

labeled as the user chooses. This informa-

tion can be included anywhere in the form

letter by enclosing the field name within

coded parentheses. Additional data can be

entered from the keyboard at print time,

prompted on the screen.

The program includes both a Letter and a

Report utility. Since the v\/ord processor

itself isn't active at the time the letter is

merged with the list and printed. Letter

recognizes its own commands. These set

line and page length; top, bottom and left

margins; and form feed, line spacing and

comment lines. One function reduces both

margins to outline a body of text, and a

page-end stop may be set. If none of these

have been included within the form letter,

default values are used. These can be

changed at print time.

If an error is encountered during printing,

the program stops, identifies the error, and

provides the opportunity to edit the text.

Auto-Writer's edit routine can even prepare

the form letter, and its commands are very

much like Electric Pencil's.

The Report program is similar to Letter

except that a header with page numbers is

included- Columns can be identified where

data from the list is inserted. A selection

may be made to align the data in each col-

umn against its left or right, or to center on

decimal points.

Several other utilities are provided with

Auto-Writer. Stats checks for errors and

gives the number of records in a file, the for-

mat, and the field labels and lengths, sent

either to the screen or printer. Select

creates a new file containing only those rec-

ords that meet the specified criteria using

If, And and Or with <, >, =,<-,> = ,<> to

choose such items as zip codes within a

certain range.

Sort organizes the file in ascending or de-

scending order alphabetically or numeri-

cally using any field. Sort can use as a key

such items as a zip code that lies at the end

of a city/state/zip field, or the last name in-

cluded in a name field.

Even though a compiled Basic program,

Auto-Writer seems to have good speed and

bug-free performance. By press time, an en-

hanced version should be on the market

that will include a two-level sort and a math

pack for arithmetic functions. The ability to

use such favorite programs as Electric Pen-

cil or Scripsit to maintain a mailing list

makes Auto-Writer a winner.

i^See Lis! of Ad'^ertisers on page 339
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TRIPLE YOUR COMPUTERS POWER

80 CHARACTER VIDEO DISPLAY
• fiO X 24 display with upgraded moniior,

Simple to install, just plug into a HOLMES EXPANSION MAINFRAME.
* Model 1 graphics or Model II reverse video.

* Basic programs work without modification.

• Memory mapped - uses empty address spaces it) ihc Model I/PMC or

"overlays" keybo.ird and video in Model I or Model III

SPEED UP YOUR COMPUTER 2 TO 3 TIMES - ADD A SPRINTER
• Plugs direi lly into Z!)0 socket - no soldering required.

' Select 2/3 to 3 limes normal speed 'viih hardware or software.

• Automatic switch to normal speed during disk and I/O operation (optional)

• Trouble free, tested Z808 microprocessor included.

TRS ao® Expansion Interface modification available.

Versions available for TRS 80® Model I, III, Xerox®, PMC®.
Price $99.50

ADD UP TO 4 DISK DRIVES WITH HOLMES DISK CONTROLLER
* Any romhinatton of 5Vj" or 8" drives.

' Single or double density.

* Simple installation - Just pluj; into HOLMES EXPANSION MAINI-RAME
* Printer port included.

Compatible with all standard hafdware and software.

Reliable state-of-the-art LSI data separator.

* Quality gold plaied connectors.
* DD adapter for the TRS 80® Expansion Inierfacc (,[,1.) available.

TRS 80" El AdapdT $99.50 Single Density $148.50

Double Density $219.00

INCREASE INTERNAL MEMORY TO 48K - RELIABLY
* Plugs dirpflly into the keyboard unit — No soldering required.

Reliable bet.iuse it does not use an expansion buss to drive the memory

system.
* Power supply loading is not a problem.
' Only the finest (tested & approved) materials used - each unit tested before

shipping.

* No Expansion Interface needed.
* Compatible with all HOI MES products,

IM-1 $ 86.00 32K (Without RAM $66.00}

lM-2 $139.00 48K (Without RAM $99.50)

HOLMES EXPANSION MAINFRAME RELIABLE COMPUTER
IXPANSION. WHAT YOU WANT — WHEN YOU WANT IT.

-' Pictured here is the HOLMfcS LXPANSION M.AINFRA.ME. All oi the HOL.MES

Products are in this system, yet all that is exposed is the "box" and the (ables. Its

ilean, its simple, it has 48K IM, speed up SPRlNltR, 80 character display, disk

1 nntroller — and il works.

Look inside the "box". This picluie shows the EXPANSION .MAINFRAME with

unly one of the 4 possible modules "plugged in".

' Has its own power supply . Doesn't compete with the computer for power.

Simple plug in modules. You add to the system only as your needs demand

Reliable gold plated connectors.
' Sturdy metal case suppresses noise.

.teg, COMPACT, EFHClENr, SI.MPLE. IT WORKS - AND KbEPS ON WORKING,^ Price $150.00

OTHER PRODUCTS:
• RS-232 • Extended memoiy •Self-contained drive/ronlroiler • Single module

case • Hard disk

One year warranty on af! Holmes produHj.

Terms: VISA, MASTER CHARGE, CASH, COD. Add $9.00 shipping for (he EXPANSION MAINFRAMF jnd $ i CX) tor iHluT

products in US & Canada. All others add 15%,

' ,.-153

/EST

lAH 84119 PHONE 801-%7-2324
>./// J^ - 3535 SOLTH .i20U WE

:,:/taaneA' (onaaieefciru^ salt L^Kr city, I'l/

dealer inquiries inviled / prices subject to change without notice
VISA'
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REVIEW

For the letter writers.

Word Proc

Under

The Word Machine
GB Associates

P.O. Box 3322

Granada Hills, CA 91344

Models I & III, 16K
$29.50 disk, Centronics version

$19.50 cassette

$35 disk, Epson version

The Word Machine is a iine-oriented

Basic word processor, produced in ver-

sions for both the Centronics/Radio Shack
printers and the Epson MX-80.

The command menu presents options to

add, display, edit, delete, format and justify

text as well as to perform block moves and
text entry from the keyboard. Files may be
loaded, saved, and in the disk version direc-

tories may be read and files killed.

The Word Machine's special print com-
mands are identified in the text file by start-

ing lines w/ith a slash or semicolon, and
permit control codes to be sent to activate

the various modes of the printer.

Lines may be centered, and data can be
input from the keyboard during printing,

such as in a letter salutation. Commands
are present to reformat all or only a portion

of the text, so blocks may be indented

for emphasis.

Scrolling is supported, a search function

has been incorporated, and block moves
can be made but they are very slow. Text

writing is line oriented, and the program
uses Basic's edit functions. Edit com-
mands require that the line number be
specified.

During printout. The Word Machine al-

lows page numbers to be specified, and a

choice exists for single or double line

spacing.

The cassette version suffers the limita-

tion that other characters must be typed as

substitutes for the commas and colons that

Basic interprets as terminators.
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ersions

Like most word processors written in

Basic, The Word Machine is hardly suited to

high-volume office work. If the writing task

is limited to a few personal letters, however,

The Word Machine may fill the bill.

Pensawrite 1

Pensadyne Computer Services

4441 First Ave.

Vancouver, BC V6R 4Hg
Canada
Models I & Ml

$19.95 disk

Pensawrite 1 is a Basic text processor. It

works with a single drive and only 16K. Pen-

sawrite 1 handles large files by writing

small blocks to disk as it goes along,

halting text input periodically.

In text entry, editing is limited to the use
of the backspace/erase key. Care must be
taken not to exceed the screen width while

typing or the program crashes. When text

entry is completed, the disk file is formatted

and optionally justified at the rate of about
eight seconds for each line.

In the edit mode, line numbers must be
given to list the text on the monitor screen,

to delete lines or to make corrections. The
file is then read until the line is found and
presented. Pensawrite 1's corrections re-

quire retyping of the line, and since the jus-

tification is performed only in the text-entry

mode, it must be performed manually dur-

ing the replacement.

Pensawrite 1 allows files to be merged,

and it includes a s-l-o-w block move.

-Sofal^^'JA^'is

When printing, Pensawrite 1 supports

page numbers and titles. It accepts inputs

for the number of characters per line, lines

per page, and single or double-spacing.

Segments of the file are read in once again

to be sent to the printer.

Since most disk owners are likely to have

more than 16K, one wishes Pensadyne had

added a few more features to Pensawrite 1

and not opted to interrupt text entry by

writing small bodies of text and back again.

Still, at the price Pensawrite 1 can serve as

an occasional personal letter writer.

Wordsmith
ABS Suppliers

3352 Chelsea Circle

Ann Arbor, Ml 48104

$20.95 disk and cassette

Wordsmith is another Basic line-oriented

word processor packaged in versions for

disk and for the fast-loading B17 tape

operating system. Unlike most Basic pro-

grams, Wordsmith includes a wraparound
feature that automatically places words loo

long to fit on the current line onto the next

one during text entry. High-speed typists

must slow a bit when using this program to

avoid lost characters.

Wordsmith is designed for an Electric

Pencil-type lowercase modification and in-

cludes its own lowercase driver, but also



Convert your TRS-Sa

into a World
NOW ALSO
AVAILABLE

FOR
MODEL I...

...with LSI's new Replacement CRT. .

.

The black & white "TV Screen" CRT (picture tube} which came with your TRS-80*model li or III is an inexpensive

rapid "P4" Phosphor CRT intended for TV use. The display is actually strobing 60 times a second. No amount of "green

plastic" will stop this strobing or eliminate the eye fatigue it causes. But a n,ew:" r^) li ^-'r- CRT display tube with a slower

decaying, colored Phosphor will. ~.
-

',
^ '.

I . . •

• Available in slow-decay green (simitar to new IBM* and APPLE lll*monitors) or medium decay "European
, .

Orange" (easy on the eyes, elegantly beautiful, and the standard for CRT displays in Europe) " '

;

• Leaded glass stops X-ray emission '..

,. , '.

' '/
^ . •

'
' •

.

• Optional Anti-Glare Frosted Glass available to reduce eye strain from glare > ' -

**"'-
• '^

• Easy installation — tube comes with pre-mounted hardware
;

• 30-Day Money-Back Guarantee
• Ideal for Word-Processing & Programming, fast enough for Games & Graphics

• Finest quality double-dark glass and phosphor fields make the letters seem'to'be coming out of black space

Try This Test:

LSI's new Soft-ViCW CRT

Turn the brightness control on
VOur TRS-80*all the way up. Wave
your hand up and down in front
of the screen. See how jerky it

seems? Just like in front of a

strobe light] That's because the
screen actually LS strobing at you.
A slower-phosphor CRT will

reduce that troublesome strobe
effect. That's why most of the
nevuer monitors, from I BM ' to

Apple HI'* are using the new
siow-phosphor CRT's.

•IBM*, APPLE

LSI SYSTEMS Soft-Vie?- CRT's:

D #GN42 Green Phosphor $79.95

n #GN42G Green Phosphor with anti-glare $89.95

n #OR3d Orange Phosphor $89.95

D #OR3dG Orange Phosphor with antiglare S99-95
ADD 57 FOR PACKAGING AND UPS SHIPPING

••••Lansley-StClair
Instrumentation

-^462 Systems, Inc.

132West24th Street. New York, N.Y. 10011 212-989-6876

To Order Call:

1-800-221-7070
Dealer Inquiries Invited

and TRS-80' are trademarks of IBM, APPLE Computer a TANDY Corp.
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If you have ever thought about

publishing your memoirs, the Great
American Novel, your PhD thesis,

documentation lor a compuler
program, or whatever; think about

Intergraphics' Personal Pu'bllshlng
service It is the lowest cost method
yet devised to get your words into

print Your Personal Computer, a

modem, and a lilile "do-it-yourself"

spin! are all thai is necessary to

access our fully automated
computerized typesetting service.

For further information, write tc

Intergraphics Inc.
106A Soulfi Columbus Street

Alexandria, Virginia 2231'! ^

n—
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# (JTiliTJf-S »
MISSING COMMAND ON THE MODEL I

FORMS
No more pfinring of) llit p^pt'i bs^lf rtbtdte^ to top o^
available memoiy. Change print line "Aiidth from DOS or
Basic. ,Model[~Disk $14.95

ZAPPER
NEWDOS/80 Ver. 2 users - Zaps your NEWDOS/80
Ver. 2 disk wiihoul using SUPER2AP (hen transfers

ihose zaps lo all your disks, update your old operating
system(s) (o NEWDOS/80 Ver. 2, changes single density
to double and double lo single density Model I or 111 - 2
drives Model I must have double density installed to use
allfeatures $24.95

SMARTT2
Smart Terminal Program ujritten in Basic with Mathinf
Language I/O Routines Full leatured. Make youi uv-n

modifications, suggestions included, fully commi^nti^d
listing -Model lor HI -disk $39 96

LISTER 4
•Ptetty Lister" that LLISTs both ASCII and Compressed
Basic programs to your printer with machine language
speed Model I disk $19,95

Programs are on disk with instructions and listings Check

.

Money Order or C.O.D Shipped Postage Paid Arid

$2.00 for CO. D.

CALL Custom Software for your application CALL
I, J. S.

625 Cedar Street - Rock Springs, Wy 82901
Phone (307) 382 8742

^tWDOS m SUPr.RZAP frMlem^m of Appo;<,; hv:m

TRS-SO MODEL I & III USS:!3S>

•404

Now you can have Z pointers on-line at all times. Dur
rvlODEL 80 LINE PRINTER SVi/ITCH is designed

specifically for the TRS-8G computer to allow the user
to easily select between two printers by means of a
conveniently located switch without changing cables.
Our compact module connects Co the printer port of
your THS-HO Model I or Model III through any reason-
able length printer port extension cable and provides
an edge connector for each of your two printers.

Gold plated contacts ensure excellent connection relia-

bility and ends the problem of constantly plugging and
unplugging printer cables. And, it works with any type

of printer that could normally be connecl;ed to a
TRS-8D printer port. Our Model 80 switch comes
assembled, tested, and ready to use A printer port
extension cable is available from your local dealer or
may be purchased separately from us at SI 2. 50 for an
IB" extension. See your local dealer or call or write

now for more information.

-^y\j\Arhf signalling inc.

Administrative and Engineering Offices - P D. Box 1 751
Kansas City, MO 64130 - phone. 18161 931-4448

functions with uppercase-only machines.

The editing capabilities are fair, with full

cursor control. Editing is performed pri-

marily by line, and they may be inserted,

deleted or moved. Characters may be de-

leted; overtyping is permitted, and If the line

is not yet full, insertions are possible. At

printout, lines may be centered or justified.

The print mode is tailored for the MX-80,

but may be changed to suit any smart

printer, sending commands for wide or con-

densed character fonts, emphasized or

double-strike printing. Wordsmith Is a suit-

able personal letter writer or can be used to

publish an occasional newsletter.

Micro-Typit

Coolidge & Assoc.

1317 South Congress

Austin, TX 78704

Model 1, 16K

$25 cassette

The Wordslinger

Instant Software

Peterborough, NH 03458

Model 1, 16K

$29.95 cassette

Micro-TypIt and The Wordslinger are writ-

ten In Basic. Their aim at the 16K market

limits them to only a few pages of text

capacity, and both are primarily suited to

letter writing.

Both programs use Basic strings to hold

lines of text, and writers must keep one eye

on the screen to terminate each line at the

proper place with an enter. Text entry with

Micro-Typit Is signaled by a display of

spaces remaining at the top of the screen to

aid the typist In staying within bounds,

while Wordslinger halts at the line limit and
accepts only a backspace or enter, Word-
slinger can keep up with a fast typist, but

Micro-TypIt hunt-'n-peckers must slow

TRS-80 DISK and TAPE USERSIIt
Protect your inveslmenl in disks and tapes'
END loading problems. One TOOL does it ALL'

Tape Reproduction System
Tape or Diik Utilily for Model I or III

" Read TAPE and/or DISK
• Write TAPE and/or DISK
• Verify TAPE written will load
• ANY TRS-eO protocol TAPE
• Identifies BASIC, SYSTEM, EDTASM
• Change program name as desired
• Select tape speed H/L {Mod III)

• Select tape port 0/1 (Mod I)

• OFFSET load addresses
• UNOFFSET load addresses if offset
• Displays operational STATUS plus

, Diskette directory (0-3|

. Load Map (start-end addresses)

. NAME, LENGTH, FORMAT of data

. START, END, EXECUTE addresses
• Automatic protocol conversion
• SINGLE disk drive copy (Mod Ij

• Archives on TAPE tor DISK or TAPE
• Run TAPE programs from DISK
• 14 Menu-driven features in alM
• DISK features require TRSDUM

TRSTLIM-16K tape systems ONLY $16 95
TRSDUW-1 drive TRSDOS Systems ONLY S17.95
Specify MoOel I or III - add SI. 00 postage and handling

Sena check, money order or SASE to;

CRB Microtools
Software u ^ooK for the SO's" ..^

14835 N. First Avenue -^"la
Phoenn, AZ 85023

TRS-80 8 TRSDOS - trademarks of Tandy Corp

down a bit for the program.

Both permit upper/lowercase copy on
printers so equipped, but Micro-Typit dis-

plays only uppercase on the screen even if

lowercase conversion is installed. Word-
slinger incorporates a block cursor with

key-repeating movement by the arrows.

Editing for the programs is line oriented;

the writer must supply the line number or

range of lines to be displayed, replaced,

deleted or inserted. Micro-Typit includes a

search-and-replace capability wherein a

misspelled word can be replaced by the cor-

rect one, provided that the new word

doesn't cause the maximum line length to

be exceeded.

Wordslinger has an overtyping mode to

change lines, but with Micro-Typit the entire

line must be replaced for corrections.

Both programs can save text files on tape

and load them back again, and both option-

ally right-justify text on printout.

For the non-disk writer on a budget who
doesn't want to pay the price of Scripsit,

Micro-Typit or Wordslinger may fill the bill.

If so, Wordslinger appears to have an edge.

Letter-Writer

Astro-Star Enterprises

5905 Stone HIM Drive ,

Rocklln, CA 95677

Models I & III

$37.99 disk

$23.99 cassette

Letter-Writer is a Basic program, and as

such is line oriented. Four lines of text are

displayed on the screen double-spaced to

display line widths of up to 80 characters.

At the top and bottom of the screen are

numbers to identify column locations, and
there is space for a fifth line as it is being

entered In the work area.

The program permits upper/lowercase

text on unmodified Model Is by using shift,

down arrow as a case-lock key, and signals

uppercase by displaying @ on the lower

right of the screen. The capital letters are

shown above a double line in the work area,

lowercase letters are shown above a single

line. The number of characters that the buf-

fer can still accommodate is also shown.

When a line is filled, the text automati-

cally spills over to begin a new line. The ar-

row keys work in all directions to move the

cursor, but a shifted right arrow opens the

text for insertions while a shifted left arrow

deletes a character.

Letter-Writer can copy a line or move a
group of lines from one location to another,

even to another file, giving the program
form-letter capabilities. Lines can also be

centered, and right-justification is sup-

ported. Optionally, line numbers can be in-

cluded In the printed text. The program can
also add and subtract columns of numbers
for light bookkeeping work.

Like most Basic programs, Letter-Writer

can't handle more than low-gear typing, but

if your typing task is small Letter-Writer

may suit your needs.
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TRS-80 SOFTWARE!
From Single SOURCE Solution?*

Single SOURCE Solution brings the TRS-80 owner new Innovative soHwate at the

most reasonable prices In the Industry. Unless specified, software Is available on all

models.
TRSFLOWTM l.l-ONLV $59.95

TRSFIowTM 1.1-1S a hydi;iulif model based upon Ihe popular Hardy-Cross method of

pipd aetwork snalysi^ By (elling ihe prttyrain certain system paiameters such as the length.

diamclcr and type ol pipes, TRSFlow™ cakulalES head values si up lo ISO pipe junclions and

the flows through 150 system clemenls. Within (he 150 system eiemenis. TRSFlow I M can

handle 10 pumps and 10 fixed head conditions. TRSFIowTM alliiw'^ the syslem designated lo

arcuratety delermlne pump and pipe sizes in any desired network, TRSFlowTM. works with

level II Basic on TRSDOS.
FPSS ' ^-FINANCIAL PACKAGE FOR SERVICE STATIONS-ONLY $249.50

FPSSTM-is a complete financial and bookkeeping package for Retail Petroleum Service

Stations FPSS is written in r«1icrosofl Basic' for the TRS-80 Model III FPSSTM. which in

eludes a 90 page detailed User's Manual, offers specialijed accounting modules tailorrnade for

the retail petroleum industry FPSSTM is menu driven, keeps track of each sale, purchase,

charge and collection of a service station, with daily, weekly, monthly or annual reports at the

user's command Inventory control is especially detailed, allowing for determining gasoline

leakage Commissions to employees can be tracked, with iwti rnmrnmion rates^eiup

TRS-ED VERSIONTM 2,1 -ONLY $29,95

TRS-EDTM Version 2.1—15 an ideal texl editor for the personal computer owners who
don't want a major course in word processing A variety of different kinds of printers may be us-

ed. TRS-EDTM2.1 provides features not available anywhere else at any price. Four different

Printed character methods may be chosen from, and the lower case conversion kit is not

necessary unless you want to see in advance what you print Commands are all single keyed.

TRS-EDTM 2.1 is written in Basic. A handy command card is included for easy reference.

BlSPLAN-$59.95
BlSPfan'^'^-iso program for making business plans and projections. With BISPIan ^M ^,(i,

are led through screen prompts to enter data concerning your business plans. You can enter

estimates of a business proposal that you are considering and produce projections of potential

earnings. BISPlanTM will help you assess: financing requirements, loan payoff rates, length of

time before return on investment, and profit potential. Estimates can be pro|ected up to five

years, and dumped from screen to line printer. BISPlanTM js menu driven and includes a

manual. Available in 16K for the Model I with a more extensive version in Models It and 111.

CONCRETE- $19.95

Concrete -is a series of programs that allow owners of the pocket cumpuier :o i,al(;ulaie the

material necessary for concrete work. The first program, Cemenl. is for figunng the amount ul

cement, sand and gravel necessary to build any given project. The second program. Steel, will

determine the linear feet of reinforcing steel needed and its weight in metric tons. The third pro

gram. Earth, is for figuring the amount of earth which must he removed irom ^ i onstnirtion site

in order to build footings, basements, etc

Mall your order for any of the above software dlrccfly to: Single SOURCE Solution,

2699 Clayton Road, Concord, California 94519 or call (415) 680-0202.
-458
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STOCK MARKET COMPUTER
SOFTWARE

Now available - 34 programs from the book

NEW USES FOR THE HOME COMPUTER IN THE STOCK MARKET
The book has won praise through the world and has been pur-

chased in over 40 countries.

The author has had 20 years experience as a stock broker and con-

ducted eight years of computer research developing these 34

programs Especially valuable to stock or commodity traders

Available on disks or tapes for TRS-80. Model I Level II and

Model III Pr'ceS49 95

Also Available

Market Average Package Contains weeldy pnces going back over

90 years. Also included are 5 utility programs. Price is S29 95, In-

valuable for cycle research. Send check tO'

Thomas V. Lenz, Dept, M
596 W, Karval Ct, - Spring Creek

Elko, Nevada 89801
(overseas, U S.A Dollar International Money Order or a Draft

payable on a U,S.A. Bank)

State whether you want disk or cassette ^ ^^

I

i

\

•k 5 wBBks of data required. Our picks start Oct 17. •
It you have never lieard about handicapping professional football using

your computer let me tell you about PRO FOOTBALL - THE GOLD

EDITION.

We have been selling pro football handicapping programs for 4 years

with many happy users. In fact in 1980 our program vt^as 73% against

the line (44 wins, 16 losses) and in 1981 it was 67% (40 wins, 20

losses) for its upset predictions. One of our users last year won $60,000

using our program. Imagine the pay-offs from betting football cards!

Another amazing fact is that in 1981 taking every game from the first

regular season game to the last, our program out-performed the winner

of the prestigious Castaways $100,000 handicapping contest against

the consensus Las Vegas line.

The Gold Edition represents the state of the art in sports prediction

systems. It is the finest on the market today and is for the handicapper

who expects the best, and demands a system with a solid history of suc-

cess, The Gold Edition has more features than any similar program on

the market. These features include: • POINT SPREAD AND OVER-

UNDER PREDICTIONS • AUTOMATIC SCHEDULING OF THE ENTIRE

SEASON - 1982 IS INCLUDED. (Enter your own schedule file next year

- no need to purchase it each year.) • 7 TYPES OF REPORTS AND

GRAPHS GENERATED TO A PRINTER (Allows for easy tracking of

technical trends) • 50 PAGE LEATHER-BOUND COMPREHENSIVE

MANUAL • COMPLETE DATA FILES FOR 1980 AND 1981 (Run any week

or a whole season with a keystroke and verify the power ol The Gold

Edition).

Computer Sports Systems

has been in the personal

computer software business

for 4 years as "Joe

Computer" and we have

proven our dependability.

Pro Football - The Gold

Edition. Available for

TRS-80* Mod I or III, IBM

PC, or Apple II - $195.00

California residents add 6% sales lax

Computer Sports Systems also

carries horse-race handicapping

programs such as Dr. Quirin's

for $49.95 & PHD-1 for $29.95.

We also have books on beating horses,

Blackjack, and Roulette by computer.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOG.

DEALERS: QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE.

MasterCard & Visa accepted.

p

i^See Lis! ol Advertisers on page 339

^@^¥J

22456 Ventura Blvd., Ste. E
Woodland Hills, CA 91364 ^ 256

(213) 992-0514

'TRS-SO is a tradsmark of Tandy Corporation



REVIEW

And a grammar checker, too!

Word Processing-

Spelling Checkers

I

am a spelling simpleton, and the most

reliable proofreading program I've found

over the years is titled WIFE/CMD. Thus I

Vi'as highly impressed last winter when the

Dean of our iocai junior college told me of

his soon-to-be-delivered IBM word pro-

cessing machine: It had a vocabulary of

50,000 words! At probably a dollar a word, it

was enough to impress any local taxpayer.

Now there are seven proofreading pro-

grams available for the TRS-80 Models I and

III with ready-made dictionaries of up to

50,000 words— at a considerably lower

price than IBM's. All of them are disk-based,

using two or three program disks plus the

text-file disk, with some swapping required.

They alt spot typos and search for mis-

spellings, and all function with standard

text files such as Scripsit and Electric Pencil.

None of the programs can fully replace

proofreading, since they do not generally

test numbers, non-letter characters or

single letters. A word can only be checked

to see if it is in the dictionary; if "black"

were typed but "back" intended, the error

goes undetected. But most typos that the

proofreading programs miss are obvious to

the user. Where the programs shine is in

trapping those subtle spelling errors that, if

we could recognize them, wouldn't have

been made in the first place.

Hexspeli 2

Hexagon Systems

P.O. Box 397, Station A
Vancouver, BC V6C 2N2
Canada
Models I & III

$99 disk

Hexspeli 2 was written by Hexagon Sys-

tems' Bernard J. Hughes as a Basic pro-

gram operated under the Microsoft Basic

Compiler. The program requires a two-drive,

48K system, and has a dictionary of almost

29,000 words that changes with use to fit

the operator's most-used vocabulary.
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Hexspeli continuously displays the text

being processed below a divider bar. The

scrolling speed can be varied so proofread-

ing may be performed while the program is

checking for spelling errors. When an un-

recognized word is encountered, the

scrolling halts, the word is highlighted in

the text, and it also appears above the

divider bar.

The operator has the option of leaving the

word as it was found, learning the word as a

part of Hexspell's vocabulary, or replacing

the word. When a replacement is made, the

word is immediately checked again for cor-

rectness, so a little trial and error may make
a trip to Webster's unnecessary. It is then

replaced in the text file.

If a choice is made to learn the word, it

may still be deleted at the completion of the

session or made to replace a word in Hex-

spell's lexicon. New words go to the top of

the list where they are checked first. Less

frequently used words are pushed off the

bottom of the list. This means that in time

the spelling list will become fully tailored to

the user's language.

A Clear utility erases the spelling list so a

user may construct his own.

Hexspeli was not designed to recognize

prefixes and suffixes, so each form of the

word must be included in the spelling list to

be recognized. This limits the word list but

prevents exception-to-the-rule errors from

slipping by. Unlike earlier versions, Hex-

spell's vocabulary can be lengthened as

well as changed by creating an extended

word list with up to 22,000 additional words.

The new model permits proofing numeri-

cal data as well as characters, providing

Hexspeli with the ability to check such

items as product numbers and formulae.

The program is capable of dealing with

the foreign-language character set in the

Model III.

As a compiled Basic program, Hexspeli

requires that the 12-gran BRUM module of

the Microsoft Basic Compiler be on the

disk. Any errors crash the program and dis-

play the compiler-error message requiring a

new start. Because of differing Basic file-

handling techniques, Hexspeli provides zap

information for BRUN for the various oper-

ating systems.

The program requires that both disks be

used without write-protect tabs, so back-

ups should be used. Hexspeli appears a bit

slow, and since a dummy file is written to

the working disk, it must have free space

equal to the length of the document to be

processed.

Documentation is clear and complete

with a few extra tips in an addendum.

Mlcroproof

Cornucopia Software

P.O. Box 5028

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Models I & III, 32K

$59.50 disk

Microproof is a high-powered dictionary

program, and boasts a 50,000 word vocabu-

lary in a modular system. Added-cost extras

include a correcting feature and patches to

operate the spelling program from Scripsit,

Electric Pencil, Lazy Writer, Newscript or

CopyArt.

The program requires 32K, and may be



used with a single disk drive with some disk

swapping. The vocabulary is expandable up

to the lirpits of the disk, and since compac-

tion presses almost 1,000 words into a

single gran, the potential number of words

that can be processed is phenomenal.

Two program disks are used in addition

to the disk on which the text file is located.

Microproof recognizes prefixes, suffixes

and hyphenated words, which greatly in-

crease the power of the initial pocket-

Webster sized vocabulary, although it lets

some exception-to-the-rule words slip by.

The user may choose to identify words

added to the spelling list as nouns, verbs,

adverbs or adjectives so appropriate pre-

fixes and suffixes are recognized. Thus

"arrange v" tells the program to accept "ar-

range, arranges, arranged, arranging, ar-

rangement, arranger, prearrange," and

soon.
Philip Manfield spent 2,000 programming

hours writing Microproof and he has devel-

oped a machine-language program that

appears to work with any of the popular

DOSes now on the market. With NEWDOS,
however, early versions of the program

tended to lop a little off the tail, so the addi-

tion of a few extra carriage returns was
necessary in the text file. Later versions

have corrected this problem and also added

a means of purging the dictionary.

The program processes and proofreads

the text file, coding its words and com-

paring them to the spelling catalog. A list of

mismatched v^ords is then presented on the

screen and may be sent to the printer and to

a disk file. Later each word may be entered

into the word processing program's global

search-and-replace function to make the

actual corrections. A separate utility ex-

pands the spelling list.

If the correcting feature has been pur-

chased, it presents the user with the unrec-

ognized words one at a time with the option

of replacing the word, leaving it as it is, or

adding it to the dictionary. The operator

may also choose to have the word pre-

sented in a limited context at the comple-

tion of the session to decide if it is correct.

Those purchasing the separate patches

may call Microproof from within the word

processing program. If used in this manner,

the file is written to the work disk for pro-

cessing and must be saved again on com-

pletion of the session. Since the correcting

feature takes a bit of space that would

otherwise be available for the text file,

lengthy files may be truncated. These

longer files can be processed without

the word processing programs being in

operation.

Microproof processes a 1,000-word text

file in about ^y* minutes, not counting

setup lime.

The newly revised documentation is gen-

erally thorough and easy to understand.

Cornucopia has been selected to author a

version of Microproof for use with the new
Electric Pencil 2. The program is truly top

drawer, and I recommend it for any serious

application.

k-See List ol Advertisers on page 339

If we can't meet or beat any
currently advertised price for ,

, -^

TRS-80 software, you get a tre<|^;;'i

diskette or, cassette with your ;v>|

purchase. Just for calling or
,«,r,tir,r, yQu get 3 free 6 month',.

,^tion to XOMPUTERiV;;'^:;':

'TlM^' the up-to-date revievyii^l^'**

all 'the latest software and hafGl*;V^

ware including handy-hints fpT;'".;-;'::

beginning and advanced useK%Vvi

/re

PO, Box 2720, Long Beach, CA 90810
(213) 548-6647

Micronet No. 70635,365
Master Card/Visa Accepted

This graph was produced with less than two

do^en keystrokes on a TBS-80 Model I with

EPSON MX-80 printer plus GRAftrax

YOU CAN DO IT TOO WITH AUTOPLOT, the

sensational automatic curve plotter written in

BASIC * fast machine language.

Plot functions y-f(x), x-f{y), or x=f(v), y-g{v)

Plot data trom keyboairf or disk file

Linear or logarithmic presentation

Numeric integration Or diffarentiation

Automatic scaling and labelling of axes

4 different print sizes and formats

Many more features

AUTOPLOT for TRS-BO
(Model I

or III with 4ek, 1 disk drive)

on disk with 40 page manual $79.50

AUTOPLOT for LNW-80
(+Hi-Res video graphics) $99.50

CA. residents add 6% sales (ax

Phone orders, VISA and MASTERCARD welcome

MENLO SYSTEMS ^524

3790 El Camino Real, Suite 221

Palo Alto, CA. 94306. Tei. (415) 327-7424

Tn^-ao TM Jl'andy Corii UX eo, GfiAFTRAX.TM ot EPSOW Inc.

otLlloearc
::m.

Does
The Bible

ere:
i^K^;.?:

Now you can use computer technology to search the Bible on any subject. With

THE WORD processor (including a disk copy of the complete KJV Bible text) you

can create indexes on keywords. Or phrases. Even on concepts.

A full spectrum of text search functions allows detailed analysis for the real stu-

dent of the Bible.

Print or display selected verses and/or ''T^—T'C \"\7^^^"RT^
references for personal study or Bible A. i. IlCj W V^XVi-/
classes. Build your own computerized pTOCGSSOr &>-tr^r^Q<
library of research material. $159.
Bible Research Systems • 8804 Wildridge Drive • Austin, Texas 78759 • (512) 346-2181

or call Your Local Dealer

Requires 48K, 1 disk drive, APPLE or TRS-80

APPLE is a trademark of APPLE Computer, inc.

* Plus $2.50 postage/handling

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
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Microproof's correcting feature is $50.

CP/M for Models II and III is $149.50.

Electric Webster

Cornucopia Software

IVIodels i & ill

$79.50 disl<

Electric Webster is tine Cadillac of vocab-

ulary programs. It is a new entry from Cor-

nucopia Software with many of the same
powerful features of Microproof but also

with some important differences,

Webster employs a literal dictionary and

does not use prefixes and suffixes to

achieve its 50,000'Word vocabulary. This

prevents the exception-to-the-rule error

from slipping by at the expense of some ad-

ditional disk-space requirements. The er-

rors Webster finds are displayed on the

screen and can be sent to the prlnter.

With the correcting option, questionable

words are displayed one at a time. The op-

tions are to correct the word, leave it as it

was found, display the word in context,

display the dictionary, or add the word to

the user vocabulary.

if the correct spelling of the word is

l<nown, it may be entered and the program

moves along to the next word. If the user is

uncertain of the correct spelling, he can

"Electric Webster

is the Cadillac

of vocabulary

programs/'

prefix his best guess vuith the @ symbol; if

correct, the word is changed. But if the word

is still in error, the program jumps to the

display of the dictionary. The word list can

be scrolled to locate the correct spelling of

the word, and if found it can be automati-

cally placed in the text in lieu of the error.

Scrolling speed may be varied to suit

the operator.

The choices of showing the word in con-

text or adding the word to the dictionary

function the same as with Microproof.

Another of Webster's utility options pro-

vides automatic hyphenation of a text file,

and yet another offers simple grammatic, or

style, checking of a document. Patches are

available to integrate Electric Webster with

Lazy Writer, Electric Pencil, Scripsit, New-

script or CopyArt. integrated with a word

processor, Electric Webster makes it pos-

sible to write a document; check it for typos,

spelling and grammatical errors; automati-

cally hyphenate the text; and send it to the

printer all in a single session.

The size of Webster's dictionary files may

result In some disk swapping unless Model

I or III double density is used, an 80-track

or a third drive is available. Even so,

Webster is a very fast program. A smaller

(just under 30,000 words) main dictionary Is

available for users with limited disk capacity.

Early versions of Webster listed all hy-

phenated words or contractions as errors,

but later versions are able to deal with them.

The automatic correcting feature costs

$70. The hyphenation package is $50, and

the grammar-checking package Is $35.

Proofreader and Prool-Edit

Aspen Software

P.O. Box 339, Dept. i

Tijeras, NM 87059

IVIodels I & III

$54 and $30 respectively, disk

Proofreader has a 38,000-word vocabu-

lary and can operate in a 32K, one-drive

system with a bit of well prompted disk

swapping. It works with any TRSDOS-com-

patlble operating system on either the Model

I or the Model III.

Proof-Edit corrects the errors in the text

found by Proofreader, and can also be used

in a two-drive system to update the master

DT WRITER
Another GEAP expansion module for Epson Graftrax Owners

FEATURES: GEAP CHARACTER FONTS^Create High Res Drawings without TRS-80 modifications

or programming knowledge»Create or modify fonts»Print time options such as magnify, dot,

spacing controi, reverse and more^Library function allows saving to disk, printing or re-editing.

SAMPLES - High Res
ACTUAL CHARACTER FONTS / SIZE

r
and Modified Characters

flBCDE

abed

Wm flBCD

RBCD

abed ^ •^
fi s /

GEAP IS modular in form. We have a package for just about every system.

If yen don't see components foj youi system, call us, we probably didn't have

room to list it

16 48K SYSTEMS - CASSEHE DISK OR STRINGY

GEAP 1.3 $25.99 Ttie famous GEAP editor: draw, rotate, magnify,

"paintbrush" merge, wiite basic piogram just a few of the options.

Here is what the reviewets have said about GEAP 1.3:

"I have seen other programs that claim to do v^hai GEAP does, but

no other has hveiJ up lo my expectafons"— Richard McGarvey, 80 Micro-

computing, March T982, p. 57.

"Of ail the TRS-80 programs that have passed my Y/ay, none has ex-

ceeded my expectations as this one has. GRAPHICS EDITOR AND PRO-
GRAMMER by Bill Mason"— Maigaret M. Grothman (Softside Magazine.

Jan. 1932)

MOD I III J F CONSULTING / 74355 BUHONWOOD /

EXPANSION MODULES 1-5 $16.99. More magnify, rotation and other commands,

"INSTANT BLOCK" letters lo speed up your drawing. Magnification allows

manipulation of ttte Instant Letters, giving you many variations.

48K SYSTEMS
GEAP 2.1 $45.95. A special enlarged GEAP 1.3 Editor plus over 10 GEAP

Expansion Modules. Instant Letters, EPSON/OKIDATA Block "block graptiics"

support. Quickcursor module witli 2 speed controllable cursors, rectangle,

line and circle commands 2.1 also includes the NEWSCRIPT interactive

module. (For other printer support - call)

GEAP DOT WRITER Vou get all of the 2,1 Package plus all of ttie Dot Writer's

high resolution capabilities. With this package you enter a new world. (Epson

Printer Support only at ttiis time). $75.95

^273

PALM DESERT, CA 92260 / {714) 340-5471 mcv.sa
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dictionary.

Proofreader takes 4-5 minutes to pro-

cess any length text file, and while rather

siow it does seem to contain the words
that most often are spelling problems. The
vocabulary can be expanded with an auxil-

iary dictionary up to the limit of disk space
in a rather loosely packed format.

One peculiarity of the system Is that

plurals are reduced to singular form prior to

checking the dictionary and remain as sing-

ular entries in the list of unidentified words.

Thus TRS-80 becomes TR in the correction

list. This method of checking plurals can be

disabled, but leaves a potential 10,000

plurals that will be identified as possible er-

rors during the run.

Proofreader resides on two disks with

Proof-Edit on another. Proofreader creates

a list of errors displayed on the screen, and
optionally the errors may be written io a

disk file or sent to the printer.

At thai point, Proof-Edit takes over. The
original text Is displayed line by line in con-

text, halting as each word in the error file Is

encountered. The options at this point are

to correct or mark the word. If the choice is

to mark the word, the last character is

replaced with a#, preserving the text's justi-

fication but making it possible to find the

error with the word processor's find-and-

replace function.

If the choice is to correct the word, a fur-

ther selection may be made to accept the

"Chextext. . .

is appropriate

for home use."

word as it is spelled, correct the word
throughout the document, learn the word
and add it to the auxiliary dictionary, or

correct the word only during the present

occurrence.

The documentation is brief but clear and
complete, and contains Instructions for us-

ing the Mini-Ed utility to create auxiliary dic-

tionaries and Dictedit to edit them.

Chextext

Apparat

4401 South Tamarac Parkway
Denver, CO 80237

Models I & III

$79.95 disk

Chextext is delivered as a two-disk dic-

tionary program tailored to fit the user's ca-

pacity. Single or double-density versions

may be ordered for 35 to 80-track systems
with vocabularies that vary from 10,000 to

just over 20,000 words.

The program may be used as a stand-

alone proofreader under NEWDOS or

TRSDOS for Model I or III, or may be called

up from a patched version of Scripsit. Like

most of the other dictionary programs,
Chextext makes its first pass at the text to

eliminate duplicates and then compares
the words found to its own vocabulary. This

takes about IVz minutes for a 100-word file.

A selection menu is then presented that

permits the userto ignore the word, add it to

the dictionary, or mark the word in the file

for subsequent review and change. If

marked, the last letter is changed to the #

character so it may be found and corrected

with the word processor's global-search

function,

Chextext includes the ability to list or up-

date the dictionary manually. This must be
done after each 250 user-added words. The
documentation is brief but clear and complete.

Unfortunately, Chextext's word selection

includes many that shouldn't be needed by
even a poor speller (such as cat and dog)

at the expense of words that would trip the

average person. This choice may reduce

the number of words falsely identified as
errors, but it certainly increases the use of

an old-fashioned, paper-printed type
dictionary.

Since no compression techniques have
been employed, the vocabulary is rather

brief. Missing, too, is the ability to directly

Cfi iCK ANALYSIS SOFTWARE"
FOR THE TRS-80 I/Ill AND APPLE-II COMPUTERS

STOCKCHART-I TM

• uses PROPRIETORY PRICE-TREND analysis technique to

generate price-trend signals

• will generate price-charts with HIGH, LOW, and CLOSE
stock prices

• EASY ENTRY FORMAT; requires less than 5 minutes to

update 20 stocks

requires min. of 32K RAM, 1 DISK DRIVE
(APPLE II version requires 16 sector DOS)

Available

now.

9900

STOCKCHART-I is a trademark of

Micro-Investment Software

TRS-80. APPLE-II is a trademark
of TANDY CORP & APPLE
Computer, respectively.

n TRS-80 I

n APPLE II

1 I MC/VISA I

Name_

Addr .

City .

State

.

CHG#.

CHECK COD

Zip

Exp. Date.

Signature.

Inter Bank

(Allow 4 weeks for delivery on

personal check orders.)

i^See Lisl ol Advertisers on page 339
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change the error without reloading and

searching the fiie in the word processing

program. Chextext may not suffice for of-

fice use, but is appropriate for home use

and would be particularly suitable for a

school environment.

Miz'Speli

Programs Unlimited

Dept. 881 M, Box 265

Jerictio, NY 11753

Models I & III

$49.95 disk

Miz'Speli is a twin-disi< program written in

Basic. It operates under the BRUM module

of the Microsoft Basic Compiler, and has a

vocabulary of more than 17,000 words with

space for an additional 9,000. Special dic-

tionaries may be prepared of 25,000 words.

The program functions on a single drive,

and a lowercase driver is included in the

program.

As a document is checked, questionable

words are highlighted at the top of the

screen with a six-choice menu: Ignore

causes the program to accept the word as it

is spelled, Learn adds it to the dictionary,

Delete removes the word from the text file,

and Exit abandons the checking process

and returns to DOS. The Auto selection as-

sumes that all unknown words are correct

and adds them to the dictionary as a quick

means of building a new vocabulary file.

The Change option accepts a substitute

for the incorrect word and immediately

checks the replacement against the diction-

ary file. In general, words entered in this

manner were correctly checked and refused

if wrong. But Miz'Speli seemed satisfied to

accept plup, qwerty, blugs, klop and snuts.

At the end of the session, the user is

given the opportunity to delete words from

the dictionary. Words may be learned tem-

porarily for the purpose of working with a

certain file, but will not clutter the dic-

tionary in the future. This is useful for deal-

ing with names, addresses and the like.

Miz'Speli uses hash codes rather than

storing the actual word, and there may be a

now-and-then collision. Codes are stored in

85 areas of the dictionary, so some addi-

tions to the vocabulary may be refused even

though the file has excess capacity

elsewhere.

Scripsit Dictionary

Tandy/Radio Shacit

IModels I & III

$149

This program was developed by Software

Concepts Inc. of Stamford, CT, and Tandy

sells it under license.

Scripsit Dictionary deserves an A-i- for

its word list, earning top score in the com-

monly misspelled words which it recogniz-

es. The program provides 34,000 words in

its dictionary for the Model 1 version and of-

fers a 73,000-word capacity for the Model III.

Supplemental dictionaries with 845 user
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words may be created with 32K machines

and 2,045 with 48K.

Scripsit Dictionary displays several lines

of text flashing the word in question, with

the error listed separately below. It provides

an opportunity to skip, correct or add the

word. If a correction is to be made, the cur-

sor must be moved to the location that is to

be changed; then you may add or delete a

character, or truncate the word from the

cursor onward. Rather than wait until the

end of the session as in other programs,

Scripsit Dictionary offers its bailout after

each correction with "Are you sure? (Y/N)."

Like most of the others, the program uses

an output file to contain the errors it finds.

If a word is to be added to the dictionary,

the program asks if s is an optional ending,

so plurals are recognized without cluttering

the file with duplicates. A maximum of 255

words may be added to the dictionary dur-

ing each session.

In all, Scripsit Dictionary is a good pro-

gram with a clean display, especially excel-

lent capacity on the Model III, and is bug

free. I have only a few picky points: Opera-

tion could be speeded if input errors during

the correction process could all be handled

at the end of the session rather than after

each word; the 255-word limitation makes it

difficult to create specialized dictionaries

of industry jargon; and the hashing tech-

nique may let some garbage words slip

through.

How the Programs Compare

The programs were tested against Lin-

coln's Gettysburg Address, Dr. Thomas Pol-

lock's The Hundred Words Most Frequently

Misspelled, his The Next 550 Words Most

Frequently Misspelled, and this article. The

results are shown in Table 1.

Proofreader missed words like reminisce

and excitable; Microproof stumbled on

argument, existence, endure, changing and

undoubtedly. Hexspell failed to recognize

writing, honored, shall, afraid, especially

and swimming. Chextext erred with believe,

experience, thorough, resolve, peculiar and

others. Acclaim tripped up Miz'Speli, as did

bigger, equipped and minutes. Electric

Webster missed nobly, benefited, and

psychopathic.

I have to tip my dunce cap to anyone who

could write a dictionary program with its

proofreading, spelling-checking capability

to spot Pencil's dropped characters and my

own added ones. It's difficult to fault any of

these seven ambitious programs, although

their virtues are clear.

If one could have the best of all worlds, I

would choose Electric Webster's massive

expandable dictionary and speed together

with Hexspell's instant check of a corrected

word, full-text display and one-step correc-

tion. I would also add Webster's ability to

display the dictionary on the screen, hyph-

enate automatically, and operate with a

variety of operating systems and, if need

be, with a single disk drive. To top it all

would be Proofreader's word selection. If I

could only have one, it would be Electric

Webster.

To all of the two-fingered typists in the

world, and to those of us who wasted our

youth teasing girls instead of learning "I

before E except after C," the dictionary util-

ities are the greatest programs to come
along since Electric Pencil.

Qrammatik
Aspen Software

P.O. Box 339-M

Tijeras, NM 87059

Models I & III

$59 disk

Me? Need a grammar checker? I, master

of the past-pluperfect tense, who has never

dangled a participle, who used to read the

dictionary at Lincoln Elementary School for

recreation? Ahem. Yes, 1 do.

Grammatik is not so much designed to

correct grammar as it is to point out ele-

ments of poor style. The program checks a

text file for matches to its 500-phrase dic-

tionary. These have been identified as being

poor choices in written communication, al-

though not always outright errors. As the

document is reviewed, the text appears on

the screen, pausing to identify each phrase

as it is found and providing an alternative:

>as of this date

* At sentence 32 — 'W — Wordy ptirase

Suggestion: today

During the process, Grammatik also

checks to see that each sentence begins

with a capital letter and spots a capital

within a word, opening quotes or parenthe-

sis that don't have closing companions,

and words and punctuation that aren't cor-

rectly repeated.

Options include sending only the list of

Words Not Recognlzfld

A B c D

Microproof 3 4 38 13

Eiectric Webster 2 1 22 53

Hexspeii 15 16 127 54

Proofreader 1 2 8 9

Chextext 19 25 208 137

IVIlz'Speii 9 15 121 102

Scripsit Dictionary 3

Table 1

14 61



, T«£ BIGGEST NAME IN LfTTLE COMPUTERS'^

TRS-80 Model n— Your Best Buy
In a Business Microcomputer

»mmmii'ii mrmv UP

I

TRS-80 computers, °"
soft^A^a^e and peripherals

Sirnjlor values on oil merchandise
CALL COLLECT:

800-351-1580
Texas Residents call: 915-283-2920

an Horn Office Supply
1 W. Broadway - P O Box 1060

Van Horn, Texas 79855
DEALER G055 ^
Form F48 Provided **

Standard Warranty in Effect

THE NATIONWIDE SUPERMARKET OF SOUND^

V
70
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MARKET
ANALYSIS,

Easier, . .and Faster
NEW GENERATION!

j
Programs for your personal computer.

STOCK TRACKER* uses our technical

I
Volume Force™ analysis to give buy and

I
sell signals on individual stocks, stock

I
options, and commodities. Telecommu-

I nications package optional. From $285.

MARKET TRACKER" is a composite of

I
six technical indicators which tell when

I
the Dow turns bullish and bearish. Its

j 4-year track record is available. $225.

TAPING C^VIS^NY
Post Office Box 549

Clayton, CA 94517
415/672-3233

From the originators of the Great Arcade
experiences Missile Attack & Scarfman . .

.

BOUNCEOIDS

FOR TRS-80
MODELS I & I

j-^'

iCECidi

The NEWEST ARCADE EXPERIENCE!
Where do they come from? What do they m^an? You'll

leave those questions to the scientists. Your duty is clear:

DESTROY!
utilizing your newly issued class 4 annihilator, you must
reduce the massive BOUNCEOID BOULDERS to cosmic

dust! BEWARE! They bounce off of w/alls like giant pool

balls, and the smallest touch means instant death! And as

an added complication, terhble shaking bugs come slither-

ing out of null spaceto crunch you into bug lunch! If you can

prove yourself worthy, you will be challenged by the mys-

tehous alien invaders in a nerve grinding test of incredible

coordination and targetting skills. Can you live? Will you
survive?

TUcaf SPACE CASTLE

FOR TRS-80
MODELS I & I

I- See List of Advertisers on page 339

Will you save the Andromeda Galaxy by destroying the

Space Castle or will the evil warlord Yugdab continue to

rule, uncontested? Locked in battle with Yugdab, your main
defense is your ability to skillfully handle your ship and it's

projectiles. If you are not careful, Yugdab's intelligent mines
will hunt you down and blow you into space dust.

Written in machine language, BOUNCEOIDS and SPACE
CASTLE have the EXCITEMENT, GRAPHICS, SOUND
and REAL TIME ACTION that are a trademark of the

CORNSOFT GROUP. BOUNCEOIDS and SPACE CAS-
TLE work with Alpha Joystick and Trisstick.

Model I & III Tape: 15.95 + 1.50 Shipping each
Model I & III Disk: 19.95 + 1.50 Shipping each

Indiana Residents Add 4% Sales Tax

The Cof&soft Group
6008 N. KEYSTONE AVE.
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46220 ^306

(317)257-3227
MASTER CARD 8 VISA ORDERS ACCEPTED

Available through Better Software Dealers
everywhere

TRS 80* is a registered trade mark ot the Tandy Corp,
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ACCOUNTING i .

.

the Language of Business

KPLU
Computer Technology, Inc.

=™SOFTWARE
FOR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
We make it easy! Plus Accounting Software Packages are menu-

driven for easy and confident operation. Our extensive documen-

tation for installation and operation is easy to understand. And,

Plus is easy to buy, we are amazingly inexpensive. The Plus techni-

cal support package with our 800 litumber "hot-line" makes it easy

to stay up-to-date and Informed,
i

Select a package for a specific application, or get the total system.

You can be sure your professionally-designed Plus Accounting

Software Package will provide efficient, cost-effective financial

management for your most demanding needs. Make a sound

business decision today. ..make your financial control and planning

management a Plus. We speak your language.

PLUS FINANCIAL AND ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE PACKAGES AVAILABLE:

• GENERAL LEDGER • ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

• ACCOUNTS PAYABLE • FIXED ASSETS
|

•PAYROLL • EASYTRAK™ ACTIVITY MONITORING SYSTEM

Al packages menu-driven. Each accounting package is available

"stand alone", or can automatically post to General Ledger.

Flexible user-defined file sizes for flexibility. Complete with

exitensive documentation anti thorough installation gujde.

Fiirnished on disc. I

PLUS PROGRAM AVAILABILIiIY:
• TANDY MODELS II & III !

'

THE IBM PERSONAL GOMPlflTER
""CP/M 2.2 VERSION

HPLUS
Computer Technology, Inc.

PLUS COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY, INC.
6900 North Austin Avenue—Chicago, IL 60648

1-312-647-0988
1-800-323-4240 (Outside Illinois)

WHAT WE DO FOR YOU IS OUB
MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT.
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errors to a disk file or to tne printer, sending
the text file to disk with the errors to the
screen. The writer may choose to pause at

each error or to complete the entire docu-
ment non-stop. If errors are saved on disk

together with the text, then the search-and-
replace function may be used to locate and
alter the phrases.

At the end of the document, a summary
lists a number of facts about the text:

Summary lor TESTfTXT / Problems detectsd; 12

# sent: 65; # words; 1M9
avg sent len: 24.0 ; avg word lent 4,3

# questions: ; # Imperatives:

short sent (<14 wds): 20 ; long sent (>30 wds): 12

longest 34 wds at sent #57 ; shortest 3 wds at #49
to be's 45

; prepositions: 183

User category totals:

NONE

The summary provides clues to the over-

all readability of the document; too many
long sentences may make the text awk-
ward, and too many short ones give a chop-

py appearance. If the average word is large,

it may spell trouble if writing for children; if

they are small, the writing may itself seem
child-like. Unanswerable questions in text

or too many exclamation points may not be
desirable. If the longest sentence is indeed
a long one, it may signal the need of repair

work. The various forms of "to be" frequent-

ly get writers into trouble, and too many
prepositions (especially I) may make the
writer look like an egomaniac. The user
category totals refer to as many as seven

'Perhaps Grammatik's
most valuable

application is

defending a writer

against his own
expertise."

words that may be defined as a writer's

weak points to beware of.

Perhaps Grammatik's most valuable ap-

plication is defending a writer against his

own expertise. In all of our professions, the
jargon that is so natural to all of us is in

danger of slipping unnoticed into the
uncomprehending outside world. A dic-

tionary file composed of our own buzz
words provides strong insurance that we
will be understood by the common folk.

An architect might well write to his col-

league suggesting "bilateral equilateral

fenestration," but when writing to the busi-

nessman who is paying for the building,

he'd be better off to recommend, "that we
have the same number of windows on each
side."

Grammatik also includes a profile utility

that sorts the words in the text by number of

occurrences and then alphabetically. This

alerts the writer to over-used words and
may provide a clue to revision.

A second phrase list signals writers when
a potentially sexist phrase or word has
slipped into the text (i.e., chairman). Addi-

tional dictionaries may be created to suit in-

dividual style requirements

The error categories provided for by
Grammatik include: archaic usage, unbal-

anced parenthesis or brackets, capitaliza-

tion error, doubled word or punctuation,

gender-specific term, informal usage (ain't),

jargon or technical, awkward, commonly
misused word, overworked ortrite, punctua-
tion error, redundant phrase, spelling error

(special cases), trademark, improper usage,
vague adverb, wordy phrase, or user-

specified error type.

A mini-editor comes with Grammatik to

create additional phrase dictionaries to-

gether with a utility to sort them.
Grammatik would be particularly useful

to a number of technical people who now
find themselves promoted to the paperwork
level, or to foreign-bom professionals who
have to deal with upside-down English. It

would be especially useful in a school envi-

ronment, perhaps the English Comp or

Journalism I class. But any member of jar-

gon-filled profession who must communi-
cate with the outside world will find Gram-
matik as the best defense against his own
superior knowiedge.B

micro bookshelf
Nanos System
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TECHNIQUE

This program has nothing to do with potatoes.

Sling Some Hash

Ken Knecht

1340 West 3rd Street #130

Yuma. AZ 85364

I

have been experimenting with

searching and storing items

in a list. Hashing is one way to

store and retrieve items in an un-

sorted list, while the binary

search is useful in retrieving

items from a sorted list.

Let's start with a list of 50

strings and a string array dimen-

sioned for 63 items. The idea is to

convert each string to a unique

number between zero and 63.

Each item will be placed in an

The Key Box

Basic Level li

Model I and Mi

16K RAM

empty array element. If the

strings to be input are not pre-

viously known, tfiis can be diffi-

cult. Some strings are bound to

convert to an already used num-

ber. To avoid a collision, the

hashing routine should reconvert

the string to an unused number.

A hashing routine that will gen-

erate unique numbers is needed.

Program Listing 1, my first try,

works well for the first 37 words,

with an average of only 2 colli-

sions. However, shortly there-

after everything goes to pieces

(Table 1).

An examination of the re-

sulting array (Table 2), shows the

words evenly spread throughout

the array before they started run-

ning out of vacant places. In

desperation, the program starts

putting strings in vacant places

at the high end of the array.

When a later string hashing func-

5 LPRINT'WORD" ,'KEYS" ," SEEKS* , "AVERAGE"
10 CLKAf(500e:DIMAS(63) : A-fl : DIMA ( 53 )

15 FOB N 1 TO 50
20 A-A+1:PR1NTA: :INPUTBS:2'INT(ASC(BSI/2I :Y-127:B-1
38 FOB>;«1TOLEN(BS]
40 i-ytflKC(HIDS(BS,X,l)

)

50 NEXT>;;y-(INT|Y/LEN [BSH |-70: Y-ABS (Y)

6 IFAS (Yl <>""THENB'B+1 :GOTO80
7 GOTO 20

a

80 Y«Y + INT(Y/2)
96 IFAS(Y1':>""THENB^B + 1 ;GOTO110
10B GOTO 200
110 Y'=(Y + Z) AND63
120 IFAS(Yl':j"'lH£NEi-Btl:GOTO140
138 GOTO 200
140 Y-(Z*Z-27)AND63
158 IFASiy|<>""THENB=B+l:GOTO170
160 GOTO200
170 F08Y=63 TO B STEP-1
180 IFAS lY)«""THEN20e
ISB B=B+l:HEXTYiPBI»T"NO MORE ROOM" :GOTO210
200 PEINT"SEEKS FOR THIS ITEM" ; B : AS (Y)=BS : A(Y) =B
210 Y»e;Z-0!FOBX''0TO63
220 IFA(X) jBTHEilY-Y+S(X) iZ-K + l

23*) NEXTX
240 PRINT"AUERAGE SEEKS =" ; Y/Z : GOEDE 266
250 NEXT N:GOT027e
25B LPRINTBS,E,Y,Y/i:RETURN
270 LPRINTC1IRSI12I ; "POSITION" ," STRING" ," SEEKS"
2eB FOPX-0 TO 63:LPRINT X, ASIXI, A (X) :NEXT : END

Program Listing 1

tion points to that spot in the ar-

ray, a collision is caused.

The Program

A 63 place array (a manage-

able binary number) keeps load-

ing time short.

One of the numbers generated

is Z in line 20. Assuming the first

letter of every string is uppercase,

this will be a number from 32-45.

Next the ASCII codes of letters

in the string are totalled placing

the average (Y) in line 40. In line

60, 70 is subtracted from Y, giving

a result between minus 5 and 20.

Y is set to its absolute value if it is

a negative number (ABS(Y)).

The program checks the array

for a vacant space. In line 60, ele-

ment Y is checked. If it is full add

Y to Y/2 in line 80 resulting in a

number between zero and 30. The

first half of the array is now

overlapped between zero and 20.

Y and Z are added in line 110,

WORD KEYS SEEKS flUERAGE

NEELANDS 1 1 1

WEEiEKER Z Z 1

MAGOLA 3 3 1

nURRIETTft 1 1 1

NATHAN 5 5 1

WAUAJO & t, 1

MURILLO 7 7 1

NALLEY a 9 1 .125

NAGLE 9 10 1,11111
NEAHR 10 11 1.1

MOYNES 11 12 1.09091
NATIONAL 12 IS 1.25
MULLIGAN 13 17 1,30769
MURPHY 11 IS 1.28571
NOYLE IS 19 1 ,26667
MUELLER 16 21 1 .3125
HURRICK 17 23 1.35294
NOWE:RAY IS 26 1.11111
MULDEF 19 2a 1.17368
MULLIN 20 30 1.5

NAYLOR 21 31 1.47619
MOTTER 22 33 1.5

MURRAY 23 35 1.52171
MDRRDW 24 37 1.51167
NORSE 25 39 1.56

MUNDY 26 10 1.53816
MYERS 17 11 1-51852
MOUNT 26 13 1,53571
HUNOZ 29 15 1.55172
MURRY 3D 16 1.53333
MULLINS 31 49 1.5S065
MONDAY 32 51 1.6875
MUTH 33 55 1.66667
hiOSS 3t 61 1.79412
MOXLEY 3S 68 1.942S6
NEAD 36 72 2

MOUNTS 37 SO 2.16216
MOWEN 3S S3 2.1S121
NANCE 39 92 2.35897
WAiJA 'iO 91 2.35
NASH 11 101 2.53659
NEEDLES 12 107 2.51762
NEECE 13 110 2.55811
NEBLINA 11 121 2.75
NEAL 15 133 2.95556
NAUARRO 16 136 2.95652
MUNK 17 151 3,21277
MUSIC IB 169 3,52093
MUSE 19 190 3.H7755
HUMAN SO 211

Table 1

1.28
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resulting in a range of 32-75.

The computer will next AND
with 63 to limit the number to 63

or less. This gives some overlap

to the lovi/ end of the array if the

number is greater than 63.

The last hashing try is to add

Z + Z - 27 in line 140 resulting

in 37-63. Now almost every seg-

ment in the array is covered by

at least two hash functions. If

none of these find the string a

home, we are reduced to looking

sequentially from 63 to zero for a

vacant space and placing the

number in it.

To search for strings, use the

same hash functions looking for

a match or vacant spot. The pro-

gram will not perform if the

string is not on the list. If a va-

cant spot did not show up using

the first four hash functions

there would have been 17 seeks

(the first four hash functions

plus 13-63 to 50, the first vacant

space). If the array were filled it

would end up being searched,

defeating the idea behind

hashing.

The Binary Search

To find a given item in an or-

dered list, for example, a list of

names in alphabetical order, an-

other approach should be used.

One such method is the binary

search.

The binary search basically

cuts the area to be searched in

half until a match or a search

area of zero is found. The zero

indicates the item was not on

the list. To illustrate this I used

Program Listing 2. This program

was more difficult to write than I

initially had anticipated. Be sure

not to have a name out of alpha-

betical order to save debugging.

Fifty names (in alphabetical

order) are entered into the A$ ar-

ray with lines 30 and 40. Line 50

posTTinN SiKiNi; SEEKS
D

1

2
3
1
5 NATIONAL 3
6 NEEDLES 3
7 D

a

9 D

10 D
11 NAVARRO 3
12 NEECE 3
13 MULLINS 3

11 NOWE:RAY 3
15 a

li D

17
IS D

19 NEELANDS
20 NEBEKER
21 NAGALA
22 MURRTETTA
23 MQWEN
24 NrtTHfiN

25 NAUAJO
26 MURILLO
27 NAGI E

28 NCAHR
29 NAl-LOr;

30 MOTNES
31 MULLICAN
32 MURPHY
33 NOYLE
34 MUWDY
35 MYEftS
36 MUELLER
37 nuRRICh;
38 HURRY
39 NALLtY
to HULDER
41 MUTH
42 nULLIN 2
43
44 NUMAN 24
45 MOTTER 2
46 MURRAY 2
47 MUSE 21
4e MORROW 2
49 NDfttiE 2
50 MUSIC IS
= 1 NEAD ' 4
52 NAM 2
53 HUNK 15
54 HOUNT 2
55 HUNDZ 2
56 NEAL 12
57 NEBLINA 11
58 NASH 10
59 NANCE 9
60 MOUNTS 8
61 MDXLEY 7
62 MOSS i.

63 MONDAY

Table 2

sets variables D and C to the cen-

ter of the array, while line 60 re-

quests the name to be searched

for. The first comparison begins

in line 70 and continues cutting

the remaining list in half and

searching until the match is

found (line 80), the program

aborts (line 90), or strings to test

run out. In a list of 50 names a

match should be found in six

tries or less or abort on the

seventh. A list of 100 names
would take one additional try. A
list of 800 names takes ten tries

or less to find a match; the elev-

enth tells us the string does not

appear on the list.

In line 60 an exception is made
for a single case, the last name
on the list. Using this search

algorithm we have an example of

Zeno's Dichotomy Paradox— if

you keep covering half the re-

maining distance to your goal

you will never get there. The

program normally will not find

this name.

A binary search is very efficient,

the longer the list the more so; the

only problem being the list has to

be ordered (sorted) beforehand. If

you have an ordered list, give

binary searching a try. It uses little

memory and saves searching end-

lessly through long lists.

5 LPRINT"STRIWG", "KEEKS'
lU CLEAR 5006 :N=5a :DIMAS (N)
2B PEINT"INPUT NAMES ItJ ALPHABETICAL ORDER" :PRINT
3B FOR X = 1 TC N

40 PRINTXi :INPUTAS(X1 ;NEXT
50 D='N/2:C"D:ES = "- :fl-l

ee IfJPUT'NAME TC SEARCH ?OR'iAS:IFflS(N| =A5THEN130 1

70 B$=ASaNT(C|
)

80 IFBS-ASTHEN13H
90 IF D'.S THEN ES='NOT POUND" ;GOTO130
10 IFB5>AS THEN C-C-D/2 :GOTO120
110 IFBS<AE THEN- C-C-D/S
126 D=D/2:A-A+l:GOTG7fl
13B LPRINT rt5,A,ES:G0T0 SB

Program Listing 2

STRING SEEKS
ABS 5

ADOITIQN 6,

AND t
APPEND 5

ASC &

ASSEHEiLY 3

ATN 5

AUTO 6
BASIC 4
BEDIT 5
BINARY 6
BREAK 2

BREAKPOINT 6

CALL 5
CHAIN 1
CHAINING 6

CHANCE 5

CHR* 3

CLDSE 6
COM 5

CONCATENATION 4

COS 6

CRT 5
CRTG 6
CRTIt 1

CRTR 5
CRTX 6
CRTY 4
CVD 5

CWI A
DATA 3
DATES 5
DEBUG &
DECIMAL 1

DEF 5
DELETE &
DEMONSTRATION 2
DIG 6
DIM 5
DIRECT 4
DISKETTES 6
DISPLAY 5
DIVISION 3

DUMP 6
DUPLICATE s

EDITOR 4

END 6

EOF 5

ERROR 1

EXP 7 NOT FOUND
GOTO 7 NOT FOUND
CONSTANT 7 NOT FOUND
AAA 7 NOT FOUND
DDD 7

7"ai!j/e 3

NOT FOUND
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GENERAL

Controlling print density and size options of the MX-80 while in Scripsit.

Printing P

John T. Phillip, MD
118 WestAlosia#2
Glendora, CA 91740

Epson's MX-80 printer is one of today's

best values. It features an easily

replaceable print head tfiat produces a 9 by

9 dot matrix, lowercase with descenders, 64

graphics characters, and a choice of four

print densities and four print sizes.

Print density or weight may be normal,

enhanced, double-strike or a combination of

enhanced and double-strike. In the enhanced

mode the printer prints a character, moves

the paper 1/256 of an inch, then prints the

character again. This blurs the dots of the

matrix, and makes the characters appear

more solid. In double-strike mode the printer

prints each line twice making the print ap-

pear darker than normal. Enhanced double-

strike mode produces very dark characters

with almost no trace of dots. They look as if

they vjere typed by an electric typevi/riter.

You can also vary print size. The standard

(default) size is 80 characters per line. The

condensed character size prints 132 char-

acters per line. You can also print the char-

acters double-width. If standard characters

are printed double-width, the result is 40

characters per line. If the condensed char-

acter set is printed double-width, 66 char-

acters are printed on each line.

Standard and standard, double-width

characters may be printed with any of the

four print densities. Condensed and con-

densed, double-width characters cannot be

printed enhanced, but may be printed

double-strike.

Tablet lists the 12 options the MX-80 pro-

vides for printouts.

Software controls these options. You can

Insert LPRINT CHR${X) control codes into

your programs to tell the printer what to do

(see Table 2).

But what if you are using a word process-

ing program like Scripsit? How can you use

Scripsit to control the various print density
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Density Size Charactars/llne

Normal standard 80

Enhanced standard 80

Doyble-slrike Standard 80

Enhanced, double-slrike standard 80

Normal Standard, double-width 40

Enhanced Standard, double-width 40

Double-strike Standard, double-width 40

Enhanced, double-slrike Standard, double-width 40

Normal Condensed 132

Double-slrike Condensed 132

Normal Condensed, double-width 66

Double-strike Condensed, double-width

Table 1

66

LPRINT CHH$ Ettect Code

CHRS(14) Turn on double width (SO)

CHRS(20) Turn off double width (DC4)

CHRS(15) Turn on condensed (SI)

CHR$(18) Turn off condensed (DC2)

GHR$|27),CHRS|69) Turn on emphasized (ESC E)

CHR$(27).CHR$(70) Turn off emphasized (ESCF)

CHR$(27);CHR$(71) Turn on double-slrike (ESC G)

CHR$(27);GHR$(72) Turn off double-strike

Table 2

(ESC H)

First @T encountered Move up one-half line

Second @T encountered ^ Move back down to Baseline

First @B encountered — Move down one-half line

Second ©B encountered — Move back up to baseline

®Y @T — Set 12 pitch

@Y @B — Set 10 pitch

Table 3

First @T encountered - start enhanced priming

Second @T encountered -- End enhanced printing

First @ encountered - Start double strike

Second @B encountered -- End double strike

®Y @T — Start condensed printing

@Y @B — End condensed printing

Table 4



Meet Data Supply Source, We're a vigorous new company, dedicated to
meeting your computer supply needs efficiently. And at the lowest
possible cost,

At Data Supply Source you'll find a full line of labels, forms and papers -
both 15- and 20-pound standard stock — for business and personal use. If

you prefer, we'll sell you easy-to-store half cases and mini-packs, We also
have available NCR or carbon multi-leaf forms in a variety of styles and
sizes, All at the lowest prices you'll find anywhere.

Compare this list witti any ottier advertised prices:

Diskettes: Printers:

Verbatim 525-01. ..Box of 10 - $25.95 Okidato 82A Printers $450,00

^., , . , ,
Oi<idata 83A Printers $700,00

Paper, wtiite, tractorfeed: Dri«#*.r riKu««<^
91/2 X 1 1 #15 (3,300 shts) . . ,

.
$29.95

f
'

on Mx^n/yri ,, o. k
9y2 X 11 #20 (2,550 shts ,

.
. ,

$29.95 n.Hntn ^O^R^ .o oo ^""^k
14 X 11 #15 (3,300 shts) .... $39.95 .

^^"^^^"^ ^^'^^ ^^,99 each

14 X 1 1 #20 (2,550 shts) . , , , $39.95
Printer Strlts:

Aliows the storing of paper under
Mailing labels: printerwithout hindering paperflow

White pinfeed, qty. 5000 , . , $19.95 $9.95

If you see a better price advertised for any of our products, let us know,
We believe our prices are among the best available, So you sinnply can't
save more on your computer supples than at Data Supply Source,

Servic
Ordering from Data Supply Source is

quick and convenient, too, Simply call

one ofour toll-free numbers. We'll honor
your MasterCard, visa, check or money
order, or we'll send your order C.O,D. All

bulk paper is shipped freight collect.

Other orders go U.P.S. For faster delivery,

we recommend U.P.S. Blue Air Service.

Call toll-free:

800/525-8394 or 800/525-8419.

Compare our selection, prices and
service with any other supply company's.
Then give us a call. You'll never do
business with another computer supply
source. Because you'll never need to.

SOURC6 5

A Data Resources Company
304 Elati Street

Denver Colorado 80223
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and size options of a sophisticated printer

like the MX-80?

Superscript from Acorn Software corrects

Scripsit's defects and allows you to use the

MX-80 to better advantage. This program ap-

plies patches to a copy of Scripsit so that the

disk directory may be read (with the ?D com-

mand) and files killed (K command) without

exiting Scripsit. The patched copy of Scrip-

sit, really SCRIPSIT/LC plus Superscript, is

renamed SCRIPT/CMD.

SCRIPT/CMD provides specific printer

drivers (machine-language programs that

tell the printer what to do) for many of the

text quality printers (such as the NEC Spin-

writer Model 5530 and the Diablo). Super-

scripting, subscripting, changing the type

pitch and boldface printing are all possible

with SCRIPT/CMD. Since there are many

other printers on the market, SCRIPT/CMD
provides a custom parallel printer driver.

You can customize this driver by setting up

the driver program with the special codes

that tell the particular printer to move the

paper up a half line and then back to the

baseline (for superscripting), to move down

a half line, then back to the baseline (for

subscripting), to change type pitch to 10

or 12, and others.

The MX-80 printer does not have those ca-

pabilities, but we can customize the printer

driver with the codes for the different char-

acter densities and sizes the MX-80 can pro-

duce. In effect, when SCRIPT/CMD thinks It

is sending the code to the printer for move up

half a line, it is actually sending the code

which the MX-80 recognizes as start en-

hanced printing, and so on.

Superscript adds the control codes

shown in Table 3 to Scripsit (remember, @
is Scripsit's control key). You can substitute

MX-80 control codes for these to specify

print density (see Table 4}.

Producing a custom parallel driver for the

MX-80 is simple. Follow the documentation

for use of Superscript, and select the custom

parallel printer driver (RENAME
CUSTOM/PAR DRIVER/CMD Enter). Answer

the special questions as shown in Fig. 1.

Note: You must answer the Set 1/120" Spac-

ing (Bold): question with Enter. You cannot

answer it with an MX-80 control code, be-

"Superscripting and
subscripting are possible

with SCRIPT/CMD/'

cause it sends a mandatory backspace code

(08 hex) when the boldface command (@Y
@U) is executed. Since the MX-80 cannot

backspace, this results In each letter being

printed twice, or single letters separated by

underline characters.

Points to Remember

Afteryou have modified SCRIPT/CMD to

use some of the MX-80's capabilities keep

in mind the following points when you use

these new control codes.

Control codes affect the entire line they

are on when the line is printed. For exam-

ple, you cannot print one word of a line en-

hanced and leave the others normal. Set

the window size (W= ) in Scripsit to the

page width (right margin minus left

margin) you will use on the printer before

inserting the printer control codes into the

text, so you can tell where the special

features begin and end.

Starting codes (first @T, first @B, and

@Y @T) affect the line they are on. That line

will be the first line of enhanced, double-

strike, or condensed printing. Ending codes

(second @T, second @B,and @Y @B)also

affect the line they are on, ending the

special printing feature with that line. The

line preceding the line with the ending

Superscript Up ( - .5 LF); 1 B 45 Enter

Superscript Down (.5 LF); 1 B 46 Enter

Subscript Down (.5 LF); IB 47 Enter

Subscript Up ( - .5 LF): 1 B 48 Enter

Set 1/120" Spacing (Bold): Enter

Set 12 Pitch (10/120 per char). OF Enter

Set 10 Pitch (12/120 per char)- 12 Enter

Figure 1

ERS
FOR INFO CALL (6031 447-2745

[nlenTiedialeBookkeeper-48K, 2 Drive & Printer S 109.95

Ajin Rose, our Accounts Receivable Clerk—

48K, 2 Dnve & Printer $ 150.00

Tlie CoLint—A variety' of utilities such as weight, area ajid capacib,' conversions;

loan amortization; liex code ct)nversion, etc.

48K disk **9.95

M programs are for l'HS-BI)TM Mfdol i <ff III.

STURDIVANT & DUNN, INC. -m

BOX 277, 124 WASHINGTON ST., CONWAY, N.H. 03818

code will be the last line with enhanced,

double-strike, or condensed printing.

The control codes are not printed. They ap-

pear on the screen as graphics characters,

but take up no space in the printout. Use @S
(Scripsit's Insert mode) to insert them

anywhere in the line—even between the let-

ters of a word if you want!

it makes a great deal of difference whether

a @T or @B is the first or second control

code encountered in the text since the con-

trol codes actually sent to the printer are dif-

ferent. All @T and @B codes look the same

on the screen. SCRIPT/CMD remembers

whether it has encountered @J or @B be-

fore, and the MX-80 remembers the last code

it was sent (even if the printout ends or you

stop printing by pressing clear in the middle

of the text). When you resume printing, what

you intend to be the first control code in the

text may be interpreted as the second, since

SCRIPT/CMD saw one In the previous print-

ing. This results in the special features start-

ing and ending at times you do not expect. If

this happens save the text, reset the com-

puter and reload Scripsit (SCRIPT/CMD).

Reload the text, turn off the MX-80 and turn it

on again. This re-initializes SCRIPT/CMD and

the MX-80 cancelling all special features so

the first @T or ©Bin the text will be the first

encountered while printing.

Always use @T and @B in pairs in the

text. When printing is complete, the MX-80

should be back in standard density, 80 char-

acters per line. Always add a last line to the

text consisting only of control characters

turning off all special features left on at the

end of printing. This will ensure that the con-

trol codes will be interpreted properly during

the next printout.

You can combine control codes. The first

@T @B encountered will start enhanced,

double-strike printing. The second @T (@B

will end it. If enhanced printing is already

on, SCRIPT/CMD will add double-strike

when it encounters a @B.
@B @Y @T starts condensed, double-

strike. Another @B turns off the double-

strike, leaving condensed, normal density

printing. @B@Y@B ends both features.

You cannot combine condensed printing

with enhanced printing. If SCRIPT/CMD en-

counters a @T while printing condensed

characters it will then print enhanced, nor-

mal sized characters. The condensed

character size will be cancelled. However,

the next @T encountered will turn off the

enhanced printing and resume condensed

printing. The MX-80 remembers that con-

densed printing has never been cancelled

with a @Y @B.
Superscript does not have enough

"customizable" codes to include control of

double-width printing from within Scripsit.

The code to turn on double-width printing is

OE; you may substitute it for another code

when you customize the printer driver, but

you will lose one of the other features.

There Is no need to include the code for

turning off double width (14 hex), since it is

automatically cancelled at the end of each

line.
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The Original Magazine for Owners ofthe TRS-80 " Microcomputer
MODEL t • MODEL II MODEL III • POCKET COMPUTER COLOR COMPUTER

Software

lor TRS-80
Owners CQIYIPUTHQMICS

MONTHLY NEWS MAGAZINE

Monthly

Newsmagazine
for TRS-80
Owners

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• NEW EXPANDED BUSINESS
SECTIONS

• GAMBLING
• GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE

• BEGINNER'S CORNER
•NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINT OUTS
...and MORE!

YOUR CHOICE k.

FREE
A.

with your Subscription or Renewal

NANOS SYSTEMS CORP,

TRS-80 At Your
Fingertips Complete quick

reference guide to basic, assem-
bly language and graphic codes
— all at your fingertips for all

TRS-80 computers (specify

computer).
Assembly Language Section N/A lor Color Computer

B.

OR

A Word Processor,

Data Management
System and Cleanup
(A maze game) All on cassette.

(Add $3 for diskette, add $5 for

modified MOD-II diskette version

—N/A on color computer or

pocket computer)

^READER SERVICE FOR H & E COMPUTRONICS ^9

CQIYIPJTRQOIICS! CALL TOLL FREE
800-431-281850 North Pascack Road

Spring Valley, New York 10977 .. ,^ ^ ^ [Outside ofNew York State)

n One Year Magazine Subscription $24 D New D Renewal
D Two Year Magazine Subscription $48,00 D New n Renewal
D Sample Issue S4, D Mod II Newsletter Subscription $18

Your Choice: TRS-eO" al Youf Fingertips i or Vi'ord Processor/ Data Management fl

Model I [.1 Model 111 Model Mi LJ Color Computer [1 Pocket Computer

;

24 HOUR ORDER LINE
914-425-1535

Wm\

NEW!
NEW!

MOD-II
NEWSLETTER

"$18/year (or 12 issues)

Name Address City

State Zip Signature

Credit Card Number Expiration Date

Add S12/Year (Canada, Mexico)—Add $24/ Year Air Marl ourside of US A., Canada, and Mexico

All Prices and Specifications Subject to Change

TRS-80 IS a trademark of Ihe Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.



FOR THE TRS-80 MODEL I AND MODEL III

tern Diagnostic
TSSM^ndMsnfi^

p^oRerOperotions

„i ofJ^sa^-^^^^^^'^ For Cassette or Disk

^^^^
IS YOUR COMPUTER WORKING?

ARE YOU SURE?
ROM: checksum test

RAM: four separate tests including every address and data value,

VIDEO DISPLAY: character generator, video RAM, and video signal.

KEYBOARD: every key contact tested,

character test,

read/v^rite/verify data.

connector fault, data transmission, framing, data loop, baud rate generator.

disk controller, drive select and restore, track seek and verify data, read/write/verify all tracks and

sectors with or without erasing, sector formatting, disk drive timer, disk head cleaner.

CASSETTE LINE PRINTER:

CASSETTE RECORDER:
RS-232-C INTERFACE:

DISK DRIVES:

Individual tests of each device with operator monitoring and intervention.

Continuous sysem tests run continually for hours testing each component, with diagnostic reports optionally written on line printer.

One program adapts to any system configuration and hardware, i

' Complete instructions and documentation.

SMART TERMINAL
Enables your TRS-80 to be used as a data communications terminal

to a time-sharing system, computer bulletin board, or another computer,

via the RS-232-C interface.

• MEMORY BUFFER holds data for transmission or data received from

other computer.
• CASSETTE or DISK may be used to load or save data from memory.

• AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION of ddta from memory.
• AUTOMATIC STORAGE of incoming data at user's option.

• TRANSMIT or RECEIVE WITH VERIFICATION options included for

communication between two TRS-8(}s using Smart Terminal.

• Full CONTROL KEYS, including control key mapping into any ASCII

character. True BREAK key. Lower case supported on Model I.

• Buffered LINE PRINTER ECHO for incoming data.

• Disk and < assette files fully compatible with ELECTRIC PENCIL" and

SCRIHSIT" programs.
• BAUD RATE and RS-332-C CHARACTERISTICS can be reset from

within the program.
• SAVE PROGRAM option creates "personalized" back-up copy o(

program with all options set as specified bv user.

• ONE PROGRAM supports both cassette and disk systems. Program is

compatible with PMC-80 and other TRS-80 "work alike" computers.

Model I or III Version supplied on cassette $69-7S
supplied on diskette S74.9S

Model II (CP/M) Version $79-95

MON'3 and MON-4
The TRS-80 Monitor Programs »3 and S4 are powerful utility programs

enabling you to interact directly with the TRS-80 in Machine Language.

They are as useful for beginners as for advanced programmers.

• BEGINNERS can learn to interact directly with the computer in

Machine Language.

• 40-PAGE MANUAL provided with each program.

• SIMPLE commands, easy to use.

The Features Of The Monitor Prog rams Enable You To The Followin g

• DISPLAY memory in different ways.

• DISASSEMBLE memory to see Machine Language commands.

• MOVE and COMPARE memory areas.

• SEARCH through memory to find specific values.

• MODIFY memory in various ways.

• RELOCATE object programs.

• PRINT output on video display or line printer.

• READ and WRITE object tapes in SYSTEM Format.

• UNLOAD programs using low RAM on disk.

• SAVE and READ disk files (MON-4 Only).

• INPUT and OUTPUT of disk sectors (MON-4 Only).

• SEND and RECEIVE data over RS-232-C Interface (MON-4 Only).

• Create SYMBOLIC Tapes [MON-3) or Files (MON-4) of Disassem-

bled output for Editor/Assembler program.

MON-3 C^oi* Cassette Systems) $39-95
MON-4 CFor D*sk Systems;) $49-95

MAILING LIST
Maintains mailing lists of over 1000 names. Commands allow adding,

changing, deleting, and finding names. Sorting is done by machine lan-

guage according to the information in any field (i.e., name, address, zip

code). Labels printed in 1, 2, or 3 columns, in master list on one line, or on
video display.

Disk Version Only $69-95

HOME BUDGET
Combines the maintenance of your checkbook with analysis of your

income, expenses, and monthly bills. Handles data including bills, in-

cluding bills, income, deposits, checks and debits to your checking ac-

count, and cash expenses. Computes checkbook balance, list of unpaid

bills, monthly and year-to-dale summaries of income and expenses show-

ing income tax deductions. All output printed on video display or line

printer at user's option. Complete instructions (or customizing to suit

your own budget. Cassette Sa9.95
Disk $49-95

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Based on Dome Bookkeeping Record #612, this program keeps track of

income, expenditures, and payroll for a small business of up to 16 employ-

ees. Income and expenditures can be entered on a daily, weekly, or

monthly basis, and the program computes monthly, through last inonth,

and year-to-date summaries. Payroll section keeps record of individual

employe-s and their paychecks with up to six categories of payroll de-

ductior Employee payroll record and year-to-date payroll totals can be

computed. Manual contains complete instructions for customizing to suit

your business.

Disk Version $49-95
Cassette Version $X9-95

(Cassette Version does not contain payroll)

CQIYIPJTHQMICS
50 N PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF NY. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

• All orders processed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add $3.00 for shipping in UPS Areas
• Add $4 OOtorC O.D. or NON-UPS Areas
• Add $5 00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add exact postage to all other countries
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• • EVERYTHING FOR YOUR TRS-80™ • ATARI™ • APPLE " • PET^
- TRS-aO k i Irademark of iht Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp. - - ATARI is a Itadpmark ol Alsri Im. - * APPLE is d (Fadem,

- CP/M is d trademark of Digilal Research - 'XKROX is a Iradomark »f Xertu Corp. - • IBM is

" • CP/M™ • XEROX™ • IBM™ *

rk of Apjjio Corp. - " PET is a (radfmark of Coniriiodore

radeiiiark of IBM Corp.

100^% „edu.ithin24-Hours

*''''o^'lCy"ack
guarantee

^ 30-DaV money

(ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE) Includes 128 Page Users Manual
Inventoiy Control Payroll Bookkeeping System Stock Calculations.

Checkbook Maintenance....^ccounts Receivable Accounts Payable

BUSINESS 100 PROGRAM UST

NAME
] RGLE78
2 AMMUl
3 DATE
4 DAYYEAR
5 LEASEJNT
6 BREAKEVN
7 DEPRSL
8 DEPRSY
9 DEPRDB

10 DEPRDDB
11 TAXDEP
12 CHECK2
13 CHECKBKl
14 MORTGAGE/A
15 MULTMOM
16 SALVAGE
17 RRVARIM
18 RRCOMST
19 EFFECT
20 FWN.
21 PVAL
22 LOANPAY
23 REGWUH
24 SIMPDISK
25 DATEVAL
26 ANMUDEF
27 MARKUP
28 SINKFUHD
29 BOhDVAL
30 DEPLETE
31 BLAiCKSH
32 STOCVALl
33 WARVAL
34 BOMDVAL2
35 EPSEST
36 BETAALPH
37 SHARPEl
38 OPTWRITE
39 RIVAL
40 EXPVAL
41 BAYES
42 VALPRIMF
43 VALADIMF
44 (JTILITY

45 SIMPLEX
46 TRAMS
47 EOQ
48 QUEUE

1

49 CVP
50 COr^DPROF
51 OPTLOSS
52 FQUOQ
53 FQEOWSH
&4 FQEOQPB
55 QUEGECB
56 HCFANAL
57 PROHND
58 CAPl

DESCRIPTION

Interest Apportionment by Rule of the 78's

Annuity computation program
Time between dates

Day of year a particular date falls on
Interest rate on lease

Breakeven analysis

Straightllne depreciation

Sum of the digits depreciation

Declining balance depreciation

Double declining balance depreciation

Cash flow vs. depreciation tables

Wnts MEBS checks along with daily register

Checkbook maintenance program
Mortgage amortization table

Computes time needed for money to double, triple

Determines salvage value of an investment

Rate of return on investment with variable inflows

Rate of retum on investment with constant inflows

Effective interest rate of a loan

Future value of an investment (compound interest)

Present value of a future amount
Amount of payment on a loan

Equal withdrawals from investment to leave over

Simple discount analysis

Equivalent & nonequivalent dated values for oblig.

Present value of deferred annuities

% Markup analysis for items

Sinking fund amortization program
Value of a bond
Depletion analysis

Black Scholes options analysis

Expected return on stock via discounts dividends

Value of a warrant

Value of a bond
Estimate of future earnings per share for company
Computes alpha and beta variables for stock
Portfolio selection model-i.e. what stocks to hold
Option writing computations
Value of a right

Expected value analysis

Bayesian decisions

Value of perfect information

Value of additional information

Derives utility function

Linear programming solution by simplex method
Transportation method for linear programming
Economic order quantity inventory model
Single server queueing (waiting line) model
Cost-volumeprcfrt analysis

Conditional profit tables

Opportunity loss tables

Fixed quantity economic order quantity model
As atxive but with shortages permitted

As above but with quantity price breaks

Cost benefit waiting line analysis

Met cash-flow analysis for simple investment

Profitability index of a project

Cap. Asset Pr. Model analysis of project

59 WACC Weighted average cost of cafrftal

60 COMPBAL True rate on loan with compensatir^ bal. required

61 DISCBAL True rate on discounted loan

62 MERGANAL Merger analysis computations
63 FIMRAT Financial ratios for a firm

64 NPV Net present value of project

65 PRINDLAS Laspeyres price index

66 PRIMDPA Paasche price index

67 SEASIMD Constructs seasonal quantity Indices for company
68 TIMETR Time series analysis linear trend

69 TIMEMOV Time series analysis moving average trend

70 FUFT^IMF Future price estimation with inflation

71 MAILPAC Mailing list system

72 LETWRT Utter writing system-links with MMLPAC
73 SORT3 Sorts list of names
74 LABEL I Shipping label maker
75 L^BEL2 Mame label maker
76 BUSBUD DOME business bookkeeping system

77 TIMECLCK Computes weeks total hours from timeclock info.

78 ACCTPAY In memory accounts payable system-storage pemiitted

79 INVOICE Generate invoice on screen and print on printer

80 IMVENT2 In memory inventory control system

81 TELDIR Computerized telephone directory

82 TIMUSATH Time use analysis

83 ASSIGN Use of assignment algorithm for c^timal job assign.

84 ACCTREC In memory accounts receivable system-storage ok
85 TERMSPAY Compares 3 methods of repayment of loans

86 PAVTHET Computes gross pay required for given net

87 SELLPR Computes selling price for given after tax amount
88 ARBCOMP Arbitrage computations

89 DEPRSF Sinking fund depreciation

90 UPSZONE Finds GPS zones from zip code
91 ENVELOPE Types envelope including retum address
92 AUTOEXP Automobile expense analysis

93 INSnLE Insurance policy file

94 PAYROI_L2 In memory payroll system

95 DILANAL Dilution analysis

96 LOANAfTD Loan amount a borrower can afford

97 RENTPRCH i\irchase price for rental property

98 SALELEAS Sale-leaseback analysis

99 RRCONVBD Investor's rate of retjrn on convertable bond
100 FORTVAL9 Stock market portfolio storage-valuation program

n Cassette Version (TRS-80 Only) $99.95
5-1/4" Diskette Version $99.95

TRS-80* Model II & CPM Versions $149.95
ADD $3.0U FOR SHIPPING IM GPS AREAS
ADD S4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE OF U^.,

CANADA AND MEXICO

.lYIPUTHClMlCS
^Aa.T^-«vu\Tc_ffcL Ar*^_t"ji.Tir^fB ser^yrj: '

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

ASK FOR OUR 64-PAGE CATALOG

OA ORDER
^*»

^^ LINE

(914)
425-1535

**- ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE'



Tired rf
EC?

• THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL CHECK REGISTER

• A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGER

• A SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A COMPLETE GENERAL LEDGER

J. ft * il^raH*

m[
'TRS-80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corp - "APPLE is a tiacfemark of Apple Corp - "I B.W. is a traOemark of I B.W Corp - 'XEROX is a (rader\iark ot Xeros Ccrp

ATARI is a trademark of Atari Inc - "OSBORNE is a trademark of Osborne Corp

CW IT WCCri .. „ . .

VERSALEDGER II is a complete accounting system that grows as you oryourbusiness grows. To start, your VERSA-
LEDGER II acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just enter your check number, date and
whom the check is made out to. As you or your business grows, you may add more details to your transactions
account number, detailed account explanations, etc.

VERSALEDGER II is an expanded and enhanced version ot our original VERSALEDGER

VERSALEDGER II gives you an instant cash balance at anytime. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER II can be used as a small personal checkbook
register. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER II can run your million dollar corporation. (IF YOU
WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER il prints checks (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER II Stores all check inlormation forever. (IF YOU
WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER II can distribute one check to multiple expense
accounts (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER II can handle more than one checkbook (IF YOU
WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER II can be used to replace a general ledger. (IF

YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER II prints balance sheets and income statements.

(IF YOU WANT IT TO)

VERSALEDGER Jl can interact with any of the other four modules
of the VERSABUSINESS SYSTEM.

VERSALEDGER II

SPECIAL
INTRODUCTORY

PRICE

$99 95

($199.95 after Dec. 31, 1982)

VERSALEDGER II comes with a professionally written manual (created tor the first-time computer user), which includes sample report print-

outs.

VERSALEDGER II HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY ,

.

( 300 Checks per month on single density 5v.i" disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model
( 500 Checks per month on the Apple II)

(2400 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model 111)

(6000 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model II)

(3000 checks per month on single density 8" CP/M]
(almost unlimited capacity on hard disk drive)

VERSALEDGER II OUTPERFORMS ALL OTHER COMPETITIVE SYSTEMS NOW AVAILABLE TO MICROCOMPUTER USERS AT A FRAC-
TION OF THE COST (AND WE OFFER A 30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE TO BACK UP OUR CLAIMi)

— CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES with 48K —

ALSO AVAILABLE: VERSARECEIVABLES, VERSAPAYABLES, VERSAPAYROLL, and VERSAINVENTORY

CQinPLJTHQI^lCS!
"/lATV^MATtA. ^fl^J^T CrJf, Ml

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

* ADD $3.00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
* ADD $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
* ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
* ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE U.S., CANADA & MEXICO

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OFN.V. STATE)

(800) 431-2818
ALL PRICES S, SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE

DELIVERY SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
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• THE ULTIMATE PROFESSIONAL PAYROLL SYSTEM

• HANDLES ALL PAYROLL FUNCTIONS AND REPORTS

• QUICK QUARTERLY AND END OF YEAR SUMMARIES

• PERFECT FOR A SMALL BUSINESS

• EXPANDS TO HANDLE LARGE CORPORATE PAYROLLS

TRSaO is 3 irademark of Tandy Corp.
-

' flPPlE is a traiiBmark of Apple Corp. - 'I.B.H. is a (rademarli of i.B.H. Corp. - "XEROX is a Irademark of Xerox Corp. - 'ATARI is a trademarli of Atari Inc.

new IT VOCi^S
VERSAPAYROLL is a complete menu driven payroll system tl^at grows as you or your business grows. YourVERSA-
PAYROLL acts as a simple payroll system i^eeping track of all government required payroll information. Just enter the
employees, VERSAPAYROLL v^^ill perform all the necessary payroll calculations automatically and display to totals
on your screen. The user has complete control to accept the totals, to printer not printout a check and to post or not
post the total to our VERSALEDGER system.

• VERSAPAYROLL automaticaily prints out your PAYROLL checks. (IF YOU
WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL allows you to override any payroll deduclion (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL automatically posts all checks written to our VERSALEDGER
system (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL allows the user to print out PAYROLL checks one at a Ume.
(IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL allows the user to print out all your PAYROLL checks at the

same time, (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL gives you a summary of any employee's year to date payroll

totals or all employee totals at any time. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL will allow you to correcl any error made at any time and auto-

matically refigure all totals. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL works in every state. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL sutomaticslty calculates all federal and states taxes. (IF YOU
WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL allows !or all of the standard deductions plus state, city and
three miscellaneous deductions. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL prints all government required reports. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL permanently stores all PAYROLL transactions. (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSAPAYROLL HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY ....

Can handle up to 300 employees on aTRS-ao MODEL I, eOOemployees on a TRS-80 MODEL III. 1200 t^mployeesonaTRS-SOMODEL
II, 500 employees on an APPLE II, 600 cmployiies on any single density 8 ' CP'M computer and almost unlimited capacity on hard disk

systems.

CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES (AND 48K)

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

Ti ,^

'u Tyr ri

REATED
USER IN MIND

^LITriLLi^ilCS?

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

ADD S3. 00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADO S4.00 FOR C O D. on NON-UPS AREAS
AOD S5 00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE Of U S.,

CANADA AND MEXICO

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N.Y. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

VfSA

ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE*

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

^See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 133



,.*

TRS-aO'" is a Irademark of Tandy Corp.

FROM

^RACET COMPUTES

• All orders procRssed within 24 Hours
• 30-Day money back guarantee
• Add £3 00 for shipping in UPS Areas
• Add S4 00 for C.O.D. or NON-UPS Areas
• Add $5.00 to Canada or Mexico
• Add exact postage to all other countries

ESSENTIAL UTILITY PROGRAMS FOR EVERY TRS~80 OWNER

Fcuih Rlmid Uatd C(mpuim UUBi.q Vmqum
ALL PROGRAMS ARE WRITTEN IN MACHINE LANGUAGE
ABSOLUTELY NO KNOWLEDGE OF MACHINE LANGUAGE IS NECESSARY TO USE ANY OF THE UTILITY PROGRAMS
EACH UTILITY PROGRAM IS CALLED UP FROM BASIC USING THE SIMPLE BASIC COMMANDS PROVIDED

EACH UTiLITY PROGRAM COMES WITH A RACET COMPUTES INSTRUCTION MANUAL
' EACH INSTRUCTION MANUAL INCLUDES SEVERAL EXAMPLES OF UTILITY USAGE
' EACH UTILITY ALLOWS THE USER TO PERFORM CERTAIN BASIC OPERATIONS TEN. TWENTY OR MORE TIMES FASTER THAN THE

EOUIVALENT BASIC ROUTINE (FOR EXAMPLE. GSF CAN SORT AN ARRAY OF 1000 RANDOM NAMES INTO ALPHABETICAL ORDER IN

UNDER9SEC0NDSI!)

GSF (GENERALIZED SUBROUTINE FACILITY}
• SORTS 1000-ELEMENT ARRAYS IN 9 SECONDS
• SORTS UP TO 15ARRAVS SIMULTANEOUSLY {MIXED STRING. FLOATING POINTANC
INTEGER)

• SORTS SINGLE OR MULTIPLE SUBSTRINGS AS ASCENDING OR DESCENDING SORT

KEYS
• READ AND WRITE ARRAYS TO CASSETTE
• COMPRESS AND UNCOMPRESS DATA IN MEMORY
• MOVE ARRAYS IN MEMORY
• DUPLICATE MEMORY
• FAST HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL LINES
• SCREEN CONTROLS FOR SCROLLINGTHESCREEN UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHTAND FOli

GENERATING INVERSE GRAPHIC DISPLAYS
• ADDS PEEKS AND POKES [MOD-I I

VERSION ONLY)

MODEL-I VERSION S25 00

MODEL-II VERSION $50 00

MODEL-INVERSION 5..:C CO

DSM (DISK SORT MERGE)
• SORT AN 85K DISKETTE IN LESS THAN THREE MINUTES'

. SORTS LARGE MULTIPLE DISKETTE FILES ON A MINIMUM ONE DRIVE SYSTEM
• ALL RECORDS ARE PHYSICALLY REARRANGEO-NO KEY FILES ARE REQUIRED
« SORTS RANDOM FILES CREATED BY BASIC, INCLUDING FILES CONTAINING SUB-

RECORDS SPANNING SECTORS
• SORTS ON ONE OR MORE FIELDS IN ASCENDING OR DESCENDING ORDER
• FIELDS MAY BE STIRNGS. INTEGER, BINARY INTEGER OR FLOATING POINT
• THE SORTEDOUTPUT FILE MAY OPTIONALLYHAVE FIELDS DELETED. REARRANGED
OR PADDED

• SORT COMMANDS CAN BE SAVED FOR REUSE
• SINGLE SORT. MERGE, OR MIXED SORT/MERGE OPERATIONS MAY BE PERFORMED
• SORTED OUTPUT MAY BE WRITTEN TO A NEW FILE, OR REPLACE THEORIGINALIN-

PUT FILE.

MODEL-I VERSION S^5 ™
MODEL-II VERSION $150.00

MODEL-in VERSION $90.00

KFS-80 (KEYED FILE SYSTEM)
• GHtA] b ISAM FILES (INDEX SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD]
» ALLOWS INSTANT ACCESS TO ANY RECORD ON YOUR DISKETTE

• INSTANTLY RETRIEVE RECORDS FROM MAILING LISTS, INVENTORY. ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE OR VIRTUALLY ANY APPLICATION WHERE RAPID ACCESS IS RE-

QUIRED TO NAMED RECORDS
• PROVIDES THE BASIC PROGRAMMER THE ABILITY TO RAPIDLY INSERT OR ACCESS

KEYED RECORDS IN ONE OR MORE DATA FILES

• RECORDS ARE MAINTAINED IN SORTED ORDER BY A SPECIFIED KEY

• RECORDS MAY BE INSERTED OR RETRIEVED BY SUPPLYING THE KEY

. RECORDS MAY BE RETRIEVED SEQUENTIALLY IN SORTED ORDER
• RAPID ACCESS TO ANY FILE REGARDLESS OF THE NUMBER OF RECORDS
• MULTIPLE INDEX FILES CAN BE EASILY CREATED WHICH ALLOWS ACCESS OF A

SINGLE DATABASE BY MULTIPLE KEYS (FOR EXAMPLE. BY BOTH NAME AND ZIP-

CODE)

MODEL-I VERSION $100.00

MODEL-II VERSION $175 00

WODEL-III VERSION .
tiOO 00

MAILLIST (A MAILING LIST DATABASE SYSTEM)
• IDEALLY SUITED FOR ORGANIZATION MAILING LISTS, PERSONAL ADDRESSBOOK,

OR MAILING LISTS BASED ON DATES SUCH AS REMINDERS FOR BIRTHDATES OR

DUES PAYABLE
• USED ISAM (INDEX SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD) FOR RAPID ACCESS TIMES

• YOUR MAILLIST CAN ALWAYS BE SORTED AND MAINTAINED BY UP TO FOUR INDEX

hlLES (FOR EXAMPLE. NAME, 2IPCODE, DATE AND NUMBER)
. MAILLIST ALLOWS UP TO 30 ATTRIBUTES TO BE SPECIFIED (TO BE USED IN SEL-

ECTION OF SPECIFIED RECORDS WHEN GENERATING REPORTS OR MAILING

LABELS
• MAILLIST SUPPORTS BOTH 5 OR 9-DIGIT ZIPCODES
• PRINTING MAY BE STARTED OR ENDED AT ANY POINT IN THE LIST . THE USER CAN

SPECIFY FIELDS OR CODES TO BE PRINTED
• CAPACITY IS 600 NAMES FOR MODEL-I, 3500NAMES FOR MODEL 1 1, 38,O0ONAMES FOR

MODEL II WITH HARD DISK DRIVF 1200 NAMES FOR MODEL III

MODEL-HVERSION $75 00

MODEL-II VERSION $150 00

MODEL-III VERSION I?5.00
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COMPROC {COMMAND PROCESSOR)
• AUTO YOUR DISK TO PERFORM ANY SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTIONS THAT YOU
NORMALLY GIVE FROM THE KEYBOARD (FOR EXAMPLE, INSERT THE DISKETTE,

PRESS THERESETSUTTON, YOUR COMMAND FILECOULD AUTOMATICALLY SHOW
YOU THE DIRECTORY, SHOW THE FREE SPACE ON THE DIKSETTE, LOAD A MA-

CHINE LANGUAGE SUBROUTINE, LOAD BASIC, LOAD AND RUN A BASIC PROGRAM.
AND SELECT A GIVEN ITEM ON YOUR MENU -ALL WITHOUT TOUCHING THE KEY-

BOARDi|

MODEL-I VERSION S20 00

MODEL-MI VERSION 530,00

NOT AVAILABLE FOR MODEL-II

DISCAT (DISKETTE CATALOG SYSTEM)
• THIS COMPREHENSIVE DISKETTECATALOGUING/INDEXING UTILITY ALLOWS THE

USER TO KEEP TRACK OF THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS IN A CATEGORIZED LI-

BRARY,,, FILE INCLUDES PROGRAM NAMES AND EXTENSIONS, PROGRAM LENGTH,

DISKETTE NUMBERS AND FREE SPACE ON EACH DISKETTE..,KEEP A COMPLETE
CATALOG OF THE DIRECTORIES ON ALL YOUR DISKETTES IN ALPHABETICAL

ORDER (SORTED ON EACH DISKETTE. .OR COMPLETE ALPHABETICAL LIST OF

PROGRAMS ON ALL YOUR DISKETTES)

MODEL-I VERSION S50,00

MODEL-III VERSION $500C

MOnpi -II VERSION (SEE MODEL-II UTILITY PaCKAGEl

BLINK (BASIC LINK FACILITY)
» LINK FROM BASIC PROGRAM TO ANOTHER SAVING ALL VARIABLES

• THE CHAINED PROGRAM MAY EITHER REPLACE THE ORIGINAL PROGRAM OR CAN
BE MERGED BY STATEMENT NUMBER

MODEL-I VERSION $35 00

MODEL-III VERSION $50,00

MODEL-II VERSION (SEE MODEL-II UTILITV PACKAGE) $30.00

INFINITE BASIC
• ADDS OVER 8U COMMANDS I O bAS/C
• SORTING STRING CENTERING/ROTATION/TRUNCATION,.,JUSTIFICATION...DATA

COMPRESSION STRING TRANSLATION/COPYING, .SCREEN DISPLAY SCROLL-

ING MATRIX OPERATIONS,,,SIMULTANEOUS EOUATIONS (THROUGH MATRIX

INVERSION].. DYNAMIC ARRAY RESHAPING

MODEL-I VERSION S60.00

MODEL-III VERSION S60.00

NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-II

HSDS HARD DISK DRIVE SOFTWARE
• MAKES TRSDOS COMPATIBLE WITH MOST HARD DISK DRIVES

• ADDS MANY EXTRA FEATURES TO TRSDOS

MODEL II FASTBACK — FULL DISK BACKUP
IN 55 SECONDS

IN BUSINESS TIME IS MONEY. AND ONE BACKUP IS WORTH A THOUSAND TEARS,

• WORKS ON SYSTEMS WITH 2 OR MORE DRIVES

• CAN REPLACE VOUR EXISTING TRSDOS 1 2 or 2 BACKUP UTILI
'

"

MODEL II ONLY ,$75,00

MODEL-II UTILITY PACKAGE
• ESSENTIAL FOR EVERY MOD-II OWNER
• RECOVER AND REPAIR FILES AND DIRECTORIES (BY JUST ENTERING A SINGLE

COMMAND)
• XCOPY,,, SIMILAR TO COPY BUT CAN COPY ANY NUMBER OF FILES AT ONE TIME

FASTER AND MORE ACCURATE THAN COPY SINCE RECORDS ARE COPIED IN

GROUPS RATHER THAN ONE RECORDS AT A TIME USING XCOPY YOU CAN COPY

FILES THAT CAN NOT BE COPIED USING THE COPY COMMAND
• SZAP PROVIDES THE CAPABILITY TO READ AND MODIFY ANY SECTOR ON A

DISKETTE
XHIT CAN BE USED TO REPAIR A DISKETTE DIRECTORY

DCS, DIRECTOR CATALOG SYSTEM IS A UTILITY FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF USER

DISKETTES, SETS OF A MULTIPLE DISKETTE DIRECTORY FILE (WITH UP TO 1200

INDIVIDUAL FILE NAMES]...ALLOWS SELECTIVELY LISTED OR PRINTED LISTS OF

DIRECTORY FILES IN COMBINED SORTED ORDER (FOR EXAMPLE, LISTED ALPHA-

BETICALLY BY DISKETTE.,,OR A COMPOSITE ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ALL YOUR
DISKETTES!)

• DEBUG-II ADDS SEVERAL FEATURES TO THE PRESENT TRSDOS DEBUG UTILITY

INCLUDING SINGLE INSTRUCTION CYCLE, AUTO (LOOP) BREAKPOINTS, SUB-

ROUTINE CALLING, BREAK-KEY DETECTION AND MANY OTHERS

lonn -II ONLY

MODEL-II DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
. THIS PACK AGi: IS A MUyi I OH ASSEMBLY .ANGLACI- PfiOGRAMMERS
• INCLUDES THE MICROSOFT EDITOR ASSEMBLER PL US V,l IH ENHANCEMENTS FOR

THE MODEL-II

• A COMPLETE DISASSEMBLER
• SUPERZAP FOR READING AND MODIFY ANY SELECTOR ON A DISKETTE

MODEL-II ONLY $125,00

INFINITE BUSINESS
• ADD ON PACKAGE TO INFINITE BASIC (REQUIRES INFINITE BASIC)

• ADDS PACKED DECIMAL ARITHMETIC WITH 127 DIGIT ACCURACY {•.0.\/)

• COMPLETE PRINTER PAGINATION CONTROLS,, AUTO HEADERS, FOOTERS AND
PAGE NUMBERS

• BINARY SEARCH OF SORTED AND UNSORTED ARRAYS (INSTANT SEARCH OF AN

ELEMENT WITHIN AN ARRAY)
• HASH CODES

MODEL-I VERSION '. $30,00

MODEL-III VERSION $30 00

NOT AVAILABLE ON MOOEl-ll

REMODEL-PROLOAD
• THE ULTIMATE RENUMBERING PROGRAM...RENUMBERS ALL OR PART OF A PRO-

GRAM (ALLOWS PARTIAL RENUMBERING IN MIDDLE OF PROGRAMS]
* PARTIAL OR COMPLETE MERGE OF TWO CASSETTE PROGRAMS

MODEL-I VERSION
MODEL-IH VERSION

NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-

, $35.00

$35 00

MOD-II BASIC CROSS REFERENCE UTILITY
• \_-:5' on pRiN"r A SOP I p[) CROSS refeppncp "O ai l numbers OR variables

W.TH.N A PriOCrtAM
• LIST OF PRINT ALL LINE NUMBERS CONTAINING A SPECIFIED STRING OF CHAR-

ACTERS

MODEL-II ONLY , $50 00

' ALL PRICES AND SPECrFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE **

END USERS ;CQIYIPLJTHQMICS!
CALL: ^^r..^-r.. ^^..:r.. ......

^

50 N, PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF N y STATE)

(800) 431-2818
ADD J3,00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
ADD J4,00 FOR C,O,0, OR NON-UPS AREAS
ADD J5,00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
ADD PflOPEH POSTAGE OUTSIDE CF US,,

CANADA AND MEXICO

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

^^

COPSYS
• COPY AND VLRIFY ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE (SYSTEM) TAPES WRITTEN IN STAND-

ARD FORMAT ..IF YOU BUY A MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM, COPSYS ALLOWS
YOU TO EASILY COPY THE PROGRAM ONTO ANOTHER CASSETTE AS A 8ACKU"

MODEL-I VERSION S'^-OO

MODEL-III VERSION $20,00

NOT AVAILABLE ON MODEL-M

FOR DEALER
INFORMATION CALL: ^ RACET COMPUTES -^

1330 N GLASSEL, SUITE M. ORANGE CA 92667

(714) 997-4950
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Experience Shows - S.B.S.G. has over 11,000 Installed Systemsl

If you're not running

Small Business Systt^

. • . chances
're not runnipn!

ciire
SMALL BUSINESS
SYSTEMS GROUP

GENERAL ACCOUPfTING SYSTEM For TRS^O"
S.B.S.G. hds created the first completely user-configurabie accounting system

available for the TR&80'".

Gser configurable? Each S.B.S.G. General Accounting System Module (except

Order Entry) can be operated independently, or any of the modules can be

combined in any configuration, providing a complete, coordinated system to

fit the needs ol your business.

The S.B.S.Q. System allows you the maximum efficient use of available disk

space. Each module will mn on a standard 1 disk drive system {except for Model

I systems, which require 2 drives). As you add more disk drives to your system.

theamount of on-line data storage increases. INowhere'san important fact

the S.B.S.G. General Accounting System "spans" your disk drives - that means
that you can instantly access your data on any of up to 8 disk drives at any

time! Since your S.B.S.G, Accounting System is user-configurable, it will work

with 1. 2, 3, 4 or more disk drive systems - and it is fully compatible with most
hard disk drive systems (at additional cost).

General Ledger
The General Ledger accounting system consolidates financial data from other

accounting subsystems in an accurate and timely manner. Major reports in-

clude Trial Balance, Income Statement, Balance Sheet, a user-defined report,

and more. All data is maintained and reported by month, quarter, year and

previous three quarters. Transactions may be entered via direct posting and
external posting generated by A/R. A/P, Payroll - or any other user source.

Accounts Receivable
The objective of a computerized A/R system is to prepare accurate and timely

monthly statements to credit customers. Management can generate informa-

tion required to control the amount of credit extended and the collection of

money owed in order to maximize profitable credit sales while minimizing

losses from bad debts. This system is invoice-oriented. Invoices can be entered

before they're ready for billing, after billing, or even after they are paid. Accounts
Receivable allows entry of new invoices, credit memos, debit memos, or modi-

fication or deletion invoice and allows for progress payment. The transaction

information includes: type of A/R transaction, P.O. *", description of P.O..

billing date, general ledger sales account *", invoice amount, shipping and
transportation charges, tax charges, payment, and progress payment informa-

tion. Reports include: summary or detail listing of invoices not yet billed, open
items (unpaid invoices), closed items (paid invoices), and aging. Statements

may be printed at any time and follow the format of nationaliy available forms.

Order Entiy
The Order Entry ,^\odule was designed as a supplement to the Accounts

Receivable Module, and will not operate independentiy. This system allows you
to add, change, delete, listand print invoices; applyan invoice to correct custom-

er account; generate computer assigned invoice numbers: note type (invoice

credit memo, debit memo); record customer ordei' riumber, invoice date,

shipping date, FOB location, method of shipping, salesman, and payment
terms; print selected number of shipping labels; enter, display and correct 10
lines of data per invoice, noting the part number, description, price, quantity

ordered, extension, taxable or not. It also allows the user to enter, display and

correct invoice totals, noting the invoice subtotal, taxes, shipping and handling,

with disbursement up to 5 General Ledger accounts; print a transaction report;

maintain a terms code file in the system; update Account Receivable and

generate summary report totals, it automatically coordinates to the Inventory

Module (if used) to determine description, price and out of stock status, and to

immediately deplete inventory stock. Price fields are easily modified to include

percent or dollar discount.

Payroll
Payroll involves many complex calculations and the production of reports and

documents, many of which are required by government agencies. The Payroll

system performs all necessary payroll tasks including file maintenance, pay data

entry and verification, computation of pay and deduction amounts, and the

printing of reports and checks. State and Federal Tax changes are easily im-

plemented by the user via menu prompting, in its link to General Ledger, each

employee's payroll information is distributed to as many as 12 different GL
accounts; system automatically posts to cash account.

Accounts Payable
The Accounts Payable system receives data concerning purchases from

suppliers and produces checks in payment of outstanding invoices. Several

reports are available to supply information needed for the analysis of payments,

expenses, purchases and cash requirements. The Accounts Payable system is

invoice-oriented, It handles new invoices, credit memos and even debit memos
and allows modification and deletion of invoices. The flexible check calculation

procedures allows checks to be calculated for a set of vendors, specificvendors

or even specific invoices. The reports include open item listings and closed

item listings (both detail and summary), debit and credit memo listings, aging,

check register report (to give an audit trail of checks printed), and vendor listing

and vendor activi^. Update reports are useful for audit trails and checking for

accuracy. Checks may be printed at any time and follow the format of nationally

available forms.

Inventory
Status reports and minimum reorder reports helpto reduce the potential hazard

of overstocl^ng which results in cash flow problems. Program selection allows

the user to store data for inventory located at up to five separate sites (divisions),

coding up to 9 sales people. Available reports include inventory master list,

price listings, period and year-to-date sales, stock status, minimum reorder

point and commission information.

Model I, 48K and 2 Disk Drives . . . $195.00 Per Module
Model III, 48K $195.00 Per Module
Model II, 64K $295.00 Per Module
Sample Report Printouts $ 10.00

H & E COMPOTRONICS Gives You A 30-Day Money Back Guarantee On All Modules



Experience Shows - S.B.S.G. has over 11,000 Installed Systems!
COMMUMICATIONS SYSTEMS
Small Business Systems Group markets a complete line of software which inter-

faces the TR&80'" with ANY computer thatcommunicates in ASCII, This family

of products offers both terminal and host capabilities to users with even the

most minimal hardware configurations. There has been wide interest in these

products from "comm buffs," the educational community, and businesses

and individuals who need to communicate on a regular basis. Our
systems are among the most versatile and comprehensive on the rr>arket today

for TRS-80'" microcomputers.

SMALL BUSINESS
SYSTEMS GROUP

STSO-III" ~ The Ultimate Communications System
The "state of the art" in communications processors, designed for complex

commercial applications. Included in this package is a set of programs that

allow your TRS-80™ to talk to a timesharing computer, transfer files to and from

your central business computer, and customize your STSO-III to your specific

application.

Features Include: Selectable RS232 Setting • Help Display • Echo Feedback

• Job Log (LDOS Mod 1, Mod III) • 2-User Translation Tables • Auto Logon •

10 Function Keys (Definable) • RUBOOT f^ey (Definable) • Warm Restart •

Automatic I.D. • Tme Break • Direct Cursor Addressing • DOS Command
Support • Transmit Line Feed • Printer Support • Video Display Modes;

SCROLL, FORMAT, PACE, REVERSE VIDEO (Mod II). CURSOR OM/OFF»
Auto-answer • Autodial (certain modems) • Append to memory buffer* Big

buffer for printer* Off hook/ on hook* 10 predefined ASCII strings in transla-

tion tables, • Registered users include MASA, USM. UPS, Westinghouse, and

many colleges, universities and major banks.

Minimum Requirements: One disk drive, RS232-C, 32K Model I or III, 64K
Model II.

Model I or III $150.00

Model II S250.00

FORCIM-80^" - Communications Netwofk
With Bill Abney's hot new communications product, you and your TRS-80"

can t>ecome part of one of the fastest growing communications networks in the

country; your computer becomes an on-line bulletin board system: users can

leave message5, get messages, swap information; exchange VisiCalc'" reports,

charts, graphs or other correspondence with other computers.

Features Include: Security System • Constantly displayed time-in-use figure*

User Friendly* User Configurable or can be modified for custom application*

Future updates and upgrades available to register owners* Multiple command
strings • Non-technical user and operator manuals.

Minimum Requirements: TRS-80'" (3-drive Mod I, 2-drive Mod 111), 48K.

RS232-C. Auto-answer modem.
Model I or 111 S350.00

ST-SO-PBB'" - Personal Bulletin Boai^
A small yet powerful bulletin board for the individual to gather and leave electro-

nic mail. Messages reside in data base in memory, eliminating the problem of

scanning magnetic media.

Features Include: Password Security System * Four levels of Access -Guest,

Member, Owner, Operator* User Log • Four message types * Smart reverse

scan to view messages from most recent to oldest.

Minimum Requirements: TRS-80™ (Mod I or III), 16K. Level II, Auto-answer

modem, ST80-X10 Host Program (^50), RS232-C.

Model I or III S50.00

ST-80-CC " - Communications Center
More than a personal bulletin board, this is a complete communications system

for low to moderate traffic. Like ST80-PBB'" it supports four levels of users and

four levels of messages with text editing and reverse scan of messages.

Additional Features Include: Transmit same message to many individuals

• Auto logon and multiple command scanning • Print messages on line printer,

save messages in memory buffer, maintain database without user intervention.

Minimum Requirements: TRS-SO" (Mod I or ill). Level il. 48K, one disk, Auto-

answer modem, ST80-X10 Host Program (^50), RS232-C.

Model I or III SIOO.OO

MouseNet'" - Advanced Bulletin Board System
Designed to accommodate high volume traffic, to operate simply enough for

novice users, yet is fast and powerful enough for experienced callers.

Features Include: Messages stored on disk in keyed file * Uses machine

language subroutines for speed • Supports text editing commands • Help

commands guide user* System bulletinsdisplayeach timeauserlogson*Ali

messages are dated.

Minimum Requirements: TRS-80'" (Mod I or ill), 48K, RS232-C, 3 Disks, Auto

answer modem, text editor (such as Scripsit).

Model I or in .. 9295.00

DELUXE PERSONAL HNANCE For TRS-80" Model II

This is a sophisticated and unigue financial analysis package which can be

readily customised to suit your personal financial situation. It will;

• Accept and apply transactions to user-formatted budget categories.

• Separate cash and check disbursements.

• Allows up to ten category disbursements per check.

• Credit income/deposits according to source,

• Search, correct or void checks.

• Maintain an accurate checking account balance.

• Cancel returned checks.

• Provide monthly summaries of income vs. expenses.

• Calculate profit/loss.

• Summarize data by categories.

• Provides up to ten savings account summaries.

Model 11

Model I Version

575.00

S35.00

ACCESSIBILITY
We are here to sen^e your after-purchase needs. You can read our Monthly

Newsletter containing current information about SBSQs products. Our News-

letter is free to our customers and is available at a minimal cost to anyone

interested in Microcomputers or call SBSG directly for Programming and

Accounting Support. We have 8 incoming lines or call our COMM: Micronet

Bulletin Board: ID '" 70319236; FORUM-80'": (617) 692-3973; MouseNet'":

(617) 692-8121: The Source: 'TCC413.

H & E COMPUTRONICS Gives A 30-Day Money Baclc Guarantee On All SBSG Products

DEALER INQUIRIES ONLY:

6 CARLISLE ROAD
WESTFORD, MASS. 01886-5762

(617) 692-3800

SMALL
BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
GROUP

END USER ORDERS:

MAT>*9*AAT<liL AC^^JLATI
iLJilJc.

50 N. PASCACK ROAD
SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

ALL PRICES a SPECtnCATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANQE
DELIVERY SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE

(600) 431-2818 HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

^See List ol Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, Septemberl 982 • 137



Now you car

even it you have no programming experience!

Until now, you either had to

hire an expensive programmer
to custom tailor existing soft-

ware to your business, or else

try to adapt your business to

someone else's software. The
classic dilemma of the square

peg in the round hole.

But now there's

Autog rammer. Software de-

signed to let non-programmers
generate their own programs.

No need for programming
knowledge. No need to

learn any programming
language. All you have

to know are the needs
of your own business

EASY!
Autogrammer isaseasy to

use as a typewriter, yet so pow-
erful it puts all the muscle of

your computer right at your
fingertips. Many applications

require only 10 or 15 minutes to

complete. What you type on the

screen, Autogrammer turns

into a machine-language pro-

gram that's ready to run.

VERSATILE!
Autogrammer has thousands

of applications for both busi-

ness and personal needs.

Inventory records, sales and
earnings projections, tax calcu-

lations, forecasts, employees
files, stock market analyses.

Using Autogrammer, you can

create even complex programs

such as tracking inventories,

adding purchases, subtracting

sales, crediting accounts,

report and adjust for daily

sales, add back to inventory,

make adjustments for credits,

defects, shipping charges, and

much more. Having this kind of

vital information available can

simplify business decisions and
save you money.

FLEXIBLE!
As your needs change,

Autogrammer-generated appli-

cations can easily be revised,

updated, expanded, or com-
bined. Autogrammer writes fin-

ished, stand-alone programs
which do not require Auto-

grammer for running. They
work first time, every time.

Everybody in your organization

can use Autogrammer to gen-

erate custom programs. It's so

simple, anyone can become an

Autogrammer quickly and

easily.

Autogrammerallows you to

print from screen with one sim-

ple command or list the entire

data base. The optional Report

Generator allows you to organ-

ize and then report from the

data base in the format you
choose.

Autogrammer by Roklan

costs $299.95 and is

available for Tandy
TRS-80^ model II and
soon for models I, III

and CP/Mversions, with other

versions soon to come.
Optional Report Generator,

$199.00, for in-depth reporting

from the data base.

LET'S FACE IT.

Nobody knows your busi-

ness like you do. With

Autogrammer, you can write

your own programs and gain

control of your own business

by generating exactly the

information you need.

Autog rammer for TRS~80*
model II is available from H&E
Computronics Inc. and other

majordistributorsand dealers

nationally.

The end of the square peg In

the round hole.

'Registered trademark of Tandy Corp.

DEALER INQUIRIES ONLY:

ROKLAN SOFTWARE
10600 W. HIGGINS RD.
SUITE 200
ROSEMONT, IL 60018

(312) 297-5088
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UTILITY

Learn to type by saving a mariner from the whale.

Moby Dick Touch Typing Tutor

Michael D. Brown

102 Arch Street

Yorktown, IN 47396

Learning to play arcade

games well requires hours

of practice (and many quarters).

But why learn to destroy insect-

oids from outer space? Because

it's fun!

It seems fun things are often

useless. But why should useful

things be boring? Harness some

arcade-game energy and put it to

use on an otherwise boring task.

The Key Box

Model I or III

4KRAM
Level II

Imagine a little man (Ishmael) in

a rowboat with Moby Dick pursu-

ing him. Above this scene, letters

appear at random. If you type the

correct letter, the little man rows a

stroke. If you're slow or make an

error, the leviathan gains.

This program will help you

learn touch-typing key positions

on the TRS-80 (it works on the

Models I and ill), and is an ef-

fective drill master. The motivat-

ing program makes practice

less boring. You find you don't

want the little guy to be swal-

lowed by the whale, so you work

harder and type faster.

Program Notes

An asterisk is displayed as

added feedback for correctly

typing a letter. To increase the

whale's speed (the faster he

goes, the more difficult the

game), increase the value of SP

in line 70.

If you are tempted to look at

the keys, darken the room.B

Michael D. Brown is a former

English teacher who now op-

erates a word processing

business.

10 'THE MOBY DICK TOUCH-TYPING TUTOR
20 'BY MICHAEL D. BROWN
30 '102 ARCH ST.
40 'YOBKTOWN IN
50 '

60 CLS:CLEAR 1000:RANDOH
70 sp=1 'increase sp to increase the whale's speed
80 KS=CHRS(190)+CHR5[157)+CHR5117 2)

90 FOR N=l TO 6!XS^XS+CHRS(1911 :NEXT
100 XIS^' "

' FOUR SPACES
110 WlS=Xl$+CHRS(128)+CHRS(184)+CHRS(18a)+XS
120 W2S=XlS+CHRS[190)+XS+CHRS[le9)+CHHS(17 2)
13 BTS=CHR5(139)+CHRS[191)+CHRS(1B9) tCHRS 1190) +CHRS{ 191)

+

CHrS( 188) +CHH5 (189) +CHHS 1188) +CHRS( 188) +CHRS (159)
140 SE5=STRING?(64,191)
150 Wfi=l

160 BS=CHHS(RND(25]+641
170 AS=INKEY$
180 WA=HA+SP;IF WA<0 THEN WA=0
190 IF WA>51 GOTO 360
200 'DRAWING THE WHALE
210 PRINTS 499-WA, Wl S+STfilNGS (WA.lSl)
220 PRINTS 563-WA, WlS+STRINGS (WA.lSl)
230 PRINTS 584, BS+CHRS[128)
240 W3S=X15+STRINGS19+WA,191)
250 PHINTP 627-Wft,W3S
260 PRINTS 703-WA,CHRS(191]+STHINGS(HA,191)
270 PRINT? 710," ."

280 IF INT(RG/2)=RG/2 THEN PRINTS 710, RS ELSE PRINTS 711, RS
+CKRS[132)

290 PRINTi 767-WA, CHRS 1 191) +STRINGS ( WA, 191)
300 PRINTS 831-WA, CHR3 ( 191) +STRINGS (WA,191]
310 PRINTg 771, BTS
320 PRINTS 832, SES
330 IF AS="'' goto 170
340 IF ASOBS THEN WA=WA+1 ELSE WA=WA-4 : PRINTS 585 , "*"

: RG=RG+1
350 GOTO 160
360 "END OF GAME ROUTINE
370 J=15875
3B0 FOR NN-1 TO 3:J=J+64
390 FOR N=l TO 9 : POKE J+64+N, 191 : NEXT N
400 GOSUB 470:NEXT NN
410 CLSiPRINT CHR5(23) :K=202
420 FOR N=I TO 4:K=K+64 : PRINT? K, "CRUNCH"
430 GOSUB 470
440 GOSUB 470:NEXT N
450 CLStPRINTS 473,"BURP":FOR N=l TO 60e:NEXT NtCLS
460 PRINT-YOUH SCORE WAS: ' ; INT(SP*10'RG) : END
470 FOR Z-1 TO 70!NEXT Z

4 80 RETURN
9 99 END
1000 AS-INKEYS
1010 IF AS="' GOTO 1000 ELSE PRINT ASC(AS)

Program Listirig
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GENERAL

Using Extended Color Basic for word processing.

Basic Word Processing

Louis J. Cutrona, Jr.

625 North Monroe St.

Ridgewood, NJ 07450

The TRS-80 Line Printer VIII and Color

Computer make a powerful word pro-

cessing system using my text editing pro-

gram.

The most difficult aspect of producing a

word processing program was deciding

how to store the input. The Color Computer
already has a perfectly serviceable input fa-

cility hard-coded In ROM; namely the Basic
Operating System. When you turn the Color
Computer on it is immediately awaiting in-

put. If what the user enters begins with a
number between and 63999, the operating

system assumes the characters following

the number to be a line of Basic code. The
operating system then stores the line for

later execution. If the user enters a string of

characters that do not begin with a number,
the operating system sees the string as a
Basic command and tries to interpret and
execute the string right away.

Why not pretend the text I enter is a pro-

gram and let the operating system take care

of storing it in memory? Then all I need to do
is enter the text in "lines" no more than 249
characters long (the maximum length of a

line in an Extended Color Basic program). If

The Key Box

Extended Color Basle

Color Computer

16K RAM
Printer Required

I start each line with a line number ! can use
Extended Color Basic's line editing capabii-

Itles to make changes to the lines In my
text. This is not much of a price to pay for

not having to write the input and storage fa-

cility myself. If I leave enough space be-

tween line numbers, I can then insert lines

between existing lines already entered.

By letting Basic handle the input and
most of the editing, all I would have to do is

write a program to read the data out of

memory where Basic had put it, format it

and print It.

Extended Color Basic stores Basic pro-

gram lines In memory in the following

format:

2-byte address of the next Basic Line;

2-byte Basic line number (a 16-blt

integer);

The body of the Basic program line; and a

1-byte end-of-line marker (hexadecimal 00).

A recent magazine article ("A Closer

Look at the TRS-80 Color Computer," Byte,

September 1981) gave me the last piece of

information I needed: The address of the

first Basic line in the program is stored In

hexadecimal locations 19-1A (decimal
25-26).

I decided to place the formatting program
In the high line numbers starting at line

10000 and use the low line numbers for text

entry. Since it is more convenient to invoke

the formatting program by entering the

Basic command Run, rather than typing

GOTO 10000, I chose line number to

branch to the formatting routine. Then I can
use line numbers 1 to 9999 for text entry.

Development Strategy

The best way to begin a program is to

start small: put together a stripped-down

version of the desired final product. Once

that is running, you can keep and modify it

to create the next version, or you can dis-

card it. The next version you write will not

begin from scratch because you can bring

to bear the experience gained from tackling

the small version.

This incremental approach has three ad-

vantages: You always have a working ver-

sion of the end product (it may not do every-

thing that the final version will do, but it witi

do the most important things); you will not

be trying to debug too much at once (in par-

ticular, you will not be debugging minor

functions before the major functions are

running); if there Is anything fundamentally

wrong with the design, you will discover it

early during program development.

Following this development strategy, ver-

sion 1 of my program performed only one
function: it printed the contents of all Basic

lines between lines and 10000. It printed

them in 60 character lines without checking
for word boundaries. Words were broken at

the end of the line if the 60th character hap-

pened to be in the middle of a word. Version

1 contained the fundamental program logic

needed to find the data to be printed and to

follow the pointers, line to line, all the way
to line 10000.

The second version corrected the major

shortcoming of version 1—words being

broken at the end of the line. When version 2

located the 61 st character of text it checked
if the character was a blank. If it was a blank

It printed the line as is and started a new
line. If the 61st character was not a blank,

the program scanned backwards to the first

blank character in the line, printed the line

up to that blank and started a new line con-

taining the characters after the blank.

Version 3 incorporated variable left and
right side margins (LM and RM, respective-
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Ever wanted to do things to your

TRS-80 th^t Radio Shack said couldn't be

done'

How about upper/lower case, reverse

video, high- resolution graphics, a high-

speed clock, audible keystrokes, an extra

keyboard, and a real-time clock?

Still not enough?

How about using an 8-track as a mass

storage device, making music, controlling

a synthesiser, monitoring your data bus.

and individual reverse characters? All

these hardware modifications, plus lots

more, are in The Custom TRS-80 and Other

Mysteries by Dennis Bathory Kitsz - the

latest book from IJG Computer Services.

If the

thought of using a screwdriver

gives you the shivers then you can turn

to the software section. In this you learn

1260 West
Foothill Bl.

Upland,CA
91786 (714)

946-5805

how to make

BASIC programs auto-

execute, reset the memory size, patch

into the interpreter, test memory with

machine- language, pack program lines

with machine code, and generate sound

effects.

The Custom TRS-80 and Other Mysteries is

more than 300 pages of practical infor-

mation, and tested software, for $29.95.

Order your copy now, and start turning

your TRS-80 into a five-hundred-dollar

supercomputer! Pick one up at your local

UG dealer and B. Dalton bookstores.

TRS-SO is a Trade Mark ol' the Tandy Corporation



!y) and variable top and bottom page mar-

gins (TM and BM).

It soon became clear I would need format

control instructions in the text; paragraph

indent, new line and new page functions.

These format control instructions had to be

placed on separate lines. In order to identify

these lines easily, the first character of

each format control instruction is a period. I

chose .in for indenting, .nl for new line, and
.np for new page.

Faster, Faster

At that point, the program did what I

wanted it to do, but program execution

seemed rather slow. You can speed up a Ba-

ste program by squeezing out spaces and
putting multiple statements on single lines,

but I was not ready to destroy my program's

readability, I decided to run the CPU faster

and feed the printer faster.

As normally initialized by the Extended
Color Basic ROM, the Color Computer ac-

cesses all memory addresses at a clock fre-

quency of 895KHZ. To make the CPU run

faster, POKE 65495,0. This causes the CPU
to run at 1.8 MHz when accessing address-

es from hexadecimal 8000 to FEFF and
FF20 to FFFF. For the remaining addresses
(hexadecimal 0000 to 7FFF and FFOO lo

FF1F), the CPU runs at its normal 895KHz.
When you speed up the processor in this

way, you cannot use the Sound, CLOAD, or

CSAVE commands. To return to normal

speed, POKE 65494,0.

To feed the printer faster, POKE 150,41.

TheCoiorComputer normal iy sends data to

the printer at 600 baud. This modification

INITIALIZATION MAIN ROUTINE STOP
(10000-10130) (I0I90-I0240) (10170)

ADD CHARACTER TO
LINE BUFFER
(10250-10290)

IDENTIFY a PROCESS
FORMATTING CODE
(10650-10770)

PRINT LINE
(10300-10450)

LINE SPACING
(10460-10500)

END PAGE
(I05I0-I0560)

NEW PAGE
(10570-10640)

Fig. 1. Program Overview

VOTIXPrinter stands 9F ^^ ^ -^.
End tii,e paper mess on
your computer desk. Our ^r

printer stand allows '"Wk^^SK'tT umwaWif*
'

"' "^
your paper to be fed from ^S^^MBffP*^^ J
under the printer,

making room for the
used paper to stack behind the print out of the way-
Available with an optional removable shelf (Shown) for
easy computer forms change. Available in Large size

also, for MX- 100 and other large printer users also. Also
available with center slot for bottom feed printers,
(Large only),

Regular Stand (300010) $29,95
Re^lar w/shelf (300011) $44.95
Large Stand (300030) $34.95
Large w/shelf (300021) $49.95
Large w/slot (300060) $49.95

Diskettes
Elephant Memories Systems Diskettes at a special LOW
price!!!

Single Density/Single Slded'Soft Sector 500351 $S2-50
Double Density/Single Sided/Sofl Sector 500353 $36.50
Double Density/Double Sided/Soit Sector 500353 $32.50

Fortal)le Bisk BxOk Eraser
Clean all old data off of your diskettes before reusing
them! This is a MUST for your computer room. Easy to

use, non-electric, portable!!!

B00102 Only . . .$4.95

Blblion Reloads for MX 70/80/100
Reload your old ribbon cartridge for much less than
replacing the cartridge! Quick and easy to do, takes only
about 2 minutes each to reload. Includes complete
instructions. Available in Black and 4 popular colors!

Black Reload (500000) $3,95 ea. (500001) $39.95 dz.

Red Reload (500010) $4.95 ea.

Blue Reload (500020) $4.95 ea.

Green Reload (500030) $4.95 ea.

Brown Reload (500040) $4.96 ea.

(500011) $49,50 dz.

(500021) $49-50 dz.

(S00031) $49.50 dz.

(600041) $49.50 d3.

Ribbon Cartridges for MX 70/80
Replacement cartridges for your printer. Complete
cartridge for your printer at great savings! Available in
Black and 4 popular colors! Buy in 3 packs and save!

Black Cartridge (500050)S10.95 ea. (500051)$29.95/3
Red Cartridge (500060)$11.95 ea, (500061)$31.95/3
Blue Cartridge (500070)$11.95 ea. (500071)$31.95/3
Green Cartridge (500080)$11.95 ea, (500081)$31.95/3
Brown Cartridge(500090)$11.95ea, (500091)$31.95/3

171 Hawkins Rd.

Centereach, N.Y. 11780

CS16) 981-8S68 (voice)

(816) S88-8836 (modem) ^f^'

Dealer Inq^aires Welcome
Prices subject to change

N.y.S. Residents Add Tax Add SS sliippin| - handling ^300

Welcome

•
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transmits data at 1200 baud (see pages 209

and 210 of Radio Shack's Going Ahead with

Extended Color Basic). Your printer has to

be able to receive at 1200 baud and you will

have to configure it to do so. In the Line

Printer VIH, this is accomplished by setting

the function selection switch #2 to the Open

side. The function selection switch is a DIP

switch inside the printer, under the top

cover, just behind the power lamp. The

printer will not print any faster, but setting

this switch reduces the amount of time it

takes to send the characters to the printer.

A complication arises when you try both

tricks together. Because the Color Comput-

er transmits data through the serial inter-

face under direct software control rather

than using a special piece of hardware,

when you change the processor's speed,

you also alter the data transmission rate,

which depends on the duration of a soft-

ware timing loop, i did not want to write a

serial interface driver routine to provide

1200 baud output while the processor is

speeded up.

Instead I used this simple, but awkward

solution. When program execution begins, I

set the baud rate to 1200 and put the pro-

cessor in fast mode. Whenever I am about

to print, I put the processor back in normal

mode. Once the printing is completed, I put

the processor back into the fast mode. The

net result is about a 75 percent speedup in

program execution, t could speed the whole

thing up immensely if I coded the program

in machine language, but that would have

taken much longer, and myobjective was to

program rapidly something that would

work.

More Enfiancements

Version 3 of my program worked well but

it was missing several features: the ability

to specify single or double spacing on out-

put; the ability to print a heading and, op-

tionally, a page number at the top of each

page; the ability to start printing from a spe-

cific line number in the input text and print

only those lines between that line and an-

other specified line number; and the ability

to specify that the printer is loaded with

continuous form paper (for drafts) or would

be loaded with single sheets (for a final

copy). To handle the first two of these over-

sights, I introduced four more format com-

mands to put into the text: -sg single spaces

the following lines of text; .db double

spaces the following lines; .pn numbers the

following pages; and .px supresses the

numbering function for the following pages.

I needed these enhancements because

manuscripts I submit for publication have

to be double spaced, page numbered, and

my name must appear on every page. 1 de-

cided to put the header information and the

(optional) page number on the same line,

with the header text at the left margin and

the page number at the right margin. I made
the setting of the header information a sim-

ple Basic assignment statement (to the

page header string variable PH$) within the

program. If I want to leave the header blank,

I leave the variable uninitialized, if I want to

^See List of Advertisers on page 339

IT

"My biggest loss

of programming

time using

EXTENDED BASIC
is spent

inserting

my diskette.''
SCOTTADAMS - PRES OFADVENTURE INTL.

Reduce your programming time significantly with Snappware's EXTENDED

BASIC. The program is written entirely in machine language for super fast

execution and is fully integrated into the TRSDOS* BASIC interpreter, re.-„

quiring no user memory Here are just some of the ways EXTENDED >:'

BASICcanmake your programming task easier: .,;, /

commands. '"^'^:/~^k:^-^-^.,..:-...., ........ .

'tp![i* Six single key stroke commands to list the first, last, previous,.

im%. next or current program line. Even edit current line.

gift* A powerful cross-reference facility with output to display
''

and/or printer

. •Ability to trace a variable through the code, :;^;.^^w.;.:,^,..,;,;%,:o

•Determine easily if a variable is in use. ^*^4.!4::-^>;?'>^?'' :'^¥';

:

^r:»'n'!!u2lte:lGi'jSt t*hi E

'program variables. ^I'^'fi-'r^kJ'^^^'-'^^^-'^

Identifies the variable type for all variables."' y. ^\v;''';^?:>---;'-;^'

Lists each element of any array separately ,

';

Program line renumbering facilities allowing for specification of

an upper limit of the block of lines to be renumbered, relocation

of renumbered blocks of code and duplication of blocks of code.

• Cross reference facility for key words and character strings including

global replacement of key works.

• Compresses your BASIC program to an absolute minimum by remov-

•Merge lines." "^.;^te.Ji^'%v& 'M-'.-'^^^'-^'ry-
-";'''

• Deletes statements that could not be executed. ''

.^C^lpllfinsider your programming time to be worth money, call .y^'and let

^':tft.'tKrtiAi;wnnhn\A/ tn not mnrp nf it

i MODEL II $200.00

MODEL III $125.00

liit^^VJIlHHIilVI^i

at your fingertips.

CALL TOLL FREE:

BffliKI*:Bi?>
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513) 891-4496

3719 Mantell

"ntL, Ohio 45236
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have a constant heading, I assign the text of

the heading to the heading variable.

I also added code to query the user for a
range of line numbers to be printed; and I in-

troduced a variable CF to indicate whether
the printer is loaded with continuous form
paper (CF - 1) or not (CF = 0),

REMarks

I noticed that often, when I keyed in a

long line of text and pressed enter, the cur-

sor would disappear for a second or two be-

fore reappearing, and while the cursor was
gone, 1 could not enter any text. This was
somewhat annoying as it broke my typing

rhythm and interrupted my train of thought.

When you enter a line the Basic inter-

preter analyzes it and identifies every Basic
keyword, command, or operator and, in gen-

eral, substitutes a special one-byte code for

it. It even replaces one-byte operators (like

- and + ) by a different code. This can be
annoying when you want to include a
hyphen in your text or mention a Basic key-

word like POKE or Print, because when you
print the stored line character by character,

you get peculiar, often unprintable
characters where you had entered these
reserved words or characters.

Basic does not analyze REMarks. Once
the analyzer finds REM or ' (apostrophe), it

leaves the rest of the line alone. By starting

every line containing a Basic reserved word
or operator in it with an apostrophe (thus

making the entire line of text a comment

from Basic's point of view), I could get Basic
to store the text of the line exactly as 1 had
entered it. I had to modify the program to

handle this convention. The apostrophe is

itself a Basic operator; Basic replaces the

first one it finds In a line by two charac-

ters—a colon (;) followed by a hexadecimal
83. I added code to my program that checks

Program Listing

PCLEAR 1:CLEAE 300:GOTO 10000
10 .pn.db
20 'END OF PAGE
30 .in
40 'The End Page subroutine simply emits to the printer as many
line feeds as are necessary to space to the end of the current p
age,
50 'The End Page subroutine is called from the Line Print subrou
tine if there is no room in the text print area of the current p
age to print another line,
60 'The End Page subroutine is also called directly by the subro
utine to identify and process formatting codes in response to a
".np" {new page) formatting code in the text.
70 .nl.nl
80 'NEW PAGE
90 .in
100 'The New Page subroutine has two functions: 1) it reguests t
he user to position the paper at the top of a new sheet, pausing
until the user hits <ENTER> to signal that the paper has been p

ositioned;
110 'and 2} it prints the page heading on the appropriate line a
t the top of the page (with or without a page number, depending
on whether or not the value of the format control variable PN is
zero)

.

120 'The New Page subroutine always pauses before beginning prin
ting on the first page (PG=0) , and pauses before printing each s
ucceeding new page only if the format control variable CF is zer
o

Program conlmups

LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds of dolfars. By ohlaining your own oarts at the lowest
possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
micfocompulsf in the industry- the LNW80. The LNW SEMI-KITS are affordable modules. You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand to a full 4Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with
5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNW80 CPU - Made ot high quality FR4 glass epoty double sided circuit material, with plated-
Ih rough holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are just
someof the outstanding features you will have when your .LNW80 CPU board is fully assembled'
• 16KRAM • Color and black and white video • 480x192 high resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video • 4 MtizZSOACPU • Upper and lower case display • 500 and 1000 baud cassette
1/0-S89.95

B. SVSTEMEXPANSION-Expandthe LNW80 computer board. TRS-80 and PMC-80 computer
with the following features. • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port * Real time clock •
Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density disk controller • Expansion bus (screen printer port) •
Onboard power supply • Solder- masked and silk screened legend -$69.95 (tin plated contacts)

-

S84.95 (gold plated contacts)

C. KEYBOARD- 74 key expanded professional keyboard - includes 1 2 key numeric keypad. FuHy
assembled and tested. - 599.95

P;,ItS5I"^u'^'''^"9*^^"^'^'^^'^''^^'"^^™'"®"'-'^*J3fily solid steel case and hardware kit gives yourLNW80 that professional factory-built appearance. - S84.95 Add SI 2.00 for shipping,
E. SYSTEM EX PANS! ON CASE -This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit
gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory-built appearance -$59 95
Add S10.00 for shipping

F. LNW80 CPU- HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT- $82.00
G. LNW80 VIDEO - HARD TO FiND PARTS KIT- S31 .00
H, SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT -$27.50
I. LEVEL II ROM set. (6 chip set) - $1 30,00

VISA and MasterCard accepted Add S3.00 tor shipping plus S1.00 for each additional item All
shipmentsviaUPSsurface. Add S2.00 tor U.S. Mail Shipments outside continental U.S.: funds must
be U.S. dollars Sufficient shipping costs must be included with payment.

ORDERS & INFORMATION - (714) 544-5744
SERVICE - (71 4) 641 -8850
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to see if these are the first two characters of

any line, and if so, to ignore them and con-

tinue processing with the next character in

the line.

Since I did not always know when I began

a new line whether or not the line would

contain a Basic reserved word or operator, I

began to put an apostrophe at the begin-

ning of every line I entered. Since in 99 per-

cent of the text I entered there were no Ba-

sic reserved words or operators, this turned

out to be a good idea.

Program Variables

The variables in the program fall into two

broad categories: format control (Table 1)

and working storage (Table 2).

The format control variables are, in gen-

eral, assigned a value in the initializa-

tion section of the program (lines

10000-10130) and remain unchanged dur-

ing the execution of the rest of the program.

The two exceptions are SP, the line spacing

control variable, which you can change by

placing a .sg or .db formatting control code

in the text; and PN, the page number control

variable, which is automatically increment-

ed at the end of each page when a .pn for-

matting control code is encountered in the

text, and which you can reset during execu-

tion by a.pxor.pn formatting control code. I

call PN a format control variable ratherthan

a working storage variable because its in-

itial value determines whether or not page

numbering will be in effect by default when I

run the program. If PN -0 page numbering

will not occur unless and until the program

finds a .pn formatting code in the text. If

PN>0 then page numbering will be in effect,

starting with page number PN until the pro-

gram finds a. px formatting code in the text.

The working storage variables construct

and hold intermediate strings and values

during processing.

How the Program Works

Figure 1 gives an overview of the pro-

gram's logical structure. Each box in Fig. 1

corresponds to a group of lines in the Pro-

gram Listing. All boxes below the top row

are implemented as subroutines and the

connecting lines indicate the sections of

the program from which each subroutine

can be called.

Within the listing, each subroutine be-

gins on a line that contains only a comment
identifying the subroutine, and all calls to

the subroutine are directed to that line. This

convention ensures that 1 can always insert

a line before the current first executable

statement in the subroutine (a remark is not

considered to be executable) without hav-

ing to change the destination line number in

each GOSUB it calls.

Initialization Section

The initialization section assigns values

to all of the format control variables (Table

1). During initialization the user selects the

range of line numbers to be printed.

As part of initialization, the program

PEEKS at hexadecimal location 19 and 1A

to obtain the address of the first Basic line,

^See Ust of Advertisers on page 339

MM §r

I BOUGHT IT

"My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

EXTENDED BUILT

FUNCTIONS is

spent inserting

my diskette."
SCOTTADAMS - PRES. OFADVENTURE INTL.

fffappware's EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS is a collection of much
fieeded additions to the TRSDOS* BASIC interpreter which greatly ex-

tends its convenience and utility The following features became part of

your BASIC language and provide the enhancements without requiring

any additional memory. The most important component of EXTENDED
BUILT IN FUNCTIONS is an in-memory sort routine, guaranteed to be the

fastest general purpose in-memory sort on the market. Along with this

you also receive other EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS. Here is a,
,

sampling: ^:-

SRT—Sorts one or more arrays into a specified sequence,
„

FMT~Arranges data into a string variable as with PRIN^
PDAT/UDAR—Permits user to do arithmetic on dr^--

"^

PK$/UPKS—Compresses strings to save disk spacj

ETIMS—Shows the difference between two t^'

CLEAR—Specifies the number of file bloQk^,
you specify high memory and string s\iac^i0t'-l-:,^

DELETE "" " -

program. "'S.m^rev?;^!/

In addition to these, there are functions unique to Model II anit

III. The exclusives to Model II are long error messages and PEp_,

Theexclusivesto Model III are: J^.'fA'V
:;',

SWAP—Supports exchange of variables with "a single stater^|^^i-:;V. !.^

HEX$—Converts numbers to hexadecimal strings. 'i^^^'-fef; ; ;

'

RESTORE—Allows you to set READ pointer to location of choice.

If you consider your programming time to be worth money call us and let

" """ "" '""to get more o^^m^m^:^mmmmP''^^^
MODEL ^^Mit^^^mm^W. .$100.00

,.:...$ 75.00

1-800-543-4628
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513) 891-4496

3719Mantell
CIntl., Ohio 45236
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Here's The Book
That's A

Byte Above
The Rest!

Here's a top-notch introduction

to programming and using

your TRS 80 Model iil! From
BASIC to the more complex ap-

plication, TRS 80 Model III: Pro-

gramming and Applications
does it all with a unique sense
of ease and clarity while pro-

moting user-confidence.

- (1982/320pp/paper/ISBN 0-89303-

050-3/Prod. No. 9390/$14.95)

- Order today! Use our coupon
or call Toil-Free 800-638-0220

: (MD residents 301-262-6300).

RfJ^rlx/' '^°'^®'^ ^- Brady Co.

Program continued

130
ed)
100
100
100
100

(which indicates that continuous form paper is not being us

.XX'

'WORD PROCESSOR - INITIALIZATION SECTION
CLS6

' POKE 150,41:POKE 65495,0
' CH$=" '':PH$="Louis J. Cutrona, Jr.":FC5='

10040 IN=5:PN=0:SP=0:CF=1
10050 LM=13:RM=7!PW=80:LL=PW-LM-RH
1006 TM=4 :HM=4 : BM=6 : PD=66 : PL=PD-TH-HH-1-BH
10070 LNS=STRING$(LL-1-1,32} :HD$=STRING$(LL-8,32) iHID? (HD?,1 ,LEN (P
H$))=PHS
10080 A=256*PEEK(&H19)^PEEK(SH1A)
10090 N=256*PEEK{A}-fPEEK(A+l} A=N
10100 INPUT"PRINT FROM LINE NUMBER" jFR
10110 INPUT" THRU LINE NUMBER" iTL
10120 IF TL>9999 THEN TL=9999
10130 CT=0:LN=0:PG=0
10140 'MAIN ROUTINE - GET NEXT LINE
10145 N=256*PEEK{A)+PEEK(A-1-1}
10150 L=256*PEEK{A+2)-t-PEEK(A-H3}
10160 IF L<FR THEN A=N:GOTO 10140
10170 IF L>TL THEN GOSUB 10300:GOSUB 10510:POKE 65494, 0:STOP
10180 P=A-f4:CN=l
10190 'MAIN ROUTINE - GET NEXT CHARACTER
10195 C=PEEK(P) |MID$CCH$,1)=CHR?(C)
10200 IF CN=1 AND CHS="." THEN GOSUB 10650 : A=N:GOTO 10140
10210 IF CN=1 AND CHS=":" THEN IF PEEK (P-Hl) =&H83 THEN P=P^2:CN=3
:GOTO10190
10220 IF C=0 THEN CH$=" "iGOSUB 10250 :A=N:GOTO 10140
10230 GOSUB 10250
10240 P=P+l:CN=CN+ltGOTO 10190
10250 'ADD CHARACTER TO LINE BUFFER
10260 CT=CT-H
10270 MID$(LN$,CT,1)=CH$
10280 IF CT>LL THEN GOSUB 10300
10290 RETURN
10300 'PRINT LIKE
10310 IF PG=0 THEN GOSUB 10570:PG=1
10320 IF LN>=PL THEN GOSUB 10510:GOSUB 10570
10330 LN=LN-H
10340 POKE 65494,0
10350 IF CT=0 THEN PRINT#-2: GOTO 10450
10360 FOR I=CT TO 1 STEP -1
10370 IF MIDS{LN$,I,1)=- " THEN PRINTJ-2 ,TAB (LH) LEFT? (LN$,I) ; CT=
CT-I:GOTO 10420
10380 NEXT I

10390 IF CT>LL THEN I=LL ELSE I=CT
10400 PRINT#-2,LEFT$(LN5,I)
10410 CT=CT-I
10420 MID${LN$,1,CT)=RIGHT${LN$,CT)
10440 IF SP>0 THEN GOSUB 10460
10450 POKE 65495, 0:RETURN
10460 'LINE SPACING
10470 II=PL-LN!lFII>SP THEN II=SP
10480 IF II>0 THEN FOR 1=1 TO II : PRINT#-2! NEXT I
10490 LN=LN+1
10500 RETURN
10510 'ENDPAGE
10520 POKE 65494,0
10530 IF PL>LN THEN FOR I=LN-t-l TO PL: PRINT#-2:NEXT I
10540 FOR I=1T0 BM:PRINT#-2," ":NEXT I

10550 IF PN>0 THEN PN=PN-H
10560 POKE 65495, 0:RETURN
10570 'NEWPAGE
10580 IF CF=0 OR PG=0 THEN CLS 8: INPUT"POSITION PAPER - HIT <ENT
ER>";ANS:CLS
10590 POKE 65494,0
10600 FOR I=1T0 TM:PRINT#-2!NEXT I

10610 PRINT#-2,TAB(LM)HDS;
10620 IF PN>0 THEN PRINT#-2 , "Page ";PN ELSE PRINT#-2," "

10630 FOR 1=1 TO HM:PRINT#-2:NEXT I

10640 LN=0:POKE 65495 , iRETURN
10650 'IDENTIFY AND PROCESS FORMATTING CODE
10660 MIDS(FCS,2,2)=CHR${PEEK(P+l))+CHR${PEEK(P-h2))
10670 F=INSTR(".nl.np.in.pn.px.cib.sg",FCS)
10680 IF F=l THEN GOSUB 10300
10690 IF F=4 THEN GOSUB 10300:GOSUB 10510:GOSUB 10570
10700 IF F=7 AND CT>0 THEN GOSUB 10300
10710 IF F=7 THEN MIDS {LN5 , 1 , IN} =STRING$ (IN, " ") iCT=IN
10720 IF F=10 THEN INPUT"STARTING PAGE NUMBER" j PN: IF PN<1 THEN S
OUND 120,l!GOTO 10720
10730 IF F=13 THEN PN=0
10740 IF F=16 THEN SP=1
10750 IF F=19 THEN SP=0
10760 IF FO0 AND PEEK (P-t-3) =46 THEN P=P+3iG0T0 10650:ELSE RETURN
10770 RETURN
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which in this case will be line 0. Storing this

address in the working storage variable A,

the program then PEEKs at locations A and

A+ 1, which contain the address of the next

Basic line (the first text line). This address is

computed in the working storage variable N
and immediately thereafter becomes the

new value of A. The Color Computer micro-

processor, a Motorola 6809, stores address-

es in two consecutive memory locations

(bytes) with the high order byte of the ad-

dress in the lower numbered location. To

obtain the address value stored in locations

A and A+ 1, multiply the contents of A by

256 and add the contents of A-i- 1. For Z80

machines, the low order byte of an address

is stored first. Multiply the contents of A -f 1

by 256 and add the contents of A. To adapt

this program to one of the Z80-based

TRS-80 machines, you will also have to find

the location that machine uses to store the

address of the first Basic line, since it is

unlikely to be at the same location as In the

Color Computer.

Main Routine

Immediately following the initialization

section, the program enters the main rou-

tine. The main routine consists of two nest-

ed loops. The outer loop initializes process-

ing of the line beginning at address A. it re-

trieves the address of the next line into N
and the value of the line number into L. The

inner loop picks up one character at a time

from the current line and puts the character

into the working storage variable CH$. The

location of the character to be picked up is

in the working storage variable P (pointer to

current character).

In most cases, once the program has

picked up the character it calls the subrou-

tine to add the character (CH$) to the line

buffer (LN$), then loops to pick up the next

character in the line.

if the character picked up is the first in

the Basic line (CN = 1), then the program

tests it to see if it is a period (.). If it is, the

program calls the subroutineto identify and

process formatting codes. If the first char-

acter in the line is a colon (:) followed by a

hexadecimal 83 (the sequence indicating an

initial apostrophe), the program skips over

these two characters. If the character

picked up is a hexadecimal zero (Basic uses

this character to indicate the end of a line),

then the program substitutes a blank

character in CHS for the hexadecimal zero

character, and calls the subroutine to add

the character to the line buffer, makes the

address of the next line (N) the address of

the current line (A) and returns to the outer

loop to begin processing the next line. The

effect of substituting the blank character

for the hexadecimal zero at the end of each

Basic line is to put a space between the end

of the last word on one Basic line and the

start of the first word on the next line.

When the last line in the range of line

numbers selected by the user during initiali-

zation has been processed, the program

stops.

The subroutine to add a character to the

^See Lisi ot Advertisers ori page 339

"My big

of pro

time using

Snappvvar'8's

AUTOMAP and

AUTO FILE is

spent in

I

OSS

SCOTTADAMS - PRES OFADVENTURE INTL.

and Automap are mdispensibie aids.
'"''

., .„,
, , ., ,

Autofile is designed to automate for the BASIC programmer the task of

moving data elements to and from a direct file. Previously, this v/as a
;.

time consuming chore because the FIELDed variables may not be directly'

referenced by user logic. The FIELD statement was eliminated, thereby

relieving you of the guessing game as to where the FIELDed variable is.

In addition, thelSET and the CVx functions are performed automatically. -,

The software, when installed/becomes part of your BASIC interpreter/

providing the enhancements without additional memory. .; f ; ,

Automap is designed to automate for the BASIC programmer thetask.oT

presenting information on the video display and accepting information '

'

from the keyboard operator The software consists of two main comppT,.,.;,

nents: the OFF-LINE COMPONENT used to describe to the system that;-.;
.

screen formats and the ON-LINE COMPONENT from within your BASif-f
program to initialize a screen, send data to the video display and receive'v

data from the keyboard operator. This facility when installed, becomes

part of your BASIC interpreten, ::''^ .
'

'^'::'y-:,\ ..,-: : .\:'-:'\ '- :.>^"'--.-

Both products complement one another ar1d;'lf"usedmpf^i^^^ -

save a significant amount of programming time. ,:.; ^!v.J/v#^'; .

" '-%

, If you consider your programming time to be wortbyiwllj', eairus:#lii

.ys.showyou howtogetmor^icrfii^f;; ^--i.'"-''
:"''''9':' -:;''"' '^iv^^

:A"i.^'-^si|rl^lJv>

MODEL m .$ 75.00

t'ua nun

CALL TOLL FREE:

iMEffi
vOHlO RESIDENTS CALL
I^LECT: (513)891-4496

1739 Mantell

Cinti., Ohio 45236
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MA6ATAR

EXPERIENCE THE
MAGAZINES OF
THE FUTURE . . .

•

]
for your A Ian 400/SOO

(pN for your TRS-SO COLOR.

appfetree'" ""^^^ ' '^^^'^^ '"

for yow APPLE II -

Our magnetic magazines will entertain, edu-

cate, and challenge you. On cassette or dis-

kette, every issue is packed with quality games,
home applications, utilities, and our unique

'leaching' programs. But don't listen to us, let

our subscribers convince you:

'^Received my first copy . . . it's great! Please

rush to me one of each hack issue, so f'll have

a complete set.
"

R.G., Chicago. IL

''(Your magazine) is everything I expected and
more!'* V.L., Durand, MI

"You folks sure know how loput together real

professionalprograms. " W.P., Meridian, MI

"(Your magazine) is the best thing I've seen

since the disk drive!" K.R., IN.V.. N.Y.

Subscription price for cassette is $50 per year,

$30 per '/: year, and $10 for a trial issue. For

diskette $75 per year, $45 per '/? year and $15

for a trial issue . . .Don't miss another issue'

Order direct or sec your local dealer.

I

THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT

ihtr l.tHWI salisfitd ^;u.•lr)mc^^ are using thi'- lumplsdlv
inlejimleil puikut^e 1i> analyze (heir perscmHl Mnances.

1. (^hart of Accoiinis Maintenance
2. Complele Checkbook Maintenance
3. lax l)educIion Flajis

4. Nel Worrh Slalemenf
5. Income Less pApense Statement
6. ( (implete (,raph Package i^raphs an> fiu-,!

7. Payments and Appointments Calendar
8. Home Bndj^el Analysis
9. Mailinj; LisI

10. Schedule 1040 (l.on^ Form)
1 1. I)ecisi<m Maker
12. Schedule G (Income Averaging)

All programs are menu-driven and allow add.-'changf^.'dcit'ic
All files and sialements can be listed lo screen or prmier, and
saved to cassette or diskette. THE COLOR ACCOUNTANT
is $75 for cassette and $80 for diskette and comes with ^'J

pages of documentation. This package requires 16K except
for the ATARI 400/800 which requires 24K for cassette and
32K for disketw.

the
programmer's

program
Do you know .ill \\k nuioijuvc wiiji ot usiiit; li/\ilC com-
mands? The staff at the Prc^amitier's Institute have designed a
set of programs explaining everything the manuals omit.
The Programmer's Program leads you stqi bv step through ihe
fundamentals of prograi[irnirg \ouf ..oiiipulei TIil-j! you c'spioK'
the liner points...multiple hmp\ . micue?. . staiks

, gamV pn^r.un -

iniiw. sorts , trees, booimn li^e
, and memun' >avers. ,M1 ihi^sl-

methods make your programming tasks easier and more efficient.
Difficult (and very useful) programs are created before your eyes,
and desigried so you learn at your own speed? The ProerBmmer's
Priigrain i. a must tiir even, imntr cif a mFirmiimpulcr.
IS5» ravsellc, S55 iliskellel.

Order hoth The HriiErammer's PruKnim and 1 vtar's \uhsirip-
tion. and Ihe Icilal iaj,t is nnU S75 ca.vsette, $'llMI diskette. If
\'<a iirdcr niiw, iini will reteivi' a tixilhall Mriinrum and
(iimpiileri/i-d I elephonf Ihret-tor. ABSOI lith:i.Y VRVA.
wilhaiivVTS cirdcr. So don't Vkail . . . Order ti)duvl

THE PROGRAMMER'S IXSTTTUTE
a division of FUTUREHOL'SE '"

P.O. BOX 3191, DEPT. B
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514
MasterCard/VISA Welcome
9 AM -9 PM, Mon - Sat

T) ALL SOFTWARE REQUIRt:s I6Kw
1-919-489-2198

line buffer generally appends the current

character (CH$) retrieved by the main rou-

tine to the end of thie string of characters

already in the line buffer(LN$). The count of

the number of characters currently in the

line buffer (CT) is incremented, and the sub-

routine returns to where it was called,

unless adding the current character has in-

creased the number of characters in the line

buffer beyond the text line length (LL). In

this case the program calls the subroutine

to print a line.

Whenever the program finds a Basic line

beginning vi/ith a period (.), the main routine

assumes the line contains one or more for-

matting codes and caMs the subroutine to

identify and process formatting codes. This

subroutine looks at the contents of the line

in groups of three characters. The program
moves each group of three characters to

the Vi/orking storage variable FC$, and com-
pares it to a list of all possible valid format-

ting codes to identify it. Once the program
has identified the format code, it takes the

appropriate action. Table 3 lists the valid

formatting codes and their effects.

Printing

The Print Line subroutine is called from
the subroutine to add a character to the line

Page Numberltig

PN Page Number: the nurnber of the page currently being printed, if page numbering is in effect; if PN = then

page numbering will not be in effect unless and until you turn it on by a .pn formatting code in the text.

Line Spacing

SP Spacing; if SP = then the printed output will be single spaced; if SP =^ 1 then the printed output will be dou-

ble spaced. You can change the value of SP by formatting codes ,sg (single space) and .db (double space).

Margin Setting (left/right).

PW Page Width: the maximum number of characters that can be printed on a line. (For the TRS-80 Line Printer

Viil ordinary monospaced ctiaracter set, this maximum is 80.)

UM Left Margin; the number of spaces to be left on eacti line between the leftmost possible print position and
the start of printing on that line. (For the TRS-80 Line Printer VIII ordinary monospaced character set, a value of 13

will leave a f/j inch left margin
)

RM Right Margin; the minimum number of spaces to be left on each line between the rightmost possible print

position and the last character printed on that line. (For the TRS-80 Line Printer VIII ordinary monospaced charac-

ter set, a value of seven will leave a one-inch rigtit margin.)

Margin Setting (tap/tieadingfbottom)

POPageDepth;lhemaximumnumberof lines that can be printed on a page. (FortheTRS-eo Line Printer VIII in

a character printing mode, this maximum Is 66 for 11 -inch paper.)

TM Top Margin; the njmber of lines to be left blank at the top of each page before the page heading/page

number line is printed. (For standard six-line per inch printers, a value of tour prints the heading/page number line

about Vj inch down from the top margin),

HM Heading Margin: the number of lines to be left blank between the heading/page number line and the start of

the text on the page, (For standard six-line per inch printers, if TM is four then a value of four for hlM will start the

test on each page about 1 V? inches down from the top margin.)

BM Bottom Margin; the minimum number of lines to be left blank at the bottom of each page. (For standard six-

line per inch printers, a value of six will leave at least one inch on each page between the end of the text on the

page and the bottom ot the page.)

Page Heading

PHS Page Heading; the text to be printed at the left margin in the heading/page number line printed at the lop of

every page. The page heading line is printed after skipping the number ot lines specified by TM (Top Margin). After

the heading line is printed, the text begins after skipping the number of lines specified by HM (Heading Margin),

HD$ Heading Line: a string variable containing the Page Heading (PHS) followed by enough blanks to obtain a

length eight characters shorter than the maximum line length (LL). If page numbering is in effect when the head-

ing line is printed, HD$ is printed tollowed by the word Page and the value of PN (page number), if page numbering

IS not in effect, HD$ alone is printed as the page heading.

Paragraph Indentation

IN Indentation: the number ot spaces to indenlthe following lineof text from the left margin after an .in format-

ling code is encountered. I use a value of 5,

Ccvitinuous Form or Single Sheet .

CF Continuous Form; a value of one indicates that the printer is loaded with continuous form paper and the pro-

gram wilt print continuously to the end of the text lines once the paper is initially set to the lop of the first page, A
valueofzeroindicalesthat printing is to take place on separate sheets of paper and the program will pause before

beginning each new page to allow the user lo load and position a new sheet of paper.

Text Line Length

LLLineLength;themaximumnumberof characters to be printed in a line of text. Line Length is computed from

the lefl/righl margin setting variables PW, LM, and RM,

Text Page Length

PL Page Length; the maximum number of text lines to be printed on a page. Page Length is computed from the

Top/Heading/Bottom Margin Setting variables PD, TM, HM, and BM,

Range of Lines to Print

FR From Line Number: the number ot the Basic line from which printing is to start; if there is no tine with this

number, printing will start from the first line with a higher line number.
TL Through Line Number: the number of the Basic line through which printing is to continue; if there is no line

with this line number, pririting will continue through the last line with a lower line number.

Table 1. Format Control Variables
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buffer whenever the count of characters in

the line buffer exceeds the maximum iine

length. Irl tfiis case, the Print Line subrou-

tine scans the contents of the iine buffer

from right to ieft, looking for the right-most

blank character. When it is located, all of

the characters to the left of the blank are

printed. Any characters to the right of the

blank are moved to the beginning of the line

buffer and are printed at the beginning of

the line when the line buffer is next printed.

The line buffer character count, CT, is set to

the number of characters moved. It is set to

zero if none were moved.

At the beginning of the Print Line subrou-

tine, the value of LN (the number of lines al-

ready printed on the current page) is tested

to see if it is time to begin a new page. If so,

the subroutine calls the End Page subrou-

tine to eject the current page and then calls

the New Page subroutine to begin a new
page. Just before returning to its caller, the

Print Line subroutine checks to see if multi-

ple line spacing is in effect, and if so, calls

the Line Spacing subroutine to print the cor-

rect number of line feeds.

The Print Line subroutine may also be

called from the subroutine to identify and

process formatting codes in response to a

formatting code of .nl (new line), .in (indent

paragraph), or .np (new page). In these

cases, the call to Print Line prints all the

characters currently in the. line buffer, fol-

lowed by the appropriate line spacing.

Line Spacing

The Line Spacing subroutine is called

from the Print Line subroutine after a line

has been printed. It is called only if the line

spacing format control variable SP is great-

er than zero. The Line Spacing subroutine

checks to see if there is enough space left

in the text print area of the current page to

hold the number of line feeds specified by

SP. If so, the subroutine sends that number
of line feeds. If not, the subroutine sends as

many as will fit. In either case, the line

count working storage variable, LN, is up-

dated to reflect the number of line feeds ac-

tually printed. In Listing 1, the only possible

values for SP are (no space after printing

the line buffer) or 1 (skip one line after print-

ing the line buffer). The user may choose to

initialize SP to any appropriate value in the

initialization section by changing the value

assigned to it there.

End of Page

The End Page subroutine sends to the

printer as many line feeds as are necessary

to space to the end of the current page. The
End Page subroutine is called from the Line

Print subroutine if there is no room in the

text print area of the current page to print

another line. The End Page subroutine is

also called directly by the subroutine to

identify and process formatting codes in re-

sponse to a .np (new page) formatting code

in the text.

New Page

The New Page subroutine requests the

^See List of Advertisers on page 339

"\ BOUGHT IT"
"My biggest loss

of programming

time using

Snappware's

COLLEGE EDUCATED
GARBAGE COLLECTOR
is spent inserting

my diskette."
sconADAMS PHES OFADVENTURE INTL

typical BASIC applications. And here s why. ^^

Microsoft uses a 'variable length string' in the BASIC'^ _,^^_„

time the string is assigned a new value, it is relocated in ^^^.'|^ft,"'"

-

Periodically the string pool must be reorganized and condensed into a

single contiguous area. Performing this string space reclamation is time

consuming and inefficient because this approach evaluates and collects

each string individually The time required is roughly proportional to the

square of the number of active strings in the resident program. During

reclamation the system seems to 'lock-up' and does not respond to

the operator until the process is completed.

This time consuming approach requires a better solution. Snappware has

developed a solution which takes advantage of the auxiliary memory

available. SNAPP-VI requires only four bytes per active string as a work

area. When free storage space is available, our system temporarily bor-

rows, uses and returns the space to the free storage pool when com-

pleted. If storage is not available, our system will temporarily transfer out

to disk enough of the BASIC program to make room for our work area and

return the 'paged out' information to its correct location when completed.

Benchmarked times show, in some situations, SNAPP-^" ""-*
'^
"""

hundred times as fast as the Microsoft approach. 4l

If you consider your programming time to be worth rl|

CALL TOLL FREE:

1-800-543-462$
OHIO RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT: (513)891-4496 V

3719 Mantell

Cinti., Ohio 45236
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user to position the paper at the top of a

new sheet; it pauses until the user hits

enter to signal that he has positioned the

paper. It also prints the page heading on the

appropriate line at the top of the page (with

or wittiout a page number, depending on

whether or not the value of the format con-

trol variable PN is zero). The New Page sub-

routine always pauses before beginning

printing on the first page (PG-O), and

pauses before printing each succeeding

new page only if the format control variable

CF is zero (which indicates that continuous

form paper is not being used).

How to Use the Program

To make the maximum amount of stor-

age available for your text, enter PCLEAR 1

.

To set aside enough space for the various

string variables, enter CLEAR 300. Now
enter the program text (line and lines

10000 through the end of the program list-

ing), or CLOAD it If you have already entered

and stored the program on cassette). You
are now ready to begin entering text lines. A
text line consists of a line number followed

by a formatting code (see Table 3) or a line

number followed by up to about 240 charac-

ters. The exact maximum seems to be 249,

counting the characters in the line number
and the initial apostrophe, but as a rule do
not fill your lines completely or you will not

be able to insert additional characters while

editing such lines.

The line numbers you assign must be in

the range 1-9999. Remember that shift

LNS LinaBulfer: a characler siring variable whose length is one greater than the maximum length of a line lobe

printed ILL). As each text character is retrieved, it is appended to LN$ until the number o( characters |CT) is greater

than LL(in which case the iine is printed out) or a formatting code is encountered that forces printing ot the line re-

gardless of Its length (.in, .nl. .np).

A Address of Current Line: the location ot the first character of the Basic line currently being processed. The

contents of locations A and A + 1 is ttie address of the next Basic line. The contents ol locations A -t- Zand A ( 3 is

the value of the Basic line number, and the text ot the Basic line begins with the character in location A-i-4,

N Next Lina Addrass: the address of the next Basic line after the line currently oeing processed.

CT Count of Characters: the number ot characters in the print line currently being constructed in the Line Buffer

(LNS), When CT becomes greater than the maximum text line length ILL), it triggers the printing ot the contents ol

the Line Buffer.

LN Lirte CounI the numtser of lines that have been printed in the text area of the current pageicounting blank

lines if double-spaced and blanK lines caused by .nl formatting codes).

PG First Page Indicator; PG is initialized to zero in the inilialization section of the program to indicate that no

pages haue yet been printed. When the first line of text on the first page is ready to be printed, the Print Line sub-

routine calls the New Page subroutine, which asks the user to position the paper in the printer before starting to

print. Upon return to the Print Line subroutine, PG is set to 1 and on all subsequent catis to the New Page subrou-

tine, the user is only asked to position the paper in the printer again it the continuous form Indicator (OF) is zero

(indicates that you are using single sheets ot paper)

L Line Nurnber (Basic): the value of the line number ot the Basic line currently being processed.

P Pointer to Currant Character, the address of the current character in the current Basic line

CM Character Number (in Basic Lme): the number of the character currently being processed in the Basic line.

When ON = 1 , i.e., the current character is the first in the Basic Imc, the program tests to see if the hnc begins with

a period |.). If it does it calls the Formatting Code subroutme. If the line begins with a colon {:) followed by a hexa-

decimal 83 (the code sequence in Basic for an apostrophe signaling the beginning of a remark), character pro-

cessing begins with the third character in the line.

C Character (numeric form), the numeric value of the current character in the Basic line.

CHS Character (siring form): the current character in the Basic line. The character value of C.

I Index: a temporary variatile used in subroutines. In the Print Line subroutine, it identifies and holds the charac-

ter position of the rightmost blank in the Line Buffer (LNS). In the Line Spacing, End Page, and New Page subrou-

tines, it IS a For,
. .Next loop variable.

II Index (#2): a temporary variable used in the Line Spacing subroutine to hold the minimum ot the number of

lines to the end of the text area on the page and the number of lines to skip after printing the current line |SP).

ANSAnswer. a dummy variable in the New Page subroutine where an input statement awaits an <ENTER> from

the user to indicate that the paper in the printer has been manually positioned to the top of the page.

PCS Formatting Code: three characters, the first of which is a period (,), which may be one of the formatting

codes the program recognizes.

F Formatting Code Index: a number Indicating which, it any, of the recognized formatting codes is currently in

FC$. I! F = then FGS does not contain a valid formatting code.

Table 2. Working Storage Variables

.nl New Line: The current contents (if any) of the iine Duffer (LN$) are printed and the paper is advanced one vei.

tical line. The following characters in the text begin filling the line buffer from the leftmost position

.np New Page: The current contents (if any) of the line buffer (LNS) are printed, the paper is advanced to the end

of the current page, and a new page begins. The following characters in the text will be printed on thenew page.

.in Indent Paragraph: The current contents ol the line buffer (LNS) are printed. If the line buffer is ernpty, no print-

ing takes place. The number of spaces specified by the format control variable IN (indentation) are placed at the

beginning of the line buffer so that when the line buffer is printed, the following text will be indented on the line.

.pn Page Numbering On: The program queries the user lor the page number Irom which page numbering is to

begin. Page numbering will begin when the next page is printed.

-px Page Numbering Ott: The tormat control variable PN (page number) is set to zero. The program will not in-

clude a page number in the heading line printed on the next and following pages.

.db Double Space: The program will double space all following lines when they are printed.

.sg Single Space, The program will single space all following lines when they are printed.

Table 3. Formatting Control Codes

(zero) will put your keyboard into mixed

upper/lowercase mode.
When you have entered your text and re-

viewed it and corrected it to your satisfac-

tion, type Run, set the range of line numbers
you want printed, and when the "Position

Paper" message is displayed adjust the

paper so that the print head is ready to print

on the top line, and pressenter.The text will

be printed.

To save your text for later re-use, CSAVE
the whole program (which now includes all

of your text lines in addition to the execut-

able portion). When you reload it at a later

time, be sure to enter PCLEAR 1 before

CLOADing or you will get an OM (Out of

Memory) error message if your text (and

hence your program) is too large.

On a 16K machine, about seven pages of

double-spaced text will fit into memory
along with the program and the necessary

string work space. When you enter text

lines, you should PRINT MEM every so

often to see how much space you have left.

When you get down to fewer than 400

characters of memory available, stop enter-

ing text.

If you forget to PCLEAR 1 before

CLOADing your program you may get a SN
(Syntax) error in line when you try to run

the program. If this happens, press the re-

set button on the back of the Color Com-
puter, then enter run again. If you do not

leave enough free memory when entering

the text, you will get an OM error when you

try to run the program. The only thing you

can do in this case is to delete some text.

Enhancements and Variations

You can speed up processing dramatical-

ly by coding the program in Assembly

language. If you do not want to do this you

can remove REMarks and blanks from the

program lines and combine as many
statements as possible on each line.

For letter writing, use the Line Printer

VIM'S proportional typeface by sending a

code sequence to the printer to select the

proportional typeface before any
characters are printed. Because the width

of the proportional characters is smaller on

average than that of the monospaced
characters, you will want to adjust the for-

mat control variables LM, RM and PW. t find

that setting the left margin (LM) to 27, the

right margin (RM) to 10, and the page width

(PW) to 126 gives a page layout roughly like

that obtained with the monospaced
character set using the values shown in the

listing; namely, a 1 Vz inch left margin, a 6

inch text line, and a 1 inch right margin. The

right margin will still be ragged using the

proportional type face, but its appearance

is quite acceptable. If you want to use the

proportional typeface add line 10025:

10025 PRINT#-2,CHR$(27);CHR$(17);

and change line 10050 to:

10050 LM = 27:RM = 10.PW = 126:LL = PW - LM - RM
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CallorWri

Your Nearest

Snappware
Distribf

iTT

284 Goodwood Road
Clarence Park

Adelaide Soutl

Ph-(08) 211722^

,1, f

:':^;Dfel-TEK SYSTEMS
65 Thornridge Circle

.^.,Kitchener Ontario n:

&;ff^-(519)742-8205

/ r>-Kw. ^
_*'

*i%i*.^

StRAWFLOWER ELEC
50 North Cabrillo

Half Moon Bay :?^-

California 940M
Ph-(415) 726-9128

COMPUTER MAG-
US Wiltshire Avenue
Louisvitle, Kentucky -

Ph-(502) 893-9334^

^pat will cut your programming time up to 75%i

tornevar
P.O.B. 116

DK-3460
Birkerod, I

Ph +A^m

*\ fir ^^k

lis unprecedented offer allows you to judge for yourself the^uedf our;

ftware using your hardware at your convenience. Our five best selling

oducts: EXTENDED BASIC, EXTENDED BUILT IN FUNCTIONS, COLLEGE

)UCATED GARBAGE COLLECTOR, AUTOMAP and AUTOFILE, are all

'ailable to you on a trial basis for only $50.00 for the Model II and

15.00 for the Model III. We're convinced that after you see how well our

jftware helps you perform programming tasks, you will purchase them

ike thousands of others have. ,. i-.

ir trial package consists of a master diskette which may be used to

||te one working copy. Your purchase price for the trial package wilibe

fted toward the purchase of any software Snappware sells.

i*f

49, Dunv_,

Rise Park

Nottingham, E,

NG5 5Dx
'Ph-(0602) 275559

:e?USTOM COMPUTING
104 Bushwick Rd.

Poughkeepsie, NY

'

Ph-(914>471-9318

u are not satisfied/^Sfrfelbrh tli© rffekette and

. at guarantee like this, you can't lose.
. . ;, ^

II our toll free number 800-543-4628 to put us on trial. We're surey ^.

fftipt will be: Snappware saves you time and money.
, ; ;§/

. . .$50.00

, .$35.00

AEROCOMfe-^^^ft
Redbird Airport?,^;^

Hanger 8
'"^''

Dallas, Texas 75232

Ph-(214) 339-5104

i^\,/*^' I
CALLTOLLFREE:^ ^ ,,

OHIO RESIDENTS Cmi.
COLLECT: (513) 891-4496

3719 Mantel!

Cinti., Ohio 45236
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SERIES

Twenty more programs to help you discover your CC.

The Colorful Computer—Part II

Franklyn D. Miller

8871 Falmouth Drive

Cincinnati, OH 45231

In
this second article of the series, we will

begin to explore the remaining Extended

Graphics instruction set and introduce new
programs for those instructions that have

already been described. The new instruc-

tions are Get, Put, Circle and Draw.

Program Listing 1 (Hour Glass) is an ex-

ample in very low-resolution (VLR) graphics

to illustrate the use of algebraic equations

to draw interesting designs on the screen.

Like all Set graphics, it is slow. As with

many of the program names in this series,

the name Hour Glass is fanciful. Note that

in line 40 the 6.28319 is two times pi.

Program Listing 2 is also in VLR graphics,

tt depicts a Playboy Bunny and could, un-

doubtedly, be improved. The screen could

be stored on tape or disk for quick display

using the method previously described.

The program is longer than usual owing

to the numerous data statements. You need

only enter them once. We'll use them in

another program in high-resolution

graphics to illustrate one use of Put and

Get. The program can be used with Models I

and III by altering the data statements and

some of the other lines. Line 300 terminates

The Key Box

Color Computer

16K RAM
Extended Color Basic

the frame and line 190 sets the number of

frames displayed. You may change it as you

wish. Line 310 assures that succeeding

frames will not be in duplicate colors.

Put and Get

Let's consider the Put and Get com-

mands and a few of their uses such as

duplication of a screen section to another

area or areas with or without redundancy.

The Get instruction tells Basic to read an

area of the graphics display and to place

the information in a previously dimen-

sioned array for possible future use. The

format for Get is

GET(X1. Y1 -X2. Y2),2,G

XI and Y1 are the coordinates of the up-

per left corner of a rectangle which will en-

compass that portion of the screen we
desire to store. X2 and Y2 are the coor-

dinates of the lower right corner of that

area. Z is the array previously dimensioned

and G tells Basic to store everything within

that area.

Suppose we wish to store a section of a

screen 20 units long by 20 units high—

a

very small area. If you dimension an array

V{20, 20) as described in the Extended Color

Basic Manual, Basic will reserve over 2,200

bytes of memory! This is because, although

only integers are necessary, Extended Col-

or Basic always stores numbers with nine

digits of precision. Therefore, don't do it

that way. Instead, use the method de-

scribed in the Radio Shack newsletter by

one of the subscribers.

The formula is

array size - (X-dJmension 1 1) x (Y-dimension + 1) -1

M

where M = 160 for PMODE
M = 80for PMODE 1 or 2

M = 40 for PMODE 3 or 4

Therefore, you only need dimension V(10)

for PMODES 3 and 4 although the formula

calculates 11 (remember that the zero ele-

ment is always reserved in arrays). The

REM LISTING 1

20 CLS0
30 P=RND(8)
40 FORI=0TO6.28319STEP1 7453E-2
50 R=30*SIN(2*I)
60 X=R*COS(2*I}+32
70 Y=R*SIN(I)^31
80 SET(X,31-(Y/2) ,P)
90 NEXT
100 GOTO100
110 REM HEM = 146

Program Listir^g 1. Hour Glass
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10 REM LIE
20 DATAl,
30 DATAl,
40 DATA5,
50 DATA9,
1
60 DATA13, 34, -1,14, 33, -1,15, 31, -1,17, 29, -1,1 8, 27,-1
70 DATAl 9, 26 ,-1,16, 28, -1,13, 30, -1,11, 31, -1,10, 32,-1
80 DATAB, 33, -1,7, 34,-1,6, 13, 16, 34, -1,5, 12, 16, 35,-1
90 DATA4, 12, 16, 35, -1,3, 12, 15, 35, -1,2, 35, -1,1, 35,-1
100 DATA2, 34, -1,3, 34, -1,4, 33, -1,6, 33, -1,1 0,32, 34, 3 4,-1
110 DATA14, 17, 19, 25, 28, 31, 35, 35, -1,15, 19, 23, 30, 36, 36,-1
120 DATA14, 18, 21, 21, 24, 30, 37, 37, -1,13, 18, 23, 29, 33, 3 8,-1
130 DATA12, 29, 31, 33, -1,11, 13, 17, 17, 19, 19, 22, 22, 24, 31,-1
140 DATA10, 11, 17, 18, 22, 22, 24, 29, 29,-1
150 DATA22, 23, 26, 29, -1,27, 29, -1,28, 29,-1
160 DATA500
170 CLS0
180 R=RND(8} :N=R
190 FORL=1TO200
200 Z=-.65
210 RESTORE
220 Z=Z+.65
230 READX:IFX<0THEN220
240 IFX>300THEN300
250 READY
260 for: = X+6 TOY+6
270 SET(I,Z,R)
280 NEXT
290 GOTO23
300 FORK=1TO2000:NEXT
310 R=RND{8) :IFR= N THEN310
320 CLS0:NEXTL
330 REM HEM = 938

Program Listing 2. Bunny

result is that you actually need only a little

over 50 bytes to store the area. However, al-

w/ays use the G instruction. You may be

able to omit it sometimes, but beware; omit-

ting it may not always work.

Now that we have our array, what can we
do with it? We can Put it anywhere on the

screen we choose. The command is Put

with the format

PUT(X1, Y1) - (X2, Y2). Z, K

where K ~ PSET, Preset, And, Not or Or.

X1 and Y1 are the coordinates of the up-

per left corner of the rectangle—the des-

tination target. Correspondingly, X2 and Y2

are the coordinates of the lower right cor-

ner. PSET means set all pixels in the area,

and Preset means set them all to the back-

ground color (not very useful unless you

wish to erase an area). And means that if a

Program Listing 3. Bunny 2

10 REM LISTING 3

20 PH0DE3,1:PCLS;SCREEN1,1
30 DIHV{70)
40 M=1:R=RND(3)+1:N=R
50 FORL=1TO20
60 Z =
70 SCREEN1,M

Program Listing 3 Conf/Vioes

Feyond-BASIC In Action

20 GOSUE "CLEAR SCREEN"

30 RESTORE 40 ! DIM A<5)

40 DATA 5,4.3,2,

1

50 NU«="0123456789, '

60 INPUT LEN=3, USING- NU»

V0 INPUT LEN=2, USING NU«

B0 PLOT (a-0}-(Xiy)

90 SHAPE»="PDPDPRPRPUPUPLP"

100 INPUT USING NU«. "SCALE" ;A

1113 INPUT USINS NU«, 'ROTATE"iE

120 PLOT <X,¥), S=A,R=E, SHAPE*

130 DEF FNl (LO. HI, LOCAL N)

140 INPUT -ENTER A NUMBER" :N

150 IF N'LO OR NHI THEN 140

160 RETURN N : FNEND

1V0 PRINT FNI ( 1, 10)+FNI ( X, VI

1B0 SORT A : PRINT "SORTED ARRAY

I'JB MAT PRINT A; = DOS

100 CLEAR SCREEN'

218 CLS :' POKE 3C0aH,

2^B HAT I

230 RETURN

210 END

' See line ^08

MAT READ A

' ' Data for Am\i A

' Alloui digits orly

ACROSS" JX

"DOWN" ;y

Define emdll squiSre

' l=S1ial 1 , : 1 =13^35

0-360 degrees

Drsui the shape

Define a function

to be this entire

subfOLit 1 ne

Return to TRSDOS

Named subroutine

BEYOND-BASIC DEMO"

Ignore A<0l in MAT

At last, a truly complete Extended
for the TRS-80!

^ ,^ . ^^^. ^

Beyond-BASIC Package I include|t:^

iLine labels, RESTORE to any line,||

iith WHILEAVEXTTAVEND, commana «*

multiple programs in memory, and much, much more:

Disk: $49.99 Tape: $39.99

"ayond-BASIC Package U includes. , . .(.^ ^ ,, ^
All this plus super graphics, multi-state

ns, extended line editor, DIR from:

"isk: $64.99 Tape:
''" "'

d-BASIC Package III incli^dvii.^;^

ything in I and II plus array opera^

ing multi-key sort), cross reference.

Disk: $79.99 Tape: $59,99

Beyond—BASIC includes our lOOH

it /- fe/I^SlO^ index and summary.

msM
Please write for additional i:

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tan.
' .1 ' *^SiSr eS

Specify Model I or III, disk oi tape '

?;,;;> ..;-:",&jnd check, money order, or MCA^isa number%;

CAUB

f'See List ol Adverlisers on page 339 uu Micro, Sepiemoenyaz • i63
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ON TRS-80

Model III 16K $829

\

i, l^^S'^^^^

Line Printer VII $309
Microline 80
Microline 82

OKIDATA

EPSON MX-70
EPSON Nix-sn

$394

S499

S369

$4 79

$
$

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED WITHIN

ONE BUSINESS DAY
VERBATIM DATALIFETM DISKETTES
5' 4-inch (box of 10) $25 95

8-inch Double-Density, 543 95
'Above prices redect a cash dis-

count. Payment: Money Order,

Cashier's Check, Certified ^^>
Check. Personal Checks require

3 weeks to clear.

WHITE OR CALL FOR OUR COMPLETE PRICE LIST

CALL (602)-458-2477

1-800-762-6661
All prices are mail order only

^ 130

^

2186 £. FHir Blvd.
and

101 W. FRY BLVD.

SIERRA VISTA, AZ 85635
^RS80 IS a irademark ol Tandy Corporation
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Program Listing 3 Continued

80 PCLS
90 RESTORE
100 Z=Z+1
110 READX:IFX<0THEN100
120 IFX>300THEK180
130 READY
140 FORI = X TOY
150 PSET(I,Z,R)
160 NEXT
170 GOTO110
180 Z=Z+10:IFZ>155THEN200
190 REM
200 GET{0,0)-(52,52) ,V,G
210 PUT{0,70)-(52,121) ,V,PSET
220 PUT{0,140)-{52,191) ,V,PSET
230 PUT(64,0}-(116,52) ,V,PSET
240 PUT{128,0)-(180,52) ,V,PSET
250 PUT(192,0)-(244,52) ,V,PSET
260 PUT(64,70)-(116,121) ,V,PSET
270 PUT(128,70)-{180,121) ,V,PSET
280 PUTC192, 70) -(244,121) ,V,PSET
290 PUTC64,140)-(116,191) ,V,PSET
300 PUT(128,140)-(180,191) ,V,PSET
310 PUT(192,140)-(244,191) ,V,PSET
320 FORK=1TO2000:NEXT
330 IFM=0THENM=1ELSEM=0
340 R=RND(3)+liIFR= N THEN340
350 NEXTL
360 GOTO360
370 DATAl, 2, -1,0, 2, 45, 50, -1,0, 5, 43, 52, -1,0, 7, 41, 52,-1
3 80 DATAl, 9, 37, 50, -1,2, 11, 36, 50, -1,3, 13, 34, 49, -1,4, 14, 32, 48,-1
3 90 DATA5, 15, 31, 47, -1,6, 16, 3 0,45, -1,7, 17, 29, 44, -1,8, 19, 28, 43,-1
400 DATA9, 20, 27, 41, -1,10, 21, 26, 40, -1,11, 22, 25, 38,-1,12,22,24,36,
-1
410 DATA13, 34, -1,14, 33, -1,15, 31, -1,17, 29, -1,18, 27,-1
420 DATA19, 26, -1,16, 28, -1,13, 30,-1,11, 31, -1,10, 32,-1
430 DATA8, 33 ,-1,7,34, -1,6, 13, 16, 34, -1,5, 12, 16, 35,-1
440 DATA4, 12, 16, 35, -1,3, 12, 15, 35, -1,2, 35, -1,1, 35,-1
450 DATA2, 34, -1,3, 34, -1,4, 33, -1,6, 33, -1,10, 32, 34, 34,-1
460 DATA14, 17, 19, 25, 28, 31, 35, 35, -1,15, 19, 23, 30, 36, 36,-1
470 DATA14, 18, 21, 21, 24, 3 0,37, 37, -1,13, 18, 23, 29, 33, 38,-1
480 DATA12, 29, 31, 33, -1,11, 13, 17, 17, 19, 19, 22, 22, 24, 31,-1
490 DATA10, 11, 17, 18, 22, 22, 24, 29, 29,-1
500 DATA22, 23, 26, 29, -1,27, 29, -1,28, 29,-1
510 DATA500
520 REM MEM = 1343

10 REM LISTING 4

20 CLS
30 A$="** SNOWFLAKES **"

: PRINT@15-LEN( AS) /2, A$;
40 F0RJ=6 8T047 8STEP8 : PRINT @J ,"*";; NEXT: FORI=1TO2000 : NEXT
50 PM0DE3,1:PCLS:SCREEN1,1
60 V=256/210:PI=3. 141592654
70 F0RE=1T05
80 PCLS
90 FORK=1TO RNDC5)+7
100 X=RND(48) :Y=RND{48) :R=SQR(X*2+Y''2) : IFR>48THEN100
110 T=RND(48) :Z=RND(48)
120 S=SQR(T"2+Z"2) :IFS>48THEN110
130 GOSUB210
140 Y=-y
150 Z=-Z
160 GOSUB210
170 NEXTK
180 FORI=1TO2000!NEXTI
190 NEXTE
200 GOTO70
210 W=ATNCY/X) :Q=ATN(Z/T)
220 F0RJ=1T06
230 W=W+PI/3:Q=Q+Pl/3
240 X2=R*C0S(W} :Y2=R*SIN(W) :T2=S*C0S(Q) :Z2=S*SIN(Q)
250 LINE(X2*V+128,Y2+96)-(T2*V+128,Z2 + 96) ,PSET
260 NEXTJrRETURN
270 REM MEM = 510

Program Listing 4. Snowflal<es



QlSK

tiny-c is a structured programming language designed

to give BASIC programmers experience in structured

programming concepts. Structured programming
brings a different way of thinking to a software project.

Tmy-c is the natural step up from BASIC towards this

differentway Onceyou vemadethetransition you are

ready for any modern structured language such as C
orPASCAL tmy-c thestructuredprogramminitnip^'-

tIny-c ONE now on disk foi the TRS-80 in i m in

M^lAagazines, Catalogs,

,

Manuals, Journals '

NEAT & ^ANIZED
End Clutter In Home,

Eliminate the itibss o1 loose magazines, catalogs

and newspapers. Find what you want when you

want it by using these handy shelf or desk top

files. Attractive brown front panel. Adhesive ID

labels included.

6 POPULAR SIZES AVAILABLE
From digest size to newspaper size! Popular letter

and magazine size (9" x IIVz", 3^/4" box width} -

8 for S13.95. 25 for $31.95 prepaid. Sturdy, heavy-

duty fiherboard will last for years! Charge it! Call

or mail coupon today.

tiny c associates, PO Bo

(201) 671-2296

Professional Aids Co., Suite 8082 ^521
1678 S. Wolf Road, Wheeling, IL 60090 . 312/459-6828
Please nish postpaid FJiierboard Desk and Shell Files as checked be\m „, , ,

Check for

Free Catalog,

enclose I

< ur

How Many Dty. Size Price Tola! Price

B Letter Size S13.95

25 Letter Size S3I.95

full peyment. Ship

postpaid.

Illinois Residents add 6% Sales Tai. please. Olher sizes from digest to newspaper available.

u Charge it to D VISA UUasted:ard TOTAL;

CardNe. Exp. Date

-}-'/' i'l^''^

• ALL GAMES WRITTEN IN M/C C6DE F0§ FXSt REAL TIME GRAPHICS WITH SOUND. • SUIT TR-80
MODEL I & III OR PMC-80. • ALL GAMES 2 PLAYERS WITH TOP 10 SCORES. • ALL GAM^ LOCATED
5200H OR HIGHER WITH NO LOADER TO FACILITATE EASY PLACEMENT ON DISK.

'"''"' '""' ""'^^^'"""' "'-"^'"^

--.L GAMES S""''^"^"''''"

KILLER BEETLES ^ ^

Dig traps to catch and bury the Killer

SPACE SHOOTOUT ^i^,:,JUNGLE RAIDERf^^^ .

Here ifshumari against human. Ea<;h;^-r; -^/Protect your barrels and stop your base
beetles. .But.be quick of they'l.Lc&tt^-yoij^.

.
,

Player controls a ship and trys to bT^gp^;- ; rf,|rom being dragge0,^,Uy seavaging _ .,

'•"' '.,-''..:.-;"". -"^'. '"^.";:,' "
-''?^^"'^^'.^V

through a meteonte belt and hit his .:;--<; jungle Raiders "^^^•^ .-/ ' I '

.

/'

.; " :' "." ;'-.'">'".. .Kv'-h"':"' opponent- ,:^,y;v - . -.,

^.jv.---:.;
- - \^'^kr''X-

'' --^ ;v^."."--;
''

DIALER INQUIRIES WELCOME (415)441-3080

. C*rtlto!Wi^R!B»l*ntiafSd6% taS;,CC)t^=

DUBOIS AND McNAMARA.
POST TO: 495 ELLIS. SUITE 3S^

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102-1996
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To

Model 3 T"

PROM Storage

Alternative to

Tapes and Discs
Need reliable turn-key

operation for your TRS-80*?

Can't afford tape/disc problems?

Plug Bug Systems has the cure!

15 day money back guarantee

THE IDEA
A Mix)uian;eo RtPROGRflMMABLE EPHOM" memofy system tor

user erealion ot up lo 24K ' Dufned" in BASIC or MACHINE
I ANGUAGE programs, instantly accessible without tapes or discs.

lor Model I and III. 48K optioits available. No soldering or EPROM
handling all units tiave Ifrerr owr Dowsr supplies!

THE SYSTEM
A CONTHOLLtfi MODULL is (Hugged <n\o the THS-80' Individual

"unBurried' 1 2K or bK tPROM meiiiory pacKs are then plugged into

the controller Under di'ecliim ot oui iystem software, the jser

loads his laigei program and Durns" it into t or 2 packs, thus pro

viding up 10 ?AK storage Tha CONTROLLER MODULE also provides

tlie interlace lor tianslerrmg tne "burned" programs or data into

HAM avoiding tap* and disc load eiiors' BASIC and MACHINE
LANGUAGE programs/ddtd can be callefl up By tile name and start

eiecutmg immediately Disc anO cassette lunclions still valid

OR
Piogidms can t)e eiecuted directly liom a pacii without the CON-

TROLLER MODULE by pHigging them, into the TRSeO'
(Model

I
I6K. 32K| keyboard connector Bus

SYSTEM SUPPORT
Plug BuQ RAM
6K static read/write memory lor program development includes a

write protect swiicb. tbeieov simulating EPROMs. Programs

eiecuted directly (x accessed via CONTROLLER M00UL6

SottwarB

PHBUHN cassette system control program supervises burn, verify

and tilespec naming nt programs Can be 'ransferred to disc.

Oocumantatlon

Complete, slraightforward instructions Machme language know

ledge not required

Burn Sarvica

We provide a reprogiamrning service for yuur Plog Bug packs (non

disclosure agreement provided)

PLUG BUG PACKS
6K(FPR[)M) $84.95
t2K (EPROM) $64.95
18K (EPROM SYSTEM) INQUIRE

BK (RAM) $94.9S
CONTROLLER MODULE $119.50
BURN' SERVICE PACK $14.95

lo order seno cashiers Check or money order to.

PLUG BUG SYSTEMS
RED 3. Bd» 300

Mt Kisco. N.y 105^9

914666-7672

C.O.D. on request.

add S3. 00 lor shipping and handling

add S5 00 lor Canada and Mexico

'Trade Mark TanOy Radio Shack Core
* Pack? erasable with ullra-vrolet lamp i^ 377

5 REM LISTING 5

10 PM0DE3,l:PCLS:SCREENlrl
20 PI-3.1415 9:Pl=PI*2:P2=Pl/50
30 FORT=0TO PI STEP P2
40 Xl=COS{T)*100+126:Yl-SIN(T)*95+95 |

50 C=T+3*Pl/4
60 X2=COS(C)*100+126:Y2=SIN(C) "95+95
70 LINE(Xl,Yl)-(X2,y2) ,PSET
80 NEXT
90 GOTO90
100 REM HEM = 203

Program Listing 5. Circle 1

pixel is on in both locations, leave it on else

reset it to the background color. Not means
that if Z contains a pixel on in the start loca-

tion reset the destination location else set

the destination pixel. The color that is set is

the one previousiy designated by the Color

or Screen comrTiands.

Program Listing 3 (Bunny 2) is an exam-

ple of the use of Get and Put. To save time,

load Bunny 1 and deiete lines 170-320. Then

type in lines 20-180 from Bunny 2. Lines 20

and 40 designate high-resolution graphics,

dimension the array and set the screen

counter. After the first bunny is drawn, the

subsequent lines Get the picture and put it

at 11 different locations. We will return to

the use of Get and Put later.

Line

Before we examine the next high-resolu-

tion command we will consider a number of

new programs utilizing the Line function.

Program Listing 4 (Snowflakes) is another

example of the use of mathematical func-

tions to produce interesting patterns on the

screen. It draws ever-changing designs re-

sembling snowflakes and is based on a pro-

gram published previously in 80 Micro. Try

changing the PMODE and Screen to obtain

different colors and resolutions and choose

those that you like best.

Program Listings 5, 6 and 7 (Circle 1, Cir-

10 REM LISTING 6

20 PM0DE4 , 1 : PCLS : SCREENl ,

1

30 A=388:B=103:C=90
40 AN=360/A
50 F0RN=1T0A STEP4:T=N*AN
60 X=B*COS(T) -f-128

70 Y=C*SIN{T)-t-96
80 LINE(128,96)-(X,Y) ,PSET
90 NEXT
100 GOTO100
110 REM MEM = 155

Program Listing 6. Circle 2

10 REH LISTING 7
20 PM0DE4 , 1 : PCLS : SCREENl ,

1

30 DEFFNZ (R) =N*B/57
40 A=l, 007:6=44:0-10
50 N=0:R=C
60 R=A*R:T=N*B:N=N+2
70 T=FNZ{N)
80 X=R*COS(T)-H28:y=R*SIN{T)+96
90 IFX>191 OR X<0THEN130
10£ IFY>255 ORY<0THEN130
HE LINE-(X,Y) ,PSET
12E GOTO60
136 GOTO13
14E REM MEM = 219

Program Listing 7. Spiral

10 REM LISTING 8

20 DIMV(ll)
30 PM0DE3,1: PCLS:SCREEN1,0
40 CIRCLE {10 ,10) ,10
50 GET (0,0)- 1^:0,20) ,V,G
60 FORI=0TO172STEP20
70 FORJ=0TO236STEP20
80 PUT(J,I)- {J-t-20,1 + 20) ,V,PSET
90 NEXTJ ,1

100 GOTOi00
110 REM MEM = 155

Program Listing 8. Grating
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* SLji=i=iziR"rs «i_i_ MX— ^iz» F=-F*iM~r s~rYi_e:s
* WOFtDI=Raiz;ESS I MG r^XT C;0t^4TR01„ t-tODE

« TiRi-ie: F=-F(oi=aFi"r I oiNi*^i_ just 1 1^ ic;*=*t i oi-j

I UNDERLINES ANVWHERE * CENTERS TITLES

SUBSCRIPTS
SUPERSCRIPTS

« DYNAMIC CONTROL OF LINE SPACING IN 1/7Z IN. INCREMENTS
* ITALICS HUH Ml,-S0 eRf^FTHflK

* WORKS WITH MOST PROGRAMS INCLUDING SCRIPSIt'"

MaKprint 15 an extraordin^
program which allow? you
function such as underlini

processing te^

jser oriented printer cJri vor <jt 1

select any MX-aii' print -ityl
Dn a chsracter by tzh^ri^T t er t
Maw print al so -features proport i

right margin justification within a block 0+ standard text tt
your printout a truly professional appearance.

The standard Maxprint works with all BASIC progrdms. Adapi
programs ayailatJle for SCRIPSIT. PENCIL, and LAZVWRITER. MiflK
system requirements are s 32K Model I or Model III with one d:
drive. (Model III needs thio drives to convert only.)

4??Zl?€^A_trtg_tru5_eDeen*i3j_D£_^our_«AiSf
on disk with manual , adapter programs

,

Max print
d 5h i ppi r

Tpp 1

TD ORDEF^B Call <408) 737-2233 Visa / MastercarU
Send check or money order toj
F'^ggyti— coni ci:^,
361 First Street, Suite 5147
Los Altot, California 94222

siilenls idQ bl 5!]s= tsi /' Scrips:! IK c) Idimy Corp.

,^333

A few select territories available

Join a fast growing company in-

volved in the microcomputer in-

dustry as a direct salesman.

Sales involve our wide selection

of books, four publications and
software. We are looking for a

non-smoking individual with a

good sales background and a ba-

sic understanding of microcom-

puters. An excellent career
awaits the person who wants to

be "on his own." II will be the re-

sponsibility of our direct sales-

man to become familiar with all

makes of computers and their

sales outlets, amateur radio and

electronic stores, book stores,

and other outlets for our prod-

ucts in your given territory. We
will also add other lines as they

become available. Arrangements
are being made to coordinate ef-

forts with some other firms in ihe

area, including a major printer

manufacturer. We offer an excel-

lent growth potential with a high-

ly motivated, young corporation.

If you or someone you know is in-

terested in the opportunities

available at Wayne Green Inc.,

please submit your background
in detail, including sales experi-

ence, recent work history, knowl-

edge of the microcomputing in-

dustry, educational background

and references lo:

Sales Manager
Wayne Green, Inc.

Peterborough, NH 03458

All replies wilt be immediately ac-

knowledged and held in ihe strict-

est of confidence.

WAYNE GREEN, INC.

(E-9) Pine Street

Peterborough, N.H. 03458

THE LNW80.
ONCE YOU FIND IT,THE REST IS EASY.
You've heard about the LNW80. !fs the new

microcomputer from LNW Research, and it works
harder than even the TRS80. But fmding one
hasn't been that easy. Now. Data Resources
bnngsyouanothertirsl: a ready supply oILNWSOs,
The LNW80 lets your computer perform likethe

world's most sophisticated microcomputers. Its

4M Hz, Z80A CPU characteristics more than double
your computer's original processing speed. It

comes complete with double density controller,
color and b/w. high resolution graphics features,
standard R5232 Port and 48K Ram. And the
LNW80 is fully comipatible with all TRS80 Model I

software, giving you the widest available software
base to go with your new performance capa-
bilities.

LNW80
4.0 MHZ

yes
yes
yes

sng/dbl

yes

yes

yes
yes

63 Key
yes
yes

yes

yes

TRS-80
Model III

2.0 MHZ
Level III

no
no

sng/dbl

yes
no
yes

no
53 Key
yes

yes
no
no

Processor
Level 11 Basic Interp.

TRS80 Model 1 Level II Compatible
48K Bytes Ram
Floppy Disk Controller

Senal RS232 Port

24 X 80 Characters
Upper and Lower Case
Reverse Video
Keyboard
Numeric Key Pad
B/W Graphics, 128x 48
Hi-Resolution B/W Graphics. 480 x 1 92
H(-Resolution Color Graphiics (RGBj.
384 X 192 in 8 Colors

Warranty

Compare these features:
Now compare our price - just $1495.00, in-

cluding a free monitor with the first fifty orders
received. All orders are shipped free.

At the same time, takeadvantageof another price
special:

Verbatim 525.01 5V2" diskettes
$25.95 per box of 10
plus a free library case* with each of our first

200 orders "(minimum order 2 boxesi

Call toll free to order 800/525-8394 or 8CK)/525-8419
Visa. MasterCard checks and money orders accepted.

6 Months 90 Days

il

Data Resources
304 Elati Street
Denver, Colorado 80223
303) 698-1263
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EIGHTY
SYSTEM

NEWSLETTER
FOR TRS-80* USERS

(Mod. I/II/III/16/COLOR)

TV S^S"\tV^'

(Also for dealers, mfg. and

industry personnel.)

Published 52 times per year

and mailed First Class

D Latest TRS-80* System News

D Product Notes & Reports

D New Hardware & Software

n Industry Trends

User Notes & Comments

n TRS-80* Article Summaries

RATES

$39.00 Year - First Class
(US, Canada & Mexico)

$75.00 Year - Foreign (Air)

(Must be in US Funds)

SAMPLE COPIES S2.00

EIGHTY SYSTEM NEWSLETTER
3001 Route 27 Franklin Pk., NJ 08823

D $39.00 (1-Year Subscription)

$75.00 (Foreipi-Air-US Funds)

D $ 2.00 (2 Sample Issues)

I

Name

Company

Address _

I

City

State
,

.Zip

(MC & VISA OK-Indude card number,

.expiration date & signature.)

'TRS-SO is a Registered Trademark of Tandy

I
Corporation/Radio Shack Div,
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cle 2, Spiral) might be called variations on a

theme, but with different results in each

case. Note that some fairly complex ap-

pearing patterns can be constructed with

rather short, although not always simple,

programs.

Circle

Now, to a new command that allows the

construction of curved lines without the use

of the slowpoke PSET, The command is Cir-

cle, This versatile command permits you to

draw not only circles and ellipses, but also

segments of circles and ellipses at high

speed. The format is:

CIRCLE (X, V), R,C, HW, S, E

where X and Y are the coordinates of the

center of the circle and R is the radius. This

portion of the instruction is mandatory, but

the remainder is optional. G designates a col-

or compatible with the PMODE designated.

HW is a number from zero to 255 that sets

the height-to-width ratio of an ellipse. The

default is one, which gives a circle.

Numbers less than one give an ellipse with

the height less than the width. S designates

the starting point of an ellipse or circle and

may beany number from zero to one while E

indicates the end point of the circle, S and E

must both fall in the range of zero to one.

First, I'll illustrate some simple uses of

the Circle command. Program Listing 8

(Grating) uses Circle, Get and Put to il-

lustrate the use of these instructions to

draw a screenful of circles. Program Listing

10 REM LISTING 9

20 PH0DE3 , 1 : PCLS : SCREENl ,

1

30 FORY=20TO180STEP20
40
50

C=RNDC3)+5
FORX=20TO244STEP20

60 CIRCLE(X,Y) ,10,C,3
70 NEXTArY
80 GOTO 80
90 REM MEM =112

Program Listing 9. Glass

9 (Glass) is an even simpler program using

the HW option to obtain a stained glass

window effect. Program Listings 10, 11 and

12 (Lace 1,2, 3) use all of the options to draw

lace-like patterns. Note that if any option is

omitted and a subsequent option is chosen,

the omitted option must be replaced with a

10 REM LISTING 10
20 PH0DE3,1: PCLS: SCREENl,
30 R=10
40 FORI=I0TO182STEP8
50 FORJ=10TO246STEP8
60 CIRCLE(J,I) ,R
70 NEXTJ ,1

80 GOTO80
90 REM MEM = 100

Program Listing 10. Lace 1

10 REM LISTING 11
20 PH0DE3 , 1 : PCLS : SCREENl ,

30 FORI=10TO244STEP10
40 FORJ=10TO180STEP10
50 CIRCLE {I, J) ,10, ,1, .25, .75
60 NEXTJ,

I

70 GOTO?
80 REM MEM = 105

Program Listing 11. Lace 2

10 REM LISTING 12
20 PM0DE3 , 1 : PCLS : SCREENl ,

1

30 LINE(0,10)-C255,10) ,PSET
40 FORI=10TO244STEP10
50 FORJ=15TO18ISTEP10
60 CIRCLE(I,J) ,10, ,1,0, .5

70 NEXTJ ,1

80 FORI=11TO240STEP10
90 FORJ=12TO186STEP10
100 PAINT(I,J) ,7,8
110 NEXTJ,

I

120 GOTO120
130 REM MEM = 184

Program Listing 12. Lace 3

10 REM LISTING 13
20 A$ = L12D14R12
30 B$ = R12D14L12U14
40 CS = ' Di4Rl2
50 D$ = ' U14R12D8L10BR4F6
60 ES = R12
70 PMODEl , 1 : PCLS : SCREENl ,

80 C0L0R3,1
90 F$ = BM40,60"-i'A$:DRAWF$
100 FS = "BH-t-12,-14"-i-BS:DRAWF$
110 F? ="BH+22,0"-HC$:DRAWF$
120 F$ = "BM-H2,-14"-HB$:DRAWF$
130 F$ = "BM-t-24,14"-HD$:DRAWFS
140 F$ ="BM-H0,-10"+ES:DRAWF$
150 F$ = "BH-H4,-4"+B$-F"BM-t-0,7"-f-ES:DRAWF$
160 F$ = ''BM-)-12,-6"+BS:DRAWF$
17 GOTO17
180 REM MEM = 351

Program Listirig 13. Coior-80

._i



comma. If a color is not designated, the fore-

ground color is the default. For example:

^CIRCLE (X. Y), B, HW

is improper and should be entered as:

CIRCLE (X,Y). R., HW

since C has been omitted. Program Listing

U = Up E - Northeast

R = Right F = Southeast

D = Down G - Southwest

L = Lefl H = Northwesl

Figure 1

13(BIankef) is another design using ellipses

that resembles an Indian blanket.

Draw

We now come to the most complex of the

high-resolution graphics instructions and
the most versatile— Draw. It has advan-

tages and limitations. Everything that can

be done with Draw can also be duplicated,

albeit in a much more cumbersome manner,

with Line. Draw makes available 15 options,

some of which are sometimes mandatory.

(That is a contradiction in terms but the

10 REM LISTING 14
20 PH0DE3 , 1 : PCLS ; SCREENl , 1

30 FORY=10TO180STEP10
40
50

C=RSD{3)+5:IFR=C THEN40
FORX=28TO230STEP10

60 CIRCLh;(X,y) ,20,C,.3
70 NEXTX:R=C:NEXTY
80 GOTO80
90 REM MEM = 155

Program Listing 14. Blanket

10 REM LISTING 15
20 PMODE3,1:PCLS:SCREEN1,0
30 DRAW"BH88,76G36BM56,108D30R6 4U3 0H32
40 DRAW"BM120,i08U64E20F20D94L3B
50 DRAW"BH13 0,44D10L4U10R4BM142,44D10L4U10R4BM15 4,44D10L4U10R4
60 LINE(132,138)-(132,i22) ,PSET
70 LINE(140,138)-(140,122) ,PSET
80 CIRCLE(i36,122) ,4,,1,.5
90 DRAW''BM84,88D6R4U6L4BM6 8,124D12R6U12L6BM104,124D12R6O12L6
100 LINE(82,124)-(82,138) ,PSET
110 LINE(94,124)-(94,13e} ,PSET
120 CIRCLE{88,124) ,6,,1,.5
130 LINE{0,138)-{255,13B) rPSET
140 PAINT(132,45) ,2,4
150 PA1NT(88,110) ,4,4
160 LINE(0,146)-(255,145) ,PSET
17 GOTO17
180 REM MEM = 461

Program Listing 15. Churcli

• Practical manuals that show
you how to program your TRS-
80^^ for business, learning, and
pleasure • Convenience disks
that contain all the programs
and subroutines in the books
they accompany—error free and
ready to run
PLUS the Wiley expertise that

has helped more than a million

people learn how to program,
use, and enjoy microcomputers.

Look for them at your favorite

bookshop or computer store. Or,

check the sets that interest you,
fill in the ordering information,

and mail us this ad.

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.

605 Third Avenue, : ^
New York, NY 10158 ^'^^^i

in Canada. 22 Worcester Road,
"'""

Rexdale, Ontario M9W 1 LI

K)82

For faster service call toll free. 800-526-5368
In New Jersey, call collect (201 ) 797-7809.

Order Code #3-6770 VISA, MasterCard
American Express accepled on phone orders

[r.TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

D THE TRS-80™ MEANS BUSINESS SET
Ted G. Lewis

Covers file merging, data base, word processing, payroll, financial analysis, and
scores of other business applications. Includes one 8" disk for TRS-80^'''

Model II. (Requires two disk drives, 64K of memory-) 1-87565-1 $32.90

FAST BASIC: BEYOND TRS-80™ BASIC SETS
George A. Gratzer with Thomas G. Gratzer

Learn a streamlined form of BASIC that accelerates computations by 3 or

4 times. . .and some functions by a factor of 1,000. Available in disk or
cassette for TRS-80^^ Model I and Model III. (Requires 32K of memory.)
r Model I Disk Set: (one 5Va" disk) 1-89844-9 $34.90
I 1 Model III Disk Set: (one 5'A" disk) 1-89845-7 $34,90
n Cassette Set (for Model I or Model III): 1-89846-5 $34.90

Please send the sets indicated for 15-DAY FREE EXAMINATION. (Restricted to the continen-
tal U S and Canada.)
MAIL TO: JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc., P.O. Box 092, Somerset. N.J 08873.

I
I Payment enclosed, plus sales tax Wiley pays postage/handling. We normally ship within

10 days. If shipment cannot be made within 90 days, payment will be refunded,

L Bill me. LI Bill lirm or institution

NAME AFFILIATION

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

SIGN HERE Prices subject to change without notice. 3-6770U
^See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro. September 1982 • 159



meaning will become clear later.) Let's con-

sider these options a few at a time with

some programs to illustrate ttieir use.

First, Basic considers the Draw function

as though it were a string function, so

quotation marks are required just as in

string usage. In many respects. Draw can

be manipulated in much the same fashion

as strings.

The B option tells Basic to move the

origin of the line that follows without draw-

ing, i.e., B stands for blank. M is for move.

Therefore,

DRAW -BMX, Y"

has the meaning move from the present

location to the coordinates X, Y but do not

draw a line. As with the string and Print

commands, the trailing quotation marks are

not required at the end of a line as a delimit-

er, since the end of line marker(zero) acts as

a delimiter as it does in Level II Basic.

Program Listing 14 draws the word

Color-80 on the screen and serves as an in-

troduction to a method for putting charac-

ters on the screen in high-resoiution graph-

ics for use in games and for other purposes.

Remember, characters cannot be used with

this mode of operation. They must be drawn

or otherwise fabricated as. for instance,

with Line; but Draw is somewhat less

tedious.

Color Basic and Extended Color Basic

normally Clear 200 for string space when

the computer is turned on, but if strings are

stored in a program, it is unnecessary to

ciear string space. This is the same as in

Level II Basic, It also has the virtue that gar-

bage collection is eliminated for such

strings and allows one to store machine

language and graphics in sheltered posi-

tions within a program without reserving

memory. The Color Basics are similar to

Level II Basic in so many respects that

many of their programming techniques are

directly interchangeable.

In lines 20-60 we define a series of

strings to be used for constructing

characters on the screen. A$, in line 20,

issues the instruction L12D14R14 which

means, as will be seen later, draw a line left

12 units, down 14 units and right 12 units to

form the letter C, Later in the program this

will be combined with the BMX,y instruc-

tion to tell Basic where we want the letter to

be placed on the screen. Similarly, strings

B, C and D spell out the word "color" when

properly oriented.

Line 70 sets the PMODE. Because we

would like bold characters on the screen we

use PMODE 1, Line 80 determines the color

of the letters and the background. In lines

90-160 we construct strings and place them

on the screen to spell Color-80- Line 90 in-

structs Basic to go to the coordinates 40, 60

and to draw A$, In all of these lines, we are

concatenating strings.

The first letter starts at the coordinates

X = 40, y-60

and subsequent letters are moved away
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from the original coordinates using the format

erw-HX, ±Y

Apl us or minus sign is mandatory for the X

movement but a plus sign is not necessary

for the Y movement. In other words, instead

of respecrfying new coordinates for each

alphanumeric symbol, we give the comput-

er new coordinates relative to the last co-

ordinates specified so that it is not neces-

sary to work with graphics worksheets or to

calculate the position of each letter. The

original strings A, B, C and so on, were set

up to make this easy. Lines 90-160 could

equally well have been written in the form

XXX DRAW '-BM ^- X, - Y" + B$

I will further illustrate methods for pro-

viding alphanumeric characters in high-res-

olution graphics in Part III of this series. The

B tells the computer to move but not to Draw,

If the B were omitted, the result would be a

hodge-podge. Semicolons in the strings are

not required except when using substrings,

which will also be discussed in Part III.

There are only eight motion options

available other than MX. Y or BMX, Y, They

are shown in Fig, 1, Consequently, the Draw

instruction is, in a sense, restrictive, and

you have to resort to the use of Line where

an angle at other than 45 degrees is to be

drawn.

Program Listing 15 (Church) uses the

commands Draw, Line, Circle and Paint to

draw a picture of a church with a bell tower.

You may wish to enhance the image, at the

expense of more memory, by adding addi-

tional detail to the picture.

Program Listing 16 (Squares) incorpo-

rates a new Draw option S called Size or

Scale, The S option permits you to start with

a basic figure and then enlarge or reduce it

within the screen's limits. By placing it in a

10 REM LISTING 16
20 PMODE 4,1
30 PCLS
40 SCREEN1,1
50 FORS=lT062
60 S$ = "S"-I-STRS{S)-1-" n

70 DRAWS $-f"BM10,100U20R20D20L20 |

80 NEXT
90 GOTO 90
100 REM MEM == 114

Program Listing 16. Squares

10 REM LISTING 17

20 PM0DS4,l:PCLS:SCREENl,l
30 A$ = "S''

40 FORS=2T046STEP4
50 C=127
60 D =INT(96-H.2*S)
70 B$=STR$(C)-^","-^STR$(D)
80 DRAWA$+STR$(S)+"BM"+B5-I-"H10R20G10
9 NEXT
100 FORS=2T046STEP4
110 D=INT{96-1.2*S)
120 B$-STR$(C)+","-t-STR$(D)
130 DRAWAS-l-STRS(S)+"BM"-)-B$-H"G10R20H10
140 NEXT
150 GOTO150
160 REM MEM = 249

Program Listing 17. Triangles

10 REM LISTING 18
20 PM0DE3 , 1 : PCLS : SCREENl ,

1

30 A$="S"
40 FORS=2TO60STEP4
50 C=1NT(127-1.3*S)
60 D=INT{96-1.2*S)
70 B$-STR$(C) :C5^STR5(D)
80 DRAWA$-HSTR$(S)-l-"BH"-HBS-f-" "+C$-1-"R10D10L10U10

90 NEXT
100 GOTO100
110 REM MEM = 172

Program Listing 18 Boxes



anii^aattrnttt^^t^ssa^SBA N'S A/R SYSTE
12 Intergraded Account Receivable Programs

Tested In Service For Over 3 Years
User S Comments: •menu driven* increased cash flow* saved over 50 hours a month in secretarial hours* almost completely
eliminated billing errors • phone supported-ask for Ron.

LYNN'S A/R SYSTEM WILL
• print invoices

• tell you your a/r total, number of invoices outstanding,
average per invoice

• tell you at any time how many invoices an individual
account has open, the total amount owed, the average per
invoice, the invoice date, and then invoice amount
• total sales on account for a given month, number of invoices
sent, average sale per invoice

• how much an account purchased during month, how many
invoices were sent, average invoice for month

• tell you what percent of sales an account is lo total sales

by month

• tell you what percent of a/r an account ts

• print mailing labels for your accounts

• print statements at any time you want them (either individual

or all accounts)

• print alphabetical hardcopyof accounts and account numbers
• print all items sold for month
• alphabetical sort of items sold by month

• this set of programs can be custom modified by you or us

• AND MUCH MORE!!

AGING REPORT FOR LYNN' RSY
Aging Report 01 /31/82 Page 1

Account Current 30-60 Days 60-90 Days 90- Days Total
ABC Inc. $ 249.00 $65 20 $ 00.00 $ 00.00 $314.20
Old Co. Inc. 00.00 84.40 165,20 00.00 249.60
New Co. Inc. 97.75 OO.OO 00,00 00.00 97.75
Deadbeat Inc. 00.00 00.00 00.00 345.00 345.00

Totals $346.75 $ 149.60 165.20 345.00 $1,006,55
Aging reports can be compiled on a daily, weekly or monthly bases

LYNN'S CHECKBOOK
LEDGER SYSTE

•Phone Supported Ask For Ron*

• saves hours of posting to general ledger • almost
completely eliminates mathematical errors* menu driven *

200 expense fields •will handle 1,000 checks a month* will

print checks with option to enter handwritten checks • will

do reconciliation statement with hardcopy * will print

hardcopy of field totals both by month, year to date and end
of year * automatic account numbering * automatic field

entry* will print hardcopy of checkbook register * debit and
credit memo entry • alphabetical hardcopy of accounts
payable and account numbers {machine language sort, very

fast) * AND MUCH MORE! •

LYNN'S
$49^5

$3995

Account Receivable System
Account Receivable Aging Report
Checkbook Ledger System
Well's Data Base Manager
Add $2:00 Freight and Handling
Illinois Residenis Add 6% Sales Tax.

Send $10.00 Per System
For Printouts and Documentation.

Credit Given on Order

Equipment; Needed: 48K Model I or III,

Lineprinter, 2 Disk Drives.

The aboveprograms will work on TRSDOS 1 ,2 and
1.3 for the Model III. NEWDOS. NEWD0S80,
NEWDOS80 V2.0, LDOS and MULTIDOS for the
Model I and III.

lMr\GER-

perfect tool for storing and maintaining mailing list,

inventories, menus, collection records, article references,

important dates, client records* all functions menudriven*
easy to interface to word processors and communication
programs * sort in ascending or descending order "(fast

machine language son) * compact storage with minimum
overhead* go from data baseto visicalcand return* sort and
select visicalc lines!!* interface to Radio Shacks "advanced
statistical package".

irii^iiininrniiiwyiii

r"'".

'°.T-"0

LYNN COMPUTER SERVICE
6831 W. 157 St.

Tinley Park, Illinois 60477
(312)429-1915

^RSBQ and TRSDOS are trademarks of TANDY CORP NEWDOS and NEWD0S80 <j,« tr.dem^.ks ol APPARAT INC. LDOS -s a r.adem.irk of LOGICAL SYSTEMS INC

-See Lis! of Ad'^erlisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 161



loop, a figure can be expanded (or de-

creased) by factors of 1/4 up to 255/4. Since

we are working with strings, the S in line 40

must be converted to a string before we can

incorporate it into the Draw command. This

is done in lines 60 and 70 by using the

STR$(X) instruction.

Program Listing 17 (Triangles) is another

10 REM LISTING 19
213 CLS:A$="COLORS 4" : PRINT@47-LEN( AS) /2, A$; :GOSUB230
30 F0RL=1T04
40 PM0DE3,1:PCLS:SCREEN1,P
50 DRAW"BM128,96NR95NE67ND95NF67NG67NL95NG67NU95NH67
60 CIRCLE(128,96) ,95
70 B=i
80 B»l
90 J=70:FORI=100TO190STEP25
100 Z=A(B)
110 PAINT{I,J) ,Z,8
120 B=B+1
130 NEXT
140 J=i22:FORI-100TO190STEP25
150 Z=A(B)
160 PAINT(I,J} ,Z,8
170 B=B+1:NEXT
180 IFP=0THENP=1ELSEP=0
190 FORI=1TO1000:NEXT
200 GOSUB230
210 NEXTL
220 GOTO220
230 F0RI=1T08:A(I)=RND(3)+1:NEXT
240 IFA(1)=AC2)ORA(2)=A(3)ORA(3)=A(4)THEN230
250 IFA(5)=A(6)ORA(6}=A(7)ORA(7)=A(8)THEN230
260 IFA(1)=A(5)ORA(4)=A(8)THEN230
270 RETURN
280 REM MEM = 494

Program Listing 19. Colors

method used to draw nested figures with

the Draw instruction. You might want to try

other methods for constructing strings in a

more efficient and faster manner.

Program Listing 18 (Boxes) is yet another

method for achieving the same ends. The

factors 1.2 and 1.3 are used to adjust the

spacings between the figures. They can be

changed to achieve more interesting pat-

terns. Colors may, of course, be changed

within the loop using similar techniques.

Program Listing 19 (Colors) is an example

of the use of Draw, Paint and Circle. Pro-

gram Listing 20 (Sunburst) is another exam-

ple of nesting that uses Circle. I added it

merely to round out "Twenty Programs."

The color combinations are rather spec-

tacular.!

10 REM LISTING 20
20 PM0DE4,1
30 PCLS
40 SCREENl,!
50 A=l
60 F0RI=1T095STEPA
70 CIRCLE(128,96) ,1

- 80 NEXT
90 FORI=1TO2000:NEXT
100 A=A-l-l:IFA>20THENEND
110 PCLS:GOTO60
120 REM HEM = 125

Program Listing 20. Sunburst

m arathon:

SOFTWARE
1982

64%
ACCURATE

AGAINST
POINTSPREAD
FOR 1981

SEASON
lGames2-16)

A COMPLETE FOOTBALL PREDICTION PROGRAM FOR THE

1982 NFL PROFESSIONAL REGULAR SEASON STARTING SEPT. 12, 1982*

• •*•**
ONLY 20 MIN. DATA INPUT PER WEEK WILL GIVE YOU THE EDGE ON EVERYONE**

CAN BE UPDATED FOR 1983'

ORDER
BY

PHONE OR MAIL

"DAY OR NIGHT"

$2495
INCLUDES;

°^^erc.

NAME

ADDRFSS

CITY ST 71

P

PIKEM 24

VISA Q

' PAYMENT ENCLO C
MASTERCHARGE AC/

MY CARD EXPIRES DO an

DATA DISKETTE

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS
SPECIFY:

TRS80 MODEL l/l!l

AT LEAST 32K

DATA NEFDED TO RUN PROGRAM AVAIL

ABLE IN LOCAL NEWSPAPERS OR CAN BE

FURNISHED 6^ MARATHON SOFTWARE

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

-FEATURES-
• DISPLAYS PREDICTED SCORES 210 GAMES

- DISPLAYS ACCUMULATED STATS EACH TEAM

• DISPLAYS AVERAGE STATS EACH TEAM

• GIVES PRINTOUT: PREOICTIONS-STATS-AVE,

- AUTOMATICALLY STORES DATA NO 'SAVE"

^ IF PROGRAM IS BOUGHT AFTER SEASON STARTS - ALL

PREVIOUS STATISTICS WILL BE INCLUDED NO EXTRA

CHARGE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

MARATHON SOFTWARE DEPT. M
P BOX M9j
lACKSONVILLE, TEXAS Iblbb

^"411
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JOYSTIC.

COMPATIB

^jii^i

YOUR TRS-80
SN'T SUPPOSED
TO DO THIS!
Wayne Westmoreland and Terry Gilman have done it AGAIN!

The reviews are saying wtiat the fans have known all along; "The Eliminator" and "Armored

Patrol" are nothing short of fantastic. ReaO for yourself.

Byte Magazine (on Armored Patrol): "A real super job with the graphics."

Byte Magazine (on The Eliminator): "The tiest thing to "happen to the TRS-80 in a long

time."

80 Microcomputing (on both): "This is state-of-the-art stuff."

80 U.S. (on The Eliminator): "The graphics are vastly superior to that of any game

currently available ... it is slick, professional, and, without qualification, a blast."

And now, two new releases — and both are incredible arcade-style games. The TRS-80

is almost transformed into an arcade machine, performing Arcade Action Graphics(tm) like never

before. Rear Guard and Sea Dragon are great fun and will provide you with hours ot enjoyment.

Both programs are available now, and all four are compatible with the Alpha Joystick!

ARMORED PSTROL; Vou're in [he command seal ol ar

armoreil assault lank Vour misston: to search out and

destroy an attack force ol deadly tanks and leltial rot)ols.

Will your skill and advanced lechnDtogy give you IDe

edge to overcome the odds?

Armorad Pilrol Fsilum: Simulated 3-D perspeclive,

multiple player oplion, real lime, sound and Arcade Ac-

tion Graphicsltmj second to none.

IHE EUMIKATOfi: Yoj're the pllolol Ttie Eliminatat, an

attack class lignter mat's squared oft against (lordes ol

attacking alien spaceships. It's your speed and

weaponry versus their seemingly endless numbers. Can

you possitily survive?

Elltnlnilor Fiituru: True Arcade Action Grapnics(Im)

and sound, "look ahead" radar function, real time, ad-

vancing play levels, hyperspace and disfugtor funclion5._

SEA DRAGON: You're ti^e captain of the

U.S.S. Sea Dragon, a submarine ol the

Skaleclass. Vour mission is to intlltrate a

dangerous enemy-controlled channel.

You must destroy rising underwater

mines while avoiding wave alter wave ot

additional dangers, including depth

Charges dropped by Gattleships,

automatic lasers, and deadly enemy at-

tack bases. You must successlully light

an unyielding enemy and an unknown

undersea channel— and the only options are lotal victory or a salty

grave.

Sh Drigon Feeturn: Arcade Action Graphics|im) and sound,

29 (IN) screens ol horizontally scrolling seascape, advancing skill

levels and two player oplion. Eaily reviews are outstanding!

REAR GUARD:

Waves ol Cyborg ships are at-

tempting to attack your fleet's

crew pods. II they penetrate

your defenses, they'll kami-

kaze your fleet. The enemy Is

relentless, your crew pods

weaponless, your firepower

endless. Are you made ol Ihe

right stolf to successfully

defend your fleet?! FIND OUT NOW!

Rear Guaril Faaturac Incredible 3-0 sccQlllng planet-

scape, sound. Arcade Action Grapnics(lm). nearly two

dozen types ol enemy cralt. two player option and run-

ning higfi score.

Prices subject to change without notice

dventur6
INTERNATIONAL .19

a suDsidlary ol Scott Adams, Inc.

To order, see your local dealer. If he does not have the program you want, tlier

call 1-800-327-7172 (orders only) or write for our free catalog.

Published tiy ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
a subsidiary ot Scott Adams, Inc.

BOX 3435 • L0N6W00D, FL 32750 • (305) 830-8194



REVIEW

Palantir, Select, or Scripsit 2.0, which is best for you?

Three Model II Word Processors

Palantir Word Processing

Designer Software

3400 Montrose Blvd., Suite 718

Houston, TX 77006

$499

Select Word Processing

Select Information Systems
680 Beach St., Suite 396

San Francisco, CA 94109

$595

Scripsit 2.0

Tandy/Radio Shacl(

Fort Worth, TX
Cat. #26-4531

$399

Paul Grupp

10 F1001 Esplonde Way
Casselberry, FL 32707

Shopping forsome business programs is

a simpie proposition. Need a mail list

program? Send for literature from several

manufacturers. Then pici^ the one that

meets your requirements for capacity,

speed of data entry, sorting and printout

format.

Of course, it's not that simple, but most
will agree that certain types of programs

lend themselves to objective comparison.

Others, like serious vi'ord processors, are

not as easy to evaluate in objective terms.

Whether you are a secretary churning out

business letters, a novelist creating the

next bestseller, or a technical writer

sweating over documentation, you're likely

to have some very strong feelings about

how your word processor should behave.

Since ail good word processors now pro-

duce comparable results, it is in the highly

subjective area of user friendliness and in-

teraction that they must be compared.

Bearing this in mind, I'll compare three

different word-processing programs for the

TRS-80 Model II. I found all three to be high-
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quality, professionally produced products.

Their manufacturers have made sincere

and largely successful attempts to satisfy

both beginners and hardened veterans. All

three offer the usual cursor controls, scroll-

ing, word wrap around, typeover, and insert

and delete options. They also include text-

formatting features such as left and right-

justification of text, block movement, lock,

deletion, tabs, headers, footers, full con-

trol over format, file merging, special print-

er controls, global search and replace,

and so on.

Two of the programs. Select and Palantir,

require CP/M. Scripsit 2.0 is supplied with

TRSDOS. I offer no judgment on the relative

merits of TRSDOS versus CP/M, except to

point out that all three programs are de-

signed to be self-contained. Once they are

installed, you don't need to know anything

about the operating system you are using

unless you want to, so choice of operating

system is less of a factor than it might oth-

erwise be.

Installation

Getting a word-processing program up

and running is the first stumbling block for

any user, experienced or beginner. As it

turns out, all three deserve high praise for

ease of installation.

Palantir must be configured for a user's

specific computer and terminal by the deal-

er before it can be used— a slight inconve-

nience tor the mail-order customer, but also

a positive assurance that everything is

working correctly. When you get it back

home, all you need to know is where to put

the disk. One thing to keep in mind about

CP/M programs is that the price you pay for

CP/M's highly touted portability is possible

confusion about the function of control

keys. No two computers are exactly alike,

so Palantir thoughtfuliy includes a key-

board map for 30 different computers, in-

cluding the Model II. The instructions refer

to specific keys by their function. You sim-

ply look up the function you want on the

chart for your machine, and it tells you

which key to punch.

The only other area requiring customiza-

tion is printer selection. Palantir includes '

print drivers for a variety of printers, and

these may be interchanged at any time,

which is handy if you use more than one
printer.

Select encourages purchasers to have

their dealer configure the program for a spe-

cific system, but they also make it quick

and easy for the end user to install. All you

do is put a CP/M, MP/M or CDOS disk in one
drive, the Select disk in another, and enter a

single command. The program takes care of

the rest, pausing occasionally to ask perti-

nent questions about your computer and

printer. When it's finished, you'll have the

Select and CP/M on the same disk, custom-

ized for your particular system. Unlike

Palantir, Select requires that the printer be

specified during installation, so if you have

more than one printer, you'll need to make
two or more copies of the program. Another

small inconvenience is the lack of keyboard

maps for specific computers. You may need

to spend some time punching keys to figure

out which key does what.

Scripsit, furnished with TRSDOS, is spe-

cifically designed for the Model II. Installa-

tion is a matter of putting the disk into the

drive and flipping the reset switch. Tandy

thoughtfully refrained from implementing a

back-up protection scheme on Model II

Scripsit, so you may make as many back-

ups as you need. When it comes to printer

interface, Scripsit is not quite as flexible as

the other programs. If you have a Line Print-

er IV or Daisy Wheel II, everything is hunky-

dory, but owners of other printers may or

may not be able to use all their printer's spe-

cial functions. If you are on good terms with

Assembly-language programming (or know
someone who is) you can use the informa-

tion furnished in an appendix of the manual
to write a driver to meet your printer's
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Afterthreeyears iil selling

myModel I and
programs,I'veeame
mydevelopment cosi

So Ican lo >-«'!' Te-ai-%

Now I'm offering my Model I and Model III

programs for $75 each.

They've been checked out by thousands of

TRS-80' users, most of whom get in touch with me,

Irwin Taranto. Thousands of phone calls later, these

systems are completely developed, checked out,

glitch-free.

When people call, we've heard all the questions

and we can answer them right off. I don't have to

get on the phone and work through problems like

I used to.

Since I'm getting off so easy, the least I can
do is drop the price- 50% for General Ledger,

25% for the rest.

These are my Model I and Model III programs:
Accounts Payable It links to the General Ledger,
calculates and prints checks and makes reports.

It's an invoice-linked system.

Accounts Receivable It keeps track of billed

and unbilled invoices, open and closed items
and aging. It prints statements and links to

the General Ledger.

General Ledger It keeps track of time by month,
quarter, year and the previous three quarters.

It even includes a Cash Journal.

Inventory Control It gives an immediate read-

out on any item inquiry, including quantity and
dollar total.

Invoicing It prints your detailed invoices

and links to Accounts Receivable and the

General Ledger.

Payroll It keeps the files, computes pay and
deductions, prints forms and checks, figures

taxes, overtime and piecework pay in any state

tax routine, and prints the 941-A and W-2 forms.

They're all yours, for $75 each. You also need
documentation v^hen you run our systems. The
Osborne books -one for Accounts Payable and
Receivable, one for General Ledger, one for Payroll-

cost $20 each. Our invoicing book costs $10.

Just send me the coupon, or call us toll free.

We'll ship within 48 hours.

Please send me the following programs at $75 each:
book

Accounts Payable

Accounts Receivable

General Ledger

Inventory Control

Invoicing

Payroll

Add $4.50 per order for handling

6% tax (California only)

AMOUNT ENCLOSED

If you need the books, add $20 each. The invoicing book is $10.

Mastercharge D VisaD No Expires

n Please send me information on other Taranto business
programs, uicludmg TRS-80 Model 11 accounting systems.

You I name

Company name.

Address

City/State/2ip-

l_

^70 & ASSOCIATES, INC.

The Total System Store, 121 Paul Drive, San Rafael,

CA 94903. Outside California, toU free (800) 227-2868.

In California, (415) 472-2670,

J

f'See List of Aclveftisers on page 339

'A tradomark of iho Tandy Corporation
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specific requirements.

Documentation

Programs as complex as these, no matter

how good, must have well written documen-
tation if they are to be accepted by today's

demanding public. Few people are willing to

spend half their lives figuring out some-

thing the manufacturer could have easily

told them. All three programs do the job of

educating the user reasonably well, al-

though they use radically different means
to achieve this goal.

In the first five pages, the Select manual
takes you through the basics of copying the

word-processing program onto a CP/M disk,

backing it up, and loading the program. The

user is then asked to put the manual down,

and select the Teach option. What follows

is a 90-minule interactive tutorial designed

to familiarize the user with the fundamental

concepts of Select. The user may elect to

take the entire lesson in one dose, or spread

the cure over several sessions. The tutorial

is understandable and quite useful, al-

though two separate copies of the program

had identical technical problems—new
pages of information occasionally ap-

peared without clearing the previous

screen, leading to confusion. It's also possi-

ble to get stuck in part of the tutorial and

not be able to exit if you are dumb enough
to forget what you are supposed to be do-

ing. Still, it is a successful approach.

For those too impatient to sit through a

tutorial, the rest of the 60-page manual is

designed to be used as a reference work. An
index is mercifully included.

The Palantir program also includes a

step-by-step tutorial. In this case, however,

it is the manual itself that does the teach-

ing. Like other packages from Designer

Software, direct instruction is interspersed

with stories about the antics of the resi-

dents of Smallvilie, a town peopled with

business people just learning to cope with

the microcomputer age. The stories both

entertain and pack an educational punch.

In the past, other manufacturers' similar at-

tempts to lighten instruction manuals have

been counterproductive. The Palantir

manual succeeds because it is so well

done. It really works! About half the manual
is dedicated to the tutorial. The other half is

in reference form. No index is included. The
copy we received was a preliminary release,

SO it is likely that the final format will be

slightly different.

Many of us familiar with fvlodel I Scripsit

still remember the aggravation of trying to

master a complex program whose publisher

insisted that we sit through countless ses-

sions with a handful of cassette tapes. No
one will ever know how many have been

driven to near-homicidal fury over that pro-

gram's lack of written reference material.

For Scripsit 2.0, the cassette tapes are still

with us, but this time Tandy thoughtfully

threw in a professionally written, designed

and produced 80-page reference manual.

The manual is wonderful— perhaps the best

I've seen included with any software. It is
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broken up into five logical sections by index

tabs and a complete index is included. It is

by far the best reference manual of the

three programs reviewed— not because it

includes more than the others, it just makes
the information a lot easier to get to. I have

no comment on the quality of the cassette

tapes. Perhaps in reaction to unpleasant

academic experiences, I suffer from a

distinct aversion to learning anything from

a cassette tape. Suffice it to say that a set

of four very long tapes are furnished. The
reference manual is so good that the tapes

seem superfluous, except for the rawest of

beginners.

Scripsit is also supplied with several

sample files. If one picture is worth a thou-

sand words, one sample file is worth at

least 10 pages of documentation! In any

word processor, there are several ways to

achieve a desired result. These well-de-

signed sample files illustrate techniques

you might not otherwise think of.

Because of the indisputable value of en-

tertaining text, Palantir (and the people

of Smallvilie) has the most useful tutorial,

with Select bringing up a close second (with

high marks for interaction} and Scripsit lost

in the bleachers (admittedly for personal

reasons).

On presentation alone, the Scripsit refer-

ence manual is the most useful of the three,

with Select once again a close second.

Palantlr's story-telling approach makes its

manual a less successful reference work,

particularly since it lacks an index.

Which One is Best for You?

I use word processing primarily for writ-

ing magazine articles and documentation

for computer software. Virtually everything

I write iseitherdumpedthrough a modem or

manually entered to typesetting equipment,

so text formatting and pagination ability is

not of critical importance to me. What I do
require is the ability to handle extensive ma-
nipulation of text without technical details

intruding on the creative process. Newslet-

ter publishers or secretaries who use their

word processors to create a finished prod-

uct but don't need to massage their words

as much are likely to have a much different

idea of what makes a good word processor.

I'll try to consider these different needs.

Ease of Use

In general Scripsit and Palantir are the

easiest to master. Select is more complex
than .the other two, and I found it takes a lit-

tle longer to grasp. It tends to have greater

appeal to the technically astute user more
than to the beginner.

Scripsit is the most elegant of the three.

Whether or not it is efficient or easy to use

seems to depend completely on individual

experience. I find that most people learn

the basics of Scripsit In a short period of

time, without excessive reference to the

manual. This has its drawbacks; it is easy to

pick up habits that get the job done, but are

inefficient and take far more time than is

necessary.

For example, different types of com-
mands are logically grouped in a number of

appropriate menus. You don't have to try to

remember every command— just which
menu to find it on. This lets the beginner

gain proficiency rapidly. Unfortunately, if

you don't reread the manual carefully at

some later date, you might never discover

that you can cut the number of keystrokes

needed by entering a direct command, or by-

passing the display of one or more menus.

In fact, you can use special keys to chain

several commands together. There are sev-

eral other areas in which there is more
than one way to accomplish a task—the
easy-to-remember way, and the fastest

way. Users who never continue their educa-

tion beyond the fundamentals usually de-

scribe Scripsit as a slow, unwieldy system.

But once a user has lived with it for several

weeks opinions tend to be very favorable.

One feature unique to Scripsit is its

method of saving documents. Scripsit is

page oriented, which means you display a

single page at a time, formatted just as it

will appear when printed. Whenever you se-'

lect another page or execute any of several

otber^ommands, the file you are working

on is automatically updated. You never

have to remember to save your text because
it is automatically done for you. On the

other hand, before leaving the program, you
must remember to return to the directory.

Failure to do so can result in loss of data.

Writers who cut their teeth on Model I Scrip-

sit or Electric Pencil typically have a hard

time remembering this important step.

Palantir superficially resembles Model 1/

III Scripsit in its basic functions, so veteran

TRS-80 users tend to grasp it quickly. There

are four simple commands used for disk I/O

— Edit, Read, Save and Back-up. Edit cre-

ates a new file. Read loads a previously cre-

ated file from disk, and Save stores the cur-

rent file on disk. Back-up is an interesting

command: It saves the file to disk, then

reads it into memory again. It never erases

the old file until the new one Is successfully

stored. I use this command every 15 min-

utes or so to reduce data loss in case of

power failure.

Palantlr's ease of use is not at the sacri-

fice of power or efficiency. Like the other

two programs in this review, it is menu
driven, reducing the amount of information

a user must commit to memory. If Palantir

resembles Model I Scripsit in the ease of

use department. It also does several things

in a similar manner to Mode! II Scripsit. For

example, all three programs allow insertion,

deletion, locking and movement of blocks

of text. Select handles blocks in the tradi-

tional way—you place a marker at the be-

ginning and the end of the block, and then

do whatever you want with it.

Scripsit and Palantir allow you to place

the cursor at the beginning of a block, and

specify how much text you want in the

block using simple commands. Text includ-

ed in the block is highlighted by displaying it

on the.screen in reverse video. This is a

more dynamic and efficient means of se-



lecting blocks than using markers.

User-defined Keys

Another feature of botti Palantir and

Scripsit js the user-definable keys. Each key

holds up to 255 characters in Paiantir, and

250 keystrokes in Scripsit. Scripsit offers 20

user-definable keys, and Palantir 36. To re-

cail text, simply press a control key and the

user-definable key. Whatever was stored

will appear on the screen. This is extreme-

ly useful for printing addresses, names

of companies, or anything else that Is

typed often.

Select can perform the same function in

a limited fashion, but it is not as convenient

to use as the other two. Palantir does not

recommend including control codes in

user-defined key text, but Scripsit has no

such limitation. Used correctly, Scripsit's

ability to chain several commands through

a single key allows a user to customize his

system for any particular need, which mark-

edly improves Scripsit's efficiency.

Select offers some unique features as

well. Most important is the inclusion of a

proofreading dictionary and subprogram.

The Select spell program works well, and al-

lows you to add your own vocabulary to the

dictionary. Unfortunately, no information is

given in the manual on how many words the

dictionary contains, how many can be add-

ed, or what the effect of adding a few thou-

sand words has on processing speed.

Hopefully this data will be printed in the

next edition of the manual.

Scripsit also offers a proofreading pro-

gram, but it is a separate program which

must be purchased separately and installed

by the user.

Both Scripsit and Select allow merging

of and access to data from other sources.

The Scripsit merge option is the easiest

to understand and use, but Select's is

far more flexible. Select includes system

calls which permit it to load data files, and

execute stand-alone programs from within

the program.

Conclusions

All three programs are top notch. Select

and Scripsit are the most versatile of the

three, but the differences in capabilities are

minor, and may not have any bearing on

your needs. Palantir is the easiest to learn

and use, particularly for beginning comput-

erists, with Scripsit a close second. For

creative writers who are primarily interest-

ed in the editing aspect of word processing,

Palantir and Scripsit allow the greatest free-

dom from technical details during the writ-

ing process. From an economics point of

view, Scripsit is the least expensive of the

three, particularly if you don't yet own
CP/M. Of course, if you have several ma-

chines you wish to use for word processing,

Scripsit can't offer the portability of one

of the programs which runs on CP/M.

Whichever system you decide on, I offer

three important words of advice to help you

get the most from your system— Read the

Manual!

^See List of Advertisers on page 339

CANADI
NOW IN STOCK

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ACORN SOFTWARE
APPARATINC.

BIG FIVE
COMPUTERVi'ARE
EPSON PRINTERS

INSTANT SOFTWARE
MARK DATA
MED SYSTEMS

FANTASTIC SOFTWARE
SPECTRAL

WORD PROCESSORS
BOOKS

DISK DRIVES
DISKETTES

LOWER CASE MOD — MOD I

$29.95 + $2.00 S& H

AND MORE

MODI • MOD III -COLOR

Visa& Mastercard

Phone or Write for Catalogue
(403)423-3919

CMD MICRO
10546- 106 Street

Edmonton, Alberta
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Lawyer's

Microcomputer

A Newsletter for Lawyers
Using the TRS-80*

• Articles for Lawyers

• Law Office Applications

• Lawyer Information
Exchange

• Software Reviews

• Hardware Reviews

• Advertisements Directed

to Lawyer Users

• Technical Tips

• Letters and Suggestions
• And Much More

A New Monthly Newsletter

For Lawyers

Send $28 For A
One Year Subscription

The Lawyer's Microcomputer^"

Post Office Box 1046A
Lexington, S.C. 29072

v-191 -TM Tandy Corp

]S[EW C LASSICS SOFTWARE
:« hOX HILL ROAIVDHNV'ILLH NEW JHRShY 078H- TELtrHONH 201^625^8858

PASCAL 80 by Phelps Gates

"// anyone could devise a good PASCAL system for the TRS-80'^ it was

Phelps Gates. I am happy to report he has done just that."

BYTE, Dec. 1981, pg. 304

''After trying out.. .(the competition) I found myself using PASCAL SO ex-

clusively. " Creative Computing, Nov. 1981, pg. 96

PASCAL 80 is the friendliest

PASCAL available anywhere!
Monitor, editor, and com
piler are in memory at the

same time, avoiding time

consuming and annoying
disk access and disk

switching. Yet, it uses

standard PASCAL syn-

tax and leaves 23K of

work space in 48K
(32K at run time).

Credit card orders: (201) 625-8838

PASCAL 80 has 14 digit ac-

curacy and requires a 48K
TRS-80® with one disk

drive. It comes in a binder

with easy and complete

user instructions for $99.

Add $2 shipping and
handling per order and

specify Model I or

Model III.

NEW CLASSICS SOFTWARE
239 Fox Hill Road
Denville, NJ 07834

(PASCAL 1 ) does nol impiemenl varian: records, pomlcr and windou
or functions and procedures used as paramelers.)
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MX-80 and colored ribbons—unbelievable!

Printer Color Art

Francis S. Kalinowski

16 N. Alder Drive

Orlando, FL 32807

Color printers are coming! Color printers

are here! That's what recent press re-

leases are stating in new-product sections

of microcomputer magazines.

Three printers already announced use
sectionalized, multtband or multicartridge

color ribbons with software-controlled col-

or switching during printout. Prices range
between 9 and 12 kiiobucl^s.

Still another printer (its price starts at

$899) can be equipped with a color option

($399) which adds a PC board with motor
and cam assembly, and a four-band color

ribbon. This one looks like the bargain, but

for most of us, getting one seems way on
down the road financially.

In the meantime, there is other good
news. Many of us can fake it with what
we've got. Just add interchangeable color

ribbons to an Epson MX-80 printer and pro-

The Key Box

Basic Level II or Disk Basic

Model 1 or III

16K RAM
Printer; MX-80 or MX-80 FfT

(without Graftrax)

gram itformulticolor print runs. That is how
I'm getting MX-80 color art printouts.

This article shows how to develop and
print color art. A reusable main program ab-

breviates the MX-80's print control and
graphic codes to simplify programming.

The main program also provides in-pro-

gress instructions and fill-in areas for pro-

gramming your own color print runs. Five

fili-in programs are included as examples.

These programs are made operable by add-

ing the main program's statements. All pro-

SffiSffi

grams are coded for use with an MX-80 op-

erating in the MX-80 mode.

MX-80 Color Capabilities

Color ribbon cartridges can transform

your MX-80 into a versatile color printer. Op-
erated in its MX-80 mode, the printer can
produce each cotor In four separate densi-

ties, The density modes include normal,

double strike, emphasized and a combina-
tion of the latter two for maximum density.

If your MX-80 is still configured for the re-

AO Al A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 A8 A9 AA AB AC AD AE AF
160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 171 175

SQQSiiiiaSiBiiil
BO Bl B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 88 B9 BA BB EC BD 3E BF
176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191

CO CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 09 CA CO CC CD CE CF
192 193 194 195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 207

iBBiBiOllll
DO Dl D2 D3 D4 05 D6 D7 08 D9 DA DB DC DD DE DF
208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223

PRINTER CODES

ES=ESCAPE CODE

SPACE STRINGS FULL

Fl or

-BLOCK STRINGS

SI or AO = 1 SPACE DF = 1 BLOCK
LF=LINE FEED S2=2 S7 = 7 SC=30 F2=2 F7=7 FC-30
EM^EMPHAS ON S3=3 S8=8 SD=40 F3=3 .

F8=8 FD-40
EX=EMPHAS OFF 54=4 S9=9 5E=50 F4=4 F9=9 FE-50
OS=DBL SIR ON 35=5 SA=10 SF=60 F5=5 FA=10 FF-60
DX=DBL STR OFF S5=6 SB = 20 SG=70 F6=6 FB=20 FG-70

Fig. 1. Printer Color Art Programming
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strictive TRS-80 mode, merely set the print-

er's internal dip switches exactly as shown
on page 14 of the MX-80 User's Manual. The

preceding page tells you how to remove the

printer's cover for access to the switches.

Color ribbon cartridges are available in

brown, blue, green and red. If your local

computer store does not have the car-

tridges in stock, get them direct from the

manufacturer: Aspen Ribbons, inc., 1700 N.

55th Street, Boulder, CO 80301. Aspen just

filled my second order of four color ribbons

at $14 per cartridge plus $2.02 for UPS ship-

ment.

Color densities can be obtained using

Aspen ribbons and the MX-80's four print-

density modes. Only one density may be

used throughout any one print line. A
separate color print run is required for each

color density needed on a print line.

Intermediate colors or shades can be ob-

tained by printing the same area with two

normal-density colors. Additional varia-

tions may be obtained by overprinting a

double-strike or emphasized color with a

normal-density color. In either case, the

lightest of two colors should be printed

first, then overprinted with the darker color.

The dark-over-light sequence minimizes

contamination of lighter color ribbons.

Multiple print runs over the same paper

area can combine various color patterns to

produce colored chart and art printouts.

Since the MX-80 prints and feeds paper in

one direction only, it must be turned off for

ribbon change and paper backfeed between

color print runs. Both tasks are performed

easily.

Main Program

Printer Color Art (Program Listing 1) has

three functional sections. One section pro-

vides all needed code conversions. Another

section displays instructions for initial and

subsequent color print runs. A middle sec-

tion accommodates all graphic pattern

codes to be printed during separate color

print runs. Only the middle section need be

changed for different color art printouts.

The main program uses 3.6K bytes with

remarks and 3K bytes without them. All re-

mark statements may be deleted without af-

fecting program operation.

Initialization statement 1 clears string

space, defines letters A through X as string

variables, and defines Z as an integer. The
statement then loops through the title and

string coding routines described below.

Statements 1000 and 1010 display a pro-

gram title. The title persists while graphic

pattern, printer control and string codes are

defined and stored.

The next four statements convert MX-80

graphic pattern designators CHR$(160)

through CHR${223) to hexadecimal codes

AO through DF. The conversions reduce

each pattern's input requirement from nine

to three characters so that up to 80 different

patterns will fit in an LPRINT statement.

Successive two-character hex codes must

be separated by semicolons,

I used hex values AO-DF because they

correspond with the graphic patterns' as-

signed ASCII decimal values 160-223. Also,

the hex values let me define 64 graphic pat-

terns without the need for parentheses or

dimensioning.

Figure 1 shows the MX-80's graphic pat-

terns along with their program-defined hex

codes and assigned ASCII decimal values.

The hex codes specify individual graphic

patterns in LPRINT statements for color

print runs. The ASCII decimal values must

be used when specifying five or more of

one pattern by means of the STRING$(n,c)

function.

Figure 1 also lists all program-defined

printer control, space string, and full-block

string codes. The user may assign addition-

al string variables to graphic patterns

groups that recur more than twice during a

color print run. The new variables should be

placed in the first statement (100, 200 and

so forth) for the print run.

Statements 1070 and 1080 define space

and full-block string codes in increments of

1 and 10. The space codes provide a means
for jumping between pattern print locations

on a print line. For example, using SA;S5 be-

tween two pattern codes inserts 15 spaces

between them. Similarly, using FA;F5 in a

statement prints a string of 15 full graphic

Mayday has established itself as the best protection against

power interruptions to most mini /micro-computers.

Mayday now has all the features you asked for!

» Constant voltage regulated output

• I/O port wtiich tells computer wtien AC Is off

• Hlgh,low and charge LED indicators

• Low battery audible alarms and UPS $hutdoyvn

• High start up capability for hard disk

• Zero crossing DC feature that handles any

type of computer power supply

,
• New three stage sense circuit that protects

from all types of powerJmlMm-induding raE^d ',

:4ndiiotive klckbac^ J ,J

^.-prcg^fciW you^ifl afldricl!

SUN R^EARCH, INC.
rTTa> vjtiwai IB :f'VA :t«7'l ll

NEW DURHAM ,NH 03855
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ART SKETCH

LINE 1

LINE 2

LINE 3

LINE 4

LINE 5

RUN

RUN

101

102

103

104
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RUN ^
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401
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RUN
6 603

604
li::::::

ART PRINTOUT
mm

Fig. 2. Printer Color Art Development

blocks. These string codes use fewer

bytes than their STRING$(15,32) and
STRING$(15,223) equivalents.

Statement 1090 holds the title display

about two seconds after all string codes
have been defined and stored. This state-

ment may be deleted to shorten title display

time.
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Statement 1100 provides the instruction

heading for displays of subsequent color

print run instructions. Initial instructions

(statements 10 through 30) remain dis-

played until the P key is pressed for the first

color print run.

Statements 40 through 70 provide updat-

ed instructions for subsequent color print

X <jp@:2 s/2*i_e:s

1 HARDWARE | SUNDR IES

(dry goods

K«
8|—

. 1 .

7 __

6 - _ ,^ •^ 1^ 1^ _ n

4 -

3

-

III:
2

ttlll
1

1
nHi

MOJFMAMJaASOl

Fig. 3. Chart Art

runs. The instructions recur until statement

40 detects end flag "Done" and sends dis-

play control to statement 900. That state-

ment displays a "Printer Art Done" mes-

sage and moves the printed art image clear

of the print head with five line feeds.

Printer Color Art may be run as is to verify

its displays and uncover syntax errors. Sev-

eral runs should be made for greater famil-

iarization with displays that appear before,

during and after various color print runs.

Save a master copy of this main program
for later reload and fill-in with color print-run

statements.

A How-To Example

Figure 2 and Program Listing 2 (Train Art)

show how Printer Color Art evolves from an

art sketch, through programmed color print-

run sequences to a final printout. Only one
art sketch is needed as a basis for program-

ming the various color print runs. Run 1

through Run 6 partial sketches are included

in Fig. 2 to identify Program Listing 2 state-

ments that specify print modes, line feeds
and printable graphic codes.

Consecutive statement numbers are as-

signed to the print lines, starting with 101

for first run, 201 for second run, and so

forth. Active statement numbers appear at



Fig. 4. Butterfly Art Variations Fig. 5. Castle Art

the left end of all color run sketches. Line-

feed codes in preceding statements provide

jumps over blank (unnumbered) print lines.

Consecutive numbering simplifies the loca-

tion and correction of pattern errors in art

printouts.

The best way to see how the color print

runs are programmed is to compare art

sketch lines with corresponding print line

statements in Program Listing 2. See Fig. 1

to identify the various two-character codes

used in the LPRINT statements.

String variable PC in the first statement

(100, 200, and so on) of each run defines the

ribbon color used for the run. PC appears as

the ribbon color in displayed instructions

and in "Hovj Printing Color" messages.

Each LPRINT automatically produces a

carriage return and line feed. In run 1 state-

ment 101, for example, LPRINT advances

the paper to print line 1 and EM turns on the

printer's emphasized mode. Statement

102's LPRINT advances the paper to print

line 2, code S4 moves the print head four

spaces, and code CO prints the top of the

steam engine's smokestack. Statement 103

similarly advances the paper to print line 3,

S4 moves the print head four spaces, then

seven pattern codes print the engine and its

coal tender. Finally, statement 104 prints all

the train wheels.

At this point, displayed instructions tell

you how to prepare for and start the second

color print run.

Run 2 statement 201's LPRINT advances

the paper to print line 1, F5 prints five full

graphic blocks, D7 prints blue around the

uppermost smoke puff, then FB;F4 codes

print 24 more full graphic blocks. Since the

C & S Electronics Mart Ltd
32 E. Main Street, Milan, Michigan 48160

26-1061 Model 111 4K Lev J $ 650 00

26-1062 Model 111 16K Lev II 820 00

26-1065 Model 111 48K 1 disk 1750 UO

26-1066 Mod 1I148K2 diskRS 232 2250 00

26-4002 64K Model II 1 disk 3400.00

26-3001 Color Comp 4KLev 1 350 00

26-3002 Color Comp 16K Lev I! eM 495 00

26-3003 Color Comp 32K Lev 11 exi 645 00

26-3022 ODrive (or C C 540 00

26-3023 ].3 Dnves for C C 360 00

26-5000 VideoiBK 4K 360 00

26-5001 Videotex 16K 450 00

26-3501 Pocket Comp 145 00

26-3503 Interface 26 00

26-3505 Pnnlerlnteriace 115 00
Medico/. Legal & other softwares ouatlable

Pnces con change u'lihoui noujicalton AHpntres O'e cash pnces, ihere u<// be a -J"!, handlmg charge lor credit card use

^ 138

%AA L m^mM%M9 Dealer R-491

439-1400 — 439-1508

Colter

48 K 2 disk drive 40 track $1800.00

48K2diskRS232 1875,00

48 K 2 disk'SO track 1950 00

48 K 2 disk/80 track/RS-232 2025 00

Printers

Comet Printer 350.00

StarwnterTractor 1695.00

Line Printer V 1595 00

Cltoh8510 700.00

Line Pnnter VI 1050.00

Line Printer Vll 360.00

Line Printer Vlll 720,00

Daisy Wheel 11 1800.00

Quick Pnnter 275,00

Quick Pnnter 11 170.00

Plotter 1320 00

^See List ot Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, Septemberl982 • 171



printer was turned off and then on in re-

sponse to instructions, it now prints blue in

normal mode. Statement 202 and 203 pat-

tern codes print lines 2 and 3 to silhouette

the train in white. Finally, STR!NG$(30,163)

in statement 2304 prints 30 code A3 pat-

terns to complete the blue sky background.
The A3 pattern string overprints the train's

wheels without noticeably changing their

color. A graphic pattern's ASCII decimal
value (163, in this case) must be used for the

STRINGS function.

Run 3 statement 301 's LPRI NT advances
the paper to print line 1, EM turns on the em-
phasize mode, and LF moves the paper to

print line 2. Statement 303's SA;S1 codes
move the print head 1 1 spaces to line 3, then
12 graphic pattern codes print three
brown passenger coaches. Finally,

STRING$(30,164) in statement 304 prints

30 railroad ties with code A4 patterns.

Run 4 is similar to run 3, except only line 3
is printed.

Run 5 statement 501 turns on the dou-
ble strike mode with code DS, and its

LPRINT+ LF-i- LF advances the paper to

print line 3. Note that plus signs are used to

separate the line-feed codes since the

MX-80 ignores any line-feed command fol-

lowed by a semicolon. Statements 504 and
505 print the line 4 and 5 green foreground
with STRING$(30,216) and full-block code
FC, respectively.

Run 6 statement 601 turns on the double-

strike mode and line-feeds the paper to

print line 2. Statement 603's SB;S5 codes
move the print head 25 spaces, then CO
prints a rear deck on the caboose. The
double-strike mode elongates the printed

pixel's three vertical dot columns to

simulate an iron railing. Statement 604's

code DX turns off the double-strike mode,
EM turns on the emphasized mode, and
STRING$(30,45) prints 30 hyphens to

Simulate a railroad track. The emphasized
mode elongates the hyphens to reduce the

small spaces between them. Two black
print runs are used since the train's wheels
(run 1) and the railroad track (run 6 hyphens)
appear on the same print line (4).

Do not place the double-strike off code
(DX) at the end of line you want printed in

double-strike mode. Upon seeing the off

code enter its input buffer, the MX-80 will

immediately turn off the double-strike mode
and print the entire line in normal mode. To
turn off the double-strike or emphasized
mode, place DX or EX in the next statement
immediately after LPRINT.

Train art is printed using direct colors on-

ly. The one overprint (blue over train wheels)
in run 2 print line 4 was used to shorten

statement 204.

Printing Color Art

Printer Color Art requires a separate print

run for each color used in the art. The print-

er paper's start position, established for the
first print run, must be exactly the same for

the remaining color print runs. A 20-pound
white bond paper should be used. Thinner
paper tends to buckle, spread and bleed
through more easily so should not be used,
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' INITIALIZE, THEN LOOP THROUGH TITLE AND CODING ROUTINES
1 CLS:CLEARl000:DEFSTRA-X:DEFINTK:{:;OSUB1000iPC = "BLACK"
9 ' STARTING INSTRUCTIONS
10 PRINT" 1. VERIFY THAT PRINTER POWER IS OFF.

"

:PRINTt PRINT" 2

. INSERT PAPER; ALIGN IT WITH FIXED I^DEX MARK ON PRINTER.
20 PR1NT:PR1NT" 3. INSTALL ",PC;" RIBBON IN PRINTER. " ;PRINT:PRI
NT" i. TURN PRINTER POWER ON.":PRINT
30 PRINT" 5. PRESS THE <P> KEY TO START •;PC:" COLOR PRINT RUN
':GOTO100
39 ' NEXT COLOR PRINT RUN INSTRUCTIONS
40 IFPC="DONE"THEN900ELSEGOSUB1100:PRINT" 1. TURN PRINTER POWER
OFF.":PRINT:PRINT" 2. BACKFEED PAPER AT LEAST 1/2-INCH PAST FI
XED INDEX MARK.

50 PRINT:PRINT" 3. INSERT SLIPSHEET BETWEEN RIBBON GUIDE AND PA
PER.": PRINT:PRINT" 4. PUT •fPT;" COLOR RIBBON IN PRINTER. REMO
VE SLIPSHEET. ":PRINT
60 PRINT" 5. CAREFULLY ADVANCE PAPER TO EXACTLY ALIGN INDEX MAR
KS.

70 PRINT:PRINT" 6. TURN PRINTER POWER ON. ": PRINT: PRINT" 7. PRE
SS <P> KEY TO START ";PC;" COLOR PRINT RUN.
79 ' <P> KEY MONITOR
60 P=INKE"i'S:IFP<>"P"THEN80ELSECLS:PRINT'@660,"NOW PRINTING "

; PC -
"

COLOR.

85

90 RETURN
94 '

95

* THIS STATEMENT IS RESERVED FOR PRINTER %

% CODES TO BE USED IN ALL COLOR PRINT RUNS %

* PRINTER COLOR ART %
» FOR 16K LEVEL II TRS-80 MODEL I OR III %

» AND EPSON MX-80 PRINTER IN MX-80 MODE *
* BY! FRANCIS S. KALINOWSKI *

% 16 N. ALDER DRIVE %

% ORLANDO, FL 32807 %

99 ' BLACK COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
100 PC="BLACK":GOSUB80
199 ' BLUE COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
200 CLS!PC = "BLUE":GOSUB40
299 ' BROWN COLOR PRINT RDN SEQUENCE
300 CLS!PC="BROWN":GOSUB40
399 ' RED COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
400 CLSiPC="RED":GOSUB40
499 ' GREEN COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
500 CLS:PC="GREEN":GOSUB40
599 ' END FLAG OR ADDITIONAL COLOR PRINT RUN
600 CLS!PC ="DONE":GOSUB40
699 ' END FLAG OR ADDITIONAL COLOR PRINT RUN
700 CLS;PC="DONE"!GOSUB40
799 ' END FLAG OR ADDITIONAL COLOR PRINT RUN
800 CLS:PC="DONE":GOSUB40
899 ART DONE MESSAGE AND PAPER ADVANCE
900 CLS:PRINT@660, "PRINTER ART IS DONE. " iLPRINTSTRINGS [5, 10) : PRI
NT: PRINT: END
999 ' TITLE DISPLAY
1000 CLS:PRINTCHRS (23) :FORZ=12T097asTEP64
1010 PRINTSZ, "PRINTER COLOR ART";:NEXTZ
1019 DEFINE GRAPHIC PATTERN HEX CODES
1020 A0=CHRS 1160) !Al=CHRS (161) :A2=CHRS (162 ) :A3-CHRS [163) : A4=CHRS
[164):A5=CHRS(165):A6=CHRS(166) :A7=CHRS (167 ) :A8=CHRS (168):A9=CHR
S (169) :AA=CHRS (170) tABK^HRS (171) :AC=-CHR$ (172) :AD=<:HRS (173) :AE-CH
RS(174):AF=<;HR5(175)
1030 B0==CHR$(176) :B1=CHRS(177):B2=CHRS(178) :e3=CHRS (179) :B4=CHRS
(180) :B5=CHRS (181) : B6=CHRS (182) : B7=CHHS (183) :B8-CHRS (194) : B9=CHR
S(165) :BA=CHRS(186):BB=CHRS (187) :BC=CHRS (188) : BD=CHRS (189) !BE=CH
RS(190) :BF=CHRS (191)

1040 C0=CHRS(192)!Cl=CHHS(193) :C2=CHRS (194) :C3=CHR$ (195 ) :C4=CHRS
(196) :C5=CHRS (197) :C6=CHRS (198) :C7K;hRS (199) !C8=CHRS (200) :C9=CHR
5(201) !CA=CHRS (202) :CB=CHRS (203) :CC=CHRS (204) !CD=CHRS (205) iCEKTH
RS(206):CF=CHRS(207)
1050 D0=<:HKS (208) :D1=CHR$ (209) !D2^HRS (210) :D3=<;HRS (211) :D4=CHR5
(212) ;D5-CHRS (2l3) :D6--CHRS (214) :D7=CHRS (215) !D8=CHRS (216) :D9=CHR
S(217)!DA-CHRS(2ie)!DB=CHRS(219) :DC<:HRS (220) :DD=<:HRS (221) :DE=CH
RS(222) :DF=CHRS (223)

1059 ' DEFINE PRINTER CONTROL CODES
1060 ES-CHRS (27) :LF<:HRS(10) !EM=ES-K:HRS (69) :SX-ES-K:HRS (70) :DS=ES
CHBS (71) ;DX-ES+CHBS (72)
1069 DEFINE SPACE STRING CCOES
1070 S1-" ":S2-" "iSS-" " ;S4-Sl+S3 iS5~Sl+S4 :S6=S1+S5! S7-'S1+S6
! se-Sl+S7 ! S9-S1+S8 ! SA-S1+S9 ! SB-SA+SA i SC-SA+SB : SD-SA+SC ; SE=SA+SD

:

SF-SA+SE : SG-SA+SF
1^9 ' DEFINE FDLL-BLOCK STRING CODES
1(180 Fl-DF!F2-Pl-«'l!F3-Fl+F2tP4-Fl+F3iF5-Fl+F4iF6-Fl+F5:F7-Fl+F6
iF8-Fl+F7iF>-Fl+F8:FA-Fl+F9:FB-FA+Fi!FC-FA+FBiFD-FA+FC:FE-FA+FDi
FF-FA+*E 1FG-FA+FF
1090 FORZ-lT0999iHEXTZ
1100 CLSiMlIHT§20,"I NSTRUCT ION S" iPHIHTiRZTURN

Program Listing 1. Printer Coior Art



G TOOLS FOR YOU
RS-80® MODEL I AND MODELm

INSTANT ASSEMBLER
The INSTANT ASSEMBLER is a powerful disk or tape-based assembler and debugger for

the TRS-80. Now you can assemUe directly to memorv and Immeaately debug your

program with the built in sin^e stepping debugger. Quickly switch from assembler to

debu^er and back again without lo^ng the source code. This feature makes INSTANT

ASSEMBLER an excellent learning tool for assembly language programming.

[NSTANT ASSEMBLER is absolutely unique among (ape based assemblers in that it

produces relocatable code modules that can be linked with the separate LINKING LOADER,

which is supplied in two versions for loading programs into either high or low RAM. This lets

you build long programs with small modules. INSTANT ASSEMBLER also features im-

mediate detection of errors as the source code is entered, a compactly coded source format

that uses 1/3 as much memory as standard source, and many operational features including

single stroke enfry of DEFB and DEFW, pinpoint control of listings, alphabetic listing of

symbol table, separate commands for listing error lines or the symbol table, block move

function, and vcriflcalion of source tapes.

INSTANT ASSEMBLER'S debu^er provides single stepping with full re^ster dsplays,

dedmal or hex entry of addresses, forward or backward memory displays, disassembly of

ob)ect code in memory, memory display in ASCII format, and hex-to-decimal or dedmal-

fo-hex conversion. The single -stepper will step one instruction at aCme or at a fast rate to any

defined address,

INSTANT ASSEMBLER occupies less than 8400 bytes of memory. In a 16K machine this

will leave you enough memory to write assembly language programs of around 2000 bytes.

This and its module-bnking feature make INSTANT ASSEMBLER ideal for users with only

16K machines. The instrucdon manual may be purchased separately for $3, which will apply

towards the purchase of the INSTANTASSEMBLER. In addlBon to disk I/O, the disk version

includes a stand-alone version of the debugger

Specify Model I or Model HI. TAPE INTASM $29.95 on tape

Specify Model I or Modpl III. DISK INTASM $35.95 on disk

RESTORE DAMAGED TAPES WITH RESQ2
Cassette recordings are subjecl lu seueral types of damage. Thin spots in the oxide, dirt,

voltage fluctuations while reccs'ding. or stray magnetic fields can all contribute to lost or

added bits, RESQ2 was written to provide a method of restoring tapes that can no longer be

loaded for these reasons. It can restore BASIC, SYSTEM, ASSEMBLER, and DATA tapes,

RESQ2 compares two copies of the damaged tape to attempt a restoration, though restora-

tion can often be accomplished with only one copy After the damaged data is corrected in

memory, a new tape may be recorded and verified which does not contain the errors. The

success rate of RESQ2 wSl depend on the severity and quantity of errors. RESQ2 comes with

a comprehensive user manual and examples of two types of 'crashed' programs to practice

on.

Specify Model 1 or Model III. RESQ2 $19.95 on tape

RAM SPOOLER AND PRINT FORMATTER
This program is a full feature print formatting package featuring user defineable line and page

length (with line feeds inserted between words or after punctuation), screen dump, printer

pause control, and baud rate selecSon. In addition, printing is done from a 4K expandable

buffet area so that the LPRINT or LLISTcommand returns control to the user while printing is

being done. Ubrks with cassette or disk systems. Idea! for Selectric or other slow printers.

Allows printing and processing to run concurrently. Output may be directed to either the

parallel port, serial port, or the video screen. 80 Microcomputing said "I can only give my

highest recommendation of Spooler and Mumford Micro Systems."

Specif Model I or Model IIL SPOOLER $16.95 on laji^, $21.95 on disk

DUPLICATE SYSTEM TAPES WITH CLONE
Make duplicate copies of almost any tape including Basic. SYSTEM, data lists, assembler

source, or "custom loaders". The file name, load address, entry point, and every byte (in

ASCII formal) are displayed on the video screen. Model III ver^on allows changng tape

speed so you can load in a tape at 500 baud and write it out at 1500.

Specify Model I ot Model III. CLONE $16.95 on tape, $21.95 on disk

MACHINE CODE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM
Written by Dr, A.H. Gray, Jr., co-author (with J.D. Markel) of [he classic text Linear

Prediction of Speech", this complete package includes 3 versions of the machine language

FFTASM routine assembled for 16, 32, and 48K machines, a short sample Basic program to

access them, a lOK Basic program which Includes sophisticated interactive graphing and data

manipulation, and a manual of instructions and examples. The machine language sub-

routines use variables defined by a supporting Basic program to make data entry and retrieval

automatic, without PEEKs and POKEs. They perform 20 to 40 times faster than their Basic

equivalent (256 points in 12.5 seconds), and handle up to a 1024 point complex FFT The

FFT is useful in analyong slock market and comocUty ti^nds as well as for signal analysis.

Specify Model I or Model HI. FFTASM $49.95 on tape

FFTASM on disk ttlth source code $69.95

INSIDE LEVEL 11
The Programmers Guide to the TRS-80 ROMS

INSIDE LEVF.L II is a romprehtnsive reference guide Id the Model I iiiid Model III ROMs
wliicli allows the machine language or Basic programmer to easily utilise the sophisticated

rautint's thuy contain. Concisely explains set-ups, calling sequences, and variable passaye

for number conversion, arithmetic operations, and mathematical functions, as well as

keyboard, tape, and i^deo routines. Part II presents an entirely new composite program

structure which loads under theSYSTEM command and executes in both Basic and machine

code wnth the speed and efficiency of a compiler In addition the 18 chapters include a large

body of other information useful to the programmer including tape formats, RAM useage,

relocation of Basic programs, USR call expansion, creating SYSTEM tapes iii your own
programs, interfacing of Basic variables directly with machine code, and special precautions

for disk systems. INSIDE LEVEL li was reviewed in the April 1982 issue of 80 Mkrocompul-
ingwhichsaid"Thebookhas no flaws; it is a perfect gem." Byte Magazine said "I recommend
this book to serious machine language programmers.'

Includes updates for Model III. INSIDE LEVEL II $15.95

SINGLE STEP THROUGH RAM OR ROM
STtPSO allows you to step through any Basic or machine language piogtam one instruction

at a time, and see the address, hexadecimal value, Zilog mnemonic, renter contents, and

step count for each instruction. The top 14 lines of the video screen are left unaltered so that

the "target program" may perform its display functions unobstructed. STEP80 will follow

program flow nght into the ROMs, and is an invaluable aid in learning how the ROM routines

function. Commands include step (Irace), disassemble, run in step mode at variable step rale,

display or alter memory or CPU registers, jump to memory location, execute a CALL, set

breakpoints in RAM or ROM, write SYSTEM tapes, and relocate lo any page in RAM. The

display may also be routed io your line printer through the device control block so custom

print drivers arc automatically supported.

Specify Model I ot Model III. STEP80 $16.95 on tape, $21,95 on disk

SMART TERMINAL PROGRAM
This machine language program may be used as a smart terminal with time share systems or

forhtghspeedfile transfers between two disk-based micros over modems or direct wire. It is

menu driven and extremely simple !o use. Functions include real-time lemiinal mode, save

RAM buffer on disk, transmit disk file, receive binary files, examine and modify UART
parameters, program 8 custom log-on messages, automatic 16-bit checksum verification of

accurate b-ansmission and reception, and rrany more user conveniences. Supports line

printers and lowercase characters. With this program you wnll no longer need to convert

machine language programs to ASCII for transmls^on. and you will know immediately if the

transmission was accurate

Specify Model I or Model III. TELCOM $39.95 on disk

DISK INDEX VERSION 3.0
Our exccllentdlsk indexing program has now been entirely rewritten in machine language. It

will run on either a Mode! 1 or Model III and catalog disks for either machine regardless of

which one Is running it (Model 1 owners must have doubleden^ to catalog Model 111 disks.)

DISK INDEX will assemble an index of your entire program Hbrary by automatically reading

program names and free space from each disk directory. The indexmay ttien be alphabetized

or searched for any disk, program, or extension. Ksks or programs may be added or deleted,

and the whole index or any part may be sent to tfie printet The index itselfmay also be stored

on disk fiDf future access and update. A 48K machine will hdd over 2500 programs in each

index, and you may build as many indexes as you need. Vfersion 3.0 runs substantially faster

than our previous version and works with any operatlhg system written for the Model I or

Model III except CP/M.

Specify Model I or Model III. INDEX 3.0 $29.95 on disk

4 SPEED OPTIONS FOR YOUR TRS-80
The SK-2clock modification aliowsCPU speeds to be switched between normal, an increase

of 50%, or a 50% reduction; selectable atany time without Interrupting execution or crashing

the program. Instructions are also ^ven for a 100% increase to 3.54 MHz, TheSK-2 maybe
configured by the user to change speed vM\ a toggle switch or on software command. It will

automatically return to normal speed any time a disk is active, requires no change to the

operafing system, and has provisions for addingan LED to Indicate when the computer Is not

at normal speed It mounts Inside the keyboard unit with only 4 necessary connections for the

switch option (switch not included), and is easily removed ifthe computer ever needs service.

The SK-2 comes fully assembled with socketed IC's and illustrated instructions.

Model I only. SK-2 $24.95

RAMTEST
Tins machine language program is a very thorough test for several types of IWM errors and

willindicatewhichchip, if any, is faulty. Ilalsotncludesaseparatelestfor power line glitches

Specify Model I or Model 111. RAMTEST $12.95 on tape. $17,95 on disk

r

4

UMFO
ICRO
YSTEMS

postage and handling. California residents add 6% sales tax. Visa. Ma^^aVgi^- ^rid COD
' 3rs accepted SPECIFY MODEL I OR MODEL HI. Dealep tt>«^^,^y^^ : :

|c 400-E Summerland, California 93(

Quality software since 1978 /, >,'~. ^ V ;,
_
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except for one-run color proofing.

Paper edge and fixed index marks pro-

vide an accurate means for repositioning

the paper between print runs. Establish

ttiese index marl^s as follows:

• Feed ttie paper into thie printer and en-

gage its pinfeed holes with the pins on
both tractor-feed mechanisms.

• Lock the left feed mechanism. Leave the

right mechanism unlocked to minimize
paper buckling during print runs,

• Using the printer's paper-feed knob, ad-

vance the paper until the first fanfoid

crease moves up past the print head.

• Attach a short strip of white, sticky-back

label to the outer rear surface area on top

of the right feed mechanism. Position the

iabel strip with its left edge adjacent to

the printer paper's right edge.

• Using a fine-point pencil, draw a straight

index line across the paper's edge and
the fixed label strip. The two resulting

marks will be used as paper repositioning

indices for subsequent color print runs.

Load and start the Printer Color Art pro-

gram. Displayed instructions tell you what
to do in a specific order. The last instruction

tells you to press the P key to start the first

color print run.

New instructions appear after each color

print run. These instructions teli you to turn

the printer off, reposition the paper, insert a
slipsheet, change ribbon, remove slipsheet,

align index marks, turn printer on, and start

the next color print run. Follow all instruc-

tions exactly and in the given order.

When instructed, rewind the paper by
carefully backfeeding it with the paper-feed

knob while gently pulling straight aft on the

paper's trailing part. Use just enough rear-

ward puli to eliminate paper slack in the

print head area. Continue backfeeding in

this manner until the paper's Index mark
moves at least V? inch past the fixed index

mark.

The slipsheet referenced in the instruc-

tions can be any thin piece of paper about
six inches square. Inserted between the art

paper and print head's ribbon guide, the

slipsheet prevents accidental color smudg-
ing during ribbon changes.

When instructed, carefully advance the

paper to exactly align its index mark with

the fixed index mark. Carefully means very

slowly during the last few clicks of the feed

knob. One click too many can throw the

next print run out of registration by one
print dot. If you pass the fixed index mark,

backfeed the paper about Vi inch (don't for-

get the gentle pull aft) and try aligning the

index marks again.

Do not pull on or move any part of the pa-

per during a color print run. Let the tractor-

feed mechanism advance the paper normal-

ly. Any external tension on the paper may
shift the slight clearance around feed pins

and skew the paper out of alignment. Sud-
den misalignment will cause horizontal or

vertical streaking during a color print run.

Displayed messages identify the col-

or being printed. When the last print run

ends, you will get a "Printer Art Done"
message and five line feeds. That is it
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until the program is restarted for another
color art printout.

A color art printout with a wavy surface
can be flattened and smoothed in two ways.
It can be placed between two pieces of

clean white paper and pressed with a cloth-

ing iron set to low heat, or placed under a
stack of magazines overnight.

Doing Your Own Art

Printer Color Art requires some sketching

material, color pencils, programming
guides, and color ribbon cartridges. You
may have to wait for ribbon cartridges if

they are not available locally. However, you
can start preliminary work and do the print-

run programming witfi materials that are

available.

You will need a sheet of graph paper for

your printer art sketch. Get a sheet large

enough to accommodate 80 graphic blocks

horizontally and at least 35 blocks vertical-

ly. Using a black ball-point or nylon-tip pen,

line the graph paper off in 2-by-3-pixel

blocks, as shown in Fig. 2. Number the

chart's print lines consecutively, starting

with one at the fop.

Take your newly completed layout chart

to the nearest quick-print shop. They will re-

produce it (up to 1 1 by 17 inches) for about
15 cents per copy. Save the original as a

master for more copies when needed. Work

'Color ribbon cartridges

can transform your

MX-80 into a versatile

color printer."

with the copies. You can tape two chart

copies together for printer art sketches that

exceed 35 print tines. Program Listing 1 can
accommodate up to 99 LPRINT statements

to fill as many print lines during a color print

run. That is enough lines to sketch a sky-

scraper or a very tall sailing ship.

Lightly sketch your intended art's fore-

ground, background and art shapes. When
the sketch looks good, fill in all the layout

chart squares (pixels) which form the art

shapes. Also fill in the background and fore-

ground with their respective colors. Your art

sketch is ready for color-run programming
when all its color areas are filled in.

A numbered guide strip or scale with

block-width spacing marks can simplify the

programming task. You can make one of

these easily. Cut the bottom line of blocks

off a layout chart copy, then paste or tape it

along the edge of a cardboard strip. Num-
ber the guide strip's blocks consecutively,

starting with one at its left end. Place the

finished guide strip below the art sketch
line to be programmed, and use it to get

quick counts of consecutive spaces, full

blocks, and pattern strings.

Program the least-used color for the first

print run, starting with statement 100. Defer
the most-used color for the last print run.

The great amount of pin hammering during

a large color area print run peens the paper
and spreads it laterally. When a large color

area is printed first, subsequent lesser area
print runs may leave thin white gaps be-"

tween adjoining colors. These gaps widen
noticeably in right areas of color printouts.

In statement 100, make PC equal the col-

or for the first print run. Insert the print-den-
sity code (EM or DS, if used) immediately
after LPRINT of statement 101, Follow the

print-density code with LP codes (if needed)

or with codes for spaces and graphic pat-

terns to be printed on line 1. Do not use a
semicolon after any line-feed code; it will

suppress the line feed. Separate linefeed

codes with a plus sign.

See Fig. 1 for printer control, graphic
pattern, space string and full-block string

codes. Program all art sketch lines that

have the first print-run color. Number the

statements 100 plus the art sketch line

number.

Program all remaining color print runs in

the same manner, but starting with state-

ment numbers 200, 300 and so forth. Make
sure that the statement following the last

color print run contains end flag: PC =
"DONE."

Key in or load Printer Color Art first. If dif-

ferent, change PC = "BLACK" at the end of

statement 1 to PC ;= "(your first run color)."

Key in all color print-run filt-in statements
for your printer art. When done, list and vis-

ually check all your keyed-in statements.
Look for and delete statements ending
with semicolons. If one is left there, it will

suppress a normal line feed. Look for acci-

dentally inserted commas between graph-
ic pattern codes. Left in, a comma will tab
the next graphic pattern 16 spaces, leave

a gap, and overflow the print line's graph-
ic patterns to the next line.

Save the program; then try running the

program with the printer off. You may be
able to cycle through all the color print runs
and uncover syntax errors that crept in dur-

ing program key-in. I can vehfy Printer Color
Art programs that way with an Epson cable
between the MX-80 artd the expansion inter-

face parallel printer port. Your system hook-

up may also allow such dry runs of printer

art programs. If not, and your TRS-80 locks

up, turn printer on and press break.

After the program checks out, attempt
your color printout. Compare the printed art

with your original art sketch. Wrong pat-

terns can be spotted easily and corrected

by changing pattern codes in the bad print

line's statement.

iViore Art Examples

A business chart can be very pleasant art

when sales are on an upswing. And there Is

no need for a color plotter if you have an
MX-80 with color ribbon cartridges. Figures
shows what can be done; Program Listing 3

shows how it is done. Using the double-

strike mode for all vertical components of

the chart minimizes tiny horizontal streaks



across these components.

The Chart Art program uses several

For. . .To loops to print consecutive and

identical print lines during print runs. It also

defines and uses full-line string variables to

print identical but separate lines.

In first-run statement 100, for example,

string variable IB contains codes that print

the chart's left and right edges with 24

spaces between them- Upon program start,

statement 101 prints the chart's top edge,

and then statement 102's For... To loop

prints chart edge segments {TB) on print

lines 2 through 8. At that point, statement

109's For... To loop starts printing the

chart's outer edges and the K$ vertical

scale line on the next 24 print lines. Finally,

statement 133 prints the month scale's hori-

zontal iine, 134's TB prints another pair of

chart edge segments, and 135 finishes the

chart's bottom edge.

Second print-run statement 200 defines

LD as 21 hyphens. Statement 201 's code

EM turns on the emphasized mode for all al-

phanumeric characters and horizontal

scale lines (hyphens). CHR$(14) in state-

ment 202 prints '1982-Sales" in double-

width mode to provide a conspicuous chart

title. Since the double-width mode turns off

automatically at the end of a print line,

statements 204, 206 and 208 print "Hard-

ware, Sundries, Dry Goods," and K$ chart

entries in normal-width mode. Statement

209's decrementing For... To loop prints

vertical scale mariners 8 through 1 and each

markers hyphen string (LD). LP + LP codes

in the loop skip two print lines between ver-

tical scale markers. Finally, statements 233

and 234 print the baseline and the month

markers, respectively.

Blue, green and red print runs are similar,

except for height of the printed month sales

columns. Blueprint-run statement 300 rede-

fines LD as a space plus a CA pattern. It

also defines LC as a string of 10 LD codes.

Statements 303 and 304 print the blue col-

umn identifier segment adjacent to the

chart's sundries entry, STR1NG$(13,10) in

statement 305 advances the paper to print

line 18, just above the two tallest blue col-

umns. Statements 319-321 print all uneven

upper portions of the 10 blue columns. At

that point, statement 322's For, , .To loop

starts printing LD(10 blue columns) down to

just short of the baseline. Finally, state-

ment 333 extends the blue column ends to

the baseline.

The green print run (statements 400-433)

uses variables LB, LD and LC as defined for

the blue print run. These variables are rede-

fined for the red print run to place all red col-

umns between the blue and green columns.

Butterfly Art

Figure 4 shows how one program can

produce different art effects when its print

run colors are switched. Butterfly Art (Pro-

gram Listing 4) is arranged to print red, blue,

black and green on a normal brown back-

ground as shown in the left panel.

Two black print runs are used to provide

double-strike and emphasized black densi-

ties on several print lines. First-run state-

^See Lisl of Advertisers on page 339
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ments 101-135 print the panel's border, but-

terfly's antennae and pussy willow buds in

double-strike black. Variable TB, defined in

statement 100, is used alone in several

statements and in a For. . .To loop to print

border segments on print lines that do not

have buds.

Second-run statements 208-217 print the

butterfly's head, body and wing outlines in

emphasized black.

Emphasized red and normal blue print

runs fill in the butterfly's wing colors. A dou-
ble-strike green print run prints random veg-

etation in the panel's lower area and the

catkin supports throughout the panel.

Tviio brown print runs complete the panel.

Emphasized brown-run statements 601-635
print all the pussy willow branches. Finally,

normal brown-run statements 701-733 fill

the background with patterns that leave

white pussy willow catkins on the branches.

The normal brown run also overprints the
branches and their black buds to darken
them. The overprint scheme reduces the

number of pattern codes needed to fill the
background.

Program Listing 4 also printed the Fig.

4 center panel, but with tvi/o color substitu-

tions. A brown instead of red ribbon was
used for the third print run, then a red in-

stead of brown ribbon was used for the sev-

enth (background) print run. Overprinting

the branches with red during the final run

gave them a reddish-brown shade com-
pared to medium brown In the left panel.

The Fig. 4 right panel was printed simi-

larly, but a brown instead of blue ribbon was
used in the fourth print run, then a blue in-

stead of brown ribbon was used in the sev-

enth print run. The final run's blue over-

print produced almost black pussy wiltow

branches.

Castle Art

Figures is an example of depth and detail

that can be achieved with various color den-

sities, mixed-color shades, and non-graphic

characters. Castle Art (Program Listing 5)

produces the art with seven color print runs:

double-strike black, emphasized red, nor-

mal blue, normal green, normal brown,

double-strike brown, and finally empha-

97 ' PROGRAM LISTING 2. TRAIN ART [1.06K)
98 ' NOTE: ADD STATEMENTS 1-90 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1,

99 ' BLACK EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
100 PC="BLACK EM":GOSUB80
101 LPRINTEM
102 LPRINTS4rC0
103 LPRINTS4;DE;DCiDC;DFjCl;DCjB4
104 LPRINTS4:A2)A0)A2fAllA2)A0;Al;A2|A0;A2;A0;A2;A0lA2;A0,-A2;A0;
A2;A0;A2:A2
199 ' BLUE COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
200 CLS:PC = "BLUE";GOSUB40
201 LPRINTF5;D7;PB,-F4

202 LPRINTF4;BF;DEjFB;F4
203 LPRINTF<l;Al,-A3;A3;A0!BE;A3;CBiS3;CA;S3;CA|S3;CA;Al;A0;AB!F4
204 LPRINTSTBINGS (30,163)
299 ' BROWN EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
300 CLS:PC="BROWN EM":GOSUB40
301 LPRINTEM+LF
303 LPRINTSA;S1;D7;D7;D7jB5;D7;D7;D7)B5;D7jD7;D7,-B5
304 LPRIMTSTBINGS(30,164)
399 ' RED EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCJE .

400 CLS:PC="RED EM":GOSUB40
401 LPRINTEM +LF
403 LPRINTSB;S3;DE;DB;B4
499 ' GREEN DE COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
500 CLS:PC="GREEN DS"!GOSUB40
501 LPRINTDS+LF+LF
504 LPRINTSTRINGS (30,216)
505 LPRINTFC
599 ' BLACK DS PRINT RUN FOR CABOOSE REAR DECK AND TRAIN TRACK
600 CLS:PC= "BLACK DS":GOSUB40
601 LPRINTDE+LF
.603 LPRINTSB,-S5;C0

604 LPRINTDX;EM;STRINGS(30,45) : ' ASCII 45 IS A HYPHEN
699 ' END FLAG OR ADDITIONAL COLOR PRINT RUN
700 CLS;PC="DONE":GOSUB40
699 ' NOTE: ADD STATEMENTS 9)30-1100 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1.

Program Listing 2. Train Art

Program Listing 3. Chart Art

97 PROGRAM LISTING 3, CHART ART [I,7SK)
98 ' NOTE: ADD STATEMENTS 1-90 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1.
99 ' BLACK DS COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
100 PC="BLACK DS":GOSUB80!TB=CA+SB+S4+B5
101 LPRINTDS;CA;STRING5 (24,163) ;B5
102 F0RZ=1T07:LPRINTTB:NEXTZ
109 F0RZ=1T024 : LPRINTCA ; S2 j CA; SB ; SI ; B5 :NEXT2
133 LPRINTCA ;S2;AAr STRINGS (20,172) fA4;B5

Program Usimg 3 Conimues

Sized brown. Additionally, a double-strike

plus emphasized brown density is obtained
by printing all castle towers' right edges
during run 6 and run 7.

First-run statement 100 defines string

variable TB as left and right border seg-

ments with 23 spaces between them. TB
prints the edge segment pair on individual

lines (statements 102 and 106) and in

For. ..To loops prints successive lines

(statements 114 and 131). Statements 103

and 104 print an exclamation point and an
uppercase I, respectively, to simulate a flag-

pole. Statement 105 prints four underline

dashes, then statements 109 and 110 print

hyphens to accentuate the castle's para-

pets. Other statements print castle win-

dows, door sections and corresponding re-

flections in the foreground water.

The second run prints the castle's flag

and tower roof, three tree shapes, and red

reflections in the water. Line-feed strings in

statements 208 and 217 advance the paper
over print lines that do not have red pat-

terns.

The third run prints the cloudy sky back-

ground, four tree shapes, and parts of the

foreground water.

The fourth run prints the landscape (mi-

nus tree trunks and roadway) and parts of

the foreground water. Overprinting during

this run changes four trees to a bluish-

green shade and three others to a deep ma-
roon shade.

Three brown print runs color the castle,

landscape, shoreline and reflections in vari-

ous densities. Normal brown run 5 prints all

castle-tower left edges, the ieft wall, road-

way, beach and left-edge parts of the cas-

tle's reflections. This run also overprints

landscape areas surrounding the trees to

provide a greenish-brown shade. The over-

print leaves one green tree and some irregu-

lar green strips on the near landscape.

Run 6 prints each tower's left-center area
and right edge, the right wall, all tree trunks,

and corresponding reflections in double-

strike brown. Code EM in statement 622

turns on the emphasized mode for a darker

printout of the cliff shoreline. Code EX in

statement 625 turns off the emphasized
mode to restore double-strike printing on re-

maining lines.

Run 7 prints each tower's right-center

area and right edge and corresponding

parts of tower reflections. Run 7 also prints

several vertical bars on the cliff shoreline to

simulate corners and indentations.

Snoopy Art

Program Listing 6 demonstrates the max-
imum width color art that can be printed on
the MX-80. Snoopy Art printed the 80-block-

by-40-line framed art with six color print

runs. The actual printout measures 8 by

6 9/16 inches. The program uses temporarily

defined string variables to minimize coding
requirements for recurring pattern groups.

It also uses non-graphic characters to add
structural details to the Red Baron's
triplane.

Normal black run 1 prints Snoopy's body
lines, the radio's top and right sides, and un-
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derline dashes to accentuate the triplane's

top wing. Run 1 also prints Snoopy's nose
and the frame's inner and outer edges for

later overprint with double-strike brown.

Statement 100 defines TB as two frame
edge segments with two spaces between
them. TB is the first and last code used in

statements that print lines with other nor-

mal black characters or patterns on them.
Statement 185 prints left and right frame

edge segment pairs with 72 spaces be-

tween them. For. . .To statements 104 and
113 loop through statement 185 to print

lines that do not have other normal black

characters or patterns.

Emphasized black run 2 prints all black

parts not printed in the first run. These parts

include Snoopy's eye pupil, goggle frame,

earphone, microphone and cord, and the ra-

dio's front panel. Statement 200 defines

lowercase o, left slash and right slash

codes for use in statements 208-210. Code
SO prints the Red Baron's head and the tri-

plane's propeller hub. LS and RS codes
print the plane's wing and landing gear

struts.

Double-strike brown run 3 prints

Snoopy's helmet and the art frame, except

for the art credit slot. Run 3 also overprints

Snoopy's nose, the frame's normal black

edges, plus the horizon line and runway for

later overprint with green.

Emphasized red run 4 overprints the

frame's center line and directly prints all red

shapes within the frame. Statement 400 re-

defines TB as a space, two pattern halves

which form a full block, and a space. The re-

definition permits use of existing statement

185 in For. . .To loops of statements 410,

427 and 434. TB now prints red blocks down
the centers of left and right frame sections.

Green run 5 starts out in the normal-den-

sity mode and ends in the double-strike

mode. Statement 501's string of six line

feeds advances the paper to print line 7.

Statements 508-512 then print Snoopy's
goggle lenses normal green. At that point,

statement 513 turns on the emphasized
mode and advances the paper to the first

background mountain top. Subsequent
statements print the mountains and the air-

field, overprinting the brown horizon line

and runway, and the radio's normal black

right side.

Normal-blue run 6 completes the art

printout. This run prints patterns that

outline the clouds. Snoopy and his words,

the antenna, and the radio waves. Farther

down, blue patterns overprint the green
mountains and Snoopy's shadow to shade
them bluish-green. Finally, statement 639
turns on the emphasized mode and prints

the art credit line in the frame's white credit

slot.

Readers can get a reproducible 11-by-16-

inch art layout chart, an enlarged pattern

code chart (like Fig. 1), and some program-
ming guides by mailing $1 to the author.H

Francis Kalinowski is retired, having

spent 28 years in the U.S. Air Force and 20

years as a commercial electronic teciinical

writer.
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Program Lisling 3 Continued

134 LPRINTTB
135 LPRINTCA;STRINGS (24,208) !B5
199 ' BLACK EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
200 CLS:PC="BLflCK EM" ; GO3UB40:LD=STRINGS [21 , "-"]

201 LPRINTEM
202 LPRINTCHRS (14] ;" 1982~SALES" ;U
204 LPRINTS4;"HARDWAB£ SUNDBIES";LF
206 LPRINTS4,-"DRY GCX)DS";LF
208 LPRINT" KS"
209 FORSK-STOlSTEP-l : LPRINTSl ; ZK; LD ,LF-^LF : KEXTZK
233 LPRINT" 0"

234 LPRINT" MO J F M A M J J A S 0"

299 BLUE DS COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
300 CLS:PC="BLUE DS" :GOSUB40:LD=A0+CA;LC=LD-^LD+LD+LD+LD+LD+LD+LD
+LD+LD
301 LPRIKTDS;LF
303 LPRINTSA;S4jB0
304 LPRINTSA;S4;B5
305 LPRINTSTRINGS (23,10)
319 LPRINTSA;S6;C8;SljC0rS3;C8
3 20 LPRINTSA;S2;C0;S1;C8;LD,-LD;LD;LD
321 LPRINTS6;C0;Sl;C0;S2)LD;LD;LDjLD;LD:LD
322 FORZ=lT011:LPRINTS3;LC:NEXTZ
333 LB=A0+fi2:LPRINTS3;LB,-LB;LB;LB!LB;LBjLBjLB;LB)LB
399 ' GREEN DS COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
400 CLS:PC="GREEN DS":GOSUB40; ' LB, LD, a LC SftME AS FOR BLUE
401 LPRINTDS;LF+LF+LF
405 LPRINTS3;B0
406 LPRINTS3;BS
407 LPRINTSTRINGS (5,10)
413 LPR1NTSB;S3;C0
414 LPRINTSB;Sl;C0;IiD
415 LPRINTSA;LD;S3;C0;S4;LD;LD
416 LPRINTS4iLDjSl;CS:Sl;C0;LD;LD;LD;Sl;C8;LDjLD!LD
417 FORZ=lT016:LPRIHTS4;LC:NEXTZ
43 3 LPRINTS4;LB;LB,-LB;LB;LB,-LB!LB;LB;LB;LB
499 ' RED EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
500 CLS:PC="RED EM" ! GOSUB40:LD=A^+B5: LC=S4-1-LD+LD+LD+LD+LD+LD+LD+
LD+LD+LD
501 LPRINTEM ;LF

503 LPRINTS3;B0
504 LPRINrS3;B5
505 LPRINTLF+LF+LF-t-LF

510 LPRINTSA;S5fB0;S1,-B4;S1jB0
51 1 LPRINTSA ,- S3 ; B4 ; LD ; LD ; LD ; LD ; Sl ; B0
512 LPRINTS9;B0;LD;LD;LD;LD;LD;LD;LD
513 LPRINTS5;B4;LD;LD;LD;LDjLD;IiDjLD;LD;LD
514 F0RZ=1T019:LPRINTLC:HEXTZ
533 LB=A0+Al:LPRINTS4,-LB;LB;LBfLB:LB;LB,-LBjLB;LB,-LB
599 ' END FLAG OR ADDITIONAL COLOR PRINT RUN
600 CLS:PC="DONE":GOSUB40
699 ' NOTE: ADD STATEMENTS 900-1100 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1.

Program Listing 4. Butterfly Art

97 PROGRAM LISTING 4. BUTTERFLY ART (5.45K)
98 NOTE: ADD STATEMENTS 1-90 OF PROGFAM LISTING 1.

99 BLACK DS COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
100 PC-"BLACK DS":GOSUB80!TB=B5-<-SB-tS3+CA
101 LPR1NTDS!B7 J STRINGS (23,163) jCB
102 F0RZ=lTO4 iLPRINTTB : NEXT2
106 LPRINTB5 ; SA ; S 2 ; AA i SA ; CA
107 LPRINTB5; SB ! Sl ; C8 J Sl ; CA
108 LPRINTTB
109 LPRINTB5 ; SB ; S2 , fl5 ; CA
iia LPRINTTB
111 LPRINTB5;Sl;B0,-S9;B5iSA;Sl|CA
112 LPRINTB5;SljAl;S7;A2;A3;SRlS2lCA
113 LPRINTTB: LPRINTTB
115 LPRIHTB5;SB;S2;A5;CA
116 LPRINTTB : LPRINTTB
118 LPRINTBS; S2 ; CB ,- SB ;CA
119 LPRINTTB : LPRINTTB
121 LPRINTBS J 58; C0; SA J S4 ; CA
122 LPRINTB5 ; S8 ; A2 ; SA ; S4 ) CA
123 LPRINTTB : LPRINTTB
125 LPRINTBS i SB ; AA ; S2 ; CA
126 LPRINTB5;Sl;C8;SA;S4,-B0jS6;CA
127 LPRINTBS ; 35; C0; S3 ;B0;SA; S3 ;CA
128 LPRINTBS ; S5;B2; S3 J Al;SA;E3;CA
129 LPRINTBS; S5;A1;SA;S7;CA
130 LPRINTBS ;S5,- 00 J S2;C0;S8!C0iS2iC0!S2;CA
131 LPRINTBS ; Sl r A5 ; S6 ; A2 ; S1;B4 J S6

J

A2;S2;A2;S2;CA
132 LPRINTTB
133 LPRINTB5;S2;C0!S2;AAfSAiA5jS4jAA!SliCA
134 LPRINTB5;S2;A2tSA;Sl;AA;S8!CA

Program Lisling 4 Continues

Circle 542 on ReaOer Service card —
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program Listing 4 Continued

135 LPRINTD5;STRINGS<23,2fJ8);DA
199 ' BLACK SM COLOR PRINT RUN SE2UENCE
20fJ CLS : PC= "BLACK EM":GOSUB40
201 LPRINTEM; STRINGS (6, 10)

208 LPRINT5A;S5iC0}AC;BC
209 LPRINTSA;S4;C8;Al;A2;B4
210 LPRlNTSAjS3iC0iA5jS2;C5
211 LPRINTSA;S3;CAjS3,D2jA4
212 LPRINTS8jD(J)D0|D0(Sl;AFjB2;C4;C0ia6;ACiAC
213 LPRDlTS5iD8jB3|A3jS3jA3;A9;BA;DD;D9;S3;C8
,214 LPRINTS5;AljA2jC4;S3iB8jA6;fl2;B6,-CD;A9!C4
J215 LPRINTS8iA3(A5(C9iAliS2;C9iSliAljS2;A2|A4
216 LPRINTSArADrD0iS2tDA
217 LPRINTSA;S2rA3;CB
299 ' RED EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
300 CLS:PC="RED EM":GOSUB40
301 LPRINTEM;STRINGS (6,10)

308 LPRINTSA;S6;D0-
309 LPRINTSA;S5;aE;DD
310 LPRINTSA;S4;DA;C9!CA;B0
311 LPRINTSAtS4;B5!BF;CiiAD
312 LPRINTSA;S4iAB!BRjB9;D0!D0;B4
313 LPRINTS6tCCjBC|C3fD3;B3!flCjD4;S2iR2;D5,-S2
314 LPRINTS7;AB;D2;D3jD1;C7;D9)CD;S2;A2:AB,-AC
315 LPRINTS9;Al|Sl!B6;Sl;A2iB4
316 LPRINTSA;A2;AD;D4;DS;A5
399 ' K,UE COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
400 CLS*PC="BLUE'"tGOSUB40
401 LPRINTSTRINGS (11,10)

413 LPRINTSA;S7;CC!DC
414 LPRINTSA;S8;fll
415 LPRINTSA;S2;DCjB0
416 LPRINTSA;S2;A3fR3
499 * GREEN DS COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
500 CLS!PC="GREEN DS'"!GOSUB40
501 LPR1HTDS;LF
503 LPRINTS7iAB
504 PRINTSA;S6jA8fB4
505 LFRINTSAiSliAB;S9;C0|B0
506 LPRINTSljAA;Al;SA;S8;A2;LF+LF
509 LPRINTS2tAA;A4
510 LPRINTS5;D0;SA;S4;D0

; C9 I B0
JAI

;D0!BA

;B7

;A5

MX-80

OWNERS
MXPLUS™ ADDS NEW CONVENIENCE

• PERF-SKIP TO AUTOMATICALLY GIVE YOU
TOP AND BOnOM MARGIN ON EACH PAGE.

(SWITCH SELECTABLE, OF COURSE)

• MANUAL PRINT MODE CONTROL TO LET
YOU SELECT CONDENSED, EMPHASIZED,
OR NORMAL PRINTING INSTANTLY USING
THE PRINTER PANEL BUHONS.

MXPLUS^" INSTALLS IN MINUTES, NO SOLDERING!
MXPLUS IS A PLUG-IN MODULE FOR MX-80, MX-80F/T, AND MX-100
AND IS COMPATIBLE WITH GRAFTRAX AND ALL INTERFACE BOARDS-
MXPLUS IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED FOR 30 DAYS.
M)C-80. MX-80 F/T. AND GRAFTRAX ARE TRADEMARKS OF EPSON

ORDER TODAY
ORDERS CALLZ4 HR. 800-835-2246x441
INFORMATION CALL213-g6g-2Z50

DRESSELHAUS COMPUTER PRO'

22713 VENTURA BLVO., SUITE I

WOODLAND HILLS, CA Or"'

S49.95
'STPAID CALIF. ADO E%

:. SAME DAY SHIPPING

MC/VISA

SI

D0!Sl;C9fS3fB5
S2;B5
CA

511 LPRrNTS4;A2;AliSA;S4;A2
512 LPRINTSB; S2;D8
513 LPRINTS3;B0
514 LPHraTS3;al
515 LPRIKTSljABrLF+LF+LF
519 LPRrNTS4;EC;SA;S7iC0;B0
520 LPRINTS4;Al;Sl;CCjS2iA7;SA;52;A2;LF
522 LPRINTSl;A2;A5;SfliS8;C0;B0
523 LPRINTSA;S6:D0;S4;A2
524 LPRrNTS9,-BEI;S6;flA

525 LPRI>JTSl;B5iS7;A3;Sl;D0
526 LPRINTSl;B5rS3!a5jS5!A2;Sl:CA;Al;S8jCA
527 LPRINTSIiB5;SB;SlrCfl
528 LPRINTSI;B5;SA;SJ;CA;S6tB0;Cfi
529 LPRINTSl;B5FAA;fll;R4,CAjS8;B5;CA,-S4(B4;8liA3:CA
530 LPHrNTSl;DP;S2;B5jS2;CA;S6)DFfCAjSijB5jS5;DF
531 LPRINTSl;DF;S2;B5fCA(SLfDPlS4rB5jSlrDF;CA!SliB5;C0rSl;
DF
532 LPRINTSl;DFrS2;C9;CA;B5;DF:B5;B5;S2iDD!CAiF2;Sl,-CF;DA;
SI;BF;DF
533 LPRINTSl F DF ; B5 ; Si ; DF ; CA ; B5 ; D^ ; B5 ; ftl ; B5 ; CA ; DF ; DE ; CA ; BF

;

DF;S1;DA:DA;B5;DF
534 LPRINTSl ; CA rB5;C8;F2;CAfDF;CB;CA;DF; Si ;DPfCAfCA;B5;DEi
S1;B5;BF;B5;B5
535 LPRINTSljA2;Al;A2;RliA3;A2;A3fA2;R2jA3;31rA3;R2;A2;Al;
al;Sl;Al;Al;Al;Al
599 ' BROWN EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
600 CLS:PC="BROWN EM";GOSCB40
501 LPRINTEMjLF
603 LPRINTS7;B4
604 LPRINTS6;CAiS9;C0
605 LPRINTS6iB5;S4;C4iS5;D5
606 LPRINTS2:B4;S2,-CA;S6;A9rC4
607 LPRINTS2;CA;S2;CA;SA;S1;A3
608 LPRINTS3;B5;Sl;B5iSAiS3;A2
609 LPRINTS3;C9;C8;A1;SA;S4;CA
610 LPRINTS3;CA;CA;SAfS6fB5;CA
611 LPRINTS3;B7fA1fSA,-S6fB5;BA
612 LI'RINTS2iC8!Al;SA;S7;CA;fi5
613 LPRINTS2;CA;SAFS8FCn
614 LPRINTS2;B6fSA;S9;85
615 LPRINTS2;B5;SA:S9fC9
616 LPRINTS2;CA; SAfS9;CA
617 IJ'RINTS2;CA;SB,-B5

618 LPRINTS3jB5fSA,-S9;CA
619 LPRINTS3;D5fSA:S9;CA
620 LPRINTS3;CAfS2;B0;S2fC8fSA;S3;B5
621 LPRINTS4;B5;Sl,-C9;S2;BE;SAjS3iB5
632 LPRlNTSl;A8;B0FSl;CB;S2;C5;SlfB5;3ArS2;CA
62 3 IJ>BlNTS2;A2rC4;GA;S2;A2;D4;CA;SA;S2;B5
624 LPRINTS4 ; DF ; S3 ; A2 : CE; B0; S5 ! B5f S4 ; CA
625 LPRINTS4iCAfS5jC5iS5;CAjS4|B5
62G LPRIKTS4;CAfS5;A2;B5jS2tB4;S2fC5;S2fCA
62 7 LPRINTS2;A2lC4;CA;S6;B5;Sl;DA;AliS2fAA;BfJ;C0jA5
62 8 LPRINTS3!CA;B7fSl!C8;S3;CA;Al;De;R5;S4;B5;CA
62 9 l.PRINTS3!DE;S2faEjS3;CArCA;Al!S5;C9iCA|S2;B4
630 LPRIHTS3!DF;Sl;CA;S4fCRiE5jS6)AAjDA;S2;B5
631 LPRIHTS2tCA;B7!C0(A5;S4;DEfSSiDFiSl;C8;Al
632 LPRINTS2;CA;B5iB6;S5;DF!S8fDFtC0jA6
63 3 LPRINTS2;CA;BFjS2;C0tS2;B4;CA;B5;S2;B5;S2iB0iSljDFiA5|
63 4 LPRINTSl!B5;C&!B5;S2iB5;Sl;B4,-B5)Sl|DF;Sl;B5iBS;C0;Sl;
DFFCAiC0,-CA;CA
63 5 LPRINTSljAl;A2FAl;A2:Sl;Al;Sl;AliAliSl;A3;Sl;Al;
A2FA3;fl2;ft2!A2!A2

699 ' BROWK NORMAL COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
700 CLS:PC = "flROWN'"!GOSUB40

701 URINTSl; STRINGS (23', 208)

702 LPHIMTSliF6;AliFA;F6
703 LPRINTSl ; F6f D4 1 F3 ; BF ; F4 f

B7 ; CF' ; F6

704 LPRINTSl ; BP ;F9! Si J F4!D5;CA;F3;BF;F2
705 LPRINTSl J B5iCA;F8;D4!Fl;BFfF7fB5;CR,-DF
706 LPRINTSl F D5 ; DE; FA ;F8;DD;BF!DF
707 LPRINTS1;FB;DF;DD;DF
708 LPRINTSlFB5;AB;FA;F2;BF;A3;C3;F5tCF
709 LPRINTSl, DF ,-04 i DB; F2 ; CF;F7FB7,-s2tCB J F2fCFfF3
V10 LPfiINTSl;F4;A5,-CA,-F6;BF;S3FAA;F2!S].;P3
711 LPRINTSl fDF|DBfDF;DDfDE;F6;CA,-85; S4;DB;DF iOD ;DF;BF;CB
712 LPRINTSl;F7;AF;AF;ftDFlX:;D0FCD;B0;S2;A3;A3;A2;CFjDFjA5;
713 LPRINTS1;F2fA1fDE;A7;S6;A2;C5;A2:A4;S4;DE,-F3
714 LPRINTSl, A5 ; F3 ; DE ; DO i B0; S6;C9 F B2,-D4;B0 J SI ;C0fF3;CF
715 LPRINTSl F D4 F F6; DC ; D8;B6; S3 FA2;DF;DEiF2FDD;DB;F3
716 LPRINTS1;F9;D0;S4fF9
717 LPRINTS1;FA;DF;DCiB4;FA
718 LPRINTSl ; F2 J DD ; BF F CF ; F3 ; BF F FA ; F2 F BF ; DF
719 LPRINTSl

F

F3 ; ca ; DF ; A5 ; F2

;

AIf FA ;F2fB5;CA
720 LPRINTSl F F3, DE ,DFFB0;F2;DeF FA ;F2fDD;DF
721 LPRINTSl

F

B5 ; CB ;F7;CF; FA ;CFfF2
722 LPRINTSl F DD ; DA ; FA

F

F3;BF;F4; Si ;CF;DF
723 LPRINTSl;FA;F5;SlrF4;DD;F2
724 LPRINTSl,F7;AB;CF;DF;CFfF4;D5;F7
7 25 LPRINTSl,CA;F3;Al;F2;rx:; DC ;DF;S1;DFjB5,-CB(F7;DE;DF
7 26 LPRINTSl;CA;DD;F2,-D8;F5FDD;DF;B5;DEtDFjD7jF6;B5
727 LPRINTSl, CA

t

F4 J D7;F3fDB; FA ;F2fB5
7 28 LPRINTSl i CA r B5f CB; F2fDB;F8fB5,-F4 JA7;DF;A2;B5

B4;S2

S1;BF

CA,-CR

CA;BF

A3;A2

SljC0
B5;C0;

A1fA2;S1;A1f

Pfogiam Listing 4 Continues
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Program Listing 4 Continued

729 LPRraTSl(CAjD5;DE;CB;B5;F8;CA)B5;F4;C0;DF;DC;BS
730 LPRrNTS2;CF;DF;CA;DF;D7;B5;DF;D7;F4jSl;B5;DF;CA[F3;D7jDF
731 LPRINTS2;F2;CA;B5iDF;Sl;F3;DEjCA;DF;Sl;B5;DF;CR;BF;DF;CB;F2
732 LPRINTS2;F2iB6;B5;CA;Sl;CAjCA;F2jA2!B5!S2iDF;Sl;A5;DFjC0;DF
733 LPRINTS2;CAjDF!SljB5;CAjSljCA;DE!CA;BS;Sl;Al;B5;Sl:B5jB5;Sl;
DF;A5;A5;CA
7 34 LPRINTSl,-B5;CA;B7;S2;B5fSl;B4;B5;Sl;DF;Sl;B5;B5iCA;Al,-B5;C0;
DF;CA;C0;CA;CA
7 35 LPRINTSl;Al;A2;Al;A2;Sl,-AljSl;Al;Al;Sl;A3;Sl!Al;Al;A2;Sl;Alr
A2;A3,-A2;R2;ft2;A2
799 ' END FLAG OR ADDITIONAL COLOR PRINT RUN
800 CLS!PC="DONE":GOSUB40
899 ' NOTE; ADD STATEMENTS 900-1100 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1.

Program Listing 5. Castle Art

97 ' PROGRAM LISTING 5. CASTLE ART (6.89K)

98 ' NOTE; ADD STATEMENTS 1-90 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1.

99 ' BLACK DS COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
100 PC-"BLACK DS":GOSUB80:TB=B5+SB+S3-K;A
101 LPRINTDS;B7;STRINGS(23,163) ;CB
102 LPRINTTB
103 LPRINTB5;SA;"i";SA;S2fCR
104 LPHINTB5;SA;"I";SA;S2;CA
105 LPRINTBS; SB; STRINGS (4,951 ;SA;Sl,-CA

106 LPRINTTB
107 LPRINTB5;S9;C8;Ce;SAjS2jCA
108 LPRINTB5;SA;S5!A2;A2;S6;CA
.109 LPRINTB5;S2r" '•;SA;S4;" "jSlrCA
110 LPRINTB5;S3iAA;" "-.CBiCS;" ";AA;S2;CA
111 LPRINTB5:S3;C0;Sl;AA;Sl(A5jS4jAA!Sl;A5;AA;Sl;A5;AA;Sl;C0,-S2;
CA
112 LPRINTB5;S3i62;S5;BF;BB;B5;S8;A2:S2iCA
113 LPRINTBB;S9;AF;AE;A5:SA;Si;CA
114 F0RZ=1T011:LPRINTTB;NEXTZ
125 LPRINTB5:S3;C0;S5;D3,-Bl;A5,-SAfSl;CA
126 LPRINTB5;S3ia2jSl(C8)SljB4(S4;Ce,-SI;B4rC8;SliA4;C0rSl;AA;S2;
CA
127 LPRINTB5;S3;C8;S5;C0,-ca;S9;C0rS2;Ca
128 LPRINTB5iSB,-A2,-S2FCA

129 LPRINTB5;SA;S5;C0;C0;S6;CA
130 LPRINTB5;S9;AA;AA;SA;S2;CA
131 F0RZ=lT03:LPRINTTB;NEXTZ
134 LPRINTBBiSA;" !";SA;S2;CA
135 LPRINTD5,-STRINGS(23,208) jDA
199 ' RED EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
200 CLS;PC="RED EM"!GOSUB40
201 LPRINTEMiLF
203 LPRINTSA;S1;DC:DC;D0;B0
204 LPRINTSA;S3;A3;AB;AC
205 LPRINTSA;S7:B4
206 LPRINTSA,-S6;DAiDF;B0
207 LPRINTSArS5;Ae;AFiAF;AD
208 LPRINTSTRINGS 14,10)
213 LPfiINTS2;C0;D5;SA;S2;D0iB0
214 LPRINTS2;DE;DF;B4;S9;C0:DE;F2jD4;E4;C0
215 LPRINTEl;DA;F2;Al;S9lAA;F3;BF;S3;C8,-DF
216 LPRINTSl,-flE;RF;A5,-SA;SljA2;A3;A3;S4;A2;CF
217 LPRINTSTRINGS(12,101
230 LPRINTSA,-S5;C0;D0;D0;D0
231 LPRINTSA;S6;AF;DC
232 LPRINTSA;S7;A5
233 LPRINTSA;S4;D0;D0
234 LPRINTSA;Sl;D3,-DB;AF;A5
299 ' BLUE COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
300 CLS;PC="BLUE":GOSUB40
301 LPRINTSljSTRINGS (23,208)

302 LPRINTSliF2;BF;AljSl;AB;F2;A7;S3,-3l;C0;D8;DF!D4rSl;A3;AB.-AFj
A7iSI;A3iDF
303 I.PRlNTSl;0FfASjS5lAl)S4;AFlA3fAF;Al;S6;DA
304 LPRINTSl;D5;Sl;C8;D4;SA;S7;CAfDF
305 LPRINTSl;DF;DD,-F2;D5;B0;SAjS3;C0;DE;F2
306 LPRINTS1;F2jA3;AB,-F2;BD;SA;S2fCF;AF;A3;DF
307 LPRINTSl;BF,-Al;S6;B0;S3;D4;D0;S6;C0;SlrDA
30a LPRINTSl;DD;B4;S4;AD!DF;B5;S3,-DF;B7;Al,-S4;A8,-AB;ABjCB
309 LPRINTS1;DF;B7;S6;A1;S3;BF;S9;DE
310 LPRINTS1;DF;SB;S1;DF
311 LPRINTSl;B5;SB,-SlrDF
312 LPRINTSl;DF;S5;Dft;B0,-SA;Sl,-D8;DC!B0;Al
313 LPRINTSliDF;B5;S3;C8;DF;DD,-SA;DE;F3;B4
314 LPRINTSl;DF;Al;S3,-AA;F2rD5;S9;AB;F2;BF;Al
315 LPRINTS7;CB;DF;A7;S9;C0:DC;D4
316 LPRINTSA;S8,-CSfP3;DD
317 LPRINTSA;S8;A2;CFjF2;A7
318 LPRINTSTRINGS (5,10)
3 24 LPRINTS4,-D0;D3,-D3;D3;D3;D1;D3;A3;D0;D0;B0
3 25 LPRINTSl;D0;D0iDA;DF;AF;D3;D3,-BE;AD;AC;AC;D2;D3iD3;DF;Sl;D0J

Program Listing 5 Continues
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P'ogram Li^Jing 5 Coramued

D0;A3fD3jDF)D3jD0
326 LPBINTSl;flC;ftC;A4;S3;A3;AB:ftc;;A4;A8;fiC;A2;A3

ACiS2jAC
337 LPRINTSl;D3fD3fD5iB0;SljC3;D3!CF;DD;B0jA3;Sl
D9;D4;B0;A3;D3;D3
328 LPRlNTSl;fiCfaC;A4lS2;A3;A3;Sl;AC;AC;S2jAC;AC
ACtS2jAC
329 LPRINTSl;D3!D3;D3fDl;D2;A3jA3|fi3jA3tC3;D3;D0
STRINGS (6, 211)

330 LPRINTS1;D3!D3)D3|A3;S1;A1;A2|R3;A1;S1;C0;D0
D3;A3jA3iA3iD3
331 LPRINTSl ! DC ; AC ; AC ; AC i AF ; AF i AF ; AC ; A4 ; S 3 : AC ; AC

A3 ; Si ! AC
332 LPRINTSliD3iD3;D3fA3;.Sl;D0rD0;D0:A3;fll,-S2;n3

DCf;D3!D3
333 LPRINTSltD0jD0;D8;ACiACjftC;55fA8jA8;AC;AC;S4
334 LPRINTSl;DF;DC;W::jS2;D0;DC(rD3;D3!D3jS4;D0iD0
SljC^f

335 lprints7;a3;a3;a3;a3;s4;a3;a3:a3;a3
399 green color print run sequence
400 cls:pc="gr£eh":gos[ib40
401 lprintstrings (9,10)
411 lprints1;[x;fB0
412 LPRINTSl i DP ;DD;B4) S3 !DA;B0 J S9;D0;B0iD8;DC
413 LPRINTSl;F2;D5;31jC8:CB;D[--';OD;STRING5 15,2

414 LPRINTSl|F4;F5;B5;Sl,-FA;F2
415 LPRINTSl f DA ; FS ; Al; SI,-FgiDE J F2
416 LPRINTSl: F2 ; CF r F5 ;Ali SI; AS ;F4iB7;F7
417 LPRINTSl; F2 ; DE ; DF ; B7 ; F3 :DD,-D0r 32 ;AB: FA

418 LPRINTSl r FA ,- DD:B0; Si rA2;AF;CF;F3;D5iF3
419 LPRINTSl ; FA ; F2 ; DD ; D4 ; B0; SI,A2; A3 ;AB:AF;AF
420 LPRINTS 1 : FA ; F5 ; DD ,- D4 ; STR INGS ( 6 , 208 ]

421 LPRINT31;F9;CF;FA;F3
42 2 LPPirJTSlrF2;BFrA3;SI;A2!A3;S3;ft2)a3;AB;AF
423 LPRINTSI;DF;AF:Al;S2rB0,-HlrO0;D0;B0;S6;AB
424 LPRINTS4;A8;AC;AE,-AF;STRIMGS IS, 172) ; D0; S6
425 LPRINTS2, AC ; AC; AC iAFjAF; STRINGS (5,172) ; AS
STRIWGS (5,172)
426 LPRINTS1;D3;D3:D3;A1;D3;B3,-D3:C3;D3;B3;A2
D3;A3;A3;Cl;D3:D3
427 LPRINTS1;AC;AC;A4; SI,-STRINGS 16,172) ;A4,-AC

,173) ;A4;Sl;AC

428 LPRINTS1;D3;D3iA3)S1)A3;AF;D3;A3:B3;S2;D2
D3;Sl;Al;A3;D3
429 LPRINTSliAC;SljA8fS3jAC;ACiAC;AC:S3(AC;ftC
ftCiAC

430 LPRINTSl;A4iSTRINGS (6,172) ;AC iACiS3; AC; S4
431 LPRINTSliA3iA3)ABfAF;AF;A3;D3;D0;S2rAlrfll
D3jA3;C3
432 IJRIKTSlr STRINGS (6, 172) ;S2;AC;ACiS5;A8FA8
433 LPRINTSl :B7;A3tSl|D0iD2;D3iD3;A3;S2fA8;D0
D3;52;A3
434 LPRINTSl:A4rSA;S2jAerAC;ACfS3,AC7AC;AC)AE
435 LPRINTSl ; STRING? (6, 163 );S4; A3; A3; A3 J A3 J S4
499 ' BROWN COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
500 CLS:PC="BROWN";GOSUB40
501 LPRINTLF+LF
504 LFRINTS9iB0
505 LPRINTS9;C5
506 LPRINTS9;CA
507 LPRINTS9;CArS6:B0
508 LPRINTSl; B4;S5;CA;S6;B5;SJ;B4
509 LPRINTS3;C9;S5:CA;S6;B5;S3iC9
510 LPRINTS3;CA;S2;DD;DD[DD;CA;SA;CA
511 LPRINTSl :C8 : B0: CA ;S2;D5;DFr DA ;CA;SA;CA
512 LPRINTS2iDD:DEjS2;DF;A5;CF;CA;SS;D0;B0;A2
513 LPEINTS2;AA;AA;S2;B7;S1;A2;DA;D0;D0;D0!D0
53iCB
514 LPRINTS9:&A|F4rBF;Al;S2;AB;D4;S2;C0;BE
515 LPRINTS9;Da;F4;D5;S3;C0;BF;A3;AA;B7
516 LPRINTSl ; D4 ; D0; C0; S3 ;C0:F7;DnrB4: DC ;B7:S4;B0
517 LPRINTSl ; F2 ; DE ;DD;B4; DC; FA ;DF;DD;B0;S2;D8;DF
518 LPRINTS1;AF;AFjFA;F7;D5;F3
519 LPRINTSl ;D2;AF;CF;F9;AF;AF;CF;Fe
520 LPRINTSl;AC;DC;DC;D0;D3;D3;D3;AD:AC;ACrAC;ACFnF
52 1 LPRINTSl ; DF ; AF ; F5 : AF ; AF ; F6 ; D3 ; D 3 ; F3 ; AC : AC ; AC ; AC

522 LPRINTSliF2;BFjA3;SliA2;A3;S2;B0;A2;A3;A8(AF;CC
D3!B3fF2
523 LPRINTSllDF)ArjAljD0;DEiCD)DC(AF;AF;CFjDC;riC:B0
SljC0;Sl!AB
524 LPRHJTS2;D0;D8;A7;S4;A2;S2;A3;AF;CF;DF;DC:D0;D0
D5

525 LPRINTSl;AF;A3;AliS4;C0;D2;S6!B3jAB;A7iD0;S3;A3
526 LPRINTS3;A8;S2;A4;AC;S5;B4;DC;S3;D8;B0;D0
527 LPRINTS3;AA;S2;B0rS3;A2;S4;BFrC7rAl;SI;A2;A3;C3
528 LPRINTS3;D8;S5;C0(SA;D3
529 Li'fiINTS3;A4;S5;C0;S6;A5;S3;A4

530 LPRINTS9;C2
531 LPRIKTS9;C8
532 LPRINTS9;D0
533 LPRINTS9;A7
599 ' BROWN DS COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
600 CLS 1 PC="BROWN DS":GOSUB40

AarA4iAC;Sl;AC

C3;C0;B0;D2;D3

flCiA4jAa:AC:AC

D0;D0;D3;B0;B0

D0;D0;BB;S2;A2

AC;S3;AC:Sl;A3

A3;A3;C3;D0;S3

AC : AC ; SI r AS

D3;A3;Aa:AC;A4j

;B0;DE

08) ;DC;DCfDE;F7

;CF;F5;aFiF2
;AF;A3;S3;AB
;D0;D0;B0
lAC;AC;AC;AC;A4;A8;

;A3;A3;A3;C3;BJiD3;

;ACiSl;AB;STRINGS 15

;D0;D3;D3;D1fA2:D3;

;Sl:A8jAC;AC;A8;A8;

;A8FAC:AC!S2;Aa
;D0;S3;A3;D3;D3;D3;

;A4;S3;A8;AC
;S2jA3;A3;D3;D3;D3r

;STRINGS(5.1S3)

S2;DE
DC;DC;AErCF;DFiAl;

D3;D3;F8

DC J DC ; AF ; AF ;

S3;ABrAF!fi3;

DC ; AF ; AF ; CF

;

601 LPRINTDS ; LF+LF
604 LPRINTSA!B0;S2;B0
605 LPRINTS9;AAfDF;Sl;C0;A5
606 LrRINTSA;DFjSl;CA
607 LPRINTSA;B7;Sl;CA!S3!C0fB0fB0
608 LPRINTS3;C0jD4;Sl!B4;S3;DF;Sl;CA;S3!C8;B5!B5;Sl;C0rD4;S;.;B4
609 LPRlNTS3;A2;DF;Ce;Al;S3;DF;Sl;CA;S3;CA;B5;B5iSltA2!DFjC8!Al
610 LPRINTS4;D5;CAjS3;B5;B7!Sl;CA;DD;DD!DDfF2;DD;DDfSl;DSfCA
611 LPRINTS4;BF;CA;S3jB5;DF;Sl;CA;D5;DF;DArDS;DFjDA;DSiSlfBF;CA
612 LPRINTS4;DD;CA;S3;B5;S2;CAfF5;AF;CF!SliAljBA
613 LPRINrS4fDFjA2;S3;A5;S2;AAfAFfA3;A3;Al
614 LPRINTS4;AB
615 LPRINTSliA5iSAfS9;Al
616 LPRINTS3;B0jSA;S2;C8
617 LPRINTS3;Al!Sl;Ce
618 LPRINTSB;AA
619 LPRINTLF+LF
632 LPRINrEM;S3;C0;DCfDF;DD!r>C;F2;CF;DD;DC;D4;D0|B0;S5jC0
62 3 LPRIHTS2;D0;DE;AF;Al;a2;A3;S3jA3;A3;CFjF3lD4;D0;DC!DF!iiy;DF;
D4

624 LPRINTSl;DF;AFjA7;SA;S2;A3;AF;AP;A3;S3;AB
625 LPKINTEXjS4;B0;C0;SA!C0;B0
626 LPRINTS4;DC!A8;SA;S5;B4
627 LPRlNTS4!A7jC2;S4;A3;SljC0;S8!B8
628 LPRINTS4;DP!C8;S4;D3;Sl!A8;S3;A8!B4;S3;DC
629 LPRINTS4;A6;Sl;A4;S3:B0;Sl;A8!S3;AA;A5;S3;A6
630 LPRINTSA;D5;Sl;AA;S3;A8;Sl;A5
631 LPRINTSA;DCiSl;C8
532 LPRINTSA;D2;Sl;CA
633 LPRINTSA;A7;Sl!A2;A5
599 ' BROWN EM COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
700 CLS;PC="BROWN EM":GOSUB40
701 LPRINTEM ; LF+LF
704 LPRINTSA;Sl;B0;B0;B0
705 LPRINtSA;Sl!F2iA5
706 LPRINTSA;Sl;F2
707 LPRINTSA;Sl!B7!DF;S4;C0;B0
703 LPRIKTS5;D4;B4;S4;F2;S4;C8iB5;S3jD4;B4
709 LPRINTSS; DF j Al j S4 ; F2; S4 ; CA ; B5i S3 ; DF i Al
710 LPRINTSS; DF ; S5 ; B7 ; DF; S3 ; AlfAljAl; Si; B5! Si; DF
711 LPBINTS5;DF;S5iF2iS7;B5;SlfDF
712 LPRINTS5;DF!S4iC0;C4;CAjS7jA5;Sl;CF
713 LPRINTS5;B7!S5iAl;AA
714 LPRINTSTRINGS (6,10)
721 LPRINTSA;C0
722 LPRINTSS; B5iS2iB5; SI ;CA;S2;B4!S6;C0
723 LPRINrS3;B4iSl;Al;S7;A5!S2;B4;S3:AA
724 LPRINTSS ;A5[S7;D0
725 LPRINTS5;D0jS2;AljS2!C2
726 LPRINTS5;AC;S4;C8;D5jD0;S9;AC
727 LPRINTS5;D3;S5;B0;D0!S9fAC
728 LPRINTSS: DC ;S5;DF!ADjS4 J C0;S4; DC

729 LPRINTS5;A5iA4;S4;AD;AC;S4;A2
730 LPRINTSA;Sl;B5;AF;S4;AF;A5
731 LPRINTSA;SlrDE;DC
732 LPRINTSA;Sl!D3;DF
733 LPRINTSA;Sl;A7;A7jA5
799 ' END FLAG OR ADDITIONAL COLOR PRINT BUN

800 CLS:PC="DONE":GOSUB40
899 ' NOTE: ADD STATEMENTS 900-1100 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1.

Program Listing 6. Snoopy Art

97 PROGRAM LISTING 6. SNOOPY ART (8.3K)
98 ' NOTE- ADD STATEMENTS 1-90 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1.
99 ' BLACK COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
100 PC = "BLACK" :GOSL'B80:TB=B5+S2+CA
101 LPRINTB7;STRINGS(78,163) ;CB
102 I.PRINTB5;SG;S8,-CA

103 LPRINTB5;S2;C8jSTRINGS (72,172) ;B4;S2;CA
104 FORZ-lTO3!G0SUBie5:NEXTZ
107 LPRINTTBfSE; S3! STRINGS (11,95) ;S8;TB
108 LPfiINTTBrSE;S8;D0;SA;S3;TB
109 GOSUBiaS
110 LPRINTTBjSB;S3iD0;B0;SDfS7;TB
111 LPRINTTB:SBjS3;F2;SDjS7;TB
112 LPRINTTB(SBtS3;A3;Al;SD;S7;TB
113 F0RZ=lTO9;G0SUB185:NEXTZ
122 LPRINTTB;3A;S5f A9;B0;SEjS5;TB
123 LPRTNTTBiSA;S6iA2;A4;SE;S4;TB
124 LPRINTTB;SA;S4tC0;SE!S7!TB
125 LPRINTTB;SAiS2;C8iS2;D5;SE;S6;TB
126 LPRINTTB;SA;S3;BS;A0;AA;B0;SEjS5;TB
127 LPRINTTB;SAlS3iC9;S2;B5!SE;SStTB
126 LPRINTTB;SA;S2;C0;DA;S2;C9;SEiS5;TB
129 LPBINTTB;S9;BF;S2;C:R;S3;CA;SC!S9;C0;DBrDE;F4;B5;F4;C7;B4;S2;
TB

130 LPRINTTBjSA;S3;A3rAC;AC;Al;D0;C0;SC;S4;C0;D8;DE;F7;OCiDE!DF;

Program Listing 6 ConHnues
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Mod III GRAFYX SOLUTION*^ $299.95 ^

512 X 192 Dot Graphics increases resolution 16 X (better than Apple)

Extensive Business, Personal, Educational, and Scientific applications

14 BASIC commands set and reset Points, Lines, Circles, Boxes, etc.

Allows Display and Printout of detailed Line, Bar, and Pie graphs

80 Character/line display compatible with BASIC programs and DOS

Price includes 98K bits memory, 30 programs, 52 page manual

Plug-in, clip-on board eliminates soldering for easy installation

Mod I, III 80-GRAFIX® $169.95

• Create and Save 128 programmable hi-resolution characters/shapes

• Characters are generated within an 8 x 12 matrix (Mod I: 6 x 12)

• Great for creating game figures, symbols, and alternate character sets

• Excellent software support (20 programs) & extensive documentation

• Module easily installs within the computer with no soldering

^465

Manual only $15

Products guaranteed

Dealers welcome

Micro-Labs, Inc. 214-235-0915

902 Pinecrest, Richardson, Texas 75080

FREE shipping

Prepaid or COD
Tx. res add 5%

-See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, Septemben982 • 183



(JA;F2; B5fS2;TB
D0:SD;S5(CA,-P2;B5;S2;TB
A2;B5;SD;S4;CA;DF:BFiAl;S2;TB

Program Listing 6 Continued

BF;D9;DF!B5;S2jTB
131 LPRINTTB;SA;S7;B5;SD;&S
132 LPRINTTB;SA(S7;B5!D0(D0
133 LPRrNTTBtSA;S7!R3TAl;A0
134 LPRINTTB;SF;S6;CA;A7;54
135 FORZ=lTO3;GOSUBl05:NEXTZ
136 LPRINTB5;S2(A2: STRINGS (72, 16 J) iAljS2iCA
139 LPRINTB5rSG;S8;CA
140 LPRINTAD : STRINGS (79,172) ;KE:QOTO200
las LPRINTTB;SG:S2;TB:RETURN
199 ' BLACK EMPHASIZEn COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
200 CLS:PC = "BLACK EM" :GOS[JB40: LS=CHRS (92) :RS=CHRS (47) :UL=CHRS (95

) :SO-CHRS (111)

201 LPRlNTEMjSTRlNGS (5,101
207 LPRINTSfi;Sl;C0:D0;B0
208 LPRINTSA;C8;ft7rA3;ABrB4;SD;S3;LS;S2;LS;SO;RS;S2;RS
209 LPRINTSA ; B7 ; S3 ; CB; SD ; S4 ; LS ; 32 ; SO ; S2 ; RS

210 LPRINTSA;CD;S3FBEFSDiS5rC8;RS;A0;LS;B4
211 LPRINTSA ; A2 ; D5 : A0 : DR ; Al I S2 ; A4

212 LPRINTSA;SlrBA;AC;A5
213 LPRINTS9:C0:A6;SA;S6;UL
214 LPRINTS7;C0;A6;A9;B0;SA;S2,-UL
215 LPRINTS7:B6;S2;C9;S8r"- ";UL;" -"

216 LPRINTS7,-AA,-B0:C0;A5;SA;S2;C0;D0;S2;UL
217 LPRINTS8;A2;AlFSA,-S3rB7;B7;Al
218 LPRINTSB;S3;B0;B5;Al
219 LPRINTSB;S3;CD;DDfA1
220 LPRINTSB;S4;B5
221 LPRINTSB;S4;C9
222 LPEINTSB,-S4;A2fB4
223 LPRINTSB;S5;C5
224 LPRINTSB;S5fCA
225 LPRINTSB;S6:B5
226 LPRIHTSBfS6;C9
227 LPRINTSB;S6;AA;B0
228 LPRINTSB;S7;C5
229 LPRINTSB;S7;AA;Bfi
230 LPRINTSB;S8iC9
231 LPRINTSB;S9;C5;SBjS7,-DC;DC;ACFDC;DC;BC,-CCFDC;BC;ACrAC;AC;DC
232 LPRINTSC;A3;A3iAC,-AC;DjajD0(B0;SA;S9FD0;DFFAl;A0;A2;B7;S2;CBF
B5 ; S3 ; DF
233 LPRINTSC;S6;ft2; A3; A3 (STRINGS (6,1721 fC4; STRINGS (6,208) ;B8;RC;
AeiA3;Ap;DF;B0;A0;C0;DSFS2;DA;DDFflC;EC;CC;DF
234 LPRINTSE ; S7 i F2 j DC ; F2 f DD ; DE ; F2 f DC ; DD ; DE i DF
299 ' BROWN DOUBLE-STRIKE COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
300 CLS:PC="BROWN DS":GOSUB40
301 LPRINTnS;FG;FA
302 LPRINTFGjFA
303 LPRINTF4fSTRICJGS (72,175) fF4
304 FORZ-lT05:LPRIWTF4;SG;S2;F4:NEXTZ
309 LPRINTF4iS4;C0;DE(S5(BD;SFiF4
310 LPRINTF4fS3;C0;F2;B0fK3;C0fA1fSA;SL;D0;B0;SD,-S7;F4
311 LPRINTF4;S2;C8fF3,-DD;S3;A4:SAfS2;F2;SD;S7;F4
312 LPRlNTF4;A0FC0;F5;C5FD0;B2;SAFS3;A3;Al;SDiS7;F4
313 LPRINTF4;A0;DA;F3;BFiD9iDF;Br;SF;S3FF4
314 LPRINTF4;A0FF2;BFFD9;D5;CFiDF;B5;SF;S3;F4
315 LPRINTF4;A0;F2;C9;F2;B6;DF;DDFSFiS3;F4
316 LPRINTF4;A0FCA;DF;D5;CF;BFiDA;F2iSF;S3iF4
317 LPRINTF4;S2fCF;DFfDD;DE:F3!B5;SF;S2fF4
318 I,PRINTF4;S2,-A2fF7fB0;SF;S1;F4
319 LPRINTF4;S3FA2FCFFF5;DD;D0iD0;D0;B0;SE;S7jF4
320 LPRINTF4;S5FAB;CF;F3;BFiA3;A3;A3;Al;SE,-S7;F4
321 FOR2=lTO10 : LPRINTF4 f SG f S2 ; F4 : NEXTZ
3 31 LPRINTF4;A8fSTRINGS(12,1721 ;A4 f S5; STRINGS (6, 17 2) iA8; STRINGS

(

18,17 2) ; STRINGS (7,220) ; BC ; AC ;SAf S6f A8,- AC ;A4 fF4
3 3 2 LPRINTF4 ; SC ; S9 ; D0 i D0 ; DC ;DC f FA ; A4 ; SA ; S9 f F4
33 3 LPRINTF4,- SC; Si,-C0FD0F DC F DC ;D2f STRINGS (5,211) jBB; STRINGS (6, 17

51 ;C7;D3;D9;DC;DF;SAfS9fF4
D8 ; DC ,- DE ; FB; F4 ; SA ; S9 ; F4

D0i D8 ; DC

;

FC i F7 ; DC t D0; SA; SI f F4
DC ; DC ; DF ; FD ; F7 ; DC ; 00 ; S8 ; F4
STRINGS (58,175) ;AC;S6;F4

334 LPRINTF4;SB;S4;C0F
335 LPRINTF4;SA;S7;C0;
336 LPRINTF4iS9;C0;D0;
337 LPRINTF4;S4;A8;AC;
338 LPRINTPE;F2fSTRINGS (21,175) fF7
339 LPRINTFE;F2;SBfS1fF7
340 LPRINTSTRINGS {30,1751
399 ' RED EMPHASIZED COLOR PRINT HUN SEQUENCE
400 CLS:PC="RED EH":GOSUB40!TB=A0->CA+B5+-A0
401 LPPINTEM
402 LPRINTA0;CA;BF;STRINGS (74,175) ;CF;B5
403 FORZ=1T04:GOSUB185:NEXTZ
407 LPRINTTBfSE;S3;STR1NGS (11,209) ;S8fTB
408 LPRINTTB";SE;S3;C0;D0;D0;D0;D0;A0;B0,-D0;D0
409 LPRINTTB;SE;S4;D0;D0;D0,-BA;DFfD4;D0;D0;D0
410 F0RZ=1T07;G0SUB1B5: NEXTZ
417 LPRINTTB;SA;S9;C8;C8;SE;Sl!TB
418 LPRINTTB;SA;S9;CA!CA;EE;S1;TB
419 LPRINTTB;SA;S9;A2:A2;SLfS1;TB:GOS(;b185
421 LPRINTTBfSA;S1;C0fDC;DE;A5!SE;S7;TB
422 LPRINTTBFS7;C0;n8FAE;CB;AF;Al;SEFS9;TB
423 LPRINTTB;S6;C0iDF;Al;C0;A5;SFFSlFTB
424 LPRINTTB;S6;DFiA5(A0;BE;SF;S2;TB
425 LPRINTTB;S6;Al)A0;DEiA5;SF;S2;TB
426 LPRINTTBfS8fA7;SF;S3;TB

J;S8;TB

427 FORZ=lT05:GOSUB185;NEXTZ
432 LPRINTTB;SE;S4;CaFDF;B4;A0;DE;DD;S2;F2;B5;S7;TB
433 LPRINTTB;SE;S4;AA;DF;A5;A0;CF;BF;SA,-S2;TB
434 FORZ=lT05:GOSUBie5:NEXTZ
439 LPRINTA0;AA; STRINGS (50,17 5)

;

SBf SI f STRINGS (5, 1 75) ;A5
499 GREEN COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUENCE
500 CLS:PC=''GREEN":GOSUB40
501 LPRINTSTRINGS (6,10)
508 LPRINTSAfS1;D8fIX:;D4
509 LPRIHTSAfC8;F3;B4
510 LPRINTSA;A2;F3fA1
511 LPRINTSA;Sl;AA;DF;A5
512 LPRINTSA;S2;A3
513 LPRINTEM;STRINGS (11,10)
525 LPRINTS4fR0;C0;D0
526 LPRINTS4FCAFF4;DC;D0FSFjD3;DC;D4iDe;B5
527 LPRINTS4;CA;F5jB7,-DF;DC;B4;SB;S3;D0;D0;EC,-D8;F5;B5
528 LPRINTS4;CA;F5,-DSFA2;AF;B5;SAjS7(C0tD8;DCjD0iDCjF3jDDFD4;SBF
D0;DC;DF;DD;DC;D0;B4;F7;B5
529 LPRINTS4;CAiF6;D4FA0;C0;B0FS9;DC;D4;B0;A0;C0;DC;FAFFlFD0FD0;
D0;SA;S4fC0;D8;BE!A7;A1;S9;C0;DE,-DF,-B5
530 LPRINTS4;CA;FAtD4;S7;DEFF3;DD;B6iFA;F6;DD;DC;DC;D0;D0:S4FC0F
D0;D8;BEjA7;A1;SR;S1;D9;F3;B5
531 LPRINTS4,-CA;FA;F2;D4;S5;F2;AFFAF;F2;BA;FBFF7;SA;S3iCA;F4;B5
532 LPRINTS4;CA;FAfF3;S9;CA;F2;DCfDCfD3;D3;AF;AF;CF;FA;F9;AF;SA;
S3jCA;F4fB5
533 LPRINTS4;CA;FA;F2fBF;S9;DA:F8;DDfDC;DCfSTRINGS (6,211) ;BBiSTR
INGS (6,1751 fC7;D3,-D9;DC;DF;SA;S3;CA;F4;B5
534 LPRINTS4:CR;FAFF2FS8;FC;F2iSA;S3;CA;F4,-B5
535 LPRINTS4;CA;FA;F2;DD;STRINGS (6,220) fDEfFE;B5
536 LPRINTS4jCA;FG;B5
537 LPRINTS4;AA; STRINGS (70,1751 !A5
599 BLUE COLOR PRINT RUN SEQUEHCE
600 CLS:PC="BHJE":GOSUE40
601 LPRINTLF+LF
604 LPRINTS4fCRfCFfD4;B0fS5;C3fDF;D5;SA;C2;F2;DD;DC;D0;D0;A0;C0:
B0;S4;D0;D0FD8FDC;DF;B7;SA;S5;CB;DCiD0;B0;S3iD0;D0FDC;EEFA7;A2FA
F;B5
605 LPRINTS6:A3;AFjDF;D0;B0;A0;D8;F3;B4;S8;D8;FAiFl;D4;D8,-F7FD5;
SA;S3jC8;F5;DC;P4;Al;S3;Bl
606 LPRINTS8;AB;F8;DC;B0;S5;D8jFB;F2;B0;SA,-S1;C0;FA;F1;DDfB0;A0;
DE;B5
607 LPRINTS8;D8;F2;BF;AF,-CF;F5;DDjDClD0;D0;DC;FB;F4rDD;B0;S9;AEj
STRINGS (8,175) ;F4;B1;A0;A2
608 LPRINTS4;C0;S2fDE;F2;B7;E3;CB;PC;F5;DD;B0;A0fD0;S3;B8;AE;STR
INGS (8,175) ;CFjF5;DD,-D4
609 LPRINTS4,-CA;Dn;DE;DF;BF;Al;S5;A2jAB;CF!F2;AF;A7;A3;A3;A3;AFj

FB;F9;DCiDE;DFiAF;Ar;AF;A5;A0,-Aft;flF!AF;AFjF8;B5
610 LPRINTS4;CAiDFlDF;BF;SA;S9;AF;CF;FC;Fl;B7;DE;F2iCB;FA;B5
611 LPRINTS4 ;CA ; DF ; B7 ; S9 ; AA ; Al ; SA ; SI j FD ; F6 ; B5
612 LPRINTS4fCA;BF;SB;C0;DC;DE;FDFF6;B5
613 LPRINTS4;CA;A5;SA;C0;STRINGS (9,2201 jDE jFA;Fl;CF;FC;F6i B5
614 LPRINTS4;CA;SA;S1;DE;FA;F2;CA;DF;CA;C8;DC;DE;CA;DF;CA;CA;DF;
B5,-DCfB6;B5;DC;DC;B5;DCfB6;F2;C8;DCjCB;C7;D6;CF,-C8;DC;CB;C9;DC;C
B;C2;CF;B5;F9;B5
615 LPRINTS4;CA;SA;Sl;FAiF3;C8;DC;CAiC8;DE;DF;DD;C9jDF;CA;DF;B5;
D4;CE;B5;DC;DPFB5FDF;B5;F2;C9;DC;CBFC2;D3;CAFCe;B8;DF;CA;DFFCA;C
A ; DD ; Bl ; DF ; DC ; DF ; DC ; DF f DC ; F 3 ; B 5

616 LPRrNTS4 ; CA ; B5 ; SA ; AA ; F6 ; BF; AF ; F4 ; DE ; DF ,-DE f DC ; DC ;DE ; DF f DE F DF f

DB;DF;DD;DF;DD;DD;DC;DC;DD;DC:DE;F2fDC;DC;DF;DE;DF!DE;DEjDFfDEfD
D ; DC ; DF ; DE ; DF ; DD ; F9 ; B5
617 LPRINTS4)CAjDF;B0;SA;S3;C0;D£;DPfS2;A2;FCfF7;CB;F3;B5;F4fCB
F2;B5
618 I.PRINTS4;CA;DF;DDfSA;S3;DE;DF;S3;A2;FC;F6;DAfF2fB7;DF;B5;DF
B7;F3;DA;DF;B5

619 LPRINTS4;CA;F2;DD;B0;S9;C0;DE;DF;B7;S3;A2;FC;F5;CD;F2;BF;DA
DF;B5;F2;BA;F2;DD;CF;B5
620 LPRINTS4;CA;F4;D4;
B5;F2fBDfDB;F2;D7;B5
621 LPRINTS4fCA;F8,-DD;
CB;DF;B5;F2;C9;F2;BF;DEfB5
62 2 LPRINTS4 ; CA ;F6 ; BF ; A7 ; Dl ; B4

;

DFfB5;DFfD5fF3;CB;DF;B5
62 3 LPRINTS4;CA;F5;BF;A0;DE;BFfDA;DD;S5fC8;F3;H^;FC;F7fDA;P3,-B5
F4;DA;F2;B5
62 4 LPRINTS4;CA;F4iBD;A0;DA;DF;Cl;DFjA5;S6jAB;F2;B5iFDiFl;B5;F7
B5

625 LPRINTS4;CA;F4;D7;DE;D7;Al;DAfB7;S8;A2;CP;DF;CA;FD;B5;F7;B5
626 LPRINTS4 jCA ; F6 F BD ; D8 ; DF ; Al ; S9 ; A2 ; DF f

B6 ; FD ; B5 J F7 f B5

627 LPRINTS4;CA;F5fB7;F2;BF;SA;S1;CA;D5;CFfFC;F9;B5fF7;B5
628 LPRINTS4jCA;F5fD5,-A2;AF;B5;SA;C0;F2;BA;FC;F9;B5;F7;B5
62 9 LPRINTS4;CAjF6;D4;A0;C0;B0jS9rDE;F2FD5;CFiPCjFljBFjA7;Al;SA;
CA,-DF;B5

630 LPRINTS4;CAfFA;D4;S7;DE;F4;B6;FB;F8;BF;A7;A1;SA;S3;CA;DFfB5
631 LPRINTS4fA2; STRINGS [12,1631 ; 56; STRINGS (6 , 1631 ;A2; STRINGS (27

,

1631Sfi;S6FA2;A3;Al
632 LPRINTSA;S5;C0iD0FD0
633 LPRINTSA;S1;D8;DC;F4;BF
634 LPRINTSA;A2:AF;F5jS8fA3;A3
63 5 LPRINTSAfS3fA2;A3jAF;AF;DDjDC;DC!DC;BC;AC;AC;A'1
636 LPRINTLF+LF
639 LPRINT3E;S3;EM;"PRINTER ART BY: KAL"

699 ' END FLAG OR ADDITIONAL COLOR PRINT RUN

700 CLS:PC="DONE":GOSUB40
899 ' NOTE: ADD STATEMENTS 900-1100 OF PROGRAM LISTING 1.

?,-S7;DE;DF;BF;S2FC8;CA;FC;F5;D7iF3;B9;F2

5,-S3;AA;DF,-Al;A0;C0;DF,-B6;FC;F6iBEjF2;DD

(;S6;DA;DF;DD,-CB:FC;F6;CB;F2jD5
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BSSOMiddlebelt: • Garden Cit:y, IVII 4S1 35 • 800-521-6504/(313)425-4020
Written by Larry Ashmun, Copyright 1982 Soft Sector Marketing, Inc. Talking and sound effects are playable

Prices per Game: TRS-80 16K Level II IVIod I/Mod III Cassette

TRS-80 32K Level III Mod I/Mod lit Diskette

S15.95
S19,95

1 0% discount for 2 items, 1 5% for 3 or more. Please add $2.50 per order for postage & handling,

Michigan residents add 4% sales tax. Outside USA (except Canada) please add S1 0,00 per order

for postage & handling. -; ..:-i--l,'.

Talking and sound effects are playable

through the cassette AUX plug. High scores

are automatically saved after each game on
disk versions. 'Compatible with Trisstick.

Call or write for our MoDwconi

complete catalog. I • J ,

The Quality Conti/tues



HARDWARE
The Key Box

Color Computer

Color Basic

4KRAM

Don't pay extra for Extended Basic. Do it yourself!

Cheaper Upgrade

Richard Tucker

168 Oxford Street

Woodstock, Ontario

Canada N4S6B1

Warning! Opening your

computer will void Radio

Shack's warranty. But if you are

careful, you can convert a 4K

Color Computer 8K Color Basic

to a 16K Extended Color Basic

computer for $125 instead of

$200 plus installation. The 16K

RAM chips can be ordered from

several advertisers in this maga-

zine, but you will have to or-

der the Extended Basic ROM
from Radio Shack for $99 (RS#

26-3018).

Installation

Turn the computer upside

down. There are five screws to

remove: two at the front; two at

the back; and one under the

black warranty label. Do not

remove the bottom. Turn the

computer upright and remove

the top.

To gain more work room,

unplug the keyboard and set it

aside. With a small screwdriver

pry off the top of the radio fre-

Photo 1. TRS-80 Color Computer

186 • 80 Micro, September19d2

quency shield. With the shield

off the heart of the computer is

exposed, fwlany of these chips

are sensitive to static electricity.

Do not touch anything unless

you have to, just to be on the

safe side.

There are eight Motorola

IV1CM6604 chips in the right cor-

ner closest to the keyboard,

They are 4K by 1 bit RAM chips.

These memory chips are static

sensitive. To minimize the static

problem, ground yourself. I twist

a piece of #20 GA bare copper

wire around my wrist, screw the

other end to the ground prong of

a U-ground plug and plug it into

a wall outlet.

Using a miniature screwdriver

remove the eight chips by prying

between the chip and the

socket. Set them on a piece of

metal (not aluminum). When the

16K chips are in the computer,

store the 4K chips in the tube

the 16K chips came in.

Take the new RAM chips out of

the tube and put them on another

piece of metal. The leads on the

new chips are probably too wide

for the sockets, Pick up the chip

by the epoxy ends (try not to

touch the leads) and bend the

leads on one side by pressing

them on a piece of metal. I use

Circle 86 on Reader Service card.—
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6S50 Middlebelt: •Garden City. Michigan 4813S
80a-5ai-6504 / (313] 455-4050

Written by Larry Ashmun, Copyright '1981 Soft Sector Marketing. Inc.

Prices Per Game; TRS-80 16K Level II Mod I/Mod III Cassette $15.95^

TRS-80 32K Level II Mod I/Mod III Diskette $19.95^

Talking and sound effects are playable through the cassette AUX plug. High scores are'

automatically saved after each game on disk versions.

.Call or write for our complete catalog.

10% discount for 2 items. 15% for 3 or more. Please add $2.50 per order for ^ ^—
postage & handling. Michigan residents add 4% sales tax. Outside USA MattwcM

(except Canada) please add $10.00 per order for postage ft handling.



IN CHICAGO
. . . YOIIVE HEARD ABOUT US . . .

Ebq Emmanuel B. Garcia, Jr. & Associates
203 North Wabash Ave. • Chicago. !L 60601

312/782-9750

• serving the TRS-80' communiiy since 1978

• publisher of "Chicatrug News" {write for sample issue}

• well-Stocked display room

• quality products only

• personalized service

• good technical sL/pport

• repair facilities

. . . NOW HEAR THIS . . .

ANNOUNCING THE OPENING OF
OUR NEW MORRIS, ILLINOIS STORE;

EbG & Associates

RADIO SHACK' DEALER STORE #R-619
531 Bedford Road • Morris. IL 60450

815/942-9521

Toll Free No; (800) 621-2141
FOR ORDERS ONLY

PREPAID ORDERS SHIPPED PROMPTLY.
AMERICAN EXPRESS / VISA / MASTERCHARGE & C.O.D.
ACCEPTED. (Add $2 shipping; $9 per drive or printer )

Trademark of TanOy Corporalion ^271

my long nose pliers as that piece

of metal. Insert the chip in a

socket by lightly placing one side

into the holes; then apply a little

sideways pressure to insert the

other side. Check to make sure

all pins are In and then press the

top of the chip to seat it fully in

the socket. Follow this procedure

for the other chips.

There are two jumpers to

change. These jumpers join two

of three pins, the center being the

common. Remove the jumper

shorting the common to the pin

marked 4K and reinstall to short

the common and the pin marked

16K. See Photo 1 for location

of jumpers.

The 8K Extended Basic ROM
chip goes in the 24-pin socket as

indicated in the photo. The ori-

entation is the same as the 24-pin

chip beside it. Using the same
techniques as before, insert the

ROM into the socket. When
pressing the chip into the socket

be sure to apply even pressure on

both ends to avoid breaking the

epoxy package.

Put the radio frequency shield

back on, plug in the keyboard

and put the cover on. Turn on the

computer. You should get an Ex-

tended Color Basic copyright

message on the screen. Type

PRINT MEM. You Should get 8487.

Extended Basic assumes you

want maximum density graphics

and reserves a full 6K for the

screen and 2K for Its work area.

Type PCLEAR1 and PRINT MEM.
The memory available should

be 13095.

One of the advantages of more

memory is a machine language

monitor can be loaded from tape.

Use the monitor to examine the

Basic ROM's and ROM paks. To

defeat the ROM pak autostart,

put a piece of tape over pin 8

(fourth from the far end on the up-

per side) and insert it in the

socket. When you turn on the

computer the Basic message

should appear. Now you can

load your monitor from tape.

There is no need to pay Tandy

an extra 75-plus dollars to get

Extended Color Basic and 16K

of memory if you follow these

instructions.

COLOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE

HELP FOR THE
BASIC PROGRAMMER

Ai^dii thedevelupnienllpalsycijiieed! All available instantly alpowei-up. Look and see
wh^l Basic Aid can do.

MERGE COMMAND: Insert programs stored on cassette into your Basic program. Vnu
can oven assign new line numbers to the file you read in. Create your own tape libraryi

MOVE COMMAND: Lets you renumber any part of your Basic program. GOTO s,

GOSUBs. etc auioTisfioally changed.

AUTOMATIC LINE NUMBERING; You'll love this. Never type in another line numbfir

PLUS 45 common Basic con^.mands available as single key Control characters Comes
with convenient, easy to remove, plastic keyboard overlay. All of this in a convenient BOM
cartridge that uses almost none of your valuatSe memory CARTRIDGE S34 95

COLORCOM/E SMART TERMINAL PROGRAM
We didn't wad for tne competition to catch up with lis] We've added even more features to

COLORCOM/E, our superb Smart Terminal program,

I Send all 127 ASCII characters
I .Word mode eliminates split words
> Off line AND on line scrolling
' Selectable RS232 parameters

We've got the best cassette and upload /download support available. And you can con-
veniently print any portion of the received buffer you want. CARTRIDGE $49 95

• Complete upload & download support
• On line cassette reads & writes
• Automatic capture of files

• Pre-enter data before calling

EDITOR ASSEMBLER DEBUGGER S6 95

CCEAD: This 8K Basic Program supports cassette files, has lull cursor control, line

insertion /deletion, and much more. Two pass assembler supports full 68D9 instruction

set & addressing modes, lists to screen or printer. Debugger allows memory examine
/modify, program execution. It not delighted return within 2 weeks for a full refund You
get fully commented Basic source & complete instructions. Requires E«t Basic & 1 6K

: C<?iSSETTE 16 95

STRIPPER: The Stripper takes off alllhat excess fat in your Basic Programs. Three valu-

able commands: (1) Delete Remarks: (21 Pack Lines: (3) Delete Spaces Fully automatic,
IS not (ooled by GOTQ's.GOSUB's, etc. Your programs will run faster and lake up much
less memory CASSETTE $7 95

CUSTOM CARTRIDGES: Put YOUR Basic program into a convenient ROM Cartridge

It's easy! Runs instantly at power-up, frees up memory. Use for Ad displays, schools, etc.

Call or write for info FROM $41 ,65

Send check, money order.

or Visa/MC Number
Include $1 for postage and
handling: Visa/MC: Ptioiie

lor fast service.

PO. Box 10234
Austin, Texas 78766
(5121837-4665

*^ 154

fiASTER ELECTRONICS, INC,
*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy

CAN SET YOU UP IN A

FULLY STOCKED
IN: Model ll's

Model Ill's

ALL- PRINTERS

AND — MORE!!
* PLUS *

THE A! ! NEW:

TollJFREE: 1-800-531-7323
TEXAS CALL COLLECT 512/689-5536

^^^^2
MASTER ELECTRONICS, INC.

154 NORTH 5th

RAYMONDVILLE, TX 78580
i--i4e
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«>|4\ The Ultimate in Mailing Packages
^"^ POSTMAN MASS MAILING

®1982 Alger Software. Distributed exclusively by Soft Sector Mari<eting. Inc.

For the serious businessman who has as little as 100 name rnailing list or200,000 names,
THERE IS ONLY ONE SYSTEM FOR YOU!

FEATURES OF THE NEW POSTMAN MASS MAILING SYSTEM
The Postman system (version 2) is an almostCOMPLETE rewrite, rethink, redesign of tfie original POSTMAN. The manvfeoturesofthe

new POSTMAN system are quickly outlinec) below

MULTI-DnVE - True muitt-dthre OD&iaHon a possible, postman will saorcti all drives tor

aaaess files and connect Ihem togetriennto one large'ilefor the duration of tfiot session.

Once POSTMAN has found the dofo tiles on ttie aisks tie operator 'sees" lust ONE
CONTlGUOUSsortediist of addresses The ooerotot does not need to tell POSTMAN when to

"switch" drives or manually 'swap" sections of the dofo file in and out ot the computer's
memorv This 15 the foremost among 'he list ot features Because of its relatrve uniQueness
among mail list handlers wnlten for the TRS-SO

lAftOi LIST SUPPORT- The multi-dnve operation allows the user to occess data tiles on ALL
contigurea drives CONCURRENTLY (Of the SAME time) for truly lorge mailing lists Files need
not be sectioneo into smaller 'byta size" chunks to lit into memory

HARD DISK SUPPORT - (HARD DISK POSTMAN only) The FULL utilization ot the space and
speeO of the new hard disk drives is possible with POSTMAN. For eiomple, a 7 5 megabyte
arive con pe configured to hold almost iW.OOO labels Multiple hard drives con be accessed
CONCURRENTLY allowing 200.000 ++ entry mailing lists.

FORM IfTTEBCAPAWUTY- With thepurchase of the separate POSTRITEorograrn the user IS

provided with an easy to use form letter generator which will rrterge a generalized letter

produced from a word processing system {1 e LAZY WRITER, etc ). with the name and address
inlormation from ttie POSTMAN MASS MAILER dota base POSTWRITER allows the user to
insert any field from a POSTMAN label entry anywtiere in the letter

MiNU OPIRATION- As you would ma restoutant choose your dinner tiom a !ist(ortu1ENU)

t^STTvlAN will allow you to direct its actons by selecting from various menus that it will

display A complete discussion of each menu is presented in the manual

INSERT -New names can be auickty added to your list at any time The new addresses are
placed into the tile m their proper sorted order eliminating the need tor a separate sort

operation after entering a stock o( new riames. POSTMAN will olOw the operator to enter a
patch of labels without returnir^g to the control menu between each label insertion. Thus
speeding entry and reducing the aggravation o( entra menu control keystrokes

DEUTE - frames con be reriKDved at any time when they are no longer needea

EOlT-lntormation in ony name entry can be quickly changed at will with "word processor'

ease A 'fransparenr' cursor simoly is moved to theiaDeldisqIayed on tiie computet screen
and corrections are just typedovefttie existing label, if you happen to change a field which
isalsouseOoso sort key. POSTfulAN wiilautorrralicatiymove the changed lobe! to itacotiecl

position 11 the list to maintom the sorted orrangemeni ot the labels.

OVERLAY-'»Vhen identical changes ore needed on many addresses, the OVERLAY feature
can make them with one keystroke The needed changes which ore common to many
labeisoreentered intothe ovsrlaymosk" Whenyouwishloapplyttiesecommonohanges
to any label, one command will do it

SORT - Arrange your list m any alphabetic Of numeflc order. The otOoririg may use one or

more fields to control the sort A mochine language heap sort assures fast execution The sort

need only oe performed once, the sorted list will stay sorted through an subsequent
insertions, deletions, artt changes to existing labels NO NEED to leave the POSTMAN
Ofcgram fo use o separate program to sort your aata. Your data is sorted quickly and after

sort compietion. POSTMAN 15 reoay for your next commandi

SPECIAL STREET ADDRESS SORT - '^01 the user wifh many addresses on the some street

=>OSTMAN will sort your entries by the house NUMBER after grouping those on the same street

fogelf>er Local city lists con be qurckiy sorted to aid post olfice dispotching,

PWROE - Unwanted duplicate oddressas con be removed tram your list aulomoticoHv or

under operator control

SEARCH - Any address in your list can be quickly 'ound with last worcn and positioning
commands Three different types of searches ore oiovided A fast search wnich uses c
hashing technique. 'selective sequential" search for taoers with common fields, and
"quick" positioning using Ihefiist or mapr sort field fogetyou into thegenerofball parte" o(
a lobel or sequence of labels

LABEL PRINTINO-One. a few or oil addresses in your list can be or;nted on standard or norv
standord Idtiel stock Up to 6 labels across can be printed w4h a lormot VOU can easily
control TWO user definable'ATTN' lines are provided lor any use. Labelsconlseprintedfrom
rrxiny ol POSTMAN'S menus search, edit or during label insertion.

EFFICIENCY - POSTMAN is v^iitten m the machine's native language to gain the full

advdntage of the microcomputer's speed Sxrensive use ot pitDgrom segmentation
reduces the amount of use RAM needed to noid the prograrn allowing a greater numoer
labels to be kept in core, resulting m faster operation Little used routines need only be
brought into memory when they are needed and once through with their task, release ttieir

space back to POSTMAN

REPORT USTINOS- A special program to produce columnar listings Of address ddfo from
your labei ddia bose is provided You con easily specify Ihe information to be printed.

DATA DISK MIROIMO- Lat>eis can be quickly transferred from one disk toanotherwith the
PSTMERGE program callable from the mam POSTMAM SYSTEM menu. Source and desfinoflon

drives needed not be separate drives prompts to enchonge diskettes if ttie same drive is

used, are proviaeo

DATA DISK PREPARATION UTIUTY- Protfided with POSTMAN is the DPTSEP program which
oiiows the user to prepareafloppy/hard disk for usewith POSTMAN. Thiseasy fouse utility can
be fold lo prepare any portion ot the avdildble space on a disk.

DATA INTE9IHTY- All data tronsterstothedisk files are made using soeckalwritecommands
which instructs the operating system lo check the vQlidityof EACH wfita to the disk.

DATA SUARIT' - Is a siDeciai programming techniqiie onfy offered by Soft Sector
fvlarketing. inc If by cnance your machine resets while writing infotmatlon to Ihedisk, you
only lose Ihe mformatk^n that you were writing. Your files are always protected from fhe
Ganger of losing oil the work that you hove put in fhaf day. NO OTHER PROGRAM ON THE
MARKET OFFERS THIS PROTECTION If you reset with ANY60DVS MAIUISG PACKAGE DURING
WRITINGyou would destroy voui ENTIRE dota disk. We cant sfoo your machine from (ailing

aut Me con protect your data.

Length Namtt
10 Code
15 Last Name
15 First Name
26 Company
26 Address

Description of Label Record Fields:

Description

User defined printable field

Last name of addressee

First nome of addressee

Name of company
Street address

Lengtti Nome
15 City

5 Stote

9 Zip

2 Data 1

5 Dota 2

Description

City, township, village

State, province, terntorv

Zip code, zone, rout©

User definable field

User definoble field

.IDEAL SYSTEM
Mod 111 48K 1-40 Track Drive • 2-80 Track Dual Headed Drives • Dosplus or Newdos-80 Operating Systems
Gives space for over 1 1,000 names - 5 second average name insertion - time sorts all 1 1,000 nomas in less than 4 minutes

'Special version fo wori< on Dosolus40 Hard Disk operating sysTem

- Overview Available -
The POSTMAN system requires Mod i or Mod 111, 48K, 2 disk drives minimum.

Standard Version

Only $125.00

Standard Version with

POSTWRITER form letter writer

$175,00

For DOSPLUS Hard Disk

4.0 Operating System

$225.00

2

OEAM;!? iNQUlRirS WELCOME
BMiiouBiiMa'

iff i I rm i Biii-wnMimi»Mtofaia»iBaiia»wv.i5~^.jj«iji jiiiS'.imtfnf<ii«^i~^ i^

iOFT SECTOR IV1ARKETIIMG,NCQRPORATED
6250Middlebelt • Garden City, Michigan48135

Order Line 800-521-6504
Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

sn PAVMINT-DavmentacceotedDycharge. personalcheryi
^" or CO D only, undef the following conditions Charges

processed when shrDped. usually vuithin 48 nours Peraoncil
Checks delay stiipping: pending 3 weeirs to clear. &O.0.

orders are certified check or cash only add 3 1 50. Ml residents must odd 4% rates tax.

SHIPPING & HANDUNG - Shipping Charges: Send the larger amount. 2% or S2.50, unless
stipulated otherwise Any order received withioutsriiDoingondhandlirig will beshippedfteight
collect Air Mail Shipping outside of North America please send the larger amount 10% or
StODO Oyerpoyment will be refunded.

^See Lisl ol Adi/erU^ei^ on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 189



TUTORIAL

Bit graphics on the MX-80.

ax

Thomas McNamee
Mantech Data Systems

5055 S. Chesterfield RD. #576

Arlington, VA 22206

About a year after 1 purchased my Model

III, 48K (no-disk) system I started look-

ing for a printer that would give lowercase

letters with descenders and some graphics

capability. Like thousands of others, I

chose the Epson MX-80.

Graftrax 80 was once an option on the

MX-80, but It is now standard. Purchasers

have the option of buying the printer with it

installed or included as a kit. Graftrax 80

adds a fine character set, including italics,

and a number of printing options.

It's Easy!

The kit contains three ROMs and an in-

struction manual of 23 pages. The manuai

assumes you have read and understood the

manual accompanying the MX-80, you have

a fair knowledge of Basic, you can change a

socketed IC, and you have a Phillips

screwdriver.

The idea of modifying a brand new, work-

ing printer had little appeal tome, but instal-

lation turned out to be simple. Just remove

the case as you did when you first got the

printer, and change the ROM. To remove the

original ROM from its socket the manual

suggests a flat-blade screwdriver. Be

careful— prying too vigorously might dam-

age the printed circuit tracks beneath the

chip. Then install the three ROMs in the

Graftrax package. The chips are labeled

with their respective socket location, and

pin 1 is well indexed on both the board and

the chip. The manual includes an assembly

drawing showing chip location and the lo-

cation of a jumper which must be cut. Just

before reassembly the Dip switches SI and

S2 must be reset according to the manual's

chart. That's all there is to it! In a little over a

half hour, I had my italics {see Fig. 1).

The self-test worked fine, so I checked

out my second fear. Had the control codes

changed? No, not much— In fact, many ex-

isting features were markedly improved.

The bell (CHR$(7)) now sounds for only 1/3

second, instead of for three seconds. When
setting vertical line spacing with ESC A,

ESC 2 is no longer required to put the com-

mand into effect. ESC 2 now resets the line

spacing to the default of six lines per

inch. CHR$ (15) still sets the printer In con-

densed character mode, but now this mode
may be mixed on the same line as normal

and expanded characters. The emphasized

mode (ESC E) and the double-strike mode
(ESC G) may now be turned on and off in the

same line.

The forms controls have also been

changed. The maximum form length has

Thi^ is. a <ampl^ of 5«flf 7flflX itslics.'

This is a sample of QRHFTROU itmlicsf

tm if « m^tt t1 HUim iiiliei!

This ii * sm»pl» of Ofl/tfT/lAX italics'

Fig. 1. Graftrax Italics
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been increased to 255 lines. To set tabs,

both horizontal and vertical, you no longer

need to add 128 to the tab positions, the tab

command itself, or the command ter-

minator. Tabbing commands must now end

with CHR$(0) or CHR$(255). The maximum
number of both horizontal and vertical tab

stops is now 16. Horizontal tabs default to

every eight print positions, and vertical tabs

default to a single line feed.

Bit-Mapped Graphics

Bit-mapped graphics allovi/ the user to

control the top eight of the nine hammers in

the print head. Three modes are available:

480 dots per line, 960 dots per line and 960

dots per line at the 480 speed. The third

mode requires a machine-language driver,

and adds the restriction that no hammer be

fired twice in succession. In the 960 dots/

line an incredible 760,320 dots can be ad-

dressed on a single sheet of paper.

Now for the hard part. If you want to ad-

dress 760,320 dots, get out the graph paper.

You will need to map out and translate to

decimal form some 95,040 bytes of informa-

tion which will comprise at least 792 lines of

your program. This programming difficulty

will not be around long, however. Interest-

ing ways to get around this include light

pens and optical scanners. A driver pro-

gram is already available for the Apple, and

this area of programming is wide open for

the TRS-80. The Program Listing will print

The Key Box

Cassette or Disk Basic

Model I or III

16K RAM
MX-60 printer with Graftrax 80



What Makes Lazy Writer The Best Word Processor
On The Market For The TRS-80 Mod I & III

Let us look at what the reviewers have said.

Lazy Writer was rated Excellent by INFOWORLD 1982 by T. A. Daneliuk
Performance: "Lazy Writer's performance is excellenf
Error Handling: "it handles and recovers from (user) errors well."

Documentation: "The documentation accompanying Lazy Writer is thorough, clearly
detailed and full of examples/'

Support: "This program enjoys some of the best manufacturer support I've encountered,

Beiow are Comments from David D. Busch, INTERFACE AGK, APRfL 1982

"Lazy Writer is proof that simple and powerful can coexist."

"A variety of special features would take on articfe of their own to describe, In a nut shell
here ore some of the most outstanding:

• a Disk Directory is available from the program (all DOS's)

• an exit to DOS and a return to the program without destroying the text can be
accomplished. In addition, there is a rescue/cmd program that can reconstruct text
in case of reboot (or in cose you reset your machine by accident),

• An rs232 terminal program is buiit in,"

And Now, Even new Features That The Reviewers Have Yet To See.

THE FORMATTER: A powerful new tool, permits you to see how your text will be printed out
without wasting paper, is now a port of the editor.

PROPORTIONAL SPACING for the EPSON 80/80ft Printers: Although true proportional
space printing is not available on the EPSON printers, this is a very impressive illusion. Only
$24.95.

There are many other proportiono! spacing modules available- call for price,

We couldn't fit, on this page, all the information we hove to tell you about Lazy Writer; call or
write for the complete overview.

Lazy Writer® Mod I or III $1 75.00
SPECIAL - Purchase Lazy Writer from Soft Sector this month for only $145.00.

Offer expires lo st doy of the montti.

YOU RECI^iVED OURMX-PikO
Proportional Printing tor Your EPSON MX-80/80FT
While true proportional spacing is not possible, ttiis program used

with Lazy Writer mokes an impressive & acceptable :llusion.

Only $24.95
Requires: Lazy Writer Mod I (1 .9 & Above)

Lazy Writer Mod III (3,3 & Above)

LATEST CATALOG?
Mod I & lir Users (^~^

Use This Reader Service # \._x
Color Computer Users /"^

Use This Reader Service # \^
Business Users

Use This Reader Service #

^ 87

o
Z}- DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME -

mm NCORPORATED
6250 Middlebelt • Garden City. Mich!gan48135

Order Line 800-521-6504
^. Michigan Orders & Questions 313-425-4020

PAYMENT-paymentacceoted bycharge, peisonal ctieck

' ..'.'2p!l
or COD only, under the following conditions Chorgas

|„_W processed when shiDped, usually with in 48 nours Personal
" - " " Check! delay shipping- pending 3 weeks to clear C.O.O.

orders ore certified check or cosh only, add SI 50 Ml residents must add 4% sales ton.

SHIPPrNG & HANDLING - Shipping Charges: Send the larger amount, 2% or S2 50 unless
stipuiatedoihefwise. Any order receivedwithout shippingandhandling will be shipped height
collect. Air Mail Shipping outside of North America, please send the target amount 10% or
S10 00 Overpaymenl will de refunded

'See List ol Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 191



the CHR$ codes of whatever is drawn on the

video screen. More about that later.

How It Works

Figure 2 shows the addressing for the top

eight hammers in the nine-hammer print

head. The ninth hammer cannot be ad-

dressed, but since the line spacing can be

controlled to a third of a dot, contiguous

vertical printing is possible. The format for

the bit-mapped function is:

480 dots/line: ESC "K" x1 x2

960 dots/line: ESC "L" x1 x2

960 dots at 480 speed: ESC "J" x1 x2

(The ESC (Escape) code is sent to the print-

er with LPRINT CHR$(27).) In Basic, the

command is:

LPHINT CHR$(27) "K" CHRS(xl) CHR$(x2). , ,

or LPRtNT CHRS(27) "L" etc.

The values xl and x2 combine to describe

the number of graphics bytes that follow

this command. The value of xl may be any-

where from zero to 255. If the value of x2 is

one, add 256 to the value of xl ; if the value

of x2 is zero or 255, add nothing to xl. I have

found that CHR$(0) does not work reliably

on my Model III, so I use CHRS(255).

As shown in Fig. 3, the first job is to map
out on a grid eight blocks high the figure to

be printed. The MSB {2') is at the top. Each

column, translated into a decimal number,

counts as a character. This total character

count must be included in the ESC K, Lor J

command. An error condition results if the

character count advances the print head

beyond the end of a line. In the480-dot-per-

line mode, a line may be no longer than 480

dots long, text, block graphics and bit-

mapped graphics included. In 960 dots per

line, the limit is 960. If a drawing is

to be more than eight dots high, a separate

ESC command sequence is required for

each line.

For example, the character 1 would be

stated this way:

LPRINT CHR$(27)"K"CHR$(3)CHR$(:K5)

The semicolon is not necessary, but it is in-

cluded to show where the command ends

and the graphics data begins. Change K to

L and note the difference in type density.

ESC J cannot be used here, as Basic is too

slow. A solid graphics block eight dots high

and 20 dots long can be printed this way:

LPRINT OH RS(27)"K"CHR$(20]CHR$1255];STRING$(20,255

The STRINGS command simplifies the more

repetitious areas of code.

Sketch and Translate

Program Listing 1 is designed to simplify

the process of composing bit-mapped

graphics. The first part allows you to design

the graphics character on the CRT. After

setting appropriate boundaries, the second

part of the program scans and translates

each lit pixel into one bit of data. An eight-

bit-high column is assembled into a deci-

mal number (0-255) and sent to the printer.

At the end of the scan, the total character

count is printed, and the scanned section of

the video screen is printed in bit-mapped

graphics. If the figure is greater than eight

pixels high, the program scans the next
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NOT ADDRESSABLE

Fig. 2. Dot addressing

eight bits. Since the print head can only be

addressed to eight dots high, several separ-

ate lines of graphics commands may have

to be stacked on one another. The spacing

between print lines is important— set it to

8/72 inch so the two lines will blend verti-

cally.

Enter the program shown in Listing 1.

Fig. 3. Bit-mapped programming example

(see Listing 3)

Line numbers are In increments of 10, so

Auto line numbering may be used. When the

program is up and running, the initial dis-

play will show a flashing cursor In the cen-

ter of the screen. In the upper right corner of

the CRT, the mode message will show
Reset. Move the cursor horizontally, verti-

cally, or diagonally with the arrow keys. In

Reset mode the cursor will reset all pixels it

crosses. Press Enter to toggle the mode be-

tween Set and Reset. In the Set mode the

cursor leaves a trail of lit pixels as it moves.

With a little practice, this method of sketch-

Program Listing 1

%%% Listing 1 %%«
%%% Sketch & Translate foe Epson GRAFTRAX %tt

GRAPHICS CHARACTERS

IB CLBAR leee
20 DEFSTR ArZiDEFINT B-Z
30 DIM G(126) "
40 CLS
50 PRINTe52,"Mode: RESET'j
60 FOR Y=3 TO 47 !SET(0,Y) ;SET(127 ,y) jNEXT
70 FOR Y=3 TO 47 STEP 8tSET(l ,Y) i SET(126 ,Y) iNEXT
80 X=64:Y-28:H-'-2
90 PRINTg0, "Press EHTER to change mode, CLEAR to leacn figure. "i

SKETCH ROUTINE

100 IF POINT(X,Y) THEN RESET(X,Y) ELSE SET{X,Y) FLASH CURSOR

110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
26 B

270
271
27 2

B=PEEK{14400) :IF B=0 THEN 100
X1=0:Y1=0
IF B=l THEN K=NOT H
IF M=l PRINT@52,"Modei SET ".-ELSE PRINTg52,"Hode! RESET')
IF B=2 THEN GOTO 280
IF M-1 THEN SET[X,Y) ELSE RESET(X,Y)
IF B-72 THEN Xl=l : Y1=-1:GOTO250
IF B=40 THEN Xl=-1: Yl=-liGOTO250
IF B=4B THEN Xl— 1 1 Yl=l;GOTO250
IF B=80 THEN Xl-l: Yl=l!GOTO250
IF B=8 THEN Y1=-1:GOTO250
IF B=16 THEN Y1=1;GOTO250
IF B=32 THEN XI— 1:GOTO250
IF B=64 THEN Xl=liGOTO250
IF X1+X>0 AND Xl+X<127 THEN X=X+X1
IF V1+Y>0 AND YH-Y<47 THEN Y=Y+Y1
GOTO 100

SET BOUNDRIES t**ii**llllll

280 PRINTi0,CHRS(30) ;"Set boundry at UPPER LEFT corner Of figure
- press ENTER.*;
290 GOSUB 610
300 X2=X;Y2-Y
310 GOSUB 750
320 PRINT§0,"Set boundry at UPPER RIGHT corner of figure- pcess
ENTER,"

J

330 U-2:G0SUB 620:U-0
340 X3=X:Y3=Y
350 GOSUB 770
351 '

352 I**.*. **...**.***** PRINT CHARACTER CODES ••*********•••**••

360 PRINT@0,CHR5(30)

;

370 IF PEEK(143121 061 PRINTe0 ,"" r : PRINT TAB[19)'
INTER •*'*';! !GOTO370
380 PRINTi0, "Sending values out to printer.

390 LPRINT CaRS(27l 2',-

400 CC'l
410 FOR X9=X2 TO X3
420 D=0
430 T=7 '•
440 FOR Y9=Y2 TO Y2+e
450 IF POINT{X9,Y9) D=D+21T
460 T-T-1
470 NEXT

CC= CHARACTER COUNT

* D= DECIMAL TOTAL
' T- BIT COUNTER

Listing 1 continues



INCOME TAX OFFICES:

MULTIPLYYOUR OUTPUT.

WITH TaxPro™
THE PROFESSIONAL INCOME TAX SYSTEM.

TAXPRO DOES MORE.
Five years of successful use
and system improvement
has pushed TAXPRO fan

beyond Form 1040 and its

supplemental schedules. This versatile system
also totals W-2s, computes FICA overpayment,
calculates tax alternatives . . . even prepares
client billing.

TAXPRO IS INTELLIGENT. It analyzes
the client's tax picture, suggests the best
route to go. Determines eligibility for special

forms such as minimum/
maximum tax, income
averaging, to name a few.

TAXPRO IS EASY.

Because it follows the tax

forms line by line. Taxes

are automatically figured,

entered everywhere they

apply. Change any entry,

and all relevant data is

automatically revised,

Produces a printout that

exactly fits 1040 and

IRS-appnoved schedule forms.

TAXPRO IS GUARANTEED. We stand
behind TAXPRO completely. Full, no-charge
support through the tax season. Inexpensive,

yearly system updates. Over 5 million

returns prepared with no reported errors.

TAXPRO BUILDS PROFITS. The door is

open to higher profits than you have ever
enjoyed. Double, triple, or quadruple your

output; pay for TAXPRO and the computer
in one tax season.

If you do income tax returns, you need
TAXPRO, the truly

professional, computerized
income tax preparation

system.

Look into it today.

Contract Services

Associates,

7DB South Euclid,

Anaheim,
California 92802,

[714] 635-4055.

45-PAGE DESCRIPTIVE
SYSTEM MANUAL: $7.50

COIMTRACT SERVICES ASSOCIATES ^68

Improving the bottom line.



Listing 1 continued

4 80 G[CC) =D
490 PRINT@50,D;:LPRINT "Character jCC j "-") DtCC=CC+l
50 NEXT
581
502 '••»*•• PRINT BIT MAPPED SKETCH (THIS LINE ONLY)

51B LPRINTiLPRINT "CHARACrER COUNT^'jCC-l
520 LPRINT CHRS(27)'<'
530 LPRINT CHRS(125),-" "

; CHRS (27) "L" CHRS(CC) CHRS(255)!
540 FOR T=l TO CC:LPRINT CHRS (G (T) )

(

t NEXT
550 LPRINT
551 '

552 >.*•*. !*..•.. INCREMENT BORDERS FOR NEXT LINE "•'•*

see PRIsree.'Do you have another line? |Y/N)

"l
570 A=IKEEYS:IF A="N- 790 ELSE IF AO'Y" THEN 570
580 Y2=Y2+8:Y3=Y3+e
590 GOSUB 750:GOSUB 770
600 GOTO 370
601
602 *••*****.•••••• BORDER CURSOR HOVE SUBROUTINE

61B RESET|X,Y) ;X=2;Y=5
620 IF PEEK|1440e)<>0 THEN 620
63B IF POI»T(X,Y) THEN RESET(X.Y) ELSE SET(X,Y) '•'

640 IF POINT[X,y) THEN RESET(X,Y) ELSE SET(X,Y)

FLASH

FLASH

CURSOR

CURSOR

650 B=PEEK(1440B) :1F B=0 THEN 630
660 X1=0:Y1=0
670 IF B>-8 THEN Yl=-l!GOT072fl
6B0 IF B=lS THEN Yl-l:G0TO72a
690 IF B=32 THEN X1=-1:GOTO720
700 IF B:-64 THEN Xl=l!GOT072B
710 IF B=l RETURN
720 IF X1+X>0 AND Xl+X<127 THEN X=X+X1
730 IF U<>2 AND Y1+Y>0 AND Yl+Y<47 THEN ¥=Y+Y1
7 40 GOTO 630
741 '

742 '•*•***•••••••••• BORDER SUBROUTINES ••••••••••••>

75fl FOR Y9=Y2 TO Y2+7 iSET(X2-2 , Y9) i NEXT
76B RETURN
770 FOR Y9-Y3 TO Y3+7 i EET(X3+2 ,Y9) iNEXT
7 80 RETURN
781 '

782 **••••••************ RESET BORDERS *•"•••••****'

790 FOR Y-3 TO 47:RESET1X2-2,Y1 :RESET(X3+2,Y) :NEXT
800 X-2;Y-^5:M=-2
810 GOTO 90

ing is quick and easy.

After the sketch is completed, define the

borders of the scan area. Leave as little

empty space as possible before and after

the sketch. While still in the sketch mode,

move the cursor away from the figure and

press Clear. This enters the Learn mode.

The cursor will appear in the upper left cor-

ner of the screen, and movement is again

controlled by the arrow keys. The cursor is

non-destructive. Move the cursor to the top

left corner of the figure. The cursor position

is the top of the first eight-bit column. No
part of the sketch should be higher than the

cursor, and no part should be farther left

than the cursor column.

Press Enter when the cursor is correctly

positioned. An eight-bit-iong border wili be

drawn two columns to the left of where the

Sample run uffllng ESC Li

Sample run using ESC Ki

Figure 4

gg^m

7400SERIESTTL
Type Price
7404 i ,25

7405 29
7416 29
7427 25
7438 38
7442 29
7451 20
7474 32
/486 32
/490 44
/492 42
7493 42
7495 55
74121 32
74123 55
74125 47
74132 60
74151 55
/4157 60
74161 83
74164 83
74165 83
74166 90
74173 1.05

74175 65
74176 75

74194 73
74195 64
74366.. ...64
74367 66

1ni

74LS00 SERIES
Type Price

74LSOO t.26
74LS02 27

74LS04 31
74LS05 29
74LSG8 27

74LS09 32
74LS10 27

74LS11 39
74LS13 43
74LS14 71

74LS15 30
74LS20 26

74LS21 30
74LS27 30
74LS30 26
74LS32 37

74LS42 65
74LS74 39
74LS86 41
74LS93 70

74LS123 92
74LS124 1.35

74LS132 72

74LS138 66
74LS139 66
74LS153 64

74LS155 85

74LS157 67

74LS161 87

74LS163 85

as FOR THE LNW & MDX KITS
MEMORY

SPECIAL FUNCTION
Type Price
FD1771B-01 . J23.95
FD1793B-01 ...39.95
BR1941 6.95

TR1602 4,95

Z80A 9.95

Z80B 14.95

MC1372 5.95

MC6674 11.95

2716 6.95

2114 2.95

2102 6.49

741.S0Q SERIES
Type Price

74LS164 92
74LS166 2.29

74LS174 71

74LS175 71

74LS193 87

74LS240 1.39

74LS241 1.39

74LS244 1.39
74LS245 2.20

74LS257 76
74LS273 1.75

74LS367 69
74LS368 69
74LS373 1.49

74LS374 1.45

74LS393 1.95

74S00 SERIES
Type Price

74S04 -.$.55

74S05 -..50

74S22 47
74S32 47
74S64 47
74S74 58
74S112 71
74S161 2.95

74S174 1.15

74S175 1.15

74S280 2.15

74S387 2.95

LINEAR
Type Price
75452 J. 35

LM1488 1.10

LM1489 1.10

UA7805/340T-5 99

UA7812/340T-12 99

UA7912/320T-12 99

79L12 1.25

78H05 5.95

TL084 99

MC1458 58

MLM311P1 90

MC14412 14.95

I.e. SOCKETS
Type Price
SPINS.T J. 12

14PINS.T 14

16P1NS.T 16
18PINS.T 21

20PINS-T: 23
22PINS.T 27
24 PINS.T 30
40PINS.T 47

CRYSTALS
Type Price
iMHz $5.95
3.579MHz 2.50
4.0MHz 2.95

16.0MHz 2.95

We Also Carry
•CAPACITORS*
•RESISTORS-

•CONNECTORS*
•SWITCHES^

ETC.

Write or Call

For Complete
CATALOG

(713)488

17321 El Camino Real ^45o

Houston, Tx. 77058
World Wide Data Systems Inc

VISA, MASTERCARD and AMERICAN EXPRESS
NET 30 TERMS AVAILABLE

D&B Rated Firms, Universities & Government
•Prices do not include shipping*

• Prices are subject to change without notice*
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ALL THE MAJOR
PROGRAM LISTINGS
FROM EACH MONTH!

CASSETTE OR DISK

all the hassles

all the benel
What exactly is LOAD 80? Simply put, it is a monthly dump of

the major program listings in each issue of 80 MICRO. Since it

was introduced in April of 1981, hundreds of TRS-80* users like

yourself have discovered the advantages and benefits of LOAD
80. This comes as no surprise to Wayne Green, the innovative
publisher who created LOAD 80. He knew from experience how
frustrating and time consuming it was to keyboard and debug
even a single published program, let alone all the major pro-

gram listings in an issue of 80 MICRO. He was sure that a great
many people were just as frustrated as he was and would jump
at the opportunity to have those programs available in "ready-
to-load" form.
Wayne couldn't have been more right. LOAD 80 has been a

boom to TRS-80 users, allowing them to spend more time ac-

tually using their computers, while at the same time saving
them a lot of aggravation and a good deal of money.

And now you can enjoy all the benefits of the major program
listings in 80 MICRO without the aggravation of keyboarding
and debugging them. Start your subscription to LOAD 80 with
this month's issue and save close to 30% on the monthly price.

And with a year's subscription, your cost per month (for an
average of 10 programs per cassette or disk) is about what it

would cost you to purchase one program at retail prices. Plus
you get the extra added advantage of having the complete
documentation for the major programs in that month's issue of

80 MICRO, so loading your cassette or booting up your disk
should present no problem at all.

To order your LOAD 80 subscription, or this month's issue

only, simply fill in the attached card or the coupon below (a pho-
tocopy is acceptable) and send it to: LOAD 80, 80 Pine Street,

Peterborough, NH 03458. You can also order back issues of

LOAD 80. For complete details, look for the LOAD 80 back
issues advertisement in this magazine, or see your local dealer.

LOAD 80 disks are TRSDOS 2.3 formatted, single density and floppy-sided. They will not contain an operating system. Sin-

gle drive users need a copy utility; Model III users need theTRS-DOS 1.2/1 .3 Convert utility. Source code files may not be use-

able on the Model III.

Yes, I want September LOAD 80.

n YES, I want to save money. I'll subscribe fo LOAD 80

on disk beginning with ttiis month's issue. . $199.97

D YES, I want a cassette of this month's LOAD 80 for

$9.97 each (plus $1.50 per tape for postage and
handling)

Visa C Am. Ex MasterCard

D Check/Money order

J YES, I want to save money. Sign me up for a year ot

LOAD 80 beginning with this month's cassette. .

,

$99.97 for 12 issues.

YES, I want this month's LOAD BO on disk for $19,97

each [plus St.50 pef disk for postage and handling).

Name:_
Address:

City: .State: -Zip:

Signature: _Card#
LOAD 80 is manufactured by Instant Software, a subsidiary of WAYNE GREEN INC,
expressed or implied that LOAD 80 will do anything other than save you typing.

Exp. Date:
Pine St., Peterborough, NH 03458, There Is no warranty

Foreign air mail, please inquire.

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
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scan will start. This will aid you In seeing If

the sketch is larger than eight pixels, requir-

ing a second scan. Now move the cursor

over to the right border of the sketch and

press Enter. Another border v\/il I appear two

columns to the right.

tf the printer is ready, the message
"Sending values out to printer" will appear.

In theupper right cornerof the CRT, the dec-

imal value of the area currently being

scanned is displayed. The printout will take

the form of Fig 4. The question "Do you

have another line (Y/N)?" will appear. If your

sketch extends below the borders, press Y.

The borders will extend another eight pix-

els, and the scan/print sequence will repeat.

Continue until the sketch has been fully

translated. When you answer N, the pro-

gram returns to the sketch mode to allow

further changes to the existing figure.

Program Listing 2 shows how this infor-

mation is incorporated into a program. Line

20 sets the vertical line spacing to eight

dots, to blend the two print lines. The vari-

able L is set to the length (character count)

of the graphics data and used in the ESC L

command in line 50. A separate ESC L is re-

quired for each print line, so the loop in line

40 is set to the number of lines to be printed.

Lines 60-90 read the data statements and

put them out to the printer. Line 120 resets

the line spacing back to the original six

lines per inch. Sample runs of the 80 logo

are shown in 480-dots-per-line and the

960-dots-per-line format (see Fig. 4).

10 RESTORE
20 LPRIKT CHHS(27)
30 L=42
40 FOR B=l TO 2

50 LPRINT CHRS(271
60 FOR ^=1 TO L
7 READ A
80 LPRINT CHRS[A) )

90 NEXT T
100 LPBINT
110 NEXT B
120 LPRINT CHRS(27
121 '

122 *••••********

-80- SAMPLE BIT MAPPED PROGRAM

A' CHRS(a) • SET a DOT LINE SPACING
'•* L= LENGTH OF GRAPHICS DATA
'*• 2 LINES OF GRAPHICS

•L* CHRSID CHRSI255)

;

'" CR/LF FOR SECOND LINE

'2' '" RETURN TO NORMAL SPACING

"* DATA FOR FIRST LINE •*'***•••••••••

130 DATA 60,126,255,255,231,195,195,195,195,195,195,195,195
140 DATA 231,255,255,126,60,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,31,63,127,248,240
150 DATA 224,224,224,224,224,224,224,240,248,127,63,31
151 '

152 ••••••*••*•*•*••• DATA FOR SECOND LIME ••*••*•••••••••«

160 DATA 36, 124,254, 254, 206, 134, 134, 134, 134, 134, 134, 134, 134
170 DATA 206,254,254,124,56,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,240,248,252,62,30
180 DATA 14,14,14,14,14,14,14,30,62,252,248,240

Program Listing 2

This program can serve as a model for

creating your own graphics. The 480-dots-

per-iine mode leaves figures quite elongat-

ed, while the 960-dots-per-line mode is

much closer to the aspect ratio of the

TRS-80 CRT. Remember, if you try to print a

bit-mapped figure past the end of a line, the

printer will beep eight times and then hang

up. The printer will not respond again until

cycle power.

It will be interesting to see what the hard-

ware hobbyists come up with to better util-

ize bit-mapped graphics.

10 LPRINT CHR$|27) "K" CHR$(5) CHR$(255];

20 F0RT = 1 TO 5

30 READ A;LPHINT CHfl$(A);

40 NEXT
50 DATA 254,144,144,144,96

Program Listmg 3

Thomas McNamee amuses himself with

his micros and by raising cats.

CJp to one megabyte for Models I and III

Low Cost Storage
Model 111 Internal Drives

• single sided, 40 tracks

with 250K $215
• double sided, 40 tracks

with 500K $335
• double sided, 80 tracks

with lOOOK 5435

Model I and HI External

Drives

(includes disk drive, power
supply, cable and color coordi-

nated cabinet)

• single sided, 40 tracks

with250K $315
• double sided, 40 tracks

with 500K $435
• double sided, 80 tracks

with lOOOK $535

m.
-182

INTERFACE, INC.
7630 Alabama Ave., Unit 3

Canoga Park, CA 91304

(213) 341 -7914

External and internal mounting
Now you can have up to one megabyte

of unformatted storage for your TRS-80
Model 1 or 111. Drives can be mounted

internally or externally on the Model 111 and
externally on the Model 1.

Eight color cabinets to choose from
Cabinets for external mounted drives are

available in black, chrome, off-white,

lime green, dark green, bright orange,

computer blue, and brilliant yellow.

Unconditional warranty

and service

90-day unconditional warranty

plus service center for

out-of-warranty service.

For more information on the

TRS-80 compatible

disk drives, call or write:

Dealer and quantity discounts available upon request.

MasterCard, VISA or COD orders accepted. TRS-80 is a

registered trademark of Tandy Corporation.
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In The. . . .

SOUTH ATLANTIC
This exciting, realistic war simulation
puts you in the commander's seat of the
British Armed Forces, Deal with unpre-
dictable weather, political unrest, and
the unruly Argentine Forces to win the
ultimate goal sovereignty over the

FALKLAND ISLANDS!

War in the South Atlantic is available
for: TRS-80 Models I and III oni

16K Cass - $li^.95

32K Disk - $19.95
Order by Check, Money Order, MG or VISA

PROGRAMS FOR THE 80 's

P.O. Box 50160
Indianapolis, Indiana 46250

(in residents add k% sales tax)

317-849-2055

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.

ALL HARDWARE Model I Lowercasc
DUALCASE • ELECTRONIC SHIFT-LOCK • DEB-BOUNCE

BLOCK CURSOR • SWITCHABLE
iiputihle wnh aTi> word pri>ce\s(>r. iin> DOS imj iiKu miicT- Uingu^gesTH^ PAK H

i-h u;c KOM suh-r nlileii

an> word pn

si;

. iin> DOS
00

SCRIPLUS vl U (by ROSTKK ) is the 5,.ltware "patch f.n SCftlPSlT lojihal lets you output

c.mtrol codes loCHANGf-.IVPhSlYLLS.UNDhKLINt. ett from wiihinyourtemfiles Written

especially for the MX-80 but works fine with nuKi acn printer thai accepts cotitrol codes. Makes your

pnntft lid all the tricks it was designed for f [)IR.. KILL, MFRGE, and MORE. WHILE IN

SCRIPSIT ic)

H(m m iin) limes have you wished'? Here 'li? ON DISK i'i W
Need a SUPERFINE lowercase CHARACTER GENERATOR for your MOD I' KSG

1 ethnology builds 'em, and we've got one just for you. Beautiful lowercasc -FULL DECENDERS
All Qfthetraphics.ofeourse, INCLUDES the SPECIALGRAPHlCSforCHRS (01 thru CHRSOi)
omitted in the later Radio Shack lower case chips. Ask for the CGA-2 You'll love il! Only 29,95

Did you ever bomb a disk? SUPER UTILITY (by Kim Watl) WILL AUTOMATICALLY
RECOVER BOOT SECTIONS, GAT TABLES. READ AND COPY PROTECTED MEDIA,
TRANSFER FROM ONE DOS TO ANOTHf-R, SING I.K OR DOUBLE DENSITY, and on. and

on, and on . . . You Just wouldn't believe . . . includes a hundred and some odd vital functions. The

BI.ST (no doubt!) and very, very hi^ly recommended for ANYONE that uses a TRS-80 MOO I or

MOD 3 with any kind ofDISK and any kind of DOS, Voujustgottouse it to realiie what you've got

here' The name 'SUPER UTILITY" is a gross under-stalement. One use can easily pay for the,

program. 48K required. Specify 35tk. Wtk or 80 tk media for your Mod I or Mod 3. Absolutely

prnfessional' You need this! Don't gM caught without it. 74.95

I he only resource you cant replace w TIME PLUG IN A SPRINTER (by Holmes

TRIPLE THE SPEED of yftur TRS-80 MODHL 1 OR MODEL 3,

YKS' A NhW Z-,10B MICROPROI" FSSOR IS INll UDKD!
YF.S' Special circaitr> handles your slower memory chips

YES! Automatic switch down lo "normar for disk 1/0

YES! IT IS ABSOLUTELY FANTASTIC and only 99.50 COMPLETE"
Onk thf cream of the crop loi >ou from HACKS

WHEN ORDhRING SPECIFY:

"Mem Si?e'" D "Memory Si)e" n

To order send payment plus SJ.OO shipping and

handling. Texas residents add 5% sales lax.

National Distributors

for CFCDAT, Iric

HACKS
PO BOX 12963

Houston, Texas 77017
71,1-4,SS-,'i276
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Spellbound

Shool-em-ups not your style'' Consider

Spellbound, a sophisticatetd word game Ihat

will both "please" and "astound': please

because you will always hiave a capable

partner at the the flip o1 a switch and

astound" because you can demonstrate the

superior capabilities ol your TRS-80.

Spellbound conducts a word searcli using

its 12.000 word on-lme dictionary in less

than a minute. Words are extracted from a

matrix of random letters by both you and
your TRS-80, One to six humans can play:

the word matrix is designed using a unique

graphic configuration. The ideal
demonstration program for your pedantic

friends. Spellbound is written in a

combination ol Z80 and Fortran; original

purchasers can also purchase the source

code for an additional SIO, Sorry, this

program only comes on disk. Both Model I

and III versions are included for S19,95,

Because of critical real-time task

processing, this program will not work with

Newdos/80.

TASORT
The Alternate SORT

TASORT IS a high speed sorting program,

designed for easy use in BASIC programs

that need powerful sort capabilities,

TASORT is fast, sorts up to 65 arrays

simultaneously, sorts any combinations of

variable types, is completely relocatable,

respects high-memory, and will sort

ascending, descending and tag-along.

TASORT works with all fulodel I and III

configurations, tape and disk, and is the

perfect bridge for making your prograrns
100", compatible with all environments.
TASORT is S19,95, tape or disk. Write for

information on licensing TASORT for your
commercial applications.

Modem 80
Need a lop quality terminal program Ihat

works under a variety ot enviroments?
Modem 80 and its support packages have

the TRS-80 talking with dozens of systems,

both micros and mainframes, A special

protocol permits easy and reliable

communication with CP'M systems, too!

Modem 80 allows you access to DOS
commands while online, route screen

displays to your printer, change all local

communication parameters at any lime,

upload and download, send files larger than

memory (if the other system recognizes

XONand XOFF protocol), and even includes

a HOST program so that you may access
your unattended TRS-80 from a remote site.

Four separate translation tables are

included for communication output, video,

printer and disk tiles. These are user

modifiable. The Modem 80 package of seven

programs and user's manual is S39.95. This

program is one of our best buys!

Information Storage
And Retrieval

ISAR I, Version 2.0. is the ideal beginning

data base manager. ISAR allows you to

create data files lo your specifications and

add, change and scan records as desired.

Version 2.0 features include: Sorting of all

ten fields at once: reports are generated by a

small BASIC program generated by your

response to prompts (this allows your

printer lo work at the fastest possible speed
and reports only need be defined ONCE),
reports support titles, page numbers,
column headings, footers, literals, end ot file

totals, special control characters LPRINTed
before the report and more: documentation
has been expanded to cover items such as

error trapping, utilization of disk space,

sample user sessions and information about

how ISAR stores the information necessary

to access a file (making conversions

between ISAR and other daia base

managers easier). ISAR I, Version 2 0,

complete with all enhancements and
documentalion, S39.95. (Unregistered ISAR
Expanded Users; Upgrades available')

The Alternate Source
Programmer's Journal

A software toolbox for your TRS-80 Model
I and III. Each issue of TAS features utilities

and applications that enhance your

investment in the revolution. And more. We
tackle comparison reviews. Model I III

compatibility, useful patches for popular

programs, modifying BASIC, using Z80
assembler and many other languages. The
Alternate Source is S24 for 12 issues. If you
haven t seen our journal, request a sample
copy with any product on this page.

Thanks for reading our ad! TAS is located
at 704 Norfh Pennsylvania. Lansing, Ml
48906 Phones: (517] 482-8270 and (800|
248-0284 (order-line). Check. Money Order,
Visa, MC, COD (SI. 75 extra), and wnlten
P.O.s welcome We also stock several
hundred programs from other vendors. Ask
for a copy of the latest TAS tlycr. Dealer
inquiries welcome. ^gg

t'See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 197



REVIEW

Compiled Pascal for the CC.

Pascal Goes Color

Color Pascal

Computerware
Box 668

Encinltas, CA 92024

$39.95 16K/Power Pack
$49.95 32K

Scoff L. Norman

8 Doris Rd.

Framingham, MA 01701

One of the most intriguing software

products yet announced for 68XX mi-

croprocessors is this compact Pascal com-
piler developed by Dynasoft of Windsor
Junction, Nova Scotia. With it, you can ex-

plore the concepts of structured program-
ming, for which Pascal, the most success-

ful new language of the '70s, is so well

known. This is an integer Pascal of limited

capability; that is the price you pay in a 16K
machine. Still, enough of the flavor of the

complete language comes through to let

you explore some of its novel control struc-

tures and data types.

The Dynasoft compiler has been modi-

fied for use with two Color Computer con-

figurations: 16K of RAM plus the Power
Pack's outboard 6K, and 32K of on-board

RAM. The former is the subject of this re-

view.

Setting Up

The Compiler comes on one side of a

short cassette with three demonstration

programs on the other side. You also re-

ceive a brief user's manual from Dynasoft

and Computerware's Color Computer Sup-

plement. Both booklets are not Pascal refer-

ences, and they recommend that the user

obtain one of the many complete works

now available.

Although the Dynasoft manual contains
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much information, it is very densely packed
and less suitable as an introduction to the

language than as a guide to the syntax of

this particular dialect. In the same way, the

Computerware manual covers the specifics

of Color Computer memory usage and the

location of some useful machine-language

routines. The prospective Pascal user can

get the full benefit of this package only by

having a reasonably complete reference

book on hand.

In the 16K version. Color Pascal uses the

Power Pack's Ivlonitor program to perform

input/output (I/O) operations. The compiler,

which loads with monitor's "L" command,
consists of two programs: the Supervisor

and the Editor. These play roles very much
like those of the Monitor and Editor of the

Computerware tool kit. Supervisor is the

more general control program. You use Edi-

tor for creating and modifying the source

code of a Pascal program. (For people total-

ly unfamiliar with Pascal, it is a compiled
language, the relatively English-like text

which the programmer writes is the source

code, while the compiler's output is called

the P-code.)

You have three new prompts to learn. Su-

pervisor's, which comes up immediately af-

ter you load the compiler tape, is "Ready"
plus a block cursor. Supervisor commands
consist of a single letter, sometimes fol-

lowed by decimal digits; entering the E
(Edit) command gets you into Editor with an

initial prompt of two dots (..). This is

Editor's command mode. To enter source

code, you must get into the insert mode,
which you do by entering "i" followed by a

decimal number for the number of lines.

You can use an arbitrary number, like 9999,

to reserve an arbitrary amount of work-

space. The prompt for the insert mode is

At this point, you enter your source-code

statements, indenting with the space bar as

appropriate for the various levels within the

program. Leading blanks are preserved

throughout the compilation process, unlike

the compression that takes place when you
enter a Basic program. Another maior de-

parture from Basic is the absence of line

numbers; the Pascal Editor uses an internal

line pointer to indicate which line of source

code you are working on at any time. You
can move this pointer throughout the work-

space by Up, Down, Top and Bottom com-
mands, and use it for editing, adding or de-

leting lines of code, and so on.

After you have entered the source code,

press Break to get back to Editor's com-
mand mode. This seems reasonable, espe-

cially if you are used to the Power Pack
Monitor's and Editor's operation. The Dyna-

soft manual refers to the use of control-C

to do this job, while the Computerware man-

ual does not describe the procedure at all.

Once you have completed your editing,

Editor's Q command returns you to Supervi-

sor. Now you can compile and run your pro-

gram, but you will regret it if you do. Save

your source code first! The compilation pro-

cess destroys the source code in memory,
and if any errors are found, you will need It

back again. Only source-code statements

can be edited. You save the source code

with Supervisor's S command. Entering S
gets you an immediate prompt of =, to

which you respond with a file name of up to

eight characters.

After you have saved your source code,

you are ready to compile. A simple C com-
mand starts the process. The compiler dis-

plays a copyright notice, and replays the

source code tine by line but with a differ-

ence: the presence of what look like hex ad-

dresses at the left margin. These are offsets
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How many
must your
TRS-80 stop

just to talk

to your printer?

Your conipuLer ralks faster thEin

your printer can listen. Expensive
time is lost forever. SPOOL/64, a

64k byte hardware prim spooler,

keeps your computer processing

while your printer is priming. No
more waiting. No more wasting.

SPOOL/64 buffers your print

ontpui and transmits the

information to your printer at the

printer's specific print rate. It

buffers up to 13 mmutes of print

output (at 80 cliaracters per
second).

SPOOL/G4 plugs directly into

both your printer and

computer, accepts input from
parallel cemronics cables (serial

RS-232 available soon), and its

user programming feature allows

you to download your own
programs so SPObL/64 can
handle sophisticated print

routines. And SPOOL/64, used

with your software spooler, can

give you the highest performance
spooliug available.

SPOOL/64 urilize,s (j4k of . ., .
^^ .\M, a

Z-aOCPL, a 2716 ROM and a copy of I he
source program for rtif object coele in the

ROM is included.

SPOOL/64. priced at jusi S399,
is the most cost/effective prim
spooler on the market. Evaluate

performance. Evaluate price.

Then Icr SPOOL/64 get your
computer back talking to you.

Call or write Apparat today for a

free brochure. Dealer inquiries

invited.

"Q 4401 So. Tamarac Parkway, Denver, CO 80237 (303) 741-1778

'ON GOING SUPPORT FOR MICROCOMPUTERS"



"The process of making even
the smallest change to a Pascal

program involves recompiling."

for each line of compiled code, referenced

to program origin.

If errors are detected during compilation,

the compiler prints a one or two-digit error

code and upward-pointing caret. Depend-
ing on the nature of the error, however, the

caret may actuaily point to the line follow-

ing the one in which the error occurred. Ex-

perience in interpreting the cryptic mes-
sages (with the aid of the Dynasoft manuai)
is necessary. As a rule, compilation wili

continue to the end, and the compiler will

display a message of the totai number of er-

rors. Unfortunately, some of the simplest

syntax errors, such as omitting a semicolon
at the end of a statement, will propagate
and cause many error messages.

Since the display scrolls continuously

during compilation, it is impossible to keep
track of error messages

I n any but the short-

est programs. The value of a printed listing

immediately becomes clear. The program
documentation, though, is of little help. The
Computerware manual goes into some de-

tail about machine-language file control

blocks and device control blocks which the

Monitor uses to interface to I/O routines in

ROM. However, the discussion left me cold,

i may understand it some day, but at this

point the machine language seems to get in

the way of the Pascal.

There is an easy way out. The Power Pack
Monitor has an Echo command which dupli-

cates everything printed on the video

screen on a printer connected to the RS-232
port. You can use this command at various

points in the process of entering, compiling

and running a Pascal program to obtain a

printout. You can invoke the Monitor by hit-

ting Reset, and reenter the Pascal compiler

by the Monitor command "J 0700."

Here is a rundown on how to get print-

outs of various parts of the process:

• For the entire session, hit Reset imme-
diately after loading the Pascal compiler.

Respond to the Monitor prompt with "E,"

which toggles the printer echo mode on. It

will remain on until you next use Reset. As
indicated, J 0700 returns you to the Pascal

Supervisor and you can proceed to Editor

for source-code entry, and so on.

• Foraprintout of the compilation alone,

enter your source code and store it on tape.

Go back into the Monitor, press "E," and re-

turn to Supervisor. Load your source code
with the Supervisor's L command, and
press "C" to compile. Your printout will

start with the Monitor prompt after you
press "E," but you will at least have saved

the time required to print each source code
line as you composed it.

• For a printout of program results, store

the compiled P-codeon tape with the Super-

visor's S command (both source and P-code

store and load in the same fashion). Then
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go to Monitor, toggle the echo mode on, and
return to Supervisor. Load the P-code in-

stead of the source code. You can run your

program immediately, and your printout will

contain only a few commands before the re-

sults of your program.

The process of making even the smallest

change to a Pascal program involves re-

compiling. If you have not worked with com-
piled languages before, it can be frustrat-

ing. Just stick with it, and keep a clear head

as to where you are in the whole process. If

you remember to save your source code,

you will be ahead of the game.

Formatting

One of the most enjoyable things about

Basic is the relative ease with which you
can format program outputs. Color Pascal

is less convenient in this respect. For the

new user, the manuals are useless.

Color Pascal employs a pair of output

statements, WRITE and WRITELN. Each
can have a list of arguments in parenthe-

PROGRAM FASTEST;

VAR D.D2,N: INTEGER:

LF.SPCHAR;
PROCEDURE CLEAR; EXTERN (43304);

BEGIN

CLEAR;

LF:=13;SP: = 32;

WRITE(LF;GIVE me an integer < 180',SP,SP);

READ(D);

FOR N:^l TO 2500 DO
BEGIN

D2: = D.D;

END;

WRITE(LF,LF,SP,SP,'YOUR NUMBER SQUARED IS ' ,D2:1);

END,

Program Listing 1. Pascal demonstration program

10 'BASTEST
20 CLS
30 PRINT: INPUT "GIVE ME AN INTEGER < 130';D

40 FORN = 1TO2500
50 D2=D'D
50 NEXT
70 PRINT:PRINT:PRJNT" YOUR NUMBER SQUARED IS ':D2

80 END

Program Listing 2. Basic version of the demonstration program
of Listing 1

Color Pascal Reserved Words

AND. ARRAY, BEGIN. CASE, CONST, DIV, DO, DOWNTO. ELSE, END, EXTERN,
FOR, FORWARD, FUNCTION, IF, "MOD, NOT, OF, OR, OTHERWISE. PRO-
CEDURE, PROGRAM, READ, REPEAT, THEN, TO, TYPE, UNTIL. VAR, WHILE,
WRITE, WRITELN

Color Pascal Data Types

BOOLEAN, CHAR, INTEGER

Color Pascal Slandard Procedures & Functions

FIND, HALT, LINK, MARK, MOVL. MOVR, NEW, ODD, RELEASE, SETP, SHL,
SHR,SYSCOM

Table 1



Considering expanding your TRS-80
Model I or III? Then you should know
Ihat only one kind of peripheral can

give you all these extra capabilities

... in a single unit:

• Computer-to-computer data

communications, for better

personal or business manage-
ment.

• Access to free "bulletin board"
resources.

• Access to Source, Compu-
Serve and other time-sharing

systems.
• Services like electronic mail,

instant news and financial re-

ports.
• An almost limitless supply of

new/ games and other enthusi-

ast activities.

Of course, we're talking about a

modem. A far more sensible first

step in expanding than, say, joy-

sticks, or a voice box, or a printer.

And, therefore, your best peripheral

buy.

A modem opens up a whole new
world to you. A world of thousands
of computers and computer people

just like you, in homes and busi-

nesses around the block and across

the country. A world you tap through

your telephone.

But dont simply settle tor any mo-

dem. For the most modem satisfac-

tion, you need to make the best mo-
dem buy.

And that's LYNX.

re-

m-

The new LYNX for TRS-80 Model I and f^odel

III. Its the latest innovation from the people who
are making data communications affordable. Its

the best first step you can take in expanding, it

makes your microcomputer a whole new animal.

The new LYNX is the ideal modem
for your Model I or III. That's because
it s the key element of a total direct-

connect telephone communica-
tions package.

This package includes all serial

and computer bus interfaces, cables

and terminal software . . . and comes
to you with these remarkable fea-

tures:

• SINGLE PRICE: $299.95!
• Compatible with both Model I

f and III.

• No separate purchases
quired.

• One-year warranty.
• Auto dial/auto answer.
• Works with any software,

eluding ST-80 by Micklus.
• Active clear, break, and "con-
trol" keys.

• Half or full duplex, variable word
length, parity and stop bits.

• Dial from phone, keyboard, or

memory.
• Works with or without Model I

expansion interface.

• Works with or without Model III

RS-232 card.
• Can be placed on either side of

Model 111.

• No tools needed to install.

No Other modem gives you so much
in a single package. And when you

compare the LYNX price with the to-

tal cost of bringing any other modem
on line. It could save you OVER $100!

123 LOCUST STREET LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 17602

Phone 717/291-1116

TRS-80 is a trademark o1 the Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corporation.

FCC Registration Number: A909KE-681 71 -DM-N

-49

Consult your local microcomputer retailer, or call one of these LYNX handlers today—TOLL FREE:

THE BOTTOM LINE

Milford, NH
800/343-0726

B. T. ENTERPRISES
Centereach, NY
516/981-8568

BREEZE/QSD
Dallas, TX

214/484-2976

COMPUTER PLUS
Littleton, MA
800/343-8124

THE PROGRAM STORE
Washington, DC
800/424-2738

STEVENS COMPUTERS
Phoenixville, PA
800/345-6279

SIMUTEK
Tucson, AZ
800/528-1149

SOFT SECTOR MARKETING
Garden City, Ml

800/521-6504

i^See List ot Adijertisers on page 339

PROGRAMS UNLIMITED
Jericho, NY
800/645-6038
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Head Cleaning
Diskettes

Nol yet

available for

Vydec, Burroughs
Mini-Disk II, or 96 TPI drives.

Keep your diskette drive

heads "Computer Room
Clean" with Scotch® Head
Cteaning Diskettes, You
can clean the heads your-
self in just 30 seconds and
save on service calls, data

drop-outs, costly dov^n
time. Available in 8-inch

and S'A-inch sizes

Amflex Products
& Services

WOFD MD DATA PnoCEESING PROOUCTS

P.O. Box as?, Adrian. Ml ^9Z!1

TelBphone: 517-423-7112 *^423

TERM / HOST VER 1.5 (C) 1982
« 34.95

ENIRy / EHT TERN/HOST via Intsrriipt Handler

HEI TRflNSLflllON of RECEIVED i TfiftNSNIITEl) DATA

TRflNSdlT / fiECEWED Data Continually DispUyed

Adjustable SPLIT SCREEN FULL DDPLEI Operation

BASIC Nay be Jsed as a ASCII FILE lUJ EDITOR

TRANSMIT TEH froB BASIC without LINE NUMBERS

BINARY an!) ASCII FILE Handling Capabilities

ASCII ( Transparent BINARY File ) Handling

CONTROL CODE SUPPORT fr» KBD or (NIT/RCV BUFFER

Additional CONVERSION PROEftAKS are NOT REflUIRED

DISK or TAPE to the TRANSMIT/RECEIVE BUFFER

TRANSIIT / RECEIVE BUFFER to DISK or TAPE

DISK to TAPE or TAPE to DISK All File Types

AUTOflflTIC CLEAN UP of RECEIVED ASCII Files

HEI to DECIMAL CONVERSION Froi Any USER Progra*

UPPER / LONER CASE DRIVER «ith KEYBOARD Toggel

TEIT SPOOL BUFFER fur VIEKING or PRINTING

TRANSLATE TABLE Overlay AREA SMITCHABLE ON/DFF

LINE FEED Suppression on RCV SWITCHABLE on IMIT

BAIT tor RESPONSE CHR or DELAV After Line TEIT

E«IT/RETURN to DOS, BASIC or Other USER Proqrai

HOST May Run HACHINE LAN61AGE Of BASIC Prograis

in the HOST Node Fro* Any ASCII REMOTE TERMINAL

HOST You May DONN LOAD / UP LOAD ail FILE TYPES

in the HOST Frni Any REMOTE TERMINAL or SYSTEM

HOST MODE, has PASSWORD PROTECTION i( desired

VERSION runs on MODEL 1 t 3, TAPE or DISK, 4BK

TERM / HOST / BULLENTIN BOARD
» 39.95

* Uses Jmmm for a DRIVER nith an Appendage

I Series of BASIC Support Prograis and DATA Files

I Support about 200 USERS, IDEAL for LOCAL CLUBS

t Gene'al, Club, and Confidential PASSWORD Prot.

I EASY, USER ORIENTED, coipiete UP/DOyN loading

I ftuto Config. for N/7/1, N/8/i, E/7/1, or E/B/1

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO
Freedo* Financial Enterprises of Wasfiington, Inc

Zm Carnage Dr fiaieigh, NC 27612 917-787-8082
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"Color Pascal assumes
that every integer expression

is six spaces wide."

ses, separated by commas, including both
literal strings and variables; the difference

is that only WRITELN generates a return

and line feed. Thus using WRITELN in one
of Pascal's several types of loops gener-

ates a new output line for every pass
through the loop, just like a Print statement
in Basic. Use WRITE in the same situation,

however, and successive outputs will be
printed on the same line, one after another.

A new line only starts when you reach the

end of your display's or printer's line length.

To be more specific, suppose that you have
defined "I" as an integer variable, and sup-

pose that the statement WRITE('I ^ ',1); is to

be executed for values of I between and 10

(the single quotes define literal strings). The
resulting output is:

1= 01= 11= 2..

A WRITELN in the same place gives:

1=

1= 1

1= 10

Color Pascal assumes that every integer

expression is six spaces wide unless other-

wise instructed. The way to change this is

to follow each integer variable or expres-

sion in an output statement with a colon

and a specification of the minimum field

width to be used. Thus WRITELN('I - ',1:1);

generates

1 = 10

Can you move the starting point away
from the left margin? The only way I have

found so far is to incorporate into the out-

put statement's argument a character vari-

able, defined in the program to have the val-

ue 32, which is the ASCII code for the space
operation. Repeat this variable in the output

list as many times as there are spaces re-

quired. If we want to move our list of 1 =

statements three spaces to the right, we
need this in the variable declaration portion

of the program: VAR C:CHAR; and some-
where ahead of the output statement, we
need C: = 32; Finally, our WRITELN state-

ment becomes WRITELN(C,C,C,'I - ',1:1);

Similarly, you can insert blank lines into

an output list by using WRITELN without an
argument, or by using WRITE with a charac-

ter variabie argument which you have as-

signed the value 13 (ASCII for line feed with

carriage return). Finally, a character vari-

abie assigned the value 8 generates a back-

space on the video display, although dumb

printers like my Line Printer VII do not rec-

ognize it. These are the only video control

codes the Color Computer recognizes; how-
ever, you can use the same technique to in-

clude printer control codes. A variable

assigned 31 generates double-width print

on my Line Printer VII, for instance.

These procedures can help format your

printed output, but you still need one ele-

mentary thing: a way of clearing the video

display. The way to do it illustrates how
you can tap into a predefined operation,

whether in ROM or in protected RAM. The
key is the use of what Pascal calls a pro-

cedure, analogous to a Basic subroutine.

Procedures are called by name in a Pascal

program, but must first be identified In

one of two ways: as a collection of Pascal

statements, or as the decimal address of

a machine-language routine. For the latter

method, you use the address as the argu-

ment of the keyword EXTERN.
The Color Assembler manual contains

the addresses of many useful Basic sub-

routine entry points, including $A928
(43304 decimal) for CLRSCN, the routine

which clears the screen to blanks. All we
need do is include in the declaration part

of a program the definition "PROCEDURE
CLEAR; EXTERN (43304);." Now, any time

we need a blank screen in the program we
just use the statement "CLEAR;." The pro-

cedure name Clear is arbitrary.

What about input? It turns out that Col-

or Pascal's Read statement, READ(X),

handles numbers in a straightforward

manner. Just type in your number and hit

Enter, as usual. Character variables are

read into an array one character at a time.

Both manuals illustrate this with a pro-

gram which takes a word and prints all

permutations of its letters. The same pro-

gram is on the cassette.

Program Listing 1 includes most of

the things I have mentioned. It is just a

program to read an integer from the key-

board, compute its square 2,500 times,

and print the result. However, it illus-

trates the syntax of Color Pascal, includ-

ing the screen formatting tricks I have
described. Program Listing 2 gives the

Basic equivalent.

For those of you already familiar with

Pascal, Table 1 presents a compilation of

Color Pascal's reserved words and pre-de-

clared identifiers for data types, proce-

dures and functions. This may give you
some feeling fortheextent to which the di-

alect represents full-blown Pascal.

Color Pascal is nothing more than an in-

troduction to the world of structured pro-

gramming. The 16K version represents a
real accomplishment on the part of itsau-

thor(s), but requires an investment in time

and effort if you are going to use it for

complicated programs.H
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eVERV DOV MORF PEOPl-E LEPIRN
THE NAME OF THE ONE SOFTUORE
r.OMPONY THCIT MORE COLOR
COMPUTER OWNERS HBVE GOTTEN
SOFTWRRF FROM THQN OLL THE
OTHER COMPONIES COMBINEDi
THE ONE CDMPONV THOT HfiB
GIVEN «WRV THDUSONDS OF FREE
PROQRSMS TMBT ARE SUPERIOR
TO SOME VOU MIGHT PRV FOR!

KNEW
TOO?

ILLUSTRRTED MEMORY BONKB: 1MB
WILL SEND you fl SHORT SOMPLE
PROGROM » DUR NEW COLOR EXT.
BfiSIC SOFTWARE LIST WHEN VOU
SEND US S BUSINESS SIZED SOSE.

ORDCLONE
or- disk ana

UPPER and LOWERCfiSE letters
5D letters by 24 lines on

e '
I Why pay moi^e vvhen this is

JUST tie. 95 SUPPLIED ON TAPE.
. USER MODIFIABLE I'll

18.95

l&K Ext land*
CREOTAVPDER -

Aftm ProgfColor- Basic
it& your own targets or- trhoose
pf predesigned A color targets.

6RTOR ZONE - battle against alien 'preppy gators'
before they eat your shirts. (1MB original).

KOSMIC KBMIKRZE - our best selling hi-res., deep
space arcade game kjhiori THE RPiINBOW oalled
' , . the best spaceship graphics we have seen

E^ lanquage program- '

many more titles available, including STAR SIEGE
PLUS, BRLLDPINS GAMBLERS, SELECT-O-GOME, STARBASE
flTTOCK, fpTETEOR STORM, plus new releases coming.

illustrated memory banks
P.O.BOX 289
WILLIAMSTOWN, MA. 01267-0289

<-* 1 3 > GS3—sc-^s
SPECIAL OFFERi Menti(
a FREE proor-»m for- ev*ry ^274

Looking for a Spelling Checker?

Get more than just a spelling checker - get

HexspeLL 2
the EVERYTHING checker

hiss; (LI LEflRM WORD (Rt REPLflCE HORO (S> MP WORD

HORO IN error; nisstsKe

This IS an e«3iwle of a tPKl beina dwcksd by

ILL. The tBiit scrolls up the screen as il is cliBCli.ed.

ari error is detected, bou have three choices.

1) KKHX the incorrect uord. The replacenent Mri

gTftWTLV RE-C*CKED for correctness, ther. inserted in the

sThe word is correct, leave it a il is«.

Sell HEXSPRL to Lijm this^wd'fof firtwe

Ith jijst one keystroke.

HcKspell requires just trie step to check and

correct a te>,-t, srrt learn reu uords. Tow docunetit is ready to

print as soon as HeKscell Is finished. A Mord that is in error

E.9-hisst3ke].is hi^Ughted in the tei;t for easy correction.

Hexagon Systems is proud to announce arolher lirst in lexl ctieckins - an everything

checker, Hexspell 2 ctiecks not only dictionary words, tiut learns and checks coOes, lor-

mulae and numbers which are so essential in many commercial and technical documents.

With Hexspell 2 you define what characters make jp a word, then leach Hexspell the new

"words' ' it needs to checl< your text. This advanced system builds on the unique features ot

the original Hexspell (the lirst TRS-80 speiling checker). Hexspell 2 features a one-step in-

teractive process, a word list Ihat adapts itself to your word usage, a 25 OOO word initial

word list and more than tnree years of research and experience.

HeispBll ? upgrade for registered owners ol Hexspell Vats. 1
—

S35 from Henagon Systems qi your nearest dealei.

Hexspell 'equires a TRS 8U Moc l cr Mod III wi1>i 2 drives and 48K. US$99

.HeXAOON P.O. Box 397, station A
Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6C 2N2
Telephone (604) 682.7646

Micronet 70235,1376

1^46

TRS-80 MODELS I OR III, 52K, 1 DISK DRIVE

Your personal
money

manager,
DOUGHFLO!

Doughflo IS a complete accounting system mat grows as you need it
—

FEATURING:
^ Excellent for use as a general ledger tax oreoaration system or

accounts payable system

^ Reports which comoare totals fromup to 24 months Automatically

form income and expense averages, and budgets

I-- interactive cneckDook Daiancmgwniie expenses are Demg entered

Complete check-wnting logic customized to your own checks

^ versatile report generator searches and lists aM totals and t)aiances

I- user friendly documentation-inciudes sample data ready to rtin

Pav vour bills, and gain valuable insight. Create a complete financial

data base for your home or office S79.95 complete Demonstration

disk available for S12 00 postpaid to be put towards fiiture purchase

For more information check reader service number, specify

Model I or ill. ,^112

Perfect Cload
Every Time
From a review in SeptemDer-OctoDer 1980
Elementary Electronics Reprrnt; avaiiaoie

Jf *

TRS-SO TAPE DIGITIZER $49.95!
At last there is a cure for TRS-80 tape cloading blues! For

over three years. Alphanetics has been selling the TRS-80 Tape
Digitizer, a proven hardware solution for your software problems fMo

longer need you luggle the recorders volume control endlessly, try-

ing for a perfect cload of a pre-recorded program just dod the tape

into the cassette recorder, process Che agnai through our digitizer,

and you re ready to PU^J a perfect load!

Just check out the Tape Digitizer s features ...

.' Makes tape program loading virtually independent
of volume control setting.

.^ Allows copying system and normal tapes without
using computer,

^ Makes a perfect digital copy of any tape without
using computer, removing hum, noise, and cures
minor dropouts.

.^ Cassette switch allows manual control of cassette
recorder, independent of computer control.

- 'GOOD DATA" indicator easily enables setting proper
volume . . . doubles as a tape monitor.

.' A.C. powered — no batteries to replace.

.' Housed in a sturdy, attractive metal case.

.' Completely compatible with Level I s II, also LOVir

speed (500 baud) Model ill.

Feed your cassette to the Alphanetics Tape Digitizer and feed your

computer the exact digital waveform the TR5-80 gave your tape. Get

rid of your tape bugs today — S49 95 postpaid to continental North

America, or return wichmlOdaysforafullrefundi ^113

we welcome visa or MasterCard.

Coli>hQneMcs)
Box 597. Forestuille. CA 95336

2a hr. phone (707) 887-7237

See L/s( of Ad^/ertisers on page 339
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GENERAL

LOAD 80

Have fun putting stuff in memory then printing it out.

Screenplay

Warren Merkey

824 SE First Avenue
Gainesville, FL 32601

(always wanted to be a science fiction

writer, but I hate typewriters. Scribbling

notebooks full of futuristic prose is a slow,

painful procedure. When I heard about word

processors and saw a microcomputer
cheap enough to buy, I imagined sci-fi

novels pouring out of my brain onto a video

display. Even if I couldn't afford a printer

right away I would just store my prose on

tape. The microcomputer would make me a

science fiction writer, for sure.

So I bought a Level I 4K TRS-80.

Needless to say, you cannot do word pro-

cessing with Level I Basic (maybe you can,

but who would want to?). You know the pat-

tern from here: get Level II and 16K; learn

Level II; try to do serious programming with-

out a printer; get a printer; tire of cassette;

wish for floppy disks; settle for something
cheaper; get a lowercase modification; get

a better printer; subscribe to several com-
puter magazines; wish for a word process-

ing program that can work with my par-

ticular collection of peripherals.

I have always balked at spending a lot of

money for software, and usually write pro-

grams myself. The result is that I've written

very little science fiction but quite a few

The Key Box

Cassette Basic

Model I

16KRAM
Epson MX-80

Exatron Stringy Floppy

ESF 4.1 Operating System

word processing programs.

I wrote all my programs in Basic and they

all worked, but they were long, slow and er-

ratic. They manipulated strings. When I

edited a line, or when text memory was
aimost full, the computer ignored keyboard

input while it sorted out defunct text strings

to free up memory space.

When I installed my lowercase modifica-

tion I discovered the POKE instruction. I

could use POKE to put lowercase characters

on the screen, and I did not need the

ULCBAS tape. Could I POKE text onto the

screen? What if I wanted to insert or delete

text in a line? There are no Basic instruc-

tions, such as MID$, or any other ways to

shove the characters around in memory. But

I could use the simple Z80 instruction LDIR if

I could figure out how to implement USRs
and keep track of many memory addresses.

I solved all the problems in this direct-

memory-access approach, and in the pro-

cess I learned more about Z80 Assembly
language. The program— now called Screen-

play—evolved from a monster listing that

processed just 3K' of text. The compact
4800 program bytes now process 10,240

bytes of text.

Summary of Functions— (Edit) rneans accessed by edit cursor jAII} means available to ail cursors

Summary
{Edit) call page of text to screen.

Use arrow l<eys to direct scroillng. For viewing oniy. No
cursor on screen. Press [EN| to exit.

Displays only every other character. Use horizontal scroll

to view all bytes. Press [SH] [CL] [RA] for 64-char. per line.

? Prompt requires number of lines to be right-justified. 64-

char. lines only.

1 = Save 2 = Load 3 = Print 4 = View ?_ Prompt requires

number from 1 to 4.

e.g.SI /4# means line 4 of page 1 Is lop line on screen. Press

[#] to remove.

Install Yen symboi at end of block to be inserted Into. Rec-

ognizes Yen symbol farthest ahead of cursor. If no Yen Is

ahead of cursor, Insertion Is limited lo one line, insertion

stops at right margin. Press [EN] to exit function.

Use anows to dtfecl Set point. Use [SH| and arrows to direct

Reset point. Press [SH] [EN] to erase, [EN] to store as text.

Two prompts; Move? and 11 , Requires two factors of

total bytes to be moved. Cursor points to start of block. Ar-

rows direct move. Press [EN] to exit.

Same as Insert function except any key deletes one charac-

ter and [LA] deletes continuously, Pfess [ENj to exit.

1601h line Is pushed out of memory. Push any key to open

line, [EN] lo escape.

1601h line is duplicated. Push any key lo close current line,

[EN] to escape.

Screen pages 0-9 are (lashed on screen until [EN] Is pushed.

e,g. = < 32 20 28251 6E5B > where ' = " is cursor, "32" is

decimal ASCII, "20" is hexadecimal ASCII, 26251 and 6E5B are

decimal and hex byte address. [UA] & [DA] increase and

decrease ASCI I
value, [LA] & [RA] move " = " cursor. Exit is [EN].

Keyls) Function

0-9 Page Call

ESH] [LA] Scroll

[RAI four-way
(All)

!SH] [CLl 32-char,

[LA] per line

{Alii

[1] Justify

{Edit}

['] I/O

{Edits

m page/line

{Edit} display

[S] Insert

{Edit}

[%] Draw
{Edit}

[S] Move
{Edit}

[] Delete

{Edit}

[(] Open
{Edit}

[)] Close

(Edit}

[•] Loop

{Edit}

[
= 1 Hex Edit

{Edit}

Table 1. Summary of Functions
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Two grmat
itorflie'BOs ft M» li

The realism of "out-the-window" flight can be yours with

this challenging simulation that will excite beginners and

test experienced pilots. On cassette, $25.00.

On enhanced disk (increased world projection rates,

10-frame-per-second approach mode, infinite horizon,

hit/crash detection, and more), $33.50. For Model I or

III: please specify since the media are different.

All versions require 16K.

I BU-9U2

Also challenging and realistic. Forest Fire Dispatcher

features the ease of operation that lets you concentrate

your energy and imagination on the job at hand: saving

forests as efficiently as possible. A naturally deep
strategy game for years of pleasurable interaction. On
cassette, $24.95 (16K required). On disk, $29.95
{32K required). Specify Model I (Level 2 BASIC) or

Model III.

For direct order, include S1.50 and indicate UPS or first class mail, iitinois

residents add 5% sales tax. Visa and MasterCard accepted.

If you don't yet own a disk, don't fret. You can upgrade anytime.

Cassette users may send back their cassette (but nof the manual) along

with $10 (first ciass shipping included) and receive the disk version.

•^See Lis! of Advertisers on page 339

Communications Corp.

713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-8482
Telex: 206995
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MEMOREX
FL]

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Vree (800)2354137
for prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited and C O D "s

accepted

PACinc
EXCHANGES
KK) Fwthiil Blvd

San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. InCai. call

(800)592-5935 or

805)543-1037

^207

PC BOARDS DOC. ONLY $19.95

THIS EASY TO INSTALL KIT WILL
DOUBLE THE SPEED OF YOUR MOD-
EL II I COMPUTER.

COMPLETE KIT

ASSEMBLED & TESTED

CALL OR WRITE
J.E.S. GRAPHICS
P.O. BOX 2752
TULSA, OK, 74101

PHONE 19181 742 7104

$59.95

$99.95

rt-t3i£uiiiMJ'^i«ii*ir*rj^'jB4knfflj;BiPtaitida<iur.iit^^

IEEE-488 TO TRS-80* INTERFACE
Everything needed to add powerful
BASIC GPIB-488 controller capability

to TRS-80 Model 1 or 3, Level 2 or

DOS vtfith a minimum of 16K.

488-806

Fo' Model 1

'~il oration JEL

488-80C
Fo' Model 3

Operation

Model 488-80B or 488-80C Price: $375.
+ shipping, insiiiance & lax

WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY DISK OR TAPE

SCIENTIFIC ENGINEERING
LABORATORIES

11 Neil Drive • Old Bethpage, NY 11804
Telephone: (516) 694-3370

" TiademarK ol Tandy Corp

There is no allthat ion between Scienlitic
Engineering Laboratories and Tandy Corp or

Radio Shack.

^^203

m n;.u!.m'ii''V^'i fi- -^^^

l^lPl
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

SOFTWARE

Business Programs

Ptoforma rash-Budstl S125 S175
I'riifornid InLcimo

and Balanip Shott 125 175

Lfasf-PurLhdbf Detislon 100 1 iO

Business Analysis Packajfu

(12 individud! pruBrjms) lUO 150

FtoCUFt'menI 100 lid

Educational Programs
tolli'st Enroilmenl

Piojection 1 00 1 5f

Gradebook 50 lUl

All pro^ram^ on djik wi(h e>ireniive dotunienlalio

Send fora brochure which fully de^cribeirheprogr,"^

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
SOFTWARE, INC.

2912 Brandemere Drive

T^tlUihassee, Florida 3?^12

Phone (904) 386-(.5f.:t ^^^-j

l!^mi^mmammmmam^^ '

From ttie January I98i issue or Ihe C^iiRA Gompuler
Club newsletter:

There was some amusemertt at the Novem-
?ef meeting when the Radio Shack repre-

sentatives stated Dial ttie software in the
,

ROM cartridges could not be copied. This

nonth's 66 Micro Journal reported they had
disassembled the programs on ROM by
covering some of the connector pins with

tape. They promise details next month. Never
[ell a hobbyist something can't be done! This

I'^agazine seems 1o be the only source so 'ar

o( ledinical infomiations on ttie TRS-BO color

computer'". Devoted to SS-50 6800 and
6809 machines up lo now, 68 Micro Journal

plans lo include the TRS-80 6809 unii <n

future issues.

To get the MOST from your 6809 CPU - This is the
BEST SOURCEi T^e ONCY Magazine lor the 8809
Comouter Wontlis Ahead rit All Ottier;;!

68 MICRO JOURNAL
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd.

Hixson.TN 37343
USA

! Yr —12A.50 2 Yr — J42.50 3 V> —$64.50

Foreign Surface AOd $12 Yr lo USA Price

Foreign Air t^aii Add 135 Vr. lo USA Price

CanaaaSMencoAOaSBSOVr to USA Pncr "

COMRU i tR
DISCOl

I

• Factory Direct

• Best Prices Anywhere
• No Out-of-State Taxes
• 100% Radio Shack Warranty
• Free Price List

SCOTT TASSO
Owner

Radio Shack Associate Store #7053

175 E North Delsea Drive

Vineland, NJ. 08360

800-257-0426

NJ 609-691-7100 ^5io

Screenplay Is not an Electric Pencil or

Scripsit, nor is it the equivalent of a Basic

word processor. It does not really manipu-

late text, except as aside effect. Screenplay

is for having fun putting stuff in memory
and tfien printing it. You can put any value

from to 255 into any memory byte from

22528 to 32767. You can ttien dump ttiese

values on paper in a manner similar to a

screen dump. The only limitation is your

hardware and your imagination. In other

w/ords, you can drav\/ pictures, write a story,

mix graphics and v*/ords, even write

machine code, and edit anything you can

write or load into the upper 10K of memory.

System Requirements

To use Screenplay you need a Model I

Level II 16K TRS-80. it will probably run in a

Model III with minor changes. You also

need an Exatron Stringy-Floppy (ESF) for

memory storage. You can use cassette but

it will require a special machine-language

routine and a place to put the routine. The
ESF is ever so much quicker and surer. You
should also have an Epson MX-80 printer, or

the equivalent, to take full advantage of the

graphics possibilities and multiple text den-

sities. Lowercase is also a must. Finally, a

50 percent increase in the speed of your

computer provides a very comfortable rate

of keyboard input, (if you are a speed typist,

better stick with one of those expensive

word processing programs.)

Screenplay will not run on a disk system

because it is not relocatable from its posi-

tion in the keyboard memory. The disk

operating system (DOS) usually resides in

the same area.

POKE?

As I have suggested, the whole program
is built around using the POKE statement.

Sneaky programmers use this nasty sound-

ing instruction for arcane purposes. PEEK
is its partner in crime. Try POKEing the

number97 in video memory: POKE16000,97.

If you have lowercase enabled in your com-

puter, you will see a lowercase a at print

position 640. Now try this: PRINT@650,
CHR$(97). If you have lowercase but do not

have ULCBAS or some other driver routine

engaged, you will see an uppercase A.

Screenplay works by taking keyboard input

via INKEY$, changing the string character

to an ASCII number by ASC(I$), and POKE-
ing the ASCII number into screen memory.

At the same time, it also puts the number in

a higher memory location that corresponds

to the screen memory address by a calcu-

lated offset factor. The screen memory, in

effect, becomes a copy of what is stored in

higher memory.

If you have ever used PEEK or POKE in a

loop, you know they are slow instructions.

To put 1024 bytes on screen by PEEKing a

higher memory location and POKEing its

contents into video memory takes several

seconds. POKE graphics are slow; USR in-

structions speed things up. Screenplay

employs several USRs, but the one that

gets used most is just 12 bytes long and
features the LDIR instruction.
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LDIR is a special Z80 instruction that

uses tliree defining values to move a blocl<

of memot7 from one place to another. A

Basic progrann can calculate these three

values and POKE thenn into place, Just

before the program calls the USR. The USR
then copies (moves) 1024 bytes (the block

length) of memory from text memory (the

source address) to video memory (the des-

tination address). This takes less than one

second—much much less. You can easily

reverse the process by sv*/itching the source

and destination addresses, thereby copy-

ing the entire screen into text memory.

When the source text address is bumped up

or dovi/n by 64 bytes, scrolling occurs as the

screen is updated.

If you do not confine your POKEing to

screen memory, disaster awaits below

15360 and above 16383. If it were not for the

ESF's speed, I would still be in the early

development stages of this program. I had

to save the program on tape before every

trial run because there was a good chance

the POKES or the block moves would miss

screen memory and obliterate some of

Level II ROM's sacred RAM addresses.

While developing Screenplay I learned to

write some Z80 Assembly language to pro-

vide insertion, deletion, right justification,

and unlimited block movement of text. 1 had

to interface these subroutines to the Basic

part of the program.

The Coding

The last stage of developing Screenplay

required writing extremely compact Basic

code, so all the different features I wanted

could fit into less than 5K of program space.

Control Key Functions— for multi-key commands

press the first key listed

then the remaining i^eys

simultaneously

Abbreviations: EN = Enter; CL = Clear; SH =

Shift; UA = Up arrow; DA = Down

arrow; LA = Left arrow; RA =

Right arrow;
[ ]

= Any key.

[UA] = Cursor up

[DA] = Cursor down

[LA] = Cursor left

(RAj = Cursor right

[EN] = Carriage return

[CL] - no function alone

[SH] - no function alone

[UA] [l_A] = Home cursor

[DA][RA) = Anti-home cursor

[SH] [UA] = Access uppercase lock

[SH] [DA] [LA] = Access lowercase/lypewriter mode

[SH] [LA] = Tab left

[SH][HA] = Tab right

[SH] [EN] - Access edit cursor

[SH] [CL] = Hack

[CL] [UA] = Repeat up

[GL1[DA] = Repeat down

[CL] [LA] = Repeat left

[CL] [RA] ^ Repeat right

[SH] [UA] [DA] = Access graphics cursor

|SH] [LA] [RA) = Access four-way scroll

[SH] [CL] [DA] = Clear to bottom of screen

[SH][LA][CL] = Access 32-character/line display

[SH] [RA] [CL] = Return to 64-character/line display

[SH] [CL] [UA] [DA] = Clear all of text memory

Table 2. Control Key Functions

There are no comments in the listing

because there is no room for them. I do not

believe there is a single unnecessary line

number.

Screenplay's memory map looks like this:

10240 bytes of text memory (22528-32767);

356 bytes of machine language and scratch

space (22172-22527); about 500 bytes of

variable, array, string, and stack space

(21670-22171); and about 4500 bytes of

Basic program listing (17129-21670).

Screenplay can be both easy and difficult

to use. A computer novice can get useful

results from the program with a minimum of

instruction. It is just like using a typewriter.

But if you get into the heavy editing and the

embedded printer commands that can pro-

duce fancy printouts. Screenplay becomes

a challenge. Think of it as a word process-

ing adventure game program. The treasures

Save

Load —
Print —

Llnas= ->?_

Spaces = =>?_

Marg= = >?_

Lion =

Go-

=>?_

INPUT/OUTPUT FUNCTIONS

Requires cursor positioned at the first byte to be saved. Requires Exatron Stringy Floppy

Version 4.1. ©SAVE? _ prompt requires file number. is escape. LINES? _ prompt re-

quires total number of 64-byte lines to be saved. Enter to escape,

©LOAD? prompt requires file number. Enter to escape.

Requires cursor positioned at the first byte to be printed. Printer parameters are displayed;

LINES-
SPACES =

MARG =

LLEN =

G0=
Prompt requires total of 64-byte lines to be printed, even if you are printing more or

less than 64 characters per line.

Prompt requires line-spacing factor 1 - single spacing; 2 - double spacing; 3 =

triple spacing; etc.

Prompt requires number of spaces to provide left margin width, 8 is about right for

8-inch paper, 64-char. text lines and 80-char. printer lines.

Prompt requires length of text line to be printed. 64 is standard. Ttie printer line

iengthmust be greater than this or printer wraparound will occur. Printer line length

is set by escape by embedded commands, but is usually BO by default.

Prompt requires value greater than to start printing.

Responding with a zero to any of these prompts returns you to the I/O menu.

Table 3. I/O Functions

ESTATE PLANNING MODEL '
'

SAVE TIME AND MONEY
by using your TRS-80* Model II, 64 K computer
for professional estate analysis.

^ Marital Deduction Formula Analysis Reports

analyze six formula bequests for both husband
and wife for both orders of death.

1^ Estate Tax Return Report computerizes estate

tax planning for decedents' estates.

T^ Client-Ready Reports printed.

* State (Ohio) and Federal Taxes computed.

fy Free Updates to reflect legislative changes
for one year.

-ir Sold and maintained by author: an attorney

and estate planning professional.

<7 ALREADY REVISED to comply with 1981

TAX REDUCTION ACT.

YES, please send me more information on the

Estate Planning Model.

Name^
Name of Firm.

Street ^

City ^^___ ^_^ State .

Mail to; Beard Software Development Co,

59 Skyline Avenue
Canfield, Ohio 44406

Zip

'TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Radio Shach.
^134
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are there to be found—you just have to hit

the right keys and think deviously.

To hit the right keys most of the time,

you wilt need some labels you can write on
and press onto the fronts of certain impor-

tant keys to remind you of their special

functions. Screenplay is not a menu-driven
program, except for the I/O (input/output)

functions. All edit functions are activated

the instant you touch the right key. If you
hit the wrong key, you should never lose

more than one line of text.

How to Use Screenplay

To use Screenplay, turn on your TRS-80,

respond 22172 to the Memory Size? prompt,

load the machine-language file, load the

Basic listing, and type Run, Screenplay
begins with the edit cursor blinking in the

upper left corner. If you press any of the

numbered keys (0-9) you will see the con-

tents of text memory, The pattern will ap-

pear to be @ symbols and I graphics

blocks. These are ASCII values zero and
255, a result of the memory test the TRS-80
performs when you turn it on. To clear text

memory {put blanks or ASCII code 32 char-

acters in memory) press Shift Clear up ar-

row down arrow. It takes about a second for

the blank screen to be copied ten times into

text memory.

The edit cursor is a rectangular patch of

dots (ASCII 127), if you have the right

character generator chip. (You can change
it in line 8000 of the Basic listing.) The edit

cursor accesses the I/O menu, the Insert,

Delete, and Move functions, and a few other
features. See Table 1.

There are three other cursor characters:

B is the lowercase cursor, the upper-

case cursor, and S the graphics cursor.

Several Edit functions, such as Hack and
Repeat, are available to all cursors. To ac-

cess the different cursors you press dif-

ferent combinations of control keys: the

shift, clear, and arrow keys. If you want to

write as though using a typewriter, press

Shift down arrow to access the lowercase
cursor. Table 2 is a summary of control key

functions.

You can move the cursors anywhere on
the screen with the arrow keys. The cursors

do not destroy text as they move over it, and
the character under the cursor reappears
each time the cursor blinks off. When you
fill the screen with text or reach the bottom
line, the screen automatically scrolls up
one line, giving you another line to write on.

Any time you attempt to move the cursor

below or above the screen limits, text will

scroll up or down.

Screenplay has several special features

not usually found in a word processing
program.

Draw

You have to be in the edit mode to access
this feature. In Table 2 you will see that you
get the edit cursor by pressing Shift Enter.

Pressing the percent key initiates the Draw
function. A rapidly blinking Set point will ap-

pear where the edit cursor used to be. Using
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the arrow keys you can draw a line in any
direction. To draw a diagonal line, press two
arrow keys at once. (Pressing down arrow

A— 1536D, beginning ol screen memory
F— 1 orO, Shift key flag

H— high byle decimal POKE vaiue, sub 8400

1—0 to 255, l<eyboafd input byte or ASCII vaiue

J—32, ASCII space code, left-arrow PEEK vaiue

K—64, screen line length, right-arrow PEEK vaiue,

etc.

L— low byte decimal POKE value, sub 8400

M— input value to sub 8400, text length or byle ad-

dress

N— 1 orO, page/line display flag, 1 = on, = off

0—1 lo4, op. mode, 1 Ucase, 2 graphics, 3 edit, 4

U/case

P— 1 to 10, text memory page number (0 to 9

keyboard)

0—22273, used for POKEing data into USR's
R— not used

S— to 96, control key PEEK number
T— 7168 to 16384, text address addend
V— 15360 to 16383, screen cursor address
2— 163S3, end of screen memory
B, C, D, e, G, U, W, X, Y. Z—general purpose

variables

US— 16526, low byte pointer to USB address

UX—dummy variable for calling USR's

i(Y)— printer command parameters

P$(W)— printer command labels

Table 4. Basic Variables

and right arrow will draw a diagonal down-
ward and right.)

Erase points or lines by activating the

Reset instruction; hold the shift key down
while pressing the arrow key. There are two
ways to exit the Draw function, depending
on whether you want to retain what you
have drawn in text memory. If you want to

store the picture in text memory, press

Enter. If you want to erase the picture and
restore the screen to its original condition

(you may have drawn over something impor-

tant) then press Shift Enter. This exit

method only erases the patterns you have
drawn from the current drawing session.

Previous pictures remain stored in text

memory.

Loop

The Loop function is accessed from the

edit cursor. It flashes all ten screen pages of

text sequentially. You could, for instance,

use it to animate a series of pictures you
have drawn. I have played with expanding
and contracting geometric patterns.

Hex Edit

Place the edit cursor over the byte of

text you want to alter or investigate and
press the equals key. Let's say you have an

Line 1000 sets ail variables to integer type, clears enough siring space to allow the Hex Edit and Printer output

functions to operate, and defines various fixed values that are used often in the program. Sub 91 00 picks up the in-

itial value of T, the lext address addend.

Lines 1200-1220 process most of the keyboard text input,

Lmes 1230-1280 process the conlroi key inputs. Line 1250 handles all control key combinations except those

involving the shift key. Line 1270 handles all shift/control key inputs.

Lines 1290-1330 implement the Repeal function.

Lines 1340-1370 provide the tab increments and the home and anti-home cursor controls.

Line 1380 is the Hack function.

Lines 1400-1420 are the lowercase operating mode.
Line 1500 gives the uppercase cursor.

Lines 1600-1620 are the Graphics operating mode.

Lines 1800-1920 are the Printer oulput routine.

Lines 2000-2010 are Ihe Scroll function.

Lines 2200-2210 are the ESF Save function.

Lines 2300-2310 are the I/O menu.
Lines 2400-2420 are the ESF Load function.

Line 2800 is the Close function.

Line 3000 is the Open function.

Line 3200 is the Right juslify function.

Lines 3600-3620 are the Insert function.

Lines 3700-3720 are Ihe Delete function.

Lines 4200-4270 are the Move function.

Lines 4600-4640 are the Draw function.

Lines 5000-5100 are common exit points from edit functions that either call a page from lexl memory or copy
Ihe screen to text memory, then restore the current cursor.

Lines 5200-5290 are the Hex Edit function.

Line 5800 calls a page tram text memory.

Line 6000 copies the screen to text memory.

Line 7000 is the Loop function.

Lines 8OO0-SO5O ate the Edit operating mode.
Line 8060 is the Clear t jnction (clears to bottom of screen).

Line 8100 determines the Page number when a number key is pressed in the edit mode.
Lines 8200-8210 determine if the page/line display is on or off.

Line 8400 calculates decimal POKE values which control the machine language subroutines.

Line 8500 turns on the 32-character/iine display mode.

Line 8550 resumes 64-criaracters/line display mode.
Line 8700 calculates the page/line number for display.

Line 9000 clears all text memory.

Line 9100 calculates the tsxl address addend.

Line 9200 sets the cursor to the left margin {used for technical purposes in several edit functions).

Line 9300 helps provide a "transparent" cursor by restoring the character it covers.

Lines 9500-9520 keep the cursor within screen memory and initiate automatic scrolling.

Lines 9600-9610 keep the scrolling within text memory.
Line 9800 PEEKs at conlroi key addresses to see what keys are pressed.

Lines 9900-991C provide blinking action for the cursor and wait tor any key to be pressed.

Table 5. Comments



Means
NON-DISK TM BUSINESS SOFTWARE

What IB NON-DISK Bottwara? II you own a Bmall business, you may not require a $5,000 computer Bystem. But a small computer would be a big help.

Wllh the aid of our packages, your present Mod I or Mod III comput«t and a small printer you can have business computer power without the un-

necessary exira expense o) disk drives. Our NON-DISK software keeps cassette access to a minimum by performing extensive memory crunching. All

information Is kepi inside the computer while In use. then stored to cassette when you are through for the day. All programs are VERY fast, and feature

the unique MACH-5 TM sort routine. Up to now. expensive disk drives have been required for efficient business operation. NON-DISK Is here to change
that!

NON-DISK SPEED WRITER TM
Is the low cost typing package that Is

FULLY INTERACTIVE with our ADDRESSER
package. The SPEED WRITER allows the

following capabilities: 1-Type as fast as you
like- SPEED WRITER will keep up. 2-Choose
any line length up to 120 characters. 3-Store

inlormation for use or alteration at a later

date. 4-Uppef case AND lower case
characters are standard (even on Mod I!),

5-Automatic center and half-line tab. 6'Print

out multiple copies using your printer's

special print modes. 7-Editing, line inser-

tion, and line deletion without correction

fluid. 8'Easy to understand instructions.

You can be operating this system within

15-30 minutes ... no 8-hour lessons!
9-Generate addresses using the NON-DISK
ADDRESSER and have addresses
automatically print on your letters. SPEED
WRITER can be used for letters, reports,

documents, virtually anything you can use

a typewriter for.

SPEED WRITER doesn't offer the extensive

functions you'll find in larger word-

processing packages, but it doesn't have a

S100 price tag either! It makes an excellent

normal typing generator, a useful addition

to your business. 16K, 32K S24.95

NON-DISK ADDRESSER Tl>,1

allows you 1o enter names and addresses
into your computer and print them on either

mailing labels OR envelopes (along with

your return address)! You may sort by either

name or zip code and store your list lor later

additions, or for use by SPEED WRITER.
End the drudgery of hand addressing.

16K-100 addresses, 3ZK-2S0 addresses,

48K - 400 addresses $24.95

NON-DISK CHECK SYSTEM TM
A truly excellent chnck register and
checkbook balancer. Its error checking

functions can show you an error even if

your checkbook seems to balance. CHECK
SYSTEM will perform all math for you,

balance your book, reconcile your state-

ment, and keep a permanent record on

cassette tape. CHECK SYSTEM supports

two modes of operation tor business or per-

sonal use. Don't spend frustrating hours

trying to balance your checking account.

NON-DISK CHECK SYSTEM will easily keep

track of all your records! Supports bu^ does

not require a printer. 16K-260 entries,

32K- 725 entries, 48K - 11 90 entries.. S24.95

NON-DISK
SPEED WRITER,.

. .., rrfs 110- .,...,

mom-DiSK
ELECTRIC BOOKKEEPER.

K^t,

NON-DISK
AOORESSER,.

NON-DISK
SALES/ INVENTORYm

NON-DISK
CHECK SYSTEm,.

,
CompulorTypingCoufso,.

(hV
^,

ii
;

iHrti ipa. k tr^l

]1

NON-DISK
ELECTRIC BOOKKEEPER TM

At last, General Ledger for your cassette-

based system! Keep records for up to 50 ac-

counts including CASH. SALES. EX-

PENSES, A/P, A/R . . . all definable by YOU.
Transaction Information Includes Date,

Debit account, Credit account. Amount,
and Reason for transaction. The ELECTRIC
BOOKKEEPER allows full editing and print'

out functions, including Transaction
Listing, Balance of Individual Accounts,

Trial Balance Sheet. Trial Income State-

ment, and End-of-Period Processing. Above
all, the system is easy to understand and

use. 16K- 230. 32K- 740, 48K- 1250 transac-

tions per period S49.95

NON-DISK SALES INVENTORY TM
allows you to use your computer as an
automatic ticket-writer and inventory

system. When you write up a sales ticket,

the computer figures subtotals, taxes,

totals, and at the same time subtracts sale

quantities from inventory. It keeps track of

dally and weekly sales, sales tax, charge
totals, sales totals for up to ten people at

one time, and total cost and retail values.

After all this work Is done, It hands you a

neat, impressive sales ticket {with

duplicates). Inventory inlormation includes

stock number, name, quantity, cost, and a

retail price. A full list of inventory is

available at any time.

Make your job easier and more accurate.

16K 205 items; 32K - 635 items; 48K - 1065

items $49.95

COMPUTER TYPING COURSE TM
Teachers and parents especially will want
this package. If you've ever wished you
could touch-type, this package is just what
you need. You can learn to type at your own
pace, getting to know finger positions, the

keyboard, special characters, numbers,
shift, and enter keys. CTC consists of

several lessons, eachi taking a certain part,

of the keyboard and covering it thoroughly

before continuing on to the next lesson.

You may review any lesson as many times

as you like. As an added bonus, CTC offers

accuracy tests at the end of each lesson,

and a "Practice Page" that allows you to

type anything you wish in order to build

your speed. We (eel this is the best on the

market. 16K SI 9.95

AM progroms M/ork on both

Mod I and Mod III syatema

Vie PAY POBTAQEI Wa will BriBwar non-ondar Inqulriaa If thay Inoluda atampad,
aalt-addraaaad *^a anvalopa [SABE]. All ordara ara aHlppad within B daya. Ordar
llnaa apan B4 houra a day. Infonmatlan llnaa ara opan 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. [all tima

zonaa] Mon. - Frl. Oamaa mrm avallabia an Mad III dlak (add SS.OO to prioa. Ra-

qulraa B dlak ayatam.].

SEE LAST ISSUE FOR OUR
GREAT GAME PROGRAMS!

DEALERS: Band buaina rd and BASE for < iplaca daalar Infc cic

PROQRAMMERB: Your aofcwara la valuabia, and wa'ra cha baac oholoa for-

markaclngl Sand ua an BABE and wa'M tall you why. Or battar y«t, aand uB • oopy
of your program for analyala. Wa markat your program FABT! Thara la no naad Co

wait for a yaar or mora for a markaclng daolalon. FUTUREVIEW will maka you

monay, NOWl

FUTUREVIEW P. O. Box-ia-i JOPLiN, rvia- &4Bae (rtiTjTBi-esqg
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up arrow in your text and do not remember
whether it is ASCII 27 (printer escape code)
or ASCII 9;f (one of the special characters

available with the graphics cursor). The
edit cursor will be replaced with an equals
sign that blinks. Following the equals sign

(MMffiES OFNiraOaOT PRIKTER CCNWIDSH

tE «— THIS TURNS OH TK nt-88 DPHASIZED PRIKTIIC HOX ||||||||

tr>— WD THIS TURNS OfT DPHASIZCS PftlNTINmnill
~

tC *— THIS TURNS ON TIC DaJBL£ STRIKE PRINTING M

m.f— AND THIS TURNS OFF DOUBLE STRIKE^^^^
||ifff code iwsl k* placed in s separate line frai the on code.

JffAVY PRIKTIT*— double width (5 cpi)t« *-'H" is ftSCII 13,

carriase reUm, prevents extra line feed (caused by 5 cpi?).tH

The "H" and "T" liTfl on and off DOUBLE UIDTH printing. They

are actually ASCII codes H and 28 uhich the ctm^Xer's chvac-
ler seneralor displays as H and T.tGThey can be used in one

trO line. But you can't switch froi covressed (16.5 cpi) to

r«»ilarR(ie cpi> in the saw line. However, you can switch frw
... «|»presse<IOtoH(to<l>le width (8.25 cpi)Owithin a line.

R *^|I$CII 28 tims off coiw>ressed; "O" (15) tuns it on.tH tE

<« Screen I >» '

Photo 1. Imbedded Printer Commands

EXAMPLES DF I MBEDDEO PRINTER COMMANDS3— THIS TURNS ON THE MX-BO EMPHASIZED PRINTING MODE2— AND THIS TURNS OFF EMPHASIZED PRINTING^ |T1_ _
3— THIS TURNS ON THE DOUBLE STRIKE PRINTING MDDeI
3— AND THIS TURNS OFF DOUBLE STRIKE H^^^^^bbbi
0++ ccxJ« «u«t be placed in a separate line from th*

llllllll

code.•HE«W F>RIMT- ! 3— double width (S cpi

)

carriage return, prevents extra line feed (caused by 5 cpi?).
The "N" and "T" turn on and off DOUBLE WIDTH printing. They

are actually ASCII codes 14 and 20 which the computer's charac-
ter generator dieplays as N and T. They can be us»d in one
Mm. But yai cin't witdi (rw ciMpr»H4 (t&.3 cpi) ts

regular (10 cpi) in the same lins. However, you can switch from
cstprHHdtD double width (8.25 cpi) within a line.

3— ASCII 20 turns off compressed; "0" (15) turns it on.
<<< Screen 1 >>>

Fig. 1. Imbedded Printer Commands

will be something like this; <27 IB 26650
681A >. The four numbers are: ASCII 27
decimal, ASCII 1 B hexadecimal, text mem-
ory address 26650 decimal, and text

memory address 681A hexadecimal.

By pressing up arrow or down arrow you

can increase or decreasethe ASCII numbers.

By pressing left arrow or right arrow you can
move the equals cursor to the left or right.

Pressing Enter terminates Hex edit.

This function is vital when preparing your

text for fancy printing because all printer

control codes begin with an ASCII number
below what you can normally enter from the

keyboard without the use of CHR$(N)
statements. The Epson MX-80, for instance,

responds to such ASCII codes as 0, 1, 2, 7,

11, 14, 20, and soon.
You could use the Hex Edit function to

write machine-language code. Most short

machine-language programs used in other

applications reside in the upper end of key-

board memory, which also happens to be
the text memory area of Screenplay. If you
have a short, debugged machine-language
program, you can use Screenplay to enter it

directly into memory.
Hex Edit will not display the numbers if

the cursor is located in the right half of Ihe

bottom screen line.

Justify

The edit cursor must be positioned some-
where in the first line to be right justified. The
function automatically puts the cursor at the

left margin when finished. An input prompt
requestsyou to enter the number of lines you
want to justify from the cursor position

downward. I suggest you justify one para-

graph or one page at a time, unless you like

to watch the screen scroll.

If you enter a zero for the number of lines

to justify, you will escape from the function

without any action taking place. If you enter

a number greater than the number of lines re-

maining in text memory, the program will

halt with an OV Error, but this will not hurt

DATALIFE
40 TK DEL DENSITY

BOX OF 10

$25.00RE-INFORCED SOFTEK SOFTWARE
*o i i\ uiJi- Density

BOX OF 10

NO/HUB $21.00
Quality Software for Your TRS-80 For TRS-80 Model I & III Disk or Tape

MAIL PROGRAM $ 19.95

MAIL LETTER $ 29.95

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE . . .$ 89.95

SOFTEX PAYROLL $ 99.50

GROUP INS. QUOTE $ 99.50

LIFE (NS. QUOTE $350.00

Model I & III Disk

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR
BY DAVESTAMBAUGH

FLOPPY DISK/MEMORY DIAGNOSTIC

AIDS SYSTEMS
BY METS TECHNOLIGIES

MTC AIDS III

MODEL I $24.95

MODEL III $29.95

MODEL I $69.95

MODEL II $99.95

SOFTEK 100
OVER 100 SHORT RUNNING PROGRAMS Tape or Disk -.,$99.50

MODEL I DOUBLE
DENSITY PACKAGE

Newdos/80 Version 2.0 & Controller $229.95
Newdos/aO Version 2.0 lor Mod. I & III $1 30.00
Dos Plus Version 3.1 tor Model I and III $1 25.00
Flipsort File Box tor 5 '-a

' $19.95
1 Box Verbatim 5Va " Disks with Flipsort $43.95
SCARFMAN model i & ill tape

1981 Comsotl Group $15.95

MODEL 8 III TAPE

$19.95

MASTERCARD AND VPSA WELCOME
We Also Accept

» COD • CHECKS • MONEY ORDERS
ADD S2 00 FOR SHIPPING

TRS-aO* IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORP
AIDS 111.* CALCS III,* MERGE 111,' ARE TRADE

MARKS OF METATECHNOLOGIES

SOFTEK SOFTWARE
P.O. BOX 702

STERLING. ILLINOIS 61081
815-625^5342
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MICROSOFT«MICROPRO«LIGHTNINGSOFTWARE.SIRIUS«LOGICALSYSTEMS*SUPERSOFT

EVERY
SOMEOH

AIVIERICAN SO
HERE ARE 10

1. PRICE; ASC promises Ihat metnbefs
prices are the lowest available If. within 30
days of your purchase you find a lower, nation-

ally advertised price, we will gladly credit your
account with tjne difference.

2. NO MINIMUM: As a Club member you are
never obligated to buy anything you don't

want, unlike other software clubs which some-
times require as many as three purchases
every six months

3. FAST SHIPMENT: The products we offer

in our catalog are kept in stock, so orders are
usually shipped within 24 hours. We also offer

air shipment for those members who want it-

4. PRODUCT DESCRIPTIONS: ASC s bi-

monthly Compendium contains extensive pro-

duct descriptions on every offering so Ihat

both novice and expert alike know what they
are buying and can be sure that it's right for

them and their computers.

5. WIDE SELECTION: ASC carries hundreds
of programs as well as hardware and supplies
for APPLE, ATARI, CP/M, IBf^ PC, and TRS-80
computers Program categories include Busi-

ness. Education. Entertainment and Langu-
ages/Utilities.

INS
^E CLUB

3 WHY:

6. PRODUCT EVALUATION: Each product
sold by ASC must first pass rigorous evalua-
tion before it is included among the Club's of-

ferings. Products must demonstrate both their

claimed capabilities and represent sound pur-
chases prior to their inclusion.

7. PRODUCT SUPPORT: We believe it is as
important to support products as it is to sell

them, so we stand behind every product we
sell, and only offer merchandise from manu-
facturers who are committed to living up to

their warranties.

8. EASE OF ORDERING: An order form and
envelope is provided with every catalog, and
to make ordering even more convenient, the

Club also provides a toll free number for 24
hour. 7-days-a-week service,

9. CONSUMER SERVICES: The Club pro-

vides al member request, mformafion and sug-

gestions as to product suitability and compati-
bility, and when necessary can call on the

assistance of additional outside sources.

10. SPECIAL OFFERS: Club members will

from time to time receive special exclusive,

offerings that greatly enhance the value of

membership.
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PROGRAM DESIGN •I.U.S.^ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL-ALLENBACH tNDUSTRIES'BIG FIVE

ASC is America's oldest and

largest commercial software club.

FOR A SIX-MONTH TRIAL
MEMBERSHIP WITH NO FEE OR
OBLIGATION, FILL OUT THE
COUPON OR CALL OUR TOLL
FREE NUMBER: 1-800-431-2061

(N.Y. Residents call 914-762-5644)

r-
AMERICAN SOFTWARE CLUB, INC.
Millwood, New York 10546

Address

City/State/Zip

1.

My computer is: APPLE
circle

TRS-
(Mods 1

ATARi IBM PC

2, 3)

CP/M
' or 5V4 ")

.^24

Please begin my free six-month trial memberstiip as outlined in this ad. |

I

Name |
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I

I

I

I
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your text. Just type Run or GOTO2300 to re-

sume operation. The Justify function inserts

extra spaces between words from right to

left. If there are more extra spaces than there

are words to put them between, the line will

be left as is. Indentation is preserved.

Page/Line

This function displays the current page

number and the number of the top line on

the screen. The display is updated when-

ever the text is updated by scrolling or page

calls. This function is particularly useful

when used with the Move function, where it

allows you to keep track of where you are in

text during a long-distance text movement.

The page/line display appears in the upper

left corner of the screen and looks like this:

# 6 / 3.0625 #. Six is the page number and

three is the line number. The decimal frac-

tion indicates text has been scrolled left

about four bytes {.0625 x 64 = 4). Some
functions require the absence of the

page/line display. For instance, it disap-

pears when you use the Hack function. To

make the page/line display disappear or re-

appear, press the pound sign while in the

edit mode.

Open

To make a new line position available in

the middle of text, use the Open function.

Position the cursor where you need to insert

a new line, press the left parenthesis, then

press any key except Enter. Pressing Enter

cancels the action. The left parenthesis

replaces the cursor, moves to the left margin

and blinks until you press a key. Then all of

text memory from the cursor position on-

ward will be pushed 64 bytes toward the end

of memory. This causes the last line to be

pushed out of text memory (it will be over-

written by the 159th line), so don't use Open if

the 160th line is important. Note: This is one

of the functions that turns off the page/line

display.

Close

This function is the opposite of Open. It

makes the line at the cursor position disap-

pear forever. All subsequent text memory Is

pushed up 64 bytes, causing the 160th line

to be duplicated at line 159. Close is ac-

cessed by the right parenthesis and is

otherwise identical in operation to Open.

Move

You can move any amount of text to any

place within the 10K of text memory using

the Move function. The cursor must be put

at the first byte to be moved. When you

press the ampersand key the first of two

prompts will appear somewhere on the

screen. The second prompt will have two

question marks. You must provide two

decimal values which, when multiplied by

the program, produce the total number of

bytes of text you wish to move. For in-

stance, if you want to move a paragraph of

six lines you would enter 64 and 6 (or any

other pair of numbers which factor 384). To

move a 10-letter word, position the cursor at
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. t^^^^S; Yov about si*scripts ..
,->:;"

t*^t£lirider lining is "ac^eved It-iroushi Ih* use of vertical tabula-

tion.! however; hiorizc«rital tabulatiori \ras been OMiitt^ because .

it isn't very useful arid craFhics interfere uith it.;: :.;';,

tfMHtU An exaiDF'le of a business for*: »»«tt|;k-
-'

tEH PURCHASE ORHER TM

HHERKEY TECHHIO^ IHCT I 16/38/81 IM ,:^^c;;. / :

114 £E 1st Street

Gair*£vill€, FL 32^1 Telei>t-.one! 904 37$49^ P.0.1*j*er;

^""—•^^^^^^^^^^plliiliiM!* 81114.

Toi Eastnan Kodak Conpany :^fe
"'"^ "'

Photo 2. Imbedded Print Codes

MORE EXAMPLES OF IMBEDDED PRINT CODES

UNDEBLlbUtffi is done this naythp^, about subscriptB*"P?'^^^'^iP*»7
Underlining is achieved tfirougfi the use oT vertical tabul*

tion; however, horizontal tabulation has been onunitted because
it isn't very useful and graphics inter+ere with it.

««t«tt«t fin example a* a business forms ««««««««

114 SE 1st Street
Gainesville, FL 32601 Telephone: 904 376 4804

To; Eastman Kodak Company
800 Lee Road <<< Figure 2 >>>

10/30/ Si

P.O. Number
81114

SHIP VIA:

Fig. 2. Imbedded Print Codes

Program Listing 1. Basic Listing

1000 DEFINTA-2:CLEARl40:Q=22273:US=16526:P-l:GOSUB9100lPOKEUS,0:
POKEUS+1,87:O=5:A=15360:Z=16383:J=32:K=64:V=A!CLS
1200 ONOGOSUB140 0,1600, 8000, 1500 :GOSUB9900
1210 I-ASC(I$) :IFI<JORI=91THEN1230ELSEONOGOTO1410, 1610, 8030
1220 POKEV,I:POKEV+T,I:V=V+l:IFV<ZTHENi20 0ELSEGOSUB9500
1230 GOSUB9800:GOSUB9300:IFF=1THEN1270
1250 IFS=JTHENV=V-1ELSEIFS=KTHENV=V+1ELSEIFS=8THENV=V-KELSEIFS=1
6THENV=V+KELSEIFS=1THENV=INT{V/K)*K+KELSEIFS=66THEN1320ELSEIFS=4
0THEN1360ELSEIFS=80THEN1370ELSEIFS=18THEN1290ELSEIFS=34THEN1300E
LSEIFS=10THEN1310ELSEIFS=0THEN120
1260 GOSUB9500:ONOGOSUB1400, 1600, 8000, 1500 :POKEV, I :GOTO1230
127 IFS-KTHEN13 50ELSEIFS=JTHEN1340ELSEIFS=8THENO=4ELSEIFS=48THE
NO=1ELSEIFS=24THENO=2ELSEIFS=18THEN806 0ELSEIFS=2THEN13 80ELSEIFS=
1THENO=3ELSEIFS=96THEN2000ELSEIFS=34THEN85 0ELSEIFS=66THEN85 50EL
SEIFS-26THEN9000
1280 GOTO1200
1290 G-K:GOTO1330
1300 G=-1:GOTO1330
1310 G=-K:GOTO1330
1320 G=l
1330 I=PEEK(V+T) :V=V+G:GOSUB9500: POKEV, I : POKEV+T,I :GOTO1230
1340 V=V-6:GOTO1260
1350 V=Vi-t):GOTO1260
1360 V=A:FORW=1TOK:NEXT:GOTO1200
1370 V=Z:FORW=1TOK:NEXT:GOTO1200
1380 N=0:GOSUB5800:FRINT(av-A,CHRS(30) ;:GOTO5100
1400 1=140 iRETURN
1410 IFI>KANDI<91THENI=I+JELSEIFI>96THENI=I-J
1420 GOTO1220

Program Listing 1 Continues



the first character in the word, press the

ampersand key, then enter 10 and 1 or 5 and
2. If you enter a zero you will escape the

Move function without any action taking

place. If you enter too-large numbers, the

program will return the edit cursor with no
action occurring. After you have set the

block length the ampersand symbol will

blink where the cursor used to be, identify-

ing the start of the block to be moved. You
can then use any arrow key to move the

block of text up, down, or sideways. If you
are on page and moving upward, or if you
are on page 9 and moving downward, the

block will move through a stationary

background of text. At all other times the

background will scroll and the block will ap-

pear to stand still. If you are moving more
than a page of text, and if the block begins

at the top of the page, then you will not have

any background text to observe as the move
progresses. This is where the page/line dis-

played numbers come in handy. Of course,

the logical thing to do is move less than 16

lines of text at a time and put a few graphics

characters in text to mark your destination.

As long as you move small blocks of text you
should not have any trouble. When your

block reaches the beginning or the end of

text memory, the Move function auto-

matically terminates. To terminate at will

press Enter.

Insert

This function is much harder to describe

Program Listing 1 Continued

1500 I=143:RETURN
1600 I=179:RETURN
1610 IFI>KANDI<91THENI=I+KELSEIFI>96ANDI<123THENI=I+58ELSEIFI>47
ANDI<59THENI = I + 133ELSEIFI>JANDI<39THENI=I-t-58ELSEIFI>38ANDI<44THE
NI=I+84
1620 GOTO1220
1800 PS(0)="LINES":PS(1)=''SPACES":P$(2)-"MARG":P$(3)=-LLEN":P$(4
)=''GO'':M=V-HT
1810 FORW=0TO4:CLS:FORY=0TO4;PRINTPS(Y) ;"=";r{Y) sNEXTY- PRINTgw*K
+LEN(PS(W})+8,"=>";:INPUTI(W) : IFI (W)<1THEN2300ELSENEXTW
1820 y=[I(0)-l)*K:FORW=0TOYSTEPI(3) : LPRINTSTRINGS ( I ( 2) ,J) ;:FORX=
0TOI(3)-1:I=PEEK(M+W+X) : IFKJTHENl 890
1830 LPRINTCHR${I) ; : NEXTX : FORG=lTOI ( 1

)

!LPRINTCHR${13)
; !NEXTG,W

185 INPUT"COPY";IS:IFI$="Y''THEN1820ELSE2300
1890 IFI=13THENX=I(3)-1:I=J:GOTO1830
190 LPRINTCHR$(I) ; : IFI<>27THENI=J: GOTOl 830
1910 E=H-l-W-t-X+l:IFPEEK(E)>6 80RPEEK(E)<65THENLPRINTCHRS(PBEK(E)) .1
X=X+1:I-J:LPRINTCHR$(I) ;: GOTOl 830
1920 LPRINTCHR$(PEEK(E)) ; CHR5(PEEK (E+l) ) ; :X=X+2: I=J:LPRINTCHRS(1
) ;CHR$(I) ; :GOTO1830
2000 GOSUB980 0:IFS=8THENT-T-KELSEIFS=16THENT=T-fKELSEIFS=JTHENT=T
-lELSEIFS=KTHENT=T-(-lELSEIFS=0THEN2000ELSEIFS=lTHEN1200
2010 GOSUB960 0:GOSUB5800:GOTO200
22 00 M=V-(-T: INPUT" @SAVE";X:IFX<lTHEN2300ELSEINPOT"LINES"lY'IFY<lO
RY>16 0THEN230 0ELSEY=Y*K
2210 @SAVEX,H,Y
2300 CLS:INPUT"1=SAVE 2=L0AD 3=PRINT 4=VIEW " ;G:ONGGOTO2200 ,2400
,1800,5000 '

2310 GOTO2300
2400 INPUT" @LOAD";X:IFX<1THEN2300
2410 @LOADX
2420 GOTO2300
280 GOSUB920 0:1=41 :G0SUB9 900: IFASC{ IS) =13THEN120 0ELSEH=327 04-T-
V:GOSUB840 0:POKEQ,L:POKEQ-H,H:H=V-fT:GOSUB840 0:POKEQ+3,L:POKEQ+4,
H:M=H+K:GOSUB840 0:POKEQ-f6,L!POKEQ+7,H:UX=USR(0) :GOTO5000
3000 GOSUB9200:I = 40:GOSUB9900:IFASC(I$)=13THEN1200ELSEPOKEQ-f9,18
4:POKEQ-l-3,255:POKEQ-f4,i27:M=32704-T-V:GOSUB8400jPOKEQ,L:POKEQ+l,
H:POKEQ-f6,191:POKEQ-(-7,127:UX=USR(0) : P0KEQ-f9 , 176 iGOTO1380

Program Listing 1 Continues

iS/ f\il

i^ No Out-of-State - Taxes Kansans Add 4%
^ Large Inventory for Immediate Shipment
^ 100% TRS-SO"^ Equipment
i^ Convenient Order Number
(^ F-48 Form Provided

TRS-80

CALL US FOR
OUR PRICES
and PRICE List

Kansas Residents:

316-624-1919(Collect)

835-9056

/-^ Visa, Mastercard
i^ Wire Transfers
(^ Bank Cashier's

Checks & Money
Orders.

Jimscot, Inc
1023 N. Kansas
P.O. Box 607

Liberal. Ks. 67901

TRS-80 is a registered Trademark of Tandy Corp.
.^254

MmaMi^mis^BmemsxmBi

•^See List ol Advenisers on page 339 80 Micro, September1982 •213



EDU-WARE EAST
cy P.O. Box 336

Uaynard, MA. 01754

617-568-8641

MATH-PAK-1: MATH-PAK-2: MATH-PAK-3
Intsractivs drill program! wh*r« you cntor tha answsra

digit by digit, ]ust Ilka pap«r and poncll. With usar

•lactad difficulty lavalt, carryovars, raducing, ilmpM-

tlcatlon, pointing off. acodng. gamaa. and mora. Usad
by achoola avarywhara. Ordar MATH-PAK-I for Inta-

gara. MATH-PAK-2 for tractions, MATH-PAK-3 for

daclmala. (L2'16K) S14.95 aa.

H-0-R-K-S
Low cost, gingia antry accounting ayatam for tfta homa
Of offlca. WItfi 66 uaar asalgnad account codas, auto

audit trail, saarch with totals, 32 or 48K, 1 to 4 drivas.

credit and dabit summaflaa witti 3 options, up to 9200

antrles. I24.95/cassatta S29.95/dlsc

INVENTORY

+

Why settle tor just an Inventory listing? Get eglng

reports with 2 options, reorder, total llatlngs with pur-

ctiase dates and amounts, total costs, Items sold, oro-

llt/loSB and more. Use as a stand alone syatem with

dally updates, delate, change, and file packing

routines, {32K - 1 disc minimum) S24.95/cassetta

$2g.95/dlsc.

CASH REGISTER 80
Use your TRS-SO as a point of sale terminal wftti

automatic Inventory lookup, pricing, update, and more.

Prim aales slips with user adjusted lormata, end of

day reporta with all cash, charge, and check sales by

salesperson. CR80 requires INVENTORY-f, 48K, and

1 disc minimum (2 drives recommended).

S24.95/casaatte $2».9S/dlsc.

Maas residents and 5% tax. VISA, M.C, AND PHONE
ORDERS ACCEPTED. Dealer Inquiries Invited. Over-

seas orders add 12.00 for air shipment. TRS-80 is a
trademark of Tandy Corp.

**'i'*Ma. A-AM

Coordinated
Business Software

D.B. Software Co. announces a new
line of coordinated business software

designed for the Model III TRS-80,

The BASE system consists of a Gen-

eral Ledger System with Accounts
Receivable and Accounts Payable,

Other modules can be purchased

and added as needed.

BASE System (GL-AR-AP) $200.00

Coordinated Modules:

Payroll $ 75,00

Order Entry SI 25.00

Inventory $129,95

Purchase Order Entry $125.00

Inventory (special for

Auto Parts Suppliers) $1 29.95

Also available:

Job Costing with GL and AP
(Payroll optional) $500,00

Mailing Lister $100,00

Coming soon:

Apartment Management System,

Fixed Assets System, Manufacturing

Inventory Management System

Send S,A,S.E- for more information

D.B. Software Co.
1 1 840 NE Brazee, Portland, OR 97220

Phone (503) 255-7735

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

TRS-80 IS a trademark ot Tandy Corp

Program Listing 1 Continued

3200 GOSUB92 00:INPUTB:IFB<1THEN50 00ELSEFORI=1TOB:POKEUS,129:UX=U
SR(V+T) :V=V+K:GOSUB950i3:NEXT:GOTO5000
3600 I=36:GOSUB990 0:GOSUB9800:I=ASC{I$) ; IFS=1THEN120
3610 U=V:GOSUB9200:C=V+63-U:IFC<lTHEN5000ELSEPOKEUS,12:POKEQ+21,
C:UX=USR(U+T) :V=U: IFI>KANDI<9lTHENI=I+JELSEIFI>96THENI=I-J
36 20 POKEV+T , I : G0SUB5 8 : V=V+ 1 : G0T03 600
3700 I-=47:GOSUB9900:IFASC(I$) <32THEN3720
3 710 U=V:GOSUB9200:C=V+63-U:IFC<lTHEN5000ELSEPOKEUS,61:POKEQ+7 0,
C:UX=USR(U+T) : V=U : GOSUB5800
3720 GOSUB9800: IFS=JTHEN3710ELSEIPS=lTHEN1200ELSE3700
420 X=0:Y=0: INPUT "MOVE" ;X,Y:U=X*Y:IFU<1THEN50 00ELSEM=U:GOSUB840
0:POKEQ-81,L:POKEQ-B0,H:POKE2 2511,L:POKE2 2 512,H:GOSUB5 80 0: 1-3 8

4210 GOSUB9900
422 POKEV,I:GOSUB9 800:IFS=1THEN120 0ELSEIFS^16THENG=K:GOTO426
4230 IPS=KTHENG=1:GOTO426
4240 IFS^8THENG=KELSEIFS=JTHENG=1ELSE4210
4250 IFV+T-G<225 28THEN120 0ELSEPOKEQ--94,G:POKEUS,156:POKEUS+1,86:
UX=USR(V+T) :V-V-G:GOTO4270
426 IFV+T+U>32767THEN120 0ELSEPOKE2 2494,G:POKEUS,215:UX=USR(V+T+
U) :V=V+G
427 GOSUB9500:GOSUB5800:GOTO4220
460 N-0:GOSUB580 0:X=(V-(INT(V/K) *K) ) *2:Y={ {INT(V/K) *K-A)/K) *3
4610 RESET (X,Y) :GOSUB9800 : SET (X , Y) : IFF=lTHEN46 40ELSEIFS=0THEN461
0ELSEIFS=1THENRESET(X,Y) :GOTO510
46 2 IFSANDKTHENX=X+1ELSEIFSANDJTHENX=X-1
4625 IFSAND16THENY=Y+1ELSEIFSAND8THENY=Y--1
463 IFX<0THENX=127ELSEIFX>127THENX=0
4636 IFY<0THENY=47ELSEIFY>47THENY=0
4640 SET(X,Y) :GOSUB9800 : RESET (X ,Y) : IFF<>1THEN4610ELSEIFS=1THEN50
00ELSE4620
5000 GOSUB5800:GOTO1200
5100 GOSUB6000:GOTO1200
5200 M^V+T:GOSUB8400:X=PEEK(V+T) :B-INT{H/16) :C=INT{L/16) :Y-INT[X
/16) :D=H-B*16:E-L-C*16:W=X-Y*16
5204 IFC>9THENC^C+7
5208 IFY>9THENY=Y+7
5210 IFB>9THENB-B+7
5220 IFD>9THEND=D+7
5224 IFE>9THENE-E+7
5228 IFH>9THENW=W+7
5 230 IFV<Z-JPRINTiav-A+l,''<";X;CHRS(Y+48) +CHR$(W+4 8) jM; CHR$ (B+4 8)

+CHR$(D+4 8)+CHR$(C+4 8)+CHR$[E+4 8)
;
" >"

;

5240 GOSUB9800 : IFS=8THENX=X+1ELSEIFS=16THEKX=X-1ELSEIFS=J0RS=KTH
EN5270ELSEIFS=^1THEN5000ELSE5290
5250 IFX<0THENX=0ELSEIFX>255THENX=255
5260 POKEV,X:POKEV+T,X:GOTO5200
527 IFS=JTHENV=V-1ELSEIFS=KTHENV=V+1
5280 GOSUB9500:GOSUB5800:GOTO520
5290 GOSUB9900:GOTO5200
580 POKEQ,0:POKEQ+l,4:POKEQ+3 ,0 :POKEQ4-4,60 :M=A+T:GOSUB8400:POKE
Q+6 ,L!POKEQ+7,H:UX=USR{0) : GOSUB87 00 : RETURN
6000 POKEQ,0:POKEQ+1,4:M=A+T:GOSUB8400:POKEQ+3,L:POKEQ+4,H:POKEQ
+6,0:POKEQ+7 ,60 :UX=USR{ 0) : RETURN
7000 POKEQ,0:POKEQ+l,40:PokEQ+3,0:POKEQ+4,128:POKEQ+6 ,0:POKEQ+7,
88:UX=USR(0) iGOTO1200
8000 I=127:RETURN
803 IFI=3 3THEK320 0ELSEIFI=34THEN2300ELSEIPI=35THEN8200ELSEIFI=3
6THEN3600ELSEIFI=37THEN4600ELSEIFI=3 8THEN420 0ELSEIFI^3 9THEN37 00E
LSEIFI=40THEN3000ELSEIFI=41THEN2 800ELSEIFI=42THEN7 006ELSEIFI>47A
NDI<5 8THEN8100ELSEIFI=61THEN5200
8050 GOTO1200
8060 N=0:GOSUB5800:PRINT@V-A,CHRS(31) ; :GOTO5100
8100 P=I-47:GOSUB9100:GOTO5000
8200 IFN=0THENN=1:GOTO5000
8210 IFN=1THENN=0:GOTO5000
8400 W=INT(M/4096) : X=M-W*4096 : Y=INT{X/256 ) :H=Y+16*W: L=X-Y*256 :RE
TURN
8500 PRINTCHR$(23) ; :GOTO1200
8550 PRINTCHR$ (28) ; :GOTO1200
8700 IFN<>1THENRETURNELSEX=(T-6144)/1024:PRINT@0,"#";INT(X) -1;"/
"; (X-INT{X))*16 +!;"#": : RETURN
9000 CLS:FORP-1TO10:GOSUB9100:GOSUB6000:NEXT:P=1:GOSUB9100:GOTO1
200
9100 T=P*1024+6144:RETURN
9200 GOSUB9300:PRINT@V-A,CHR$(29) ; :V=256*PEEK [ 16 417) +PEEK( 16 416)
: RETURN
9300 POKEV,PEEK(V+T) iRETURN
95 00 IFV>ZTHENV=V-K:T=T+K:GOSUB9600:GOSUB5800
9 510 IFV<ATHENV=V+K:T=T-K:GOSUB9600:GOSUB5800
9520 RETURN
960 IFT>ZTHENT=Z+1ELSEIPT<716 8THENT=716 8

9610 RETURN
9800 S=PEEK(14400) : F=PEEK ( 14464) :RETURN
990 P0KEV,I:F0RW=1T0J:I$=INKEY$:IFI$<>""THENRETURNELSENEXT
9910 GOSUB9300:FORVJ=1TOJ:IS=INKEYS: IFI $<>" "THENRETURNELSENEXT:GQ
TO9900

Program Listing 1 Continues
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Color Coni/,

Are you tired of searching the latest magazine for articles about
your new Color Computer? When was the last time you saw a
great sounding program listing only to discover that it's for the
Model I and it's too complex to translate? Do you feel that you are
all alone in a sea of Z-80's? On finding an ad for a Color Computer
program did you mail your hard earned cash only to receive a
turkey because the magazine the ad appeared in doesn't review
Color Computer Software"^ If you have any of these symptoms
you're suffering from Color Computer Blues!

But take heart there is a cure!

It's COLOR COMPUTER NEWS.
The monthly magazine for Color Computer owners and only Color
Computer owners. CCN contains the full range of essential
elements for relief of CC Blues. Ingredients include: comments to
the ROMS, games, program listings, product reviews, and genera
interest articles on such goodies as games, personal finances, a
Kid's page and other subjects.
The price for 12 monthly treatments is only $21,00 and is available

from.

\M-
RKMarkable Software

P.O. Box 1192

Muskegon, Ml 49443 ^ 145

NAME.

ADDRESS

CITY Statfi -Zip,

^ Allow 8-10 weeks for 1st issue. 80 M ^

101 U/e/ FOR
R D€RD
MICROCOMPUTER

(a) Includes INR OUT, multi-dimensiona! arrays.

® About 40 lines/second.

® Only 10% -35% code growth.

® Even unstructured for-next loops,

variable-bound arrays.

$99.95 +$2 Shipping
CAadd6%

^ 136

t-See List ol Advertisers on pdge 339

Allen Gelder Software
^'-

(415)387-3131

^f Box 11721 San Francisco CA 94101

Fiill screen BASIC editor. $40
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Program Listing 2. Assembly Listing

00100 HOVEUP USR
00110 CA = CURSOR ADDRESS (V+T) G - INCREMENT
00120 TA = TRANSFER STORAGE ADDRESS TL = TEXT LENGTH (U)

569C 00130 ORG 22172
5722 00140 EXJTJMP EQU 5722H
56 9C CD7F0A 00150 CALL 26 87 jCA
569F 11C056 00160 LD DE, 22208 (TA
56A2 010000 00170 LD BC,0 IG
56A5 C5 00180 PUSH BC
56^6 D5 00190 PUSH DE
56A7 E5 00200 PUSH HL
56A8 ED42 00210 SBC HL,BC ;CA-G
56AA B5 00220 PUSH HL
5eAB e;db0 00230 LDIR .•STORE TRANSFER LINE
56AD Dl 00240 POP DE jCA-G
56AE El 00250 POP HL ,CA
56ftP 010000 00260 LD BC,0 ;TL PROM BASIC
56B2 C5 00270 PUSH BC
56B3 D5 00280 PUSH DE
56B4 EDB0 00290 LDIR ;MOVE TEXT BLOCK
56B6 Dl 00300 POP DE ;CA-G
56B7 El 00310 POP HL ;TL
56B8 19 00320 ADD HL,DE ;CA+TL-G
56B9 EB 00330 EX DE,HL
56BA El 00340 POP HL jTA
56BB CI 00350 POP BC !G
56EC EDB0 00360 LDIR jRETRIEVE TRANSFER LINE
56BE 1362 00370 JR EXJUHP

00380 )USR FOR BLOCK MOVES, INSERT, DELETE
0«390 ;BL0CK-MOVES

5700 00400 ORG 22272
5700 010000 00410 LD BC,0 ; BLOCK LENGTH
5703 110000 00420 LD DE,a ;DESTINATION ADDRESS
5706 210000 00430 LD HL,0 ; SOURCE ADDRESS
5709 EDB0 00440 LDIR
570B C9 00450

00460 ; INSERT
RET

570C CD7F0A 00470 CALL 26 87 ;CA
570F E5 00480 PUSH HL
5710 CD6D57. 00490 CALL SEARCH :LOOK FOR YEN CHARACTER
5713 200P 00500 JR N2,YESYEN ;IF YEH SYMBOL IS PRESENT

00510 fDO MULTI-LINE INSERT
5715 010000 00520 NOYEN LD BC.0 jGET ONE-LINE BLOCK LENGTH (B=0}
5718 El 0053 POP HL jCA
5719 09 00540 ADD HL.BC (FIND END~0F-LINE ADDRESS
571A E5 00550 PUSH HL
571B Dl 00560 POP DE
571C 2B 00570 DEC HL ;MAKE HL SOORCE ADDRESS
5 7ID EDB8 00580 LDDK (SHIFT TEXT RIGHT
571F 23 00590 INC HL (ADJUST HL TO CURSOR ADDRESS
5720 3620 00600 LD (HL) ,32 (PUT BLANK AT CURSOR ADDRESS
5722 1856 00610 JR EXIT
5724 CI 00620 YESYEN POP BC fCA
5725 E5 00630 PUSH HL
5726 Dl 00640 POP DE
5727 B7 00650 OR A ; RESET FLAGS
5728 ED42 00660 SBC HL.BC tFIND BLOCK LENGTH
572A 3005 00670 JR HC, SHOVE ;D0 MOVE IF YEN > CURSOR
572C 284C 006 80 JR Z,EXIT (RETURN IF ZERO BLOCK LENGTH
572E C5 00690 PUSH BC (SAVE CA FOR NOYEN
57 2F 18E4 00700 JR NOYEN (DO ONE-LINE INSERT: YEN < CURSOR
5731 E5 00710 SHOVE PUSH HL (COPY BLOCK LENGTH FROM
5732 CI 00720 POP BC (HL TO BC
5733 D5 00730 POSH DE (COPY DESTINATION ADDRESS FROM
5734 El 00740 POP HL (DE TO HL
5735 2B 00750 DEC HL (MAKE HL SOURCE ADDRESS
5736 EDBB 00760 LDDR (MOVE MULTI-LINE BLOCK ONE BYTE
5738 23 00770 INC HL (ADJUST HL TO CA
5739 3620 007 80 LD (HL) ,32 (POT BLANK AT CA
573B 183D 007 90 JR EXIT

00800 ; DELETE
573D CD7P0A 00810 CALL 2687 (CA
5740 E5 00820 POSH HL
5741 CD6D57 00630 CALL SEARCH ;L0OK FOR YEN CHARACTER
5744 200E 00840 JR NZ, GOTYEN ; DO MULTI-LINE DELETE IF YEN

00850 (SYMBOL IS PRESENT
5746 0100S0 00860 NOTYEN LD BC,0 (GET ONE-LINE BLOCK LENGTH
5749 Dl 00870 POP DE (CA
574A D5 00880 PUSH DE
574B El 00890 POP HL
574C 23 00900 INC HL ;MAKE HL SOURCE ADDRESS
574D EDBB 00910 LDIR (SHIFT TEXT LEFT
574P 2B 00920 DEC HL (ADJUST HL TO CA
5750 3620 00930 LD (HL) ,32 (PUT BLANK AT END OP LINE
5752 1826 00940 JR EXIT
5754 CI 00950 GOTYEN POP BC (CA
5755 C5 00960 POSH BC
5756 Dl 00970 POP DE
5757 B7 00980 OR A (RESET FLAGS
5758 ED42 00990 SBC HL,BC (FIND BLOCK LENGTH
575A 3005 01000 JR NCPOLL ;D0 MOVE IF YEN > CORSOR
57SC 231C 01010 JR Z,EXIT JRETURN IF BLOCK LENGTH =
575E C5 01020 PUSH BC ;SAVE CA FOR NOTYEN
575P 18E5 01030 JR NOTYEN ;D0 ONE-LINE DELETE: YEN < CURSOR
57G1 E5 01040 PULL PUSH HL (PUT BLOCK LENGTH
5762 CI 01050 POP BC (INTO BC REGISTER
5763 D5 01060 PUSH DE [COPY DESTINATION ADDRESS
5764 El 01070 POP HL rINTO HL REGISTER
5765 23 01080 INC HL (MAKE HL SOURCE ADDRESS

Program Listing 2 Continues

than it is to use. Its purpose is to insert text

within a line or within a block of text.

First, determine how much text you need

to Insert. Remember that lines are 64 bytes

long. If you want to insert another character

in a line that already has 64 characters in it,

the last character w\\ be pushed off the

fight end of the line and you will never see it

again, unless you tell the Insert function to

Operate on more than just one line.

Do this by first installing a yen symbol at

the end of the block into which you wish to

insert more text. The yen symbol (ASCI1 126)

is a special character available to the

graphics cursor and is found by pressing

the asterisk key or by using the Hex Edit

function. Typically, you would place the yen

symbol at the right end of a line where a

paragraph has ended, provided there are

enough extra blank spaces to absorb the

new text. If there are not, you may want to

Open a new line position. Do not forget to

remove the yen symbol when you are fin-

ished inserting.

If there is more than one yen symbol in

text, the Insert function uses the one

highest in memory. If the cursor is posi-

tioned beyond the yen symbol, it is ignored

and the insertion is confined to one line.

Most of the time there will be enough extra

spaces at the end of a line to allovi/ you to

add a letter or two or to add a small word in-

side a sentence. After a multi-line insertion,

however, you are faced with a clean up job.

Words get chopped off at the margins when
text is moved by an amount that Is not a

multiple of 64. Also, the extra spaces that

used to be at the right margin are moved to

new positions within a line, and words that

ended at the right margin are placed direct-

ly against the first word in the next line. You

have to see it and use it to really understand

what I am describing.

The Insert function uses the lowercase

keyboard coding. The dollar sign becomes

the cursor and you merely type in the

characters to be inserted. The right side of

the line, or the rest of the yen-defined block,

moves to the right as each character is

typed in. Press Enter to exit.

Delete

Delete operates almost identically to the

Insert function and deletes rather than In-

serts text. You can also use the yen symbol.

A slash replaces the cursor. Pressing any

key except a control key deletes one byte.

The right side of the line, or the rest of the

yen-defined block, will move left to cover

the deleted byte. Holding the left arrow key

down causes continuous deletion. Pressing

Enter terminates Delete.

Repeat, Hack and Clear

Use the clear key with the arrow keys to

repeat a character in any of four directions.

You must place the cursor on the character

to be repeated. (Push Clear first.)

Press Shift then Clear to hack off the re-

mainder of a line from the cursor position to

the right. Press Shift Clear down arrow to

clear text from the cursor position to the
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bottom of the screen.

Scroll ..

This is a special form of scrolling. There
is no cursor and you can scroll in four direc-

tions. Press Shift left arrow right arrow and
then use the arrows to direct the motion.

Press Enter to escape. This is for viewing

only; you cannot alter text.

32-Mode

Press Shift left arrow Clear to change to

32-characters-per-line display mode. In this

mode, only every other byte of memory is

displayed and the cursor disappears on
those bytes that are not displayed. You can
still write to text memory and move the cur-

sor through text; you just cannot see half

your text. To see the other half, just scroll

left or right. To return to 64-characters-per-

line mode press Shift right arrow Clear.

Note: You should press the arrow l^ey

before, or at the same time as, the clear key
or you may Hack the line.

Input/Output

Although Screenplay is designed to use
the Exatron Stringy Floppy for text storage,

there is a way to use cassette. Remember
that text memory runs from 22528 to 32767
and it is always there until you turn off the

power. Cassette users should write a
cassette memory save and load subroutine

assembled to run in the protected area from
22172 to 23527.

Program Listing 2 Continued

5766 EDB0 01090 LDIR ; SHIFT TEXT LEFT
5758 2B 01100 DEC HL {ADJUST HL TO CA
5769 3620 01110 LD (HL) ,32 ;PUT BLANK AT END OF BLOCK
576B 180D 01120 JR EXIT
576D 3E7E 01130 SEARCH LD A, 126 ;126 = YEN SYMBOL
576F 010028 01140 LD BC, 10240 ; SEARCH LENGTH
5772 21FF7F
5775 EDB9

01150
01160

LD
CPDR

HL, 32767 ; START SEARCH AT TOP OF MEMORY

5777 78 01170 LD A,B
5778 Bl 01180 OR C ;SET DP FLAG TEST
5779 C9 01190 RET
577A 210057 01200 EXIT LD HL, 22272 ; ADDRESS OF USR 1
577D 228E40 01210 LD (16526) , HL jl6526=USR POINTER5780 C9 01220 RET .-RETURN TO BASIC PROGRAM

01230 ; RIGHT -JUSTIFY
577A 01240 LEAVE EQU 577AH
5781 CD7F0A 01250 CALL 2S87 jCA
5784 E5 01260 PUSH HL
5785 DDEl 01270 POP IX
5787 013F00 01280 LD BC,63 (64 = LINE LENGTH
578A 110000 01290 LD DE,0 ;D=INDENT, E=EXTRA SPACES
57 8D 09 01300 ADD HL,BC jGET END OF LINE ADDRESS
578E 01003F 01310 LD BC,3F00H ;C=0, B=63
5791 7E 01320 LOOPl LD A, (HL) J INSPECT ADDRESS
5792 FE20 01330 CP 32 lis IT BLANK?
5794 2004 01340 JR NZ, INDENT ;N0, THEN DO NEXT LOOP 1

5796 IC 01350 INC E ;ADD 1 TO COUNT OF EXTRA SPACES
5797 2B 01360 DEC HL

J NEXT ADDRESS
5798 10F7 01370 DJNZ LOOPl
57 9A AF 01380 INDENT XOR A ;A=0
57 9B B3 01390 OR E ;E = 0?
579C 28DC 01400 JR Z,LEAVE fYES, FULL LINE, STOP
579E B0 01410 OR B B=0?
579F 28D9 01420 JR Z, LEAVE •YES, BLANK LINE, STOP
57A1 DDES 01430 POSH IX
57A3 El 01440 POP HL
57A4 7E 01450 LOOP 2 LD Af (HL) f INSPECT FOR INDENTATION
57A5 FE20 0X460 CP 32
57A7 2004 01470 JR NZ, SPACES ;END INDENT SPACES 1

57A9 14 01480 INC D ADD TO INDENT COUNT
57AA 23 01490 INC HL NEXT ADDRESS
57AB 18F7 01500 JR LOOP 2

57AD 3E40 01510 SPACES LD A. 64
57AF 93 01520 SDB E 64-E
57B0 92 01530 SUB D 64-E-D=INSERT FIELD
57B1 47 01540 LD B,A

Program Listing 2 Continues

fY.iii.ia.':-:;.*^™^

Model II &
Model16
users:
two/sixteen,

a new magazine
v^'hich serves

the interests oi

business,

professional

,

and scientific

users of Radio
Shack Modem
and 16 micro

computers,
is gaining wide acceptance

with subscribers in 13 countries from
Singapore to Cincinnati to Sweden. Enough first

issues remain for just one-tenth of the Model II

population. Until they're gone, bi-monthiy, one-
year Charter Subscriptions are available at $30;
Canada: $36 US; Other: $47 US; Foreign Air Mail:

$67 US. Prepaid, VISA, or MasterCard only. The
May/June {first issue) mailed within 24 hours of

order.
^^^^^ 393-1917, any day or

P.O. Box 1216, Lancaster, PA 17603.

sixteen
magazine

I ^ f*Uh

^..f:

K,W(& 'aisTEiSiiM^lsB-'.^iJJenWBWWl sa&yi*^

COMES WITH
LIST SOURCE

AND BRUN UTILITY

SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER TO

HPB VECTOR
130 CENTER ST.

EAST STROUDSBURG
PENNSYLVANIA 18301 .487

ALLOW TWO WEEKS DELIVERY

^See Lisl o! Adveflisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 217



Program Listing 2 Continued

57B2
57B3
57B5
57B7
57B8
57B9
57BB
57BC
57 BD
57BE
57C0
57C1
57C2
57C3
57C5
57C6
57C7
57CB
67C9
57CB
57CD
57CE
57CF
57D1
57D3
57D4
57D5

7E
FE20
2001
ec
23
10F7
B7
79
9B
3 8BA
43
2B
E5
1600
19
Dl
lA
77
FE20
2006
2B
77
1002
iaA7
2B
IB
1BF0

01550 L00P3
01560
01570
01580
01590 SKIPl
01600
01610
01620
01630
01640
01650
01660
01670
01680
01690
01700
01710 LO0P4
01720
01730
017 40
0175B
01760
01770
01780
01790 SKIP2
01800
01810

LD
CP
JR
INC
INC
DJNZ
OR
LD
SBC
JR
LD
DEC
PUSH
LD
ADD
POP
LD
LD
CP
JR
DEC
LD
DJNZ
JR
DEC
DEC
JR

57D1
57D7 CD7F0A
57DA 11C056
57DD 010000
57E0 C5
57E1 D5
57E2 C5

01820 ;MOVE DOWN
01830 JOMPEX EQU

57E3
57E4
57E6
57E7
57E8
57E9
57EA
57EB
57EC

E5
EDB0
El
Dl
E5
2B
E5
19
EB

01840
01850
01860
01870
01880
01890

01900
01910
01920
01930
01940
01950
01960
01970
01980

57ED El 01990
57EE 010000 02000
57F1 C5 02010
57F2 EDB8 02020
57F4 Dl 02030
57F5 El 02040
57F6 ED52 02050
57Fa EB 02060
57F9 El 02070
57FA CI 02080
57FB EDB0 02090
57FD 18D2 02100
57PP 00 02110
0000 02120

CALL
LD
LD
PUSH
PUSH
PUSS
PUSH
LDIR
POP
POP
PUSH
DEC
PUSH
ADD
EX
POP
LD
PUSH
LDDR
POP
POP
SBC
EX
POP
POP
LDIR
JR
SOP
END

A, (HL)
32
NZ, SKIPl
C
HL
L00P3
A
ft,C

R,E
CLEAVE
B,E
HL
HL
D,0
HL,DE
DE
A, (DE)
(HL) ,A
32
NZ,SKIP2
HL
(HL) ,A
SRIP2
LEAVE
HL
DE
LOOP4

57D1H
26 87 fCA
DE, 22208 ;TA
BC , ; G
BC
DE
BC

START OF INDENTED LINE

;N0T blank
BLANK, +1

END OF INSERT FIELD
RESET CARRY FLAG

E>C?
YES, STOP

;DE = EXTRAS
fLINE END ADDR

J HOVE CHAR. TO LINE END

J END OF WORD?
;YES, GET NEXT ftDDR

; INSERT EXTRA
;END OF INSERT FIELD?
[YES, JUSTIFIED

HL

HL
DE
HL
HL
HL
HL,DE
DE,HL
HL
BC,0
BC

DE
HL
HL.DE
DEfHL
HL
BC

JDMPEX

; STORE TRANSFER LINE

! CA+TL-1

;CA+TL-1+G

jTL FROM BASIC

jMOVE TEXT BLOCK

f CA+TL
fCA

jTA

;RETRIEVE TRANSFER LINE

1 'You may wish to incorporate the machine-lanquage subroutines
2 'into a BASIC program listing as DATA values to be POKEd into

3 'place. Here is a BASIC program you can use to do that,

4 •

10 '*** PROGRAM TO PUT SCREENPLAY'S USRs INTO MEMORY ***

20 FORA=22172TO22207:READB:POKEA,B:NEXTA
30 DATA 205, 127, 10rlV. 192, 86, 1,0, 0,197, 213, 229, 237, 66

40 DATA 229,237,176,209,225,1,0,0,197,213,237,176,209,225
50 DATA 25,235,225,193,237,176,24,98
60 FORA=22 272T022527!READB:POKEA,B:NEXTA
70 DATA 1,0,0,17,0,0,33,0,0,237,176,201,205,127
80 DATA 10,229,205,109,87,32,15,1,0,0,225,9,229,209
90 DATA 43,237,184,35,54,32,24,86,193,229,209,183,237,66
100 DATA 48,5,40,76,197,24,228,229,193,213,225,43,237,184
110 DATA 35,54,32,24,61,205,127,10,229,205,109,87,32,14
120 DATA 1,0,0,209,213,225,35,237,176,43,54,32,24,38
130 DATA 193,197,209,183,237,66,48,5,40,28,197,24,229,229
140 DATA 193,213,225,35,237,176,43,54,32,24,13,62,126,1
150 DATA 0,40,33,255,127,237,185,120,177,201,33,0,87,34
160 DATA 142,64,201,205,127,10,229,221,225,1,63,0,17,0
170 DATA 0,9,1,0,63,126,254,32,32,4,28,43,16,247
180 DATA 175,179,40,220,176,40,217,221,229,225,126,254,32,32
190 DATA 4,20,35,24,247,62,64,147,146,71,126,254,32,32
200 DATA 1,12,35,16,247,183,121,155,56,186,67,43,229,22
210 DATA 0,25,209,26,119,254,32,32,6,43,119,16,2,24
220 DATA 167,43,27,24,240,205,127,10,17,192,86,1,0,0
230 DATA 197,213,197,229,237,176,225,209,229,43,229,25,235,225
240 DATA 1,0,0,197,237,184,209,225,237,82,235,225,193,237
250 DATA 176,24,210,0
260 END

Program Listing 3. Decimal Data for USR

When you finish using Screenplay to

write and edit your text, load your cassette

routines into Screenplay's USR area and

use them to dump text memory onto tape. If

you then vi/ish to return to using Screenplay,

just reload Screenplay's machine-language

subroutines and type Run. For the sake of

simplicity you could write your cassette

routines to save and load a fixed amount

of text.

Alternatively, you could put the cassette

I/O in the first or last page of text memory or

reserve more memory in front of the USRs

and put it there. The latter option requires

deletion of some of the Basic program to

maintain enough overhead for the inter-

preter to run the program.

Menu

There are only four items on the I/O menu:

1 Save, 2 Load, 3 Print, and 4 View. Vievi/

means return to text display.

The only thing you need to load a text file

is the file number. To save a text file just:

''My Epson MX-80

is well suited to

work with Screenplay.

position the cursor at the first byte of text to

be saved; call the I/O menu and select Save;

and respond to the prompts mXh a file

number and the number of lines of text you

are saving. When the ESF is finished pro-

gram control returns to the I/O menu.

Print

My Epson MX-80 is well suited to work

with Screenplay. However, you are going to

have to work to get your fancy hardcopy.

Familiarize yourself with your printer's

abilities and see how the printer output

routine accesses those abilities.

You do not have to set the MX-80 to the

TRS-80 mode of operation to get graphics.

Screenplay adds 32 to the ASCII numbers to

match the MX-80's graphics set.

You can imbed one, two and three-byte

control codes in your text. The printer ex-

ecutes the codes and inserts blank spaces

in place of the code numbers. The indenta-

tion space at the beginning of a paragraph

is a good spot to put a string of control

codes. You can even put them in the spaces

between words.

Study Photos 1 and 2 and Figs. 1 and 2 for

the video display and the resulting hard-

copy. They should give you some clues as

to how I produced them. They do not show

the printer text parameters, which can in-

teract with the imbedded codes. See Table

3 for an outline of the printer text param-

eters. Good luck!

Warren Mericey owr)s and operates War-

ren's Camera Sen/ices Inc. His tiobby Is

science fiction writing.
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Fully assembled and tested systems that are software compatible
and functionally identical to Radio Shack units sold at computer
centers for Shundreds more, Includes OOSPLUS 3.3.

• CONTROLLER BOARDS are high quality double sided epoxy boards
with gold plated contacts.

• POWfR SUPPLY is the finest switching type available.
• MOUNTING HARDWARE includes power and data cables
• DISK DRIVES are Tandon, the same ones used by Radio Shack -40

track, double density, 5 millisecond stepping rate.

The System comes with 180 day TCS limited warranty. $1795

$2095 MODEL HI 48k2 DRIVE SYSTEM with 720,000 bylMOf*torag«

TCS utM 2 dual iMadvcl 40 track Tandon drive*. You can convart your axlttlng 40 track
atandard dlakatlaa. Thia lyatem Includaa Free DOSPLUS 3.4{ratall valiia $ (4S>

MODEL III DISK EXPANSION
1 Controller, Power Supply, Mounting Hardware & Inatructions $379
2 Controller, Power Supply, Hardware & one 40 track Tandon drive . $577
3 Controller, Power Supply. Hardware, two 40 track Tandon drives. 32k memory

(everything you n«ed lor 2 drive 48k upgrade) $799
3a Kit 3 but with two 80 track drives (duat sided 40s) $999
4 Tandon 40 track disk drive (bare drive only, no instructions) $199
4« Kit 4 but with Configuration Instructions & Power Cable $219
5 16k of high quality TCS memory $39
5a t6k of RS memory special $79
6 32k of high quality TCS memory $69
5" 32l< of RS memory special $158
7 Disk Controller Board (supports 40/80 single/double sided drives) $249
S Switching Power Supply for Controller & two drives $Iig

Hardware & Cabling kit for atxive components $89

RINTERS
MATRIX PRINTERS

LINEPRINTERVIIRS
NEC8023A
C, ITOH8510
OKIDATA82A
OKIDATA82Aw/tractor
OKIDATA83A
LINE PRINTER VIII RS

$325
$495
$495
$499
$559
$769
$649

ACCESSORIES
Epson
EPSON MX8O $CALL
EPSON MX80 FT $CALL
EPSON MXIOO FT $CALL

FREE Graphtrax!!!

CENTRONICS 739parallel $599
CENTRONICS 739 serial $749
OKI DATA 84 / 200 cps $1 295
LINE PRINTER VI RS $988
CENTRONICS 704 $1559
ANADEX 9500/01 2k but $1295
TEXAS INST. 810 Basic $1595
LINE PRINTER V RS $1549
Centronics352/200cps $1795
Centronics 353 / dual mode,

200cps data proc, 50cps
super letter quality $2495

LETTER QUALITY
Daisy Wheel / Splnwrlteri

C. ITOH F-10/40cps $1595
DAISY WHEEL ll-RS $1695
DIABLO from $2350
QUME from $1850

NEC SPINWRITERS $CALL
LINE PRINTERS

CENTRONICS 6080/81
600 lines per minute

6081 standard $6399
6080 quietized cabinet $7676

EPSON ACCESSORIES
GHAPHTRAX 80 option (biMmage/italics).I79
CABLEModellintenaceAModellll $35

$25 H purchased with EPSON pnnler
CABLE 5 INTERFACE to Model I keyboard. .S85
APPLE interlace S cable $89
GRAPPLER Apple hi resolution graphics $Call
IEEE interface 8 cable (CBM/Pet) $79
ATARI cable (must have 850 mtertace) $35
SERIAL RS232 2k buffered ml card $149
RS COLOR computer lo Epson card /cable $59

EPSON PACK II

Screen oriented bit imai.u
graptiics generator for Model ,,.

Create your own characters, syn:
bols, etc. Includes documentatio

$24.95 purchased with printer

$34.95 when purchased separately
$7.50 lor update of Epson Pack

'

Interfaces & cables available for

most printers witti any TRS80,
Apple, Atari & most other com
puters. $$$$CALL FOR PRICE::V

ALTOS COMPUTt

MODEL III SYSTEMS
Original 90 day manutaclurei's warranty

Model III 16k $818
Model III 32k $868
Model III 48k $918
ryiodel 111 48k 2Dr.RS232 $1944

TCS Model III Systems have quality TCS
memory and 180 day limiled warranty No
warranty whert you open computer or add
internal components after you receive it.

TCS Model III 16k . , $788
TCS Model ill 32k . $818
TCS Model III 48k $848

MODEL 161 DRIVE
MODEL 16 2 DRIVE
DT-1 DATA TERMINAL
Mod16 Memory Expansion

COLOR COMPUTER
Original 90 day manufacturer's warranty

,

16k Level 1 $308
16k Extended Basic. . . . $398
32k Extended Basic, , , . $CALL
Color Disk....$479 Disk 1.. $349

TCS version Color Computers uses original

RS hardware and TCS memory You get 180
day limited warranty on TCS Color Computer

1 6k Extended Basic $439
32k Extended Basic $499
32k Memory Upgrade $79
Color/Epson int. & cable . . $59
2k Buffer ColorGraph , . . . $155

DEALERS! ASSEMBLERS! Quantity Purchases Invited!
Bare drives are available, or you can buy them with
power supply, cabinet and cable, fully assembled and
ready to plug in to your computer.

INDIVIDUAL CABINETS
40 track single sided $249
80 track (dual stded 40 track) $389
160 track (dual sided 80 track) $499
DOUBLE CABINETS with 2 DRIVES
40 track single sided $489
ao track (dual sided 40 track) $699
160 track (dual sided 80 track) .... $949
Heavy gauge CABINET with POWER
SUPPLY. External gold connector allows
instant hook/delach from drive cable.

BARE DRIVES ONLY
40 track single sided S199
ao track (dual sided 40 track) $299
160 track (dual sidsd 80 track) $419
8 inch Slimline sgl/dbl sidsd $CALL
Winchester hard drives, 5-30 meg $CALL

WE WILL NOT
BE UNDERSOLD!

CORVUS HARD DISKS CALL FOR PRICES
Add 5, 1 or 20 megabytes of storage to your TRS80, Apple, Atari,
Heath, Zenith, Intertec, IBM, S-IOOand many others. One or sev-
eral computers can share a hard disk. Get simultaneous access to
data for multiple users. Available NOW at SUPER SAVINGS!
DEALERS...You can buy CORVUS from us (or less. Call & $AVE.

CUSTOM SOFTWARE FROM TCS
Completely Inlegrated binary search tree programs now available. This series of

e'?S'.^,!^V..''J^,^
irrplements the B-TREE structures including INSERTION, DELETION EDITING

& I KAVtRbAL No more sorting or long data file searches and yel files can be larger than
mernory Duplicate keys are (uTIy supported. Files can be retrieved in sorted order via B-
I Htt I raversal Eacn ot the programs come with fully commented source code so that you
cari use the modules m your ovvn programming. A Screen oriented Input routine is also
inc uded in eacti module The following B-TREE programs are now available and each
includes all ot the mentioned modules and tull documentatton.

B-TREE Library (organize your home library kayvd by author) $39 95H-TREE Video (organise your video casMlte library, prints labclt, etc).... $39 95
B- riEE Malting Ll»t (kayed by name or ilp.labal printlng.atc) $49 95

mm fmrnrni fmnfrmi

If you buy somewhere else,

youll probably pay loo much!

For fast, efficient service Hsart Of we can air freigtil from Dallas

TEXAS COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 1327 Arlington, Texas 76004-1327

--^ Toll Free Number 800 433-5184
^^ Texas Residents 817 274-5625

Prices subiect to change at any time
No Tax out-ot-state. Texans aod 5%.

CALL FOR OUR 1^ 59

I
* Many items shipped FREE. Call tot quoteii»,„,i^a,v. ggaij Ki a

FREECATALOCn
uaxiiu iiuuiuiaiiu



AYED VIDEO'S DON

"DV'S"

MS

ltjrM'iFia?J-^!»«'»*i**';»"™*''-
:.itji^.iMm--mi:>rA/Vi

M.^^^<

o DISPLAYED S DRIVING DOWN >>,^

..C^ 80 TRACK TEAC DISK DRIVE W/CASE & POWER SUPPLY'

40 TRACK TEAC DISK

TWO ^^ ^ ^ „

.00 MODEL I OR III

Bare Drives & Cases Available Upon Request

By the time you see this ad, DISPLAYED VIDEO'S Hard Disk will be available to you.

Call for the Lowest Prices Available

MX 80 (W/

MX80FT (W/

MXIO

PRICES
tke you call for prices.

are in blapk and white!!

PLUS $45

<

'With Gold Plated Connectors

We Canv A Full Line of OKIDATA Printers— COUPON-
Stop in to our Two
New Retail Locations:

886 Ecorse Road, Ypsilanti, MI 48197

(313) 426-5086/ (313) 482 4424

or

111 Marshall Street, Litchfield, Ml 49252

(517)542 3280

And Presen! this COUPON to pick

ip your/ree Diskette or Two CIO

I
Cassettes.

\
To Order: Call.

I Limit one per family.

Offers expires 91-82. 'TRS-80 is a trademark of the Tandy Corporation

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
90 Days Parts and Labor Warranty

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

Free Shipping in the U.S.

48 Contiguous States

r KSHo Shack Authorized Dealership at:

ih^ ^Gct, Litchfield, Michigan 49252 *P342

0^or(313) 482-4424 or (517) 542-3280 or write DISPLAYED VIDEO.

886 Ecorse Road, Ypsilanti. Michigan 48197

Prices subject to change without notice

:oupOi



DISPLAYED VIDEO IS DRIVING DOWN
PRICES ON DISKS!

DISPLAYED VIDEO is now offering TRS-80' MODEL lit with TANDON disk drives, one of the most reliabledisk dnve systems on the market, for incredibly low prices. ; -
renaoie

OFdIkETTEs'
"^^^^ "^""^^ "^ ^'^""^ "^""^^^ "^^^tdisk^^i^^s, complete systems v^th TRSDOS and ONE BOX

PLUG ITINAND^. .^1 . $1,79^.50
^^DEL m with 48K, dual 40/40 track double dens^y diL. . .... comple. ns with NEWDOS 80 and ONE

PLUG IT IN AN^tr, . , / $2,199.00
BOX OF DISKETTES^'

''''^' ^^ ^^""^ "^""^^^ '^^"'**^ "^'^^ '^" -'^'^^^ '^'^^"'' '"'^^ NEWDOS 80 and ONE

PLUG IT INAm m., ;^.
. . $2,199.00

BOX oV SsKETTES '

'^"^' ^^^^ track-d^Jbi -:.:.ty disk drives, complete systems with NEWDOS 80 and ONE

PLUG Itm AND GO...... $2,499.00
MODEL Hi 16K w/Free Shipping 7 $839.00
16K Color Computer ' $459*00
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SERIES

Know Scripsit before you start modifying it.

Inside Scripsit—Part I

Craig A. Lindley

P.O. Box 704

Colorado Springs, CO 80901

By
now, almost everyoneown-

ing a Model I, li or 111 has

had the opportunity to use the

Scripsit word processor pro-

gram. Although feelings are

mixed, most consider Scripsit

an effective word processing

tool. Because everyone has a

different application for the pro-

gram, numerous patch pro-

grams have appeared on the

market to fix real or imagined

(IY + x)Offse( Address

1 7C30H

2 7C31H

6 7C35H

7 7C36H

8 7C37H

OBH 7C3AH

OEH 7C3DH

OFH 7C3EH

11H 7G40H

12H 7C41H

13H 7C42H

14H 7C43H

26H 7C55H

2EH 7C54H

30H 7C5FH

34H 7C63H

35H 7C64H

36H 7C65H

37H

38H

39H

3AH
3BH
3DH 7C6CH

3EH
3FH
40H

41

H

42H

43H

44H

4gH 7C68H

Fig. t Memory adc

shortcomings. I too had some

ideas about what I thought

Scripsit should be able to do.

When these didn't correspond

exactly with any of the canned

patch programs available, I had

to write my own.

Before modifying any large

program it is necessary to un-

derstand completely the por-

tions of the program you will

change. In some cases, you

should understand the program

completely so you can minimize

and correct any side effects

caused by your modifications.

In a well commented program

Function

Last key input

Repeal command count

Character line position

Current cursor character

Indent paragraph iength

Temporary storage lor iast Key input

Line printer parameter flags

Last command executed storage

Repeat command flag

Generai parameter 1 storage

General parametev 2 storage

Current text Puffer position

Memory size storage

Auxiliary memory size storage

Current page number storage

Output text tiag

Video line width storage

Left margin storage

Rigtit margin storage

PF storage

Justify Y or N storage

Center V orN storage

Flush right Y or N storage

Suppress widow line Y or N

Line spacing storage

Top margin storage

Bottom margin storage

Vertical center Y or N

Page length storage

Header flag storage

Footer flag storage

Lines/page storage

in a high level language like

Basic, modifications can be

relatively painless. All variables

are visible, and comments can

steer you to the point in the pro-

gram where the modifications

must be made. In an Assembly-

language program, however,

making the modifications is 10

times more difficult.

Understanding a large pro-

gram like Scripsit from an un-

commented disassembly takes

time. You must start at the pro-

gram's entry point and proceed

until the structure of the com-

plete program unveils itself.

While this is a lot of work, the

time is well spent. You learn by

looking at other programmers'

code— take note of interesting

ideas and routines and then try

them in your own programs.

This, the first article In a

series, will tell you what I have

discovered of the structure,

workings and modification of

Scripsit. With this information

you can quickly modify Scripsit

to fit your needs more exactly.

Next month 1 will put the facts in

this article to work with a patch

program for Scripsit.

Figures 1-10 show the cate-

gories of information 1 will

discuss. It is obvious that inter-

mingling subroutines, tables

and messages make a single

block diagram of Scripsit's

The Key Box

Model i or III

16K RAM
1 Disk Drive

structure impossible. First let's

consider some important de-

tails used by the designers of

Scripsit.

Register Usage

The designers of Scripsit

employed the following conven-

tions for register use.

• Both normal and alternate

register sets are used through-

out the program.

• Register DE is used as a

pointer to the text in the text buf-

fer almost exclusively, it it is

used for another purpose (a

block move, for example) its

function and value are always

returned promptly.

• Register ML is used as a

general pointer for data, flags

and messages.

• Register BC is used as a

counter and temporary variable

storage.

• Register IX Is used to point

to a table of line lengths. This

table is used in formatting text

data for display on both the

video screen and the line printer.

There is an entry in this table for

each line of a document, blank

or not (blank equals OFFH). The

value for each line in this table is

the number of characters from

the text buffer contained in the

formatted line.

• Register lY usually has the

value of 7C2FH. It is a pointer to

a block of memory containing

the current variables necessary

for program operation (see Fig.

1). These variables are usually

referenced by a displacement

from lY.

Example- LD(IY + 15H),aDH
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Table Structure

Considering the large number
of commands available from

Scripsit, the designers very wise-

ly opted for a table-driven rather

than a compare and jump struc-

ture (see Fig. 2). Because of this,

numerous tables throughout

Scripsit steer program operation

smoothly and efficiently.

Because all the command
tables are laid out the same, one
routine (located at 58F0H) can

process them all. This routine is

always called with HL pointing

at the appropriate command ta-

ble. The general structure of

these command tables is in

Table 1. A command mnemonic
is associated with every com-
mand address. The table

processing routine at 58F0H
searches the command mne-

monics for a match. If it finds

one it calculates the appropriate

address in the second portion of

the table and jumps to it. If the

command mnemonic is not

found, an illegai command mes-
sage is output in most cases.

This table processing routine

is called from six different loca-

tions in Scripsit. An example of

its use would be:

• When Break is hit while in

the text entry mode, the table

processing routine transfers

conlroi (jumps) to location

6446H where the break com-

mand is processed.

• If an examine command is

given after the Break key is

pressed (for example, ?N) this

routine transfers control to loca-

tion 692AH where the examine
commands are processed.

• At this point, the routine

CMDTBL DEFB N Total number of commands in table

DEFB A Command number 1 mnemonic
DEFB B Command number 2 mnemonic

DEFB Y Command N-1 mnemonic
DEFB 2 Command N mnemonic
DEFW — Command N address
DEFW — Command N-1 address

DEFW — Command number 2 address
DEFW — Command number 1 address

Table 1

Command Number Command
1 CP A ..cmd = A?

JP Z,AAAAH ..if yes then

2 CP B ..cmd = B?

JP Z.BBBBH ,.if yes then

N-1 CP r „cmd = Y?

JP Z.YYYYH ..if yestfien

N CP Z ..cmd - z?

JP Z,2ZZZH ..if yes then

JP ERROR ..if none then

The compare and Jump method of command processing requires five bytes per
command (assuming that the long jump instruction is used instead of the relative

lump). The table structure, however, requires three bytes per command, plus 31
bytes required tor the command processing routine. A little algebra shows the
memory break-even point in using the two different approaches.

5N Total for N commands com-
pare and jump method

3N-I-31 Total tor N commands table

approach

5N = 3N -f31 Equate memory usage to find

N

If Scripsit had only 15 commands available, the compare and jump method would worK
just as well and be just as memory efficient as ttie table method. But because Scripsit

has more than 15 commands, the designers of Scripsit saved a lot of memory with the
table method.

Fig. 2. Alternative Compare and Jump structure

SPECIAL
OSPLUS

V3.3
Disk $49.00
S;syc $50.00

NEW
Stellar Escort

by BIG 5
Tape 12.00
Disk 15.00

PMC version o( orig.
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BUSINESS

SMALL BUSINESS SYSTEMS GROUP
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.

Inventory Control iAS) .

Payroll (48)

GAMES
Adventure International

Armor Patrol
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Earthquake San Francisco t905 |l)
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29 95

2095
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29 95
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1995

1995
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19.95
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1995

14 95
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I ,^ 00

14 95

19 95

24 95

14 95

n/3

rVa

rVa

n^a

1100
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1100
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15 00 1595 12 00
15 00 1595 12 00
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15 00 1595 12 00

15 00 15 95 1200
15 00 15 95 1200

1500 1595 1200
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3995 3100
n/a
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nia
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rVa

n/3
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nia

rVa

25 00
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again transfers control to

694AH where the name com^

mand is executed.

If this command table lookup

scheme were not used, Scripsit

would be a complicated mass of

compare and jump statements.

Messages

Another good idea that the

designers of Scripsit did not

carry through was a table-driven

message output routine. Using

this routine, an output message

could be displayed on the com-

mand line by calling the indexed

message output routine at

6F7CH with a message index in

the A register. The selected

message would be displayed on

the command line and control

passed back to the calling rou-

tine. The advantage of this type

of output routine is a register

doesn't have to be tied up point-

ing at the message string to be

output.

It seems odd to adopt this

sophisticated approach only for

the messages located in

7807H-7963H. All other mes-

sages output by Scripsit are pro-

cessed by pointing IHL at the

message and calling the routine

at 6BC8H to display it on the

command line. The structures of

all messages are the same, how-

ever: The length of the message

(in bytes) is followed by the

message Itself (in ASCil).

Program 1/0

With the exception of disk I/O,

Scripsit provides its own I/O

drivers (video, printer, keyboard

and cassette). Scripsit doesn't

use any I/O channels available

through the DCB's (Device Con-

trol Blocks) or any calls to the

resident ROM. This makes it

much more machine indepen-

dent and transportable than

Basic, for example. (That is why

Model I Scripsit can be modified

to run on the Model iil without

many problems. See the next ar-

ticle in this series for details.)

In this manner, Scripsit also

provides upper and lowercase

video, upper and lowercase key-

board input (with correct shift

key action), and a special key-

board control key not available

through normal system I/O. i will

discuss each of Scrlpsit's i/O

channels later.
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Key Unshlft Shili Control Key Unshift ^ift Control

A 61 41 01 Y 79 59 19

B 62 42 02 Z 7A 5A 1A

C 63 43 03 up arrow 98 68 IB

D 64 44 04 down arrow 9C 80 1C

E 65 45 05 break ID ID ID

F 66 46 06 enter IE IE IE

G 67 47 07 - 9D 8D IF

H 68 48 08 -' 9E BE 9E

I 69 49 09 30 40 30

J 6A 4A OA 1/! 31 21 31

K 6B 4B 06 2/" 32 22 32

L 60 4C OC 3/# 33 23 33

M 6D 4D OD 4/$ 34 24 34

N 6E 4E OE 5/% 35 25 35

o 6F 4F OF 6/& 36 26 36

P 70 50 10 71' 37 27 37

Q 71 51 n m. 38 28 33

R 72 52 12 % 39 29 39

s 73 53 13 space bar 20 20 20

T 74 54 14 :/ 3A 2A 3A

U 75 55 15 -/ = 3D 2D 2D

V 76 56 16 ;' + 3B 2B 3B

w 77 57 17 ,K 2C 3C 20

X 78 58 18 .l> 2E 3E 2E

Y 79 59 19 in 2F 3F ,
2F

Z 7A 5A lA

The control key (@|, the shift key and the clear key don't return key codes by themselves They are all polled direct-

ly in memory and only influence the codes returned from the other keys.

Fig. 3. Scripsit keyboard driver /tey codes

Scripsit contains Its own key-

board driver (a routine that scans

the keyboard and returns unique

key codes) instead of using the

ROM input routines 2BH or 49H

to accomplish keyboard polling.

This allows keys to return codes

that are not possible from the

normal keyboard(@ isusedasa

control l^ey, for example).

Ordinary system input rou-

tines also do not provide a

rollover key function (a function

allowing you to type faster than

characters can be processed).

Scripsit can stack up to 32 key

codes and process them when

time allows. For general informa-

tion, the keyboard rollover buffer

is located at7E15H.

The keyboard driver routine, lo-

cated at 6061 H, is remarkably

similar to the one at ROM loca-

tion 3E3H. This routine scans the

keys and returns a zero in A if no

key was pressed, or a key code if

one was pressed. Figure 3 shows

aii key codes available from this

keyboard scan routine.

The next level of keyboard in-

put routine, located at 6026H,

saves and restores all registers

and stacks the Input character if

the prior ones have not yet been

processed. Scrlpsit's higher level

input routines are in Table 2.

Cassette I/O

Scripsit's cassette I/O routines

are very similar to the ROM cas-

sette routines except for some

minor time constant changes.

(These changes might account

for the more reliable cassette

I/O.) The important cassette

routines are in Table 3.

Printer and Video I/O

Output to both the line printer

and the video display is handled

through a single output routine.

6017H Tests clear key, returns lo caller if active

Returns nei:t sctieduied rollover key

Returns character m location 7C30H

5FD2H Waits lot a key press

Blinks cursor while waiting at current cursor position (HL)

5FCCH Main character input routine

5E72H Line input routine used for break key processing

Writes B periods along command line

Allows backspacing

Places carriage return code 1EH at end of input string and ^eros remain-

ing buffer

Points HL at input string

On return, B has character count, A has first character code

6BF8H Input decimal number

Converts ASCII decimal number to hex

Result in A between 1-255

Table 2

6238H Load tape file routine

Sets bit 7 ol each control byte

634FH Save tape file routine

631 4 H Verify tape file routine

5370H Write 256-byte block of data to tape

63B1H Assemble byte from tape, like 235H in ROM .

63eCH Read data bit from tape, like 241 H in ROM

63AFH Write data byte to tape, like 2e4H in ROM

63CBH Write leader and sync, like 287H in ROM

63DAH Read leader and sync, like 293H in ROM

63F0H Define tape drive, like 221 H in ROM

63F9H Turn off cassette, like 1 F8H in ROM

640DH Blink an asterisk, like 22CH in ROM

Table 3
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779/
LINE PRI

MAKE YOUR PBINTER
A REAL WORKiiORSE
WITH OUR NEW
PRINTER

CONTROLLER
BOARD

Remove the controller board in your printer and

plug ours in to add the following capabilities:

• Bidirectional printing

• Full UPPER/lower case ASCII plus TRS-80

graphics or DSE scientifics character sets

in 9 X 7 dot matrix format (9x9 available as

option — requires print head change)

• Motor control — turns off the motor when

the printer is not in use
• 2048 character buffer

• Software selectable features

• transfer protocol (XON/XOFF or

none)
• character densities (10, 12, 15, 16.5

cpi plus double width in each size)

• self-test

• forms, length, control

$350 assembled and tested

Radix
Technologies

Suite 400 Carolyn Building

10400 Eaton Place

Fairfax, VA 22030 (703) 385-0900

^269 VISA, MasterCard, check. COD accepted

located at 5F44H. The operation

of this routine is controiied by a

series of flags set up before the

routine is called.

Bit 7 of 7C63H (or lY plus 34H)

determines whether the output

character in the A register is

destined for the line printer (one)

or the video display (zero). If the

output is for the video display,

control transfers to 5F8EH for

video output. During this video

output routine, the character in

A is masked to produce the'

proper code for display and is

stored at ttie current position of

the cursor, HL.

If the character has bit 7 set

(Scripsit's control character) the

video iool^up table at 7966H is

scanned to find the printable re-

placement. If it is found in the

table, the replacement charac-

ter is stored at the current cur-

sor position. If not found, a

space is displayed instead.

If bit 7 of 7C63H indicates the

character is for the printer, bit 1

of 7C3DH (or lY plus OEH) is

tested to see if a serial printer

has been specified during the

print command execution, if a se-

rial printer vi/as specified, control

transfers to 5F56H. If the default

parallel printer is to be used, con-

trol transfers to 5F60H. In either

case, if the printer tests ready,

the character is output.

Disk I/O

All disk I/O is handled by ap-

propriate calls to the operating

system. When writing data to

disk bit 7 of ail control bytes is

set low. On reading back from

the disk, the bit is again set high.

The address of the pertinent

disk I/O routines are as follows:

5D23H Load disk file routine

5D97H Save dishc file routine

5E13H-5E71H Operating system calls

and error recovery

It is interesting to note that the

disk error recovery routine is the

only place Scripsit uses the nor-

mal video driver DCB. The

operating system disk error

Key(s)

shift or @ up arrow

shift or @ down arrow

® Q

® W

® D

Sfllft-

shlft—

@V
@C

1 X or enter

® For-*

-or-- or <3i fi

down

up

Break

Command Location

Start entry 6E24H

End entry 6E&DH

Block entry 586AH

Open 59EEH

Close 5A3EH

Window entry 6DADH

Right 6DG7H

Left 6DE5H

Down 5463H

Up 541 1H

Align window rigfil 6DFEH

Align window left 6E0EH

Home cursor 6E56H

Exchange entry 58B5H

Word 590EH

Paragraph 5940H

Block 5AD2H

Repeat entry 6F42H

Insert entry 5678H

Character 56DDH

Line 5696H

Block 5A45H

Delete entry 5883H

Character 5608H

Word 6D6EH

Line 6D2FH

Blank(s) 6D96H

Paragraph 6D55H

Block 5AAFH

Unmark 5ABBH

To end of file 6D1DH

Tab entry 6B5FH

End ot line entry 6E50H

Beginning of line entry 6E50H

New page entry 6F37H

New paragrapfi entry 6EF0H

New line entry 6F26H

Cursor right entry 5518H

Cursor left entry 54FBH

Cursor down entry 54B9H

Cursor up entry 552DH

Break key entry 6446H

Fig. 4. Mam command entry points
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reporting routine at 4409H is

called to report any disk-related

problems. The internal opera-

tion of ttiis error reporting rou-

tine dictates ttie use of the video

DCB.

Main Command Entry Points

On Scripsit's normal text entry

level, numerous commands can

be input along with text. As I

mentioned earlier, Scripsit uses

a table structure located at

7993H-79DEH in Its code to pro-

cess commands.
Figure 4 shows entry points

for all commands available on

the text entry level. The com-

mands labeled entry are where

the table processing routine at

58F0H jumps to when it recog-

nizes a command mnemonic or

key. The items listed under the

entry point are the addresses of

the routines that actually per-

form the requested command.
For example, if you give the

delete command the delete pro-

cessing routine at 5883H Is ex-

ecuted. At that time the addi-

tional inputs determine what

routines are used. If you Input

the line key the table processing

routine is used again to transfer

control to the delete line routine

at6D2FH.

If a text character Is Input in-

stead of a command mnemonic,

control transfers to a routine (at

5608H) which inserts the char-

acter into the text buffer at the

current position of the cursor.

Note that even the cursor posi-

tioning commands are entries In

the command lookup table.

if you hit the Break key while

on the text entry level, control

transfers to the special com-

mand entry level via a jump to lo-

cation 6446H. On this level 14

main commands can be issued,

along with numerous sub-com-

mands. These are all shown in

Fig. 5. The lookup table for

Break commands is located at

6AE4H-6B0CH.

The final command table,

shovt/n in Fig. 6, is located at

77BFH-77E0H. This is the

lookup table for all possible for-

mat commands. These routines

are jumped to whenever a for-

mat specification is identified in

your document's text during

printing. These format specifi-

cations are identified during

parsing of the format lines in the

subroutine located at 7566H. As

with all of these command rou-

tines, if the format specification

Is not found in the lookup table

an illegal command error mes-

sage is output.

Tvi/o Identical passes are

made through the text buffer

after the print command. The

first pass outputs the Testing

Key Command Location

W Set tighl margin entry 6597 H
P Set top margin entry 65D5H

Formatted 7047 H

Unformatted 73AAH
1 indent entry 66FBH
7 Examine entry 692AH

Width 697BH
Length 69AFH
Memory 6995H

Cursor line 6936H
Name 694AH
indent 69S8H

T Tab entry 6SCBH
Set one 6B17H
Set many 68EDH
Gleai one 6B17H
Clear all 6915H

S Save entry 6694H

Tape 634FH
Disk 5D97H

L Load entry 56941-i

Tape 6238H
Disii 5D23H

F Find entry e7DAH
R Reptace entry 672EH
D Deiele entry 679 FH
H Hyphen entry 6468H
C Copy mark entry 6F2AH
V Verify tape entry 631 4H
E End entry 657DH

Fig. 5. Break command entry points
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Daisy Wheel Printer
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Computer
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FROM

TRS-80 Model 16 Computer

PRICED
FROM

Commodore

VIC-20
The Friendly Computer

TM - TANDY CORPORATION
FREE COPY OF WARRANTY
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*469
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AT LAST"!

A PROFESSIONAL JOURNAL FOR ENGINEERS
SCtENTISTS MATHEMATICIANS * STATISTICIANS USING

MICROCOMPUTERS.
PLUG INTD»

ACCESS!
The Journal of Microcomputer Aoplications

for
* numerical analysis * computerized design
* math tTwdeling * process simu'ation
* statistical analysis * report generation

The articles in ACCESS are written hy working
engineers and scientists who share their knowledge of

how to make productive use of microcomputers with

you. Your subscription to ACCESS will make your

microcomputer more useful in all areas where
engineers and scientists use microcomputers. And you'll

even find ways to use your computer you hadn't

thou^t of. The articles in ACCESS are written with

you in mind and are aimed at helping you turn your
microcomputer into the most productive too! possible.

Sign up NOW be a charter subscriber, join the other

engineers and scientists who make ACCESS their

source of information on microcomputer applications.

Charter rates are 6 issues for $16. (Canada & Mexico
$20. Other $32). Fill out the coupon below TODAY.
Send check, money order, purchase order, or use your
VISA or MASTER CARD.

nSign me up. $16 enclosed Q BRI me Q Bill ^155

Company Charge VISA Q MC #
Exp _^ ^^^^ sample issue here's $3
Name & address

~

City State and ZIP

Man to ACCESS PC Box 12847 Research Triangle Park,

NC 27709 Published by LEDS Publfehing Co., Inc.

WARNING^
Electric Power Pollution.

Spikes & Lightning

HAZARDOUS to

MICROCOMPUTERS!!
Patented ISOLATORS provide ^^P^''. '^0-1

protection from . .

.

• Computer errors cause by '

power line interference

• Computer errors due to system
equipment interaction

• Spike damage caused by

copier/elevator/air conditioners
• Lightning caused damage

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
^^'' ''''^-^^°-

• ISOLATOR (ISO 1) 3 isolated 3-prong sockets; Spike Suppression:

useful for small offices, laboratories, classrooms S69,95
• ISOLATOR (ISO-2) 2 isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6 sockets

totai); Spike Suppression; useful tor multiple equipment installa-

tions . $69,95
• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-31 similar to ISO-1 except double isolation &

oversize Spike Suppression; Vifidely used for severe electrical noise

situations such as factories or large offices, . ... S104,95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-11) similar to ISO-2 except double isolated

socket banks & Oversize Spike Suppression; for the larger system in

severe situations ..,.,. .... 5104,95

. MAGNUM ISOLATOR (iSO-17) 4 Quad Isolated Sockets: Multiple

Spike Suppressors: For ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems in extremely

Harsh environments, S181,95
• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add-CB) . . , Add S9,00

• REMOTE SWITCH, any model (Add-RS) Add S16.00

AT YOUR DEALERS MasterCard, Visa, American Expr^

ORDER TOLL FREE 1-800-225-4876 (except AK, HI, PR & Canarl,:

2S^Electronic SpeciaUsts, /nc. j^sft^J

171 South Mam Strttt. Bo > 389. Natick' Mass, 0176a . ^ v;:^

(617)655-1532

Mnemonic Command Location

RM Set right margin entry 7658H

TM Set top margin entry 765FH

BM Set bottom margin entry 7669H

J Justify entry 76A5H

C Center entry 76AAH

vc Vertical certter entry 76AFH

L L commands entry 7744H

LS 774FH

Lfwl 7758 H

P P commands entry 7761

H

PF 7789H

PL 7792H

PN 779EH

Yor N 776FH

F F commands erttfy 76DEH

H H commands entry

Fig. 6, Format command entry points

76FAH

for Errors message and disables

the final output to the line

printer, Scripsit thinks it outputs

the document twice, once for

each pass, if the first pass

through is successful (no errors

are found), the line printer is

enabled. The whoie output rou-

tine repeats, this time slowed

substantially by the printer's

operation.

Miscellaneous Information

The information in Figs. 7, 8

and 9 explains Scripslt's mem-

ory usage. Figure 7 shows

where ail messages output to

the video display are stored. As

you can see, they are well dis-

tributed throughout the whoie

program.

Figure 8 shows all the unused

memory areas t have found in

Scripsit, Program modifications

can be placed in these holes

without interfering with normal

program operation. This is

especially true in the 389-byte

hole located at 7AA5H. Two of the

holes shown on this diagram need

further expianation. The first, at

5202H, is the Radio Shack copy-

right message coded in ASCII. If,

when modifying Scripsit, you

make the entry point 523FH, you

will have a total memory area of

63 bytes for your mods.

The second unused memory

area is 31 bytes long, starting at

address 584BH, I don't under-

stand why this hole is there— it

appears to be some kind of table

but I cannot find a reference to

It, Any ideas?

Besides the command lookup

tables ! discussed earlier, Scrip-

sit includes parameter tables,

RS-232 baud rate tables and

character replacement tables,

to name a few. Figure 9 shows

the address of all tables, along

with a description of what they

contain. This list is extremely

handy in interpreting data dur-

ing disassembly.

Figure 10 is a list of important

routines and where they reside

in Scripsit, This is not meant to

be an exhaustive list with de-

tailed memory and register

Group Message location

1 5202H-523EH

2 57F6H-5e4AH

3 5C69H-5D22H

A 6435H-6445H

5 69G2H-6AG8H

6 6FB8H-7046H

7 7465H-7484H

8 7807H-7963H (indexed)

Fig. 7. Scripsit's message

storage areas

Group Free Bytes Location

1 61 5202H-523EH

2 2 5656H-5657H

3 31 584BH-5869H see text)

4 8 7A66H-7A6DH

5 389 7AA5H-7G29H

Fig. 8. Scripsit's unused memory areas
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usage, but an entry point list to

guide you to the routines you

might be interested in seeing in

detaii. I will consider detailed

usage of some of these routines

in my next article.

Coming Attractions

Next month I will shows more

practical demonstration of the

information in this article—

a

patch adding over 15 new fea-

tures and functions to Scripsit. I

wiil even show how modified

Model I Scripsit can be altered

to run on the Model III. Until

then, have fun playing with your

Scripsit program! M

Craig Lindley, an independent
computer programmer, enjoys

guitar playing and bacl^packing.

Number Location Description

1 584BH-5869H Use unknown
2 6AC9H-6ACCH Print parameter table

3 6ACDH-6AD0H Load/Save parameter table

4 6AD1H-6AE3H Examine command lool^up table

5 6AE4H-6B0EH Break command lookup table

6 6B0FH-6B16H RS-232 baud rate table

7 7446H-7464H Unformatted print special character lookup table

8 77BFH-77E0H Format commancl lookup table

9 77E1H-7806H Output message index table

10 7964H-7992H Video special character lookup table

11 7993H-79DEH Main command lookup table

12 79DFH-79EEH Delete command lookup table

13 79EFH-7A0AH Vi/lndow command lookup table

14 7A0BH-7A14H Exotiange command lookup table

15 7A15H-7A28H Default print format table

Fig. 9. Scripsit's tables

Number Location Description

1 532BH Line length calculation for formatting video and

primer output

2 53FEH Check character at DE for text boundary mark
3 5BF0H Command lookup routine (see text)

4 59EEH Insert named text block— block name in A, placed at

cursor position

5 5A35H Convert lowercase alphabet to upper

Character m A for input/output

6 5BD2H Locate named block, name in A
7 5DDCH Move 256 bytes from disk buffer to text buffer

8 5F60H Parallel printer status check

9 5F84H Serial printer status ctieck

10 SFBSH Yes or No input subroutine

Z equals one if yes

11 600CH Test for clear key active

Z equals zero if not active

12 6708H Parameter check routine

13 6BC8H Output message on command line

14 6BE9H Clear command line

15 6G4CH Convert ASCII decimal at HL to tiex In HL
16 6E84H Format ail text buffer Imes from current cursor posi-

tion at DE to the end of the text

17 6F8BH Recover from illegal command
18 708BH Move print format defaults into place and initialize

all counters

19 70C9H Format complete page of text from the text buffer

20 7189H Process next print line

21 71ABH Justify next print line

22 71B4H Flush left next print line

23 71DBH Center next print line

24 71DDH Flush right next print hne

25 71E4H Adjacent spaces in print line to justify

26 721 AH Move next print line from the text buffer to the print

buffer

27 72D5H Test to see if header/footer should be printed on cur-

rent page

28 742CH Check printer pause option

29 7556H Calculate prinled line length

30 7566H Process text formal lines

31 75C2H Skip forward over spaces and commas
32 7697H Find end of numeric text string

Fig. 10. Misceilaneous routines and tables
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MODEL III UPGRADE
FEATURES:
• Gold Plated Edge Connectors
• Switching Power Supply
(Runs cooler)

• 40/80 Track supported
• Single/Dual Head supported
• Metal Disk Dnve Brackets
• All Hardware and Cables for

Disk Drive

• 1 Hour or Less for Installation

• 100% Compatible
• No Soldenng Needed
• 180 Days Warranty on Controller
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DISK DRIVES
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GRAPHICS

Using the Color Computer like a drawing hoard.

Joystick Paintbrush

Gerald Sprouse

9977 C. Chlrimolla

San Diego, CA 92131

One of the first programs I

entered into my new Color

Computer was "Drawing Board"

(sample program 14 of the Ex-

tended Color Basic Manual}.

After using this program for sev-

eral months I added several fea-

tures. The tvi/o versions of the

program presented here use a

joystick to draw, differing only in

the method they dump the

screen to the printer.

The First Program

Lines 10-100 of Program

Listing 1 provide instructions for

the user and set the graphics

control (line 90). You may obtain

greater resolution by using

PIV10DE4,1. If you select this

mode, change the values of CC
to zero and three. I don't use this

option because it is not com-

patible with the printout option

for this program.

Lines 110-250 interpret joy-

stick movement. Using a joy-

stick is a very convenient way to

control the screen drawing. Line

240 checks the status of the

joystick pushbutton. Press the

button if you want to blank or

erase the line.

Lines 260-280 transfer pro-

gram control to the printer.

Lines 290-340 draw the line on

the screen and then return pro-

gram control to line 120 for new
instructions.

The routine in lines 350-530 is

based on the fact that eight pix-

els are stored in one word of

video RAM memory. The routine

reads this word and then con-

verts it to the corresponding

printer code to produce a print-

out. Because my Line Printer VII

has only seven dots vertically

the conversion Is not one to one.

The printer does not print all the

information stored in video

RAM, However, the routine

works well because in

PM0DE3,1 every two pixels are

identical. If I select PM0DE4,1

an occasional vertical line is not

printed.

My printer requires 20 min-

utes to dump a complete screen.

Figure 1 shows a typical output

of this program. {Note: You must

first input Radio Shack program

700-2013, which allows the

Figure 1

The Key Box

Extended Color Basic

Color Computer

16K RAM
Line printer required
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118 SO. MILL ST
PRYOR, OK 74J61
(918) 825-4844

Ai.L LISTtD PRICES REFLECT A 3% CASH DISCOUNT. COD AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 3% MORE PLEASL CALL FOR CURRLN
SHIPI^INC CHARGES.

a REl AlLSrORE LOCATION. 447 5. WOOD, SOUTHWOOD SHOPPING PLAZA, PRYOR,OK, 74361 H

1

* « «48K....

4814

48K

PC_9 "5 9 (INSTALLED)

CASS

NO

There's no secret as to why we can sell

TRS-80 computer equipment tor less Low
overhead — that's the reason — pure, sim-
ple and straight! As everyone knows, Radio
Shack is a huge corporation. ..with huge
expenses We are able to buy the bare-

bones computers trom Radio Shack. To
these computers, we add our own memory
chips, disk drives, cables, etc. The result is

a computer system which is equal to, or in

many cases, superior to the one you would
get from Radio Shack in both price and per-

tormancc capabilities. There is one thing

that you don I gel from Radio Shack — their

90 day warranty. What you get in its place is

the exclusive 180 days American Small
Business Computer's Warranty. So... if you
like the Radio Shack computer, but don't
like the price CHECK US OUT!!!

American Small Business Com-
puters is not an authorized Radio
Shack Dealer. We do not offer a

Radio Shack 90 Da'y Warranty on

our computers. Instead, we offer

the American Small Business
Computers 180 Day Warranty. If

you have a problem with your

computer, return it to us for

about 48 hours. If we can't fix it,

we' II replace it!

• ATTENTION *
IBMOWNERS ^^217

NEW PRODUCT!
ADDON MINI DISK DRIVE FOR IBM

PERSONAL COMPUTER! I

Did you just buy an IBM with one drive

and find out that you actually needed two

drives^" Then we have just the thing.

Complete kit - takes 10 minutes to install.

Fully compatible - ONLY $229.00! ! !!t! !!

!



eight-bit serial interface be-

tween the Color Computer and

the Line Prihter VII. The graph-

ics mode requires the eight-bit

serial interface.)

The Second Program

Program Listing 2 employs

the Radio Shack Screen Print

Routine (Catalog #26-3021).

Lines 10-100 provide instruc-

tions for the user and set the

graphics control (line 90). You

must use PM0DE2,1 with the

screen print routine. Also, the

values of CC are reversed from

version one of the program.

Lines 110-140 draw a box at

the edge of the screen. Lines

150-290 allow you to use the joy-

stick to control screen drawing.

Press the joystick button if you

want to blank or erase the line.

Lines 300-350 draw the line

Figure 2

TEN PROGRAMS FOR $20
EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED
IN A PROGRAM - AND LESS!

INDIAN — Like arcades PACMAN Game

AIRCOM - Be an Air Traffic Controller

HORSE —Bet on the races

ADVENTURE— Get back to our time

TANK — Rage war on your computer

w do_Lspe
g^

- T-C-O -R- PLUS:

Word Processer, Cyborg

Battle, Yahtzee AND
MORE !

ALL FOR THE I6K L2 TRS-80

P.O. Box 800
Kennebunk, ME 04043
(207) 985-7780

COMING:
BUSINESS AND

EDUCATION PACKAGES

ON CASSETTE
W/OOCIJMENTATION-SZO

on the screen and then return

control to line 160 for new in-

structions. Figure 2 shows a

typical output of this program.

These programs, favorites

with our family, have provided

many hours of entertainment.

Because the screen print rou-

tine provides a quicl^ dump (less

than two minutes) we use the

second version more often.

Gerald Sprouse is employed as

an operations research analyst.

10 REM DRAWING BOARD VERSXON 1
20 REM INPUT
3 CLS
40 PRINT' USE JOYSTICK TO DRAW"
50 PRINT" PRESS BUTTON TO ERASE"
60 PRINT" PRESS <H> FOR HARD COPY"
70 PRINT" KEY ENTER TO BEGIN"
80 INPUT Z$
90 PHODE3,l:PCLE:SCREENl,0:X:-12a:Y=96!Xl-0!¥l=0 |

100 CC-4
110 HEM JOYSTICK
12B A=JOYSTK(0)
130 B-JOYSTK(l)
140 IFA<44 OR A>16 THEN Xl=0:Yl-0
150 ITB'Ai OR B>16 THEN Xl-0:Yl-0
160 IFB<15 THEN Yl— 1:X1=0:GOTO 160
17 IFB>45 THEN Y1=1:X1=0
1S0 IFfi<15 THEN Y1=0:X1=-1:GOTO 200
190 IFA>45 THEN X1=1:Y1=0
200 IFA<15 AND B<15 THEN Xl=-l!yl=-l :GOTO 240
210 IFA>45 AND B>45 THEN Xl=l : Yl=l :GOTO 240 |

220 IFA<15 AND B>45 THEN X1=-1:Y1-1: GOTO 240
23 IFA>45 AND B<15 THEN X1=1:Y1=-1: GOTO 240
240 P-PEEK(65280)
250 IF P-126 OR P=254 THEN CC=1 ELSE CC=4
260 REM KEYBOARD OPTION
27 AS-INKEYS
280 IF AS="H" THEN GOTO 350
290 REM GRAPHICS
300 X-X+X1:Y=Y+Y1:IF X<0 THEN X=0
310 IF X>255 THEN X=255
320 IF Y<0 THEN Y=0!lF Y>191 THEN Y- 191
330 PSET (X,Y,CC)
340 GOTO 120
350 REM HARD COPY
360 PRINT«-2,CHRS118)
370 FOR L=0 TO 31
3 80 FOR C=l TO 192
390 A=076B0-C"32+L
40 B=PEEK(A)
410 Cl=INT(B/12a) !B-B-C1*128
420 C2=INT(B/64) :B-B-C2*64
43 C3-INT(B/32) :B-B-C3*32
440 C4=INT(B/16) :B=B-C4*16
450 C5-INT{B/8) !B-B-C5*e
460 C6-INT(B/41 !B-B-C6*4
47 C7=INT{B/2]
480 D=12e+Cl+2*C2+4*C3+S*C4+16*C5+32 •C6+64'C7
490 PRINT*-2,CHRS(D) ;

50 NEXTC
510 PRINT#-2,CHRS(26)
520 NEXTL
530 GOTO 120

Program Listing 1

REM DRAWING BOARD VERSION 2
REM INPUT
CLS
PRINT" USE JOYSTICK TO DRAW"
PRINT" PRESS BUTTON TO ERASE"
PRINT" PRESS <BREAK> FOLLOWED BY <SHIFT "> FOR HARD CO

PRINT" KEY ENTER TO BEGIN'
INPUT ZS
PM0DE2 , 1 : PCLS : SCREENl ,

) CC=1
) REM DRAW BOX
) FOR X=0TO255:PSET(X,0,CC1 : PSET [X, 191 ,CC) :NEXTX
) FOR Y-0TO191:PEET(0,Y,CC) :PSEH255,Y,CC) :NEXTY
1 X=12E:Y=96:X1=0:Y1=0
) EEH JOYSTICK
1 A-JOYSTK(0)
1 B^JOYSTK(l)
I IFA<44 OR A>16 THEN X1=0:Y1=0
I IFB<44 OR B>16 THEN X1=0;Y1=0
i IFB<15 THEN yl=-l : X1=0:GOTO 220
i IFB>45 THEN Y1=1:X1=0
( IFA<15 THEN Yl-0 : Xl=-1 iGOTO 240
) IFA>45 THEN Xl-l:Yl-0
1 IPA<15 AND B<15 THEN Xl=-1; Yl=-1 :GOTO 280
I IFA>45 AND B>45 THEN Xl-l: Yl=l iGOTO 280
I IFA<15 AND B>45 THEN Xl=-1; Y1=1:GOTO 280
1 IFA>45 AND B<15 THEN Xl-1: Y1=-1:GOTO 280
1 P-PEEK(6S2B01
I IF P-126 OH P-254 THEN CC=4 ELSE CC-1
I HEM GRAPHICS
I X=X+X1:Y=Y+Y1:IF X<0 THEN X=0
i IF X>255 THEN X=255
) IF Y<0 THEN Y-^0:IF Y>191 THEN Y=191
I PSET [X,Y,CC)
) GOTO 160

Program Listing 2
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We sell the complete EPSON line at the lowest prices!

If you don't believe it, give us a call. But, just as important, we offer

an unprecedented 180 Day Warranty! How do we do it? It's easy.

We sell themost reliable printer in the world — EPSON!
BV^.^«l!H^iAaiH<UW4U >

Our Mini Disk Drives are based on the world famous

TEAC and I AN DON Mini Disk Units. The TEAC
unit features a lead screw type head positioner

which IS quieter, and very accurate. The TANDON
features a split-band type positioner The band

positioner is much taster. Track- to- track access

time for the TEAC is 25 milliseconds. The TAN-
DON track-to-track access time is better than 5

milliseconds. The TEAC unit has a one year war-

ranty. The TANDON unit is guaranteed for 90 days.

We feel that these two drives offer the best price/

performance ratio on the market! All drives come
complete with power supply and cabinet and are

burned in and tested.

40TRACK SINGLE SIDE ' $249

40 TRACK DOUBLE SIDE.. $340

80 TRACK SINGLE SIDE $340

80 TRACK DOUBLE SIDE $475

VERBATIM DISKETTES $29.95
(BOX OF 10)

2-DRIVE CABLE......... $29.95

4-DRIVE CABLE $39.95

W^S

; T t3^

COMPLETE DRIVE
\

WITH POWER SUPPLY

IS 825-4844

WE STOCK
DISK DRIVES!



REVIEW

Let your programming applications be the key.

Compiler Comparison

Ken Knecht
1340 West Third St. tt130

Yuma, AZ 85364

Microsoft's Basic Compiler is almost

totally compatible with Level II and
Disk Basic (when running TRSDOS 2.3). You
can run and debug your program using ttie

interpreter and then compile it for addition-

al speed. This means all the excellent de-

bugging tools Basic offers are available,

plus such utility programs as Boss make
debugging even easier. Debugging com-
piled Basic is difficult and there is a long

delay while the program compiles again

each time you change the source code. {The

source code is the Basic program you type

into the computer.)

The Microsoft compiler loses this advan-

tage if you use the Basic-80 syntax, a com-

piler option. Although this is an excellent

Basic, and contains some of the options

available when using Radio Shack's Com-
piler Basic, it is not compatible with the

TRS-80's interpreter Basic. In all my com-
ments about the Microsoft compiler, I as-

sume you are using regular interpreter

Basic, not Basic-80.

The Radio Shack complier can only run

the programs after compilation. It has some
debugging features (such as tracing line

numbers, checking variable values, and

stepping through a program line by line),

but this is not as convenient as using the in-

terpreter. Documentation of how to access

these features is poor. Checking variable

values is awkward. The biggest disadvan-

tage is that you must compile the corrected

program again. If the source and object

code can fit into memory at the same time,

compilation is faster than when compiling

from source code stored on disk.
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The Radio Shack compiler generates

shorter object code programs than does

Microsoft's. Both compilers require a run-

time module to be used with the program's

object file. Thus the object code is not pure

machine code and cannot be used on just

any Z80 computer.

The Radio Shack compiler loads and

saves source code very, very, very slowly!

Both compilers offer sequential and ran-

dom access files. Only Radio Shack's Com-
piler Basic permits adding new data to a se-

quential file after closing the file.

One significant advantage of Radio

Shack's Compiler Basic is that you can use

variable length random access records. The
Microsoft compiler must use the 256-byte

fixed length random access records TRS-

DOS 2.3 allows.

Radio Shack's Compiler Basic offers sev-

eral types of sequential and random access

files; each formats data differently. One
method uses formatting similar to Print Us-

ing. You can do this with the Microsoft com-
piler as well, but the method is not well

documented in the TRSDOS manual.

9or >#>##.«#"

100 PRINT USING »1;90,NO%, PRICE

In this example line 90 contains the record

format; the >s denote justify right. Line 100

then uses line 90 as the format to store

items in the record.

With the Microsoft compiler you would
use:

90 AS -"## ###.##"

100 PRINT #1, USfNG A$; N0%, PRICE

With the Radio Shack compiler, random
access files are a bit easier to use. Radio

Shack's compiler does not use the Field

statement or the RSET and LSET state-

ments. With the Microsoft compiler you

would use:

10 FIELD 1, 11 AS AS, 2 AS BS

20NAMESS = "JAMES SMITH"

30 NUM% = 1245

40 LSET AS = NAMES: LSET B$r:MKI$(NUM%)

With the Radio Shack compiler you would
use:

10 ;">########## >###"

20 NAMES = "JAMES SMITH"
30NUM% = 1245

40 PRINT USING #1; 10, NAMES, NUM%

Note that numbers can usually be stored in

less space in a. Microsoft random access

file. But remember, Radio Shack's Compiler

Basic permits variable length random ac-

cess records.

Radio Shack's Compiler Basic offers

many other ways for storing data in disk

files. You choose the method depending on
the type of data you are working with. Radio

Shack's Compiler Basic offers easier file

handling.

The Radio Shack compiler also offers op-

tional use of an indexed file. This permits

you to tie a key to each record. You can then

use the key word or number to access that

record in the future. Using the indexed file

makes access very quick and easy, but the

addition of the key file means more space is

required on the disk. It is best to use this for

files in which you must access individual

records frequently and change the contents

of the records often. It is also easier for in-

experienced operators to use if the key is

unambiguous (such as a social security

number or driver's license number). Note

you can do the same thing using random
access files, but you have to create your
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Business

ALL LiSIED PKICLS REFLECT A 3% CASH DISCOUNT. COD AND CHARGE ORDERS ARE 3% MORE PLEASE CALL FOR CURREN
SHiPPINCCHARGES

si- RETAIL STORE LOCATION: 447 S, WOOD, SOUTHWOOD SHOPPING PLAZA, PRYOR, OK . 743bl i-:

DISCOUNT PR
^®

TRS-80 DAISY WHEEL PRINTER II

By RAclio ShAck

$1649^^

FREE GRAFTRAX

FREE 1

EXT

IVIX-80

MX-80 FT.

DAY ASBC
OED WARRANTY

ib^

COMPLETE LINE OF EPSON
ACCESSORIES IN STOCK

TRS-80 PRINTERS
BY RADIO SHACK

LINE PRINTER V SI?/?""
Wide Carriage, 160 characters per second print speed

LINE PRINTER VI $779'***

Wide Carriage, 100 characters per second print speed

LINE PRINTER VII $?20«"
Narrow Carriage, 30 characters per second print speed

LINE PRINTER VIII $619"*'
Narrow Carriage, 40-100 characters per second print speed

C. ITOH PRINTERS
PROWRITER $489°"
Narrow Carriage, 120 characters per second print speed

graphics capability, accepts tractor or friction type paper

RS 232 Conversion $639.00

FlO-40 $1450'"'
Daisy Wheel type printer with typewriter quality print.

40 Characters per second print speed

F-10-55 $1750*'*'

Same as FlO-40, but prints at 55 characters per second

1

OKIDATA PRINTERS
MICROLINE 80 $7^0 00

Narrow Carriage, 80 characters per second print speed

7 wire print head

MICROLINE 82A $469 00

Narrow Carriage, 120 characters per second print speed

9 wire print head, lower case descenders, parallel &

RS'232 Interface

MICROLINE 85A $719''*'

Same as 82A, but has a wide carriage

MICROLINE 84 ^"^rice^
Wide Carriage, 180 characters per second print speed,

9 wire print head, parallel & RS-232 interface, lower case

descenders

TYPEWRITER OUALITY PRINT!!

THE NEW OLIVETTI PRINTER CAN DOUBLE AS

AN ORDINARY OFFICE TYPEWRITER OR YOUR

COMPUTER PRINTER! A STANDARD PARALLEL

I NTERFACE ALLOWS EASY HOOK-UP TO ANY TRS-80

OR MOST ANY COMPUTER. PRINTS APPROXI-

MATELY 10-15 CHARACTERS PER SECOND! ^219

^^ E-%B^I



own software to use a key. Also, Radio

Shack Basic's fixed length records make
this a bit awkward and slows the access
time of the main record.

Another very useful feature in Radio

Shack's Compiler Basic is the Call instruc-

tion. Microsoft's compiler has this available

in Basic-80, but not interpreter Basic. The

Call statement allows you to organize the

program in modules. You can carry data di-

rectly to the module and get data back from

the module very easily. For example, you
could use a routine like that shown in

the Program Listing.

This is an extremely useful feature. Note

the variables in the Call and in the SUB
(module) do not have to have the same
names; only the variable types must agree.

Also, to speed up debugging, you can write

a short program to test each module before

you incorporate it into the main program-
short programs compile much faster than

long programs.

You can create a library of modules in

source code and easily incorporate them in

your programs as required. You can also

store the modules as object code to save

compiling time and space on the disk. You
can append either source or object code
with the Radio Shack compiler.

Neither system permits using variables

or expressions in a DIM statement. Only

constants are allowed.

The Radio Shack compiler permits long

irS HERE!

COLOR COMPUTER
BUSINESS & HOME

SOFTWARE
50 CASSETTES ONLY $8.95-529.95

that will knock your

MAINFRAME"oul
FREE CATALOG

(Specify for TRS-80 Color Computer)

*

*

*
*

*

*
*

«

*
«

*
*

*

*
*
*
*
«

*

*

*
*

*

Including-

THEACC0UNTAh4T
THE BILLING SOLVER
THE CLIENT TICKLER
BUSINESS INVENTORY
THE BIDDER
DEAR DIARY
THE TICKER TAPE
THE MAILMAN
VICKY-CALC
THE INVESTMENT ANALYST
THE PHONE DIRECTORY
CHECKBOOK BOOKY
THE BUDGETER
SUPER SHOPPER
JOGGER'S LOGGER
LIGHTENING SORT
THE INCOME AND EXPENSER
MEDICAL RECORDS
and many more..

.

TSASA, INC.
2 CHIPLEY RUN

*******
*

*

*
*

*
*

*

*
*

*

»
»

*

»
*
*

»
»

*
»
*
*

*

$29.95

$19.95

$19.95

$18.95

$14.95

$12.95

$16.95

$13.95

$12.95

$12.95

$9.95

$12.95

$1 5,95

$12.95

$1 2.95

$14.95

$14,95

$14.95

« WEST BERLIN, N.J. 08091

: (609) 346-3063 ^,,9 J

# 'MIGHTY T' TO THE RESCUE"
*

************************* *

variable names. The first six characters are

significant. Radio Shack's compiler does
not use single precision variables. Vari-

ables are either integer (NUM%) or double

precision (NUM# or NUM). (Double preci-

sion variables are called REAL in Radio

Shack's Compiler Basic.) You cannot have

two variables of the same name; you cannot

use N% and N or N# or N$ in the same
program.

You must use the End statement at the

end of a Radio Shack Compiler Basic pro-

gram; elsewhere you must use Stop.

The Radio Shack compiler includes all

the string functions found in Microsoft

Basic. However, a few have different

names. Thus SEG$ is used instead of MID$.

Also, SEG$ cannot be used to the left of the

equal sign. A few other names changed are

EXT for DEFUSR, HVL for &H, and most of

the graphics commands. Arithmetic func-

tions (SIN, LOG, and so on) return double

precision values. This is useful for number
crunching.

All the usual Basic statements are pres-

ent in Radio Shack's Compiler Basic, with a

few additions. A potentially useful state-

ment is ON BREAK GOTO..., except

that if you use it in the main program it is

not recognized in any of the modules; if you
use it in a module it is only recognized in

that module. The statement is useful and
usable, but with a lot of work.

Editing is a sore point in the Radio Shack
compiler. Once you are used to the charac-

ter editing features in Microsoft Basic you

will find the editing very primitive in the

Radio Shack compiler. You can change a

character or group of characters in a line,

but it is very awkward. There is a way to get

all of the Microsoft Basic editing features;

you must load the source code with another

program, BEdit, to do so. This editor is just

like that provided with the Radio Shack
Editor/Assembler. In fact, I suspect it is the

same editor. As long programs load with an-

noying slowness, you probably will not use

this editor much.

Radio Shack's compiler compiles in one

step. You do not have to worry about the

linking loader and subroutine library. Thus
compilation is much easier, but takes about

the same length of time for long programs.

Short programs compile much faster when
you use the Radio Shack compiler.

The Radio Shack compiler runs on

either the Model I or Model III. Both versions

are supplied when you purchase the pro-

gram. As this is written, the Microsoft com-

piler runs only on the Model I, though 1

suspect there will be a Model III version by

the time you read this.

Both compilers come with a fat loose-leaf

manual. If you are fluent in Microsoft Basic

and TRSDOS Disk Basic the Microsoft man-
ual is better. The Radio Shack compiler

manual leaves some points rather obscure.

I had most of my problems using the debug-

ging features. The manual should explain in

more detail passing variables when using

Call, such as the effect of declaring a group

of variables as integer or string in the main

program on the subprograms, and vice-

versa.

Programs created by the Microsoft com-
piler run much faster when you use integer

variables, and about the same speed when
you use single and double precision vari-

ables, with infrequent integer use.

If you use the Basic-80 syntax with the

Microsoft compiler you gain most of the

special features Radio Shack's Compiler

Basic offers, but lose the use of the inter-

preter. Debugging is much harder than

when using the Radio Shack compiler.

In the Radio Shack compiler, if you have
source code in memory and compile it all

goes well if there is room in memory for the

object code. If you run out of memory the

system freezes up (after telling you it is out

of memory). Your only recourse is to reboot!

If you did not save your source code before

you tried to compile it, that source code is

gone forever. Be warned! The documenta-
tion does not mention this.

Both are good Basic compilers. If you are

fluent in Microsoft Level II Basic and
TRSDOS Disk Basic then you will find the

Microsoft compiler easier to learn to use.

Many books have been written about

Microsoft Basic which makes it easier to

learn. However, Radio Shack's Compiler

Basic is not much different, especially if you

disregard the differences in file handling.

One very nice feature of the Microsoft

compiler is that most Basic programs you

already have will probably compile with few

or no changes. The Radio Shack compiler

accepts regular Basic programs saved in

ASCII (,A option), but you will still have

more changing to do to get the program to

run than you would using the Microsoft

compiler. This can be difficult using Radio

Shack's poor editor.

The Radio Shack compiler is $50 cheaper

than Microsoft's.

I prefer the Radio Shack compiler for the

kinds of programs (business, data base) I

write. If I were doing games or using a lot

of graphics I would prefer Microsoft, be-

cause of the ability to use the interpreter for

debugging.

10 M0NTH$ ^-JULY"
20 DAY = 10

30 YEAR = 1960

40 CALL "DATE "; MONTHS, DAY, YEAR, DATES
50 PRINT DATES

10 SUB "DATE"; M$, D, Y, DA$
20 DAS = STR$(D) + LEFrS|M$,31 + "

30 SUBEND
" + RIGHT$(STR$(Y),2)

60 END

Program Listing

236 • 80 Micro, September 1982



118 SO. MILL ST
PRYOR, OK 74J61
(918) 825-4844

ALL LISTED PRICES REFLECT A YYo CASH DISCOUNT. C.O.D. AND CHARGF ORDLRS AKt-_ .1% MORE PLbiASt CALL I OR CURKhNT
SHIPPtNG CHARGES.

ft RETAIL STORE LOCATION, 447 S. WOOD, SOUTHWOOD SHOPPING PLAZA, PRYOR, OK. 74361 ft

DISK
FOR

TRS-80 MODEL II

"he Cameo Hard DisK offers TRS-80 Model II users 10

nilljon bytes of on-line disk storage. Five million bytes are

lored on a standard non-removable disk platter. The second

ive million byles are stored on a removable "disk pack".

i"his configuration allows, tor example, the accounts receiv-

ibie to be stored on one disk pack, accounts payable on still

-.nolher disk pack, mailing list on another, etc. , etc.

I he Cameo also allows up to four computers to share the

ame disk drive. This means one person working at one com-

puter can be updating accounts payable, while another per-

on working at anotfier computer can be retrieving records

.i-om a data base. So. ..when your business needs soar

i syond a floppy disk limitations, call AMERICAN SMALL
JUSINESS COMPUTERS and ask for THE CAMEO CON-
-lECTION.

CALL FOR PRICING INFORMATION
* Dealers needed for all Camao Hard Disk Products *

Mb

ALSO
AVAILABLE:

1* J-— ™«.s _.%.

RADIO SHACK 8.4 MEGABYTE PRIMARY S404000

AW...WHAT THE
TRS-80* MODEL 16

ONE DISK DRIVE $4499.00

TRS-80* MODEL 16

TWO DISK DRIVES $5199.00

!;\ /-*

FREE Installation if you purchase both

the 8.4 Meg Hard Disk and a Model II

64K MODEL 2

ONE DRIVE $2995.00

MODEL II

One Drive Expansion $1049.95

Two Drive Expansion $1549.95

Three Drive Expansion $2049.95

M Memory Chips for the TRS-fcO

It IS the policy ot American

Business Computers to otter

merchandise at the lowest

price possible Several

months back, we began sell-

ing RAM Memory Chips tor

the TRS-80 for $4S.0D

per set Someone else soid

chips (or $44.00. We sold

them for $38.00. They sold

them for $37,95, So we say

"AW. ..WHAT THE HECK!"
Let's see the other guys

beat this price.

T.hese chips are brand new

4i16's". These 200 nano-

second chips are fully

compatible with all TRS-iiC

products. Instructions for

insertion are included; how-

over, the dip shunts required

tor converting a 4K Model
;

to a 16K Model I are not

included at this low price

16K LEVEL I

16K EXT. BASIC

32K EXT. BASIC

$435

$53S

$594

,^220



GENERAL

Extended Color Basic from Level II programs.

Conversion

Frank H. Osborne
515 Kaplan Street

Roselle, NJ 07203

often rewrite Level II Basic

programs for use on my 16K

Color Computer with Extended

Color Basic. Since Level II con-

tains some commands not in my
computer, it can be a frustrating

experience.

An exception to this was Bob

Boothe's recent article "Ad-

vanced Graphics Techniques"

{80 Microcomputing, May 1981)

in which he created 11 designs

19 REM DESIGN NO, 1
15 CLS
2e PCLS
25 PI40DE 4,1
30 PI=3.1416
35 INPUT "NUMBER OF POINTS" ;N
Ae SCREEN 1,1
45 DIM fl(N] ,B(N]
50 FOR T=0TO2*PI-.001STEP2*PI/N
55 Z = Z + 1

6e fi(21 ^COS{T) *95+128;B(Z] =SIN (Tl •95 + 96
65 NEXT T
70 FOR S=l TO N-1:F0B D-S+1 TO N
75 X1=A{£) :Y1=B(S)
80 X2-A(Dj !Y2=B(D)
85 LINE (X1,Y1)--(X2,Y2) ,PSET
90 NEXT D,E
95 GOT095

Program Listing 1

10 HEM DESIGN NO .

2

15 CLS
20 PCLS
25 PHODE i ,

1

30 PI=3,1416
35 INPUT "NUMBER OF POINTS";N
40 SCREEN 1,1
45 FOR Q=0TO196STEP9
50 X1=0!Y1-^Q:X2-Q:Y2-196
55 LINE 1X1,Y1)-(X2,Y2J,PSET
60 X1=Q+58:Y1=0:X2^255;Y2=Q
65 LINE 1X1,Y1)-(X2,Y2),PSET
70 NEXT Q
75 DIM A(N) ,B(N)
80 FOR T=0TO2*PI-,001 STEP 2'PI/N
85 z=a+i
90 A(K)-COS(T) *75+i2S;B(Z) =SIN[T)*75+-
95 NEXT T
10 FOR S=1T0 N-ljFOR D-S+ITON
105 Xl-fl(Sl jYl^BfS)

1

11 X2=A|D) :y2=B(D)
11 LINE (X1,Y11-(X2,Y2) ,PSET
12 NEXT D,S
125 GOT0125 " 1

Program Listing 2

for his printer. Extended Color

Basic has splendid graphics ca-

pabilities so I rewrote his pro-

grams for my computer to pre-

sent on the screen. The designs

all run without resorting to ma-

chine language programming or

to POKEing commands into

RAM as he did.

Two Screens In One Computer

The 16K Color Computer with

Extended Color Basic has two

"screens." You program into the

10 REM DESIGN NO. 3

15 CLS
20 PCLS
25 PMODE 4,1
30 SCREEN 1,1
35 PI-3.1416
40 FOR T=0TO PI/2 STEP PI/lBB |

45 X1=COS|T1*50 Yl = 3rN(T) •50
50 X2=COS(T)*196:Y2 =EIN(T) *196
55 LINE (XI, Yl) -(X2 Y21 ,PSET
60 X1=255-X1;Y1 = I9(. -Yl
65 X2=255-X2:Y2 -TJC -Y2
70 LINE (XI, Yl) -[X2 Y21 ,PSET
75 NEXT T
80 GOTO 80

Program Listing 3

The Key Box

Extended Color Basic

Color Computer

16KRAM

10 REM DESIGN NO. 4

15 CLS
20 PCLS
25 PMODE 4 ,

1

30 SCREEN 1,1
35 X1=128:Y1=96
40 FOR Q^ITO30
45 X2=X1+5*Q+2:Y2=Y1
50 LINE (X1,Y1)-(X2,V21 ,PSET
55 Xl=X2:Yl=Y2+5*Q+3
60 LINE -1X1, Yl) ,PSET
65 X2-X1-5*Q-5:Y2=Y1
70 LINE -(X2,Y2) ,PSET
75 Xl=X2:Yl"=Y2-5*Q-6
80 LINE -(XI, Yl) ,PSET
85 NEXT Q
90 GOTO90

Program Listing 4

1 REM DESIGN NO. 5

15 CLS
20 PCLS
25 PMODE 4,1
30 SCREEN 1,1
35 PI-3.1416
ie DIM A(1021 ,B(102) C(102| ,D(102)
45 X-1
50 FOR T=0TO2*PI STEP PI/50 |

55 Xl-COS|T)'150-t-250 Yl=SIN(T)*150+202
60 fi=T+3*PI/4
65 X2=COS(fi)*150+250 Y2^SIN(fi)»150+202
70 A(X}-INT(Xl)/2:B(X)=INT|Yl)/2
75 C(X)=INTlX2)/2!D(X)=INT(Y2)/2
80 X-X+1
85 NEXT T
90 FOR X-1TO102
95 LINE (A(X) ,B(X1 ]- CIX] fD(X)) rPSET
10 NEXT X
105 GOTO10 5

Program Listing 5
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BusIness

COMPUTERS
Al 1 LISTED PRICES REFLECT A 3% CASH DISCOUNT. C O.D. AND CHARCL ORDLRS ARE .1% MORE, PLEASE CALL FOR CURREN-
SHIF'F'ING CHAKGLS

ti RETAIL STORE LOCATION: 447 S. WOOD, SOUTHWOOD SHOPPING PLAZA, PRY0R,OK 74J61 -tr

DISCOUNT SOFTWARE FOR THE TRS-80
FARM & RANCH

MAfNACEMEINT PROGRAMS
Bhth PF^OIECnON $20.00
BEEF RATION $15.00
DAIRY COW $15.00
FEED LOT Models I and 111 $35.00

Model It $100.00
FARM REC;ORD $35.00
GOVERNMENT PROGRAM $15.00

GRAIN STORAGE $15.00

LOAN $15.00

MACHINE COST $20.00
RECORD MANAGEMENT $15.00
ESTATE TAX $25.00
hbhD FORMULATOR $35.00
F^ASIURb PROJECTION $20.00
HARDWARE HEQUIftEMEITS FOR THEAtOVC PnOOnAM$ [MINI
*iiri 46^ ana on«{|ki' a-iwa Fdi UiMpI ii Vvrgionp ol ih« AbQv« p'ogrm
O'lm (FsMf Lot PrograiTt AdO f«5) Buv «it iria abo^q piagiims \no sive
Vtraionsorilv t2Sa OO^Sivat^O) Modal M Vartioni Only 1350 iSavVSSSi

«tid \% 00 per o'o
ire N^oaei i and m

NEW DOS 80 2.0

OR
DOS PLUS 5.4

YOUR CHOICE, ONLY
DOS PLUS 3,4 and NEWDOS/80 2.0 are two of the most advance

operating systems ever available for the TRS-80. After spendi'

thousands of dollars on your computer, why limit yourself by using

inferior operating system? Order Today! 1

MODEL 1, 111

Cassette Scripsit 26-1505 $34.95
Cassette Portfolio 26-1506 $24.95
Stock Pack 26-1507 $44.95

Disk Mailing List 26-1551 $34.95
General Ledger 1 26-1552 $87.95
Inventory Control 1 26-1553 $87.95
Accts, Payable 26-1554 $138.00
Accts. Receivable 26-1555 $138.00
Disk Payroll 26-1556 $175.00
Business Mailing List 26-1558 $8/95
Profile 26-1562 $69.95
Scripsit 26-1563 $87.95
Visicalc-Mod 1 26-1566 $87.95

Vislcalc-Mod III 26-1569 $175.00

Project Manager 26-1580 $87.95

Checkwriter 26-1584 $87.95

Super Scripsit 26-1590 $175.00

RADIO SHACK SOFTWARE
Scripsit Dictionary 26-1591

Profile III Plus 26-1592

Desktop Plan-80 26-1594
Budget Mgmt. 26-1603
Advanced Stat. Analysis 26-1705

MODEL II

Gen. Ledger 1 Disk 26-4501

Inventory Mgmt. System 26-4502

Mod II Visicalc .26-4511

Profile II 26-4512

Profile II Plus 26-4515

Mod II Scripsit 2.0 26-4531

Scripsit Dictionary 26-4534

Inventory Mod II 26-4602

Order Entry ICS 26-4607

$131.0!.!

$175.0ii

$175.60

$22.00

$39.95

$175.0v!

$175.0-;

$263.0^
$170.0,<

$275.00
$375.00
$175.00
$275.00
$465.00

I GAMES FOR THE
• New Release *
OFFENDER

We believe this Is, without a doubt, the most ad-

vanced game for the color computer! In this

game, you must fly a rescue mission to save

trapped hostages. Enemy ships tend to spini

away hostages while you are not looking If you

blast the enemy and rescue the hostage, you are

awarded bonus points. A very fast paced ma-
chine code game which allows two-dimensional
flying via the joysticks. Requires 16K
Cassette Version .

,$29.95

[:iisk Version $34,95

Still A Big Favorite!!

PACKET MAN
1 he ob|(?i_t of this machine code game is to con-

sume mass quantities of dots before the little

munchkins eat you! Multitudes of these games
were sold at $24 95 EJUT CUFSS WHAT'' The
firice has now dropped to only S21 .95! !!!!!!!! t! !

!

Other Favorites

Moon Lander

Meteroids

Space Invaders

$14.95

$21.95

$21.95

American Small Business Computers is one of the nation's largest suppliers and distributors of TRS-80 related soft

ware. If you have a program which you would like to market, please contact Ms, Jeanie Phillips at American Small
Business Computers. She will test and evaluate each program received. If the program meets our high standards, an
offer of acceptance, along with our terms, will be returned with the software. All types of games, business and scien-

tific programs will be considered. Highest royalties are now being paid for Color Computer programs.



computer from the keyboard in

the usual way on the text screen

where the colorful but low res-

olution set/reset graphics are

also displayed.

The high resolution graphics

screen, a different entity, con-

sists of up to 8 pages of mem-
ory at 1.5K each. Each of the

programs presented here uses

only the first page of graphics

memory.

The Screen command
changes from the print screen

to the graphics screen. After

clearing the graphics screen

using the PCLS command, the

program computes the end-

points of each line segment. To

plot the line between points

(X1,Y1) and (X2,Y2), I use the

Line command followed by

PSET to place the line in the

foreground color (otherwise it

is plotted in the background

color and is invisible).

You can choose the fore-

ground and background colors

by using the Color statement (not

used here). They depend on the

graphics mode you use. There

are five modes (PMODE 0-4).

la REM DESIGN NO. 6

15 CLS
2EI PCLS
25 PHODE 4,1
30 SCREEN 1,1
35 PI=3.:416
ie DIM A(200) ,B(200) ,C{2e0) ,D(2001
45 X = l

50 i'Ofi r-0TO10*PI STEP PI/20
55 X1=COS{T1-5-T+250:Y1=E:n{T|*5*T+20 2

60 A=T+2*PI/3
65 X2=COS(A)*5*A+25 0!Y2=SIN(A)*5*A+20 2

70 A(X)=INT(Xll/2:B{Xj=irJT(Ylj/2
75 C(Xj=IKT(X21/2:D[X)-INT(Y2]/2
S0 X-X + 1

85 NEXT T
90 FOR X=1TO200
95 LINE (A(X),B|X11-|C(X1,D(X1) ,PSET
10B NEXT X
105 GOTO105

Program Listing 6

10 REM DESIGN HO. 7
15 CLS
20 PCLS
25 PHODE 4,1
30 SCREEN 1,1
35 PI=3.1416
40 DIM A|120| ,B(120 ,C(120),D(120)
45 X=l
50 FOR T=0TO2*PI STEP PI/60 1

55 R=COS12*T)*180
60 XI -COS IT) *R+25 0:Yl-iSIN(T)*R+20 2

65 A(X)=INT(Xl)/2;B(X)-INT(yl)/2
70 A=T+PI/3
75 R2-COS{2*A) *180
B0 X2=C0S(A) •R2+250 Y2=SIN(A|*R2+202
85 C1X)=INT(X2)/2:D X]=IHT|Y2]/2
90 X-X+1
95 NEXT T
100 FOR X-1TO120
105 LINE(A{X| ,B(X)

]

-(C(X) ,D<X) ) ,PSET
110 NEXT X
115 G0T0115

Program Listing 7

10 REM DESIGN NO. 8

15 CLS
20 PCLS
25 PMODE 4,1
30 SCREEN 1,1
35 PI=3.1416
40 DIM A(120) rB|120) ,C(12ai ,D(120)
45 X^l
59 FOR T=0TO2'PI STEP PI/60
55 R=COS12*T]*180
60 Xl=COS(T)*R+25atYl=EIN(T)«R+202
65 A(X1-INT1X1)/2:B(X)=INT(y:)/2
70 A=T+PI/2
75 R2=COS(2*A]*180
80 X2-C0S(A) •R2+250:Y2=SIN(A)*R2+20 2

85 C|X1 ^IHT[X2}/2lD(XS=ISTlY2)/2
90 X=X+1
95 NEXT T
190 FOB X=1TO120
195 LINE(A[X),B(X))-(C|X),D1X)) ,PSET
119 NEXT X
115 G0T0115

Program Listing 8

PMODE and PMODE 1 use the

largest blocks and give the

lowest resolution, while PMODE
4 uses the smallest blocks and

gives straight lines and perfect

circles (when you use the Circle

command). For example, the

choice of colors available in

PMODE 4 is more limited than in

PMODE 3, but PMODE 3 has less

resoluion. My use of the Line

statement eliminates the need

for POKEing in a subroutine

characteristic of Bob Boothe's

original programs.

I adjusted the output of Bob

Boothe's programs to fit a rect-

angular tv screen with different

horizontal and vertical param-

eters. The center of the graphics

screen is at X equals 128 and Y

equals 96. Using Bob's printer

centering constants causes er-

ror notations where the plot is

beyond the range of X (0-255)

and/or Y (0-191). Compare my
adapted programs with his origi-

nal ones to see where these

changes are incorporated.

Frank Osborne is a biology

professor at Kean College of

New Jersey.

10 REM DESIGN NO. 9
15 CLS
20 PCLS
25 PMODE 4,1
30 SCREEN 1,1
35 PI=3.1416
40 DIM A(1201 ,B[120) ,C(1201 ,D(120)
45 X-1
50 FOR T=0TO2*PI STEP PI/60
55 R-COS(4*T)'ie0
60 Xl-COS(T)*R+250:Yl=SIN(T)*R+20 2

65 A(X)=INT(Xl)/2:B{X)=INT(Yl)/2
70 A=T+PI/4
75 R2=COS(4*A)*ie9
80 X2-COS(A)*R2+250:Y2=EIN{A)*R2+20 2

85 C{X)=INT(X2)/2:D(X)-INT(Y2)/2
90 X-X+1
95 NEXT T
100 FOR X=1TO120
105 LINE(A(X) ,B(X) )-(C|X) ,D[X) ) ,PSET
110 NEXT X
115 G0T0115

Program Listing 9

10 REM DESIGN NO.
15 CLS
20 PCLS
25 PHODE 4,1
30 PI=3.1416
35 SCREEN 1,1
40 FOR T=0TO2 'PI STEP PI/30
45 R=T*15
50 X1=C0S(T)* ii+i2e Yl- SIN(T] 'R+96
55 A-T+2*PI/3
60 X2=C0S(A|* ^+128 Y2- SIN(A) •R+96
65 LINE(X1,Y1 -(>L2 ,Y2 fPSET
73 B=T+4*PI/3
75 Xl-COS(B]*R+128 Yl^ SIN(B) •R+96
80 LINE -[XI ni

,

'SET
85 X2^COS(T}*R+128 Y2 = SIN(T) *R+96
90 LINE -(X2 Y2) , 'SET
95 NEXT T
100 GOTO100

Program Listing 10

10 REM DESIGN NO, 11
15 CLS
20 PCLS

' 25 PMODE 4,1
30 SCREEN 1,1
35 PI-3.1416
40 R=l
45 FOR T=0TO2.90 STEP PI/30
50 R=R*1. 17557
55 Xl-COS(T)*R+128!Yl-SIN(T)*R+96
60 A=T+2*PI/3
65 X2-C0S(A) •H+128!Y2-SIN[A) •R+96
70 LINE(X1,Y1)-(X2,Y2I ,PSET
75 B=T+4*PI/3
60 Xl-COS{Bj •R+12e:Yl^SIN(B)"H+g6
85 LINE -[XI, Yl) ,PSET
90 X2=COS[T)*R+128:Y2=SIN[T)*R+96
95 LINE -[X2,Y2) ,PSET
100 NEXT T
105 GOTO10 5

Program Listing 1

1
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Computer Equipment At Ridiculous Prices

ALL INVENTORY MUST GO!
Name Brands Like Radio Shack, Epson. TEAC, TANDO\\ C. Iloh, Okidata,

Florida Data. Centronics. NEC. Canieo

PRICES **CUT TO THE BONE"
NEW EQUIPMENT DEMO EQUIPMENT

Bare Tandon or Teac Mini Disk Drives

40 Tracks, Single Sided, Double Density $190.00
Perfect for Radio Shack, IBM, etc. Requires Power Supply

Power supply for above drives $45.00

Radio Shack tape recorders CTR-80 $50.00
Epson MX-80's - •**Limited Supply**" $425.00
Epson MX-80FT - ***Limited Supply*** $525.00
Epson MX-100 - "•'Limited Supply*** $699.00

Okidata Microline 82A Printer $450.00
Okidata Microline 83A Printer $699.95

NEWDOS 80 version 2.0 Operating System for TRS-80 MOD 1, or

MOD III $110.00
DOSPLUS version 3.4 Operating System for TRS-80 MOD I , or

MOD III $110.00

MemoryChipsisetof 8) for TRS-80' s. Apples, etc $13.95

Radio Shack TRS-80's
with Tandon disk drives and
NEC memory

Two drives $1649.00
One drive $1499.00
RS-232 Interface for above computers-$92

Radio Shack TRS-80 MOD II 64K,
One drive $2899.00

T6K Radio Shack Color Computer
with Extended Basic $425.00

Radio Shack Daisy Wheel II

Printer $1599.00
Oneonly-C. Itoh Starwriter I

(serial version, 25 CPS print

speed) $1750.00
One only-C. Itoh Starwriter I

(parallel version, 25 CPS print

speed) $1250.00
Four only-Demo. Epson MX-BO

Printers $400.00
Two only-Demo Epson MX-70

Printers $299.00
Eight only-TRS-80 MOD I expansion

interfaces (reconditioned) $329.95
One only-Centronics 761 printer

(as is, not working) $99.95
Florida DATA 600c (600 CPS) Printer

Ultra-Fast!

Retail $6000 plus $3500.00

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
Equipment listed as NEW h guaranteed to be brand new and still in original boxes with original documentation. New equipment is covered by manu-
facturer's warranty. Consult Cleveland Electronics or manufacturer for further warranty information. Equipment listed as Demonstrator is used.

Demonstrator Equipment ib guaranteed to be in working condition upon arrival unless marked "as is" or "non-working". Prices listed on above equip-

ment DO NOT reflect shipping charges. Please call for shipping charges. Prices listed on above equipment are already 3% cash discounted.

C.O.D.'s are welcome. No additional charges will be added for items which can be shipped by UPS, however, items shipped by other means are sub-

ject to CO. D. collection fees charged by the carrier. NOTICE. Because of reductions in staff and the expected volume of business, NO walk-in sales

1". ill be accommodated. ,.> ^y



SERIES

Adding vital subroutines.

Homebrew Data Base

leement—Part II

Karl Townsend
103 Knollwood Drive

Lansdale, PA 19446

AS wo left it last time, our data base con-

tained only the simplest and very mini-

mum of routines that would enable you to

use it, at least in a test mode. By now you

have had a chance to try it and come up

with some modifications or additions of

your own. You may even have found some
problems in its operation. If nothing else,

you have realized how simple a program-

ming task can be when you breai< It into

File P— Print the raw file without modification

Purge— Remove deleted records tram tile

Select—Select specified records for printout

Look— Look througfi the file line by line

Restore— Restore full file after using Select

Save-D- Save tile to disk

Load-D— Load file from disk

Table 1

10 'DBII/L01
2000 PRINT'START RAW FILE PRINT"
2010 LPRINT TIS: LPRINT
2020 FOR 1=0 TO RC
2030 LPRINT I,
2040 FOR J = TO FC
2050 LPRINT DA(I,J) ,

2060 NEXT J
2070 LPRINT
2080 NEXT I

2090 RETURN

Program Listing 1. Work File Subroutine

discrete subroutines. I hope you saved a

copy of the original program so we can add

the remaining program functions.

We will now add more routines to com-

plete the basic program. Table 1 lists the

subroutines still open. Since the ability to

print the file as it appears In the storage ar-

ray will prove helpful in testing some of the

other routines, we will insert this addition

first.

FileP

A raw file print enables you to list your file

exactly as it appears in the data array.

Along with the data, on a deleted record it

will also print the D indicator from the DA ar-

ray zero position. This will appear on the

print Immediately following the record num-

ber. As the comma is the only formatting

device, the print listing may be disjointed,

especially if the character count per record

or number of comma tabs are greater than

the line length of your printer.

The file-print suboutine shown In Pro-

gram Listing 1 consists of two nested

loops. The outer (I) loop cycles through the

data array, record by record, as the inner (J)

loop cycles across each record to print the

individual fields. On completion of the print,

the program returns to the menu for another

selection.

The message "Start raw file print" from

line 2000 will appear on the screen to indi-

cate that the file print is starting. Next, the

subroutine will print the title (line 2010) and

the I loop will start with record zero. We
have not used the zero position yet, so your

printer will print a blank line or two until it

encounters the first data in record two. Line

2030 will print the record number, and the

inner loop (lines 2040-2060) will print the

contents of each record, field by field. The

LPRINT in line 2070 completes the print line

to satisfy the trailing comma from print line

2050. This ensures that a new record always

starts at the beginning of a line. You can

now try a file print.

Look

It may sometimes be advantageous to

scan the file on the screen to examine a

group of records or a specific record with-

out listing the entire file on your printer. The

Look option provides such an ability. It first

asks for the record number where you wish

to start viewing. After printing that record a

"Next?" prompt will appear.

At this point, three options are accept-

able: You can enter an N (next) and the next

higher record will appear; you can enter B

(back) and the next lower record in the file

will appear; If you enter a minus 1 you

cancel the Look operation and return to the

menu.

Enter Program Listing 2. Line 10000 pro-

vides the screen prompt for a selection of a

record number (SN). When you enter a nu-

meric response specifying a record, the

loop In lines 10010-10030 will print each of

the selected record fields In turn. Again,

only the comma is used for formatting. The

PRINT in line 10040 satisfies the trailing

comma after the last field Is printed so the

next record will start at the beginning of a

line.

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I or III

16K RAM
TRSDOS
One disk drive

Printer required
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Line 10050 requests the next selection

and three If statements examine the re-

sponse to. see what to do next. Entry of N in-

crements SN and sends the program back
through the loop to print the next record,

while entry of B decrements SN and prints

the previous record. Entry of minus 1 tells

the program that you are finished looking

and returns the program to the menu.
Line 10090 provides a safety device to

protect against an improper selection in-

put. If this line were not included and you

were, by accident, to enter some character

other than the three that are expected, the

program would drop through all three If

statements and "crash" into other parts of

the program. This statement catches those

fall throughs and sends them back to the

NEXT? prompt for the entry of a proper

selection. This type of a trap following an in-

put option is highly recommended and can

avoid a lot of frustration. A number of

places in this program do not have this pro-

tection. You can try your hand providing

coverage against improper input in these

areas.

Purge

When you delete a record in the file of

this program, it really is not removed from

the file. Instead, it is flagged with a D in the

data array zero record field and the print

routine will bypass it. Although this is a

simple procedure it can cause problems if

you delete or edit much. In this case, the file

can grow to excessive size as it gains large

numbers of "deleted" records. When this

occurs, you must purge the file of these

records to shrink it back to size.

The Purge function reads through the file

looking for deleted records. When it finds

one it wiil move the last record in file to that

location overwriting the deleted record. The
Purge function checks the record moved
into position to make certain it is not a de-

leted record itself. If it is, the program dis-

cards it, selects the record just ahead of it

in file and uses that one unless it is also

marked as deleted. This procedure repeats

until a good record is found then moves to

overwrite the earlier deleted record. The

programcontinues to check through the en-

tire file until it has removed all deleted

records.

Switching and deleting records destroys

the chaining sequence. You must now re-

sort the entire file. Rather than build in

another sort routine, the program returns to

the sort in the Add subroutine and se-

quences the records as if they were new
records being entered for the first time.

Since this will take time, depending on the

size of the file, use Purge only after you

have accomplished all editing and deleting

within a work session and then only if the

file size is too large.

The Purge subroutine appears in Pro-

gram Listing 3. The purged record counter

(PC) and the saved record counter (SD) are

both cleared to zeros. The actual record

purging occurs In the For.. .Next loop ex-

tending from line 6030 to 6120. As the loop

.-See List ol Advertisers on page 339

10 'DBII/L02
10000 INPUT "ENTER STARTING RECORD NUMBER ';SN
10010 FOR I = 1 TO PC
10020 PRINT DA(SN,I)

,

10030 NEXT I

10040 PRINT
10050 INPUT "NEXT?";NN$
10060 IF NNS = "N" THEN SN = SN -H 1: GOTO 10010
10070 IF NN$ = "B" THEN SN = SN - 1: GOTO 10010
10080 IF NNS = "-1" THEN RETURN
10090 GOTO 10050

Program Listing 2. Look Subroutine

cycles through each record, the zero field

position Is checked for a D. If no D is found

in a given record, the program jumps to line

61 10 where the saved record counter (SD) is

incremented by one and the following Next I

carries the program back to look at the next

record. If, on the other hand, a D is found,

the last record in the file is checked in line

6045 to see if it is also a deleted record. If it

is, the record counter (RC) decrements by

one, thus shortening the file by one record

and dropping that last record right out of

file. Line 6046 then sends the program to

check what is now the last record in file for

a D. This cycle repeats Until it finds a record

to save that can be inserted in place of the

initial deleted record.

Lines 6050-6093 then move the record to

overwrite the purged record. Actually the pro-

gram does not move the record at all as the

Varptr function with the PEEK and POKE
changes the file pointers to give the effect of

record movement. I used this method, rather

than moving the record to avoid cluttering

the TRS-80 string storage space and having

the computer go into "mumble mode" while

it clears and rearranges this area. If you have

not used the Varptr function for this type of

operation, I suggest that you study it. It can

save running time especially if you do exten-

sive string manipulations.

The loop will continue to cycle until it ex-

amines all the records and purges the de-

leted records from the file. Each time a

record is removed, the record counter (RC)

decrements by one count and when a rec-

ord is saved, the saved counter (SD) in-

creases by one count.

To empty the chaining array of any

residual garbage prior to the sort, it is

cleared to zeros in lines 6130-6170. The
record counter (RC) is set to a one and the

saved record count remaining after the

purge is transferred to the new record

counter (NC). These counts will be the loop

controls when the program jumps to the

Add routine to be re-sorted. The sort

operates as it would with the addition of

new records under the Add function. On
completion of the sort, the program returns

to the menu. The purge is complete.

Select

On occasion, you may want to print a list-

ing limited to a selected group of records In

file. For example, you have built an address

file and you want to list only those people

living in Harrisburg. The Select function

does this. In addition, this subroutine

allows you, through an AN Dor OR function,

to be even more specific. You can select

people who live in Harrisburg AND on Main
Street. Only the records containing both of

the noted words will print. You can also

select a list of people residing in Harrisburg

OR Pittsburgh. The subroutine is quite flex-

ible for its apparent simplicity.

For this function, the zero position on the

chain array (KY(X,0)) for each record will

store our selections. To make this option

function, in addition to the subroutine itself

that will start at line 7000, we will make ad-

ditions at two other program locations.

Program Listing 4 shows the necessary

statements. In the housekeeping area, add
lines 130 to 150 which form a loop to set all

A TRS-80* Model 1 & 3 integrated accounting pack-

age that's loaded with features found on larger

Micro-systems.

General Ledger -

• Full tinancial report includes.

Monthly totals, year-to-date totals, this month last

year totals, last year, year-to-date totals, budgets

lor month and year-to-date

• Summary of operations • balancesheet • chart

of accoL'".:s owner/member concept allows

accounts to be grouped • up to 350 accounts per

disk • utility program iocliided that producesdata
input forms

Journaling -

• Included ineach package • automaticpostingto

G/L, A/R, A/P • up to 2788 entries (transactions)

per disk • entries can be added, deleted, changed,

displayed, printed

Accounts Receivable -

• Up to 347 accounts in customer file • full

formatted displays of each account • full printouts

of customer file including dales of last purchase or

payment • invoicing

Accounts Payable -

• Up to 347 accounts in vendorfile • fullformatted

displays of eacin account " full printouts of vendor

file • includes check-writing program (available

separately) • vouchers

All software written In machine language

Free samples available of printouts and reports

• Manuals available separately at $15.00 each
• Prices are SI 49.95 for each module (G/L or A/R or

A/P). 539,95 for the check writer

Please include S3.00 postage and handling lor

each software package and/or manual.

'TBS-60 IS a trademark of Tandy Corp.

m mmmt
5 Sussex Ave.

Cherry Hill, N.J.

08003

^^447

For More

Info. Call

<60S) 795-9467
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THE TRS-80
USERS JOURNAL

If you own a TRS-80® Mode!

1, Model II, Model lit, Color

Computer or Pocket Computer,

YOU NEED
80-U.S. JOURNAL!

80-U.S. Journal has

programs for your enjoyment

and enlightenment Every

monthly issue contains several

BASIC or machine language

program listings, tt contains

business articles and tutorials

There is something for YOU in

80-U.S. Journal

and . . .

80-U.S. Journal contains re-

views of hardware and soft-

ware. Our evaluations and re-

views will help you to make the

best choice in selecting addi-

tions to your system.

Please send a n new^ renewal

subscription to 80-U.S. Jour-

nal for a 1 year ($ 16j,U2 years

{$31}, n 3 years ($45) — U.S.

residents only.

Name

Address

City

Slate. Zip.

Visa/MC

Exp

80-US Journal, 3838 S, Warner
Street. Tacoma, WA 98409.

(206) 476-2219

Dealer Inqulriea InvHed
8M

the KY(X,0) positions to a 1. In the print

routine add line 3115 to bypass (not print)

any record in which the zero record position

of the KY array is a zero. Without the Seiect

function, therefore, you can print all records

as a result of all KY array zero position

fields containing a one. To avoid losing

these ones when using the New function,

revise line 13040 as shown.

The Seiect routine starts at line 7000. The

first thing it does is change all those ones

we just talked about to zeros. Now, without

some type of selection, you cannot print

any records. Line 7010 asks for the field

number and requests the data list to be

searched for. As an example, suppose you

have your addresses in field number three.

You would enter 3 to the field request and
"Harrisburg" to the list request. Field 3 will

then be searched for Harrisburg and for

each find the KY(X,0) position, for that

record, will be changed to a one.

On completion of the search, a prompt

will appear (line 7120). You can END the

select function and return to menu, or make
a search with an AND function or, make a

search with an OR function. If you select

either of the iatter, the program will return

to the "which field?" option to prepare for

another pass through the file. The OR func-

tion will change the zeros to ones on a find

as did the original pass. The AND, however,

will change any "no finds" to a zero; thus

the oniy "ones" remaining are the finds

under both passes. On return to the menu,

you can now print the selected records.

Restore

The Restore function is necessary after

the Select routine to return all the selected

keys to ones so that you can access the en-

tire fiie again. Program Listing 5 contains a

10 'DBII/L03
6000 PRINT "STARTING PURGE ROUTINE"
6010 PC =
6020 SD =
6030 FOR I - 2 TO RC
6040 IF DA(I,0) <> "D
6045 IF DA(RC,0) = "D
6046 GOTO 6045
6050 FOR J = 1 TO FC
6060 FOR K = TO 2

6070 A2 = PEEK(VARPTR(DA(RC,J) )-(-K

6080 POKE(VARPTRCDA(I,J) )-»-K) ,A2
6090 NEXT K

THEN GOTO 6110 ELSE PC = PC -H 1

THEN RC = RC - 1 ELSE GOTO 6050

6093 NEXT J
6095 DA(I,0) = HH

6100 RC = RC ~ 1

6110 SD = SD + 1

6120 NEXT I

6130 FOR I = TO RC
6140 FOR J = TO FC
6150 KY(I,J) =

6160 NEXT J
617 NEXT I

6180 RC = 1
6190 NC = SD - PC
6200 GOTO 1090

Program Listing 3. Purge Subroutine

10 'DB1I/L04
130 FOR I = 1 TO 50
140 KY{I,0) = 1

150 NEXT I

3115 IF KY(GO,0) = THEN GOTO 3220
7000 FOR I = 1 TO RC
7001 KY(I,0) =
7002 NEXT I

7010 INPUT "ENTER FIELD TO BE SEARCHED. "; SF
7020 INPUT "ENTER LIST TO BE FOUND. ";C$
7030 CC = LEN(CS)
7040 FOR I = 2 TO RC
7050 FOR J = 1 TO LEN(DA{I,SF))-CC-H
7060 IF C$ <> MID$(DA(I,SF) ,J,CC) THEN GOTO 7090
7070 IF OC <> 2 THEN KYCI,0) = 1

7080 GOTO 7110
7090 NEXT J
7100 IF OC = 2 THEN KY(I,0} =
7110 NEXT I

7120 INPUT <1> END <2> AND <3> OR"lOC
7130 IF OC = 1 THEN RETURN ELSE GOTO 7010
13040 IF J <> THEN KY(I,J) = ELSE KY(I,J) = 1

Program Listing 4. Select Subroutine
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For TRS-80 Models

skS
Cost

Ever . .

$1995

5 million
of on-line ^iorct^e.

At $1995.00 affordable hard disk

storage is now within your reach.

The LS525 hard disk system is

easier to use than your printer . . .

just plug it in switch it on and .

your disk storage problems are over

forever.

The LS525 gives you unheard-of

speed and reliabiiily. For starters

we built a "mainframe like" control-

ler tliat can detect disk surface de-

fects and relocate the data to al-

ternate tracks. Talking about speed

the LS525 can access files 10 times

faster than your floppy.

riijs coupled with proven "Winchester"

technology is what we mean by relia-

bility and speed.

We also provide a user-frtendiy

TRSDOS compatable operating system

in which alt of your existing soft-

ware can run on. It provides features

that can make the LS525 look like

one big 5M byte drive or four small

1.25M drives or whatever you like

I he LS52S is a compar! (less than

one half cubic foot) "color-keyed"

package that will fit perfectly next .

to your TRS-80. So if your tired of

seeing "Disk Space Full" ....

there's no excuse.

Call toll free and order yours now.

(800) 538-5137
Inside California call (408) 980-1888.

Model I or III host adapter $250 & LDOS S160 extra, specify wtien ordering.

(LDOS includes hard disk driver and Formatter)

larcdo >93tGm> inc.

. . .mass storage for persona! computers.
Laredo Systems Inc 2264 Calle De Luna. Santa Clara. California 95050
^53 TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of Radio Stiack a Tandy Co:

^See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 245



Absolutely The Best Sci£

H^PERE^TE CEf\JTURlDf\l
Vdu ire tht Giiirdiiln of tht iiUnti to other ii\iii\ti

id tiK Mit iiotiitiie, the moit sophisticated "ni\ time"

simulition mrtffercd. A REAL BLOCKBUSTER

H^PERG^TE P^TRGL
Niviiate the H)|iereat«j «l the Local Su|Mtcluster in

starch of piratts, monsttrs, and imugiltrs.

BOTH HAVE SUPER ACTION SOUNK B GRAPHICS

TRS-BD' Model I or Ml required

specily: 1CKL2 32!l dish system 4KKdishsTsteni

BOTH GIMES ON ONE CISSETTE S 39.95 ppd

Sond CHECK MONEY ORDER

Synergistic Solar, Inc.

PO Box 560595, Miami FL 33156

Wriic lor ouJ brochure of tap nolctt gamB proorams

OEAUR INQUIRY INVITED

flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited. CO.D. and
charge cards accepted.

VfSA-

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San Luis Obispo, CA
93401 In Col. call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543-1037.

-207

w—iiiiimTH'iMftiBiy ni'iil

SEND AND RECEIVE

MORSE CO
•SEND UP TO 40 WPM
•COPY OVER 100 WPM
Your Mod«l I or III bacomes a pro-
arammable keyboard keyer that can
Mnd mors* from th« keyboard or
from stored messages. Keying Is done
either by the relay or by the audio
output. Received morse Is decoded,
displayed, stored and printed. The
cassette earphone plug connects to
the receiver speaker to copy off the
air. No hardware except patch cords
Is required for many setups.

satisfaction guaranteed
Cassette with Instruction booklet
only $19.95 postpaid. Model I or fit,

LEVEL II, with at least 16k required.

ROGO Computer Products
4752 DeBeers Drive

El Paso, Texas 79924 ^343

loop to cycle through all the records and in-

sert the necessary ones in the KY array zero

field position. Once this is done, the file is

ready for another Select, Print and so on.

Save-D

The disk save routine is fairly standard

for a sequential file and is similar to the

tape save. Line 11000 (Program Listing 6)

prints the name under which the file is cur-

rently saved, assuming it had been read in

as a disi< file. The following line asks for the

name under which you wish to save your

current data file to disk. The same file

specification will calt the file for later use.

Line 11 010 opens the file for output defining

the file specification from the name just

entered.

The first record saved consists of the

title, record count and the field count. Note

the comma enclosed in quotes following

the Tl$. fvlake certain that it is entered as

shown to avoid file structure problems. The

same use of a comma in quotes occurs

again in line 10040. These commas keep the

string fields separated as individual fields

for proper read on input. A loop starting at

line 11030 cycles the program through each

recora and its chain array and prints them

to disk. Line 10035 ensures a record in the

DA(X,0) position; again to keep, the stored

10 'DBII/L05
14000 FOR I = 1 TO RC
14010 KYCI/B) = 1

14020 NEXT 1

14030 RETURN

Program Listing 5. Restore Subroutine

records in step with the arrays that will read

them out of file and back into memory.

When all the records have been read out to

disk, the file will be closed and the program

will return to the menu.

Load-D

The disk file input routine shown in Pro-

gram Listing 7 follows the same pattern as

the save routine. Line 12000 requests the

file specification and the file is opened for

input. The first record read in consists of

the file title, the record count and the field

count. A loop then reads in the chaining in-

formation and the data. When all records

are in, the file is closed and a return to the

menu is made.

Testing

We have now installed all the major sub-

routines. You can set up a small file of some
type and thoroughly test all subroutines

and the program as a whole. This will pro-

vide the necessary proof that they all work

as they should, and will familiarize you with

the overall program operation.

You will find that the program can be use-

ful at this stage of its construction, but it

still lacks many features that will make it

easier and more comfortable to work with, it

would be nice to have field headings, better

field formatting for printing and some
statements on the screen to show what is

happening during some of the longer pro-

cessing cycles and other enhancements.

Next time we will add some of the features

that ! have already worked out to improve

operation.

Drop me a line with some of your ideas

and howyou implemented them. Possibly we

can build them into the master program.

10 'DBII/L06
11000 PRINT "CURRENT FILE IS "; CP$
11005 INPUT "SAVE FILE NAMED - ; CF S

11010 OPEN "0 ,1,CF$
11020 PRINTfl TIS;"," ; RC; FC
11030 FOR I = TO RC
11035 IF DA(I 0) = -- THEN 0At: ,0) = -0-

11040 PRINT#1 , KY(I,0) ; KY(I,i; J KY{I,2)? KY(I,3); Kid 4); KY a
,5) ; DA[I,0) ;

',"; DA (I fi);"f-j DA(I,2);-, "; DA(I,3) ;"f" DA(I, 4)

DA(I,5)
11050 NEXT I

11060 CLOSE 1

11070 RETURN

Program Listing 6. D/sfr Save Subroutine

10 'DBII/L07
12000 INPUT "ENTER FILE NAME TO BE LOADED. ";CFS
12010 OPEN "I",1,CF$
12020 INPUT#1, TI$, RC, FC
12030 FOR I = TO RC
12040 INPUT#1, KY(I,0), KY(I,1), KY(I,2), KY(I,3) , KY(I,4) , KY(I
,5), DA{I,0), DA{I,1), DA[I,2), DR{I,3), DA(I,4), DA{I,5)
12050 NEXT I

12060 CLOSE 1

12070 RETURN

Program Listing 7. D/s/c Load Subroutine
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IS WHEEL
New Smith Corona TP-1

Price Breakthrough

True letter quality printer for less than the cost of an
office typewriter! Priced $500 less than other popular
daisy wheel printers!

SALE PRICE:

$669

FEATURES:

^ Friction feed

^ 15 ops, 120 wpm
^ Changeable daisy wheels

^ Parallel or serial interface

^ Compatible with R/S, Apple, etc

SUNLOCK SYSTEMS
4217 Carolina Ave,

Richmond, Va. 23222

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ANY PRICE ON THIS PRINTER
To order call collect, 0-804-321-9191

We accept MasterCard, Visa and CODs ,^456

FREE
business software

directory

Radio Shack's Model I, II, III.

Heath's MBASIC and HDOS
CPM: Xerox, AUo...
IBM Personal Computer

"IDM2 is GREAT !' - publisher of 80-US

"(GL) superior to either the Osborne (SBSG & Taranio)
or Radio Shack .. . M AIl.-X has a greater capacity. .

.

more flexible than (R.S.)"

-columnist of 80-microcomputing

"iraperceptivcly fast. . .(DBMS) is a good and reliable

workhorse" -publisher of Interface Age

Data base manager, integrated accounting package
(AR, AI^, GL & Payroll), inventory, word proces-
sing, and mailing list. Compare and be selective !

a^» Micro Architect, Inc.

96 Dothan St., Arlington, MA 02174

SPECIAL DELIVERY
Now is the time to turn your TRS-80 and
your text editor into a REAL word processing
machine.
EXCELLENT.. .Creative Computing Review.
State of the Art... 80 Microcomputing
Review.

• Maintain your mail list

• Print personalized FORM letters.

• Free format labels

• 100% machine language

• Enter names at typist speeds

• Use with Scripsit, Lazywriter, Electric Pencil
(we sell them all!)

• Extract selected names

• Boldface & underscore

• Get your form letters past the secretary's desk!

XTRA Special Delivery Includes
all of the above PLUS:

• Disk Sorts
• Multi Label printer
• Key definitions

This is the LAST mailing list you
will ever have to buy!!

FOR YOUR MODEL I OR III:
(requires minimum 32K & single drive)

SPECIAL DELIVERY « i o s
XTRA SPRCIAL DELIVERY 'ZZZZ'''''Z $19s

FOR YOUR MODEL II
(requires Scripsit 2.0)

SPECIAL DELIVERY $194

Over 2800 satisfied customers
(plus 12 that won't speak to us any more)

Electric Pencil 2.0 $80.00
Lazywriter $165.00
Scripsit $95.00
(Most TRS software available at similar discounts. CALL!)

SOFTWARE CONCEPTS
105 Preston Valley Shopping Center

Dallas, Texas 75230

Our retail store is located at the SW corner of
Preston & 13]

(214) 4S8-0330
MasterCard, Visa, American Express, COD

mm
(-• See List ol Advertisers art page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 247



t^d^ New Releases & Best Sellers
pROGRnmj For Your TRS-80 I & III
„/TOR€

^QPENETRATOR
By Philip Milcheil from Beam
Armed with missiles and bombs, you must tly your

fightef to the enemy's cache of neutron bombs and

destroy them. Your mission is in four stages, involving

rugged terrain, caverns and manmade obstacles— not

to mention enemy radar, missiles and paratroopers. This

new departure in arcade gaming allows you to set up

your own terrain and enemy emplacements, then save

them for future use. Make your mission as tiard or easy

as you like. Joystick compatible.

16K Tape or 32K Disk, $24.95

By Richard Wilkes from Acorn

Using your Superscript modified Scripsit Word Pro-

cessor and a compatible printer, you can now
underiine, boidface, insert text during printout, siash

zeros, set type piicii, subscript and, of course,

superscript! You car even read your directory and f(ill

files witliout ever leaving Scripsit.

Superscript comes with drivers for popular serial and
parallel printers (now including Centronics 737 and
RS Daisy II), and easy inslruolions for patching to

your Scripsit program (does not include Scripsit),

32K Disk, $49.95 Use Model i
Scripsit

Our Most Popular
Unbelievable Realtime 3-D Graphics!

FLIGHT SIMULATION
By Bruce Artwlck from Sub-Logic

A graphic tour de force that will truly captivate you. if

you haven't seen this brilliant program, you haven't

fully utilized the capabilities of your computer! During

FLIGHT SIMULATION, you instantly select instru-

ment flight, radar, or a breathtaking piiot's-eye-view.

But be sure to strap yourself in—you're liable to get

dizzy!

Once you put in some air time learning to fly your

computer head for enemy territory and try to Ijomb the

fuel depot while fighting off five enemy warplanes.

Good Luck! Please specify Model I or III.

16K Tape, $25.00 32K Disk, $33.50

KNOSSOS
By Simon Smith from Med Systems"
Full scale, 3-dimensional escape game You're in a

gigantic labryinth, shown on the screen as if you are

actually in the corridors. You must find the only door

oui\o escape the prowling minotaur who will kill you

If he can.

16K Tape, $14.95 32K Disk, $17.95

"Call about availability of new Med Systems

software.

From Med Systems '* '-AJ

You are sitting alone at 2 AM. Your eyes are bloodshot

as you peer into your computer's screen and cry, "I

must be CRAZY!" If this has never happened to you,

you've never tried ASYLUM. It's Med Systems most

ambitious 3-D graphics adventure yet!

ASYLUM places you on a cot in a small (padded?)

room. Periodically the janitor lobs a hand grenade

through the window. What you do next could mean
escape—or disaster.

16K Tape, $19.95 32K Disk, $22.95

Also order DEATHMAZE 5000, Med System's

challenging 3-D maze game,

IBKTape, $14.95 32K Disk, $19.95

'^1982 Soft Sector Marketing Inc.

16K Tape, $15.95 32K Disk, $19.95

MYSTERIOUS
ADVENTURE
ARROW OF DEATH.
PART1
By Brian Howarth from Acorn

Proper English only! This British import is Acorn Soft-

ware's first adventure and it meets their reputation for

high quality. The vocabulary you use in this adventure

must conform to proper English standards— not the

barbaric tongue spoken here in the colonies! You and

Sorcerer Zardra must restore the kingdom from the

engulfing sense of bitterness and ill feeling thai

forced the ruler to flee the palace.

16K Tape or 32K Disk, $19.95

Hint Sheet, $1.00 £

SEA
DRA0O
By Westmoreland & Oilman from Adventure

Underwater adventure is yours as you command a
nuclear sub armed with deadly missiles and

torpedoes. Guide it carefully through sea mines and

underwater mountains; watch out for depth charges

being fired by overhead ships. . .and don't run out of

air! Scrolling sea bottom for added excitement.

IBKTape, $19.95 3?K Disk, $24.95 | Tape or Disk, $99.95

By Westmoreland & Oilman from Adventure

As commander of a lumbering T-36 tank you have the

firepower lo destroy the enemy— if you can find them.

They may be hiding behind the houses scattered about,

the bleak terrain and your only view is thru the drivers

port (your screen). Impressive animation in this arcade

16K Tape, $19.95 32K Disk, $24.95

From SubLogic

A complex strategy game with realistic simulation.

You are in charge of a Kentucky forest district. You
must save the maximum acreage from fire at the

lowest cost. Variables include: acres threatened,

number of fires burning, fire spread rate, weather con-

ditions. Challenging; fascinating,

16K Tape, $24.95 32K Disk, $29.95
Please specify Model I or III.

By Jyym Pearson from Med Systems**
Rve games in one! You begin in an institution, and

must successfully negotiate not just the Institute

itself, but tour other dream adventures as well. Ob-

jects in each dream help solve problems in the next.

Concentrate, or you may newr escape the nightmare

of the Institute!

16KTape, $19.95 32K Disk, $22.95

Write Arcade Games in BASIC with . .

.

ACCEL 3
BASIC COMPILER
By Southern Systems from Aigorix

Ever wish your programs would run faster? Assembly

language is one answer. But—even after you spend

the time needed to learn Z-80 code— il is a long,

tedious process to write in assembly language, and

debugging is very difficult. Fortunately, there is

another way— compiled BASIC,

In our opinion ACCEL 3 is the best compiler for the

TRS-80. It's flexible: works with tape or disk. Model I

or III, and requires as little as 16Kof memory. It's fast:

only a few seconds lo compile. It's a memory miser:

only a 15-35% increase in program size in most cases.

ACCEL 3 will work under TRSDOS, NEWDOS or

LOGS, and there are very few programming restric-

tions. To save ACCEL-compiled programs on tape you

will need TSAVE (sold separately, $9.95)

Over 1 500 Programs for TRS-80,

To Order Call Toil-Free
800-424-2738
Visit our other stores:
Seven Corners Center, Falls Church, VA
W. Beli Plaza, 6600 Security Blvd., Baltimore, MD
Coming Soon to Columbus, Ohio

4200 Wisconsin Avenue, NW, Dept

AtARI 400/800, APPLE & IBM.

MAIL ORDERS: Send check or M.O. for total

purchase price, plus $1 .00 postage & handling.

D.C., MD. & VA.: add sales tax. Charge cards:

include all embossed Information on the card.

(jiSm\ For Infornriatiorii Call
1
^

1 202-363-9797
Box 9609 Wasliington, D.C. 20016
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Summer Madness Clearance Sale
(Model I Only) Up To 60% Off

BASKETBALL
Dribble, Dribble

By John Allen from Acorn
You have to be fast to keep up with the action as you
try to outscore yout opponent in five minutes of one-on-
one basketfaaiS against a friend or your TRS-ao Model I

orlll

16K Tape,JW4:9r
Now thru Sept. 10 you pay just $9.9'

BRIDGE PARTNER
By George Duisman from Personal Soft '

---

H you're a novjca or bridge expert, th, . i

heip you practice and improve ycsir pis . i

'

'dummy' play against the cranputer's j ' i

sive hands Am^ you can r^lay ttie h i 'i

fBTsnt strategies, replay the declomr t i , h

new defensive hands, and rota, r 1 1 i -

may be saved for future use

16KTape,Sl»:9r
NoM thfu Sept. 10 you pay lui' ' '

COSMIC FIGHTER

'

By Hogue & Konyu from Big Five

While fighting off the alien convoyij < n

skillful than the last—you must keep track of your

rocket fuel or rfsk explosion

^QK^ap6,Si6^Sr 32K Disk,U7:9S'
Now thni Sept. 10: Tape $8.9S; Disk $9.95

DUEL «N»
DROIDS
By Leo Chriatopherson from Acorn
Teach your "animated android" how to wield a laser

aword' Leo Christopherson, author of "Android NIM,'

"Dancing Demon," "Voyage to Valkyne" and other

animations, has developed a new typp i r i

and high quality sound in this wortc

Starting out as a lowly cSown, you teach your i

use a laser sword by controilfng ils movmients
vance. attacl*, even retreat if necessary Th«i you
the tournanient against the program's skilled

Revel in (he fanfares of the vlctorious—or he
funeral dirges of the defeated' Er*nrtai'-"T"'» i

ages

16K Tape, ^MiSff
Hovv ih' i lept. 10 you pay just

PINBALL
By John Allen from Aoarn
Get your flipiaer fingers ready for action in this

-

time, machine language game. Lots of soupcj

flashing graphics make this fast action game so mucn
like the real thing that you'll have to remind yourself

not to shake your TR&80 Choose from five playing
speeds to match your skill Can you beat your friends'

scores? Will you avoid the infamous "Bermuda
Square?" Get PINBALL today and find out

16KTape,S44:»5-
Now thru Sept, 10 you pay |ust $9.98
'Nojoystldcc^ion.

ZORK

A /TOft€

From Personal Software
"-" ' greatest adventure awaits you in the G

'

1 ground Empire of Zorl^ ' You'll face perils

iasyoutrytoescapefromZorKI withifieTwi i

rea and your life You II experience challenge

"st realistic sense—you can communtcai
"nces with the largest voce! "

imand options anywhere >
i

tiiat.yc aa fj\j make > " • — '"" °'> """

objects and beware Ihr r -
r

32K Disk.Ji39:»r

INVAS..

4' > •' (-Jv

MISSION 2^
jue & Konyu from Big Five

onauts are stranded oo a desolate P' i i i ' i

from your command mo i

- rescue shuttle tfiraugh the h ^ j

Tieia to save them

16K Tape, $iSS^ 32K Disk,p7^
j.,-.,..^,„o-^

10: Tape $8.95; Disk $9.S-

EVEREST
EXPLORER
3¥W Godwin & D Knowlton from Acorn

JISK, $W:95
you pay just $

By Laurence, Sothen & Gavenda from Acorn
Play football against a friend or your computer W*
graphic display of the field, ball and scoreboo

••nsive plays against

!7 possible, play opti i

ic.oia vji uiliiuuiiy, =ave the game fea*urG

16KTape,ii4tW
Now thru Sept. 10 you pay just »9.98

ATTACK
'4^

1 Hogue & Konyu from Bi9"Five~
Hi like the usual space "sfroot-em-ups," Attack Force
'

I you control both speed and direction as you
rr 111 I.

I I J r if r ii i ti iti -f>3r~ti n* ttir" ^ItPp

\Di.v ih'u Sppt. 10- Ufio S8 95. Disk $9.95

I
Hi- D-iiy a Throop ifcri Acovt "

-, •
'

,

"

; \>^'.-:!o''-, no oih:T ,.;)ir-riiter backgammon game like

I

thi" one! C^-i'.-:/-,;^ ;vio oi ttttee-lSVetS Of'piay. but don't

I
Q'a' !0'.; af.ihil.oi.:- --RanmOn Cfislleriqer will put your

: skil' ;g I'lo :esi &I all level.'j Foi str oj", ii>laye'S, the

i
dou'fi'! ,1 oi'-js;'' Ci>(iori can be usb:] fc '.inir-^c e/ciie-

i Uvvj thru Ssepi. 10 you pay just $9,98

rt /

A
i i:;i f ,j ,!i ic dr.guaa;- ap(sroach'lo this classic (antJ

'

-I'l.iiri ;f'..,!)iict::;an--c- Tiie aliens diOptrambS-andmoKe
ii"''i '.i'-.c io side iryteg'b'over'runydurbasesi'Yby^
:y-\uO:,i: ihe speed, enemy ;t3om&:.teqiJgncy, '^fl:-

"/uiacv your ngfr|t}sr of'shots oh screen arid:bases.
Unl K.c iruiii --vi,:,!' r;r-n'>^' you Can move youf- base and
.-, i!Lili,'n!-;>Ls ,. Ill'-, ,ii ;n!= invaders. Full sound eff^^ts-
.ii!:l "'(;; no"- ,v.:,i[!'rr.(;-t tn the' incredible apttoh'of'

li'lvADn-!!; FH'"'V- si^AC:. - ,n for an ages,and -'iii:'!

levoi:j

-i6K Tape, $lA.m-
Now tr^ru Sept.. IG you pay juSt:$9.98 -

By GnHrlu;- Ai^".C!r Irtim /-.com

Re.^i.iy 'or J dl:'"'r^.r'.;iona! "ric-Tac-Toe? Hisrt vou'li love

Qiimi, Ac.c.ic. s ."i.^iiieinjifig .version. Play against ths

i:ci,!i{,u^fir Q( a fr.eiid. agairist the cGffnputef, there afQ

A lavcis oi .^ifficuiry. Ct rotate the Cfube© ways'*© Help

.'C:.. iiiii: cciiifu.'ii^ y^tur o;j;)CJnr;n; 76 dUfswol winrimg

i n ^i-rov.' c(^riit.!i'>f.;itHis.

dept- 10 you pay ju^t $5.98

'-;,. :.!(/'.r'' ("('i.-moG i'lninr"-:- J'^iri .Aco'n

"'>
-..-Sj-.aye'.. \na\4 me cUiion game Thai Isia each

;.^l,"'y'_: i^ontiO. a spaceship '.vitl"! i'otaie ih(,isl, lire and

liVfiCrs-;!-!,'.!":-
- g^iriip .'>pl-onK (:riclu';ing gr;dyi:.y) 3 piay-

nq apeefis. Lois of action a^ -/cu iian.euve- yoj; craft

.''' 'ill ,ri!arE;t!|iar dogfighi, or run fo- tno '"over of

lucr.r'snace!

I
Piow ?imi Swept. 10 you payjust $7*i

r
—

T
THEPROGRAM STORE • Dept.8E209* Box 9609 4200 Wisconsin Avenue,NW * Washington, P.C. 2001

6

1

I
Item Tape/Disk/Book Price Postage

_^__ Total

$1.00

CHECK D VISA

MASTERCARD

Name

Address.

City

Card#_„

State. Zip.

Exp.
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REVIEW

One of the best gets better.

LDOS5.1

LDOS 5.1

Logical Systems Inc.

11520 N. Port Washington Road
Meguon, Wl 53092

$129.95

Charles D. Knight

2708 Roberts Circle

Arlington, TX 76010

LDOS 5.1 is the state of the art in operat-

ing systems for the TRS-80. It supports

more features and different kinds of hard-

ware than any of its competitors and pos-

sesses a user friendliness not found else-

where.

LDOS features device independence in-

cluding creating special phantom devices for

use in routing and linking to and from files

and other devices. For example, you can link

the RS-232 to the line printer, and every time

you execute an LPRINT statement, the out-

put goes to the serial port. What do you do if

you wish to use a serial printer and a parallel

printer? LDOS allow/s any device to be

opened as though it were a file. Try this ex-

ample: SET *CL RS232R(BAUD = 300,

PARITY = ON, EVEN, W0RD = 7,ST0P = 1)

(or whatever your particular printer requires).

Then go into LBasic and run the program:

10 0PEN"0",1,"-CL':REM OPEN THE DEVICE

20 PRINT#1,"HELL0 I'M YOUR SERIAL PRINTER"

30 LPRINT'HELLO I'M YOUR PARALLEL PRINTER"

40 CLOSE
50 END

The power available to the Basic program-

mer can be used to write a bulletin board pro-

gram by connecting a modem to the RS-232

instead of a printer. By first linking *UD to

filespec and then linking *D0 to *UD, you

can set up a user defined device to send all

video to a disk file. By filtering the *UD de-

vice to remove certain characters, those

characters will never be sent to the disk file.

Does your printer do funny things when it

receives certain control codes? If so you may
Install a filter between the 'PR device to re-
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move or translate those codes. A filter is a

program or routine that changes, adds to, or

subtracts data that is passed through It. The

folks at Logical Systems have provided a

special filter disk at extra cost containing

many routines for device filtering. In what is

an unusual practice in personal computing,

they also provided the source codes for the

filters. This makes the filters doubly useful

because the moderately skilled user can

modify them.

One of the filters provided, SLASHO/FLT,

makes daisy-wheel and other printers which

do not slash their zeros do a backspace

and print a slash mark over each zero sent to

the printer. Since my printer supports a "no

escapement on next character" command, I

was able (with the source code) to modify the

filter to accept these codes and save two car-

riage movements whenever my printer was

called upon to slash a zero. This speeded my
printing noticeably and saves wear and tear

on my printer.

Also on the filter disk is a complete

EBCDIC translation filter and a Dvorak

keyboard filter as well as many other useful

filters. A MINIDOS filter is provided with

LDOS 5.1 which allows you to kill files, check

free space, send characters to the printer,

turn the clock on or off, enter debugger, dis-

play a disk directory, or repeat the last DOS
command. All this is possible from within

your application, provided the application

has not disabled the interrupts. All properly

written filters may be loaded into memory
and then SYSGENed to be loaded automati-

cally and quickly at each reboot. This is also

true of the device drivers within LDOS.

Device independence is not the only pow-

erful feature offered by LDOS. It is very easy

to use. A TRSDOS user can step right into

LDOS with minimal effort. Although some of

LDOS' advanced features require study to

understand, a full comprehension is not re-

quired for successful operation of the sys-

tem. The command syntax is almost identi-

cal to TRSDOS, though every command has

been greatly expanded. The DIR command,

for example, can display a sorted directory of

all /CMD files in the system on all drives with

the command: DIR /CMD. Files are main-

tained in the directory with the last date the

file was modified and a modification flag to

indicate whether the file has been backed up

since that time.

The command DIR :2(rvlOD,A,P) sends a

directory of all files in drive two that have

been modified since the last time they

were backed up, with their size and date,

to the printer. The command DIR (DATE =

"01/15/82-02/15/82") returns all files bear-

ing either of those two dates or any date

between them. Eliminating the first date

displays all files whose date is less than

the date specified and placing a hyphen

after the date displays all files whose
dates are later than the date specified.

These same parameters may be used with

the Backup and Purge commands, greatly

simplifying file management on a system

running LDOS.
This logical manner of assigning pa-

rameter names makes LDOS easy to learn

and use.

Another example is the Free command: If

it is given with a drivespec, a free-space

map of the requested disk is displayed. If it

is given without a drivespec it performs just

as it does in TRSDOS. LDOS also accepts

commands entered in either upper or lower-

case or a mixture of both.

The Percom Doubler II

Another example of user-friendliness is

the Percom Doubler installed in the expan-

sion interface. The default immediately be-

comes double density for the format opera-

tion, and the track count for the drive is

used as a default also. The system instantly

recognizes a double or single-density disk

without operator intervention. This is

known as automatic density recognition.

The user of LDOS simply specifies the

kind of format he wants or simply presses

enter to use the defaults (which are user de-

finable) and the system takes care of the
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Voyager I

From Avalon Hii

You're on board a spaceship infested with killer

robots in this graphic science fiction game. You must
clear the 4-level 144-location ship ot robots and arm it

to selt-destruct. Can you do it and escape before you,
too, are blown up? High-speed graphics are repre-
sented in 3-D perspective representing your eye's
view; with instant switching to floor plan maps. Ex-
tended BASiC required.

16KTape, $19.95

Ghost
Gobbler
From Spectral Associates
In this new and exciting version of the popular arcade
game, use your joysticks to move your Ghost Gobbler
through the maze, eating dots and power piils to
score points. 8 bonus shapes, super sound, and 16
skill levels. Extended BASIC not required; joysticks

16K Tape, $21.95

By Fred Scerbo from Illustrated Memory Banks
Create your own antagonist, and fire away! Pick your
pet target, or use ours; tv sets, killer tomatoes or
smiley faces. Use the joystick to fire your cannon and
clear the screen. Look out for the secret target
defender! Extended BASIC and one joystick required

16K Tape, $18.95

and the Minotour
From Spectral Associates
Classic adventure game with 200 rooms, assorted
friendly and dangerous creatures, 8 magic spells and
—of course— treasures. The computet obeys two-
word commands such as "get lamp" to move you
through your journey. You must enter the castle of
King Minos, descend into the labyrinth and collect all

the treasures you can.

16K Tape, $19.95

Color

By Scerbo and Jammalo from Illustrated

Memory Banks
Revenge on the Preppies at last!! The Preppy Craze
has gotten completely out of control. You must
journey to the planet "Preptune" to stop the 'gators
from invading earth in assorted garment forms. Use
your shift shields and lasers to protect you as you aim
the crosshairs and press the fire button on your
joystick. Get the gators before they get your shirts! 3
levels of difficulty. Extended BASIC required;

joysticks.

16K Tape, $18.95

Moon
Lander
By Greg Zumwalt from American Small
Business Computers
Pilot your spacecraft over the moon's landscape and
try to land it amid the mountains and craters. While
carefully controlling your fuel consumption, use your
joysticks to maneuver your craft and control your
velocity against the forces of gravity. Be careful to
avoid the asteroids drifting through space.

16KTape, $14.95

r Blockade
By Terry Kepner from Interpro

Compete against a friend or the computer in this real-

lime, full color arcade game with sound effects. Use
your joysticks to draw a barrier around your opponent
while avoiding the trap being set for you. Requires
joysticks.

Level I 4K/16K or Level II with Extended BASIC
Tape, $14.95

(Screen Edit Control System)
By Steve Bjork from DataSoft, Inc.

One program provides you with high resolution
graphics, enabling you to draw lines in any direction
and in any color. Invert the screen, set color, set pro-
grammable character, set line and set screen. The
screen-based editor includes auto key repeat, insert,

delete, joining/relocating lines, audible error warning.
The Character Generator has set of 64 definable char-
acters which can be placed on screen in variety of col-

ors and positions for everything from Japanese to sci-

entific notation. Characters can be saved and re-used,
4K required for editor; 16K tot other faatures.

Tape, $29.95

The Super
"Color" Terminal
From Nelson Software Systems
Time Share, Smart Terminal, High-speed Data Trans-
fer and Videotex, Turns yojr Color Computer into a
Super-smart terminal with all the features of VIDEO-
TEX plus much more. Communicate with Dow Jones,
CompuServe and computers like TRS-80 Models I, II,

III, APPLE, etc, via modemor RS-232 direct. Save the
data to tape, or print it! Cuts on-line costs to a
minimum,

ROM Pak, $49.95

TRS-80 Color Basic
By Bob Albrecht from John Wiley 8 Sons
Step-by-step guide to the unique color, sound and
graphic capabilities of your new Color Computer, No
previous experience is required. Teach yourself
BASIC— there's a whole chapter on typical program-
ming problems and solutions,

Softcover, $9.95

TRS-80 Programs
and Applloatlons
tor the Coior
Computer
By Alfred Baker from Reston
Handy guide to your Color Computer: how to play
games, balance your checkbook, use your computer
as a teacher, etc. With chapters on color and sound,
art and music. Helpful for beginning or experienced
computer user.

Softcover, $14.95

c
Soarfman

^^ Por Information Call
202-363-9797

From The Cornsoft Group
Use the keyboard or joysticks to move your Color
Scarfman through the maze to gobble up little yellow
dots while avoiding 5 red monsters. If Scarfman can
eat a yellow plus (-f), a monster turns blue and can be
eaten. Each time you clear the screen, the level and
point value increase. Extended BASIC not required

4K Tape, $19.95

Scepter
of Kzirgia
From Rainbow Connection Software
Real-time graphics adventure game with arcade
sound for the color computer. 13 floors of dungeon
with monsters, treasure chests, hidden trap doors

. . .

even a flying magic carpel! All in your quest to find
the Scepter of Kzirgia. Whatever you do, don't get
caught In the poisonous gas cloudl Extended BASIC
required.

16K Tape, $16.95, 16K Disk, $21.95

From Soft Sector Marketing
This Is a BASIC language program designed to de-
crease typing time and error while providing direct
control of motor, trace, audio and run. With Automatic
Line Numbering and a custom key you can re-use or
change at any time; plus 50 preprogrammed com-
mand keys. Can be used on a 32K system,

16K/32K Tape, $24.95

To ^s •424-2738
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Buy direct from the manufacturer and save on high performance

disk systems and other enhancements for Model I, II, and III.

Whether your TRS-80 IS a Model 1, 11. or III,

you've probably wished for more disk capacity.

Now Lobo gives you that— and much more— at

low, manufacturer-direct prices. With uncom-
promising quaWly. and the protection of Lobo's

unique 1-year warranty.

Special for Model I owners:
the LX-80 Expansion Interface

Radio Shack may have forgotten you, but

Lobo hasn't! Our LX-80 expansion interface

{plus LDOS operating system) gives your

Model I more features and more expandability

than a Model II or 111. The sturdy steel enclosure

fits under your monitor and adds:
• 32k additional RAM
• Interfaces for standard Radio Shack mini-

floppy drives and Lobo high-performance

disk systems
• Centronics-type printer port plus screen

printer port

• Two RS-232C serial ports (optional)

• Plus a real-time clock, sockets for custom
ROM, and a heavy-duty power supply for your

keyboard unit

Discover the real power and potential of

your Model I, with the bargain-priced Lobo
LX-80'

LX-80 with LDOS
operating system (required) $510.00

LX-80 without LDOS
(for current LDOS users) $460.00

Dual RS-232C serial

port option $100.00

LDOS: the ultimate TRSDOS-
compatible operating system

One of the few software products ever to

receive a perfect box score from Infoworld

magazine. The reviewer said: "LDOS 5.1 is

awesome! ... It performs nearly perfectly . .

.

a straightforward and simple system to use

... the best manual for software I 've ever

seen or reviewed, barnone... This DOS takes

the TRS-80 from the hobby category and

endows it with features that many a so-called

business system does not have. . . . LDOS
offers unparalleled versatility and function."

LDOS includes a powerful extended disk

BASIC, smart terminal emulator, and many
other useful utilities that make it worth far

more than its low price. It runs on any Model

I
or Model III with at least one disk drive.

LDOS operating system
(specify Model I or Model 111) $129.00

Add-on 8" floppies for Model II

Why pay Radio Shack prices to expand your

Model ll's disk capacity? The Lobo 8202C2
adds two 8" double-density floppy drives, for a

total of 1.1 megabytes of additional storage.

Installation and operation are identical, and

you get the added benefit of Lobo's 1 -year parts

and labor warranty 8202C2 dual-drive

8" floppy system tor Model II $1269.00

8
" floppy systems for Model I

and Model III

These rugged dual-drive systems attach to

any Model I with LX-80 expansion interface, or

any Model 111, and add the mass storage you

need for the big jobs. Double density recording

stores 535kB on one side of the disk. Using the

LDOS operating system (required) you get full

compatibility with standard TRSDOS plus

greatly increased capabilities

8202C3 two single-sided drives

(1.1 MBtotal)for Model III $1625.00

8202CX same as above, for Model I

with LX-80 (sold separately) $1249.00

5202C3 two double-sided drives

(2.2 MB total) for Model III $2025.00

5202CX same as above, tor Model 1

with LX-80 (sold separately) $1749.00

Add-on minifloppy drives for Model I

Completely compatible with all Model I

hardware and software, but with an extra 5

tracks for data storage. Requires a Model I with

either the Radio Shack expansion interface or

the Lobo LX-80 (see left).

4401C Add-on 5%" drive

for Model I
$305.00

High-capacity minifloppy for LX-80
An economical way to get a big storage

boost for your LX-80-equipped Model I. The

double-sided, 96 track/inch drive stores 720

kB, and eliminates most tedious disk swapping.

Model 4801C high-capacity 5V4 drive

for LX-80 $465.00

5V4" Winchester System
Compact and exceptionally reliable, with

4,8 megabytes of high-speed Winchester stor-

age plus a 720 kilobyte floppy drive. The value

leader in mass storage.

950Tfor Model III or Model I

with LX-80 (sold separately) $3633.00

8' Winchester System
Over 9 rnillion bytes of storage accessible-in

milliseconds: 8.2 MB on an 8" Winchester drive

and another 1 ,1 MB on the backup floppy drive,

Unsurpassed for maintaining very large data

bases.

1850T for Model HI or Model t

with LX-80 (sold separately) $4459.00

Ordering Information

All prices include shipping and handling.

California residents add 6% sales tax. Credt

card orders shipped within 24 hours. Personal

checks require 2-3 weeks for clearance before

shipment.

Winchester disk systems for

Model I and Model III

The ultimate mass storage devices! Enor-

mous capacity and impressive speed give your

system a dramatic performance boost. Add the

impressive file-handling capabilities of LDOS
(included), and you can outperform systems

costing far more, IMPORTANT: Many Winchester

disks now being sold have no provision for file

backup, Lobo systems include a built-in high-

density floppy drive !hat can store the entire

contents of the hard disk on just 6 or 7 floppies.

This backup drive is also usable for additional

on-line storage of programs and data.

The Lobo Warranty
All Lobo hardware p;odJGts carry a l;m

ited 1-year parts and labor warranty Call or

write for complete warranty statement.

TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademaiks of Tandy Corporation

© 1982 Lobo Drives International

Infoworld quote © 1982 Popular Compuling/lnc,
Subsidiary—CW Communications/lnc,

TOLL-FREE ORDER NUMBERS^
U.S. (except California). ^Mpk hh
800-235-1245 ^ JS^
In California 800-322-61 03 or
800-322-6104 HDufa. /AW-5PMPacilicTime

Write for free catalog:

Lobo Drives
International

Dept, MC6
358 S, Fairview Ave,

Goleta,CA 93117drii/es.
INTERNATIONALI

»^535
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rest— no more fooling around with a com-
plicated and unnecesary PDrive configura-

tion. LDOS Itnows wliat kind of disl^ it is try-

ing to read and reads or writes to it automat-
ically. Tlie combination of LDOS and the
Percom Doubter II is unbeatable for double
density.

The Copy command under LDOS is great-

ly expanded. It copies any file from one disk

to another, but also copies a file to a device.

The command Copy FILESPEC/BAS:3 TO
*CL copies the contents of the file out the
RS-232 automatically. This command was
of great use to me when I transferred a num-
ber of files to an Apple computer. The LRL
parameter allows changing the logical rec-

ord length of the destination file to what-
ever you wish. The Clone parameter dupli-

cates the attributes, visibility and pass-
words of the destination file to those of the
source file. The Echo parameter echos char-

acters to the screen if the copy Is from a file

to a device, or from a device to a device.

Also included is an X parameter which al-

lows copies to be made without a System
disi< in drive zero. The command Copy
*KI*PR copies what is typed at the i<ey-

board directly to the printer until breal< is

pressed, if the Echo parameter is specified,

the characters are also sent to the screen.

Unlike NEWDOS80, the Copy command
is not intended for multiple file transfers
or disk backup. A Backup command is

provided for this purpose and honors
most of the parameters used by the other
commands. Unlike other systems, Backup
cannot reproduce to a disk that has not

been formatted, but I like this as it has
saved me from accidentally ruining a valu-

able disk on more than one occasion.
Backups may be done by file, date, range
of dates, or whether or not they exist on
the destination disk, by way of the DATE
=

,
new and old parameters. The use of

any of these parameters forces a backup
by file. If the Query parameter is specified,

the operator is prompted for each file be-

fore It is backed-up. Although backup by
file can be slow on a double-density disk,

it can be speeded greatly with the
system(SYSRES - n) feature described be-

low. Backup automatically requires that

the source disk's password be entered be-

fore the backup is allowed If that pass-
word is other than "Password." The manu-
al gives a master password that can be
used to access any file if you don't know
the password.

The Device Command

An entire book could be written about
LDOS' Device command. Because of the de-

vice independence of the system, it is often
necessary to know the ways the devices are

routed and the entry address of the drivers

for these devices. Another purpose of this

command is to show the system options In

use and the system modules resident in

memory. Also shown is the density and
number of cylinders on disk in each drive

when the command is issued or the last

disk read if the drive is empty. Only with
LDOS and VTOS, and only on a single-sided

.'See Lis! ut Aiivertisets on page 339

disk, are the terms track and cylinder inter-

changeable. If you have a two-sided,
80-track drive, you actually have a 160-track
drive of 80 cylinders, and each cylinder has
two tracks—one on the front surface of the
disk and one on the back. On a hard disk, it

is possible to have several tracks on each
cylinder because the drive may have several
platters.

LDOS comes with a complete job-control
language and 26 well-written pages of docu-
mentation. Some of the macros in the job-

control language are; Include, Input, Keyin,
If, Else, Set, Reset, Assign and End. This is a
complete chaining language in itself;

though not as powerful as Basic, it Is much
more powerful than the simple chaining fa-

cilities offered on other systems. If you wish
to write a menu-driven set of applications
software for your non-computer-oriented
employees to use, the LDOS JCL is more
than adequate for your needs.

Included in LDOS is a printer spooler that
operates with complete invisibility. To acti-

vate the spooler type: SPOOL *PR
FILESPEC/SPL (MEM = 5,DISK = 50). This
spools the printer from 5K of memory and,
when this is filled, can use up to 50K of disk
space before hanging up the system to wait
on the printer. If desired, DISK = can be
specified to avoid the use of disk space, but

at least IK of memory must be specified.

This is one of the best spoolers I've seen in-

cluding those offered as stand-alone pro-

grams. The spooler works from within Scrip-

sit and any other program that does not dis-

able the interrupts.

The List command is another enhanced
command. By entering List Scripslt/CMD(H)
a listing of the file Scripsit in hex format is

provided. Each byte in the file is shown in

hex and ASCII, one beneath the other on the
screen with ASCII to the right of hex on the
printer. Entering List Source/ASM(T), lists

the EDTASM source file named Source/
ASM, resets bit seven of the line numbers
so they may be read, and expands all tab
characters to the next column, making for a
very neat listing. All this can be done from
the LDOS Ready prompt.

The command List Flle/BAS(LINE- t500)
lists the ASCII Basic program file beginning
with line number 1500 and ignoring all num-
bers before line 1500. The command List

File/TXT(NUM), automatically adds line

numbers to the listed file beginning with
one and incrementing by ones after each
carriage return. There is no Print command
in LDOS. This is done by entering List

Filespec(P).

The KI/DVR device driver enables fea-

tures such as keystroke type-ahead and the
JKL screen-print function. Type-ahead is

the feature I like most; it allows the operator
to key In his input before the computer is

ready for it. When the computer Is ready,

the information is relayed to It without de-

lay. It takes getting used to, and the typist

must not make any errors or the next input

prompt will not get what It expects. The
type-ahead buffer may be emptied at any
time by typing clear-® simultaneously al-

lowing recovery from errors. The JKL func-

OMNITEK COMPUTERS
INTERNATIONAL, INC.

1 300 MAIN STREET

TEWKSBURY, MASS
617-851-4580 <^^^^

Smith-Corona Daisy Wheel Printer..639.00
Verbatim 5,2 5" D. L 25.00
I 6K RAM KITS 13,00
Okidata Microline 80 3 19.00

Okidata Microline 82A 434.00
Okidata Microline 83 A 679.00
Epson MX-80 439.00
Epson MX-80 FT 544 . 00
Radio Shack Mill w/48K 879,00
Radio Shack Mill w/48K and 2 40T dr

1649.00 and RS232 1739.00
40track5.25"TandonTM-IOO-l ..,284.00

80 track 5.25" Tandon Dual Head,.464.00
5.25" Power Supply and case 39,00
8" Power Supply and case 99.00
CENTRONICS 739 Printer 469,00

TRS-80 IS a registered trademark of

Tandy Corp

Prices are for mail order only

TERMS: Checl;. money order, Mastercard

and Visa accepted, F.O.B. Tewksbury-

freight extra. Mass residents add 5%
sales tax. Write for FREE CATALOG

I TRS-80* I

SAVE A BUMDLE "^

When you buy your m
TRS 80T>t equipment! i
Use our toll free number (o m

^^ check our price before you bu> \p

: 8098 PENSACOLA FL 32505

904/438-6607 „

.

nationwide 1 800874 1551 ^
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TECO MONITORS
RATED BEST BUY BY
THE COMPUTER SHOPPER

NOW AN EVEN BETTER BUY

B S W MONITOR HIRES 119.95

GREEN PHOSPHOR HIRES 129 95

GREEN PHOSPHOR ULTRARES 1^4.95

TRS-80 CABLE 5.00

rv DISK DRIVES WITH PS & CASF
. .

289.95

FROM

THE MAINE SOFTWARE LIBRARY

P.O. BOX 197

STANDISH, ME 04084

CHECK MO COD (20% DEPOSIT ON CODj
ADD S10 SHIPPING FOR MONITOR S6 FOR
DRIVFS

LNW-80-OWNERS
WE HAVE SOME TERRIFIC IDEAS

AND PRODUCTS TO MAKE THIS

GREAT COMPUTER EVEN BET-

TER. WRITE TO US FOR PACK-
AGE BEFORE YOU BUILD.

tion, though still called by that name, is ac-

tivated by pressing shift-down arrow-' at

the same time on both the Model I and III.

This prevents the J, K or L key from echoing

to the screen and messing up the printout

—a thougtitfui and needed change.

The System command provides a means

of customizing LOGS to suit your particu-

lar needs. Using this command, you may

disable break and blink a line graphic

block in the upper rigtit of the screen indi-

cating whether the computer or the soft-

Vi'are is hung up. This cursor sometimes

shows interrupt activity even when Trace

appears dead.

You can also configure your drives and

the defaults used by the Format program.

For example, System{DRIVE = 2,STEP= 1,

DELAY = N,CYL = 40) tells LOGS that drive

two can step at 12ms, requires a power-on

delay of only half a second, and has 40 cyl-

inders. With these parameters noted for

each drive, the system knows what your

hardware is at all times.

The Format utility uses these settings as

defaults. System{TIME= N,DATE= N)

causes the computer not to request the

date or time when it is turned on or reboot-

ed. (The date is not asked at reboot if it is al-

ready in memory, but is requested when the

computer is turned on; the time is not nor-

mally requested, but may be if desired.}

The parameters Fast and Slow tell the

system whether you have a clock-speed-up

board in your computer and activates it if

you do. 1 have been running the Archbold

THE DATA CONDITIONER
TREATS YOUR lAPES WITH STYLE

Copies system and data tapes without computet

Eliminates noise and minoi dropouts

Signal conditions while loading or saving

Operates ALL TRS-80 baud rates

Rugged construction

AC powered

5uy/lll^

CALL
(808) 677-3380

OR WRITE
Communications Systems Laboratories

M 165 Lepjksne St. WaJiBhu. Hi 9672^7

cluslvely from Commuriications
Systems

Laboratories

$69.95 (Post Paid]

^361

.rite tor itife on o»r ne» COPY CONDITIONER - drive up to 10 taptdecks from sourtt dacii SUa.»5

SOFTWARE YOU can BET oni

Qj-SPREAD80^:S/ POOL 80
Here's llie program Ifial will aulomaie

your ollice pool lor prolessional (oolbali

P00L80 Will

• Keep itack ol ihe scfieOuie

• Print weekly enlry lorms

• Prinr seleclion summafy tor players

game lime use

• TaDulale results

• Maintain cumulative records

PO0L80 requires only a lew minules

each week tor updating Comes ready to

go lor tHe 1983 season Can fte used

year after year Disketle only

Only S20.00

L i DRAW

5

This IS the pokei playing program that s

get ling the rave reviews

Alw( B while eacii ot the simuiaiea players

lakes on ils own indiviOual pe'sonaliiy

-

lis mos' uncanny DWIVS has Oelimlely

snaipeneiJ my playing skills " (Lloyd

Martin 80 Micfocompuling. Jan 1982;

7J you like playing poker Ouy Ihis program

I! will tie a long lime belore a Derer one

comes along " (RicnarO Ciope. Compute'

Shopper Jan. 1982)

Fiue card draw. Gardenia CA rules It s you

againsi sn almost human opponents

Only $15.00

The lops in prolessional luoiuali naridi-

capping programs. This is another

winner Irom Real World Simulations,

me designers ol DRAWS. SPREAD80

showed an average weekly profit

ot St8 per 1100 bel lor the 1978. 1979.

1980 and 1981 seasons

It you bel football (and who doesnti

at the casino, with a bookie, or in

the olfice pool, ttiis is the program

for you

.

SPREADSO comes on diskette

ready lor the 1982 seasor

Only S25.00

DBAW5 supplied Oh 50O Baud cassette Add $4 00 lor IRS-St

Model I or III diskette AH programs available on 8" disk tor MoOei

II at i6 OO additional PA residents add 6% sales la*. North Star

diskette versions of DRAWS and SPREAD80 can be obtained

from Real World Siniulaiinns Boi 4107 Torrance. CA 90510.

WILiS^^^I Software Division

539 Springhouse Lane • Camp Hill, PA 17011

T^.S m IE a :,'ni!y Coipora'ivii tiaOemn'l' *^ '^^

board at 3.54 MHz with LDOS for about six

months and the results are magnificent.

With the System command you can also set

up a blinking cursor of your own defined

character by typing: SYSTEM(BLINK - x), X

equals the CHR$ value of the character you

want. Blink by itself defaults to character

143, a solid graphics block.

The SYSRES feature allows loading cer-

tain system modules normally called from

the disk as overlays into high memory. You

would do this to perform a single-drive copy

by file, or merely to provide for faster pro-

gram loading and saving. File management

in Basic is speeded this way also. Simply

type: System(SYSRES ^ 1) or use whatever

system module number you wish to make

resident. All /SYS modules may be made

resident except SYS6 and SYS7.

The most powerful feature in LDOS is the

System(SYSGEN) command. This com-

mand causes all your system configuration,

drivers, filters, routing, linking and so on, as

well as Spooler, Verify and Clock, to be writ-

ten to a file called CONFIG/SYS on drive 0.

Each time the system is booted, it looks for

this file and if it is present, loads the user's

configuration. In this way you can store a

standard configuration on disk and have it

ready each time you turn on the system. All

system changes are made first in memory

and do not become permanent until you ex-

ecute a System(SYSGEN). This lets you ex-

periment with different configurations with-

out making a special System disk.

Utilities

LCOMM is an advanced communications

package for use with the RS-232. Because it

is so flexible (you can even use it to commu-

nicate directly with your printer, though not

very well), it is difficult to learn. The first-

time user will be mystified when he types

LCOMM only to have the system tell him

"Comm Line Driver Not Specified!" You

must type LCOMM *CL, or whatever device

you are communicating with. This terminal

program uses all resident filters and drivers

within LDOS and therefore is more flexible

than any other terminal package I have

seen. Most have their own drivers and those

in the operating system must be disabled to

prevent conflict. LCOMM has been ma-

ligned on local bulletin boards since its in-

troduction, but I suspect that the people do-

ing so have been unwilling to learn to use it

properly. You cannot learn LCOMM without

effort, so sit down with the documentation

for at least half an hour and save yourself a

lot of on-line frustration.

The patch utility is provided to allow mak-

ing changes to the system or to other files

as well. The syntax is: Patch File:0 Fixfile:2.

If after applying a patch in memory address

format, you decide that it's not what you

want, type: Patch File:0 Fixfile (Yank) to re-

move the patch from the file. The Patch file

may be created with the Build library com-

mand (a simple ASCII file builder), or written

using Scripsit or Pencil.

The Repair utility brings disks created on

certain other systems up to LDOS stan-

dards. It updates TRSDOS's data address
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mark used in the directory to an F8H in-

stead of the FAH, making single-density

disks directly usable on the Model ill with

LDOS. In fact, if your Model I is double den-
sity, you can switch disks back and forth be-

tween models without even knowing what
density the disk is! It also performs addi-

tional corrections on the disks to ensure re-

liable operation.

DOSPLUS sets bit 7 on byte 3 of the Boot
sector, the directory pointer byte. Repair re-

sets this bit making DOSPLUS single and
double-density disks directly usable by
LDOS (as data disks of course).

The CM DFILE utility is somewhat like the

Apparat LMOFFSET program except Its

prompts are more understandable and it

can be exited without rebooting. More op-

tions are available also. If you know the

overlay number (found by looking in SYS1)
of the command you want in SYS6 or SYS7,
you can extract the code and make it into a

command file. Doing this to more than a
couple of the overlays defeats the disk

space-saving purpose of an ISAM file,

which is what SYS6 and SYS7 are.

CONV is a utility provided to convert

Model III TRSDOS disks to LDOS on either a
Model III or a double-density Model I. The
HITAPE utility enables the use of high-

speed cassette f/0 on a Model III.

The Basic provided with LDOS is named
LBasic. It is a complete language rather

than a patch to Radio Shack's Basic as was
the case in the past. It offers several en-

hancements over standard Radio Shack Ba-
sic and is completely upward compatible
with it. LBasic programs can be declared
Execute only, meaning any program inter-

ruption clears memory, protecting the code
from alteration without the proper pass-
word. Variable length files are supported
with the same syntax as In Model III Disk

Basic, as istheability to declare whether an
error is to occur if the file already exists or

does not exist.

Not present in LBasic, as it is in Model III

Basic, is the bug that causes a physical rec-

ord write for every logical record. With a file

of LRL=1 on a Model III, disk I/O takes
place at about 12 baud. LBasic handles this

properly and quickly. The ability to add to a
sequential file is also provided by way of the
Open"E" statement. Line editing commands
are provided as are abbreviations of Auto,
Delete, List and Edit to their first letter.

Any LDOS system command that does
not alter the high-memory pointers can be
used from LBasic via CMD"command."
This includes Directory, Free, Format,
Backup, and so on. LBasic programs may
be single stepped by holding down the

shift-® keys while pressing the space bar

for each statement to be executed. A cross-

reference utility is provided that is invoked

via CMD"X", and line renumbering may be
had by typing CMD"N". CMD"*" sends the

screen contents to the printer and CMD"P"
returns the printer status to a variable. The
command Restorennnn may be used within

a program to restore the data pointers so
subsequent Read statements begin with

^Sce List of Advertisers on page 339

the data statements in the specified line

number. The Run command has been ex-

panded to allow the computer to run anoth-

er Basic program preserving the variables

used in the present program intact. A line

number to begin execution of the new pro-

gram may be specified. The command Set
EOFn allows the length of a random file to

be shortened. Simply read the last record

wanted in the file and execute SET E0F1.
The file is shortened to include all records
up to and including the last one read.

Also available is a CMD"0" single-dimen-

sion string array sort. It is fast, but not near-

ly as flexible as that in NEWDOS. If there

are any shortcomings in LDOS, it would
have to be the limited CM D"0" sort and that

they have given their Basic the name of

LBasic. In order to rename it you must
patch two of the three overlay files or some
of the CMD functions won't properly return

to LBasic. This is not hard, but It is an an-

noyance.

The Documentation

DOS documentation has been a slowly
developing field. The LDOS documenta-
tion is the clearest, best written I have
ever seen. Each DOS command or utility

has its own section in the manual. A large

block shows the syntax and parameters of

the command and several examples show
the use of each form of the command and
the proper use of each parameter. Almost
all of the advanced features can be easily

understood by reading the examples in

the manual. If you still can't understand
the command, help is only a phone call

away from the LDOS support team.
A complete technical section Is also pro-

vided. It fuily describes the more common
system entry points, storage areas and vec-

tors, along with lucid instructions on how to

call them. For the beginning Assembly-lan-
guage programmer this might be the most
valuable part of the manual.

The Newsletter

Also provided is a quarterly newsletter

mailed to all registered LDOS owners. The
last one I received was largerthan the entire

DOSPLUS manual. Patches were included

for RSCobol, RSBasIc and Microsoft's ^-
sic compiler. System module patches are

included in this newsletter as well as many
user-contributed utility routines. The quar-

terly subscription, worth at least $25 per

year, is included at no charge if you send in

your warranty registration card. Also In-

cluded is membership in the Micronet
LDOS SIG if you are a Micronet subscriber.

Scripsit and LDOS

Using Scripsit under LDOS with the

LSCRIPT/FIX patch is a pleasure. The patch
allows any ASCII character to be entered
from the keyboard, including the tilde, left

and right braces, and underline character.

Also provided Is a Scripsit' text recover re-

entry. In case of an accidental reboot, you
can recover your text with just as much

ease as Basic* works under TRSDOS. To
accommodate this, the control key has
been redefined to shift-down arrow and a
couple of the other keys have been rede-

fined. This poses no problem and I learned

them all in less than a day.

By using special filters and Scripsit, it is

possible to print languages that require

double keystrokes to type a single letter,

provided you have the correct printer sup-
port. Since the filters are applied externally

to Scripsit, the character counter In Scripsit

isn't affected and justification can be used.
There is also a Scrip/FIX for those who do
not need the advanced features or do not

wish to redefine their Scripsit keyboards.
VisiCalc has had a couple of new com-
mands added to it and has also been made
Model I and III transportable.

As mentioned earlier, also available for

the LDOS user is a filters disk from Logical

Systems. The disk contains filters to per-

form hex-to-decimal calculation, printer

page pausing, page titling and slashed
zeroes. Filters to translate, trap and remove
bytes are also provided. At $70 the filters

disk is a good buy, particularly since the
source code is provided.

LDOS is the best value today in an operat-

ing system for the TRS-80. LDOS 5.1 comes
with so many utility programs, drivers, and
filters that it requires two disks to hold it all

on a single-density, 35-track Model i. If you
need additional computing power, LDOS
5.1 is the best choice you can make!

First in

Its Class

and
Looking

for

Work.

TRS-80 Model I, II, III

Five multiple regression procedures
(including stepwise, backward elimination, all

subset, and ridge), 24 transformations, com-
prehensive data base manager (with search

and sort), descriptive statistics, hypothesis

testing (7 tests), time series analysis (7

models), random variate generation, discrete

probability distributions, sampling distribu-

tions, nonparametrics (5 tests), and com-
plete documentation.

Complete package with manual — $125
To order, send payment plus $2.00 shipping

and handling to:

Quant Systems
P.O. Box 628

Charleston, S.C. 29402

803-571-2825

S.C. residents add 4% sales lax

Overseas orders add $7 for shipping

-•194
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UTILITY

To help you recover from premature exits from Scripsit.

RECOVER

David Gobel

411 Welch Ave.

Ames, lA 50010

It
happens. While working with

Scripsit you get so invoived

with what you are writing that

you don't remember to save any-

thing until it is too late. In the

blink of an eye your text turns

into—DOS Ready.

My program, Recover, is only

18 bytes long. With it keyed in a

glitch is no more than a minor in-

terruption. Your glitch procedure

will change from pulling out your

hair to shift, up arrow, enter up

arrow, shift down arrow.

How It Works

fVlemory location 7F62H be-

gins the text-save area. When

Scripsit is initialized, it zeroes

this and sets all pointers to this

address. Like Basic, when New

is entered, an end-of-tile pointer

is set at the very start of the text.

The data appears to be erased,

when actually it is whole except

for that first byte.

Also, 7F62H resides at mem-

ory locations 5277H-5278H in

Scripsit, and sets all pointers to

the start of that address. At lo-

00100 SCRIPSIT TEXT RECOVERY PROGRAM
00110 BY— DAVID R. GOBEN DEC. 19B1

00120

001 30 ORG 7BBEH
00140

00150 START LD HL,7F62H

00160 LOOP RST 10H

00170 OR A

00180 JR NZ,LOOP

00190 LD (5277H),HL

00200 LD A,20H

00210 LD (5286H],A

00220 JP 5200H

00230

00240 END START

Program Listing

cation 5286H, the program picks

up the zero plugged into loca-

tion 7F62H.

Recover finds the previous

end-of-file mark (OOH) and plugs

that location into5277H-5278H.

It then replaces the zero at loca-

tion 5286H with a space charac-

ter (20H). Once this is done, a

jump is made to 5200H, which is

the entry point for Disk Scripsit.

Again Scripsit initializes, but

this time with the modified rou-

tines. It points to the end of the

text, usually about 120 bytes

beyond the end of your actual

text. After a reset the area oc-

cupied by Scripsit is unaffected.

Pressing shift, up arrow will

put you at the beginning of the

text area. But because all neces-

sary pointers are not set, video

formatting is off. This is cor-

rected when a carriage return is

processed at the start of the

text. Once all pointers are cor-

rected, the screen display refor-

mats to reflect these correc-

tions. Now delete the carriage

return (for cosmetic purposes

only), and you are ready to re-

turn to editing your text.

After Recover is run and

Scripsit is restarted I usually

find a blank screen with my cur-

sor 120 bytes beyond the end of

my actual text. Othertimes I get

a Line Too Long error message

and the screen fills with charac-

ters. This is not part of your file

and can be deleted once you re-

cover your text.

Other times the screen will fill

with scrunched together text or

maybe just a blank screen. Do

not fret; hit the enter key and

no matter how lost things may

seem, you find ail your data

intact.

The excess data or spaces at

the end of your text can be de-

leted by pointing your cursor

beyond the text and pressing

control, D, control, down arrow, Y.

Saving Recover to Disk

Key in Recover using EDTASM

and save it to disk using Tape

Disk, LMOFFSET or another load-

ing module. If you require point-

ing addresses, as with Tape Disk,

use addresses 7AA5H 7AB6H

7AA5H. Refer to your user's man-

ual for the functions of your

loader program.

David Gobel enjoys iiiking,

bicycling, reading and ma-

ctiine-language programming.

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

32K RAM
At least one disk drive
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PRI

i| to 8 programs on CASSETTE every MONTH
IflMi^J^I^WIIII^rJ about 75 cents per program!

1
ij

.J?
-u- ^^'.w^^ rf-ri

TR$-80

: Writing your own programs can be a scary proposition. And typing
;,.ln a program from a hardcopy listing is a real nightmare! Bring on the

. :dawn with a subscription to CLOAD or CHROMASETTE Magazine.
CLOAD and CHROMASETTE Magazines are monthly cassettes

/ containing 6 to 8 ready-to-load programs apiece. Programs that take
fl£lvantage of features unique to each computer (CLOAD for the
Model I and Hi CHROMASETTE for the Color Computer). Programs
:that even extend the capabilities of your computer beyond its

;

;_:fnanuars dark type! Quality game, tutorial, practical, and utility prog-
:f^rm that reach your home by First Class Mail each month.
,!.;.;; Don't be afraid. Get a subscription to CLOAD or CHROMASETTE
,:'iMagazine- Orjust enjoy a little taste and sink your fangs into a back

:-;:|ssue. It von't X^H^3-pit,&„Qut of your vallet
. ,

.

C'l 5"ss''Sf1S

'^^:' INC.

The Fln« Print
All issues from Oct 78 on avaiiaDle

- as* for lis: [24 Level I issues also).

Programs are fa 16K Level (I, I6K

Model III, and occasionally for disto.

TRS-IO is a tradernarti of Tandy Cwp

The Bottom Line.-

I year [12 issues) . .

6 months (6 issues)

Single copies Back issues .

Good Games # 1

Adventures # 1

California residents add 6% ro
single copies. North America —
First Class Postage Included Over
seas — add SlOro subscriptions,
and SI to single copies.

Sent AG rate

S50.00

S30 00

S 6.00

SI 2.00

S 13.00

P.O. Box 1448

Santa Barbara. CA 93102 (805] 962-6271

The Bottom Line:
; yejr [:2 .ssueij . . S45.00

6 months (6 issues)
.

. S25 00
Single copies

.
. S 5.00

Calif residents add 6% to single
copies
North America — First Class Post-

age Included.

Overseas — add S 10 to subscrip-
tions, and S

I to single copies
Sent AO rate.

P.O. Box 1087,
Santa Barbara. CA 93102

MasterCard/Visa fsos) 963-1066
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ADVANCED BAUDOT RADIOTELETYPE
FOR THE TRS-aO MODELS I and III

DIsBMffmblffd Handbook - Volume 5

— Kncij,1edge ul JiEeT.bler 13 NOT lequirea
— For both BASIC newcorners and advanced assembly
language programmers. Model 1-3

— Load handle, call, QTH. rig, CO, etc from BASIC to
disk /CMD ONE TIME ONLY

— Includes BASIC load cgr" 'or newcorners
—60. 66, 75, and 100 speed Bajflol RTTY
— Type-ahead in BOTH receive & transmit
— 21 prepared messages +5 input messages
— Automatic Mofse code ID with your call
— Slore 25K Dytes receive message automatically

.

retransmission i( desired
— Edit above similar to Pencil
— 5 Chapters for new BASIC programmers
— 5 Chapters for advanced assembly programmers
-Requires 48K + PORT zero decoder + TU
-No RS-232C interface is required
-Newcomers SHOULD order disk & note Model

VOLUME 5: - $20 ppd - WITH DISKS49ppd
|US funds] add SB. SO ovarsasB airmail

German - French - Japanese language editions

RICHCRAFT ENGINEERING LTD.
#1 Wahmeda Industrial Park
Chautauqua. New York 14722 "^ ^"^

COD orders—US only (716) 753-2654

..<^v:.:<^,l_g FORCE
' ^'FOFM IS Oesiqnea to reaOily keep iiick 0I all your Business dies

3rd programs by uliliiing all Ifie power of your IHS-BO and Diif
Basic Tliis program 15 specially flesigneO I0 tomBine me power ni s

disk utililv tfie speed of ranOnm .access, aid Itie.pase of use ol a
general database manager ->. •-, ,>;i..~-'-r'!'-:^-o^g^4J'^»iS,

,*M(!w.v^u iflMiwh^the

t sotiware
houses fiave protected tna(^i)j^;Ui;i||li;]|ipg6ieadaiile File

Force will let you assign i.'4w1^SK'iKm'^iaM''^o^^ program
names it wmi also creaie a master pnntoul ol alt Ousiness files and
records on you' Oisks lor sale keeomg and tielter management 3!

your resources

System Requirements THS-SO fvlodel I 43K One Oisk Drive

TflS DOS Version J 3 S19 95 Please add %2 for fiandlmg and
postage S5 overseas lor your convenience you may pnone in UISA

fAREHOUSE IIMTERNATtONAL
.-Mored,' P.O. Box 1383 I^^^b^^.

:'V'-
'' Ctovis, CA 93613: <2091 251-7a77<'.'- .'?''',^.'--

ciF="riarMS—QO, h..

OPTIO
INVESTING^

RETLJRIsI FROM l_ ISTEO
tTOCK OF=^-r I OIM

HANDLES CALLS,
AND DUTt COrwuSaiuho, kisk, uust
OF MONEY, DIVIDENDS. TABLES AND

I

GRAPHS. PRINTS, STORES TO DISK.
INDEXED MANUAL A COMPLETE QUIDE

I

TO OPTION INVESTING. «/C t< VISA.
•125. SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE.
|OF=--riaiMQ—SO, BOX 471

CONCORD, MASS 01742
"rSMEIWH: imt CaiP »TRflPEM(H! wple cohpijteb, ihc
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HARD DISK III $2895

6.3 MEG TANDON WINCHESTER with Dosplus4.0 ready to

plug in as Drive :4 and run.

MODEL III 48K COMPUTERS

1 Single-sided40TRKDrive
2 Singlesided40TRK Drive

2 Singlesided40TRK Drives/RS232
2 Singlesided40TRK/RS232&MODEM
1 Doubiesided40TRK Dive
2 Doublesided 40 TRK Drive

1 Singlesided 80 TRK Drive

2 Singlesided 80 TRK Drive

1 Doublesided 80 TRK Drive
2 Doublesided 80 TRK Drive

Mill DISK CONTROLLER KITS

A.M. ELECTRONICS
J&M SYSTEMS
V.R, DATA

$1695.

1895.

$1973.

$2073.

$1820.

$2145.

$1845.

$2175.

$1995.

$2395.

$350

$350

$350

DISK DRIVES

40 TRACK TANDON BARE $230.

40 TRACK TANDON/CASE & SUPPLY $275.

80 TRACK TANDON BARE $320.

80 TRACK TANDON/CASE & SUPPLY $365.

Cases are weli-vented/Hard card edge extender on back.

PRINTERS

C. ITOHF-10
OK I DATA 82A
OKI DATA 83

A

EPSON MX 80/GRAFTRAX
EPSON MX-80 F/T/GRAFTRAX
EPSON MX-100/GRAFTRAX

MODEMS

MICROCONNECTION RS 232

MICROCONNECTION RS232 - Autodial/answer

Hayes Stack Smart Direct

$1650.

$ 525.

$ 725.

$ 519.

$ 675.

$ 875.

$159.

$199.

$259.

• 90 Day Warranty • One Year Extended Warranty Available

i

**••

_. ., sir?.: ^S

, e- *' if.t . ..

ASG AUTHORIZED SALES AND SERVICE CENTERS
Douglasville, GA (404) 949-4204 W. Palm Beach, FL (305) 686-3550 Lancaster, OH (614) 687-1019

638 S. Dillard St.

West Orange Shopping Cntr.

Winter Garden, FL 32787-0915

Voice: 305-877-2830

DATA: 305-877-2829

EPSON
Factory Authorized Service Dealer

©1981

ORDERS ONLY

:

1-800-327-6590
Call or write for free brochure:

U.S. PRICES F.O.B, WINTER GARDEN, FL
Radio Shack is a registered trademark of Tandy Corp.
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And to celebrate we're pu
NIVERSARY

ing a special

containing

* All new articles & programs
* over 500 pages of the same high 80 MICRO quality.

* dozens of games and programs for your computer.
* Exclusive articles by well-known authors.

* the most in-depth coverage of the Color Computer yet.

* tutorials on having peripherals and software.

* page after page of Christmas specials from 80's advertisers.

* a 3-year 80 MICRO index—annotated and cross-referenced.

And in every Anniversary Issue of 80 MICRO you'll find a

? SURP.
What is it? If we told you, it wouldn't be a surprise. But we guarantee

you won't want to miss it. (See Nov. issue for details.) %
And this amazingly versatile Anniversary Issue can go anywhere* with

you. Fits easily in your briefcase or your purse. Lies flat in your

knapsack. Rolls up to fit snugly in your glove compartment. Stores_on

any bookshelf. Looks great on any coffee table.

You can also get the amazing Special Edition LOAD 80 Companion t

the Anniversary Issue. All those games and programs, just waiting

you to load. No more keyboarding. No more debugging. No more
hassles.

You 'd expect special editions of this quality to cost you hundreds of

dollars. (Well, maybe dozens.) But for a limited time only, you can get

the 80 MICRO ANNIVERSARY ISSUE for only $5.95. That's

right—$5.95. And the LOAD 80 Companion is just $9.95 for cassette, ^
$19.95 for floppy disk.

Order your very own Anmversary Issue and LOAD 80 Companion. Or
give them as gifts. Just fill in the attached reply cards and drop them in

the mail. Or call toll free—1-800-258-5473.

That's

That number again

That's

Operators are standing by.

(during business hours, of course)

MasterCard and Visa accepted.

(American Express, too.)

Call today 1

* Use of this product in the shower is not recommended by the publisher.
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SERIES

Computerized Girl Scout cookie drive.

Technological Destiny—Part IV

Gary DUIIIo

1109 Madison Avenue
Prospect Park, PA 19076

Last month we began the

systems development (SDj

process for our girl scout cookie

drive. The SD process encom-

passes all the necessary steps

for developing an effective com-

puter based application for spe-

cific user needs. Phase 1 of this

process is system analysis.

System analysis begins with

problem identification and goal

assessment. Then the project's

scope and limitations are es-

tablished and system feasi-

bility is explored. A system

concept emerges and develops

into a rough system plan end-

ing phase 1.

The System Design Phase

Elements of system design in-

clude system and program flow-

charts and programming. A sys-

tem flowchart is a symbolic rep-

resentation of the overall sys-

tem. It traces data flow from the

initiator through processing to

the product user.

Flowcharting

Figure 1 shows the system

flowchart for our example COMS
system. The system consists of

f USER y

f USER Y

f USER y

PROG. I

INITIAL ORDER
FORECAST

PAST YEAR
SALES
SUMMARY PAST YEAR

SALE
AVERAGE

INITIAL
ORDER
FORECAST

J
GCF

J
CRF

PROG. 2
, , 1

FILE

INITIALIZATION

PROG. 3

FILES UPDATE
AND REPORTS
GENERATION

FINAL
AWARDS AND
COMPOSITE
CREATION

Fig. 1. COMS system flowchart

four programs. Each program be-

gins with an oblong user block.

This means program initiation

and frequency, as well as data in-

put will be user controlled.

The program block indicates

the program's objective. Pro-

gram 1 projects a realistic cookie

order. Program 2, used only once,

initializes the GCF (Girls' Cookie

File) and the CRF {Cookie Re-

order File). Constant items such

as girls' names, cookie names

and troop numbers entered here

create the files needed in Pro-

grams 3 and 4. There is no visi-

ble output to Program 2.

The second program prepares

the system files for future use.

Arrows pointing from the pro-

gram to the file denote file up-

dates. Arrows pointing to the

programs from the file denote

program retrieval of file data.

Program 3 has two purposes:

to report generation which re-

quires retrieval of file data, and

to update files. Program 3's out-

put is any combination of GCF
update, CRF update or GCF,

CRF and financial data reports.

Program 3 is the heart of our

COMS system. Programs 1 and

2 are run only once and program

4 will be run at the end of the

cookie drive to determine which

scouts will receive special

awards and to create a compos-

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Mcxlell

32KRAM
NEWDOS
1 Disk Drive
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Syotem: . -CpMS.
Function:' 'Pnitial order suggested quantity and cosi.

Trigger: COMS program iniljalion.

Input: User-supplied via Keyboard.

Data Elements: 1. Number of girl scouts participalmg last year/lhis year.

2. Number of tKJxes sold last year by cookie type.

3. Cookie price last year/thts year.

4. Percentage or total sales to be ordered initially.

Output: Printed repoft(s);

Data Elements:

1. Summary of last year's sales.

2. Average of last year's sales.

3. Initial order forecast.

1. Totals: Boxes/casesfvalue sold last year.

2. Average per child iasl year.

3. Total cases (broken down by cookie type) and total

cost for initial order.

Frequency: Processed one lime.

Processing:

1. Prompt user for information: Eacfi cookie type, amount sold, boxes per case,

cost per box.

2. Display infofmation including total boxes, total cases and total value.

3. Prompt user for total cliildren selling cookies and display averages per cfiild.

4. Prompt user for total cliildren this year, percent or initial order and price

per case.

5. Display recommended order quantities.

6. End.

Fig. 2. Functional Statement

ite CHF (Cookie History File)

for future drives. The only pro-

gram to run with any frequency

is Program 3. A good systems

analyst would choose his best

programmer to write Program 3,

Program Design

Next, a broad functional state-

ment is prepared for each pro-

gram in the system. Figure 2 shows

a functional statement for Pro-

gram 1. It defines the system,

the program's functions and the

trigger.

COOKIE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
INITIAL COOKIE ORDER PROGRAM

Fig. 3. Program 1 Screen 1

A program trigger is the event

initiating the program. An inven-

tory program may be triggered

by a stock change. A bil! paid or

cash received may trigger a

bookkeeping program. Our pro-

gram is triggered by the begin-

ning of COMS processing.

The Processing section is a

general verbal program flow-

chart. The program steps are

listed, but no mention of input or

output format is made. Instruc-

tions for calculating averages

are also absent. The functional

description aids the analyst in

later testing; It is not meant as a

programming tool.

Customer Interface

Any video display, printed re-

port, or program-generated me-

YOU WILL BE ASKED TO TYPE THE COOKIE NAME AND THE TOTAL NUMBER OF
BOXES SOLD LAST YEAR.

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED ENTERING DATA, ANSWER COOKIE NAME WITH AN
'END'

COOKIE NAME? TAG-A-LONG
BOXES SOLD? 567

COOKIE NAME? MINTS
BOXES SOLD? 725

COOKIE NAME? GRANOLA
BOXES SOLD? 334

COOKIE NAME? DO-SI-DO

BOXES SOLD? 841

COOKIE NAME? END

Fig. 4. Program 1 Screen 2

A powerful information

processing system that

interfaces text processing and
'data management.

;$ers hiove praised Midwest Data System's

>-Writer for its unique, versatile approach
to data base monagement.

Now DATA-WRtTER does even more:

• New Data Entry program to create your data baseoradd
records to on existing data base. It has error checking
features and supports ooth fixed and variable length fields

• New File Editor lets you edit your data base v^/ithout an
independent word processor Or. if you prefer, use your own
word processor (Electric Pencil. Lazy Writer or Scripsif) to

create and edit your data base.

• New Field Manager that lets you add. delete re-order or

append fields and merge or split data bases

• New interactive, double-precision Math prograrn that

processes up to 20 equations of up to 255 characters using

numbers you enter and your data base field labels. It in-

cludes, an in-memory scratch pad to store temporary val-

ues. Insert them into other equations for a cascade of in-

creasingly complex mathematical statements. Store your

series of equations on disk os procedure files to use any
time you need them.

• New two-level Sort that enables you to use nested sorts

for complex ordering of data files. Sort on any field, without

having previously designdted it ds a key.

• New Mailing Ldbel program that allows you to print mul-

tiple lat>els from one to four across and to insert d variable

from the keyboard or a fixed message on every label

• Form Letter processor that allows you to insert dato from

youf data base info a form letter or contract.

• Report Generator for columnar tabulations with auto-

matic headings, pagination, totals and subtotals, and
sophisticated formatting control DATA-WRITER'S unique
flexibility enables you to modify your report format as you
wish, vi/ithout the need to scrap it and start fresh,

• Powerful Select-lfcommand that lets you defined subset

of your data base Newinstring selection capabilities With

Select-lf and Sort, you con create dozens of new data
bases for specific purposes

• Statistical check on your data base to locate data entr/

errors. Stats also reports maximum entered data length for

each defined field, a tremendous aid when designing a
report.

DATA-WRtTER is both powerful and easy to use. It has speed
and versatility not available in any so-called data base
management system, As one Auto-Writer user said, "Why
hasn't someone done this beforei"

For the TRS-80 Model I/Ill (48K, 2 disk drives, lower case
required). Available at your favorite software store, or order

from Software Options, 19 Rector Street, New York, N.Y.

10006 212-785-8285 Toll-free order line: 800-22M624.
Price; S125 (plus S3 per order shipping and handling). New
York State residents odd sales tax. Visa/ .^m^^
Mastercard accepted. SOFTWARE

>^ See List ot Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro. September1982 • 261



Island Computer Services compiete Model III system and

the Model lllUpgrade include a free, built-in Phone Modem.

-MODEL III 48K with * MODEL III UPGRADE
Dual Tandon Disk Drives Kt^KXf™" ""' °""

Mastercard or Vise accepted

FOR MORE INrOPMATiON CAlI

DATA: 206-675-9786

P.O. BOX 804, Oak Harbor, Wash ^32

dia is customer interface. This is

important when the user and

his employees have never used

computers. Novice computer

users do not think like program-

mers and analysts. They are

easily spooked by oblique mes-

sages. A good programmer, or

analyst, designs his system to

be "user-proof."

I once received a call from a

user who had panicked at, "Al-

phanumeric Move Truncation."

He v^as justifiably worried that

the error had wiped out several

hundred transactions he had

keyed in. His only error was in try-

ing to input a 27-character name

in a 25-oharacter field. A good

programmer would have dealt

with that problem within the pro-

gram, or at least, worded the er-

HOW MANY BOXES IN EACH CASE? 12

WHAT IS THE PRICE OF 1 BOX? 1.50

Fig. 5. Program 1 Screen 3

NAME QUANTITY
TAG-A-LONG 567

MINTS 725

GRANOLA 334

DO-SI-DO 841

TOTAL BOXES 2467

TOTAL CASES 205.583

TOTAL VALUE S3700.5

Do You Want This Information Printed (Y/N)?

Fig. 6. Program 1 Screen 4

le . . . MDX-3, III l-v [pgrade

With Disk Controller, Built-in Phone Modem, & Serial Port
Features

• RS2:J2 aniJ 20md loup Serial Porl • Double Density Floppy Disk Conlroller

Fully lompalible wilh Model III soitware • 0-600 Bauii Direcl Connect Phone Modem

ALSO . . . MDX-5
Features serial purt & miidcm

Assembled

FRtl PAMPHLET AVAILABLt
Call, or write

MDX-3 ^463

V^.

Bare PC buaid

& manual

$4995

MICRQ-DG*;iGn
P.O Box 748

Manchaca. Texas 76652
5122820225

Assembled

;22495 nHM'ttnnittM ^743^
M.C. & VISA accepted—for information on other Micro-Design products see page 32 7

'32495
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ror message more clearly. Never

program for a programmer. Cus-

tomer interface messages should

be simple enough for a child to

understand. No program is a suc-

cess If Its customer interface is

badly planned. Figures 3-10 rep-

resent the video presentations

for Program 1.

The video presentations are

called screens. The eight screens

in Figs. 3-10 correspond to the

procedural steps of the func-

tional statement. The analyst and

user design the screens together to

diminish later confusion.

Keep in mind, no program-

ming has started at this point.

The programmer in most of us is

probably screaming to get

started and, on a system of this

simplicity, several of these

steps seem unnecessary. But

this simplistic system illus-

trates the system development

process. The rush to program is

probably the primary cause of

How Many Children Sold These Cookies? 10

Fig. 7. Program 1 Screen 5

AVERAGE SALES PER CHILD

TAG-A-LONGS

MINTS
GRANOLA
DO-SI-DO

56.7

72.5

33.4

84.1

TOTAL PER CHILD 246.7

Press Enler To Conlirue?

Fig. 8. Program 1 Screen 6

HOW MANY CHiLDREN ARE SELLING COOKIES THIS YEAR? 25

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE SALES WOULD YOU LiKE TO ORDER INITIALLY

(ENTER 60% AS .6)? .5

WHAT IS THE CURRENT COST PER CASE? 22.00

Fig. 9. Program 1 Screen 7

A powerful
utility ttiat

opens awindow
into the Color

Computer's disks.

COLORZAP uses thie power of the

Color Computer to provide bothi

rapid scanning and fuii screen modifi-

cation capobilities. You con now examine,

rrtodify, and copy programs or data while

they're stored on disk. Access ttiem by filename

'or location.

COLORZAP is programmed largely in BASIC so that

you can modifv' if if you'd like, but part of it is in mactiine

language to provide fast response. All accesses todisk are

performed witti standard interfaces, so any standard Color

Computer disk can be examined. You can directly access

the disk's directory and control information to examine a

clobbered disk, recover a killed file, or find parts of a file

when other parts have been lost. With this new window into

its disks, the Color Computer sheds its image as a toy. Now
you can use this exciting machine like other powerful

microcomputers.

For the TRS-80 Color Computer. Available on disk with on
accompanying manual from Software Options, 19 Rector

Street. New York. N.Y, 10006. 212-785-8285. Toll-tree order

line: 600-221-1624. Price: S49.95 (plus S3.00 per ^q^^e
order shipping and handling). New York

State residents add sales tax. Visa/Moster-

card accepted.
.,. OPTIONSINC,

SOFTWARE

&»

*JSH»«»«*

,£ri

FEATURES

1, 5&)iK q1 itordge on a single sided 8 inch drive, when used with our

controller & speedup MOD and DOS plus J. 4.

2, The manimum storage capacily of your .Model 3 will be 4.544 Mejjd-

bytes - without a hard disk.

3, One SW single sided and one Binch singiesidfd dr ive will store 576K,

with a full blown DOS plus 3,4.

4, One 5'/4 single sided and one 8 inch double sidled driv-,^ will store 1.244

Megabytes, with a full blown DOS plus 3.4.

5, Mix and match SWand 8 inch drives, in any density, single or double

sided. - All under software control.

We will also be able to provide DOS plus 3.4 on a inch diskettes. (Fin.il

price being negotiated).

We Have Done It Again! ! !

We said we had the best system, and now . .

8 inch double density is here for the

fc * Jj
I

lilt Here's three good reasons to buy our system:

1. VERSATILITY
Our own proven, dependable di ive tontrollet.will give you the: haidware

to run almost any drive configuration you can Imagine:

• 5V4 and 9 inch drives in any combination.

• [niernal/externdl drive combinations (Up to all <* drives external).

• Single - and dual - headed drive combinations.

1. Speedup for 8 inch drives only

2. General purpose speed-up, which also

works with 8 inch drives

$ ay

$i2y

fP Proce// Control Technology
TT 8030 Lorraine Ave., Suite 328 • Stockton, California 95210 • (209) 952-6576

2. QUALITY
• We use quality drives MPI and now new generation Siemens,

• We construct our own disk drive installation kits of heavy steel - no

shielding Problems!

• We are now using a field proven switching supply.

3. PRICE (including inslallation and 90 day warranty)

• Drive controller kit with first drive $679

• Second linterndl drive) i^"^

• Third drive (5M flippy with cable) $359

• Fourth drive (5W flippy) 5-^29

If these sound likegooddeals, but you don't have the,Model 111 yet, we've

got the answer.

TRS-80 Model III, 48K TRS DOS, 2 drives -- $1899

TRS-eO Model III, 48K, TRS DOS,2 drives, Epson MX-80 $2428

Model III, 32K $89^

We Accept Visa & Mastercard

DEALERS, WE HAVE DEALS FOR YOU TOO!

.^288

^
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?5^&C0L0RQUESr " p-eseni;
^ f0.e ADVENTURE TRILO'

• 'A ^?chine code, high-tes Adventure Game ^"
T'-' --;«'.; ^i'i,3.

!-•
.

•: ':':,' tor llieTRS-BOC"'"'^ Color Compuler '/l.'^-xy^'ii'i'^-'^

This TRILOGY OF 3-D FANTASY GAMES takes you to the WOp^.^S^pfe-THE
CIMEEON MOON. Engage in ritual combat with Tooamoalh Narth[|fe'|(isiJ1.a|^ and
skilled warriors. Advance in rank with play experience. Then adVentuVe ttiroiigd

DAZMAR'S UNDERWORLD OF DOOM to the forbidden ruins of Castle Argaan.
SeafCh for the Eye ot Dazmar while avoiding the sorcerer's intricate traps. Survivors
must then negotiate the perilous peaks ot the Ugrek Mountains to !he FORSAKEN
GULCH where the wicked idol awaits restoration.

16K Tape $24 95 (Ext Basic not reqd.) 32K Disk $29.95

:-^/,

"Cr zT

:^^
by Kevin Herrboldt

and Tim Ne Ison

&i
rrrrT

.^^
'&>j

fire TRILOGY CONTEST ^ a^
Cqnquef the tRCOGY and win the new COLORQUEST adventure

BEYOND THE CIMEEON MOON
The GRAND PRIZE, a Super 'Color" Writer & Super "Color" Terminal
ROMPAK orDISKprogram-selvaluedat up toS170.00, willbedrawnfrom
the winning entries. Consult the September issue of COLOR COMPUTER
NEWS published by REMarkable Software at 1781 5th Street. Muskegon,
1^11, 49441: (6161726-9100 for contest details, or see RULES with the game.

When ordertng inclu0e^S2.QQ.leif. shipping. Extr^ S24Q fpf..q,O.D.

DEALER INQUIRIES i|Wlti&^^^;V t:

VfSA MasferOMd

^ MFhrieapolis, MN 55419 - 612/827-4703
TRS-80C IS a registered trademark of Tandy Corp
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system failure. Poor planning

creates a poor system.

The Programmer

The programmer begins by

reaijing all the system docu-

mentation produced thus far.

After digesting the functional

statement and the customer in-

terface screen formats, he is

ready to begin flowcharting.

What! Another flowchart? The

first flowchart was a system

flowchart. The programmer cre-

ates a more detailed program

flowchart. In this particular ap-

plication a program flowchart

INfTlAL ORDER—IN CASES

COOKIE
TAG-A-LONG
MINTS
GRANOUl,
00-SI-DO

TOTAL CASES
TOTALCOST

CASES
59.06

75.52

34.79

87.6

256.97

5653.34 DOLLARS

Do You Want To Pnnt This Information?

(Yes)

Fig. 10. Program 1 Screen 8

may be unnecessary, but in a

complex program, flowcharts

eliminate programming mis-

takes before they happen.

A program flowchart Is a step-

by-step procedure for organiz-

ing program logic. The two main

symbols are the rectangle and

the diamond. Rectangles (also

called process symbols) denote

program action. Add A To B,

Print Total and Delete Record

are three actions that might ap-

pear in a process rectangle.

The diamond denotes a deci-

sion. Two or more paths always

project from a diamond. De-

pending upon the decision, one

or another program path is fol-

lowed. These paths are often

called program legs.

The Program Flowchart

The flowchart in Fig. 11 ex-

amines the date and value of a

variable "X." The first process is

to read a record from a file. Then

we make our first decision. If we
are at the end of the file we end

the program; if not, we go on to

check the date. If the date does

( START j

READ A RECORD

YES { STOP
J

CHANGE DATE TO
CURRENT DATE

X>500 /cOMPA X< 500

X = 500 MAKE X=500

DISPLAY RECORD

Fig. 11. Program Flowchart



FANTASTIC PRICES!

OUR FAST SERVICE, PRODUCT
SELECTION AND OUR CUSTOMERS'
SATISFACTION MAKE US #1.

Z-89-48K
Z-90-64K DO
Z-19 Terminal
Z-121 Monitor12

ZENITH

$2299
$2588
$777
$149

ATARI COMPUTERS

Atari 800 16K $669
Atari 400 $318
Atari Interface Module $174

Atari 810 Single Disk $444

Atari 815 Dual Disk TBA
Atari 830 Modem $166
Programmer $59

Entertainer $84
Star Raiders $34
16K Mem. Exp. for Atari $74
32K Mem. Exp. for Atari $114

NEC PRINTERS

771 0/30 Spinwriter R/0 $2279

7720 Spinwriter KSR $2649
3510/30 Spinwriter R/0 $1699
3500 Serial Spinwriter $1599

NEC DOT MATRIX
PC-8023 $474

Call for prices on ribbons, etc.

MORE PRINTERS
i

Anadex 9500/9501 $1295

Anadex DP-9000 $1049

Okldata Microline80A CALL
1 Okidata Microline82A CALL
1

Okidata Microline83A CALL
1 Tractor (OKI 80 + 82 only) $60

1

Diablo 630 $2044

MONITORS

Sanyo 12 " GRN Phosphor
Sanyo 12" Black + White
Amdek 12 " 300 GRN Phosphor
Amdek 12 "Color
NEC 12 "GRN Phosphor
NEC12' Color

$266
$239
$149
$319
$164
$344

EPSON PRINTERS

MX-70
MX-80w/Graphics
MX-80 FT {Friction + Tractor)

MX-100(15'" Carriage)

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

Call for prices on
Ribbons, Cables and Interf aces

NEC-PC 8000
Series Microcomputer

PC-8001 A Computer w/32K
PC-8012Aw/32K + Exp. Slots

PC-8031A Dual Mini Disk

PC-8032A Add-on Mini Disk

Call for Software Prices

$888
$588
$888
$777

4114
ORDERING INFORMATION

Our order lines are open 9AM to 6PM
EST Monday thru Friday. Phone
orders are welcome; same day ship-

ment on orders placed before 10AM.
Free use of Mastercard and VISA. Per-

sonal checks require 2 weeks
clearance. Manufacturer's warranty

included on all equipment. Prices sub-

ject to revision. C.O.D.'s accepted.

For service, quality and delivery call:

PERIPHERALS UNLIMITED
(617)655-7400

62 N. Main St.» Natick, MA 01760
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BASIC is ^ not nearly as slow

as most programmers think.

BASIC Faster and Better shows you how to

supercharge your BASIC with 300 pages of

fast, functions and

subroutines.

You won't find any trivial poorly designed

'check-book balancing' programs in this

book- it's packed with useful programs.

Tutorial for the beginner, instructive for

the advanced, and invaluable for the pro-

fessional, this book doesn't just talk, . . it

shows how! All routines are also available on
disk, so that you can save hours of

keyboarding and debugging.

The # 1 disk BFBDEM contains all the

demonstration programs, and #2 BFBLIB has

all the library functions,

BASIC Faster & Better is $29.95, and the two

program disks are $19.95 each.

Get the book and/or disks from your local

IJG dealer and B. Dalton bookstores.

m
1260 W. Foothill Blvd.

Upland, California 9 1786

(714) 946-5805
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not equal June 10th, we loop

back to read another record. If

the date is June 10th, we pro-

ceed to the process block con-

taining the "change date to cur-

rent date" instruction.

The next decision branches

our program to one of three legs

depending on the value of X. All

decisions are handled by If

statements in this program. The
flowchart in Fig. 11 contains no

disconnects until the end of file.

Figure 12 is not a valid flowchart

as it has a disconnect present.

What happens if X is less than

500? A flowchart must cover all

possibilities.

In addition to offering a pic-

torial representation of the pro-

gram logic, a flowchart aids in

debugging the finished pro-

gram. A desk-check of the flow-

chart often reveals not-so-ob-

vious logic flaws. A desk check

simulates how the program will

act upon the data using sample
transactions processed against

the flowchart.

Figure 13 shows the most com-

mon flowcharting symbols. The

triangle has two meanings, de-

pending on its point direction.

When pointing up, it depicts a

sort; down, a merge. The manual

process symbol represents a

phase where human work is re-

quired. The init/term symbol
usually appears at the begin-

ning of a program, as Start,

Begin, or Initialize, or at the end

of a program, as Stop, End, or

Terminate. The small circle,

called a connector, references a

connection to another page or

portion of a flowchart where line

connection would be cumber-

some or impossible. The other

five symbols represent forms of

input or output.

Next month's article will cover

the flowchart and program nec-

essary to satisfy the require-

ments of COMS system initializa-

tion and thetesting methodology

to assure bug-free execution.

Fig. 12. Invalid Flowchart

PROCESS DECISION

( )

SORT/MERGE

MANUAL PROCESS INIT/TERM SPECIAL PROCESS

TAPE PAPER TAPE PRINTER LISTING

CONNECTOR DISK/DRUM

Fig. 13. Flowchart Symbols

PUNCH CARD



ENGINEERING
ANALYSIS & DESIGN PROGRAMS

Engineering Analysis Software supplies commercial quality analysis and

design programs lor architects and engineering consultants. All pro-

grams are available in TRS-80 (1,11,111. & 16) and CP/M (8" SD, Apple.

Northstar, 4 Omikron) tormats

EASI-PATH Protect Managemeni System ($300.00) is a data-base

oriented program which uses CPM (Critical Path Method) lo schedule

project operations against time periods and cost constraints. While the

reports generated with ihia program were designed as a tool to assure

managemeni that detailed pfoject planning is performed, it is also an

e'teclive sales tool for customer project presentations.

ST10M MC2' Struclural finiie Element Analysis ($995,00) is a data-base

oriented structural analysis program which solves plane frames, space

(rames, trusses, grids, and membrane element. The program computes

member forces, node defleclions, and restraint reactions. Additional fea-

tures include a data-base editer (to update input information), imposed

node displacements, and end moments on plane frame elements. The

semi-banded matrix solution allows large problem sizes in 64l( micro-

computers

EASI-BENDER ($795 00) Tube Bending program is an interactive pro-

gram which provides the information required to estimate and labncate

bent tube shapes [pipes and conduits) The tabulated output includes

bend angles, plane angles, clamp lengths, mandrel stops, and cut lengths

for the problems entered

Manuals w/demonstration diskette available tor above $30.00 each

Other engineering packages (MC2')

Commercial HVAC 'CL4M' ($1495,00)

Duct Design DD4M' ($265 00)

Residential HVAC'RL5M' (295,00)

Fire Sprinkler Design HP4M' ($995 00)

Steel Beam Design AISC codes
Concrete Column Design

EASI Software Inc
2 Windsor Court

Jackson, NJ 08527
VISA S MC accepted (201)367-5735

'MC2 IS the trademark (or McClintock InC

EASI Software Inc. previously known as Engineering Analysis
Software Consultants ^313

"PAC ATTACK" brought to you for

COLOR COMPUTER

Hrinl-.r InqL-lrls" 'nvitfd

WRITE' '"^

FOR
COMPLETE

INFORMATION

$24.95

COMPUTERWARE
Depl. C Box 668

I Specialists Encinitas, GA 92024 * (714)436-3512

Computerware is 3 irademark ot Computerwaie

M80
Instantaneous access to all the articles ai

programs in 80-micro* for TRS-80* user^

Fast random access retrieval.

Super fast Z80* index search and scan.

Index search by one to three criteria keys.

Help-page; displays all keys by category>^||

Hardcopy any displayed article index. :^|
Easy to use single entry menu commanc^

ARCHIVE RETRIEVAL SYSTEfV

Create and maintain your own ™
archives with aU of the above
plus: >

,4 User defined search k^^^,

o| Z80 data entry and edit r( ^ ^^

^ll Super fast in-memory key fiTetorting.'

>1^ Up to 500 model I and 1000 mo,del III

READY TO RUN DAT
No typing necessary, f^

^, Entire year of 80 microc..

1^ Covers every article and pr

S General and programmers'

.

W programs disks for use with both, of the ai

W Retrieval System 80 .-,,:• '

first or

m Retrieval System 80 29.95
yM.: . ._._.. y:^.^^;v.^5:^

44,95
, GeneralData80&8J .^^li^ffPv^^each 29.95

^^^^^/^^„

,

I'S^^. each 29.95

m Rainbow Software Services catalogue only S3.

J (Catalogue price

J For 48K 1/1112 Disk I

if MAIL ORDER
S Rainbow Sofl

^1 7070B Farrell

j Calgary, Alberta. T2H 0T2 Canada
* VISA AND MASTERCARD (

I (403) 253-6142
TRS-80 Registered Trademark of T

80-micro Registered Trademark oi

Z80 Registered Trademark of ZI LOG Corporation i^':s.'^!^i:'^

NEW DOS/80 Registered Trademark of Apparat tnt,""'.''

Dealer inquiries welcome.

CANADIAN COMPUTER SERVICES

^See List ot Advertisers on page 339 'Micro, September 1982 267



SERIES

No need to worry about data degradation.

Bit Smitten-Part II

Jay Chldsey

205 E. Adams St.

Green Springs. OH 44836

This series was formerly titled "For the

Novice. " This time Jay Chldsey talks about

heat build-up, whether leaving the TRS-80

on a long time will hurt it and turn on/turn

off shock and peripheral shock.

I

became concerned about potential heat

build-up problems in my TRS-80 after

reading an article in another microcomput-
er magazine recently. The article's author

warned of dire data degradation problems
resulting from heat build-up, and pre-

scribed mechanical solutions (some in-

volving disassembly of the computer cas-

ing and installation of a fan), v\/hich made
my non-handyperson blood run cold. I

decided to check the problem, and possi-

ble solutions, out and report to you.

The nevi/s is good. The Model II does
have a fan, because of the larger video

screen, and the Models I and III do not

because they do not need one. If the room
is properly ventilated,, with normal airflow

(whatever that is in the dead of winter),

heat build-up and data degradation should

be no problem, A manager of a Radio

Shack Computer Center says that he has
never run into this problem on any TRS-80
in his career.

How about heat build-up over time...

overnight or over several days? Does the

addition of 16 or 32 more kilobytes of

memory (upgrading to 32K or 48K) or the

addition of a printer or a disk system in-

crease heat build-up? Again, there is no

significant problem. Eight of 12 additional

RAM (Random Access Memory) chips

produce some heat, and so does the op-

eration of peripheral driver chips, but

268 • 80 Micro, Septemberl 982

this small increase is anticipated in the

system's design. I have had a program I

was working on a little at a time in my
Model I 16K for nearly a week with no

degradation problems, and one of my cor-

respondents reports having had a program
"in process" for over two weeks without

problems. Tandy researchers left a ma-

chine (Model unspecified) on for a full year

to test for program or hardware prob-

lems, and report no damage. Once the

computer has been on for an hour, says a

customer service representative from Fort

Worth, it is about as hot as it is ever going

to get (and that's not very hot).

Your TRS-80 is designed to operate

properly in the temperature range of

32-158 degrees Fahrenheit (0-70 Celsius).

Expansion Interface owners, however,

may experience some heat problems with

the Interface at high room temperatures

because two power supply transformers

are housed within it. This may cause occa-

sional trouble, most likely in the power
supply section, not in the logic circuits. In

humid areas corrosion around the screws
holding the power supply parts in place

may become a problem.

Power Surges

If not heat build-up, there is a problem

which you should be concerned about

in long on status for the computer. That

is power surges; spikes and micro-out-

ages. If a thunderstorm is coming on,

CSAVE your current program. It is a good
idea to do so in any case every time you
have spent an hour or so working on a pro-

gram. An unexpected power outage from

outside or even from a heavy surge inside

your home— a refrigerator plus air condi-

tioner or electric heater coming on at the

same time, for example— can break you
back to Memory Size in microseconds.

For this purpose you can safely rerecord

over the same tape repeatedly, first one
side and then the other (so that you always
have your first and second most recent ver-

sions of the program as a backup). It is

very convenient to use a Tandy no-leader

tape for repeated recording. Just CSAVE
and then CLOAD? to make sure you have

the program recorded properly.

Model III owners have a secondary prob-

lem with long on operation; the video

screen. When I had my Model I, I could just"

turn the video monitor unit off, and leave

the CPU/keyboard unit on. (CPU is comput-

erese for Central Processing Unit.) There is

no such handy option for Model III owners;

the keyboard and the video unit are incor-

porated into the same enclosure and elec-

trical system. You cannot turn the video

off and leave the CPU/keyboard on. I do not

want to burn the same spot(s) on my
screen overnight or for a day or more.

There is a simple, though ham-handed so-

lution. Turn brightness down to null. I pre-

fer the more elegant solution of entering a

housekeeping function at line 10000

(higher if your program runs long).

10000 CLS: X = RND(128j - 1; V = HND(48) - 1:

SET(X,Y) :FOR I
=: 1 TO 1000: NEXT: GOTO 10000

Important: Do not put a cover on yourcom-
puter while it is on. All bets are off on nor-

mal airflow and on no problem with heat

build-up if you block the ventilation holes

while the computer is operating.

Your TRS-80 is designed to be set on a

hard, flat surface. Putting it on a soft sur-

face such as a blanket or a shag rug can

block the intake slots on the bottom,

which are needed for air intake and proper

ventilation.

Povwer Consumption

You may be curious about how much
power your computer consumes, since we



are discussing the potential problems in-

volved In leaving it on over several days.

The answer is not much. Your documenta-

lion (the user's guide) for your computer

and each peripheral unit (cassette, disk

system, printer and so on) will list

specifications, and these will describe

wattage and amperage draw. For example,

the TRS-80 Model III draws 105-130 (one

respondent gives the figure 117) VAC
(Volts Alternating Current) and .83 RMS
(Root Mean Square Amperage, engineer-

ing shorthand for true current demand).

Multiply volts by amperes on each unit to

get wattage draw; that is, 117 times .83

equals 97.11 watts. The Model III burns

about as much electricity in full operation

as a 100 watt light bulb. That is the top cur-

rent draw, but in fact Models I, II or III draw

closer to 50 watts most of the time, say the

folks at Fort V/orth. You can hold your

hand over the ventilation slots and feel a

small flow of warm air, but not much. It

does not cost much to leave on.

You can check exactly how much it

costs by determining wattage draw (volts

times amperes), dividing by 1,000 to get

kilowatt draw, and multiplying by the cost

per KWH (kilowatt hour) your electric com-

pany charges. You will never find that out

from the company. Mine has a cost of 5.64

cents per KV^/H, times a fuel adjustment of

1.6793 of that total, plus a flat $4 charge

for being alive, plus a new federal sur-

charge of .0071 per KV/H. Divide the KWH
shown on any bill into the charge on that

bill for the true cost per KWH. Better yet.

type in the program shown in the listing,

get your voltage and amperage figures

from the manual and your KV\/H and

charge from a recent electric bill and find

out the easy way. This program will calcu-

late watts used and costs per hour(usually

under one cent), per day, per week and per

month. You can use it to calculate draw

and costs for any peripherals, too. Table 1

shows a sample program run to determine

the cost of operating my Model III; if your

results are much different, check your in-

put and that you have typed the program

correctly.

Line Surge

Your printer may be another matter. If it

has a fairly heavy electric draw on stand-

by, turn it off first. You should be most cau-

tious about turning your printer off while

the computer is left on. The TRS-80 manual

says you should never turn peripherals off

or on while the computer is operating lest

you destroy your program and get broken

back to the Memory Size question. I

hashed this problem over with a Radio

Shack Computer Center manager recently,

and the bottom line seems to be that the

potential problem is line surge. Older print-

ers, which ate a lot of electrical current,

often created a surge on turn off and turn on

which could zap a program, but newer,

mostly electronic printers are unlikely to

do so. I have turned my own MX-80 F/T

printer on and off a hundred times with a

program in the Model III and never

detected a hint of data degradation, let

ENTER VOLTAGE OF UNIT? 117

ENTER AMPERAGE (RMS) OF UNIT? .83

UNIT CONSUMES, IN WATTS:

97,11 PER HOUR 16314.5 PER WEEK
2330.64 PER DAY 69919.2 PER MONTH

ENTER KILOWATT HOURS FROM ELECTRIC BILL? 304

ENTER AMOUNT OF ELECTRIC BILL, $? 26.26

COST PER HOUR
COST PER DAY
COST PER WEEK
COST PER MONTH

S8.38852E-03

$.201324

$1,40927

$6.03973

Table 1

10 CLS: D=24: K=168: M=720
20 PRINT CHR$(23) @200, "ELECTRICITY USAGE AND
30 PRINT @260, "OPERATION COST CALCULATOR
40 PRINT @464, "BY JAY CHIDSEY
50 PRINT @772, "PRESS >ENTER< TO CONTINUE";:
60 CLS: INPUT "ENTER VOLTAGE OF UNIT"; V
70 INPUT "ENTER AMPERAGE (RHS) OF UNIT"; A
80 PRINT: W = V * A
90 PRINT, " UNIT CONSUMES, IN WATTS:
100 PRINT CHR$(204) W "PER HOUR" ,

" " W *

110 PRINT CHR5(202) W * D "PER DAY" ,
" " W

120 PRINT: INPUT "ENTER KILOWATT HOURS FROM ELECTRIC BILL"; KH

130 INPUT "ENTER AMOUNT OF ELECTRIC BILL, $"; EB
140 PRINT: W = W/1000: C = EB/KH

: REM CALCULATES COST PER KILOWATT HOUR
150 PRINT , "COST PER HOUR $" W * C

160 PRINT , "COST PER DAY $" W * C * D
170 PRINT . "COST PER WEEK 5" W * C * K

180 PRINT . "COST PER MONTH S" W * C * H

Program Listing

INPUT Y

K "PER WEEK
* M "PER MONTH

alone a zap of the whole program.

A Final Concern

A General Electric engineer, high up in

GE's lamp bulb operation, once told me
that the shock of turning on a light bulb

took as much off its burn life as 24 hours of

continuous operation. I have checked this

potential problem of on/off shock versus

burn time with several people at Tandy.

Because of the tiny amperage involved in

microchip operation, the shock of turn on

and off is miniscule, and so also is the

damage done to the chip by long opera-

tion. It is apples and oranges to compare a

tungsten filament with a microchip. The

surge when you turn on your computer is

absorbed by a combination of the power

transformer, the diodes, filter capacitors

and voltage regulators. In the Model I very

little gets through to the chips, and in the

Model III, with its switching power supply,

the protection is better yet. The shock to a

video screen (your monitor) is more signifi-

cant than that to the semiconductor

devices in the computer, but the wattage is

so low that this is not a major problem

either.

If you have had any problems or bad ex-

periences in data degradation or crashes

or in any of the other potential problems

discussed above, send me your sad tale at

the address above. This is an information

column for apprentice programmers, and

the more problems we hear about, the bet-

ter we can do.H

TRS-80™ Model 1 & 3
SYSTEM DIAGNOSTIC $99.95

Tests for every component of your TRS-80

Model 1 or 3; ROM, RAM, Video Display,

Keyboard, Line Printer, Cassette Recorder,

Disk Drives, RS-232 Interface.

SMART TERMINAL $69.95

Model II Version (CP/M only) ...$79.95

The intelligent telecommunication pro-

gram. Automatic transmission and recep-

tion of data. True BREAK key. Complete
character mapping, lower case. Cassette

and disk files compatible with both

SCRIPSIT'" and Fleclric Pencil".

MONITOR #4 .^ $49.95

Disassembler; memory displays; move,
search, modify memory; read and write

machine languaj^e tassettcs; object code
relocator; hexadecimal arithmetic; disk

file and seclor input and output; RS-232

communications. (Models 1 and 3 only.)

SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING
Disk version $49.95

Cassette version $29.95

Based on Dome Bookkeeping record,

keeps track of income, expenditures, and

payroll for smaif business (up to 16 em-
ployees). Cassette version does not

contain payroll.

Specify Model number
Send S.A.S.E. for EREE Catalogue

Add $3.00 for postage and handling.

HOWE SOFTWARE
14 Lexington Road, New City NY 10956

(914) 634-1821 ^'?s

TKS-BO is a registered trademark of Tandy ( orp.

^See List ot Advertiseis on page 339 80 Micro. Septemberl982 • 269



BUSINESS

LOAD 80

Produce custom-designed forms.

Order Form

Albert J. Wright

8907 Silver Creek Road
Fort Worth, TX 76108

iam forever losing order blanks.

Some order forms have blanks

too small to write in.

Order Form, w/ritten in Basic,

Is easily customized for any

application.

If, like me, you use blank

paper, remove the REM state-

Program Listing 1

10 REM - ORDER FORM - BY A.J. WRIGHT
20 REM - FOR SHALL BUSINESSES AND PERSONAL USE
30 REM - WILL LIST EACH ITEM , NUMBER ORDERED, PRICE EACH
40 REM - AND TOTAL, IT WILL THEN TOTAL THE ITEMS PRICE
50 REM - LET YOU ADD POSTAGE OR SHIPPING CHARGES AND TOTAL
60 REM - THE ENTIRE BILL FOR YOU. YOU THEN MfiY PRINT IT OUT
70 REM - EITHER ON YOUR OWN INVOICF.E OR IT HILL CUSTOMIZE
80 REM - YOUR OWN INVOICE FOR YOU.
98 '

lee CLEAR ISISB : DEFINT B-Z ; L = 15 : DIM AS ( L) ,PE t [L) , tJl (L) ,T# {D
:i0 REM - INITILIZE ORDERING DATA
120 CLS: PRINTe20,'O RDER FORM": PRINT
130 PRINT'TO BE ORDERED FROM ~

140 PRINT-COMPANY NAME : 'j

150 GOSUB 1140 ; CS=RS ! PRINT
160 PRINT"STREET ADDRESS ! ',-!

170 GOSUB1140 : SJ-RS ! PRINT
180 PRINT'CITY, STATE, ZIP ! "j:

190 GOSUB1140 : 2S-RS ; PRINT
200 CLS ; FOR J=1T03 : PRINTJ;
210 PFINTJ; "STREET ADDRESS :

"

220 PRINTJ; "CITY, STATE, ZIP : "

: PRINT
KEH - COMPANY YOU ARE ORDERING FROM

REM - THEIR STREET ADDRESS

REM - THEIR CITY, STATE, ZIP (NO COMMAS)

;CS:J=J+1COMPANY NAME
SS:J=J+1
Z5

PRINTilNPUT "IS THIS CORRECT lY/K)";YSi REM - ERROR TRAP
IF LEFTS(YS,11="Y" GOTO 290
IF LEFTS|yS,l>="N" THEN INPUT "WHICH NUMBER NEEDS COSRERCTING ?";CC

260 IF CC=1 THEN CS="
270 IF CC=2 THEN S$-'
2B0 IF CC=3 THEN ZS='

|!GOSUB114e!CS=RS:GOTO2e0
;:GOSUB1140:SS=R3;GOTO200
; ;GOSUB1140:Z5»RS:GOTO2a8

•ft)i! REM - POSTAGE OR SHIPPING CH

PRINT "COMPANY NAME
PRINT "STREET ADDRESS
PRINT "CITY, STATE, ZIP

290 CLS ; PRINT"ITEMS FROM WHAT SOURCE ?(CATALOG, AD EIC .

}

360 GOSUB 1140 : DS=R5 : PRINT
310 PRINT "DATE";
320 GOSUB1140 : BE=RS : PRINT
330 PRINT "INVOICE NOl";
340 GOSUB1140 : IS=RS
350 FOR L=lrol5
360 CLS iPRINT'ITEM : ";: REM - INPUT ITEM ORDERED DATA AND PRICE
370 GOSUB1140 : AS(L)=RS : PRINT
380 IF AS(L)-CHRS113)GOTO430t REM - IF THROUGH GOTO POSTAGE ROUTINE
390 INPUT'PRICE EA.";PE#(L)
400 IHPUT'NUMBER EA.';NI[L1
410 Tt lL)=PEt [L) *N1(L) i GOSUB498
420 NEXT L
430 CLS ! INPUT-POETAGE OR SHIPPING CHARGE
ARGE
440 PH^PttUt
450 REM - ENTER METHOD OF PAYMENT SUCH AS;

"TO BE CHARGED TO MASTERCARD I 231-121221-33211'.
460 PRINT "METHOD OF PAYMENT {ENCLOSED / TO BE CHARGED)"
470 G0SUB114e ; PS=RS : PRINT
4 80 GOTO67
490 Tl#-P#
500 Pt-Tl*+T*(L)
510 CLS : FOR J=IT03 : PRINTJ ;" ITEM :";AS|L) :J-J+1
520 PRINTJj'PRICE EA : " ; PE* |LI : J^ J+1
530 PRINTJ; "NUMBER EA : " ; Nl ( L)
540 PRINT"TOTAL";P*
550 REM - ERROR TRAP FOR ITEMS, NUMBER EA. AND PRICE
560 PRINTilNPUT "IE THIS ENTRY CORRECT [VN1";CRS
570 IF LEFTS(CRS,1)="Y" THEN RETURN
580 IF LEFTS(CRS,1>="N" THEN INPUT"WHICH NUMBER NEEDS CORRECTING ?' ;CC
590 IF CC-1 THEN AS1L)="" : PRINT "ITEM : " ; :GOSUB1140 ; A? ( LI =RS!GOTO510
600 IF CC-2 OR CC-3 THENT#-0 ; Pt-P(-T#(L)
610 IF CC=2 THEN PEI |L] =0 ; INPUT'PRICE EA :";PE#(L)
620 IF CC-3 THEN N1(L)=0! INPUT "NUMBER EA :"fNl(L]
630 IF CC<1OHCC>3THEN490

'ENCLOSED {CHECK I-)" OR

Program continues

ments in lines 740-780 and in-

sert your own data, i center my

logo, but you may prefer to ex-

periment before setting the fi-

nal tabs in these lines.

LPRINT statements are all

tabbed to eight since my prin'ier

does not have an adjustable

tractor.

The Program

To run the program, simply

answer each question as it ap-

pears on the screen. Several error

trapping routines are built Into

the program.

The program accepts only 15

items. If you are going to order

half the items in a catalog, redl-

mension the variables in lines

100, 350, and 910.

You w\\\ first be asked the

company's name, their street ad-

dress, city, state and zip code.

You can use commas and semi-

colons. The input for everything

except Price Ea. and Number Ea.

is an INKEY$ routine.

The screen v^ill clear and the

data w\\\ appear w/ith the ques-

tion "Is this correct? {YIN)." The

error trap allows you to correct

faulty data.

The program w\i\ query you for

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I or III

16K RAM
Any DOS
Printer
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Probably To Make Things Easier.

Well, shouldn't the software you purchase unleash all the power of

your computer!

Why spend hours configuring your system to do the things Multidos

does automatically?

INTERPRETS
READS

COMPENSATES
DISPLAYS

SENSES
CHECKS

EXECUTES
DETERMINES

CALCULATES

MAINTAINS
PREVENTS
DISABLES
TOTALS
DUMPS

a single key stroke to get a directory from the 'DOS READY' mode.

standard purchased copies of DBLDOS'-, DOSPLUS, LDOS™, NEWDOS/80, and
TRSDOS-.
MODEL III and MODEL I

- SINGLE and DOUBLE DENSITY

for CPU speeds of 1 ,77 MHz to 5.32 MHz even during DISK I/O,

the DIRECTORY (alphabetically) on the target diskette after a menu driven PURGE
or COPY,

the extra lowercase RAM chip and self-modifies to give you lowercase. (MODEL I)

for the same LRL before appending files.

a machine language program under the control of DEBUG.

if sufficient free space is present on the destination diskette before any writes are

made during COPY.

an effective TOPMEM for 100% complete DOS command execution from within

BASIC,

the DATE on simple re-boots.

a system hand — even without a diskette in drive zero.

interrupts when CLOAD, CSAVE, or SYSTEM is keyed In. (MODEL I)

the free space on all mounted diskettes.

graphics without any patches or system options.

AUTOMATICALLY * AUTCmiATICALLY * AUT
Coming Soon: 'EASY ZAP'!

VioA a MasterCard
WELCOMED

Foreign Orders Add$10.00

* For Model I Orders Only •

Please specify Single, Double
or P Density.

Cosm

ORDERS —

«)nics Corporation
P.O. BOX 89

PLYMOUTH, MICHIGAN 48170

*•*•****

^79 95

— TECHNICAL INFORMATION ~

Cosmopolitan Elactronlcs Corporation
C/O VERNON HESTER

42403 Old Bridge Road • Canton, Ml 48188 (313)397-3126

NOW AVAILABLE FROM

Plus $3.00 For
Shipping & Handling

Michigan ResklsntB

Add 4% Sales Tax

C.O.D. Orders Add $1.50

Personal Checks Take
2 Weeks To Clear

ABC SALES
13349 Michigan Aver

Dearljom. Michigan 4£

(313)581-2896

COMPUTER SHACK
ue 1691 Fason
126 Ponliac. Michigan 48054

{313)673-2224

POWER SOFT
1 1 500 Slemmons Eipressway

Dallas Te<as 75229
(214)484-2976

BYTES & NAILS
5110 6lh Avenue

Sioux City. Iowa51106
[712)274-2348

SIMUTEK Conrpuiet Prod .

4877 Easi Soeedway
Tucson, AZ 85712
(602)323-9391

MICRO PROG-80
PO B016O6

Stinnymead. CA 92388
(714)653-9429

lintBirlrl triirltimiifk Of Tandy Corp
v.- 58

-See Lisi ol Aavenisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 271



the source of the items you are

ordering, such as "ad in 80 Mi-

cro" or '-'your catalog #301."

Limit yourself to 28 char-

acters.

Line 310 asks you for the date

and line 330 asks for an invoice

number. I use an invoice number

to have a reference when writing

the company about an order. De-

lete this if you desire.

Lines 350-660 are where you

Input the items you are ordering,

their price and the number you

want. You are given a running

cost total as each item is en-

tered. The Item question should

be limited to 24 characters or

less.

Anothererrortrapping routine

keeps me from getting carried

away. I set a total amount for

each order and quit even if it

means deleting the last items.

To end ordering, answer the

Item question with the enter

key. Line 380 moves you along

to the Postage question to use

for either postage or shipping

charges. If the items are prepaid

Program continued

640 T»1L)=PE4(L)*N1(I.)
650 GOTO4 90
660 RETURN
670 INPUT-READY TO PRINT (Y/Nj'jZZS: REM - EXIT IF NO HARDCOPY WANTED
680 IF LEFTS(ZZE,1)="N" THEN 698 ELSE 7*0
690 INPUT'CANCEL ORDER (Y/N]";XS! REM - CANCEL ORDER IF YOU

CHANGE YOUR MIND OR FIND MAJOR ERROR
700 IF LEFTE(XS,l)="f THEN 1120
710 IF LEFTE|XS,1)="W THEN 670
720 'LPRINT ROUTINE FOR ORDER FORM DATA - DELETE LINES 520-590

IF USING RREPFINTED INVOICES.
730 REH - USE TABS TO CENTER YOUR LOGO IN THE CENTER OF THE PAGE,
740 'l.PRINTTAB(PRINT) - YOUR COMPANY OR PERSONA NAME
750 'LPRINTTAB(r) - MTH: YOUR NAME IF COMPANY NAME USED OTHERWISE DELETE THIS L
INE
760 'LPRINTTAB(?) - YOUR ADDRESS INSERTED HERE
770 'I,PRINTTAB{7) - YOUR CITY, STATE AND ZIP CODE HERE
780 'LPRINTTAB(?1 - YOUR AREA CODE AND PHONE NUMBER 00 HERE
790 LPRINTSTRING$(2,138)
800 I,PRINTTAli(81 'TO: ";CS: REM - FROM WHOM ORDERED
810 LPFINTTAB113) SS: REM - THEIR ADDRESS
820 LPRINTTAB(13) ZS: REM - THEIR CITY STATE AND ZIP
830 LPRINTSTRINGS(2,1381 : REM - ADJUST FOR PRE-PRINTED FORMS,
840 LPRINT BTR1NGS{B0,'-") : REH - DELETE FOR PRE-PRINTED FORMS.
850 LPR1WTTAB(8) "INVOICE NUMBER " ; IS;TAB(35) "DATE ; 'jB?
860 LPRINTSTRINGS(e0, "-•) ! REM - DELETE FOB PEE-PRINTED FORMS.
870 LPRINTCHRS(138)
USB LPRINTTAB(e) ' PLEASE SHIP THE FOLLOWING ITEMS FROM ";DS:

REH - ALLOWS 24 SPACES FOR SOURCE OF ITEMS.
890 LPRINTTAB(81 "TO THE ABOVE ADDRESS. " :GOTO 900
900 LPRINTCliRS(13B)
910 FOR L=1T015
920 IF AS(L)=^CHRS{I31 THEN 970
930 REM - LPRIHTS OUT THE ORDERING INFORMATION BY ITEM AND COST
940 LPRIHTTAB(10)L; . ";AS(L) ;

' " ;TAB ( 40] USING"I» '
; Nl ( r.l ;

950 LPRINT" EA, ? " ; : T.PRINTUSING" 55«## . Itt "
; PE# (LI ,Ti (L)

960 NEXT L
970 LPRINTCHRS{13e)
980 IF US=0THEN GOTO1010
990 LPRINrTAB(ei 'POSTAGE " ; : LPRINTUSING" SS* t . ##" ; U*
1000 REH - ADDS IN POSTAGE TO TOTAL AND GIVES METHOD OF PAYMENT
1010 LPRINTTAB(e) "PAYMENT OF " ; : LPRINTUSING" ES*** . ##" ; Pf ; iLPRINT" IS "jPS
1020 LPRIWTCHRS[13e)
1930 LPRINTTAB(8) "TliANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME, AND SERVICE ." :GOTO 1 REM - OPT IONA

1040 LPEINTSTRINGS(2-138)
1050 'LPRINTTAB(8) "YOURS TRULY"; REM - OPTIONAL
1060 LPRINTSTRINGS(3,138)
1070 'LPRIKTTAB(?) - YOUR NAME OB NAME OF PURCHASING AGENT
1930 LPRINTSTRING5(3,138)

Program continues

PRINTERS

COOSOL COMPUTER PRODUCTS

IBM/NEC 12'C0L0R
CHARACTER DISPLAY

EPSON MX70 $299
EPSON MX80GRAFTRAX CALL
EPSON MX80F/TGRAFTRAX CALL
EPSON MXlOOGRAFTRAX-f CALL
NEC PC-8023A-C $500
OKIDATA 82A, . . .$499,83A $739
C.ITOH 851GP. . . .519 3510K $549
TALLYMT1602OR5 $1495
TALLyMT-!802 0R5 $1795
NEC3510-], 3515.1,3530-1 $1795
NEC 77101, 7715-1, 7730-1 . $2495
NEC 7720!, 77251 $2995
CITOHFPi500 25PU,H.ORQ $1350JC-12O2DH
CITOHFP1500 25RU ... $1450
C ITCH FP 1500 45PU OR Q $1795

C.ITOH FP I5D045RU $1995
DIABLO

630R132. ..$2,395, • 630R101 .. ., $1749
630R104. ...$2,395, • 630K104 $2949

High-Resolution Display By NEC
The JC-1202DH features high resolution for a 2.000-

character display capacity (SO characters x 25 lines].

JC1202DH Color Character Display unit is designed for

both character and graphics It operates with a TTL level

video signal in combination with a micio computer
system.

R.G.B Direct Drive System
Sharper, clearer pictures result from separate R G
V H. sync video input signals

TELEVIDEQ TERMINALS
• 910C .,.$595 • 912C ..

• 920C ,,$750 • 950C ....

• COMREX ANONEC -.

• ADDS Viewpoint WB2101 or W82102

and

$799

CALL

$595

NEC COMPUTER

ABOVE NEC 8000 SYSTEM
NEC Computer PC-8001A

.

NEC I/O Unit PC-8012A ..

NEC I/O Port PC-8033A
. .

NEC Disk Drive PC-8031A

NEC Disk Drive PC-8032A

NEC Dot Printer PC-8023A-C

NECGR Monitor JB-I201

NEC COL Monitor JC1202 .

NEC Accessories & Softv^are

OTHER COMPUTERS
• ALIOS MILi/Floppy/Harddisk . .

• ADDS Computer Systems
• ATARI Computer" and Accessories

• SANYO Computer

62,345

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

CALL

Calif. (714) 545-2216

COOSOL. mC. P.O. BOX 743, ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA 92805-0743 ^105
(800) 854-8498

n r-tiini iiiiim iiiii n i
m n i iniaaifTiiinTM-M—i
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COMPUl
^ WORD PROCESSING

#HE SUPER "COLOR" WRITER II >
'>^ni1iKlonNfJ^rocessor that re-wrote the book on Word Processing

The Super "Color" Writer is a FAST, machine code, full featured.

character (screen) oriented word processing system for the TfiS-80(TM)

Color Computet and ANY printer The video display is styled after a

ptotessional phosphor (green characters on black background) display

for hours of use without eye fatigue {optional orange on black). The unique

.print WINDOW frees you from 32. 51 or 64 character lines FOREVER! This

"window can be moved anywhere in the text file, up, down, left or right to

; display the text as it will be printed without wasting paper. You can create

or edit Super "Color" Terminal files, ASCII files. BASIC programa^^,,

'. Editor/Assembler source listings. It's simple enough for beginners with 4K

and .tor the professional writer with a 32K disk system and a lot to say.

;
there s plenty of room to say It! "

, ':-a.-

; COMPARISON CHAflt SUPER COLOR WRITER . < ^l^B^
" ""^

..System Size- ., ^:
.

^
'

'. .,""'^4K? -t^^.^:^ ^,:-:.--^'^'ri'' - 0.. -.„... ^- .

;.TAPE Texi spaa))
^

'."j -'/^^Nff .- :i,^-.y::^>l0'---vx.^k{::'-'^. .liSH',-^:'

:
" COMMUNICATIONS ^^

> ^
>?^E SUPER "COLOR" TERMINAL
Time Share. Smart Terminal. High-speed Data X'fer & Video

The Super "Color" Terminal turns the Color Computer into a Super-sm^rt

terminal with all the features ol VIDEOTEX(TM) plus much moi*.

COMMUNICATE With Dow Jones & CompuServe and with computers like

the TRS-80{TM) MODEL I. II, III, APPLE etc.. via moden or RS-232 direct!

Save the tJaJ^ tQ-UIpe or p''int it! Reduces ON—LINE cost to.* ini|*Mn»Bl!

FEATURES
10 buffer size settings from 2-30K • Buffer full indicator • Lprints buffer

contents • Full 128 ASCII keyboard •Compatible with Super "Color" Writer

files • UPLOAD & DOWNLOAD ASCII files, Machine Language & Basic

programs* Set RS-232 parameters "Duplex: Half/Full "Baud Rate: 110,

300, 600, 1200. 2400. 4800»Word Lengths: 5, 6. 7or 8«Parity: Odd, Evenpr,,

None • Slop Bits: 1-9 • Local linefeeds to screen • Tape save & load for

"ASCII tiles, Machine code & Basic programs • Unique clone feature for

.^pppying any tape

Super "Color" Terminal Disk

5.JI

EdK any ASCII Fite -
'

' ' YES ' "" '" NO

The ligures speak for themselves and with professional features like

PROGRAMMABLE function string commands to perform up to 28

commands automatically, PROGRAMMABLE text file chaining,

PROGRAMMABLE column insert & delete, and right hand
JUSTIFICATION with punctuation precedence, the choice is clear but

there's still rnore! .
^

'^:

ThA SupfMfCO^W^^MiV tal^cs full advantage of the new breed of "smart{,
;;

:''^Qif,0i'^fe.0 & normal operations • 32K Compatible • Window • Key beep

- »tfEl!p-tatife • 1 28 character ASCII & graphics • Memory left • Lower case

Full cursor control •Quick paging •Scrolling* Word wrap around 'Tabs

• Repeat all functions • Repeat last command • insert character & line •

Delete character, delete to end of line, line to cursor, line & block • Block

i
move, copy & delete • Global Search, Excfiange & Delete • Merge or

Append files • Imbed Control Codes in text • Underline • Superscripts •

Subscripts • Headers, Footers & 2 Auxiliary footnotes on odd, even or all

pages definable position • Flush right • Non-breakable space • 4 centering

modes- 5,8.3. 10 & 16 7 (CPI) 'Full page & print formatting in text • Single

sheet pause • Set Page length • Line length, Line spacing. Margins, page

numbers^Ti1lepages*Printerbaud: 110,300,600, 1200,2400 'Linefeeds

on disk to perform repetitive log-on tasks and send short messages (up tQ

255 bytes) * Programmable prompts for send next line • Selectable

character trapping • Set printer line length • Pagination • Linefeed with CH
option • Printer Baud: 110, 300, 600. 1200 & 2400 • Documentation. \J:,

TAPE $39.95 ROM PAK $49.95 DISK $69.^;
Documentation only, $4.00 Refundable with purcti^t^. . . ,

. ' t

'l^^lv' ' ROMPAK kits' .^^v'''!-- \ Jh!^

'Wusing to fit the rom porl, $24,95

2716 2K 5v EPROM $5-95 «p, ^JiK Static RAM ^j^«|^;

FEATURING GREAT GRAPHICS & SOUND!
ADVENTURE 3-PAK Requires 16K Extended Basic. JAPE S24.9S

This TRILOGY OF 3-D FANTASY GAMES takes you to the WORLD
UNDER THE CIMEEON MOON. Engage in ritual combat with Tooamoath

Narthokc Monsters and skilled warriors Advance in rank with play

experience Then adventure through DAZMAR'S UNDERWORLD OF

DOOM to the forbidden ruins of Castle Argaan Search for the Eye of

Dazmar while avoiding the sorceror s intricate traps. Survivors must tN^rt

;?: V SUPER 'COLOR' WRITER DISK ^ >- *^

((d^>QBr.fion of the Super "Color" Writer works with the TRS-60C Disk

^.'^^ySHfin and has all the features listed above plus many more! Use with up

>.;.k..^O.'toyr Disk Drives. Includes an extended HELP table you can access at

'.-"any time Call a directory, print FREE space, Kill disk files and SAVE and

LOAD text files you ve created all from the Super "Color" Writer. Print,

mergeor append any Super "Color" Terminal file. ASCII file, BASIC

• features for more control over your printer ^cj ,PRQ(^RAMMABLE

%, '-U ',,: -;'i,.,;';Hl^(itei|;Comprehensive operators manual.

> ROM PAK $74.95 DISK $99^.
"''.,

. ',., V
' /'MarUlM'i^ S^ 00 Refundable with purchase i' 1%

'ecKs C O.D oroers add .'-,'.•'-!'";„.;.';>•'''"'

VEGAS 5-PAK Requires 16K Extended Basic TAPE $19.95

The THRILLS OF A VEGAS CASINO at home. Five action packed Vegas

games for up to four players: CASINO CRAPS' 21 ' ONE AHMED BANDIT
* UP & DOWN THE RIVER * KENO. Bank tracks players winnings from

game to game • realistic cards • regulation tables • boards • authentic

sounds • lively graphics • pffjcisl rules in each gam^.

C0MBAT3-PAK .i-V'^''"'
''--'- -''•'''--—-" --^

sound of LASER FIRE, CANNONS and PHOTON TORPEDOES
9.1.0 TANK COMBAT five terrains • the exnerienced arcade olaver can

design combat scenario. STELLAR BATTLE pilot a Flex-Wing Fighter at

incredible speeds in enemy space taking out Dorian Tye Fighters

defending the Imperial Star Fortress GALACTIC BLOCKADE maneuver

your craft in a course that boxes your opponent but avoid cosmic dejt^''

aiD:d.tt().§tJle space probes'
. ,r jj,,. .V-kT":'';



answer the question with enter.

Next you are a5l<ed for meth-

od of payment. Answer with "en-

closed (check #123)" or "to be

charged to MCACC#213-12232-
483-1." Again iimit yourself to

40 characters or iess.

Now the program asks if you

are ready to print your order. If

you answer no, It asks If you

want to cancel the order. An-

swering no returns you to the

print question again. Make sure

your printer Is on and the paper

set when you answer Y, because

your order Immediately prints.

When your order form is com-

pleted, the program asks if you

want another copy of the order.

You can print as many as you

like. If you answer no, the pro-

gram asks if you have another or-

der to make. Answering no exits

the program. Answering yes re-

starts you at the beginning.

Special instructions can be

entered at Remarks Or Reply

after completing the order. If

you use a lot of special instruc-

tions, or have a special shipping

address, these lines are easily

added to the program.

For preprinted order forms,

adjust the tabs and linefeeds to

your form and delete any unnec-

essary Information.

Albert J. Wright is director of

8 small software and hardware

development company which is

a division of Personal Computer

Service, Las Cruces, NM.

Program continued

1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
(RSI
1170
(8)T
1180
1190
1200

LPRINTTABI6) 'REMARKS OR REPLY IF ANY:": REM - OPTIONAL
CLS:INPUT"ANOTHER COPY ?(Y/N)";YS
IF'LErTS(yS,l)="Y"GOTO 740
INPUT "AHOTHER INVOICE 7(Y/H)"tZlS
IF LEFTS(Z1S,1)="Y"THEN 100 ELSE CLS : END
REM - INPUT ROUTINE
RS = '" :PRINT" ";CHRS(95) ,-

IFTS-CHRS{e) AND LEN(R?j >1THENR5=LEFTS(RS,LEN|R5)-2)ELSEIFTS:-CHHS{8) AND LEN
<2THENRS=LEFTS(RS,LEN(R$j-lj : PRINTCHRS 1 8) ;" "(CHHS195> ;

TS=INKEYS : IFTS="" THEN 1178 ELSE IF TS=CHRS113) THEN 1190 ELSE IF TS-CHR?
lENPRINT CHRS(e) ;CHRS(95) ;

PRINTCHRS{e) ;TS;CHRS(95) ; ;RS=RS+TS:GOTO1160
IFTS=CHRS113) AND RS="THEK RS-CHRS[13j
PRINTCHRS(a) ; : RETURN

PERSONAL COMPUTER SERUICE OF TEXAS
ATTN: A.J. WRIGHT

8907 SILVER CREEK RD.
FT. WORTH, TX. 76108

S17 Z16-2879

to: acme DISKETTES INC.
BOX 76
ANYWHERE USA DOOOO

INUOICE NUMBER B1&18~1 DATE : 18 JUNE 1981

PLEASE SHIP THE FOLLOWING ITEMS FROM YOUR YOUR EATALDG *X?X
TO THE ABOyE ADDRESS.

1 .5 l/'\' SS/SD DISKETTES 20 E*^. g *2.30 t'lA.OO
2 .MINI-DISK HEAD CLEANER 1 EA. $25.00 S25.0Q

POSTAGE »3.50
PAYMENT OF *7<(.50 IS TO BE CHARGED TO MC*21 0-2315-21 EXP 6/f

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND SERVICE.

YOURS TRULYf

ALBERT J. WRIGHT

REMARKS OR REPLY IF ANY!

Example 1. Completed Order Form

WtiatisGMNITERM?

OMNITERM is a professional commLinicatioiis pacjogefpr Ihe TfiS-80 ttiat allows

you to tasily communicate and transfer files or programs with almost any other

computer. We've never found a computer tliat OMNITERM can't work with, it's a

complete package because it incliides not only ttie terminal program itself, but also

conversion utilities, a text editor, special csnliguration lllas, serisus

documentation and serious support.

Why do I need It?

You Med OMNITERM if you need to communicate efticientiy witli many different

computers, or if you want to customize your TRS-80 for use with one particular

computer. Vou need OMNITERM to SOLVE your communications problems once

and for all.

What do I get?

The OMNITERM package includes the OMNITERM terminal program, four

conversion utilities, a text editor, and setting files for use with popular computers

sucli as CompuServe, the Source, and Oow Jones — just as samples of wtiat you can

Indbergh Syt

Terminal Package
do for the computer you want to work with. The package includes sn programs, seven

data files and real documentation: a 76-page manual that lias been called "tfie best-In

the industry." And OMNITERM comes with real user support. We can be reached

via CompuServe, Source, piione, or mail to promptly answer your questions about using

What do I need to use OMNITERM?

A Model I or Model III TRS-80, at least 32K of memory, one disk, and the RS-232

interface, or Microconneclion modem OMNITERM works with all ROMs and DOSes.

and will work with your special keyboard drivers.

What will It do?

OMNITERM allows you to translate any character goinq to any device' printer screen,

disk, keylioard. or communications line, giving you complete control and allowing you to

redefine tiie cliaracter sets of all devices It will let you transfer data, and run your

printer while connected for a record of everything that happens OMNITERM can

reformat your screen so that BO, 32. orC column lines are easy to read and look neat on

your TRS-80 screen It even lets you get on remote computers with )ust one keystroke'

The program lets yon send special characters, echo characters, count UART errors

configure your UART send True Breaks and use lower case It accepts VIDEOTEX codes

giving you full cursor control. It will even let you review text that has scrolled off

Ihe screen! Best of all. OMNITERM will save a special file witli all your changes so you

S7 41 Fairhill Road, Holden, MA 01520 (617) 852-0233

can quickly use OMNITERM for any

one of many different computers by

loading the prooer tile. It's easy to use

since it's menu driven, and gives yoo a

full status disolay so you can examine

and change everything.

'OMNITERM lias my vote as the top

TRS-80 terminal program available today"

Kilobaud Microcomputing. June 1981,

pages 16-19.

OMNITERM is 195 (plus shipping if

COD) Call for 24 hour shipment. Manual

alone $15, applied toward complete pack-

age. Visa. M/C, and COD accepted, MA

residents add 5% tax. Dealer inquiries

invited

Contact Lindbergh Systems for your

custom programming needs We are

expert at writing software to work with

VOUR hardware in assembler, high-level

language, or Forth.

y' 135

Source TCASIS tepiiSetve i03i0.26? TRS^Iisa '"ot landyCorp
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MACRO-SOC
The Micro Works is pleased to announce the release ot its disk-based editor.

macro assembler and monitor, written for Color Computer by Andy Phelps. THIS

IS IT — The ultimate programming tool!

The powerful 2-pass macro assembler features conditional assembly, local labe's,

include files and cross referenced symbol tables. MACRO-SOC supports the

complete Motorola 6809 instruction set in standard source format. There are no

changes, constraints or shortcuts in the source language definition. Incorporating

all of the features of our Rompack-based assembler (SDS80C), MACRO-SOC con-

tains many more useful instructions and pseudo-ops which aid the programmer

and add power and flexibility.

The screen-oriented text editor is designed for efficient and easy editing of

assembly language programs. The "Help Key" feature makes it simple and fun to

learn to use the editor. As the editor requires no line numbers, you can use the

arrow keys to position the cursor anywhere in the file. MACRO-80C allows global

changes and moving/copying blocks of text. You can edit lines ol assemt]ly

source which are longer than 32 characters.

DCBUG is a machine language monitor which allows examining and altering of

memory, setting break points, etc-

The editor, assembler and monitor— as well as sample programs — come on one

Radio Shack compatible disk. Extensive documentation included. Macro-80c

Price: $99,95

SDSaOC — Our famous editor, assembler and monitor in Rompack. Complete

manual included. Price: $89.95

PARALLEL PRINTER INTERFACE — Serial to parallel converter allows use ot ah

standard parallel pnnlers. You supply printei cable P180C Price: $69,95

MICROTEXT — Get printouts while using your modemi Also download to cassette

Genera purpose terminal Rompack, Price: $59.95

YOU NEED COLOR FORTH!!
Why? "Forth is faster to program in than Basic

•Fortti IS easier to learn than Assembly Language

•Forth executes in less time than Basic

Forth is a highly interactive language like Basic, with structure like Pascal and

execution speed close to that of Assembly Language. The Micro Works Color Forth

is a Rompack containing everything you need to run Forth on your Color Computer.

Color Forth consists of the standard FORTH Interest Group (FIG) implementation of

the language plus most of FORTH-79. It has a super screen editor with split

screen display. Mass storage is on cassette. Color Forth also contains a

decompiler and other aids ior learning the inner workings of this fascinating lan-

guage. It will run on 4K, 16K, and 32K computers. Color Forth contains 10K of

ROM. leaving your RAM tor your programs! There are simple words to effectively

use the Hi-Res Color Computer graphics, joysticks, and sound. The 112-paqe

manual includes a glossary of the system-specific words, a lull standard FIG

glossary and complete source listing. COLOR FORTH -;-. THE BEST' From the

leader in Forth, Talbot Microsystems. Price: $109.95

GAMES
Star Blaster — Blast your way through an asteroid tield in this action-packed Hi-

Res graphics game. Available in ROMPACK; requires 16K. Price: $39.95

Pac Attack — Try your hand at this challenging game by Computerware, with

tantastic graphics, sound and action! Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24.95

Berserk — Have fun zapping robots with this Hi-Res game by Mark Data

Products. Cassette requires 16K. Price: $24,95

Adventure — Black Sanctum and Callxto Island by Mark Data Products. Each

cassette requires 16K. Price: $19,95 each

Cave Hunter - Experience vivid colors, bizarre sounds and errie creatures in hot

pursuit as you wind your way through a cave maze in search of gold treasures.

This exciting Hi-Res game by Mark Data Products requires 16K lor cassette

version. Price: $24.95

THE Also available: Machine language Monitor * 2-pass Disassembler * Books •
Memory Upgrade Kits * Parts and Services • Call or write tor information

P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR CA .-Jen '
! A

California Residents add 6% Tax

IVIaster Charge/Visa and
COD Accepted

"!4 94P ^40*^

•^See List ol Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 275



GAME
/— .%

LOAD 80

In this game, it's a sin to make a triangle.

The Game of SIM

Stephen Radin

751 Bard Avenue

Staten Island, NY 10310

Sim is a pencil and paper

game similar to Tic Tac Toe

or Battleship. It has been en-

joyed by many who were ex-

posed to it through mathematics

periodicals and booklets, but has

gone almost unnoticed by the

general public. Sim was Intro-

duced by Gustavus J. Simmons

in the Journal of Recreational

Mathematics, April 1969. It was

further enhanced by John H.

Nairn and A.B. Sperry in the

same periodical four years

later (Vol. 6, Number 4, in the

fall of 1973).

Sim was originally designed

to be played on paper with col-

ored pencils. This TRS-80 ver-

sion uses two different graphic

characters for the pencils and a

screen for paper.

The game is played by two op-

ponents who in turn connect

vertices of a hexagon with

straight lines. The first to create

a triangle whose vertices are

three of the original points

loses. The object of the game is

to avoid falling into this trap. No

game can end in a draw. Wheth-

er or not the player who moves

first or last has the upper hand

is left unanswered. Simmons

wrote in a later article that the

second player has the upper

Program Listing

1000 REM •** SIM VERSION 2.8 *•*

1010 REM •" BY STEPHEN RADIN 751 BARD AVENDE STATEN ISLAND *••
1020 REM •** H.Y. 10310 (212) 720-6496 AUGUST 2,1981 "•
103B POKE 15553 ,255
1040 CLSiGOSUB 1070
1050 FOB X=1TO3000!NEXT
1060 GOTO 1220
1070 DATA "PT ", lai
10 60 DATA 15 446,160,15 4 47,18 4,15 4 4 8,174,15449,191,15450,14 0,15451,140,15
452,140,15453,140,15454,140,15455,140,15456,140,15457,140,15456,140,15459,1
40,15460,140
1090 DATA 15461,191,1546 2,157,15463,180,1546 4,144,15508,18 4,15 509,14 2,15
510, 131, 15528>i31, 15629, 141, 15530, 180, 15572, 160, 15573, 176, 1557 4, 176, 15575,1
76,15576,176
1100 DATA 15 577,17 6,15 57 8,14 4,15587,17 6,15588,17 6,1558 9,14 4,15 5 96,160,15
597,176,15598,14 4,15633,160,15634,184,15635,190,15636,143,15637,131,15641,1
30,15642,175
1110 DATA 15 6 43,189,15644,144,15651,191,15652,149,15653,139,15654,180,15
65 9,184,156 6 0,13 5,15661,191,156 6 2,149,156 97,191,156 98,14 3,15715,191,15716,1
49,15718,130
1120 DATA 15719,181,15722,186,15723,129,15725,191,15726,149,15755,176,15
7 56,156,157 5 7,135,157 61,191,157 62,180,157 7 9,191,15780,149,157 83,13 0,157 84,1
81,15785,186
1130 DATA 15786,129,15789,191,157 90,149,15794,139,15795,172,15796,176,15
818,190,15819,189,15825,130,15826,143,15827,140,15828,140,15829,140,15830,1
40,15831,140
1140 DATA 15832,140,15833,140,15834,172,15835,180,15843,191,15844,149,15
848,13 0,1584 9,129,15 853,191,15 8 5 4,14 9,1586 0,19 0,15861,189,15 8 82,139,15 883,1
83,15884,144
1150 DATA 15 8 9 9,139,15900,189,15901,144,15904,179,15907,191,15908,149,15
917,191,15918,14 9,15923,160,15924,187,15925,135,15948,131,15949,141,15953,1
68,15954,180
116 DATA 15 9 5 5,14 4,15 96 3,16 0,15 96 4,191,15965,149,15 96 8,191,15971,191,15
972,149,15981,191,15982,149,15986,142,15987,131,16018,138,16019,175,16020,1
80,16021,176
117 DATA 16026,184,16027,159,16028,129,16032,191,16035,191,16036,149,16
045,191,16046,149,1608 4,13 0,16085,143,16086,140,16087,146,16 88,14 0,16089,1
*2, 16090, 135

Program continues

hand if playing properly. In my
version the computer randomly

decides the order of play.

I have tried two strategies

which seem to work. First, try to

play parallels; fill in lines which

are parallel to each other when-

ever possible. I use my second

strategy when the first becomes

difficult. I select vertices which

have been occupied the least by

my own play. If you come up

with a good strategy I would like

to hear about it.

This version of Sim takes ad-

vantage of the TRS-80's fast

graphics and processor speed, al-

lowing you to play against anoth-

er person or against the comput-

er. The program keeps track of the

allowable moves and lets you

study the computer's attempts as

it tries various possibilities.H

Professor Radin is Computer

Education Coordinator to Com-

munity School District 22 in New
York City and Assistant Professor

of Math and Science at St. John's

University.

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Models ) & III

16K RAM
Any DOS
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Get your igs-EO'^ up and running
with special system & disk drive values like these . .

.

Complete TRS-80 Model III

microcomputer system with disk drives

A.M. Electronics Model III with 48K RAM, two Tandon
40-track double-density disk drives, A.M. Electronics

controller board, DOS and manuals, complete and
ready-to-run! $1895.00

Prepaid shipping when order is pre-paid.

A.M. Electronics "Multiplier"

Tired of unreliable double density operation? With
Multiplier, you can upgrade from a single-density

without doubling your problems $99.95

Your Choice:

Teac or Tandon 5y4-inch disk drives, complete!

40-track single side disk drive with power supply, case

and extender cables $250.00

80-track single side disk drive with power supply, case

and extender cables $340.00

Memory Chips

15K 200 nanosecond RAM chips $2.00 each

New! Teac double-head
5V4-inch 40-track disk drive!

Complete with power supply, case and extender
cables $340.00

New! Tandon "Thinllne"

8-inch disk drive, complete!

For TRS-80 Model II, complete with dual case, power
supply, and cables $695.00

New! Hard disk drives for Model III —
Ready to plug in and run!

6.5 Megabyte drive $1995.00

9 Megabyte drive $2195.00

14 Megabyte drive $2395.00
{DOS evtra)

TRS-80 Model III Commented
The definitive guidebook to Mode! Ill ROM . $15.00

Shipping costs additional except where otherwise noted.

The powGf iji'''

the drive

^38IMICS
Ann Arbor: 3446 Washtenaw Ave., Ann Arbor, Ml 48104 (313) 973-2312

Open M-F 10-6, Sat. 10-5. Telex: 220-821-HPC
Fowiervilie*: 111 North Grand, Box 1071, Fowlerville, Ml 48836(517) 223-7281

Attention Dealers, OEM's & Distributors: Call us for details on our attractive pricing.

•Authorized Radio Sliaci^ Dealer. '"1 RS-80 traaemark Tandy Corp. Prices subject to change without notice.



TAKE ABYTE OUT OF
YOUR SOFTWARE COST!

Save 20-40% on all major

Program continued

SOFTWARE GALORE backs

service and quality to its m^j|(ftiBCTy'?-'-' .,''',"!;« ]
.

If you buy any aotwafS- .Ifon^ us and y^'raj^et;-

unhappy with it just tetU#Sf% ^l " '
"^'^'' '*

your next OfOer 90 ^«V Vmtg^
^^i/^; V'"'*'^

SOFTWARE GAL
For tree calalogJorders call 21

3 Buyii^O Servifp

ftnal 800-423-6326

Jlitornia 90291

NEW for "1^ ';olO' Compute, 'k) 6u

COCOCASSOTC SUDSCWPTION SOFTWARE

ENJOr A MONTHLY COLLrCTION OF 8-10 PROGRAMS!

rnciuOiftg gorr*^ #ducat'd h<vn# Imonc* or,i1 rno<e PRICES

on toiisli* ro. oi low ai 11.00 1 mwiih! AOO wme oi 1 vnnIiiiyESl liSOO
lion ortO -nwgirtoribft ro ycnK Color Cortipucflr Dm of OMO:oi3y)ESI SOOOO
olr ~» ao LlievoiW SIHGLf COPlEi (0 00

-hickiGj^n fKSiMfTS "[)0J% lOOftOfri i J i *S(-\i -rc-j-^
-ovehmii lOD iiooo to buoscnmio" amq 11 (b ro 0100V0-/O//

fhogiwms AriE (on

EI TEN DEO BASIC

wooaoniY ISSUES

Ane sENi rinsr class

SUDSCWFTION SOFTWARE

, ICND CHICK OR MONt* ORI>EMO --408

1 1 D SOFTWARE P.O. IJOX256-C' HOLLAND, MICH 49423

Sccnch
MEMOREX

\ferbatim

Diskettes and all your media needs

Our REGULAR prices are SPECIAL

CALL FREE (8001 421-3957

C.O.D. charge cards accepted-

Excellent dealer program.

In Cal. call {209) 221-1118

X 1418 West Shaw Avenue

Fresno, CA 93711

VomhiU of Tht' Smrr
^^435

15096, 143, 16 09 9, 143, 16100,1 3 3, 161 09, 143, 16 118,13 3, 1614 8,139,16
,176, 16168, 160, 16169, 184, 16170, 142, 16171, 129, 16214, 130, 16215,1

11 B0 DATA
149,172,1615
39,16216,174
1190 DATfi 16217, 191, 16218, 140, 16219, 140, 16220, 140.16321 ,140 ,16222, 140,1
223, 1 4 0, 162 2 4, 14 0, 162 25, 14 0,162 26, 140, 16227, 140, 16226, 13 0,1622§, 17 4, 16 230,
91,16231,142
1200 DATA 1623 2,131,15360,32,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,
,0,0,0,0
1210 READD3S,XXtF0RXY=l TO XXiREftDXW,XZ!POKE XW,XZiHEXT XYj BIBTUBN
1220 CLS
1230 C(l)-150:C(2)-175!C(3)-521iC(4)-574!C(5)"918:C(6)-943
1240 QA=192:QB-1
125 FORX=.lT06STBP2!PI?INT?C(X]-l,CHRS[64-fX) ;"*";: NEXT
1260 FOR X-2T06STEP2;PRINT@C(X) ,"*';CHRS(64+X) ; :NEXT
1270 FORZZ^lTOie
1280 FS=CHHS(R^ID16)^64) :GS=CHRS (RND (6) +64)
1290 IF FS-GSTHEN GOTO 1280
1300 ES=CHHS(RND(6)-H28]
1310 GOSUB 2390
1320 NEXT
1330 FOB ZZ=1ThD2000:NEXT
1340 CL£:PHINTCHR$(231 :PRINT" THE GAME OF K I M "

1350 PRINT-TRAWSCRIBED FOR THE TRS-SB ( TH )

"

1360 PRINT" BY"
1370 PRINT" STEPHEN RADIN{C) JUNE 27,1981"
1380 PRINT" VERSION 2.8"
1390 FORZZ=1TO2000:NEXT
1400 CLEAR 1000:CLS:DIH TS (20) ,T{ 7 ,7 , 5]
1410 FORB=1T02;FORA=1T06:T(R,A,B)=7:NEXT:NEXT
1420 G1=36!G2=64: 'THESE ARE THE CHARACTERS WHICH WILL DISPLAY**
1430 PRINTiPRINTiPRINT
1440 PRINT" THIS IS THE GAME OF SIH. IT WAS DEVELOPED AND FIRST"
1450 PRINT" DESCRIBED BY G.J. SIMMONS. IT WAS POPULARIZED IN AN '

1460 PRINT" ARTICLE BY JOHN H. NAIRN AND A.B.SPERRY IN THE "

1470 PRINT" RECREATIONAL MATHEMATICS JOURNAL DATED FALL 1973'
1480 PRINT" VOLUME 6 NUMBER 4, A MORE THOROUGH HISTORY AND "

1490 PRINT" DOCUMENTATION IS AVAILABLE THROUGH THAT SOURCE."
1500 PRINTtPRINTjPRINT
1510 PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO SEE TBE INSTRDCTIOKS"
1520 AS=INKEYS:IF AS="" THEN GOTO 1520
1530 CLS
1540 PRINT"THE GAME IE FLAYED BY TWO PLAYERS EACH CONNECTING TWO"
1550 PHINT"VERTICES OF A HEXAGON WITH A LINE SEGMENT. EACH PLAYER IN "

1560 PEINT"TURN WILL BE ASKED TO SELECT A STARTING AND ENDING POINT"
1570 PRINT"FOR HIS OR HER SEGMENT, EACH PLAYER MUST SELECT THE "

1580 PRINT"CORRECT LABEL FOR EACH, IP A PLAYER
1590 PRINT"PAIfi WHICH HAS ALREADY BEEN USED THE
1600 PRINT"FOR A NEW SELECTION. THERE IS
1610 PRINT"TURN. THE FIRST PLAYER TO CREATE
1620 PRINT"VERTICES ARE THREE OF THE ORIGINAL
1630 PRINT"LOSEH, THEORETICALLY THE PERSON WHO MOVES SECOND HAS AN "

1640 PR I NT "ADVANTAGE SO I WILL KANDOHLY SELECT THE ORDER OF PLAY,"
1650 PRINT
1660 PRINT" PRESS ANY KEY TO CONTINUE":
1670 AS=INKEYS:IF AS-"" THEN 1670
1680 CLS
1690 PRINT"IF YOtl WANT THS COMPUTER TO PLAY OHE OF THE POSITIONS"
1700 PRINT"JUST TYPE <ENTBR> FOB THE NAME OF A COMPETITOR. BE ADVISED"
1710 PRINT"HOWEVER THAT THE MACMIKE PLAYS A POOR GAME AGAINST ITSELF."
1720 PR1NT"IT KNOWS ALL OF IT'S OWN THICKS AND LOSES QUICKLY."
1730 PRINTiPRINT
1740 PRINT"GOOD LUCK !!lllllllli"
1750 PRINTiPRINT
1760 PRINT"PRES5 any key NOW TO BEGIN THE GAME"
1770 AS-INKEYSjIF A$»"" then 1778
1780 CLS
1790 PRINT"THG CHARACTERS I WILL USE TO DRAW THE LINES WITH ARE ';CHRS(39);
CHRS(GI) ;CHRS(39) ;

" AND " ,-CHRS (391 ; CHRS |G2] ; CHRS (391
1800 PRINT"Y00 hay CHANGE THEM NOW IF YOU WANT BY TYPING IN NEW ONES"
1810 PRINT"IF YOU WANT ONE UNCHANGED JUST TYPE <EKTER> WHEN REQUESTED'

SELECTS A LETTER"
MACHINE WILL ASK"

WAY TO 'PASS' A
A TRIANGLE WHOSE
SIX POINTS IS THE"

'iPRINT'WHflT WOULD YOU LIKE TO REPLACE ' ;CHRS ( 39i ; CHRS (Gl) ; CHRS (39

'fCHRS(3 9j ;CHRS(G2) ;CHRS(39

1820 h$-"
)
;' WITH"

1830 INPUTASiIF ASO"" THEN G1=ASC(LEFTS(R5, 11 1

1B40 A$='":PRINT"WHAT WOULD YOU LIRE TO REPLACE
1
;" WITH"

1850 INPUTASiIF ASO"" THEN G2-ASC(LEFTS(AS, I)

)

1860 CLS
1870 CLS:0A=192:QB=l
1880 REM *" SETUP ******************************i>************
1890 PRINT"! NEED THE NAMES OF THE TWO COMPETITORS NOW"
1900 INPUT"FIRST COMPETITOR'S NAME PLEAEE';C1S
1910 IF C1S="" THENC1S="C0MPUTER"
1920 INPUT"SECOND COMPETITOR'S NAME PLEASE ";C2S
1930 IF C25=""THENC2S="COMPUTER"
1940 C15=Cl?-t-' ":C2?=C2S-f"
1950 X5'--LEN|C2S)-H
1960 IFLEN(C1S1 >LEN[C2S)THENX5=LEN|ClSl-fl
1970 IF X5<10 THEN X5=10
1980 IF X5M5 THEN X5 = 15
1990 C1S=LEFTS1C1S,X5)-F" ":C2S-LEFTS[C2S,X5)-t" "

2000 Q=RND(2):IF Q=1THEN PRINT CIS;" WON THE TOSS AND GOES FIRST" : ES=CHRS (G

1) :IS=C15
2010 IF Q=2 THEN PRINT C25;" WON THE TOSS AND GOES FIRST "

: ES=CHRS (G21 : I S-C
2S
2020 FORX=1TO1000;NEXT:CLS
2030 C(l!-150rCI2)=175:C131=521iC(4)=574:C(5)=918:C(6)=943
204 FORX=1T06STEP2:PRINT3C(X1-1,CHRS(6 4+X1 ; ""jiNEXT
2050 FOR X=2T06STEP2!PRINT?C(X) ,"*";CHRS[64+X) J :NEXT
2060 REM *«««* INPUT ROUTINE ***'*iif **********f **********

2070 'PRINT@27,"- S I M - ";

2080 IF LEFTS(I5,B)=°C0MPUTER' THEN GOTO 285B
2090 PRINT91,r$)" "lESjES;" PLEASE SELECT A STARTING POINT NOW

210
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210

FS=INKEYS:IF FS="" THEN 2100
IF ASC(FS1<65 OR ASC(FS)>70 THEN GOTO 2100
PRINT@1,IS;" -;ES;E$;" NOW SELECT A FINISHING POINT FOR YOUR LINE";
gS^inkeySiif gs-"" then 2130
if f5=gstheng0t0 2090
if asc(g$1<65 or asc(g5>>70 then goto 2130
IF FS>GS THEN HS=F$ : FS=GS:GS=HS
CR=CR4-l!TS(CR) =FS-fEE-fGS
IF CR-1 THEN GOTO 2230
REM '*** TEST TO SEE IF ALREADY TAKEN ****************
IF LEFTStI5.8)="COHPUTER" THEN GOTO 2230
F0RX=1T0CR-1:IFLEFTS|TSICR) ,1) =LEFTS ITS IX) ,1) ANDHIGHTS(T5(CR1 ,11=RIGHT

Program continues
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Give Your TRS-80' a Tremendous Boost

with RACET COMPUTES Software
RACETcoMPijiLS Uiiliiy Software makes the TRS faster, more efficient.

and easier to use. Our programming aids improve your productivity.

Our reputation is for products that are professional m design and work

as advertised!!!

• NEW SUPERZAP For Radio Shack HARD DISK DRIVE * $100

Recover Blown Files!! Now you can directiy access, modify, copy. zero.

or print any sector on your Radio Sh3cl< Hard Disi< Drive - under either

Version 4.0 or 2.0(a}. Also included in this package is a HFIND utility to

facilitate a disk search for a specified string. Documentation includes a

description ol the Version 4,0 directory structure.

** Model II Fast Backup Utility •* $75

5 TO 10 times faster backups!'! Full disk backup (including verify) in

55 seconds!!! on two drive system — 2:15 on single drive system. In

business, time is money, and one BACKUP is worth 1000 tears!'

RACET COMPUTES Utilities & Programmer Aids

Generalized Subroutine Facilities (GSF) Mod I $25, Mod III $30,

Mod II $50 The STANDARD against which all other sorts are compared!

And then compare price" f/liilti key fnulti variable and multi key

character string sorts. Incudes zeto and move arrays and sample

programs.

DISCAT Diskette Cataloging System Mod i anri Mo I lii ^jO I ^.

comprehensive Diskette Catdtogumg/lndexmg utiiity allows the user to

keep track of thousands of programs m a categorized library Machine

language program works with TRSDOS and NEWDOS versions [please

specify). Files mclude program names and extensions program length,

diskette numbers.

Infinite BASIC Modi $50, Mod 111 $60 Extends Level il BASIC with

complete iWatrix Functions and 50 more string functions Ini ludes

RACET in-memory sorts!' Select only those functions you wint to

optimize memory.

Infinite BUSINESS {Requires Infinite BASIC) Mod i and III $30 fomplpfe

printer pagination controls hash code*^ binary array searcti and

packed decimal arithmetic (1 27-digit accuracy).

COMPROC Command Processor Mod land Mod III $30 Auto your disk

to periotm any^equence of instructions tfiat you can give from the

keyboard!! Ideal for setting up dedicated applications.

Disk Sort/Merge (DSM) Modi $75, Mod IM $90, Mod II S150 All

machine language stand-alone Random file sort package. Establish sort

specification in simple BASIC command file. Sorts multiple-diskette

files. Only operator action is to svuitch diskettes when instructed. Super

fast sort times - improved disk I/O makes this the fastest Disk Sort/

Merge available,

KFS-80 Keyed File System Mod I and ill $100, Mod II $175 tvlachine

language BASIC ISAf^ utility provides keyed and sequential access to

multiple files. Simple interface to BASIC, Binary tree index system

provides rapid access to records.

Utility Package Mod II $150 Recover blown diskettes Includes

Superzap, bulk copies, and other utilities for repair of blown oiskettes.

Complete documentation on diskette structure and guidance tor repair.

Other utilities include Dynamic DEBUG (with single-step, trace, sub-

routine calling, program looping and more), XCR, DISKID, Directory

Catalog System, XPURGE

Development Package Mod II $125 Includes RACET Superzap,

Apparat Disassembler and Model II interface to Microsoft 'Editor

Assembler + and documentation for Mod I and uploading service.

Assemble directly into memory, IVIACRO facility, save all or portions of

source to disk, extended editor commands

Basic Cross Reference Utility Mod II $50 SEEK and FIND functions for

variable, line numbers, strings, keywords, 'Alt' options available tor

line number and variables. Load from BASIC - call with control 'B'

Output to screen or printer p_ _q
p- RACET COMPUTES iiD-3

133aN Qlas»ll,SuileM.OlBliee,CA92667 (714) 997-4^5(1

CHECK. VISA, M/C, C.O.D., PUftCHflSE OHDEH

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED (714) 997-4950 ^41
'TBS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION

CIRCLE READER RESPONSE FOR FREE CATALOG

FIELD PROVEN
5 to 1 40 MEGABYTES On Line for the TRS-80' Model II

Winchester and Cartridge Disk Drives available for immediate delivery!!

5 MEGABYTE Winchester Disk Drive - CALL for PRICING

LOWEST PRICES AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!

!

14+ Megabyte (formatted) ARM Winchester Disk Drive S3895

Includes ECC error detection and correction. FAST, Service Contract

Available {$30/month/drive).

20 Megabyte CM Honeywell Gull Cartridge Drive $7995

10 Megabytes fixed, 10 removable for the professional installation

requiring Removable Media BACKUP. 60 and 120 Megabyte add-on

Winchester drives available.

10 Megabyte Cameo - Western Dynex Cartridge Drive $5995

5 Megabytes fixed, 5 removable for the smaller professional installation.

Removable Media BACKUP Multiplexer available for up to tour users!!

HARD/SOFT DISK SYSTEM (HSDS) SOFTWARE

HSDS is availatDle for the Radio Shack (2,0{a; compatible), Cameo.

Cynthia Bull, ARIVl, Corvus. QCS. Data Peripherals, and Santa Clara

Systems tiard disk systems and others! !

!

Compatible with your Version 2.0(a) TRSDOS files. Compatible with

your existing BASIC programs and files. Compatible with most machine

language programs that use the standard calling sequence. You can

access both your floppy disk drives and HSDS files interchangeably!!

Complete utililtes include HZAP (Hard Disk SUPERZAP), Directory

Catalog System, Parameterized FORMAl, HPURGE (Bulk Copy/Purge

Utility) and others.

The Hard/Soft Disk System (HSDS) Software has more than One Year's

FIELD Experience. The latest HSDS version adds several enhancements

including maintenance of system files on the hard drive, tiles as large

as the disk, the ability to segment the disk as logical drives, and defin-

able directory size. Uses 3 2K memory. Mixed floppy and hard drive

operation is supported.

HSDS for Radio Shack $500

HSDS for Other Drives $400

L.„ ^iJIGET COMPUTES LTD.
^^.....^.. Integrity in Softv^are

1330 N. Glasseli, Suite M. Orange, CA 92667 (714) 997-4950

i CALL FOR COMPETITIVE PRICING ON HARD DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS -

BUY WHERE YOU CAN GET SOFTWARE SUPPORT!!

CHECK, VISA. M/C. C.O.D ON CERTAIN HARDWARE

TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED (714) 997-4950

TRS-80 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF TANDY CORPORATION •^'

tS CIRCLE READER RESPONSE FOR FREE CATALOG.

-See Lisl of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 279



DISK DRIVES
BASF Fully Reconditioned

to New Unit Performance

120 Day Written Warranty

Drive (bare) $124.95
2-Drive Pwr. Sup. w/case . 69.95

1-Drive Pwr. Sup. w/case . 39.95

2 Drive Cable 20.00

4-Drive Cable 33.00

Drive Tech. Manual* 10.00
* Only sold with disk drive

We also sell power supplies
in kit form for more
savings to you.

•The kit comes to you partially

assembled,
• Easy pictorial step by step

instructions

•Takes less than 2 hours to assemble.

•Case included, finished in black

wrinkle.

Prices for Kits:

2-Drive Pwr. Sup $59.95
1-Drive Pwr. Sup 29.95

Write to below address for furttier Info

Visa, M.C.andC.O.D.
Call our 24 hour order number

(206) 679-4797
or send M.O., Certified Check to:

Computer Peripheral Resources

(C.P.R.)

P.O. Box 834, Oak Harbor, WA 98277
add 3% for U.P.S. ground

Wash, residents add 5.9% sales tax >"i20

This Publication

is available in

Microform.

University Microfilms

International

Please send addilional informal ion

Name

[iis<llu1i<

Street

Cay—
Slate

300 NorlhZeeb Road
Depl. PR
Ann Arbor, Mi. 48106

.Zip-

Program continued

S(TS( ,1) THEN Cfi=Cfi-l:PRIKT31, "SORRY "jIS;" BUT THAT IS ALREADY TAKEN
"; iFORZZ=lTO1000:NEXT:GOTO 2090

2220 NEXT
2230 GOSUB 2390
2240 REM •** TEST IF GAME LOST •••**•*•••..*••••*»»•»»•«
2250 HS=LEFTS{TS|CR) ,2)
2260 NS=RIGHT5(T5|CR) ,2)
2270 FORA9=1TOCH+1
2280 IF HIDS(TS(A9) , 2 ,1 j =ESAHDLEFTS ITS | A9) , 2) -MSTHENOS = RIGHTS (TS ( A9) ,1) :GOS
UB2320
2290 IF HIDS(TS(A9) , 2 ,1 j =ESANDRIGHTS ITS ( A9) ,1) =LEFTS {MS ,1 ) THENOS-LEFTS (TS (

A

9] ,1) ;GOSUB2320
23 NEXT
2310 GOTO 2590
2320 FORA6=1TOCR+1
23 3 IF HIDS(T5(A6) ,2,11=ESANDLEFTS(TS(A6) ,1] =0SANDRIGHTS (TS { A6) ,1) -RIGHTS |

NS,1)THENGOTO2640
2340 IF MlD$|T51fl6) ,2,1]=ESANDLEFTS(TS(A6> ,1) =RIGHTS (NS, 1) ANDRIGHTS [TS

1

A6) ,

1)=OSTHENGOTO2640
23 5 NEXT
236 RETURN
23 7 GOTO 26
2380 REM *'* BRAW IN THE LINE ******************************
2390 P1=ASC|FS)-64!P2=ASC(GE>-G4
2400 IF S2=1THEN GOTO 2430
2410 PRINTeOA,QB;FS;ES;GS;
2420 IF QA>950 THEN QA=134
2430 QA'=0A+64!QB-QB-H
2440 T(P1,P2,Q)=7
2450 T[P2,P1,Q)^7
2460 Pl-C(Pl) :P2-C(P2]
2470 IF P2<P1 THEN P3=PI ;P1-P2 ; P2=P3
24B0 V=IKT( [P2-Pl)/64)
2490 H=P2-64*V-P1
2500 IF V=5 OR V=ll THEN V=V+l:H-H-64
2510 IF V-^0 THEN Q5=H;C=0:GOTO2530
2520 Q5=H/V:C=0:GOTO 2540
253 FORX=PlTOPl+{H-2]/2STEP.5:C=C+l!GOTO2550
2540 F0RX=P1T0P1+(V-21/2STEP.5:C-C+1
2550 IF V=0 THEN Y1=P1+C;GOTO2570
2560 Y1=P1+C*I64+Q5]
2570 PRINT@Y1,ES;
2580 NEXTiRETURN
2590 REM *** CHAKGE PLAYER ********«*"*****'««.*******i-*n
2600 IF ES=CHRS(Glj THEN Q=2: ES=CHRS (G2} ! I S=C2S:GOT0 2620
2610 ES=CHRS(G1) :IS=C1S!Q=1
2620 GOTO 2060
2630 REM *** LOST ROUTIME *••***••********•'«*••***•*•*•
2640 PRINT@0,IS;" LOST ";

2550 E2=l
2660 F0RX3=1T05
2670 F0RY=1T0CR
26 80 IF LEFTS (TSIYI ,11 -LEFTS (MS , 1) ANDRIGHTS (TS (Y) ,1) -RIGHTS I NS,1 ) THENG0SUB2
760
26 90 IF LEFTS |TS|Y1 ,11 -LEFTS (MS , 1) ANDRIGHTS (TS (Y) ,1) -OSTHEriGOSUB27 6

27 00 IF LEFTSITSIYl ,11 =RIGHTS (NS , 1) ANDRIGHTE (TE (Y) ,1) =OSTHENGOSUB27 6

2710 IF LEFTSITSIYl ,
H -RIGHTS (NS , 1) ANDRIGHTS (TS (Y) , 1) =LEFTS (MS,1) THENGOSU62

760
2720 IF LEFTSITSIYl ,1) =OSANDRIGHTS (TS(Y) ,1) =LEFTS (HS , 1] THEKGOSUB2760
27 30 IF LEFTS (TSIY) ,11 =OSANDRIGHTS (TS{Y} , 1) =RIGHTS (NS , H THENGOSUB2760
2740 NEXT:NEXT
2750 FOR X=1TO1000;NBXT:GOTO 2B00
2760 FS-LEFTSITSIYl ,11 iGS^RIGHTE (TS ( Y) ,1)
2770 ES-CHRSI38-X31
2780 GOSOB 2390
27 90 RETURN
2800 FORX-1TO2000;NEXT
2S10 PRINT@0,"';
2820 INPUT'WOULD YOU LIKE TO START AGAIN WITH A NEW GAME";AS
2830 IF LEFTS(AS,11="Y" THEN ROK 1340
2B40 END
2850 REH *** MACHINE WILL CHOSE A SEGMENT NOW *<•••*•••••••**
2860 PRINT^l, "COMPUTER WILL ATTEMPT -

2870 FORX8=0TO5
2880 FOR Y6=1T06:F0RY7=1T06
2890 X6=Y6:X7=Y7
2900 IF X6>X7 THEN Y5=X6 :X6=X7 : X7=Y5
2910 PRINT@26 ,"PLY":X8;"THIAL POINTS " ;CHRS (X6+64) ;

"
" ;CHRE (X7+64|

2920 IF X8=5 AND X6=6 AND X7=6 THEN GOTO 3160
2930 Pi=X6!P2=X7
2940 REM *'• ALREADY CHOSEN ? '*****•***••******•*•*•«*****•
2950 IF T(P1,P2,11 >50RT|P1,P2,21 >5 THEH GOTO 2980
2960 IF X6=X7THENG0T0 2980
2970 IF T(X6,X7,Q1 <=X8 THEN GOTO 3000
2980 NEXTiNEXTiNEXT
2990 REH *** IS THIS A LOSING CHOICE ? ***************'*"""
3000 FORZY-1T06:IF|T(P1,ZY,Q1 >5ANDT (P2 , ZY ,Q) >5| OR(T( ZY ,P1 ,Q) >5ANDT( ZY,P2 ,Q)
>510R|T|P1,ZY,Q1 >5ANDT(ZY,P2,Q1 >5) OK!T( ZY ,P1 ,Q) >5ANDT( P2 , ZY,Q) >5) TRENT (Pi ,P
2,Q)=7:T|P2,P1,O1-7;GOTO2870
3010 NEXT
3020 FORX=1T06
3030 IF |T(P1,X,Q)>5ANDT(P2,X,01 >5) OR(T(X ,P1 ,Q) >5flNDT(X ,P2 ,Q) >5) OR(T( PI ,X ,Q
) >5ANDT{X,P2,Q) >5)OR[T(P2,X,Q) >5ANDT(X ,P1 ,Q) >51 THENGOTO2 9 80

3040 IF Pi-X OB P2^X THE« GOTO 3050
3050 NEXT
3060 GOTO 3070
3070 P1-X6:P2-X7:PRINT@1, "COMPUTER HAS CHOSEN - ";

3080 FOHJ: = 1T06
3090 T(X,P1,Q)=T(X,PI,Q1+1:T(X,P2,Q1-T|X,P2,01+1
3100 T(P1,X,Q):-T(P1,X,Q|+1:T(P2,X,Q1=T|P2,X,Q1+1
3110 NEXT
3120 FS-CHRS(P1+641 !GS=CHR$ IP2+641
3130 HS=F-ES:NE=ES+GS
3140 GOTO 2160
3150 F0RA-1T0CR+1:PRINTFS,GS,TS(A1 iNEXT
3160 PRINT@1,'I RESIGN. I HAVE NO ACCEPTABLE MOVE LEFT

3170 FORZZ=1TO2000:NEXT
3180 GOTO 2800
3190 FORX=1TOCR
3200 IF TSIX) =CHRS(P1+64)+ES+CHRS(P2+6 4) ) ORTE (X) =CHRE (P2+6 4) +ES+CHRS (Pl+64)
THENGOTO29 80
3210 NEXT
3220 GOTO 3040
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INNOVATION / EhUALITY / SUPPORT
AT A REftSONABCE PRICE

PIONEER fiOFTUAR
1746 NORTH WEST 55TH. AWE. •2e<

'.AUDERHILL, FLORIDA 33 .

M PHONE l-<305)-73<?-2«.

)

PI rM E E R 'I

5 tz^m-imm^^f^
COMPARE TO OTHER S' .lUV SCRIPTR

NEW GRAPHTRAKi-ITALICS-UNDERLir«-D0UBLE-Ef1P4-JUSTIF¥ TEXT.
NEW DIAL-A-PRINT - SET LETTER QUALITY B¥ REPRINTING LINEf.

I). ENTER/EXIT SCRIPSIT AT WILL WITHOUT LDBIMG TEXT BUF,
?> . OUTPUT ANY CODE' (S) (0-255), DIRECT FROM THE TEXT.
3). SIMPLE COMMANDS CONTROL <ALL> M)(-80 TYPE FONTS FROM

THE TEXT PLUS VAR-L INESPfiC ING, FORMS, TflBBING + MORE
4). WRITE FORM LETTERS AND INPUT DATfi INTO REPORT FORMS
S) . DlSPLPiY ONLY MODE HELPS SHOW WHERE PAGES START/END.
6). EDIT MODE FOR ERRORS, CHANGES, GRAPHICS OR PAUSING.
7). PRINT OUT ANV PAGE OR PAGES IN THE TEXT BUFFER WITH

HEADERS, FOOTERS AND PAGE NUMBERS IN PLACE.
a>. PRINT OUT FULL SCREEN PICTURE FILES MADE BY CRAYON!!
9). 7 SOMPLE TEACHING PROGRAMS TAKE YOU STEP BY STEP.
ia>, t.6 PASE MANUAL, BOUND, INDEXED, COMPLETELY REVISED,
11>. WORKS WITH ANY PORALLEL PRINTER. CUSTOM VERS. FOR ->

NEW' MICROLINE-a0 + B2A, PROWRITER * LP IV. * LP VIII. +

NEW! DAISY WHEEL 2 VER. ALLOWS SUB/SUPER SCRIPTING 10", 12"

NEW' + PROPOBTIONAL-UNDERLINING-l 1/2 LINE SPACING-SLASH
NEW! ZERO'S, EMPHASIZED PRINTING, MULTIPLE PASS PRINTING.

MX-B0 VER. WORKS WITH/WITHOUT GRAPHTRAX-MOVE UP ANV TIME!
DISK SCRIPTR MOD 1/3 - •40.00 MOD III. VERSION WORKS WITH
MODEL I. SCRIPSIT/LC - NO USER PATCHING REQ. FOR MOD 1/3
CASSETTE SCRIPTR MOD 1/3 = »40.00 WORKS WITH REG. SCRIPS.
1.0 FDR MOD 1/3 REQ.32K.* LC/MOD SCRIPTR IS A S.5K PROG.
SEND FOR OUR FREE BROCHURE THAT DEMONSTRATES ALL FEATURES
SCRIPTR IS WELL DOCUMENTED AND BUG FREE! CUSTOMER SUPPORT
SATURDAYS + EVENINGS FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, FREE BROCHURE'

<<<< PLEASE INCLUDE THIS INFORMATION WHEN ORDERING >>>>
NAME _______ MODEL 1 OR 3 _ | CASSETTE/DISK
ADDRESS _ _ _ a a I TYPE PRINTER _ I SCRIPSIT VER tt

.

CITY/STATE/ZIP/PHONE I MEMORY SIZE a I PAYMENT METHOD
_ CHECKS - MONEY ORDERS - COD'S ACCEPTED

C R R >' O
CRAYON IS ft GRAPHICS DESIGN UTILITY THAT NO TRS-B0

OWNER SHOULD BE WITHOUT. CRAYON DOES IT ALL'

'

YOU'VE SEEN THE ADS FDR OTHER DRAWING PROGRAMS. SOME
:fARGE AS MUCH AS »150.0» FOR THE ABILITY TO ADD GRAPHICS
'1 YOUR PRINTOUTS. CRAYON ISN'T A CONVERTED TEXT PROCESSOR
LRAYON WAS DESIGNED FROM THE GROUND UP TO GIVE VOU THE
VERY FINEST GRAPHIC'S EDITOR POSSIBLE. COMPLEX ERAPHICS
REQUIRE ROUTINES TO MOVE AND MANIPULATE GRAPHICS THAT NO
TEXT PROCESSOR CONTAINS. ALSO CRAYON PRODUCES SUPER HIGH
SPEED GRAPHICS! NO OTHER PROGRAM CAN DO AS MUCH FOR AS
SMALL AN INVESTMENT. IF YOU ALSO BUY SCRIPTR YOU CAN
LOAD CRAYON FILES DIRECTLY INTO SCRIPSIT DURING ft PRINT-
ilUT. BEFORE YOU WASTE YOUR MONEY ON HALF ft PROGRAM CHECK
OUT CRAYON'S MANY FEATURES. CRAYON DOES IT ALL''!
1>. TYPESET LOGO'S - LETTERHEADS - ENVELOPES - BUSINESS

CARDS AND OTHER OFFICE FORMS. THIS AD WAS TYPESET
FROM AN riX-B0 PRINTOUT THEN SHRUNK. COST = *4.50
IF AD WAS TYPESET AT A PRINTSHDP THE COST = »200 +

^} . CREATE AND RUN REAL CARTOONS WITH CRAYON AND THEN
RUN YOUR CARTOONS FROM BASIC AT ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
SPEEDS. SPEEDS OF 35 FRAMES/SECOND POSSIBLE. USE IT
TO DESIGN DISPLAYS FOR USE IN BASIC Sc ASSEMBLY PROG'S

^) . MANAGE DISKETTE DIRECTORIES, PRINT THEM, SEARCH THEM,
COMMENT THEM. MOD 3 DIR. WORKS ON A TRSDOS SYS. ONLY.

4). DRAW ANYTHING YOU DESIRE ONTO THE SCREEN AND PRINT IT
OUT OR SAVE IT TO DISK/TAPE - UP TO 30 SCREENS/FILE.

5). MANAGE AN APPOINTMENT SCHEDULE, KEEP RECORDS, LISTS OR
MENU'S. SAVE/RECALL INFORMATION QUICK AND EASY.

6). PERFORM ALL VIDEO WORKSHEET FUNCTIONS RIGHT ON SCREEN

II. USER FRIENDLY / 42 PAGE DOC'S, OFFSET PRINTED, INDEXED
2). NINE CHARACTER USER DEFINED CURSOR. >

3). Ih LETTER COMMANDS FOR GRAPHICS ENTRY.
41. COPY CHARACTERS IN ANV DIRECTION FAST.
51. UPPER/LOWER CASE SUPPORT WITHOUT DRIVERS.
(.1. DO ALL OF THE FOLLOWING ON VARIABLE LENGTH LINES->

COPY-FILL-DELETE -EXCHANGE-MOVE-PULL-UC/LC-INVERT
GRAPHICS-PR INT -JUSTIFY TEXT-BUFFER /RESTORE TO SCREEN.

7). UTILITIES INCLUDE > MASK - AUTOMATIC PRINTS NUMBERS
CURSOR LOCATION AND VALUE-3 SELECTIVE CLS' S-PATTERN-
EXTRA BUFFERS-SCREEN OVERWR I TE -HEX DUMP -SEARCHES. MORE

8). FULL DISK / CASS I/O DIR-WRITE-LOAD-ftPPEND-COPY-KILL
SCREENPRINT- OUTPUTS CODES TO DRIVE ANY PARALLEL PRINTER
PROFESSIONALLY WRITTEN S< SUPPORTED-NO BUGS-2 YRS.IN DESIGN
OVER 9tf' CDMCIANDS -> FAST / EASY / FUN <- ALL MACHINE LANG.
CABS MOD H-3=»35.00 / DISK MOD 1 OR 3=«45.00 10K PROGRAM
WORKS IN ItK. OR MORE AND ADJUSTS TO MEMORY SIZE CHANGES.
ESPECIALLY FDR MX-B0, MICROLINEGB AND OTHER BLOCK GRAPHIC
PRINTERS. PRINTER NOT REO, FOR FILE HANDLING t- CARTOONS.
^, BUY DURING SEPTEMBER + GET S5.00 OFF / FREE BROCHURE

V- 160

PREMIUM 5-SCREW
SHELL FITS ALL

STANDARD RECORDERS BLANK CASSE
DATA TRAC / C-05, C-10, C-20

rely on

HERE
WHAT

OUSERS SAT ---
, ,a ,he

Torn
ParKins°"

drop

prop'

Stace efton,
OR

the

Madison

Your pf'C

OH

e is
H, - your servi

rig"'
.. L we'l' tt^

ce

H«"?iS'Sn.P'«
,r

lenglf'S
and a' ^^^,

Keep It up

M\;iUiai"
£ Bro'N'^

MD
Richard P ''

APO New '^o'*^

"'^^ YOU'VE TRIED THE BEST
NOW BUY THE BESTReiste-stov-"

viii^ Call: 213/710-1430

ORDER NOW . . . VORK lOComputerujQf^

tor IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
on Credit Card Orders.

MA\L TO: ^^4573 Kitlntlge St , #80J, Canoga Park, CA 91307

w « M ORDER FORM m h m h « h
Each cassette

includes two YORK
to labels only

Boxes are sold

separately. Ship-

ments are by UPS
unless Parcel Post

requested.

Boxes, albums, &
blank labels are tree

ot shipping charges
when ordered with

cassettes. When
ordered separately

Minimum shipping

IS S2.00

ITEM 1 DOZEN 2 DOZEN TOTAL
C-05 Q 7.50 13.50

CIO G 8-00 n 14.40

C-20 G 1000 G 1B00

Hard Box G 2,50 G ^00

Soft Box 2.00 3.40

6 Cap AIDum (di $6 95 each quantity

Blank labels |i 4 00/100 G 30.00/1000

SUB TOTAL
Calit residBfils add 6% sales lax

Shipping 1 doz S2. 2 doz, J3 50. 3 do; $4 50
eacti addiiionai doz S50

For Parcel Post instsad of UPS ADD $1

Outside Continental USA, ADD $2

TOTAL
PLEASE SEND
QUANTrrV _
DISCOUNTS LJ

Check or M.O.
enclosed Fl

Charge to

Credit Card: VISA nWASTERCHARGE

Card No. Exp.

Name

Address

City State/Zip

Signature

Compuler make & model

r^HT ^^ff ^5^ ^^W ^RH

t'See List ol Advertisers on p.vge ."iSq 80 Micro. September 1982 • 281



UTILITY
The Key Box

Color Computer

Extended Color Basic

16K RAM

Make high-res graphics use high memory.

CLEAR

John Heusinkveld

2161 E. Cerrado Brio

Tucson, AZ 85781

[ost Color Computer
owners probably know that

when they power up under Ex-

tended Color Basic, only 8487

bytes of memory are available for

use. Extended Color Basic re-

serves 6K for graphics screens

and 1653 bytes for Its own use

(pointers and the like). You can

maximize available memory by

reserving zero pages of memory

for high resolution graphics.

By examining the memory, I

discovered PCLEAR moves the

lower end of the program space

I53E

3072

aSOS

Sl'l'l

7660

9216

10752

I228B

iSa24

up and down. While the upper

end remains at 16383, PCLEAR 4

puts the lower end of program

space at 7680. PCLEAR 8 would

put It at 13824. The lowest ad-

dress I could reserve for pro-

grams was 3072, using PCLEAR
1. The memory between 1536

and 3071 was reserved for

graphics, and there was no way

to "un-reserve" it.

I needed to find where Basic

stores the address of the lower

end of program space. I was
stuck: None of the memory
maps provided by Radio Shack

in Getting Started With Color

Basic and Going Ahead With Ex-

tended Color Basic stiow where

this Is. Before I could write to

J
MEMORY NORMfiLLY
UNUSABLE FDR
PROGRAMS

MEMORY AVAILABLE
-FOR HIGH RESOLUTION
GRAPHICS USING PCLEAR

MEMORY NORMALLY
AVAiLASLE FOR
PROGRAMS

Fig. 1. Simplified memory map of 16K system
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Radio Shack 80 Micro pub-

lished an excellent article on the

Color Computer in June 1981

("The Color Computer--An In-

side Look"). Included in this arti-

cle was an extensive memory
map. I found what I wanted in

bytes 25 and 26!

I PEEKed these locations,

multiplied the contents of the

first by 256 and added it to the

contents of the second. The

result was 3073. Apparently, the

program space began one byte

ahead of where I had expected it

to (3072). (I was in PMODE 0.) i

wanted it to point to 1537, the

normal start of program space

in Color Basic with no memory
reserved for high resolution

graphics.

1 had to break 1537 into two

numbers (h and I) to be POKEd
into bytes 25 and 26. My answer

was h equals 6, I equals one.

Triumphantly, I typed: POKE
25,6:POKE 26,1. Nothing visible

happened. After a moment of

thought, I decided this was

good. I typed Print Mem next.

The computer responded with

13095, its normal response in

PMODE 0. It seemed I had failed.

Suddenly Inspired, I typed

New then Print Mem. This time

the computer responded with

14631, indicating I had suc-

cessfully reserved an extra 1536

bytes of memory.

When I finished congratu-

lating myself, I entered, ran.

saved and reloaded a few pro-

grams. Everything worked fine,

except of course, the high

resolution, graphics commands
(they made mincemeat out of

the program). Normal graphics

commands, such as Set and

Reset, worked perfectly.

if you are baffled by this, it is

not as complicated as It sounds.

All you need to know Is POKE
25,6: POKE 26, 1 : NEW clears

the memory and reserves zero

pages of memory for high res-

olution graphics. All memory is

free for programs not requiring

high resolution graphics.

This also opens up interest-

ing possibilities. Instead of hav-

ing the high resolution graphics

use low memory, as they nor-

mally do, you can make them

use high memory. The expanded

Getting Started With Color

Basic tells how to do this. This

new edition is a gold mine of

useful information.

Radio Shack's guides, while

excellent texts for beginners,

lack the technical information

we need to get the most from

our Color Computers. So we

have to explore on our own. If

you discover something inter-

esting, share it with tfie rest of

us by writing an article about

It.H

John Heusinl^veld studies

computer sciences.
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fed
Works with all model III Visicalc/Scripsit and allows unlimited backups of master disks. Works
even if you're already backed up twice. Simple, 17 line program.

And look at these other outstanding values!

APPARATS
NEWDOS/80® , 2.0

$129.95
Convert Model I Scripsil and Visicalc to

Model III, plus: Renumber program lines

-move program lines - move blocks of pro-

gram lines - duplicate program lines - selec-

tive variable clearing - program single step-

ping - memory sort multi-dirnensioned ar-

rays - swap variables - read and write to

model 1 disks - reference keywords - spool
prinliny change disk speeds - disable

BREAK and CLEAR - Much, much more!

FREE "Layman's Guide to
Neurdos 80" included with this

purchase.

HAYES SMARTMODEM^..
$249.95

Talk with ottier computers over regular

telephone lines SMARTMODEM can auto

dial - auto answer - repeat - allow for audio
monitoring - programmable - is FCC ap-

proved direct-connect - full or half duplex

capability. U-300baud - RS-232C interface

seven status LED's.

VERBATIM®
DATA-LIFE DISKETTES

5
'

diskettes come in a reusable plastic

storage box.

Use VISA - Mastercard - Money Orders -

Allow 2 weeks for persona! checks.

Kansas residents adcl 3.5% sales tax.

ST80 111®..$ 129.95
Smart terminal cnmtiiunicdtions package.
Allows file uploading downloading.
Emulates many different terminals. Total
operator control. (Written by Lance
Micklus.)

FREE
Catalog price list

of all Sales Data Direct-Order merchafi-
dise available upon request. Super prices

,

. .
Rapid delivery . . . Quality products.

526 L. 4[i"! Hutchinson, Kansas 67501
316/665-3611

Dealer Inquiries Invited.
Phone or write Sales Data, Inc. ^ 142

^UrtVrJ-r' YOOR TRS- odel-s or sm mro a

.',_.. ,^,. ^cin develop Z-80 based,
Stand-alone devices such as games,
robots, instruments and peripheral
controllers, by using your TRS-80 as a
development system. The DEVELOP-
MATE plugs into the expansion con-
nector of your TRS-80 and adds
PROM PROGRAMMING and IN-
CIRCUIT-EMULATfON capabilities to

your system (with or without expan-
sion interface).

OuiMpleto instructions and sample
schematics are included to help you
design your own simple stand-alone
microcomputer systems THESE
SYSTEMS CAN BE AS SIMPLE AS
FOUR ICs: one TTL circuit for clock
and reset, a Z-80, an EPROM, and one
peripheral interface chip

When the In-C ircu it-Em u lat ion
cable IS plugged into the Z-80 socket
of your stand-alone system, the sys-
tem becomes a part of your TRS-80:
You C3n use the full power of your
Gditor/assembiers debug and trace
program to check out both the hard-
ware and the software. Simple test
loops can be used to check out the
hardware, then the system program
can be run to debug the logic of your
stand-alone device

Since the program is kept in TRS-80
RAM, changes can be made quickly
and easily When your stand-alone
device works as desired, you use the
Developmates PROM PROGRAMMER
to copy the program into a PROM
With this PROM, and a Z-80 in place of
the emulation cable, your stand-alone
device will work by itself

It VLL'JPMATE is extremely
compact Both the PROM programmer
and the In-Circuit-Emulator are in one
small plastic box only 3,2" x 5.4", A
line-plug mounted power supply is

included The PROM programmer has
a "personality module" which defines
the voltages and connections of the
PROM so that future devices can be
accommodated However, the system
comes with a universal" personality
module which handles 2758, 2508 f8K)
2716, 2516 (16K), 2532 (32K). as well
as the now eleclncally alterable 2816
and 48016 (16K EEPROMs)

The COMPLETE DEVELOPMATE
81, for Model I, with software, power
supply, emulation cable, TRS-80
cable, and "universal" personality
module S329

DEVELOPMATE 83, Model 111 version,
same as above $329

PM2 PERSONALITY MODULE for
2732A EPROM $15

PM3 PERSONALITY MODULE for
2764 EPROM $15

ORION
INSTRUMENTS

172 Otis Avenue, Dept. M, Woodside
CA 94062

(415) 851-1172 ^ 151

Master Charge and Visa phone orders accfipied
Cpli'nmr.q resptlfiritr. plfla^e iitJd 6' "'" c^ii^t--

i^See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 283
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First-Drive Systems

$
Internally mounted drives that feature double- or

single-density storage, comprehensive pre-

delivery testing, 48-hour burn-in and, best of all,

Percom's widely acclaimed disk controller, A

First-Drive System includes the four-drive disk

controller, one or two drives, power supplies,

cables and a fully illustrated owners manual. Use

Model III TRSDOS*, Percom OS-80+ and all

other Model III compatible DOSs.

Note: If you prefer not to make the First-Drive

System installation, we'll do it for only $29.95

plus shipping. This includes a 48-hour operat-

ing burn-in of your Model III computer, instal-

lation of the drive system and final checkout

of the expanded system.

Our Own Fully Tested Drives

Every Access Floppy Disk drive is electrically tested, mechanically tested and

burned-in 48 hours under operating conditions. Look for the signed test list in

the shipping carton.

AFD drives are capable of either single- or double-density operation. Store up

to 364 Kbytes (formatted) in double density. Store twice the data on a single

diskette using AFD "flippy" drives."

15-day free trial offer. ..comprehensive 90-day limited warranty. ..unbeatable

phces...AFD-100 (a $275.00, -100F (a $329.00, -200 (a $429.95, -200F @
$449.95.

How lo order - Order by calling Access Unlimited toll-free on 1-800-527-3475. Or order by mail.

OrOers may be charged to a VISA or Master Card account, or paid by cashier's check, certified

check or money order. Sorry, we cannot accept personal checks. We pay freight (surface only)

and insurance charges for shipments in U.S. on orders over $1,000,00. Add approximate

insurance and shipping charges for orders under $1,000.00. If in doubt about these charges,

ask when you call in your order. Texas residents include 5% sales tax. Minimum mail order

$20.00. Allow 2 to 4 weeks for delivery.
'

: Texas (214)340-5366

Save! VISA and Master Card charges are not deposited

until the day your order is shipped.

PRICES AND SPECIFiCATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

smmmmsmsmm

Everybody's Favorites - for Less!

Percom Data Separator $23,95

Green Screen I, II, or III $18.95

Head Cleaning Kit $24.95

Drive Numbering Tabs (pkg 0-3) $4.50

5y4" Flip-N-File $24.95

8" Flip-N-File $39.95
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LOWER PRICES
Percom s Proven

Upgrade Your Model I to

only $159.95
ensity for

And not with some unproven hacker's kit, either. But with an assembled and tuliy

tested Percom DOUBLER-II^. The DOUBLER 11+ simply plugs into the disk drive
controiter socket of your Expansion Interface. Then it lets you store over four times
more on one side of a diskette, depending on the drive, than you can store on
standard Tandy Model I drives. Other features: • Reads, writes and formats either
single- or double-density • Includes DBLDOS ", a TRSDOS* compatible disk-
operating system • Runs TRSDOS*, NEWDOS++, Percom OS-80+ and other
single-density software immediately. Change to double-density operation when con-
venient • Use Move 1-2-3 utility ($29.95) or other appropriate software to read
Model III programs on your Model I. • Includes on-card high-performance data
separation and write precompensation circuitry.

nter Vfc^ M.

only

Low Cost
System Furniture

Modular design permits cus-

tom arrangements • Furniture

styling and quality • TRS-80'
colors • OK for UPS shipping

• Reassemble without tools

System desks from $1 1

5

Printer stands from $144

Arrick Products Quick-Switch^

Just llick a switch lo connect your TRS-80' printer port from device #1 to

device #2. Or, "Quick-Switch" a peripheral between computers. Versions
for RS-232 or Centronics interfacing. Includes box-mounted 34-pin card-e

plugs. From $89,95. Cables from $29.95.

* trademark of Arrick Products Company.

Save! Make ACCESS your one-call shopping center for TRS-80*
hardware and software. Call our toll-free order number for free
product literature and latest prices. Ask for our new, free
software catalog.

Toil-Free
Order No.

527-3475
o

(oraers & literature only)

401 N. Central Expressway #6O0
Richardson, Texas 7S08O
(214) 340-5366 ^?&

'"T'adefnark o1 Access Unftmited

'Trademark ol Pprcom Data Company, hic

Trademark ot Tandy Radio Stiack Corporatron

ttTrademark ol Appara! Cofpo'aiion

•^See List of Advertisers on page 339 'Micro, September 1982 • 285



UTILITY

Temporarily hide your screen's contents.

Screen Veil

Mike Keller

13423 Desert Hills NE
Albuquerque, NM 87111

Veil is a machine-language utiiity tliat

lets you temporarily cloak the screen

contents.

Suppose a visitor drops by while you're

running your accounts receivable program

vi/ith the screen displaying information

about a customer's 60-day delinquent ac-

count. If you've initialized Veil, all you do is

press the shift and Break keys together.

This causes the screen to go blank, except

for the message "Security hold. Do not

reset or turn off computer." Novw you can

give your attention to the visitor without

compromising the delinquent account's

right to privacy. Veil requires NEWDOS80
(Version 1 or 2) but is adaptable for use mXU

other disk operating systems. Veil is driven

by the TRS-80's interrupt signals, and once

initialized, functions under any program

that runs with interrupts enabled, such as

Basic, DOS, Debug, Scripsit, and so on.

While the computer is in this security

hold, the keyboard is locked up, and except

for the correct combination of keys, it will

not respond to any input (including

NEWDOSSO's 123, DFG and JKL). To restore

the previous screen contents and let your

program take up where it left off press shift

and Break. Veil is also handy for someone

who must unexpectedly leave the computer

for a few minutes.

Getting It Started

To use Veil, enter the source code of

Program Listing 1, under EDTASM/CfulD.

Change the origin address if necessary to

avoid conflicts with other frequently used

The Key Box

Model I and III

32K RAM
NEWDOS80 1.0or2.0

Editor/Assembler

1 Disk Drive

machine-language routines. Write the

source code to disk so you can make

changes later, then assemble the object

code to disk with the name VEIUCMD. Go

into DOS Ready and set high memory or

system option AP to B9FFH to protect the

area where VEIUCMD resides. Then, in-

itialize the utility by entering its name. The

message "screen veil active" will appear.

Now you may go about your work as usu-

al, except the shift and Break keys will now

put the computer in a security hold as de-

scribed earlier. That's all there is to it. Use

the Auto function or a chain file to initialize

Veil automatically at power-on/reset, but

make sure the high memory is properly set.

Limitations

The program operates only if interrupts

are enabled. This means you won't be able

to invoke the security hold if you have ex-

ecuted a CMD'T" in Basic.

Since interrupts are disabled while in

a security hold, the TRS-80's real-time

clock stops, and starts running again only

after you resume normal execution of your

program.

Because the Break key is treated by

some programs as a special input, invoking

the security hold may cause a break in your

program when it resumes. To avoid this

under Basic, disable the Break key before

running your program—a precaution that

should be taken with any program dealing

in sensitive data. Do not disable Break

when using EDTASM, since Break is the

only key that terminates certain EDTASM

functions.

Once Veil is initialized, you can invoke

the security hold as often as necessary, but

do not issue the Veil command a second

time without a reset. NEWDOS80 doesn't

like having the same routine inserted into

its interrupt chain twice, and will reboot or

cause your system to hang up. If you can't

remember whether or not Veil has been in-

itialized, press shift/Break,

Customizing

Veil was written on a Model 1, but I believe

NEWDOS80 calls (as well as other hard ad-

dresses referenced in the routine) are com-

patible with the Model Ill's.

Special key combinations can be substi-

tuted for shift/Break to enter a security

hold, provided you know something of

how the keyboard is laid out in memory.

Those who are paranoid about security

might want to use one combination to acti-

vate, and a different one to deactivate. If you

do this, omit the first delay loop in the

source code.

Be careful using other key combinations.

If your program is scanning for a single

keystroke (as with INKEY$) when you in-

voke a security hold, one of the keys you

press may be accepted by the program as a

prompt response.

I used shift/Break to avoid this and it

works while running Basic programs, as

long as the Break key is disabled.

Screen Watchers Foiled

As computers become more widespread

in business offices, the need to protect sen-

sitive company information increases. With

Veil, your corporate data needn't be adver-

tised to those who gather around the ter-

minal. Now, if we could just find some in-

visible ink for the printer...

BA00
4410
4467
402D
uses
3C00

10001
)0021
90041
50061
30081
30101
30121
30141
30161
30181
00201
00221

Program Listing

VEIL/SRC M. KELLER ALBUQUERQUE ,NM (505) 294-4966

•THIS UTILITY ALLOWS THE OPERATOR TO CONCEAL THE CURRENT

SCREEN CONTENTS AND TEMPORARILY PAUSE PROGRAM EXECUTION.

f
NOTE: REQUIRES NEWDOS/80 VERSION 1 OR 2

LABEL ASSIGNMENTS =======

INSERT
DSPHSG
DOSRDY
DELAY
VIDEO

ORG
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU
EQU

0BA00H
4410H
4467H
40 2DH
0060H
3C00H

ORG ADDRESS CAN BE CHANGED
SEE NEWDOS/B0'S DOS ROUTINES
SEE NEWDOS/80 "S DOS ROUTINES
USED TO RETURN TO "DOS READY"

ROM CALL USED FOR DELAY
ADDRESS OF SCREEN POSN.

Program continues
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Program continued

3880
3840

BA00
BA03
BA06
BA09
BA0C

110FBA
CD1044
2166BA
CD6744
C32D40

0002
BAll
ba:2

BA13
BA16
BA17
BA18
BAIB
BAID

01
01

3A8038
B7
CB
3A4038
FE04
C0

BAIE
BA21
BA24
BA27

BA29
BA2C
BA2F
BA31
BA3 4

BA36
BA39
BA3C
BA3F
BA41
BA44

BA47
BA4A
BA4B
BA4D
BA50
BA52

BA54
BA57
BA5A
BA5D
BASF
BA62
BA65

21003C
llABBA
010004
EDB0

21003C
11013c
3620
01FF03
EDB0
217 9BA
11003E
013200
EDB0
010040
CD6000

3A803B
B7
28FA
3A4038
FEe4
20F3

21ABBA
11003C
010004
EDB0
010040
CD6000
C9

BA66 53
BA7 8 0D
BA79 53

BA9D 20
0400
BBAB 00

BA00
00000 TOTAL

00241
00261
00281
00301
00321
00341
00361
00381
00401
00421
00441
00461
00481
00501
00521
00541
00561
00581
00601
00521
00641
00661
00681
00701
00721
00741
00761
00781
00801
00821
00841
00861
00881
00901
00921
00941
00961
00981
01001
01021
01041
01061
01081
01101
01121
01141
01161
01181
01201
01221
01241
01261
01281
01301
01321
01341
01361
01381
01401
01421
01441
01461
01481
01501
01521
01541
01561
01581
01601
01621
01641
01661

ERRORS

SHFROK EQU
BRKROW EQU

3ea0H
3840H

; SHIFT KEYS LIVE AT THIS ROW
; BREAK KEY LIVES AT THIS ROW

.= = = = =,========^==== INITIALIZATION ======c.====== = = = = .

;THIS ADDS OUR RODTIKE (BET.OW) TO THE INTERRUPT CHAIN,
LD
CALL
LD
CALL
JP

DE,VEIL
INSERT
HL,MESSG1
DSPMSG
DOSRDY

POINT TO ROUTINE, AND
ADD TO INTERRUPT CHAIN

POINT TO MESSAGE 1 AND
CONFIRM "VEIL ACTIVE"

RETURN TO "DOS READY"
--^ END OF INITIALIZATION

• 3n.=E=s=====BH=== = = INTERRUPT ROUTINE = = = = = = = = = =========
fANYTIME AFTER INITIALIZATION, PRESSING SHIFT/BREAK KEYS
jTOGETHER WILL CLEAR THE SCREEN AND ENTER AN APPARENT
;LOCKUP. WHEN SHIFT/BREAK IS AGAIN PRESSED, THE SCREEN
; CONTENTS ARE RESTORED AND THE USER'S PROGRAM RESUMES.
;(NEXT 4 BYTES CONFORM TO REQUIREMENTS OF NEWDOS/80)
VEIL DErS 2 ; RESERVE 2 BYTES FOP DOS

DEFB 1 ; INVOKE AT EACH INTERRUPT
DEFB 1 ; INITIAL INTERRUPT COUNT

;BEGIN BY CHECKING IF SHIFT AND BREAK KEYS PRESSED,
LD A,(SHFROW) ;GET SHIFT ROW'S CONTENTS
OR A ; IS A SHIFT KEY PRESSED?
RET Z ;N0. RETURN
LD A, (BRKROW) ;YES. GET BREAK'S ROW
CP 4 ;IS BREAK PRESSED TOO ?
RET NZ ;N0. RETURN

;SHIFT & BREAK KEYS ARE PRESSED, SO ENTER SECURITY HOLD.
;START HOLD BY SAVING CURRENT SCREEN IN TEMPLATE BUFFER.

LD HL, VIDEO
LD DE,TEMPLT
LD BC,1024
LDIR

; CLEAR THE SCREEN AND SHOW
HL, VIDEOLD

LD
LD
LD
LDIR
LD
LD
LD
LDIR
LD
CALL

DE,VIDE0+1
(HL),' '

BC,1023

HL,MESSG2
DE, 15872
BC,50

BC,04000H
DELAY

{SOURCE = SCREEN POEN.
jDEST = TEMPLATE'S ADDR.
sCOUNT = 1024 CHARACTERS
jCOPY SCREEN TO TEMPLATE

'SECURITY HOLD" MESSAGE.
; SOURCE = SCREEN POSN.
jDEST = FOLLOWING BYTE
fCLEAR FIRST SCREEN POSN,
;1023 MORE BYTES TO CLEAR
;CLR REMAINDER OF SCREEN
ISOURCE = MESSAGE ADDRESS
;DEST = SCREEN POSN. 512
;COUNT = MESSAGE LENGTH
;COPY MESSAGE TO SCREEN
;GIVE OPERATOR SOME TIME

TO RELEASE THE KEYS
;NOW ENTER LOCKUP UNTIL SHIFT/BREAK PRESSED AGAIN.

LD
OR
JR
LD
CP
JH

A, (SHFROH)
A
ZrHOLD
A, (BRKROW

I

4

NZ,HOLD
jSHIFT & BREAK KEYS PRESSED, SO RESTORE USER'S PROGRAM.

LD
LD
LD
LDIR
LD
CALL
RET

GET SHIFT ROW'S CONTENTS
IS A SHIFT KEY PRESSED?
NO. STAY IN HOLD
YES. GET BREAK'S ROW
IS BREAK PRESSED TOO ?

NO. STAY IN HOLD

HL,TEMPLT ; SOURCE = TEMPLATE'S ADDR
DE,VIDEO fDEST = SCREEN POSN.
BC,1024 ;COUNT = 1024 CHARACTERS

RESTORE SCREEN CONTENTS
BC,4000H ;GIVE OPERATOR SOME TIME
DELAY ; TO RELEASE THE KEYS,

; THEN RETURN
END OF INTERRUPT ROUTINE ===============

============ MESSAGE AND TEMPLATE BUFFERS ==============
MESSGl DEFH 'SCREEN VEIL ACTIVE'

DEFB 0DH ;
<— MESSAGE TERMINATOR BYTE

MESSG2 DEFH 'SECURITY HOLD. DO NOT RESET OR TURK'
DEFM ' OFF COMPUTERl

'

TEMPLT DBFS 1024 rRESERVE 1024 BYTES FOR TEMPLATE
DEFB fMARKER FOR ASSEMBLY END ADDRESS

END BEGIN

INTRODUCING. . . £:3 .^ ~r j^ r^^i .^ i\ft .Data Manager

DATAMAN is a IMJ) ti-purpose, file-handler- requiring ABSOLUTELY NO PROGRAMMING
by the User, Anyone can build a new file in minutes, and Print a sample!

DATAMAN alloHs; Multiple files on one data disk, unlimited backups, and uses
the sane Syste* disk for accessing all files. COMPLETELY USER FRIENDLY!

DATAMAN features! AUTOMATIC screen formatting, AUTOMATIC printer formatting
(Tabular or Record), and AUTOMATIC Sub-totals and Totals, across and down!

DATAMAN is all MENl>-dr i ven i Add, Revise, Find, Delete, Sort, Global Search,
Change Field Naaes and Print format; i. e. , margins, line spacing, etc!

DATAMAN sorts nearly 3000 records, and re-arranges each Master Data File by
any selected Field in minutes - not hours. Smaller files sort in seconds!

DATAMAN has been field tested (in a business environment) for over one year.
A built-in USER'S GUIDE called by menu, can be displayed to HELP the User!

DATAMAN is available for the Model I and Model III with two disk drives, and
4BK required. Printers supported: EPSON, Okidata, and most Radio Shack!

DATAMAN is compatible with all major Disk Operating Systems, but is supplied
Mlthout a DOS. Hhen ordering, please state your operating system version!

INTRODUCTORY PRICE is only *49,95!
For ORDERS ONLY, call BOO-327-6590
Florida Residents add 5X Sales Tax
For Additional Information, Check
Reader Service, or Write Direct to

M/C or VISA Accepted
Inquiries: 305-35 1-042B

^tring Systems i^ 443

1446 HAGEN LN, ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955

C/BS SAVES YOU TWICE
•Only sag"" each!
•You can recover ihe cost the first week!
**********************
Introducing: "INVOICEM" Models I & II

• Print invoices from Radio Shack Inventory Control
I package (#26-1553]

• Produce plain-paper invoices by entering Stock
No. and quantity. Description and price retrieved

frorrt Inventory file,

• Prices extended and totaled

•Manual entries allowed. »'479

;/vfrodi/c>ns; "SERIES-PRINT" -Model II

•If you use VISICALC for more than two tiles

SERIES-PRINT" will greatly benefit you.
• Print up to TOO VISICALC DIF files without
operator intervention.

•No longer necessary to load a file, print, load

another, print, etc., etc...

•Tell 'SERIES-PRINT" a range of file names and
relax while your computer does your printing.

•Requires 64K Model II with 132-character printer

(and, ot course, VISICALC)********•********
COMPUTER / BUSINESS SERVICES

28333 Suburban Drive, Warren, Ml 48093
VisiCalc & DIF ere trademarks of VisiCorp.

PRESERVE
micro

BINDERS
& FILE

CASES
Keep your issues of 60 Micro togettier, handy and
protected in handsome and durable library files or

binders. Both styles bound in dark green leather-

ette with the magazine logo stamped in gold.

Files. Each file liolds 6 Issues, spines vislbl* for easy ref-

erence, S5.95 eoch, 3 tor i17.IXl, 6 tor $30.00
Binders. Eoch binder holds 6 issues and opens flat for

eosy reading. $7,50 each, 3 for $21.75,6 for S42.00
{Postage poid in USA. Foreign orders Include $2.50 per
Item)

Please stale years. 1980 to 1963
Send check or money order toi

JE55E JONES BOX CORP,
P,0, Box 5120
Phlladelphio, PA 19141

Please allow 6-8 weeks tor delivery

This publication

is available

in microform.

University Microfilms

International

Please send additionai information

rHame
Institution

Street

City.

State. .Zip.

300 North Zeeb Road 30-32 Mortimer Street

Dept.PR Depl, PR,
Ann Arbor, Mi 48106 London Win 7RA
U.SA. England
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HARDWARE

Power to the buffered printer interface cable.

Barry N. Gorodetzer

Suite 106

26937 Hayward Boulevard

Hayward, CA 94542

The Epson MX-80 printer is

easily interfaced to the

TRS-80 Model I using the rela-

tively inexpensive ($59) Radio

Shack Buffered Printer Interface

Cable (cat. 26-1411). The cable is

designed for -f-5VDC supplied

externally from pin 18 of the

printer connector. As the Epson

MX-80 does not supply +5VDC
to pin 18; a modification is

necessary.

There are two approaches to

the problem. The first is an in-

terim method to get you through

the printer's 90-day warranty.

Epson will not honor their war-

ranty if the second method, in-

volving the printer's -(-5VDC

supply, is used. Both methods

are easy to implement.

Although there is only a lit-

tle soldering involved, I don't

suggest either method unless

you are experienced. Be sure all

AC power is off and all cords

unplugged.

Method One

The buffered cable is a flat rib-

bon cable with a rectangular

black box near one end. The box

288 • 80 Micro, Septemberl 982

has a small printed circuit board

between matching plastic top

and bottom pieces.

First disassemble the black

box. The plastic pieces are

keyed and held together by a

small molded plastic pin and

hole in each corner. Carefully

pull the pieces apart. Second,

solder two insulated wires, each

about ten inches long, to the ap-

propriate points on the printed

circuit board. Use a light gauge

wire, such as AWG No. 22.

There is a tubular eiectrolytic

capacitor adjacent to the con-

nector edge. Connect one wire

to the exposed portion of each

lead of the capacitor. To do this,

strip about 1/16th-inch of insula-

tion from one end of each wire. If

stranded wire is used, tin the ex-

posed ends with a tiny drop of

solder. Form the ends into a tiny

hook to catch the capacitor

leads. Another very tiny drop of

solder secures each wire to its

respective lead.

One end of the capacitor has

a small indent around the cir-

cumference; this is the positive

side. The wire connected to this

end connects to the positive

pole of a -I-5VDC supply. The

capacitor body is marked in

various ways including an ar-

row, containing minus signs.

pointing away from the indent

toward the opposite end. Dam-

age results if the polarity is re-

versed so do not guess! Clearly

mark the unconnected end of

each wire for plus and minus,

corresponding to the observed

polarity of the capacitor.

Reassemble the case routing

the two new wires out of the

case. Make sure they do not in-

terfere with the edge connector.

Carefully push the plastic

pieces together. If necessary,

use a tiny dab of rubber cement

in one or two of the corner holes.

Do not use plastic cement or

you will not be able to disassem-

ble the case again without

breaking the plastic.

For a simple -(-5VDC power

supply use three 1,5V size D

flashlight batteries connected

in series using battery holders.

Double check your wires making

sure they are connected to the

right poles.

Method Two

If the interim modification

was made, first, disassemble

the plastic case and cut off the

two added wires with a small

pairof diagonal cutters. Another

way is to desolder the wires. Put

the case back together and put

it aside.

Remove the top cover of the

printer and arrange the printer

so you face into the left side of

it. What is normally the left side

of the printer (the side opposite

the black knob) will be adjacent

and parallel to the edge of your

work table. The external connec-

tor will be on your left and the

cover will be standing on its

edge next to the far side.

In the near left corner of the

printer is a small printed circuit

board piggyback on the main

printed circuit board. The left

edge of this board is over the in-

side portion of the 36 pin exter-

nal connector. A cable plugs in-

to the top of the piggyback

board. The wires from this plug

are routed around the right edge

of this board through a small

rectangular cutout. Remember

this for reassembly. Near the

center of the main board, adja-

cent to the far edge of the piggy-

back board, is a small black 26

pin female connector marked

The Key Box

Model I

Epson MX-80 Printer

Buffered Printer Interface Cable



CN-3. A connection will be

made to this connector later.

Carefully remove ttie piggy-

back board by unplugging the

cable plugged into the top of it.

Slowly and gently pull it straigtit

up. Remove ttie two Ptiillips

screws in two of the piggyback

board corners- A multi-pin con-

nector, underneath and on the

far side of the piggyback board,

still tiolds the circuit boards

togettier. Gently pull straight up;

put ttie board aside.

Remove about 1/16th-inch of

insulation from each end of a

four inch length of AWG No. 22

wire. If the wire is stranded,

tin each end with a tiny drop

of solder.

One end of the wire connects

to pin 18 of the external connec-

tor. Pin 18 is at the far end of the

connector in the top row (the

numbers are molded into the

connector on the outside edge).

Bend a hook into one end of the

wire. With a drop of solder, se-

cure the hooked end of the wire

to the exposed part of pin 18 on

the inside of the external con-

nector. Confirm that no solder

bridges have been inadvertently

created with adjacent pins. Plug

the other end of the wire into

hole 16 on connector CN-3. Pin

16 is the source of +5VDC.
Make sure the wire goes deep

enough to be tightly grasped by

the metal contact. Connector

CN-3 is used for the optional

serial interface. So do not dam-
age the connector by using

force or too large a wire. Route
the wire against the circuit

board.

Replace the piggyback board

with extreme care. Check the in-

side of the printer for wire

scraps and replace the top

cover. Plug the short length of

ribbon cable into the CPU. Con-

nect the long length of ribbon

cable to the printer and
to the black box. Plug everything

in and your Epson MX-80 will

respond to LPRINT and LLIST

commands.

Barry Gorodetzer, an electrical

engineer, is project manager for

a consulting engineering firm.
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NEW '

40 TRACK

DISK DRIVES
with

POWER SUPPLY & CASE
for

RADIO SHACK
and

OTHER COMPUTERS

[CF^ "^O

A<^
-^> Ĥ

Computers

International, Inc.

1300 Main Street

Tewksbury. MA 01876
(617)851-4580

Shipping extra FOB Tewksbury
Masicr Card, Visa, or Bank Cht'cks ani'pu'd
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A
A

A
A

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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LLECTRONIC NOTEBOOK

A tolally new concept in small-scale intormation management fof the TRS-80 (R) LOG is an
assembly language utility which tills the gap t«tween text editors and data base managers to
provide a true free-totm information storage and retrieval system with unheard-ol ease ol
operation.

LOG-CMD creates on a formatted diskette a LOG file trom 1 to 170 pages long, each page
containing 1 full screen of rnformalion Pages are accessed indniiduaJly or sequentially, as it

thumbing through a tx)ok. Information is added, updated, or deleted from each page in tree
form tiy an integral cursor-oriented text editor. Each diskette becomes a separate organized
notebook to use and re-use as you please.

Insert, Delete, Tab, Clear, and full cursor positioning are supported, as well as blinking cursor
and auto-repeat. All functions operate with the ease of a single keystroke including Global
Search, Outpul to Drinler 's provided. LOG can even be accessed from BASIC without loss of
program.

Why, when you own a computer, do you still keep records by hand? Throw away your pencil
and paper! Use your computer as you never drearned of before!

Model I

Model III

32 or 48K
32 or 48K

$44.95

$49.95

(minimum system: 32K, 2 disk drives,

DOS 2,3 (I) or 1.3 (III) required)

Write or Call for further information:

KSoft

318 Lakeside Drive

Brandon, (vIS 39042

(TRS-80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corporation)

I'See List ol Advertisers on page 339

(uppercase only)

(uppercase/lowercase)

(601) 992 2239

MasterCard and Visa accepted
MS Residents pay 5% sales \3x

We prty shipping and handling

.^331

Model 953A 1

PROGRAM

Programs 2508, 27I.L;, 2L.!u, J,- i-L, ^L32 and 2732 five volt EPROMS.

Complete - no personality modules to buy.

Intelligent - microprocessor based, programs and verifies any or dii bytes.

RS-232 sprial interface - use with computer or terminal.

Verify erasure command verifies that EPROM is erased.

Extended diaynostics - error output distinguishes between s bad EPROM
and one which needs erasing.

May be used for extremely reliable data or progrdm storage.

All power on programming socket under processor control. LED ivarning
light indicates when power is applied,

Cornplete with Textool zero insertion force socket.

High performance/cost ratio.

Standard DB-25 I/O connector.

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOCIATES, inc.

HWY 603, PC BOX 387
BAY ST. LOUIS. MISSISSIPPI 39520

(601)467-6231
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UTILITY

Modifying NEWDOS's screen print function.

JKL Minus Blanks

Richard M. Straw

790 Liberty Street

Ashland, OR 97520

The NEWDOS+ JKL pro-

cedure prints whatever is

on the screen when the keys J,

K, and L are pressed simul-

taneously. I use it often. But it

has, as originally written, one

very annoying feature. Even if

there are only two lines dis-

played on your screen, the print-

er will traverse and feed paper

for the remaining 14 blank lines.

My Solution

This program stops printing

by using a carriage return when

a line is empty. I assembled this

short program with automatic

status invoked by the command

AUTO JKL {the name under

which it is stored). Whenever I

power up with this system, the

modification runs as if it were

part of the original program.

OOOOS jMODIFICftTION TO NEWDOS+ JKL ROUTINE - NO PRINTING PAST

00006 SLAET NON-SPACE CHARACTER IN ANY LINE
30007 {FIRST , SET TOP OF MEMORY LOCATION TO ACCEPT PROGRAM

|

404y 00010 ORG 4049K POINT TO TOP OF MEH

4049 DAPF 00020 DEFW ECAH-1 SET TO PROTECT
00025 ; INSERT NEW TEXT INTO EXISTING JKL ROUTINE |

43BE 00030 ORG 4 3BEE ENTER JKL ROUTINE
43BE C5 00120 PUSH BC
43BF 21003C 00130 LD HL, 3C00B (VIDEO ORIGIN |

4JC2 54 00140 LINE LD D,H PRINT LINE ORIGIN

43C3 5D 00150 LD E.L
4 3C4 010101 00160 LD BC.OIOIH COUNTERS
43C7 CDDBFF 00170 CALL SCAN
43CA 23 001^0 IHC HL CHECK FOR END OP

43CB CB74 00190 BIT 6,H ' VIDEO
43CD 28F3 00200 JR J, LINE IF NOT, ANOTHER LINE

4 3CF CI 00210 POP BC RESTORE REGISTERS

43D0 C3Dft4 3 00220 JP 4 3DW; RET THROUGH JKL
00230 [SUBROUTINE CALLED TO SCAN EACH LINE FOR LAST CHARACTER 1

00240 I INSERT LOCATION IN B, THEN PRINT B CHARACTERS ONLY. j

FFDB 00250 ORG OFFDBH 34 BYTES FOR EUBRTN

FFCfi VE 00260 SCAN LR A, (HL) CHARACTER ON SCREEN

FFDC PB20 00270 CV 20ri SPACE?
FFDB 2801 00230 JR a , i;kt JUMP JF A SPACE
PPEO 41 00290 r.c E,C BYTE COUNT IF HOT
PFE1 79 00300 NXT LD a,c
rrE2 FE40 00310 CP 40H CHECK END OF LINE

FFE4 ZS04 00320 JR Z , PENT
FFE6 OC 00330 INC c INCREMENT IF NOT

FFB7 23 00340 INC HL
FFE8 18F1 00350 JR SCAN CONTINUE SCAN
PPEA 1ft 00360 PENT LD A, (DE) CHAR TO PRINT

PPEB FEBO OO370 CP SOH GRAPHICS?
PFED 3802 003B0 JR C,PR2
PFEF 3E2E 00390 LD A,2EH PERIOD IF YES

FPFl CD9C03 00400 PB2 CALL 39CH LPBINT ROUTINE

Frp4 13 00410 INC DE
FPFS 10P3 00420 DJHZ PRNT RETURN FOR NEXT

FFF7 3E0D 00430 LD A.ODH CARRIAGE RETURN

FFF9 CDSCO

3

00440 CALL 030CH OUTPUT

FFFC C9 00450 RET RET FROM SCAN fi PRINT

4020 00460 END 402DH RET TO DOS AFTER LOAD

00000 TOTAL ERRORS

LINE 4 302 00140 00200
NXT FPE1 00300 00280
PR 2 FFF1 00400 00380
PBNT FFEA 00360 00320 00420
SCAN FFDB 00260 00020 00170 00350

Program Listing 1

It might have been possible to

insert this modification some-

where into the operating system

itself using Superzap, but that

would add 34 bytes to an already

tight set of programs. It resides

in the topmost section of

memory.

The program has three basic

entry points. It first protects the

program by modifying the top-

of-memory pointer set on power-

up. These two bytes reside at

4049H and 404AH. The second

entry is into the NEWDOS JKL

routine itself, 43B1H to43E2H. I

jump into the routine at 43BEH,

store a couple of counters and

call the Scan subroutine.

The Scan segment loads in

high memory. In my 48K system,

the top location is FFFF and the

origin is FFDBH. On a 32K sys-

tem, the proper ORG location is

BFDBH. The value in line 250 of

the source program is the only

one you need to change to adapt

to the smaller memory. Scan

iooks at the line in the screen

memory {which begins at 3C00H)

character by character, using

the C register as a counter.

If this location has a printable

The Key Box

Basic Level II

Model I

32K or 48K RAM
NEWDOS

+

One or more disk drives

Printer

character, its byte location is

stored in the B register. If there

is only a space, this does not

happen. When the end of the

line is reached, the PRNT seg-

ment transfers data to the line

printer one character at a time.

Printing continues only for the

number of bytes stored in the B

counter, without going beyond

the last non-space character. All

graphics codes are converted to

periods to avoid confusing the

printer. If your printer displays

graphics leave this out. The car-

riage return is inserted at the

end of each line.

The main routine keeps track

of the lines as the original JKL

routine by checking for a one in

bit 6 of the H register. Tfils indi-

cates the HL pair has been incre-

mented to a location beyond the

video memory. When all 16 lines

are scanned and printed, the

routine exits through the end of

the original JKL system and re-

stores registers. Since the BC

registers are used in the revised

routine, these are also restored.

The End statement returns

the system to DOS using its

transfer vector at 402DH.

For line printers unable to pro-

duce graphics characters, insert

more code at line 390 to convert

various graphics items to char-

acters resembling those on the

video display.

Dr. Straw Is a former Pro-

fessor of Biology and is now

manager of Academic Services

in the computer center at

Southern Oregon State College.
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the potential of your TRS-80

Encyclopedia for the TRS-80*

What's the key to getting the

most from your TRS-80? No, it

isn't the disk drives or printers or

joysticks. It's information.

Without a continual supply of

information and ideas, you
cannot realize the full potential of

the TRS-80.

Our response to the clamor for

additional information is the

Encyclopedia for the IRS-80, a

ten-volume reference work of

programs and articles carefully

selected to help you m-ake the

most of your microcomputer. You
can consider the volumes of the

Encyclopedia to be an extension

of the documentation that came
with your TRS-80. Each book is

full of material on programming
techniques, business, hardware,

games, tutorials, education,

utilities and interfacing.

Unlike conventional

encyclopedias, the Encyclopedia

for the TRS-80 will never become
stale or out of date. That's

because the volumes of the

Encyclopedia are being issued

one-at-a-time, approximately six

.

weeks apart. This means that

each new volume will reflect the

latest developments and
discoveries, making this a living

encyclopedia for TIlS-80 users.

Volumes 1-7 available now.

Complete set available July 1982.

ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80

$19.95/volume HARDCOVER
$10.95/volume SOFTCOVER

Encyclopedia Loader

The editors at Wayne Green

Books want to help you use the

programs in your Encyclopedia

for the TRS-80. So to help you
maximize the use of your
microcomputing time, we created

Incyclopedia Loader™.

By a special arrangement

With Instajit Software™,

Books can now provide you with

selected programs contained in-

eetch volume of the Encyclopedia

for the TRS-80 on a special series

of cassettes called Encyclopedia

Loader™. Your encyclopedia

provides the essential

documentation but now you'll be

able to load the programs instantly.

With Encyclopedia Loader™
you'll save hours of keyboard

tim.e and eliminate the

aggravating seai'ch for typos.

ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADER™
$14.95/cassette

Receive one volume FREE
If you order the entire 10 vol. set of the

Encyclopedia for the XRS-80, you'll

receive the 10th vol. FREE!
iO Volume deluxe hard cover

COLLECTOR'S EDITION—a S199.50 value.

$164.00 EN8100 postpaid .

10 volume soft cover edition, a $109.50

value. $83.00 EN8080 postpaid.

ORDERING INFORMATION
TOLL FREE CALL

WAYNE GREEN 1-800-258-5473

OB mail a copy of this form,

or card provided to;

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS
SALES DEPT.
PINE STREET

PETERBOROUGH NH 03458

DEALER INQUIRIES INVIIED

Yes, I want your special offer

_iO Vol. Hardcover $164.00 EN8100 _10Vol. Softcover $83.00 ENSOBO {UPS shipping Included)

ENCYCLOPEDIA HABDCOVER single Volume $19.95 each*

Vol. 1 _Vol. 2 _Vol, 3 __Vol. 4 _Vol. 6 _Vol. 6 _Vol. 7 _Vol. 8 _VoI. 9 _Vol. 10

f;N8L01 ENSiOS EN8103 EN8104 EN8105 BN8106 EN8107 BH8108 EN8109 EN8110

ENCYCLOPEDIA SOFTCOVER sm^e Volumes $10.96 each*

\ _Vol. 1 __Yol. S _Vol. 3 _Vol. 4 _Vol. 5 _Vol. 6 _Vol. 7 _Vol. 8 _Vol. 9 __Vol. 10

BK6081 p:N806a EN8063 EN8084 EN8085 EN8086 EM8087 EK80B8 ENS089 EN8090

ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADER single Volumes $14.95 each*

_Vol. 1 _Vol. 2 _Vol. 3 „Vol. 4 _Vol. 5 _Vol. 6 _Vol. 7 _Vol. 8 _Vol. 9 __Vol. 10

EN8001. EK8002 EN8003 EN8004 EN8005 BNSOOe EN8007 EN8008 ENS009 EN8010

Payment encdosed Visa n MC D Amex
WAYNE GREEN BOOKS

|

A dlviaion of Wayufj Gresn Inc

Pine Street i

Peterborough, NH 03458

, trademark of Radio Shack

division of Tandy Corp,

THe Bneyolopedia for the TES-60 is a Wayne Green publiaaUon.

Encyclopedia Loader Is manufactured by

Instant Software, a divlBlon of Wayne Green Inc.

Card U

Signature.

Name .._,.

Address _

City

MC Interbank?/.

Expiration date-

State. Zip-

-Shipping and Handling; 11.50 per Item U.S. and Canada. 810.00 per Item overseas atanail.

Boolcfl shipped UPS with full street address.

8009
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REVIEW

What evil lurks in the heart ofyour machine code?

Only Macro-Mon Knows

Macro-Mon—The Shadow
Jake Commander
Advanced Operating Systems
450 St. John Road, Suite 792

lUlichigan City, IN 46360

$54.95 Model I cassette

$59.95 Model I disk

$69.95 Model III disk

Richard C. McGarvey
221 Hirschfield Drive

Williamsville, NY 14221

An absolute must for every Assembly-

language programmer, beginner or pro-

fessional, is a good program monitor. A

monitor combining both unique commands
and ease of use is an exceptional program-

ming aid.

A common shortcoming in most moni-

tors is that they do not execute code inter-

pretively, one instruction at a time. With

this type of monitor it is necessary to set a

breakpoint in the object program and then

run the object program without monitor

control until the breakpoint is hit. If a bug is

hit during the run before the breakpoint, a

crash usually results and the programmer

is left to search the code for the problem.

That is the object of setting breakpoints

—

to isolate bugs— but the programmer must

still search the isolated section of code to

find the problem. (I refer to this science of

debugging as crashology.)

This method is used by most common
debug routines. Although these routines

allow single-stepping of instructions, they

actually send control to the object program

while the instruction is being executed. The

result of a bug in the instruction is often a

crashed program leading to the reloading of

the monitor and the object program.

Then carne Macro-Mon, a monitor with

almost every feature any programmer couid

want. Using commands simitar to most

monitors, it also adds commands allowing

single instruction, interpretive operation,

and complete, dynamic register display to

video and printer. It is both disk and tape

compatible, and while executing one in-

struction, it displaysthedisassembly of the
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next instruction to be executed. It also pro-

vides a disassembly of object code to disk

(under certain conditions) or printer. The
disassembly can be printed as the program

is interpreted providing a running printout

of the registers along with the disassem-

bled instructions.

Macro-Monitor "The Shadow"

Written by Jake Commander, Macro-Mon

is an effort to supply a monitor with all of

the standard machine-language monitor

features plus many important and unique

extras. The effort was successful.

I received the 16K Model I version and

although I have a 4aK disk system, the

monitor operated immediately. The first

thing 1 did was relocate Macro-Mon (it is

completely relocatable) to upper memory
preventing any conflict with my disk

operating system. It also provides a good

starting point for operation. If, once in

memory, Macro-Mon conflicts with the ob-

ject program it can be easily relocated vwith

a simple command. My next step was to use

Macro-Mon to save itself to disk. This is

possible because Macro-Mon contains

both disk and tape routines built in. There

are no worries about upgrading from a tape

version to a disk version.

Compatibility

Thinking there might be incompatibility

with my DOS, I was worried when I read

Macro-Mon came on a DOSPLUS disk (a

minimum version). Upon receiving Macro-

Mon, I tested it with TRSDOS and NEW-
DOS80 versions 1.0 and 2.0 and found no

problems at all. In my estimate Macro-Mon

will work with all of the popular disk

operating systems.

Documentation

Macro-Mon comes in one of the most
professional-looking packages I have seen.

The loose-leaf note book is designed to

bend along the horizontal axis making the

manual stand, easel fashion, for easy refer-

ence. There is plenty of room in the binder

to allow for back-up storage, working tapes

or disks, and pages of personal program-

ming notes.

You car^ judge this book by its cover! The

concise and easy-to-read manual is divided

into sections allowing for easy learning.

The manual also includes a sample session

which traces Level II Basic and works with

either tape or disk.

I should point out that the documenta-

tion isnot written with the intention of tutor-

ing the beginner in Assembly language. It

gives only the Information needed to use

Macro-Mon and does not provide any ex-

planation of the terms used. Likewise, the

manual does not explain Assembly-

language instructions. A beginner will need

a source of basic information on Assembly

language to effectively use Macro-Mon.

This point is not a drawback and should not

frighten even a rank amateur. The last thing

a beginner needs is a long-winded, obscure

manual that attempts to do more than ex-

plain the proper operation of the monitor.

Features

One of Macro-Mon's outstanding fea-

tures is its video display. If it is difficult to

follow the video display, a monitor is vir-

tually useless. With Macro-Mon, the video

display has single-keystroke selection, for

hex or ASCII representation, in each of two

separate modes. The'first mode is the regis-

ter display mode which displays all regis-

ters and updates them as the monitor is

used to debug or trace a program. Follow-

ing each register are 16 bytes of memory
pointed to by the contents of that register.

Below the register display is the disassem-

bly of the next instruction to be executed

pointed to by the PC register.

The bottom four lines show 64 bytes of

memory which can be selected by the user.

These lines can be scrolled forward or back

by the use of the arrow keys. The scrolling

does not affect the upper part of the

display.

Finally, in the upper right of the screen is

the @ symbol followed by two hex ad-

dresses (the start and end address of

Macro-Mon). This monitor location feature

is helpful in avoiding monitor/object pro-

gram clash and it updates automaticaiiy

when the monitor is relocated. Figures 1

and 2 show the same register-display mode



Poor
Man's
Flopp

Now the widely acclaimed
JPC Cassette System is available

tor your TRS-80' computer.
The price is only $90.00

TC-8 Cassette Syslem
JPC Products

Albuquerque, NM
Kit: $90

Assembled: $120

by Carl A. Kollar

I
guess I don't have to tell any TRS-80 owners

how frustrating the cassette system that

comes with the computer can be. Even with the

factory mod that's available, the annoyance of
loading and checking programs becomes just

barely tolerable.

If you're like me, after you've just plunked
down a chunk of money for a Level II 16K ma-
chine, "you ain't got nuttin left" for even one
disk drive at 500 bucks apiece. So you suffer.

A reasonable alternative is the Exatron

Stringy Floppy (ESF). This will cost you about
250 bucks and totally eliminates your loading

and saving problems, automatically and fast.

I've had one of these for about six monihs and
love it!

But, if the price is still too steep, have I goi a

device for you!

The Device

The February 1980 issue oi Microcomputing
had an ad that intrigued the hell out of me. It

was a high-speed cassette system by JPC Prod-

ucts acclaimed as a "poor man's floppy." It

made all sorts of seemingly ridiculous claims

such as "loads five times faster," "stores 50,000

bytes on a 10-minute cassette," "less than one
bad load in a million bytes with the volume con-

trol anywhere between one and eight."

All this for a measly [901 bucks? How could

this be? A call to Albuquerque answered a few

questions; Yes, it had its own power supply,

and, it stored programs five limes faster be-

cause it utilized higher density data. The com-
puter outputs the information at a higher rate

out of the rear keyboard connector.

The ad had even claimed anyone could build

it even if you have never soldered before. JPC
would make it work, if you couldn't—for free.

I was sold. I placed my order, and it arrived

about two months later (parts shortage).

• 1 work in electronics, so I found the unit ex-

ceptionally easy to build. It took about an
hour. The manual is superb. (That's better than

great.) It was clear, concise and exact with no

HIGH SPEED CASSETTE SYSTEM

FOR TRS'80
[Reprinl of June 1980 Review, 80 Microcomputing]

ambiguities. Important parts placements are

stressed (polarity markings on electrolytics,

bands on diodes, etc.).

JPC was right! With these instructions, you
couldn't go wrong. The board quality is excel-

lent. It is double-sided and pans locations are

clearly marked on the componem side of the

board. There are no jumper wires to install.

JPC utilizes PC traces and platcd-through

holes for connections to traces on the other side

of the board.

Also, there are absolutely no adiustnieats or

settings to bother with.

The documentation is a sheaf of 8 '/2 x 1 1 pa-

pers stapled together. It is written in the nicest

format I've seen in a while. Each command
and/or subjects is covered on its own sheet in

large type. All explanations are in easy to read

English—noi compuicrese.

Commands and Features

S WT'^'filenami'": Saves your BASIC pro-

gram on cassciic.

LOAD: Reads the next BASIC program from
the cassette.

LOAD"fiiename": Searches for and loads the

specified file from cassette.

LOAD? and LOAI)?"fiIename"; Reads file

from casscTie, and compares contents to mem-
ory,

LOADN: Prints a list of all the programs on a

cassette, uniil interrupted by the "break" key.

LOAUN" filename"; Same as above except the

tape will stop at the end of the program named.
KILL: Removes the file manager program
from memory so that the extra memory can be

used by large programs.

RSET: Allows the operator to rewind and posi-

tion the tape on tape recorders that have these

functions tied to the motor control jack.

RUN"filename": TC-8 searches for a specified

program and i uns it immediately.

PUT"filename"; Same as SAVE "filename",

except it is for use with system tapes.

GET: Same as LOAD, except it is for use with

system tapes.

GET"filename"; Same as LOAD "filename",
except it is for use with system tapes.

GET? and GKT?"filename": Same as LOAD?
and LOAD?"fiiename", except it is for use

with system tapes.

GETN and GETN"fiiename": Same as

LOADN and LOADN "filename", except it is

for use with system tapes.

OPEN: Required before cassette input or out-

put of a data file can be attempted.

CLOSE: Required to end a cassette data file.

PRINT#; Allows numerical or string data to be

output to a cassette file.

INPUTS; Allows numerical or string data lo be

input from a cassette file.

I haven't counted them, so I don't know
about the "one load in a million bytes" claim,

but my son, Anthony (age 11), loaded about 30
of his programs from his Radio Shack format

tape to a new TC-8 format tape. He's run them
all and found no bad loads.

Unlike the standard tape system, you can po-

sition your tape anywhere before the program
you want and not have to look for a blank spot

between programs. The TC-8 patiently waits

for the program you want and then starts load-

ing without getting confused by the portion of

the previous program you just fed it.

Try that on your regular cassette system;

you'll wear out the reset button.

ORDER NOW
To order your TC-8 kit, .send your check or

money order for $90.00 plus $3.50 postage

and handling to JPC PRODUCTS CO., 12021

Paisano Ct., Albuquerque, NM 87112 (New
Mexico residents add 4% sales tax). Credit card

orders accepted by phone or mail. Personal

checks will delay shipment. We will otherwise

immediately ship you the TC-8 kit, the cabinet,

the ribbon cable, the power adapter, an instruc-

tion manual, and a cassette containing the

software.

For Mod I Level II only.

^^ 42

JPC PRODUCTS CO.
Phone (505) 294-4623
12021 Paisano Ct.

Albuquerque, N.M. 87112
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in both hex and ASCII.

The second display mode is called the

video display mode, shown in Fig. 3 in hex.

This display is a complete 256 bytes of user-

defined memory. The video display can be

in hex Of ASCII and scrollsat therateof one

page (256 bytes) at a time using the arrov*/

keys. This mode makes it easy to use the

modify command, allowing you to alter

memory contents. By entering the memory
modify command, you can manipulate a

graphics bracket, using the arrow keys, un-

til the exact byte is selected. Memory can

be modified in blocks or a byte at a time.

The memory modify command works in the

register display mode also.

As with most monitors, Macro-Mon has

the breakpoint feature. Two versions of

Macro-Mon are provided: MAC1 1 uses

Single-byte breakpoints while MAC13 uses

3-byte breakpoints. The use of breakpoints

by Macro-Mon is essentially the same as

with most monitors. Even though It has the

breakpoint option, it is supplied only for use

when specific routines (such as timed rou-

tines) are run.

This monitor's most outstanding feature

is its ability to interpretively trace the ex-

ecution of another program. This can be

done a single step at a time, allowing you to

check individual registers for proper values

after each instruction. In addition, the next

instruction is disassembled and displayed

so that the program flow is easier to follow.

This interpretive execution can be done at a

rate of 1,200 instructions per second or at

any user-set rate below that.

During the entire interpretive operation,

themonitor never loses control, so changes

can be made if a bug is encountered

AF = 80 44 -2—~P- AF = FF FF SZIHIPNC SE000-FD08
BC = 20 44 = > CC 78 ID 2B E5 CD 94 09 El 28 07 D7 DA C2 IE C3
DE - 44 ao = > 80 20 OO OO 42 OO OO 63 OO 00 IE OO IE OO 02 OO
HL = 43 IF = > 00 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
BC = Oft OA = > 41 C9 7B B7 CA 55 09 21 5E 09 E5 CD 55 09 79 CB
DE = 01 08 => 20 53 49 5A 45 OO 52 2F 53 20 4C 32 20 42 41 53
HL = 37 EC ==> 80 ID 80 C9 3F 3F 3F 3F FF FF FF FF 3F 3F 3F 3F
IX = FF FF = > FF F3 AF C3 74 06 C3 00 40 C3 00 40 El E9 C3 9F
lY = 43 80 = > 11 02 00 OO 23 OA 02 05 00 00 11 02 OO OO 23 OA
SP = 41 FA -> 2D 40 49 4F 4E 20 E5 2A A3 8D 7E E6 7F FE OD CC
PC = 40 2D = > C3 00 44 3E 43 EF C3 EC 4A OO 00 OO 00 OO OO Oi

40 2D C3 00 44 JP 4400H
FD8E — > 53 45 45 20 48 4F 57 20 45 41 53 59 20 20 20 20
FD9E = > 4D 41 43 52 4F 2D 4D 4F 4E 20 4D 41 4B 45 53 20
FDAE -> 41 4C 54 45 52 49 4E 47 20 4D 45 40 4F 52 59 21
FDBE -> 00 OO FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF. FF. FF

Figure 1

AF = SO 44 -Z— -P- AF' = FF FF SZIHIPNC aeooo-FDoe
BC = 20 44 = > . X . t- . , . , . . , . , . .

DE = 44 80 = > , . , B , . c . . , , . . .

HL = 43 IF => . . , , , . . , . , . . . . .

h:' = OA OA = > A , X . . U .
1 ^

, , u . y .

DE* = 01 08 = > 5 I Z E . R / S L 2 B A S
HL' = 37 EC = > . . . . 7 ? 7 7 , , , ? ? ? 7
IX = FF FF "> . . , . t . . . 3 . 3 . , . ,

lY = 43 SO = > . . . . # , . , . , . . . # ,

SP = 41 FA => - 9 I N . « .
-w

. , , .

PC - 40 2D = > . , D > C . , , J . , . . . .

40 2D C3 00 44 JP 4400H
FD8E -> S E E H D W E A S Y
FD9E -> M A C R _ M N M A K E 5
FDAE -> A L T E R I N G M E M R Y 1

FDBE = > - - - • - - - - - - -

Figure 2

0400 => OE 01 79 A3 20 05 14 CB Ol 18 F7 3A BO 38 47 7A
0410 = > C6 40 FE 60 30 13 CB OB 30 31 C6 20 57 3A 40 38
0420 = > E6 10 28 28 7A D6 60 JB 22 D6 70 30 10 C6 40 FE
0430 => 3C 3B 02 EE 10 CB 08 30 12 EE 10 18 OE 07 CB 08
044O -> 30 01 3C 21 50 OO 4F 06 00 09 7E 57 01 AC OD CD
0450 = > 60 oo 7fi FE Ot CO EF C9 DD 6E 03 DD 66 04 38 3A
0460 = > DD 7E 05 B7 2S Ol 77 79 FE 20 DA 06 05 FE 80 30
0470 = > 35 FE 40 38 OS D6 40 FE 20 38 02 D6 2C CD 41 05
0480 = > 7C E6 03 F6 3C hV 56 DD 7E 05 B7 28 05 DD 72 05
0490 = > 36 5F DD 75 03 DD 74 04 79 C9 DD 7E 05 B7 CO 7E
04AO = > C9 7D E6 CO 6F C9 FE CO 38 D3 D6 CO 28 D2 47 3E
04B0 = > 20 CD 41 05 10 F9 18 C8 7E DD 77 05 C9 AF 18 F9
04C0 = > 21 oo 3C 3A 3D 40 E6 F7 32 3D 40 D3 FF C9 2B 3A
04D0 = > 3D 40 E6 OB 2B Ol 2B 36 20 C9 3A 3D 40 E6 OS C4
04E0 = > E2 04 7D E6 3F 2B CO 11 40 OO 19 C9 23 7D E6 3F
04F0 = > CO 11 CO FF 19 C9 3A 3D 40 F6 08 32 3D 40 D3 FF

Figure3

and the program continued. This saves

hours over the process of bug elimination

Dy Crashology.

The Macro-Mon interpretive system even

makes it possible to execute Basic ROM.
Those tricky ROM routines can finally be

watched in detail so you can incorporate

them or their programming techniques into

your own creations.

Object code can be executed in the fol-

lowing ways: first, by using a jump to the ob-

ject program. This allows the program to

operate normally and at full speed. Return-

ing to Macro-Mon is accomplished by

installing a breakpoint prior to the jump
command. That's right! The crashology

method is the only way to check routines

that demand specific time requirements

such as disk or cassette I/O.

Instructions can be executed singly. No
breakpoints are necessary and Macro-Mon
maintains full control. The program is inter-

preted and all registers are updated show-

ing the effect of each instruction. With the

exceptionof timed routines, this is an excel-

lent method of debugging.

The Call execution allows a call to be ex-

ecuted in full, but the return is to Macro-

Mon instead of the object program. The

only problem here is that if a bug occurs in

the called routine, the program may crash

before the monitor regains control. This

means you must reload and start over.

The ease and uniformity of command en-

try is an important feature of Macro-Mon.

Most commands are single-key entry, al-

though some can be used in combinations

allowing for greater control. Parameters are

used for many, and the format for entering

commands is uniform throughout the

monitor.

Following register changes on the video

isadistlnct advantage, but Macro-Mon also

allows for that same register tracing feature

to be routed to the line printer as well.

Macro-Mon allows you to print out the

registers as the program is being traced.

The printout provides a disassembly of the

instructions and the register conditions at

each instruction—an invaluable tool.

Macro-Mon makes finding a string of hex

code in the object program easy with the

Find command. Up to 16 hex bytes can be

entered and are then located in the object

program by the monitor. This saves search-

ing the pages of hex data by eye, and it

is faster.

Additional Features

Additional outstanding features of

Macro-Mon are: a built-in disassembler

(which recognizes some 96 undocumented
instruction codes listed in the rear of the

manual); object code relocation; a memory-
block copy feature; a line-printer dump of

specified memory block; memory and
register modification; a checksum memory
command (useful but not infallible); a punch
table for memory block (/O; read lo file or

port command which reads a file from disk

or tape or reads a byte from a port (bytes are

displayed as they are read in); dynamic up-
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date of video allowing you to watch the

operation of interrupt l^andling routines or

memory mapped I/O; write to file or port (op-

posite of read listed above); memory-block

exchange; a zap memory blocit command to

fill a memory block with a parlicular byte;

binary arithmetic and logic (including addi-

tion, subtraction, multiplication, division,

logical and logical inclusive OR); enable,

disable or continue interrupts; and finally, a

printer option for the monitor's driver or an

outside driver.

Model III Version

_The Model HI version is essentially the

same as the Model 1 version; the commands
and functions are identical. Although the

Model III version is supplied only on disk, it

does have tape routines. Also, both baud

rates are available for cassette I/O.

If you have a Model III and have found

monitors are a bit scarce, Macro-Mon is for

you. Macro-Mon's Model III version is not a

rehash of the Model I monitor. The com-
mands and functions may be the same, but

the programming is Model III all the way.

Advice

This section is for Model I disk users. Due

to the additional expense of producing the

monitor on disk complete with an operating

system, the disk version is more expensive.

Since there is no difference in the program

or the manual—only in the media— I would

advise that you buy the tape version and
save $5.

Shortcomings

Although I have extolled the excellence

of Macro-Mon I should point out acoupleof

shortcomings. I prefer a disassembler that

prints the ASCII codes for all values en-

countered during the disassembly. This is a

personal preference and comes from the

fact that my first disassembler had that

function and I've gotten used to it. Macro-

Mon does print out ASCII equivalents in

some cases, but not for every hex code.

Another minor problem involves the

disassembly. While Macro-Mon's symbolic

output can be directed to disk, certain

qualifications must be met first. The DOS
used is what makes the difference and I

don't believe that most DOS systems have

the capability to reroute the output. Also,

Macro-Mon does not have a facility for the

symbolic dump of object code to tape.

While I found these points to be a bit of a

problem, I don't think most users will notice

them.

For the programmer just starting out, or

for the programmer looking for a better

monitor, you can't beat the features of

Macro-Mon. Two minor conveniences are

sacrificed, but in return you get much more

valuable features that cant be found

elsewhere.

If you have any specific questions feel

free to write me or to contact me by EMAIL
on CompuServe at 70145,171. 1 will be hap-

py to share my Macro-Mon experiences

with you.

^See L/s( of Advertisers on page 339

• Design your dmh scieen lotm
• Save screen to disk ss a lilt

• SenQ all or ^ny p3ct ol screen I

• Set lit^l and list m^tket lo' n<
• Print vertically anO liorizontalty [

• Set eittier BO or 40 characier line on s

• Send eilher 80 oi ao characler lines In printer "'..,.
.

• Display on screen key s graptiic lepiasentalion "...:'':,-,;.

• Load [list( lile lo RAM and display il on screen ,"!v^f -4.
• Reafl eacn screen line as a reciHd into program .'^^''^''Jk

• Iniltalize printer Irom keyboard sj.l
;"'

' fi

• Send carriage return lo primer Irom kevboarfl wV^,;'",..

• Functions as a stand alone program 'jR-.
5"';

• Interacts witn other programs i^
'

• Written in Machine Language lor last e>ecutien

AvailaDle lor latest versions ol TRS-DDS &.MOD II CP/M/:
indicate mnitel anit memory sue when ordering S79 95 |Mi

S39 95) Please add S3 OO tor handling and postage S5 DO overseas

lor your conKenience you may phone in VISA or M/C Orders

SOFTWAREHOUSE INTERNATIONAL
We've MowKl^ P.O. Bout 333 T^najCo.p

Clovis, CA 93613. (2091 251-7877
"California Residents add 6% sates lax"

SCHEDULEMINDERAN INNOVATfVE
CONCEPT IN TIME MANAGEMENT

COMMUNICATE WITH YOUR COWPUTFR
tN ENGLISH. NO PROGRAMMING

KNOWLEDGE NEEDED.

SCHEDULE MINDER is a tested projected
time and record management program tor the
TRS80 I, II or Ml. One disk drive minimum.

SCHEDULE MINDER provides ttie user with
the ability lo manipulate data by; date, con-
text, area code, specitic subject or any user
predetermined code,
* Selt prompting menu controls
* Extensive error trapping
* Alerts seven days in advance
*ConfidentiaHiles restricted bv coding
* Client records * User friendly
* Sales leads * Legal contracts
* Correspondence * card files
* Personnei records * Mailing lists

* Automatic name and address management
SCHEDULE MINDER has been tested exten-
sively and includes a compretiensive user
manual. Send $5.00 for instruction manual
applicable to purchase of system. Complete
system on disk $79,00.

r^flall order using bank clieck, money order or parsonsl
check. Please allow two weeks lo clear. Fof New York
state deliveries add local sales tax. Mail to:

HALRAD ASSOCfATES LTD.
1015 EAST 35th STREET
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11210 -"^^^

ABS Suppliers
3352 Chelsea Circle

Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
(313) 971-1404

B1 7 TAPE OPERATING SYSTEM will iet you
• Save & Load programs 6X faster than Model-1.

• Save & Load Data Arrays over 800X faster.

• Backup standard System tapes that loadn-ga
• Certify cassette tapes for Bl 7 use,

$24.95 Specify Modei 1/3 16K/32K/48K RAM.
Inexpensive Upgrades available. 3rd year of sales.

Bl 7 DISK/BAS is a Disk version. Lets you save any
diskf lie to cassette at 3000 baud. Inexpensive way
to backup your files. Works with any DOS. Includes

tape certifier. Requires 32K RAM-up.
$19.95 Specify Model 1/3.

WORDSMITH Word-processing program in BASIC.

A 'Trainer' for more complex W/P programs. Easy-

to-use. Specify Tape/Disk version. Tape version

requires Bl 7 Tape Operating System (above). Disk

version requires 32K RAM-up. Uses MX-80 Printer.

$19.95 Specify Model 1/3.

Add $1,50 postage/handling per item. ^ 173

^OX Demi.Case

ncloses LNW & MDX I & II

P.O. Boards, plus

Cabling, A/C Cords, etc.

Silver-gray Fiberglass

$32.50 plus $2.50 shipping

N.Y.S. residents add 7% tax ,

SYRACUSE R&D CENTER
Box 125, Dewitt, N.Y. 13214

"Specializing in Electronic Packaging"

FOR MODEL
M0N83

Features of IVIONSS:

Hex and Ascii Display of Memorv
Dissasembler
Single and Double Density
Sector Read and Write

*Co, with Breakpoints

SEND CASH OR CHECK FOR S29.95
PLUS S2.00 FOR SHIPPING AND

HANDLING TO:

ROCO
SOFTWARES
5 Martin Court

Johnson Citv,TN 37601 ^^429
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BOOK SHEL

AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS, VOL.
— Tne Beginners BooK— Written lor readers who know
nothing about compuiets— lor those who have an in-

terest in tiow to use computers— and for everyone else

who must live witn computers and should know a little

about them. The first in a series of 4 volumes, this book
will explain how computers work and what ttiey can do.

Computers have become an integral part of life and
society During any given day you are affected by com-
puters, so start learning more about them with Volurfie

0. BK1130S7.95.-

VOL. I— 2nd Edition completely revised. Dedicated to

the basic concepts of microcomputers and hardware
theory. The purpose of Volume I is to give yo'u a
thorough understanding of what microcomputers are.

From basic concepts (which are covered in detail),

Volume 1 builds the necessary components of a
microcomputer system, Ttiis book highlights the dif-

ference between minicomputers and microcomputers.
BK1030$12 99

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM— by George Young and PetPr
Stark. Learning electronics theory without practice isn't

easy. And it's no tun to build an electronics project that

you can't use. Kilobaud KlassroomAt^e popular series
first published in Kilobaud Microcomputing, combines
theory with practice. This is a practical course in digital

electronics. It starts out with very simple electronics
projects, and by the end of the course you'll construct
your own working microcomputer!

Authors "Toung and Stark are experienced teachers,
and their approach is simple and direct. Whether you're
learningat home or in the classroom, this book provides
you with a solid background in electronics— and you'll

own a computer that you built yourself BK7386 $14.95

TOOLS & TECHNIQUES FOR ELECTRONICS— by A. A
WicKs IS an easy-to-undersland book written tor the
beginning kii-builder a'3 well as the experienced hob-
byist. It has numerous pictures and descriptions ol the

safe and correct ways to use basic and specialized tools

for electronic projects, as well as specialized metal
working tools and the chemical aids which are usail in

repair shops. $4.95.* BK7348

• UNDERSTANDING AND PROGRAMMING MICRO-
COMPUTERS— BK73e?—A valuable addition to your
tornputing library This Iwo pdrt text includes the best
articles that have appeared in 73 and Kilobaud
Microcomputing magazines on the hardware and soft-

ivare aspects of microcomputing Well known authors
am *i=ll-structured text helps the reader get involved

TIIS-SO iHSii

TRS 80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES- 1)^ Har.ard r
Pennington This is the definitive work on the TRS'HO
disK system II is full ot detailed '"How to use. mtor.

mation with enampies. samples and m.depth explana-
tions suitable tor beginners and protessionais alike

Ttie recovery of one lost tile ts worth the price alone
BK1181 $23 50

MICROSOFT BASIC OECODED AND OTHER MYS-
TERIES— by James Farvour From the company that

brought you TRS-80 DISK AND OTHER MYSTERIES.
Contains more than 6500 lines of cornments for the dis-

assembled Level II ROMs and six additional chapters
describing every BASIC subroutine, with assembly
language routines showing now to use them. Flow'
charts Tor all maior routines give the reader a real in-

sight into how the interpreter works. BK1 186 $29.50.-

Special Interests

MOD III ROM COMMENTED-Soft Se' tor marketing
1981 This book ts no! an instruction course on
machine language, but rather an information source
that you can use time and lime again for writing your
own program or patching old Mod I

machine language
programs It contains an eiplanation ot ROMs in the
latest machine from Tandy, with most every location of

the UK ROMs listed, with comments BK1235 S22.50

THE CUSTOM TRS-BO AND OTHER MYSTERIES-by
Dennis Kitsz. More than 300 pages of TRS-30 customiz-
ing information With this book you'll be able to ex-
plore your computer like never before Want to turn an
8 track into a mass storage unit? Individual reverse
characters? Heplace the BASIC ROMs? Make MusiC
High speed, reverse video. Level I and Level II'' Fix it if

It breaks down^ All this and iTiuch. much more Even if

you have never used a soldering iron or read a circuit

diagrarn. this book will teach you how! This is the
definitive guide to customizing your 80! BK1218
129 95

BASIC FASTER AND BETTER AND OTHER MYS
TERIES— by Lewis Rosentelder You don't have to
learn assembly language to make your programs run
fast. With the dozens ot programming tricks and
techniques in this book you can sort a1 high speed,
swap screens in the twinkling ol an eye, write INKEY
routines that people think are m assembly language
and add your own commands to BASIC Find out how
to write eieganl code thai rnakes your BASIC really

hum. and explore the power of USR calls BK1221
S29 95

THECPIM HANDBOOK (with MP;M)-by RodnayZai<s.
A complete guide and 'eference handbook tor CP/M—
ttie industry standard m operating systems Step-by-
step instruction for everything from turning on the
system and inserting the diskette to correct user
discipline and remedial action for problem situations
This also includes a complete discussion ot all ver-

sions of CP,'M up to and including 2 2. MP/M and
CDOS BK1ie7S1495 '

HOBBY COMPUTERS ARE HEREtIf you want to come
up to speed on how computers work— hardware and
software— this is an excellent book It starts with fun-

damentals and explains the circuits and the basics ot

programming, along with a couple ot TVT construction

projects, ASCII, Baudot, etc. This book has the highest

recommendations as a teaching aid $4.95.' BK7322

THE NEW HOBBY COMPUTERS -This book takes it

from where Hobby Computers Are Here! leaves off, with

chapters on Large-Scale Integration, how to choose a
microprocessor chip, an intrwluclion to programming.
low-cost ilO tor a computer, computer arithmetic, check-

ing mernory boards and much, much more' Don't

mtss tfiis tremendous value' Only $4.95 ' BK7340

NEW NEW NEW

INTRODUCTION TO WORD PROCESSING by Hal
Glatzer. This book explains in plain language what a
word processor can do, how to use one, how it improves
productivity— especially in businesses that hanole lots

of words— and how to buy one wisely No technical
knowledge required, for all (irst-time users and those
considering purchasing a word processor. BK1238 $12 95

A USER GUIDE TO THE UNIX SYSTEM by Jean Yates
and Rebecca Thomas. Here at last is a clearly written

book that allows you to use the Unix operating system
easily, and at a fraction of the lime it previously took If

you're using, evaluating or simply curious about this sys-

tem, this is your book BK1242$1599

WORDSTAR MADE EASY by Waller A. Ettlin. Now Word-
Star IS as simple to learn as it is easy to use. This book
teaches WordStar m 14 easy lessons, saving hours of

hard work it comes with a convenient pullout Command
Card BK1239$7.95

• SOME OF THE BEST FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM-
PUTING— BK7311—A collection of the best articles that

have appeared in Kilobaud MICROCOMPUTING Includ-

ed IS material on the TRS«0 and PET systems, CP/M, the
8080/8085/2-80 chips, the ASH-33 terminal Data base
management, word processing, text editors and file

structures are covereO too. Programming techniques
and hard-core hardware construction projects for

modems, high speed cassette interfaces and TVTs are

atso included in this large format, 200 plus page edition

$10,95.
•

DON'T (or How to Care for Your Computer)— by Rod-
nay Zaks In plain language, with numerous illustra-

tions, this book tells all thedo'sanddon'i'sof the care,
preservation and correct operation of the small com-
puler system. Specific chapters cover each piece of
hardware and software, as well as safety and security
precautions and help for problem situations. Have
your computer work right the first time and keep it

working No technical background required For aM
computer use's BK1237S1195

YOUR FIRST COMPUTER-by Rodnay Zaks Whether
you are using a computer, thinking about using one or

considering purchasing one, this book is indispen-
sable. It explains what a computer system is, what it

can do, how it works and how to select various com-
ponents and peripheral units. It is written in everyday
language and contains invaluable information for the
novice and the experienced programmer (The first edi-

tion of this book was published under the title "An In-

troduction to Personal and Business Computing")
BK1191 S8,95'

MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
—by Austin Lesea & Rodnay Zaks— will teach you how
to interconnect a complete system and mterface it to

all the usual peripherals it covers hardware and soft-

ware skills and techniques, including the use and de-

sign ot model buses such as the IEEE 488 o< S-100.

BK1037 $1795

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

No C,0,D, orders accepted All orders add $1,50 for first book, $1.00 each additional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks tor delivery. Questions
regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the following address. Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and
mall to 80 Micro Book Department* Peterborough ,NH 03458 Be sure to include check or detailed credit card intormalion.

For Toll Free Ordering Call 1-800-258-5473
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Basic & Pascal

THE BASIC HANDBOOK-SECOND EDITlON-by
David Lien. This book Is unique. II Is a virtual

ENCYCLOPEDIA ot BASIC. While not lavoflng one
computer over another. It explains over 250 BASIC
words, how to use them and alternate strategies. If a

computer does not possess the capabilities of a need-

ed ot specrfied word, there are often ways to ac-

complisn the same function by using another word or

combination of words, That's where ttie HANDBOOK
comes In. It helps you get tfie most from your com-
puter be it a "bottom-of-the-line" micro or an oversized

rDonster. BK1 174 $19,95.*

LEARNING TRS-80 BASIC-by David A, Lien. Dr. Lien,

who Is tfie author ot THE BASIC HANDBOOK and the

original Radio Shack LEVEL I USER'S MANUAL, has
compiled a tutorial which includes portions of the

original USER'S MANUAL, and most of LEARNING
LEVEL II along with extensive additions. It will com-
pletely cover the TRS-80 Models I, II, III. and 16 (sorry,

not the color or pocket computers). It is, of course, writ-

ten in the easy learning style which readers of Dr.

Lien's books have come to enjoy. BK1175 $19.95.

BASIC BASIC (2ND EDITION)— by James S. Coan. This

Is a textbook which incorporates the learning of com-
puter programming using the BASIC language with the

teaching of mathematics. Over 100 sample programs
illustrate the techniques ot the BASIC language and
every section Is followed by practical protilems. This

second edition covers character string handling and
the use of data files. BK 1026 $11.50,-

INTRODUCTION TO TRS-80 LEVEL II BASIC AND
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING— t)y Michael P. Zabin-

ski. Written by an experienced educator, this is the

Wok for those begmners who want to learn about com-
puters without having to become an expert. It has prac-

tical programs, useful line-by-line comments, excel-

lent flowcharts accompanied by line numbers and over

200 exercises which help the reader assess progress,

reinforce comprehension, and provide valuable prac-

tical experience. BK1219 $10.95.*

50 BASIC EXERCISES— by J. P. Lamoitier-This book is

structured around tfie idea that the best way to learn a

language Is through actual practice. It contains 50
completely explained exercises: statement and
analysis of^the problem, flowcharts, programs and ac-

tual runs. Program subjects include mathematics,
business, games, and operations research, and are

presented in varying levels of difficulty. This format
enables anyone to learn BASIC rapidly, checking their

progress at each step. BK1192S12.95*

PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL— by Peter Grogono. The
computer programming language PASCAL was the

first language to embody in a coherent way the con

cepts of structured programming, which has been

defined by Edsger Dijkstra and C.A.R Hoare. As such,

it is a landmark in the development of programming
languages. PASCAL was developed by Niklaus Wirth

in Zurlcn; it is derived from the language ALGOL 60 but

is more powerful and easier to use. PASCAL is now
widely accepted as a useful language that can be etfi-

ciently implemented, and as an excellent leaching

tool. It does not assume knowledge of any other pro-

gramming language and therefore suitable for an in-

troductory course. BK1140 $12.95.*

ADVANCED BASIC— Applications including strings and

tiles, coordinate geometry, area, sequences and series.

simulation and graphing and games. BK 1000 $10.75."

INTRODUCTION TO PASCAL-By Rodnay Zaks. A
step-by-step introduction for anyone wanting to learn

the language quickly and compieteiy. Each concept is

explained simply and in a logical order. All features of

the language are presented in a clear, easy-to-under-

stand format with exercises to test the reader at the

end of each chapter. It describes both standard

PASCAL and UCSD PASCAL, the most widely used dia-

lect for small computers. No computer or program-
ming experience is necessary. BK1189 $15.95

Moneymaking

HOW TO MAKE MONEY WITH COMPUTERS-ln 10 in-

formation-packed chapters, Jerry Felsen describes

more than 30 computer-related, money-making, high

profit, low capital inveslment opportunities.

BK1003 $15.00.*

HOW TO SELL ANYTHING TO ANYBOOY-According
to The Guinness Book of World Records, the author,

Joe Girard, is "the world's greatest salesman." This

book reveals how he made a fortune—and how you

can, too BK7306$2-25.*

THE INCREDIBLE SECRET MONEY MACHINE -by

Don Lancaster. A different kind of 'cookbook" from
Don Lancaster. W/ant to slash taxes? Get free vaca-
tions? V/in at investments? Ivlake money from some-
thing that you /I'ce to do? You'll find this book essential

to give you the key Insider details of what is really in-

volved in starting up your own money machine. BK1 178
$5.95.-

Business

PIMS: PERSONAL INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM— Learn how to unleash the power of a per

sonal rnmputer for your own benefit in this ready to

use data base management program BK1U09 $11 95
"

SO YOU ARE THINKING ABOUT A SMALL BUSINESS
COMPUTER—by Rtchard G Canning and Nanc/ C
Leeper. For a well-organized manual on the process of

selecting the right computer system lor your small

business, this text can't be excelled. Designed to in-

troduce the novice in data and word piocessing to the

real benefits of computerization, the booh is filled witli

money- and time-saving tips, ptiofos of equipment,
listsof suppliers, prices, explanations of computet ter-

mmology, and helpful references to additional sources

of information Everyone contemplating a first com-
puter installation should have this booK. BK1222
$14 00*

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS— Published by

Adam Osborne 8. Associates. !nc Perfect for non-

technical computer ists requiring ready-to-use pro-

grams. Business programs, plus miscellaneous pro-

grams Invaluable tor the user *tio is not an experi-

enced programmer All will operate in the stand-alone

mode. BK1053 S14.99 paperback

THEORY Z—How American Business Can Meet the

Japanese Challenge— by William Ouchi. Why are the

Japanese catching up and surpassing American in-

dustrial productivity? What allows Japanese in-

dustrialists to offer guaranteed lifetime employment
to their workforce? This book will help you understand

the Theory Z managerial philosophy and its implica-

tions for the American corporate future. Examples are

given of the American industrial giants already

operating under Z-style management, and the impact
of this style on the quality of their executives and
workers is explored. A must for the alert businessman,
large or small. BK1226 $12.96-

nnicro

ANNOTATED BASiC-A NEW TECHNIQUE FOB NEO-
PHYTES,—BASIC programming was supposed to be
simple— a beginner's programming language which

was so near to English that is could be easily

understood. But. m recent years, BASIC has become
much more powerful and therefore much moredttficuit-

to read and understand BASIC ,';imply isn't basic

anymore.
Annotated BASIC explains tht? complexities oi

modern BASIC. It includes complete TRS-80' Level 11

BASIC programs that you can use. Each program is an-

notated to explain in step-by-step fashion the workings

of the program Programs are tlowctiaileO to assist

you m lollowing the operations. seQuence And— edcn
chapter includes a description ot the new concepts

which have been introduced
Annotaied BASIC deals with the hows and whys o'

TRS-80 BASIC programming How is a program put

together'' Why is it written that way? By observing the

programs and following me annotation, you can devel-

op new techniques to use in your own p'ograms- or

modify commercial prog-ams tor your specific use.

Annotated BASIC Volume i BK7384 $10 95

Annotated BASIC Volume 2 BK7385 $10 95

Order Both Volumes and Save' BK73a402 $18.95

Games
CAPTAIN 80 BOOK OF BASIC ADVENTURES-by
Robert Liddil. This book contains 80 of the ost popular

Adventure programs available today; all in one easy to

read book with listings ready to be keyed in to your

computer. This unique book also contains an ADVEN-
TURE GENEflATDK program, not available from any
other/source. This generator program will actually

write another BASIC ADVENTURE PROGRAM!
Although specifically written for the TRS-BO Model I S

III. these programs are adaptable to other computers
using rvticrosoft BASIC- BK 1240 $19.95.

40 COMPUTER GAMES FROM KILOBAUD MICROCOM-
PUTING— Fony games in a\\ in nine dillerent categories.

Games tot large and small systems, and even a section

on calculator games. Many versions of BASIC used and
a wide variety of systems represented. A must for the

serious computer gamesman. BK7381 $7.95."

BASIC COMPUTER GAMES— Okay, so once you get

your computer and are running in BASIC, then what?
Then you need some programs in BASIC, that's what.

This book has 101 games for you from very simple to

real buggers. You get the games, a description of the

games, the listing to put in your computer and a sam-
ple run to show you how they work. Fun, Any one game
wili be worth more than the price of the book for the fun

you and your family will have with it. BK1074 $7,50."

MORE BASIC COMPUTER GAMES— Edited by David
H Ahl. ivtoretun in BASIC! 84 new games from tfie peo-

ple who brought you BASIC Computer Games. In-

cludes such favorites as Minotaur (battle the mythical

beast) and Eliza (unload your troubles on the doctor at

bargain rates) Complete with game description, list-

ing and sample run. BK1 182 $7.50 "

WHAT TO DO AFTER YOU HIT RETURN— PCC's first

book of computer games... 48 ditferent computer
games you can play m BASIC. . programs, descrip-

tions and marw illustrations. Lunar Landing, Ham-
murabi. King, Civel 2, Cubic 5, Taxman, Star Trek,

Crash, Market, etc. BK1071 S16.50*.

No C D orders accepted All orders add $1.50 for first book, $1.00 each additional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions

regarding your order' Please write to Customer Service at the following address. Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and

mail to 80 Micro Book DepanmenfPeterborough NH 03458. Be sure to include cheoK or detailed credit card Information.

For Toll Free Ordering Call 1-800-258-5473
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BOOK SHELF

tNSlOE LEVEL II— For machine language program-
mers. This is a comprehensive retsrence quide lo the

Level M ROMs, allowing easy utilization of the
sophisticated routines they contain, It concisely ex-

plains set-ups, calling sequences, variable passage
and I/O routines. Part Tl presents an entirely new com-
posite program structure which unloads under the

SYSTEM command and executes in both BASIC and
machine code with the speed and efficiency ot a com-
piler Special consideration Is given to disk systems.
BK1183$15,95."

• Z'SO ASSEMBLY LANQUAQE PROanAMMINQ—
BK1177— by LanceA. Leventhal. This book thoroughly
covers the Z-80 instruction 3et, abounding in simple
programming examples which illustrate software de-

velopment concepts and actual assembly language
usage. Features include Z-80 I/O devices and interfac-

ing methods, assembler conventions, and compari-

sons with 8060A/8085 Instruction sets and Interrupt

structure. S16.99.*

zso
TRS-80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE-by Hubert S. Howe,
Jr. This book incorporates mto a single volume all the
pertinent facts and information you need to know to

program and enjoy the THS-80, Included are clear

presentations ot all introductory concepts, completely
tested practical programs and subroutines, details of

ROM and flAM and disk operating systems, plus com.
prehensive tables, charts and appendices. Suitable for

the first time user or more experienced users. BK1217
$9 95.-

PROGRAMMING THE Z-80— by Rodnay Zaks. Here is as-

sembly language programming for the Z-80 presented as
a progressive, step-by-step course. This book is both an
educational text and a self-contained reference book,
useful to both the beginning and the experienced pro-

grammer who wish to learn about the Z-80. Exercises to

test the reader are included. BKn22 $15,95,*

6809
6809 MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMMING AND
INTERFACING— by Andrew C. Staugaard, Jr. Getting
involved with Tandy's new Color Computer? If so, this

new book from the Blacksburg Group will allow you to

exploit the awesome power o! the machine's 6809
microprocessor. Detailed information on processor ar-

chitecture, addressing modes, register operation, data
movement, arithmetic logic operations, I/O and inter-

facing IS provided, as well as a review section at the
end of each chapter. Four appendices are included
covering the 6809 instruction set, specification sheets
of the 6809 family ot processors, other 6600 series

equipment and the 6809/6821 Peripheral Interface

Adapter This book is a must for the serious Color Com-
puter owner, BK1215 $13 95

'

tf'-V

NANOS SYSTEM
REFERENCE CARDS

For Models I, II, III and color computer
At last! No more flipping through the pages ot the

Basic manual! No more working through ttie ma^e of

machiine language ihstructionsi These tanJs com-
pletely summarize the Basic and Assemble' manu^iis!

FEATURES INCLUDE:
memory map, eyeball graphics, matn instructions,

basic commands, store instructions, hasic (unctions,

load mslruclions, basic staternertts, move instruc-

tiorts, special keys, exchange Insiructions, pnni using

examples, shift in^tructfon.-'.hasicspeciai characters.

com'pare instructions, basic and assembler messages
and codes, branch instructions basic facts, data

alteration instructions, reserved words, I/O instruc-

tions, ROM routines, complete character chart with
graphics and space-compression codes, hex-dec
chart, control code cross. reference, assembler in-

structions commands and operators, screen line

layout, editor commands S subcommands, condition
code easy access
Designed as a told-up. accordion -style card, fits in your
pocket Panels organized ior optimum speed tor

reference
Model I: Basic only FC1001 $2.95
Model \: BASIC and Assembler FC1002 $4.95

Model II: BASIC and Assembler FC1005 $5.95
Model III: BASIGonly FC1004 $3.95

Model III: BASIC and AssemblGr FC1003 $5.95
Color: BASIC and Extended FC1006 $4.95

Apple II: BASIC only FC1007 $3.95

Apple II; BASIC S 6502 FC1008 $4.95

MICROCOMPUTING CODING SHEETS Microcom-
puting's dozen or so programmers wouldn't try to work
without these handy scratch pads, which help prevent

the little errors that can cost hours and hours of

programming time. Available for programming is

Assembly/I^flachme Language (PD1001), which has col-

umns tor address, instruction (3 bytes), source code
(lalDel, op code, operand) and comments; and for

BASIC (PD1 002) which is72columns wide. 50 sheets to

a pad. $2.39.

AIL NEW FOR 80 OWNERS ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80'

ENCYCLOPEDIA FOR THE TRS-80" is the newest per-

ipheral for your microcomputer. This ten-volume refer-

ence series contains programs and articles especially
selected to extend the documentation that comes with
the TRS-80. Volumes of the Encyclopedia are being
issued one-al-a-time,, approximately six weeks apart.

This means that each new volume will reflect the latest

developments in TRS-80 microcomputing. Encyclo-
pedia lor the TRS-SO is available in two editions. The
deluxe COLLECTOR'S EDITION has a handsome green
and black hard cover with a dust jacket. A soft cover
edition is also available.

To order single hard cover volumes of the Encyclope-
dia please specify:

Volume 1 EN8101 $19.95"
Volume 2 EN8102 $19.95*
Volumes EN8103 S19.95*
Volume4 EN8104 S19-95*
Volumes EN8105 $19.95*
Volumes EN8106 $19.95*
Volume? EN8107 $19.95*
Volumes ENBIOS $19.95*
Volume9 EN8109 $19.95*
VolumelO EN8110 $19.95'

To order single sottcover volumes of the Encyclopedia
please specify:

Volume 1 EN8081 $10.95*

Volume 2 EN8082 $10.95'
Volume 3 EN8083 $10.95*

Volume 4 EN8084 $10.95*
Volumes EN8085 $10.95*

Volume 6 EN8086 $1 0.95*

Volume? EN8087 $10.95*

Volumes EN8088 $10.95*
VolumeS EN8D89 $10.95*
VolumelO EN8090 $10.95*

ENCYCLOPEDW

m IH! imQ*
A,iD'a'Vu[ii'^Hili'

1u- ,..11 TFIi.sU

ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADER is the software companion
lo the Encyclopedia for the TRS-SO. This special series

of cassettes will allow you to load selected programs
from the Encyclopedia instantly. Hours of keyboard ing

time and the aggravating search for typos is elimmal.

ed by using the Encyclopedia Loader.

Encyclopedia Loader for Volume 1 ot the Encyclopedia
of the TRS-80 is availablp at a Special Introductory
Price of $12 95 (a $14.95 value). To take advantage ot

this otter specify
EL800111 S12.95*

Additional Encyclopedia Loaders will be available as
each volume of the Encyclopedia tor the TRS-SO is

issued. To order specify Encyclopedia Loader:

Volume 2 EL8002 $14.95*

Volumes EL8003 $14.95*

Volume 4 EL8004 $14.95*

Volumes EL8005 $14.95*

Volumes EL8006 $14.95*

Volume? EL8007 $14.95*

Volumes EL8008 $14.95*

Volume 9 EL8009 $14.95*

VolumelO EL8010 $14.95*

SPECIAL OFFER

All 10 Volumes of ENCYCLOPEDIA LOADER^H |

A 1149.50 Tdiuc lor only S119.97

ELBOOO 1119.97
]

(shipping indixled)

1

No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1.50 for first book, $1.00 each additional book, $10.00 per book foreign airmail. Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Questions
regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service at the following address. Use the order card in this magazine or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and
mall to 80 Micro Book Department* Peterborough NH 0345S. Be sure to include check or detailed credit card information.

For Toll Free Ordering Call 1-800-258-5473
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provides you with more informaton on your TRS-80* than any other single source

gives you 20-30 new programs to use in each of 12 monthly issues

reviews, equipment and software so you l<:now what or what not to buy

gives you the truth about the TRS-80— its good points and its iimitations

{80 Micro is not affiliated with Tandy)

lets you save money— lots of it— by comparison shopping within the ad pages

clues you in on how other TRS-80 owners are using and updating their systems

lets you in on what is realiy happening In the industry

brings you Wayne Green's outspoken

and often controversial editorials

every month
and best of all it gives you a no risk

subscription offer—

Subscribe today— if you are not satisfied with

the first issue—write "cancel" across your in-

voice and send it back. The 80 Micro is yours

to keep.

Canadian $27,97 US funds. Foreign surface $44.97 US funds, DRAWN ON US BANK ONLY. Foreign air mall please inquire.

80 Micro • PO Box 981 • Farmingdale, N.Y. 11737

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy

Please ailow 6-8 weeks for delivery
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<^dited by John P. Mello Jr.

Swo
by G. Michael Vose

80 MteiD Tedmlcal Editor

TO be or not to be is the question that

seems to characterize the new TRS-80

Model 16 Operatirig System and applica-

tions software as Tandy Corporation

watches its early lead in the 16-bit comput-
er race evaporate in a shower of machines
using CP/M and MSDOS. Five months after

its announcement, the Model 16 still has no
software and, depending on whom you

talk to, no operating system.

In the meantime, a dozen new 16-bit

computers have debuted. (For stories on

three of them, see Pulse Train.) Their de-

signs recognize quality hardware is noth-

ing without software. Therefore, most of

the new machines use an operating sys-

tem that immediately makes available the

use of an existing software base. Or, as in

the case of Apple computer, the makers

are holding back the new machines until

the software is ready. Radio Shack, how-

ever, is sfi'l playing the proprietary, "trust

me," software game.

In fact, there are four different Radio

Shack operating systems for the IVlodel

16—TRSDOS versions 2,0a, 2,0b, 11-4.1,

and TRSDOS 16, The Model 16 is actually

two computers in one—a Z80 based, 64K
Model II plus a MC68000 based, 128K,

multi-user Model 16, Three of the existing

operating systems are Z80 based.

TRSDOS 2.0a is the standard Model II

operating system; TRSDOS 2,0b is modi-

fied to allow operation of the Model 16's

new trimline, eight-inch disk drives:

TRSDOS 11-4,1 is the hard disk operating

system; and TRSDOS 16 is the single-user,

MC68000 16-bit operating system. The

Z80-based systems were written by Tan-

dy's System Software Group while

TRSDOS 16 was written by Ryan-McFar-

land, a 21-vear old software house cur-

rently based in Los Angeles.

The evolution of each of these versions

of TRSDOS would appear to be logical. Un-

derstanding their relationships may not.

TRSDOS 2-Ob is the operating system

that most current buyers of the machine

would be interested in. Since there is no

16-bit software yet available, a buyer to-

day would have to content himself with

running the machine as a Model II, Ver-

sion 2,0b is therefore required in order to

run the Model 16's trimline drives. These
drives are designed for double-sided op-

eration, allowing two drive units to provide

four separate, addressable 627K drives.

Unfortunately, TRSDOS 2,0b does not

support the trimline's double-sided con-

figuration, limiting the system to only two

drives, effectively eliminating any three or

four drive applications.

TRSDOS M-4,1 supports the full double-

sided operation of the trimline drives. It

also supports the operation of Radio

Shack's8-megabyte hard-disk drive. There

are reports from within Radio Shack and
from independent software developers,

however, that TRSDOS 11-4, 1's operation

of the floppies is as much as 27? times

slower than TRSDOS 2.0b. This can
negate the new drives' advantages over

the older Model II drives—the old drives

could be set to step no faster than 6

milliseconds while the new drives can
step at 3 ms,

TRSDOS 16 does not support floppy

hard-disk operation. TRSDOS 11-4.1 is a

requisite to run TRSDOS 16 and it handles

all the input-output for 16-bit operations.

In fact, TRSDOS 11-4.1 "...thinks that

TRSDOS 16 is an applications program,"

according to Bob Snapp, president and

chief programmer of Snappware Inc, A
programmer at Ryan-McFarland charac-

terized TRSDOS 16 as ",
. .just a system

to get things started."

TRSDOS 16 comes with an assembler,

written by Ryan-McFarland, for the ma-

chine-code programmer. The assembler

does not use the standard Motorola in-

struction set mnemonics, however, which

may limit its acceptance by applications

programmers.

There will be a variety of operating

systems available for the machine by this

time next year. Steve Williams, a former

Tandy programmer now working on
CP/M68000 for Digital Research^ thinks

that Charles River Data System's UNOS is

the leading candidate. UNOS is a Unix-like

operating system developed by CRDS for

their own MC68000 based systems. Phase

1 Systems inc, is working feverishly on

Oasis-16 and expects to have it ready next

spring. Digital Research, in conjunction

with Hitachi, is working on CP/M-68000,

which will undoubtedly be adapted for the

Model 16, Microsoft Inc, has versions of

its Bell Labs licensed Unix clone, called

Xenix, available for all popular 16-hit pro-

cessors and has stated publicly there will

he a Xenix available for the Model 16

sometime in the near future, possibly

three to six months.

The companies who have made a big

splash in the Model I/Ill operating systems
market. Logical Systems Inc. (LDOS) and
Micro Systems Software Inc. (DOSPLUS),

have only tentative plans to enter the race

to produce a 16-bit operating system.

Radio Shack wili have MC68000 recom-

piled versions of its RM-COBOL account-

ing software ready for sale by the fourth

quarter of 1982, The development of other

applications software for the Model 16

will probably await the development or

procurement of a multi-user operating

system. A Tandy spokesman admitted

recently that a Model 16 Scripsit project,

for example, has not yet been started.

As of the middle of June. Radio Shack
had shipped no more than 2,000 Model

16s and themajority of these units are still

in dealers' hands, Tandy's new machine

was fast out of the blocks but appears to

have taken a slow first step.B
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SAVE MONEY
1

ODEL III DISK DRIVE EXPANSION KITS
All Drive KitsContain a BSwitching Power Supply* Double Density Disk Controller

32K RamaTRSDOS andManual All Cables and Necessary Hardware and an

Installation Manual That is Simple and Easy toUse*

Drive kit withone 40 track TM- 100- 1 drive 180 KB
Drive kit withtwo 40 track TM -100-1 drives 360 KB
Drive kit withtwo 40 track TM- 100 -2 drives 720 KB
Drive kit withtwo 80 track TM 100 -4 drives 1.4 MB

55^> $550
$765
$995
$1195

90 day warranty-f ully burned in and tested afull technical support

we will Install anyof our kits inyour computer for only $49.95

TANDON DISK DRIVES BARE / with case& power supply

$199.95.
$299.95/

TMlOO-1 Single Sided 40Track 180 KB/DD
TMlOO-2 Double Sided 40 Track 360 KB/DD



so NEWS

Computer crime target of new
insurance by Lloyd's-style firm

by JohnP. Mello Jr.

80 Micro News Editor

Protecting businesses from computer crime losses is

the aim of a new line of insurance offered by a
Lloyd's of London-style company based in a

Chicago suburb.

For a firm victimized by unauthorized

access to its computer, the new line of in-

surance offered by Shand, Moralian S

Company Inc. covers up to $10 million in

liability claims plus court costs resulting

from those claims.

In addition to covering third party liabili-

ty for a business, its subsidiaries and its

present and former directors, officers, and

employees, the insurance covers personal

injury claims.

"No computer is completely secure

from access by unauthorized parties,"

Eileen M. Gerharz, underwriter for the

policy, said in a statement. "This 'com-

puter access' exposure can result in sub-

stantial direct financial loss to the in-

sured. It can also result in liability claims

brought by third parties for damages due
to the release of confidential information,

invasion of privacy, tost or altered

records, or business interruption."

The policy also covers damages caused

by unauthorized access:

• Costs related to restoring the system to

itsconditionpriorto unauthorized access;

• Expenses incurred to continue business

while the system is being restored; and
• Pecuniary losses, like those resulting

from ali a business's accounts receivable

records being destroyed.

Other features of the policy include:

• Protection from losses caused by acci-

dent and pranl^sters breaking into a system

for "l<icks;"

• Worldwide coverage provided claims

are brought in the United States or Can-

ada; and
• No EDP security audit, in most cases, to

obtain coverage.

"The potential damages which may
result from unauthorized access to a

business computer system may be cata-

strophic," Gerharz noted. "Computers of

major corporations have been disrupted,

taken over or shut down by high school

students who apparently wanted only the

thrill of breaking into a system considered

secure."

Shand-Morahan, the largest under-

writer of professional insurance in the

United States, has a history of being in the

vanguard of the industry, according to

spokesperson Kate Bell: "It's part of our

tradition to perceive a need for new kinds

of insurance coverage and go ahead and

develop a new kind of policy that fills the

gap we perceive in the insurance mar-

ketplace.

"This was one of the main reasons for

going into the computer field. We've

witnessed tremendous growth there and

felt it was a growing exposure area."

Shand-fVIorahan, like Lloyd's, is an

underwriting manager representing
several insurance companies. "The com-

panies essentially hand us the pen and we
handie the program from start to finish,"

Bell said. "We design the policy forms,

decide what's going to be written, arrange

reinsurance backing (spreading the risk

among the companies), issue the policies,

handle all the accounting and supervise

the claims. But because we are not tech-

nically an insurance company, we do not

assume the risk. We operate on a man-

conf/nued
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agement contract basis with ttie different

companies."

Tlie Evanston, IL, firm deals in wliat the

insurance trade calls "surplus lines."

"It is a facet of tfie industry that is not

as closely regulated as more common
kinds of insurance like auto and life," Bell

explained. "The surplus lines are tradi-

tionally where the new and unusual lines

of insurance are pioneered and first of-

fered."

She added: "The surplus line area is

where many new products find their

beginnings. After experience and statis-

tics are developed for a particular line, it

may well move into what is known as the

admitted marketplace with standard car-

riers. Then the surplus companies have to

come up with another new product to take

its place."

Asked how the premiums on the policy

would be determined, Bell replied: "With a
risk of this magnitude and this nature,

each policy is going to be custom written.

It's like asking me to give you the rates for

Betty Grable's legs. We're going to be

looking at each case individually."

"Initially the coverage will be vi/ritten on
a flat basis," Gerharz said in a telephone

interview, "it will just be a flat annual

charge." She explained: "We're going to

be looking at banks, manufacturers, EDP
service firms, stock brokers. Each of these

classes of businesses have different ex-

posures, different systems, different

security. It would not be proper to charge

the same amount for each of these risks

considering they have different exposures
and different chances of loss on this

policy."

Enterprises wanting unauthorized ac-

cess insurance fill out a 12-page applica-

tion. It Includes questions on an appli-

cant's overall business operations and
the configuration of their computer
system.

"We're trying to get a good feel about

management's attitude toward computer
security," Gerharz said. "What kind of

budget do they have for EDP? For com-
puter security? Do they have in-house

training programs? What are their policies

toward terminated employees? We also

ask questions about software security

and physical security. Do the windows
have non-removable hinge pins? Does
the company use guards and man-traps?"

She added: "After we have all that infor-

mation, we have to come up with a pricing

and build into it loss control and risk

management. If an insured has a par-

ticular security feature we think they

should have, we will load our pricing to

reflect that. If they put one into place, we
would be willing to give them some type of

credit up to the premium."

"In putting together the application,"

she continued, "we had quite a bit of

discussion with security consultants.

They pointed out to us several areas of

vulnerability In an EDP system and certain

protections required to limit the potential

for unauthorized access to the system. So
we are aware of certain security features

available to our Insureds that we think will

limit the potential for loss under our

policy." The underwriter went on to say:

"We have been writing a program for EDP
since the mid-70s. Through that we have

underwriters with a very good knowledge

of EDP operations. We have also put a lot

of resources into this new program train-

ing new employees,"

Don Brayer, Shand-Morahan's vice

president for marketing, added: "When

system and causing damage to data files,

which is happening almost on a daily

basis. Lloyd's would not respond to that

type of situation."

Gerharz added Lloyd's policy covers only

direct loss to the insured, while Shand-

Morahan's covers direct loss and liability.

According to information from Lloyd's,

its policy is not a fixed word policy but can

be tailor-made to meet the needs of each

client and incorporates a risk manage-
ment review before the policy is agreed

and issued.

It is intended to cover losses due to

fraudulent input of electronic data or com-

puter instructions to an insured's com-

puter by:

• Unauthorized access to a terminal;

• Fraudulent preparation of tapes;

• Fraudulent preparation of computer

programs; or

• Obtaining access to a bank's com-

you get off the ground with a new cover-

age, you're sort of feeling your way
around. We've tried to put the program

together as best we can, trying to meet the

needs of the computer industry and satis-

fy ourselves from an underwriting stand-

point."

According to spokesperson Bell,

Shand-Morahan's policy is the only one of

its kind in the United States and possibly

the world. "Lloyd's is offering limited com-

puter crime coverage, but the policy is

very different from what we're offering,"

she observed. "A major difference be-

tween our unauthorized access policy and
Lloyd's," Gerharz said, "is theirs applies

only to financial institutions. They also re-

quire there be manifest intent to financial-

ly gain or cause damage. Under our policy,

we can insure a commercial risk with this

exposure. "We can cover, for example, a

university for students getting into the

munication lines.

It also covers the activities of indepen-

dent consultants, engineers, programmers
and ex-employees having knowledge of a

bank's system, and fraudulent use of elec-

tronic communications systems where

messages are altered or a fictitious

authority or ID is used.

Lloyd's said it developed its electronic

and computer crime policy when it iden-

tified a weakness in the basic insurance

bought by banks, leading to a potentially

serious exposure in the area of electronic

operations. In the early 1970s, it ex-

plained, many banks converted to elec-

tronic systems. Those systems were

comparatively secure because of the

general ignorance of them, effectively pro-

tecting them from computer fraud. How-

ever, the advent of personal computers

and the ability to tap into systems illegally

greatly increased that risk.l
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so NEWS

by G. Michael Vose
80 Micro Technical Editor

Six hundred thousand instructions per

second. Separate supervisor and user

modes. 68,000 transistors. A streamlined

56-ninenionic instruction set witti 14 ad-

dress modes. 17 separate 32-bit registers,

A data transfer rate of 1 .98 megabytes per

second, A 24-bit address bus and a 16-bit

data bus.

These are some of the features outlined

for Motorola Inc. at a seminar held in Lex-

ington, IVIA, on its new MC68000 micropro-

cessor. The MC68000, the CPU being used

in Tandy's new TRS-80 Model 16 micro-

computer, is the hottest new micropro-

cessor in the industry. It is being used in

computers being manufactured by Tandy,

Corvus, Apple, Fortune 32:16, Charles

River Data Systems and many others.

Motorola hopes to sustain this momen-

D4C ltt 64 DD5
D3C 2 63 DD6
D2C 3 62 DD7
Die 4 61 noa
DOC 5 60 r)D9

ASC 6 59 DD10
UDSC 7 58 DD11

LDSC 8 57 Z)D12

R/WC 9 56 ZID13

DTACKC 10 55 Z1D14

BGC 11 54 3D15
BGACKC 12 53 ;:3GND

BRC 13 52 D A23

VccC= 14 51 P A22

clkC 15 50 I1A21

GNDC 16

17

49

48

=lvcc

HALTC DA20

RESETC 18 47 DA19

vmaC 19 46 :3Ai8

EC 20 45 nAi7

VPAU 21 44 DA16
BER?iC 22 43 3A15
IPL2I:: 23 42 UA14

iPLlC 24 41 DA13

tPLOC 25 40 D A12

FC2C 26 39 D All

FCiC 27 38 Daio

FCOC 28 37 DA9
A1C 29 36 3A8
A2C 30 35 DA7
A3C 31 34 I]A6

A4C 32 33 Z1A5

Pin-out diagram for

MC680C0 microprocessor.

Seminar
is exciting

peeic into

the future
tum by offering a series of one day semi-

nars {see 80 Micro calendar) demonstrat-

ing the capabilities of this new chip and

its family of co-processors, peripheral

adapters and enhanced version CPUs.

The MC68000 is a 16-bit microprocessor

with 32-bit registers and a 32-bit program

counter. It is considered a 16-bit proces-

sor because it uses a 16-bit data bus. A

late 1983 version of the device, called the

MC68020, will use a 32-bit data bus which,

combined with a 32-bit address bus, will

mai<e it a 32-bit microprocessor.

Motorola also plans to make an 8-bit

data bus version of the CPU, called the

MC68008, for use with conventional 8-bit

board designs and peripherals. The

MC68008 will be 60 percent as efficient as

the MC68000, offering enhanced process-

ing power to 8-bit systems. In addition,

code written to run on the MC68008 will

tun on all MC68000 series CPUs.

Although the MC68000 can address 16

megabytes of memory, it is not practical

to design a system with this much on-

board memory. Typical designs will offer

128K, 256K, 512K or 1 megabyte of memo-

ry. Motorola has anticipated the need to

support tape or disk storage systems dis-

guised as additional memory; the

MC68010 GPU will support virtual memory
configurations up to 4 gigabytes.

The MC68000 comes in five different

clock speed versions—4MHz, 6MHz, 8MHz,
lOMHz and 12.5MHz. The one-quarter-inch

square silicon wafer containing the CPU's

circuitry is housed in a 64-pin DIP (Dual In

Line Package) approximately 3 inches long

The MC68000 uses a 24 bit address bus

allowing the direct addressing of up to 16

megabytes of memoiy. The MC68000 can

be interfaced to 8-bit peripherals using a

clock speed l/lOth that of the CPU clock

using the Extal (E) pin and a variety of

Peripheral Interface Adapters.

With 17 internal registers, the MC68000

can support very sophislicated assembly

level programming as well as high level

languages. Programs can be position in-

dependent, modular and reentrant. There

are two levels of program privilege avail-

able, a supervisor mode and a user mode.

The supervisor mode will allow the devel-

opment of operating systems that allow a

security system to be built-in, making

software protection a realistic possibility

in MC68000 based computers.

Programmers are already excited about

the variety of microcoded interrupt vec-

tors available in the MC68000. Motorola's

new CPU will automatically trap bus er-

rors, attempts to address a non-existent

memory location, the use of illegal in-

structions, divide by zero errors, privilege

violations and two user programmable

vectors. The latter can be used to add to

the instruction set! The MC68000 also of-

fers seven levels of interrupts and a trace

function that allows single step execution

of code.

Motorola benchmark comparisons
show the MC6S000 to be approximately 30

percent faster for 64-bit binary add,

negate and string translation operations

than either the Zilog Z8001 or the Intel

8086-2 microprocessors. These bench-

marks were made with the MC68000 run-

ning at 10MHz while the Zilog and Intel

chips ran atSMHzandSMHz, respectively.

Motorola offers a variety of peripheral

support chips for data communications

and serial input/output. A memory man-

agement unit is av9ilable and co-proces-

sors are being planned to provide en

hanced ALU logic.

The Motorola training seminars on the

MC68000 are designed for systems engi-

neers and designers. They cost $20 and

Motorola gives an MC68000 Educational

Computer board as a door prize. The

eight-hour session is an exciting peek into

the near - technological future of the

microcomputer,

MC 68000 chips
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Your Sizable invesiment in your computer should be protected. If you have

to load and unload your computer every time you want to move It. you

must consider the possible dariiage Computer Case Company has solved

your computer protection problem Once your equipment is safely inside

the attache-s^le carrying case, it never has to be taken out again. Simply

remove the lid, connect the power, and operate. For storage, disconnect

the power, enclose your disks, working papers, and manuals in the

compartments provided, and attach the lid. Case closed. Judge for yourseit

CALL TOLL FREE: (800) 848-7548

• RS201 IHS-SO Model i. Expansion Unit S. Drives $iU9

• RS202 TRS-80 Monitor or TV set 84

• RS204 TRS-80 Model lil 129

• RS205 Radio Shack Color Computer 89

• P401 Paper Tiger 440/445/460 99

• P402 Line Printer ll/IV 89

• P403 Epson MX70, MX80 or IBM Matrix 89

• P404 Epson MX100 99

• CC80 Matching Attach^ Case (5"} 85

• CC90 Matching Attach^ Case (3") 7S

• CC91 Matching Accessory Case 'd^

5650 Indian Mound Court « Columbus, Ohio 43213 • (614) 868-9464

y^See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 305
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Tracy Licklider

The program aimed at doing for mathematical problem-

solving what Visicalc did for financial analysis won't

be available to TRS-80 owners until the end of the year at

the earliest, according to Tracy R. Licklider, vice president

of operations for Software Arts Inc.

In an exclusive in-

terview with 80 Micro,

Licklider, whose Cam-
bridge, MA, firm devel-

oped Visicalc, said

IBM Personal Comput-
er and Apple versions

of the software, TK!-

,
Solver, priced at $299,

vjould be available later

this fail, but versions for

the TRS-80 and other

micros won't be avail-

able for at least three

months. Licklider, in-

terviewed last spring at

a Software Arts press

reception held in the

observatory of the

John Hancock Tower

in Boston, explained

that although TKISolver was up and run-

ning on a 48K Model III, that size RAM left

little room for building mathematical mod-

els with the software.

Major factors holding up the TRS-80 ver-

sion, he said, were documenting, market-

ing and shrinking the program, not getting ,

it to run on the hardware. "'''f

Although Softvi/are Arts would be work-

ing on getting TKISolver running on the

Model II and Model 16, the company's inl-

.

tial efforts were aimed at getting the soft-

ware to operate on the Model Hi.

Asked why the firm was initially con-

centrating on IBM's PC and Apple II,

Licklider said because both computers

have extended memory, something

TKISolver needs to show off all its

capabilities.

He noted there would be no "elaborate"

protections against pirating the software,

but there will be "a short reminder to the

user that you're supposed to pay for the

program."

Software Arts Chairman of the Board

Dan Bricklin, who developed Visicalc with

Bob Frankston, told 80 Micro software

protections would vary from machine to

machine. Infinite copies may be made of

some parts of the program and other parts

may be protected, he said. He added users

will receive with their initial purchase ad-

ditional disks with backups of any pro-

tected parts of the program.

The reception announcing TKISolver

The software allows the computer to

store knowledge as mathematical rela-

tionships and empirical data, so there is

no need to reformulate equations to ac-

commodate the special needs of a com-

puter programming language. TKISolver

has a wide variety of built-in func-

tions—from sine and cosine to net pres-

ent value and internal rate of return—

and can provide answers at the push of

a button displayed as numbers, tables

or graphs.

TKISolver also converts units of mea-

surement so in a problem dealing with

lengths, a user could get answers in inch-

es or meters, feet or kilometers.

And it supports the DIP file format de-

veloped by Software Arts, allowing data to

be exchanged with other programs includ-

ing Visicalc.

According to Seth Steinberg, senior

software engineer at Software Arts,

TKISolver uses artificial intelligence to

understand a set of rules and apply them

interactively. "When you combine that,"

he said, "with the TKISolver program's abil-

ity to deal with lists of values, generate

plots and tables, and deal with empirical

data, you have a tool that lets a profes-

was attended by some 70 reporters and

^hlighted by a slide show and a demon-

stration, using a four-foot tv screen as a

monitor, of what TKISolver could do.

"What Visicalc did for business analy-

sis and forecasting, the TKISolver pro-

gram will do for mathematical problem

solving in a variety of technical and edu-

cational fields," Bricklin said.

Most engineers and scientists use pro-

grammable calculators or custom com-

puter programs to solve common prob-

lems they encounter in their work. Now
they can use TKISolver to grapple with

those problems,

"The advantage," Bricklin said, "is

TKISolver requires no expertise in pro-

gramming and is far easier to learn, use

and modify than programs written in com-

puter languages such as Basic and For-

tran. Someone who has never used the

program before can be solving difficult

problems in a matter of minutes, yet the

program has the depth and power to solve

complicated problems that until now re-

quired complex specially-written programs."

sional get results as if he had his own per-

sonal programmer working for him."

To make things even easier. Software

Arts will be producing applications pack-

ages, ranging in price from $50 to $100, for

use with TKISolver. The packages contain

predefined models to solve common
mathematical problems in a profession.

According to Software Arts, the packages

will be easy to use, and be easily modified

to suit special circumstances— unlike

Basic, Fortran or programmable cal-

culator programs.

initial packages will be in mechanical

engineering, financial analysis, high

school science, and architectural design

and construction.

In mechanical engineering, the applica-

tion package can solve common problems

such as tensile and torsion stress analy-

sis, piping layout and design, sizing of

hydraulic and pneumatic actuators, beam
deflection, and cost efficiency.

John Sofia, a practicing mechanical en-

continued
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A^dventures
^^^^^ROM THE COMPANY THAT STARTED IT ALL!

CURSE OF
CROWLEY
MANOR
A mysterious adventure
into the depths of the

occult. This program
uses many unique plot-

twists and strange
devices to guide you

either through to victory, or on a certain

trip to the gates of heii. Will you be able

to solve the CURSE OF CROWLEY
MANOR?
TRS-80 16K TAPE $19.95

TRS-80 32K DISK $20.95

Skill Level: Moderate.

ESCAPE
FROM TRAAM
You survived the initial

crash on a bizarre,

distant world, but you
may soon wish that you
hadn't! You must
escape this dangerous

place — but be forewarned that if your

decisions are not tempered with

intelligence and caution, you may not

see home againi

TRS-80 16K TAPE $19.95

TRS-80 32K DISK $20.95

SkMI Level: Advanced.

11 Ml ^l\MI
DEATH
PLANET:
The Dog Star
Adventure
The evil General Doom
and his Roche soldiers

are gearing up for a
galactic onslaught —
will you be able to

rescue the kidnapped princess and save
the royal treasury in time? An adventure
from Lance Micklus, author of STAR
FLITE.

TRS-80 16K TAPE $19.95
TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER 16K TAPE

$19.95
Skill Level: Beginner.

REION
OF THE
RED
DRAQON
First in the new DEMON
VENTURE Series,

REIGN OF THE RED
DRAGON features dungeon-esque
excitement laced with real time

graphics. Brace yourself for the

Incredible!

TRS-80 48K DISK $24.95

Skill Level: Moderate.

STONE OF
SISYPHUS
Hideous monsters or
lavish treasures beyond
all price? You may not

have a choice in this

rather unfriendly sub-
terranean world where
survival will depend
largely upon hard in-

tellect and a little luck. Sure to provide

hours of frustrating enjoyment, STONE OF
SISYPHUS features the kind of action

you've come to expect from the incredible

MACES & MAGIC Series!

APPLE 2 PLUS DISK $29.95

Skill Level: Moderate.

BALROG
This is the first chapter
in our popular MACES &
MAGIC Series. You
equip a character of

your own creation and
journey into a weird
world of dank dungeons
and fiery dragons. This

fantasy adventure features one of the
largest data bases ever created for a

microcomputer role-playing game. A real

challenge!

Requires two disk drives

TRS-80 32K DISK (Mod 1) $29.95

TRS-80 48K DISK (Mod 3) $29.95

Skill Level: Moderate.

^ ^ MORTON'S
ill n rill 11!

FORK
The MACES & MAGIC
Series continues!
Magical beings and
strange creatures
populate this mysticalv-^.m'^i

lor with the

hen plunge i

NORTON'S F

rRS-80 32K D
rRS-80 48K D

Skill

realm. Equip your war-

lecessary accouterments,

ito the awesome world of

DRK!

SK{Mod 1} $29.95

SK (Mod 3) $29.95

Level: Moderate.

SKILL LEVEL KEY
BEGINNER

-,

Excellent introductory adventure for

younger players. Minimal probiem-

solving skills required.

MODERATE
Moderate problem-solving skills

required,

ADVANCED
Advanced problem-solving skills

required.

> .^^ KID
iMHSSk^ VENTURES

These make-believe
adventures are de-
signed for little folk

between the ages of 3
and 7, and will allow the
child to actually inter-

act with the story. All

three KID VENTURES
are based upon popular children's
stories, poems or songs. All feature
graphics and sounds, too!
TRS-80 32K DISK (Mod 1) $29.95
TRS-80 48K DISK (Mod 3) $29.95
APPLE 2 PLUS 48K DISK $29.95
ATARI 40K DISK $34.95

Skill Level: Beginner.

EARTHQUAKE -

San Francisco
tooe
The title says it all!

You're in the middle of

one of the most violent

earthquakes of modern
times — and your sur-

vival hinges on wits

alone! EARTHQUAKE — SAN FRAN-
CISCO 1906 features one of the most
powerful data bases available for a

game of this type. Hours of exciting fun

guaranteed!
TRS-80 16KTAPE $19.95

TRS-80 32K DISK $20.95

Skill Level: Moderate.

HIDDEN
VALLEY
Sure, you're an exalted,

courageous, robust war-

rior — but can even

your sturdy constitution

save you from the
terrors of HIDDEN

VALLEY? This dungeon-type program

features 99 separate levels of play. This

is the second entry in the new DEMON
VENTURE Series.

TRS-80 16K TAPE $19.95

TRS-80 32K DISK $24.95

Skill Level: Moderate

TO ORDER
See your local dealer. If he does not
have the program you want, then
call 1-800-327-7172 (orders only) or

vi/rlte for our free catalog.

Published by

dventur6
INTERNATIONAL

a subsidiary of Scott Adams, Inc.

BOX 3435 • LONGWOOD, FL 32750

(305) 830-8194

Prices subject to change without notice
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TK!SOLVERconf/nued

Dan Bricklin

gineer and consultant to Software Arts,

noted: "Much of an engineer's work

deals with numbers, equations, calcula-

tions and variables. These calculations

are time-consuming and a major bottle-

neck in the creative process of engineer-

ing. TKISoiver breaks this bottleneck by

quickly and reliably solving problems and

freeing the engineer to interactively ex-

plore design alternatives."

In investment management and analy-

sis, applications models include product

costing and pricing, lease versus pur-

chase analysis, and balance sheet analy-

sis. TKISoiver eliminates the need for

referring to basic tables of values by cal-

culating investment yields in bonds,

stocks, annuities, options or real estate.

"Financial analysts will use TKISoiver

to calculate accurate results for complex

problems where they would otherwise rely

on estimates or use expensive time-shar-

ing computer services," explained Kath-

erine Joseph, an investment analyst who
produced the package for finance. "In par-

ticular, TKISoiver solves variations of a

problem for different unknown values

without rearrangement of individual for-

mulas or the model structure by the user."

Education consultant to Software Arts

and head of the Weston, MA, high school

science department George Blakeslee

called TKISoiver the "student's slate-

board of the 80s." He explained the pro-

gram can be used to teach any high

school science concept involving math-

ematical description. Application models

in the education package include popula-

tion growth, radioactive decay, projectiie

motion, and chemical equilibrium.

A house built on Visicalc
If microcomputer software has any gurus, Dan Bricklin and Bob

Frankston must be two of them. The staggering success of the duo's

cerebral offspring, Visicalc, has given it sort of a mystical reputation among
computer analysts.

As the story goes, Bricklin got the idea for an electronic spreadsheet one

day in 1978 while watching one of his professors at the Harvard Business

School labor over mock budgets on a blackboard. Each time one number was

changed, the prof would have to recalculate several others.

A microcomputer could do all that work instantly, thought Bricklin, an

MIT graduate, and he convinced long-time friend Frankston, another grad

of that Cambridge, MA, school, that they should write the software to do it.

The result was Visicalc—for visible calculator. One of Bricklin's pro-

fessors scoffed at the idea. And when Frankston tried to sell the program to a

couple of experts at the National Computer Conference in 1979, they walked

away. But industry analyst Ben Rosen in his "Electronics Letter" saw poten-

tial in the software. "Visicalc," he wrote, "could someday be the software

tail that wags the personal-computer dog."

And so it came to pass. As the first program that proved personal com-

puters could be useful for businesspeople, Visicalc is credited with sparking a

growth explosion for software and hardware producers. And because the

program wasn't adapted for another machine for nearly a year, it is credited

with pushing Apple into first place in the micro market.

Visicalc has shown exponential growth since its inception and now has sold

more than 250,000 copies. Bricklin and Frankston's firm, Software Arts, has

more than $4 milUon in annual sales. The firm has grown from 2 to 50 em-

ployees in three years and later this year will move its completely automated

office into a 30,000-square-foot building it's bought in Wellesley, MA.H

Software Arts apparently sees TKISoiv-

er having as much impact on the sale of

microcomputers as Visicalc. When Chief

Operating Officer Julian E. Lange took the

podium, a TKlSolver-generated graph

used by Blakeslee remained on the four-

foot tv screen. The graph showed two pop-

ulation curves—a low one based on cur-

rent conditions and one with a dramatic

rise due to a major increase in life-

expectancy. Lange pointed to the lower

curve and quipped, "This illustrates the

growth of microcomputer sales before

TKISoiver." Then referring to the higher

curve he added, "And this represents

sales after TK!Solver."B

A member of the computer press corps puts TKISoiver through its paces on a Model III.
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FRICTION FEED FOR YOUR EPSON

MX-70' ^^ MX-80'
•MX-70 and MX-80 are Trademarks of EPSOM, Inc

• Converts your printer for friction

feed of SINGLE SHEETS or ROLL
PAPER.

• SIMPLE Installation (all you need
is a screwdriver, no soldering).

• Tractor feed remains
undisturbed.

. only ^39«'
(add S1.50 lor postage)

SATlSFACTfON GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

VISA & Master Card Accepted
Norton AFB, CA 92409

(714) 864-6643

t

^161 MICRO-GRIP, Ltd.

P. O. Box 4278

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS

BUFFERED PARALLEL INTERFACE
FOR EPSON PRINTERS

Plus bliippHiy

And Applicable Tax

Master Charge & VISA

The MBP-16K is an intelligent Centtonics-cornpatible parallel interface for

the Epson MX-80, MX-80 F/T, and f/X-100 printers, wiin 16,384 bytes Of on-board

RAM for data buffering.

The buffering capability ot the MBP-16K increases your data processing

efficiency by eliminating the wait normally experienced while prinling An
Epson printer prints at BO characters per second; at ttiis speed it takes about

five minutes to print a 16,000 character docurnent. During most of this time the

computer IS waiting for the Epson to finish one line so it can send the next. The
computer can't do anything else during ihis period because It's tied to the

printer. By using the MBP-16K it takes the computer only lour seconds to send

a 16,000 character documeni. Tile Practical Peripherals MBP-16K interface

typically accepts data as fast as the computer can send it, until full, returning

use of the computer to you while it handles the printing. You can continue with

other processing while simultaneously printing data from a previous job,

gaining all the time you normally would have spent wailing tor the printer to

finish. The net result is to eliminate the computer-waiting-for-printer/printer-

walling-for-computer bottleneck, and keep both working. Any program that

involves printed output will be speeded up by using the MBP-16K.
The MBP-16K supports all standard Epson Commands, is compatible with

GRAFTBAX-80, and is plug compatible with the standard Epson cable. The
MPB-16K does not require any user software lor control.

The MBP-16K is easy to install — it simply plugs into the existing auxiliary

interface connector inside the Epson without modification ot the printer.

Micro Solutions, inc.
THE SOFTWARE STORE

9g4gE. Harwin Houston, TX 77036 (713)789-5443

The DPI serial printer i,,i^: .i allow an ASCII serial primer

to be connected to the parallel printer port on TRS-80

Models I, II and III.

Software compatibility problemsare totally elimtnated because

the TRS-80 "Thinkst hat a parallel printer has been attached.

No machine language driver needs to be loaded into high

memory. VISACALC, SCRIPSiT, BASIC. FORTRAN, etc. all

work as if a parallel printer was in use.

The UP! interfaces are completely self contained and ready

to use. A 34 conductor cable and connector plugs onto the

parallel printer port of the Model I expansion interface nr

onto the parallel printer port on the back of Models II and

III. A DB25 socket mates with the cable from your serial

printer. The UPl interfaces convert the parallel output of the

TRS-80 printer port into serial data in both the RS232-C and

20 MA. loop formats.

bd
BINARY DEVICES
Formerly SPbEDWAY ELECT KONICS
-11560 TIMBERLAKE LANE
NOBLESVILLE, IN 46060

(317) 842-5020

TR5MI5 Jirddernjri, afTjntiy' VISA MasterCard

SBaJKBIIflitillirWMWHrMII^^

Switch selectable options include:

• Linefeed after Carriage Return

• Handshake polarity (RS232-C)

• Nulls after Carriage Return

• 7 or 8 Data Bits per word
• 1 or 2 Stop Bits per word
• Parity or no parity

• ODD or EVEN parity

NEW VARIABLE BAUD RATE MODELS
Switch selectable from 110-4800 BAUD
UPI-3VBfor models i or II

UPI-2VB for model 11

$159.95

$159.95

CLOSEOUT ON SINGLE BAUD RATE
MODELS

OurUPI-2and UPl-3willdrive virtually any ASCII serial printer,

UPI-3 for model 1 or 111 Closeout $109.95

UPI-2 for model II Closeout $109,95

Specify BAUD tate 50-4800. Quantities limited.

Shipping and handling on all orders.

90 day warranty on all interfaces

Ten day return privelege on UPI-3VB and UP1-2VB

I oni?er rabies available

$4.00

.--See Lisf ol Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 309
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Games aid Hi-Ed funding at West Virginia

At the University of West Virginia,

higher education has found a new

way to fight its perpetual budget crunch:

electronic games.

West Virginia, with an enrollment of

20,000, has raked in $150,000 from the 75

game machines located in its student

union and quad-towered dormitory
building.

"The multitude of services provided at

the student union don't generate any reve-

nue," explained Robert Taylor, games ar-

ea supervisor at the university, "They have

to be supported somehovi/. This type of

operation helps to support those areas."

He said the decision to expand the

numPer of game machines on campus
was made three years ago; "It required a

change of administration to do it. For

many years these machines were related

to pinbali, pool rooms, and dark dingy

beer joints. The administration at the time

didn't feel that was the proper image for

the student union to have."

But the new administration saw the

handwriting on the CRT. "As the arcades

began to spring up around the country."

Taylor observed, "it wasn't difficult to see

the games were going to be tremendously

popular." The university hired a con-

sulting firm specializing in campus ar-

cades. Taylor said: "We were dealing with

an excellent vendor—Associated Amuse-
ments from Redford, Ml. They gave us

some pretty fair projections of what to

expect-"

"Our facility turned out to be more

popular than any other in the country,"

Taylor continued. "I'm not sure why. A lot

of it had to do with having a very good ven-

dor who understood what a college cam-

pus needed. And we did go to the trouble

of creating a special room for the arcade

instead of filling up some room we had

empty,"

"West Virginia saw that this would be a

moneymaker for it and wanted to make it

attractive for the players to come in,"

recalled David Himelhoch, marketing

manager for Associated Amusements. "It

was remodeling its union, so it was a very

high-tech-looking game room. It wasn't

your basic brick-walled room with 40 or 50

games in it."

"We did it up like a commercial

arcade," Taylor observed. They covered

the floor with a rubber mat to fight the

bane of electronics: static electricity.

They installed track lighting. They
carpeted the walls and rigged up a new
sound system. And they built an alumi-

num ceiling to reflect the colored lights

from the games.

West Virginia also departed from the

smoke-filled seedy arcade image worrying

past administrators. Taylor noted: "We
took a poll of the students. The over-

whelming vote was no smoking and no

food and drinks in the arcade."

"West Virginia," Himelhoch explained,

"was very cooperative in letting us ar-

range the games Inside the room. That's

another part of running the business.

You've got to have those attractive games

right there in the front so people who walk

by are going to see them and walk in."

Himelhoch's firm has been specializing

in college arcades for 10 years. "The col-

lege age group is a market segment," he

said. "A lot of the programs we run are

very successful with that market. If we ran

them for 14 year oids or 35 year otds, they

wouldn't work as well. Working with col-

lege students for the last 10 years, we
seem to have a pretty good feel for what

18 to 24 year olds like to see In a game."

"For instance," he continued, "there's

agamecalled Alpine Ski. We thought we'd

be bold and put it in the University of

Alabama. Here we are down South where

they see snow once every 15 years and

we're putting a skiing game down there.

The first two weeks there it was the

number one grossing machine."

He said: "A lot of articles have ap-

peared lately about the virtues of the

video Industry and how people can make
hundreds and hundreds of dollars per

game per week. That's true. Some games
do earn quite a bit of money, but it's not

every game. Pac Man is a popular game,

but if you looked at the 100,000 Pac Man
machines in the country, they don't

average $200 a week."

One promotion Associated Amuse-
ments uses to attract players is varying

the number of game tokens they can buy

for a dollar. Ordinarily, a player receives

four for a dollar. "At different times we'll

give you five tokens, up to eight tokens for

continued

Two TRS-SOs to go: hold the
The Color Computer and Model III are workhorses at Ciood-

limc Pi //a, a family-oriented sub shop and game room located

in Canton, OH.
In a di,spiay window of the pizza shop, Doug McCallum, field

supervisor for Associated Amusement.^ (see West Virginia story),

uses a program he calls "Axt Gallery" to make a CC an electronic

billboard advertising Goodiime. With the CC are three monitors

slaved to video games in the arcade room.

Four more slaves arc located in the dining area along with four

monitors tied to a Model 111. Instead of shouting when orders are

ready, McC'allum observed, the monitors act as an order-ready

system. "All you have (o do is keep your eye on the screen," he

said, "and when your pizza order is ready, your number will

appear."

He explained he made two mods to the III to integrate it into ihe

system.

"I had to create a video interface," he said. "The video on the

Model 111 is not composite. There's the video signal and the

horizontal and vertical sync signal. I combined those with a

module 1 put together so 1 could feed a line of monitors off a 75

ohm cable.

"The other modification was I added a remote keypad so the

computer console wouldn't have to sit on the counter. Due to the

nature of the keyboard circuits, 1 couldn't directly lap in there, so 1

used some sensitive read relays and paralleled that across the

switch matrix lines. Then I ran a cable with a generic keypad on it

up to the counter area."H
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SPECTRAL Abt.UeiA I LS, the LtAULk in l K5-aO Color Computrr sottwdre, presents the best in

16K machine language, fast action, high resolution arcade games. Extended Basic not required.

COSMIC INVADERS

The best invaders type game avail-

able. Complete with 16 skill levels,

dynamite sourrd and 4 color hi-res

graphics. Can you dodge the

bombs long enough to blast the

alien .ship dnd invaders^ >?' '^'^

GHOST GOBBLER

An exciting version of the popular

PAC-MAN game with power dots,

8 bonus shapes, super sound and
16 skill levels. Hours and hours of

challenging fun. Joysticks S2 1 .95

ROBOT BATTLE

Can you dodge the never ending

horde of robots while avoiding the

fatal touch of the Android? Realistic

voices and 16 skill levels provide a

tremendous arcade type challenge,

Jovstirk=^. S?! 95.

SPACE WAR

Maneuver your spaceship

through the defenses of the

Death Star for the killing shot

while avoiding space mines,

enemy ships and the gravity pull

of the BLACK HOL.F. Two cotor

hi-res graphics - S21.95 Joysticks

COLOR ZAP

Super new space game! You must

dodge the incoming photon

torpedos before they can penetrate

the defenses of your ship. Once you

think you've got the upper hand,

defensive fighters may appear and

attack. S9.95

GALAX ATTAX

[f you like Space Invaders, you'll love

Galax Attax! Alien fighters teave

formation to attack your ground

base and you must fight tfiem off!

Exciting, fast-action machine
language game with super sound

and high resolution graphics. 1 6K
and joysticks required. S2i 95

NEW 16K MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES

• KEYS OF THE WIZARD ^19.95

Best new adventure game available Over 200 rooms filled with creatures, tricki. treasures, magic

spells Cassette save leature buitt in.

• COLOR OGT . ••
'59-95

Like Breakout, you must knockout six layers of blocks using your paddle to prevpnt missiles trom

escaping Joysticks optional.

SUPERCHARGER
If you have a 32K E sehes printed circuit board, the SUPERCHARGER
will let you switch your computer to full 64K RAM mode, it just plugs into

the ROM PAK port and you can use BASIC or not aj you wish. MO
MODIFICATION is needed and it will not void your warranty. It allows you

to still plug ROM pack and./or the disk controller board into the

computer- ONLY 539.95

THE FACTS
At last, a complete description of

the "guts" of the Color Computet.

Specs on all the ICs. complete

schematics, theory of operation

and programming examples.

SI4.95

SPECTRAL
ASSOCIATES
I4i) Harvard Ave.
Tacoma, Washington 98466
(206) 565-8483

WRITE FOR COMPLETE
CATALOG

ADD 3% FOR SHIPPING MO COD

VISA OR MASTERCHARGE ACCEPTED
All pnces in U.5 funds

i--Sfie List ol Acti/erlisers on page 339
,

FLEXPLUS DOS
Fl.EXPLtlS li ii powerful, easy to use disk operaling system Spectral Associates fias adapted

TSC's FLEX to the best DOS .completely compatible with Radio Shack software for use on the

Color Computer. Eliminate the need for Radio Shack's TRS iX)S use FLEXPLUS with

Editor/Assembler and have the options of a full range of utilities. FLEXPLUS works on the 32K

Radio Shack disk system with 64f^ memory chips with a High Resolution mu Hi screen format that

supports a 24 line by 51 character display! Also included are special enhancements to Radio

Shack's Disk system when you are running fT.EX with single rir double sided, single or double

density, 35, 40 and 80 track drives.

Advantages of FLEXPLUS are:

• Best price anywhere
• Easy start-up — just type "RGM FLEX+"
• Allows you to save RS compatible disl< files from FLEXPLUS
• All FLEX compatible software will run including IMTERRUPT
DRIVEN SOFTWARE

• [NO HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS NEEDED
• Warranty will not be voided — no need to open computer

• Wide range of available software

• Requires Supercharger board

• S|49,95 for FLEXPLGS, Editor..''Assembler and Supercharger

ORDERS ONLY TOLL FREE

800-426-1830
EXCEPT WA, HI. AK

UTILITIES
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER S34.95
SUPER MOrHITOR 19.95

F PROM PROGRAMMER 89.95
iPrtiiir^rv vni.r owl ROMs for the ROM.PAC portl

MAGIC BOX 24.95
Load MOD l/lll Basic Tapes into color compuler
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WESTVIRGINIAconf/nc/ecy

a dollar, depending on the time of day, day

of the week, what activities are happening

around the union," Himelhoch noted.

Another promotion capitalized on West

Virginia's traditional homecoming called

Mountainlair Week. Special tokens were

minted with University of West Virginia

embossed on them and distributed to

alumni. Himelhoch explained: "We made

sure people who got the tokens knew they

weren't souvenirs. It was something to get

them downstairs into the game room and

have them play the games. If people play

one game, they're going to play more."

He said West Virginia's collections

from its games were very successful, but

since most schools don't publicize earn-

ings from their arcades. It's Impossible to

rank UWV's success. However, the game-
playing trade there is pretty brisk.

Himelhoch recalled: "One game would

shut down for no apparent reason. Our

technician was really baffled. He couldn't

figure out what was wrong with it elec-

tronically. Then he looked in the cash box.

You couldn't get any more coins in It."

Reactions to the Mountaineer's game
room has been "quite positive," according

to Taylor. "We not only have students in-

terested, but a number of staff and faculty

who drop by almost daily to play their

favorite game."B

New England v ot inked
by Kerry Leichtman

80 Micro Staff

Like big toes testing lukewarm water,

Viewtron is gearing up for a mid-1983

real market test before attempting a big

splash in Boston. Knight-Rldder News-

papers Inc. and Affiliated Publications

Inc.— owner of the Boston Globe—signed

an agreement In April 1982 that, in effect,

gives Affiliated the first major franchise

opportunity to establish the two-way elec-

tronic information system in a large met-

ropolitan area.

The success of a Florida subscription

test by Knight-Rldder has much to do with

whether or not Affiliated will bring the ser-

vice to Boston. "Should the tests in Flori-

da prove positive," Jack Coan, assistant

vice president at Affiliated told 80 Micro

during a telephone interview, "then we
would proceed in the Boston market in a

joint venture with Knight-Rldder."

Both Knight-Rldder and Affiliated are

not strangers to electronic and print

media. Knight-Rldder, originator of View-

tron, publishes 33 daily newspapers, owns
four television stations, and holds inter-

ests in cable tv. Affiliated, in addition to

owning the Globe, owns a broadcasting

company operating 12 radio stations, and
45 percent of McCaw Communications,

which is involved in cable tv.

While optimistic about the subscription

test's outcome. Affiliated is not running

Into the project with their eyes closed. The

agreement signed between the two organ-

izations allows Affiliated access to the in-

formation Knight-Rldder will compile in

Florida. "Right now our commitment Is to

learn about it and to train with them,"

Coan said. "If things go as we anticipate

down in Florida, then we'll go online

sometime In 1985."

The Viewtron system wiil supply its sub-

scribers with access to news, weather,

sports, business news, in-home banking,

shopping, travel and dining reservations.

games and message displays. Subscrib-

ers will be supplied with an alphanumeric

keyboard that will be wired to their tv. Ac-

cess to Viewtron's many services will be

done using the keyboard.

"News will be presented differently

than it is in newspapers," Coan explained.

"The news service will be interactive; you

can call it up when you want it. You don't

have to sit and wait for a particular item to

scroll by, as with many cable news ser-

vices. With Viewtron you call up what you

want when you want it."

Knight-Ridder teamed up with AT&T in

1980 to test the system in Coral Gables,

FL. The south Florida introduction sched-

uled for mid-1983 expects 5,000 paying

subscribers. Advertisers are also being

sought and will pay for the viewer access.

Unless someone else jumps in quick,

Viewtron will be the first system of its kind

to be tested under real money-on-the-line

conditions (see Tandy Star-text story in

Puise Train).

Also involved are AT&T, Southern Bell,

and Viewdata Corporation of America. Ma
Bell is responsible for the home terminals.

Southern Bell the communications net-

work, and Viewdata the content of the

data base. Viewdata is a subsidiary of

Knight-Rldder.

If the Florida test proves successful,

Boston will be the first major American

city to have a home subscriber to a com-

puter data base commercial network. In a

statement in Editor & Publisher John P.

Giuggio, speaking for Affiliated Publica-

tions, said the Viewtron's coming to the

Hub has "exciting possibilities for the

people of metropolitan Boston. It is only

fitting that this center of high technology

should be among the first to reap the ben-

efits of the new electronic age."

Plans are already in the works should

Viewtron's Boston appearance prove suc-

cessful. Service would spread to the rest

of Massachusetts, and then to residents

of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont.!
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Data Independence and
Control . . . change field, re-

cord or file structure - length-

en a field or add a new one -

and DATA ACE^ takes care

of your data. Not so in Profile

II.

Easier Data Entry . . .

DATA ACE-^allows you to

enter data once the files are

defined, then change your file

definitions. You must start all

over with Profile II.

Faster and Better Inquires . . .

The DATA ACE^ query
language allows you to

search one file based upon
the results of searching

another. Up to four files can

be joined in this way. Profile II

doesn't let you.

More Help . . . DATA ACE-^
validates each field as it is

entered and help text tells

you what you did wrong.

Profile li gives no help.

Build Complete Systems . . .

DATAACE^ includes its own
programming language; more
powerful than BASIC and
much faster. It can access

many files at once, checking

orders against inventories for

instance. Profile II can't.

Better hardware range with

DATA ACE-^. . . use It with

your model II and III

More Field Formats . . .

DATA ACE^ offers alpha,

alphanumeric, numeric, float-

tngdoliar, decimal point, date,

word, byte. Profile II has only

three.

m^
^325

^

DATA ACE^is much more
powerful. It's the complete
Application Creation
Environment. It's a state of

art relational data base mana-
ger, a structured easy to use

programming language, a con-

versational query language

both to maintain your data-

base and to make inquiries, a

screen editor, a powerful and
unique operating system and
application software.

DATA ACE^ gives you the

power.

TRS - 80 is a Itadf mark of Tandy Coiporation

. MMSFORTH is a trademark of MILLER
MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES.

YES - show me more/send me
TRS- S{PModel II

DemotTitration Disk for

Models II & Hi
[

|S19.95

[]]]sin0O0 ituludt's

Qenicj

r**l$f>no.on m'l [ud<>s
'—

' CSDFORTH

Qsi495

[~~]sjO.OQ

'—
' MMSfOKTH

User Guide

IndrpfHiient 1 >.tt:i

Base Manager

Query Ldngii.dt^e

Enclosed is my check/credit card details. (We accept Visa or M/C)

card no. Rxp. / /

Name ^— —.__

D^ 2 so IK! D^ 100,00

Company.
Address -

City

State — ......

Telephone
Zip

COMPUTER SOFraARE
DESIGN HK^

1904 Wright Circle

Anaheim, California 92806
(714) 634 9012



When it comes to computer argot,

there doesn't seem to be any mid-

dle ground, according to Don Ethan Miller,

author of The Book of Jargon.

The pop reference work— published in

January by Macmillan and expected to be

out in paperback this fall—contains 24

chapters aimed at helping laypersons

penetrate the argot jungle. One of the

chapters is on computers.

"What is fascinating is that in this field

of endeavor, more than any other, there

are so few people with a moderate amount
of knowledge," Miller writes. "Most peo-

ple have a modicum of understanding

about medicine, say, or law; plenty of peo-

ple who are not tennis pros know the dif-

ference between a cannonbalf serve and a

lob or volley. But in relation to computers,

there seems to be no middle ground:

You're either in or out, informed or igno-

rant. Coincidentally, it is exactly this

binary mode that is the essence of how a

computer stores and processes informa-

tion: In a multitude of 0-1, yes-no, true-

false, bits of data represented by tiny elec-

trical circuits being either on or off."

"Computer seems to be the hardest for

the layperson to understand," the journal-

ist and martial arts expert told SO M/cro in a

phone interview. "People have a very hard

time because there are no references in

their normal vocabulary or way of thinking."

"It also seemed to be the hardest for the

three computer people I used as resources

to translate into English," he added. "I

had a hell of time. There were very serious

problems explaining the stuff in other

than computer language."

Miller said he based his choice of the

some 175 words in the computer chapter

on commonality and frequency of usage,

and the likelihood an average person

would come across the word. He added,

"We didn't attempt to have a dictionary as

much as a Berlitz guide for the layperson

to get some idea of how computer termi-

nology works and interfaces, if you will,

with their normal way of thinking."

He aiso maintained the book has con-

sumer protection aims: "It's to give the av-

erage person a fighting chance when deal-

ing with professionals and experts In any of

a number of fields. It's so if you go to the

Don Ethan Miller

doctor or the auto mechanic and they

throw some terminology at you, you don't

immediately fold up and say, Go ahead; do

whatever you have to. It's been my experi-

ence that knowing language is power."

When you speak the language. Miller

claimed, "You have a chance to partici-

pate and not be ripped off, to make some
choices for yourself rather than leaving it

up to the professionals. For example, by

using some terminology to define a prob-

lem to a mechanic, you indicate to him

you're knowledgeable. You've defined the

problem to some degree, therefore he's

limited in the kind of work he's going to do
or pretend to do."

Asked if he found computer jargon dry-

er than others, Miller opined: "I don't think

it's dry. It can be colorful and humorous
here and there. I think people think of it as

dry because It doesn't refer to anything in

everyday life. But if you're in the fieid, it

certainly isn't."

"Most interesting to me," he went on to

say, "is if you get some picture of the

language, it gives you some picture of the

thought processes that are common in

the profession. Programmers think in

terms of very logical operations. Most
people don't proceed on that kind of pure-

ly logical basis."

Asked if he had done his book on one of

the commonest computer-layperson inter-

faces, a word processor. Miller replied:

"No and I sure as hell wish I had. If ! do a

volume II, I will definitely do it on a word

processor."
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ALCOR PASCAL
yasstfi',:^ .

-

TAKE THE
PUT THE 1

^iCHO COMPUTER EVOLUTION
THE fMTURE ON YOUR COMPUTER
TODAY,

Let ALCOR Pascal transform your computer into a truly professional development system.

No other language system offers as much power, efficiency, and versatility.

EAfVt" TO LEARN
Alcor Pciscal is easy to learn. !t comes with a 250 page documentation

pacl<age which includes a 100 page tutorial that introduces Pascal to the

beginning programmer.
Also Included in the language are many of the string functions that are

familiar to Basic programmers.

Important to many users is the fact that Alcor Pascal programs execute

between 10-20 times faster than interpreted Basic programs.

ALCO^ SYSTEIViir^ :^^i'.sl»PORT

Alcor Systems stands behind its products with a free one year service

contract that Includes upgrades to new Alcor Pascal releases for a nominal

fee. Also included free is a one year subscription to the Alcor Pascal

Newsletter. Programs may be developed for resale that execute iii^e stand

alone machine language programs. (Absolutely no licensing fees)

COMfATiBiX COMfyiE^tS AHB .OPFPATING SYSTEMS
48 K memory / One disk drive Single or Double Density (two recommended)

TRS80 Model 1

Trsdos 2.3, Ldos 5.1, Newdos 2.0, Dosplus 3.3, 3.4

TRS80 Model 111

Trsdos 1.3, Ldos 5.1, Newdos 2.0, Dosplus 3.3, 3.4

Osborne - 1 CP/M
Apple 11 CP/M (Z-80 softcard)

Other Z-80 CP/M based systems (8 inch drives)

^mttim^r^irrfl' -TZ-Prf-'Y -r-Tt^-^rrr^r"'i""n i "i^ ^rH^a""^*"r*Hiii1r"'-^'-'-*''*^^'^^'^ ^^'A

A completR Jensen n' .Vrin \'rs:^-A Pascal

Produces compaci etticient code that executes 10-20

times faster than interpreted BASIC

Can compile large programs (4000 lines +
)

Fast one pass compiler

Simple commands for compiling and running programs

Supports separate compilation of procedures and functions

Compiler switch options, including conditional compilation

Full heap support Including NEW and DISPOSE procedures

that perform true heap allocation

Complete Implementation of sets with up to 256 memPers

Variant records are fully supported

Supports single and double precision REAL

Files are compatible with TRSDOS

OTHERWISE clause on case statements

identifiers may contain 'I' and '

—
' characters

Automatic type conversion in arithmetic expressions and

assignment statements

Constants may be expressed In decimal or hexadecimal

Characters within strings may be specified by ascil code.

Allows non-printable characters in strings.

Type transfer operator to override type matching

ESCAPE allows exit from anywhere In a procedure

LOCATION function returns the address of a variable

SIZE function returns the amount of memory for a variable

Full Screen Text Editor
Included with Pascal

No limit on file size (except disk capacity)

"i. i'itk Worlds
Pseudocode !-'> '"; "" -.'i"'ii.r,jness

Allows large programs in small memory space (3500

line + programs can execute in 48k)

Native code for speed

Optional code generator oroduces Z80 Instructions

ZBO code can be mixed with Pcode

250 Page Documentation Pkg.
Beginner's guide

Pascal Tutorial with 500 line Data Base program.

(source supplied on diskette)

Pascal Reference Manual

System Implementation Manual

Text Editor Manual

Handy System Reference Card

Cross reference index for documentation package

ilnidng toader
Lini<s separately compiled routines

Supports procedure and tunction libraries

Can create command files

Irademari*

TRS-ao Tandy Corporation

CP/M Digital Research, Inc.

Z80 Zilog, Inc.

APPLE II Apple Computer, inc.

OSBORNE 1 OsDorne Computer Corp

ALCOB PASCAL Alcor Systems

DEALER INQUIRIES

INVITED

Optioiiai Advanced Devetopnietit S'kg.

Pcode optimizer

Reduces the size of a program by 25-30%

Increases execution speed

Z80 native code generator

Produces relocatable, reentrant native code tor the Z80

Native code executes 3-5 times taster than Pcode.

Native code can be mixed with Pcode to provide speed

where required and still benefit from ttje compactness

of Pcode

r

H
^75

YES, I'm interasted in Pascal for:

n TRS-80 Model 1

D TRS-80 Model III

a CP/M Z80 8 inch dlsi<s

D Send More Information

G Alcor Pascal System

r Advanced Dev. Pacl<.

r Manuals only

Shipping & Handling $5.00 USA $10.00 Foreign

D CP/M Osborne-1

U CP/M Apple II (280 SC

FREE

$199
SI 25

$ 30

Name

Address.

City, State, Zip

Masler/Visa #

ALCOR SYSTEMS

800 W. Garland Avenue, #100 • Garland. Texas 75040

For immediate service call: (214) 226-4476 i
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COMPUTER BOOKS FOR BEGINNEh
Everything you need to know to get started programming your own computer. These handy books o( programs and about

programming are jammed with easy-to-understand info for beginners. They are crammed with hundreds of tips, tricks,

secrets, hints, shortcuts and techniques plus hundreds of tested ready-to-run programs. Our full line includes program
books and programming aids for eight of the most popular computers for beginners: TRS-SQ Color Computer. APPLE II. IBM
Personal Computer. TRS-80, Sharp and Casio pocket computers, including the new TRS-80 PC-2 and Sharp PG-1500

Color Computer
101 Cofor Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, learn-by doing instruc-

Iions, hints, secrets techniques, insights, for TRS-30 Color Computer,

128 pages $7.95

[)5 Color Computer Programs for Home, School & Office, practical ready-

lo-fun so!t ware with colorful grapliics, 128 pages $9.95

55 IVIORE Color Computer Programs for Home. Scliool & Oltice, handy

book packed wiin usefui lype-m-and-run soiiw.'iie with coioriui

graphics, for TRS-80 Color Computer, 112 pages. S9.95

Color Computer Graphics, complete guidebook loaded with lips, Incks.

hints, secrets, shortcuts, lor making the most of TRS-80 Color Computei
video graphics. Learn-by-doing instructions plus complete programs.

128 pages. S9.95
The Color Computer Songbook, 40 favorite pop. classical, folk & seasonal

songs arranged for TRS-80 Color Computer, ready-to-run music pio

grams, 96 pages. $7,95

My Buttons Are Blue and Other Love Poems from the Digital Heart ot an

Electronic Computer, for poetry lovers, computer lovers, a hi-tech

classic. 66 heartwarming poems written by a TRS-80 Color Computer. 96
pages. S4.95

APPLE Computer
101 APPLE Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, secrets, hints, short-

cuts, techniques, insights, for APPLE II. 128 pages, $8,95

33 New APPLE Computer Programs for Home, School & Office, practical

ready -to-run software tor APPLE II, 96 pages. S8.95

My Buttons
55 MORE
Color Computer Programs
For Home, SchoolSOffice

CC Color
^J^J Computer
Programs For The
Home, SchoolSOffice

S7.95

The
Color Computer
Songbook

Graphics

^rt^ Colnr
I^J I Computer

Programming
Tips & Tricks

bvBon Cliir

Pocket Computer
101 Pocket Computer Programming Tips & Tricks, secrets, hints, short-

cuts, techniques from a master programmer, for TRS-80 PC-2, PC-1,

Sharp PC-1 500, PC- 1211 pockel compulers, 128 pages, S7.95

Pocket Computer Programming Made Easy, new fast easy read-and-learn

way to make TRS-8D PC-2, PC-1, Sharp PC-1500. PC-1211. Casio FX-

702P pocket computers work for you. Learn BASIC quickly,

128 pages S8.95

50 Programs in BASIC for Home, School & Office, useful ready-to-run

software tor TRS-80 PC-2, PC-1, Sharp PC-1500, PC-1211 pocket com-

puters, 96 pages, $9,95

50 IVIORE Programs in BASIC for Home, School & Office, tiook of tested

type-in-anfl-run software for TRS-80 PC-2, PC-1, Sharp PC-1500.

PC-1 211 pocket computers, 96 pages, S9.95

lAufder In The Mansion and Other Computer Adventures, murder

mystery, space adventure, 24 games for TRS-80 PC-2, PC-1, Sharp

PC-1500. PC-1211 pockel computers, 96 pages $6.95

35 Practical Programs lor ttie Casio Pocket Computer, uselul type-in-and-

run software for the FX-702P, 96 pages. $8.95

Order direct trom this ad. Send check, money order, or

IVIasterCard or VISA account number and expiration date.

Include $1 shipping for each item ordered up to a

maximum of $3. Or write for our free catalog. Mail to:

Program Worksheets ARCsoft Publishers
Handy printed forms make writing BASIC software easy and tun.

Customized for your own computer system, or use the universal form

good for any BASIC computer. 40-sfieet talJlets:

Color Computer Coding Form $2,95
Pocket Computer Coding Form $2.95
APPLE Computer Coding Form $2.95
IBM Personal Computer Form $2.95

Universal Coding Form $2,95

^B

Post Office Box 132W
Woodsboro, Maryland 21798 "^

(301)663-4444

Customers outside North America wanting airmail send E'l postage per tiook. Foreign customers

pay in U,S, dollars, Maryland residents add 5% sales ta>: Sony, no COD. TRS-80isa tradem.irk

of Tandy Corp, /Radio Shack. APPLE is a trademark ol APPLE Computer Inc,
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NEWS

So Long 4K
Color Computer

stiff competition at the low end of the

microcomputer marketplace forced the

Tandy Corporation to drop the 4K Color

Computer and replace it with a 16K ver-

sion, according to Electronic News.

To move its inventory of 4K machines,

Radio Shack slashed Color Computer

prices last spring by $100—from $399

to $299-

The trade newspaper quoted Tandy

Vice President for Computer Marketing

Ron Stegali as stating, "After this sale

is over, we plan to phase it [the4K

model] out."

Two of Tandy's old rivals, Texas In-

struments and Commodore, market low-

end micros under $300. And a new com-

petitor, Timex, is selling the Sinclair 1000

for under $100. Commodore and Tl have

also sealed pacts with several mass
merchandising stores to gain wide

distribution of their computers.

According to EN, Stegali said competi-

tion wasn't the primary reason for

discontinuing the 4K model. What in-

fluenced the decision most, he told the

newspaper, was price reductions in mak-

ing units, notably the decrease in

memory chip prices.

He said the new 16K unit would put

the Color Computer on better footing

with its competitors. On a RAM per

dollar basis, he noted, the CC has been

undercut by its market foes.

The 16K's $399 price tag still makes it

higher priced than its competitors, but

Stegali maintained the machine was still

competitive: "We wouldn't bring it in at

that price if we didn't think it was (com-

petitive)."

Tandy's competitors, when questioned

by EN about the Fort Worth firm's move,

attributed it to competitive pressure.

"Radio Shack found themselves dra-
,

matically overpriced," said Tl Assistant

Vice President of Marketing for Con-

sumer Products William Turner. "Radio

Shack's color machine with 4K RAM is

similar in capability to the Commodore
and Sinclair machines. The competition

from Sinclair and Commodore forced

them to reduce the price."

Turner told EN he did not view the CC
as direct competition to Tl's 99/4A,

which he called an educational and fi-

nancial applications machine rather than

one for games and computer literacy.

Turner contended even at $299,

Tandy's color offering is more expensive

than Sinclair and Commodore but the

Texas firm's strong distribution system

can maintain that premium price.

Another Tandy competitor. Atari, re-

fused to comment to EN about the CC
price cut. The Warner Communications

subsidiary is reportedly upgrading its

continued

r Slang
—From The Book of Jargon by Don Ethan Miller.

Computer "jocks" employ not only an extensive technical

vocabulary, but also an array of pithy argot to describe the com-

mon hassles and major disasters of computer operation. Here are

some examples.

bomb: Also barf. When a piece of computer equipment

(especially software) ceases to function, or begins to function

erratically.

bug: A wrinkle, a hitch, a fault, a boner, a loose nut, a problem,

an erratum; that is, anything that stands between a program

and ab.solute perfection.

crash: A program bombs, but an entire computer system crashes.

Why all the fighter-pilot jargon, no one knows.

cybertTud: Attributed to Theodore Nelson, a good word to de-

scribe the less professional aspects of the computer boom; the

electronic equivalent of "hype" or "bull." Because computers

were for so long mysterious and awesome machines, a mys-

tique grew up around them—much of which i,s, of course,

false. Computers can'l evaluate sketches for matchbook art

schools, never go on monomaniacal rampages, and rarely

speed up your tax return.

FIFO: First in, first out; a simple—but not always efficient—way

to deal with a list of tasks, meaning that the list is treated as a

line of people as a bank teller's window. Also called first come,

first served.

GIGO: Garbage in, garbage out; regardless of the sophistication

of a system, this acronym reminds us that its weakest link is the

data and assumptions that a system operates upon. Whether

the system is the Internal Revenue Service, or a microcomputer

accounts-payable .system, what comes out is absolutely depen-

dent on what goes in.

glitch: A source of malfunction. The glitch is a rather vague crit-

ter that may prove to be anything from a loose wire to a

statewide power failure. Its essence is that it is unexpected.

kluge: Also kludge. Probably from the German kluge, meaning

clever. A kluged solution to a problem is an improvised pateh-

up (usually of software) that always seems to last longer than

it has any right to, or than anyone would have expected.

When a kluge fails, however, everyone says, "Well, what did

you expect?"

FIFO: Last in, first out; Another method by whicli computers

deal with a list of tasks, but not a method humans like to be

a part of.

moby; A very large and seemingly malevolent group of devices

(or kluges), which threaten to come apart violently at any

moment.
mung: Acronym for mushed until no good. Programs can mung

up files if, due to some undiscovered bug, they run amok.

number crunching: Tasks that require not insight but seemingly

endless repetitive calculations. Computers are absolutely vital

to such scientific endeavors as the space program, more for

their routine (rather than exotic) applieafions. Digital

machines can perform thousands of numerical operations per

second, thus resolving tedious problems in planetary

mechanics, fuel use, materials stress, and the tike.

nybble: Half a byte.

scrub: To clean a file of data that isn't needed, such as data that

is out of date or redundant. This is distinct from garbage col-

lection, as files are usually scrubbed only once, while their gar-

bage is collected periodically.

wetware: Not a swimsuit, but the organic hardware that conceives

of and writes the abstract software which drives the mineral

hardware. !n other words, wetware is the human brain—or, by

extension, any organic intelligence.
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PULSE TRAINcon^naed

400 and calling the new model the 600,

which will have a raised keyboard in-

stead of the 400's membrane one.

Meanwhile, Texas Instruments im-

plemented a number of incentives this

month to make its 99/4A more attractive.

It is offering free Texnet service with the

purchase of an RS-232 interface card,

telephone modem and terminal emulator

module. Texnet, which carries a $100

price tag, allows 99/4A access to The
Source data base.

A free speech synthesizer is also be-

ing offered by Tl with the purchase of

two software aibums or six soiid-state

software modules. The retail price of the

synthesizer is $149.

Tandy offering

"Next Step in News"

Radio Shack has teamed up with the

Fort Worth Star-Telegram to bring Star-

text, an electronic newspaper, to Tarrant

County subscribers of its Tandy Video-

tex Service {80 Micro, March 1982).

According to a statement from Radio

Shack, the Star-Telegram is also working

with Dow Jones and Sammons (Com-

munications to make Star-text available

on Sammons cable tv.

Tandy said Star-text allows the Star-

Telegram to provide two great benefits

to the information consumer: immediacy
and choice. As a news organization, it

added, Star-text will allow the Fort Worth
paper to compete head-to-head with

broadcast media for immediate news.

The daily will be able to disseminate

breaking news minutes after it leaves

the editor's hands.

News, entertainment, and shopping in-

formation will be offered Star-text sub-

scribers through "advanced entry" ac-

cess to the system for $5 a month. Users

request the sections of the paper they

want. The sections are sent to their ter-

minal and stored. Their terminal is auto-

matically disconnected from the system,

but users may browse through the infor-

mation sent to them anytime they want.

Another method, called on-line ac-

cess, is offered to subscribers for an ad-

ditional $2.50. That method gives a user

unlimited access to Star-text.

The news will be generated by Star-

Telegram staff members in Texas and

Washington, DC, and compiled from the

wires of Knight-Ridder, the Associated

Press, the New York Times and others. It

will include local, state, national, and in-

ternational stories; sports news and
scores; weather and business news.

The news will be updated continuous-

ly 16 hours a day, seven days a week.

Entertainment information includes

listings and reviews of movies, rest-

aurants, concerts and theaters, and list-

ings of ticket agencies.

Shopping information includes con-

sumer advice, classified- and display-

type advertising.

Star-text is being marketed through

Radio Shack's 37 area stores and the

Star-Telegram.

CC figs too low
John C. Dvorak in his Inside Track col-

umn in Infoworld said he asked Tandy
Chief Executive John Roach how many
Color Computers had been sold by

Radio Shack. All Roach would say, ac-

cording to Dvorak, is he hasn't seen any
published figures that come close to the

actual number. They're all too low.

Dvorak said he's been told by sources

inside Radio Shack that 50,000 Model

16s had been sold by May of this year.

Work alike sue alike

Franklin Computer Corp.— makers of a

"work-alike" Apple micro called the Ace
100— and Apple Computer Inc. have

sued each other in federal district court

in Philadelphia.

Apple claims Franklin violated Apple

patents and copyrights, and engaged in

unfair competition and misappropriation.

The Cupertino, CA, firm is seeking an in-

junction against Franklin and any profits

it made from its alleged wrongdoing.

Franklin denies Apple's charges. The
Pennsauken, NJ, firm contends Apple is

claiming copyright and patent rights that

are invalid and unenforceable. In a

counter claim, Franklin charged Apple

with violating the Sherman Antitrust Act

by attempting to monopolize the per-

sonal computer market. It is seeking

$150 million in compensatory damages,
an unspecified amount in punitive

damages, and attorneys fees.

Barry Borden, chairman and chief ex-

ecutive officer of Franklin, told the com-
puter trade paper Electronic News the

lawsuits would not interfere with his

firm's production plans, which call for

Franklin to produce 2,000 Ace 100s a

month by September.

Earlier this year. Personal Micro Com-
puters Inc. of Mt. View, CA, makers of a

work-alike TRS-80 Model I, was sued by

the Tandy Corporation in U. S. District

Court in San Francisco. That case is still

pending.

Bay State town

bans video games
If Marshfield, MA, voters have their way,

there will be no video games in their

town by the end of this month.

At a town meeting held in June, voters

adopted an ordinance giving video game
and pinball operators three months to

get their machines out of town. Anyone
breaking the new law will be hit with a

$200 fine for each offense.

Home video games are excluded from

the ordinance.

Although many communities in the na-

tion are attempting to regulate the

games, Marshfield is one of the first to

entirely ban the amusements.
The community, located south of

Boston, had its pro-regulation element,

but it was outgunned at the town

meeting by supporters of a total ban.

Tom Jackson, author of the bylaw and
chairman of the town's vandalism com-
mittee, told the Boston Globe Marshfield

parents object to the time and money
their children are spending on the

machines.

"I'm a former narcotics officer, and
I've seen what these machines do to

kids and the amount of money that is

wasted on them," he said, adding the

machines contributed to a "honky tonk"

atmosphere in the town.

Bust goes the video games
The bottom will fall out of the video

games market early next year, according

to the man who is credited with putting

Mattel's Intellivision on the map.

Jeff Rochlis, former president of Mat-

tel Electronics, is quoted in the Boston

Globe as telling a group attending a

Yankee Group seminar that "games will

make it through Christmas, but the in-

dustry will go bust early next year."

He predicted a glut of video game
software based on the latest Hollywood
movie or arcade game. While the in-

dustry will not shrivel up and die, he

said, retailers should look for ways to

move customers into personal com-

puters.

The Globe reported home video games
are being developed based on Walt

Disney's Tron (80 Micro, August 1982),

The Empire Strikes Back, and Jaws. And
Atari, with 70 percent of the home video

market, has formed a joint venture with

the movie company that gave the world

Star Wars to develop "a new level of

video game."

continued
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_i^J|iikcomplete hard disk subsystem kit for your TRS-80* computer. Install the kit in yow'li^^a^i^^aisi^/
you aM^iqfi'-aBdhTunning. Kit cpm^ complete witfi switching power supply, hard drive. contTo]y^f:|JHH|i;iM|iii'^

connecting cables, c^erating jQnnteln drivers or Dos-PIus 4.0D and easy to follow instructions, fi,^:!;'^^

C:<-'^^':':'S^^ BACKUP SYSTEM '^mS
r^^^\ % $1995.00
;|,prhe MST-10 is a complete streamer tape backup system for any SASI* Bus hard disk subsystem. The MST-10
^Ij^featuresread after write circuitry and error correction fordata integrity. Because ofthe innovative design, theMST-10
: f 'iHll backup a 5 megabyte disk in only three minutes, or 10 megabytes in six minutes using standard DC-300XL data
;v. cartridges. The MST-10 is the answer for hard disk backup.

The SASl-Net* multiplexer will allow multiple similar or dissimilar computers to share a conrnion hard di^

^f:|^^^^^,jietwork. Additional SASI-Nets* can be cascaded onto the system, allowing virtually unlimited growth.

5 Bf-SOFMHARD DISKSUBSYSTEM $3195.00
M-iM^M subsystem is a factory assembled and ready to run hard disk subsystem for your micro computer. The
pM features an ERROR CORRECTION controller and our SASI-Net* multiplexer installed within the

mure. The unit comes ccnnplete with power supply, case, SASI-Net*. hard disk, host adapter, controller and
.ating system drivers or DOS-Plus 4.0D.

$; 120 MBYTEHARD DISKSUBSYSTEM $10,500.
The M-120(ffM hard disk subsystem is the largest Winchester hard disk subsystem available today for micro
computers. It features 120 Mbytes of formatted storage, ERROR CORRECTION controller and alternate sector

lapping. The SASI-Net* multiplexer is also included to allow multiple computers to share the M-1200FM storage,

IbrDijng a "Mainframe" like network.

FDC.3KPLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER $139.95
The FDC-3B is a completdy factory assembled and tested floppy disk controller for the TRS-80* model III. Gold
plated card edge connector and digital data separation insures reliable operation. The FDC-3B is the budget minded
answer for floppy disk upgrade.

^''^^"^^^-•^'^'^t^^ DISK CONTROLLER $19
:te ttilpr^inler ^bppy disk controller for the TRS-80* model III. Advanced technology aMa^lfl|iri^eTinS

''"

i^SnC-^ to read and write both 5t4" and 8" drives. A special proprietary digital data separator with

temperature conqiensation and gold plated card edge connectors insures reliability. Completely factory assembled
and tested, the FDC-3C is the finest floppy disk upgrade controller available today.

fmrnmrmmmmfm-
4^ pn your letterhead

M^^iiipFRAME
'^^^ggmit.CA 95670 •
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Games author

can play again
The author of How to Win at Pac-Man
and How to Beat the Top Video Games
has bested one of his toughest op-

ponents: the Atlantic City gambling

establishment.

The New Jersey Supreme Court has

ruled Ken Uston {80 Micro, June 1982), a

legendary blackjack counter, cannot be

barred from gaming tables by the city's

casinos.

The 5-0 opinion was handed down on

an appeal by Resorts International and
the Atlantic City Casino Assn. of a lower

court decision allowing Uston to play

blackjack in New Jersey.

However, the high court continued for

90 days an order restraining Uston, the

former president of the Pacific Stock Ex-

change, from playing blackjack. The
move will give the state's Casino Control

Commission time to act on the issue of

counters.

Uston's card counting ability helped him

earn enough money to retire at age 37.

Sony unveils new micro
Sony Corporation of America entered the

personal microcomputer market with the

distribution this month of its Z80A-based

SMC-70.

Although the baste SMC-70 has an

8-bit microprocessor, Sony curbed criti-

cism of its new machine by offering an

optional 16-blt adapter unit upgrading

the micro to a system based on Intel's

8086 chip.

Priced at $1,475, Sony said its micro is

aimed at the business market.

The basic Slv1C-70 contains 64K of

RAM expandable to 192K; the 8086 ver-

sion 128K of RAM expandable to 256K.

In ROM, the Sony micro has 32K,

which includes memory for Sony Basic,

the system's monitor and an automatic

start-up diagnostic. The diagnostic auto-

matically runs a failsafe test of the sys-

tem when it's turned on.

Thirty-eight K is dedicated for video

memory—6K for characters and 32K for

graphics. There are four graphics modes:

160 X 100 dots (16 colors), 320 x 200 (16

colors), 640 X 200 (4 colors), and

640 X 400 (2 colors). Digital Research

Inc.'s CP/M operating system has been

enhanced by Sony to handle its micro's

color graphics capabilities.

Three memory storage options are of-

fered for the micro: 3.5-inch floppy disk

drive with a capacity of 280K; 6 mega-
byte hard disk; and 256K cache memory
device, which looks like a standard disk

drive but operates faster.

The basic SMC-70 has 13 input-output

interfaces. Among them are a Centron-

ics-type parallel port, RS-232C, RGB
video and black-white composite video,

light pen, numeric keypad, and cassette

interface.

Sony will include with the micro Visi-

calc, a family of word processors, a data

base manager, a six-module accounting

system package and several vertical

market packages.

NEC aims new 16-bit

micro at business
Nippon Electric Company Information

Systems Inc. has introduced a new 16-bit

personal computer for the business

market.

The Advanced Personal Computer has

a CP/M-86 operating system and is

based on a NEC-manufactured 16-bit

8086-compatible microprocessor.

Two versions of the ARC are offered

by NEC.

The monochrome model, priced at

$3,298, has a green-black monitor with

resolution of 8 x 19 dots. It has 128K of

RAM and a dual-sided 8-inch disk drive

capable of storing 1 megabyte.

The color model, priced at $4,998, in-

cludes two disk drives and an eight-color

monitor. Otherwise it is the same as Its

monotone brother.

Symbols for the screen display can be

chosen from one set of 200 predefined

characters or defined on a dot-by-dot

basis and stored on disk.

The Japanese firm's micro comes with

a standard office typewriter keyboard,

which includes 22 dual-mode user-

definable function keys.

Standard input-output features of the

machine include a parallel printer con-

troller and serial communications con-

troller, supporting asynchronous and
synchronous communications at 19,200

baud per second.

Software for the ARC includes

Microsoft's MSDOS; Ryan-McFarland's

RM/COBOL compiler; System Plus's Ac-

counting Plus packages; the Benchmark
Word Processor; Metasoft's Telecom-

municator and Mailing List Manager;

Chang Laboratories' Microplan; Ashton-

Tate's dBase II Database Manager; and

a family of asynchronous and syn-

chronous communications packages

from IE Systems.

"Our ability to introduce such a com-

petitively priced product" said Richard

M. Underwood, President of NEC Infor-

mation Systems, "is due to the fact that

NEC itself directly manufactures most of

the components used in the new com-

puter. This degree of direct control also

means we can offer users a level of

reliability unsurpassed by current market

offerings."

Big DEC in

personal micro fray

Digital Equipment Corporation is gearing

up to lock horns with Apple, Tandy, and

IBM for a share of the personal com-

puter business market.

The Maynard, MA, firm expects to

manufacture 100,000 systems this year

and start distributing them by the end of

November. However, a knowledgeable

observer of the computer industry noted

DEC'S software and documentation

group would have to "burn the midnight

oil" to meet that deadline.

Digital's personal computer lineup

looks like this:

• The Rainbow 100, priced at $3,495, in-

cluding CP/M 80-86. It has two micro-

processors—the Z80 and Intel 8088—
and 64K RAM, expandable to 256K. Op-

tions include graphics capabilities, color

CRT, and SVa-inch Winchester disk drive.

• The DECmate II, priced at $3,745, in-

cluding CP/M option card. It runs on the

CDS310 or WPS-8 operating systems. It

has 96K of RAM and its software is com-

patible with Digital's word processor,

DECmate. Options include a 5y4-inch

Winchester and CX and DX communica-
tions software.

• The Professional Series, consisting of

two models: the 325, priced at $3,995,

and the 350, priced at $4,995. Both ma-

chines run on the P/OS operating sys-

tem, a derivative of the system used on

DEC'S larger PDP-11 computer. Options

for both machines include extended

graphics, floating point adapter, and

Ethernet and DECnet support. Options

for the 350 include a 5'/<i-inch, 5 mega-
byte, internal Winchester and a color

monitor.

Digital expects to have 75 software

products, including operating systems,

ready for its new micros by the end of

1982 or the beginning of 1983.

Dale Kutnick of the Yankee Group, a

Cambridge, MA, consulting group, re-

portedly said of DEC'S move into the mi-

cro field: "I think in the Fortune 2000

accounts, Digital's Professional series

will wipe Apple out. You can expect a lot

of fire sale prices, particularly in the

Xerox camp."B
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For:

Apple
Atari

TRS-80

Have you ever seen a fast action
game combined with the intense
strategy of chess, bacl<gammon or
Othello? Ricochet.. .the first abstract
strategy game designed exclusively
for the computer owner... is both.
And loads of fun!

You and your opponent each have
six opposing blocks to maneuver and
two launchers to fire. Your shots rico-

chet off the blocks, changing their
position with every hit while earning
you points on the way to their targets.
The longer your shot ricochets, the
more points you get.

You don't have to play alone, either.

Play against any of four different com-
puter opponents, (each a different
personality), or another human. Five
game variants to choose from—each
requires a different strategy

Ricochet is truly competitive. . . if you
want it to be. A "smart clock" lets you

/:
'1

put more pressure on your opponent
by forcing him to play faster than
you. But you've got to win two out of
three (or three out of five) games to
claim victory.

Your computer rates you after each
match, so you can compare your mas-
tery of the game with that of other
players, in the long run, you're trying
to rack up points for your personal
Ricochet Rating.

Get Ricochet now at your local

dealer for your Atari, Apple or TRS-80.

Suggested retail price: $19.95.

COMPUT^R GAMeS
THINKERS RLAY

'APPLE, ATARI and TRS-80 are trademarks of Apple

Computer, Inc., Atari, Inc. and Tandy Corp . respectlvely.

© 1981, AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS, INC.

P.O. BOX 4247, Mountain View, CA 94040.
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The experts are excited about
Seldom does a new software product receive the universal praise from the

experts of major microcomputer magazines that Grammatik has. Read for yourself:
cular significance to you. It can became your personal editorAlan R. Miller, Interface Age, May 1982:

"77ie entire manuscript of my Fortran book was given to

Grammatik. Grammatik flagged many locations throughout
the book. Several doubled words were correctlyflagged. Other
flagged passages truly needed attention. " "Grammatikfound a
very important patteTm; the expression 'in this case' appeared
66 times. This phrase expressed four different concepts, and
most of the examples were reworded. " "Profile can be used to

determine the frequ£ney of word usage in a document."
"Grammatik is a useful aidfor professional vmiers. It is the

perfect complement to a spelling checker.

"

A.A. Wicks, Computronics
, June 1982:

"The manual for Grammatik is better than average. The gen-

eral text and explanations are thorough, detailed, and con-

cise. " "When the program was 'test run' on some old articles of
mine still on disk, I was embarrassed by some of the over-

worked, wordy, or trite phrases that Ihad used. Neverthele.'^-% I

had to agree with what Grammatik was saying, and vow to

avoid these pitfalls in thefuture. " "This is one ofthe most inter-

esting and useful programs that I have had the pleasure to re-

view. All functions operated as stated with no problems, or
even a hint of a problem. And no guessing was required about
exactly what some of the directions implied. Anyone involved
with word processing in any way, whether writing manuals,
letters, brochures, newscopy, reports, etc. is encouraged to get

this excellent program,.

"

Stephen Kimmel, Creative Computing, June 1982:
"7 don't get excited about many programs. I am excited about
Grammatik. " "It is difficult to imagine the program being any
easier to use. " "Ihad decided that the program would be useful
to a professional writer if only because it checks for double
words." "I have a higher enthusiasm threshold than that.

Grammatik can also be expanded to include phrases ofparti-

and English coach. I love to start sentences with 'and'. That's
not a particularly good idea. So Iadded thephrase '. And'with
the note to be careful not to overuse it. Now I get a reminder
every time I do it. There are other words that Iuse too often. My
copy of Grammatik checks for them, too, and gently tells me to

watch out. " "/ like Grammatik a great deal. It is a worthy and
useful addition to your word processing software.

"

Bob Louden, InfoWorld, December 7, 1981:

"Grammatik is the next step beyond spelling checkingfor seri-

ous word processors. Grammatik analyzes writing style at the

word and sentence level while, at the same time, it checks for
subtle spelling and typographical errors that go beyond the

capabilities of conventional spelling-checking programs. If

you use a word processor and a spelling checker, then you
should investigate the unique capabilities of this program.

"

"Although skeptical at first, I proceeded to run several ofmy
published articles through Grammatik. None were free of
errors." "Grammatik is a surprisingly fast and easy tool for

analyzing writing style and punctuation.
"

Dona Z. Meilach,. Interface Age, May 1982:

"The programs together (Aspen Software's spelling checker

Proofreader and Grammatik) offer a dynamic toolfor compre-
hensive editing beyond spelling corrections. It can begin where
your college English teacher left off and help you analyze your
documents in a way you may uerer hare thought possible."

Eric Balkan, The Computer Consultant, Vol 2 No 9:

"As a reviewer, I'm impressed the most with the imagination
that went into this product. With all the me-too software on the

market, it's good to see something original come out. It's also

good to see that the program author allowed the user as much
freedom as he did — you can use your oum imagination to ex-

tend the uses of the program. "

QKAMMATik'"-^ FfiP^rp, = NO ERRORS
Together, Grammatik and the Aspen Software Company spelling checker Proofreader form an unequalled document proof-
reading system. Proofreader features an official version of the RANDOM HOUSE® Dictionary for a word list that you can trust! It

also features immediate on-line access to the dictionary for spelling help while making corrections interactively. Proofreader is the
best spelling checker available. Write or call for more details. (On-line dictionary not available on TRS-80 version.)

CP/M and IBM-PC DOS: Gi-ammatik- $150.00; Proofreader- 1129.00; BQ«i-J25aOO TRS-e
$59 00, Proofreader - $89,00: Bolh - 1139.00 Manuals only $8.00 each, $15.00 both.

IMPORTANT ORDERING INFORMATION: Vou MUST specify computei model, operaling system, memory size and (ormat
and number ot disk drives when ordering either soMwa re or manuals alone. All U.S.. Canada and Mexico orders incluQe first

Class shipping in Brice. We accept cash, check, money order, VISA and Master Card Cost on manual only orders can be
credited to linal purchase. MM residents add 4% sales laK.

[Dealer and OEM inquiries welcome).

Random House is a ragialered trademark ot Handom House, Inc. Other registered trademarks: CP/M: Digital Research; TRS-aO:
Tandy Corp., MS-DOS: Microsoft, IBM. IBM, Proofreader, Grammatik: Aspen Software Co.

I Modelil: Grammatik -SH9 00, Proofreader $99.00, Both- n?9.ffll 'I H,5-S0 Model !

Distributed By:

SOFTL4^RE

DIGML/V1/1RKETING
DlUl/lL//l/1I^Kh"IN(..-'

m\ P.O. Box 339-M Tijeras, NM 87059 - (505) 281-1634 ''^s
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ACK
by Terry Kepner

"Will the IRS accept

computer printout financial records?"

Send any questions or problems dealing

with any area of TRS-80 microcomputers

to Feedback Loop, 80 Micro, 80 Pine St.,

Peterborough. NH 03458.

/recently purchased a TRS-80 Model II

for business financial records. My only

concern is whether or not the IRS will ac-

cept computer printout financial records.

Any suggestions?

M.F.

St. Paul, MN

Large corporations have been using

computerized financial records for de-

cades and the IRS accepts their printouts

without complaints. What you must do is

keep an accurate paper record of all your

business transactions. Keep all receipts

and checks to back up your claims on in-

come and expenditure. As long as you can

prove your computer accounting is accu-

rate, they v/ill accept your printouts as

adequate for their purposes.

/ want to start a small newspaper formy
computer club using Scripsit with justi-

fied text. But the computer does not

space the letters properly in each line,

sometimes leaving large spaces between

words. What can I do?

T.B.

Hartford, CT

You are a victim of non-proportional

word spacing. To get justified margins

Scripsit uses a very simple algorithm: It

randomly adds spaces between the words

until the rightmost word lines up properly

with the right margin. When ttiere are

many small words in a line, the spaces are

not too noticeable. If, on the other hand,

you have only a few very long words, add-

ing spaces becomes a problem.

Proportional spacing eliminates this

problem by assigning each letter only the

amount of room It actually needs, thus 20

t'stai^e up half as much space on a line as

20 w's. If the program needs to add spaces

to move the words over to the right mar-

gin, it spreads the spaces out evenly

across the entire line by adding a dot

increment (1/32") between each letter

until the margin is reached. This is how
newspapers and magazines do it. The

disadvantage is with single-word lines.

The word ends up lool<lng ridiculous with

each letter separated from the next by a

long blank.

There are two solutions, one costs

some money and the other is time con-

suming. Use the window command of

Scripsit to set up your newsletter on the

video in the width you expect to use on the

printer. Invoke the hyphenation command
to present the words that should be hy-

phenated to fill in some of the blanks at

the end of each line. In essence you are

right-justifying by hand. I have done this

before and it Is very time consuming. This

won't eliminate the using of spaces to fill

out the line length for right-justification,

but It will make it less noticeable.

The other solution is to buy a patch to

Scripsit (of which there are several adver-

tised in this magazine) that lets you use

true proportional spacing on dot-matrix

printers such as the Epson MX-80, Cen-

tronics 737 and Radio Shack Line Printer

IV. If you have a club member who has ac-

cess to a Radio Shack Daisy Wheel II

printer, I suggest you get Newscript 7.0

($149) from Prosoft (213-764-3131) which

uses the proportional spacing mode to de-

liver letter-perfect type.

A new product, Maxprint by Peggytron-

Ics, could be a less expensive way to

go— under $30. It offers, among other fea-

tures, proportional spacing. As far as 1

know it only works with MX-80s. 1 haven't

had the opportunity to try it, but it might

be worth checking out.

; heard that Radio Shack has intro-

duced a new device called a digitizer.

What is it?

E.L.

Reno, NV

A digitizer converts an analog measure-

ment of a physical quantity into decimal

notation. The remote control box to a ro-

tating tv antenna is an analog device. By

turning the knob on the box you control

the antenna's direction. When the control

box sends a voltage of .5 volts, the anten-

na points north, 1 volt points the antenna

east, 1.5 volts south, and 2 volts for west.

Now let's say you want your computer

to report your antenna's position. Your

computer doesn't understand west or

east, but it does understand numbers. A

program can tell the computer that a value

of 126 means the antenna Is pointing

south, and zero means it's pointing north.

A digitizer, or analog-to-digital converter,

converts the voltage reported by the an-

tenna to a number the computer can

understand.

Most digitizers are used to input charts

and pictures to the computer. This is done

by connecting the arms in the digitizer to

servo motors that use a varying voltage to

report the positions of the arms. These

voltages are then converted to digital

numbers so the computer can store and

use them.

/ caught the computer bug and now
spend most of my free time in front of my
TRS-80. I'm sure there are others who are

in the same position. I'd like to know how
to join a TRS-80 club. Any ideas?

T.G.

Boise, ID

Drop by your local computer store and

ask the manager If he knows of any com-

puter clubs in the area. If there's a club

around, he should know. If that doesn't

work, the November 1981 issue of 80

Micro published as comprehensive a list

as possible. Radio Shack's newsletter

also keeps an updated list as do other

computer magazines.

I'm ready to toss my TRS-80 and printer

right out the window! I write programs

that call for printed output. I use the state-

ment LPRINT to add line spaces to the

output, but when I run the program the

printer ignores the LPRINT and doesn't

skip to the next line. What am I doing

wrong?

F.G.

Warren, Ml

You're not doing anything wrong. You

didn't say which printer you're using, but I
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suspect your printer is the problem. Many
printers, including some of Radio Shack's,

will not accept a lone LPRINT. The only

way to get these printers to skip a line is to

print a space like this: LPRINT" ". Many of

the disk operating systems on the market
automatically do this for you.

Regarding the Key Box, when it says
Basic Level II Model 1 16K RAM, does that

mean the program won 7 run in a 16K Level

II Model III 32K or 48K cassette machine?

D.P.

Victoria, B.C. Canada

Starting with August 1982, the Key Box
lists all TRS-80 systems which are com-
patible with the article, the minimum RAM
needed, the language used, and peripher-

als needed. If two figures are given for the

RAM, the first is for cassettes and the sec-

ond for disks. Cassette Basic describes a
non-disk Basic on the Models I and III.

The 80 Micro staff does not have time to

load every program into every machine to

test for compatibility, so some Key Boxes
are based on a thorough reading of the

listing. If a program doesn't work on your

system and the Key Box says it will, give

80 Micro a call.

Key Boxes before August 1982, howev-
er, describe the minimum system
required.

I'm having a frustrating problem with

my TRS-8048K, single-drive Model I. Ihave
a Radio Shacl< Expansion Interface and a

printer. While I am in NEWDOS80 2.0 Disk

Basic I get @ signs scattered about my
program. The small Basic programs are

untouched, but 10K or larger programs
have the @ throughout them. Sometimes
the program lines merge together into a

line of garbage. What's up?

R.S.

Loveland, CO

Your problem, from your description, is

with the memory in the Expansion Inter-

face. You don't say what happens in nor-

mal Level II Basic but I suspect the results

would be pretty much the same. The prob-

lem could be static, which is easy to check
out. Take off your clothes and power up

the system. If the problem still occurs, it's

not static.

The problem might be power fluctua-

tions from the electric company. (The Ex-

pansion Interface is more sensitive to this

than the keyboard.) This is harder to find,

but one clue would be that the problem is

intermittent and most serious around
times of high power usage (dinner time es-

pecially). Since you don't mention that the

problem is intermittent I doubt that's it.

Try a memory diagnostic. Most avail-

able memory tests will tell you which
memory chip failed. Armed with this

knowledge, and the Expansion Interface

Technical Manual, you can replace the chip

yourself. (Warning: Opening up any piece
of Tandy equipment voids the warrantee
of that equipment.) If you'd rather not do
that, take your computer to an authorized

dealer and have them check out the

memory and replace any defective chips.

/ use a Model II with a Line Printer III. I

print tenfold production tickets and four

and five-part forms. As the perforation

(the one that points out) travels past the

print head it lifts the ribbon out of posi-

tion, making it impossible to leave the

printer unattended. I've tried several rem-
edies to no avail, including lessening the

print head tension. Thie only solution that

works is to bend back the offending per-

forations before they go by the print head.

I would like to know if there is something
else I can do, or am I stuck with a bad
printer design?

P.O.

Nashville, TN

After discussing your problem with the

local Radio Shack computer technician

I've narrowed your problem down to two
possibilities: since the owner's manual
states that the Line Printer III is capable of

printing on five-part forms, the most likely

problem is that the print head has become
misadjusted and needs to be readjusted

back to its proper operating position; or

the forms you're using are too thick (In pa-

per and carbons) for the clearance re-

quired by the printhead mechanism. For

example, five sheets of 15#-stock paper
are almost as thick as four sheets of

20#-stock paper. The heavier the paper
feels, the thicker it Is, and the fewer
sheets of it that can be run through the

printer simultaneously.

Your problem might even be a combina-
tion of these. Check and see if you can get

your forms printed on slightly lighter

paper, and have a technician take a look

at the adjustment of the print head.

Did Radio Shack make a bad lot of

Checkers 80? I have bought and returned

three copies due to inability to load. I've

even traveled to another city in hopes of

purchasing a good version. It also did not

load. Do you know why?

M.M.

HuntsvHIe, AL

When dealing with cassette tapes, the

most frequent problem lies with the tape

recorder, not the tape itself. The play/

record head of the average tape recorder

is held in place by a small screw. The con-

stant pushing ofthe play and stop buttons

subjects the head assembly to a good
deal of vibration. After several months of

use, the screw moves slightly away from

its optimum position and tapes that used
to load, won't. Tapes made recently will

load perfectly, of course. The easiest way
to check for this problem is to borrow a

friend's tape recorder and try loading the

problem tapes. If that doesn't work take

your recorder to the repair shop for align-

ment or buy a new one.

Another point to consider when loading

tapes is the sensitivity of the computer to

the volume level. I have had tapes that

would only load when the volume level

was exactly at four. The tiniest movement
away from that point would render the

tape unloadable.

/ am a new owner of a TRS-80 Color
Computer, 16K with Extended Color Ba-

sic, and would like some specific recom-
mendations on machine-language man-
uals. Which are best?

P.M.

Poland, OH

So far there are only two machine-lan-

guage manuals on the 6809 CPU that I

know of: The MC6809 Cookbook, by Carl

D. Warren, sold by Tab Books (Tab No.

1209, ISBN: 0-8306-1209-2, $6.95); and 6809
Microcomputer Programming & Interfac-

ing, with Experiments, by Andrew Stau-

gaard, Jr., sold by Howard W. Sams & Co.,

Inc. (ISBN: 0-672-21798-8, $13.95) and also

available through Wayne Green Books.

Of the two books, the second is better

written and specifically mentions the

6809E CPU, which is the actual 6809 ver-

sion used in the TRS-80 CC. It also better

explains how to program in Assembly lan-

guage without needless digressions.

/ am an amateur meteorologist with a

new TRS-80 Model til. I have called and
looked all over trying to find a weather
forecast program. Would you please help

me find one. I need it on cassette.

L.R.

Charlotte, Ml

I checked through my magazine index

and could not find any reference to weath-

er forecasting programs, so you won't find
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INTERFACE EXPANSION#^EMS FOR THE TRS-80' COMPUTERS
The MDX Series Interface Expansion Boards provide a wide range of features for the TRS-80* Computers.

Fully assembled units offer Immediate, inexpensive expansion; or choose the bare or partially assembled

units for even more savings. Since assembly of the board in sections is possible, you can build in the

features you need, as you need them! P.C. Boards are solder-masked and silkscreened for easy assembly;

each comes with the iliustMied User's Manual.

TRS-80* Model I EXPANSION
Our MDX-1 and MDX-2 [nt- rf.n^' Lm-hh

tested/field proven and offer tti'ik ii,>v

than any on the market. Also co'iii^itiblp ;

LNW-80 Computers. Custom Case Availdbl

MM Buitds are field

It-
* M ihe Model I

,th 1'.- PMC-SOand
: tor MDX-2.

FEATURES:
• MEMORY EXPANSION to 48K
• ON-BOARD SUPPLY, fuMy protected

• PHONE MODEM, 0-600 baud, dire t . i
ih,

,

"answer" and "originate" rnodes
• REAL TIME CLOCK, software pro^rdnintable

• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
• SERIAL PORT-RS232 and 20ma loop
compatible

• EPROM OPTION for user firmware

• DUAL CASSETTE LINE
• FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER n. - /

has all the features of the MDX 1 plus Floppy
Disk Controller The Controller ts compatiblp
with any sinfjie or doublB-'idBr! flnnnv disdr

drive that is configured i r , 1 1

1

TRS-80 computer.

kiX. MD)^ hE^M B6Af^66 A^r"i}vAnp7v>j *feb AKib^^i^vicfe
^AVAILABLE.

MDX-1 MDX-2
/ /
/ y
y y

y y
J y
/ y

J y

/ y
y

TRS-80* Model ill EXPANSION ^n
The MDX-3 Intel fdce Expansion Board is dcsinged to mount
inside the Model III Computet. Connectors provide external

access to the Floppy Disk Controller (for external drives) and

RS232 port.

FEATURES-
• DOUBLE-DENSITY FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER-1 .8 times

the normal single density storage, digital data separation; controls

Lip to 4 drives,

• SERIAL PORT- RS232and 20ma loop compatible, 1 10-19,200 baud

• PHONE MODEM—0-600 baud-direci connect-"answer" and

"originate" modes.

• FULLY COMPATIBLE with all Model ill software.

MDX-5: Also for the TRS-80* Model III

For the user who already has disk we offer the MDX-5. This

board mounts next to the Floppy Disk Controller Board in

the Model ill.

FEATURES:

• SERIAL PORT-RS232and 20ma loop compatible, 1 10-19,200 baud

PHONE MODEM—0-600 baud-direct connect-"answer" and

"originate" modes,

• FuHy compatible with all Model HI Software

PHONE MODEM ^/a

The MDX-4 Phone Modem utilizes the same Direct Connect, 0-600

baud design as used in the other MDX series boards and; answer/^

originate modes; solder-masked & silkscreened; on-board power supply.

;

Compatible with any RS232 port.

*TRS-80 IS a trademark of Tandy Corporation

i^^p
Accepted

For a free brochure
contact:

Our Expensive Expansions Are Not Cheap, They Are Inexpensive.

Bare P.C. Board 8 User's Manual

Fully Assembled
Data Separator

Custom Case

Any manual ordered separately, $5,95 plus $3,00 postage & handling.

All board orders, add $5,00 for postage & handling, (Texas residents add 5% tax.

MDX-1 MDX-2 MDX-3 MDX-4 MDX-5

$69,95 $ 74,95 $ 74,95 $ 29,95 $ 49,95

$399.95 S324.95 N/A $224.95

$24,95

$45,00

^.O. Box 748

iVlan^ises, TX 7865^
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any help from the magazines (unless

something has appeared recently).

The only weather forecasting program I

know of is for a disk-based Model I or III. It

is sold by Instant Software and called

Climate Comp (#0316RD— $24.95). The
package is actually two programs: Weath-
er Forecaster, for short-range, three-day

upcoming local weather forecasting; and
Weather Plot, which provides you with ac-

curate weather data for most of the major

cities of the US.

The package used to be sold as a cas-

sette-based system, but the data files for

Weather Plot were a source of constant

loading problems (they also required two
tapes in addition to the one containing the

programs). Weather Forecaster does not

use these data files and can easily be

used on a cassette system. If you have
a friend with a disk system, you might con-

sider buying this package and having

your friend CSAVE the program to tape for

your use.

If anyone knows of a weather forecast-

ing program for L.R., please let me know
so I can relay the message.

Your magazine, from time to time, has
programs which use both Assembly lan-

guage and Basic. Please explain the prop-

er method of recording these programs.

Which comes first and why? Sounds til^e

the chicken and the egg. Is the Editor/

Assembler program needed to load these

programs?

DM.
Huntsville, AL

I'll tackle your last question first. Radio

Shack's EDTASM is needed only if the ma-

chine-language program is listed in the

magazine as mnemonics and not the ac-

tual machine code. If the machine code is

given, you can use the Basic command
POKE to put the machine language into

memory.
The technique of storing machine lan-

guage in your Basic program as data in

data statements to be read and POKEd
into memory is one easy method of com-
bining machine language and Basic pro-

grams into one simple-to-load program.

All you have to do is make sure to reserve

space for the machine code via the memo-
ry size prompt.

If you want to load the two programs

separately, then the purpose of the pro-

grams will dictate the order in which they

are loaded. In most cases it doesn't mat-

ter which you load first, just as long

as the machine-language program is not

overwritten by the Basic program, and
vice versa.

If you want to combine the two pro-

grams there are several different methods
available, one of which I've already men-
tioned. Several other techniques are dis-

cussed in Basic Faster and Better, thelJG
book on how to improve your Basic pro-

gramming skills ($29.95).

If you have two programs on tape (one

Basic and one machine language) that

you want to combine into one program. In-

stant Software has a utility program that

lets you combine programs into one load

module. It's called Utility II (#0076R—
$9.95). The package actually contains two
programs, CFETCH and CWRITE.
CFETCH lets you merge Basic programs
or subroutines into one long program. The
only constraints are that your computer
have adequate memory for the entire pro-

gram and the programs have consecutive

line numbers. CWRITE combines subrou-

tines at different places in memory into a

single-loading program, with the subrou-

tines still loading into their separate

places in memory. It works with Basic and
one or more machine-language programs,

and gives you a general checksum of its

loading progress.

/ have a TRS-80, hAodel I, Level II, with

one disk drive and a friend with a Model III

with two disk drives.

We would like to exchange programs.

With Basic programs this is not a problem

using tapes. However, Assembly language

seems to be impossible. Is there any way to

exchange disks? Can the Model III be set to

operate in single density temporarily?

E.S.

Los Angeles, CA

I'm sorry, but there isn't any easy, inex-

pensive solution to your problem. The
Model III can operate in single-density,

but that requires a DOS other than
TRSDOS, which means learning how to

use a new DOS, and converting your old

programs from TRSDOS to the new DOS.
The advantage is that other DOSes are

moreversatile than TRSDOS. If you do buy

another DOS for the Model I, your com-
puter will suddenly become more reliable

than it was with TRSDOS. MULTIDOS,
DOSPLUS, NEWDOS30 and LDOS let you
save programs in single-density on the

Model III, but none of them are compatible

with Model III TRSDOS, although all of

them can read and write to Model I ver-

sions of their DOS.
The other choice is to buy an editor/

assembler package and save your ma-
chine-language programs to tape. This is

the cheapest route to take.

The final choice is to buy an RS-232

board for your Model I, a cable to connect

your computers, and terminal programs to

drive the RS-232s. This way you can quick-

ly ship programs, Basic or machine Ian-,

guage, from one computer to the other, if

you don't want to transport the computers
from house to house, you'll have to pur-

chase a modem for each computer and
communicate by phone. The advantage to

this method is that you open up the world

of data communications. You can com-
municate with almost any other computer
that has an RS-232, as well as the hun-

dreds of computer bulletin boards across

the country, and the megabyte computers
of The Source, MicroNet and CompuServe
(although they charge you for using their

resources).

On my TRS-80 Ivfodel I, I use Electric

Pencil as a text editor and ST80D for

RS-232 communications with the outside

world. Sending unformatted Electric Pen-

cil text blocks to another system is not

practical. Do you know of a way to save

formatted Pencil files to disk (as they

would appear on a printer)? Do you know
of another good full-screen text editor

that will do this if Pencil won't? Which
full-screen editors will load and save

Basic programs? I would like a nice, easy

way to list my programs with lines starting

at the colons. Pencil won't load my Basic

programs.

G.B.

Hopkins, MN

First of all, you don't mention which
Pencil version you are using, the old one
or the new, updated one available from

IJG Computer Services. Which one you

have makes a big difference.

I'll answer you out of order. Both ver-

sions can load, edit and save Basic pro-

grams, but the programs must first have

been saved from Basic in ASCII format

(use the command Save "filename", A).

The only problem with saving programs in

ASCII format is that very long program
lines, when expanded from the normal
compressed format, become longer than

242 characters and will no longer load

back into Basic without giving a Direct

Statement In File error.

The solution is to save the program in

ASCII format, immediately reload it, and
look for the last line that successfully

loaded. The line after this one is the one
that is too long. Reload the compressed
format program, go to that line, break it In-

to two lines, and resave it. Then save it in

ASCII format and reload it again, looking

for another DS error. Repeat this until it

saves and loads in ASCII format without

problems.

Another solution is to save the file in
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ASCII format, load it into Pencil and use

Pencil to find any lines longer tiian 244

ctiaracters (including the line numbers).

This is faster than the other method, but

it's more difficult to use.

Next, all of the word processors I know
of, except ForthWrite, are capable of load-

ing Basic programs, as long as the pro-

gram has been saved in ASCII format first.

Finally, your first question. No, Pencil

does not havea way of saving text files on

disk the way they would appear on paper.

However, if you have the new version, IJG

is working on a supplementary module

that will let you send Pencil text files out

the RS-232 in both formatted and unfor-

matted forms. Also, if you have the new
version, you can write your own RS-232

driver that takes over Pencil's printer-

driver and redirects the output to the

RS-232 instead of letting it go to the print-

er. If you're up on machine language, you

could use the same approach to redirect

the printer device control blocks to the

disk control blocks.

The only practical solution available to

you at this point is to purchase a DOS dif-

ferent from TRSDOS. DOSPLUS, VTOS,

LDOS. and MULTIDOS ail let you either

link the disk drives to the printer (so

everything sent to the printer by Electric

Pencil is also sent to the disk drives), or to

route the printer output to the disk drives

(so that it goes to the disk drives instead

of the printer).

As to whether or not there are any word

processors that can save text files to the

disk the way the file would appear as if it

were printed, i don't know of any that can

do that,

16K Extended BASIC
GRAPHICS CHARACTER SET

• Upper/Lower Case
• Machine Language Subroutine
• Use m 8 Graphics fVlodes

• Uses BASIC String Variables

• Design your own Characters

FULL FEATURE MONITOR
FORTH (32K + Cassette!

S12

S 6

SI 5

KIDS CORNER- Kid Tested!!

FLASH CARDS (Over 1000 Words) S12

NAME THAT TUNE (1 2 Player) S 6

KID STUFF 1 (Ages 4 and up) S 6

KID STUFF 2 (Ages 5 and up) S 6

Send lor details

FORTHRIGHT SOFTWARE
278 Connecticut Ave.

Newington. Ct. 06111 ^412

r—^ji^ayday-
MAYDAY means HELP and here it is.

*THS-80 Programming
HELP utility piogram loi youi t NEWDOS-BD disk, , , help ccmmand
iclains a mini-pag« display of the manuaL.. for mod- I and mod
in .disk »15

ADH auto density iscognition program lets you put mod. I discs in

and g«l an automatic p-dilve setup... makes i1 quick and easy..

disk »15
COMPACTOH mod. 1 oi mod. HI diac compactor program... g&i5
rh^ most out of «acli ol your discs S1&
LT5TB reads compacted piogiams and gives hard copy listing in an
E?x|iaiided and super legible format... disc S15

Gal oil four c>f Ihs abora oa one disc for S45

Is youi search for a "good modem program" making a TEBMIHAL
CASE out of you? There's lots oi tliem fo; sale but check these
fcatiites bafote you decide.,..Auto log on - 38 K buffer captuie
DOS commands - Echo - Set paiameleis - Printer toggle - Warm
restart - RS-232 on/off - cao generate 8 spec, characters from
keyboard - menu driven - variable transmission speed - well promp-
Ind- review buffer and much MOR£... .130.00 will get you the "No
1 MODEM" program ami for the price of $60.00 you can get the

ionics listing on the same disk with "No. 1 MODEM" for your owi:

inodiitcation. This may sound like a cheap program but it isn't -.-.

Send check or money order only...

add SI. 50 for shipping... Wis. residents add 5% ta:

—U^ayrJay software
Post Office Box ee, Phillips, Wisconsin 54555

-nrTAiiDY ..=p 715-339-3966
t-m APPASflT iiic ^tU!

Hoppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality

Dealer inquiries

invited. C.O.D's

accepted. Call

FREE (800) 235-4137.

-^
PACinC EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.. San Luis

San Luis Obispo. CA 93401.
InCal call (800) 592-5935 or

(805)543-1037.

^ 207

TRW, CBI & affiliates

:l=<:I«]:i
ramforTRS-80&CP/M

- '
-for only$99-95 p0^y::i^::

You don't have to worry about making

mistakes. Type input at your own speed,

correct, ttien send. -i^gfe'-^^^'S-.

• Prompted input with field size^'^;'ivi,:P i-'

• Can edit input information -

change, insert & delete characters

• Stores input for retrieval & sending later

Subscriber's numbers are stored in pro-

gram for automatic sign on
• Info received is buffered, no char lost

• Info is also stored in RAM if available.

for displaying and pnnting later

Send $99.95 check or money order with

TRW & CBI subscriber #'s & complete

fiardwarelJstto:

HON FINANCE & INSURANCE COMPUTERS
PO Box 23825, Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

, (415),66p:,7g88 f^^,? ,, THANK YQU

-ATTENTION ALL TRS-80® OWNERS-
No mrittPr tiow /o\ii Model I, il Or III is used, whether it be business or pleasure, this product can benefit you

Th«= FATIGUE FIGHTERTM reduces the operator fatigue (irritated, watery eyes ana headaches) caused by the harsh while video

display theret> mikmq computer use more elficient nnd/or ertioyable. The graph al the light wJII help explain how it works

Superimposed on the standard eye sensitivity curve is the band pass curve of the FATIGUE FIGHTERTM as recorded by a spectro-

photometer A maik'-i i
also on the graph at the idnal psychological tolerance color As you can see, the green color of the FATIGUE

FIGHTERTM lakes advantage of both eye scnsilwity and psychological tolerance to make the display less irritating.

The FATIGUE FIGHTERTM is made of tough '-e inch thick acrylic sheet v^hich adds absolutely no distortion or tuzzinfiss to Ifie

display and IS industry proven to be an excellent material tor optical filtering (e.g. lenses for laser safety goggles) limstallseasily onall

three TRS-80* models wilh a pressuresensiliveadhesive wliich will not let the filter fall off yet allows easy removal if necessary. Finally,

the black and silver border design makes it a perfecl matcti for the computer styling

If /ciij «vanl a FATIGUE FIGHTERIM of your own but prefer not to order by mail, check with your local computer stores to see i!tliey

have them m Stxick. Otherwise follow the ordering instructions below

THS-flO IS K TANOY CORP. TRADEMARK.

TO ORDER:
Sendltaitie & Address Typed orCleady Prmled wilt) Check otA^Dney

Order tU.S FUNOSl far $14.95 Each. Including SfiiDoing Canadian

Orders add SI .00 Each. All Other Foreign Orders Add 12.00 Each Inr

Shipping. NO CREDIT CARD ORDERS. CDD's iU.S. ORDERS ONLVI are

(?.50 Additional Pet Order S are Accepted by Wail or by Calling

904-37a-249i 9-5 MF. Flonda Residents Add i'; Sales Tax.

MAIL ORDERS MUST BE SENT TO THE U.S. ADDRESS.

-DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-

SOUTHERN INNOVATIVE DESIGN

1520 NORTHEAST 12TH STREET

GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA 32601 '^^^

-CANADIAN DEALERS ONLY-
For pricing and ordering information contact:

MICRO-COMP ENTERPRISES INC.. 955 Brock Rd. S.. Unit 3

Pickering. Ontario L1W 2X9 Phone: 41B-839-4561
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i
looked up "fun house" in five

dictionaries and ttiey all agree:

A fun house is an amusement
park building with devices that

amuse or startle.

Fun House is a monthly col-

umn, and this is the first one. I'm

going to admit only three kinds of

people into Fun House: Kids,

adults who have friends who are

kids, and people who haven't lost

the sense of playfulness that kids

have as standard equipment.
Fun House is more about fun

than houses. Each month I invite

you to enter and open a new door.

Behind each door is a different

area where the activities center

on a theme of the month.
The programs will usually be

100 or fewer single-statement'

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490

HOT DOG
REM * HOT DOG *

CLS
CLEAK 500
Q=0
E = 488
F = 553
AS-STRING$(40,CHR$C191)

)

B$=STRING5{64,CHR?(128)

)

PRINT @ 64, AS
PRINT A?
PRINT AS
PRINT @ 140," HOT DOG";
X=79
PRINT la E,X+1;"SLICES TO GO...";
PRINT la F,"";
INPUT "CUT UP TO 12 SLICES";Z
IF Z>12 PRINT "TOO MANY. ";: GOTO 230
IF Z>X+1 PRINT "NOT THAT MANY LEFT": GOTO 230
IF Z<>INT(Z) OR Z<1 PRINT "HUH-UH...": GOTO 230
Q=Q+1
FOR A=X TO X-Z+1 STEP -1
FOR Y=12 TO 47
SET{X,Y}
RESET(X,Y-9}
NEXT Y
X=X-1
NEXT A
IF X<1 GOTO 460
PRINT @ E,B$
PRINT @ F,BS;
IF Q/2=INT(Q/2) GOTO 230
Z=RND(12)
IF X<13 Z=X
IF X>13 AND X<25 2=X-13
PRINT "HANNAH CUTS " Z ;" SLICES

"

GOTO 290
IF X=-l PRINT "YOU TOOK THE LAST SLICE! YOU LOSE": END
IF X=0 PRINT "ONLY ONE SLICE LEFT."
IF Q/2=INT(Q/2) PRINT "HANNAH WINS" ELSE PRINT "YOU WIN!
END

ines. The programs will be num-
bered by tens starting at 100 and
follow a spacing style that makes
the material easy to read.

Most of the programs are writ-

ten for a Model I with Level II.

Color Computer programs will be
included in later columns.
Fun House is not meant to

teach programming, though the

simple methods can be good
material for the beginner. So
much for the big welcome. It

would be heartless to insist you
enter the Fun House without
sampling the activities of the car-

nival midway. So why don't you
take a walk. I'll wait at the en-

trance of the Fun House until

you're ready to enter.

Hot Dog
Hungry? How about a hot dog

prepared by Hannah, the boss of

the food concession? You can
get a free hot dog if you accept it

in 80 slices and put up with a

game that Hannah likes to play.

As the program starts, the hot

dog is drawn at the top of the

screen. You're invited to cut from

one to 12 slices each turn; then

Hannah cuts some slices. You
lose if there's only one slice left

and it's your turn. When it's your
turn you'll see the prompt, CUT
UP TO 12 SLICES?
Hannah has a strategy, but she

can be beaten. You don't think

we'd run a crooked game on our

midway, do you?

Motor Mouth
Introducing Motor Mouth, the

fastest-talking person alive.
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Fame and fortune may be yours by entering:

Grand Prize— $300, Plus Publication

3 1st Prizes—$200 each, Plus Publication

3 2nd Prizes—$100 each, Plus Publication

3 3rd Prizes—$50 each, Plus Publication

Honorable Mentions— Free subscription to

80 Micro and possible publication.

If
you are an aspiring programmer, 18 years or younger, enter 80 Micro's 1st Annual

Young Programmer's Contest.

Entries may be for any TRS-SO! Programs will be judged on originality, documentation,

and program elegance. The age categories are 10 years and under, 11 through 13, and 14

through 18. All entries will be judged by the 80 Micro staff.

RULES

1. Final entries must be in by November 1.

2. All entries must be submitted on magnetic media and be accompanied by double-

spaced, typewritten documentation.

3. You may submit as many entries as you like, but each must be submitted separate-

ly. Only one prize per person.

4. Entries must be original and unpublished.

5. All winning programs become the property of 80 Micro.

6. The category in which you will be judged will be determined by your age as of

November 1, 1982. You must not have turned 19 by that date.

*************************************************************************

The 80 Micro

Name-

Young Programmer's Contest

Age Date of Birth

Street Address

State/Zip

Town

Machine

Include this form with your entry and return to:

Young Programmer's Contest

80 MICRO
73 Pine Street

Peterborough, NH 03458

A trademark of Radio Shack, a division of Tandy Corporation
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What does this amazing side-

show attraction do? It's difficult

to explain, and if I did explain it

would spoil the effect.

I'll say only that Motor Mouth
will put you into a complete tizzy

with a series of questions. The
last question you answer aloud

without entering it into the

computer. Then Motor Mouth

HOUSE
guesses your answer. Motor
Mouth is right most of the time.

Wait until next month and I'll ex-

plain why.

MOTOR MOUTH

100 REM * MOTOR MOUTH *

110 CLS:CLEAR500
120 DATA COME ON, FASTER, QUICK NOW, SPEED IT UP
13 DATA DON'T YOU KNOW?, DON'T SLOW DOWN, SO?
140 DATA WHAT IS IT?, NEED HELP?, SAY IT NOW!
150 A$=CHRS(82)+CHR$(6 9)4-CHR$(6 8)
16 D5=CHR$(67)+CHR$(79)-HCHR$(76)-i-CHR$(79)-HCHRS(82}
17 FOR A=0 TO 9

180 READ B${A}
190 NEXT A
200 PRINT "AN EXPERIMENT. ANSWER EVERY QUESTION"
210 INPUT "I ASK AS SOON AS YOU CAN. SAY YES";CS
220 IF C$<>"YES" AND C?<>"NO" GOTO 210
230 IF C$<>"N0" THEN PRINT "THANK YOU JUST EVER SO MUCH I

"

240 IF C$ = ''N0" THEN PRINT "ANYONE ELSE?": GOTO 200
250 CLS
260 PRINT "REMEMBER, IT'S ALL FOR SCIENCE..."
270 PRINT "TYPE IN ANSWER THOUGH IT
WON'T SHOW."
280 INPUT "PRESS ENTER WHEN READY TO START";X
290 CLS
300 E=2
310 PRINT "WHAT'£";E;"PLUS";E;"?"
320 E$=E$+INKEYS
33 G=VAL(E$)
340 IF G=E-HE THEN CLS: PRINT "RIGHT": GOTO 420
350 H=RND{100;
360 IF H<4 THEN PRINT B^ (RND( 10) -1)
370 N=N+1
380 IF N=100 Then N=0:GOTO 400
390 GOTO 320
400 CLS
410 PRINT "CLOSE ENOUGH"
420 FOR T=l TO 200
430 NEXT T
440 E5=""
450 E=E+E
460 CLS
470 J=J+1
480 IF J=9 GOTO 500
490 GOTO 310
500 CLS
510 PRINT "SAY THE NAME OF A ";D$
520 PRINT "AS FAST AS YOU CAN. SAY IT OUT LOUD."
530 FOR T=l TO 1500
540 NEXT T
550 CLS
560 PRINT
570 PRINT
580 INPUT "AM I

590 IF CS<>"YES
600

THE '';D$;" YOU SAID WAS ";A$

RIGHT (YES/NO) ";C$
AND C$<>"NO'' GOTO 580

IF C$="YES" THEN PRINT "I THOUGHT SO"
610 IF CS="NO" PRINT "WELL, I'M ONLY A COMPUTER..."
620 END

Pachinko

You're in for a rare treat.

Pachinko games used to be the

rage, and our arcade has one of

those nice, old-fashioned Pa-

chinko games.
A Pachinko game is a glass-

enclosed board that hangs on a

wall. In our version, 10 balls in

turn are dropped into the playing

field. As they drop they hit

bumpers and bounce in different

directions. At the bottom is a

series of holes with point values

marked. The one marked with a

question mark is worth most—

a

surprise amount.
This is how you play: At the

start of the game the board and

bumpers are drawn. At top mid-

dle is the first ball. Position the

ball by pressing L for left or R for

right; press D for drop and the

ball falls. A running score is

given, and when the game is over

you're invited to play again.

PACHINKO 1?v9^"/'^

100 REM * PACHINKO *

110 CLS
120 PRINT @ 352 , "PACHINKO!" 1

13 U=0
140 Y=0
150 FOR X=0 TO 60
160 SET(X,Y)
17 NEXT X
180 X=0
190 FOR Y=0 TO 40
200 SET(X,Y)
210 SET(X+60 ,Y)
220 NEXT Y
23 Y=40
240 FOR X=0 TO 60 STEP 6 1

250 SET(X,Y}
260 NEXT X

Program continues
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QUALITY SOF7 WARE FOR TRS-SO COLOR AND OSI
ADVENTURES AND QUEST ALSO FOR SINCLAIR AND VIC-20

Ul!U.l[lL;L:L-

ADVENTURES!!!
For TRS-80 COLOR and OSI. Tliese Ad-
ventures are written in BASIC, are full fea-

tured, fast action, full plotted adventures
tliat take 30-50 hours to play, (Adventures
are Jnler-actJve fantasies. It's like reading

a bool< except that you are the main char^

acter as you give the computer commands
like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light the

torch.")

Adventures require 16k on TRS80, TRS80
color, and Sinclair, They require Sk on OSI
and 13k on Vic-20 Derelict takes 12k on
OSi. $14.95 each

ESCAPE FROM MARS
(by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the RED
PLANET. You'll have to explore a Martian

city and deal with possibly hostile aliens to

survive this one. A good first adventure.

PYRAMID [by Rodger Olsen)

This is our most challenging ADVENTURE.
It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid full of

problems. Exciting and tough

!

TREK ADVENTURE (by Bob Retelle)

This one takes place aboard a familiar star-

ship. The crew has Iffft for good reasons ~
but they forgot to take.you, and now you
are in deep trouble.

HAUNTED HOUSE (by Bob Anderson)
It's a real adventure -with ghosts and ghouls

and goblins and treasures and problems —
but it is for kids. Designed for the 8 to 12
year old population and those who haven't

tried Adventure before and want to start

out real easy.

DERELICT
(by Rodger Olsen & Bob Anderson]

New winner in the toughest adventure from
Aardvark sweepstakes. This one takes place

on an alien ship that has been deserted for a

thousand years — and is still dangerous!

VENTURERI-A fast action all machine code
Arcade game that feels like an adventure. Go
berserk as you sneak past the DREADED HALL
MONSTERS to gather treasure in room after

room, killing the NASTIES as you go. Great
color, high res graphics, sound and Joystick game
for the TRS-80 Color or OSI machines, (black

and white and silent on OSI.) Tape only, $19.95.

BASIC THAT ZOOOMMS1!
AT LAST AN AFFORDABLE COMPILER FOR
OSI AND TRS-80 COLOR MACHINES!!! The
compiler allows you to write your programs in

easy BASIC and then automatically generates a

machine code equivalent that runs 50 to 150
times faster.

It does have some limitations. It takes at least

8K of RAM to run the compiler and it does only

support a subset of BASIC — about 20 commands
including FOR, NEXT, END. GOSUB, GOTO,
IF, THEN, RETURN. END, PRINT, STOP, USR
(XI, PEEK. POKE. *,/.+.-.'} . < ,

=, VARI-
ABLE NAMES A-Z. SUBSCRIPTED VARI-
ABLES, and INTEGER NUMBERS FORM 0-64 K.

TINY COMPILER is written in BASIC. It gener-

ates native, relocatable 6502 or 6809 code, it

comes with a 20 page manual and can be modi-
fied or augmented by the user. $24.95 on tape

or disk for OSI or TRS-80 Color.

LABYRINTH - 16K EXTENDED COLOR
BASIC — With amazing 3D graphics, you fight

your way through a maze facing real time mon-
sters. The graphics are real enough to cause claus-

trophobia. The most realistic game that I have

ever seen on either system. $14.95. (8K on OSI)

QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVENTURE
GAMES! Different from all the others.

Quest is played on a computer generated

map of Alesia, Your job is to gather men
and supplies by combat, bargaining, explor-

ation of ruins and temples and outright

banditry. When your force is strong enough,
you attack the Citadel of Moorlock in a

life or death battle to the finish. Playable

in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different every

time, 16k TRS-80, TRS-80 Color, and Sin-

clair. 13KV1C-20. $14.95 each.

NEW!!
BREAKAWAY - ALL MACHINE CODE -
Every computer has some form of BREAK-
AWAY available. Ours is fast, smooth, has
15 levels of difficulty — and is a bargain!!

16k TRS-80 Color only $9.95.

PROGRAMMERS!
SEE YOUR PROGRAM IN THIS SPACE!!
Aardvark traditionally pays the highest com-
missions in the industry and gives programs
the widest possible coverage. Quality is the
keyword. If your program is good and you
want it presented by the best, send it to
Aardvark.

Please specify system on all orders

ALSO FROM AARDVARK — This is only a partial list of what we carry. We have a lot of other games (particularly for the

TRS-BO Color and OSI), business programs, blank tapes and disks and hardware. Send $1.00 for our complete catalog.

^
AARDVARK -80

2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088
(313)669-3110

Phone Orders Accepted 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. EST. Mon.-Fri. ^ 107

i^

TRS-80 COLOR SINCLAIR OSI VIC-20

K-See Liil o> Advi^rtneii, on page 339
.
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Rational Fortran

Structured programming for FORTRAN.
The best implementation of Ratfor

available anywhere! Full Standard

Ratfor, plus string.s, conditional com-

pilation, and more. Includes pretty

printer for automatic indentation of

source prOHFams. Complete tutorial

User's Manual. Totally compatible with

all Microsoft Hortrans {not included! ].

• TRS^SO Model I/III: $74.00

• CP/M. IBM-PC (MS-DOS), or "^'^

• TRS-W)ModIl: S139.00

Aspen Software Co.

P.O. Box 339 Tijeras, NM 87059

(505) 281-1634

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE

For TRS-80' Coloi Computer. PET. Apple II

ELEMENTARY

SCIENCE

GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS
FOREIGN LANG.

GRAMMAR

MATH
HISTORY

ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS ED. Z\

FARM RECORDS

COIN INVENTORY ^/l

Write for FREE Catalogue-

MICRO LEARNINGWARE^209

BOX 2 1 34, N. MANKATO MN S600I
507-625 2205

VISA 8. MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
We pgy I ^% royally lor Edutiilional

Programs listed with ui

Apple is a Iradematk of Apple Computer Co.

TKS-SO li A reglM««l t»d«nurii of TANDY CORr.
r« h a tradeniAiV of Commtxloie But. Muchlnn.

6m-) CHURCH DONATIONS

Ciimptiler Pi(>t,'iam foiTHS HV. Models I, 11, & Hi

RF.COKDS. STORKS & REI'OKTS

Gives printout of collections, totals to date

as well as individual quarterly reports

to congregation members.

For Information, Contact:

CUSTOM D.\TA
''.''.o. .l>!.'';t;.

505-434-109() \i.ini()Ki..d... nm ««:n(i

Fun House west, S for south and E for east.

Now let's go into the Fun There's more to discover, but you

House. On this first visit you get
^^""^ ^^ ^^^er to find out what it is.

the standard tour. Next month You can zip through the Fun

we'll begin opening secret doors. House in two minutes. Or it may

This Fun House is a building take longer.

about 80 by 40 feet. 1 won't be ex- If you're still in there next

act because you travel through in month, I'll come in the back door

complete darkness. You will and lead you out. I'm willing

know how many feet you've to do that because 1 don't want

traveled, and you will know your you to miss the next trip into

location only by what you hear, the Fun House. We're going to try

smell or touch in that location, some games that work because

You travel through the gloom of a graphics command called

by pressing N for north, W for Point(X,Y).

Program conlinaed

270 FOR Y=4 TO 37 STEP 3

280 FOR X=l TO 58 STEP 2

290 D=RND(3)
300 IF D = 3 SET(XrY) : SET{X-(-l,Y)

310 NEXT X
320 NEXT Y
330 PRINT @ 896," 0102? 10 201 0";

340 FOR L=l TO 11
350 X=30
360 Y=2
370 A$=INKEY$
380 SET(X,Y}
390 IF AS="L" RESET(X,Y): X=X-1
400 IF AS="R" RESET(X,Y): X=X-1-1

410 IF X<1 X=l
420 IF X>59 X=59
430 IF A$="D" RESET{X,Y): GOTO 450
440 GOTO 370
450 Y=Y-I-1

460 SET(X,Y)
470 IF P0INTCX,Y-i-l)=-l RESET{XrY): GOSUB 690
480 IF X=l AND PGINT(X-1,Y) =-1 RESET(X,Y): GOSUB 810
490 IF X=59 AND P0INT(X+1 ,Y) =-1 RESET(X,Y): GOPUB 880
500 FOR T=l TO 10
510 NEXT T
520 RESET(X,Y)
530 IF Y=40 GOTO 560
540 GOTO 450
550 NEXT L
560 PRINT @ 288, "TURN: ";L;
570 PRINT @ 352, "POINTS:";
580 IF X<6 OR X>54 THEN Z=0
590 IF X>12 AND X<18 OR X>42 AND X<48 THEN Z=0
600 IF X>6 AND X<12 OR X>4B AND X<54 THEN Z=l
610 IF X>18 AND X<24 OR X>36 AND X<42 THEN Z=2
620 IF X>30 AND X<36 THEN Z=10
630 IF X>24 AND X<30 THEN Z=RND ( 20} 4-10

640 PRINT Z;
650 U=U-HZ
660 PRINT g 416,"TOTAL";U;
670 IF L=ll PRINT @ 960, "END OF GAME. ";: GOTO 950
6 80 NEXT L

690 Y=Y-1
700 IF X/2<>INT{X/2) GOTO 730
710 FOR X=X TO X-RND(3) STEP -1
7 20 GOTO 7 40
730 FOR X=X TO X+RND(3)
740 SET(X,Y)
750 FOR T=l TO 20
760 NEXT T
770 IF POINT(X-l,Y) =-1 OR P0INT{X-I-1 ,Y) =-1 RETURN
780 RESET{X,Y)
790 NEXT X
800 RETURN
810 FOR X=X TO X+RND(5)

Program continues
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Program continued

820 SET(X,Y)
830 FOR T=l TO 20
840 NEXT T
850 RESET(X,Y)
860 NEXT X
870 RETURN
880 FOR X=X TO X-RND(5) STEP -1
890 SET(X,Y)
900 FOR T=l TO 20
910 NEXT T
920 RESET{X,Y)
930 NEXT X
940 RETURN
950 PRINT "TO PLAY AGAIN PRESS ENTER";

|

960 INPUT X
970 CLS
980 GOTO 110
990 END

100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
358
350
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610

GOTO 3!

FUN HOUSE

REM * FUN HOUSE *

DATA GIGGLING, SPIDER WEBS, AROMA OF PERFUME
DATA SOMEONE CRYING ABOUT BEING LOST, SILKEN CURTAIN
DATA MANIACAL LAUGHTER, SMELL OF POPCORN , HOLLOW KNOCK
DATA A COLD HAND ON YOUR NECK , WHISTLING IN THE DARK
CLS
CLEAR 500
DEFSTR A,B,E,F-n,N,W,S
N=" NORTH"
W="WEST"
S="SOUTH"
E="EAST''
G="WALL''
Z-RND(3)
H=CHRS(RND(26)+64)+CHR$(RND{9)+48}+CHR${RND(26)+6 4}

PRINT "WELCOME TO THE FUN HOUSE..."
FOR D=l TO 10
READ A(D)
NEXT D
FOR D=l TO 10
C=RND{10J
IP A(C}='
B{D)=A(C)
A{C)=""
NEXT D
PRINT "YOU'RE JUST INSIDE THE ENTRANCE"
Q=0
GOSUB 1090
IF F=N THEN X=40: GOTO 420
IF F=W OR F=E PRINT "LOCKED SECRET PANEL"
IP F=S PRINT "DOOR LOCKED"
GOTO 350
Q=l
GOSUB 1090
IF F^W THEN X=20: GOTO 470
IF F=S THEN X=40: GOTO 350
IF F=N OR F=E PRINT G: GOTO 420
Q=2
GOSUB 1090
IF F=E THEN X=20: GOTO 420
IF F=S THEN X=40: GOTO 520
PRINT G: GOTO 470 *.

PRINT "YOU'RE IN A DIMLY-LIT ROOM. THERE ARE"
PRINT "THREE DOORS NUMBERED 1, 2 AND 3."
INPUT "WHICH DO YOU TAKE";L
IF L<1 OR L>3 CLS: GOTO 530
IF L=Z PRINT "GOOD CHOICE":
PRINT "SORRY, YOU GO BACK A WAY":
Q=3
GOSUB 1090
IF F=N THEN X=50: GOTO 630
IF F=E PRINT "YOU CAN'T GO BACK":

F=W: X=lt GOTO 580
F=E: X=10: GOTO 350

GOTO 5 80

Program continues

GET THE

A MACRO UTILITY FOR YOUR MICRO

z

c

17

c
c
c
/2

3

<

7

Have yout TRS-eO" MOD I or III or an Apple II

oroduce its own flowchart with the Documenlet.
Program logic is graphically displayed to your

screen or printer. Uses include flowcharting basic

level II, disk basic or Apple Soft programs,
debugging programs and a learning aid. A branch
map is also produced. TRS-80 version runs on
16-48k system (disk-48k only). Apple version requires

49k and 1 disk drive.

It documental'on is a problem for you buy the

Documentor.
TRS-80 version-SaigS Apple II version $49.95

plus $1.05 postage &. handling (Ga. res add 4% tax)

Specify Tvpe

: TRS-80-48k disk TRS-80- 16k Tape

[Z Apple II 48k disk TRS-80-32k Tape

:: 16 Sector
" TRS-80-48k Tape

D 1 3 Sector

Name: _

Address:

Ciiy:

Master Charge

Accouil No.

Bank No _..

ST__

D Visa

Zip_

Expiration

Date

Signature ._ ^^____,
P-80 Nut Software, P.O. Box 490
Lilburn, Georgia 30247 (404) 469-0056

^368
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Microsette's reputation for quality and
credibility has made us the leading
supplier of low cost, short length cas-
settes. Now, we also offer SVa-inch sin-

gle sided, soft sector diskettes in

single or double density. We give the
same attention to quality and realiabil-

ity for our disks as we do for our cas-
settes.

LOOK AT OUR PRICES
includes boxes and shipping

CASSET
Item

C-10

C-20

C-60

C-90

10 Pack

3i;^ind»j&Ba

50 Pack

$ 7.50

9.00

11.00

15.00

32.50

39.00

50.00

70. or

DISKETTES«Niieli
MD-5 $25. UL ^iiO.UU

UPS shipment in Cont. USA incl.

We can not ship to P.O. Boxes

Length Qty. Price Total

SUBTOTAL

Calif. Cust. add Sales Tax

TOTAL

Shipping address enclosed _i

Check or money order enclosed D
Charge to: Visa D MasterCard LI

Account No.

Expiration Date

SIGNAl'URL
-313

MICROSETTE CO
i^75 Ellis St., Mt. View,

CA 94043 (415)968-1604

Program continued

620 IF F=W OR F=S PRINT G: GOTO 580
630 Q=4
6 40 GOSUB 1090
650 IF F=N THEN X=15: GOTO 690
660 IF F=:E THEN X = 20: GOTO 7 80
670 IF F=S THEN X=50: GOTO 580
680 IF F=W PRINT G: GOTO 630
690 Q=5
700 GOSUB 1090
710 IF F=S THEN X=15: GOTO 630
720 IF F=W THEN X=10: GOTO 740
730 IF F=N OR F=E PRINT G: GOTO 690
740 Q=6
750 GOSUB 1090
760 IF F=E THEN X=10: GOTO 690
770 IF F=N OR F=W OR F=S PRINT G : GOTO 7 40
780 PRINT "YOUR SECRET EXIT CODE IS ";H
790 PRINT "DON'T FORGET IT."
800 Q=7
810 GOSUB 1090
820 IF F=N THEN X=25: GOTO 850
830 IF F=W THEN X=20: GOTO 630
840 IF F=S OR F=E PRINT G: GOTO 800
850 Q=8
860 GOSUB 10 90
870 IF F=S THEN X=25: GOTO 7 80
880 IF F=W THEN X=10: GOTO 900
890 IF F=N OR F=E PRINT G: GOTO 850
900 Q=9
910 GOSUB 1090
920 IF F=S THEN X=15: GOTO 960
930 IF F=W THEN X=30: GOTO 1000
940 IF F=E THEN X=10: GOTO 850
950 IF F=N PRINT G: GOTO 900
960 Q=10
970 GOSUB 1090
980 IF F=N THEN X=15: GOTO 900
990 IF F=W OR F=S OR F=E PRINT G : GOTO 960
100G PRINT "YOU ARE JUST INSIDE THE EXIT."
101E Q=0
102e INPUT "ENTER SECRET EXIT CODE";JS
103e IF J$=H PRINT "RIGHT. YOU'RE OUTSIDE.": END
1042 IF JSOH PRINT "GO BACK AND GET CODE": F="": X = 65

105E GOSUB 1090
106E IF F=W GOTO 1040
107£ IF F=N OR F-S PRINT G: GOTO 1050
1086 IF F=E THEN X=30: GOTO 900
109E PRINT "YOU TAKE";X; "STEPS " ;E
1106 PRINT "IMPRESSION: ";B(Q)
1116 PRINT "DIRECTION? (N-W-S-E)
1126 X =
1136 F=INKEYS
1146 IF F="N" F=N
115£ IF F="W" F=W
1166 IF F="S" F=S
1176 IF F="E" F=E
1186 IF F=N OR F=W OR F=S OR F=E CLS: RETURN
1196 GOTO 1130
1206 END

PROGRAM EPROMS AND PROMS
WITH YOUR TRS 80-111!

EP-10 WILL PROGRAM POPULAR EPROM
TYPES 2716 (5 VOLT), 2732 OR ANY
EQUIVALENT PLUS POPULAR PROM
TYPES 828123, 82S129 FROM YOUR
RADIO SHACK MODEL ill, EP-10 COMES
WITH MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE FOR
SIMPLE SINGLE KEY COMMANDS! EP-10
CONNECTS TO EXISTING 50 PIN CON-
NECTOR SO THERE IS NO EXTRA COST
FOR A SERIAL PORT!

P.O. BOX 1927 • ROSWELL, GA. 30077 ^279^^
PHONE 404-475-0028 ^436
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e Galaxy Invaders Have
efurned in This Newest Game
L of Siciii and Excitement.

jiOtt .,^^«Vr

-^
.

ifT^

rf^'

P.O. Box 9078-185 - Van Nuys,CA 9140B - (213) 782-6861

Prices per Game: TRS-80 16K Lev2 Mod1/Mod3 Cassette- S15.95
TRS-80 32K Lev2 Mod1/Mod3 Diskette- S19.95
Optional Joystick for Model 1- S39.95

10% discount for 2 items, 15% for 3 or more.

Please add S1.75 per order for postage & handling, Calif, residents add 6%
sales tax.

Outside USA {except Canada) please add S3.00 per order for postage &
handling.

All Gamese1980, 1981 by Bill Hogue Si Jeff Konyu.
Programs are written in machine language for high quality graphics & sound
effects.

Voice & other sound effects are playable through the cassette AUX plug.

High scores are automatically sawed after each game on disk versions.

Call or write for our complete catalog.



"NEVE forgets:

imORE THAN JUSTANOIHBt PRETTYWSL
Says who? Says ANSI.

Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fad

is all Elephant™ floppies meet or exceed the specs

required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such

pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from

academia, government agencies, and the computer

industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,

3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department

of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com-
puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch

of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in

order to moke better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making

business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more

and more rules to increase the quality of flexible

disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-

spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds
upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken

seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu-

ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you

one. Because once you know what it takes to make
an Elephant for ANSI . .

.

We think you'll want us to moke some Elephants

for you.

ELEPHANT. HEWY DUTY DISKS.
Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624. ..72



RS Number Page RS Number Page RS Number Page RS Number Page

443 AStrlnoSyalams ZB7

590 APtlorl Sollware 402

2ee ABM Prodjcls 181

173 ABSSuppllB'S 295

38 AM Elecifonles 277

M3 ARM 52

107 AarUvarhaO 333

586 ABsecorSottwars Associates ^UO

26 Acca53 Unllmlled .264, 285

197 AooCompulerPraOuotSOlFL 365

19 Adventure Inlematlona

I

^63

21 Adventure I nlematlonal 307

B2 Aerocomp. Inc 38,39

75 AlcorSystems 315

136 Algorm 215

178 AIISyStemsGo 258

11 Alpha Byta Stores 14,15

17 Alpha Products Co 18,19,21

112 Alphaoallcs 203

113 Alphanallcs 203

69 Altarnale Source, The 197

564 Amatlxlnc 386

217 AmaricanSmallBuslnessComputers 231

216 AmericanSmallBuslneBsCompulera 233

219 AmarlcanSmallBuslnessCompLilers 235

220 AmerlcanSmallBus<nessComputers 237

221 AmericanSmallBuslnessComputers 239

222 AmerlcanSmallBuslnsssComputers 241

24 AmerlCBnSofti»HrBCIub,lnc 211

423 AmtlaxProduolsSServlces 202

341 Analytical ProcBSSBsCorp 393

40 Apparal, Inc 199

6 A rcsoft Publishers 316

65 Aspen Software Company 324

316 Aspen Software Company 334

297 Autel Electronic Company S1

561 Automated Resource Manaflement 385

28 Automated SI mulallor 5 321

300 B.T. Enterprises 142

Backlssues 357

501 Basic 97

243 Bay Teohnlcal Assoc, Inc 289

152 BcCompco 71

1 34 Beard Software Developmeni Co. 207

315 Bible Research Syslems 117

671 Bible Research Systems 402

29 Big Five Sotlware 337

106 Binary Devices 309

Blechman Enterprises 391

Bottom Line, The 57

448 Bulldog Software 357

20 BuslnossDIvlsion.Scotl Adamsino 41

136 CaS Electronics Ltd 171

181 CMDfWIcro 167

CPAias 397

100 CPU Shop, The 363

415 ORB l^lcrolools 114

556 CRTProdkictsCo 386

466 CheoKmato 93

102 CloadMaoaiinelrrc 257

103 Cload Maaailre Inc 257

121 Coonitoc 79

,
Color Software Services 347

361 CommunlcatlonsSystemsLab 254,347

252 CompuAddCorp 391

455 CompuKIt 301

276 Compullnli Corp 12

J36 CompuServe 35

500 Computer Advantages 89

120 Computer Applications Unlimited 349

479 Com puterfBus Iness Services 287,391

139 Computet Case Company 305

133 Computer Discount of America 74

420 Computer Peripheral Resources 280

IB ComputerPlus 25

109 Computer Shack 63,65

453 Computer Shack 67,69

39 Computer Shopper 401

325 ComputerSoftware Design Inc 313

115 Computer Sports Systems 256

369 Computerware 267

586 Compjtenware *00

589 Computerware *10

27 Computen 322,323

484 Compuwaire 11^

68 Contract Services Assoc 193

105 Coosolinc 272

308 Cotnsott Group 121

46 Cornucopia Software 373

58 Cosmopolitan Electronics Corp 271

187 Cottage Software 176

190 Creative Computer 351

557 Creative Micro Systems (nc 386

307 Custom Data 334

585 Custom Data 390

410 D.B. Software 21*

517 DCSSoftware 101

452 DataMall 399

478 DataMansgementSyalema 393

10 DataResourcea 167

15 Data ResourcBS 387

118 Dels SefvlcoB, Inc 367

15 Data Supply Source 127

542 Dayslar Technology 179

445 Dayion Microsupport ,
357

dealers 340

554 Delia MicroSyslems 385

563 DIALOG InformatFOn 390

101 DiscountSoltvjareGroup *9

62 Displayed Video ... 220,221

483 DO"neas1i.1icrocanipuiing 393

353 Dre55elhauB Computer Products 180

268 Dubois *McNamara 155

434 EPIanLtd 3ra

216 E.A P Company 37Z

313 EASiSDtt*are,lnc 267

271 6BG 8 AsBPciates 188

- Edu-Ware 21*

49 ESI Lynn 201

154 ElgenSyslBms 188

- Eignt/MloKi 299,340,357,361.391

Elghly-ftlicro Bookshelf 296,297,298,340

329 Eigfily US Journal 244

Eighty System Newsletter 15B

169 Eleolronie Specialists 228

482 ElsclrOTiLC Time Service Center 175

97 Epson America I r»c 54,55

93 Exatron 23

428 Excallbur Software 153

Encellonlx 388

36 Pantaslio Software 59

454 Far West Systems 8 Soltwara 175

267 Floppy DISkServlces Inc 345

214 Fort Worth tkimpulers 70

412 Forthright Software 329

442 FreedomFlnanclalEnterphseeofWA 202

240 FreedomTsohnolOBylnfi Inc 371

584 Freedom Tschnoloflylnt'l Inc 398

66 Futuresott *'

Futureviaw Inc 209

425 GH Computer Systems Inc 391

' General LedgeranOlnstantSoftwaie 379,380

9 H 8 e Compulronlcs, Inc .129-138

409 H.F.SIo nailing Inc 11*

166 H&HTradlngCo 121

487 HPB Vector Co 217

HWEIecttonics 77

244 HscKb 19^

426 H a Irad Associates 295

555 HaydanBookCo.,lnc 386

576 Hayden Boo'if Co,, Inc 398

577 Hayden BookCo,, Inc 390

576 HaathCo. 390

47 HeathfZenithCo 99

46 Hexaflon Systems 203

447 Hoffman Associates 243

355 Holmar O.P. Sereices 357

163 Holmes Engineering '"
573 Home I ntormation Systems *02

421 Hon F & I Computers 329

175 HowaSottware 269

IJG 13,141,266

404 i.J.S 11"

660 ico-RallyCorp 386

274 Illustrated f^emory Banks 203

424 Individual Systsms, Inc 49

591 Inmao ^^
Instant Software 379,380

361 Institutefor Scientific Analysis 391

182 Interface, Inc .196

430 Intergraph ics, Inc H"
413 Island Computer Sen/lces 262

202 JESGraphlcs . . : 206

273 J. F. Consulting 116

42 JPC Products Co 293

JeaseJones Box Corp 287

254 JlmscoUnc 213

515 John Wiley 8 Sons 159

150 Johnson Associates 399

485 KaialoEleotronicsCo 30

331 KSoft 289

358 KWIKSotlware ^5

581 KWIKSoflwata 398

582 KWIKSoftwara 384

444 L.J. Kutten, Attorney 357

30 LNW Research CIV

31 LNW Research ^

32 LfJW Research 61

33 LNW Research '**

462 LSI Systems "3
572 LancefrficHlusinc 398

551 Langley^St. Clair Instrumentation Systems Inc.. .385

53 Laredo Systems Inc., ,

". 245

191 Lawyers Microcomputer, The 167

472 Leading Edge 336

155 LEDSPuBllshingCo.Inc 226

Level IV Products Inc 375

131 libra Laboratories Inc 85

135 Lindbergh Systems 274

LoadBO 195,383

535 Lobo Drives Inl'l 252

115 Lynn Computer Service 161

427 f^CSI 351

304 filECA 351

196 MaineSoltware Library 254

457 Management System Software 206

411 Uaraihon Sotlware 162

241 Mark Data Producis 368

146 Master Electronics Ino 188

469 Maximum l^lcro 94

407 Mayday So Itw are 329

83 MedSystemsSoflware 31,63

405 MBdiaTech 64

250 Melbourne House 31

461 Memory Marchanl 359

524 MenIO Systems 117

IBS Mercer Systems Inc 382

13 Mela TaehnolOBlea Corp 9, 11

149 Micro Architect 247

459 1.1 icro Data Supplies 229

76 Micro-Design 327

77 Micro.Design 327

78 Micro-Design 327

463 Micro-Design 262

132 Micro-80 383

161 Micro-GnpLld .
309

157 Micro-images . .
. 66

111 Micro investmeniScpflware 119

464 Micro-Labs, Inc 183

465 Micro-Labs, inc 183

205 Micro Learnirigware 334

60 Micro Mamlrame 319

96 Micro Management Systems 225,227

162 MicroMega 361

270 l^icroMoonllohter Newsletter 399

422 l^lcroQuIck , ,
357

574 Micro Software Systems 369

Micro Solutions Inc 309

384 Microsystems Software CM

384 MIctosystema Software 45

339 Mlcn3Ta> HO
3S0 MIcroTGch Exports Inc. . ,

80

436 Mic'o Technology 362

125 Micro Works 275

563 Micro Works 396

663 Microcomputer InOax 389

Z47 MloroeomouterTechnology «.«
419 MicroHatch 357

117 Micrtiminllhc 367

512 MIcrosette 336

137 Miller Microcomputer So^ice 104

123 Misosys 347

Moving 361

87 MumfonJ Microsystems 173

• NRI Schools B7

NanosCards 340

547 Nanos Systems Corp 123

128 Kelson Software Systems tnc 264,273

255 New Classics Software 167

232 Nocona Electronics 84

50 Omlkrein 29

195 Omnitek 253,289

206 Optlons-aO 257

275 OrangeMicro 1^

151 Orion Instruments 283

242 PMCSoftwate . ,
223

368 PBONUTSoftware,lnc 335

207 Pacific Exchanges 206,246,295,329

122 Pan American Electronics 305

333 Pagoytronics 157

" Percom Data Company 3

1 Percom Data Company 32, 33

2 Percom Data Company .32,33

3 Percom DataCompany 32,33

552 Perlcomp 385

272 Peripherals Unlimited 265

124 Perry OIlSGasInc 275

558 Personal Micro Computers Inc 384

Phase iSystemslno 91

160 Pioneer Software 2B1

592 Platinum Software 402

377 Plug Bug, The 156

73 Plus ComputerTechnology 122

25 Pocket Computer Newsletter 361

81 Powersoft 45,363

471 Powersoft 393

569 Practical Applications ofCA 396

11 Practical Petipherals Clll

63 Precision Prototypes 73

288 Process Control Tech 263

521 Professional Aids 155

80 Program Store/Realsoft 246,249,261

245 Programmffl's Institute 148

41B Programs for the BO'S 197

143 Progressive Electronics 61

91 Prosoft 3'

48 Quality Computer SePiTlces 369

562 Ouanteckn a Research Corp 390

194 Ouant Systems 265

41 Racet Computes Ltd 279

468 Racet Computes Lid 279

678 HadioShaok 392

579 RadioShsok 392

5S0 Radio Shack 398

369 RaOiiTectinology 226

264 Rainbow PS PCorp.; 101

460 Rainbow Software Services Ltd 267

130 Rand's inc. .
.- 1S4

Realty Software Company ,,..372

276 Red Baron Computer Product* 177

114 Retware 388

481 REM industries, Inc 357

145 Hemart!ableSoftware 215

129 Remsofi 103

303 Richcraft Engineering Ltd 257

480 Rimes Computer Products 48

436 R IV erlake Systems 338

314 Robert J. Brady Co 146

583 Rockmare DataCorp 400

429 Roco Software 295

343 Roflo Computer ProOucta 246

437 SCF ...378

35 SID 329

266 ST3C 365

142 Sales Data. Inc 283

203 Scientific Engineering Lab 206

610 Scott lasso .209

372 SemiDiskSyslems 100

446 Shale Dtverslliad Enterprises 393

Shelf Boxes 340

12 SImutek 105, 107, 109

45B Single Source Solution 115

213 Sixty Eight Micro Journal 206
- Snappwara 143, 146, 147, 149, 151

84 Soft Sector Marketing 169

85 Soft Sector Marketing 185

86 Soft Sector Marketing 187

87 SoflSeclorMarketlng t9t

86 Soft Sector MarkelinB 191

89 Soft Sector Marketing 191

379 Softcore Software Co., The 377

467 Softak Software 210

435 Softel 278

43 Software Concepts 81,247

385 SofmareGslore 278

537 SoftwareOptions 26i

470 SoftwareOptions 263

327 Software Support 27

309 Softwatehouse International 296

310 Softwarenouse Imernational , , ,257

' Special Anniversary Issue 259

119 Spectral Associates 311

548 Spectra Marketing 393

432 Star-Kits 382

20S StarbuckDataCo 372

180 Sturdlvanta Dunn Inc 126

71 Subloglc Communication Corp 205

Subscrlptlona,aO Micro 299,361
" Subscription Problems 391

559 Summenllle Enterprises 389

265 SunReseatchIno 169

456 SunlOGkCorp 247

Synerglatio Solar Inc 246

174 SyracuseR&D Center 295

408 TSOSoftware 278

449 TSASA Inc 236

550 TVCSoftware 384

570 TVCSoftware 398

189 TAB Sales 253

70 TarantoS Associates Inc 185

529 TCoip 232

440 TeohDataCorp 391

59 Texas Computer Systems 219

450 Texas DiOital 194

144 ThomasV.Lenz "5
527 TIny-C 155

566 TOPS Programming Enterprises 392

81 Total Access 53

522 Two/Sixteen Magazine 217

441 Universal Software 78

University Microfilms I nt 'I 287

567 Utility Co., The 396

V RDataCorp 393,394,395

t69 Van Horn Office Supply 121

549 VollisMlcrocomputer Systems, Inc 76

431 W.CMaxey 357

553 W.CMaxey 365

587 WmC, Brown Co. Publishers 400

Wayne Green Books 291,341
" WayneGreenInc 157

179 Western Operations 68

586 Weslico . , ,
400

212 William A Fink 102

192 WllsonSottwareDlvlsion 254

156 XYZT Computer l3imenslons Inc 388

156 YorklOComputenware 28'

' Voung Programmers 331

For further information from our adverlisers, please use ttie Reader Service card.
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a problem?

Here's the ideal way to keep your

growing collection of 80 Micro in

order! The 80 Micro Library Shelf

Boxes.

. . .sturdy, corrugated, white, dust-resistant boxes will keep

your issues of 80 Micro orderly and available for constant

reference. Self-sticking labels are available for the boxes, too,

not only for 80 but also for M/crocompuf/nfif, 73 Magazine, CQ,

QST, Ham Radio, Personal Computing, interface Age, Byte

and Radio Electronics. Ask for whichever labels you want
with your box order. Each box holds a full year of the above
magazines. Your magazine library is your prime reference:

Keep it handy and keep it neat with these strong library shelf

boxes. One box (BXIOOO) is $2.00, 2-7 boxes (BX1001) are $1 .50

each, and 8 or more boxes (BX1 002) are $1,25 each. Be sure to

specify which labels we should send. Shipping and handling

charges are $2.00 per order. Call in your credit card orders on
our toll-free line 800-258-5473, or use the order card in the back
c' t^" rrigazlne and mail to:

micro
HOOK SALES

Please allow 6-8 weelss for •

Peterborough,

NH 03458

Selling 80 Mi-

cro will make mon-
ey for you. Consider the

facts;

Fact #1: Selling 80 Micro in-

creases store traffic— our dealers

tell us that 80 Micro is the hottest-

selling computer magazine on the news-
stands.

Fact #2: There is a direct correlation between
store traffic and sales— increase the number of people
coming through your door and you'll increase sales.

Fact #3: Fact #1 + Fact #2 - INCREASED $ALE$,
which means more money for you. And that's a fact.

For information on selling 80 Micro, call 800-343-0728

and speak with Ginnie Boudrieau, our bulk sales man-

ager. Or write to her at 80 Micro, 80 Pine St., Peter-

borough, NH 03458.

jTiicro
80 Pine Street Peterborough, NM 0345S

800-343-0728

Nanos System

REFERENCE CARDS
For Models I, il. III and Color

At last! No more flipping through the pages of the Basic manu-
al! No more working through the maze of machine language in-

structions! These cards completely summarize the Basic and
Assembler manuals! FEATURES (on most cards):

memory map, eyeball graphics, math instructions, basic com-
mands, store instructions, basic functions, load instructions,

basic statements, move instructions, special keys, exchange
instructions, print using examples, shift instructions, basic
special characters, compare instructions, basic and assembler
messages and codes, branch instructions, basic facts, data al-

teration instructions, reserved words, I/O instructions, ROM
routines, complete character chart with graphics and space-
compression codes, hex-dec chart, control code cross-refer-

ence, assembler instructions commands and operators, screen
line layout, editor commands & subcommands, condition code
easy access
Modell: Basic only FC1001 $2.95
Model I: BASIC and Assembler FC1002 $4,95
Model II: BASIC and Assembler FC1005 $5.95
Modellll: BASIC only FC1004 $3.95
Model III; BASIC and Assembler FC1003 $5 95
Color: BASIC and Extended FG1Q06 $4.95
Apple il: BASIC only FC1007 S3. 95
Apple il: BASICS 6502 FC1008 $4.95

nE>^'-
DOS RANDOM ACCESS & BASIC FILE
HANDLING— By H,J, Muller, This book
Iwas written for the nonprogrammer. It is

^Ideal for the businessman or professional

who needs to solve and write special pro-

^•^Jgrams for in-house business problems, or
' '^Vthe hobbyist who wants to go beyond the

cassette recorder and into disk storage

and file manipulation. It is written as a
self-instruction tutorial and will provide

lanyone with some Level II experience with

the ability to write special programs for in-

.^Jilw^ventories, mailing list, work scheduling,

'record keeping, research project data ma-
nipulation, etc. 150 pages, BK1236 $29.50

^^̂ ^'

FOR THE MODEL HI

MOD III ROM COMMENTED —Soft-Sector
marketing, 1981. This book is not an in-

struction course on machine language,
but rather an information source that you
can use time and time again for writing

your own program or patching old Mod I

machine language programs. It contains

an explanation of ROMs in the latest ma-
chine from Tandy, with must every loca-

tion of the 14K ROMs listed, with com-
ments. BK1235 $22,50,

Prices do not include shipping and handling charges. Please include $1.50 fo(

first book, $1,00 each additional book and $10,00 per book foreign airmail. Sorry no
COD orders. Use ttie order card in this magazine to order. Allow 4-6 for delivery.

Shipping and handling for cards only $1,00 per order,

80 Bookshelf •Peterborough, NH 03458

1-800-258-5473 "IST'
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•TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks of ihe Radio Shack Di-

vision of Tandy Corporation.

TEXTEDIT—A Complete Word Processing System in

kit form

by Irwin Rappaport

TEXTEDIT \s an Inexpensive worn processor Ihal you can adapt to sun your ne«ds. Itom

writing torm letters to large tents. It is written in modules, so you can load and use only

those portions that you need. Included are modules tliat perform'

— righl justification

—ASCII upperdowercase conversion
— one-key phrase entering

-complete editorial functions

—and much more!

TEXTEDIT is written in TRS-80' Disk BASIC, and the modules are documented in the

author's admirably clear tutorial writing style. Not only does Irwin Happaporl explain how to

use TEXTEDIT; he also explains programming techniques implemented in the system

TEXTEDIT is an inexpensive word processor that helps you learn atjout BASIC program

minr, It is wntlen lor TRS-BO Models I and -III with TRSDOS £.2/2,3 and 32K.

BK7387 $9.97 Disk Available DS7387 $19.97
ISBN 0-8806-050-6

Annotated BASIC—A New Technique for Neophytes.

BASIC programming was supposed to be simple— a beginner's programming language

which was ao near to English that H could ue easily understood. But, m recent years. BASIC

has become much mora powerful and therefore much more difficult to read and understand

BASIC simply isn't tiasic anymore.

Annotated BASIC siplains the complexities of modern BASIC, It includes complete

TH&80' Levelli BASIC programs lii at you can use. Each program is annotated to explain m

stBp-by-step fashion the workings of the program. Proarams are flowoharled to assisted

you in following the operational sequence. And—each chapter includes adescriplion of the

new concepts which have been introduced.

flnnOOferfB'JSIC deals with the hows and whys of TRS-BO BASIC programmlnQ, How is a

program put together? Why is it written that way? By obsen/lng the programs and following

the annotation, you can develop new techniques to use in your own programs— or modify

commeroial programs for your specific use.

<»nno(a(8d BASIC Volume I contains Projecting Profits, Sunreyor, Things to Do, Tax Shelter

Introduction to Digital Logic, Camel ol. The Soundex Code, Deduction, Op Amp Conlractor

Cost Estimating mmn abi •- ki/-\iiii
BK73e4iio95 ISBN o-saooe^KB-x AVAlLABLt NUW!
Annolaled BASIC yoJuiriBZconlalns Hough Lumber List, Tnp Mileage. Flight Plan, OSCAR

Data, SWWAntenna Design, Supermaze, Petals Around ttie Rose. Numeric Analysis.

[Demons. Air Raid. Geography Test, Plumbing System Design

BK7385 S10.95 ISBN OS8006-037-9

Order Both Volumes and Save,' BK738402 $18.95

KILOBAUD KLASSROOM—
A practical course in digital electronics

By George Young and Peter Stark

Learning electronics theory without practice i^n't easy And it's no lun to build an elec-

tronics project that you Can't use. KifoOaudKtessroom the popular series first published in

Ksiobaud Microcomputing, combines theory with practice. This Is a oractical course in

digital electronics. II starts out with very simple electronics projects, and by the end of Ihe

course you'll construct your own working microcomputer!

Authors Young and Slark are enperienced teachers, and their approach Issimple and direct

Whether you're learning at home or In the classroom, this book provides you with a solid

background in electronics—and you'll own a computer thai you built yourself!

Kilobaud Klassroom contains Getting the Ball Rolling, Gates and Flip-Flops Explained, J K

Fiip-Flops and Clocked Logic, PC Boards and Power Supplies, Hardware Logical Functions,

Voltage Current and Power Supplies, Transistors, Diodes Jnd OP Amps, Pulses and t-loie

Pulses, Counters and Registers, Bus Traffic Control, ROM and RAM Ivlemories, IfO Circuitry,

Parallel and Serial i;0 Potts, Computer I/O 111, Computer im IV, Computer \IO V, Processor

Connections, Finally. . .The Kilotiaud Krescendo. Eproms and Troubleshooting. Eipan-

sions and Programming, Machine-Language Programming, Assembly-Language Program-

ming, Connecting to the Outside World

ISBN- 0-88006-027 1 AVAILABLE NOW! BK7386 $14.95

THE NEW WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK—
By Dr. Ralph B. Taggart WB8DQT—
Here is tt}e completely uposlea anil revised edition oWie ttest-selling Weather Salellile

Handbook— containing all the inlormation on the most sophisticated spacecraft now in

orbit. Dr. Taggart has written this book to serve both ihe experienced amateur satelllie

enthusiast and the newcomer. This liook is an introduction to satellite watching, that

tells you how to construct acomplete and highly effective ground station Not iust iPeas,

but solid hardware designs and all the Instructions necessary to operate the equipment

are Included. An entire chapter is devoted to microcomputers and the Weather Satellite

Station, and for the thousands of eitperimentBis who are operating stations, The New
Weather Satellite HanOfioo* details all Ihe procedures necessary to follow the current

spacecraft,

Wealher Satellite contains Operational Salellile Systsmsi Antenna Systems, Weather

Satellite Receivers. A Cathode Ray Tubs (CRT) Monlloi lor Satellite Piclure Display. A

Direct-Printing Facsimile System lor Wealher Salellrts Display, How to Find the Satellite,

Test Equipment, Microcom outers and the Wealher Satellite Station, Station Operations

ISBN 0-83006-015-8 available now! BK7383 $8-95

FOR TOLL-FREE ORDERING CALL 1-800-258-5473

WAYNE GREEN BOOKS • PETERBOROUGH NH 03458
Use Ihe order card or itemize your order on a separate piece of paper and mail to Wayne Green Books Att Sales • Peterborough NH 03458.

Be sure io include ctieck or detailed credit card information. (Visa, Master Charge or American Express accepted

)

No C.O.D. orders accepted. All orders add $1 .50 tor the first bool^, postage and handling; $1 .00 each additional Dool<, $10,00 per book foreign air mall.

Please allow 4-6 weeks after publication for delivery Questions regarding your order? Please write to Customer Service al the above address.
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hematica
by Bruce Douglass

'A differential equation contains

an unknown function and
one or more of Its derivatives/'

Let's continue our study of calcu-

lus with a discussion of differential

equations.

A differential equation contains an
unknown function and one or more of its

derivatives. It may be a function of only

one variable (ordinary differential equa-

tion) or of two or more variables (partial

differential equation). Two other main
categories are initial value problems and
boundary value problems.

In an initial value problem you knov*/ the

value of the function and its derivatives

at the initial point, but not thereafter.

Your job is to find the value of the

unknown function at some later time. In a

boundary value problem you know the val-

ues of the function at some different

discrete points, but do not know the val-

ues of the function and its derivatives all

at the same point. For reasons we will

discuss in a bit, this type of problem Is

significantly more difficult.

Analytically, the solution of a differen-

tial equation is an equation which identi-

fies the unknown function. Numerically,

however, the solution usually is a single

value for the unknown function, given the

differential equation and the initial con-

ditions.

There are two main approaches to the

numerical solution of differential equa-

tions. One contains methods of direct

Taylor series approximation, Euler's

method, and the well-known Runge-Kutta

algorithm. The other approach, predictor-

corrector methods, is generally preferred

for real applications.

Taylor Series Methods

A Taylor series is an infinite series of

terms that approximate a given function.

It has a particular form:

f(x + h| = f(x) + h'f'(x| + (h'/2-f'(xl + (h'/3*f'(x) + , .
.

By definition, if the function is analytic at

X, then the Taylor series will equal the

value of the function at that point.

The main problem with using Taylor

series for the numerical solution of dif-

ferential equations is that you must be

able to calculate the derivatives {f'{x),f"(x),

and so on) of the unknown function. Also,

you cannot evaluate the entire series,

since there is an infinite number of terms.

Thus, you must stop using terms at some
point, and this adds truncation error into

the calculation. If an infinite series con-

verges, it is easy to show that the terms

get smaller and smaller. Sooner or later,

we have to stop adding terms.

The standard form for a first-order dif-

ferential equation is x' = f(x,t) where f(x,t)

is the known problem equation. Generally,

in the solution of differential equations,

10 REM taylor series solution to the pr oblem
20 REM X t) = 1 + XQ -(- tR
30 INPUT "ENTER THE STARTING VALUE OF, T" ;T1:

INPUT "ENTER INITIAL VALUl OF X(T) '';X ;

INPUT ENTER ENDING VALUE OF T";K:
INPUT STEP SIZE";H:T-T1

40 FOR I = Tl TO K STEP H
50 XI = 1 + X@2 + Tia3

60 X2 -- 2*X*X1 -1- 3*T@2
70 X3 == 2*X*X2 + 2*Xlia2 + 6*T
80 X - X + H*(X1 + H*(X2/; + H*X3/6))
90 T = T -1- H
100 NEXT I

110 PRINT "ANSWER IS ";X
120 END

Program Listing 1. Taylor Series (Basic)

we don't really know what the derivatives

of the function are. Consider the problem:

« = 1 + x' -I- t*

and initial value of x(0) equals zero. We
can get the higher derivatives of f(x) with

the chain rule:

X" = 2'x'x' + 3't'

x"' = 2*v*x" + 2'x' + 6't

In this case, we can find the solution of

x(a)at some later point (usually t is used to

indicate time). The Idea is quite simple.

We know the value of x(t) at some point

(x(O)in this case). Therefore, using a Taylor

series, we can approximate the function

at some nearby point x(t + h). Now we can
again useaTaylor series to determine the

value of the function further away from

the initial value, continuing until we reach

the value of t at which we wanted to know
the value of x(t).

Step size refers to how far away we are

evaluating the value of the function. It is

generally a good idea to use a step size

that is a power of two, such as 2"' (1/128),

since these numbers can be exactly

represented in binary format. (This helps

minimize round-off error.)

Short programs to solve the above prob-

lem appear in Listings 1-3. These pro-

grams illustrate a very simple solution,

but there are some difficulties with it.

First, you must be able to find the

derivatives of the equation. For some
equations It is Impossible to write the

derivatives in terms of simple functions.

Thus, this method is limited to functions

where derivatives may be easily found

analytically.

In addition, you must write a new pro-

gram for each problem, or at least insert

several lines of function derivatives.

One solution to this is to use difference

formulae for computing the derivatives.

This Is very risky— numerical differentia-

tion is subject to round-off error. This type

of numerical error is especially severe

when you must subtract two numbers that
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are close to each other in value. The dif-

ference equation for the derivative of a

function is:

fM = (f(x + n) - f(x)Vti

Since h is normally small and f(x + h) w\\

be very close in value to f(x) a huge error

results. There must be better methods.

Euler's Method

The Euler (pronounced oiler) method for

solving differential equations is one of the

fastest methods around. This Taylor se-

ries-based method uses only the first term

of the Taylor series— it requires only an

approximation of the first derivative.

Therefore, it requires only tvi/o equations

for its solution. These equations are used

repeatedly, and this repetition is called

iteration; the method is therefore called

an iterative process.

Iterative processes are used for all

sorts of numerical computations. They

provide a means to make an educated

guess of the answer and, using a series of

steps or iterations, to reduce the error of

the guess. Iterative methods for solving

differential equations provide a means for

estimating points along the unknown

function curve, and they use these esti-

mates to make even more estimates.

A main problem associated with itera-

tive schemes applied to differential equa-

tions is that three types of errors crop up.

The first, round-off error, Isnot usually too

severe in these cases. The second, trunca-

tion error, arises with Taylor series-based

schemes. Since we do not evaluate the en-

tire Taylor series but only a certain

number of its terms {one in the case of

Euler's method, and four in the case of a

fourth order Runge-Kutta method), those

terms we omitted mean that we did not

get exactly the right value; since we trun-

cated the series, we created some error.

Generally with the Runge-Kutta method,

this error isn't loo bad either.

The last type is accumulated truncation

error. Since each iteration has some trun-

cation error associated with it, the more

iterations you perform, the less accurate

you are; that Is, the local truncation error

accumulates in your answer. In fact, if

your answer is far away from your starting

place, it may be totally meaningless.

The geometric Interpretation of Euler's

method for solving differential equations

can be seen in Fig. 1. The curved line is the

actual function for which we are trying to

solve. At a given point, the tangent line

{the slope of which is given by the deriva-

tive at the point) is a reasonable approxi-

mation to the curve at that point. So if we

want to estimate a point on the curve not

too far away, we migfit use a point on the

tangent line as an approximation. Once at

that new point (x1), we want to look further

down the curve, so we recompute the tan-

gent line and use that as an approxima-

tion to get the next point (x2), and so on.

until we have reached the point at which

we wanted the value of the function.

The equations used for this iteration are:

>!'(t) = f(x(t),t) (the differential equation)

x(t + ti)^x(tj + h-x'(t)

(the truncated Taylor series approximation]

forttan program to calculate the numerical
solution to the problem

READ ( 5, 2) T, X, H, E
read in start(t), initial value for x (X)

,

ending , and step size (E)

DO 1 I = T, E, H
XI = 1.0 + X**2 + T**3
X2 = 2.0*X*Xl + 3.0*T**2
X3 - 2.0*X*X2 -t- 2.0*X1**2 + 6.0*T
X = X + H*(X1 + H*(X2/2 + H*X3/3))
T = T + H
WRITE ( 5,3) T, X
FORMAT(F6.3)
FORMAT{' STEP- ',E2.6,' RESULT- ' , E6 . 6)

Program Listing 2. Tayior Series (Fortran)

PROGRAM DIFFEQiiiTAY;
VAR

X, XI, X2, X3, T, E : REAL;
BEGIN

WRITELN( 'DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER USING'
WRITELN{'THE TAYLOR SERIES METHODS');
WRITE ('ENTER INITIAL POINT, INITIAL VALUE,')
WRITELN( 'STEP SIZE, AND ENDING POINT');
READ[T,X,H,E)

;

REPEAT
Xi := 1 + Xia2 + T@3;
X2 ;= 2*X*X1 + 3*T@2;
X3 := 2*X*X2 + 2*Xlia2 + 6*T;
X := H*(Xl-^H*(X2/2-HH*X3/6)) ;

T := T + H
UNTIL (T>E)

;

WRITELN('AND THE SOLUTION IS');
WRITE ( 'T=' ,T, ' X(T) =' ,X)

;

END.

Program Listing 3. Taylor Series (Pascal)

10 REM Eu
20 REM wr
30 DEF FN
40 INPUT"
50 INPUT"
60 X=X0
70 FOR T=
80 X =

90 PRI
100 NEXT
110 END

ler's method for solving differential eqs
itten by Bruce Powel Douglass
F(X,T)= X@2 + T@3 + 2 'differential eq
ENTER INITIAL POINT, S INITIAL VALUE";T0,XI
ENTER STEP SIZE AND ENDING POINT" ;K,TE

T0 TO TE STEP H
H*(FN F(X,T) ) -1- X

NT "POINT T=";T, "VALUE X[T)='';X
T

Program Listing 4. Euler's method (Basic)
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The Basic program in Listing 4 shows
the method. We begin with the differentia)

equation (defined in line 40) at the initial

point of t equals zero, and the initial value

of x(0) equals zero. This kind of problem is

called an initial value problem.

If a given differential equation has one
soiution, it generally has an infinite

number of solutions. To find a particular

solution we need to know the value of the

function and the derivative at some initial

point in time. We decide on the step size

(hovi/ big we step away from each calculat-

ed value of x(t)), and enter it, as well as the

point at whicti we want the value of the

function (the ending point). The program
then calculates its estimate of the curve's

value and uses this value (along with the

value of the derivative calculated from line

40) to calculate the next value, until we
reach the last value.

This method is fairly fast, but is not

used much due to accumulated round-off

error. A much more widely used technique
is the Runge-Kutta method.

The Runge-Kutta Method

Carl Runge and Wilhelm Kutta devel-

oped a method for solving differential

equations based on the Taylor series

method, but vi/ithout requiring the analyti-

cal derivatives for the initial value-type

problems. This method is based on the bi-

variate Taylor series—the Taylor series

for functions of two variables. The Runge-
Kutta method treats the derivative as a

function of two variables, the function

itself and the function's variable. For ex-

ample, a differential equation such as
f - 1 -(- ft2 + tt2 has f ' as a function of two
variables, f and t.

The Runge-Kutta method requires the

user to provide the function as a routine

that can be called often, but approximates
the derivatives. The number of terms used
is the order of the method. Orders of two
on up are sometimes used, but the fourth-

order method is most often used.

The error associated with the fourth-

Figure 1

order Runge-Kutta algorithm is related to

the size of the step used; it is approx-

imately h^ vi/here h is the size of the steps

taken.

The algorithm is:

x{\. + h) = x(t) + (F1-h2*F2 + 2-F3 + F4)/6 where;

F1 =H-F(T,X)

90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
17
180
190

REM ****** Runge-Kutta method for solving ******
REM ****** differential equations ******
REM ****** BY Bruce Powel Douglass ******
DEF FNDY(X,Y)=X-2*X*Y 'function to be solved for
DEF FNZ(X) = .5-EXP{-X[2)/2 'actual analytic solution
DEFINT I-N:DEFDBL F ,X ,Y , H : 0$=" ###.#####

"

CLS:PRINT TAB ( 16 ); "DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER" : PRINT
TAB(14);"VIA 4TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTE METHOD" : PRINT
TAB(18);"BY BRUCE POWEL DOUGLASS"
PRINT:H=,1: INPUT-ENTER STEP SIZE" ; H : C= . 05 : INPUT"ENTER
STEP-SIZE CONVERGENCE CRITERION" ; C: XE=2 : INPUT" ENTER
STARTING POINT, INTIAL VALUE, ENDING POINT" ;X ,Y ,XE
REM ****** 4TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA STARTER ******
REM
FOR K=l TO 10000 : Yl = Y : H2 = H/2

Fl = H*FNDY(X,Y)
F2 = H*FNDY(X+H2,Y-HFl/2)
F3 = H*FNDY(X4-H2,Y-fF2/2)
F4 = H*FNDY(X-FH,Y-fF3)
Y = Y -H (Fl-FF2*2-i-F3*2+F4)/6
X = X -t- H
GOSUB 23
IF ABS(Y1-Y)<C THEN H=H*4 ELSE IF ABS(Y1-Y)>C THEN H=H/4

200 IF X>=XE THEN GOTO 220
210 NEXT K
220 PRINT: PRINT"RESULTS ARE: " :GOSUB230 : END
230 PRINT''X="; :PRINTUSINGUS;X, : PRINT, "Y-"; : PRINTUSINGU$;Y;
240 PRINT, "STEP ="; :PRINTUSINGU$;H; iPRINT" LOOP = ";K
250 PRINT TAB(16) ;''REAL ANSWER IS" ; : PRINTUSINGUS ; FNZ (X)
260 RETURN
270 END

Program Listing 5. Runge-Kutta method (Basic)

first the driver routine
READ (5,1)T,X,H,STEPS)

read in the initial value of the function (X)

,

the value for T, X, H and the number of steps
T=starting place, H=step size, STEPS=# of steps
F is a defined function to be numerical integrated

CALL RUNGE(P,T,X,H, STEPS)
WRITE(5 ,2)T,X
F0RMAT{5X, 2E20.13)
FORMAT( 'point =',T,' result='X)
END
SUBROUTINE RUNGE ( F , T,X , H , STEPS)
H2 = H/2.0
DO 1 K=l, STEPS
Fl = H*F(T, X)
F2 = iI*F(T+H2, X+Fl/2.0)
F3 = B*F{1+U2, X-I-F2/2.0)
F4 = H*F(T-^H, X+F3)
T = T + H
X = X-(-{Pl+2.0*F2 + 2.0*F3-HF4)/6.0
RETURN
F is the defined function {example function shown)

FUNCTION F(T,X)
F=SQRT(T-I-X*X) +SIN(T) *SIN(T)
RETURN

Program Listing 6. Runge-Kutta method (Fortran)
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F2 =H-F(T+H/2,X + F1/2)

F3 =H'FfT + H/2,X + F2/2)

F4 =H-FfT + H,X + F3)

The method Is used in Program Listings 5-7.

in the Euler method, oniy a single point

and a slope are used to generate an ap-

proximation for the next point to be
calculated. This approach does not take
into consideration the behavior of the
curve around the point, but merely the

derivative of the curve at the point.

The Runge-Kutta method, however,
uses a Vi/eighted average of four predicted

points and uses this to generate the next

point. Because we are using more infor-

mation to generate the next point vi/ith the

Runge-Kutta method than with the Euler

method, we incorporate much less error.

To be more precise, the steps used to

calculate the next point are:

• Estimate the value of the function at

t -I- h/2 (one half of the step size used plus

the current value of t).

• Calculate the slope there and re-

estimate the value of the point at t + h/2

using the calculated slope.

• Make another estimate, but this time at

t + h, and calculate the slope at this

estimated value,

• Now, take a weighted average of all

these estimations and add this to the cur-

rent value of the function to get the next

value of the function.

The error incorporated into tlie predic-

tions of the next point v*/ith this method is

much less than with the Euler method.
The error associated with the Euler meth-
od is of the order h^ and the error associ-

ated with the Runge-Kutta method is of

the order h^ where h is the step size used.

So for even a small h, there can be quite an
increase in accuracy.

What should be the step size? I suggest
you use a power of two as your step size,

but this is not always necessary nor desir-

able. The round-off error in adding and
multiplying by the step size can be mini-

mized since a power of two can be repre-

sented exactly in the computer, whereas a
power of 10 (such as .01) cannot. A better

number to use would be 1/128, which
equals 0.0078125.

Should the step size change or be con-

stant? Generally, application programs
use a self-adjusting step size. There is a
trade-off between computation time and
computed accuracy, if you want high ac-

curacy, you must wait a long time for the

answer. If you want the answer today, you
will want less computation. Compound
this problem with the fact that the behav-

ior of a general function may be vastly dif-

ferent in some portions than in others,

and you have a sticky mess indeed.

in terms of the trade-off of computation
time and accuracy, less calculation is

necessary when the slope of the function

is relatively constant, and more when the

function's derivative is rapidly changing.
To accommodate this, researchers have
developed methods for changing step size

to keep accuracy approximately constant.

If the function is well-behaved in a cer-

tain area, increase the step size—we are

wasting time. On the other hand, if the
function is not well-behaved, then de-

crease the step size—we are losing accu-
racy. (A good reference is in the Society
for Industrial Applied Ma thema tics (StA M)
Journal of Numerical Analysis, Volume
10, Numbers, October 1973, "Alogorithms
for Changing The Step Size," by Fred T.

Krogh.)

In-depth treatment of the topic is well

beyond the scope of this article, but we
will use it in the applications Runge-
Kutta program (see Listing 5). We use the

simple halving-doubling of step size in

this and the other programs, although
there are some stability problems associ-

ated with it. It is conceptually simple and
easy to code.

Predictor-Corrector Methods

The methods we have looked at so far

are called single-step methods, because if

x(t) is known for some t, then x(t -i- h) is cal-

culated without knowing the solution at

points earlier than t.

The other main class of methods is

called multi-step methods, because sever-

al values of the function (x(t-h),
x(t - 2- h), x(t - 3- h), and so on) are used to

compute the new value of x(t). These tend
to be much more efficient than the single-

step methods, but they have the drawback
of not being self-starting. This means you
need to know several points before you
can use these methods. Single-step meth-
ods are self-starting.

In application programs, the usual ap-

proach is to use a single-step method to

get started, and then switch to a multi-

step method once you have generated

enough points. In the programs presented

below, the single-step method used is a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.

One common multi-step method is the

Adams-Moulton method. It is governed by
the equations;

PROGRAM DIFFEQ;
VAR

X, T, F, Fl, P2, F3, F4, H : REAL;
LOOP : INTEGER;

PROCEDURE RUNGE(VAR X, T, H : REAL);
VAR

F, Fl, F2, F3, F4, H2 : REAL;
LOOP : INTEGER;

BEGIN
H2 := H/2;
FOR LOOP := 1 TO STEPS DO

BEGIN
Fl 1= H*F(T,X)

;

F2 != H*F(T-HH/2, X+Fl/2) ;

F3 :» H*F(T-fH/2, X-HF2/2) ;

F2 != H*F(T-t-H,X-(-F3)
;

T := T -F H;
X :- X-^(F1-k2*F2-h2*F3+F4)/6;

END
END; { END-RUNGE }

(**)
FUNCTION F(T,X:REAL) : REAL;

BEGIN
F := 2 (- X*Tia2/5 { USER-DEFINED FUNCTION HERE }

END; { END-F(T,X) }

(**)
BEGIN { MAIN PROGRAM }

WRITELN{ 'FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA ALGORITHM');
WRITELNCENTER INITIAL POINT AND VALUE');
READ (T, X)

;

WRITELN( 'ENTER STEP SIZE AND END-POINT');
READ (H, E)

;

RUNGE(T, X, H, E)

;

WRITELN('THE SOLUTION IS ');
WRITELN( 'T=' ,T, ' F=' ,F)

;

END.

Program Listing 7. Runge-Kutta method (Pascal)
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TRS-80' Customers complaining of tape loading blues?

DEALERS HELP THEM!!

With two new products for home enthusiasts and the

smmll volumm software producers. The-

DATA CONDITIONER (,ugg<it«d r<i>ii s 69-95 >

and

copy CONDITIONER (<uii.»teii r*i.n $149.95'

COMPLETE COMPUTER/CASSETTE INTERFACES WHICH

PRODUCE SUPERIOR RECORDINGS AMD ELIMINATE

CLOAD ABORTS.
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INFORMATION & PRICES
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EDflS 3.5
EDAS is a sophisticated Editor

and Asseinbler for TRS-80 I & III

• Ail te)(t may be Inputin upperor
lower case.

• Assemble directly from one or

more disk files via *GET.

• Assemble to disk or memory
• Binary, octal, decimal, hex, and

string constants; Multiple con-

stants may be input on a single

line.

. CMDFILE utility included.

. Conditional assembly support.

. Cross-Reference utility.

. DOSfunctionsDIR, FREE, KILL,

and LIST are supported.

. 14-character labels including

special chars. "@", "S",".","?",

. Editor includes block move,

global change, renumber, find.

. EDTASM & M-80 source files

can be read or written.

• Expression evaluator supports

+, -, *, /, MOD plus logical AND,

OR, and XOR.
. Paged Stifled listings with page

numbers and date/time,

, PAGE, TITLE, SUBTTL, SPACE,

S COM pseudo-ops supported.

• Set memory size, page prompt,

JCL execution, Abort option.

. EDASissupportedwithTRSDOS
compatible DOSs (LDOS, VTOS).

, Price is S79.00 + $4.00. S&H,

MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS MISOSYS
to
>-
CO
o
CO

CO
>-

(0
o
(0

LDOS,Version5.1 isthe Ultimate in Operating

Systems for the TRS-80 Models I and III.

MISOSYS is your East Coast Headquarters

for LDOS, the documented system! Version

5.1 is prioed at $129.00 + $5.00 SSH per

system. Deduct $35 if ordering both.
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CO

i
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Ldl Ju Li

SASOSIIAI SASOSIIAI SASOSIIAI SASOSIIAI SASOSIIrtI

DSMBLR: A 2-pass Z-80 labeling disassembler.

Output to Video, Printer, or Disk. $20

DISKMOD: Turn EDTASM 1.2 into disk assembler

with block move, global change, more. $30

THE B00Ks: Volume I gives access to all math

operations in Level II. Volume II explains

KI, DO, PR & Cassette I/O. Per volume: $15

All programs Model I/III compatible. For S&H

include $2 + $.50 per unit. {VA res. add 4%}

MISOSYS - Dept. M4

P.O. Box 4848
Alexandria, VA 22303-0848

703-960-2998 MicroNET 70140.310
Dealers Inquiry Invited

MasterCard

^ 123

CON80Z: Translates assembler
source files from Intel

808tf to Zilog Z-80. $50

CONVCPM: Transfers CPM files
{8"-SDEfJ, selected 5")

to LDOS diskettes. $30

FED: Screen -or ion ted FILE

"zapping" utility. $40

FILTER: Application pack of

14 filter programs with
assembler source. $60

HELP/QRC: Very fast screen

prompts for LIB, L6ASIC
Utilities. With Quick

Reference Card. $25

MONITOR: Take control of 1/0

disk errors to attempt

recovery w/o ABORT. $25

LED: The LDOS ASCII/HEX word

processing type editor.

Edit JCL KSM FU + $40

MSP-01: This support package
includes PARMDIR: a JCL

file generator & report
generator for DIR info;

MEMOIR: produces a DIR

of high memory; DOAUTO:
exec any AUTO command;

DOCONFIG: re-initialize
to a COfJFIG/SYS. $50

PDS: Add Partitioned Data
Set functions. Directly
exec CMD members, $40

SOLE: Create Mod-I bootable
DOEH diskettes. $25

ZGRAPH: Graphic applications

created on the screen

with full editing. $40
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x'(i) = F(x(i) ) (the differential equation}—eq i

x(t + h) = x(t) + h/2'l(55F(x(t) ) - 59F(x(t - h) )—eq. 2

+ 37F(x(t - 2h) ) - 9F(x(1 - 3h) ) )

In practice, the above scheme is never

used alone, but in conjunction with

another equation. Formula 2 above is

called the predictor, and the additional

formula is called the corrector. A correc-

tor often used with the Adams-Moulton

method is shovt/n belovi':

x(t + li) = x(t) + h/24(9F(x-) + 19F(y(l) )— eq. 3

-5F(x(t-h})+ F(x(t-2li))}

where * means predicted by eq. 2 above.

Thus, you can think of eq. 2 as predicting a

value for x(t + h)cal!edx*, used by the cor-

rector (eq. 3) to get a more accurate

estimate of the true answer.

The method shown above is a fourth-

order method, since four values are re-

quired in each iteration. The increased ef-

ficiency occurs because once we have

calculated the value of x(t), we do not have

to calculate it again for the new iteration;

instead we can store it, such as in an ar-

ray. We then rotate the array each itera-

tion, so that last iteration's x(t) becomes
this iteration's x(t-h). Thus, we don't

have to recalculate the points each time,

and only need to calculate one new value

each iteration. In the fourth-order Runge-

Kutta method, we must calculate four

values each time. For real applications, in

which the function may take a fairly long

time to be calculated, this can be a con-

siderable savings.

There are many predictor-corrector

methods around. My personal favorite

was developed by Hamming of IBM. Some
methods are unstable, which means er-

rors propagate with increasing magnitude

in each step. Milne's method falls into the

unstable category but if you don't have

too far to go, Milne's method will get you
there quickly. Hamming's method is sta-

ble. In fact, if the differential equation is a

polynomial of order six or less, the answer
is exact, within machine accuracy.

The algorithm is shown below. The
Hamming method uses more terms than

most other predictor-corrector methods,

so I will use the following notation. P(j) is

the value of the predictor at t = j, M(j) is the

value of the predictor modifier at t = j, C(j)

is the value of the corrector at t = j. The

function is F(j). The subscripts will be

shown as plus or minus a number (F(j + 1)

means the value of the function at the

next (j + 1) interval).

Predict P(i -i- 1 1 = F(j - 3) -t- dh(2F'(j) - F'(j - 1 ) -f 2F'{i - 2))/3

Modity : M(j -i- 1) = P(j -i- 1) -f 1 12(C|J) - P(i)|/121

Program Listing 8. Hamming's method (Basic)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

11
12
13
141

15'

161

17'

18!

191

201

211

22!

23'

24!

25!

261
271

281

291

301

311

321

331

341

351

36!

371

381

391

40!

411

421

431

44(

45(

461

47!

4 8(

49(

Y='
501

511
52!
53(
541
55(

56(
571

58(
591
601
611
62[
63t
64t
65i;

66t

******
******
******

REM ****** HAMMING'S METHOD FOR SOLVING
R2f.5 ****** DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
REM ****** BY BRUCE POWEL DOUGLASS
CLEAR 800:DEFDBL C ,P ,M ,X ,y ,H ,D ,F
H-VAL( "0.01000000000000000000") :C-VAL( ".0050000000000000";
DEF FNDY(X,Y) =X-2*X*Y: 'DIFF EQ TO BE SOLVED
DEF FNZ(X) == .5-EXP(-X[2)/2 'ACTUAL SOLUTION
DEFINT J-L:US="###. *#########"
CLS:PRINT TAB ( 16) ; "DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION SOLVER" : PRINT
TAB{10);"VIA HAMMINGS' PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR METHOD":
PRINT TAB(18);"BY BRUCE POWEL DOUGLASS"

) PRINT:INPUT"ENTER STEP SI ZE" ; H : INPUT"ENTER STEP-SIZE
CONVERGENCE CRITERION" ; C : XE=2 : INPUT"
ENTER STARTING POINT, INTIAL VALUE, ENDING POINT" ; X ,y ,XE

) INPUT"1. TABLE OUTPUT, OR 2. REAL-TIME PLOT";PL
) INPUT"I. NO HARD COPY AT END, OR 2. HARD COPY";HC
1 IF PL-2 THEN GOSUB 530
) GOTO 260 'BYPASS RUNGE-KUTTA SUBROUTINE
) REM ****** 4TH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA STARTER ******
1 H2=H/2 : X{0)=X : Y{0)=Y2
1 FOR K=i TO 3

1 Fl = H*FNDY(X,Y2)
1 P2 = H*FNDY(X-HH2,Y2-l-Fl/2)
1 F3 = H*FNDY[X-hH2,Y24-F2/2)
1 F4 - H*FNDY(X-l-H,Y2-l-F3)
1 X = X + H : X(K) = X

1 Y2 = Y2 -I- (Fl-l-F2*2-FF3*2-l-F4)/6 : Y(K)=Y2
1 NEXT K
1 RETURN
I REi^ ******
1 Y2=Y:G0SUB 160
i D(1)=FNDY(X(1) ,Y(
I D{3)=FNDY(X(3) ,Y(
I IF I<4 THEN P1=C1
I P2 = Y(0) -I- 4*H/3

NOW THE DRIVER ******

:D(2) =FNDY(X{2) ,Y(2;

,2*D(3)-D(2)-i-2*D(ll
I M2 = P2 - 112/121*(P1 - CI) : MP = FNDY (X (3) -)-H,M2)
I C2 = (9*Y(3)-Y(l)-i-3*H*CMP-i-2*D(3)-D(2) ) )/8
IF I<3 THEN P2=C2

I Y(4) = C2 -H 9/121*(P2-C2)
i X - X(3)^-H : Y ^ Y(4) : Y1=Y(3) : X(4)=X
i GOSUB 490
I CI = 02 : Pi = P2:I = I-(-l

' IF INT(I/10) OI/10 THEN 440
, REM ****** NOW ADJUST STEP SIZE ******
IF ABS(P2-C2)<C THEN H=H*2
IF ABS(P2-C2)>C THEN H=H/2
Y2=Y(4) : X=X(4) : GOTO 270 'IF ADJUST STEP SIZE,
RECALCULATE 1ST 4 POINTS
IF X>=XE THEN 470
FOR J=l TO 4:Y(J-1)=Y(J) :X(J-1)=X(J) :D(J~1)=D(J) :NEXT J
GOTO 29
IF HC=2 THEN GOSUB 650
PL=1: PRINT 0896 , "RESULTS ARE: "; : GOSUB 4 90 : END
IF PL=2 THEN 600 ELSE PRINT"X=" ; X; : PRINT"

; :PRINTUSINGU$;Y;
PRINT" STEP ='';H; :PRINT" LOOP = ";I
PRINT TAB( 16)

; "REAL ANSWER =" ; : PRINTUSINGU$; FNZ (X)
RETURN
'** SET UP REAL-TIME PLOT **

CLS: INPUT" ENTER LOWER & UPPER LIMITS FOR Y";YL,YU
CLSiFOR 1-10 TO 127:SET(I,40) :NEXT I

FOR 1=0 TO 40:SET{10,I) :NEXT I

PRINT(a0,YU; : PRINT@832 , YL ; : PRINT(a898 ,X; :PRINT@956 ,XE;
YC={YU-YL)/40 : XC= { XE-X) /117
RETURN
'** PLOT IT **

XP=X/XC-)-10 : YP = 40-Y/YC
IF XP>127 OR XP<0 OR YP>47 OR YP<0 THEN 640
SET[XP,YP)
RETURN
' ** READ VIDEO SCREEN & OUTPUT ** '

M$=" "-i-STRINGg(33,"*") : NS=" " 'NS=2 SPACES

Listing 8 Continues
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Our Users asKea Tor it, and we mady ihe

best TRS-80 disk assembler even better!

Now M-ZAL has:

Recursive MACROS with full symbolic parameter
substitution

Conditional assembly with unlimited nesting

Text Editor warm-start/recovery option

Support for aii popular source file formats

Load Module inspect/superzap using LINKER

and the features that made it famous:

True multi-pass assembly

Full Screen Option Menus
ENTRY/EXTERN symbols, relocation,and object

module linking

8 character labels with sorted symbol table

Buiit-in symbol table cross-reference

Nested 'INCLUDES (source file chaining/nesting]

Lower case support (Model 3 only)

Over 175 pages of documentation including

Z-80 Technical Manual
Full Screen Text Editing and much, much more!

M-ZAL provides a modular, structured development
environment ttiat mokes programming your TRS-80

a truly enjoyable experience, Order yours today

(Requires 32i<. 2 disk system)
'

*1050-10 Mod 1 $149,00

*1250-10 Mod 3 $149,00

r
' jw iTTE-jT *»/;»». y^ rv f^

CAU Developme "
"

The Professionals unoice.

Full Screen Text Editor for BASIC: we were the first to

give the TRS-80 this indispensable ability! A must for

every BASIC programmer;
#1010-20 Mod 1 324,95
#1210-20 Mod 3 329.95

T-ZAL; custom designed for the Model 3, this tope
based assembler has many of M-ZAL's most
desired features,

#1250-20 Mod 3 only 349,95

XBUG: for machine language analysis and
debugging—this tiny (2.5k] but powerful program
lets you do it all!

#1020-10 Modi 31995
#1220-10 Mod 3 319.95

FILEXFER: transfer any disk file between two TRS-80s,

Use direct cable link or RS modems, Mod 1 and
Mod 3 can be mixed. RS-232 and disk reqd.

#1040-10 Mod 1 and 3 $49.95

f'See List of Advertisers on page 339

'We''
- 'low, and it's L''

^^'

'T/^e edi
prodi
gooc
'utilifh

fr\ 'fir,

mi.

I \^y It I fJi uyi Ut

'

' :id paid for the
-William Dennian
Author of Asylum

: of least doubled my
-^nfy...Having spent a

, y on so colled
' '^ork, it's a d&Hgiit

t only lives up to its

< '^s the advertising'

-BASIC tditor user ^
Our choice for the best TRS-80 DOS:

DOSPLUS 3,4 Modi 3149.00

DOSPLUS 3,4 Mod 3 3149.00

Call or write for more information.

All products require level II,

Mail orders specify catalog #.

Send check, money order, or MC/VISA
numbers and expiration date to:

Computer Applications Unlimited

P.O. Box 214, Dept. ABM Rye, New York 10580

(914) 937 6286

N.Y. State residents odd applicable sales tax,

Outside USA and Canada add $7.00 shipping.

Dealer Inquiries Invited,

ni I COMPUTER
'JlJ APPUCAnONS

UNLIMITED Mm
a div. of CAU. In

^120

TRS-80 is a TM of Tandy Corp M-ZAL is a TM of CAU, Inc.

Z-80 is a TM of Zilog, Inc.
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mm

Copernica nathemottco

Listing 8 Continued

670 FOR K=l TO 16 '# OF VIDEO LINES
680 LS{1)="" : LS{2)="" : L$(3)="" : FOR L=0 TO 63
690 J=PEEK( (K-l) *64+15360+L) ' CURRENT SCREEN BYTE
700 IF (J AND 128) =0 THEN

L${1)=LS(1)+NS:LS(2)-LS(2)+CHRS(J)+" " : L? ( 3 ) =LS ( 3 ) + NS
:GOTO 740 'NON-GRAPHICS ??

710 LS[1)-L$(1)+MID?(MS, (J AND 1) +1 , 1) +HID$ (MS , ( J AND
2)+l,l)

720 LS[2)=L$(2)+MID5(HS, (J AND 4} +1 , 1) +MID $ (M? , ( J AND
8)+l,l)

730 L?(3)=L$(3)+MID$(MS,(J AND 16 ) +1 , 1 ) +MIDS (M$ , ( J AND
32}+lrl)

740 NEXT L
750 LPRINT LS(1):LPRINT L${2):LPRINT L${3}
760 NEXT K:LPRINT"RESULTS: X=" ; X

, "y=" ;

Y

770 RETURN

Correct; C(j + 1) = (9F(j) - F(j - 2) + 3h(M'(j + 1) + 2F'(j) -

: F'(J-1))

Final : F(i + l) = C(j + 1)-9(c(j + 1|- Py + 1) |/121

This method requires four values to find

a fifth, and so a Runge-Kutta method is

used within the program (see Listing 8) to

generate these. Further, a self-adjusting

step size is used in the program. As an ad-

ditional treat, the program will either put

out the values of the function into a table

(for the printer or the screen) or do a real-

time plot of the values on the screen or

line printer. Any printer will work with this

program, since byte resolution is used on
the printer.

For interested readers, a more ad-

vanced version of this program, along

with several other programs, including

linear programming, matrix functions (ad-

dition, division, inverse, transpose, all

eigenvalues and vectors of a non-symetric

matrix), non-linear equation solvers,

simultaneous equations solvers, and
autocorrelation are contained in my new
Numerical Analysis Package for Micro-

computers (NAPM) for the TRS-80 Model I

and III. It is available for the price of $89.95

(disk version) or $79.95 (tape version). If

you're interested write me at (specify disk

format Model I or III):

Bruce Powel Douglass

1005 West Mam
Vermillion. SD 57069

The Hamming's method program plots

the result on the screen or produces a

table of results. You may output the

results to the printer at the end. If you
choose the real-time plot, the program will

do a graphics plot of the function after

asking for the range of the Y values. When
it comes time to plot the result on the

printer, it will scan the screen and plot an

asterisk for each graphics block set. This

means your printer must be able to handle
127 characters across the page. For most
printers, this capability is provided in the

16 cpi (characters per inch) or compressed
font. The program assumes that you are in

the correct font when it begins to plot,

meaning that you must either set the ap-

propriate DIP switches on your printer, or

you must output the appropriate codes to

the printer to put it into that font. For the

Itoh 8510 or NEC 8023 printers, the ap-

propriate codes are 27 and 81. To output

these codes, just enter the command line

LPRINT CHR$(27);CHR$(81).

If you want to keep a constant step size,

add the line 385 GOTO 440.

Some Practical Applications

We know that velocity and acceleration

are related. If we assume constant ac-

celeration due to gravity (980.621 cm/sec=

or 32.1725 ft/sec'), and we let a rock fall

from a high altitude, how fast will it

be travelling after one second? Two
seconds?

This is a simple problem to solve

analytically, but it will serve our purposes
as a simple numerical problem. We first

need to write the differential equation:

where g is the constant gravitational ac-

celeration, and we start with the initial

condition that the rock initially (t = 0) Is at

rest (x'(0) = 0).

This problem is a simple matter to plug

into any of our programs. You would find

the appropriate line number in the pro-

gram for the user-defined function and
type in DEF FN DY(X,Y) -32.1725 (English

units). The answer: You would be travel-

ling at 32 feet per second after one second
and 64 feet per second after two seconds.

Consider a slightly less trivial problem.

A resting body with starting mass of 200

grams is subjected to a force of 2000

dynes, and during the period of accelera-

tion, loses mass at the rate of 1 gram per

second. Further, air resistance equal to

twice its veiocity is trying to slow it down.

What is the velocity after two minutes?

The differential equation is

X' ^ f(x.t) = {2000 - 2x)/{200 - t).x(O) =

This is entered into the program as DEF
FN DY(X,Y) = (2000 - 2'Y)/(200 - X).

The solution of the problem at two min-

utes is about 840 cm/sec, and plotted with

the Hammings program, it looks like Fig. 2.

For a more interesting example of a

graph, Fig.3shows the plot of the solution

to the differential equation y'[x) = sin(xy)

-I- exp( - y/2). To enter it into the Hamming
program, merely type the line 60 DEF FN
DY(X,Y) = SIN(X' Y) + EXP( - Y/2).

Some other time, we will look at the

methods of solving systems of differential

equations and higher-order differential

equations, and simulate a few mathemati-

cal models, such as the well-known preda-

tor-prey ecological model.

Figure 2

Figure 3
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OWNERS

LOW COST ARCHIVE OR DISK

BACK-UP TAPE STORAGE SYSTEM

The BETA-80 is a low cost, high speed, direct access digital

tape system which provides one megabyte ot storage per

drive. The dual drive configuration provides two megabytes

on line. The BETA-80 has been interfaced to the Model III

TRS-80* for use in backing up costly diskettes. It provides

direct access at better than 100 inches per second and will

store 10 single density 5-1/4" diskettes on a standard C60

cassette.

Write or phone MECA (or details.

IIICCSI (714)365-7686

7350 Acoma Trail, Suite 3 - Yucca Valley, CA 92284
,.^304

-Manufacturers Registered Trademark

Dept. 601

1236 E. Colonial Drive

Orlando, Florida 32303 USA
Voice (305) 894-4744

BBS 24 Hour Electronic Mall

Order (305) 277-0473

Micronet 71555.520

Write For Free Catalog

Over 700 items in Diskettes,

Business Software, Games, Utilities,

Paper, Labels, Ribbons, Checks,

Storage Boxes, Furniture, Binders

and Hardware, * - Mfg. Trademark

FREE SHIPPING except hardware

DISK WITH / MANUAL
MANUAL; ONLY

MICROPRO®
Super SortI . . . .$192/$36

CalcStar $250/$36

Spell Star $175/NA
WordStar $315/$54

Mail Merge $104/NA

Word Star/

Mail Merge, , .$410/NA

WordMaster ....$115/$36

Data Star $244/$54

MICROSOFT"
Basic-80 $285

Basic Compiler , . . .$325

Cobol-80 $570

Edit-80 $ 82

Fortran $345
Macro-80 $140

Xmacro-86 $255

M-Sort $120

Mu Math/

MuSimp $220

Mu Lisp/

MuStar $170

Typing Tutor $ 27

-See List ot Advertisers on page 339

PEACHTREE®
General Ledger ,$399/$40

Acct Receivable $399/$40

Acct Payable , . ,$399/$40

Payroll $399/$40

Inventory $399/$40

Surveyor $399/$40

Property Mgt , , ,$799/$40

CPA Client

Write-up $799/$40

P5Version Add $129

Plastic File Box
50-5'/." $ 19

5y4"LibraryCase ,$ 3
8" Library Case . , ,$ 4

Head Clean Kit $ 23

Floppy Saver $11,95

Floppy Saver Rings$ 6,95

RIBBONS
Radio Shack®
LP1,2&4 4 pk $18,95

LP3&5 .3pkrefill$13.95

LP6&8 .3pkrefill$11.95

Daisy Wheel
(black) 10 pk refill $24-95

(brown, blue or red)

6 pk refill $24.95

Epson MX-80/& F/T

3 pk refill $16.95

MICROSOFT*
Z-80Softcard $295

RAM card $155

Basic Compiler $299

Fortran-80 $175

Cobol-80 $499

Tasc $135

Typing Tutor $ 21

Olympic Decathlon .$ 25

MICROPRO"
SuperSorl 1 . . . .$155/$36

Mail Merge $ 85/NA
WordStar $238/$36

Word Star/

Mail Merge . . .$319/NA
CalcStar $155/$36

Data Star $225/$54

Spell Star $149/NA

PERSONAL SOFTWARE*'

Visicalc3.3 $155
Visiterm $127

Visiplot $145
Visidex $155
Visitrend/Plot $225

Visifile $195

Desktop/Plan II . . . .$155

Visipak $555

RADie SHACK

MODEL I & III'-

NEWDOS80 2.0....$139
LD0S5.1 115

Maxi-Manager $ 89

GAMES
Adventure International

Big Five Q1y,1-5% Off

AvalonHill 2-10% Off

Med System 3-15% Off

Acorn 5-20% Off

Epyx and Others
MODEL m

CREATIVE COMPUTER
Depreciation

System $350/25

Inventory Control $495/25

Other Acctq. SystemsCall
Yahtze;: . . i 2A95

ftAR^J^^

PRINTERS
Epson MX 100 Call

Epson MX 80FT Call

Epson MX 80 Call

Okida1a80A $349

Okidata82A $489

Okidata83A $729

Okidata84 $1049

NECPC8023A $550

NEC 7710 Call

NEC 7720 Call

MODEMS
Hayes Smart Modem $245

Hayes Clock-

Cronograph $235

Lexicon-11 Acoustic $139

Lexicon-12

Direct/Acoustic ..$159

MONITORS
AmdeklOO $139

Amdek 100 Green. . .$155

AmdekColorl $349

Sanyo45099" $199

Sanyo 5109 9" Grn . .$219

Sanyo 6013 13"Color $419

NECKB1201 M $179

NECJC1201 M Color. $349

TERMINALS
Adds Viewpoint $589

Televideo910 $569

Televideo920C $739
Televideo912C $679

Televldeo 950C $929

f^ 190

Most orders out in 24 hours

with VISA, M/C, Money Order,

Cashier Chech, Bank Wire

and CO D Personal ctieck

over $150 allow 10-14 days

Mail order only. Prices subject

lo change 9-8 M-F, 9-6 Sat.
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by Paul Wiener

Last month we began discussing the

programming logic used in such com-
puter strategy games as reversi and
chess. The method is known as the com-
petitive tree search. Part I left practicaiity

behind to examine theory. In this finai

part, we'll make our tree search more like

the real thing. While continuing to keep
our search limited to three ply, we'll drop
the assumption that our opponent is not

attemptingtofoilourstrategyand win the

game himself. If you haven't read Part I in

the August issue, i suggest you do so to

avoid confusion.

Let's consider a simple evaluation pro-

cedure. We will simply add all our material

in a given terminal position, and likewise

for the opponent's. For our materia! count,

we can use standard chess values—

a

pawn equals one, a bishop equals three, a

rook equals five, and so on. When we
know the value of our own material, and
the value of the opponent's, we will divide

the former by the latter. The higher the

ratio, the more material we have in rela-

tion to the opponent, and the better (we
hope) our position.

An interesting compromise has already

been made here. We have chosen to use
division as a basis of material com-
parison, rather than subtraction. This

might be a good idea because a one pawn
(a point) advantage early in the game,
when both sides still have most of their

pieces, is not as important as being a
pawn ahead near the end when nearly all

the other material has been traded off.

Division reflects the increase of unit

value as the material on the board di-

minishes. Subtraction does not. But
division uses more CPU time than sub-
traction. So division might not be the best
idea after all. Normally, competitive tree-

search development involves a lot of ex-

perimentation and fine tuning to resolve

such uncertainties.

Our evaluation routine might as well

also convert all ratios to a percentage

score. Ninety percent would indicate that

in a given position, our side has 90 percent
of the material. A 10 percent evaluation

would show the preponderance of mate-
rial belongs to the opponent.
Our evaluation also has to know that

checkmating the opponent is a consum-
mately desirable situation, and being
checkmated is totally unacceptable, re-

gardless of the material balance. So our
evaluation will assign a value of 100 per-

cent to any node in which we checkmate
the opponent, and zero to any in which we
get mated.

Once we've designed our evaluation

procedure, we need to modify our tree

search as well. In the cave, we were able
to cut our search short as soon as we
found the egress. But in a chess game,
there's no guarantee that we'll find a mate
in three ply. In fact, if the game is just

starting, we almost certainly won't. So
we'll have to generate and evaluate every
terminal. Actually, alpha-beta pruning can

PLY

6
90 40 45 95 99 20

PLY3

Figure 6
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UPER UTILITY PLUS

I believe Super Utility or Super Utility Plus should

be present at every serious TRS-80 disk installa-

tion."

We didn't say this; Paul Wiener did in 80 Microcomputing,

Ian. '82. ..but we sure agree with him!

You heard about it! You read about it (80 Microcomputing).

Now get the "cadillac" at a special price!

Compatible with MOD I, and MOD 111, and all the current

operating systems! Copy files from any DOS to any DOS,
MOD I or III, without converting!

Zap Disk repair Format without erase

Purge Memory Disk copy

Format FiU; Utility Special disk copy

Special Format Tape Copy Configurable System

MUCH MORE- Mod I & Mod III on Same Disk

For MOD !/lll...$74.95

NEW! Back up copy now included.

Also available; SuuBf Uliliiy Plus I'ECH. MANUAL, ^U.%
and "Inside Super Ulility Plus," 519.95

INTRODUCING. ..

BASIC/S COMPILER SYSTEM
The BASIC/S Compiler System consists of two main programs- BASIC/S

and BASIC S ll/CMD- along with numerous supplementary files. Both

BASIC/S and BASIC/S II are compilers for a large subset of TRS-80 Disk

BASIC - the first one, BASIC/S, is itself a BASIC program while BASICS
ll/CMD is a machine language version, compiled by BASCOM{c).The
difference between tnem is that BASIC/S supports the full BASIC/S

subset, while BASIC/S II is an integer compiler - does not support

floating point. Other than that, the two compilers support essentially

the same BASIC subset. You get both compilers in one package; in

general, one would want to use BASIC/S II (because of its speed), but

when your application requires floating point, then BASIC/S is available.

Both compilers will run under virtually any MOD I/MOD IN DOS. At

least 48 K and one disk drive are required to use BASIC/S. Two drives are

certainly preferable.

Note; BASIC/S I! does NOT run under MOD U\ TRSDOS,

It will com pile up to a 2 60 line program- compiles directly into a/CM D
file, no linking or run time module needed. No royalties are required for

programs you write and compile with BASIC/S. The/CMD files created

by BASIC/S are very reasonably sized - typically, they are only 1 .2 - 2

times the size of your original BASIC source file. Quite often, if your

source file is only 1 granule, then so is the /CM D file made by BASIC/S.

The name BASIC/S means BASIC/Subset - it doesn't complete full

blown BASIC. It DOES support most of Level 11 Basic as well as the

essential elements of sequential and random disk I/O, including LRL

256. BASIC/S allows dimensioning arrays of all variable types, with up

to two dimensions; any one program can have up to 20 arrays. Also,

BASIC/S compiled programs can chain from one to another with no loss

of variables.

(Includes BASIC/S and BASIC/5 II)

<£RQ Q "^ BASIC/S Compiler System Manual is available for i25.00 of which
P**^--'-' no 00 is applicable toward the purchase of the BASIC/S System.

SENDFORDEAltRKII

HUNDREDS Of SATlSft€D USgRS.3CRfPtiJS 3.0

Scriplus is a modification u> '-( npsit*™ which enables you to

take advantage of the special functions, features, and print

formats of your printer while your document is being printed.

Allows you to:

change ^>« p ain ide^cJ print
change no. of clijracter! per inch
r ynderline in mi d- 1 1 ne

'

Features;

• Compatible with all current DOS's (I or III).

• Modifies ALL versions of SCRIPSIT".

• Allows usage of MOD I version on MOD 111.

• Allows MOD III versions to be BACKED UP for your protection.

• Files can be killed, loaded, merged, or chained from Scriplus

directory,

• Scriplus supplies an ALPHABETIZED directory with FREE space

shown.

• "END" returns to DOS READY instead of rebooting.

• Printer can be stopped for insertion of text or forms alignment.

Inserted text can be edited prior to resumption of printing.

• Specifically written for the MX-80 but will work with any printer

that accepts CHR$ codes for control.

• Optionally select line feed after carriage return.

For MOD l/III...$39.95

NEW from KIM WATT..

POWERDRAW
Full screen graphics lui iwJu i/ni.

Any current DOS

SAVES SCREENS IN SIX DIFFERENT FORMATS

POWERDRAW allows you to design graphic screens on your

video, and save them to as many as 33 memory buffers. These

buffers may be saved in 6 formats:

Compressed
EDAS
EDTASM

BASIC Strings

BASIC data

Load File

These files can be MERCED with your BASIC or assembly

program very easily. You can easily design professional screen

displays. You can also print the screens out on a "graphic"

printer. POWERDRAW contains a built-in MENU that really

makes drawing a BREEZE! If you own an EPSON printer, you

WANT and NEED POWERDRAW!.

For MOD I/lll...$39.95

Software Miih<-(s

send for ^jju -.ulntuM.i

1!S00 Sa-mmons FrL-ev.ay Suili 1^5

DdMdS, r,-x.i^ '-,^J.-i

MJcriHiel -fiUO jn ,

To t(rdpr

toil Ire*-: f{(KV.';2- '41:

nformation: (il4i 4(i4-2<>->i



Notes
BENEATH the KEYBOARD

help us restrict the breadth of our search,

as we'll soon see.

We'll continue to use a tree with only

three branches per node. In chess there

would usually be many more, but the dia-

grams would be unwieldy. Figure 6 shows
the path through our tree which generates

all terminal nodes. Further, it assumes
they've all been looked at by our evalua-

tion routine, and an evaluation is printed

for each.

Let's assume that we've reverted to a

breadth-first search, and that the data

shown in Fig. 6, including all the evalua-

tion scores, is stored in mennory. How can
we (or the computer) select the best move
on the basis of the data in the tree?

If the computer has white, the three

nodes on the second line of Fig. 6 are the

three choices immediately available to

white. The third line in the figure has nine

nodes. These represent black's answers
to white's choices. The first triad

represents black's responses to white's

first possible choice, the second group

contains responses to white's second
choice, and the third group holds black's

responses to white's iast legal option.

The fourth line shows white's replies to

black's responses. Again, the nodes are

grouped to show which are successors to

which parent nodes. Let's examine line

four systematically.The first three moves

on the line represent all of white's options

in a position which arises in a certain line

of play. They evaluate to 90, 40 and 45. The
highest evaluation, 90 percent, belongs to

the first of the three. Therefore, should we
actually find ourselves in the position

represented by the node at ply three,

number one, we know that by selecting

our best move, we'd secure a 90 percent

material advantage.

Let's incorporate this knowledge into

the tree by assigning the node at level two,

number one, the value of 90 (Fig. 7). If we
pick out the highest value for each of the

move groups at level four and pass that

value up to the parent node at level three,

we will have a map like the one shown in

Fig. 8. This tells us the best move in any

position that might arise at ply two. But

we don't know which position will arise.

And more importantly, we still don't know
what to do at ply one, where our immedi-

ate choice has to be made.

Time for the next step. Each group of

three nodes at level two represents

black's responses to a parent node at

level one. The first triad on level two
represents all black's possible responses

to white's first move at level one. The map
(Fig. 8) shows us that black's third pos-

sibility allows white to attain as much as

98 percent if he makes the correct reply at

level three.

Black's second possibility is even
worse for him, granting white the oppor-

tunity to achieve a 99. The first move in the

group, though not great for black, is the

best of the bunch, limiting white to, at

best, a 90 on the next ply. So if black finds

himself in the position represented at

level one, number one, his best bet would
be to choose the leftmost path leading to

the level two, number one.

We havejust demonstrated that if black

chooses correctly at ply one, number one,

the best evaluation white can achieve is

90 percent. Write 90 next to node one,

level one. If we analyze the two remaining

nodes at level one in the same way we did

the first, we'll finish with a map like the

one in Fig. 9.

Inspecting Fig. 9, we see that only one
of white's three options at the starting

position offers a better than even
chance— namely the first, or leftmost

choice. This option yields 90 percent with

best play by each side. Now our question

has been answered; we know where to

move. We should also copy the 90 from

the leftmost node of level one to level zero.

This indicates that the evaluation of the

current position is 90 percent, because
correct play by both sides leads to a 90

percent position at the terminal ply (Fig.

10 shows the final result of this search).

Let's review the process used to arrive

O PLY

90

-o -o

000 000 000
90 40 45 95 99 20 98 10 50

006600066
30 25 50 40 50 65 99 lOO 80

Figure 7

PlY I

PLY 2

000 000 000 PLY 3

90 10 10 35 40 50 35 50 50
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automated electronic mail
pick-up and delivery!

$79

The unique Automated Compute'"
Electronic MAIL package allows you to

send and receive ASCII files from your
COMPLETELY UNATTENDED TRS-80!

The new, highly sophisticated Version

1.4 works in conjunction with the
popular Hayes Stack Smartmodem®
featuring auto-onswer/outo-dial,
RS232C connpatabilify. 7 LED in-

dicators, on audio n-ionitor. over 30
commands, and is programmable in

any language Written by Mike
Moore,

O

rapid directory file processor!
$39

CO-DIR is a ropid directory file pro-

cessor which allows you to juggle

programs listed on a disk directory us-

ing pair of blinking cursors and a
single keystroke. Never type a pro-

gram name agoini Access any direc-

tory page or progrom instontiyl Ac-
cepts up to twelve commands and
has scrolling and word processing
features, Written by Hunt Brand/
Picotrin Technology, Inc.

OJIIDCRT
a remarkable

disl( directory catalogue! $39

Wildcat is a remorkable self-

commenting disk directory cota-
togue system which allows disk files

to be easily identified, even with

obscure or conflicting filespecs. It has
Q file abstract feature which includes

the first line remork of all types of files.

Wildcat even permits addition of a
permanent remark to object code
files for catalogue use. Written by Don
Fielding.

miCRD

custom modular
computer work centers!

desk $159 organizer $79

Our custom furniture features
modular engineering for system ar-

rangements and expansion. Each
designer-styled desk, shelf top
organizer, or printer stand comes in

almond, Might oak, walnut, or white
and presents a unique snap lock

system for easy ossembly. Desk
measures opprx. 48"W x 24"D x 27"H.

Organizer measures apprx. 48"W x

i2"D X 21"H. Call for free literature.

Designed by Max Fisch,

T-SHIRTS

custom computer t-shirts

Ace Computer Products presents a
new line of custom t-shirts designed
for the enthuisiost. Available in o
variety of colors and styles. Call for

free catalogue

27 22»i
call toll free!

Write or call ACE TOLL FREE at 1-800-

327-2283 for all software, hardware,
furniture, or computer accessories.

Florida residents coil 305-427-1257,

Please use the TOLL FREE line for

orders, prices, or literoture requests.

For technical assistance or service

use the Florida line. Mastercard or

Visa accepted. Freight added on oil

orders. Florida residents odd soles fox.

Prices and specificotions subject to

change. Software available for most
operating systems. Specify model
and DOS when ordering.

FINDING SOLUTIONS
TO PUZZLING PROBLEMS

t-'ig?

ace computer products of florida, inc.

1640 n.w. 3rd St., deerfleld beach, florida 33441 voice (305) 427-1257 data (305) 427-6300

OUDm TOIL FPFi l.gOO-327-?283
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BENEA

at this conclusion. First we looked at all

the terminal evaluations. Remember,
these evaluations are of positions in

vi'hich it was white's (the computer's)

move. Since Vi'hite tries to maximize the

evaluation, we passed the highest value in

each group up to the parent node and
used it as the evaluation factor for that

parent. This gave us an evaluation factor

for each node at level two.

We repeated the procedure to derive

evaluations for the three nodes at level

one from the level-two values. There was
one fundamental change, however. At

level two it was the opponent's (black's)

move. Since black wants to minimize
white's chances, he picks the move with

the lowest evaluation rather than the

highest. So we passed the lowest value up
from two to one. Going from one to zero, It

was white's move again, and we passed
the highest evaluation up to the parent

node. This alternate choosing of highest

and lowest values, at odd and even plies,

is the mini/maxi principle.

We agreed that the computer is to do a

depth-first, not a breadth-first search.

How does it perform all this analysis

without having the tree laid out in

memory? It starts by putting a temporary
evaluation of zero in all the nodes on even-

numbered levels and 100 in all the nodes
on odd-numbered levels. Then it follows

the search pattern shown in Fig. 6.

The program goes down the leftmost

path until it evaluates its first terminal

node at level three, number one, giving it

an evaluationof 90. Then it backs up to the

parent node to generate its next succes-

sor. When it backs up, it compares the

evaluation of the terminal node with the

evaluation of the parent node (level two,

number one). The terminal node's 90 Is

greater than the parent node's zero. So it

makes 90 the parent node's new tempo-
rary evaluation.

Each time one of the parent node's suc-

cessors is evaluated, that value is com-
pared with the current value of the parent

node and the parent node evaluation is set

equal to the higher of the two values.

When the program eventually backs up to

a level one node, it compares its evalua-

tion value with the value carried up from

its successor at level two. But this time,

because of the mini/maxi principle, it

saves the lower of the Iwo values as the

new temporary evaluation at level one.

Following this procedure, we will even-

tually arrive at the evaluation of the start-

ing position and know which move is best.

As in the other depth-first procedures ex-

amined, we need enough memory on the

stack to hold one position foreach ply. We
also need to store some information

about each position, such as how many

successors have been already generated

from It (the Xs on the map) and its tem-

porary evaluation factor.

The same method would work for a

much deeper search. Charlie Heath's Re-

versi program will look16ply ahead to find

a win in a complex Othello position. As
stated earlier, deepening the search does

not make prohibitive demands on mem-
ory. But the time used still increases geo-

metrically with the ply. Obviously, some
way of speeding things up is necessary.

Pruning

Time may be saved by pruning the

search tree. If we don't explore all the

branches, less time is used. But the

danger exists of overlooking a vital con-

tinuation. If a way could be found to prune

without the risk of missing an important

line of play, we'd have the best of two
worlds. Impossible, you say? Not at ail, if

you use the proper modus-operandi.

Alpha-beta pruning does the trick. In

order to understand it, we need to ex-

amine the concept of refutation. For the

purposes of this discussion, a move is

refuted if it can be proven inferior to one of

its alternatives.

Look at Fig. 10 again and consider the

reasoning implicit in the computer's path

through the tree. It begins at the starting

position and goes down the leftmost path

o

98

ooo Aoo 6oo
90 40 45 95 99 2G 98 10 50

a

ooo ooo ooo
30 25 50 40 50 65 99 100 80

PLY
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o

50 50

PLY I

PLY 2

666 666 666p'-v3
90 10 10 35 40 50 35 50 50

Figure 8
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LETTERQUICiC
(1) Headings

(2) New Letter

(3) View Text

(4) Add Text

(5) Delete Line

(6) Change Line

(71 Insert Line'

(8) Print Style

[9) DBL Space

(01 Disk Storage

(El Envelope Address

(D) Directory

,
Quick & complete Small Business form

S, letter writer for Model 1 S III. Send

stamped envelope for FREE info or £38
for disk.

MICRO-QUICK '-^^

1417 W. Busch Blvd., Tampa, FL 33612

^LARGECAPACITYACCOUNTSRECm
MALL & (REQ, 32K 2 DISKS) J

LARGE CAPACITY
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

FOR MODEL I/Ill

5000+ CUSTOMERS
15000+ TRANSACTIONS

BALANCE FORWARD. 99 TRANSACT. CODES.
30-60-90-1 ?0 AGED. STATEMENTS SHOW
DATE/INV#/DESCRIP/AMT (WITH AGEING)
SELECTIVE FINANCE CHARGES S RATES.
FAST ENTRY POSTING W/AUDIT REPORT.
SUB-ACCTS. % OF CREDIT LIMIT. DATE
OF LAST PAYMENT. SALES ANALYSIS
SPECIAL 90 DAY ACCOUNTS. LABELS
RETAIL S PROFESSIONALLY USED 2 YEARS.

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
$75.00

TEST SET $40.00 MANUALONLY $20.00

HOLMAN D-P SERVICE '"'''

2059 WEST LINCOLN 3.00 S&H
OROVILLE, CA 95965 VISA OR MC
916-533-5992 COD*
COD (CASH. CERTIFIED CK. MONEY ORDER)
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TRISSWORD

m
Play the popular word search

game against The TRS-80

FEATURES:
• 5 X s Letter Grid

• Up to 4 Players

• ! Levels of Play

• Computer Finds Words up to b

Letters

Requires 48K — Available on y^
Diskette — Specify Model & DOS

$19.95 ^431

W. C. Maxey
3003 Lak«shore Drive

Deerfield Beach. F) 33441

no-spiW portability and secure, orderly storage
for fiour diskettes. 50 diskette capacity. Walrml
wood grain or black for5W or 8" diskettes. 5'A"

files. $29.95 ea. 8" flU-.. $:i9.95 ca. Spccifv color
& size.

Model 1/in Software

• Label Maker. $12 95 • Page Maker
(disk only). $19.95 • Home inventory. S39 9.1

• Document Maker. $39.95 •

* Send For Free Catalog * For Fastest Seii:ice

Send Monci- Oi dei Or Certified Check
• Add S2.00 Sdifipirig Charge Per Order
• Calif. Rc^idL-iit-. Add 6'-4% Sdlef. Td.v

• All Metchnndi!.,- Shippi-d l-roiti .Sliirk •

REM Industries, Inc.
S420 "B" Lurllne Ave.. Cfiolsuoitfi. Co.. 9I3II

Save Grief & Aggravation

—Know Before You Buy—
READ

"Consumer Protection for

the Microcomputer Owner"
COVERS:

1 Preliminary Consideralions before Buying

2. Legal Differences between Mail Order and

Local Slore

3 Pitfalls and Protection ot Paying by Cash,

Check, Credit Card, etc

4 Whata Warranty Really Is

5. How to Complain Effectively

6. How to Legally Reiecl and Revoke

Acceptance ot Goods

7 Miscellaneous Hints and Suggestions

ONLY $15 Poit Paid (COD $3 Extra)

Send Check or Money Order to

L. J. KUTTEN, ATTORNEY
201 South Csntral

P.O. Box 16185

St. Louis (Clayton), MO 6310S

314-721-6644
Mo. RMldenli add 4.825% *>Im tax

CompuServe ID #70655,376 Source ID# TCKOB?

t^444

96K model 1

Protect your Investment and enhance

operation. Replace old 16K RAMS with

new 64K dynamic RAMS and a BIGMEM

memory controller. Features include:

• 64K keyboard with 48K on power-up

• plus 2K RAM above ROM 1f desired.

• Up to 96K with 32K E/I connected.

• Remaps kybd and video for CP/M*

• Adds reliability to clock speedup

• Installs neatly within kybd case,

t No increase in power consumption.

Introductory price $180 complete

(64K DRAMS, AST BIGMEM controller,

Internal cable/connector, detailed

instructions and ppd. shipping).

NY residents add 7% sales tax. Send

check or money order to:

MICROHATCH
P.O.Box 501
DeWitt, N.Y. 13214

* Trademark of Digital Research ,.419

micro
Back Issues

January 1980 $5.00

February to June 1980 3.00

Single back issue

July 1980 on 3.50

Single back Issue

Add $1 01) per magazine for .shipping'

10 or more back issues
add $7.50 pet order for sfiipping.

Back Issues^Attn. Pauline Johnstone'

80 Pine St, • Peterborough, NH 03458

-•See List ol Advertisers on page 339

I/Ill

WE HAVE AT^IALOG TO DIGITAL
AND DIGITAL TO ANALOG
CONVERTERS TO GET YOU
STARTED IN HARDWARE

ADC-kit $59
DAC-kit $59
other kits available

DAYTONMICROSUPPORT
P.O. BOX 482 W.B. BR.

DAYTON, OH 45409

y' 445

*TRS 80 ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMERS

Make the most of your programming
time. ULTPLS could be the best assem-
bly aid to be found a.nywharp nny nricRi
A keyboard monitor+powerful utilities.

Both sharable. Load and schedule your
(any) program, debug and modify, make
and verify tapes.
ULTPLS COMMANDS"@sharable pro

grams.
@LOAD MEMORY-From tape. (1st &

by filename)
DUMP MEMORY-to tape. 3 address

ranges+name.
@VERIFY TAPE-display of address

range+name.
BREAK POINT-full display. Register

cond.
@F1ND DATA-displays address to

screen (user).

DISPLAY and CHANGE MEMORY-
both sequential.

SCHEDULE & DESCHEDULE PRO-
GRAM-yours or any EDTASM 1.2
(Yours)-to & from ULTPLS.

ULTPLS standard mod 1 lev 2 specify
mod 3. User Manual & Tape 19.95 (V^'e

pay postage)
BULLDOG SOFTWARE

210 LERAM
PALESTINE, TEXAS 75801

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp.
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BENEATH the KEYBOARD
until it readies its first terminai node,

which it evaluates as 90. Then it backs up

to biack's iast move and generates its

next successor, vi/hich it evaluates as 40.

It repeats the process once more and eval-

uates its final possible response to the

position at level tv^o, number one as 45.

Since 90 was the highest value it could at-

tain from the position at level two, number
one, it assigns that node a value of 90.

In effect the computer has said to itself,

"Suppose I move here and he moves there

and then I make this move. Hmm, the posi-

tion I end up with is worth 90 percent.

What If I do something different on my
last move. . . nope, then I only make 40 or

45. So if I can get into the position

represented by the node at level two,

number one, then I am assured of a 90."

The next thing the program does is to

try a different move for black at ply two. As
the figure indicates, the first v^fhite

response evaluated yields a score of 95.

Our simple-minded program also evalu-

ated the other Xvjo white responses as be-

ing worth 99 and 20. But this is a waste of

time. As soon as ply three, number four

was evaluated as 99, the black move at ply

two, number two was refuted and could

have been dropped.

The computer has already determined

that if black makes the first move at ply

two, he cuts his losses to 90. If black tries

a different move and finds white has a

response which gets him 95, there is no
point in evaluating white's further

responses. No matter how good or bad
white's alternatives are, we know he can
get at least a 95, and won't pick a move
that gets him less. Black prefers the move
that limits white to 90 and does not need

to evaluate other white responses to the

refuted moves.

Not bothering to analyze refuted moves
is called alpha-beta pruning. This tech-

nique can typically eliminate the need

to generate and evaluate 80 percent of

the tree. Figure 11 shows the alpha-beta

path a program would take through our

sample tree. Notes that won't have to be
generated and evaluated have been
crossed out.

Figure 11 reveals another interesting

point. Notice that the search rejects the

black move at ply two, number three as

soon as it finds the white reply at ply

three, number 19. The evaluation for ply

three, number 19 was 90. The program can

consider this refuted by the previous 90 at

ply one, number one.

We have seen that a move is refuted

if it's proven inferior to another previously

explored move. But why should it be

considered refuted if it's equal to the

previous best? Because once we show
that the opponent can do at least as well

against our current candidate as he can

90

against a previously evaluated one, we
don't need to spend any more time on the

current investigation.

In our sample search, the 90 at ply

three, number 19 tells us that white can do
at least as well against the black move at

two, number three as against the one at

two, number one. Soto save time, we drop

the exploration of two, number three.

Instead of generating 40 nodes, only

20 are required. And instead of having

to perform 27 lengthy terminal node eval-

uations, we got by with 11. The gain

is impressive, but we haven't quite real-

ized the 80 percent Improvement I said

was possible.

There are several factors affecting the

efficiency of alpha-beta pruning. The one
holding us back here is the relatively nar-

row depth and breadth of search in our ex-

ample. In most game situations, there are

far more than three options per move. This

gives the alpha-beta technique more limbs

to trim.

Most competitive searches go deeper

than three ply. As the depth of a tree in-

creases, node count increases geometri-

cally. A single node trimmed near the top

can drastically reduce the generation of

nodes farther down the tree, especially

time-critical terminal nodes.

Evaluating Order

Another very important factor in alpha-

PLY

o 50

50

o 50

ooo ooo ooo
90 40 45 95 99 20 98 10 50

o PLY I

50
PLY 2

000060606
30 25 50 40 50 65 99 100 80

Figure 9

666 666 666 PLY 3
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Now you can run WordStar, SuperCalc,

SpellGuard, MailMerge and other CP/M
based software onyourlRS-SO Model III.

And walk away with incredible savings.

Memory Merchant's new Shuffleboard

is the first and only 64K CP/M 2.2

system available for your Model Hi.

SOPHISTICATED DESIGN
The Shuffleboard Ill's advanced design

includes I6K of RAM. giving your Model
the power of full 64K CP/M 2.2, with-

out interference of the ROM or the

video memory.

COMPLETE CP/M SYSTEM
The Shuffleboard Ul is not a kit, nor a

skeleton. You will receive a top quality

high performance system that is shipped

to you completely assembled, burned-in.

tested and insured with one of the

industry's best warranties.

EASY INSTALLATION & USE
Illustrated step-Dy-step instructions

insure fail-safe installation and reliable

operation. No permanent modifications,

cut traces or soldering is required.

The Shuffleboard III easily plugs into

two existing sockets inside your Model III.

Simple keyboard commands switch

between CP/M and normal TRS-80

operation,

NO RISK TRIAL
\X/e are so convinced that you will

be absolutely delighted w/ith your
Shuffleboard III system that we offer

a no risk trial. After purchasing the

Shuffleboard III system, you may return it

ntact] for any reason within 15 days

after shipment and we will refund the

purchase price {less shipping).

SHIPPED DIRECT FROM STOCK
The Shuffleboard III is shipped to you

direct from stock, normally within 48
hours after receipt of your order

INTRODUCTORY PRICE
For a limited time. Memory Merchant

is offering the Shuffleboard ill with CP/M
2.2 at an introductory price of only S299.

1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
The Shuffleboard Ill's reliability through

quality controlled production and proven
performance, has enabled us to offer

a full I year limited warranty.

HOW TO ORDER
Please send check, money order VISA

or MASTERCHARGE (add )CA#) with

your Order Sorry no C.O.D's. Specify

quantity desired. Shipping and handling

charge is S5,00 per board (S9.00 outside

USA & Canada]' California residents

add 6% or 612% Sales Tax where applicable.

Credit card purchases may be telephoned
to [415] 483-1008. Order Today!

OEM and DEALER inquiries invited.

"Afr Mad shiprnenti to Cdridd;-) & sll other countries

14666 Doolittle Dr. San Leandro.CA 94577
Telephone (415) 483-1008 ^^fii

Trademarks- Shuffleboard llf/Memory Merchant, TRS-80 Model Ill/Tandy Corporation; MailMerge; WardSrar/MicroPro; SuperCalc/Sorclm; SpellGuard/ ISA. Inc.; CP/M 2.2/Dlgltal Research

Prices, terms and speclficatior»s are subject to change without notice.
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BENEATH the KEYBOARD
beta effectiveness is the order in which

the moves available in a given game posi-

tion are evaluated. Alpha-beta efficiency

depends on our being able to refute a

move early in its investigation. Refuting a

move consists of shovi/ing it to be inferior

to a previously investigated move.
Therefore, alpha-beta techniques require

the best moves to be evaluated first. This

may seem to be a catch 22. You don't

know how good a move is until it's been

evaluated, but you don't know which move
to evaluate first, until you know how good
they all are.

One way around this dilemma is to have

two evaluation procedures. One is the ter-

minal-node evaluator. It can be a fairly

complex one using up lots of microsec-

onds, but returns a fairly reliable evalua-

tion. The second is the quick and dirty

one, which does nothing more than take

an educated guess at the best move,

without any look-ahead whatsoever.

For chess, our terminal-node evaluator

coufd be a time-costly algorithm that

takes into account material, mobility and

other positional factors, using complex
pattern-recognition logic.

The alpha-beta evaluator, on the other

hand, might look at all the legal moves
available in a given position and assign

them each a value based on materia) cap-

tured by the move—the bigger the cap-

ture, the higher the value. It sorts the move
list, putting the highest-valued moves at

the top of the list so they will be explored

first. This is called a presort. The process

can be done with very little time overhead,

especially near the top of the tree where

there are fewer nodes.

This crude alpha-beta criterion will not

result in a very well ordered move list. But

statistically, even a marginal improve-

ment in order increases the number of

limbs pruned enough to justify the time in-

vestment. In fact, alpha-beta efficiency

rises so quickly with improved ordering

that many programmers use what's known

as an iterative search.

Suppose we plan to examine a given

position to a depth of six p!y. That's pretty

deep, so we want the move list to be as

well ordered as possible. One approach

would be to do a depth of one search. We
could presort the moves according to the

evaluations returned by that search, then

start at the top again and do a depth-of-

two search. Since this new search has

gone a ply deeper, it returns a somewhat

more reliable evaluation, which we use as

the basis of a new presort. Then we do a

three-ply search, and so on until we've

reached the desired six plies.

Each search improves our ordering

and increases the speed of the follow-

ing search, it may seem surprising that

doing six searches would result in less

90

90

a

time consumption than one search, but

such is the nature of aipha-beta pruning.

Still, an iterative search shouldn't be the

only factor used to order moves. To

understand why, another look at alpha-

beta logic Is in order.

Alpha-beta pruning dictates that we
stop investigating a move as soon as a

refutation is found— not necessarily the

best refutation, just the first. So what we
learn about the move is that it is bad com-

pared to some previously evaluated move.

But we don't know how bad. And we don't

know how it compares to the moves also

rejected by the alpha-beta process. So the

alpha-beta search Is guaranteed to return

the best move our evaluation algorithm is

capable of discerning. But we can't trust

its judgement about what move is second

best, third best, and so on.

In an iterative search, we want to

use the results of each iteration to order

the move list for the next. But if every

search uses alpha-beta pruning, we can

trust only the one move it says to place at

the top of the list. The ordering of the

runners-up won't be very reliable. There-

fore, we need some secondary presort

criterion for ordering the remainder of our

move list. Theso-cailed "Killer Heuristic"

provides one.

If a move in a given variation turns out

to be advantageous, the odds are raised

that it will be better in parallel variations.

PLY

90

50

50

6 50

65
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A NtWSLtlTER FOR POCKET COMPUTER USERS
This timely, compact publication providt;s up to the; tninuie

information on pocket computers, including models such as

the Radio Shacl< TRS-80 PC-1 and PC-2, Stiarp Electronics

PC-1500 and PC-]2n, Casio, Panasonic/Quasar HHCs, and

others as they are announced. We only cover PCs capable of

executing a highi level language such as BASIC.

Up to the Minute News n Product* Equipment Reviews

D Important Operating Tips D Practical Programs D More

By Subscription Only: for a calendar year period (January

December}. You get all issues published to date for the calen-

dar year in which you subscribe, at the time you subscribe.

MC/VISA Phone Subscripiions: (203) 888-1946

"I 1981/82 Charter Subscriber (Issues 1 - 20). $40,00 in U.S.

(U.S. $48.00 to Canada. U.S $60.00 elsewhere.)

a 1982 Regular Subscriber (Issues 11 - 20). $30.00 in U.S.

(U.S. $36.00 to Canada. U.S. S45.00 elsewhere.)

LJ Sample issue. $3.00 in U.S. (U.S. $4.00 elsewhere.) 'Due to

credit card minimum, this item cannot be charged.

Orders must be accompanied by payment in fulf. We do not

issue invoices lor the POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER,
Thank you for your remittance,

Name:

Addr:

City: State: Zip:

MC/VISA #: Expires;
.

Signature .

I

POCKET COMPUTER NEWSLETTER
35 Old State RoaiJ, Oxford, CT 0648 '

jFNxifi Mier^

SCREEN

The eye-pleasing Green-Screen fits over the front of your

TRS-80 Video Display and gives you improved contrast witt)

reduced glare. You get bright luminous green characters and
graphics like those featured by more expensive CRT units.

Don't confuse the Original Green-Screen with a piece of thin

film stuck to the face of your video tube, such as that adver-

tised by others. The Original Green-Screen is mounted in a full

frame perfectly matched to the color and texture of the

TRS-80 Video Display. It is attached with adhesive strips

which do not mar your unit in any way.

The full frame design of the Original Green-Screen ''squares

off" the face of your video display and greatly improves the

overall appearance of your system.

(Specify whether for f^odel I or f^odet III)

THE GREEN-SCREEN $13.95

Add $1.50 for postage and handling.

Terms. Check or money order, no CODs o' credit cards, please Add amounl

sho^n lor postage and handling lo price ol the ilem. All ilems shiciped yiilhin 48

hours by lirs! class or priorily mail Virginia rp':ideni<: artrt ^% >:a(e.<; tai. ^-[^2

Let US know 8 weeks in advance SO that you won't miss a sin-

gle issue of GDrnicrG

Attach old label where indicated and print new address

in space provided. Also include your mailing label

whenever you write concerning your subscription. It

helps us serve you promptly.

lJ Extend mv subscription one additional ye^ir

for only $24.97,

D Payment enclosed D Bill

Canaaian $27,97 US funds, Foreign surface $44.97 US fi;nt)s,

8b MICRd^

Ifyou have no label handy, pnru OLD address here.

Call .CQ Name

^^
Address

tCity. State, Zip,

Name

Address,

City

print Nt W addrt'^', here:

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery

Cal

.State.

PO Box 981 • Farmingdale NY 11757*

Attention:

European Subscribers

Due to shipping problems in Europe, we
are asking our subscribers to send us their

most recent mailing label from 80 Micro.

If you are unable to provide us with a

label, please send us your name and ad-

dress, and tell us at what point you are

presently in your subscription. This infor-

mation is very necessary in order to solve

a forwarding problem, so we are asking

for your co-operation in this inatter.

Please direct all information to: Attn:

Doris Day, SO MicrOy 80 Pine Street,

Peterborough, NH 03458.

^See Liiit ol Advertisers on page 339 'Micro. September 1982 • 361
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NEW

LETTER QUALITY

SMITH-CORONA TP-1
• Parallel Centronics Interface

• Serial RS232 Interface

• 120 Word/min,

AS LOW AS

MICRO TECHNOLOGY
7817 Ivanhoe Ave.

La Jolla, CA 92037 '">e6

(714) 457-2149

Figure 11

So when a good move is discovered in a

line of play, the Killer Heuristic pushes

that move towards the top of the list at the

same ply in parallel lines.

Windowing is another technique to aug-

ment the alpha-beta method of discarding

non-productive segments of the search. It

is analogous to the method a human uses

in the same situation. Suppose it's your

move in a chess game and you think

you're winning. You try to visualize the

long-range results of one of your

possibilities. You look at the move in

question a little, not too deeply, and

notice that your advantage seems to be

diminishing. Since you like your initial

position, you tentatively conclude that

you can do better with some other move.

You abort the exploration of the first

move and try some others. If the other

moves don't turn out w/ell either, you can

always come back to the first move in the

hopes that a deeper search will reveal a

hidden resource for you.

A computer implements such a strat-

egy by using a value window. Suppose the

computer is starting a six-ply search. It

goes down the tree until it reaches the

first terminal node, which it evaluates at

65 percent. If the presort was accurate,

the computer picked the best moves for

both sides on this trip down the tree. The
computer thinks the odds at the starting

position will evaluate at 65 percent. The

computer can speed up the rest of the

search by using that information to play

the odds.

The computer now uses 65 as the de-

fault alpha-beta evaluation for all even-

numbered plies in the search. Suppose
white's second move on the list is being

evaluated. The computer believes the sec-

ond (and all subsequent moves) aren't as

good as the first. If the first black reply

that white examines gives white a great

advantage, say 85 percent, the alpha-beta

cut-off window prevents the computer

from spending lots of time on an ex-

haustive analysis of that continuation.

The computer effectively says to itself,

"The second move on my list shouldn't let

me do better than the first. Since the reply

I'm looking at for black seems to be letting

me build up an impressive advantage, it

probably isn't black's best reply. So I'll

just set aside the exploration of this part

of the tree and see if some other move for

black doesn't lead to a quick refutation of

move two on my list. Hmm, if I'm wrong, I'll

have to come back and analyze this varia-

tion in detail. So I'll save just enough
information about this part of the tree

so I can resume my search where I left off,

if necessary."

That about wraps up the concepts as

listed at the beginning of Part I. Next time

your computer beats you at reversi, at

least you'll know how it did it.H
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SOFTWARE
MICROPRO
Wordstar
MailWerge
Customization Notes
Spellstar

Datsstar

Catcstar

MICROSOFT
Basic interpreter

Basic Compiisr

Fortran 80
Cobol 80
DATA BASE
FMS80
dBase II

S269.00

$89,00
$359.00
S239.00
$1 99,00
$199,00

$349.00
$389,00
£499,00
$695,00

$595.00
$599,00

NEW! IBM PC SOFTWARE NEW!

INFORMATION UNLIMITED
Easy Writer

Easy Speller

Easy Filer

VISICORP
Visicaic 64K
Visicalc 256K
MICROPRO
Wordstar

MISCELLANEOUS
Supercalc by Sorcim
Superwriter by Sorcim
Home Accounting Plus

ENTERTAINMENT .

Deadline

Temple ot Apshai
Curse of Ra

$289,00
$149.00
$319,00

$159.00
$190,00

$299.00

$229,00
$283.00
$139.00

$39,00

$29,00
$15,99

Call For More IBM Software And Accessories

DISK DRIVES

CCI 100 for the TRS-80 Model 1

bV' 40 track

CCI ie9for tfie Zenith Z-89

S'A 40 track

CORVUS 5M with Mirror

CORVUS 10M with Mirrof

CORVUS 20M with Mirrw
CORVUS Interfaces

$299.00

$379,00
$3089.00

S4489.00

$5389.00
CALL

RANA SYSTEMS add-on Disc Drive for the Apple II

Elite One 40 Track CALL
Bite Controller CALL

DISKETTES

Maxell SVa single side $39.00
Maxell 8 single side S49.00
Maxell 5'^ double side $45.00

Maxell 8 double side $55 00
BASF 5'/* $26,95

BASF 8 $36.00
Verbatim 5V4 $26.95

Verbatim 8 $36 00
Wabash 5'A S24,95
Wabash 8 $29.95

IBM PC ACCESSORIES

64K Card by Microsoft S435.00
Joystick by TfiG $49.00
12SK Card $579 00
192K Card S629.00
256K Card S699 00
256K Combo by AST $1099.00
Combo Card by Apparal S249.00
Call for more IBM PC add-ons

For fast delivery, send certified checks, money
orders, or call to arrange direct bank wire
transfers. Personal or company checks require

one to three weeks to clear. All prices are
mail order only and are subject to change
without notice Call for shipping charges.

APPLE SOFTWARE
MICROPRO
Wordstar $239.00
MailMerge $99 00
Spellstar SI 49.00
DataStar $199,00
Calcstar $189.00
Supersort 1 $1 59,00
VISICORP
VisiCalc $199 00
VisiTerm $79.00
VisiDex $199.00
VisiPlot $169.00
VisiFile $199.00
VisiSchedule $259,00
VisiTrend/Plot $239.00
VisiPac S539.00
MISCELLANEOUS
Micro Courier $219.00
Screenwriter II $129.00
Executive Briefing System $169.00
Supercalc $199.00
Personal Filing System $115.00
PFS Report Writer $75.00
Word Handler $169.00
CP/M Power $59.00
ENTERTAINMENT
Wizard and Princess $29.00
Space Eggs $26,00
Twerps S28.00
Borg $28 00
Castle Wolfenstein S27.00
Beer Run S28.00
Epoch S32.00
Sneakers $27.00
Midnight Magic $32.00
Wizardry $45.00
Time Zone $79.00
Jawbreaker $20.00
Tuesday Morning Quarterback $24.95
Crush, Crumble S Chomp $24,95
Datestones of Ryn $15.99
Morloc's Tower $15.99
Star Warrior $31,99
Snack Attack $23.95
Star Blazer $24.95
Kabul Spy $29.95
Cycled $23,95

APPLE ACCESSORIES

Z-80 Card by Microsoft $319,00
16K Card by Microsoft $159.00
32K Card by Saturn $199.00

Keyboard Enhancer II by Videx $125.00
Videoterm by Videx $259.00
Game Paddles by TG $49.00

Joystick by TG $49,00
Numeric Keypad by Keyboard Co. $139-00
ALF 9 Voice Board $159,00
ALF 3 Voice Board $229.00
System Saver by Kensington $75,00
Versacard by Prometheus $229,00
8088 Card by Coprocessor $789.00
Microbuffer II 16K w/graphics $259,00
fvficrobufter II 32K w/graphics $299.00
APPLE INTERFACE CARDS BY CCS
Serial Asynch, #7710 S139.00
Serial Synch. #771

2

$149.00
Call for other CCS cards
ADVANCE LOGIC
Add-Ram 16K Card $99.00
Z-Card CP/M for the Apple 11 S225.00
Smarterm 80 Column Board w/Softswitch $249.00
The Synergizer
All ot the above plus 'The CP/M Handbook" $545.00

RAM

COMPUTERS

16K Ram Kit for Apple II, TRS80
200 nano seconds, 41 1 6 chips

SI 7.50

ATARI
Atari 800 $699.00
Atari 400 $369.00
Call For Prices On The Complete Atari Line

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER SYSTEM
Mainframe 2200a $485.00
Z-80 CPU 2810a S265.00
64K RAM 2065 $569 00
Foppy Controller 2422a $359.00
ZENITH
Z-89 48K CALL
2-90 64K CALL
Call For Prices On The Complete Zenith Line

Commodore VIC 20 $249.00
Casio FX702P Pocket Computer $179 00

PRINTERS

NEC 7710 Serial $2395.00
NEC 7720 KSR $2749.00
NEC 7730 Parallel $2395.00
NEC 3510 Serial $1850.00
NEC 3530 Parallel $1850,00
NEC 8023 Dot Matrix lOOcps $539.00
Olivetti DY211 Letter Quality

Daisy Wheel Printer SI 095.00
Parallel Only S995.00

Epson MX-80 CALL
Epson MX-80FT CALL
Epson MX-lOO CALL
IDS 560 CALL
IDS Prism 80 CALL
IDS Prism 132 CALL
Okidata Microlme 80 CAU
Okidata Microlme 82A CALL
Okidata Microline 83A CALL
Okidata Microline 84 CAU.
Centronics 739 $675.00
DataSouth 180 cps CALL
Zenith 2-25 150 cps CALL

MONITORS
Amdek 12" B&W
Amdek 13" Color

Sanyo 9" B&W
Sanyo 9" Green
Sanyo 12" B8W
Sanyo 12" Green
Sanyo 13" Color
Zenith 12" Green
Zenith 13" Color

Electrohome 13" HI-RES
Color Monitor

Electrohome 13" Color
Electrohome 12" BSW
Electrohome 12" Green
Electrohome 9" BSW
Electrohome 9" Green

$109 00
$329,00
$135.00
$140,00
$179,00
$189,00
$359.00
$105 00
$339.00

$829 00
S349.00
$179 00
$189.00
$149 00
SI 59,00

SPECIAL OF THE MON^v
Sanyo MBC 1000 64K Con^^|«i:

$1595.00 ^^

TERMINALS
ADDS Viewpoint

Zenith Z-19
Televideo 910
Televideo 925
Televideo 950

$495 00
$679.00
$595.00
$779.00
$969.00

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Prentice Star Modem
Novation Cat Modem
Novation D-CAT
Novation AUTO-CAT
Novation APPLE CAT
Hayes Smart Modem
Hayes Micro-Modem
Hayes Chronograph

$129.00
SI 39.00
$149.00
$199.00
S299 00
$249.00
S295.00
$225.00

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1 800 o43 6522
420-438 Rutherford Ave., Dept. MI-08, Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129

Hours: 9 AM - 9 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat, till 7)
Technical information call 617/242-3361

TWX- 710-348-1796
^ 100

Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361
Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax

^See List ol Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, September 1982 • 363



an op system for fiftancml survival
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LOAD 80

by J.M. Keynes

'7 shall put my money
where my mouth is."

A braham was a math teacher until soybean in his life. I speak, of course, of price stability (usually). This is a simple

fAi938 when he abruptly retired from trading in commodityfutures.Thevalueof example of how it works:

his $3,100/year job. He never worked contracts traded daily far exceeds the A baker calls a miller and wants a firm

again. When he died in 1971, he left an value of ali the stocks traded on the New price on 200,000 pounds of flour delivered

estate of about $6 million. Abe's income York Stock Exchange. in December. The miller calculates that

came solely from a system he developed. Futures trading began in the 1860s to he must have 5,000 bushels of wheat to

A week after Abe died, his broker (for aid producers, handlers, processors, and make that much flour. The miller has two

many years) received an old brown enve- users of agricultural commodities in pro- options:

lope. .. .it containedthe "System." 1 have tecting the prices of commodities they • He can give the baker a price, hop-

no idea if the story is fact or just charming would buy or sell in the future. This price ing that he will be able to purchase the

fiction, 1 do, however, know what we've protection, called hedging, continues to wheat in December and make a reason-

done with the system for 10 straight years, be the primary function of the futures able profit.

using real money. Here are the verifiable markets. This function is valuable to the • If the miller does not wish to risk an

facts: general public, since it leads to better adverse price move in wheat, he can buy

• It has never had a losing calen-

dar year.

• It has averaged over 50 percent net

return yearly,

• There has never been a margin call.

• As of March 31, 1982, 182 people

were trading the system, 179 were profit-

ing (average profit was $50,000). Three had

been with the system less than one month

and had losses averaging $1,300.

Believe 50 G's!

Lest you think this column should be in

an April issue, 1 assure you this is no put

on. In fact, 1 shall put my money where my
mouth is. On September 1 1 will open an

account, in the name of Money DOS, for

$50,000.Theaccount will trade the system

for one year. At the end, any profits will be

donated to charity. Duplicate confirma-

tions of all trades and statements will be

furnished to 80 Micro by the major invest-

ment firm with whom the trading will take

place. If any of you think it will fail

Mr. Keynes will bet another $50,000 that it

will prosper; Wayne Green can hold the

$100,000 stake.

Some Fundamentals

Every business day, millions of dollars ^^^

change hands as a result of someone sell- l"%s.

ing something he hasn't got to a buyer 'oo

who has no use for it! If that doesn't puz-

zle you, 1 shall further explain that, in ^^

many cases, what is bought and sold

doesn't even exist. A friend of mine made
over $1 million in six months buying °

something that he wouldn't recognize if

he saw it. In fact, old Herman never saw a
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Fig. 1. The System in action
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Q. API wses "funny symbols." D TRUE n FALSE
A. TKUf..

Some of the symbols in APL are unfamiliar. But many of them are so
familiar that you've been usini^ them since grade school. Symbols
suchast - X i < >and- .Oth(.Ts.like;and/ .tiavenewuses in

APL, but you're familiar with them as symbols. These symbols and
the "funny" symbols (for example, o i \ and e ) make .APL very concise
and, tlierefore, very product ivc. One APL symbol often does as much
as an entire statement in BASIC.

()urAPI>PLUSV80 System, developed especiallyforyourTRS-80®
Model III, offers you the choice between using the traditional APL
syriibois or our English-like kt^ywords. But even if you start out using
the mnemonic keywords rather tfian the "funny" symbols, you'll soon
want to make the transition to the APL symbols because they save
you time, space, and effort.

Q. APL is hard to learn and to use. DTRUE Q FALSE
A. FALSE.
Like everything else, learningAPL takes some concentration, but most
users find ,^PL so appropriate to their projects that they can develop
their solutions wiiiie learning the system. Our simple tutorial, APL Is

Easy\, leads off the complete documentation package we provide with
the APL*PLUS/80-everything you need for building applications

whether you're a beginning user or an experienced APL programmer,
APL is easy to use too, Ynu can write useful applications in your

first learning session, and .soon you can develop and maintain pro-

grams in one-fourth to one-tenth the time it would take you in BASIC.

APLhandiesmany"housekeeping chores" that other languages saddle
you with (from dimensiojiing arrays to loop control).

APL*PLUS/80 -A Complete Application Development System
Would you like to develop and deliver solut i(3ns faster and better for

yourself or for your clients? With STSC's APL*PLUS/8() you can. Our
APL*PLUS system features increase the power and productivity of

the APL language, and the APL* PLUS/8fl brings these proprietary

enhancements to your TRS^O Model 111:

complete APL language and system features, upwards
compatible with our mainframe systems

powerful output formatter

array-oriented file system
access to regular TRSDOS® or LDOS* files and subroutines

- communicalions features to allow use of TRS-80 as a simple
terminal or under API . program control

APL-*PLUS is a service mark and Iradt-niark of STSC, inc., regi.'Hterf^d in the

registered Irudemarks of Tandy Corporation, LDOS is

traditional APL symbols or mnemonic keywords
utility program libraries

tfie most complete set of documentation on the market.

Try the APL* PLUS,; 80 for yourself. Mail in the coupon below with

your payment and we'll send you the APL* PLUS/80 Application

Development Sy,stem-all you need to run APL on your TRS-80 Model
III. If you'd like more details, check the box on the coupon and we'll

send you our free information package.

We're STSC, Inc., the leading supplier of AFL software and services in ttie

t.'nited States Our APL*PLUS systems fiave been serving the professional and
bu.sine.ss world for more than 12 years,

.APl.*PI,US/80 runs under mSDOS 1,3 or LDOS 5,1 on a 48K RAM IRS-St)

Mode! ill witti two disk drives, 'Ilie .APL*PLUS 80 comes with a custom APL-
character RCIM and a self-adhesive keyboard iat)ei set to convert your TRS-80
to inciude the AFL character set.

Attn: ,\PL*PLUS/80 Distribution ^^66
STSC, Inc., 2115 Kast Jefferson Street

Rockville, Maryland 20852 (301 ) 984-5000 (orders only)

Yes, send me the APL*PLUS/80 System, postpaid
(in continental U.S.)-

n My check for $295 is enclosed. 'Add sales tax where appropriate.

n Charge my MasterCard Account "

MasterCard Bank * ______^ __^^
(Charge niy VISA .Account * _

MasterCard/VlSA expiration date

,

•State sales tax applicable in MD (5%), FL (4%), and CT (7]^%).

rd like to know more about the APL*PLUS/80 System.
D Send me your free information package.

Name __„_.^ _____„,,^

Address

_

City

Phone (_

_ State _ .Zip_

80-982

United States Patent und Trademark Ofhce. TRS-80 and TRSDOS are
a registered trademark of Losiicai Systems, inc.



Program Listing 1

10 REM ********* WRITTEN BY J.M. KEYNES **********

$$$$$$$$$ FOR 80 MICROCOMPUTING $$$$$$$$$$

###«###«« MONEYDOS ####SS##«#

20 CLS: PRINT9320,"A COMMODITY TIMING SYSTEM BASED ON MOVING AVE
RAGES"
30 PRINT: PRINT"ONLY DAILY CLOSING PRICES SHALL BE ENTERED
40 PRINT"THE GRAINS MUST BE CONVERTED TO DECIMAL.
50 PRINT"EG. 268 3/4 WILL BE ENTERED AS 268.75
60 GOSUB 1060
70 CLEAR; POKE16553 , 255
80 CLS: PRINT"I HAVE DATA FOR THE FOLLOWING COMMODITIES. OTHERS
CAN EASILY" :PR1NT"BE ADDED TO THE DATA STATEMENTS AT END OF PRO

GRAM .
" : PRINT: PRINT

90 READ N$,M$,HS: IF NS="END" THEN RESTORE: GOSUB 1060 : GOTO 10
ELSE PRINTN$,:GOTO90

100 CLS: PRINT@320,"IF YOU ARE NOT WILLING TO MAINTAIN COMPLETE
DICIPLINE":PRINT"I WILL NOT WORK FOR YOU. DO AS I SAY AND YOU'L
L GROW TO LOVE" :PRINT"ME. MASTERMIND YOUR OWN TRADES AND YOU WI
LL GO BUSTEDI ":GOSUB1060
110 CLS: CLEAR10000: QS-^" #####. ##"

120 DIMA$(100) ,PO{100) ,BS(100) : Z=0: CS="EOF"
130 INPUT"FROM DISK=1 TRS-80=2 CREATE LIST PRESS 'ENTER'";S: IF

S=1THEN 213 ELSE IFS=2THEN 170
140 CLS: INPUT"MONTH";DDS:INPUT"COHH0DITY NAME (GOLD, CORN, SUGAR

GOSUB 1090

[RIGHT ARROW) AFTER DATE ENTRY ":M=

:i): IFBS
:i)=BS(I)

;i)^"EOF" THEN GOSUB
E=E+1: N=N+1: M=N:

ETC.) ";D$: GOSUB 107(
150 INPUT"HOW MANY ENTRIES?";N
160 PRINT"BE SURE TO TAB OVER I

N:FORI=1TON:GOTO290
170 REM DELETE 140 IF NO DISK
180 CMD"T"
190 INPUT#-1,DDS,DS,RS,I8,I9: CLS: PRINT@325 , "LOADING ";DD$+" "+

D$+" ";R$
200 1=1+1; INPUT#-1,BS(I) ; PRINTB$I
1070: GOSUB 1090: GOTO 300 ELSE A$l
GOTO20
210 N-0: INPUT"WHICH FILE DO YOU WANT?";JS
220 OPEN "I",l,J5+"/DAT"
230 INPUT#l,DDS,DS,RSria,I9
240 CLS:PRINT@322,DD$+" "+DS+" ";R5
250 IFE0F(1)THEN GOSUB 1070 iGOSUB 1090: GOTO270
260 N-N+1: E=E+1: INPUT#1 , AS (N) : GOTO250
270 CLOSE: M=N: GOSUB 1090: GOTO300
280 REM REMEMBER TO HIT TAB (RIGHT ARROW) AFTER ENTERING DATE

ENTER DATE USING 4 NUMBERS SEPERATED BY A PERIOD.
EG. 03.08

290 PRINT" ";; INPUTA$(I): E=E+1 : NEXT
300 CLS: PRINT@333,"STANDBY. ..I'M WORKING
310 F0RI=1T0M
320 IJ=IJ+1
330 PP=VAL(RIGHT$(A$(I) ,7) ) : PL=PL+PP: P0(I)=PL/IJ
340 IF BB>PP THEN BC=BC+l! BB=PP ELSE BC^0: BB=PP
350 IF BD<PP THEN BE=BE+1; BD=PP ELSE BE-0: BD=PP
360 NEXTI
370 IF BC>9 THEN K5="D0WN" :GOSUB950
380 IF BE>9 THEN K$="UP'' : GOSUB950
390 CLS
400 GOSUB800
410 X=N: F0RI=NT01 STEP-1
420 PRINTA$(I) ,"";

430 PRINTUSINGQ$;PO(I) ; : PRINT"
440 X=X-1

DATA # ";X

450 Y=Y+1
Y=0 CLS;
460 NEXTI
470 IJ=0:
480 GY=0

; IFY=14THENINP0T"SKIP PAGES=l";Gy: IFGY=1THEN 470 ELSE
GOSUB800

PL=0
; P0=0: Y=0: PRINT" LIST AGAIN=0

NG AVERAGES=55"
490 INPUT"TO PRINTER=88
MANY) ";UU
500 IFUU=0 THEN XY=0: CLS: GOTO 300
510 IF UU=99 THEN GOSUB 700: GOTO 600 ELSE IF UU=88 THEN 540

SAVE TO DISK=99 HOVI

TRS80=77 EDIT DATA=66 ADD ITEMS (HOW

Program Listing 1 Continues

5,000 bushels on the futures market for

delivery In December. Now he knows ex-

actly what the raw material will cost at a

future date and can give the baker a price

at which he knows he can make a fair prof-

it. This option will, in the long run, save the

baker money because the miller can make

a better price if he knows he is without

risk. If there were no speculators in the

markets, the miller would have to find a

farmer who would agree to sell him the

wheat in December. A farmer may not be

there, but there is always a speculator

who will take the risk from the miller and

assume it himself, hoping that he has cor-

rectly anticipated price movement.

Even though billions of dollars change

hands yearly, commodity trading is essen-

tially a zero sum game; that is, for every

winner, there is an equal and opposite los-

er. Your TRS-80's random number genera-

tor would have a 50-50 chance of profit-

ing (10 A^RND(2): IF A=1 THEN
PRINT'BUY" ELSE PRINT "SELL"), and

yet, every statistic I have ever seen indi-

cates that at least 90 percent of the

traders lose. Based on my many years in

the markets, 1 think the 90 percent figure

may be a bit low.

Some say the markets are rigged by

insiders. Nonsense. That is the paranoid

talk of losers. (Just because you're

paranoid doesn't mean someone is not

out to get you). The truth was simply

staled by the Okefenokee philosopher,

Pogo Possum, when he said, "We have

met the enemy and they are us!" The

behavior patterns of the losers clearly

show them as they real ly are: Compulsive

gamblers who approach the futures mar-

ket as a surrogate casino wherein they

cater to their crapshooting propensities,

while disguised as investors. Those 90

percent have little chance from day one

because they violate these sound princi-

ples: Trade with the trend, limit losses,

never add to a losing position, and use

risk capital only. Violate these and you

have about as much chance of success as

a cellophane dog chasing an asbestos cat

through hell!

The System

In a zero sum game wherein 90 percent

of the players lose, it logically follows that

the privileged 10 percent must make a for-

tune. (I can assure you we do.) Everyone

who has traded, and lost, has fantasized

about what it would be like to find the key

to joining that select group who make for-

tunes. In Program Listing 1 you'll find the

key that may make you very rich. It's a sys-

tem based solely on moving averages. To

determine the three day moving average

of securities or commodities one adds the
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Z8 BASIC
compi,ii;k controller

>a^.

As leatuted in

Byte Magazine, July and August 1981

•On board tiny BASIC Interpreter,

•2 on board parallel ports.

•Serial I/O port

• 6 interrupts,

• Just attach a CRT terminal and
inniRdiately write control programs
in BASIC.
•BAUD RATES 110-9600 BPS.
• Data and address buses available for

124K memory and I/O expansion
4K RAM, 2716 or 2732 EPROM
operation.

•Consumes only 1 V2 WATTS
Z8 Basic Microcomputer/Controller
Assembled & Tested S195.00
Complete Kit $165.00
Universal Povi/er Supply
{ + 5, +12, 8(-12v) S 35.00

Z8 15 a Iraaemark of Zilog Inc.

SWEET-TALKER,
IT GIVES YOUR COMPUTER

AN UNLIMITED VOCABULARY.

As Featured In

Byte Magazine, September 1981

• Utilizes VOTRAX SG-01A speech
synthesizer chip.

•Unlimited vocabulary.
• Contains 64 different phonemes
Vi/hich are accessed by an 8-bit code.

•Text is automatically translated into

electrically synthesized speech.
•Parallel port driven or

PluQ-in compatible with APPLE II.

•On board audio amplifier.

•Sample Program for APPLE II on
cassette

SWEET-TALKER
Assembled and Tested
Parallel Port Circuit Card $139
APPLE II Plug-in Card $149

VOTRAX IS a trademark of Federal Screw Works

DISK-80
EXPANSION INTERFACE

FOR THE
TRS-80 MODEL I

As Featured In

Byte Magazine, March 1381

•Disk controller (4 drives)

•Hardware data separator

•Buffered TRS-bus connector
• Real-time clock

•Printer port (optional)

DISK aO-ASSEMBLED & TESTED
vtfith 32K RAM $329.95

Centronics Printer

Port add $ 50.00

DISK-80 pc board $ 48.00

Printer/Power Supply
pc board $ 16.00

Complete Kit with 32K
RAM and Printer Port $275.00

TRS 80 is trademark of Tandy Corp.

To Order: Call Toll Free • 1-800-645-3479

(In N.Y. State Call: 1-516-374-6793)

For Information Call: 1-516-374-6793

MICROMINTINC.
917 Midway
Woodmere. N.Y. 11598

FREE EPSON AAX-80 PRINTER
With the
purchase of q
TRS 80, Model in

'iji
-^

For a limited time, Dota Services, inc., wi
give you o FREE Epson MX-60 Printer ($645
value), when you buy o TRS 80 Model III, 46k,
with 2 PERCOM 40 troch drives, ot our new low
prices of $2,395.00.

(Includes RS-232, Printer Cable, TR5D05.)"

The perfect system, the perfect price!

TRS 60 Model III, 48k - two PERCOM 40
track drives - EPSON MX-80 Printer.

Doto Services offers more — APPAP,AT'5
NEWDO5 80, version VEi^ 2.0, regularly S 149,95
— now only £129.95 (Model III units only.)

Up to 20% savings on Ti^S computers — ac-

cessories — progroms. Plus: EPSON / PEP,COM /

APPARAT / HAYES 5MARTMODEM / VERBATIM
DISKETTES / MEMOREX DISKS.

*IRS-80 is a trodemofk of Tandy Corporation.

^See List of Advertisers on page 339

FREE SHIPPING in 46 contiguous states.

No Sales Tax on out-of-stote orders.

Viso/Moster Cord welcome.

Personal checks, allow 3 weeks to cleor.

(Internotionol orders, freight F.O.D. Wichita,
Kansas)

CALL TOLL FREE: 1 -800-835-'l 1 29
or order by moil from:

P.O. Box 1 1 57 Wichita, Konsas 67201 -1 1 57
(In Konsos, coll 1-016-638-9021)

80 Micro, September 1982
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Program Listing 1 Continued

GOTO 550 ELSE IF UU=55 THEN 810 EL

'ENTER' IF NOT ENTER

520 IP UU=77 THEN GOSUB 70

SE IP UU=66 THEN 670
530 XY=0: CLS:PRINT"REHEHBER TO ENTER DATE THEN TAB (RT ARROW) T

HEN PRICE. ":N=E+UU: M=N: FORI=E+lTON: GOTO 290

540 LPRINTDD$+D$: FORI=H TO N: LPRINT AS{I): NEXT: GOTO580
550 CMD"T": REM DELETE IF NO DISK
560 CLS: PRINT@320 , "READY TO RECORD ? PRESS
A 9": INPUTRR: IFRR-9 THEN 470

570 Xy-0: PRINT#-1, DDS, OS, RS, 18,19: FORI=H TO N: PRINTA5[I): PHI

NT#-1,AS{I): NEXTI: PRINT#-1,C$:
580 PRINT: PRINT: INPUT"RE-INITIATE=1 HENU=2";0P: IFOP-ITHEN 70

ELSE 470
590 REM 430-480 ARE FOR DISK USERS , TAPE ONLY USERS

HAY DELETE.

600 INPUT"IF YOU WISH TO CORRECT NAME, DO IT NOW ELSE HIT ENTER.

";K$: IF KS="" THEN KS=D5 ELSE D$=K$
610 INPUT"HONTH CHANGE OR CORRECTION ENTER CHANGE ELSE HIT ENTER
";D0S: IF DOSO"" THEN DD$=D0$
620 XY-0: PRINT: PRINT"WHICH DRIVE 0,1,2, OR 3.";: INPUTSS?
630 OPEN ''0",l,KS+"/DAT'' + ":"+SSS
640 CLS: PRINT"SAVING TO DISK"
650 PRINT#1,DDS;'','';D$;",";RS;",
660 FORI=H TO N: PRINT#1 , AS ( I)

:

AS BEEN SAVED TO DISK": GOTO580
670 CLS: INPUT"WHAT DATA # DO YOU WISH TO CHANGE
680 PRINT"TYPE IN THE CORRECT DATE AND PRICE
INPUT" ";FS
690 AS(DN)=F$! PRINTia333, "STANDBY I'M WORKING"
700 CLS
710 IF W2(1)>W2(2) THEN 18=1 ELSE 18=0
720 IF W2(2)>W2(3) THEN 19-1 ELSE I9=

';I8;I9
NEXT: CLOSE: CLS: PRINTD$;" H

ON
TAB AFTER DATE)

GOTO30

Program LiF,!ing 1 Continues

last three closing prices together and

divides by three. The sysfem calculates

three moving averages and makes a deci-

sion based on the follovi/ing rules: (I will

use three-, seven-, and 19-day averages for

the illustration).

• When the three is higher than the

seven and the seven is higher than the 19,

an up trend is under way. The system has

bought (is long).

• If the three falls below the seven It

maintains the buy position but no further

buying is permitted.

• If the three falls below the seven and

the seven Is below the 19, a reversal in

trend has fatten place and the system

sells {goes short) and stays that way until

the trend reverses on the up side.

One need only enter the closing price

for a maximum of 23 consecutive days

(most commodities are less) to build the

initial data base. Then, every day, enter

the closing price. The program will tell you

when to buy or sell. It will even estimate

the risk involved in a given trade. When it

flashes "A major up/down trend is under-

way" you are likely in for a very profitable

ride. No judgment is required since it is

based on arithmetical averages. The more

A new super hi-res

space game. Wave after

wave of alien attackers. . .

each one a different and unique challenge

to your skills. CASSETTE (16K) , , , $24.95

DISC (32K) - . .$29.95

"Finally . . sotlwaie worthy ol the Color Computer " K C Westerly, Ri

T.'ir :ini .s.^c .'!;<:,%:, ^jeie nghl. Great StutI'" RS. Los Afigoles CA

They're calling

thisone a "classic". You'll

have hours of fast-paced fun

zapping robots. Super hi-res action!

CASSETTE (16K) . . . $24.95

DISC (32K) . . ,$29,95 ^

Outsmart th.-

creatures that pursue

you as you hu,nt for

treasure in a maze of

cave passages. Lots of

colors and sounds!

CASSETTE {16K) . . , $24 95

DISC {32K) . . . $29.95

SEND FOR OUR LATEST FLYER

GET ON OUR
MAILING LIST

V^UY DIRECT^
We pay shipping on all orders in the

continental U S and Canada Over-

seas add S3 00 California residents

please add 6% sales tan

We are always looking for quality

machine language programs Contact

us for details

A challenging puzzle

ith an occasional twist of humor.
There's a treasure waiting

to be discovered!

$19.95

ADVENTURE GAMES
aII)E Hack Sanctum

For the player who enjoys suspense

You'll encounter the forces of black

magic in this spooky adventure

CASSETTE (16K) . .$19.95'^CASSETTE (16K)

MARK DATA PRODUCTS
23 02 BARQUILLA, MISSION VIEJO, CA 92691 • (714) 768-1551i™
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Quality Computer Services Presei

b
& Ik

Our Systems Are Compatible
with Your

TRS-80® Model 1, II, III, XVI

Apple II®

IBM® PC

NEC^^ t

S-100™ ]

Altos™ . y

NorthStar™ Ji

Superbrain " M
Panasonic

Now you can expand the capability of

your microcomputer with cost-effective

mass storage from Q,,GS Our inte-

grated family of 6-, 1 2-. 20-, and
40-million-byte systems lets you operate

your micro with the speed, convenience,

and proven reliability of systems costing

thousands of dollars morel And as your
needs grow, Q.CS mass storage can
grow too. You can start with an entry-

level 6-million-byte system and expand
80 million bytes ... without scrapping

your existing programs or operating

system.

The completely assembled and
tested system includes:

Switching power supply

Winchester drive

Host adapter card

Sealed case

^See List of Advertisers on page 339

Expansion jencloser, controller, and
power supply designed for future

backup hardware or increased storage)

Software

Auto-attach CP/M
Hard disk utilities

Real time clock

Formatting program (assigns

alternates for any weak sectors

detected during formatting—assuring

the lowest possible error rate]

Warranty fa full one-year warranty
on all parts and workmanship)

Also available:

Attach program for TRSDOS
and OASIS
New CP/M dynamic generator;
configured software; menu-drive for

6-, 1 2-, 20-, 40-, 80-megabyte drives

ihe following systems
}ftware can be utilized:

...'S I, III—attached software for

DOS 4.0,* LDOS'
TRS II, XVI—CP/M Racet for TRSDOS,*
Turbo DOS, OASIS
TRS Models (I and XVI use 6 Meg for

CP/M and 6 Meg for TRSDOS.
Apple—CP/M and DOS 3 3

NEC—CP/M
S-100--CP/M
Heath/Zenith—CP/M
IBM—PC DOS, USCD, etc.

* Available at an additional cost

See your local dealer or C3

Quality
Computer
Services

1 78 Main Street Metuchen. New Jersey

Te[ephone:2QI.'548-2l35

Toll-free number: (800| 631-5944

Quaniity discounts avaifable Distributor,

Dealer and OEM inquiries invited,

80 Micro. Septembe! 1982 • 369



MOKiY P<

Piugmm Lr^ling 1 Conliniied

730 IF 18+19=2 THEN RS=" THE TREND IS UP"
740 IF 18+19=0 THEN R$=" THE TREND IS DOWN"
750 IF 18+19=1 THEN R$=R$+" BUT LOOK FOR POSSIBLE CHANGE"
760 INPUT"HOW MANY DO YOU WISH TO SAVE. ..IF ALL ENTER 0";S9: IF

S9=0 THEN H=l: RETURN
770 IF S9<18 THEN CLS: PRINT@320 , "YOU SHOULD HAVE A MINIMUM OF

18 ENTRIES TO FOLLOW SYSTEM"
780 INPUT"RED0=9 TO CONTINUE PRESS 'ENTER'";RD: IFRD=9 THEN 760
790 H=(N-S9)+1: RETURN
800 PRINT"DATE PRICE" , "MOVING AVERAGES ";D$: RETURN
810 IFW1=3 THEN Wl=0
820 CLS: IFN<E3 THEN CLS: PRINT@320,"I MUST HAVE MINIMUM OF ";E3
;" ENTRIES FOR MOVING AVERAGES": PRINT"TO ANALYZE "jDSl PRINT:
GOTO470
830 Q1=0: PRINTE1;",";E2;", & "jES;" MOVING AVERAGES WILL BE CO

MPUTED": PRINT: INPUT" PRINT0UT=1";P9
840 CLS: PRINTD$; IFP9=1 THEN LPRINT D$
850 CLS
860 Q1=Q1+1: IFQ1=1 THEN Z=E1-1 ELSE IF Ql=2 THEN Z=E2-1 ELSE IF

Ql=3 THEN Z=E3-1 ELSE Q1=0: GOSUB960: GOTO470
870 FORI=M-ZTOM
880 IJ=IJ+i
890 W=VAL(RIGHT${A$(I) ,7)) : PL=PL+W: PO(I)=PL/IJ
900 NEXT
910 IJ=0:PL=0
920 Wl=Wl+l! IF Wl<4 THEN W2(Wl)-P0(M)
930 PRINT"THE ";Z+1;" DAY MOVING AVERAGE IS " ; : PRINTUSINGQ$; PO

(

H) : PRINT
940 IFP9 = 1 THEN LPRINT"THE '';Z+1;: LPRINT" DAY MOVING AVERAGE IS

";: LPRINTUSINGQS;PO(M) : LPRINT".": GOTO860 ELSE 860
950 CLS: F0RI=1T05: PRINT@338,"A MAJOR ";K$;" MOVE IS UNDERWAY."
:PRINT@384,"S $SS$SS$$S$SSS5SSSSS$$S$$$
S S $ 5 $":FORK=1TO200:NEXTK:CLS:NEXTI: RETURN
960 IFW2(1)>W2(2) AND W2(2)>W2[3) THEN PRINT@458 , "BUY "D$: IF P

9=1 THEN LPRINT"BUY " ;D$: LPRINT: PRINT: GOTO 990 ELSE 990

970 IFW2(1)<W2(2) AND W2(2)<W2(3) THEN PRINT@458, "SELL ";D?5 IF

P9=l THEN LPRINT"SELL ";D5: GOTO 990 ELSE GOTO 990
980 GOTO1050
990 READ U5: IF U$ = ''EKD" THEN PRINT"RISK CANNOT BE CALCULATED AS

THIS COMMODITY NOT IN DATA BASE": PRINT: PRINT: RESTORE: RETURN
ELSE IF U$<>D$ THEN 990

1000 READ TS:TY=VAL(TS)
1010 READ YS:TZ=VAL(YS)
1020 TE=VAL(RIGHT${AS{M) ,6)) :Rr=TE : R2=P0 (M)

1030 IF Rl>R2 THEN TR= ( R1-R2) *TY ELSE TR= [R2-R1 ) *TY
1040 PRINT: PRINT"APPROXIMATE RISK IS 5" ; ! PRINTUSINGQS;TR; : PRINT"
PER CONTRACT." :PRINT"$";TZ; " MARGIN REQUIRED" : PRINT: IFP9=1 THEN
LPRINT "APPROXIMATE RISK IS $";: LPRINTUSINGQS; TR; : LPRINT" PER CO

NTRACT.": RESTORE: RETURN ELSE RESTORE; RETURN
1050 PRINT"NO ACTION INDICATED, A CHANGE OF TREND MAY BE OCCURIN
G.":PRINT:PRINT:IF P9=l THEN LPRINT"A CHANGE OF TREND MAY BE OCC
URING":LPRINT:PRINT:RETURN ELSE RETURN
1060 PRINT@911,"HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" : Z§=INKEY$: IP Z$="" THEN
1060 ELSE RETURN

1070 IF D$="GNMA" THEN CLS: PRINT@320 , "GNMA ARE QUOTED IN 32 NDS
. YOU MUST CONVERT TO DECIMAL": PRINT:PRINT; PORU^lTOlBOO :NEXTU
! RETURN: ELSE RETURN
1080 REM

FINE TUNES THE MOVING AVERAGES FOR OPTIMUM RESULTS BASED ON

HISTORICAL DATA

1090 IF D$="DEANS' OR D$="MINI BEANS" OR D$="PLYWOOD" OR D$="LU
HBER" OR DS="BEAN OIL" THEN El=4: E2=9: E3=20: RETURN
1100 IF D$="GOLD" OR DS="HINI GOLD" OR DS="SILVER" OR D$="HINI S
ILVER" OR D$="PLATINUM" THEN El=4: E2=8: E3=19: RETURN
1110 IF D$="T-BILLS" THEN El=4: E2=10: E3=21: RETURN
1120 IF D$="COFFEE" THEN El=3: E2=9i E3=18: RETURN
1130 IP D$="YEN" OR D$="D-HARK" OR D$="POUND" THEN El=4: E2=10

:

E3=19: RETURN
1140 IFD$="SUGAR"THEN El=4: E2=10i E3-23
1150 IF D$="C0TTON" THEN El=5: E2=10: E3=20: RETURN
1160 IF D5="C0C0A" THEN El=3: E2=9: E3=22: RETURN
1170 IF DS="ORANGE JUICE" TUEN El=4: E2=8; E3=19: RETURN

Fiogiam I isliny 1 Continues

diversification you have, the greater the

chances of success. Several features vir-

tually guarantee success. They are:

• It always trades with the trend. Los-

ing positions must be liquidated because

to keep them would be bucking the trend.

This system has never missed a major

move, and never will. It can't because,

simply stated, the system Is a palm tree. It

doesn't care which way the wind blows-
it goes along. When the wind reverses

direction, it leans the other way.

• You get plenty of action as the

system is usually either long or short. Six

out of 10 trades will lose because losses

are taken quickly. It stays with winners un-

til the trend changes. See Fig 1. While

some of the winners are small, If you stay

with it, I guarantee you will be in on every

major move. One good move can offset 20

losing trades. Forexample, in the first four

months of this year some of the major

"You are totally

protected from

your worst enemy,

emotional behavior.

moves and the profit per contract were:

cattle $6,000, cocoa$3,000, lumber $2,900,

sugar $4,200 and coffee $5,500. The sys-

tem caught every move.

• You are totally protected from your

worst enemy, emotional behavior. People

become nervous when they see large prof-

its building up, and they seldom stay with

a big move. The computer will never even

flinch. Update the system after each

market day, enter your orders (if any)

before the next day's opening, and your

responsibility has ended. Never again will

you have to feel the anxiety of not know-

ing what to do with a losing position you

have held much too long, thinking, "God

help me, I don't want the cheese. . .just

let me out of the trap!"

• The system will never pick a top or

bottom of a market. It is content to take

what is between those extremes. How
many hapless investors bought gold at

$800 . . ,
$700 . .

.
$600 . . .

$500 . . . $400 per

ounce thinking it couldn't go much lower?

The system was short most of the way

down from $900 + per ounce because it is

always with the trend.
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International

ANNOUNCES

80 X 24 Video Display
' to

From the company that brought you

^CP/hA Compatibility Plus 64K RAM

CP/hA Compatibility for your
TRS-80 Model 1 and ill, PMC 80
and 81, and LNW 80 systems.

CP/M Compatibility Pius

64K RAM for your TRS-80
Model 1 end lil.

TWO SYSTEMS IN ONE
Run CP/M opplication

programs in addifion to

TRSDOS
INDUSTRY STANDARD
Enter the vyorld of powerful

CP/M application programs;
WordStar, dBase IJ, etc.

OPEN AND SHUT CASE
EASY, to install, plug-in

boards; no wires or traces to

cut; no soldering.

TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
Over 50 years of high

technology experience. ..from

Moxi's to Micro's. ..both

Hardware and Software.

T3/OS (our powerful Z-80

code operating system) and
CP/M 2.2 If you choose.

Six Month Warranty

30 Day Money Back

Guarantee

MANUAL $25.00

Call us for Information obout
our large seiecfton of CP/M
application programs.

SEE YOUR LOCAL
DEALER OR CALL

TOLL FREE

1-800-523-4067

In Pennsylvania call

(215) 569-2381

JRS'80 iS a regisfered trademark of

Tandy Coip.
LNW-80 is o registered trademark of

LNW Research Corporation
PMC 80,81 is o registered trademark of

Persono/ Microcomputer Inc-

JRSDOS IS a registered trademark of

Tandy Corp
CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital

Research Inc.

WordStar is a registered trademark of

MicroPro Int. Corp.

dBose II is a registered trademark of

Ashton-Tate

Freedom Technology International

119 North T8th Street, PHiadelphra, PA 19103
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lEY DOS

Progr:irn Listing 1 ConUnued

1180 IF DS="SP500" OR D$="VL500" THEN El=4i E2=10: E3=22: RETUR
N
1190 IF D$="BELLYS' THEN El=3: E2=8: E3=19: RETURN
1200 El=4: E2=9: E3=18: RETURN
1210 CLS: FORI=1TO40:PRINT,"ERROR":NEXT
1220 PRINT-YOU CHOSE A FILE THAT IS NOT ON LINE"i GOTO110
1230 REM

THE DATA STATEMENTS CONTAIN NAME , $ VALUE OF A 1 DOLLAR MOVE
AND MINIMUM MARGIN REQUIRED

1240 DATA CORN, 50, 7 0, CATTLE, 400, 900, BELLYS, 7 60, 120 0, HOGS, 4 5 0,8
0, WHEAT, 5 0,7 50, BEANS, 5 0,15 00, BEAN OIL, 600 , 600 ,BEAN HEAL , 100 , 10
, PLYWOOD, 76, 700
1250 DATA GOLD, 10 0,15 00, SILVER, 50, 2000, COPPER, 500, 700, LUMBER, 130
,1200, ORANGE JUICE, 150, 1000
126 DATA GNMA,10 00,20 0,T-BILLS,250 0,20 00,VL50 0,5 0,7 50 0,SP5
,500, 7 50 0, POTATOES, 50 0,5 0, FEEDER CATTLE , 44 , 90 , COFFEE , 37 5 , 500
, OATS, 50 0,400, Sugar, 1120, 17 00
1270 DATA COTTON, 500, 1000, D-MARK, 1250, 1500, SWISS FRANC , 1250 , 2000
, YEN, 1250, 150 0, POUND, 1250, 15 00
1280 DATA COCOA, 1000, 1500, PLATINUM, 50, 600, HEATING OIL, 420, 2000
1290 REM THE FOLLOWING ARE FROM THE MID-AMERICA EXCHANGE AND

APPLY TO THE SMALL SI2E CONTRACTS

1300 DATA MINI HOGS , 275 , 450 , MINI CATTLE, 300 , 540 , MINI GOLD, 33. 333
,900, MINI SILVER, 10, 600, MINI WHEAT, 100 , 200 , MINI CORN, 100 ,100 ,MIN
I BEANS, 100, 360
1310 DATA END, A,

A

470 S=S+.01
480 IF S<10 THEN 0-1 ELSE 0=0
490 Z$(I)=STR$(S) : ZS (I) =LEFT${Z$(I) ,6)
500 IF LEN(Z$(I))<6 THEN Z S ( I ) =2$ ( I) +"0"

510 IF 0-1 THEN Z${I)=-0"+MIDS(ZS(I) ,2,4)
520 W=VAL(RIGHT$(Z$(I) ,2) ) : IF W>31 THEN S=INT (S+1) +. 01 : GOTO 49

530 RETURN

The remarkable thing about this system

is that it is simple (especially for those

with computers), and very profitable. If

you wonder what $10,000 compounded at

50 percent for ten years would be worth,

try this {while in Basic):

Prim 1 00000 -n.sno).

And yet, few of you will realize the poten-

tial because you don't have the discipline.

By relieving you of the need for exercising

subjective judgment, the program takes

all the fun out of it. Furthermore, you're

impatient and will expect to get rich quick,

and, likely you will quit if the first trade is a

loss. The system is not a jackrabbit. Rath-

er it is a slow, plodding, turtle that grinds it

out inexorably over a period of time.

The Economic Recovery Act of 1981

made commodity trading far more in-

teresting. All commodity futures transac-

tions are taxed as 60 percent long term

and 40 percent short term capital gains.

This means that the maximum tax is 32

percent! It sure beats paying 50 percent,

or the old 70 percent rate, on short term

gains. Who said they were closing the

loopholes of the rich {heh, heh)?

Caveat Emptor

Before you get carried away and run

down to some commodity broker seeking

your easy fortune, I must warn you that

many brokers claim to have some fool-

proof system with which you can make a

million. Before you invest, make one sim-

ple request. Ask him to show you verifi-

able evidence of performance using reai

money for at least five years. There are

many very competent commodity brokers,

but there are legions of great salesmen

who never made a penny on anything

other than commissions. Make sure the

firm you trade with is a clearing member
of the major exchanges like The Chicago

Board of Trade, The Chicago Mercantile

Exchange, The COMEX and so on.

If you want to learn more about com-

modity futures trading, call toll free

800-327-3389 (inside Florida 305-655-3627)

Monday through Friday between 2-4 p.m.

EST and ask for Evone. If you're nice to

— Proiessional —

REAL ESTATE SOFTWARE
t« APPLE. TKS-M U CPH SYSTEMS

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: S37S

• Ttnaoi Hitiory • Onuling Slffl! '^ . ^-r-".-.', i".j

• lilt R«nl R«p(n( • I

• VKincv flapoit • UlihlMt Rapixt^',

• Rtigintd Cntcks - Prmij ''m)|jl|Brf: '' ii'>:>£gr^--^rt;

PROPERTY USTINaS/COHPARABLES: S325
'

• M)i/Min Prici

,
• Unils/Isnt/Cil

Z2 lltmi/Liiling ' Mii PTic*/lnci

• IHia Lnling/Diili • Mii Pnet/Sq F«tl!-' v^<"
'

.
-.'.^^

• Lisrin<| Msmo Figld • Mm Ciihllovi

REAL ESTATE ANALYSIS MODULES: SSO/Modula

• Honia PuicNiia • Tii Ditttrai) Eichanga

• Incoma Prtp Inilyiii • APR Lain HnHitn

• Cantlruclion Cail/Pratil • DaptaMMn/DCHS Malysii

WORD PROCESSOR - MAGIC WAND: $265

. W Compular Slaras Evifiwntt

H DtlMl COD OrliCI

C)l Rttidanii Md it. Silii Ti..

SuilB E, 1116-8lh Straet. Manhatlin BBich, CA 90266

TRS-80 MODEL r^^
GOLDPLUG-80

Eliminate disk re-boots and data

loss due to poor contact problems

at card edge connectors. The
GOLD PLUG - 8D solders to the

board card edge. Use your ex-

isting cables.

CPU/keyboard to

expansion interface $18.95
Expansion interface to disk, prin-

ter, RS232, screen printer

(specify) $9.95 ea

Full set, six connectors. . . $54.95

EAP COMPANY
P.O. Box 14, Keller, TX 76248

(817)498-4242
*TRS-80 is a trademark of

Tandy Corp.
^216

Data Acquisition

and Control for the TRS-80*
$230 ppd.

The STAR6uCK-888i; is a complete eighi channel

data anquisilion and control sysiem plug

compaiible with ihe Model i Level ii TRS-80 it

includes 8 protectee) analog inputs (0-5 Vdc wiin

8 ± 1 bit accuracy). 8 protected digital inputs 8

opioisolated digital outputs, and two loysiick

ports mierrupl-drtven software package allows

simultaneous data acquisition and storage while

using the TRS-80 fc any other ourpose'

Application manual covers home security, energy

monitoring, weather station use appliance

control, graphics and games Price includes

case power supply, extra expansion card edge,

connector cable, complete sotlware package and

detailed applications manual Manuals only are

available tor $5 00 ppd Model m version $260
ppd To order write or call

STARBUCK DATA CO.
PO Bo-: 24. NewtG.n. VA CvlG?

517-237-7695 ^-205

Massachusetts residents add 5% sales tax ' TRS-80

IS a trademark of Tandy Corp
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Finally, a Spelling Checker that can SPELL!
--4 Adtvi ivT t>n"^ iV^ tn «p« iiW %••« Jr ..r

i

ELECTRIC WEBSTER
The ultimate spelling checker.

IMPROVED:
• One-step proofing and correcting.

• Lists errors to screen or printer,

• Can display errors in context.

• Can display dictionary to locate correct spellings.

• 100% ACCURATE-will not miss an error.

• Remarkably compact (50,000 word dictionary will fit on one 5

inch disk).

• Even FASTER than MICROPROOF (furmerly the fastest

available).

• Simple Grammatical Checking (Optional Feature),

• Hyphenates automatically (Optional Feature available for some

Won! Fi I iiiL iTin r iiii I

SELECT APPROPRtA E ^'ES^utiSF.

CORRECT MISSPELLED WORD
LEAVE WORD AS IS

DISPLAY WORD IN CONTEXT
DISPLAY DiCTiONARY

ADD WORD TO DICTIONARY

EXIT:

LNrrnnoRnECT word
HIT FILTER -KLY

(a^

WORD:
RESPONSE:

(Your error)

EASY TO USE: Prepare your text on any Z-SO based micro-

computer, using any of a number of popular word process-

ing programs. When you are finished, enter ihe appropriate

command, and ELECTRIC WEBSTER proofreads your

document, displaying misspellings and typos on the screen.

Then correcting ELECTRIC WEBSTER can display'each

error separately, requesting you to enter the correct

spelling for each. You are also given the option of displaying

errors in context or adding words to ELECTRIC WEB-
STER'S 50,000 word vocabulary. If you do not know the

correct spelling you may also ask ELECTRIC WEBSTER to

look it up for you and display the dictionary. Finally,

ELECTRIC WEBSTER corrects your document. All in less

than a minute.

LOW PRICES: Standard MICROPROOF is available for

$69.60 (TRS-80). Standard ELECTRIC WEBSTER is avaih

able for either $89.50 (TRS-80 Model I or III, Appil) or

$149.50 (CP/MfTRS-80 Model 11 and all others). The op-

tional correcting feature can be added at any time for an

additional $60. Correction feature can be ordered with

patch to integrate with your word processing software. For

each patch, optional Grammatical Checking feature, or

optional Hyphenation feature, add $35, (Integration patch

not necessary for Wordstar, if^)

SPEED is the single most important factor in a dictionary

program. All dictionary programs will find your potential

errors but if the program i.s too slow, ycju are not likely to use

it. ELECTRIC WEBSTER'S speed is outstanding. It can

proofread a several page letter in 20 seconds,

ELECTRIC WEBSTER'S FULL 50,000 WORD VOCAB-
ULARY saves you time and allows you greater confidence

in the lists of potential errors that ELECTRIC WEBSTER
identifies. The mini-dictionary programs, with their 10,000

and 20,000 word vocabularies, have many correctly spelled

words omitted from their vocabularies. Consequently, they

identify as potential "errors" many words that are actually

spelled correctly: five to ten times as many such words as

does ELECTRIC WEBSTER. So, when you use ELECTRIC
WEBSTER, you will have far fewer extra words to evaluate,

a major time savings. There will be less need to look up

words in order to verify that they are in fact spelled correct-

ly. The extra 30,000 words in ELECTRIC WEBSTER'S
vocabulary assures you confidence in the error lists that

Electric Webster generates.

HERtS WHAT THE REVIEWERS HAVE TO SAY
ABOUT MICROPROOF:

"1 have already found thai the use of (MICROPROOF] has

greatly enhanced the quality of my letters and reports. This is a

very useful product and should' be obtained by "anycKne Jj^^
uses a word processor,"

Michael Tannenbaum, CPA
80 Microcomputin3, August 1981

"The summary review of this program?^^ff^^^^l^ffl^B
I highly recommend it for anyone using a word processor for

any need ^ articles, manuals, reports, and even letters of

substantial length,"

A. A. Wicks - Program Previews

Computronics, September 1981

In a comparative review of proofreading programs (with small-

er dictionaries}, MICROPROOF was found to be considerably

faster than- all the other^ when tested against a 400 word
sample document.

Phillip Lemmons
BYTE Magazine, November 1981

"(MICROPROOF) operates with good speed and efficiency. A
1500 word document took 26 seconds to load, process, and
proof when the program was run on a TRS-SCTModei 11 under

CP/M,"®
"Once the program is integrated, it is very friendly and any

person able to use a word processing program can master 9|
moments."

Frank Derfler

Infn-World, January 1982

^
See \;our local microcomputer dealer or write to:

\0^
CORNUCOPIA SOFTWARE
Post Office Box 5028, Walnut Creek, California 94596 • (415) 524-8098

-See List of Advertisers on page 339 80 Micro, Septemben982 • 373



her, she'll send a free booklet that pro-

vides an in-depth look at futures trading.

In truth, the system is all you will ever

need. Program Listing 1 is the main pro-

gram. I wrote Program Listing 2 to make it

easier for you to create data bases for up
to six commodities at one time. Follow it

exactly for six months. Keep accurate

books of every trade. Begin with $20,000

of Monopoly money and see for yourself

how well it works. Follow at least eight

commodities. Enter the closing prices

each day. If action is indicated, your new
position will be the price at which It opens
the foilowing day.

I use this system with two refinements.

My computer is "on line" and can aiert me
two minutes before the close of each com-
modity (commodities close at intervals

from 1 :45 p.m. to 4 p.m. EST). Some of the

time it is obvious that a signal will be

generated, in which case I take my new
position at the close rather than at the

opening the following day. This refine-

ment produces a small advantage over the

basic system, but is beyond the scope of

traders unless you are "on line."

''Begin with $20,000

of Monopoly money
and see how
well it works/'

Oh yes, one other thing. I've tiorrowed

an idea from my wife. Her Chicken Papri-

kash is fit for the gods. When she shares

the recipe with a friend, she deliberately

leaves out one ingredient. Her friend's

dish is very good, but not quite as good as

my wife's. I've done the same. The system
explained herein is indeed very good, but,

according to a computer model that com-
pared this one with my modified version,

this version produces an average yearly

profit of only (?) 38.9 percent.

Speaking of systems. . .The number of

contracts traded daily in 90 day T-Bill

futures is enormous. On a given day they

will trade 25,000 to 50,000 contracts which

represent $25-50 billion worth of T-Bills.

The market is dominated by financial in-

stitutions. In January 1981 I first noticed

some interesting behavior patterns. Each
trading day hundreds of bank executives

may enter orders. While they are separat-

ed geographically and have no contact

with each other, it appears that they act in

concert, almost as one, I devised a day

trading system (I am in and out in the

10 REM WRITTEN BY J.M. KEYNES FOR 80 MICROCOMPUTING
20 CLS:PRINT"IN1TIAL DATA BASE PROGRAM TO BE USED WITH MAIN MOVI
NG

PRINT"AVERAGE PROGRAM.30
S.
40
50

THIS ONLY CREATES AND SAVES DATA BASE

OTHERWISE

INPUT PRICE ";B$(I
INPUT" PRICE ";CS(I)
INPUT PRICE ";D$(I
INPUT PRICE "j'ESd
INPUT " PRICE";F$(I

PRINT"TO BE OF ANY USE, YOU MUST HAVE THE MAIN PROGRAM.
CLEAR4000: Q$="S#.##"

60 DIM A$(25) ,B$(25) ,CS(25) ,D$(25) ,ES(25) ,F$(25) ,G$(25) ,Z$(25)
70 PRINT: INPUT"BEGINNING DATE SEPERATE DAY i, MONTH BY A PERIO
D"jS: S=S-t-,001: S=S-.01: R-INT(S)
80 PRINT: INPUT"NUMBER OF DAYS PRICES TO BE ENTERED";N
90 DD$=''NEW" :I8=1:I9 = 1:R$="NEW DATA BASE"
100 INPUT "HOW MANY COMMODITIES" ; L : CLS
105 PRINT"ENTER COMMODITY NAME EXACTLY AS IT APPEARS IN THE DATA
":PRINT"STATEMENT IN THE MAIN PROGRAM"
110 FOR I=1T0L: PRINT "COMMODITY #" ; I ;

:

INPUTTS ( I) : NEXT
120 Z$(1)=STR${S) :ZS(1)=LEFT$(2$(1) ,6)
130 FOR I=1T0N
140 CLS: PRINT''ENTER DATES SEQUENTIALLY BEGINNING WITH OLDEST DA
TE.": PRINT
150 GOSUB 460: PRINT@322 , "DATE #"I;: PRINT@334 , Z S (I

)

160 PRINTg345, (N-l-l)-I; " ENTRIES REMAIN.
170 REM MANUAL DATE ADVANCE (FOR SAT. SUN. & HOLIDAYS)
1B0 Y$=INKEY$: PRINT@448 , "TO ADVANCE DATE TOUCH 'A'
HIT SPACE ": IF Y$-"" THEN 180 ELSE IF YS="A" THEN 140

190 PRINTT$(1);: INPUT " PR1CE";A$(I)
200 IF L>1 THEN PRINTT5(2)
210 IF L>2 THEN PRINTT$(3)
220 IF L>3 THEN PRINTT$(4)
230 IF L>4 THEN PRINTT$(5)
240 IF L>5 THEN PRINT T$(6
250 NEXT: CLS
260 INPUT"SAVE TO DISK =1, TO CASSETTE=2" ; SS
270 X=X-(-l: U5=TS(X)
280 IF 05="" THEN CLS: PRINT"I'M FINISHED": END
290 IF SS=1 THEN OPEN"0" ,1 ,US-l-''/DAT"

300 PRINT"SAVING ";U$
310 IF SS=1 THEN PRINTSI ,DD$; "

,
" ; TS (X) ;

"
,

" ; R$; "
,

" ;

I

320 IF SS=2 THEN PRINT#-1 ,DD$ ,T$ (X) ,R$ , 18 , 19
330 F0RI=1T0N
340 AS(I)=ZS(I)+" "-HASd
350 IF SS=1 THEN PRINT#1 , AS ( I)
360 IF SS=2 THEN PRINT#-1,AS(I)
370 IF X=l THEN A$(I)=B$(I)
380 IF X=2 THEN A$(I)=C$(I)
390 IF X=3 THEN AS(I)=D$(I)
400 IP X=4 THEN AS(I)-ES(I)
410 IP X=5 THEN AS(I)=FS(I)
420 NEXT
430 IF SS=1 THEN CLOSE: GOTO 270
440 PRINTS-1,X$: GOTO 270
450 REM

AUTOMATIC DATE ADVANCE

460 IF SM2.31 THEN S=l

Program Listing 2

8; 1

9

REM 8 SPACES. . .IMPORTANT

same day) designed to take advantage of

this aberration. I have been following the

system for only 18 months, but the results

look promising. It is not a big money-maker
in one day. in fact, after the first 300
trades it profited 146 times and lost 154
times. Average profit, including commis-
sions, equalled $365. Average loss equalled

$310. In 18 months it showed profits of

$53,290 and losses of $47,740 for a net of

only $5,550 which is not bad considering

the margin on one contract is $2,500. If, by
the end of this year, it has continued to

grind out lunch money in a consistent

manner, I may tell you about it. My broker

loves it because he makes more on the

commissions than I do in profit. But then, I

suppose my brokers have to live too. But

so well?

Next month: A method of trading the

stock market without paying any commis-
sions—something your broker may not

have told you.

The Money DOS line is open from Friday

evening until Monday morning at 8 a.m.

You will hear my recorded comments
about stocks, options, and commodities.

800-327-3389.
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Is Expanding Again!
3 Locations To Serve You...

HEADfiUARTCR* COtiPUTCR CENTER H/8 STORE VP-ISO

3242V SCHOOLCRAFT ROAD
LIVONIA, HICHIBAN 4aiS0

(313) Sa5-A2O0

<nAIL ORDER, MHOLE«ALC, SERVICE)

1S2 NORTH 20th STREET
BATTLE CREEK, NICHISAN 49013

<A1&> 9<i3-2212

(DISCOUNT COMPUTER SHON ROOM)

134 SOUTH FRONT STREET
DOHABIAC, MICHIBAN 49047

(616) 7S2-6600

(FULL R/a PRODUCT LINES AT BIBCOUNT)

PUT A PROPCBSIONAL TSAH TO NOR*; FDR *DU, ME OFFER
'IN-HOUSE- TECHNICAL SERVICE, AND A PROSRANMIN8
STAFF TO ASSIST VDU WHEN HARDNARB OH SOFTWARE
HELP IS NEEDED.

HE CARRV OVER 900 HARDMARE AND SOFTNARC ITEMS
HOST IN STOCK, IF YOU DON'T CHECK OUR PRICES AMD
DELIVERIES YOU MAY FIND THAT VDU PAID HORE ANB
MAITED LONSER.

THE PURCHABINB POHER OF BS, 000, OOO. 00 PLUS BALES
INSURES YOU THE VERY BEST OF DIBCOUNTB AND
PRODUCT euALlTY, HE DON'T HAVE TO "CUT COftNER*-
IN OUR SELECTION OF OFFERINBB, OR CONSTRUCTION
COMPONENTS.

HE SERVICE EVERVTHINB NE BELL, WE'LL ALSO SERVICE
YOUR MODIFIED EDUIPMENT (PROVIDED DDCUflEHTAT ION
IS AVAILABLE), AT REASONABLE SERVICE RATES.

TYPICAL PRICES (PARTIAL LISTING)

TRB-BO. MODEL III 4Bk (2) H.P.I. OR TANDON 40 TRACK DRIVES (FULLY B/B COMPATIBLE)

TRB-BO# COLOR COMPUTER 16h EKTENDED BABIC. . . .

.

TRB-BOa nODEL tl 64ti

COLOR DRIVE O ASSEMBLY

M.P.I. OR TANDON DRIVEB FOR COLOR. HOD I, HOD III. RAH (FROM •199.00. COMPLETE (FROM .Sa^.OO.

H.P.I. OR TANDON B" DRIVES FOR MOD II, ROD 1*. RAN (FROM .499.00) COHPLCTE (FROM .649.00.

PRINTERS, R/S, EPSON, CITOH, MICROLINE, ». OTHERS

H.NCHEBTER DRIVE- FOR MOD III. 6.4 ..,. COHPLETE HITH DOS t INTERFACE. PLU. IT IN AND RUN

HIMCHEBTER DRIVES FOR MOD MI, 14.3 •-«, COMPLETE AS ABOVE

TRB-BO»HODEL 1*, 12B1<, 2a6K. 3H4h, 312h, BINBLE b DUAL DRIVES

UPBRADB VOUR PRESENT .YSTEH. .7 TECHNICIANS ON STAFF FOR PROMPT RELIABLE SERVICE.

ALL POPULAR R/B AND OTHER SOFTHARC AT COMPARABLE DISCOUNT PRICES

•174«.00

. 449.00

.3249.00

• 499.00

• CALL

• CALL

• CALL

.199B.00

B339S. 00

. CALL

a 04/HOUR

• CALL

WARRANTY POLICY:
TO HAVE THE R/B 90 DAY WARRANTY IN
EFFECT, REDUIRCB CONSTRUCTION FROM R/S
SUPPLIED CDMPDNENTB, AT BLIBHTLY HIBHER
PRICEB.

ESUIPHEMT CONSTRUCTED HITH CDMPOMENTB
PURCHASED DIRECTLY FROM THE
MANUFACTURER IB COVERED BY A BIX MONTH
PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY BY LEVEL IV
PRODUCTS, INC.

YOU MUST SPECIFY
ASIURE THE LEVEL

HHKN ORDERINB
OF COVERABK

TO
YOU

TERMS OF SALE:
A 2X DISCOUNT 18 ALLOWED ON CASH
PRE-PAID ORDERS PERSONAL CHECKS
REQUIRE 2 WEEKS FOR BANK CLEARANCE.

VISA, MASTER CHARSE, C.O.D.. AND HIRE
TRANSFERS ARE ACCEPTABLE, DEPOSITS ARE
REOUIRED FOR ALL SPECIAL ORDER AND
ABBEMBLED ITCMB.

A CHARBE OF .10.00 HILL BE
RETURNED CHECKS.

MADE FOR ALL

DEALER'S NOTE Some key areas are still auoHable for both re-sale

and servicing dealerships, contact our Headquarters Division for

Details.

SHIPPING:
FOREIBN ORDERS AND LARBE ITEMS ARE

SHIPPED BEST-WAY FREIBHT COLLECT, MOST
0TMER8 ARE SHIPPED PROMPTLY FROM BTOCK
VIA U.P. S.

DOMESTIC BHIPHEHTS OF
U.P.S. SIZE AND WEIBHT
ADD 1.9X OF THE ORDER
CHARSE8 FOR SHIPPINB,

ITEMS IH THE
RANM YOU MAY
VALUE TO COVER
HANDLINB, AND

INSURANCE. (MINtHUN IB .2.30)

ADD «1.S0 FOR ALL C.O.D. BMIPMENTB.

TOLL FREE ORDER HOT LINE
800-521-3305

HARDlVARE/SOmVARE
Service Line

313 / 525-6200

Your One Stop Computer Shopping Center

•TRADEMARK OF RADIO SHACK. A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

- See L/s( of Advertisers on page 339 'Micro. September T982 • 375



"/Wy primary criticism of the program

is a iack of meticulous debugging."

After receiving numerous phone calls

from other physicians, it is clear that

many medical clinics are anxious to auto-

male their patient billing procedures. A
surprising number of physicians pur-

chased the Mode! I two or more years ago
for this purpose. So far I have heard from
no physician who is using the Model I for

patient billing. Several clinics are using
the Model I for word processing and find-

ing it very satisfactory.

Some callers are planning to upgrade
their computers. Interestingly, no caller

was considering the Model III. Most felt it

had no significant advantage over the

Model I. No callers were considering an
Apple computer. Most were trying to

decide among the Model 16 (or Model II),

IBM or Xerox. I favor the Model 16 for the

following reasons:

of years. For my money, I prefer a less ex-

pensive computer with more capability,

even if service is slightly less convenient
and the name less prestigious.

The interest physicians are showing for

automated billing is being reflected by the

growing number of software houses mar-

keting different medical billing packages.

I am aware of 12 different medical billing

packages. In time I will try to review most
of these programs.

Medical Office Management I

Charles Mann & Associates

Models I & III

$795.95

One of the earliest offerings for the

Models I and III was from Charles Mann
and Associates. For more than two years,

'Tfie package contains unique

features, but it is not yet

sufficiently developed to be
a true turnkey system."

First, the Xerox computer is i/ery slow. It

uses single-density 8-inch drives, which
hold only half the data double-density

drives hold. It does have a nice keyboard.

Most reviewers have given the computer a
poor overall grade. In our area there is no
service for this computer.

Second, the IBM Is a better computer
than the Xerox machine, but it is not inno-

vative. While service is spotty at present,

there is no reason to doubt that it will be
good with time. It has two major draw-

backs for use by medical clinics. First, its

5y4-lnch disk drives are simply insuffi-

cient for patient billing. Second, its price

is too high. With almost daily improve-

ments in microcomputer hardware, it

seems foolish to pay a high price for a
machine certain to be obsolete in a couple

this software house has been creating

software for physicians on the Apple com-
puter. The primary author of the physician

programs is Bruce Moxon. Although the

company still favors Apple computers
with hard disks, and their most sophisti-

cated physician programs are available

only for the Apple, one year ago they con-

verted their simplest medical office

management software for use with the

Models I and III.

Their version requires a minimum of

48K, a 130-column printer, and at least two
S'/i-inch disk drives. I recommend four

double-density, double-sided disk drives,

if hard disks are not being considered. The
company recommends LDOS if hard disks
are used.

The Medical Office Management sys-

tem may fit the needs of many small one-

physician clinics. It may also be useable

by a two or three-physician clinic if the

physicians have similar scheduling and
practice habits, it will not separate ac-

counts by physician, however. The pack-

age contains several unique features, but

it is not yet sufficiently developed to be a
true turnkey system.

The documentation suffers from in-

completeness. It contains only 21 pages
of instruction, seven pages of sample
printouts (one printout is repeated), no In-

dex, and not even a table of contents! In-

stallation instructions are particularly

sketchy and no information is given on the

proper format to enter numeric informa-

tion; no mention Is made that dollar signs

and commas must not be entered.

It provides no information on the maxi-

mum accepted length for responses to

video prompts. Some confusing video

prompts such as "Billing Code?" are not

even mentioned. A paragraph of the docu-

mentation appears to have been inadver-

tently omitted. There is no cue-card.

However, a new manual will be released

before this column is published and un-

doubtedly many of these problems will

have been corrected. Furthermore, a hot

line is available. I had no difficulty resolv-

ing problems and questions quickly. Also,

the program is designed to be supported

by a local software house, and this may
account for some omissions.

With the 5V4-inch drive limitation many
disks are required. This includes three

system (program) disks, an appointment
disk for each physician, two disks for new
patients, several disks for established pa-

tients (630 patients per disk on the Model
III, or 350 patients per disk for the Model I),

and at least one monthly and one daily

transaction data disk. You will use nine or

more disks during the course of a day.

After backing up the system disks and
formatting sufficient blank disks, perform
the usual first tasks: entering the clinic's

name, address, phone number, and so on.

A feature that is certain to be appreciated

by the user is the ability to configure the

software easily to the hardware. It takes

almost no time to specify how many
drives are in the system. This can easily
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be modified \i repairs are being made

10 one or more drives, or if you ac-

quire additional drives. All video prompts

for disk swapping will reflect the number

of disk drives specified. A further capabil-

ity IS provided with the choice of which

drives to use for which disks during

disk-swapping routines. With a few mod-

ifications it should be possible to ac-

commodate many non-standard setups

including a mixture of 80-track or 8-inch

disk drives.

After performing these basic house-

keeping tasks, you build the procedure

file. For efficiency during month-end bill-

ing, the first 25 procedures entered should

be the procedures most commonly used

by the clinic. This important fact, however,

was not mentioned in the installation in-

structions. It was mentioned later in the

manual under month-end billing instruc-

tions. They probably assumed that the

person entering the procedures would

have read the entire manual and remem-

bered that tiny piece of instruction when

entering the data.

Another point not mentioned in the

manual, but explained by phone to me,

was that the procedure number does not

represent the order of the procedure se-

quence kept by the computer. The pro-

cedures are kept in disk and memory in

the order of their entry. This slows down

searches. Since only 175 procedures are

allowed for the Model 111 and 100 for the

Model I, speed is not a great problem. Un-

fortunately, it is not possible to enter

either an uncommon procedure or non-

standard charge during the billing pro-

cess unless It has previously been en-

tered as a coded procedure. For those in

general practice, this should pose no

significant handicap; but for surgical

specialties such as orthopedics, this will

be a problem.

Procedures can be entered in any order.

There is no auto-incrementing of pro-

cedure numbers. There is no video prompt

for the number of the last procedure

entered.

Printout of the procedures is in order of

entry. There are no provisions for listing

procedures in either alphabetic or office-

code sequence. A thoughtful feature is

the option to print out a procedure list

with space for a check mark beside each

procedure. This can be used as a conven-

ient charge slip.

Once the procedures are entered, the

insurance carriers are entered. It accepts

25 insurance companies. (If more in-

surance companies are necessary, or

more procedures must be used, CMA will

provide information on modification.)

Data entry throughout the program is

hindered by the failure to provide visual

cues for maximum data length.

The program provides rudimentary pa-

tient scheduling. It prints out a very nice

schedule each day, but the appointment

program is time consuming to set up each

month; to operate daily, it requires a

separate disk for each physician, and it

fails to provide any significant advantage

over a manual appointment book. If it was

written in machine language, had several

needed enhancements (such as the in-

creased flexibility in schedule times or dif-

ferentiation between multiple physicians

on one disk) it might be practical. In its

present condition, however. I predict that

few secretaries will be happy with it.

After initialization chores are com-

pleted, the program is ready to run. Since

the original program was written on an Ap-

ple computer, it often fails to take advan-

tage of the unique features of either the

Model I or III. There are a few hidden resi-

duals from the program's Apple ancestry

which emerge occasionally. These in-

clude an occasional Instruction to hit

return to continue instead of the correct

hit enter to continue.

Upon boot-up, the program asks for the

date. There is no Implementation of the

date already entered on the Model III—
again revealing Its "foreign" origin.

Although the documentation states

that the program resides on a protected

disk, this is not true. Complete back-ups

are possible. Written in Basic, the com-

pany does use passwords for the pro-

grams, but this protection is so minimal

and easily defeated that even a beginner

can break it. This type of protection might

better be forgotten. Interestingly, 1 had to

remove the passwords from my copy or

the program would not run.

The authors have made no attempt to

protect patient records. No passwords are

required to update patient accounts.

Patient registration uses a novel ap-

proach. When a new patient makes an ap-

pointment, a temporary number (between

9,000 and 9,999) is assigned automatically

by ttie computer and minimal information

is entered. This becomes particularly

helpful in a consultlve type of practice

with many new patients daily. If the pa-

tient does not meet the appointment, he

will never receive an established patient

number (between 1 and 9,000). However, if

the patient does meet his appointment.

i
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TCORE
RE CO.
elleimg OH 45^39

"TOO MUCH"
FOR

RADIO SHACK!
Radio Shack REFUSED to

include MISADVENTURE
#1 in their SOURCEBOOK
due to our description of

the game!

MISADVENTURE SERIES—model I & III 16k

#201 (#1 ) Madam Rosa's Massage Parlor* $15.00

tt?02 (#2) Wet T-Sfiirt Conlesf $15.00

tt203 (#3) Sewers of f^floscow*'— with sound! $1 5 00

#204 (#4) Casino of Pleasure**- -witti sound' $15.00

#205 (#5) Naked Nightmare"'~with sound' NEW $15.00

'not as hard "experience recommended

ARCADE— TYPE GAMES— model I & III 16k

#302 Block Breaker by Cedar Software— with sound'

#303 Leaper by Ceoar Software—NEW'— with sound

ADVENTURE DECODER— model I & III 16k

#3Qi Dohne' Buqg (Adventure-decoder)

$14.95

,!

$15.95

$15.00

COLOR COMPUTER— games and Misadventures

#401 Mystery of ttie Keys (4k}— with sound' $15 00

#501 (#1) Madam Rosa's Massage Parlor (16k)-

with sound'- Si 5 00

#502 (#2) Wei T-Shir1 Contest (!6k)— with sound' $15.00

Immediate shipment! Check, credit cards, or phone

orders i12-6 p.m.] Dealers and distributors welcome-
please inquire! HINT SHEETS AVAILABLE!

LEAPER! 'Big Five: EAT YOUR
HEART OUTI"

—the Ganiester

Go Frog Go!

Our MISADVENTURE SERIES consist of CHALLENGING

and FUN "adventure-type" programs that may occasion-

ally be a bit naughty!

MYSTERY OF THE KEYS tor the color computer is a

graphic puzzle as addicting as "The Cube" and similar to

"The Link", 4k and up.

DOHNE' BUGG is our besl-selling ADVENTURE-DE-

CODER! Are you STUCK In a machine- language

ADVENTURE GAME? This program will display on the

screen all VERBS that interact in the game, all

LOCATIONS & OBJECTS you will lind, and all ACTIONS

that result! A MUST FOR THE SERIOUS ADVENTURER!

All programs are presently available in cassette form

^See List of Adverlisers on page JJ'J
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ESTATE
PLANNERS!

HAS ERTA
GOTTEN YOU DOWN?

TIRED OF
CRUNCHING NUMBERS?

LET E - PLAN
DO IT FOR YOU

QUICK CALCULATIONS
FOR COMPLEX

ESTATE" PLANNirMO SITUATIONS
FOR LESS THAN 200 OO

AVAILABLE FOR
DISC VERSIONS OF

OF MODELS I. II AND III

FOR MORE IMFORMATION. WRITE TO

E -PLAN L_TD.
P.O. BOX 182

PENFIELD. NEW YORK
iA52e *'')34
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the temporary patient number is trans-

ferred to an established patient number,

and the information previously entered is

also transferred to the permanent file. At

this time a complete patient information

file is entered. An important feature in-

cluded in the program is the ability to en-

ter both a home phone and a work phone.

The heart of any medical management
system is its daily bi I lingThis system, like

any floppy-disk system, uses only a

balance-forward method. Transactions

are iost with month-end processing.

Posting daily transactions is a simple

process. If necessary a Get Help/Informa-

tion utility is always available. Only estab-

lished patient accounts are accepted.

Temporary patient account numbers must
first be transferred to the permanent file

or they will be rejected. After the patient

account number is entered and the ac-

count found, an office procedure code is

entered so charges can be registered.

Next, the time the procedure took is

entered. This information is used to moni-

tor the clinic's efficiency. Although it is an
interesting idea, if the practice routinely

does multiple procedures on each patient

visit, it will be very difficult to monitor the

actual time each separate procedure
takes. After the length of time taken is

entered, payments are recorded.

Once in the transaction mode, a trans-

action must be entered; there is no other

method for smoothly returning to the bill-

ing menu. Disk swapping is required to re-

cord the transaction. Here the company
has made a very real attempt to trap incor-

rect disk-swapping errors at all strategic

points. The method used is not foolproof,

nor as good as the method used in Radio
Shack's Medical Office System, but it is

adequate. As with any program requiring

disk swapping, careful labeling is manda-
tory. Charles Mann and Associates sell

color-coded, large-print labels— a helpful

service.

Account adjustments or payments are

entered in the same manner as the daily

transactions.

The program prints a daily transaction

log that gives a detai led summary of each
transaction in the order of transaction

entry, and practice summary that gives in-

formation on the number of patients

scheduled, the number of patients seen or

who paid on their account, the number of

appointment periods scheduled, the

number of appointment periods used, and
the banking activity. It also lists an opera-

tion summary, that gives fee productivity

per time interval, for determining the prac-

tice's efficiency.

Month-end billing is time consuming

and requires two operations and constant

operator intervention. A very clear state-

ment is produced on plain paper. Each
statement is then cut apart by hand. Only

20 statements should be printed at a time.

Insurance companies can be billed twice

each month, but this is more complicated

and I would not recommend it. For insur-

ance billing, a standard AMA insurance

form is used.

When the statements have been com-
pletely printed, a complete and current pa-

tient list can be produced which will give

current account status. A list of all in-

surance carriers and their outstanding

balance can also be produced at this time.

This is the only time during the month
that current-account balances can be
obtained on the patients; this is the single

greatest drawback on most micro billing

programs.

Idiosyncrasies

The program will not accept dates

before 1979. When in the editing mode,
hyphens and colons were accepted as if

enter had been pushed for some entries.

There was no error trapping for office

codes which were entered as large num-
bers. Instead, they were printed out in ex-

ponential format! The break key was not

disabled- Printouts commonly failed to

utilize the Print Using feature, so dollar

amounts were not printed out in standard

dollar format unless entered as such. The
printouts failed to provide a form feed

when the printing was completed. If the

printer was inadvertently turned off, no

'printer not ready" warning was given.

IVly primary criticism of the program is a

lack of meticulous debugging. The bugs
are minor and will be fixed with time, but

they are irritating. Error trapping is

moderately complete, but it is still possi-

ble for an error to suddenly pop the user

into Basic. The limits of the program's

math ability are listed nowhere in the

manual, and I was not able to obtain this

information from CMA, Since single-pre-

cision routines are used throughout, the

accuracy in calculation should be fine to

$9,999.99. I did find rounding errors above
this for certain numbers.

The company itself is delightful to work
with. I would hope that they convert some
of their better medical packages for use

on the Model II or Model 16. If interest is

great enough, they have assured me that

they will. They currently offer a dental

package for the Model II,

Please feel free to contact me about
software you have found to be excellent

(or inadequate). Your input will determine
the direction this coiumn will take and
the software we choose to review. Until

next month, . .
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for my
1) n adapt to my method of working, not force me to adapt to its method

of working.

2) D have an alphanumeric account code that could accomodate my
current structure of accounts with ease. r.

3) n process accounts for [12 13 ] financial periods per annum. n
(circle one) f

4) n be Hmited in the number of accounts I could put on file only by
the physical storage capacity of the computer.

5) n haveaperiodactivity volumeof upto[ $1M $10M $100M]. /
(circle one) /

6) D have a year-to-date volume of up tb[$10M $100M $lBILLION].
(circle one)

7) n let me custom design up to [ 33 66 .99 ] reports, and not force me to make-do with just

(circle one)

the preprogrammed reports.

8) n allow me to enter next period data while in the current period without forcing an

early close-out of the current period.

9) n be expandable to include Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Order Pro-

cessing, Payroll, and Financial Modeling packages.

10) n be fully guaranteed and serviced by the distributor.

OTHER - ^

_—_-

(Use another sheet if necessary.)

The accounting package you've been searching for is here. Instant Software is proud to present

tiie best accounting package on the market

—

THE GENERAL LEDGER PACKAGE.

Created by The Microcomputer Business of Surry, England, The General Ledger Package is an

highly comprehensive, extremely flexible, easy-to-use package designed to run on the TRS-80*

Model II 64K microcomputer.

Just how good is The General Ledger Package? We're going to let you decide. Take a minute or

two to decide what your electronic accounting needs are by filling out the list above, checking

the appropriate boxes and circHng the correct amounts. Or make your own list. Then compare

your list to The General Ledger Package's list of features on the next page.

That's all. No h^'pe. No slogans. Just the facts. Instant Software
Peterborough. N.H. 03458 USA A subsidiary of Wayne Green Inc.
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FEATURES OF THE
GENERAL LEDGER

PACKAGE:

01-10
OIHER:

^ d()t^; not require any previous compater

experience to operate.

allows you to create, amend, and delete

any account record at any time.

g allows you to create, amend, and delete

any report on file at any time.

g gives you instantancoiLs acL-es,s to the

files.

automatically updates data on the Mas-
ter File that is affectec! b\" transaction en-

tiy.

automatically reverses act;rual entries

made in previous period.

has built-in batch and run controls.

^ prints hard copy log after e\'er\' entr\-

that can affect a file.

has an automatic peripheral device check

which tells you if a problem exists and
where it lies.

comes complete with Master Disk for

vonr filc^;, rcadv-to-nm di^k, and blank

disk.

screen layouts are clean, attracli\e and
informative.

accompanies all transactions with an

audit trail,

^ Transaction ImIc ha.s assigned-by-\ou rcf-

erenec js,

Transaction Listings can be listed se-

quentially or under variety* of criteria se-

lected b>- \'oii,

*TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy
Corp.

64 combinations of inquiiy options to

Transaction File.

can print rejiorts at any one of nine le\--

els of detail that you select.

ignores invalid data, maldng unwanted
or accidental entry impossible.

can run on nopp\- dLsk or a hard dri\-t'

disk.

has extraorclinar)' d(.x.'umentation that in-

cludes screen photos for ever\- program.

has utilit)' programs which simplif\' com-
puter hou.s(tk«.'])ing tasks.

file recovery sjstem normally repairs

.scrambled files and recovers data.

will not let you duplicate account

numbers.

maintains details of activities period b>-

period so that comparisons are easily

obtained.

does not permit access or entiy while the

program is operating.

Now, if you have something on \-oi.ir

list that you don't see on ours,

chances are The General Ledger
Package has it or can do it. We just

don't have enough space to hst ever\'

feature the package offers. At a list

price of $897, you won't find a better

bookkeeper who'll work for less.

To (jrder your General Ledger Pack-

age, simply fill in the coupon below
and send it to Instant Software, Attn:

John Gancarz, 80 Pine Street, Peter-

borough, NH 03458. If you'd like to

know more about The General
Ledger Package, call toll free

1-800-258-5473 and ask for our free

brochure. Or write to Sandra Mer-
chant, Technical Service Advisor at

the above addrass.

YES, I want THE GENERAL LEDGER PACKAGE for my business.

Please send me packages @ $897.00 for a total of $

MC ..^VISA AMEX MO Certified check

Interbank #.

Signature

NAME _„
POSITION

_Exp. date.

COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY^ STATE ZIP
TELEPHONE

Instant Software
Peterborough, N.H. 03458 USA A subsidiary of Wayne Green Inc.
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by Art Huston

Counting Load 80 byte by byte

Compiling the Load 80 directory is one

of the last steps in getting 80 Micro to

press. A scant few days before the maga-

zine goes to the printer the editors decide

exactly which articles will be in the issue.

This leaves little time to decide on what will

go onto the Load 80 tape.

In May the mad rush caught up with us.

We estimated we could fit 12 programs onto

the cassette, and printed the Load 80 direc-

tory accordingly. A week later we had to cut

FORE, PERSPECT, and TESTFILE—the ex-

treme length of another program had

thrown off our calculations.

Some good has come of this. Load 80 pro-

grams are now read off a disk and their

bytes counted before the directory is print-

ed. This takes extra time, but makes the

Program Listing

10 CLSiDEFINT X
20 PRINT"1. Hex to Dec 2. Dec to Bex 3. Dec to LSB, MSB

4. LSB, MSB to Dec 5. Add Bytes to DecS
30 INPUT"CHOICE";A$:CH=VAL[AS)

:

IFCH<1ORCH>5THEN3BELSEONCHGOSUB40
,60,80,90,110:GOTO20
39 REM ** Hex to Dec **

40 INPUT"HEX#";HX$:IFLEN(HXS) >40RLEN(HXS) <1THEN40ELSEDE=0 : FORX=L
EN{HX$)-1TO0STEP-1:X2=ASC[HX$) :X1=X2

:

IFX1<58THEKX1=X1-48ELSEIFX1
>64THENXl=Xl-55
5 IFXl>15ORXl<0THENX=0:NEXT:GOTO40ELSEDE=DE+Xl*16 [X : HX$=RIGHT$

(

HXS,X) :NEXT:GOSUB150:RETURN
59 REM ** Dec to Hex **

60 GOSUB130:HXS="":FORX=3TO0STEP-1:X1=INT(DE/16[X) :DE=DE-Xl*16 [X

:IFXl>9THENX2-Xl-(-55ELSEX2=Xl+48
70 HXS=HXS+CHR5(X2) :NEXT: PRINTHX$;RETURN
79 REM ** Dec to LSB, MSB **

80 GOSUBl30:X2=INT[DE/256) :X1=DE-256*X2:PRINT"LSB ="X1"HSB =''X2:

RETURN
89 REM ** LSB, MSB to Dec **

90 INPUT" LSB"; XI :IFXl<0ORXl>255THEN90
10 INPUT"MSB";X2:IFX2<0ORX2>255THEN100ELSEDE=X1-H2 56*X2:GOSUB150

: RETURN
109 REM ** Add Bytes to Dect **

~ c
110 GOSUB130: INPUT"Add # bytes {nnK foe Kbytes) " ;AS:X=VAL(A$) : A?

=RIGHT$(A$,1) :IFA$="K"ORA$="k"THENX=X*1024
120 IFDE-(-X>65535ORDE+X<0THENPRINT"Result out of range ": GOTO110EL

SEDE=DE-(-X:GOSUB150: RETURN
128 REM *** Subroutines ***

129 REM ** Input Dec # **

130 INPUT"DEC #";DE$:DE=VAL(DES) : IFDE<0ANDDE>-32769THENDE=DE-l-655

36
140 IFDE<0ORDE>6 5536THEN130ELSERETURN
149 REM ** Print Dec # **

150 PRINTDE; : IFDE>32767THENDE=FIX (DE-65536 ) :PRINT" ( "DE") "ELSEPR

INT
160 RETURN

directory accurate.

The June/July Load 80 included all the

programs listed in the directory. The August

Load 80 went even better—we added

SLALOM (page 112) and RAMMER (page

296). This brought that blockbuster month

to a total of 25 games!

Basic and Machine-language Hybrids

Many programs in 80 Micro and Load

80 are hybrids of Basic and machine lan-

guage. This is frequently done in games

that require a very fast sound routine

("Space Chase," April 1982, p. 292) or

vertical scroller ("Rammer," August 1982,

p. 296). Execution is simply not fast enough

in Basic.

The usual method of setting up a

machine-language subroutine is to POKE it

into memory. A few programs POKE the rou-

tine into a string or a remark statement (see

"Through the Asteroids," August 1982).

Most POKE the routine into high memory,

where it can be protected by setting the

memory size.

Telling Basic Where to Go

Those programs that POKE routines into

high memory may not work on systems with

an amount of memory different from that

specified by the program's author. The

machine language needs to be POKEd into

a different region of RAM. Last month's

RELOAD 80 column detailed how to

relocate these routines. All that remains is

to tell the Basic interpreter where the code

is located.
Cassette-based Basic sets aside memory

locations 16526 and 16527 to point to-

wards the beginning of a machine-language

subroutine. These memory locations store

a two-byte integer—the first byte is the

least significant byte (LSB) and the second

is the most significant byte (MSB). The
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TEACH YOUR
CHILDREN

ALPHA— Our best seller. Enhanced with laiger letters

and three excercisea Alphabet recognition tor pre-

schoolers

ALPHA II— More alphabet excerclses. Find ihe dupli
cale letters; letters before and after; put in alpha-
betical order.

SIGMA— Addition problems for grades 1-3,

SIGMA-EX— Addition problems for the younger or

slower learner.

SIGMA-82— Actdlllon, subtraction, multiplication and
division, Niise speed levels. Time left and total lime
constantly displayed.

SPE-L— Spelling practice for grades 2-4

Learning to Count Money— A THREE PROGRAM
SYSTEM THAT TEACHES THE IMPORTANT SKILL OF
COUNTING MONEY. SUPERIOR GRAPHICS. (SOLD
BY THE SET ONLY)

Available on cassette only for TRS-80 Models I and III

$6.95 each, two for S12,00, lour tor $21.00 Learning to
Count Money— 119,95

Add $1.00 to total order lor first class shipment.

^188
iHIHBI ^Tf^ M Mercer Syilcmi Inc

WW CTlKga ' |?l 87 Stoole. l*n«^^"' ^iW^ Dl HItktvlllr, N.Y. 11B0I

Color Computer Programs
From Star-Kits

SPELL 'N FIX — Essential for serious word
processing! Finds and fixes spelling and
typing mistakes fast. 20,0O(H word diction-

ary can be expanded. Truly professional

program. $69 29 for RS disk or cassette,

$89.29 lor Flex

HUMBUG - The Ultimate Monitor has 37

commands to enter, examine, start, slop,

even single-step machme language pro-

grams, and more $39 95 on disk or cassette

for I6K or 32K systems, $49.95 lor 64K
systems.

CHECK 'N TAX - Set ol programs to

balance checkbook and keep tax data on

disk. $50.

REMOTERM — Allows using a terminal to

give Ihe Color Computer a full 24x80 display

lor serious users or remote operation.

$19.96.

LFPRiNT — Permits use of a non-standard

printer. $19.95

NEWTALK Voice output program to

examine and check memory. $20.

SHRINK — Our fast version ol Eliza. $15.

OXXO — Our fast yersion of Othello. $15.

CHECK 'N TAX requires 32K, all others

16K. We accept cash, check, COD, Visa or

MC. NY State residents please include sales

tax

Star-Kits

P,0, Box 209—

E

Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 10549

(914)241-0287

two-byte integer at these two locations

can be expresseid as PEEK(16526) + 256

*PEEK{16527).

Here is a short program for POKEing any

aiddress into 16526 and 16527:

10 INPUT"Menn Addr";MA

20 MSB = INT(MA/256|

30 LSB=MA- MSB*256
40 POKE 16526.LSB

50 POKE 16527,MSB

This routine will worl< for values of MA be-

tween zero and 65535,

Disk Basic on both the Model I and III

allows up to 10 machine-language subrou-

tines at a time, each pointed to by a

DEFUSR statement. The first routine is

pointed to by DEFUSRO = 'nnnn,' the sec-

ond by DEFUSR1 - 'nnnn' and so on up to

DEFUSR9 = 'nnnn.' Most programs have

only one such subroutine.

The 'nnnn' is the memory address of the

routine. You can express it as either a

decimal or hexadecimal number—just pre-

cede hexadecimal values by &H. The follow-

ing statements define a routine at 32000,

767 bytes below the top of memory in a

16K machine:

DEFUSRO = 32000

DeFUSR0 = &H7D00

Express memory addresses above 32767 in

decimal as the address minus 65536. For ex-

ample, DEFUSRO^ -20 defines a machine-

language subroutine at 65516 (FFECH).

The Actual Conversion

The Program Listing will help you relocate

machine-language subroutines. The pro-

gram is error-trapped to keep all input and
output below the top of a 48K machine. You
may enter decimal numbers above 32767 as

either negative or positive numbers; they

will be printed in both forms.

Option 1 converts a hexadecimal number
to decimal. Any letters in the number
must be uppercase. To change the num-
ber 7FFFH, simply enter 7FFF. The resuit

is 32767.

Option 2 converts a decimal number
to hexadecimal.

Option 3 converts a decimal number to its

LSB and MSB. You could use this option to

determine what numbers to POKE in under

Level II,

Option 4 converts an LSB and MSB to a

decimal number. You might find this handy

for going from Level II to Disk Basic.

Option 5 adds any number of bytes to a

specified memory address. The program

first asks for the decimal number, then for

the number of bytes to add. To add a

number of K, simply type K at the end of the

second number. If you wish to subtract,

make the second number negative.

In next month's column we'll actually

modify a program to run on a different

machine,

Editor's Note: This month Load 80 goes

back to the old price and one tape/

disk, but we stiii managed to fit 22 pro-

grams. SQUARE1-4 are game programs

from the August 1982 Copernica Malhe-

matica column. We had unexpected room
and thought you'd enjoy them.

Program

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Title

MOBYDICK
COLORART
TRAINART
CHARTART
BTFLYART
CSTLEART
SNPYART
SCRNPLAY
ORDRFORM
SIM

VEIL/SRC

HOTDOG
MTRMOUTH
PACHINKO
FUNHOUSE
HAMMING
MD0S1
MDOS2
SQUARE1 (Aug)

SQUARE2 (Aug)

SQUARES (Aug)

SQUARE4 (Aug)

Page
39

68

68

204

270

276

286

330

330

330

330

342

364

364

358

358

358

358

Comments
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

needs EDTASM
None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

None

September Load 80 Directory
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COMPUTER GRAD^'
•^ 100% ERROR-FREE

.Y GUARANTEED

In the April, 1981 issue of 80 Micro we introduced LOAD
80 to save you the time and trouble of typing our programs

yourself. LOAD 80 cassette tapes contain dumps of the

major program listings in 80 Micro.

If you have not yet ordered any LOAD 80 tapes and wish

you had, don't worry. We are now offering a "back issue"

cassette program. You can order any LOAD 80 cassette

from April, 1981 to date for $9.97. Baci^ issues of 80

jylicro are also available with the LOAD 80 cassettes for

$3,50. With the complete documentation found in the com-

panion magazine issue, you should have no difficulty

loading any of 80's major programs,

' Disks available from March 1982 to present

The Micro-Trac™ Generation
• High Frequency Response • Wide Dynamic Range '

• Used by Software Firms & Computer Hobbyists <

• Choice of School Districts Nationwide <

M^nt

Please send me the following;

month year

Tapes Magazines

month year

ITEM COST QTY. TOTAL

LOAD a) Tapes

add $1 50 pet tape for postage and handling $9.97

80 Micro

add $1.00 per magazine for postage and

handling

$3.50

TOTAL

24-PAK
$ .59

$ .69

D Check Enclosed Bill my:

NAME

MC AE VISA

ADDRESS _
CITY

CARD#
SIGNATURE

STATE. ZIP

EXP. DATE.
INTERBANK*,

Please allow 6-8 weeks tor delivery

LOAD 80 • 80 Pine Street • Petert>orougti NH 03458

Aim Debra Boudneau

12PAK
C-05 $ .69

C-10 $ .79

C-20 $ .99

C-30 $1.19

C-60 $1.49

C-90.. $1.79

*CASES $ .21

'Cases recommended to protect sensitive cassett

— UPS SHIPPING—
(No P.O. Boxes please)

$2.00 (12-pak) $3.00 (24-pak)

— Canadian shipping multiply by 2—

#1 COMPUTER TAPE
IN THE USA!

— write for volume prices—

TOLL-FREE
(orders only)

1 •800-528-6050

ext. 3005
In Arizona State
|1 -800-3520458
F ext. 3005

RO-80
E. 2665 Busby Road

Oak Harbor,WA"

•See List ol Advertisers on page 339
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mm

Edited by Steven Frann

"Electric Typing Fingers turns your
IBM Selectric typewriter into a fast,

letter-quality, economical printer."

Electronic Typing Fingers

Turn Your Typewriter
Into a Printer

Electric Typing Fingers (ETF-80)

turns your iBM Selectric or equivalent

typewriter into a fast, letter-quality,

economical printer. Place the unit on
top of the typewriter keyboard, plug it

into the parallel port of your computer
and the typewriter is ready to start

printing. Interface cables are available

for many different microcomputers in-

cluding the TRS-80, PMC-80 or PMC-81.

No modification of the typewriter or

additional software is required to

operate the Electric Typing Fingers.

Plastic tipped solenoids inside the

ETF-80 press the keys in the same
manner as a skilled typist would.

Speed of the unit is switch select-

able, 10 or 12 cps, and the unit sup-

ports upper and lowercase letters,

numbers and common symbols. By
using the IBM ASCII typing element,

you can print all standard computer
symbols.

Priced at $595, it is available from
Personal Micro Computers Inc., 475
Ellis St., Mt. View, CA 94043, (415)

962-0220.

Reader Service ^^558

KWIK Cassette
Mini-System

KWIKIT is a miniature version of the

KV\/ICOS and K0S3 cassette operating

system for the TRS-80. It improves cassette

storage of Basic programs. A software-

only enhancement to Level II, this product

adds disk-like commands and an improved
higher-speed tape storage format, but

takes only 880 bytes from user memory. It

saves and loads Basic programs at 1000

baud for the Model I and 2200 baud for the

Model III.

The KWIKIT system features a graphic

display to indicate correct volume setting,

protection against garbage loading from

tape, immunity from keyboard lock-up dur-

ing loads, a catalog command, display of

program length, keyboard control of the

cassette motor and a key debounce option.

Priced at $9.50 ($11,50 with debounce
and List speed control option), it is avail-

able from KWIK Software, Dept. M, Bolivar,

MO 65613, (417)326-7154.

Reader Service ^^ 582

Eartli Science Series

The Earth Science Series contains 12

independent programs. Each is designed

to teach a particular topic covered in a

junior high or senior high school earth

science curriculum. The series covers the

following topics: gradient, heat energy

lost and gained, latitude and longitude,

basic chemistry, stream erosion, water
budget, seismic waves, earth history,

seasons, meteorology, and percent error.

The package includes a lab aid program
which makes the computer into an in-

telligent calculator, preprogrammed with

20 of the most common formulas used in

lab experiments. A simple data graphing

routine allows a student to create graphs

of his lab results. All these programs do
not require programming knowledge.

The programs are illustrated with

numerous graphics and students are

quizzed throughout to reinforce informa-

tion learned. The series comes complete
with a teacher/student manual which con-

tains student objectives, worksheets,

answer keys, and general student user in-

structions.

Priced at $78.50 for a Model III disk

system and $68.50 for a Model I or Ml 16K
cassette system, the series is available

from TYC Software, 40 Stuyvesant Manor,

Geneseo, NY 14454, (716) 243-3005.

Reader Service ..^550

Green Phosphor CRT
Replacement picture tubes with green

and orange phosphor and an anti-glare

face are now available for the Models II
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NEW PRODUCTS

and 111. The new soft-view CRTs bring the

green or orange letters out of a nearly-

black field, increasing contrast and

readability. With flicl^er eliminated, it's

like looking at a printed page. The op-

tional Data-View frosted faceplate sub-

stantially cuts glare. The picture tubes are

shipped with the metal mounting band

and ears already attached, and installa-

tion only involves removing a few screws

and plugging in the new tube.

The CRTs are available for $79.95

(green) and $89.95 (orange). Add $10.00 for

the optional anti-glare Data-View etched

faceplate. For more information contact

Langley-St. Clair Instrumentation Sys-

tems Inc., 132 W. 24th St., New York, NY

10011, 1-800-221-7070.

Reader Service ^^551

CP/M Inventory Package
Pericomp Corporation's CP/M inventory

package is designed for use by any small

business with an inventory to maintain. It

features unlimited, multiple-volume mas-

ter tiles and entry/edit, stock status, and

stock movement capabilities. A complete

reporting function includes a do-it-your-

self wild-card feature.

Priced at $595, it is available from

Pericomp, Systems Division, 14 Huron

Drive, Natick, MA 01760.

Reader Service .-'552

Trissword

Trissword allows from one to four

players to compete against the computer

in a simulation of a popular word search

game. The program features a 5 by 5 play-

ing grid, selectable skill level for the com-

puter, an on-screen three-minute timer,

and easy player interface to the scoring

program. The computer finds 4, 5 and

6-letter words.

ARMdisk/525

Trissword is for use with the Models I

and III and requires a 48K system with

disk. Priced at $19.95, it is available from

W.C. Maxey, 3003 Deer Creek Lake Shore

Drive, Deerfield Beach, PL 33441.

Reader Service ^553

ARMdisk/525

basic' Programming
Environment

basic' is a powerful, completely struc-

tured extension of the Basic language.

Blocks of code are indicated by a unique

Indentation convention, eliminating the

need for extraneous statements (such as

Begin and End) and statement numbers.

A basic' program Is written via

editor'— a full function text file edit-

or—and is then translated into a normal

Basic program producing a listing that

cross references the basic' to its Basic

translation. The Basic translation is then

debugged using the Basic interpreter al-

ready available on your microcomputer.

basic' comes with full documentation

on a program disk in a handy binder for-

mat. It is available for the Models I and III

for $129 and requires at least one disk

drive. For more information contact Delta

Micro Systems, P.O. Box 15952, New Or-

leans, LA 70175, (800) 535-1814.

Reader Service ,^ 554

Model II and III owners can now expand

their storage capacities and cut their data

accessing times by as much as 80 percent

with Automated Resource Management's

ARMdisk/525Winchester disk subsystem.

Offering as much as 30 megabytes of

formatted hard disk storage, the ARM-

disk/525 uses intelligent controller

technology to help ensure data integrity.

An error correction code is controller-

supported and stored on disk to make

data loss nearly impossible.

The ARMdisk/525 is supported by

TRSDOS compatible operating systems.

These include HSDS for Model li and

LOOS for the Model III.

The ARMdisk/525 includes a Win-

chester disk controller, rotating memory

system drive, and all necessary cables. It

is priced from $3395 for the 772 -megabyte

system and $3995 for the 15-megabyte

system to $6695 for an expanded 30-mega-

byte system. For further information, con-

tact Automated Resource Management,

3613 West MacArthur Blvd., Santa Ana,

CA 92704, (714) 850-9792.

Reader Sen/ice *''561

basic'

IVIusician's Friend

Selection Aid for Musicians (SAM) is an

easy-to-use Basic program for the Models
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NEWP»

Surge Protector

The Ico-Rally Surge Protector provides

a buffer between fragile electronic equip-

ment and destructive, disrupting voltage

spikes and power surges. This single out-

let stabilizing unit has a 25 nanosecond
response time and can dissipate 950,000W
at 100 microseconds at Its rated 15 amp
and 120 volts AC.

Priced at $35.95, it is available from
Ico-Rally Corp., 2575 East Bayshore Road,
Palo Alto, CA 94303, (415) 856-9900.

Reader Service i^560

Ico-Rally's Surge Protector

I and III which aids a musical group in

song selection on stage. The program
categorizes your ov*/n song list and you
may call more than 20 specific sub-fists

with only two keystrokes, or use a wild-

card key to generalize the search. Song
titles are displayed in double-width letters

for easy reading, and list size is limited

only by available memory.
Supplied on cassette, it is compatible

with Model I and III tape or disk systems,
and comes with a complete manual. Priced

at $14.95, it is available from Creative Micro
Systems Inc., Box 604, Cushing, OK 74023.

Reader Service ^^557

Electronic Copyholder
The Accu-Type I ($149.95) and Accu-

Type II ($169.95) electronic copyholders

are equipped with a fluorescent light and
a magnifying bar with a guideline making
copy easier to read. An electronic foot

pedal moves the copy up and down auto-

matically leaving both hands on the key-

board for Improved speed and accuracy.

These products are on a free-standing

pedestal base for easy placement and are

adjustable tor any typing height. Both

models are quiet and will not disturb

others in the same work area.

For more information contact Amatix

Inc., 1263 Westwood Blvd., Suite 202, Los

Angeles, CA 90024, (213) 473-7393.

Reader Service *^564

Basic Conversions
Handbook

Now you can convert a Basic program
for the TRS-80, Apple II or PET computers
into the form of Basic used by any other

one of those machines. The Basic Conver-

s/o/is Handbook is a complete guide to

converting Apple II and PET programs into

the TRS-80, TRS-80 and PET into Apple II

and TRS-80 and Apple II programs into

PET. Equivalent commands are listed for

TRS-80 Basic (Model I, Level 11), Applesoft

Basic and PET Basic. Also described are

variations in graphics capabilities, PEEK,
POKE and CALL statements, cursor and
control characters, memory locations,

subroutines and sample programs.

Priced at $7.95, the book is available

from Hayden Book Company Inc., 50

Essex St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662, (800)

631-0856.

Reader Service t^5b5

Screen Kleen

Removes Dust
Screen Kleen, a scientifically developed

cloth, removes dust from the screen of a

CRT terminal. It can be used on screen

overlays where many destat chemicals

cannot. This product easily removes
paper dust from printers. It can also be
used to clean dust from walls, ceilings,

desktops, and any other equipment in the

computer room or office.

Priced at $2.95 for two cloths in a

storage bag, they are available from CRT
Products Company, P.O. Box 07135,

Detroit, Ml 48207, (313) 259-0762.

Reader Service *^556

Accu-Type I and III

Software for

Chemical Dealers
Permit, a software package for agricul-

tural chemical dealers, is designed to file

and accumulate information concerning

customers who hold restricted use pes-

ticide permits. This program lets you file

the following information: customer
name, address, phone number, permit

number and expiration date.

Using the filed data, the system pro-

vides many different printed reports in-

cluding all permit holders, In alphabetical

order; all permit holders, in order by permit

number; all permit holders, in order by per-
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We're not softon sottware
Data Resources continues its committment to professional quaiity TRS-80®

software with ttie Silver Edition Software Series ... Selected programs from

talented and popular authors.

New from Data Resources

ON-LINE ORDERING SYSTEM
Data Resources Corporation now sponsors
an electronic message system witti on-iine

electronic ordering. Forum-80 #2 of Denver,
Colorado is available 24 hours daily at
303/399-8858 providing access to latest

information concerning specials, prices,

and products for the TRS-80 disk user,

MAS 80
MAS 80 Accounting is a flexible, versatile

user formatted business system, designed
for the first time computer user. MAS 80
programs run stand alone or coordinating
without modifications, they are menu dri-

ven with cursor control and full screen
instructions, plus two types of file mainte-
nance, MAS offers the best usersupport for

the novice as well as the professional.

MAS 80 Complete $489.00

"HARVESTING THE SUN"
This solar program will enable you to assess

various placement strategies of "Flat Plate

Solar Collectors," it provides a simulation

of theoretical maximum omount of collect-

ed sunlight strii<ing a flat surface with a
table of values for daytime solar hours.

Disc Version S19.95

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
WEATHER FORECASTING
This program is derived from National Wea-
ther Service data and the documentation
includes a section on the program structure

so the user con modifythe existing forecasts

or add additional forecasts to suit loco!

conditions.
~Disc Version $24,95

RANGE AND BEARING
COMPUTATIONS
The ultimate program for anyone who
wonts to know the distance and direction

from any one point on earth to any other

point, lncludes"pre-programming"inyour
bcation and a listing of co-ordinates for

over 500 cities and islands.

Disc Version $34.95

WIND CHILL TEMPERATURE-
HUMIDITY INDEX
Here are two programs in one package
used to predict human comfort levels,

winter and summer. Computes wind chill.

heat sensations and provides warnings or

recommendations for the appropriate va-
-.^s c. '^emperature-Humidit-.' 'ndc.<."
" ?.' v'p'von . S19.95

INTERACTIVE BUSINESS
SYSTEM INVENTORY CONTROL
By Tom Willioms
The interactive system for inventory control

offers the small manufacturing business

savings in the thousands of dollars in re-

duced staff and accounting costs. Here's

how it works. , .

When an invoice is typed:

• the customer's name and both ad-

dresses are obtained from the CUSTOM-
ER LIST file,

• the company data is obtained from

the COMPANY DATA file,

• the product data is retrieved from the

INVENTORY CONTROL file,

• the INVENTORY CONTROL DATA file is

updated by the invoice.

• the SALES DATA file is updated by the

invoice.

• the invoice is automatically entered In

the ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE file.

The results are: ttie Invoice is typed, cus-
tomer data is gathered, items purchased
ore listed, multiples extended, invoice to-

talled, discounts computed, shipping costs

added, interest added for late poyers and
data is entered in inventory control, soles

data file and in accounts receivable, .
in

about 50 seconds without mathematical
or posting error.

For Model I or 111 , S500.00

B.T. ENTERPRISES
UNITERM/80
By Pete Roberts
This is the state-of-the-art in communk •

tions software. It configures itself tor eitt ! -r

Model I or Model III and can beused vii-'i

any standard modem, both RS-232 a-

Bus-Decoding. Especially designed to s...'.

the extended commands in NEWnOS/.-;u
but fully compothle with all mojor D- -'

systems.

For Model I and ill $89 00

THE FLOPPY DOCTOR
By Dave Stambauqh
FLOPPY DISK/MEMUP/ DIACNOoTl _ piw

grams are designed to thcroughiy check
out the two most trouble prone sections of

the TRS-80, the disk system (controller and
drives) and the memory arrays.

MODEL I
$24.95

MODEL ill :.,,,,, $29,95

Data Resources now carries the com-
plete line of Verbatim Diskettes, starting

at $25.95 for 10, 5Va single sided, double
density, 40 track diskettes.

MODEL 1

DOUBLE DENSITY PACKAGE
Newdos/80 Version 2.0

vi^th the LNDOUBLER :;' '-':

with the LNDOUBLER 5/8 . .
>^-<- ^"d

Dosplus Version 3.4

with LNDOUBLER $169,95

with LNDOUBLER 5/8 3199,95

Everything you need to convert your TRS-

80 Model 1, to run double density. Com-
plete with software, hardware, and instruc-

tions, installs in minutes with no soldering,

wiring or cutting,

LNDOUBLER alone S139,95
LNDOUBLER 5/8 $169.95

The LNDOUBLER is the most reliable double
density modification known to Data Re-

sources for the Model 1 The 5/8 version

allows mixing and matching S'^'a" drives

and 8" drives.

NEWDOS/80 Version 2.0
for MODEL I and III

The hottest Disk Operating System is now
available in its latest version This Is the ONE
from Apparat Inc., the people whose sys-

tems have made the TRS-80 the reliable

computer 3149,00

DOSPLUS
For MODEL I $ 99.95

DOSPLUS gives you more of what you buy
on operating system for. Speed and relia-

bility without sacrificing simplicity and
power. If you need extra power without
..-•Ira ,v,-:t '\vy- you need DOSPLUS!

i Data
Resources
304 Eloti

Denver, CO 80223
003)698-1263 .15

To order call toll free.

(800) 525-8394
Mastercard and Visa welcome
Checks - COD - Money Orders also

accepted
Orders shipped UPS free.

Colorado residents add 6V2 per
cent sales tax

Attractive discounts to dealers

All DRC Software can be purchased on
a 60-dav trial bosls. A full refund is

available if not satisfied.

'^ 1982 Data Resources Corp.

TRS-80 IS A TRADEMARK OF TANDY
CORP.

Prices subject to cttonge.
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PRACTICAL • ORIGINAL • SINGULAR • SUPERB • UNUSUAL
,--Th,e Original Word-Processing Synonym-Finder
''

REFWARE THESAURUS 2.0

NEW! EXPANDED! FASTER!
The highly-acclaimed word-finding program, now com-

plied in machine language, lets you find in only a few

seconds synonyms for any of 24,800 nouns, adjectives,

verbs, and adverbs. Substitutes synonyms in your own
sentences. And helps you find the correct spelling of

hard-to-spell words.

Essential for anyone who uses a personal computer as

a word processor to write letters, reports, articles, or

books.

Here is what reviewers say;

"...impress people with your unlimited vocabulary
through the use of the Thesaurus programs. You'll sur-

prise yourself with the amount of knowledge you will

pick up as you go along," —Softside, April 1982

"No problems whatsoever were encountered in loading

and running these programs. This does not happen too

often— ...Incidentally, absolutely no programming
knowledge whatsoever is required..."

—Computronics, April 1982

"All this is done very fast; faster than a search
through a conventional thesaurus..."

—80 Microcomputing, April 1982

REFWARE THESAURUS 2.0

24,800 adjectives, nouns, verbs, and adverbs assist you In

choosing the most accurate words in your ads, letters,

reports, and speeches.

REFWARE THESAURUS builder 1.0

Series of eight utility Basic programs enables physicians,

educators, lawyers, businessmen, or other professionals

to develop specialized computer thesaurus disk programs
of hard-to-remember technical words and their alternates
for personal use. Functions independently of Thesaurus
program.

REFWARE THESAURUS User's Manuals: Complete
descriptions of use of each of the above programs. In-

cluded at no additional charge with each program listed

above.

MINIMUM System Required TRS 80* Mod I or Mod III

48K with two disk drives.

'A Trademark of Tandy Corporation

Credit card ordere phone (914) 238-B896

0)
a.

i^ 114REFWARE* Reference Software Division

David C. Whitney Associates, Inc.

P.O. Box 451, Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514
'A trademark of David 0, Whitney Associates, Inc.

Specify Mod I ( ) or Mod III
( )

Single Density
( ) or Double Density

( )

Qty. Title Unit Price Tota

Complete 24,800-word
Refware Thesaurus 2.0

Thesaurus Builder 1.0

$89.95

$149.95

Enclose a disk contain-

ing your DOS and we
will copy the program
onto il.

Sales Tax
(N.Y. state residents only)

Postage and handling

Enclosed $

Bill: ( )Visa

. ( ) Check ( ) Money Order

( ) MasierCharge
TOTAL

3.00

Card#

Interbank «Exp. Date

Signature

Name Phone ( 1

tfi
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c
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DC Address
LU

UJ City State Zip..

Q Mailed First Class, but allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery, no CO D. orders
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TRSDOS--NEWDOS«-DOSPLUS^'-LDOS® Users

Add new dimension and class to your programming!

INTERACTIVE CONTROL LANGUAGE- $59 00
ICL is a very fast machine-code program executing procedures

written in the high level command language, ICL is designed to work

as a "middleman" belween the user and operating system and/or

application programs, it has powerfulfacilitiesfor control of program

execution and data manipulation.

ICL introduces virtual I/O for keyboard and display operations

and provides a uniform interface belween different otherwise

incompatible programs. It implemenlsacontrol interception scheme
for interactive co-execution of programs and procedures, which

.enables enhancement and customization of existing software

products in a simple way.

LIBRARY SUPPORT OPTION - $79.00
Upgrade your DOS witti libraries! Put all /BAS files into BAS/LIB,

' /CfvlD to CMD/LIB, /ICL to ICL/LIB. etc. Use regular DOS commands
\\o list. copy, kill, print, load, do, save. . . tiles from/to library. Your

processing will be faster than regular file access; other unique

features include sorted directories, a complete set of utilities, and a

' user-friendiy interface.

LSO is "plug compatible" w;th most DOS's and it saves space -

minimal file size is one sector, not one granule! In addition, the

compress opt ion saves a nother 30% ol space. With LSO, we managed
'to put all files that previously occupied 2,5 diskettes onto one

.diskette, and still 1 0*>b of space was free!!!

SPECIAL OFFER: ICL and LSO - $99 00
To order, specify Model I/Ill DOS and diskette

format.

Check, money order, C.O.D. plus 1.50 s/h

HX State residents add appropriate sales tax,

" — registered trademarks
XYZT COMPUTER DIMENSIONS, INC.

2 Penn Plaza, Suite 1500, N,Y,, N,Y, 10121

(212)244-3100 ^ 158
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n»D»n»n»n«n»n«D»n«n»n*n»n«n«n»n»n«n
• IN STOCK NOW!! call for special •

PRICES ON LNWSOs^ NEC printers,
• RGB COLOR MONITORS, AND TANDON •

a DISK systems.

1
«-»'»«#

NEW LNW SOFTWARE!
#»«*# a

n

n n
• 7180 WooDROw Wilson Dr

Los Angeles, CA 90068 na

n (213) 650-5754 - (714) 973-1939 n
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and III for $39 and $49 respectively. For

more information contact Micro Software

Systems, 1815 Smokewood Ave., Fuller-

ton, CA 92631
,
(714} 526-8435.

Reader Service »^574

Microcomputer Index

mit expiration date; all permits that expire

in any certain montfi; and individually ad-

dressed letters to all customers wfiose

permits expire in any certain month.

Permit is available forthe Models I, II, III

or 16 from Summerville Enterprises, Agri-

Computer Services, 104 Broad St., S.E.,

Aliceville, AL 35442, (205) 373-6383. Each

program is customized to the customer's

operation.

Reader Service ^^559

custom line and symbol shapes to be

used in plotting.

VisiGraph is available for the Models I

Microcomputer Index

Microcomputer Index is now available

on the Dialog Information Retrieval Ser-

vice. Tfie index is a subject and abstract

guide to microcomputer articles from 32

periodical sources including: Byfe, Info-

World, Interface Age, Creative Computing

and 80 Micro. The information covered in-

cludes microcomputer articles, softv^/are

revievi'S, hardware reviews, book reviews,

new product descriptions and more.

Each citation contains an abstract

describing the article, complete biblio-

graphic information and assigned de-

scriptors. The printed version of Micro-

computer Index, which is published

quarterly, is $30 per year.

For additional information contact

Microcomputer Index, 2464 El Camino

Real, Suite 247, Santa Clara, CA 95051,

Printer Graphics Program
VisiGraph transforms your VisiCalc

files into high resolution custom graphs

on your TRS-80 and MX-80/Graftrax or

Paper Tiger printer.

VisiGraph uses VisiCalc's data entry,

editing, and data calculation capabilities

to create on an electronic worksheet the

data to be plotted. VisiCalc is also used to

enter the desired features of the graph

tfiat VisiGraph will plot.

A pre-formatted form is added to the

VisiCalc worksheet for entering the graph

features. A minimum set of graph feature

entries require only the name of the

worksheet and the location of which rows

and columns of data are to be plotted.

VisiGraph uses the worksheet and graph

features stored on disk by VisiCalc to plot

the graph on the printer. It also provides

an interactive screen-graphic capability to

compose and store a wide variety of

J
^^s^/^
Jr-/\^! \A
ri\J \\ r\\

1
r ^^

T;~tr ~r

Vif

m HI Jun m at

VisiGraph
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NEW PRODUCTS

(408) 984-1097 or DIALOG Information Ser-

vices, 3460 Hillview Ave., Palo Alto, CA
94304,(415)858-3735

Reader Service ^563

mation contact QuanTeckna Research

Corp., 6902 220th Southwest, Mountlake

Terrace, WA 98043.

Reader Service ^^562

Relational Data

Management Software
The QUAD version 1.1 is a data manage-

ment tool that allows end- users and
programmers to design and implement com-

plete financial accounting and management
applications without having to "program."

You can use the QUAD to develop an

application as simple as a mail list or as

complex as an inventory control system or

a general ledger. Without generating addi-

tional program code, you can easily build

various integrated applications using the

software's relational capabilities.

The QUAD gives you the ability to inter-

face with other software packages. You
can convert data entered under various

formats to correspond with the QUAD'S
format or convert data entered under the

QUAD'S format to correspond with other

data formats.

The QUAD is priced at $495 and in-

cludes an accounts receivable applica-

tion. It is for use with CP/M and GP/M com-
patible operating systems. For more infor-

Church Donations
Programs

Custom Data's Model III Church Dona-

tions program greatly simplifies the book-

keeping necessary for recording and
reporting offerings of the church con-

gregation. The Model III version requires a

minimum of two disk drives and 48K RAM.
It can service a congregation of up to 1200
with 10 user selectable categories of dona-

tions. The price for the package is $125.

Also available are two compliments to

the Model II Church Donations program.

Qne is a Church Directory which uses a

select code to give up to five divisions of

member identification. This directory

gives an alphabetical, telephone book
type printout and is available for $35. The
second is an attendance record that can
keep track of 160 functions for up to 3000

people. The record can give total atten-

dance and percentage of the congrega-

tion as well as an individual attendance

record. This is also priced at $35.

For more information contact Custom
Data, P.O. Box 1066, Alamogordo, NM
88310,(505)434-1096.

Reader Service (--565

Sofiside Sampler of TRS-80 Entertainment

Programs

TRS-80 Entertainment
Programs

The SoftSide Sampler of TRS-80 Enter-

tainment Programs is a compilation of the

29 most interesting and entertaining pro-

grams published in SoftSide Magazine.
The 199-page book offers a variety of

short, simple programs and longer, more
complex adventures.

Test your nautical skills with such pro-

grams as Around the Horn and Battleship

or your driving abilities with Barrier and
Drag Race. Test your courage with Cycle
Jump, rescue a princess in Goblins, fight

Darth Vader in Kronen, or discover far

away treasure with Magical Journey. The
programs feature special graphics and
sound effects.

Priced at $8.95, the Sampler is available

from Hayden Book Company Inc., 50
Essex St., Rochelle Park, NJ 07662, (800)

631-0856.

Reader Service t^SZ?

r^icroprocessor Interfacing Course

Interfacing Course
The EE-3402 Microprocessor Interfac-

ing Course is designed for people who
have a working knowledge of micropro-

cessor fundamentals and want to gain ad-

ditional knowledge about microprocessor

interfacing techniques and more ad-

vanced microprocessors.

The 750-page text concentrates on

teaching advanced microprocessor inter-

facing techniques. It also provides in-

depth coverage of the 6800 family of mi-

croprocessors and introduces the student

to the powerful 6809 and 68000 micropro-

cessors. Review examinations, at the end

of each unit, help students check their

progress through the course material.

Ten experiments provide students with

interactive hands-on experience in micro-

processor interfacing. Highlights of the

experiments include burning an Eprom
and programming the 6809 microproces-

sor. All the components necessary to per-

form the course experiments are included.

The Heathkit/Zenith EE-3402 Micropro-

cessor Interfacing Course is priced at

$99.95. The ET-3400A Microprocessor
Trainer, which is required to perform the

experiments in this course, is priced at

$229.95 in kit form. An assembled version

of the Microprocessor Trainer (model

ETW-3400A) is available for $329.95. For

more information contact Heath Com-
pany, Benton Harbor, Ml 49022, {616}

982-3210.

Reader Servicev575
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TRS 80™ Model I & III External Mini Disk Drives

CompuAdd Corp.

13010 Research Blvd.

Suite 207
Austin, Texas 78750

l-(5J2)-250-1523

ORDER NOW
TOLL FREE

• Tandon Tft/I lOO-l Bare Drive
5 /a". Single sided. 40trk, 48tpj, Capable of single or double density
recording making it fully compatible with TRSSC" Mode! I or III,

• Tandon TM lOO-l w/chassis & pwr supply
Fully assembled silver chassis with external card edge connector for

easy cable installation.

• Tandon TM 100-2 Bare Drive
S'/a", double sided. 40trk, 48tpi. Capable of single or double density
recording making It fully compatible with TRS80™ Model I or III

• Tandon TM 100-2 w/chassis & pwr supply
Fully assembled silver chas-^is wrrh external card edge connector for

easy cable installation.

S209
Free

Shipping

$249
Free

Shipping

S299
Free

Shipping

S339
Free

Shipping

How to order — Order by calling CompuAdd Toll Free on I-800-53T-5255 (if outside of Texas) or 1-800-252-9146 [if in Texas). Ask for extension 811. You
can also order by mail Orders may be charged to a Master Card or Visa account or paid by Cashier's Check or Money Order. Sorry, but we cannot
accept personal check.s We pay shipping and handling on orders delrvered in continental USA Add 5% sales tax if Texas resident

All hardware has a 120 Day Limited Warranty. ^252 TRS 80 is a Trademark of Tandy Corp,

5V4" Floppy Disk Drives
TRS 80' model lA in Compatible

TANDON Model TMIO&I $219.95*ea
." more S214.95 ea

'

I M y Drive Power Conneclof Kit .... S2,00"

r.indoi Manual and Scfiematic .... $3.00"

12" Green Phospher Zenith Monitor S119.95'

We also stock TM-100-2s. the TM 602S r.n3S

and the 60JE Wincheste' Onve';

CALL NOW -TOLL FREE
800-824-7888 all states except CA
fiOO-8S2-nn lof CA lesidentb.

Ask for Operator «99

MC VISA or C D. with certified check
or money order. Kansas residents add
3% sales tax

"Plus shipping.

For info CRil- 316-683-9225
316-685-9445

923 Longfellow Street

Wichita, KS 67207

AMWAY
PRODUCT DISTRIBUTOR PROGRAIWS
• THS-aO MODEL l.llj 16K CASSETTt-BASED
• DISKS NOT flEO D • SPECIFY tJODEL I OR III

• BASIC LI5TIMGS AVAILABLE FOR OTHER
COMPUTERS

• WRITTEN BV EMERALD DIRECT FOR HIS OWN USE

14 PROGRAMS ON 3 CASSETTES!

i PfqM eochlieeDing

AMWAV PRODUCT DlSTHIBUTOn I

memory
J

DiSlriDufO' Pecof

PnnieF Optioniii

MONTHLY BONOS AECOftOPPOGRAM-r SaO

PV Btf Uhm all $0urce& *HN remgrlis OoflS ALL i;3tCiilalions

PriJiTe' F^u^M^d

SMALL HOME-BUSIHESS PAH" S49.»
B PROQRAUI, inciLiapng Wcrn-Proc&^^ai Leagei Mailing lisi

lrih'Ljri.-.''p D<alar Tifner Simple invoice Prpnle' requiren

AMBi; PAK- All dbove ^100 fsavea SI995|

T6-sheel 'INFO-PAK ' Send $2 fcredU on order)
AN prices posipaid USA Canada For^igr^ krJtj S? CA aaa 6%

BLECHMAN ENTERPRISES
K^ 7217 Bernadine Ave ilBBl
fflT Canoga Park, CA 91307 V/SA

Phone: (213) 346-7024

i^ViV SUPER™ iVi^
ISA's DATABASE
The only DBMS with all these features:

* PROVEN in one year of test marketing
*- TOUGH, reliable file structure
* MENU driven for simplicity and easy use
* ARITHMETIC with stored calculations
* FAST set-up and report formating
* CLEAR user-oriented documentalton
* PRINTS totals S subtotals - mail labels
-* REFORMATS and merges data files

* tulULTI-DISK files: Up to 128K records
* SORTS full disks on up to 40 fields

* PRODUCTION input of repetitive data
* USE existing data files

* COUPLES to word processors
* POSTS transactions to master file

* SEARCH by strings, ranges, comparisons

* DATA COMPRESSION: Over twice as
many labels as ttie other system

For TRS-80' Models I, II, III, & 16 - 250.00
CP/M* - 295.00

Ask yotii Dealer or Write: ^ 3^'

[nstitute for Scientific Analysis, Inc.

P. O. Box 7186, Dept. M-2
Wilmington. DE 19803 (215) 358 3735

tTM D/gda/ flesearcit*JM. Tandy Corp.

s tion

80 Micro does not keep subscription

records on the premises, therefore

calling us only adds time and doesn't

solve the problem.

Please send a description of the prob-

lem and your most recent address

label to:

Bamicro
Subscription Dept.

PO Box 981

Farmingdale, NY 11737

Thank you and enjoy your subscription

C/BS SAVES YOU TWICE
•Only $39"° each!
• You can recover the cost the fffst week!

A****-****-*--*--****-*******
Introducing: "INVOICeM" Models I & II

Print invoices from Radio Shack Inventory Control

I package (#26-1553)

• Produce plain-paper invoices by entering Stock

No. and quantity. Description and price retrieved

from Inventory file.

• Prices extended and totaled

• Manual entries allowed. ^4/9

**********-*-*********
Introducing: "SERIES-PRINT" -Model II

• If you use VISiCALC for more than tvjo files

"SERIES-PRINT" will greatly benefit you.

• Print up to 100 VISICALC DIF files wllhout

operator intefvention,

•No longer necessary to load a tile, print, load

another, print, etc., etc...

•Tell "SERIES-PRINT" a range of file names and

relax while your computer does your printing.

•Requires 64K Model II witn 132-character printer

(and, of course, VISiCALC)
*********-************

COMPUTER ; BUSINESS SERVICES
28333 Suburban Drive, Warren, Ml 48093

VislCalc & DIF are trademarks of VisiCorp.

Top-quality Scotch® Brand Diskettes

from Tech*Data, your completefrom Tech*Data, yoi

word jnd data processing supf

center. Dealer inquiries invited,

^ C3„ yoi, pree

1-800-237-8931
In Florida, call

V 813-577-2794.

Tech* Data Corporation
325 I Tech Dnve Nortli ^a^o

St. Petersburg, FL 33702

-See iisi ol Advertisers on page 339 'Micro, September1982 • 391
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Model III Fortran

Radio Shack now offers Model III For-

tran (26-2200) for the TRS-80 Model til com-
puter, available for $99.95 at Radio Shack
Computer Centers, stores and participat-

ing dealers.

The Model 111 Fortran package Includes

three systems: an editor, a compiler and a

linker plus a subroutine library on a

SVi-inch disk. A complete manual is also

included.

The editor permits the writing and edit-

ing of Fortran source files on disk. The

compiler reads the Fortran source code

from the disk, translates it into relocat-

able object code and saves it on disk. The
linker takes this relocatable object pro-

gram, links It with all the subroutines it

calls, and saves it on disk. This complete,

independent object program can then

load and execute directly from the Model

III operating system, TRSDOS.
The accompanying manual includes

complete user instructions for operating

Modei HI Fortran, and a discussion of For-

tran language statements and functions.

It also includes a section on error

messages and a quick reference.

Model III Fortran requires a 48K two-

disk TRS-80 Model III for operation. A
similar package (26-2201) for a 32K
two-disk TRS 80 Model I Is also available

for $99,95.

Reader Servlce*^578

Problem Solving on the TRS-80 Pocket

Computer

Model III Fortran

Pocket Computer Book
Radio Shack now offers a book that

teaches problem solving techniques for

the TRS-80 Pocket Computer. Problem

Solving on the TRS-80 Pocket Computer
by Don Inman and Jim Conlan is available

for $9.95 at Radio Shack stores, Computer
Centers and participating dealers.

This book is a self-paced text for in-

dividuals with a working knowledge of

TRS-80 Pocket Basic. !t provides practical

exercises, illustrations and diagrams that

present and explain solutions to a variety

of problems—solutions with numerous
educational and practical applications.

It also addresses the advanced func-

tions available with the TRS-80 Pocket

Computer, including trigonometric, logic

and print functions; random numbers;

storing, sorting, searching and more.

Reader Service ^^579

Basic so you don't have to learn two

separate procedures.

This product lets you enter text lines

without keying any remark indication;

automatically adjust all the text lines in

memory to any desired length using a
single command; move or copy single

lines or blocks of unlimited size; renumber

lines in the buffer; print the text or a

specified section with the desired type

size/density, margin, spacing and head-

ers; and combine text and program lines

in memory so that you can run a Basic pro-

gram to produce printed graphics in-

terspersed with your text printout.

Priced at $29.95, it is available from

TOPS Programming Enterprises, 7427

S.W. Garden Home Road, Suite 105,

Portland, OR 97223.

Reader Service ^-See

Word Processing
Without Disks

TXMODE is a machine-language expan-

sion of your TRS-80's operating system
that adds a true text mode, plus automatic

page formatting. It chains as many tape

files as you want, and the breaks can

come anywhere without showing on the

printed pages. It is fully compatible with

ULTIZAP/PRO 2.2

ULTIZAP/PRO version 2,2 is a 23K ma-

chine-language program for LDOS users.

It reads, displays, modifies (in ASCII or

hex) and rewrites file sectors, disk sec-

tors, and memory. It operates with 5-inch

or e-inch floppy drives, single or double

sided, single or double density and with

hard disks.

The program sells for $65 and is avail-

able on disk for the Models I and III with

48K RAM and LDOS 5.x.x. At least one

392 • 80 Micro, September 1982



POCKET COMPUTER USERS
Here is what you have been looking lor to

protect and transport your complete TRS-80,

PC-1, PC-; or Sharp PC-1 211, PC-1500 Pocket

Computer System.

IHK PC SYSTEM ATTACHE CASH

A durable, hortdsomely molded black case

with two drowbolt keylocks. The interior

has a soft foam lining which is cut to safely

hold all this:

•Pocket Computer
•Printer Interface

•Power Supply Charger
• Small Tape Recorder'

•Two Rolls of Printer Poper

Plus Room For Manuals Etc.

Pl.FAS)'; SPHCIFY:

PC-1, PC-1211 SYSTEM CASE- 54.50

PC-2, PC-1 500 SYSTEM CASE- 59-50

*lnstructions Included On How To Make Cot

Out For Your Own Small Tape Recorder

SHAI.I' OIVHRSIFIPO KM ERPRISF-S
108 Ferris Ave,, Chardon. Ohio 44024

-446

The Worlds Most Powerful

Software Vendor
Is Looking For

SOFTWARE AUTHORS
for MOD I, II, III & IBMP.C

If you have a product for the Micro
Market, let us help you with the

design, production and distribution.

Call or write for an Authors Kit today!

iCFT
A Division of Breeze/QSD, Inc.

11500 STEMMONS fREEWAY, SUITE 125

DALLAS, TEXAS 75229
ATTENTION SOFTWARE ACQUISITIONS

{214) 484-2976

SMITH 6SR0NATP1
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

Fully Formed Letter Quality.

Spe8d-120 Words/Minute

Advertised price is for pre pa-u

orders F.O.B. Shipping point.

CALL TOLL FREE

800
in PA (21 5) 644-6341

SPECTRA MARKETING
600 Swedesford Road

Berwyn, PA 19312

TRS-80 Model 16 & 68000 Systems

Database & File Software

rclatianal database system
easy to use poiverfult & efficient

menus Si English sutjsec query language
6SOOO code
sequential, indexed. & direct flies

(incl. features never seen before
such as: always single access on
random records^ sequential update
without rewrite)

multikey
r'-port generation
il.Tla validation on entry
lopetitlve batch update
multi-extent flies

I i:entrant code for shared usage
multiple precision & floating point
^i.M-.fi!i ^fcurlty

separate file and sort (core/disk)
packages available

Send for catalog:

Data Management Systems

Kmuiil.io. CA <iL^O[24

or phiiTir (7 1-t) »4a-OV44

'* .'ir

MODE!— Ill
Usars, would you likai

Fast, indexed access to records?

Enhanced search cipabtlities?

Hultiple report forials?

HultipU-line reports?

Hailinq labels?

P-RODEX
CAN PROVIDE IT!

59-95 (HQ,C0D,Check-2»tlts to dr)
Haint residents add 5X sales tax

For iore intonation, call or writei

DownHstMi crocomput 1 ng
P.O. Box &B

Coluibia Falls, He. 04623

(207) 4B3-44O0 tipi-lOpi)

tPROFIU is a ti of Tandy Corp.

TAXES
TRS-80 MODEL II

TRSDOSorCP/M
A complete coordinated tax system

that includes most used forms and

schedules. All schedules printed, no

masi<;s, no data field entered more

than once. All data automatically passed

between schedules and 1 040. Fully

supported all year. Partial orfull system.

System can be run for single or multiple

returns. Extremely flexible.

FULL SYSTEM - $600.00
OTHER CP/M SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

ANALYTICAL PROCESSES CORP.
635 MAIN ST. — NASSAU BLDG.

P.O. BOX 1313

^^1^ MONTROSE, COLO. 81402

VISA 303-249-1400

•341

RIZED VR DATA

fi'PIAl.Eiyft':,;'^
4-

St. City Dealer

At Birmingham— J. H. Snow Co.

AR Hot Springs— Microcomputer Systems

AR Rogers- Computer Place, Inc.

AZ Tucson— Simutek Computer Products, Inc.

CA Chino—Good-Lyddon Data Systems

CA Oceanside—OK Electronics

CA Pacific Palisades—Computer Management

Consultants Inc.

CA San Gabriel-UICRODOC

CA Santa Clara—Desmar tlectronics

CA Santa Clara-B&C Compuvision

CA Torrance— Booth Electronics

CA Walnut -Computer Valley

CT Bridgeport— Connecticut Information Systems Co.

CT Danbury—Computer Services of Oanbury

CT Windsor-Command Performance

FL Titusville— Computecti

FL Milton-Perry's Computer System

FL Winter Garden-All Systems Go

FL West Palm Beacfi—Computer Room

A Sioux City-Bytes and Nails

ID Boise—Office Magic Computers

II) Butil-ldaho Microcomputers

11 Decatur—DOS Computer, Inc.

IN Decatur- Solid -Slate Electronics/Radio Shack

IN Bloomington-T.A. S.C.I. Inc.

lA Carroll-Wilkins Computer Service

KS Ctianute— Lopeman Lectronics

KS Colby—T&W Electronics

MA Tewksbury-Omnitek

MO W. Hyattsville—Microcomputer Business Systems

MD Baltimore- Microcomputer Business Services

Ml Milan—C&S Electronics

MN Fergus Falls— Bob Fritz Electronics

NC Hickory-Simplified Software

NE Columbus-Columbus TV & Electronics

NH Portsmouth-Portsmouth Computer Center

NJ Three Bridges—Video Selection

NJ Marlton— LCC Engineering .

NY Ashville-Wilson Typewriter Service

NY Elmsford-We Are Computers

NY Lewiston— Mufflerman

NY Woodhawen-Alpha Products

MY Endicott—J&A Services

OH Ak'on-Feidman Enterprises

OH Wadsworth- Digital Business Machines

OK Watonga-Sounds, Etc.

OK Tonkawa- Micro-Corn Systems

OR John Day— Magic Enterprises, inc.

PA Belletonte-Capparella Bros., Inc.

PA Maple Glen-EZR Micro

PA New Brighton-Computer Analysts

PA Pittsburgh-Blackwater Leasing Systems

SD Mitchell-American Compu- Products

TN Smyrna— Delker Electronics, Inc.

TN Tullahoma-John Turnley

TX Houston-Gary Mee & Co,

UT Salt Lake City-Lizcon Trading

VA Hampton -Doctor Bertram Brown Computer Systems

VA McLean-The Creative Group, inc

VA North- Blackwater Leasing Systems

Foreign Dealers:

Australia, Pod Adelaide—Computer Imports

Canada, Cornwall (Ontario)— Heiko Automated Products

Columbia. Cali-Microcomp del Occidente

Indonesia, Jakarta—Data Atlas

Italy, Florence-All 2000 Computer Systems

Philippines, Cebu City—Basic Instruments Phil, Inc.

South Africa, Durban— Braum Business Machines

South Africa, Johannesburg—Peter's Computer

Discounts

West Germany, Dusseldor1-Uwe Markus

Computer Systems

West Germany, Steinfurt— Fuessner Computer Systems

Singapore—Threshold Technology

If you don't see an Authorized VR Data dealer in your

area, visit your local computer store and tell him to

become one'

See Lis' oI Adveitisers on page339 80 Micro. September1982 • 393
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TRS-80™MOD
48K— 2 Drive— DISK III

TRSDOS& Manuals

External Floppies ^O^E
forMODIorlll ^^# Ob
Fully compatible, 120 day warranty

80 TK or 2 sided $419.
80TK&2sided $549.

6.3 to 38 Meg
Winchester External

Hard Disk III

beginning at

$3195.

Optional HD
9.5 meg $3695.

19 meg 4295.

2 X 6.3 meg 4695.

2 X 9.5 meg 5395.

2 X 19 meg 6795.

CHECK THESE GREAT BUYS ON OTHER
Epson MX-80 w/graphtrax $475.00

Epson MX-80 ft 575.00

Epson MX-lOO 750.00

MX-80 Ribbons 12.50

MX-100 Ribbons 30.00

Epson Graphtrax 75.00

C.ITOH F-10 40 ops 1,695.00

Tractor 200.00

C.ITOH & Diablo Ribbons 5.95

DC Hayes Smart Modem 259.00

DC Hayes Micro Modem II 339.00

OKIDATA Microline 80 359.00

OKIDATA Microline 82A 529.00
OKIDATA Microline 83A 799.00
OKIDATA Tractor 75.00

Lexicon Modem 125.00

Novation Cat Modem 175.00
Novation D Cat Modem 199.00

Percom Doubler II 169.00

Percom Data Separator 29.95

Paper 9y2 x 11 (Fanfold) 29.95

Paper ^A% x 11 (Green Bar) 34.95

Verbatim 5Vd" Diskettes 26.90

Maxell 5Va" Diskettes 39.00

Nashua 8" Diskettes 42.95

Drive Extender Cable 12.00

Head Cleaning Kit 5V4" 14.95

Disk & Other Mysteries Book 19.95

Basic mother Mysteries Book27.50
NEC Ribbons (Min. 6) 5.95

Printer Cable 25.00

LDOS Operating Sys. 129.00

DOSPLUS Operating Sys. 149.00

NOW OPEN—VR DATA COMPUTER CENTER 616 Bartimore Pike, Springfield, Pa. (Delaware County)



INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

Smith Corona TP-I

Letter Qoafity Printers

• National Service Organization
• 90 day warranty thru VR DATA
• 12 cps— Daisy Wheel— 10/12 CPI
• 6 Type Faces available
• UP to 5 Part Paper
« Tractor Optional

Reg. 895.

SALE $775
OFFER EXPIRES AUG. 31st.

DISK III
100% Compatible Floppy Disks

Disk III Single Drive $599.
Disk III Dual Drives 864.00

Disk II! No Drives 435.00

TRSDOS & Manual 21.90

DOS PLUS & Manual 149.00

LDOS & Manual 129.00

2 Sided or 80 Track Drives add $120. ea.

2 Sided & 80 Track Drives add $240. ea.

MOSEL III

COMMUNI
VRRS232

$90.

Direct Replacement For

R.S. RS232, Fully Tested

& Burned-ln, Easy
Installation, 120 Day
Warranty, Programmable
Pinout, Prototype Area

ONS
D-CON
$299.

integral iVIoclem, NEEDS
NO RS232— Direct

Connect, Programmable
Dialing, AUTO ANSWER/
ORIGINATE, Easy

Installation

dal'a
777 Henderson Boulevard N-6

Feilrrorh PA 19032 1 2151461-5300

IF YOU DON'T SEE IT ADVERTISED
GALL US AND ASK FOR IT

Call Toll-Free

800-345-8102
ALL VR DATA PRODUCTS CARRY
A 120-DAY WARRANTY INCLUDING
PARTS & LABOR

Published prices reflect cash discount.

All prices are subject to change without

notice. TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks

of Tandy Corp. DISK III is a trademark of

VR Data Corp.

8:30AM-7PM E.S.T. Mon.-Fri., Sat. 10AM-3PM
CABLE "VRDATA" TELEX 845-124



NEW PRODUCTS

disk drive is required. For more informa-

tion contact The Utility Company, 11360

Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90049 (213)

476-7610.

Reader Service t^567

Color Forth

Color Forth for the Color Computer is a

highly interactive language like Basic,

with the structure of Pascal and execution

speed close to that of Assembly
language.

Color Forth consists of the standard

Forth Interest Group (FIG) implementa-

tion of the language plus most of Forth-79,

and a screen editor w/ith split screen dis-

play. Mass storage is via cassette inter-

face. Color Forth also contains a decom-

piler and other aids for learning the inner

vi/ori<ings of this language. It auto-

configures to 4K, 16K or 32K models and

contains 10K of ROM. The 112-page

manual describes the many hardware-

specific features of the implementation,

including a glossary of the system-

specific words, a full standard FIG

glossary and complete source listing.

Color Forth, written by Talbot Micro-

systems, comes to you in ROMPACK for

$109.95, For more information contact

The Micro Works, P.O. Box 1110, Del Mar,

CA 92014, {714)942-2400.

Reader Service t^568

Soffpedal

Softpedal is a software program and

transducer pickup system that converts

an existing bicycle, or exercise bike into a

computer-aided training and exercise

machine. The Softpedal programs display

a simulated race course on any color

television or video monitor, and allows the

user to pace himself, race the clock, or

another competitor,

Softpedal is a program tape which con-

sists of two interactive user programs.

The first program, Bike Race, displays

several real-time parameters. After enter-

ing the rider's name, a gun is fired to

signal the start of the race. Average speed

and current speed (in mph), elapsed time,

and distance are shown on the screen to

give instant feedback on your progress

around the course.

The second program is called Dash-

board. At the start you input the number of

lap legs desired, the average speed to

maintain for each leg, and the length of

each leg. A percentage completed bar-

graph and speed in mph bargraph are dis-

played at the top of the screen. Your bicy-

cle dashboard shows the average speed

per leg, the distance covered up to that

point, and your average speed.

Softpedal is available for the Color

Computer. Available options include a

stand with an integral wind load mech-

anism, which simulates actual road condi-

tions at any speed. The price for the

package is $145 including stand. For more

information contact Practical Applica-

tions of California, P.O. Box 255768,

Sacramento, CA 95825, 1-(800)-835-2246.

Reader Service ^569

Data File Book
Radio Shack now offers TRS-80 Model 1

and III microcomputer users a com-

prehensive, self-instructional book on

data file programming. TRS-30 Data File

Programming Model I/Ill by LeRoy Finkel

and Jerald R. Brown is available for $1 1.95

at Radio Shack stores. Computer Centers

and participating dealers.

This book is a non-technical, self-paced

text on how to program and maintain data

files. Sample programs and self tests lead

readers (with a working knowledge of

TRS-80 Basic) through each step in data

file programming. The text offers practical

advice on how to use disk files to keep

track of billings, customer inventory and

TRS-80 Data File Programming

396 • 80 Micro, September 1982



"My clients nam pt'i^onal
as well as piulessioiial ser-

vice. That's why a senice
bureau Is our of the ques-
tion. An in-liouse syslem
was the onlv aiis\\<-r lor uiy

CP\ firm."

Andren Rosmlirii!. \\s. n*\

i

naco
"CHAIds Mcisler Tax pro^imn is

probably the best known tax

preparation program.

"

PERSO!\AL COMPUTING
(December '81)

"The program (Ceneral Ledger U)
was written by Andy Rosenberg,

who, as a practicing CFA himself,

knew what accountants were

looking for in a microcomputer

program."
INTERFACE AGE magazine

(April 82}

Five years ago, with my tax

practice steadily growing, I consid-

ered lisin^ a service bureau to pro-

cess my clients* returns. Tlie effi-

ciency and accuracy ttiat only a

f^r tax program
computer can ^ive lield tremendous

appeai.

However, I Icnew ttiat my
ciients cliose to come to me be-

cause of tfie personal touch my
practice afforded them. I really had
no desire to act as the "middle

man" between my clients and a ser-

vice bureau. The thought of sending

my clients' confidential records

outside my office was not really my
idea of what a CPA firm was all

about.

And yet I couldn't dismiss the

advantages of a computer. So I

wrote the program I needed—thus
CPAids was born. During the past 5

years, our microcomputer solLware

has enabled accountants through-

out the nation to process thousands

of returns efficient l> ^ind personal-

ly in-house. With our Master Ta\,

Corporate 1120, Ta\ Planner and
the Interactive General Ledger II,

you can be assured that we have all

the programs to fit your needs.

For additional Inrormalion and the name
of Ihe draler nearest you rail or write;

G>1iDS
1640 Tranklin Avenue
Kenl. Ohio 44240
(216) 678-9015
All programs require 48 Kb free memory: iwo
disk drives, each 241 Kb preferred. CP/M 2.2® or
MP/M® compiled ®Mlcrosoft Basic. (®CP/M,
MP/M are registered trademarks of Digital

Research).
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NEW

Freedom Option and Freedom Plus

expenses; how to catalog material and

maintain mailing lists; and how to process

numerical and statistical information.

Reader Servicev-580

Classroom Record
Keeping System

Classfile, a record keeping system for

the classroom teacher, is now available

on disk for the Model 111. This expanded
disk version retains ail the standard

features of the original Classfile program

and includes many new features.

Classfile works with classes of up to 45

students and can handle 25 grades per

student. It allows the teacher to weight

grades in averaging, enter new grades,

change old grades, add extra credit, drop

grades from averages for particular

students, add students, delete students,

alphabetize students, and start a new
term without retyping students' names.

Classfile comes with a manual and a

sample of all printed reports. It is avail-

able for the Model III with 48K and two
disk drives for $49.95. For more informa-

tion contact TYC Software, 40 Stuyvesant

Manor, Geneseo, NY 14454, (716}

243-3005.

Reader Service>^570

TRS-80 Galaxy of Games
The TRS-80 Galaxy of Games are four

different games: Hangman, One Arm Ban-

dit, Skunk and Jacks.

Hangman is a word game classic. The

screen reveals a scaffold with parts of the

human body listed next to it. Across from

the scaffold is a blank word box that con-

tains a certain numberof dashes. The win-

ner must guess the word in the box or die

trying.

One Arm Bandit is a slot machine

game. The player is given $200 to begin

bettingon the wheel. Minimum bets are $1

and the highest allowed is $100.

Skunk is a dice game for one to six

players. Each player must accumulate the

highest number of points without rolling

"skunk" {no points). The first player to

reach the maximum score, which can be

set at any amount, wins.

Jacks is a computer version of the

popular card game for one to five players.

The player must try to score the least

amount of points by trading high cards for

low cards in the deck.

TRS-80 Galaxy of Games is available on

cassette for 16K Models I and III for

$14.95. For more information contact

Hayden Book Company Inc., 50 Essex St.,

Rochelle Park, NJ 07662, (800) 631-0856.

Reader Sefvice^576

ST80-III Terminal Program
The new 2.50 version of the ST80-1 1 1 ter-

minal program for the Models I and III

replaces the earlier 2.30 version and incor-

porates many new features such as a

screen print command similar to the JKL
feature started by the NEWDOS operating

system, a built-in auto-dialer, improved

high-speed operation, and a new, com-

prehensive, easy-to-understand instruc-

tion manual. The new version of ST80-III

also clears up some of the major bugs

that developed during the life of the

previous version.

The price of ST80-III version 2.50 is $150.

Current users can upgrade to the new ver-

sion for $50. The upgrade price includes a

new instruction manual. For more Infor-

mation contact Lance Micklus Inc., 217

South Union St., Burlington, VT 05401,

(802) 864-5899.

Reader Service ^^572

CP/M Conversion Boards

The Freedom Option ($275) and
Freedom Plus ($490) boards allow the

TRS-80 Models I and III, the PMC 80 and
81, and the LNW80 to run CP/M applica-

tions software as well as TRSDOS soft-

ware. The Freedom Option is the basic

CP/M conversion board while the

Freedom Plus provides CP/M conversion

and adds 16K of RAM to the TRS-80.

The Freedom boards include Freedom
Technology's CP/M compatible operating

system, T8/0S. T8/0S is written in 280

code. T8/0S can be configured to run any

combination of SVa and 8-inch drives,

single or double density, single or double

sided.

The majority of CP/M applications soft-

ware is compatible with the Freedom
boards as well as the higher level

language compilers that are availble for

CP/M, such as Cobol, Fortran, and Pascal.

For complete details contact Freedom
Technology International, 119 North 18th

St., Philadelphia, PA 19103,(215)569-2381.

Reader Service -- 584

Model III Cassette

Operating System
K0S3, a Model Ml version of the

KWICOS Cassette Operating System

from KWIK Software, adds disk-like com-

mands and an improved 2200-baud tape

storage format to supplement the stan-

dard CSAVE/CLOAD/System routines.

K0S3 is easy to use; all operations are ex-

ecuted by simple commands from the

Level II Immediate mode. No add-ons,

equipment modifications, or special pro-

gramming skills are needed.

This product adds simple abbreviated

commands to activate/deactivate the

break key, set the standard high/low

cassette baud, reroute or initialize I/O

routing, set the date or time, and toggle

the clock display on or off.

Priced at $24, it is available from KWIK
Software, Dept. K, Bolivar, MO 65613, (417)

326-7154.

Reader Service ^^581

Less Taxing

Tax Preparation

Supertax I ($20) is IdeaLfortax planning

before year-end or as a guide for preparing

the return after year-end. Data entry and

error correction is simple. You can enter

data using the fully prompted mode or di-

398 • 80 Micro. September 1982



AVAILABLE!!
I NDEX

Sequential

Access
iP^fHOD

* Get and Put Records to Disk File by "KEY"
* Read File in Key Sequence Without Sorting

* Delete Records Without Recopying File

* Add Records to Disk Files in Any Sequence
* Variable Key Length From 1 to 50 Characters
* Machine Language or Basic Subroutines.

BUSINESS APPLICATION ADVANTAGES
- Improved Disk Utilization

- Easier Program Development
- improved Operating Characteristics

- Reduce or Eliminate Sorting
- Improved Performance

ISAM SUBROUTINES
ISAM UTILITIES

Documentation
On Diskette $90 00

NEW! MACHINE LANGUAGE + BASIC SUBS — $140
— PLUS— Free Mailing List Sample Application

Add 6"ri Sales Tax for Cali'omifi Orders

TRS-80^' MODEL I, II, & III and CPM* SOFTWARE FROM

Johnson Associates -or- Telephone Order Line
P.O. Box 3069 For Bank Card Sales
Redding, CA 96049 (916)221-0740

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

MICRO
MOONUGHTER
NEWSLETTER

The ONLY publication devoted exclusive-

ly to helping you create, build, and main-

tain a home-based business using your

micro-system. SUBSCRIBE NOW to what
may be the most important publication in

YOUR FUTURE!

1 Year (12 issues) only $25 U.S., $29
Canada, $35 World Wide

J, Norman Goode, Publisher

Micro Moonlighter Newsletter
2115-M Bernard Avenue • Nashville, TN 37212

Visa and Mastercard welcome. Send account number and

expiration date.

n Visa Acct # Exp

D M/C Acct # _^ _— Exp ^

Name -^—-

Address

-

City St. Zip

,.-270

-Sr:f: List ol Adi/ertisers on page 339

(213)993-4804
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rectly enter only those items which are ap-

plicable. A detailed and numbered input

stieet helps organize data and reduces in-

put time. When data entry is complete the

program does all calculations and prints a

summary of the entire return including

taxable income, total credits, regular tax,

income averaging tax, minimum taxes

and payment due or refund.

The Supertax II system ($27.50) makes

all the calculations made by the Supertax

I program and prints the tax return for you.

It prints pages one and two, Schedules A,

B and G and Form 3468 on tractor feed

forms. The Supertax II system is a two-

disk package which includes the Supertax

I and II programs.

The Supertax III system ($32.50) is also

a two-disk package which includes Super-

tax I and II and also a program to calculate

and print IRS Form 1040 Schedule C. The

package also features a stand-alone

depreciation program which calculates

depreciation under the old depreciation

rules (prior to 1981) and the new required

ACRS rules.

The programs run on the Models I, II, III

and 16. For more information contact

Rockware Data Corp., P.O. Box 1493,

Piano, TX 75074, (214) 596-0588.

Reader Servicet>583

VisiCalc Guidebooks
A new set of guidebooks from Wm. C.

Brown Co. will help you get the most from

the VisiCalc program. These guidebooks

provide clear, machine-specific examples

to help the programmer iearn faster and

work with more accuracy. Written in work-

book format, author Eduard J. Desautels

shares his expertise and VisiCalc pro-

gramming knowledge and presents it in

easy to understand, step-by-step direc-

tions, leading the programmer toward

total VisiCalc programming confidence.

VisiCalc for the TRS-80 Model 11 and 16

Computers and VisiCalc for the TRS-80

Model I and III Computers sell for $16,95

each. To further enhance the guidebooks,

Desautels has prepared disks containing

several electronic worksheets. These

disks are available for the Models II and III

for $39,95 each. However, if you purchase

a VisiCalc book and disk together the

price is $49.95 for both. For more informa-

tion contact Wm. C. Brown Co. Publish-

ers, 2460 Kerper Blvd., Dubuque, lA 52001.

Reader Service^ 587

Cobol Utility Program
The Mode! Ill Host program accepts

variable length Coboi source files from

your Model II and creates Model III Cobol

source files in Cedit format. To upload

your Model II files to the Model Ml use the

terminal program which accompanies

Model II TRSDOS. Host puts the Cobol

source files in ASCII format required by

the Model 111 Cobol editor. Host runs at

9600 baud for rapid data transmission.

Priced at $34.95, it is available from

Absecon Software Associates, 550 Fourth

St,, Absecon. NJ 08201, (609) 646-9322.

Reader Service ^^585

VisiCalc Guidebook

MicroGANTT Now
Available For CP/M

The MicroGANTT projects planning

system is now available for Model II com-

puters running CP/M. It uses critical path

method (CPM) techniques to determine

task dependencies and project comple-

tion dates. The user creates a project by

defining tasks and task dependencies and

by assigning costs. The program immedi-

ately displays a Gantt chart which gives a

graphic representation of the project.

Tasks can be displayed on a time scale of

days, weeks, months, quarters or years.

The time scale of the charts can be varied

at any time to present more or less detail.

Priced at $395 for system and documen-

tation, MicroGANTT is available from

Westico, 25 Van Zant St,, Norwalk, CT

06855, (203) 853-6880.

Reader Service ^ 586

The Address Factory

The Address Factory, a mailing list pro-

gram for the Color Computer, is perfect

for club newsletters, church mailings,

business customer lists, and personal

party lists. It records name, address, city-

state, zip, and a special code of 27

characters for each person on your mail-

ing list. You can add or delete names or

change any information easily from your

keyboard. The program prints mailing

labels or a listing of all or any selected

subset of your names. It sorts the names

by zip code or special code.

This product, accompanied by an in-

struction manual, is available on cassette

($17.95) or disk ($22.95) and requires 32K

of memory, A printer is required for print-

ing reports. For more information contact

Computerware, Box 668, 4403 Manchester

Ave., Encinitas, CA 92024, (714) 436-3512.

Reader Service ^^588

Starship Chameleon
You are the Starship Chameleon, a

special intergalaclic vessel with the

assignment of protecting the planet

below from the aerial attack of enemy in-

vaders. You have the unique capability to

change color at the push of a button in

order to destroy the on-coming super

bombs and anti-matter bombs that have

been launched by the enemy Gabolatoks

above. But watch out for the semi-intelli-

gent aerial bombs! They home in on your

every move, seeking to destroy you!

This fast moving, skill and strategy

game can be played at nine skill levels. It

is available on cassette ($24,95) or disk

($29.95) and requires 16K of memory. For

more information contact Computerware,

Box668, 4403 Manchester Ave., Encinitas,

CA 92024, (714)436-3512,

Reader Service*^ 589

Regilean Bloodworm
Regilean Bloodworm is an arcade-style

game for the Models 1 and III, You are a

space worm who must eat the Zansbards

(rotating space creatures) that appear on

400 • 80 Micro, September 1982



Computer Shopper is your link to

individuals who buy, sell and trade

computer equipment and software

among themselves nationwide. No
other magazine fills this void in the

marketplace chain.

Thousands of cost-conscious com-
puter enthusiasts save by shopping

in Computer Shopper every month

through hundreds of classified ads.

And new equipment advertisers offer

some of the lowest prices in the nation.

Computer Shopper's unbiased

articles make for some unique

reading among magazines and

there's a "help" column to answer

difficult problems you may have with

interfacing, etc.

For a limited time you can subscribe

to Computer Shopper with a 6

month trial for $6 or 12 months for

$10.

You risk nothing, because if you're

not 100% satisfied after receiving

the first issue, you may cancel and

receive a full refund. No questions

asked!

If you want faster service, call in

your subscription and charge on

your MasterCard or VISA account.

Our business office is open from

8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through

Friday. Call for charge card orders

or send your check or money order

TODAY while the offer is still good.

P.O. Box F322 • Titusville, PL 32780
305-269-3211
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the screen. You do this by running them

down and absorbing their energy. As you

eat more of them your tail grows longer.

The trick is you may never hit anything

other than the Zansbards. This includes

the walls of the arena and your own tail.

There are 37 levels of play from molasses

slow to lightning fast.

For more information contact A-Prlori

Software, 1005 W. Main, Vermillion SD
57069.

Reader Service;-'590

Featuring a clear vinyl top pocket for in-

dexing, the envelopes fit standard three-

ring binders for convenient filing and

storage.

Priced at $9.95 each, they are avail-

able from Inmac, Department 67, 2465

Augustine Drive, Santa Clara, CA 95051,

(408) 727-1970.

Reader Service 591

Metallic-Clad

Binder Envelopes

A new floppy-disk storage envelope pro-

tects valuable records from erasure or

alteration due to magnetic fields, tt also

protects your disks from dust and other

physical damage.

The anti-magnetic envelopes hold

either two eight-inch disks or several

smaller 5 V4-inch disks or magnetic cards.

Bible Available on Disks

THE WORD processor data base for

two-disk 48K Model III computers con-

tains the entire King James version of the

Bible on disks. Designed for students of

theology, pastors, and the personal com-

puter market in general, THE WORD pro-

cessor consists of eight disks replete with

an easy-to-use instruction manual
Because the Bible text is accompanied

by a special word processing program,

your computer can scan the text looking

for any combination of words or phrases,

and inform you where and how often the

word or phrase occurs. You can scroll

through the text at any speed you choose

and branch to specific verses of interest.

Any verses or references of special in-

terest can be printed on request.

THE WORD processor is priced at

$159.95 (plus $2.50 for postage and handl-

ing) and is available from Bible Research

Systems, 8804 Wildridge Drive, Austin, TX

78759,(512)346-2181.

Reader Service .^571

Personal File Manager
The Personal File f^anager is a disk-

based filing system designed foreveryday

use such as storing addresses, phone

lists, personal notes and reminders all in a

single file. The file structure is format-free

allowing any desired information to be

stored on up to 400 related or unrelated

subjects. This menu-driven Basic program

includes its own edit subcommands to up--

date the file.

This product requires a Color Computer

with 32K RAM and one or more disk drives

and Extended Color Basic. It is available

on 5y4-inch disks for$17.95 from Home In-

formation Systems, 4006 Ellicott St., Alex-

andria, VA 22304,

Reader Service^573

Color Computer Worksaver
The Platinum Worksaver is a program-

ming aid that can reduce programming

time by 50 percent. The Worksaver, de-

signed for the 16K Extended Color Com-
puter, occupies less than 2K of memory. It

provides full screen editing of Basic pro-

grams with automatic line numbering,

changes, deletes and inserts, using a

completely moveable cursor. The Work-

saver supports full screen editing of nu-

meric and string arrays. There are single

key entries of more than 90 Basic words.

This product features program chaining

and dynamic debugging, letting the pro-

grammer change, delete, join lines, or

even load new programs without disturb-

ing existing data. It also converts the right

side of the keyboard into a numeric

keypad, allowing fast entry of numbers.

Priced at $30, the Platinum Worksaver

Is available from Platinum Software

P.O. Box 833, Plattsburgh, NY 12901

(518)643-6796.

Reader Service ^^ 592
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HWTO USEYOUR EPSON
WITHOUTWASTING

COMPUTER

Your computer is capable of sending data

at thousands of ctiaracters per second but

ttie Epson can only print 80 cliaracters per

second.

This means your computer is forced to

wait for the printer to finish one line before it

can send the next. A waste of valuable lime.

THENEWMICROBUFFER'^
ACCEPTS DATA AS FAST AS

YOUR COMPUTER CAN SEND IT.

Microbuffer stores the data in its own
memory buffer and then takes control of

the printer. This frees your computer for

more productive functions.

PARALLEL OR SERIAL

Microbuffer model MBP-16K is a

Centronics-compatible parallel interface

with 16,384 bytes of on-board RAM for

data buffering.

The MBS-8K is a full-featured RS-232C
serial interface with both hardware and
software (X-On/X-Off) handshaking, baud

rates from 300 to 19,000 and an 8,192 byte

RAM buffer.

SIMPLY PLUG IT IN.

Either nnodel fits the existing auxiliary

interface connector inside the Epson MX-80,

MX-80 F/T or MX-100 without modification,

and is compatible with standard Epson

cables and printer control software,

including GRAFTRAX-80.

JUST $159.00*

When you think how much time Microbuffer

will save, can you afford not to have one?

Call us for your nearest dealer.

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, INC.

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CA 91362 • (213) 991-8200

^11

'Sugoested retail price for either model.
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A GALAXY of features makes the LN.WSfe a

remarkable computer. As you explore the

LNW80, you will find the most complete,

powerful, ready to run, feature-packed per-

sonal and busiriess computer ever made into

one compact solid unit.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION - Instrumenta-

tion quality construction sets LNW80 com;

puters apart from all the rest. Integrated into

the sleek solid steel case of the LNW80 is a

professional 74-key expanded keyboard that

includes a twelve key numeric keypad.

HIG)H RESOLUTION GRAPHICS & COLOR-
The stunning 480 X 1 92 resolution gives you

total display control - in color or black and

white. The choice of display formats is yours;

80. 64, 40 and 32 columns by 24 or 1 6 lines in

-

any combination of eight colors.

PERFORMANCE - Lift-off with a 4MHz Z80A

CPU for twice the performance. The LNW80
outperforms all computers in its class.

MODEL I COMPATIBILITY - The LNW80 is

fully hardware and software compatible with

the Model I. Select from a universe of hardware

accessories and software - from VisiCalc'"' to

space games, your LNW80 will launch you

into a new world of computing.

FULLY LOADED - A full payload includes ^n

on-board single and double density disk

controller for 5 'A" and 8" single or double

sided disk drives. RS232C communications

port, cassette and parallel printer interfaces

are standard features and ready to go. All

memory is fully installed - 48K RAM, 16K
graphics RAM and 12K ROM complete with

Microsoft BASIC.

Our down to earth price won't send you into

orbit- $1495

LNW Research Corp.
.Iti'H) W.^LNl'T Tustin. CA. *jr2U8i)

(7M) 641'H8r>(l (71-1} 544-%4:i

Monilor and Disk'drives not tnclurJed

TM Pefsoniil Sotlware, Inr.


